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INF- American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
10801 Roci<ville Pike Rockville, Maryland 20852 (301) 897-5700 (Voice or TTY)

May 12, 1982

Dear Colleague:

The American Speech-Language-Heaving Association (ASHA), in cooperation
with Gallaudet College, is pleased to provide you with the enclosed Hearing
Impaired Developmen.tally Disabled -Children and Adolescents: An Interdisciplin-
ary Look at a Special Population

Workshop Manual prepared by Eileen Holzhauer,
M.A., Project Manager, M. Kristin Hoff, Ph.D., and Evelyn Cherow, Project
Director. The Manual was developed under Grant 90 DD 0005/01 to ASHA from the
Administration on Developmental Dispbilities (ADD), Department of Health and
Human Services as a project of national significance for the purpose of improv-
ing services to children and adolescents with both hearing impairment and
developmental disability. The thrust of this project is to update and dissemr
inate materials developed ander ADD Grant 54-P-71144/9-03 conducted by the
University of Arizona and completed in 1979.

Interest in and concernfor multihandicapped children have grown during
the past few years. Programs for the hearing impaired in particular have been
concerned because they have seen their populations changing to include more
children identified as having disabilities in addition to hearing handicaps.
These disabilities range in severity from mild behavior problems that inhibit
learning to multiple organic and emotional involvements. We know that in and
of itself, hearing loss is a complex and multifaceted handicap which not only
disrupts the process of communication but also influences the pattern of educa-
tional, emotional, social and cognitive development. When one or more
additional handicaps coexist with hearing loss, the ultimate effect is not
simply additive in nature but rather synergistic due to the interaction of the
handicaps.

The compiled materials herein address eight major topic areas impacting on
the identification, education and rehabilitation of the hearihg impaired devel-
opmentally disabled population: demographics, identification and assessment,
communication, instructional management, mental health issues, programmatic
options, personnel preparation, and advocacy. Additionally, as a result of
futuring sessions conducted at the National Workshop for invited representa-tives of University Affiliated Facilities (UAF) (funded by the Administrationon Developmental Disabilities), needs and trends for the target group in the
1980's will be identified in the areas-of communication, mental health, and
research; these will comprise the final section of this manual.

We hope that our workshops and Manual act as a ca alyst to effect
increased multidisciplinary efforts on behalf of the H D population. We
believe that workshop replication and multiple usa these materials will
heighten professional sensitivity to the broad scope of issues and concerns ofimport to the hearing impaired developmentally disabled; therefore, improving
accessibility and quality of services extani in these times of limited prograth
expansion.

ix
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We are very appreciative of the assistance and support received from
innumerable sources in the preparation of thls Workshop Manual as well as in

'the planning for the national and regional training workshops. Thelma Lucas,

Project Officer from the Administration on Developmental Disabilities, provided

steadfast'guidance in"facilitating project planning 4nd implementation. Boris

'togatz, Assistant Dean, School of .Education.and Human*Services,.Gallaudet
College, offered consisierable time, energy and ingenuity in coordinating
efforts of all collegiate Departments in the production of the Manual and both

National UAF and MidAtlantic Regional Workshops. Charlotte HawkinsShepatd
and the Gallaudet Research Institute extehded expert content and editorial

assistance. The Project Advisory Committee and National Workshop Faculty
listed within furnished invaluable original articles, critiques, and references
from which to select the included manual materials. Larry Stewart, former

Project Director of the Arizona Model Demonstration Project (ADP) To Improve

-Services to HIDD, contributed his counsel in selecting and revising those MDP
materials appropriate to the times and needs of children with hearing impair

ment and developmental disabilities.

We are pleased that ASHA has had the opportunity to provide the forum and

materials to effect increased professional dialogue and resultant improved

service delivery to these special children and young people. We dedicate our

efforts to them.

a.

° Sincerely,

Eve.lyn Cherow, M.A.

HIDD Project Director
Director, Audiology Liaison

Branch

ADA-L

ames Gel t, Ph.D.
Director, Office Of

Sponsored Programs

Frederick T. Spahr
Executive "Director
American SpeechLanguageHearing

Association
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Susan Zylstra Owner, Ph.D.
Program Supervisor
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Thomas Jones, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
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School of Education and Human Servicfe
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4.

HEARING IMPAIRED DEVELOPMENTALLY
DISABLED CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

INDIVIDPALS WITH EXTRA SPECIAL NEEDS

The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, in cooperation with Gallaudet College, is conducting
a project to assist states to develop and improve services to children and adolegcents'with both hearing and
developmental disability. This project is funded as a grant of national significance by the Administration
on Developmental Disabilities.

Major Project Objectives:

To develop materials which describe the special needs of individuals developmentally disabled by
highlighting the synergistic cqnsequences ofa hearing impairment for children who have
concommitant developmental disabilities.

To compile state-of-the-art orientation and training materials to assist professionals to tailor their
services to meet the assessment, communication, education, habilitation, and advocacy needs of
developmentally disabled children who have a hearing impairment.

To encourage collaboration among university-affiliated facilities in their service, training, and
research mission on behalf of this population by conducting a National Training Workshop.

reviev.) and disseminate a competency-basbd sOecialization program for the preparation of
teachers of hearing impaired multihandicapped children.

To provide professionals from all regions of the United States and from ilifferent disciplinary
backgrounds the opportunity tcr meet at four Regional Workshops to learn more about service
frameworks.for HIDD children and adolescents.

.To develop or identify an information exchange network which provides for the wide range
of\pLofessionals W13o work with hearing impaired developmentally disabled children.

To establish a Resource Center for future inquiries to insure continuing dissemination of
infprmation concerning hearing impaired developmentally disabled children.

Major Training and Dissemination,Activities:

A National Workshop far representat,ives from 36'university-affiliated facilities to be held May 12-14, 1982
at Gallauder College, Washington, D.C.

Four Regional Workshops to be held:

June18-19, 1982 at Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.
July 9-10, 1982 at Galiaudet Extension Site, Kansas City, MissoUri
July 29-30, 1982 at Eugene, Oregon -

August 13-14, 19.82 at GallaUdet Extension Center, Haverhill, Massachusetts
:

For further information, contact:

0k, Evelyn Cherow, Project Director,
tilben Holzhauer, ProjeceManager

American'Speech-Language-Hearing ASSOCiatioll
' 10801 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Malyland 20852
301/897-'5700

:
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DEMOGRAPHICS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION

'

Interest in and concern for multihandicapped children has grown
fduring the past few years. %Programs for the hearing impaired in partic-

.

ular have been concerned as their populations have changed to include more
children identified as having disabilities in addition to hearing handi-

caps. These disabilities racige in severity from mild behavior problems

that inhibit learning to multiple organic and emotional involvements.

The mullihandicapped constitute a large number of
persons still left in inst4tutions for the mentally
retarded, or severely underserved in existing community
programs. The hearing impaired person is quite
frequently undiscovered as such, or poorlk served due to
lack of specialized staff or adequate corriculum. '

(Administration on Development4Disabilities, 1981)

Surveys of educational programs serving the hearing impaired compiled

by the Office of Demographic Studies at Gallaudet College for the Deaf

show that the population of children with more than one additional handi:.

# capping condition has grown rapidly. In the years covered in the survey,

1968-1972, incidence figures indicate that thiS population has doubled--

from approximately 8,900 in 1968, to approximately 16,400 in 1972.

(Office of Demographic Studies, 1973).

4

#

kdditional studies indicate that of ,000 school\aged children with
44

hearing impairments, approximately 21% had one additional handicapping

condition, and 11% had,two or-more additional handicapping conditions.

These figures do not include those children with one or more handicapping

conditions that are presentlf'being serves in edUcational programs other,

than for the hearing impaired. %

4

%

y .

iMajor portions of this introduction have
_been excerpted from the grAnt proposal for
4he,HI-DD project. Authbred by Evelyn
therow, M.A., Charles Diggs, Ph.D., and
Peggy Williams, Ph.D. for the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
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The great'increase in recent pars in the number of
deaf children with additional handicaps is one of
the moat urgent prdblems:confronting.those concerne8
with deaf individuals. The numbers of such children
have risen to morelthan 8,000 in 1968 (Rawlings ond
Gentile, 1970); up from 1,069 in 1954 and 3,050 in
1960 (Weir, 1963). The relative incidence of
multiple Aisabilittes among deaf_children has also
grown, and is unlikely to deel.kne in the near future
.(Vernon, 197b). Problems and Programs in the
Education of Multiply Disabled Deaf Children,

zo, (Power and buigley, 1971). ,

1'

bf-ttsel,f; heIring loss is a complex and mul ifaceted

handicap.whibi not,only disrupts, the process of communic44on but also has

consequent'effedt.'n on educational, emqional, social and psychological

development. When one or more additional handicaps coexist with hearing,

loss, thwiltimeota?effect is not siMply additive in nature but rather

synergistic due to die inferaction of. the-handicaps. The effect of,

hearing-loss in isqlation, the compounding effect of other handicapping

conditions which cOmmonly present in ta-developmentlil disability

population, current e-ducationaliripprdaches for serving this populaion,

and-the )issues concerning multidiacipliAstry service models are discussed

in the various sections included in the training manual. . -

4.

a. Hearing Loss

The auditory modality serves several functions for fhe human

being including: 1) development and maintenance of oral communication;

2) monitoring of the individualfs surroundings; 3) contribution to the

educltional apd/or vocatiOnal processes; and 4) facilitation of

suocessful social and emotional iRteraction of the individual with

other persons. When the hearing sense is impa,ired, at any age,

compensatbry measures must be activated to some degree in each of the

above areas.

1-217
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As stated by Weir (1980):

The primacy of the ear in speech and language
acquisition is well illustrated by the simple observa-
tion that infants born into all the diverse language
milieus of the world learn to' speak and communicate in
the language used in their environment. The normal-
hearing.child's exposure to the ongoing speech and
language activity that surrounds him appears to be a
sufficient trigger to initi'ate the complicated combina-
tion of cognitive and linguistic processes required to
support speech and language. Witness to this is the
fact that well before an age at which any formal in-
struction occurs in moat cultures, children acquire
essentially all the basic grammatical structures they
will use as adults.

Unfortgnately, the situation is very different for
the hearing-impaired child. Unless an early and on-
going strategy of explicit speech and language training
is initiated, the hearing-impaired child will not

&acquire the speech and language skills of his hearing
peers. Without amplification, a child with a severe
hearing loss is just able to detect conversational
speech spoken at a distance of one meter. There is
simply not enough auditory information available in
such a degraded signal to elicit appropriate responses
from the infant.

Further, Weir points to the complicating effects of hearing loss on

the young child's world;

Hearing loss in an, infant or young child is
associated with a broad range of problems, including:
(1) delay, or even an absence, of speech and language
development; (2) deterioration or failure to develop
healthy pareht-child relationships due to a failure to
obtain expected behavioral responses on the part of both
parents and child; (3) psychological and social problems
ranging from withdrawal frominterpersonal relationships
to hyperactivity or "acting out" behaviors; .and (4)
educational retardation or failure (Gregory, 1976).

4
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Early identification of hearing loss has always been a

perplexing issue due to the "hidden" aspeCt of the handicap.

b. Other Handicapping Conditions

A number of handicapping conditions are included in the

developmental disability population. These c.onditions are

enumerated and defined in Appendix A. The impact of two of

these conditions which are often concomitant with hearing los8

are discussed below.

Mental Retardation

The presence of hearing loss alone reduces

an individual's contact with physical and social

worlds. When retardation is present, with its

consequent reduction in cognitive !unctioning,

the meaningfulness of even this limited contact

is seriously questionable.

Hearing loss itself, restricts the mentally

retarded's input about the world so that func-

tiorial abilities and cognitive skills are further

depressed. Furthermore, input from sensory .

modalities other than audition cannot be utilized

maximally due to reduced cognitive processes such

as attention and memory. This, in turn, further

impairs the full use of residual hearing. The

end result is a debilitating cycle of functional

impairment and social inadequacy.

The effects on the expressive area of lan-
.

guage development best exemplifies the severe

sequalae of concoMitant hearing loss and mental

retardation. According to Bever (1970),

Schlesinger (1974), and others, language exists

as a result of the human's mental cepacities.

Languages of the world are similar 'and have uni-

versal properties in common because persons

everywhere have similar cognitive capacities; the

mentally retarded are an exception.

1-4 19
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Al Sinclair-de Zwart (1973) indicates, from a Piagetian perspec-

tive, a child develops cognitive structures "composed of systems of

action" from which more sophisticated cognitive structures emerge

later. These systems of action are sensorimotor schemes in which the

child can act upon objects and classify types of action so that the

'child, in his/her own c6gnitive schema, becomes distinct from the

objects in.the environmeht and can peyform actions upon them. The
-

system then allows for the'mentalTepresentation of meanings, such as

agent, action, object add the relationships among them (Sinclair,

1971).

These early cognitive structures form a universal base of mean-
,

ing and contribute to the discovery that. Linguistic utterances

express these very meanings and relationsips. The mentally retarded

child, reduced in cognitive areas such as perception, memory, selec-

tive attention, inferential reasoning, and conceptual understanding,

finds development of the underlying representation of meaning diffi-'
5

"'cult and consequently the development of langlage is affected.

The hearing impaired mentally retarded child is further

deprived of the informal assistance incognitive development

provided by primary caregivers who organize the child's world to

some extent via the languagrspoken to their children. Such organi-
$

4;4ion is facilitated by the short, simple, and redundant utteranCes

which are typically used in interaction between caregivers and

children (Broen, 1972; Nelson, 1973; Newport, 1976;-Phillips, 1973;

Sacks, Brown, and Salerno, 1972; Snow, 1972). Use of such linguis-

tic forms likewise assists the child in the development of the

particular form of language which is utilized to express the under-

lying cognitive referent.

Certainly, sign.language can have the same beneficial results as

oral language in "cOgnitive growth and developmentief a communication

system. However, hearing parents,typically are dekayed in assisting

their hearing impaired children develop this language symbol system.

The spiral of handicap continues becausd of the intimate

relationship between language and the educational yrdcess. As Hill 1-
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and Tomblin (1978)indiCate, "there is a continuing limitation in

educational achievement associated with the presence of a language

iimpairment, with th

(

a limitation extending into adulthood." More

specifically,

. .the pattern of rformance on the Iowa Tests for the language
impaired children sh ed a,definite and persistent limitation in
achievement in the a ea of reading accompanied by equally persistent
but less profound res rictions in other academic area! (Hall and
Tomblin, 1978).

Likewise, limited language use alters the relationship between

the handicapped and others witbin'his social world. A sense of

social isolation arises not only from the physical hearing loss as

discussed earlier, but also from a tendency to avoid difficult situa

tions like communication. Reduced knowledge of a language system

exacerbates the lack of communication of thoughts and feelings which

is often cited as the most common source of difficulties within

families.

,The ultimate picture of the hearing impaired mentally retarded .

A

child is one of consiierable cognitive, sensory communiCative,

social, and emotional deficit. It ia a profile which ptesents unique

problems which eannot be attributed to retardation or to hearing loss

in isolation but rather is attributed to their complex interaction.

Cerebral Palsy

The neuromuscular aCiberations associated with cerebral palsy

often limit the mobility of such individuals and affect skills of

everyday life functioning such as bathing, groomingo dressing,

toileting, walking, and communication. Such effects are only a small

portion of the constellation of symptoms which the cerebral paliied

individual may present. Associated disabilities commonly include:

1-6
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visual impairments (muscle imbalance,
hyperopia, acuity deviatibns, etc.;

auditory impairments;

mental retardation;

seizures;

perceptual-motor dysfunction; and

speech and language problems.
(Cruickshank, 1976):

Much of the impact of mental retardation upon the child can be
, .

reiterated for the child with cerebral palsy. Even those individ-

uals with cerebral palsy and normal intelligence may present slowed

cognitive development due to their motoric disabilay alone. To

repeat the viewpoint of Sinclair-de Zwart (1973), the child develops

cognition via Sensorimotor schemes which are based on his/her ability

to interact and to move around withih the environments... Ifmotoric
...

problems are severe, the child will be able to manipulate the envi-

ronment with great difficulty at best, and cognitildevelopment will

tbe reduced. .If vi al or aaitory problems are also present sensory

input about the envirdnment will also be reduced, and cognitive

development will be even more delayed.

0

Also contributory to reduced language ability and consequently

reduced educational success is the nature of the interaction between

parent and child. The parent of the cerebral-palsied child may

require special training to Present the same degree of-language stimr

ulation which parents typically present to motorically intact infants

in similar situations.

4.



The addition of significant hearing loss to the above problems makes

language learning quite an arduous task. Similar to the mentally retarded

hearing impaired, the cerebral-palsied indivfdual with impaired heating

must overcome a handicap of significant dimension.

Overview of Chapter One

14,\In

this introductory chapter, materi s are included to address sev-

eral objectives:

To define this population of children and adoles-

cents in terms of handicapping conditions, function-

al capabilities, and educational/medical and related

service'needs.

To describe patterns of multiple handicaps in MHHI

children and youth and to emphasize the synergistic
consequences of deafness on other handicappng condi-

tions.

To describe certain changeh in the demographic char-

acteristics of the HIDD population over time.

To present descriptions of major handicapping condi-

tions and prenatal and post-natal causes of hearing

jmpairment and'concomitant disabilities (mental re-

tardation, cerebral palsy, isual impairments, be-

havioral and emotional disorders, and autism),

To overview types of services for the MHHI popula-

tion and to describe current educational/residential

placements for MHHI children and youth.

The initial materials in this section have been contributed by the

National Academy of Gallaudet College; these materials summarize major

national findings'regarding the demographic characteristics of the tearing

impaired pppulation. It should be noted that these sumiiries reflect on

characteristics of the entire hearing-impaired population, and provide

some statistics which are helpful in placing the MIMI population in the

context of the deaf community as a Whole.

r
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Indeed, defining this special population of children is problem-

atic in itself. In his paper "Problems of Identification and

Definition of Multihandicapped Hearing Impaired Students" (1982), Tom

Jones of Gallaudet Col4ege provides a useful summation of some of the

definitions of the MHHI population which appear in the literature, as

well as a discussion 101 the educational implications,of using the

terminology "MHHI" to.,Jlescribe.diverse groups of children.

,N

Both Jones' paper and the definition used in the ODS studies and

related literature views the chila's handicapping condition(s) in

terms of the educational significance of the impairment. This clef-
,

inition is most similar to the definition of handicapping condition

in P.L. 94-142, which denotes a handicap both hy type of condition

and by the child's need tor special education services. In.contramit,

the detiuition of deYelopmental disabilily in P.L. 95-602, Pis based

solely on an individual's functiohdl limitations and need for servi-

ces, other than the diagnosis or nature of his or her disabling.

condition." 0)11DS, Administration on Develfipmental Disabilities,

May, 1981). Fedeial defininous of "handicapping condition," based

on P.L. 94-142 and "developmental,a+qahility" (the P.L. 95-602

detinition, as amended) are included in this se.tion.

In reconciling these service-oilented tie I ir it em: with other pop-

ulation definitions, it shonld be noted that the majority of children

in the HI-01) population meet the basi( eligibility requirements to

receive services. However, each multihandicapped chi.ld may require a %

multiplicity of specialized serviees, not limited to hpecial educa-

tion services, over time.. Mor,.evei, the hearing Impaired develop-

mentally disabled child may be iierved in 1 valit,ty of vdncntinnal

settings ranging;from residential 0 ),eement!i to ,iiippoitf,d cl:issroom

placements in tt regular t..,cjirr, r'iJr.mtt I en to 'some,,
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of the demographic and service characteristics of the population,

"Educational Significance of.Hearing Loss at Three Levels of

Severity" from the Office of Demographic Studies (ODS), Gallaudet

College, is included here. Other materials from ODS are valuable

resources for any professional working with the MHHI population.

jLastly, two selections overview the charcteristics of-hearing

impaired developmentally disabled children in terms of the etiology

of handicapping conditions and the resulting patterns of disabili-

ties.The first of these articles, "The Demographics of Deafness

Resulting from Maternal Rubella" giyes a generaedescription of this

subpopulation of hearing impaired children. The second selection,

excerpted from materials preparid by the Demonstration Project at the .

University of Arizona, overviews the etiology and major characteris-

tics of disabilities.affecting HI-DD children and Odoleacents.

Further information about the demographic and service character-

istics of this population can be found in other sections of the

training manual--notably in Identification and Assessinent; Instruc-

tional Management; and Programmatic Options. .Further, clarifications

concerning Federal definitions under P.L. 94-142 and the Develop-

mental Disabilities Act are covered in detail under Section VI,

"Advocacy and Legal Issues."

4
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The National Census of the Deaf Population (Schein and
0e1k, 1974) indicated a hearing impaired population
of'13.4 million. Within this group 6.5 million had
bilaterally severe hearing impairments ad8 90,this
'group 1.8 million were,identified as deaf.

Ninety-fivepercent of deaC.children of,primary school
a4re were either b6rn deaf (90%) or were deafened before
age.2 (5%).

The proportion of deaf persons in the7Opulation has
remaine& relatively constantsfdr the last, hundred.
yeart. . However, the rubella epidemic of 4-65 ,

otoubled the number of hearing-impiired'c idren bbrn
during.that peetod. This means twice the n2rmal deaf adult
populatdon for the *next 50 years or so:.

. General inc4dence figures suggest that the numbers of
multiply liandicapped deaf students are increasing
rapidly. 'Present figures vary but estimates indicate

/ ,' that one-'fourbh to' one-third'of the deaf students in
the WS.. could have an additional handicao..

.

*0
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Prepared by; Office of Demosraphic Studies
Callaudot Collage

ISTIMATES!OF TH0511 KIM HEARING LOSUS

-.ENLENCULIA'

Total
Demerol.

Population*
Hearing

-ImpairsdWM-

;

Signiflcant
Bilateral
bass

---2176dir-
. Dist

Perwationally.
Deaf

1011,000
haw Hampshire 671,000 52:000 22,000 6,000 1,500
Vermont 467,000 0,000 12,500 3,00 1,000
Massachusetts 5,774,000 345,000 147,000 40,000 16,000
Rhode Island 1035,000 ' 56,000 24,000 6,500 1,500
Connecticut . 3,096,000 ' 165,000 79,000. 21,500 5,500

Middle, Atlantic

New Torh
New Jersey

17.746,000
7,327,000 C41: CIO 00

452,000
156000

123,500
51,000

30t500
12,500

Peamsylvania 11,750,000 702:500 20,500 412,000 2o.isoo

S.N. Centrei
Uo 10,749400 405,500 362400 103,500 i" 26,000

Indians 5,374,000 352,500 111,000 52.000 13,000
Illinois - 11,243,000 ' 736,000 370,000 100,500 '4 27,000
Michigan 9,10,000 03,000 30,500 06,500 22,500
Wisconsia 4,479,000 07,000 157 SOO 45,000 11,500

W.11.C*_m_ntl
,

4,006,000 265,000 . 135,000 36,500 9.00
Iowa .". 2,06,000 190,000 07,500 211,000 7,000

. Missouri 4,00,000 319,000 164000 07,000 12,006
Merthillakota. , 652,000 43,000 22,000 6,500 1,500
South Dakota,. 00,000 45,500 23,500 6,500 1.500
Nebraska, * , 1,565,000 102,500 2,00 15,000 4,000
Kansas 2.541.000 154,000 79,000 22,500 5,500

11/1tfr_t,k1

Delaware 5$3,000 39000 20,000 5.000 1,000
Maryland 4,143,000 252,000 141,000 37,000 6.000
D.C. " 674,000 46,000 23,000 6,000 1,500
Virginia 5,146,000 350,500 175,500 46,000 10,000
Vest Virginia 1,660,000 126,500 63.500 16,500 3,500
North Carolina 5,377,000 379,500 150,000 50,000 11,000
South Carolina 2,011,000 05,500 0.500 26,000 5,500
Georgia 5,064,000 346,000 173,000 45,500 10,000
,Florida 1,04,000 05,000 293,000' 77,000 17,000

S.S. CentralW 3,496,000 231,000 119,000 31,500 7,000
Tennesseo ,4,357,000 296,500 146,500. 0000 11,500
Alabama 3,742,000 254,50 127,500 33,500 7,00

. Mississippi 2,404,000 , 163,500 62,000' 21,500 4,500

VLS. Central
Arkansas 2,156,000 140,000 74,500 ' 19,500. 4,500 '

Louisiana 3,1166,000 270,000 135,000 35,500 1,300.
Oklahoma 2,00,000 196,000 ' 0.000 26,000 5,00
Texas 13,014,000 666000 443,500 116,500 25,500

lieuntaia

A'

.

05,000 56,500 29,000. 7,500 1,00
Idaho 11711,000 63,000 32,000 11,000 1,500
dimming 424,000 50,500 15,500 4 000 1,000

Cblerado 2,670,000 191,500 95,000 25,000 ,$.000

New Mexico 1,212,000 17,000 44,500 11,500 v2,S00

Arizona ' 2,354,000 169,000 $6,500 22,000 4,504
Utah 1,307,000 93,500 45,000 12,000 2,500

Nevada 660,000 47,500 24,000 6,000 1,500
A

Pacific
"Warnilon 3,774,000 270,500 10,500 35,000 7,500

Oregon 2,444,000 175,000 $0,500 23,000 4,500
California 22,294,00 1,591,500 $17,500 207,500 '43,000
Alaska 403,000 24000 15,000 4,000 1,000
Mawaii 11117,000 64,500 33 000. 0,00 1,500

Waring Impoired'a any &ogre. of bearing leis in sae r both ears.
Significant Dilators! Loss these bearing impaired who bare substantial difilculty

boaring in both ears.

Deaf Ciumet hoer ond,mmdorstand spaeCh.

Prevosatioaally Deaf those oho became deaf prior to 10 years of age.

41.5. harems of Costa - July 1.1975 28
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f
Erirollments by Program Type

4

1972-.78 1975-76

Hearing-impaired children attend a significant variety
of types of educational experiences. The most striking
changes are that the prbportion of deaf Oildren
attending residential schools has dropped significantly
while the proportion attending mainstream programs has
increased. There are both advantages and disadvantages
to this trend.

410.

29
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Family income by Program Type

'Residential Full-Ume Part-time

Schools . Special Classes, "Mainstream"
Resource Room

"Malnsbwarn"1
vilittnemrd

servIces

[Nole: Data were collected In 1974, buthave been prelented hare In 19110 equivalents usin9

consumer price Index adjustments: 1974 14$, 1990 g 247.]

Mainstream or intevated educational.settings are highly

correlated with the highest levels of average family

income. Schdols for the deaf, whether day or

residential, are associated with significantly lower

family income and educational levels.



Parental Deafness

Two Deaf Parents

'One 'Deaf Parent

2.3-3.1%

-

Only 2.3 to 3.1% of deaf children have deaf parents.
bee children of deaf parents perform significantly
more successful on a wide variety of measures including
linguistic competence, intelligence, and academic
achievement. Research also indicates better social/
emotional adjustment with fewer behavioral problems ,

among deaf children who have two deaf parents than
among deaf children who have one or no deaf.parents.

Rate of Emotional/Behavioral Problems

Two Deaf Parents 5%

None or One Deaf Parent 9.2%



Family Size

, Numbet of
Children

General
Population

Women with at
least 1 Hi child

One _

Two
Three
Four
Five otr, more

26%

32%
21%
1101

11%

8% 'sr
22%
26%

17%
28%

Mean number
,

of children
2.1

%3.2
,

10

160

80

Number of Siblings & Nonverbal 10 (1970-71)

N

Z)16...

.

,

.

.

,

.°8

.

,

/

87.5

, .

.

.

0 1 3 4 5
(Number of siblings)

Families with hearing-impaired children tend to be

slightly larger than families in general. The nonverbal

IQ score of school aged hearing-impaired children is

-highest when there is zero or one sibling; the average

drops for 'each additional sibling.
i-16 32

7 or more,



Si n Use

Bo low Average Ono
Deaf

Parent iwo
Hewing
Parente

rf
Tido
Doef

Parents

Aove Average

Speech Use-

Below
Two Coat

Aveiefie
I %me MN"

Pareflt$ 'Wont
Two Hewing

Perente

Above

Children with two deaf parents are significantly

above average in use of .signs, and significantly

below average in the use of oral speech. In

contrast, children with one deaf and one hear-

ing parent are much more like the group with

two hearing parents, b4tare, if anythin§,

even less manually oriented and mere orally

oriented than are the, Oildren withlwo

hearing parents.



(

_Correlation Data

Between parental use of speech .22
and teacher Use of speech

Between parental use of signing ,39
and teacher use of signing

Despite the importance of consistency in communication

there tends to be very little agreement,between parents

and teachers on the communication style used with deaf

children.

1 - 1 8
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Emotiorial/Behivioral Problems by Cauie
WO,

Maternal Rubella (7,718) 11.1%
Perinatal Trauma (1,001) 10.7%
Prematurity (2,259) 10.5%
Complications of Pregnancy (1,415) 10.1%
High Fever (1,012) 9.9%
Trauma After Birth (403) 9.4%
Meningitis 8.0%
Otitis Media 7.4%
Rh incompatibility 7.0%
Measles 6.6%
Heredity 6.2%
Mumps 4.8%

Since a wide variety of conditions and disorder; can

produce hearing loss in children or in adults, a

collateral question is the extent to which the cause

of the hearing,loss has anWimpact on the likelihood

of the child exhibiting emotional/behavioral problems.

From the-table above it is clear that the rate of

emotional/behavloral.problems associated with

maternal rubella'as a cause of deafness is more P-

than double the( rate assodated with deafness result-

ing from mumps', for examile': An examination of the

causes associated with the highest rates of

emotional/behavioral disturbances suggests strongly

.that, in at least a large proportion of the cases,

the mnotional/behavioril is a consiquence of

neurological damage to the organism and is,

therefore, important background data.

1-19 35



Emotional Behavioral Problems

Associated with:

Brain,Damage 26%
Perceptual-Motor 26%
Epilepsy 19%
Mental Retardation 17%
Severe Visual 15%
Heart Disorders 14%
Orthopedic impairment 9%
Cerebral Palsy 6%
No AHC 5%

ASSOCIATIONS WITH OTHER HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

The likelihood of an emotional/behavioral disturbance in a hearing

impaired child is greatly increased if the child has other handicapping

conditions in addition to the hearing loss. The table above shows that

the rate of emotional/behavioral problems among deaf children with no

additional handicapping cbnditions is 5%. At the other extreme,26%

of deaf children with secondary neurological handicaps are also

reported to exhibit emotional or behavioral disturbances. Again, at

least the first four handicapping conditions listed in the table appear

clearly associated with neurological impairments in the organism.

However, the table also shows increased likelihood of emotional/behavioral

problems when such additional disorders is visual or heart problems are

part oi the picture. This would suggest it least two possibilities. On

the one hand, the stress of living with these additional disabilities may

Aive rise to problems of adjustment. As an alternative explanation, severe

visual problems and heart disorders are particularly frequently associated

with maternal rubella as a cause of deafness, In these cases, the emotional

or behavioral disorder might also be viewed as evidence of neurologidal

damage to the organism resulting from the presence of the virus during

fetal development.

1720



A

Percent of Programs Reporting Availability of.
Specified Support Staff

Program Type 11
1

Reeidenlial Schools for the Deal t U 113- 34
Reelden0111 Schools for the lialliply Handicaplied 77 11 IIIDey Schools ler ON Deal 40 111 4Day Sokosis for the May* Handicapped 03 19 11School MIMI, Offering Pull-Time Ciadieee Only 1111 14. 10 9lieheol Medea Morino Pan-Tiese Coma and Settles& 44 31 $TOW AN 'forams it SS 11

*

Given the nature and extent of emotional and behavioral problems
of deaf children, one might suppose that substantial numbers of qualified
personnel would be avilable in school programs to provide necessary

1- services. The table above indicates that this is far from the case.
Psychologists are available in only half of the school programs,-
guidance counselors in one"out of four and vocational rehabilitation
counselors in only one out of nine. These data, of course, say
nothing about the experience or quality of these individuals, but
reflect simply the availability. The table below reports the availabilfty
of genetic counseling services, sex education programs; and parent
training programs in the various types of educational programs. Again,
the situation is far from ideal.

Percent of Programs Reporting Availability of
Specified Medical and Other Services

Program Tyga Grinatic
Cowman,

in
ltducallon .

Parent
TrakiIng _

Program
1144144a1M1 SommlIs

km las Mai

,

10% 1111% Oil%NW/4MM Wm&
OH UollIply HanditappeN\ 30% 00% 1111%

Day Sehoole Ne lie Deal 1 10% 40% TA'
Day Saltook klf

Ike MaMply 1famllsamed 33% 41% 07%
Sakai 0141rIels OlimMg

Pall-Tam Casual 00y
alohml MM.% Mall

li% 40% 411%

Part-Thm Clamm and SaMom 7% IS% N%Tao Al Povesems 111% 40 lit

At

A

AgfitriefikrAt



RECOMMENDED "MINIMUM STANDARD" COMPETENCIES

REQUIRED FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL PRACTICE WITH A

DEAF'CLIENT

1: ABILITY TO USE THE FULLAANGE OF COMMUNIeATIVr. .

MODES, BOTH RECEPTIVE AND EXPRESSIVE bSED'BY

DEAF PERSONS

KNOWLEDGEOF THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE VARJOUS

DEGREES AND TYPES OF HEARING LOSS AND THEIR

AMPLIFICATION POSSIBILITIES

KNOWLEDGE.OF THE DEAF CULTURE, THE DEAF

COMMUNITY AND DEAF PERSONS

KNOWLEDGE OF THE FULL RANGE OF POTENTIALS AND

ABILITIES OF HEARING IMPAIRED PERSONS

5. KNOWLEDGE OF THE LANGUAGE,.THINKING PATTERNS,

AND CONCEPTS TO BE FOUND AMONG THE DEAF

6. KNOWLEDGE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES AND

PSYCHOMETRICS APPROPRIATE fOR A GIVEN HEARING

HEARING IMPAIRED CLIENT

7. SKILLS IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS IN WORKING WITH

HEARING IMPAIRED PERSONS, THEIR FAMILIES, e,64ND OTHER

PROFESSIONALS

8. KNOWLEDGE or LEARNING PATTERNS, EXCEPTIONALITIES

AND EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES COMMON AMONG THE HEARING

IMPAIRED

9. KNOWLEDGE OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AMONG THE

HEARING IMPAIRED .

10. REALISTIC TIMELINE IN WORK WITH THE HEARING IMPAIRED.

1-Z2 (Brauer,1981)



PROBLEMS.I!4,404NTIfICATIOPI AND DEFINITION OF

MULTIMANDICAPPED HEARING IMPAIRED STUDENTS

Whomas W. Jones

Gallaudet College

**.

Multihandicapped hearing impaired (MHHI) students are an extremely
heterogeneous group with complex educational needs. This heterogeneity

*0

coupled with inconsistent terminology and lack of understanding of their
additional handicaps can impede idintification and effective service
delivery.

Jdentification of MHHI students often considers Che educaCional
,aignificance of their handicaps accompanyingAeloafness. Educational
significance'should be based on need rather Man medical diagnosis or
failure in established programs. Similarly, educationanneeds can
provide a basis forl'classification of MHHI students when such
classification would improve educational decision making.

,I

This article has been submitted to
Directions magazine for publication.
It is included with'permission of the
author and Directions magazine.
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Itnterest in education ofohearing impaired.students with additional

handicaps has increased greatly in recent years. This increase is

evidenced by a surge of articles and books concerned with this topic.

Any attempt to plan service for MHNI students or to.synthesize and
I

generalize from the preantly available literatures however, is hindered

by a lack of common terminology and understanding of the characteristics

and needs of the studenis involved. Indeed some people may use the same

term to describe groups of students. with almost no OaFacteristics inv

common ortlay use different terms to describe groups with very similar

CharacteristiCsI Some authors however, have Consistently emphasized the

need lor standardized terminology to.improve services for

multihandicapped hearing impaired students (MHHI) Dibenedetto,

1976; Flathouse, 1979) 1982; Griffins, 1981; Hardy & BordleY, 1973;.

Leenhouts, 1959LerTan, 1979). Unfortunately, a variety Of problems

are evident bot071-the explicit definitions in use today and in the

unwritten definitiOns implied by peofeSsional, diagnosis, classification,

and placement practices. The purpose of.this article is to identify

' specific,prqblems in identifying MHHI studentsind to make
-

recommendations for,resolving those problems.,

Lack-of Understanding of Accompanying Handicaps. If any agreement

4 exists in_identifying MHHI students, it is that they have a handicap

accompany/ins hearing impairment. Professionals in the area of hearing

impairm t may have only a vague or limited understanding.of the

additt nal handicaps, however. Lennan (1979), for example, reported
k

that ducators ofthe deaf will give widely varying responses when asked

to de ine additional handicapping conditions. Cohen (1980) and
t

Flath se (1979, 1982) suggested that lack of definition of the behavior

or con ition being identified confounds interpretation of incidence

studies. Such a lack of understanding is unfortunate because specific

criteria are available for definition and identification of several

,..handicapping conditions and are supported and implemented by-a.large

proportion of professionals, e.g., the American Association on Mental

Deficiency Manual od Terminology and ClassifiCation in Mental

Retardation (GrOssman, 1977). Professionals in the MHHI area should
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have a clear understanding of a variety of handicaps and -their effects

on hearing impaired stude tit Y ,
,.

. ( 4
Probably related to t\e lack of understanding of related handicaps

is the practice of using the,Oneralxerm, multihandicapped, when a more
,.

precise term would be more alwropriate and clear. Far example, Arkell

(1979) discussed "multiply involved deaf students" but reRartedthat all
4

of her subjects were fanct'laaing in the severely to profoundly mentally
-- - ,

retarded range. Similarly, Mira & Hoffman (1973) in discussing
ft

multihandicapped deaf-hlind children" appeared to be using the

adjective multihandicapped as p euphemism for mentally retarded.

Reluciance to apply the telin mentally retarded to MHHI students is

- 1

understandable whed one recognizes that Much of the history of hearing

impairment has been an effort to eradicAe the notion that deafness.is

synonymous with ifental retardation (Bratian, Rigelman, & Bensberg,

1975). -Today, however,. with a clearer understanding of what mental

rvardation is, correct use Of the more'precise label, tearing,impaired

severly mentally retarded, could result in a mord appropriate program

and more realistic expectations /or a,student.

. .

Determlnatton of Educattonal Significance. A pervasive theme in

articles concerned with identification'of MHHI"atudents is thaethe

handibaps accompanying hearing impairment shOuld he "educationally

significant" e.g., Griffing, 198f): Presently available literature

shows two unsatisfactory approaches NO Aetermining educational

signfiqance of accompanying handicapp: medical diagnosip, an& failure
*-

to succeed in an established program.

Medical Diagnosis. Perhaps the least difficult" procedure for

establishing the educational significance of a handicap (whether it

accompanies hearing impairment or not) is for it to be diagnosed and

certified by a physician, a professional typicaLly_dissociated trom the

field of education. In this way, one author (although,remarkably.

.educationally oriented regarding other handicapping conditions)

--.6commended that vision impair/Lents be sakstantiAted by an'

ophthalmologist'(Lennan, 1974). Similarly; Hardy & Bordley (19731 and

Vernoa (1969) related educational considefations for MHHI students td
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medically diagnosed conditions and etiologies. While medical diagnostic

information can,be of great value in educational decisiOn making,

educators should,avoid the fellacy of assuming equivalence between

medical conditions and edUeational needs (Gordon, Appell & Cooper,.

1982). For example, a-hearing impaired child with a confirmeevision

impairment may need only minor accommodations in the school setting or"

none at all. To call such a child MHHI would be very unnecessary and,

unjust. Conversely many educationally significant conditions Cannot be

evalhated properly by physicans at all, for example, the_ need for

specific prevbcatiOnal training or behavior management. NV,

Stevens (1962)-proposed a taxonomy for special-education in whith

he recommended a clear distinction.between the terms impairment,

disability, and handicap. While impairment should lifer to any defect

in tissue and disability to loss of function, handicap should refer only

to "disorders which have relevance in school and the Xearning process.

Such relevance May affect any of four factors: "mobility; communication;

self-concept; and social interaction.' As defined by Stevens, handicaps

require special education pcocedures. In the MHHI area, we should be

careful that the children we Labelas MHHI .trul,ir have multiple handicaps

not just an impairment or disability ieaddition to deafness. Thus, a

student with Usher SYndrome ehould not be considered to be MHHI until
I '

either his retinitis pigmentosa progressed, or his psychological needs

relative to his impending blinadess developed to the point that special

education procedures would be 'necessary.

Failure in Established Programs. In addition to medical diagnosis,

a second unsatisfactOry approach to determining the educationally

significaot., handicaps aCcompanying deafness is the identification of

children who fail in established programs. In some cases such an

approach does not even clarify whether a second handicap exists. For

example, Haag (1978) described a multihandicapped unit in a residental

school whiCh was designed for "deaf students who cannot function'in a

regular classroom (p. 475)." Even the Educatlion for All Handicapped

Children Act used failure to succeed in an established program as a

criterion for classification as multihandicapped. Multihandicapped

means concomitant impairment& (such as mentally retarded-blind, mentally
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retarded-oithopedically impaired, etc.), the coilibinatiOn of whicil causes

such severe educational problems that they cannot be accommodated in

special education programs solely for one of the impairments."[P.L.

94-142, 1975, Sect. 1218.5(b)(5)].
4

Two related problems are obvious in using such a criterion to

establish educational significance of handicaps accompanying deafness.

First the criterion is exclusionary, that is, it tells us where the

studen't cannot succeed but does not define a handicap or need.

Ironically, it effectively restricts educational service options when

expanded options may be what MHHI students need. Second, it places the

burden of Conformity on the student rather.than on the program. This

could allow hearing impaired students 14thout accompanying handicaps to

be "dumped" into MHHI classes, when teachers consider that they have

learning or behavior problems (Lennan, 1974). A failure-to-succeed

criterion for MHHI student identification Would reinforce teachers who

arle unwilling to individualize instruction or to adapt otherwise to ihe

needs of individual students.

440

Appropriate beterminittion of Educational Significance. In order

for a hearing impaired student to be classified as MHHI it is necessary

to establish that the student has a second educationally significant

handicap. We have shown that neither medical diagnosis nor failure Ph

an established program is sufficient in itself to show that the student

is multihandicapped. Ih determining that a student is multihandicapped

consideration should first be given to why that determinatioA is being

made.

A. with any label,.identification of students as MHHI should be

avoided if it does not benefit them. The label may be beneficial if it

enables appropriate expectations and educational services for the

students (Kolstoe, 1972). Tb ensure that the MHHI label is beneficial

it is necessary that educational diagnosis focus on need disOility, and '

that a variety of service options are availableyhere the neids may be

met.

Assessment of Need. Assessment of the needs of students who may be

MHHI is congruent WO Lennah's (1974),injunction that we be more

concernedirith providing individual educational programs for MHHI

Ii
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studenti than with merely labeling and categorizing them. Griffing

(1981) identified five factors for differentiating MHHI students. Thse

could be considered as parameters of special education needs for MIMI

students:

1. Instructional objectives. The MHHI student may need

instruction in special curricular areas, for example, toiret training or

orientation and inobility.

2.* Environment of instruction. The MHHI student may need

specially designed facilities or equipment.

3. Rate of instruction. The MHHI student may learn at an unusual

rate or in an unusual sequence.

4. Methodology.. The MHHI student may need special instructional

procedures or materials, e.g., precision teaching.

5. Staffing. The MHHI student may require teachers with special

competencies, ancillarY services, or a low staff-s.tudent ratio.

Assessment of educational need of MHHI students should focus on function
4

and adaptability in a variety of settings (Flathouse, 1979; Haag, 1978)

and several disciplines should be involved (Pronovost, Bates, Clasby
A

Miller, Miller, & Thompson, 1976).

Service Options. Identification of MHHI students through

assessment of special neells is meaningful'only where a range of programs

and expertise is available to meet the 'mid which are identified

(Connor, 1982). Variants within the need parameters presented by

Griffing (1981) could be the basia for identifying placement options.

In this way, 'Flathouse (1979) used staff-student ratios as one variable

in defining a least restrictive environment for MHHI students.

Similarly, Connor, (1982) proposed that program goals be used as a

parameter for educational placement options: Neiman (1979) and

Pronovost et al. (1976) presented continua of specific placement options

for MHHI 8tu40 ts. They included self-contained classes for hearing,

hearing impaired, and MHHI,students; resource rooms; full, partial, and

no integration; and the availability of supportive ervices. Not only

do they show options for instructional environments but also options for

objectives, instructional rate, methodology, and staff competencies.



Problem: Multiee Terminology. Communicationabout MHHI children

is often confused because of the vatiety of cognomens which may be

applied to this population. For example, the Federal definition of

severely handicapped includes children " with two or more serious

handicapping conditions such as ... the cerebral-palsied deaf" (U.S.

Office of Education, 1978, p. 449), children who obviously have multiple

handicaps. The Federal definition of multihandiCapped, however,

excludes deaf-blind children (P.L. 94-142) probably because of a

separate funding pattern. Also Federally funded through still another

patt4rn are children who are called hearing impaired/developmentally

disabled (i.e., 'having mental retardation, cerebral palsY, epilepsy or

autism in addition to hearing impairment) (Stewart, 1978).

What is ironic is that these terths, severly handicapped,

multihandicapped (MHHI), deaf-blind, and hearing impaired/

developmentally disabled, may be used to denote children with very

similar characteristics and educational needs. Yet, each of the terms

has been related to the developlent of a corpus of kpowledge and

professional practice which is almost separate'from each of the others.

Professionals who iOntify with one network find it difficult to access

and benefit from the findings of the others. Services to deaf lind

children in this country, for example,,have been in place sinc 1969

a tremendous amount of information on educational assessment and
,

programming for these children has been generated (Tweedie & Baud,

1981), but teachers of the severely handicapped, or even the MHHI, often

do not realize the applicability of that information to their work.
I.

Heterogeneity and Classification. Anyone who considers the

educational needs of MHHI students cannot ovoid being impressed with

this heterogeneity, the wide range of learning characteristics and

educational needs such students have (Connor, 1982; Wolf & Anderson,

1969). This is perhaps the moat difficult:problem in any endeavor

concerned with these students, whether it be teacher preparation,

identification, or educational decision making. The diversity of

characteristics of MHHI students creates great difficulty in using valid

generalizations for educational decision making. In order to overcome
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4
the problem of heterogeneitx and to aid in placement and decision making

in MHHI programt, severil authors have preposed Classification schemes

for hearing impaired children with additional handicaps. Others (e.g.,

Lennan, 1974) have warned against preoccupation with classifications.

Griffing (1981), however, showed that definition and classification of.

MHHI students'would sesist policymakers and educational decision makers

in providing appropriate services for this population.

Perhaps the most common way of classifying MHHI students is in

terms of their additional handicaps (e.g., Craig & praig, 1981;

'ftuickshank, 1969; Stewart, 1978; and Wolf & Anderson, 1909). The

Federal definitions, cited earlier also foster this approach. Thus,

MHHI students would be subdivided into the deaf mentally retarded,

deaf-blind, deaf cerebral palsied; etc.

While an additional handicap approach may be useful in reporting

incidence data ( and even this is questionable), it leaves much to be

desired from an educational service delivery perspective. One problem

is that such an approach separates children whose educational needs are

truly very similar, e.g., many deaf-blind and deaf mentally retarded

students. Connor (1982) pointed out the fallacy of program planning

based on disability categories. Secondly,, classification by secondary

handicaps fosters the fragmentation of professional knowledge and

practice discussed above as a consequence of multiple terminology.

Finally, classification by secondary handicaps encourages a''related

problem, the issue of "primary" disability. In planning'services for

MHHI students one may be tempted to ask whether mental retardation (or

cerebral palsy or whatever) affects the child's functioning more

significanfly than hearing impairment. Should the child be called

ayentally retarded deaf or deaf mentally retarded? Blind-deaf or

deaf-blind? This question is moot. Multiple disabilities interact with

each othei in such a way that their relative effects cannot be separated

(Flathouse, 1979; Griffing, 1-981; Moores, 1978). According to

Dibenedetto (1978), "presently there is no theoretical or philosophical

basis for assigning priority to one handicap over the other" (p. 166).

Other Variables In Classification. Several authors have proposed

MHHI _lassification systems based on varitbles other than additional
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handicaps, These systems'are in'T#OL, .1. The additional

variables which are considere&iinikUded mediC44eeds, inappropriate

education, placement and degee oteducaitonilAleed.

The difficulties in using medical diagps*to detemine educational

significance of impairments"44ComPanying deigfleas are discussed above.

Power & Quigley (1971) included medically remediable impairments (e.g.,

epilepsy) in their taxonomy 1:out emphasized ihat these conditions do not

require special education services. Similar impairmerits- seem to

comprise Griffing's (1981) Mildly MHHI category which he defines as deaf

children having "additional handicapping conditions that are corrected,-,

ameliorated, or which otherwise do not impede receiving instruction in

the conventional curriculum and edcuational setting" fp.5). In either

case labeling the children as MHHI for educational purposes does not

seem to have any value or benefit.

Griffing (1981) identified a subgroup "whose basic needs are for

medical care on a 24-houe basis" (p. 6). This group and his group

needing care in a personal care facility are probably synonymous with

Lennan's group requiring continual custodial care. While a large

proportion of MHHI students are "hospitalized" in institutions for the

mentally retarded (Brannan et al., 1975) which may operate according to

a medical model, it is questionable that a significant number of them

are sick and require continuing medical care (Wolfensberger, 1976).

Similarly, the concei;t that significant numbers of MHHI children are

inore appropriately placed in personal care or custodial care facilities

is questionable. Current legislation, litigation, and a growing body of

research has established that even the lowest functioning students can

benefit from educational programs (Sontag, Certo, & Button, 1979). A

taxonomy for MHHI students with total medical personal, or custodial

care category can only result in excluding students from beneficial

special'education services. Inclusion of such a category is not

supportable.

Moores (1978) postulated that a major category of MHHI students is

the group whose handicaps are caused not by a disability within the

student but by inappropriate educational e*geriences. This group may be

4 7
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similar to Bond's (1979) group whose difficulties may be due to

exogenous factors such as late diagnosis or problems in the home. In

these cases, the.accompanying handicaps appear to be artificial. The

_value must be questioned of labeling these students as MHHI, especially

if the label serves to limit service options for the students and

reinforce inappropriate educational methodology. .If.the cause of the

problem is the educational environment and not a problem within the

student, it would seem to make more sense4to improve the environment and
4

prevent the creation of artificially MHHI students. Usilng an

inappropriaCe eduiational histogy as a basis for classification as MHILI

appears to have the sametfallacies, discussed above, as using failure in

an established program as a ttasis for determining the educational

significance of additional disabilities.

As with determination of educational significance of additional

handicaps, a valid taxonomy for MHHI skidents must consider educational.

need. The identification of placements whIere the students will benefit

most is a step in that direction (e.g., Lennan, 1974). Griffing (1981)

went a step further and identified three subgroups of MHHI students

based on need for modifications in instructional objectives,

environment, rate, methodology or staff. The distinction between the

educationally.remediable and educationally adjustable subgroup of Power

& Quigley (1971) is similar. The additional handicaps of the former

group can be "removed" by special education, therapy, etc., but the

latter group requires an adaptation of the program to accommodate their

disabilities.

Summary. MHHI students are a very heterogeneous group with widely

varying needs and characteristics. This has caused difficulty in

defining, identifying, and serving them and has led to efforts to

subdivide them for educational purposes. Identification of students as

MHHI should be accomplished only in the context of a continuum of

programs available to meet their unique needs. Students identified as

MHHI should be those who have educationally significant handicaps in

addition to hearing impairment. Professionals in the MHHI area should

have a clear understanding of the effects of these handicaps.

Educational significance should be understood in terms of special

education need parameters, such as unusual instructional objectives,
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environment, rate, methodology and staff, rather than medical diagnosis,

categOries of handicaps, or failure in an established program. Special

educational need parameters can also provide a basis for classification

of MHHI students where classification will benefit them through improved

educational decision making. Finally, professionals concerned with MHHI

students should not fail to take advantage of the resources available

from related networks including those concerned with severely

handicapped, deaf-blind, and developmentally disabled students.
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Table 1

Classification Systems.for MBHI Students

Source

Bond, 1979 Griffing, 1981 Lerman, 1974 Power & Quigley, 1971 Moores, 1978

Medically Remediable

No Obvious Mildly MHHI
significant Educational

handicaps Needs
Educationhlly
remediable

Additional Moderately Benefit from

.handicap MHHI Special Class

due to Educational. Placement

exogenous Needs

factors

Educationally
Adjustable

Severe Severely MHHI Benefit from

additional Educational Special Program

handicap Needs Placement

Personal Care Requiring'

Needs continuing
custodial care

Medical Care
Needs

Caused by
inappropriate
education
:.

5 0
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Current.Definition oi Developmental
Notabilities, under P.L. 95-602.

,

The current definition of developmental disabilities, as contained in Public

Law 95-602, the "DevelopmemtaLDisabilities,Assistance and Bill of Rights Act*,

Section 102(10, is:

'*(7) The"term 'developmental disability' means a severe,
chronic disability of a person which--

(A) is attributable to a mental or physical impairment

or combination of mental and physical impairments;
(B) is manifested before the person attains the

age twentjf-two;
(C) is likely to continue indefinitely;

(D) results in substantial functional limitation's"

in three or more of the following areAs of.major life

activity: (i) self-care, (ii) receptive and expressive

Language, (iii) learning, (iv) mobility, (v)-salf-direction,

(vi) capacity for independent living-1-4nd (vii) economic

sufficiency; and
(E). reflects the person's need for a combination

and sequence of special interdisciplinary,'ot generic'

care; treatment, or other services which are of life-

long or extended duration and are individually

planned and 000rdinated."

v

The definition of-developmental disability contained in Public Law 95-602,

sometimes Oferred to as the new definitidh of developmental disability, is'

based solely on an individual's functional limitations aiid need-for services,

rather than the diagnosis or nature of his or her disabling condition.

-
Reasons for the Change in the tefinition of Developmental-Disabilities

S.

lbe philosophy Underlying the 4evelopmental Disabilities Program is unique

in'itsbcOad ecumenical approach to advocacy andpianning for a target

population withyariovs aisabilities'and needs. Since the inception of

the Developmental Disabilities Services arid Facilities Construction Aot

- of 1970 the Developmental Disabilities PrOgram has attempted to bring-

together a variety oi agencies traditionalli.,S*rvipg,disabled"persons

to develop a coordinated and comprehensive seryice,delivery system for
-

its target. popilation. I-41



Because of the unique broad-based approach to the program, it is nOt
-

surprising that ambiguity has existed about the program's target

population. The question.of which groUps of disabled persons fill under

the tern edeirelopmentally
disabled* and which groups do not qualify has

been raised by various agencies,
progrims, and consumers.

The

bases for the changes reflected in P. L. 95-602 are, as determined by the

National Task FOrce on the Definition of Developmental Disabilities who

conducted the independent study mandated in P.L. 94-103 :

The need to focus scarce'resources on,that segment of the

disabled population most in need of services;

Developmentally disabled persona will reqdire a combinition

'N

:
and sequence of special interdisciplinary or generic care,

treatment or other services which are of lifelong or extended

dUrition and are individually planned d coordinated;

The target population of develOpmentally dipeked

individuals is substantially and chronicilly disabled;

Serkace agencies' traditional approaches are not oriented

toward meeting the unique heeds of this populattçn

that the following oombination is required:

COmpreheniive planning;

Lmproved leverage on existing monies)

Increased access,to existing services;4

Interdisciplinary services in a variety

of service delivery modes;

Advocacy to ensure the above; and

Coordination of services at the delivery

point to ensure. that

1-42
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o° Concernthat Lndividuals with conditions or disabilities

other than.the four"listed,in P. L. 94-103 might share the

limitations and service needs of the four named conditions

and because of the definition be denied services:

'Tne purpose of the functional definition waa to emphasize the'complexity,

pervasiveness, and substantialty of the disabling conditions to be ad4ressed by

the Developmental
Disabilities Program by focusing on the Ladividual's funational

and.the resulting need for comprehensive services. Thus, the-

definition of developmental disabilities changed from one whichwas categorically

based to'one which Ls functionally based.

.Excerpted from SPECIAL REPORT ON THE IMPACT
TR THE CHANGE IN THE DEFINITION OF
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES. (Office of
human Development Services, Administration
on Developmental Disabilities: May, 1981)



Eligibility Criteria under P.L. 94-142
-

Handicapped Children

Eligibility ulaider P.L. 94-142-is deterinined under the following

definition:

Handicapped children means those children evaluated...as
.being mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, Apeech
impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally dis-
turbed, orthopedically impaired, other health impaired,
deaf-blind, multihandicapped, or as having specificlearn-
ing disabilities, who because of those impairments need
special education and related services.

41.

This definition is'extended to the school age population of

handicapped individuals ages 3-21. The term "handicapped 'children"

includes the handicapped individuals ages 18-21.

Two criteria determine if a child is "handicapped" for purposes

of.P.L. 94-142:

1. An impairment listed,'under P.L. 94-142 definition'of

. handicapped children.'

2. A need for special education and related servicss because of

the impairment.

Definitions are drawn from the
Regulations for P.L. 94-142 (Educa-
tion for All Handicapped Children.Act)
'Further interpretations are found fn
the Advocacy Section of this training
manual.
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Educalional Significance of Hearing Loss at
Three Levels of Severity

Michael A. Karchmer, Michael N. Mi lone, Jr., and Steve Wolk

National Survey data from over 10 years are dialyzed to determine specific relationships
between depne of hearing loss and a variety of factors affecting hearing impaired students,- Three
caissons!, of hearing loss are sihgled out for comparison, and differences are discuased relative to
educational placement, student charade:Utica, achievement test perfonnance, and COMUIRUAka

don skills.

icor more than 10 years the Office of
Demographic Studies (ODS), through its

Annual Survey of Hearing Impaired Children
and Youth, has collected information on the
characteristics of hearing impaired students
enrolled in special education programs in the
United States. In that time, the factor that has
shown itself to play the most pivotal role in a
student's personal and educational adjustment
has been the student's degree of hearing loss.
Degree of hearing loss is a major consideration
in determining educational placement, and it
also influences such factors as the extent to
which a student is judged to speak intelligibly,
the particular communication methods the
student is likely to use, and whether he or she
will use a _hearing aid. Moreover, the severity
of hearing loss is significantly related to other
important variables: to the cause of hearing
lou, to the student's sex, and to the presence of
additional Handicaps.

Thepurpose of this paper is to descrilie these
relationships between degree of hearing lots
and other iv-portant student characteristics in
some 4etail; in doing so, we hope to draw a
portrait of hearing impaired students with dif-
fering heatMg abilities. 1

Part of the information reported in tho paper
comes from the Annual Survey of Hearing Im-
paired Children Youth for the 1977-78
school year. This survey includes'information
obtained on 54,080 students in almost 700 spe-
cial education programs throughout the coun-
try. The sample represents approximately 80
percent of the total population estimated to be

Messrs. Karchmer, Alone and Wolk are 'with the Of-
fice of Demogriiphic Studies at Gallaudet College in
Washington, D C. Requests for repnnts should be ad-
dressed to Dr Karchmer,

A.A.DJApnl 1979

enrolled in special education programs for the
hearing impaired in the United States. The re-
mainder of the data comes from an ODS special
survey of a national sample of teachers of 997
hearing impaired students. This survey elicited
infozmation on a wide range of topics not gen-
erally included in thiAnnual Survey. Details of
the data collection procedures Can be found in
Karchmer and Kirwin (1977).

* In the Annual Survey, hearing level is "de-
- fined as a student's unaided average pure-tone

threshold in the better ear (BEA) at 500, 1000,
and 2000 Hz expressed in dB ISO. Audiological
test results sufficient to compute a BEA wire
proVided for 77 percent of the 54,000 students
reported on the 1977-78 Annual Survey. For
purposes of this paper the hearing levels were
converted into six categories of hearing loss:
within normal limits (less than 27 dB), mild
(27-40. dB), moderate (41-55 dB), moderately
severe (56-70 dB), severe (71-90 dB), and pro-
found (91 dB or greater). Where incomplete or
no audiological test information was available,
schools were requested to oktirnate the stu-
dent's hearing loss using the 'above categories.
Such estimates were given for about 17 percent
of the students. Since there are only extremely
small differences in the distributions from
these two sources of informationthe com-
puted BEA and the school estimatethe fig-
ures for both are combined in this paper.

Table 1 shows the distribution ot levels of
hearing loss (measured or. estimated) for hear-
ing impaired students in special education as
reported in the 1977-78 Annual Survey. No au-
diological information was provided by the
schools for 2,818 students, slightly more than 5
percent of the total; this report, therefore, con-
centrates on the 51,262 students for whom
hearing loss information was provided in the
1977-78 Annual Survey.

Educational Significance of Hearing Loss
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Table 1. Frequency and percent distributions of hearing loss for students in the 1977-78 Annual

Survey of Hearing Impaired Children and Youth

Frequency
(N)

Percent
(%)

Total number of students in 54.080 100.0

Annual Survey
Number Of students for whom 2,818 5.2

audiological data were not
reported or incomplete

Total known data (Better eal,average) 51,262 100.0

Normal (less titan 27 dB) 2,250 4.4

Mild (27-40 dB)
. 2,743 5.4

Moderate (41-55 dB) 4,536 8.8

Moderately severe (56-70 dB) 6,640 13.0

Severe (71-90 dB) 12,666 24.7

Profound (91 dB or greater) 22,427 43.7

For these students, the largest category of

hearing loss, by far, is. profound; 43.7 percent
of the hearing impaired students in the Annual
Survey have hearing levels of 91 dB or greater.
This actually represents a modest decrease
from previous findings. For example, 46.8 per-

cent of the students in the 1973-74 Annual Sur-
vey were reported to have profound losses. The
decrease in the size of the profound loss group
may reflect the exit from special education of
students born in 1958 whose deafness resulted
from the rubella epidemic that year. (Maternal
rubella is associated with greater severity of
hearing impairment; see Table 3.) Two other
factors may also account for the decrease in the
proportioq of students with profound losses.
First, under the influence of recent legislation
such as P.L. 94-142, more students with rela-
tively mild losses are being provided with spe-
cial education services than before. Second, the
range cif coverage of the Annual Survey has
broadened gradually over.the past decade to
include more and more programs serving
mildly impaired students.

For the remainder of this report, in the inter-
est of clarity of analysis. the students with a
BEA of 70 dB or less are grouped into a single
category. Thus, our ocus will be to compare
three categories of hearing impaired students:
the group with less than severe hearing loss
(470 dB), the group with severe loss (71-90 dB),

and the group o1 itudents who are profoundly
deaf (91 or greater dB). This division is not at

all arbitrary. Jensema, Karchmer, and Trybus
(1978) observed that hearing impaired children
with BEA hearing levels in the normal, mild,
moderate, and moderately severe categories
were nearly identical in a wide variety of char-
acteristics including sex, age, race, and speech
intelligibility, so that for present,purposes they

can be treated reasonably as a singlv group.
Jensema. Karchmer, and Trybus further
showed that this combined group had signifi-
cantly different characteristics from the severe
and profound loss groups. This three-way clus-
tering is, therefore, empirically a sound
procedure.

HEARING LEVEL AND EDUCATIONAL
PLACEMENT

Perhaps the most striking concomitant of

hearing loss is the student's educational
placement. Simply put, the various kinds of
special educational-programs tend to enroll
students of different average hearing levels.

This is not a new finding, and has been dis-
cussed previously by Rawlings (1973), Jensema
(1974), and Karchmer and Trybus (1977).

Figure 1 shows distributions of hearing loss
for students within four types of special educa-
tion settings. On one hand, students at resi-
dential schools for the deaf tend to have the
greatest degrees of impairment. Almost two-
thirds are profoundly deaf, and 90 percent have
hearing levels exceeding 70 dB. At the other

NI-
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Figure 1
Distribution of Hearing Loss by Type of Program

(Annual Survey of Hearing impaired Children and Youth. 1977-78)

Residential SchoOls for the Deaf

Full-Time Classes in Local Public Schools
(N-10,017)

Day Schools fiir the Deaf
-7,779)

Integrated Programs
(N-12,386)

extreme, only 17 percent of students in inte-
grated or "mainstream" programs (i.e., itine-
rant programi, resource.rooms, or other part-
time special, education classes) are profoundly
impaired; approximately two-thirds have bet-
ter ear averages in the less-than-severe range of
impairment.

It is interesting to note that the distribution
of hearing loss within the varioui programs
has stayed relatively stable over the past five
years. Table 2 shows the distribution of the
hearing losses of students in four types of spe-

.cial education settings for tht 1972-73 and
1977-78 Annual Surveys.

About 61 percent of residential school stu-
dents surveyed in 1972-73 (for whom audiolog-
ical information was supplied) were reported
to have hearing levels exceeding 90 dB; five
years later the corresponding percentage was
63 percent. In 1972-73, only about 15 percent of
the students in resource rooms, itinerant pro-
grams, or part-time special education class-
room setting were profoundly deaf; in 1977-78
the percentage was 17. These five-year cam-

-,
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Table 2. Percent diatribittione of hearing loss for students in four types of education programs:

1972-73 vs. 1977-78 Annual Survey of Hearing Impaired Children and Youth'

Program Type

Masao, Loss

Less than Severe
(470 dB)

Severe
(71-90 dB)

Profound
(.90 d13)

Percstt of Annual
Surr4 in each
progran tYPe
Number reported
in each
prram tYPe

Residential
Schools for

the Deaf
1972-73 1977-78

Day Schools
for the Deaf

1972-73 1977-78

Full-time
Spedal

Education
1972-73 1977-75

Integrated
Programs

1972-73 1977-78

12.2 9.9 19.0 19.6 30.4 29.3 64.7 65.8

27.1 26.7 25.7 26.4 30.0 28.7 20.1 17.5

60.7 63%4 52.3 54.0 39.6 42.0 15.2 16.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

41.5 32.0 11.5 15.2 25.9 19.6 14.0 24.2

17,037 16,356 4,740 7,779 10,620 10,017 5,739 12,386

*Percentages do not include students for whom audiological information was not reported.

parisons are particularly telling for students in'
integrated education settings. Although it is
evident that there has been growth in the
number and size ot "mainstream" programs
across the country in the last five years, the
students served by such programs continue to
be predominantly haro of hearing students
(less-than-severe losses), with only small pro-
portions of severely or 'profoundly deaf chil-.
dren being served in such settings.

OTHER VARIABLES RELATED TO
EXTENT OF LOSS

Etiology
The severity of a child's hearing impair-

ment depends, of course, on what caused the
lose in the first place. Table 3 illustrates that
some reported causes of hearing loss. give rise
to greater degrees of impairmenythan other
causes. Hearing impairments reported to be a
result of maternal rubella, hereditary factors,

and meningitis art particularly associated with
profound loss. For these causes, 50 percent or,

mom of the students had a hearing level that
exceeded 90 dB. On die other hand, the "after

birth" causes, with the notable exception of
meningitis, tend to be associated with milder
impairments. When the probable cause of a
hearing lou was munips, infections, trauma
after birth, or otitis media, it generally resulted
in a hearing level in the severe or less-than-
severe range. (See Gentile and Rambin, 1973,
for a more extensive discuuion of the causes of
hearing lou.)

Age

Figure 2 shows the relative distribution of
hearing Joss for six separate age ranges. Two

patterns are evident, First, students with pro-
found looses make up the largest share of the
special education population at each age
group. Second, from age 6 years onward, the
relative proportion of profoundly deaf students
increases with age. Students with less-than-
severe losses are represented in their greatest
proportion during the 6 through 11 year old
range. For those ages, over 35 percent of the
Annual Survey sample has a less-than-severe

loss.
Wfiile it is possible that there is actual de-

terioration of hf.sring abilities with increasing

Educational Significance of Hearing Loss
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Table 3. Percent distributions of hearlp lou for various probable causes of haring impairment*

Reported Cause

At Birth or Congenital After Birth

I-4 I b

tD 3t
tf.!

ti
1 f 8

1 II' A a .t. 3 9,

jg I j1 1 gl i I ii 11al.o Degree of Hearing I I
. .1

"Si Loss (BEA) X A i l' ... CA
P, Leu than Severe

a
15.7 31.7 27.4 31.9

is
o (*.70 dB)

Severe
el

1
(71-90 dB)

30.7 25.60 22.8 29.0

Profound 53.7 42.7 49.7 39.0
.- (a.91 dB)ot Total number and 8,966 1,440 4,597 1,109

percent of Annual (17.5) (2.8) (9.0) (2.2)
Survey sample
reporting cause

31.5 29.2 44.7 29.5 17.6 32.6 57.9 76.5 41.1 30.7

29.7 29.8 17.8 28.4 21.2 24.7 17.9 10.5 22.9 24.4

38.9 41.0 37.4 42.1 61.2 42.7 24.3 13.0 36.1 44.8

1,952 1,036 219 662 3,205 1,409 1,125 944 137 13,974

(3.8) (2.0) (0.4) (1.3) (6.3) (2.7) (2.2) (1.8) (0.3) (25.8)

0

In some cases, more than one cause was reported for a student.
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Figure 2
Distributions of Hearing Loss by Ago

for Hearing impairod Students in Special Education, 1177-78

0 i. Than Sonars I;c71 dli
a Swore 171.00 del

bar Profound del

A

\
0

Aga as of 12-31-77

age, we are more inclined, given our present
data and level of analysis, to attribute these tge

dliferences to one certain and one possible fac-

' tor. Maternal rubella, as has been noted,-is as-
sociated with greater severity of hearing loss,

arid the proportion of hearing losses due to
rubella varies widely by age group. Children
bom in the rubella epidemic of 1964-65, in-
cluded here in the 12-14 age group (age as of
12,31/77), clearly show a pattern of more serious

impairments. It is also possible to infer
from the data that students with less-than-
severe losses enter special education later, and
leave it earlier, than children with more serious

impairments. This enrollment pattern, along
Viith the variation in MIMI, may explain some
of the age group to age group variation in hear-

ing levels. We do not at present have data to

support a hypothesis of actual deterioration of
hearing abilities with increasing age in the

0-21 range.

on*

ut 54 percent of the hearing impaired
students reported in the 1977-78 Annual Sur-

vey are male. However, this percentage varies
somewhat by degree of hearing loss, as shown
in Table 4. Males are found in greatest propor-
tion (56 percent) in the less-than-severe cate-
gory. This declines slightly to about 55 percent
in the severe loss group, and reaches its low
point of 53 percent in the profound loss chil-
dren. To some extent, this reflects the finding
that maternal rubella causes a hearing loss in at
least as many females as males, thus increasing
the relative proportion, of females in the pro-
found loss.group (Kirchmer & Kirwin, 1977).
Even when students whose deafness was
caused by rubella are removed from the
analysis, however, the same basic .treAd (i.e.,
decrease in percintage of males with Increas-
ing hearing loss) obtains.

Ethnic Background

There does not appear to be a strong rela-

tionship between degree of hearing loss and a

student's ethnic origin (Ries, Bateman, &
Schildroth, 1975), The 1977-78 Annual Survey

data (Table 5) show that the relative distribu-

Educational SIgnificance of Norms Loss A.A.D./Aprsl 1979
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sr Table 4. Sex fly' dived of hearing 1(441,497i-7V

Degree of Hearing Loss 'MBA)

Less than Severe .
(470
Severe
(71-90 dB)
Profound
(09,1 dB)

Total number and percent in each sex
category

s.
Male Femide

r

N (%) N (%)

9,008 (56.0) 7,076
:

6,907 (54.7) 5,711.
As11,754 (52.6) 10,600

,
4

P,669 (54.2) r 23,387

(44.0)

(45.3)

(47.4)

'Excluded Irmo this table are 3,024 students for whom audiological informed sex was not rspoeWcy

440

tions ol hearing loss for white, black, and His-
-panic students are all very similar.

Additional Handicapping Conditions

Of the students enrolled in 'Pedal edu-ci41on
progiams, a higher percentage of those stu-
dents with one or more handicaps were more
likely to be less-than-sevently impaired than
students without additional handicaps. (Table
6). Very possibly, students with lesser hearing,
loss, and without at least one additional handl
icap, were fully mainstreamed with no suppor-
tive services, and thus were not reported to the

Survey.
Table 7 shows the distnbution of hearing

loss for specifiC handicapping conclitiona.,,

From this tibia, it seems evident that there is a
relationship between severity of hearing loss

and specific handicaps.' This relationship,
hovlever; is not direct, and may be mediated
by certain conditions-, such as rubeilit which
cause both hearing impairment and other dis-

oabilities. nit further discueion, thb reader is
referred to Gentile and Mccktily (197,).,

ACHIEVEMENT TEST PERFORMANCE

We turn our attention my"; to &brief 4;sihms
nation of hoW,1 itudeot's heering lave', relates
to academic achievement as mosured br a
Itandardized achievement Tot: ,for this pur-
l:re wi draw on data collected iis part of the

?

Table S. Frequency and percent distributions o9teasing loss by ethnic badtpound, 1,9i7-71*

Degree of Heating Lois

White

Elhait Isallrounct °

Black Hispanic

IDEA/ N i(%) t4 N ',(%) N (%)

Less than Severe 10.948 (31 7) 2,494 (2%7) '1368 (31.7) 31) (31 0)

(470 dB)
Severe 8.417 (24 4) fAss (5 1,971 (24.8) 213 (23 2)

(71-90 dB)

Profound 15,122 (43 ir) 3.735 (44.5) 1,377 (43 5) 560 (45 8)

(>91 dB)

Total number and
percent of Annual

34.487 (71 2) 8,387 (17 3) 4,316 (8 9) 1.222 ( 2 5)

Survey sample for
each ethnic group

'Excluded from this table are 5,668 students 4or whom audiological or ethruc information was not reported.

A.A.D /Apnl 1979 Educational Significance of Heanng Loss
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Table 6. Distribution, in special education programs, of additional handicapping conditions by
hearing loss, 1977=78" ,

, Total Additional Handicaps
None Reported One or More

Dgree of Hearing Loss (BEA) N (%) N (%) "

Less than Severe 11,084 (30.2) 5,085 (35.1)

(470.dB) )

Severe 9,154 (24.9) 3,512 (24.2)

(71-90 dB)

Profound
(a91 dB)

16,521 (44.9) 5,906 (40.7)

Total number and percent of Annual 36,759 (71:7) 14,503 (28.3)

SurOey sample in each handicap category

'Txcluded from this table are 2,818 students for whom audiological information was not reported.

national achievement test standardization pro-
gram conducted by the ODS in Spring, 1974. At
that time, ihe Special Edition for hearing im-
paired students of the Stanford. Achievement
Test (SAT-HI) Was administered to a national
sample of Almost 7,000 hearing impaired stu-
dents fOr the purpose of developing academic
normi. this national project is described in de-
tail by Trybus and Karchmer (1977).

When the median achievement scores for the
1974 standardization sample are plotted by age

,

for each of the three hearing loss categories,
very clear patterns emerge. For reading com-
prehension (Figure 3) it is evident that the me-
dian scores of students with less-than-severe
losses are superior at each age level to Ahe
scores of the students with more significant
hearing impairments. This advantage is, on the
average, betiveen one-half and one grade
equivalent. The group with severe losses has a
slight advantage 'lover the profoundly deaf
group through age.12; beyond this age, the dis-

.

Table 7. Percent distributions of he ng loss for specific hindicapping conditions'

Handicapping Conditions

Degree of
Hearing Loss (BEA)

!1 i
0 a
5 g

tov

2 Ico, a

0. V 0
V 0

(..)

t 7i 12
a

I :2

.2 * 6
o .9

spal cc a

00Pt t
V.
ck.!*6

Less than Severe 33.1 36.2 32.3 32.7 28.9 26.4 42.8 28.3 54.2

(470 dB)
Severe 26.9 t 25.8 20.8 - 25.5 31.0 28.6 22.4, 24.5 20.3

(71-90 dB)
Profound 40.0 38.0 46.9 41.8 45.0 34.8 47.1 2,5.5

(91 cIB)

Total number and 3,789 1,333 461 966 1,460 1,313 4,008 3,421 801

percent of Annual (7.4) (2.6) (0.9) (1.9) ,(2.9) (2.6) (7.8) (6.7) (1.6)

Survey sample..with
each` handicapping
condition ,

In some cases, more than one additional handicapping condition was reported for a student.
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tributions of scores for these two grolips
overlap.

As Figure 3 indicates, hearing level makes
much less difference on mathematics ccnnputa-
don than on reading comprehension. The me!.
dian scores of the less-than-severe group are
only slightly Oevatea above the scores of the
other two gaups, and this difference holds
only for students 15 and younger. The "severe"
and "profound" groups are remarkably, simi-
lar, and are distinguishable only at ages 10 and
11.

r

al'Communication Factors

The final section of this report examines
three faetors relevant to the communication
abilities of hearing impaired children: the ex-
tent of their hearing aid usage, the degree to
which their speech is judged to be intelligible,
and the methods by which they communicate.
Each of theie topics has been dealt with at
length in separate monographs froth the Office
of Demographic Studies (Karchmer & Kirwin,
1977; Jensema, Karchrner, & Trybus, 1978;
Jensehta & Trybus, 1978). The findings re-
ported in these monographs are discussed here
only as they relate to a student's hearing status.

,- The data to" be discussed are drawn from a
1974 study done in conjunction with trie
tional Achievement Test.ttAddardization Pro-
gram described in the previous section. In this
study, classroom teachers provided education-
ally relevant information on a random sample ,

of 997 hearing impaired studrs from across
the United States.

,

Hearing Ad Usage

Karchmer and Kfrwin (1977) found that over
80 percent of all hearing impaired students in
the national.sample used some sort.of apUfi-
cation device. However, hearing aid use varied .

systematically. as a function of hearing level. .
Contistenthearipg aid use was highest among
students hav,ing mpderate .or severe losses
(41-90 dB), with almost 90 percent of these
students using aids. N'on-wearers were found
in greatest proportion _among those studentr
with hearing levels at dither extreme of the dis-
tribution. Of the studenVs- with profO'und
losses; 227 percent did not use hearing aids.
Included within this -group, no doubt, was a
large number of individuals with little or no
measureable residual hearing and therefore
minimally able -to benefit from amplification.

_

pgure 3
Median Performance by Hearing Impelaid Students on the SAT-H1

for Raiiiing ComP4hension and Math Computation
as a Function of Age for Three Hearthg Lose Groupe

Ptsuding Camorshettoton Math Compututon
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The students with on/y slight impairment (up
to 40 dB) were the least likely to wear a hearing
aid; nearly 60 percent of this group were non-
wearers. It might be noted that hearing aid
usage is one of thelew characteristics that dif-
ferentiates among students within the 0-70 dB
hearing lois 'range.

Speech Intelligibility
The ability of a hearing impaired studerit to

speak in a manner. intelligible to an 'average
person influences later functioning in society at
large. The development of this ability is one of

the goals of special education for the hearing
impaired. By far the best statistical predictor of
a hearing impaired student's rated speech in-
telligibility ifs hearing level [Table 8(a)].
Jensenia, Karchiner, and T7ybus (1978) found
that the rated speech intelligibility' of stu'dents
in their simple was uniformly high when hear-
ing loss was less-than-severe; 86- percept of

these students were rated by their teachers as
speaking intelligibly or very intelligibly. There
appeared to be ap.abrupt drop in intelligibility
ratings for students with hearing levels beyond
70 dB; in the "profound" category, less than
one-quarter of the students were rated as hav-
iniintelligible speech.

Table 8(b) presents a complementary picture
to the data summarized in Table 8(a). Again,

'
althougt it is apparent that speech inielligibil-
ity is very thuch a function'of degree of hearing,
loaa, one important qualification bears noting.
Of the students whose speecti is rated as intel-
ligible or Yery.intelligiBle 26.3 percent were
prbfoundly hekOng imxiired. Although this
figure suggests a 'vet* positiye speechpotential
for slighilymore than one-quarter of profound
!pas, students, It should be interpreted. cau-
tioUsly. Age at.on$et of hearing loss was not
considered in the analysis; its influence on the
relationshii`between speech intelligibility and
hearing loss is quite probable.

Communication'Patterns "

'the hearing impaired $tudent pop)llatión is
a heterogeiteous one, with the CoMmunication 4.
methods -used by particular students in their
classroct and homes being equally diverse'
Nonedie .st, it is dear that degree of hearing
loss is a strong influence on the communication
niethoas, used by a student. Jensema and,

.,
Trybus (197§) reported a trend fot,less speech
use and 'more sign use as the child's hearing
level moves away from normal in the direction
of lets and less uSeable heating. There ap-
peared to be a particularly pronotinced 'alter-
ation" in communication patterns at 70 dB.
When the hearing level was at 70-dll or less, the
emphasis was on speech, with relatively little

Table 8(a). Distribution of rated speech intelligibility for categories of hearing loss

Speech Intelligibility Rating'

Degree of Hearing_

Very tritelligible.
or Intelligible

'Barely
Intelligible

Not
Intelligible

Would 'Not
Speak . Total .

Lau N (1)- N. (%) N (1) N (1) N ,(%)

>Less than Severe 168 (8*1) 18 (9.2) - 6 (3.1) 3 (1.5) 195

-
(470 dB)

,(100.0)

Severe e 144 (55.0) 53 (20.2) 15 113.3) 30 (11.5) 262 (100.0)

(71-90 dB)

Profound
(a,91. dB)

111 (23.2) 135 (28.2) 149 (31.1) 84 (17 5) 479 (100.0)

Total number and
percent in each -

423 (45.2) 206 (22.0) 190 (20.3) Ili (12.5) 936° (100.0)

'intelligibility
category

°See Jensema, Karchmer, and Trybus 41978) for scale definitions.

°Percentages do not include students for whom- audiological of speech,intelligibility information' was not re-

ported.
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Table 81b). Three categories of hearing loss distributed by rated speech intelligibility, Spring 1974

Degree of Hearing Loss
Severe Profound All

Categories
Less than

Severe

Rated Speech (470 dB) ,

Intelligibility&
Very intelligible or 168 (39.7)

intelligible
Barely intelligible 18 (8.7)

Notsintelligible 6 (3.2)

Would not speak ic 3 (2.6)

Total number and
percent itrtach
category of hearing
loss

(71-90 dB) (oll dB)
% N % N %

144 (34.0) 111 (26.3) 423 (100.0)

-53 (25.7) 135 (65.5) 206 (100.0)

35 (18.4) 149 (78.4) 190 (100.0)

30 (25.6) 84 (71.8) 117 (100.0)

195 (20.8) 262 (28.0) 479 (51.2) 936° (100.0)

'See Jensema, Karchmer, and Trybus (1978) for kale definitions.
'Not included are 61 students for whom audiological ox speech information were not reported.

111

use of signs. As hearing levels declined beyond
70 dB, there was a noticeable shift in emphasis
away from speech and toward a greater reliance
oit signs.

Figure 4 provides further analysis of the
same data used by Jensema and Trybus (1978).
Roughly 90 percent of the hearing impaired
students in the sample fall into three
categories: those who used speech without
signing, those who signed without speaking,
and those who used some combination of the
two modes. Figure 4 shows that the degree of
hearing loss is strongly related to the child's
communication style. Over 60 percent of tile
students with lessAhan-severe hearing losses
were reported to use speech as their sole means
of communication; virtually none of this group
used signs without speech. At the other end of
the spectrum, profoundly deaf students were
highly unlikely to use only speech; more than
80 percent used signs either alone or in combi-
nation with speech.

It is worth noting that these findings do not
address themselves to the quality of use of the
rispective methods. It is only a description of
the national situation as reported at the time of
the study five years ago, and not a statement of
how things would or should be in the future.

A:A.D./April 1979

SUMMARY.

In this paper, we have discussed a number of
important demographic ahd educational char-
acteristics of hearing impaired children as they
relate to level of hearing loss. For clarity of pre-
sentation, each variable of interest was
examined separately as it related to degree of
hearing loss. However, it must be recognized
that most of the variables themselves are inter-
related. Accordingly, further multivariate
analysis of the data is now being done, and will
be the subjeat of a future publication.

Still, it is possible to construct meaningful
profiles of students based on degree of hearing
loss. The dearest differences emerge when pro-
foundly deaf students are contrasted with stu-
dents whose losses are less-than-severe. By
way of summary, then, let us consider these
two groups of students.

The largest proportion of students with less-
than-severe hearing losses is enrolled in inte-
grated (-mainstream-) settings, and the major-
ity of students in these settings has less-than-
severe hearing losses. CompAratively few at-
tend residential or day schools for the deaf.
These students tend to be found most fre-
quently in special education in the 6 through 11
year old range.

Educational Significance of Hearing Loss 107
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Figure 4

Student to 'teacher Communication Methods
by Degree of Hearing Loss (Spring, 1974)

V Smooch and Signs

8
Speech Only

&Wm ONY

Lses Than
Savo.

(<70

Profound

171.90 del 1)91 dB)

Degree of Hearing Loss

Students with a less-than-severe loss rely
primarily on speech when communicating
with parents and teachers, and their speech is
rated as intelligible to the average listener.
With respect to reading achievement, less-
than-severely impaired students tend to score
one-half to one grade level higher than their
age-mates with more severe losses. Inter-
estingly enough, students with additional
handicaps, if they are reported in/special edu-

cation programs, are more likely to be less-than-
severely impaired than children withoutaddi-
tional handicaps.

The profoundly deaf students, by contrast,
are more likely to attend a residential or day
school for the deaf, rather than,an integrated

program. 'The former programs are generally
associated with a fuller range of services (Rawl-

ings la Trybus, 1978).

Although children with profound losses per-

form on the average below their less-than-
severely impaired age-mates on tests of read-
ing comprehension, the differences between
these two groups on math computation are not
as large. In terms of communication, students
with a profound loss are unlikely' to use speech
as their sole mode of communication, depend-
ing heavily on manual communication, and as
would be expected, their speech tends to be
less intelligible than that of students with less-
than-seveie losses.

1113
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The Demographics of Deafness
Resulting From

Maternal Rubella
Raymond J. Trybus, Ph.D., Michael A. Karchiner, Ph. D., Philip P. Kerstetter, and

Wanda Hicks

This paper reviews data On the size and major characteristics of the Populatkon of rubella-
deafened children, with emphasis on those born during 1%3;45.,Three lets oi data are pres-
ented; fiat, from the national studies of the Annual Surveypf Hearing Impaired and
Youth; second, frocirs current study of Gallaudet College students; and third., fro continuing
study of saudents at the Model Secondary School for fhe Deaf. Tht focus is on impactthat this
large group of deaf younpters will have on postsecondary educational initi Kis and rehabili-
tation agencies during-gie decade of the 1980's.

1"-
I NTRO DU CTIO N

The purpose of this,Paper is to describe
the size and some pf the .charactensticsof

children in the United::States whose hearing is
sigruficantly impaired as a result of maternal
rubella, and who therefore are enrolled in some
form of special education program for hearing-
impaired children. While these data were col-
lected from special educabon programs, since
that is where these children are presently being
served, the focus will be on the impact soon to
be felt by postsecondary education pmgrams
and vocational rehabilitation services as these
children complete their secondary education.

The data presented here derive from three
sources. The national data were developed by
the Office of Demographic Studie$ at Gallaudet
College, through its Annual Survey of Hearing
Impaired Children and Yolith. Information on
Gallaudet students was developed through a
study conducted at the college during the
summer of 1980; similarly, the information on
students at Gallaudet's Model Secondary

)'

Raymond Tnybus is Dean of the Gallaudet Research In-
stitute. i'vtichael Karchrner is Director of Demographic
Studies for the Institute. Philip Kerstetter ts Assistant to
the Vice President for Research. and Wanda Hicks is Spe-
aahst in education of the nailtiply handicapped and deaf-
Wind at the Model Seconda School for the Deaf

A A , D November 1980
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School for the Deaf w 3' collected as part of a
study being conducted in e fall. of 1980.

Through the Annual Sui-v s earing Im-
paired Children and Youth, Gallaudet re-
searchers contact all schools and school systems
in the U.S. known to be offering special educa-
tion services to hearing-impaired children (at
upwardS of 2,000 locations) and ask them to
submit a variety of information on each of their
students. This data file is updated and aug-
mented yearly, and the information p resented
here is based on data collected

ci
uring the,

1978-79 school year. Participation in the An-
nual Survey is voluntary, and. a participation
rate of approximately 80% havbeere maintained
f or most of the 12 years of operation of the An-
nual Survey.

The figures presented here are actual counts
of data reported by schools to the Annual'Sur.:
vey; to produce an estimate of the total U.S.
picture, the Annual Survey counts should be
increased by approximately one-fourth. Thus,
if the Annual Survey yields a. count of 8,000
children in some category (based on an 80%

- participation rate), this figure should bt in-.
creased ,by one-fourth, or 2.600, to yield an es-
hmate df the probable total number of children
in the given category in the U.S., or 10,000 in
this example. This, of course, applies only to
actual numbers of children. Rates, percentages,
and relationships among variables are the best
available results as stated.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Size of RubeNa "Bulge"

Figure 1 shows the numbers of hearing-..
impaired children according to year of birth and
reported cause of the hearing loit. Fort the
nonepidemic years, Vie number of children in
the Survey vanes slightly by year, but remains
in the viciruty of 3,000, with the percentage of
heanng loss rtported as due to maternal rubella
ranging from 6% to 16% and averaging 9.6%.
The number of. children born in 1964 and 1965,
however, is mugh higher, being more than
double the usual number for the 2-year period.
At the same time, the proportion of reported
maternal rubella increased to 41% and 34% in
1964 and 1965, respectively. Note, however,
that the number of children born in 1964-65 for
whom rubella was not repoked as a cause also
increased significantly. This strongly ,implies
that many of these children also incurred hear-
ing loss as a result.-of undiagnosed maternal
rubella. With this in mind, and considering the
survey participation rate, a good estimate is
that there are more than 8,000 rubella-deafened
children born in 1964-65 who are in special
education programs for the hearing impaired,
in addition to the 7,500 duldren who would be
expected in any normal 2-year period. This is

the central fact we must face in the immediate
future. Remember also that these figures apply
only to children in special education programs
for the hearing impaired. Post-rubella children
in programs for the deaf-blind or* for severely
and profoundly multiply handicapped are not
included in these figures and must be consid-
ered as Weil.'

Sex Distributitn
.The sex distribution for both rubella and

non-rubella deafened children is shown in
Table 1 for the nation, for the Nati9nal Techni-
cal Institute for the Deaf (see Stuckless' follow-
ing article), and for both the high school and
the college students at Gallaudet. Nationally,
rubella seems to be an exceptionally egalitarian
cause of hearing loss for the two sexes, while
other causes produce a 55% to 45% preponder-
ance of males over females. The Gallaudet pro-

. grams generally serve a slightly higher propor-
tion of females, while NTID students are more
heavily male for both rubella and other groups.

'Editor's note: See the Lockett and Rudolph article for
numbers of youngsters with maternal rubella in-programs
for the deaf-blind. Unfortunately,, no national data are
available on numbers of other severely multiply handi-
capped deaf children with maternal rubella Some are

known to be in programs for severely emotionally disturbed
or mentally retarded dirtdren

16)

1000

I

1960 1961

(6)

(34)

r7.1

Note Number in parentheses shows percentage
within age group reporting maternal rubella
u cause

2t1 Maternal rubella reported as cause .
E Maternal rubella not reported as cause

(16)
7"" (13) (12) (12)

771

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Year of Birth

'71

Figure 1. Hearing-impaired students in special education reported to the Annual Survey of Hearing

Impaired Children and Youth, 1976-79, by year of birth and according to whether maternal rubella was
reported as the cause of hearing loss (only students 6-16 shown).
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4

Tat& I. Sex Datribution by Reported Cause.

United States NTID Gallaudet

Rubella
High School

Other Rubella Other Rubella Other
College

Rubella Other
Male 50% 5596 5896 6296 4796 5416 43% 46%
Female 50% 45%' 42% 38% 53% 46% 57% 54%

Table 2. Percent Distribution by Month
oi Birth According to the Repoited

Cause,of Hearing Loss.

Rubella not-
Rubella reported

.% of total % of total

January 13 , 9
February 6 7
March 3 7
A pnl ,2 7
May 2 :8

June 2 7
July , 4 8

Augusi 6 8
September 10 9
October 15 10
November 19 10
December ., 18 10

TOTAL -100 100
N N 44,101"'

'aMconth of birth not reported for 40 rubella students.
'rnMonth of birth not reported for 457 norvubella
students

Month of Birth

As Table 2 shows, rubella births occur on a
cyclical basis during the year, with 75% of
births occurring between September and
January and-almost 40% in!qovember and De-
cember. Augustin, Marron, and Stuckless
(1979) have reported a similar percentage dis-.
tribution among 112 students with maternal
rubella at NT1D. By contrast, an even distribu-
tion throughout the year would result in 42% of
births occurring in September through January
and 17% falling in*November and December.
This pattern refleets.the great prevalence of the
disease itself in the winter and early spring
Months.

Additional Handicapping Conditions

One of the most important considerations for
planning purposes is the presence or absence of
additional handicapping conditions beyond the
hearing loss. Table 3 shows that 25% of chil-
dren who are hearing impaired as a result of
causes other than rubella have one or more ad-
ditional handicapping conditions. This figure
increases to 37% for rubella-deafened children,
or half again as much. The proportions of
rubella-deafened children with more than one
additional handicapping condition is about
twice that for other hearing-impaired children.

Table 3. Number of Additional Handicapping Conditions According to
Cause of Hearing Loss.

Number of,
additional handicaps

None'
One
Two
Three or more
TOTXL

Rubella not
Rubella reported

5,489
1,883

830
546

8,748

63 33,237 75

22 7,754 17

9 2,238 5

6 1,329 3

100 44,558 100

'Or all information ovohandicaps left blank

A A D November 1980
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The Demographics of Deafness

,The specific conditions involved in this situa-
tion are listed in Table 4. Severe visual prob-
lems occur three times as frequently in the
rubella group, while heart disorders are eight
times as common. Stuck less in the following
article leports simitar findings among rubella
and non-rubella studentti at MID'. The rate of
emobonellbehavioral problems is half again as
large in the rubella group as in others, and
smaller differences are in evidence for several of
the other conditions. Since the schools are
asked to report only those conditions which
have a discernible impact on the educational
process, the likelihood is that the rates of condi-
tions subject to medical diagnosis would be
higher than the figures presented here:
Also, many schools are reluctant to report con-
ditions such as emotional/behavioral problems,
further suggesting that these figures are, if any-
thing, minimal estimates of the actual situation.

Severity of Hearing Loss

Another major consideration in 'the planning
of services is the seventy of the individual's
hearing loss. The available audiological data
presented in Table 5 show that rubella-
deafened children have more severe hearing
losses as a group. This information must be
viewed in the light of comments by Vernon and
Hicks (1960) and others, which suggest that
rubella-deafened children may have more func-
tional use of residual heanng than these sever-
ity levels, obtained by averaging the pure tone
hearing levels in the better ear at 500, 1000, and
2000 Hz, would imgly. In the following article,
Stuckless reports slightly better heanng in the
speech range among rubella than non-rubella
students at NTID, and significantly better audi-
tory discnmination and speech intelligibility
among rubella students

Type of School Program
Where are the rubella children now? Table 6

shows the types of programs now serving
rubella-deafened children As might be ex-
pected from the extent of additional handicap-
ping conditions and the greater seventy of hear-
ing loss, a somewhat greater proportion attend
special schools and classes, and a smaller pro-
portion attend integrated or mainstream pro-
grams than is the case for children with deaf-
ness resulting from ther causes.

Table 4. Prevalence of Additional
Handicapping Conditions by Cause of

Hearing Loss.

Handicapping Rubella not
condition' Rubelb reported

(Percentage of (Percentage of
8,478)

Uncorrected
visual prob-
lems and legal

44,558)

blindness 15 5

Brain damage 4 2

Epilepsy 1 1

Orthopedic 2 2

Cerebral palsy 4 3

Heart disorder 8 1

Other health
impaired 3 4

Mental retar-
dation 8 8

Emotionallbehavioral 9 6

Specific learning
disability (includes
ptrceptuallmotor
disorder) 6 5

Other addition-
al handicaps 2 2

'Handicap categones are not mutually exclusive tn
that more than one handicap may be reported for a
student.

Table 5. Severity of Hearing Lou by Cause.

Rubella
not

Rubella reported

cfc

[less-than-severe
(< 70 dB ISO) 15 35

Severe
(71-90 dB ISO) 30 24

Profound
(91 or more dB. ISO) 55 41

TOTAL 100 100

N..8,458* N =, 41, 7865

'Audiological information not available for 290
rubella students
'AudiologIcal information not avallable 'for 2,772
nonrubella students

7 7
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Table '6. Kinds of Special Ethication
Programs Attended b'y Rubella Students.

Percentage distribution
of deaf students

k

Program type

Rubella Rubella not
'reported reported,
as cause as cause

Residential school
for the deal 38

Day school tor
the deaf 17 15

Full-time special
education classes in
regular schools 19

Full-time 'programs
for the multiply
handicapped ,7 5

Part-time special
education programs
and services 18 34

30

17

100 100
N =8,375' N :14,385b.

'Program unkno.wn for 13 rubeUa students
'Program unknown for 173 nonrubeUa students.

SAMPLE PROJECTION

To illustrate the potential iMpact of this
group of students on a program, Figure 2 pre-
sents current enrollment data and projections
for Gallaudet College. The figures for the
academic years 1975-76 through 1980-81 rep-.
resent acfual enrollments, which are in the
1,000-1,250 range. Beginning with the
academic year 1981-82, the figures represent
projections and tentative plans. The figures
which- peak at about 2,000 in 1984-85 and re-
turn to a 1,250 level in 1989-90 represent our,
best estimates of what Gallaudet enrollments
would jook like, all other things being equal
(i.e.f no change in programs, admission policy,
etc). Because of the enormoutdifficulties irf try-
ing to manage such rapid program growth and
decline, we have prepared another set of fig:
ures which represent our tentative targets for
enrollments during these years. Our approach
will be to try to flatten the peak through such
means as early and delayed.adinissions, then to
limit the population decline in the post-rubella'
years by instituting a variety of new curricula
and programs in the latter half of the 1980's.
This provides for a somewhat more manageable
situatio.n if we succeed in meebng these targets

2000 -

g 1500

moo

6

/*I

//-
.11

0.0

4 4
g g

Academic Year

Actual enrollments

Prolechons, using current
demographic assumptions
Recommended proiections
in miter plan

Figure 2. Gallaudet College undergraduate head count: Actual enrollment and prohtctions.

A.A.D. r November 1980
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Table 7. type of Secondary Program
Last Attended.

NT1D Gallaudet

Type of
Program' Rubella Other Rubella Other

causes causes

School tor
the deaf 45 % 53 % 69% 78 %

Regular high
school 55 % 47% 31 % 22%

Gallaudet planning has just begun: and modifi-
cations in these targets are sure to occur as time
goes on. The point is that every service delivery
institution will need to develop some reason-
able estimate of the probable inwact of the
rubella group, then develop targets and strate-
gies for managing the resulting growth and
subsequent decline in .a rational and effective

manner. Not to do this is to insure chaos and to

reduce our own effectiveness in responding too
the challenge of serving these youngsters who,
though they share common characteristics, are
after all individual human beings with names
and faces.

DATA ON GALLAUDET,COLLECE STUDENTS
The next set of informa ti on, is derived fr.om a

study of 583 students who were accepted and

enrolled at Gallaudet College between..1977 a nd

the present, and who had been born between
1957 and 1959, dunng the ritoilla epidemic
which occurred during thosZ years (an
epidemic of lesser proportions than that of
1963-65 with Which -we are concerned here).

This study looked first at the schools from
which these students came, and compared the

data with sunilarngures from N11D. Although
the national data presented earlier showed that

a relatively smaller percentage of rubella stu-
dents are enrolled in mainstream programs, the

reverse is true here Although a rninontit of
both Gallaudet and NT1D students came from
mainstream programs, the proportion who

came from such programs is higher at both in-
stitutions for the rubella students than for the
others (Table 7). It is also clear that Gallaudet
students, regardless of cause ot deafness, came
predominantly from special schools for the

deaf, while the NT1D students are almost
evenly-drawn from the two types of programs

Another important consideration for plan-
ning and enrollment protections is the age at

eethich students enter college This will ,)t

942
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.Table 8. Age at Entry to Gallaudet by
Cause of Hearing Loss.

Percentage

Age
at

entry
Rubella Hend .

ley

Other
specified

causel

Cause Total

unknown

19

1(ears 41 32 39 49. 43

20

years 33 38 35 36 36

21

years 15 23 17 11 15

22 .

years 11 7 10 4 7

course vary to some extent-from institution to
institution. The data for Gallaudet College are
presented in Table 8 for students with various
causes of hearing loss. It is clear that age 19 is

the most frequent age at admission, with age 20

being next most frequent. This pattern holds for
rubella and for most other causes, with the ex-
ceptibruof students with hereditary losses, who
tend to entersomewhat later. The possible rea-
sons for this are not known at present. What is
of most significance here .is, that the .rubell'a
groilp does not show a greatly different pattern.
from that of most other sfudents.

Rubella, however, does make .a significant
difference when it comet to additional hand-.
icapping conditions. As Pigure 3 shoWs, Gal-
laudet rubella students, like the national popu-
lahon of elemtntarv and secondary age chil-
dren, exhibit a higher rate of such conditions.
The' most common additional handicapping
conditions for the rubella group are blindness
or other severe visual impairments, while cere-
bral palsy and orthopedic handicaps are the
most common such conditions tor other
groups Gallaudet has found it necessary to es-

tablish a program called Student Specialized
Services to insure that adequate academic sup-
port services are provided to these students,
who have met the same admission, require-
ments as other students and who proceed
through the same curriculum completely inte-
grated with other Gallaudet stlidents.

DATA ON MODEL SECONDARY SCHOOL
FOR THE DEAF STUDENTS

Another studv is currently under way to
examine the characteristics of rubella and other

79
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4

2 -

12%

2%

8 5%

4

Rubella Heredity Other
Specified
Causes

Cause
Unknown

Figure 3. Pre Valence of additional handicapping conditions among Gallaucret students
by cause of hearing lose.

students now enrolled at Gallaudet's Model
Secondary School tor the Deaf IMSSD). The
study is ongoing and the data presented here
are only preliminary results. One part or the
study examines the critical question of the
academic ability of rubella students Table 9
shows the median scaled score for rubella and
other students on the, reading comprehension
arid the mathematik computation subtests of
the Stanford Achievement Test, Speaal Edition
for Hearing Impaired Children As is apparent.
the rubella students are a single point below the
others in math computation, and. 8 points
below the others in readilig comprehensicin
This' latter difference may relied, in part, the
more severe hearing losses and the greater pre-

Nt valence ot additional 'handicapping conditions.
k At the same, hme,these ditferences are not
overwhelming National data collected by the
Office of Demographic Studies in 1974
(Jensema. 1975) showed.no significant dif;
ference between rubella students and deaf stu-

Table 9. Median,Achievement Scores for
MSSD Students by Cause of

Hearing Loss.

Other
Achievement area Rubella causes
Reading comprehension
(median)

Math computation
(median)

138 146

166 167

A.A.D Slovember 1980
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dents.in general in their school achievement,
although more recent data ,to be published
shortly by theoOffice of,pAnographic Studies
reflectsa pattern similar,to that found at MSSD,
with rubella students lagging slightly behind
the others.

A finals set of data relates to the emotional/
behavioral problems exhibited by rubella and
other deat.students. Table 10 shows the propor-
tion of studentS.involved in_an incident (fight-
ing, property damage. alcohol or drug abuse:
etc.) reported, to the pnnapal or other school
authonties. Rubella students were much less
likely to be involved in a reporteii incident, at-
though tbe number of incidents Fter student -

was higherpor those with'one or more reprirta-
ble incidents) in the nkbella group. Likewise,'a
greater proportion oi thinadents reported for

Table 10. Reportable Behavior Incidents at
MSSD by Cause of Hearing Loss.

Item Rubella*
Other

causes°

Percent with one or more
reportable incidents 40% 99°')

Average number of incidents
per person tor those with
one ot more incidents 2.7 2.2

Percent of incidents
involving violence 42% 31%

a

111 nibella students,
b91 students deaf from other causes.
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rubella students Involved some form or vio-
lence than was true for the other students
Thus, while problems were present, they were

not necessarily significantly worse among

rubella students.

, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATkONS

It is dear that rehabilitation; mental -health,
postsecondary education, and other human
service program* will face an enormous in-
crease in demands for lervice in the years just
ahead, as a result of the 1963-65 rubella
epidemic having produced more than double
'the usual number-of deaf children during those

years. This will require careful plar&ing and .
major-but lemporary -.increases in the'need for

furids, facilities, and personnel. Such increases
will not be easy to obtain under the current dif-
ficult economic conditions. It seems to us essen-
tial that we not oversell the need and overbuild

staffs and facilities, since the number's of deaf
children born per ?ear will return to normal

levels after most of the victtms of the 196.3-65

epidemic move through the system. Fewer pro-
'fessional workers and physical facilities will be
needed when services-to this rubella group are

completed
At the same time, these rubella-deafened

young ptilple have a greater number and sever

ity of secondary and tertiary handicapping
conditions than do other grou'ps of deaf young-

sters. Consequently:rehabilitation services will

be more difficult and will needto be provide4
for longer penods of time.- For some, these see-v-

ices will obe necessary over a full lifetime. The -

rate of case closures and rehabilitation suc-
4sses Will inevitably decline, but the cost arid

duo tion 'of service will inevitably increase

51I4
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These factors must be taken intO account in staff

and budget preparation. Some revisions in "ac-
countability formulae" will be necessary where

personnel are evaluated on the basis df case clo-

sures and successful rehabilitations per year.
This will be even more true for the deaf-blind
and other severely arrd profoundly Multiply-
handicipped children who were, not included

in the data reported in this pipes
'All service programs will need to pay greater

attention to the need for medical supPbrt,sspe-
cially for the visual pioblems, heart disorders,
and increaied risks of diabetes 'which accom-

,pany. rubella -caused deafness.
In a general way, this'problem was brought

to the attention of die Profeision, in terms of
implications for rehibilitation serviceS, at least

as far back as 1974 .(Trybus, dr Miirphy, 1974).-
The general must now give way to the specific

as we prepare to deliver quality service to these

many individuals, and in so doing, maintairl
our right to serve. '
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SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS
t

Develqpmental Disabilities

The. characteristics of developmentally disabled persons afe well -deflnect'in theHEW publication,. What are 14evelopmental Disabilities? (1976), as reported by T.
Ccrva in an &published papep(1977). The follOwing excerpts are quoted from that

1. Autism

Descriptron.. Autism refers to severe disorders of communication
and behivior which begin in early childhood. The word is from the
Greek,. autos, which means !'self," reflecting the stage children go
through when they are withdrawn into themselves anthdo not show

. interest inothers. Autistic children include those afflicted with infantile
aufism (Kanner's syndrome), childhood sychosis, childhood
schizbphrenia, or Other,conditions characterized 12y severe deficits in
language (such 'as profound aphasia), behavior, aiid by the inability to
relate to others.

Nuscs. The causes of primary_childhood aittism.are not known.
AUtism is found throoghout the world:in every sodial class, with'a
uniform clinical picture. Many autistic children have4 abnormal or
bordeittne brain wave patterns, and a sniall proportion.develop seizure's.
Evidence suggests that autism is like some of the inborn disorders of
metabolism.

. C. Effects. There is a lack of contact with reality. The universal
syinplom Is the child's inability tp relate to other persons'in a normal
way, This becomes more Apparent as the child grows older. "Autisiiir
aloneness" is characterized by staring at space, nonresponses to
sounds, and a total lack of interest in other .persOns. Other common
characteristics include failure to usc speech effectively, rocking or tither

- repetitive behavior, tantrums, difficulties in toilet training, problemsin
feetAing, and absence of social awareness.. Autistic children can show
normal skill in some isolated area,s of functioning, such as mathematics
4nd music performance.

2.. Cerebral Palsy

A. Description: 'Cerebral' c1rs to brain, 'palsy' to lack of control

812
over mliscles. It is not a. single I4sosder hut a group of dysfunctions
having a variety of symptoms. 411. are brain centered .and all affect
muscular control as well as sensory functions. There are -three main

411,

.. ,

typesi ,,The spastic persons move stiffly,, and "with difficulty. The
athetoid has involuhtary and uncontrolled, movements. The ataxic has
a disturbed sem of balance an depth 'perception.

., ..
.' B. Causes:1 Poor maternal utrition and health before apd durhig

- pregnancy can 'affect the brain evelopibent of the baby. Any damage
, to brain tissue can cause cerebral palsy, -whether the result of defoetive

development, disease or an' injury occurring any tbneln life, A chier
cause ivinsufficienr amount of oxygen reachifig the fetal or newborn 1-
brain..0ther causes might be premature birth, . Rh or A..11-0 blood the
incompatibility between pay.ents, or infection of the mother isrlth

, German measles or other virus diseases in early pregnancy, and viruses.
loattacking the newborn's central nervous system:

C. Effects: There is difficulty in Muscular contrbl and coordinatinn.
'sometimes cerebral palsy shows itself only by slight awkWardness of
gait jos hand movement. More often there are other complications, such
as seizures; the inability to see, he.a0spealti &learn as other people do;
or psychologiCal and behaVioral proLIems. Cerebral palsy is not afways
associated with mental retardation: Any combination of phjeslcal and
menial states is possible.-

. 3. Epilept y

a. Description. The term epilepsy (Or 'the epilepsiee) applies to a
number of disorders of the nervous system, centeredin,the brain. While
the term comes from the'Greek word meaning `to be seized,' epilepsy is.
a symptom of A.- disorder of the central tarscous.. system. it is
characterized by sudden seizuresmuscle convulsions and a partial or
total loss of 'consciousnessdue to 'Abnormal electrical discharges of
brain cells. "'

b. Causes. Thcre4s no precise answer as to why braln'eclls discharge
abnormally. Epilepsy. can result flora defects in 114 brain; brain Injury
before, durini or after birth; hea,d woundi; chemidal imblilancct poor
nutrition; childhoV fevers; sofrie infectiabr diseases; brain tumors; and
some poisons.

c. Effects: -Seizures of one kinil or another ,are the primary.
characteristic of all forms of epilepsy. The Ihree niajor types arc: Grand
nild seizures last a minute or more and can occur one or more times
daily, weekly, monthly, or annually, Thc victim loses consciousness end
has convulsions. Afterward he is confused or drowsY and viitlit sleep
for several hours. Petit,mal:_most common in Children, lasts. from. S to -,,
20 seconds and can occur manVtiMes an hour. It caribe accompanied.
by staring Of twitching of the eyelids and momentary ,lapse of
conscionsbesi. The patient is seidom aware he has had a seizufb.
Psy5humotor seimcs con occur at any age. They have the most
complex pattern of behavior, including activities Such as' chewing anti'

.staring and confusion, abdominal pains and headaches,
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changes in color perception, spots betore eyes, finging'ears, dizziness,
,fear, anger, and, following the seizure; sleep. The seizure might last
from a minute to stivaral hours; Aftet the-stint, the-person is unable to
remember what happened. It is important tojcnciv/ that epilepsy utually,
does'not affect person'Onteiligence.

. . . -4-. Mental Retardation
,

A. Description: P'ersons who are mentally retarded are limited in
their ability to learn .andareegeneially socially immature. Some aro
further liandicapped:.by emotional Inid physical disabilitiesdThere'are
iignificant sub-aierige itectus1 fUnctioning and defects in adaptive
behavior..Mental reterdition contdition, not a disease, manifested
during ihe develoPmental period.

B. &uses: About 80% df ,retardation has sScio-environmentat
causes, -not biomedical causes. Among the latter causes di- mental
retardabon are: ,genztic and chemical abnormalities, poor maternal
nutLition hid niainuli'itjon in infancy, damage to the central nervous
skein, toxic agynts (such as lead), viruses, oslinlin injury early in life.
P;ematuie 'Wants- are especially vulnerable7as-are children born to.
*uro men o vet .35:: ,

C. Effects: Retardation has been divided into' four levels: 'mild,
modera le,. severe; and profound. Mildly retpded p5rsons differ from
nonretarded people in rate and degree of intellectual funationing and
2FC 'usually not identified as retarded until they enter school. As adults
they are often absorbed into the competitivelabor market...Moderately
retarded persons are. usually ,Identified before they reach scho'ol age.
They, too, may become produ'etive members 'Of the communitY
through appropriate educatinn. Se;erely and profoundly retarded
persons can learn to care for their basic needs and cinadapt to normal
pat terns of life. -

Mentally rdtarded persons are found among every race, religion, and
nationalny, as well as every educational, social, and economic
background. iloweier, there is a greater likelihood of
socio-econoinically caused mental retardation in rowersocio-economic
classes.

!tearing Impairment

Although Schein and Delk (1971) used a siniple, but nevertheless effective, for
their pm poses, definition for hearing impairment (1.e. "all signficant deviations
from normal, including deafness"), they recognize, as do other works in the arca of
dearness, that no single dellintion can meet lhe needs of tlic varied disciplines that
wolk with hearing handicapped person's. The definition offcred by Ilealey (1975)
appeals t workable one, and.ls offered below:

84

a. Description: Hearing impairment is a. generic term Indicating any Io of
hearing from mild to profound as indicated otologically, 'audiometrically, and
funetionally. The term generally Includes the subclassifications of deaf and hard of

hearionugr.F basic factors are normally considered when defining hearing Impairment.
These are: site of lesion (the type of hearing loss: sensorineural, conductive, or
central) etiology (cause of 'hearing lost: heredity, disease, trauma); age at onset
(effect on language and speech development); and, degree of hearing impairment
(audiometric and behavioral) (Healey, 1975, p. 7).

B. Causes: The causes of hearing impairment are many and varied, as is the case
with the, developmental disabilities. Etiologic factors include heredity; Rh factor
incompatibility in the pirents; pregnancy complications; infection of the mother
with German measles or other virus diseases in early pregnancy; prematurity; otitis
media, meningitis, munips, measles, and other distases; high fever; infection; and
trauma after birth.

C. Effects: As suggested in A above, the effects of hearing loss are mediated.by
etiology, site of lesion, age at 'onset, and degree of hearing impairment.
Additionally, the extent and kind of remedial action taken (e.g., medial treatment;
abditory amplification, surgery, commynication skills training, special education)
iinniediately following. the .onset of hearing loss have a profound impact on the
outcomes of Will lois. Generally, the &Her the age at onset and the grepter the
degree of loss, the more serious wine the effects in such areas as language, speech,
social development, and.general knowledge. ,f

Hearing Impairment and Developmental pitabilltks

The combined disabilities of hearing impairment and one or more of.-the
developmental disabilities anstitute a set of conditions that has received relativelif
little attention in the professional literature up to the present thneNtiowever, by
combining and modifying the preceding definitions and Using these as a base, we
now Offer the following definition:

A. Description: The hearing-impaired/developmentally disabled are those
persons who have a hearing impairment in combination With a disability which had

:its onset prior to the agc of 18 years and is attributable to mental retardation,
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism, oe any other .condition of a person found_ to be
closely related to mental retardation and which is a substantial handicap that can be
expected to continuo indefinitely.

II. Causes: The causes of hearing impairment and develonmental disabilities are
usually similar to those listed for the preceding single category developmental
disabilities awl for hearing loss.

C . Effects: The erfeets a this multiple disability, again, arc comparable to thine
previousiy listed for single category disabilities. However, rather than resulting in an
.addilive effect (c,g., Ihe handicaps of hearing loss pins the handicaps of a
developmental disability), the effect is one of multiplication (hearing loss plus
developmental disability plus the combination). An exampl old be a
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mg:impaired, mentally retardedr-person who must deal not only with ihe
ndicaps of a loss of hearing and the handicaps of mental retardation, but also the

eciprocating flow of limitations in both areas. Such a person would have a more
difficult time learning because of hearing loss, and this further diminishment of use
of auditory input would increase retardation, and the increased retardation would
further impair one's ability to use residual hearinfg; and so on in a devastating
downward SOW.

Again, thc impact of hearing impairment among the developmentally disabled is
determined by the etiology; age at onset, site of lesion, degree of hearing
impairment, extent and nature of early intervention strategies, and accompanying
disabilities.

PopulatioR Prevalence Estimates

At the present time, there are reliable prevalence estimates -for the
hearing-impaired population (Schein & Delk, 1971), and these will be reported later
in this section. lidwevcr, as Cerva- (1977) notes, it is not certain how many people
in the United States have developmental disabilities as defined by the Disabled
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 19.75 (P.L. 94-103). Gross estimates differ due
to variations in definitions, validity of identification and reporting procedures, and
sampling methods,

I. Developmental Disabilities

It !Lis been estimated that approximately 3 to 6% of the U.S. population, or
between 6 to 12.6 million people, have one or more of the developmental
disabilities: The following scction presents prevalence estimates for four basic
categories of the developmental disabilities.

A. Autiim. Recent estimates of the prevafence of autism in the general
pripillation range irom 43 per 10,000 (Brask, 1970) to 4.8 per 10,000 (Traffers,
1970; Wing, et. aL, 1976). Applying the higher rate to the January; 1977,
pmulation ot the United States yields a current prevalence figure of 102,960
pe

Discussing this prevalence rate, Cerva (1977, p, 13) comments:-

Autism is described ahnost totally as a childhood disaLility.
Most researchers use the term as connoting childhood
autism although many children with autism reach
inhilthood with the same symptoms. Tbese adults arc likely
to he Libeled mentally retarded or mentally ill. This
procedure by dcWition insures that the prevalence rate for
Autism is !Ugliest among children, There is also a historical
problem lucre. Most Of the work on autism has occurred in
the lad 25 years so that the oldest cohort of individuals
who were correctly labeled autistic in childhood is now
only 10 or 40 years old.
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B. Cerebral Palsy. According to a pamphlet distributed by the United Cerebral
Palsy Association (1977) 750,000 chiktren and adults in the US. have cerebral
palsy, and more than 250,000 of them are under 21 years of age. Cerva (1977)
quotes these figures, adding that this translates into a rate of .36% (.0036).

C. Epilepsy. Estimates of the prevalence of epilepsy in the U.S. population
range from less than 1% to 5%. Basing its esimate upon nine studies, the Epilepsy
Foundation of America (1975) states that epilepsy has a prevalence rate of 2% in
the U.S. Applying this rate to the 1977 U.S. population suggests that there are
currently 4,290,000 children and adults with epilepsy..

D. Mental Retardation. The American Association on Mental Deficiency has
estimated that the prevalence rate for mental retardation is 3%. According to.this
estimate, then, the. January, 1977 U.S.: population of 214,500,000 included
6,435,000 mentally retarded persons..

E. All Developmental Disabilities. Combining the above popidation prevalence
estimates for autism, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and mental retardation results in an
over-all prevalence rate of 5.4% Or a current total of 11,596,000 children and
adults. However, many persons have more than one developmental disability, slid
consequently such persons are counted more than once in the precedingOtimates.
Cerva (1977) attempts to correct for such overlapping estimates by reducing the
combined population prevalence rate to an even 5% for all developmental
disabilities. This reduction, then, results in a current estimate of 10,7250001-Or the
developmentally disabled population in the U.S.

2. !kering Impairment .

The prevalence of hcaring impairment in the USA has recently been studied
extensively hy tlic National- Association of the Deaf and the Department of I lealth,
ralucation., and Welfare's Rehabilitation Services Administration (Schein & Dent,
1971). In this nattpnwide census of deaf people, the invpstigators teported the
following information.

A. All Ilearin,g Impairments. Concerning the prevalence and prevalence ratesfor
hearing ImpairimEnts in the civilian nonInstItutlonallzed population, Schein and -

Delk (1971) reported li,362,842, children and adults in 01;0. with some degree
ring impairment; This represents a prevalence rate of 6,603 'per 100,000, or

B. Signilkum plater& lkaring Impairment; This category encompasses hearing.
loss in both cars, .witb the Individual having some difficulty hearing and
understanding speech through-the better ear (Schein & Delk '1971, p. 133). In this.
category the investigours 'reported there were 6,548,842 persons of all ages, Or a
prevalence rate of- 3,236 per 100,000. This represents 3.2% tit' the total population.

C. Deafness, In die deafness-category ("inability to hear and understand
speech") Schein & Delk (1971) reported a prevalence of 1,767,046 persons of all
ages. 1i.s is a rate' of 873 deaf persons per 100,000 population, or .873%.
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Prevocational Deafness. Schein and De lk (1971) used the classification
"prevocational deafness" to refer to all ages at onset of deafness up to Br
years. In this subgroup they reported 410,522 deaf persons, for a prevalence
rate of 203 per 100,000 (.203%).

b. Pre lingual Deafness. This category was used by the investigators to include ail
deaf persons who became deaf prior to three ye,ars of age. A prevalence of
201,626 persons as founein this category, which rePresents a prevalence rate
of 100 per 100,000, or .1%.

In applying the 1971 prevalence rate to The 1977 US. population estimate o:
214;500,000, the following prevalences should obtain (assuming 1971 rates remain
valid for 1977):

Category
Prevalence

Rate

1977

Population
Estimate

e--

All hearing impairment
Significant bilateral
Deafness

Prevocational
Pre lingual

6.6%
3.2%

.873

.203

.1

14,157,000
6,864,000
1,869,580

435,435
214,500

3. Hearing impaired/Developmentally Disabkd

There apparently have been no reported studies of the prevalence of hearing
impairment in combination with the four developmental disabilities in the U.S.
population.Even when hearing impairment and one of the developmental disabilities
arc considered, most related studio have been restricted in methodology. The
problem seems to be essentially one of diagnosis and sampling. The hearing
inwaired/developmentally disabled (MUD), population represents an especially
hard-to-diagnose group. Superimposed on the communication problems inherent in
developmeinal disabilities arc the communication problems related to loss of
lictring. Symptoms overlap among these classifications, and many developmentally
disabled persons lad to respond to sophisticated audiometric assessment

procedures. While evoked response audiometry represents a breakthrough in testing
mmiesponsive peisons, the methodology currently is riot readily available for
widespread use-due lo inalipower scarcity. The following information is presented
with these limitations in mind.

A. Ikuritog ImpairedOutivic. There is currently very little Information available
concerning Ilus population due to two problems. Differentiating autism per se from
other. diagnosoc classiikations prose. Ms one problem. Another prdblem is that
autistic persons exhibit severe communication deficits that Can be differentiated
from the prob caused by hearing loss only by sophisticated audiometric

Sb

$

procedures. These difficulties have up to now precluded reliable studies of the
prevalenee of HIA. Hi:A-fever, if we assume that the prevalence rate of hearing
impairment among the U.S. populations is similar for autistic persons, then we may
,expect 6.6% (Schein & Delk, 1971) of autistic persons who comprise 4.8 per. .
10,000 of the 1977 US. population of 214,500,000, to be hearing impaired.

(.066) X 4.8 X (214,500,000) . 6,195

To,000

Hearing
Loss

Rate

Autism
Rate

US.
Population

(1977)

WA;
Persons

Thus, of the estimated 102,960 autistic persons in the US., 6,795 may be
hearing impaired.

B. Hearing Impaired/Cerebral Palsied. Although the United Cerebral Palsy
Association (1977) notes that cerebral palsy often is accompanied by hearing
and/or speech problems, there is little information on the prevalence Of hearing
impairment among persons with cerebral palsy.

In the Schein Ind Delk (1971) national census of the deaf, .9% of the
respondents reportid having cerebral palsy. As will be seen below', this rate Is more
than double the prevalence rate for cerebral palsy among the hearing population
(.36%).

The etiologies of cerebral palsy are often causative factors of hearing loss, and on
this basis we may reasonably estimate that the prevalence of hearing loss is higher
among the cerebral palsied than amOng the general population. The following
estimate, then, should be viewed as a significantly low one.

(.066)

Hearing
Loss

Rate

X (.0036)

CY.
Rate

(214,500,000)

US.
Population

(1977)

50,965

IIICP
Persons

According lo the above extrapolation, "hen, there were at least 50,965
licaring.impaired cerebral palsied persons in the U.S. in January, l977.

C4 Ilearing-Impairedffpilepik Persons. Hearing impairment among persons who
me epileptic has not been studied to an appreciable extent due io the fact that the
epileptic population itself has not been adequately studied in terms of numbers and
other eharaiNcristks. In the absence or more definite information, Olen, the
prevalence rale fin hearing impairment among the general populatkm nia be

lid to the epileptic population. 69



, Hearing
Loss

. Rate

(.02)

Epilepsy
Rats

X (214,500,000) 283,140

U.S. HIE .

Popula dims Persons

Thus, among this cisuntry's 4,290,000 persons with aome form of epilepsy, at,
lease283,140 have some degree of hearing loss. Since some of the etiologies of
epilepsy also cause hearing loss, we may consider 283,140 to represent as
underestimation.

D. Her:ft-Impaired/Mental& itetarded Persons. Hearing impairment among
mentally retarded persons has been the subject of several recent studies which will
be reported in this section. However, the limitations of each study are such that
drawing conclusions from them regarding national prevalence rates appears to be
questionable for the reason to be given.

According to Schein and Delk (1971, p.123), 1.6% of the respondent, surveyed
in a ihitional census of the deaf reported also having mental retardation. Although
an excellent studythe Schein and Delk (1971) results were based upon a census
of noninstitutionalized citizens. Accordingly, the results are not applicable in
considerung the total IIIMR population since so many of this population are ,in
institutions

AcLoidlog to a report of the National Association of Superintendents of Public
ResidentijI Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (Scheerenberger, 1976, p. 14),
2,806 or 2.8% of the 100.283 residents of public residential facilities for the
inentdlly retarded were reported'as deaf and 1,600 (1.6%) were reported as blind
nd deaf. However, the 237 public residential faellitierreporting for the 1975-1976
year classified 74% of their residents as severe:1y to profoundly retarded. In view of
the dil fieulty trilicrest in audiological assessment of the severely and profoundly
retarded, die validity of these reported data is questionable. For example, it was
reported in 1961 that a mail survey indicated that the prevalence of hearing loss
among the instionionallicd retarded ranged from 0% to 50%. Rittmanic (1971), on

die basis of a review of 27 surveys, also reported variation In reported prevalence of
hearing loss, which ranged from 8% to 56%. Brannan, Sigelman, and Bensherg
(1979 surveyed 211 state facilities for the mentally retarded, with 158 of these
I at dille% re (liming mole or less complete survey forms. Of !hese 158, III provided

01 the hard.of.heariug and thr deaf mentally retarded populations. There
'wt:re !)?4,014 residents in thc:c I I I institutions. Among these residents, 9,343
(.) s : ) wrle reported as hearing impaired, of deaf, 7,100 (7.24%) were classified as

hir;iuuiir. and. 2,243 (2.29%) were classified as deaf. lloweVer, estimates
var led limit niNisitilion to institution, with such estimates ranging from 0.21% to

fot hi.i,rl ol.lteat lug residents und 0% to 12.17% for deaf resklents,

Although the Brannan et. al, (1975) tinily represents ono of Ilw better studies In
oh. hod. oh...unholy conclude:

However, the' validity of these_ i;cidence figures was Jeopari 1 by
varying defmitions of hearing impairment, apprqximate census figures,

and incomplete survey data.

Healey (1975) notes the Avide range of prevalence estimates for the HIMR

population, and suggests that a 10% rate may obtain. lt is clear that previous studies

have failed to result in ; reliable prevalence rate estimate far the HOAR population.

Considering the available data, two tentative rates may be considered pending

further findings:

I. Applying the 10% rate suggested by Healey (1975, p. 1) to the 1977 Us.
population of mentally retarded personi yields a current prevalence of 643,500

(6,435,000 x .10).

2. Applying the 6.6% prevalence rate 'for hearing impairment (Schein & Delk,

1971) to the 1977 U.S. population of mentally retarded persons (6,435,000) results

in eminent prevalence of 424,611 111MR persons.

In view of the fact aat many of the tau:es of mental retardation also lead to
hearing impairment, it is probable that the first estbnate above (643,500) is closer

to the true prevalence of hearing impairment and mental retardation.

E. The IIIDD Population. The hearing-impaired/deve/opmentally disabled

population, according to tho tentatiVe estimates that have been derived from the

above calculations, is composed of the following numbers:

Hearing ImpairecrlAutistic 6,795

Hearing Impaired/Cerebral Palsied 50,965

Ilcuring Impaired/Epileptic 283,140

Hearing Impaircd/Mensally Retarded 643,000

Ilearing Impaired/Developmentally Disabled 983.900

Since many II1DD persons have more than ono developmental disability, the

estimate of 983,900 should be corrected downward. !low much downward

coneetion is appropriate cannot now be determined.
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Identification and Asigessament
%

.

.the interdisciplinary team is charged with the responsibility of

assessment of the child's funciioning eld potential In a number of areas

br domains including: medical', audiological, sign language assessment,
-

psychological and psychoeducational, communication, gross and tine moior,

and neurological. Each,specialist assessing the needs of the heering'im-

' paired developmentally disabled child is faced with the difficult task of .

interpretiqg assessment results in several domains.and synthesizing these
.

.

results with his/her own findings.

In order to prepare theprofessional to interact within the interdis-

ciplinary team setting, 'articles and 'chapters have been selected to ad-

dress: selection of appropriate instruments and/or techniques; adaptation

of the content and administration of assessment insEruments; inter-
.

pretation of performance results; an'd use of results for instructional

planning and modification of 6be instructional environment. Arti-

cles in this section specifically cover the following areas of assessment:

audiological; psychoeducational; motor; communication; and neuroldgical.

The initial articles in this chapter discuss general principles of

assessment for hearing-impaired developmentally disabled children. 0. T.

Kenwcrthy's article on "The Integration of Assessment and Management Pro-

cesses" provides a conceptualization of the administrative structure of

the interdisciplinary team structure as operative for the assessment of'

the multihandicapped hearing impaired child. Edna Levine's chapter on

"The Examination of Childrrn and Youth" discusses the Specific adaptation

'of assessment techniques for deaf children, including the multihandicapped

deaf child. Levine's chapter covers some general principles in the

assessment of deaf children, with a strong focus on the selection and

adaptation of tests for psychoeducational assessment purposes.



A series of selectiOns are,presented with referenCe to the audiologi-

cal assessment of the mutihandicapped child. The chapter by Patrick Cox

and Patricia Edelin provides an introduction to the issUes involved in

audiological assessment of the developmentally disabled,child. In addi-

tion, excerpts from Hearing in Children (Jerry Northern and Marion P.

Downs), provide additional comments on testing the difficult-to-test

child. Excerpts selected from Evaluation of the Hard of Hearing Child

(Mark Ross) provides further explanation of the interpretation of audio-

logical findings.

Two articles by Lyle Lloyd represent his knowledgeable perspective on

the assessment of hearing impaired retarded children. "The Assessment of

Auditory Abilities" and "Behavioral Audiometry Viewed as an Operant Pro-

cedure" are included here.

A commentary on the domain of motor functioning is provided in excepts

from Robert Johnston's chapter on motor function in normal and cerebral

palsied children. This chapter introduces some of the general formula-

tion* which guide the assessment of motor functioning in the young child

and whith provide a tasis for a rehabilitatiVe program for the physically

impaired child. Further considerations in evaluating the motor function-

ing of the hearing impaired, phyaically handicapped child are covered in a

unique selection by Shone,E, Wilbur which outlines 'procedures for predict-

ing the appropriateness of sign langualp as a communication technique.

The final selection in this chapter is drawn from the physician's

training course developed by Frankenburg et. ea. Bernstein's chapter on

"Neurological Evaluation" summarizes assessment considerations and the

types of neurological disorders which are characteristically seen in

children within the HI-DD population.
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\\While there is a wealth oflater al on the assessment Of specific

handicapping conditions, e.g., pental retardation, only a-limited number

of selections apply 'specifically to the evaluation of the hearing impaired

child who has concomitant development disabilities. The materials includ-

ed in this section have been selected to represent a spectrum of assess-

ment domains within the interdisciplinary ter.

Other materials related vo the assessment area are,found in the chap-

ters Communication, Instructional Management, Mental Health Issues.

A
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5
Integration of Assessment and -

Management Processes
Audiology as an Educational Program

Ip

0. T. Kenworthy

The literature is replete with references, written for clinicians, detailing.sen-
sory assessment procedures for both handicapped *and nonhandkappcd
school-age persons (e.g., Bricker & Bricker, 1969; Fulton.& Lloyd, 1975;
Fulton et al., 1975; Gerber & Mencher, 1978; Greenberg et al., I 978;41arford-
et al., 1978; lerger, 1973; Katz, 1972; Kenworthy, 1978a, 1978h, 1978c;
Moore, Thompson, & Thompson, 1975; Moore, Wilson, & Thompson, 1917;
Rose, 1966; Wilson, 1978; Wilson et al., 1976b). It is apparent from the
numbeei of such references that we are'developing an understanding of how to
establish the sensory status of any individual. It has been this author's obser-
vation, however, that although audition is critical to the educational manage-
ment of both handicapped and nonhandicapped students, auditory status is
frequently overlooked or misinterpreted during the formulation and im-
plementation of individualized education programs.

Although the reasons behind this problem are numerous and complex,
we may approximate resolution by focusing upon two aspects, the interaction
of which appears critical to the issue. First, administrative support for a
comprehensive, integrated, multidisciplinary model of educational manage-
ment, such as that alluded to by Gruenewald, Schroeder, anVoder (Chapter
10), seems crucial. Second, a lack of understanding and support for audiology
in the schools may be partially attributable to clinicians' patterns of service
delivery (Garstecki,, 1978). Consequently, thiS' chapter is addressed to both
clinicians and administrators. Administrators are provided information con-
cerning the components of comprehensive audiologic service delivery and
how those components may functionally have an impact upon and interface
with the eduCational process. For clinicians. suggestions are pr o% idcsi for

q 6
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redefining their functions in a manner that will more effectively interact with

the educational process/program. Addressing these two aspects of the problem

may facilitate thc dialogbe and unity of purpose that is currently lacking, and

yct is critical to effective service delivery (Knezevich, 1975).
This chapter includes two basic sections. The first section is an overview

of administrative ,and progrimmunic concerns relative to development and

implementation of-audiologic services in the educational, setting. The second

deals more specifically with u redefinition of audiologie assessment Proce .

dures in a manner consistent with the foregoing administrative framework.

Although these two areas arc presented independently, ii is hoped that the

reader will recognize thcm us integrated and inseparable aspects of u cofli-

prehcnsive plan of service delivery that is designed to be part of 4`-'irerit11--

program of educational management.

Ratlomile
Why dos preoccupation with educational management in a chapter related to

assessment of severely handicapped persons? The answer to this question has

apparently evaded clinicians and administrators for some ilmc. It Is the lack of

an answer to this question that seems to account, in part, tor why more
effective and comprehensive services have not been developed for severely

handicapped persons in the past (He)ley, 1975). The advent of stale and

federal mandates concerning education in thc least restrictive environment has

focused our efforts toward' considering educational outcomes for severely

handicapped persons. Consequently, educators have made significant gains in

developing curricular strategics to integrate severely handicapped persons into

society (Brown et al., 1978; Gruenewald et.al., Chaptcr 10). In thc interest of

both humanitarian and cost/benefit considerations, the educational setting has

subs quently emerged as the primary management environment for handi-

cap d persons. Thus, to address Ma service needs of handicapped persons

adequately, we should mesh service delivery with the person's educational

plan. It is no longer appropriate to assume that the type of assessment inform,
tion supplied or techniques utilized in a custodial care situation are sufficient.

Therefore, discussion of audiologic assessment of severely handicapped per-

sons is linked with delivery ofe audiologic services within an educational
setting The following discussion has been structured accordingly.

PROGRAM/ADMINISTRATIVE CONCERNS
Incorporating Audiology into the Educational,Selling

POPULATION NEEDS AND THE M-TEAM PHILOSOPHY

The influx of students with exceptional educational needs (EEN) into the
educational environment has resulted in some constructive decisions relative

to educational management. One .mator development has been the Unplemen-
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tution of a multidisciplinary tcam (M-Tcam) approach to evaluation. It wenn
only logical that more than a single input is necessary for appropriate educa-
tion of any kind. This is particularly apparent when wc confound the process
with ths added complexities of any handicapping condition. As technology
and expertise continues to grow, this principle should assunie a fundamental
role in defining quality education.

There are few conditions undcr which thc M-Teani philosophy is more
applicable than when hearing impairment is a concern. Any person who
suffers a significant hearing impairment necessarily endures the sensory dep-
rivation of diminished hearini aensitivity, as well as the commensurate effects
of disrupted communication. These handicapping effects can be minimized,
but this is dependent upon early identificatinn and intensive. Wad-based
management of thc client (Bess, 1977; Gerber & Mcnchcr, 1978, Jaffe, 1977$

Keniker et al., 1979; Northern & Downs, 1974; Ross & Ciiia, 1978). As
Flathouse (Chapter I) points out, no single discipline is sufficiently trained to
meet Mc needs of the hearing Impaired ivimiiii,juoiit IS liii ly %When oilier lion.1

leaps are also present, Hearing impairment itself' and tlw lit ocesses necessary
10 idolatry, m000loo, um! othoutge It are t It too einoples (liven Ilre vire
stances, onc might expect an M-Tcam approach would he the method of

choice relative to management of school-age, hearing impaired,persons. Fur-
thermore, one might expect that the teacher of hearing impaired students, the
speech/language clinician, and thc audiologist would all be integral members

of that team.
In addition, one might consider the following observations relative to

severely handicapped individuals:

I. The higher incidence of middle ear dysfunction (Brooks, 1978; Bruns et
al., 1978; Fulton & Lamb, 1972; Keith, Murphy & Martin, 1976; Ken-
worthy, in preparation; Lamb & Norris, 1970; Rubin, in press)

2. The increased sophistication required to identify hearing impairment
(Fulton et al., 1975; Gerber & Mencher, 1978; Kenwonhy, in prepara-
tion; Wilson, 1978)

3. The increased need for appropriate interpretation of complex audiologie
data, such as acoustic-immittance measurements, visual-reinforcement
audiometry (VRA) and electroencephalic audiometry (EF.A) results (Ful-
ton & Lloyd, 1975; Gerber & Mencher, 1978; Hecox, personal com-

munication; Northern, 1978; Weber, Spaulding, & Fletcher, 1980; Wil-
son, 1978)

Given these observations, one might appropriately conclude that an au-
diologist should and would participate in the M-Team process for any severely
handicapped person.

9
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AUDIOLOGY, TIW M-TEAM, AND HEARING IMPAIRMENT

Yet, two disturbinjtrends have emerged relative to application of audiologie
services within the educational setting. First, there appear to bc inadequate
provisions made for delivery of these services, despite the encouragement
provided by Public Law 94-142. For example, "the actual number of certified
audiologists providing seryiccs in the schools appear(s) to be less than antici-
pitted..." (Garstecki, 1978, p. 290; scc also, ASHA, 1979; Ross, 197%;
Velary, 1%5). Furthermore, the frt.4plency distribution of audiologists in the
schools, across states, shows no consistent per capita ratio (ASHA, 1979).
Only 13 states provide ceitification standards for persons performing au-
diologic duties within an educational setting (ASHA, 1979). Second, where
services arc being provided, the majority of the service delivery is focused"
upon pure tone and site-of-lesion testing rather thun upon communication,
habilitation, and/or interaction with the educational procesUGarstecki, 1978;
Kenworthy. in preparation). It appears that, despite our preVrous observations
concerning thc needs of hearing impaired and severely handiCapped persons,
audiology is not an integral part of the educational process. In part, this may

" be attributable to educational administrators lack of understanding of the
0-4

integrated M-Team process presented here. Unfortunately, though, it also
seems linked to the functions audiologists have pursued in the educational
setting. In observing these functions, it stems quite possible that educational
administrators have developed a restricted view of both audiologists and hear-

..
ing impairment

Audiology has a history of affiliation with the medical model. Hence, the
training of audiologists has traditionally focuscd upon hearing impairment as a
primarily medical problem. As a result, pure tone and site-of-lesion testing is
emphasized in the audiologist's training. Since nonmedical work settings have
,not previously represented a viable work placement for the audiologist, there
has been little emphasis upon the influences that thc work setting might exert
upon service delivery It is easy to see, then, how this training bias might
account for the fact that audiologists in the educational setting continue to
focus upon Identification and sensory assessmetnt (Garstecki, 1978). It seems
equally easy to recognize, however, that such a pattern of service delivery
might lead educational administrators to conclude that hearing impairment is
only a medical problem and 'audiologists arc a clinical, allied health profes-
sion As the management emphasis for handicapped persons shifts away from
custodial care and toward educational outcomes, it sccms encumbent upon
audiologists, educational administrators, and training institutions to dispel this
viewpoint

he impression of "thc audiologist as audiogram" is no longer sufficient
if thc audiologist is to maintain a functional role in the overall management
process How and what wc assess must coincide with the demands of the
educational model This entails broadening our concept of hearing impairment

INTPORATION OF ASSESSMUNI ANII-MANM:1.1611 Ns /

tp include both health/medical considerations and aeademie/communicative
considerations. The training provided to students in audiology, as well as to
other professionals and thc public, must expand the concept of hearing im-
pairment in a similar manner (ASHA, in press; Jeffcrs et al., 1972; Kcnwor-
thy, in preparation; O'Neill, 1980). Educational administrators, as program
developers, must also recognize this concept of hearing impairment as both a
health and educational concern. In addition, they must provide the type of
administrative processplanning, allocation, stimulation, coordination, and
evaluation (AASA, 1955)that actualizes the concept as a service delivery
plan. In deference to our prCvious observations concerning the service needs
or hearing impaired and severely handicapped students, kt seems reasonable to
include audiologic services as an integral Nrt,of that plan.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Our success in implementing this type of service delivery will, however, be
dependent upon certain environmental conditions. To implement such a
change requires either that a facilitative environment exists or that we manipu-
late the environment to be more facilitative. In that regard, we can increase
the likelihood of success by establishing consensus, within the educational
setting, relative to certain preconditions that should cxist. These underlying
assumptiells, or principles of operation, provide the type of operative
framework within which our plan of audiologic service delivery will function
most effectively. Without a firm commitment to these principles at both the
administrative and service delivery levels, the substance and effectiveness of
audiologic services, as defined here, will be serioutly undermined (see Table I ).

It should first be recognized that audition is critical to the learning pro-
cess. In fact, as our identification techniques continually improve, we have
begun to investigate the detrimental effects of even minimal auditory dys-
function upon communication and learning (Holm & Kunze, 1969; Katz,
1978; Katz & Mmer, 1972; Kessler, I978, as cited in ROSS, I979a; Ling
et al., 1969; Menyuk, 1969; Needleman, 1977). Without this recognition,
there will be little interest in establishing a comprehensive plan for manage-
ment of auditory dysfunction. Assuming such recognition and motivation
existssowever, there are some less self-evident principles that arc equally
critical.

re should be a commitment to an integrated, multidisciplinary team
approa h to educational management. Furthermore, the professional roles and
respons ilitics within each team should be based upon an analysis of profes-
sional ompctencies and demonstrated skills, rather than prc-judged profes-
sional hkases, or assumptions based on title. It should not be assumed, for
example,. that because a person's certificated title is "speech and hearing
clinician," ,"teacher of the hearing impaired." or "hearing clinician" that
such a person is necessarily qualified to provide aural rehabilitation therapy
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Table I. Principles of operation

1. Recognition of audition as criiksl to learning
2. Interest in developing a comprehensive plan for management of auditory dys-

function
1 Commitment to an intepated. multidisciplinary team (M-Tcam) approach in ede-

cations! management
4. Definition of rotes and responsihilities snithin the M-Team based upon demon-

strated competencies rather than professionsl tiik
Placement and management of students based upon learner profile rather than
diagnostic label
Commitment to sysieniatte. data-based decision making

7 Commitment to continuous assessment of both the program and individual plan of
management

8. Avoidance of duplication of services both within the educational setting and
within the community

9 Focus upon prevention rather than crisis intervention

(e.g.. speechrealling. auditory training, etc.) or appropriate hiterpretation of
audiologic data. Rather, servk:es should be provided by persons who I km-
(morale, the emtipelowies identified as integral to service delivery (Garstecki
ci al., I914(l). Similarly, student placement and management should be
based upon consideration of the student's learning profile and the type of
instruction that will nmximize the student's performance. It slmuld mu be
assumed. for eximiple. that presence of hearing impakinent dictates the
nccd lor services from a teacher of the hearing impaired nor that presence of
retardation dictates the services of a teacher of the mentally retarded. Instead,
we should document the student's strengths and weaknesses, inventory the

demands of the student's learning environments, and implement the instruc-
tional plan that provides the inputs that most effectively minimize the discre-
pancy between student performance and desired outcome (Gruerrewald et al.,
Chaptcr 10),

This type of educational management relies heavily upon systematic.
data-based decisions, and it demands documentation of and accountability for
instructional-management decisions. Accordingly, the intervention process
should be undcr continuous scrutiny and the assessment process should be an
ongoing and integral part of intervention (see Figure I). The assessment
process and procedures should be the source of information for developing.
adapting, or modifying the student's instructional program or management
plan. Each professional, therefore, needs an understanding of the overriding
plan, if the assessment is to be appropriately structured.

Yet, no professional possesses sufficient expertise to single-handedly
formulate or impkment an appropriate, individualized instructional plan.
Hence, development of a suitable context within which to evaluate students'
needs. requires continuoils interaction amongst a variety of professionals. It is
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for these reasons that the inultidiseiplinary appoluch is crucial to both assess-
ment and intervention.

Finally, as enrollments decline, while costs accelerate, we are faced wills
seriously diminished resources (see Flathouse, Chapter I ). It it:critical, there-
fore, to avoit duplication of services either within thc educational setting or
within the community. It oltai becomes increasingly important to provide
cost-effective service delivery. This Means focusing upon prevention, rather
than crisis intervention, and upon delegating responsibility for service deliv-
ery to that person whose training and experience meets thc competencies
demanded by the job. Consequently, thc need for identifying the components
of a comprehensive service delivery plan and the competencies necessary to

Figure I. An iMegnied model for audiologic service delivery in Me oducetiorial
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effect Oust plan becomes critical (ASIIA, 1980; Garstecki ci nl., 1980; Jeffers
Li al.., 1972; Kenworthy, 1977; Kenworthy ct al., 1979; O'Neill, 1980).

0

SERVICE COMPONENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION

Structurally, we may reduce comprehensive service delivery to the six basic
components illustrated in Figure administrative process. identification, as-
sessment, intervention. staff development/public information, and technical/
Udministrative activities performed by staff. In addition, the general fornuus

for orpnizationand delivery may be incorporated into as feW as four general
models (ASI4A. in press; Kenworthy. 1977). Also, the competencies required
to provide services within the educational setting, regardless of the model
employed, may be specified by a relatively small number of tasks (ASHA, in
press; Kcnworthy et' al., 1979). Yet, the number of programs that have suc-
ceeded in full-scale implementation of services in the educational setting is
disturbingly small. It would appear that, although the siructures are rather
simple, the implementation process has somehow fallen short.

In analyzing the implementation of these structures, two distinct prob-
lems present themselves. First, there has been a tendency to prioritize the
components noted. Second, there has been a trend toward emphasizing ser-
vices for which capital equipment outlays are greatest.t.e.. identification and
assessment (Garstecki; 1978). While this may seems logical strategy from a
co'St-effectiveness viewpoint,. it kads to the limitations on the audiologist's
role and impact discussed previously. In addition, it makes service delivery

_contingent upon large capital expenditures. Both clinicians and administrators
might. therefore, wish to consider program-model options that reduce capital
expenditures and put equal emphasis upon services that have a direct impact
on learmng (ASHA. 1980; Kenworthy, 1977).Amplification monitoring and
staff development are just two examples of service areas offering potential
in this regasi (Kenworthy, in preparation).

It is a well-documented trend, for example, that 40% to 60% of the
personal hearing aids in an educationil setting are malfunctioning at any time
(Coleman, 1972; Oaeth & Lounsbury, 1966; Kemker et al., 1979; Kenwor-
thy, in preparation; Northern et al., 1972; Zink, 1972). Data on group
amplification systems (e.,g., FM auditory trainers) are no more favorable
(Freeman & Sinclaire. 1979; Freeman, Sinclaire, & Riggs, 1980; Hoverston,
1979; Kenworthy, in preparation). In addition, such group amplification sys-
tems often represent the largest single capital equipment expenditure in a
program for hearing impaired individuals. 1n Madison Metropolitan School

District, for example, such systems represent $20,000 in initial expenditures
with a depreciation factor of $4;000 per year (straight-line depreciatibn over a
s-year period) and maintenance costs ranging from $1,500 to $2,500 annu-
ally. The limited data available suggest that an amplification monitoring pro-
gram designed, implemented, and coordinated by an audiologist can signiti-
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candy reduce such malfunctions (Hamra & Ninon 1974; Keiliker et aL,
1979; Kenworthy. in preparation). Data presented by Garsteeki 097/0
suggest, however, that few audiologists working in the educational setting
devote any consistent blcick of time to amplification monitoring. Yet, the
literature suggests that this ought to be a daily activity (Bess, 1977; C'hial,
1977; Hanners & Sinai, 1974; Kemkcr et al., 1979). This trend exists despite
notation in the Federal Register (August 23, 1977) that it is the responsibility
of the educatiOnal system to ensure that amplification worn by hearing im-
paired students is functioning appropriately.

Staff development and inservice training is another area requiring con-
siderable attention and no capital equipment. Schwarz and Schwartz (1979).
for example, found that 63% of regular education teachers claimed to have
contact with hearing impaired atudenls, and 72% of those teachers claimed a
need for more information about hearing loss and amplification. Similarly.
Kenworthy (1979) presented a list or common audiologic terms to 29 special
educators (teachers of the hearing impaired and specch/hearing clinicians).
'these terms included such items as speech reception threshold, pure tone
average, speech freqUencies, visual rekitircement audiotnekv, sound-
pressure level, and inverse square taw. Results indicated a mean score of
23% correctly identified, with a range of scores from 4% to 46% correct. In
addition, 17 of the persons surveyed participmed in an inseryke course that
focused upon'principles represented by these vocabulary items, Afterward, all
17 participants stated they had learned "several valuable ideas" and (15
of 17) indicated these ideas were "directly related to classroom instruction."

Clearly, these data on amplification monitoring and staff development
indicate a need for full-range servke delivery rather than concentration upon
identification and assessment. In addition, these data support the principle that
effective atidiologic service delivery need not be linked to large expenditures
for capital equipment (Kenworthy, in preparation).

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSAND ORGANIZATION

To some degree, our failure to de4elop effective services niay also be related
to a perceived dichotomy between administrators and clinicians or teachers.
(This author has come to label this faculty-lounge phenomenon as the "We/
They Syndrome.") Administrative structure and process is still often pack-
aged and perceived as it was presented in the post-Industrial Revolution
models of Fayol (1949) and Gulick and Urwick (1937). Unfortunately, these
models present a clear dichptomy between administrative and staff levels.
Their emphasis is nomothetic, with the needs of the organization superceding
the needs of the individual. In &emphasizing the idiographic (personal) di-

nsion, however, these models reduce overall effectiveness in favor of
ganizational efficiency. The advent of social systems theory, however, has
sented us with the alternative of a transactional approach to 'administrative
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technique; we may develop a system wish a better nuerptay between .the

idiographic and nomodtetic dimensions and, hence, a better Indance between

efficiency and effectiveness.
There arc numerous models availabk for effecting more transactional

administrative process and organintion. PDMR (Jones & Healey. 1973),
PERT) PPIIS/M110 (Knetevkli. 1975; Spillane & .1.evenson. 197ill. and

PASCE (AASA. 1955) ure hut u few examples. It is beyond the scope-of this

chapter to discuss the advainagiN and disadvantages of each model. In exam-

ining these models, however, they do present u common set of characteristics

that will facilitate lull-range service delivery us it is defined here. In that

regard. this author would suggest the following sequence for program de-

vehpment and implementation;

2

4

5

6
7

Identify the problem or need and its components
Ickmily and collect the resources and address the Iced

&)iiow the dist Sri mitt y het Weill Wed JUNI IT% 'es available

Ciasslinet ass oiganinilional homework lor alleviating the discrepancy

Iniplemeni I lie us gutsiimismal trinitewolk as a poivram
Evaluate the effectiveness of the program in meeting thc nccd

Identify problems/needs resulting from impiementation

The distinct similarity to the scientific model, and hence the clinical

model. is fully intended. Thc reason being Ihat it is crucial to the success of a

service delivery plan/program io develop a fusion between the administrative

and service delivery kvels. It is important to recognile that the processes that

define good administrators arc the same processes that define a gmxf clinician

or teacher. Conversely, the processes that define a good teacher or clinician

arc the same as those that produce an effective administrator. Effectiveness in

problem identification, hypothesis testing, and decision making are critical to

the success of the individual and the combined efforts of teacher/chnician and

administrator (see section below. "How to Assess-) Once teachers and

clinicians structure their data base and program/plan evaluations to meet this

sequence. they will have a mutual framework within which they may discuss

effective service delivery with administrators. Similarly, administrators

should remove the mystique from the administrative proi.'ess and subscribe to

the type of program development. implementation, and evaluation that coin-

cides with clinical activity. The clinical data base will then become more

responsive to administrative demands relative to cost effectiveness and other

factors. This is best facilitated, however, when both 'the administrator and

cligician/teacher arc involved in management at the administrative (prqgram)

level and at the service delivery (plan) level (see Figure 2).

Thc problem still remains that the clinician must appropriately define

service delivery to coincide with these principles of operation and administra-

tive structures and processes. How we MM, what we assess, and our pro-

gram evaluation must coincide with administrative demands resulting from
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the foregoing model. We have briefly addressed the program evaluation pm-
cess above. Let us now direct our attention to the data collection process, or
how and what to assess.

PLAN/SERV10E DELIVERY CONCERNS
Audiologk Assessment In the Educational Setting

110W TO ASSESS

As mentioned previously, the efkctiveness of clinicians is largely determined

by their skills in problem identification, hypothesis testing, and decision

making. These three activities stiould guide clinicians' actions as they pro-
gress through the sequence of siteps (Figure 3) related to the clinical and
administrative process. To provide some common understanding from which
to expand our notion of clinical process, kt us define (hese three activities as

they relate to the clinical method previously specified.
Problem identification is the process of recognizing alternatives for what

to teach or assess and formulating a plan for Intervention or evaluation. It
involves establishing goals, objectives, and stratelies ftx evaluation or inter-
vention. Decision making is the process by which we prioritize or arrange our
objectives and strategies based on an appropriate rationek. It allows us' to
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Figure 3. How to.assess: the sequenco-Of steps related to the clinical and administrative process.

select those outcomes, procedures, or pieces of information that are most
salient to effective evaluation and management of the client. Hypothesis test-.
ing means establishing the questions to test and the appropriate rejection
regioas for the null hypothesis (Marascuilo, 1971). When applied in a clinical
context, it provides information concerning whether we have -resorved the
discrepancy between the expected outcome and the measured outcome.

CLINICAL PROCESS: &CASE PROFILE

An example of this process, and some suggested modifications, may help to
further clarify these terms. Consider a case where we wish to deterniine the
auditory status of a 5-year-old, language-disordered child with 4 history of
ear infections. We first recognize that he often asks people to repeat things
and that he does not appear responsive to environmental sounds. We also
observe that he is extrem active and maintains only brief periods of contact
with any single toy. while serving him at play, we find that he emits some
two-word, and Occasiona e-,word, utterances. We suspect that a loss of
hearing sensitivity with 4incomitant middle ear involvement is likely. We
are, howeVer, also co ed about the effects of his attendingbehavior upon
his communicitive rmance and lest performance. Up to this point, prob-
lem identificatio noted three areas of investigation: hearing sensitivity,
middle ear statLs, And attending behavior. We employ decision making to
determine that will assess hearing sensitivity before applying acoustic-
immittance measures. The underlying assumption is that assessing hearing
sensitivity involves less intrusive prOcedures. Later in thc session, when rap-
port is established,'we will assess middle ear status. We further recognize that
the validity ana reliability of our hearing sensitivity measures begin with
establishment of an appropriate attending set. ,

We bring the child in for testing and he sits down at the table and waits
for our cue. We begin by teaching him to place an object (e.g., block or ring)

tiv near his ear in anticipation of a stimulus presentation. As the stimulus is
presented, we require the child to place the object inton a receptacle. Forty-

,five minutes later, we emerge from the test suite with an incomplete pure tone
aediogram and some uncertainty about whether the results obtained are 1.6-
able or valid. We approach our faithful acoustic-immittance equipment and
'find that our young client is not as impressed by it as we are and he refuses to
be tested. As we leave the waiting room, we indicate to the mother the
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importance of taking the child for a medical examination "... jusj, to bc sure
there is nothing medically wrong with his,ears. ..." As we head back to write
our report, we are considering, once again, how to structure our report to
compensate for our lack of data. .

Any of us who can honestly claim this has never happened to them, in
clinic, is either a sorcerer or the court jester. It. will happen to anyOne, even
the best clinicians. What is different, however, is that a clinician who appro-
priately engages in decision making and hypothesis testing will not have to be
concerned with how to best describe what has happened. Thc data collected
will dictate that dcscription and will lend. credibility to the description.

Where did we go wrong in the foregoing session? First, consider that the
child did come in and sit down, as we desired. Yet, we proceeded to teach hiM
an attending set involving placement of an object by his car. Effective deci-
sion making should cause us to ask, "Why?" "Very simple," we say, "it
was necessary 'to establishihat the child is reliable." Certainly, that is a
desirable, if not required, outcome. Except; reliability and validity _are mea-
sured in terms of the child's response to stimuli, in this case, auditory stimuli.
If we instructed the childio "Pick up the block" and then systematically
controlled intensity, signal spectrum, etc., and if we kept data relative to his,
misses, false positives, and correct rejections, we would have measure of
reliability and, after appropriate hypothesis testing, a valid estimate of the
child's hearing sensitivity. "But," we claim, "it is necessary for the child to
attend properly." That is very true, but effective decision making, as defined
herein, would dictate that the attending behaviors required be consistent with
an educational plan for the child. When in the history of his education, outside
an audiometric suite, will he be asked to hold on object by his ear to signal
appropriate attending set? This practice may be criticized from the point of
task analysis or task complexity alone (Kenworthy, 197Sc). That is, we are
requiring an additional, unrelated and complex motor 'response pattern.
Nevertheless; for our purposes, it is most inappropriate for its failure to
answer the foregoing question concerning interface with future academic/
communicative demands.

Our assessment process has failed badk at the problem identification
leVel, as well. From the beginning, we failed to specify sorIll extrinsic and
intrinsic variables and how they would affect our outcomes (Kenworthy,
1978a; see Figure 4). For example, we failed to recognize the extrinsic vari-
able of developmental level and how it might influence learning rate, stimulus
input, response demands, and so on. We also failed to specify whether we
were bound to achieving the desired outcome in sane limited time frame. Had'
we considered these factors, we could have specified a learning rate'required
to meet the outcome. Then, during the course of our assessment, we could have
analyzed our conditioning dabi to determine whether we wen-achieving that
learnhi rate. If not, the process of decision making would have directed us to
some alternative strategies specified during our prepOtation, problem iden-
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Extrinsic Variables

Genetic Factors Developmental
Factor'

Environmental,
Factors

Intrinsic Variables

Stimulus.
Factors

Response
Factors

Reinforcement
Factors

Figure 4. Variables influencing ilidiologic assessment. "This category includes coaskieritions
reIslive 10 hoth the lest envininment anst.thc chera's cnvininnyntal interactions tutu constraints.)

I C.

lifiyation planning session. I lad we determined that we had ;oily one session
to see this child we might have predetermined that wc would spend a set time
interval on conditioning. Failure to meet criterion in that period would hove
rsultcd in employing alternative strategies, such as visual reinforceinent au-
ttiomett y (VIIA) nod electroencephalie ninth tatetry (I F.A). This wt told hove
allowed us to stay within a reasonable time span for assessing bearing sensitiv-
ity and probably facilitated thc child's cooperation with further testing such as
acoustic-immittance (Wilstm, 197g, personal communication).

Finally, the question' of reliability and validity should not present a
concern. 'Reliability is cxtractcd froth a comparison of the child's response to
stimulus and control (silent) intervals (Kenworthy, I978b; Moore et al.., 1977).
Validity is established by setting an acceptable Type I error rate before we
begin testing. Then we simply compare our data to the critical value (Z-
distribution) and clearly state whether the child did not demonstrate normal
hearing (Hays, 1973; Marascuilo, 197 l). We assume a null hypothesis,'The
client has normal hearing," since the consequences of a Type 11 error in this
case would be less critical. That is, it is less damaging to say the child has a
hearing loss and be wrong than to predict normal hearing and be wrong.) This,

.' of course, presumes an adequate standard of comparison. Unfortunately, there
are limited normative data available when assessing the auditory status of
infants and other difficult-to-test populations (Fulton & Lamb, 1972; Northern
& Downs, 1974; Wilson, Moore, & Thompson, I976a).

Although this example represents one of the simpler clinical contexts
within which audiologists operate, it demonstrates some fundamental clinical
pfinciples. These clinical principleS (similar to the previously noted adminis-

sr trative principles of operation) are critical to the effectiveness of our assess-
ment, regardless of the complexity of the behavior we are analyzing. First, we
should clearly detail the variables affecting our outcome specifying those we
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will measure as dependent variables and those that we will allow to influence
the outcome as our independent variables (Kenworthy,. 1978a; 'Rosenblum,
1978). We also should devise a aampling or measurement techniiitivappro.
prime to the array of variables presented (Sacket(, 1978) and establish, behre
thc session,the alternative strategies or manipulations of input variables we
will employ. In addition, the criteria for acceptable performance should be
clearly specified, so the data wt gather Will 'provide us suffieigilldecision-
!nuking power. The formulation of our hypothesis. as well as our data ci2Dce.
don and interpretation, must be clearly related to the communiailiVe and
academic demands the child faces on a daily.basis (ne also, Gruenewald el
al., Chapter 10). This principle applies throughout thc assessinent and inter-_
vention procedure as it is defined here. It is this principle of integrating
assessment with educational management that differentiates this approach
from a traditional clinical approach.

ANALYTIC V8., INTEGRATED APPROACH

Audiology has traditionally pursued analysis and control in its assessment
procedure and has achieved some admirable reSults. Nevertheless, wc should
also recognize that it is possible and desirable to consider responses to audi-
tory stimuli (or any other observable behavior) in a more interactive context
with equal interest in controlling and specifying variables (Sackett, 1978).
Consider, for exampie, how often we write- on our reports that a child "re-
quires preferential seating." Placed in the educational context, this means
at least two basic operations are necessary relative to input to the child.
We need to alter both environmental variables (e.g., distance froth thc
speaker) and teaching style (e.g., appropriate use of visual cues) to accommo-
date this child. As Ross (1979a), Schwarz and Schwartz (1979), and Schultz,
Kenworthy, Schwarz, and Hoekenga (1980) have specified, there are myriad
factors involved and several alterations in teaching style available that will
facilitate the child's comprehension. Selecting among those alternatives can
be best accomplished by observation of the child within the learning environ-
ments. Predicting the impact of even a minimal hearing loss solely' on the
basis of audiometric data plus manipulation of some acoustic principles (e.s.,
the inverse square law) is insufficient.

Yet audiologists have traditionally tended to assume that the functional
ithpact of a given hearing loss is directly reflected by the clinical results
obtained. For example, persons with "a slight hearing loss and normal speech
discrimination in quiet" are assumed to have little or no listeninrclifficulties
(Davis & Silverman, 1978). We tend to take for granted thacsuch will be the
case for school-age client who falls within that category. This involves,
however, at least three dangerous assumptions:

I. That all school learning environments are similar in content, construct,
and expectations;
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2. That thc effects of slight hearing losses arc not a function of iicvekipnien-

tal level. language ability, and so on;
Imt ihe interactive effects between hearing loss. learning environments.
and the-communicators within thc environments arc accounted for within

the elinical measurement of auditory function.

It is this last assumption that seems to produce the most oversight in our

clinical management.
Onc of thc bases for pure time audiometric testing has been the principle

of Fourier analysis (Rose. 1966). That is, we assume that any complex signal

may be expressed as the sum of a series of pure tones. This type of analytic
approaCh has'estahlished a trend, however, that has moved us toward remov-

ing the client us un active participant in the assessment process. This appears
especially truc when we dcal with pediatric or othcr difficult-to-test popula-

tions (Ilecox, personhl communication; Wilson, 1978). For establishing pure

sensory status, this may represent an expedient alternative and, in some cases,

the only alternative. At the very least, it offers a powerful addition to the

assessment battery. It is not sufficient, however, to utilize a single assessment

measure (Hecox, personal communication; lerger, 1973; Weber et al.. 1980).

More iniportantly, it is erroneous to assume that establishing sensory status
sufOcicntly defineythe auditorystatus of a child. When we were satisfied with

lineal (specific skills) models of speech perception (Liberman et al., 1967)
and communication (Kirk, McCarthy, & lark, 1968), that may have been

true. When we were concerned with custodial care and medical treatment, it

may have been sufficient. There are, however, few data to support a linear
model of communication or speech perception any longer.(Bloom & Lahey,
1978; Davis. 1978; Hammill & Larsen. 1974). In addition, our management
concerns have extended to include educational outcomes,. It is necessary.

therefore, to interpret our data relative to an interactive model of communica-

tion applied in a broader context (Bloom & Lahey, 1978). This principle
should influence not only how we assess but what we assess,. as well.

WHAT TO ASSESS

Thc clinician interested in implementing this model of service delivery must

perform assessment on two levels: plan-centered and program-centered (see

Figure 5). As indicated in thc preceding section, this process invOlves applica-

tion of probltm identification, decision making, and hypothesis testing to

structurc our data collection and analysis. If structured 'appropriately, these

two evaluative procedures should complement one another, rather than repre-

sent separate and distinct tasks. Obviously, the degree to which we may

provide adequate program-centered evaluation (i.e., analysis of overall ser-

vice delivery) will be directly reflected in thc adequacy of our child-centered

analysis. Similarly, the quality of our child-centered service delivery will be a

_
Program-
Centered
Evaluation

' Plan
Centornd
Evaluation

Figure 5. What to uses*.

dircct reflection of how well we have documented program needs through
program-centered evaluation.

Program Evaluation

By now, we should have a fair notion of the content of our program evaluation
(see Figure 6). In the preceding section on administrative and program con-
cerns, we outlined the components of service delivery (see Figure I). These
components and their subeomponents serve as tbe standard of reference for
our analysis. We should, in addition, identify the populations to be served and
the resources available, specifying what level of service May be provided with
the given resources. In essence, this involves prioritizing the populations to be
served, rather than prioritizing the services. themselves. Effective program-
ming, as defined in this chapter, assumes the provision of some level of service
under each component area, rather than focusing resources' and time allotment
in one or two service areas. That is, all persons who arc identified as high
priority cases should receive a full range of comprehensive services, even if
this means leaving other cases unserved. Prioritization of popidations to re-
ceive services should be cooperatively,arranged with the program aqmiMs-
trator. Decisions relative to what level of service a given child should receive
ought tc.03e kased upon what the child's learning profile demands (e.g.,
Chapman & Miller, 1980). Program evaluation then, involves the task of
documenting what should be delivered versus what is actually delivered
based on resources available. It is this discrepancy that protram evaluation
should address and document. In addition, it should be concerned with docu-
menting quality of service relative to client progress. These data arc extracted
from a careful analysis of both individual and group data gathered at the client
level.

Plan (Client)-Centered Evaluation

Under thcsc circumstances, client-centered assessment assumes an extended
purpose. It supplies information relative to the specific learner and it also
provides a valuable feeder mechanism for evaluating effectiveness of and/or
need for services. While this need not significantly alter what assessment data
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ale gatlicted. it tloes have implications relative to data analysis and interpret's.

hon. In the case of client-centered duos, we are afforded the option of compar-

ing those data against normative standards (Ilays. 1973; Maraseuilo. 1971) or

agaium individual imformance in an N of one design (Kratoehwill. I978;
Sackett. 197X). hi consideration of the performance characteristics of the

handicapped student. N of one design and crherion-referenced measures Rave

assumed renewed popularity. When we perform program evaluation, how-

ever. wc often deal with group data that can mask or eliminate trends noted at

the individual level, unless rccording of the group data is carefully formatted

to reflect those trends,
For example. reporting group means und number of client contacts is a

customary procedure. Although that procedure adequately quantifies service

delivery. it does not represent adequate program or plan.e,Taluation. Data

concerning the range and: variance of performance. us well **an analysis of
factors tamtributing lu the variability should be included. rdrthermor& we

provide better Mdices of the quality of service delivery whcn wc supply
eriterion-reterenced information in addition to typical measures of central

tendency. Contrast the impression imposed by data reported in the two follow-

ing statements:

CUrrently. students in the ... program del llll nstrate an average delay in

speech/language ,production skills of 1.2 years.
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2. In the put year, students in the program have demonstrated an average
increase in speech/language production skills of 3 months with a range
of 046 months gained and a modal increase of 4 months. An analysis
of gain versus time in therapy, revealed a strongly positive association
(r 0.110).

In the first cue, we are :truck with the impression that the students we
delayed in spite of receiving intervention. In the second case, however, we are
afforded some information that suggests the value of o* intervention pro-
cedure. Combine the two statements and we have a good case for increuing
service delivery. The data that allow the mote definitive second statement are
only available at the individual' (plan) level. The point is that we need to make
these data available to administrators and to highlight the efficacy of such data
in both the plan and program evaluation processes.

What behaviors we of concern to us, then, as we assess the individual
child (see Figure 7)? In a general sense, we should concern ourselves with
specifying learner attributes., paradigmatic variables, environmental attri-
butes. and interactions between each of these categories. In essence, our goal is
to detail how auditory status will interact with each of these other celerities to
alTect the cues and prompts provkled wilhin each learning envinmment or
subenvironment (Falvey et al.. 1978: Gruenewald et al., (.'hapter ID).

Within the category of learner attributes. sensory status livcomes on
Immediate locus of concern. These arc the audiometric dale that have charac-
terized the output of thc audiologist in the ditikid selling. Wlud be Of
particular interest to audiologists in the educational setting, however, ix the
impact of any sensory deficit upon communicative and academie function.
We should be interested in establishing the child's operative ievel, relative to
auditory stimuli, in addition to the degree and type of sensorrimpairment (see
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Tabk 2. Child-centered assessment
(level of function, development of auditory

skills. reception)*

Stimulation

Detection

Awareneu/Recognition

Localization/Orientation

Discrimination

Identification

Comprehension

horn Darnel and Kenwonhy (19711);
adapted from Ling (1976) and Pollock (1974)..

'This should not be considered as much hierarch/ of skill development es a continuum.

Because we are dealing with in mtegrated model of speech perception.
acoustic cues are only

a past of the information utilized for signal processing.
Therefore, the receiver's operative level

may van, as a function of his ability to compensate for the degraded signal through the use of

contextual, situational. and other haguistic vanables (Diener. 1972; Bloom A LAMY. MC

Davis, 19711. NOM 1977)

AttentioWMemory
Meaning

Table 21. Roth the test environment and the learning environments provide us

with complementary pieces of infOrmation in that regard. The test environ-

ment allows us to manipulate various paradigmatic variables systematically

(Kenworthy, 1978a). From this wc may then generate hypotheses relative to

appropriate cites and prompts to employ within the learning environments

(Palvey et al.. 1978). That is. it allows us to predict that, if the learning

environment presents certain characteristics.
we must alter our input to corn-

pens.ite for those characteristics.

INTEGRATEth 11,COIDGICAL
APPROACH: A CASE PROFILE

For example. a learning disabled student with a history of middle eurinfec-

Innis was referred tot "suspected hearing loss. His hearing sensitivity and

understanding 14a speech (in quiet) were found to be within normal limits. The-

pare ith toda Med no coocerns relative *to hearing. but the teachers and em-

ployer Lomplai lied that the student had become
inattentive and was not

lollowing dircctious adequately. Upon re'evaluation, the student was found to

demonstrate significantly poorer speech discrimination when a competing

message was introduced at signal-to-noise ratios as favorable as + 12 dB. Fur-

ther testing also indii:ated only slight improvement when visual cues were added,

hut swot icant improvement in speech iliserimination scores when familiarita-

tiim of materials or contextual information (e.g., topic) was provided. An

inventori 1)1 the student's learning environments indicated continuous buck-
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ground noise in both the school and work settings. All classrooms operated
simultaneous small-group sessions. The school, was also arranged on an
"open-concept" basis with minimal acoustic isolation of claisrooms. The
work-setting was an automotive luDC-ttp center where car engines were sun-
ning constantly. The school and work settings also provided multiple visual
distractions that hampered the student's concentration. It was therefore rec-
ommended that both teachers and the employer:

I. Establish and maintain visual contact during conversations with tbe stu-.

2. Reduce visual distractions within tbe environment to maximize attention
to and benefit from visual'cues..

3. Provide clear indication of the topic of conversation.
4. Provide written feedback relative to the topic, such as key words in the

directions.
S. Verify comprehension through questioning during the course of the con-

versation.
6. Move to a quiet environment, if necessary.

All of the above recommendations were carefully explained to the
teachers, employer, and the student, and were supported by examples. In
addition, periodic observations were made in each learning environment and
feedback provided to the teachers and employer. Following 6 weeks of
observation, improvement was noted by all partitipants. After 12 weeks,
observation was reduced to once per semester, or as requested by any of the
participants. This final level of contact was maintained to ensure follow-up of
middle ear status and to ensure long-term advocacy for the student's needs.

What this case illustrates is the manner in which assessment procedures
assume a clearly different pattern when we are concerned with communicative
and academic outcomes. What is represented is an example of the integration
of learner attributes, paradigmatic variables, and environmental attributes into
a comprehensive diagnostid picture and effective interslention plan. The
necessity for inventory of both test environment performance and learning
environment demands is presented as an expanded alternative to thp tradi-
tional clinical model of audiologic armament. As we consider full implemen-
tation of free and appropriate education" foe all students, this approach to
audiologie assessment procedures should be considered as a valuable complo-
men( to the educational process and a legitimate alternative to traditional
'clinical assessment. Achievement of such a model of service delivery will,
however, ;Nuke alteration in our administrative, clinical, and training
methods. Only through' a cooperative effort between administrators, clinkiana,
and training institutions will we realize the upgrading of service delivery
that suelt a model provides.
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SUMMARY

This chapter. written for both clinicians and administrators. is intended to

redirect each groups's thinking about programladministrative concerns and

phmlservice delivery concerns. This is consklered critical so facilitating the

unity of purpose necessary for implementing an integrated, comprehensive

model of service delivery. Such a model of service delivery is viewed as the

most expedient route to upgrading service delivery.
The model of service delivery presented incorporates components of

identification. assessment. intervention. staff development, and !cella/call

administrative activities. Each of these components is seen as integral to

effective, comprehensive service delivery. It is therefore suggested that

prioritization of the populations to be served rather than prioritization of

service components may be a more productive approach to service delivery.

given that rcsIlurecs are limited. It is also noted that the model of service

delivery presented wilt be most effective:

I . When the administrative framework adheres to certain principles of op-

cnttion (see Table 1)
.... 2. When the clinician's pastern of service delivery includes the full range of

components listed (see Mewl. I)

In this icgaiti, Ii limy Ritmo lir nevettismy F, .r ashslinkirniorm. ml inns. misI

training institutions to adimt it broader definitnin III andilory dysfunction. This

delinition should include Nall medical/health considerat and in./Wendel

communictitive considerations.
To facilitate implementation of this model, adminissrasive process is

defined in terms of the scientific/clinical method. This is done to highlight ihe

similarities between effective administrative method and effective clinical

method. Program organization is also presented in a way that involves the

administrator and the clinician/teacher as a team at both the prhgram (adminis-

trative) level and plan (service delivery) level, the goal being to blend these

two levels of operation.
Similarly, clinical method (how and what to assess) is redefined in a

manner consistent with the foregoing administrative method. Once again the

focus is upon the similarities between what constitutes an effective adminis-

trator and an effective clinician or teacher. Clinical process is analyzed rela-

tive to problem identification, hypothesis testing, and decision making. Clini-

cal content (what to assess) is subsequently analyzed from the standpoint of

program evaluation and plan evaluation. Suggestions are then provided to

assist the clinician in stnieturing data collection to provide a functional data

base for both of these levels. Emphasis is also placed upon viewing auditory

dysfunction in a broad context. Hence, consideration of both test environment

and learning environment performance is stressed. Two brief case studies are
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presented to clarify these points in; terms of clinical outcomes and to
exemplify an ineegratecl, Ccological approach.

Finally, upgrading service delivery in this manner is viewed as heavily
reliant upon a cooperative,team effort. ln that regard, alluring present service
delivery patterns accordingly -is seen as the responsibility of adininistr.dois.,
clinicians, and training institutions alike.
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Reprinted from Edna S. Levine. The Ecolcsy
of Early 'Deafness. (New York: Columbia

yniversity Press; 1981) .

12 Examination of
Children and Youth

THE PERIOD from childhood through youth covers an extensive range both
chronologically and developmentally. Chronologically, it spans the school-
age years from preschool through adolescence. Developmentally, it encom-

ses a broad sequence of continuous change that gradually transforms the
child-that-was into the adult-to-be.

The patterns and processes of change that characterize the transformation
are masterfully described in the classic writings of Gesell and his co-authors
and in die seniinal contributions of Piaget, among others. The details are
well beyond the scope of this chapter. The focus here is simply on how an
exaMiner fares in the psychological examination of children and youth who
are deaf.

Case History

The history of a deaf child begins with its infancy biography and gradu-
ally moves into the broadened behavioral sphere that growing up entails. For
pcychologists to deaf children, a comprehensive history serves the particular
purpose of filling information'gaps resulting from testing difficulties, inter-
view problems, and observationlimitations.

Data of special importance in a case history concern what Muller (1969)
calls "the tasks of childhood." Fot younger children, these include: ( I) the
growth of selflwareness; (2) the attainment of physiological stability; (3)
the formation of simple concepts related to physical and social reality; (4)
the appearance of conscience; (5) the learning of social communication and
beginning scholastic skills; and (6) acquiring the concepts necessary to ev-
eryday life, including appropriate sexual roles. For youth they include: ( I).
the recognition of limitations; (2) achievement ofxnotional independence;
(3) the choice of a career, and (4) the formation or a personal Philosophy._
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History items related to Muller's tests are included in Appendix F, the
history inventory. The following areas are of special importance in the his-
tones of deaf school-agers.

1. Devilopmantal History
4Diagnostic leads to later, learning and behavior difficulties can be picketi

up in the ,developmental history. For younger chikiren, in particular, inch
early alerts may provide guides to appropriate interventions at a time when
they will do the most good.

2. Health History

Coping with the Many pressures and problems of deafness, rewires con-.
siderable physicafitamina. on the part of achild. Mimic illness.in a school-
eget means the loss of valuable learning-time that can seldom be madeep;-
phyiical debility robs a child of the energies needed So.mmter the intrielitts
learnitigs that lie ahead; and, not infrequently, chronic physical initaiklism
induces an attitude of psychological invalidism as well. Health history is
therefore a continuing consideration in habilitation as well as in rehabili-
teflon, and cutrent health information is an important part of history .data,

3. Vision

Vision is a deaf person's major avenue for information from the outside:,
hence plays a critical *rile in learning. Given the many docUmented reports
of visual problems among the deaf, including Usher's ityndtuna (Vernon,
1969), it is of utmost importance that a psychological examiner know the vi-
sual status of a deaf school-ager. This would include not only ophthalmo-
logical reports but also information concerning visual perception, visual-
motor coordination, and visual memory. Visual problems in learning to read
must be identified early, so that remedial steps can be taken and this particu-
lar reading blOck overcome where possible.

4. Auditory History

Information concerning the auditory status . and history of a. school-age
child and the auditory status of the child's parents provides an,examiner with
psychologically important insights. As discussed earlier, the psychorOgical
impact of deafness may vary considerably with: (a) age of onset; (b) amount
and type of hearing ioss; (c) amount and type of usable languige preceding
deafness; (d) travails leading to diagnosis; (e)ege at confirmed diagnosis; (f)
family attitudes; and (g) .the nature, benefits, and child's acceptance of.
remedial interventions such as the hearing aid, visual languages, and school
placement.

Briefly summarized: The more language the child had preceding deafness
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and/or the greater the amount of residual hearing,, the higher the expecta-
tions for linguistic progress. The more disruptive the traumatic impact of
acquired deafness, the greater the possibility of serious psychological distur-
bance. The more frustrating and lengthy the diagnostic search has been, the
more likely the presence of family tensions and disturbances in the child's
developmental environment. The more helpful the remedial interventions
and the sooner they are applied,, the better the outlook for adjustment to
deafness and for progress in school.

4

5. Educational Experiences
For a deaf child who is cut off from much of the informal, out-of-school

learnings acquired by nondeaf children in the course of daily experiences,
school.represents the principal milieu for developing the skills and attitudes
essential for the incorporation and application of knowledge. Among the
special considerations in a deaf child's school and learning experiences are
the following.

Initial exposures. Whatever the education option a parent initially
chooses, permanent negative attitudes to learning may develop even at this
beginning stage owing to such factors as; ( I) prematurely applied tutorial
pressures either by parent or teacher; (2) the forcing of formal instruction
before the child is physiologically or emotionally ready; (3) emotional
trauma resulting from a child's being sent away from home to board with a
tutor or to a residential schtfol: (4) the risks of parent-jutors becoming more
tutonal, judgmental, and critical than loving; (5) operating beyond a child's
limits of physical endurance; (6) inappropriate school placement; and (7) in-

.
competent teaching.

Equally dangerous is neglect of a child's learning and exploratory "hun-
gers," whether through overprotection, ignorance, or indifference. Such ne-
glect may result in transforming 'a potentially good learner into a lazy one
who may never do full justice to his own potentials. The older the child
becomes and the more deeply ingrained the listless learning attitudes, the
more difficult they are to correct.

School placement. As previously discussed, deaf pupils attend different
kinds of schools and programs, ranging from regular hearing schools to resi-
dential special schools. When a school's educational philosophy and the
needs of the child are mismatched, the pupil suffers the cohsequences both
scholastically and emotionally. Therefore psychological examiners need to
turn to school-placement history to detect whether the school's philosophy
coincides with the pupil's best interests, paying special attention to such
matters as: ( I) whether the methods of instruction and communication are
appropriate to a pupil's auditory status, learning abilities, mental capacity,
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and special learning problems; (2) whether there is adequate provision for a
Oupil's.psychosocial developmental needs; (3) whether there is provision for
the treatment of emotional and learning problems; and (4) whether teacher
competence is sufficient for dealing with deaf children in general, and the
child being examined in particular.

Length of time in school. Serious and permanent scholastic retardations
can result from too late a start and too few years iii school. Although
preschool and infant programs are increasing, there are still numbers of deaf
children throughout the country who for one reason.or other do not begin'
school until 8, 10, or more years of age. Such children seldom make up for
the delay in beginning school. And there are numerds pupils who leave
school before completing the course of study. The less formal education a
deaf pupil has had, the more likely the prospect of serious handicaps, and
the more difficult they are to alleviate.

Scholastic attainments. Because prelinguistic deafness retards the devel-
opment of verbal language, it slows the pace of all learning based on verbal-
language mastery. To make up for the lag, deaf pupils customarily require
an appreciably longer period of schooling than the mindeaf. Even 'so, itthe
average prelinguistically cle.af pupil is about 4 years behind the hearing in
scholastic attainment. Where this 4-year retardation extends to 6 and more
years, the examiner is alerted to the presence of additional retarding agents
such as emotional disturbance, mental incapacity, inadequate instructional
Practices, special learning disabilities, and language-learning disorders as-
sociated with brain damage. Differential diagnostic search is called for.

It must be emphasized that this traditionally accepted 4-year retardation in
scholastic attainment should not be viewed as a permanent scholastic
"norm" for deaf .pupils. It is more likely a "norm" of deficiency in educa-
tional management. With improved educational standards, better teaching, a

more realistic curriculum, and more appropriate communicative strategies,
there is every likelihood that this retardation can be considerably reduced if

'not eliminated.

6. Family AspiTations and Attitudes

Whecnaideaf chilq enters the school years, family aspirations begin to
evolve and gradually crystallize into plans and goals for the future. kgood
lead to level cif aspiration is history information concerning the educational, -
occupational, and socioeconomic status of the family. As a rule, the,higher
the family levels, the higher the aspirations; and the higher the aspirations,
the greater the expectations for the child's scholastic success. Both aspira-
tions and expectations can be quite inconsistent with the realities'of deaf ed-
ucation or the child's abilities. In many instances, families are not fully in-
formed of these realities by the schools, or if informed feel that tharchild is
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bound to prove. an exception to the rule. But whatever the situation, when

the child does not live up to family hopes, the consequenceg are registered in

his adjuStive environment. Where he was.once the center of family attention
and anticiOation, he is now regarded as a lost cause. Not infrequently, emo-
tional 4aroblems among deaf school-agers are rooted in such situations. It is
therethre essential for a psychological examiner to know whether a child's
acceptance by his family iS contingent upon attaining the family's aspira-

tions; whether he can attain them; and the extent to which a family will ac-
cept modified goals without rejecting the child.

7 Psychosocial Attitudes end Adlustments
With the deaf as with the hearing, the pattern of adult adaptability is fash-

ioned to a cOnsiderable extent by the way in which the child was prepared to
meet new experiences. When a child is deaf, explanations of the meaning of
untarmaar events are seriously hampedi by the problem of communication;

and, as a result, many deaf children feel themselves thrown into new experi-

ences rather than ptepared for them. Those children whose experiences have

happily generated self-confidence and trust in others are able to maintain ex-

ploratory drive and emotional equilibrium. But to an insecure child, even
everyday events may loom as threats to which he reacts with anxiety,
apathy, resistance, and the like. Such a child would rather do without and

remain safely protected by a famIliar environment than Venture out into the

unknown Many of the rigid, inflexible deaf adults of today are nothing

more than the f nghtened, insecure children of the past.
Life is especially hard on a child who becomes deaf during the formative

childhood years Not capable-of fully understanding what has happened, the

child tends to feel that his parents are somehow responsible for not having

prevented it from happening. The parents, on the other hand, in their anxiety

to apply the full battery of habilitative compensations, are apt to overlook

the critical necessity of reestablishing themselves as symbols of security in

the child's new and frighteningly silent world. In such instances, it is not
unusual for a child's panic and anger at not hearing to center on the parents,

tor seemingly being more interested in hearing aids and deafness than in the

child And his or her emotional needs. Such children often experience disrup-

five feelings of rejection. Reje'ction is not generally the case at all; it is sim-

ply the child's interpretation of the parents' excessive concern with habilita-

five aids. Unless special pains are taken to correct this impression, the
child's feelings of hostility may become a fixed attitude toward the heanng

world.
Another important determinant of social initiative-and fraternization with

the hearing is the nature of a dcaf child's recreational experiences. Many

suffer denigrating or at best patronizing treatment at ihe hands of their hear-

ing peers, and find recreational satisfactions only with the deaf. Some are
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not permitted by their parents to associate with other deaf children and are in
consequence forced to "play" with reluctant hearing children or else go off
by themselves; others are.recreationally immobilized by strenuous parental
overprotection. The ones who fare best are those who are encouraged to de-
velop a wide range of recreational interests with both deaf and hearing
peers. They fare best as children, and later as adults.

8. "Preparation-for-life" Knowledge'
Traditiodally, school age is considered the time when a child is scheduled

to be "prepared for life." Referring again to Muller's tasks of childhood
(1969), it is a period for acquiring the concepts necessary for everyday liv-
ing and for the appropriate sex role; a period for achieving emotional in-
deperidence, choosing a career, and develdping a personal philosophy. Con-
sidering the obstacles deafness can raise toward accomplishing these crucial
tasks, it is essential that a psychological examiner make a special effort to
find out how far along the road to independent living a deaf school-ager is
for his or her years, and which life areas are in special need of remedial at-
tention.. Particularly important is information about a school-agOr's, sex
knowledge and experiences, in view of Kallmann's statement that "sexual
delinquency and immaturity, lack of preparation for a successful marriage
and a stable family life, and the more extreme forms of deviant sex behavior
are by no means lesg' common among the deaf " (1963, p. 245). thdre are
plenty of psychological inventories for such life-adjustment areas as social
maturity, values and attitudes', sex knowledge, occupational preferences.
Psycliological test catalogues ahd the Suros publications are major reference
sources. The trouble in applying the devices to a deaf cheitele is that most
of the measures are highly verbal and can be extremely difficult to adapt to
deaf school-agers both linguistically and conceptually. They can, however,
serve as interview guides for examiners who are highly skilled in work with
the deaf.

Preparation-for-life information is of value not only in the examination of
a particular individual, its importance extends into the whole area of preven-
nye mental health measures for the deaf. To quote Kallmann again, "If we
sincerely desire to promote prevention and cure of these delinquency pat-
tems, we shall have to learn to look at them as deviations from a normal
maturational process that is determined not only by man's biological nature,
but also by the family, school, and psychological atmosphere in which he
develops" (1965, p. 245, italics added).

9. Focus of Behavior Data
An examiner customarily looks to history data for descriptions of a sub-

ject's reported behavior, and behavior deviations before conducting his own
inquiry. However, a special point must be made concerning the focus of be-
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haviors generally recorded in a case history. This is customarily on the
behaving individual. Rarely is there any information about the elicitor of the
reported behavior, whether teacher, classmate, houseparent, or whoever, or
about the situation that evoked or provoked the behavior. But behavior does
not take place in a vacuum, nor is it a 'normable" constant from,person to
person or situation to situation. Therefore, in order to eialuate the relevance

. of undetirable behavior and judge whether it was warranted, the focus of the
report needs to be broadened to include the behavior of the eliciting figures

the.child, the nature of the behavior-evoking.situation, and whether
certain behaviors are consistently evoked by 'certain figures. Such history in-
formation is particularly important where wide swings and inconsistencies in
behavior are reported. The "blame" may lie not so much with the child as
with the behavior-evoking figure or situation.

16. Currant Communication Pawns
In preparation for meeting a school-ager. the examiner needs to know the

child's current preferred modes of and expertise in expressive and receptive
communication. While these may be inferred from school history. progress
or changes may have taken place in the course of time. Current abilities and
preferences need to be described to inform the examiner of which modes to
use in interpersonal exchange, what to expect in mutual comprehension. and
what alternate approachei or supports may be required.

Psychological Testing

In turning from the infancy to the school-age level, psychologists move
from the chronological range of least difference between 'the deaf and the
hearing to that in which differences become increasingly pronounced; from
the flexibility characterizing infant evaluation to the rigid rules governing the
use of.standardized tests; and from the selection of developmental schedules
that are equally applicable to deaf and hearing babies to sharp limitations in
tests designed and standardized for deaf school-agers.

As a result of this combination of circumstances, most of the tests used
with the deaf are measures standardized on nondeaf populations.. As pre-
viously noted, some support the practice on the grounds that the deaf live in
the same world as the hearing and therefore should be tested with the same
measures; while others protest the unfairness of testing deaf children with
measures and norms, based on "hearing!' experiences and performance. And
finally, there are the "compromisers" who feel a satisfaCtory solution to the
problem is to attach deaf norms to hearing-standardized tests, without realiz-
ing that despite deaf norms the tests and test items may still be struCturally
unsuited to a deaf population.
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Psychologists caught in this test-bind are faced with complex problems of
test selection. The problem of standardized versus unstandardized is joined
by numbers of variations in test format. For example, there ate verbal Nets
which require the use of verbal language for both administration and re-
sponse. Some deaf persons can take such tests successfully, but moo C1111-
ow. There are nonverbal tests whicli use Netrbal language for directions but
sot tesponse;'nonlanguage tests in which no verbal Wow is rewind for
either directions or response, Performance or manipulitive typis of tests
Which can be administered and msponded to nonverbally; and there are
paper-SW-pencil tests in which test items are written, printed, or drawn, and
response. is made in writing of some kind. Further, there are group Wats that
can be given simultangously to upward of 20 sbbjects and intlivklull tests
that are idminisired to one subject at a time. There are also other kinds of
vaziatiOns among psychologies*/ tests that raise provoking questions of
choice+

'All in all, in attempting to achieve fair test practices, with deaf subject*, a
conscientious examiner often finds that more time must be spent in searching
for appropriate measures than in actual. testing. The sections that follow
offer guidelines for dealing with this difficult situation.

Goners! Testing, Guides

The main focus of this section is on mental and personelity testing, since
it is in these important examination areas that the testing of deaf subjects
poses its most inhibiting problems.

Selecting the Instrumants

The "standardization" halo. In selecting psychological tests for deaf sub-
jects, examiners we prone .to assume that once a psychological instrument
claims to be standardized, it bears a seal of excellence and so warrants con-
sideration for use with deaf individuals. This is of course not so. There are
well-standardized tests, poorly standardized ones, and some for which the
term "standardized" is simply window-dressing. Whatever modifications
need. to be made to adapt a rest to a deer subject, the least that can be asked
is that the test be well constructed. A good indication of a test's soundness
can be found in its standardization details, which are described in the man-
uals of all responsible tests.

Screening the tests. Once the standardization details of:promising tests
hpve been reviewed, a matching process is conducted involving the fit (a)
between the content and'concepts of test items and a subject's age, experi-
ences, scholastic standing, and concept level; (b) between a test's directions
for adnnnistration and a sub(at's ability to comprehend, them as they stand;
(c) betweeo the manner in which response to test ions is so bs made (aml.
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written, manipulative, etc.) and a subject's abilities along these lines; (d) be-

tween the demands of unstructured tests, such as projective techniquei, and

a subject's ability to meet them; and (e) between a subject's ability to take a

test after suitable modifications have been made and the feasibility of mak-
ing modifications without harm to the test. Relevant details about a subject's
contributions to these matches are found in the case history, which should be

reviewed before test sekction. References to test resources and descrip-

tions of tests can be found in psychological test catalogues and in the Buros

Mental Measurement Yearbooks and other Buros publications and reviews.
Adapting the tests. Where modifications in promising tests are required

for deaf subjects, they need to be carefully worked out beforehand, and ob-

jective modifications need to be prepared for three eventualitiessimplified
verbal language, signs, and pantoniimethe form to be used depending
upon which is most comprehensible to a particular individual. Where, such
modifications in language are so worked out, it is entirely possible to
maintain the intent and objectivity of the original test. The most risky and
difficult modificatams involve simplifying concepts expressed in test items

and questions that are beyond the experiences or grasp of a subject. An ex-
ample taken frorn the WISC is: "Why is it generally better to give money to

an organized charily than to a street beggar?" (Wechsler, 1949, p. 63). Al-
though items on the MSC Verbal Scale can be tried experimentally with
deaf children, this example shows why the Performance Scale of the WI ISC

is preferred for 1.Q. purposes. Betore using modified tests with deaf sub-

jects, it has been my practice to taINthe tests myself, with a colleague act-
ing as examiner, in order to asSess the conceptual and communicative
modifications, their objectivity, and comprehensibility. Whatever improve-

ments seem called for are made, and then the test is tried out with sample
deaf subjects with an eye to further improvement, and rechecked with other
samples after these improvements have been made.

Pretest Preparations
The test environnieni. Test rooms should be neutrally cheerful and simply

but comfortably furnished. Nothing' should suggest a doctor's-office, nor
should the examiner wear a lab coat. Even witlkolder deaf children, these

may arouse unhappy memories of.early diagnostic experiences, and inhibit

performance With very young children newly emerging from diagnostic

travails, reminders of doctors Commonly arouse fear. Room furnishings

should include chairs and tables for testing young and older children. For

times when parents must be present during testing, a good supply of popular

magazines should be available for browsing. Test materials should be neatly

arranged, convenient tp hand for the examiner but not distractingly visible to
the subject; and closed cupboards or files should contain other potentially
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distracting materials such as office supplies, other tests, and toys. The ex-
aminer must keep in mind that deaf children are visual beings; hence visible
distractions should be !educed to a minimum. This includes the surface of
the test table, which should be free of all materials (test manuals, stop
watches, etc.) except those involved in a test task. Stop watches can be par--
ticularly 'distracting to young children and anxiety-provoking to older ones. I
have found it convenient to hang the stop watch around my neck on a string
that is long enough to center the watch below the tabletop. The child knows
it is there, of course, but the watch loses its impact by being)ess visible and
at the same time leaves the examiner's hands free to attend to other nutters.

ExaMiner preparation. Over and above technical competence and the
special competencies required of examiners to the deaf, examiners of very
young children need to be familiar with the basic facts of child development.
Such children are not simplified adults. There are still developmental
changes taking place before experiential stability is reached; and children of
different developmental levels and experiences may perceive the same test
task in quite different ways. Along these lines, research suggests that chil-
dren even see pictures differently from adults, and that children who have
had little experience with pictures perform relatively poorly on tasks involv-
ing pictorial representation (Gibson and Glum, 1960, p. 361).

It is highly important, therefore, that examiners of young deaf children be
able to see test items through the eyes and experiences of the child. For ex-
ample, does a given manipulative .task fit the child's previous experiences
with'. manipulative -play materials or is this a first exposure? "First ex-
posure" children may be seriously penalized in teat performance as com-
pared with experienced children of the same age and mental level. Child-ex-
aminers must also be able to perceive and interpret minute behavioral clues,
and adapt their Own behaviors and procedures to what die clues reveal. All
these efforts serve-to establish empathetic insights and rapport in order to
evoke best performance from the child and sound interpretthons from the
examiner.

Finally, at whatever chronological level is being tested, examiners must
erner,the test situation fully familiar with the tests and fully skilled in the
dextrous manipulation of test materials. Nothing is more boring to a subject

any age, especially a deaf subject, than to have to sit and wait while the
examiner is reading up on test instructions, scribbling notes, or ,fumbling
about with test materials. This is the' surest way to blunt interest and dull
response. Examiners must keep pace with a subject's performance.

Preparing the subject. No subject, even if previously tested, should be
plunged imp psychological test withotit some introductory explanation by a
responsible person. With very young children who are not yet test-wise,
preparation is smocithly handled where the child is already attending a
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school in which the examiner is a staff member and makes routine claSsroom

rounds for observation purposes In such situations, most young children
enjoy a break in class routines and happily accompany this familiar,
nonthreatening figure to the room where special games are played.

When both examiner and situation are entirely unfamiliar to a young
child, special care Chum be taken on a .first encouriter not to overpower the
child with enthusiastic greetings, especially a timid or mistrustful child. Pre.

sumably the intake history whictL the examiner has read beforehand de-

scribes the communicative patterns used by the child, and a smiling

"Hello" is addressed to the child in its accustomed communicative mode, or

if this is unknown, simply a warm and friendly spoken "Hello." Also,
some nontest toys arc temptingly displayed to capture the child's interest and

convey the message that this is a play situation. If the child shows signs of
anxiety unless the mother is present, then she is permitted 10 stay, but t clued

olf to one side of and %lightly behind the child "so the child can see her out of

the comer of an eye without having to get up and look around to make sure

she is still there.
Preschoolers and young school.agers arc led into formal testing by way of

a brief preliminary period of play with the examiner, using nontest toys
Formal testing begins when the child'is ready for more games. In the event a

child refuses to respond to these overtures, testing is not forced. The child is

smilingly dismissed with a cheerful "Good-bye," and arrangements arc
made for a return visit which is usually successful .Exceptions to this proce

dure are certain children with bizari4 behaviors who cannot be "prepared-

in the usual ways but who can nevertheless he tested, albeit through unorth-

odox approaches, as illustrated in later discussion
With older deaf children, who are already test-wise in most instances,

preparation can simply take the forin of a friendly greeting and an explana-

tion in the subject's preferred communicative mode that the test procedure is

a way of hnding out about a person's interests and goals as a means of .help

mg to plan fok the future and manage current problems When questions are

asked by the subject, they should be answered hy the examiner as sincerely

but as briefly as possible, since the test sesrn must not be permitted to turn

into an interview unless it becomes obvibus that the subject's, needs so

require In this case, testing is rescheduled for another time

Influencing Variables
Although many potential variables in testing arc controlled through stan-

dardization and pretest preparation, examiners must be prepared for others

that are still likely to ariVe, such as test anxiety, motivation, physical or
emotional condition at the time of testing, misleading directions, and the

subject's prgious exposures to the same test. Where such variables threaten
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test performance, testing should be postponed and special preputions taken
to control the offending variables before subsequent testing.

Examiners, too, can be offending variables. geing human, they have per-
sonal prefetences and competencies which do not necessarily fit every sub-
ject, hence influence test performance. It would be too much, for example,
to expect every examiner to be equally competent at all chronological levels,
with all types of subjects, and all types of tests. Many have their favored
pool of tests from which they are unfortunately loath to depart even for a
special situation or subject. Most have age-range preferences. And numbers
of examiners franklyadmit an inability to work with certain types of disable-
ments and certain kinds of subjects. Citildren aresensitive to such examiner
dispositions, and deaf children especially so. Examiners therefore need to
face up .to their own preferences and limitations and, when they feel ill at
ease or out of their depth, to take whatever correc e mea res are possible
in their particular situation lest they too beco a confou ng variable.

A Note on Cited Teets
Thc sampling of tests mentioned in the next sections Inc es some that are

often used by examiners of deaf subjects. some seldom used, and tome that
warrant further trial. The lists serve an informative rather than a "recom-
mendation" function. Recommendations on the basis ,of tests alone are al-
most impossible to make because of the many cautions and criteria involved
in conscientious test selection., adaptation, and administration. Whether a
test is "good"-or not for a deaf subject depends largely on how well these
criteria have, been established and observed. Even a good test can become a
poor instrument when badly matched to a given subject, or poorly adapted,
or poorly administered. .

Further, in the course of time, test revisions appear. While the changes
made are seldom radical, they nevertheless require buying new materials.
Where the unrevised version of a test is doing a. satisfactory job, examiners
must decide for themselves Whether this expense is warranted. However .
when a test not previously used needs to be ordered, it is wise go consult
curreni test catalogues to sec if a revision has been made and what the im-
provements are in the revised form.

To avoid confusion, the tests cited in the following sections are unrevised
versions unless otherwise noted. Examiners may refer to current psycho-
logical test catalogues and to the latest Buros Mental Measurements Year-
book for detailed.test information. To keep abreast of changes in the test
miirket, the rfader should ask to be placed on the mailing lists of major test

and distributors for their annual catalogues and announce-

Appendices I and J provide publisher and distributor information .
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for easy .aCcess to test manuals and Materials of those tests and develop-
mental scales cited in the sections on psychological testing.

Table 12.1 Mental Teets in Rank Order le IBUNI Respondents)

Mental Testing
Of central importance.during the school yeais are a deaf child's learning

potentials. Judgments in this area are often difficult to make, especially'
when a Child's befiavior is immature, scholastic attainment is retarded, envi-
ronmental interplay is lititited, and communiaitions are equally sci. There-
fore, a large share of responsibility talls on mentaf test information in est
timating learning ability. '
Mentà Tests Used with Deaf School-agers

Tabl 12.1 rank-lists mental testi used with deaf subjects (preschool
thr9ugh adolescence) as reported by two or more respondents in a-survey of

chological practices with the deaf (Levine, 1974). In addition to the
-standardized tests cited in Table 12.A there are several tests- stan-

dardizedn the deat", namely: the Nebraska Test of,Learning Aptitude for
Young De. f ildren (Hiskey, 1941); the Ontario School Ability Examina
tion (Amoss, 193 ); the Non- Verbalintelligence Testsifor Deaf-and Heating
Subjects (Snijders and Snijders-Oomen, 1959); and the Smith Nonverbal
Scale, now titled te Smith-Johnson Nonverbal Performance Scale (Sniith
and Johnson, 1978 ). Almost half of the respondents reported that their par-
ticulat test-selections were determined by the triad of ease of administration,
ease of _scoring, and recommendation by other testers. Advantages and

Wechsler scales..

dis-
advantages were expfessed about moit of the tests in use, ineludinpkthe pop-
ular

Descriptive Digests of Selected Mental Tests
The alphabetical listing that fdlows is an illustrative sampling of tests re-

ported in table 12.1, and annotated by age and test items.' All are capable
of administration in pantomime or signs.

Spocial
School Reguiar School Othi'w Amoy

I . Chicago Nonverbal Examination. A paper-and-pencil test for ages 8
years through adult. Tasks include: digit symbol; genus discriminatimi;
block counting in stacked constructions; part/whole discrimination; figure
matching; part/whole pictorial relationships; event sequence; progression
sequence; pictorial absurdities; pictorial part-to-whole relationships.

2. Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test. A paper-and-pencil "one-item"
tetit which is a revision and extension of the Goodenough Draw-a-Man
test for ages 3-15 yeasts; involves drawing a man and a woman.

3. Leiter International Performance: Scale. A performance-type test for
ages 2-181 years. Tasks are categorized as: concretisticsmatching of
specific relationships; symbolic transformationjudging relationships be-

a3
..

1"

Nam* ol Tat

Wechsler intelligence
Scale for Children
(WISC) Perfoimance
Leiter intelligence Tests

Wechsler Adult Intelli-
gence Scale (WM)
Performance
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.
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Intelligence Scale II
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tween two events; quantitative discriminations; spatial imagery; genus
matching; prowssion discriminations; immediate recall; speed.

Arthur Adapion of the Leiter International Performance Scale is a
restandardization of the scale on children aged 3-8 years, using portions
of the scale appropriate to this age range.

4. Merrill-Palmer Scale of' Mental Tests (Language Scale omitted). A
performance scale for ages 2-5 years. Tasks include such items as: cross-
ing feet; standing on one foot; throwing a ball; paper folding; drawing up
a string; cutting with scissors; matching colori; closing fist and mcoiing
thumb; copying a circle, a cross, a star; bqttons and buttonholes; pyramid
buildings; various formboards.

5. Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude for Vioung Deaf Chil-
dren. A performance scale standardized on hearing-impaired children for
ages 4-10 years, Tasks include: memory for colored objects; bead string-
ing patterns; pictorial associations; ilitock building; memory for digits;
drawing completions; piciorial completions; pictorial identifications; paper
folding; visual,attention span; puzzle blocks; and pictorial analogies.

6. Stujders and Snijders-Oomen Aronverbal Intelligence Tests for'
Deaf and Hearing Subjects. A performance scale Standardized on deaf
children for ages 3-15 years. Tasks are grouped according to: form; com-
bination; abstraction; and memory; and include mosaic degigns, block
design, copying, drawing completion, puzzles, halved pictures, cone-
sponding pictures, picture'completion, series continuation, picture analo-

N)
eh gies, figure analogies, sorting shapes, sorting cards, picture memory,

knox cube.
7. Porteus Mazes; .A "single-item", type of paper-and-pencil test in

which mazes of increasing difficulty (Vineland revision, Porteus Maze
Extension, and Porteus Maze Supplement) are arranged for ages 3 years
through adult.

8. Raven Progressive Matrices. A design fill-in test for ages'5 years
through adult. The task involves selecting a particular piece, from several
exposed pieces, that will complete a given design or "matrix" from

which the pan had been removed. Design themes are: continuous patterns;
analogies between pairs of figures; progressive alteration of patterns; per-
mutations of figures; and resolution of figures into constituent parts Col-

ored Progressive Matrices sets were constructed in 1947 for children be-

tween 5 and 11 years.
9. Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI),

Performance portion. Standardized on nondeaf children aged 4-6 yeari.
Test items include: animal house .(a color matching/memory task); picture
completions; mazes; geometric designs; block designs.

10. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), Performance
portion. Standardized on nondeaf children aged 5-15 years. Test items
include:'digit symbol; picture completions; block designs; picture arrange-
ments; and object assemblies.

I I. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), Performance portion.
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Standardized on the nondeaf aged 16 years and over. Test items include:
digit symbol; picture completions; block designs; picture arrangements;
object assemblies.

Testing Guides and Practices
An underlying imperative in all psychological practice is mutually com-

prehensible communication between psychologist and subject. The font:M-
ing guides rest on an examiner's ability to engage in such communication
with deaf subjects.,

I. An important determinant of a subject's test performance lies in his or
her clear understanding of test directions. Otherwise poor test performance
may be due as much to a misunderstanding of directions as to mental inabil-
ity. It is.therefore essential that an examiner check understanding carefully
before proceeding with a test item. In this connection, it is interesting to ob-
serve the various ways in which.deaf children approach manipulative test
items, Some charge right in as soon as the test material is displayed, without
waiting for directions. These are generally the test-wise children. Others
have difficulty even with suitably adapted directions. In such instances, ex-
aminers can devise a few simple practice items if the test lacks sample.tasks.
It is important, however, that the practice items do not serve as guides to an-
swers. But it is even more important that a subject fully understand what he
is expected to do.

2. Testing should be managed so that the subject leaves with a feeling
that this has been an interesting, nonjudgmental experience which he would
not Mind repeating at some future time, as most likely will be the case.
Toward this end, testing begins with a task that is within the range of a sub-
ject's abilities (as indicated in history information), yet not so simple as to
be insulting. Testing should also end on a note of accomplishment, even if a
nontest item must be usedio achieve this.

3. Where possible, test items should be presented in line with a subject's
interests and abilities. Items that have less appeal should be carefully in-
terspersed ainong those that are more appealing; simpler items among those
presenting difficulties. In testing deaf subjects, especially with hearing-stan-

- dardized tests, it is more judicious to elicit best performance in this way than
to rigidly adhere to a prescribed sequence in the face of a subject's resis-
tance or distress.

4. Examiners should guard against taking advantage of a child's wish to
please by urging him on beyond the limits of tolerance. When a child is
pushed too far, test performance is determined more by adversely i uenc-
ing variables outside the test frame than by the test itself. Testing shkild be
discontinued when it is apparent that the subject can no longer put
best efforts.

S.4
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5s An examiner's behavior and facial expression should be under wise
control when testing deaf subjects. Children, in particular, loOk to an ex-
aminer's fate for evidence of appraisal and are extraordinarily sensitive to
even minute cluesa raised eyebrow, a slight frown, the twitch of a lip.
The examiner's expression should at all times be pleasantly encouraging and
nonjudgmental. Also to be avoided is extravagant' praise for a good re-
sponse, because when no praise is forthcoming for .a poor one, the child
feels let down and discouraged. Instead, the child should be made to feel
that it is the effort that counts. Failure is acknowledged by "That was a hard
one, but you tried! ,Now let's try another one." Success is quietly bnjoyed
by both..As the child comes to perceive this nonjudgmental attitude, he will
cease to fasten his attention on the examiner's face, and will concentrate in-
stead on the tasks before him and on his own critical faculties.

6. In testing deaf (as well as hearing) children, examiners should not be
111 so eager to record test responses thalother equally revelatory behaviors are

ignored. These are reviewed later, in the iection on Observation.
7 With deviant and disturbed children, unusual flexibility and patience

are required to adapt test procedures to the subject's motor compulsions,
psychological obsessions, and easy distractibility. Orthodox procedures are
replaced by those demanded by the child's behavier-iiid'preferences. If, for
example, the child insists on sitting on the examiner's lap, testing is con-

...*
ducted in this way. If the child prefers the 1109101 some other testing locale,
then testing is conducted there. Two of my deviant subjects, aged 6 and 7
years, exhibited an autistic pattern that has been likened to a visual agnosia
for hurnans. In one instance, I sat on the floor, completely immobile, for
about half an hour, trying to simulate a piece of furnitung before the child
approached and permitted sporadic contact. However, no test contact could
be established, and testing had to be abandoned. In the other case, a supply
of balloons had to We on hand and the child's father had to hover over the
child with a demanding expression on his face before the child would per-
form: and then he would do so only if permitted a break between test items
to blow up and play with the balloons. Testing was 'completed in this case,
with an above;average I.Q. In neither instance did the child seem aware of

the examiner as a person. Other types of deviant behaviors and obsessions
demand relevant adaptations. Cbmpleting any test-item under such condi-
tions leaves an examiner possibly exhausted but with a real sense of ac-
complishment.

8. When an examiner requires the assistance of an interpreter, that person
should be carefully selected and coached. Details are reviewed in a later sec-
lion on luterview.

9. To can't out these practices with deaf subjects, I find that test adminis-
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hation is best conducted individually even though the test used is a group

sPst.

Hearing-standardized Mental Tests and tha Deal:
Problems Jand Managamant

A glance table 12.1 shows that the intelligence tests most favornd
for deaf children and youth are performance and nonverbal types Of Sits,
most of which have been standardized on waded populatimts, Over and
above the eJairness" of using hearing-standardized-mental tests with .deaf
subjects, there are other issues worthy of deliberation. A number'are briedy
summarized hae.

Performance scales. There is a general assumptiar among examinerkthat
the "fairness" issue of using hearing-standardized 4051* with ,the deaf is
eliminated by using performance or nonverbal types of mental tests. This is
a mistaken notion. Even the cu .,1ntre-fair, paper-and-pencil types .of mental
IestS rest on cultural backgrounds and experiential vwiables; and so do per-
formance tests. For example, Wochslei (1944) found that a lest esseetitilisly
culture-fnir as Digit-Symbol, could not be used with illiterates because they
lack experience in the use of penal and paper. Noted miler was the poor
performance on pictorial tests .on the part of ohildren 'with little or no ex-
posure to pictures. The same principle of background and cultural experi-
ences applies to all tests including petfopnance scales, and may account for
the freauent comments from users of the culturally loaded Wechslee chil-
dren's performance scales that the tests underrate deaf children. Therefore,
in using hearing-standardized performance tests as first-tests with very
young deaf children, examiners must keep in mind the possibility that they
are testing the child's preparatory experiences u much u, or pouibly
inorrthan, mental ability. In consequence, firit 1.Q.1*should be regarded u
tentative findings subject to verification by later testing.

Another point brought out by the Wechsler performance scales is the Prac-
tice of using portions of a full scale for arriving at a definitive I.Q. The
Wechsler performance scale I.Q.'s are the most widespread example of the
practice with deaf subjects. But as Wechsler himself :marked, when an,
abbreviated form of the Full Scale must be used, "the simplest and *est
procedure is to use the Verbal part of the examination alone, and rate the
subject on the basis of the I.Q. 's furnished for this part of the scale"
(Wechsler, 1944, p. 145). Since this recommendation is not feasible in test-
ing deaf children (or adults), an alternative recommendation is to useilkbat-
tery of tests and not .rnktf on a single pation of a heariag-steadardized full
scale u the sole Mdex of mental ability.

Test instructions. Another problem in using hearing-standardized pedbr-
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mance scales with deaf children is the tack of standardized directions for
deaf subjects. This means that each'examiner of a deaf child is fiee to devise
his own. The varying strategies used can lead to con --variations in
response on tests given so the same child at different times different ex-
aminers, as well as to-difficulties in. securing cornpirable from child to
child. Steven Rey (1978) sought to cOwueract these problems* developing
a manual of test directions for the administration to deatchildren of the
revised Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-R):

-,

Assessing validity. The question that haunts all examinert of the, deaf is
whether hearing-standardized mental tests measure with deaf ,subjects, what
they purport to measure with the hearing. One source of informition iS con-
current validity. This is commonly assessed ti estimating the corre-
spondence between a test's scores and those of a dependable established
test. And here examiners of the deaf find themselves faced 'with a rurther.
problem: Which of the mental tests used with the deaf Cin be considered a
"dependable established test"? For lack of a definitive answer, the follow-
ing outside criteria are used as common-sense concurrent validity guides by
those who *know" prelinguistically deaf children.

I. An arithmetic achievement level Of 4th to Sth grade in older school-
agers suggest; above-average mental capacity.

2. A reading achievement level of 4th 'to 3th -grade in older school-
agers suggests at least average mental capacity.

3. Fairly fluent verbal expre4ive language suggests better than average
mental capacity. .

4. A prelinguistically deaf school-ager who is.able to compete success-
fully with heanng peers in full mainstream programs demonstrates at least

,,..,- above-average and generally superior menial capacity.
5. Exceptional' altertness on the part of a school-ager or pregchooler in

grasping thoughts, ideas, and directions, and in Creative projects suggests
ai least above-average mental capacity.

6. Recognized leadership in recreational and other pursuits suggests
above-average mental capacity.

,
These and other real-life criteria can help in assessing the validity for,a deaf
subject of hearing-standardized mental test scores. Where marked di-
vergence between criteria and scores is found in favor of real-life perfor-
mance, the fault generally lies with the test or in.the manner of testing, and
further inquiry is in order. It must be emphasized that the converse of these
concurrent validity guides cannot be assumed to indicate mental deficits.
There are many deaf children who do not measure up to these outside cri-
teria despite average or better mental endowment. It is the examiner's re-
sponsibility to identify the retarding factors.

interpreting .test results. Interpreting 'scores earned- on mental tests
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requires a clear understanding by the examiner of which mensal behaviors
the test constructor believes to be elicited by which tes therm. Also requited
is knowledge of the consonance between a subject's experiential backgrouad
and that of the standardization group of the particular test, and the teet-
manifeited expreseion of deviations between the two. In the case
of deaf subjects, these factors are essential components of the intertirsting
pmcess.

Test items indicate which components of intelligence are being probed.
For example, in the Wechskr Preschool and Primary Scale of Imelligence
(WPPSI), the Animal House test item is considered by the test nonstructor to
be essentially a measure of a subject's learning ability involving memory,
attention span, goaLawareness, and the ability to concentrate (Wechsler..
1963, p. 11); while the Geometric Design task is a measure primarily of per-
ceptual and visual-motor organization (1963, p. I I). At the adult level,
Wechsler (1944) considers the Similarities test item to be a measure of logi,
cal thinking; Picture Arrangement, a measure of ability so comprehend and
size up a total situation; Picture Completion, a measure of ability to differen-

. hate essential from nonessential; and Block Design, a measure of synthetic
and analytic abilities. Other 'mental behaviors evokedt test items include:
reasoning; ability to see relationehips -end make associations; abstractive
ability; judgment; learning ability; mental alertness; and comprehension. The ,

kinds of test items commonly used by test constructors to evoke mental
responsi are: analogies; memory, for various 'verbal or, nonverbal items:
missing pans:. symbol matching; similarities and differences; copying di-
rectly and from memory; arithmetic problems and reasoning; vocabulary:
sentence completion; and problem solving. it cannot be emphasized strongly
enough that interpreting test results is MX made by quoting test Worts bUi
by evaluating the mental behaviors for which the particular test items and
scores stand.

Where test manuals are not clear about which types of mental activity the
various test items are intended to evoke (as is often the case), the ekaminer
must take the tinie to think this out, possibly with the help of one or another
of the many publications on test interpretation which are appearing in -the
test market. When these publications are used ari aids, there is no objection
to their use; but when they are used blindly in cookbook fashion, the ex-
aminer simply blunts his own professional sensitivities.

Finally, in using hearing-standardized tests with deaf subjects, it is imper-,
atiye not only that test items be matched to the subject for purposes of exam-
ination but that test responses be matched to the subject's background ct ex-
periences for purposes of* interpretation. The greater the experiential gap
between a subject's background and that of die test's standardization group,
the greater die likelihood of seemingly off-beat responses which may in ac-
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tuality be quite in line with the subject's background and experiential view-
point. It is of course not possible to arrive at exact quantitative estimates of
the difference from "hearing" expectations that deafness may impose on
test responses. It takes considerable experience even to arrive at a good
guesstimate. But after years of psychological practice, perceptive examiners
of deaf subjects are able to come up with remarkably astute estimates and in-
terpretations of a deaf subject's mental resources.that are often closer to the
mark than the test scores themselves.

Special considerations in test .selection. In selecting a mental test for a
deaf subject of any age, the aim is for as broad a sampling of mental behav-
iors as possible, and this requires a -correspondingly broad yariety of test
items It is a rare hearing-standardized test that meets this requirement when
used with deaf children. One-itern type tests when used alone certainly do
not, neither do portions of tests; and eyen generously itemized hearing-stan-
dardized 'tests become considerably less so when items are omitted that do
not 'lit" deaf subjects.

One way of getting broader mental coverage is to take advantage of the
fact that several mental tests are available that have been standardized on

deaf school-agers Examiners can use these tests or items drawn froM them
to greater advantage than has been the case thus far. Of special merit is the
Sniiders-Snoders-Oomen Non-verbal Intelligence Tem for Deaf and Hear.
Eng Subjects, which covers an age span of 3-15 years and has separate
norms for dear and for hearing populations. There are also the Hiskey-
Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude for Young Deaf Children for a narrower
chronological range, "and the Smith-Johnson Non-Verbal Peiformance Scale
for 2-4-year-olds. In each of these tests, the items were selected with deaf
subjects in mind, as were the other standardization details.

When, in using such deal-standardized mental tests, the need arises for
obtaining fuller mental or chronological coverage, the test-battery approach
is used, that is. a group of tests is administered, of different types (perfor-
mance. paper-and pencil, single-item) but all centering on intelligence. The
examiner will probably have to dip into the pool of hearing-standardized
tests for this purpose. owing to the scarcity of tests standardized on the deaf.
There is even a place for verbal items and scales with certain deaf pupils,
notably the Verbal as well as the Performance portions of the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale (WA1S) with deal youth, as discussed in ihe next
chapter. and the use of verbal tests with deaf pupils being evaluated foi abil.
ity to succeed in full mainstream programs. When verbal test-items are used,
they are administered in the subject's favored corninunicative mode.

As a rule, the battery approach is used with cases reggiring detailed
clinical inquiry; and interpreting the results of the mix of mental tests in-
volved demands exceptional clinical judgment and insights on an examiner's
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part as well as sufficient time for testing, analyzing, and reporting. In ordi-
nary practice, where examiners are under time and productivity pressures,
there is an understandable temptation to choose tests for ease of administra-
tion and scoring, and to aim for a recordable I.Q. But even in (such situa-
tions, an item-by-item interpretation needs to be made (and reported) in
terms of the mental behaviors for which the scores and items stand; and this
net only to supply a realistic picture of a mind at work but also to indicate
which areas of mental operation are in special need of remedial attention.

Personality Testing

In the conceptual frame of psychological testing, "personality" is con-
ceived' as ennsisting of traits belonging to the emotional, motivational, atti-
tudinal, ind interest make-up of an individual, as distinct from those in-
volved in mental and cognitive abilitiei; and personality tests, as instruments
for exposing and measuring various nonintellectual aspects of behavior (as
though this dichotomy were possible, to paraphrase Heim (19701). Psycho-
logical test publiihers offer several hundred personality instruments, many
of which are controversial in both design and standardization (Buros, 1970).

Personality Tests Used with Deal School-agers

Table 12.2 rank-lists psychological instruments reportea as used in per-
sonality testing with deaf subjects by two or more respondents to a survey of
psychological practices with the deaf (Levine, 1974). All the cited tests were
designed for nondeaf subjects.

They may be classified into several types.
1. Projective techniques. Such instruments present a subject with a rela-

tively unstructured and seemingly nonjudgmental task, in order to permit
him.to structure his response in accordance with the dictates of his own
characteristic psychologicaffatterns, and reactions. Projective testi'included
in Table 12.2' ate: Mathover's Draw-a-Person Test (Machover, 1949);
House-Tree-Person Projective Technique (Built, 1966); Thematic Appercep-
tion Test (Murray,1943); Rorschach Technique (Rorschach, 1942); Rotter
Incomplete Sentences Blank (Rotter and Rafferty, 1950); Children's Apper-
ception Test (Bellak, 1954); Make-a-Picture ,§tory (Shneidman,. 1947); and
Symonds Picture-Story Test (Symonds, 1948).

Although the Bender-Qestalt is often classified and used as a projective
personality test, its claim to this classification is questionable. As described
by Bender, it "is a paper-and-pencil test in which configurations, originally
used by Max Wertheimer for research in visual gestalt psychology, are pre-
sented to the individual for cofiying" (1938, p. I I). Since the test task is
one of copying, it Rermits little if any,free.personality projection. Bender
considers the test a "clinical test" whose value lies in detectingdisturbances
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Tate tfi.fi Remittent/ions In Rank Order in- RN Respondents)

SPootol
School Olttiv. Agency

Hamm ot Yost h Ili I II II I
SendemOesalit 24' 19 43 ,29 I 2 37 1 3 3 7 17
Draw a Person (Mecham.) 10 IS 29 TS 3 2 22 0 1 1 2 *50
Houswiree.Pemon 1513 12 3 2 1/ I 2 1 9 31
Themello Apperception
Test (TAT) 1512 2 0 13.0 2 2 4 19
Rorschach Teat 5 5 10 1 0 0 1 S 2 0 19
Vineland Social Maturity
Scale 531 2 0 0 2 0 3 31 18
Motet; Incompiste
S e n t e n c e s 5 4 9 3 0 1 4 0 1 0 1 14
Children's Apprecepeon
Tem (CAT) 2 0 2 1 0 2 3 1 1 0 2 7
Make a Picami Story 421 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 7
Minnesota Mulaphasic 4
i n v e n t o r y (AIMPI) 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4
Sixteen Personaiity
Factor Questionnaire 2 0 2 0 0 0 0- '0 0 1 3
Symonds Picture Story
Test 0 i .1 k.ro 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

souNce Draten fromLavine (11174).

in the perception of gestalt relationshfps that are associated will) organic
brain defects, retardation, regression, and persoitality ..ociated
with regression. The great popularity of the Bender-Gestalt as apersonality
test has been attributed to ease and speed of administration. The test serves
its clinicel function well; but it was not devised to perform personality
description in die usual sense of the "personality" concept and is best used
in a battery as a diagnostic inStrumeni.

2. Personality Inventories. These instruments present a subject with a liSt
of questions or statements involving personality traits, emotional reactions,
interpersonal attitudes and habits, and other behavior styles, to which the
subject is expected to give an honest answer on the basis of his own behav-
ioral patterns, preferences,.and habits. Two such personality inventories are
included in table 12.2: the Minnesota MUltiphasic Personality Inventory
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(MMPI) (Hathaway and McKinley, 1951), and-the Sixseen Personality 'Fac-
UN Questionnaire (16 PF) (Cattelt and Eber. 1956-1957).
. 3. "Maturity" Inventories. Such instruments, also of the quadionsaire

type, are mid to assess a subject's level of maturity in various life Rees.
The Vineland Social Maturity Scale (Doll, 1947). eited'in table 12.2, is one
suCh inventory. It is designed to assesi an indiVidual's ability to take dare.of
his own practical needs and assume related resnonsibilides.

There is a clear need for much brooder information about'deaf school,
ago's' preparatiqn for life and level of Mtn* than has been available thus
far. Examiners should acquaint themselves with dx).contents of such inven-
tories, most of which are cited in psychological test catalogues. Where the
inventories cannot be used as they stand with deaf school-agers. they cen be
used as interview guides and also as guides in the design of school life-ad-
justment curricula.

Descriptive Digests of Seleatid Personality
The following digests of selected tests from table 12.2 may assist the

reader in gauging the suitability of these tests for deaf subjects (the stated
age ranges are for nondeaf subjects) and also to consider which.ones lend
themselves to administration and response in signs or pantomime.

, I . Marrhover Draw-a-Person Test(also calledMachover Figure Draw-
ing). Used with ages 2 years and over. Test directieni are "to draw a per-
son," and, on cOmpletion of the first drawing, to draw a person of the op-
posite sex. Afterward, inquiry elicits various items of infamation about
the persons drawn..

2. House-Tree-Person Projective Technique (H-T-P). Used With ages 3
years and over. Test directions are to draw a "house," and are repeated
for "tree" and "lierson." Then an extensive inquiry is conducted through
a series ci standardized.questions to elicit associations about the subject's
home and home life ("house"), life satisfactions and environment
("tree"), and interpersonal ielations ("person '

3. Thematic Apperception Teat (TAT). Used with ages 4 years and
over. The TAT material consisy of 31 cards containing .vaguely provoc-
alive pictures in black and white plus one blank card. The subject's task is
to tell a story about each picture. For the blank card, the subject it esked
to do the same for an imaginary picture. Interpretation is based on the indi-
vidual's needs as exposed by the stories.

4. Rorschach Technique. Used with ages 3 years and over. Test mate-
rial consists of 10 differently shaped but bilaterally symmetric inkblots,
each printed on its own card; 5 are in shades of black and gray, 2 have
added touches of red, and 3 are in various pastel colots.,The subject is
asked to tell what the blots remind him of. Responses are recorded verba-
tim along with various response-timings, the way the cards are held, and
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numerous other behavioral occurrences. Substantial inquiry is conducted
after initial responses so the 10 blots are ;lade. Classic interpretation is
based on complex scoring procedures and involves ratios and totals rathor
than single responses; the outcome is an integrated picture of total person-
ality.

5. The !totter Mcomplete Sentetwes Blank. Used with adolescents and
adults. The first word or words of a sentence are given, and the subject is
asked to complete it in a way that expresses his feelings. Arr overall ad-
justment score is derived through the test's scoring procedures. This and
other sentence-completion tests are' valuable for screeniqg purposes and as
interview guides.

6. Mir a Picture Story (MAPS). Used with ages 6 years and over.
Test materials consist of 22 pictorial backgrounds (living room,' bedroom,
bathroom, Vchoolroorn. etc.),and 67 die-cut figures (male, female, adults,
children, minority-group figures, figures with blank faces, nudes, etc.),
all held upright by insertion in a wooden base. The examiner places a
background before the subject and asks him Ki choose any figures he
wishes to add to the scene and then to make up a story abOut it. Both
scoring and interpretation are complicated procedures, and *failed ex-
amples Of test interpretation are given in various publications edited by
the test constructor. .

7. Minnesota Multiphask Personality Inventory (MMPI). Used with
ages 16 years and over. The inventory is composed of over 500 state-
ments which the subject is asked to classify as true, false, or cannot say.
The range of inquiry is extremely wide. covering numbers of psychopathic
conditions as well as other areas of behavior and preference. The inven-
tory statements require a rather high literacy and concept level that cannot
easily be transpOsed to signs. The main value of the Inventory is in dif-
ferential diagnosis; this is facilitated by computerized scoring and com-
outer printouts of diagnostic and interpretive statements descriptive of the
subject's personality.

The Children's Apperception Test (CAT) and the Stymonds Picture-
Story Test are adaptations of the Thematic Apperception Test, with the
CAT using drawings of animals in child-centered human situations; and

\the Symonds Test, drawings depicting situations of concern to adoles-

A number of other Oersonahtjt tests used in research with the deaf are de-
scribed in chapter 7 The Missouri Children' s Picture Series, the Hand Test,
and the impulse, Ego, Superego VEN Test, in. particular, warrant broader
trials.

Projective Techniques and the Deal:
Spacial Considerations

As can be seen in table 12.2, the pmniffiy tests most preferred for use
with deaf school-agers are the projective techniques. By and laige, the basic
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principles outlined in the section on General Testing Guides also pertain to
projective testing. A number of additional considerations are summeriaed in
this sectiott.

Faosible testintage. The ''ussible age naps" nised in the projecdve mit
digaits do not apply to deaf subjects. With the deaf, the mle of thumb far
projective testing favors the 'age,mage in which response and inquiry we
least haripere& by lack of expressive Waxman*, whedw Wicket neap. The
safest age-rangi for such mpressive dutpur is in the erielesosst pars and
beyond.. There are exceptions, of couns. Bunion are therefore adVised so

, language-scan given subject before proceedien tritest, preferably Ora*. a
preliminary set-acquainted iileview rather thae tinted* achievers's* Ise
since a reading score wilt not disclose a subject's "plosive facility is the
language of sips, which may well suffice for peojective test purposes. Oar.
tain projective tests are Used with very young dent athirst% as elleceses4
shortly, but in a less.structural mailer than required by onmentional lest*.

"Movie reefing: For proper use, projective ,illesiques worth their in-
formational salt require special preparation or trainies (Anstesi.
This involves a considerable expendllers of an examiner's time and effort.
To the time and effort so inquired AN added the timeand effort Seim ep by
careful testing, "Ming, affid interpret*. Projecdve tins can be Inkier eon.,
sumers of time. As a result, shortcuts are othen used. The moit onentort
especially with deaf subjects, are to* dowi sr emit *nig in tess Whets
it is required, and to bypass scoring by response-scaaning. la the heeds of
less than expert projective testers, these shortcuts rob a telt of he psycho-
logical teetb, and leave a timer with little lion Ail biased personality

(fragments. What emerges is a lopsided persosality prollje, nenically skewed
toward deficits. The situation argues against the use of complex prOjertive
tests by examiners who, by unskilled ghettoising. 1110011111. their 011(
subjects.

.

"Matching" projective tests to subjects. After-pion Iff exposure to highly
structured school environments and routines, :twists of deaf youths; and,
adults as well, find it hard to handle the loosely unsoiled items of projec-
tive tasks. Some arc immobilized by Rorschach inkblots. Others are irthi-
bited by sentence completion because they feel their language is not good
enough or they experience difficulty in introspedive thinking:Some protest
a lack of artistic skill when faced with projective diaWing tasks; mid other,
find apperceptive story-telling beyond their imaginative faculties. But what-
ever the situation, in projective testing Is in mental *sting, an effort should
be made to "match" test to subject.

One way.of doing this is to include in the pretest get-acquainted interview
such questions as: "Have yrits seen a good movie lately? Can you lell me the
story?" (apperceptive tuft possibilities); "Do you like to look at a cloud in

111&
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.tbe skit and imagine-What it looks liker (Rorschach possibilities); "Do kou
like to draw?" (drawing test ritissibilities).- Answers may provide leads, and
*gain they may not. But, ape 'such pretest approach should be tried, for it is
almiys possible ,that inhibited test-response is due as much to the type of
projectiye test used, as to the subject's personality.

4 Another inhibiting factor oCcasionally arises when the subject is assured,
that "there are no wrong or right answers; anything you say is tight." Deaf
subjects know they are being tested; and there must be "wrongs' and
'rights," or else what's the point in testing? When a deaf subject's facial or

'other expression protests doubts about the "no wrong and no right" for-
mula, an examiner can offer as evidence: "Many questions have no wrong
or right answers. I will tell you some: What color do you like best? Do you
like to go to a party? Do you have brothers and sikters?" and so on. On
answering suclt questions, the subject comes to realize that there are indeed
situations in which answers cannot be considered right or wrong, that they
simply reflect fact or personal views and feelings. With this realization
comes a lessening of constraints as welt as a feel for the nature 6f projective

response.
Although ah inhibited response pattern (even with a matched test) in itself

discloses certain personality traits, it is important to know the rest of the per-
sonality picture, the part hiding behind the response-inhibiting defense. To-
ward this end, I apply generous praise, encouragement, and "tell me
mores" where it appears safe to chip awa9 at the defense. Since there are no
right or wrong answers in projective testing, in contrast to mental testing,
this pritiseitrocedure is justified by its purpose. 'However, the need for extra
encouragement is noted in recording apd reporting.

Childhood projective testing. Projedtive techniques customarily used with
young children take the form of doll-family sets and, play-kit tests that
include such articles as dolls representing children and adults of both sexes
and various age levels, household furnishings, outdoor objects, animals, and
other related materials. Some are interpreted through a scoring system, and
others inferentially. The assuinption in projective play is that a child projects
various personality traits and attitudes in its 'selection and arrangement of the
play materials into a kind of mini-story. Interpretation of what the child
projects is helped by the child's accompanying remarks or explanations con-
cerning such matters as whom the doll figures represent, what they are
doing, to whom and why, and by the child's emotional investments in the
scenarios.

When the techniques are used with young deaf children, examiners .need
té be alert for influencing variables, One is a yciung deaf child's customary
reaction to a display of toys and dolls by an examiner. Often., the child's
first thought is that this is a language lesson, and the child begins by naming
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the toys. Even after the examiner has managed to get *Voss the idea that the
toys are for playing and ,not for miming, the child's performance Iney be af-
fected by his ottiginal concept, and he maylavor toys that he knows by name,
or from teaching situations. Hence; examiners must enforce the "play" con-
cept even to partlpipatig to a limited extent in play until the child is able 6
play freely on his Own. Other influencing variableilnclude the tela&ely
limited range Of a Young deaf child's fife experiences on whiCh tO build
stories; the locale hi which play is conducted,'the examiner's*watehful gaze,
the ch'ild's mood ,sit the time, and affective experiencei innediately preced-
ing the play activity. A final problem in using toy and play techniques with
yOung deaf children is the communication difficulty of eliciting their explan-
atm remarks about the stories -they are putting together. -

In view of these many influencing factors, I am inclined tO use the play
technique as ti kind of interview situation rather thfin as it "testt" relying on
the remarkable pantomfinic abilities of most young deaf Children to tell their
stories for them, as illustrated in the later section on Inter:dew.

Selective Versus routine ase. Many problems argue against the use of
projective techniques for rotaine personality-testing with deaf, 411001-
populations. A more feasible procedure would be to cOnduct rOutine pet-
Sonality-screening by means of' a good behavior-rating instillment such as
the Meadow-Kendall Social.EmOtional Inventory for Deaf Students, devised
by Kathryn P. Meadow and standardized on a deaf pupil population. PrOjec-
tive techniques could thed be used selectively as diagnostic aids With those
pupils rated as emotionally disturbed. The projective instruments so Used
should be carefully chosen tests of established worth, and should be con-
Scientiously administered, scored, add interpreted.

Personality Sell-Report lnventodes and the Deal
With hearing populations, verhal self-report personality inventorieS are'

considered great time-savers. They can be self- as well as group-adminis-
tered, much as achievement tests. Scoring is, routinized and often compu-:
terized, as,in the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality inventary, and interpre-
tation follows well-defined lines. However, these advantages do not hold for
a deaf clientele.

Some of the weaknesses of verdhl personality inventories were noted in
chapter 7. Major deterrents to their use with deaf subjects are the time and
effort involved in the exhaustive task of rewording test language, screening

' and simplifying elusive concept, and letecting end discarding obviously in-
appropriate items. A case in point is an item from the Sixteen Personality
'Factor Questionnaire: "Do you think that most of us have so many faults
that unless people are charitable to one another life wouictlie intoferabler,'
Even if such statements could be successfully adapted to an average deaf in-
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dividual's understanding, wt are still left with the question. Of whether any
personality inventory that has undergone such 'drastic reconditioning could
Measure with the deaf what it Was constructed to measure with the hearing.

This is not to say that no deaf people are able to take such inventory tests.
Many exceptional deaf persons can do so But even at this level, how is a
deaf individual to answer such questions from the MMPI as: "My hearing is
apparently as 'good as that oe mosi people," or "My speech is the same as
always (not faster or slower, or slurring; no boarseness)'!? To answer truth-
fully would be to risk giving a "maladjusted" response simplif because it
would not coincide with that expected of an "adjusted" hearing person.

In my opinion, if verbal personality inventories are used with the deaf,
they are best used in an exploratory way and should be individually adminis-
tered and 'studied: Even the use of manual communication will not override
their suuctural inadequacies as clinical instruments with the deaf-it-large,
whether school,age ot adult.

Interpreting Personality Test Findings
Problems of interpreting the results hearing-standardized personality

tests when used with deaf subjects are I nded by current issues and
problems in personality testing per se. A numb r have been noted.in chapter
7. Detailed discussions can be found in current literature on the subject,
including the comprehensive surgmaries in the Annual Review of Ptychology
publications.

The best an eiaminer can do in preparation for a formal peksonality exam-
ination of a deaf subject is to know personality tests and testing, to know the
deaf, and tb 1Cnow how to communicate with deaf persons. Most impor-
tantly, examiners need to bear in mind that all personalities have their share
of strengths an4 weaknesses; there is no such thing as a perfect personality.
The presence of deviant test response, though perhaps of diagnostic impor-
tance, does not necessarily indicate a malfunctioning personality. Such re-
sponses may simply indicate a particular test's diagnostically structured
focus which,has picked up certain weaknesses in what is nevertheless an ef-
fectively functioning personality.. .

To know whether deviant responses are diagnostically significant 'requires
a global rather than a trait-oriented personality picture. But personality tests
seldom provide the global view. An examiner must therefore fill in the gaps
with information from the case history, observation, and interview. In this
way, a picture can be obtained that also includes personality stiengths. As-
sessing how well a given personality is likely to function requires balancing
the strengths against the weaknesses, with the final assessment the outcome
of the ratio between the two. My admiration for the Rorschach technique
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stems from this system of weighing and balancing in personality scoring andinterpretation.
Finally, whatever the test used, identifying, positive personality compo-

nents is generall)tmore important than stressing die negatives, as too often
happens. Not Only do the positives provide the impetus for managing every-
day affairs, they also serve as key supports in counseling and therapy. Theymust be identified in personality test protocols and intetpreiation, and in-
chided in reporting.. In view of the shaky position personality tests occupy
M use with the deaf,. such identification means that after a test protocol is
,scored and interpreted according so standardized procedure, it Must be reik
terpreted in accordance with the exkminer's judgment. of which responses,
while abnormal for hearing subjects, are nevertheless an line with a nee/
subject's ,background of fashimiing experiences. There are no eatablished
guides 'for this reinterpretation procedure. lt ii a tricky business and deiiends
almost entirely on an eiaminer's "knowing" the deaf. But it will indicate
roughly the proportion of deviant responses that are closely, related KC
exogenolis factors imposed by the deaf environment i Codostoous de-viations in personality.

Achievement Testing
Achievement tests are used in school settings to measune a mil's

proficiency in' school subjects, generally in terms of a grade score. T areavailable from primary through adult levels but are moat heavily used at the
intermediate level.. The principal measurement targets are language (word
knowledge, word discrimination, spelling, reading, language usage, etc.),and arithmetic (computational and problem-solving abilities). Social studies
and science are comnionly included for upper gride levels, and additional,
achievement-like tests or inventories for school-agers are available for such
special areas as social insight, health knowledge, and SC* knowledge: many

, more can be found in psychological test catalogues.

el of

Achievement Tests Used with Deaf School,egers
Table 12.3 .rank-lists 'achievement tests reported as used with dtaf

school-agers by respondents to a survey of psychological practices with thedeaf (Levine, 1974). All the tests listed were standardized on hearing popu-lations. They are briefly described in the following digests.
I. Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT). 1976 edition. An easily ad-ministered and rapidly scored time-saver that measures level of achieve-ment in the basic scholastic skills of reading, spelling, arid arithmetic inthe age range from 5 years through adult.

2. Stanford Achievement Test, 1973 tdition, and Metropolitan Achieve-.
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TOM 12.3 Achievement Teets In Rank Order in= 1N timpondenhs)
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mom: Drawn from Levine (1974).

ment Tests. 1978 edition. Two of the most comprehensive achievement
tests in the psychological market, the former for grades 1.5-9.9, and the
latter fdt grades kindergarten-12.9. They are probably the best formulated
andtest designed for both subject coverage and flexibility of usage.

3. California Achievement Tests. 1957 edition.-Concentrate mainly on
areas involving language, arithmetic, and reading, for grades 1-14.

4. Gates Reading Tests have been replaced by Gates-MacGinitie Read-
ing Tests. 1965 edition. They include new items and more timely matenal
for grades 1-12. The test manual provides for conversion of Gates-
MacGinitie scores to Gates Reading scores.

5. Gray Oral Reading Tests. 1963, 1967 editions. A series of standard-
ized individually administered reading paragraphs for grades l--12,.scored
for speed, accuracy, and comprehension.

Special mention should be given to several other tests used with deaf
children for achievement and achievernent-diagnostic purposes.

6. Test of Syntactic Abilities (Quigley et al., 1978). An ach ievement-
analytic test standardized for prelinguistically, profoundly deaf school-
agers aged 10-18 years.`qts target is syntactic structures, and the 20 sub'.
tests evaluate 9 basic structees and pinpoint specific deficiencies in each,
thus supplying valuable guides to teachers concerning remedial needs.

7 . Picture Story Language Test (Myldebust, 1965). Also an achieve-
ment-analytic test, but standardized on a representative sample of public-
school populations at selected age intervals within the" range of 7-17
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years. Its target is measurement and analysis of,written language-ability.
Test-samples of written language are secured by having a testee write a
story about a standard test-picture.

8. Stanford Achievement Test for Hearing Impaired Students (1972).
Adapted from the Stanford Achievement Test, this test provides special
procedures for testing five scholastit levels of hearing-impaired students,
beginning with the primary level.

9. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1939). Not an achieve-
ment test although it is usedas one by various workers with deaf children.
It is an untinied, hearing-standardized, individually administered in-
telligence test in which a sutiject is given a stimulus word and responds by
indicating which in a group of pictures best illustrates the word. With deaf
children, the test is generally used in assessing lipreading andkir word
knowledge, with the stimulus word signed when necessary.

Using Achievement Tests with Doal School-niers
The usual practice is (or standard-type achievement tesis to be group-Cid-

ministered by classroom teachers. When the tests are used with groups of
deaf pupils, a great deal of time can be spent in making sure that every pupil
clearly understands the instructions for each test. One ingenious teacher
devised s strategy that not only saved time but also assured comprehensiog
of instructions. First she screened the language of the test instructions arA
reduced it to shorter sentences and simpler forms. She then hand-printed the
simplified instructions on large sheets of heavy paper, one chart for each set
of instructions. Included on the charts were the matching sample tasks. As
each test wai administered, its corresponding instruction-phart was hung in a

*position clearly visible to all group members, and then teacher and group
read the instructions and performed the sample tasks together. Further clari-
fications were made as required for certain individuals in the groilp. Where
signing helped to clarify, it was used; and where additional sample tasks
were needed; the teacher had on hand a supply of samples she had devised,.
all of which were simplerthan the least difficult of the test.% samples, to
avoid a too-detailed preliminary practice. The procedure proved exception-
ally workable.

But even when test instructions are administered successfully, the ex-
aminer must'keep a watchful eye on pupils while they are taking the testi.
Some of the tricks used by deaf chibilren can be highly amusing. I observed
one youngster drawing outlines of ont of his hands on sheet after sheet of
paper when he should have been working on a cothputational test-item.
When questioned, he replied that this was to give him an extra supply of
fingers on which fcqount whente ran out of his own allotted 10. His face
registered wonder and surprise that his inquisitor lacked the wit to appreciate
the strategy.
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Not infrequently, notoriousli, poor readers come up with suspiciously ele-
vated readini-achievement siores. When they arc individually interview-
checked, it usually.turas out that the answers werearrived at through clever
guesswork or through close juxtaposition of key words rather than through
comnrehension. The mental agility involved in the operation is to be ad-
mired; but it leaves an examiner wondering what the reading levels of deaf
school-agers would be if the tests were individually administered and the
responses checked through interrogation instead of group-administered and
the responses blind-scored.

Special. Clittical Teats
With the steady increase in mentally competent school-agers who are cies%

sified as -learning disabled,- there is a corresponding emphasis on differen-
tial diagnosis. This is so because the label -learning disability- is com-
monly used as a catchall.for a wide variety of learning probleths which need
to be sorted out in the service of r4emedial planning.

Although research has not yet come up with a conclusive picture, defini-
iion, or treatment of learning disability (McCarthy and McCarthy, 1969), it
is generally accepted that cerebral dysfunction is an impartani etiological
factor. Leads to its presence may sometimes be elicited by special clinical
tests designed to probe visual-motor-perceptual manifestations of cerebral
dysfunction. One of the most widely used is the Bender Visual-Motor Ges-
talt Test. Examples of others are:

I. Demon Revised Visual Retention Test, 1974 edition. Probes percep-
tion of and memory for spatial relations for age 8 years through adult.
Thirty design cards art individually presented to a subject who is requite4
to reproduce each design immediately on its removal..

2. Frostig Developmental-Test of Visual Perception. A paper-and-pen-
cil test for assessing five areas of visual perception in the age range 3-9
years: eye-motor coordination; figure-ground; constancy of shape; posi-
tion in space; and spatial relations.

3. Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale: Tests unilateral and
bilateral motor abilities at ages 6-14 years:- Test items involve a wide va-
riety of motor skills, such as eye-hand coordination, finger dexterity, and
gross activity of hands, arms, legs, and trunk.

When tests such as these ai-e 'used, two points need special emphasis. The
first is that psychological tests are dot invariably successful in detecting ce-
rebral dysfunction; the absence of positive signs does not necessarily in-
diCate the absence of dysfunction. As noted by McCarthy and McCarthy.
'not all frankly neurologically impaired children show implired perfor-
mance on theSe tests- (1969, p. 22). This leads to the second point of em-
phasis, namely, that clinical tests are used as part of a total-psychological
examination. Signs of cerebral dysfunction not elicited by such tests or even
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in the netUDIOgiCA1 examination may be picked up in case history data, in
regular psychological testing, or in the course of obsavation-and interview.

A very different type of clinical testing is that for color vision. Color
vision tests' should routinely precede the administratioo of psychological
tests involving color discrimination or projective tests such sr the Ror-
schach, in which reactions to color play an important role. The color vision
test that I. generally use is the Dvorine Pseudo Isochromatic Piates, second
edition.. The plates allow color-ignorance to be distinguished from color-
blindness by means of 22 cards, in 14 of which digits emerge mimi DNA-
ticolor context and 8 'of which are deeigned for children and Olin:caw

Vocational intimate
Vocational satisfaction plays an important role- in the prychological ad-

justments of deaf youths after they finish school. It is therefore important 10
find out what their genen1 vocational interests are while they we still in
school, . in preparation for later vocational advice and training. ,

Two of the popular instruments for this pupate are the Geist Pici;re In-
terest Inventory: General Form:. Alisle (Geist, 1959), of whids there it an
adaptation for deaf and hard-of-hearing males (Geist, 1962), wkrthe Wide
Range' Interest-Opinion Test (WRIOT) (Jastak and Jetta, 1979). Others are
mentioned later in the chapter.

1. Geist Picture interest Inventory. Designed for Males in grades 7-16
and male adults. Consists of 44 triads of drawings depicting major voca-
tional and avocational activities. Standard answer sheets provide for re-
cording the 44 choices the subject makes. Eleven lamest scores are de-
rived: persuasive, clerical, mechanical, dramatic, musical, scientific,
outdnor, literary, computational, artistic, social service. To allow evalua-
ti011 4f the motivations governing the choices, a check list of 68 state-
ments is used on which the subject checks those that apply to his choice.

2. Wide Range Interest-Opinion Test, 1979 edition. A pictoriil test
designed for use with ages 5 years through aduh. Consists of 430 pictures
arranged in 150 triads. The same pictures are used with males and females
but the findings are treated differently. Test resuks are analyzed in tenns
of clusters of choices, made by the subject, that hive been found to be
consistently, liked (and disliked) by persons in a given occupation. Atti-
tudes are also included in the scope of examination. The broad occupa-
tional categories surveyed include: wt, business, senices, science, me-
chanics, farming; job titles, as listed in the Dictionary 'of Occupational
Titles, are provided that correlate positively with interest clusters.

illustrative Testing Programs

The following programs illustrate the use of tests and test batteries fix
evaluating hearing-impaired children and youth at two different types of fa-
edifies. One, the New York League for the Hard of Hearing in New York
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City, is ipt all-service hearing rehabilitation center; the other is the Whitney
M. Wain Mapet High School in Chicago, Illinois. The League's programs
we described by Ruth R. Green, Acting AdMinistrator of the League. and
Frances Sanwa. Director of Communication Therapies and her associates,
Elizabeth Ying and Nina Hertz, The High School programs are described
by Robert J. Donoghue, Ph.D., School Psychologist for the Hearing-Im-

.
paired Program at the school.

CI%

Psychological Test Bantry:
Th Now York Loaguo for th Hard of Hawing

The New York ..League for the Hard of Hearing is a nonprofit, multidis-
ciplinary rehabilitation agency providing diagnostic, remedial, and therapeu-
tic assistance to persons of all ages with all degrees of hearing loss, includ-
ing a sizable deaf clientele. Among the services offered are otological and
audiological services, communications assessment, vocational evaluation
and job placement, public education, and recreation programs. The League's
clients are referred by hospital clinics, physicians, schools, other social
agencies, state and city agencies, and members of the community.

Since the League's services are offered to persons of all ages with widely
different types of hearing impairment and socioeconomic backgrounds,
clearly there can be no "typical" case or test battery. In each instance it is
the psychologist's responsibility to select the instruments that are most suit-
able for a particular subject and that will best secure the information needed
for optimum understanding and service. Tests most generally used with deaf
children are the followin

I. Preschool
Intelligence

Leiter International Performance Scale.
Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests.
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence.. Performance

Scale; where possible, the Verbal Scale is attempted.

Social maturity
Pineland Social Maturity Scale.

Other
Harris Tests *Laterality. Selected subtests are used to assess eye,

hand, foot dominance.
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. To evaluate receptive language

levels, with one form used to evaluate lip-reading reception, and
another form used with deaf children who use sign language to
evaluate signed reception.
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2. Primary Elementary School-agers
Intelli
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Wehsler huelligence Scale fir Children, or umevittid. The
°Finance. and Verbal Scales of the AgLysed, but in-

lligence as indicated by the l.Q. is basid on the Performancc
Scale. The gap, if any, between the scales often shOws the extent
to which functioning in a mainstream program is feasible.
ker. International Performance Scale or the Columbia Mental Ma-.
turity Scale is substituted for the Wechsler Scale if the child has
motor difficulties. .

Visual-perceptual
The Bender-Gestalt-Test is used to screen for visual-perceptual dys-

function.

Maturity/personality
Vineland Social Maturity Scale.
House-Tree-Person Test and Kinetic Family Drawings we used tar

information about personality dynamics and adaptations; On the
latter test, the child is asked to draw a picture of his or her family.

Children's Apperception Test is used only with children with suf-
ficient verbal skills to express themselves adequately.

Achievement
Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests are administered to first-grade chil-

dren or can be substituted for reading tests on the Stanfrd
Achievement Tests.

Stanford Achievement Tests are used to measure academic achieve-
ment for children who have completed at least first grade. Word
meaning; paragraph read.ing, and arithmetic computation are al-
ways administered to see if the child is working up to grade and
ability levels and to evaluate whether additional tutoring is re-
quired.

Communication Therapies Evaluation:
Tho Now York League for th Hard of HoarIng

The communication evaluation at the_League provides a diagnostic sum-
mary of a child's comprehension and usage of oral language as well as lis-
tening skills. Since the habilitation approach at the League is auditory/oral,
primarily a child's oral language skills are evaluated. However, parts of the
evaluation can be modified to apsess manual sign language Skills. The eveln-.
ation is 2 hours long (more detailed testing is administered once a child is
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enrolled in a therapy p rogram). The procedures of this evaluation are sum-
inerized here.

I. Preschool
Parent -Interview . ,

Parent's perception of child's problems.
Information concerning sounds, words, phrases child uses or re-

spOnds
Parent's.response to questions from:

Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language (REEL) Scale. Used to
measure language _skills in infancy (from birth to 36 months).

I'm test consists of severe!. Items which examine normal devel-
opment' of' both receptive and. expressive language skills 'at two-
month intervals. Information is either supplied by the parent, ob-
served by the examiner, or obtained by direct interaction with
the child.

amtmunication Evaluation Chart. Used to examine language and
performance levels of...children aged 3 months 'to 5 years. The
language portion of the test evaluates such items as coordination
of speech musculature, hearine acuity and auditory perception,
acquisition of sounds, and receptive and expretsive ,language
skills. The performance skills section is used to evaluate the
child's growth and development, motor coordination, and some
visual-motor skills ,

Observation
Parent/child interaction.
Child's play behavior. ,

spontanenus language while at play.

Receptive language via aiidition and vision
Tests used in whole or part v;ith children who can be tested

Peabady Picture Vocabulary Test.
Utah Test of Language Development. A checklist of normal lan-

guage development from age&..1 to 15 years. It is designed to be

an objective measurement of expressive and receptive language
skills in both normal and handicapped children.

elouston Test for Language Development. This test, which mea-
sures the, development of language, is divided into two parts.
Part I measures aspects of language involving reception, concep-
tualization, and expression in children aged 6 months to 3 years.
Part II examines these same areas of language development in
children aged 3.-6 years.
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Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities. A norm-neerenced test
consisting of 10 primary subtests and 2 supplementary :obsess:
which sample, some essential skills and functions of both verbal
and nonverbal communication. It is designed to be used diagnos-.
tically, with children of sges 2-10 years. 10 identify spec* lan-
guage abilities and disabilities and to serve as a seaching model
for developMental or remedial Language training. The following
individual subtests have been found to be especiatly useful in as-
sessing the language knowledge and performance of the homing-
impaired population: Auditory Rececticis, Auditory AllsOcultiOn
Auditory Sequential Memory, Grammatic Closure, Visual Re-
eeption, Visual Association, and Visual Sequential Memory.

Test for Auditory Comprehension of Lansunge..A detailed semen-.
ing lest that examines linguistic comprehension through picture .
identification or orally presensed lexical, raarpholnikal, and
syntactical commas. The basal language age of &WSW is 3.0,.

Procedures used with children who cannot be tested
Toys, pictures, objects are used to assess receptive spohen,

language recognition of: body peas, clothing, mime's, people,
food, common transportation, etc.; own name and family mem-
hers; familiar contnands.

Receptive language via audition alone, using It'arPhonas, vibraior Indi-
vidual hearing aid, or speakine close so child's ear
Ability to imitate vowel sounds, consonant-vowel syllables, changes

in pitch, duration, stress, and inionation patterns.
Distance at which. the child consistently responds to voice or

noisemakers (unaided or %xith child's aid):
Response to name.
Detection of five sounds according to Daniel Line (u, a. 1, s, Ish0.
If no response to above, try response to drum or bell.

Receptive impression

Examiner's subjective impression of the major receptive modality
favored by the child.

Expressive language
Observation

Spontaneous production and imitation of vowels, vowel-consonant
or consonant-vowel combinations.

Voice quality.
Motor functioning: grasping and pulling, rings on peg, block stack-

ing.
Like and unlike matching of objects, pictures.
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General behavior: attention span; eye conuict, response to struc-
tured test situation.

Examination of oral-peripheral mechanism, i.e., movement of the
articulators and their structural adequacies.

Tests used in whole Or pan with children who can be tested: as
above.

Eyaluation results
Discussion wilh

I
parents of results of evaluation and examiner's rec-

ommendations.

2. School-ate
General commumcative information via parent interview and observa-

tion, as with preschool .Child.

Receptive language via audition and vision (objective language tests)
Peabody Picture 'Vocabulary iest.
Illinois Ten of Psychohnguistic Abilities.
Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude. Essentially a psychological instru-

ment designed to measure specific cognitive skills underlying the
learning process. The examiner is instructed, however, to select from
the 19 individual subtests those tasks which are appropriate for the
purpose of the testing situation.and individual needs of the subject to
be tested. In attempting to obtain an overall picture of the hearing-
impaired child's verbal and nonverbal response to spoken language,

-the following subtests have been found to be informative and useful
in planning language therapy: Onentations, Verbal Opposites, Oral
Commissions, Auditory Attention Span for Related Syllables and
Oral Directions.

Houston Test for Language Development. Measures the development of
language, divided into two parts. Part I measures aspects of language
itivolving reception, conceptualization, and expression in children
aged 6 months to 3 years; Part II examines these same areas in chil-
dren aged 3-6 years.

Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language.
Also tested are the child's ability to follow familiar questions and one,

two, and three-level commands,

Receptive language via audition alone
Distance at which child responds to voice.
Perception of vowels.
Ling's five-sound detection test.
Perception of low, mid, and high consonants

lables.

and vowel nonsense syl-
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Ability to follow familiar questions and commands:- .
Ability to imitate changes in pitch, duration, stress and intonation.
Tonality Test, if aPplicable. This test, which is presently being standard-

ized, consists of lists of 25 words divided into five sound-frequency
groups: low, low-mid, mid.- mid-high, ,and high. A low-frequenci
word might be "wood," a mid word might be "hat," and a high.;
frequency word might be "sheet:" .

Auwdiortodry mory for sentence material or a series of clued. lsola*

R tive language via sision alone (speochreading/

k'ndergarten-level words, each presented to.the chilij once.With voic-
kilo Speechreading Word Test. Consists of 25 monosyllabic

ing for a score of 4 points per word. Forms A or B.
Costello Speechreading Sentence Test. COGSistS of 50 sentences which

are to be presented one time each, with no voice. Comprehension of ,
the sentence is gauged by .correct tdanipulation of props provided Pr,
oral repetition of the sentence. One point is givarlor each sentence.
that is interpreted correctly..

- Also tested is the child's ability to comp ncl information in a simple
paragraph read with minimal voicing.

Expressive language ,

Subtests of the Initial Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and *le Detroit
Test of Learning Aptitude.

Carrow Elicited Language Inveruory. Designed to assess a child's mas-
ter) of specific grammatical forms based on his ability to imivate
progressively larger and more complex sentence constructs. Its use
with the hearing-impaired population must take into consideration the
child's speech intelligibility and auditory perception/comprehension
skills -

.Objecnve articidanon test Routinely the measurement of articulation
ability has been considered essential to a thorough understanding of

development of intelligible and fluent oral speech and language
s ills within the heanng-impaired population. Standardized picture
idflW1cation tests such as the Templin-Darky ,Test of Articulation
and the Goldman Fristoe Test of Articul9tion provide the trained lis-
tener with a sample from which to judge the adequacy of the
hearing-impaired child's spontaneous Of imitative productions of the
individual sounds of speech, at the word level and in connected dis-
course.

Results of the communication theraities evaluation are taken into consid-
eration for deterthining appropriate 'educational planning and additional
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help in speech, language, and hearing development within either a school
or a therapy setting.. -

Psychological Testing Program: Whitney M. Young -Magnet High
School.

The implementation of Public Law 94-142 on September I,, 4978,,
required, among other things, the creation of an Individualized' Education
Progrant (1EP),for each Child registered in a special education program At
Chicago's Whitney M. Young 'Magnet High'School, the diagnostic staff .of
the Hearing Impaired Program (H.I.P.) tiad anticipated the provisihns of PL
94-142 as early as the sumrner of 1974. This,diSchssiOn summarizes some of
the problems that were foreseen and the solutions uhiniately adOpted. /

The Hearing Impaired Program is a special division of the school, which
in itaelf draws stiidents on a selective basis from the entire city of Chicago,
The H.I.P. 'staff includes about.60 full-time teachers, '25 supportive parapro-
fessionals, and 12 diagnostic .staff ,persOnneL Nearly 300 Students, aged
13-21, currently attend the program. Both deaf and hard.:of-hearing Children
are enrolled. Courses of study are tailored to the student's individual needs
and include bOth segregated and mainstreamed class attendance. The philos-
ophy of total communication is An integral factor in die educational process.

Special considerations.' Individualized iSsessmint of children 4n large sec-
ondary prograins for the hearing-impaired often poses problems not clearly
envisaged by legislators. First is the sheer number of students to be evalu-
ated; second is the continuing shortage of qualifiecrexamineri;, third is the
academic structurenO two educational programs are preeisely alike in their
offerings. Additionally, a time element is involved; students need to be
placed academically as soon as possible after entrance. Finally, since the
1EP is subject to periodic reviewand updating, a,huge burden is imposed on
the diaknostic facility in an educational system.

In planning how to meet these pressures and responsibilities, the diagnos-
tic staff at Whitney M.*Young divided the work into two stages. At the pro-
fessional level, the audiologist, speech therapist, manual sign .experts, and
psychologists, aided by the school nurse, counselors, and -Social workers,
focused on their specific areas of interest. The needs of each diagnostic area
were then asseised carefully in order to devefop a structured program .of
evaluation from which a standard test battery applicable to all students could
be drawn. This test battery' was intended to relate directly to the H.I.P.
school program, be 'efficient and reliable in terms 'Of the tempoial aspectt
and provide for the analysis of most if-not all of the piychological factors

--yonsidered relevant to the educational procesS.
The Center for Evaluation, Diagnosig, and Research (CEDAR), Which

was responsible for all diagnostic activities within the program,
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quickly recognizes the difficulty of administering a global diagnostic process
to a large number of 'students, given the ,time available. Thus, the test bat-
tery was modified by each professional area, and only those Portions directly
involved with current educational placement were administered at any one
time.

Tests used in the evaluation program. Given the foregaing situation, the ,
H.I.P. high,school psychologist considered three aim" of the evaluation
process: (1) initial -screening and placement at entry; (2) on-going aca-
demiclvocational placentent within,the ochool program; and (3) postsecon-
dary preparation, whether in terms of additional training or Of job place-
ment. To meet these needs, his evaluation program containetthe following
tests...

I. At entry into the secondary-school program (initial screening)

intelligence
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (performance),
Wechsler Intelligence Sciles for. Children (perfOrmance), or
Wechsler_Intelligence Scale's for Children, Revised (pedoTmince)

..Achievement
Wide. Range Achieifement Test; and
California Achievement Test, or
Stanford AchieVemeni Test

-
Personality

House-Tree-Person, and
Bender-Gestalt
Rorschach Psychodiagnoitic

2. Second academic year reassessment (vocational decision)

Achievement
Stanford Achievement.Test, or
California Achievement Test

Aptitudes
' Work Sample Evaluation Program (WS Philadelphia)

Purdue Pegboard
Revised Minnesota Paper Frain Board (AA)'
Minnesota Clerical Test
Farnsworth Dichotomous Test for Col& Blindness
Hooper Visual Organization Test
Maquarrie Test for Mechanical Ability
Manipulative Aptitude Test'
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3. *it'd academic year reasaessment (career-counseling stage)--\
httelligence

Wechsler tests as at entry

Achievement
Achievement tests as at entry

Career interest exploration
Picture interest Inventory (Weingarten)
Geist Picture Interest Inventory'
Wide Range Interest-Opinion Test (WRIOT)
Kuder Occupational Interest Inventory

Aptitudes
SRA Pictorial Reasoning Test
Computer Program Aptitude Battery
Shen Employment Test (Verbal, Numerical, Clerical)
Manipulaiive Aptitude Test

Test interPretation and staffing. Under the Individualized Education Pro-
gram, each gtudent is entitled to an individual staffing conference where
input is offered by both diagnostic and supportive persOnnel as well as
teachers, parents, and school administrative representatives. In a school set-
ting, the psychologist has two responsibilitievach time a student is evalu-
ated. Besides his commitment; to the student, the psychologist must also
consider the implications of his findings for the educational program itself.
Thus he has to familiarize himself with administrative procedures and. re-
sotirces, curricular offerings, teaching philosophies and niethodology, facili-
ties and equipment, community resources, diagnostic testing in other areas
,144W as audiology and speech, bicultural and bilingual factors, and sOcial

Miocioeconomic conditions in the geographical area. All these aspects and
more are vital to the provision of adequate services by the psychologist.

The psychologist's role in a staffing conference, therefore, is far from cut-
and-dried; he is expected not only to present his test results but also to offer
guidance °tithe question of placement. To do this effectively, he must con-

, sider the test findings in terms of the prevailing 'educational program, point-
ing out possible placements available, or be in a position to suggest alterna-
tive placement. His role is to offer himself as a resource but not to make
decisions; he should relate his findings to information provided by other
members of the staffing team; thus contributing to a-group decision that Will
benefit the student and also receive administrative and parental support.

Team staffing is most important fOr test interpretation. It is here that the
psychologist obtains the additional background data that is often inadver-

4t*
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tently omitted from case reports and test results. Some questions that can be
anstvered here and that can affect the final psychological interpretation art:

I. Is there any current evidence of aural deterioration? Is a hearing aid
worn? How effective is it in the presence of ambient noise?

2. Is medication currently prescribed? What is the effect on behavior?
What condition does it purport to, treat?.

3. is there any evidence of social drug addiction? Type used? Effect?
4. How does the student jaerform visually? Are glasses worn?
5. What is classroom perfotinance like? Attitude, applicatik skills,

etc.?
6. By what medium are ideas most comfortably exchanged receptively

and expressively?

Otiservation

Thetbserving eye of an experienced examiner is one of his major clinical
instruments. With it he can spot soft pathological signs, perceive suggestive
lines of inquiry that need following, and gather a wealth of behavior detail.
Without it, the psychological examination is simply a mechanical exercise.

The ideal comprehensive examination would include systematic:observa-
tion of a subject in as wide a variety of real-life situations as possiblein
the home, at school, in recreational activities, and above all in. group in-
teractions and interpersonal encounters. This ideal is particularly desirable in
the exaniinatiori of prelinguistically deaf children, whose auditory disability
produces ramifications that can greatly hamper psychologicattesting and al.:.
terview. Observation fills the gaps. It is crucial at preschool levels,, where
children are under the influence of a variety of authority figures whose man-
agement can determine the social and interpersonal-patterns that will be the
child for life. Observation here must include the behaviors of these figures
vis-à-vis the child.

HoweverNO,e, real world, observation procedures iuch as these and as
summarized inhapter 10 can rarely be conducted by oVertaxed examiners
in school settings. Nevertheless a great deal can be perceived through infor-
mal observation by a sharp, clinical eye right in the school onin the psychol-
ogist's office, as summarized in the following sections.

General Obseryation

Health and physical condition. Does the child's physical appearance
suggest good' health, debility, actual illness? Does he seem "over-
energized," "under-energized"? Does he appear to haVe other phySical
Oisabilities, such as the wearing of eyeglasses might suggest? Are there any
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physical abnordities or disfigurations preSent.to add to fhe burden of deaf-
ness? What are the possible educational andemotional implications? Is med-
ical referral suggested on die basis of observed physical signs?

Motor manifestations. Is there evidence of impaired motor coordination or
control? Is motor activity hyperactive or underactive, random or purposeful,
listless or positive? Are any bizarre manifestations present, such as postur-
ing, automatic movements or mannensms, excessive yawning, gulping,
catching of breath? Are there tics, twitching, spastic or athetoid movements,
pbstural deviations, poor balance, peculiar gait? What may be the neurologic
and psychiatric implications of the observed motor patterns? Is mum-
psychiatric referral called for'?

Appearance and dress. How does the subject's general appearance strike
an observer') Does his clothing confodn to the fashion of the day? Are there
es idences of- compulsive meticulousness, excessive slovenliness, unusual
femininity u a male or masculinity in a female, bizarreness? Is there evi-
dence of careless personal hygiene?

Hearing aid management. Does the subject wcar a heanng aid? If not, is
there evidence that he could profit 'from one'? If he wears an aid, does he
carefully adjust the volume controls as. required; fuss with it unnecessarily;
forget to turn it on; put it on when Tiering the psychologist's office, and
take it off immediately on,leaving? Do oral communication skills appear to
benefit from the use of an individual aid? What are the audiological implica-
tions'?

Interpersonil and .Group Behavior
General mood. Does thc subject give the impression of interest in others.

eagerness to be, part of the group, self-assurance, attention-seeking, irn-
tability apathy, indifference? Is hc friendly, bored, hostile, a "loner"? Is
he actively cooperative. Passively accepting, withdrawn? What are his toler-
ance levels for frustration, conflict, correction. domination'?

A scenduncels abrms.sion. What does the subject's dependence/indepen-
dence ratio appear to bc with authority' figures, in. peer groups, in interper-
sonal confrontations? Is he a "natural leader"; does he insist on the leader-
Ihip role and refuse to participate otherwise; does he habitually defer to
others to do his thinking for him and seem lost without someone to lean on?
Is, the subject's dependence/independence ratio the, same for all situations
and with all figures, or does it alter perceptibly in certain situations with cer-
tain figures, and if so, how and with whom?

Psychological Test Behavior

During the administration of test instructions: Does the subject concen-
trate onunderstanding the test instructions; does he simply .look pleasantly at
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the examiner but make no observable effort to understand; plunge into the
test before instructions are completed; habitually stop to ask questions about
procedure after having begun the task; appear reluctant to begin unless spe-
cifically encouraged by the examiner?

During test performance. Does the child think out his approach before
beginning; perform step-by-step planning while working out the test task;
proceed entirely on a trial-and-error basis? Does the child continually look to
the examiner for hints and clues? What ate the child's'span of concentration;
distractibility; use of systematic procedure; tempo of operations; manual
dexterity and visual-motor skills? What oUthe child's initiative and indepen-
dence; needs for encouragement and praise; ability to profit from mistakes;
meticulousness of operations?

Management of difficulties. When the child is faced with difficulties, dots
he concentrate on solving them himself; show immediate discouragement .
and refuse to go on with the task; expect to be helped; accept only suOcient
help to get him over a rough spot so that he can proceed on his own; use dif-
ficulties as an attention-getting device?

Exercise of critical faculties. Does the subject notice errors as he proceeds
with a task and correct them before he continues; is he aware of' errors only
when he is "stuck"; does he check his work before announcing he is fin-
ished or does he claim to be finished and then immediately change his mind?
Does' he express satisfaction on cOmpletion of a task?

Behavior on concluding the test. Is the subject eager to know how he did,
indifferent, discouraged? Does he want to know the correct answers to items
that have given him difficulty? Does he seem a good candidate for future
testing, indifferent, reluctant? Is he eager to leave the test room or does he
offer to stay and help the examiner put the test materials in order? Does he
appear exhilarated, depressed. fatigued?

Personality rating through -mental test behavior. Personality leads are
disclosed in all human behaviors, including those observed during mental
testing, as illustrated in the following rating form, slightly modified from
one devised by Stutsman for preschool children many years ago (Stutsman,1931, pp. 261-64

Rating of Personality Traits in
Mental-Test Situations

Name Age .. Date
I. Self-reliance:

extreme; moderate; average; slightly lacking; markedly lacking
2. Self-criticism:

extreme; moderate; average; slightly lacking; markedly licking
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3.

4.

Ardi

Imtability toward failure:
extreme; moderate; average; very slight; none

Degree of praise needed for effective work.
Type 1moderate praise helpful
Type 2indifferent to approval
Type 3praise Induces self-consciousness
Type 4constant praise expected but harmful
Type 5constant praise needed

5 Initiative and independence of action
marked; average; very little

6. Self-consciousness
not conspicuousry present, conspicuously slight. Inhibited reactions;
show off

Spontaneity and repression'
1 Freedom to work: marked, average; very little
2 Tendency to ask for what he.wants: marked; average; very little
3 Amount and type of interpersonal communication
(This, category replaces the Stutsman items related to talking and voice
quality)

.8 Imaginative tendencies
marked. average. very little

9 Reaction type to which the' child belongs
Type I slow and deliberate
Type 2---calm and alert
Type 1qtrick and impetuous

10 Communication skills and exchange:
(This title replaces Stutsman's "SpeeLh Development")

11 Dependence on parent .

present. not observed, reactioes indicate indepedence

12 Other observations

Stutsman stressed that the foregoing outline is "merely offered as .1" sugges-
tion of the possibilities of using the (mental) test situation tor the study ot
personality" (1931. p 262)
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Classroom Observation Teacher-Pupil Interactions
The alarming nse in behavior and learning problems among nondeat

pupils has resulted in a vigorous research analysis of teaching styles and
practices The outcome is a sweeping movement in teacher-training pro-
grams and evaluation procedures toward demonstrated competence in actual
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classroom performance (Heath 'nd Neilson, 1974; Hunter, 1977; Rosen-
shine, 1971). ( \

The'Movement is not as strong as it deserves to be in the education of
deaf children. Yet, next to competent parents, Competent teachers represent
a deaf child's strongest habilitative lifeline. The extent to which learning
disabilities among deaf pupils are simply a reflection of teaching disabilities
is a pressing topic for investigation.

In schools for the deaf, psychologists are, the traditional referents for
problem pupils, and the focussif psychological inquiry has traditionally been,'
the problem child. However,' current research findings concerning pupil.-
behavior correlates of teacher.effectiveness means that psychologists must
move out of their offices into the classrooms and must bevretiared to in-
clude educational practices, teacher competence, and teacher-pupil interac-
tions within the frame. of diagnosis. To carry out this taskirequires further
competencies on the part of psychologists to the deaf. Notionly must they
"know" the deaf, ey must also know and be able to evaluate the educe-f
tional influences an teacher practices that go Into the fashioning of a deaf,
pupil. .,

Formal observational analyses of teacher competence and teacher-pupil
interactions pose complex problems of recording, scoring, and interpreting
which need not concern us here. But even informal classroom observations
can.sound important warninas for psychologists trained to interpret them. Fn
my ornnipii, every psychologist in a school for the deaf should scheduk reg-
ular class rounds in the form of brief, informal, "sitting-In-for-a-few-min-
utes" visits for self-instruction on the operational aspects of teaching deaf
children at the various chronological level, and to acquire familiarity with

4 teaching styles and pupil reactions, in particular the reactions of Children
with deviant behavior. No diagnostic examination of a problem pupil is
complete,withoin classroom observ-ation.

Hunter (1977) cites a number of scales devised for es aluatink the behavior
qt teachers and of deviant pupils. Important targets in teacher observations
are (1) the affective climate of the classroom. (2) sensitivity, to pbtential
problems and conflicts; (3) skill in structunng and applying corrective corn-

, ments, measures, and constructive feedback, (4) ability to stimulate creapse
thinking; (5) organization and clanty in the presentation of lessons. (6) abil-
ity to exercise democratic controls, and (7) personal enthusiasm. Several
other behaviors can be added for teachers of deaf children, (8) ;ensitisit to
the tolerance limits of a deaf child; (9) ability to head off cnsis situations
through distracting counteractis ales, (10) an understanding acceptance and
wise management of frustration outbursts; ( I I) flexibility and variation in
the presentation of daily lessons, and (12) empathy with and respect for the
dignity and feelings of deaf children. Excellent preparation for "classroom
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observation" is for a psychologist to serve a teaching apprenticeship in a
class for deaf children as part of the training required for psychological prac-
fice with the deaf.

A milestone in analyzing teacherdeaf-pupil interactions will be attained
when a method is devised for simultaneous recording of a pupil's deviant
behaviors and a teacher's eliciting and response behaviors. Until that timc
comes', the observing eye of the well-prepared psychologist will have to

. gauge the extent to which problem behavior in a given,child is related to
problem teaching. Where a relationship appears to exist, the wisest possible
judgment will. .have to be exercised in the delicate matter of suggesting
remediations in a way that will not.antagonize the teacher.

Fri

44.
6.44

Psychopathic Bohaviors
The well-prepared psychologist can also note signs of severe emotional

disturbance and psychopathology in the course of informal observation. In
themselves, ihe signs do not ordinarily point to a diagnosis, for similar signs
can be associated with various psych'opathic conditions, just as the sign
"lever" is associated with a wide variety of physical illnesses. In both in-
stances, the signs signify that something is wrong and so alert the observer
to the need for differential diagnostic inquiry.

Checklists of signs commonly associated with childhood behavior/
conduct disorders. psychiatnc conditions, and antisocial behavior can be
found in the case history inventory in Appendix F. Not all the symptoms
iisted can be seen on inspection. Some art hidden deep in the.psyche. But
rarely do signs of disturbance exist in isolation. Unseen symptoms are gen-
erally accompanied by ones that "shim," hence can be observed.'

As to the signs themselves, an examiner should expect tO find no great
difference in manifestations of disturbance between the deaf and the non-
deaf. The more experienced the worker is in psychopathology as well as in
work with the deal, the more sensitive he will be to signs of serious de-
viance in a context of deathess, and the more skilled in distinguishing pass-,
ing reactive behaviors from pathological deviant ones.

Interview
To draw out school-agers through interview is far from the easiest of psy-

chological examination techniques (Rich, 1968). School-agers have a self-
conscious aversion to intimate self-revelation, especially to strangers. In the
case of school-agers who are deaf, the aversion is compounded by difficul-
ties m Interpersonal communication. Nevertheless, the interview represents
an important means of assessing how well Muller's "tasks of childhood"
have been .managed, and how well prepared deaf youth is to meet the re-
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sponsibilities of adulthood. The basic principles of the interview technique
'have been discussed in chapter 10. The following guides are offered to facil-
itate interviewing deaf children and youth.

"interviewing" the Very Young
A conversational interview with deaf preschoolers and very young deaf

school-agers is obviously not possible. These children are still in the process
of developing language and communicadon skills, and their attainments we
not yet substantial enough for sustained conversation. But many such chil-
dren have important information to impart. A substitute means for eliciting
such leads is through the doll-family kits that are also used in psychological
testing. As in that context, the interviewer must make sure there are at least
enough'dolls available to represent each member of theshild's actual fam-

.ily, by age and sex, plus whatever other important figures there may be in
Me child's immediate life environment. Again, it is helpful to have Individ-
ual photographs of these persons at hand so that the child can indict:: who
the actors are in the scenes played out.

This is, of course, an indirect interview approach, but it can prove amaz-
ingly informative at times, particularly with disturbed childten. One, suchchild in my experience continually grouped together the dolls representini
self, mother, and father, while leaving the doll representing the family baby
out in the cold, and mointually hurling it to the floor. Another child gave a
graphic doll-play of a fight between its mother and father, with brother, Ais-ter and self huddled together, and in pantomime indicated intense fear on the
part of the children, and a black eye received by the mother. Some children
prefer to place the drills in fixed positions, and themselves act out various in-
cidents while pointing to the doll- that is the central figure in the pantomime.
Not infrequently, the mini-stories these very young deaf children tell
through doll-play and pantomime poini straight to 'the heat of their distur-
bance and prepare the way for later parent interviews and remedial interven-tions.

On his part, the 'exilminer resorts toe mix of pantomime, acting, drawing,
facial expression, signs, oral communication, or whatever other com-
municative strategy seems called for to maintain interpersonal exchange withthe child being "interviewed." Finally, when the expreisive and,receptive
skills of both child and interviewer are exhausted, there still reenain the case
history, observatiorr, psychological testing, and parent interviews to tell the
rest of the child's story for him.

-Preparation-for-Life" Interviw with Deaf Youths
By the time they reach their teens, many deaf school-agers have already

been exposed to interview situations, usually for classroom misdemeanors,

i n
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poor study habits, and the like. However, broader preparation-for-life inter-
viewing is rarely a routine school practice. In my opinion, it should be.

Teenagers will soon be leaving the protected school environment, and it is

high lime that a systematic effort is made to find out how pen prepared they

are to meet the demands Of independent living, so that appropriliate remedial

'measures can be taken as required, and hopefully in time.
In such "preparation' interviews, the interviewer looks to see how well

Muller's "tasks" of youth have been managed, namely: the recognition of

limitations, achievement of emotional -independence, the chOice of a career,

and the formation of a personal philosophy. In the case of deaf youth,
special considerations include: (a) acceptance of deafness; (b) attitudes to-
ward the self, family, and the hearing.world; (c) social, conceptual, and sex-

ual matunty; (d) coping mechanisms, including possible use of drugs; (e)

occupational knowledge and aspirations; (f ) interpersonal and group adjust-
ments and attitudes; (g) motivations, initiative, and enterprise; and (h)
"other" topics as determined by the individual case.

As I conceive them, preparation-for-life screening interviews take place in

the school setting and are conducted by a communicatively expert stafipsy-
chologist or other staff professional. skilled in interviewing and on friendly
ierms with thee school's pupil population. The purpose of the interview is
frankly explained at the start. "You will be leaving school soon and you will

have a different kind of life. We want you to have a good and happy life. So

we are having this talk together to see how we can help you, and if you have

any questions or problems." As a rule, this friendly introduction is greeted

with a smile and stony silence The interviewee waits to see what the inter-

viewer comes up with next. Something is needed to break the ice and get the

interview moving.
Among the good ice-breakers in my ex ience was a teenage discussion

club I had formed as an elective extracurncu ar activity for open diwussion

on any topic of concern to the youthful memiSers The club proved to be the

most popular of the school's extracurncular activities; and the lively group

discussions and the togetherness etigendered by common concerns and prob-

lems went far to dispel any self-consciousness that might have hampered

later individual interviews on- personal matters.
Other good ice-breakers are sentence completion tests and apperceptive

'test stories Sentence completion tests often provide quick and striking leads

to thc feelings and attitudes of deaf youths toward life, family, and self. The
leads can be used as initial "tell me more about that" or "please explain"

strategies to draw out the interviewee. From that point on, the interviewer

can unobtrusively expand the discussion into other areas. I have found the

sentence completion approach generally more applicable and productive than

apperceptive stories because of the more structured nature of the sentence
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task and the less taxing demands on narrative language and imagination.
-When psychological tests are used as interview cipeners, they need not be
given in their entiretythat would eat into interview time and fatigue the in-
terviewee. A few selected items suffice. If the tests havealready been ad-
ministered during psychological testing, the original protocols can, of
course, be used for interview purposes.

The items to be included in preparation-for-life interviews should be clic-
fully worked out beforehand by the examiner in collaboration with other
school personnel, and a standard form should be devised for interview Ov-
erage and recording. Of great help in developing the form are the numerous '-
psychological identories available on such topics as occupational prefer-
ence, knowledge, and aspirations; sex knowledge and activities; family
ing; peasonal values; marital readiness; and many more,related life-adjust-
ment topics. The interview findings are used as the basis for counseling,
remedial inteventions, and therapy as required.

Intervieki*th deaf yOuths foltow the general principles of the interview
technique. As a rule, deaf youths ,tend to be open, refreshingly frank, and
perfectly willing to discuss any aspect of personal life, with someone they
know, respect, and trust. In this regard they differ considerably from most
hearing youths, with whom interviews ire often hampered by hostile resent-
ment of invasion of personal privacy, false °Modesty, or flippant shock tac-
tics.

Finally, this discussion has been based on situations in which the inter-
view is conducted by communicatively expert examiners who are known to
the interviewees. This ideal is not always achievable with deaf youths, and
is seldom the case with deaf adults. Suggestions concerning the management
of these more difficult interview situations are surnmarized in chapter 13.

Summary Commair

A glance at the preceding discussion shows that considerable space has
been allotted the subject of psychological tests and testing. This may suggest
that this branch of psychological information-gathering tiutranks the others
in importance. More likely it outranks the others in complexity and frustra-
tion when the slim test-resources available to psychologists to the deaf have
to be stretched, modified, adapted, reinterpreted, and otherwise recondi-
tioned to accommodate the needs of a deaf clientele.

In the final anelysis, the relative importance of the four basic branches of
psychological exnning depends upon which provides the clearest informa-
tion about a given subject. It would be contrary to known fact to accord this
distinction to testing per se. The technique is, after all, a shkatcut form of
objective evaluation in which the operational unit 'is made up of three in-
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terlocking components-the examiner, the test, and the subject. In this unit,

the subject "sets the stage"; the test constrains his performance; the ex-

aminer controls the action and interplay. Further, in all instances but 'particu-

larly with deaf subjects, much of a test's "objectivity" restt with the subjec-

tive judgment of the examiner regarding its use and interpretation. Hence,
the okl clinical dictum that no test is better than the person giving it; and

hence the difficulty of "recommending" tests for deaf subjects Without tak-

ing intp consideration the subject and the examiner as well as the test.

For examiners who know their issychological techniques', and who know

the deaf, a good case history may be all that is needed for diagnostic evalua-

tion. Or observation may give the story away, or interview, or any combina-

tion of these.On other Words, tests may not be necessary at all in certain

caSes except for supplementary data and for mandated records. But where

tests are used, "the significance of test scores is greatest when they are corn*

bitted with a full study of the person by means of interview, case history

records, application blanks, and other methods," to quote Cronbach again.
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ring Deficits
B. Patrick Cox and Patricia Edelin

Children with hearing loss present a unique challenge to individuals
responsible for the health, education, and psychosocial needs of children.
To the degree that a child's auditory abilities are affected, he may have a
problem in communication, the underpinning for many of the develop-
mental tasks of childhood..This is particularly true in our society, Which
places heavy emphasis on the verbal aspects of communication.
Myklebust (1960) stresses the role of hearing in the verbal communica-
tion system and points out, from an evolutionary standpoint, that man's
primary sensory avenue involved in language acquisition has been hear-
ing. Any hearing loss, then, may critically,alter the child's acquisition of
the crucial auditofy skills (e.gl, inner language and receptive language)
and may alter his expressive speech and language. Consequently the
child's communication patterns, which are intimately tied to his ability
tg learn and grow emotionally, may be affected.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Y

It is important at this point to define the mo fr ently-used terms
related to hearing loss. Definition of these ter often unclear. Schein
and Delk (1974) noted that definiti)an has been ade on the basis of

, degree of the hearing loss, age of onset, speaking ability, and cause of
hearing loss, among others. These same writers make the important
point that "since there is neither.statutory penalty nor benefit for being

-deaf, there is no legal definition of deafness" (p. 132). The terms deaf,hearing impaired: and hard of hearing have all-been used to describehearing loss. Unfortunately these 'terms are sometimes employed todenote di ferent degrees of hearing loss, while at other times they are
used syn ymously. Schein and ,Delk (1974) use hearing impairment as
An umbre la term, specifically, for "all significant deviations from
nornial, including deafness," whereas they define deafness as "theinability to hear and understand speech." The problem with these defini-
tions is that it is unclear whether the inability to hear and understandVetch refers to aided, i.e., hearing w ile wearing a hearing ,aid, orunaided hearing.
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For the purposes of this chapter the term hearing 'impaired is used to-
denote all degrees of hearing loss. In instances in which the term deaf is
used it refers to those persons who, even with amplification, cannot hear
or understand well enough to achieve minimal ;communication: The
majority of information in the latter section, devoted to the psychology
of deafness, concerns deaf persons. From 'a clinical standpoint the
majority of psychosocial-educational problems concerns deaf individuals.
This is not to say that persons with lesser hearing losses do not share
these problems.

INCIDENCE

Describing the incidence of hearing iMpairment in children is almost as
difficult as defining the important terms. This is because of a number of
methodological problems, not the least of which is an inability to reach
hearing-impaired individuals. This is coupled with the invisibility of hew-
ing loss and a general societal attitude of minimizing or ignoring hear*
impairment.

It has been noted that hearing impairment is "the single most prev-
alent' chronic physical disability in the United States," surpassingAhe
number of persons with "visual impairments, heart disease, or other'
chronic disabilities" (Schein and Delk, 1974, p. 1). The American Speech
and Hearing Association estimates that there are 14 million Americans
with hearing loss in one or both ears and three out of every 100 school
children with similar hearing loss (ASHA, 1976). The National Census
of. the Deaf Population reported a prevalence rate for all hearing impair-
ments of 6,603/100,000; for significant bilateral hearing impairment,
3,236/100,000; and for deafness, 873/100,000 (Schein and Delk, 1924).
This same census showed prevalence rates of 203/100,000 and 100/
100,000 for onsets of hearieg impairmcnt before age 18 years and three

' years, respectively. Amongrthis latter group it is estimated that 2,000-
4,000 infants are born annually in the United States with profound hear-
ing impairment (Bergstrom, Hemenwayland Downs, 1971).

Confronted with these incidences it' is natural to ask what propor-
tion of the hearing-impaired population is being served. As might be
expected, data necessary to answer this question are' fragmented. The
United States Office of Education (1976) has 'repOrted that among
school-age children 8% of the deaf (profoundly hearing impaired) are
unserved by any educational facility. This same study indicated that 80%
of the "hard of hearing" (less than profoundly hearing impaired) are
unserved from an educational standpoint. Statistics of hearing-impaired
youngstera whose needs,' other than education, are not being mei are
uncovered, less easily. Despite this, clinicians who attempt to meet the
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hearing-impaired child's health, social, and emotional needs, as well as
the needs of these children's parents, serve as testimony to the dearth of
appropriate services in these ateas. .

It is the Rurt5ose of this chapter to provide basic information rele-
vant to hearing impairment in children in order to facilitate the quality of
services provided to them. The igitial section of, this chapter includes a
discussion of several factors that affect the hearing-impaired child's
development. Specifically these include: 1) general characteristics, 2)
hearing; loss profile, 3) communication, development, and education
profile, and 4) family niakeup: The second stgment of this chapter is
related to specific aspects of the hearing-impaired child's psychosccial
development. Ards discussed in this part include: I) parental reaction to
the hearing-impaired child,..2) psychosocial implications and problems. 3)
psychological needlof.parents, and 4) assessmerit and treatment serviCes.

BACKGROUND FACTORS
AFFE(TING THE HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILD

It is extremel y. important'that cliniciani working with hearing-impaired
children have full knowledge of the ehild's current aevelopmental back-
ground and status. As ndted earlier, the effects of the auditory-Sensory
deprnation are fat reaching. Consequently, the age of onset of the hear-
ing loss, cause of hearing loss, presence of other handicapping condi-
tions, and general intelligence are important factors to consider. The
clinician should also bc aware of the child's hearing-loss profile And
amplification status, communication and education profile, and family
makeup.

General Characteristics

Age of Onset The age of onset of the hearing loss in a particular
child is important information because of its effect on the child's
development of communication skills, particularly his speech and lan-
guage. It has been estimated that 95% of primary-school-age, hearing-
impaired children are born with a hearing impairment or become hearing
impaired before the age of two years (Bolton, 1976). These children are
generally re(erred to as having prelingual hearing impairment. It is axio-
matic among teachers of the deaf:audiologists, and speech pathologists
that the prognosis for development of good speech and language skills
for child born with' near'normal hearing who becomes hearing impaired
during even the first year of life is much better than that for a child born
with a hearing loss. This observation is supported by the research of
Eisenberg (1976) and other investigators, who have described the wide
-array of auditory skills that in the normal hearing child in early
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infancy. 'Clinicians, then, should be cognizant of the fact that age of
onset is a critical factot involved in the hearing-impaired child's speech
and language skills. This must be considered when judgments are made

,about the child's level of fnnctioning.
Etiology There are many causes of hearing loss in children. These

include the prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal conditions summarized in
Table I. The incidence of hearing loss secondary to. prenatal and
perinatal conditions is generally estimated to be greater than that of
hearing loss associated with postnatal, conditions. Aniong prenatal and
perinatal etiologies, one major study (Gentile and Rambin. 1973) has
shown the following incidence rates. exkessed in percentage 'rate per
1,000 students of total specified etiologies: maternal rubella, 38%;
heredity. including recessive transmission. 19%; prematurity. 14%; Rh
incompatibility, 8.7%; other complications of pregnancy:6.2%; trauma
during delivery. 5.7%; medication during pregnancy. I.7%; trauma to
mother during pregnancy. 1.4%; and other causes, 5.3%. These estimates
corroborate the clinical observation that maternal rubella and heredity
are the most frequent causes of hearing loss among the prenatal and
perinatal conditions. This is particularly obvious during the periodic epi-
demics of rubella (1958-59, 1964-65). but they also are.0\ident as continu-
ing high causes of hearing impairment even in nonepidemi periods.

Among the postnatal causes,of hearing loss. the .p eviously cited
study (Gentile and Rambin. 1973) reported the following in idence rates.
expressed in percentage rate per 1.000 students with peciulcd etiology:
meningitis. 27%; measles. 15%; otitis media, 12%; fever. 8.4%: trauma.
5,6%; mumps, 4.7%; and other causes. 27.3%.

The etiology of the given child's hearing impairment is useful
information to the practitioner as an indicator of the severity of the
problem. Although it is impossible to state unequivocal relationships, it .
is piissible to make some general statements relative to etiology and
degree of impairment. Among the prenatal etiologies it is axiomatic that
the earlier in the pregnancy an insult occurs, the greater the expected
impairment. Furthermore,.rubella. trauma to mother during pregnancy.
and heredity tend to result in the most severe hearing impairments
(Gentile and Rambin. 1973). This is true in terms of the degree of
peripheral hearing loss and. in the case of rubella, often predicts the
presence of central auditory impairment as well as other nonauditory
problems (vision, behavior, and cardiac anomalies). Etiology is also an
important factor to consider because of the relationship between it and
the progressiveness of the hearing loss. Of particular note are the many
forms of hereditary hearing impairment that have an onset delayed until
sometime during the child's first year of life or. perhaps. during later
childhood.4or adolescence. 'As with herediiary etiology, maternal r ilia
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Table I. Prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal conaitions and events that may indicate hearing loss in children

Prenatal Perinatal Postnatal

Maternal rubella or other viral infections
(toxoplasmosis, cytomegalo virus,
Herpes)

Ototoxic drugs (gcntamycin or
kanamycin) or other maternal drugs

Maternal diabetes or hypertension

Maternal x-ray exp. .ure

Family history of hearing loss

Family history of kidney, thyroid, or
vision disorders

Maternal hemorrhage; premiture
separation of placenta from uterus;
abnormal positioning of placenta
(placenta previa)

Prolonged, precipitous, or difficult labor

Low birthweight (under 1,500 g; either
fun-term or premature)

JaundiceRh incompatibility

Use of ototoxic drugs to treat systemic
infections

Seizures

Breathing difficulties at birth

Structural abnormalities of ears, nose,
mouth

Ototoxic drugs

Chronic middle infections (otitis media)

Trauma to ear(s) or head

Meningitis, encephalitis, or severe cases
of measles or mumps

Other major systemic infections

Family history of hearing loss not present
at birth

Kidney disease

Seizures, convulsions

Disturbances of balance and/or
coordination

Table 2 Rank order of other handicapping conditions by prenatal and perinatal etiological classificatione

Other handicapping conditions

Cause of
hearing loss

Brain
damage

9

Cleff Emotional Perceptual-
Cerebral lip/ behavioral Heart Learning Mental Orthopaedic motor

palsy palate problem Epilepsy disorder disability retardation disorder disturbance

Prenatal/perinatal 6 10 2 9 3 7 5 8 4

maternal rubella
Trauma to mother 1 8 6 5 2 3 4

during pregnaney .

Medication I 8 6 4 3 9
during pregnancy

Prematurity 11 2 10 7 6

Rh incompatibility 10 3 9 8 6

Heredity 8 1 8 6 4 2

Other complications 10 1 9 6 1

of pregnancy

Trauma at 1 8 9 5 2

delivery

° Rank order is determined by 'incitience of other handicapping condition within that same etiological classification. data based on study of
41,109 students in special education programs, 1970 71 school year (Gentile and,Rambin, 1973) rand supported by findings of Vernon (1969, 1976).,,

Severe
visual

disturbance

9 3 9

7 5 10

8 4

7 1

7 7

7 3
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4

7 4 10

2 4

9 3

II 2

6 3

8

5

5

5

4
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alao may result in a gradually progressive hearing loss. Inched, mdst
pediatric audiologists have observed the misfortune of children' with
rubella-induced hearing loss having stable hearing for several years and
then suddenly presenting with a dratriatic increase in hearing loss. ;

Presence of Other Handicapping Conditions Along with age of
onset and etiology of a childrehearing impairment, it is helpful to look at
whether or not there are other handicapping conditions present that
might affect his del;elopment: As hu been noted earlier, it is not unusual
to find other handicaps among the hearing-impaired population. Tables 2
and 3 summarize the frequency of occurrence of I I conditions that have
been found to coexist with hearing impairment. These conditions are
reported by cause of heating loss. Thus it is seen.that hearing-impaired
children whose major cause of hearing loss is maternal rubella are
reported to have a severe_ visual impairment as the most frequently
occurring second handicap; or, in the case of those with hearing loss
secondary to Rh incompatibility, cerebral palsy is seen as the most
frequently coexisting handicap. Across etiological categories the most
common coexisting conditions include emotional or behavioral problems,
mental retardation, and perceptual-motor and severe visual disturbances.
It is imperative, then, that assessment and treatment of hearing-impaired
children be carried out with these possibilities in mind.

Intelligence In concluding this discussion of the general charac-
teristics of the hearing-impaired childjhat should be considered, mention
must bc made of the child's intelligence. Most of the skills re'quired to
develon adequate communicative and psychosocial skills are related to
the chdd's intellectual functioning. As obvious as this would appear,
professionals working with the hearing impaired often fail to consider the
impact of intelligence on speechreading, use of residual, hearing, and
overall need and intent to communicate. Indeed the hearing-impaired
child must be a superb synthesizer, incorporating the distorted auditory
cues available through a hearing aid (if one is used) with the visual
imagery .of undistinguishable and homophonous lip movement and, if
available, gestures. As if this were not enough of a task, the child must
perform this in a language system that may be several developmental
levels above him! Suffice it to say that the child with normal or above
normal intellectual capabilities will perform this feat with greater ease
than a child with less intellectual capability.

Hearing Less and Amplification Profile

Background information relative to the hearing-impaired child's auditory
status, including his use of a hearing aid, is vital to the total profile of the
child. Necessary information includes: degree of loss, including the con-
figuration; stability of loss; kind of loss; speech discrimination abilitids;
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presence of any central auditory problems; and the child's hearing aid
status.

Degree of Loss The degree of hearing loss presented by a given
child is measured using pure tone (single frequency) air conduction,
speech awareness, and speech reception threshold audiometry. These
measures are part of the standard audiological assessment battery that is
used with infants and children. Modification in the response behavior
(e.g., putting a peg in a pegboard. localizing to the source of a sound,
hand raising) may be made dependent on the chronological and develop
mental ages of the child to be tested, but the purpose of the assessment is
the same.

Figure I depicts a standard, pure tone audiogram form. The figures
across the horizontal axis (125-8,000 Hertz (Hz)) identify the pure tone
frequency tested. In routine clinical testing, the frequencies of 250-8,000
Hz are tested. The area between 500 2,000 Hz is the most critical for
everyday spoken communication: therefore, these three frequencies (500,
I .((X), 2,000 Hz) are referred to as the speech frequencies.

The values on the vertical axis represent the decibel (dB) (referenced
to ANSI, 1969'standards) value reported in hearing level (HL) needed to
reach the child's thresholerfor each frequency. As a matter of reference,
some everyday sounds produce the following approximate dB HLs (from
Davis and Silverman, 197A):

Faint but understandable speech 40 445 dB
in a quiet room

Conversational speech, 65 dB
3 feet away

Shout. 1 foot from ear 100 dB
Aircraft factory noise 90 120'dB

The results of pure tone audiometry may be classified relative to the
degree of hearing loss, which varies from normal hearing to profound
hearing loss hgure 2 shows the typical classification. Thus, a child who
has a hearing loss of 55 dB in the speech frequencies would bc said to
have a modcfate hearing loss, whereas a 95 dB loss,would indicate a pro-
found hearing loss. Speech awareness and speech reception threshold
results (obtained using speech test materials rathcr than purc tones) arc
also classified using the same dB rangc criteria.

Knowledge of thc child's degree of hearing loss is important for
several reasons. Most obviously the degree of loss correlates somewhat
with the prognosis for the child's acquisition of speech and language.
Although there arc exceptions, it would.be expected that .a child with a
mild or moderate hearing loss would develop speech .patterns closer to
normal than those of a child with a profound hearing loss. The degree of

mhearing loss also serves as an important factor in educational placement.
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Jo 'lure 2 Classification of hearth/4 loss based on response to pure tone stimuli The level

of avefage conversational, speech is also depicted This shows-the relationship of the child's
heating lots to the a%irage signal that he most often must receive and process

Because a child's hearing (even with a hearing aid) alters thc benefit
derived from spoken communication, it follows that the educational
program that is apprdpriate for a child with a mild hearing ross generally
will not be appropriate for onewith a profound hearing loss. This fact is
borne out in the findings of onc study -(Murphy. 1972), Which showed
that 0.4% of children with average hearirig loss (speech frequencies
average) of 45 dB HL were in residential schools, for the deaf. whereas
43.8% of children with average hearing loss of 85 dB HL or above were
in this type of educational placement.

Configuration of Loss Along with the chilcEs degree of hearing loss
one should also

consider 'the configuration (clegree of heariri loss at each
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frequency) of his hearing. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show various Are tone con-
figurations. Although it is impossible to predict an individual child's
affective, communicatitn; or educational defelopmeut based solely on
his pure tone configuration, it is possible to state some general observa-
tions. Children Avhose pure tone hearing configuration is relatively flat
and comprised of measureable hearing throaghout the test range (as
shown in Figure 3) generally tend to have the best prognosis. In cases of
children who have sharply sloping audiometric configurations (shown in
Figure 4), there may be problems with the child's hearinkloss not being
discovered until quite late. In addition, depending on the degree of near.
normal hearing present for the lower frequencies and the degree of toss
once thc slope begins, these children may have trouble using hearing aid%
Children with the sloping configuration may also have social or emo-
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tional problems in that they appear to hear everything because of the
goon lower frequency hearing when, in fact, they are missing significant
information. Too often these children arc thought to be mildly mentally
retarded or, at best, antisocial.

In the case of hearing loss similar to that depicted in Figure 5, the
child has a marked hearing loss plus. no meaurablit hearing in most of
the crucial frequencies for spoken cornmunication. As a result this
youngster ts.listening through a ,sgery critical filter, one that allows only
low frequency sounds (e.g., some vowels, few consonants, much environ-
mental noise) to pass Even with an appropriate hearing aid, such a
youngster is obviously handica'ppeil. The prognosis for the development
of oral communication skills and ability to benefit from mainstream
education is guarded.
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Stability of Loss As with the other factors noted in the preceding
discussion of The degree of loss, the stability of a child's hearing is ilso
important. Although there is no way to predict with absolute certainty
which children will Have prngressive hearing loss, then are certain condi-
tions with which progressive hearing loss tends to be associated. Among
the nonhereditary causes of progressive Ion congenital rubella is the
most obvious. Hereditary forms of hearing impairment constitute the
majority of cases of progressive hearing loss,

In cases in which there is a rapid decrease in the child's hearing
sensitivity, alterations may be necessary in the educational approach to
the child. In situatiqns in which a child's behavior or academic perform-
ance changes, the possibility of an increase in hearing loss should,be
considered. Children who have progressive hearing loss need continuing
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emotional support around this issue as do those children with sudden
N

onset hearing loss.
Kind of Loss In addition to the information regarding the degree,

configuration, and stability of a child's hearing loss, members of the
chiles team need to know somethinrabout the kind of hearing loss.
There are three basic types of peripheral bearing loss that reflect the
place in the.ear in which a deficit occurs. These are referred to as con-
ductive. sensorineurcd. 'and mixed hearing loss. Determination of the type
of hearing loss is gained through the relationship between air conduction
and bone conduction pure tone audiometry as well as by the use of im-
pedance audiometry.

Conductive hearing loss is generally caused by some obstruction,
failure to develop, or destruction of the outer (auricle and ear canal)
and/or middle ear (tympanic membrane, ossicles, and Eustachian Cube)
structures. Frequent causes of conductive hearing loss in children
include: foreign bodies or cerumen in the ear canal, allergic reactions or
infections of the ear canal, perforations in the tympanic membrane, otitis
media (middle ear infection, which may be serous or purulent, acute or
chronic), cholesteatomas (tumor-like growth that may invade the middle
ear spaces), mastoiditis, and trauma to the ear resulting in problems such
as breakage or disarticulation of the ossicles. In addition, children with
several types of hereditary hearing impairment may have an absence or
partial growth of any of the outer or middle ear structures. The degree of
condugtive loss caused by any of these problems wilt vary according to
the extent of involvement of the structures and the exact location of the
problem. Generally stated, problems involving only the outer ear result in
less hearing loss than those involving the middle ear. Conductive hearing
loss alone, unlike sensorineural hearing loss, does not result in a hearing
loss greater than the moderate degree.

Sensorineural hearing loss results from some aberration in the deli-
cate inner tar structure of the cochlea. This may be caused by a failure
to develop or destruction of one or several of the parts of the cochlea.
The etiology most often associated with sensorineurat hearing loss in
children is hereditary in nature. These genetically related problems may
result in a failure of the parts of the cochlea to develop in utero or result
in a destruction of the cochlea after birth, leading to an onset of hearing
loss as late as adolescence. Other frequent causes of sensorineural hear-
ing loss include: prenatal viruses, including rubella, toxoplasmosis, and
cytomegalo; postnatal viruses, particularly meningitis, encephalitis,
mumps, and measles; skull fracture involving the cochlea; ototoxic drugs
(kanarnycin, neomycin, streptomycin, and gentomycin, among others)
administered prenatally or directly to the child; perinatal problems (low
birth weight, anoxia, marked bilirubin elevation); and noise trauma. The
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degree of sensorineural hearing loss associated with any of these eti-
ologies may vary from mild to profound.

Mixed hearing loss results from the coexistence of problems in the
ouier/middle and inner ear: The moit frequent example of this is the
mixed hearing loss seen in children with chronic middle ear infection
superimposed on an 'underlying sensorineural' hearing loss. The degree
of hearing loss involved in such cases usually is additive, the basic
sensorineural loss plus the conductive component.

The type of hearing impairment is important to consider because of
the ramifications it has for the 'child's needs. As has already been stated,
children with conductive hearing losses tend to have less extensive hear-
ing loss. Furthermore, conductive loss does not have the associated dis-
tortion that is present in many sensorineural losses. Rather, once the
sound is made loud enough the ohild with a conductive loss is generally
able to benefit from it fully. Consequently, children with conductive
hearing loss, uncomplicated by other handicapping conditions, tend to
function well in mainstream educational Settings. Although children with
sensorineural loss may function equally well, those in the severe and
profound loss categories will obviously need special support.

Discrimination Abilities In addition to knowing the child's degree
and type of hearing loss, important information needs to be obtained
relative to his auditory discrimination abilities. This information is
generally obtained clinically by presenting a list of words at an average
conversational speech level or at a higher level to compensate for the
decreased sensitivity; the child then either repeats the test word or points
to the correct picture. The purpose of such testing is to answer the ques-
tion: Whcn speech is made sufficiently loud, how much clop the child
understand through!, audition alone? Formal test results are reported in
terms of percentage correct. Interpretation of scores usually follows this

profile:

100-90 Excellent speech discrimination
88-80 Good speech discrimination
78-70 Fair speech discrimination
68-60 Poor speech discrimination
58 and

below Markedly reduced speech discrimination

In circumstances in which the child's chronological age, devlopmental
age, or degree of hearing loss precludes formal Measurement, informal
methods can be used. Typically these would include observations of how
well the child imitates Sounds or speech when the speaker is not visible.

The child's discrimination ability is perhaps the most significant
aspect of his hearing profile. If one had to select any one predictor of
ability to benefit and participate in mainstream spoken communication,
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it would be the discrimination ability. As noted before, discrimination
may have very different discrimination abilities; therefore, it is important
plete understanding through hearing alone. It should be pointed out that
the degree of hearing loss is not a definite predictor of .discrimination
ability. Two children with almost exactly the same pure tone audiogram
may have very-different discrimination abilities; therefore, it is important
to have both purc tone and speech discriminatio.ninformation.

Speech discrimination .abilities must be considered for educational
placement. Too often, grouping is based on pure tone configuration and
discrimination is not considered. Discrimination ability should also be
considered whcn estimates arc madc of the child's potential io terms or
speech development. Also, whcn counseling is conducted with a hearing-
impaired child, the practitioner should be cognizant of the child's dis-
,.:rimination ability. It must be recognized that, in many cases, even
v4iere the child is a consistent hearing-aid user, understanding of speech
used in counseling is minimal. Maximal use, thcn, must be made of
visual. gestural, and contextual cues.

Central Auditory Problems Children may have central auditory
'problems in addition to thc peripheral hcaring loss and/or discrimination
problems just described. Although it is impossible to prescnt a complete
discussion of this subject ti ere, it is important to notc the possibility.
Central auditory problems involve higher-level cortical functions. From a
functional standpoint, peripherally hearing-impaired children who also
have central auditory involvement,exhibit dysfunction in auditory recep-
tion, memory, and association. Such dysfunctions frequently cocxist witti
short attention span for vistial and auditory stimuli, visual-motor dis-
burbances, and inconsistent use of audition, even aftcr appropriatc amplifi-
cation and auditory training. Whcn such characteristics arc observed,
alteration M the hearing-impaired child's cducation and a communication
treatment plan may be nccessary.

Amplification In completing the profile of the hcaring-impaired
child's use of audition, it is important to consider his use of amplifica-
tion The substantial majority of hearing-impaired children, including
those of all degrees of hcaring impairment, uses hcaring aids from thc
3ge at sshich thc loss is confirmed (as young as three months) throughout
Adulthood. In the case of children with profound hearing impairment,

ith little or no measurable hearing in thc spoken communication range,
amplification may be discontinued once parental and educational
pressures no longer cxist.

Thc purpose of a hearing aid is to amplify sound: Hearing aids do
not necessarily make s'peech 'more intelligible. That is, with a fcw excep-
tions involving sloping configurations, a child's undcrstanding of speech
Aith an aid will be only as good as it is without thc aid, albeit at a lower
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sensitivity level. It must be stated again thai simply because a child is'
using a hearing aid does not imply understanding of everything through
hearing.

Data that ap to ,the knowledge of a given child's aided hearing
profile include:

I. Age at which the child began to use amplification. Generally, the
earlier a child is provided appropriate amplification, the better his
educational, communicative, and psychosocial prognosis.

2. Type of hearing aid used. Hearing aids are designed in two general
styles: body worn (in whi,th.the body of the aid is secured -on the
body with a cord leading to a receiver in the ear) and ear level (com-
plete aid is located behind the ear with sound delivered via tubing
to the ear). Aids may deliver sound to the ear canal (air conduction)
or directly to the inner ear via vibration of skull (bone conduction).

3. Monaural. Y-cord, or binaural fitting. Children may be fitted with
one complete hearing aid (monaural); with one aid with two
receivers, one for each ear (Y-cord); or with two separate hearitig
aids (binaural).

4. Benefits derived from hearing aid. Note should be made of the
child's success in utilizing amplification. Obviously if his aided,,
sensitivity is near normal and his discrimination is good, i.e., better
than 80%, the benefits are apparent. However, if aidailiearing
sensitivity is in the severe hearing loss category with no measurable
discrimination, the child does not derive the same benefit.

When thc hearing-impaired child is to be evaluated or treated, it is
important to look at factors in addition to those related to auditory status
discussed above. Specifically attention must be given to information
rcgarding thc child's communication development and education profile
and family constellation.

COMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT,
EDUCATION PROFILE, ANOFAMILY PROFILE

As noted in the opening discussion, communication skills are acquired,
in the main, through the visual and auditory modalities and, to a lesser
extcnt, ethrough tactile input Any alteration in the visual, auditory, or
tactile systems may result in decreased communication potential. This is
true whether the alteration is attributable to'an aberrant peripheral or
central system. Although it is impossible to present a complete discussion
of the intriguing, complex interaction of factors that comprise communi-
c'ation, focus will center briefly on language skills, speech intelligibility
skills, methods of communication used by the hearing impaired, and
edycation profile.
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Language may be divided into receptive and expressive for discussion
purposes. Receptive language, srmply stated, refers to the child's ability
to detect, perceive, ass9ate, organize, and integrateincoming auditory,
visual, and tactile information into a meaningful whole. Obviously the
child with a peripheral hearing loss may not detect the incoming auditory
signal even with amplification. This varies according to the degree of
hearing loss and the level of the signal. Not so obvious is the fact that in
a number of the hearing impaired there may also be central auditory
deficits. In central auditory processing defiCits the child exhibits diffi-
culty in auditory short-term and/or long-term memory, perception,
association, organization, and integration. This is in additiolito the hear-
ing sensitivity and discrimination problems that also exist. For example,
the child with a peripheral hearing loss alone may have trouble detect-
ing the telephone ring if it is below his aided sensitivity level. In contrast,
the child with a peripheral and central auditory dysfunction may.have
trouhle associating the telephone ring (once itis loud enough) with the
object (telephone); or, at a higher level, may havc difficulty attaching
meaning to the label "telephone." When such deficits occur, the child
often has difficulty .benefning from Any method of communication or
instruction that relies solely on oral-aural input.

Thc visual aspect of 'receptive language must also be stressed. As is
the ease with audition, children may have peripheral vision deficits or
may .have central visual deficits including short-term and/or long-term
memory; perception; association, organization, and integration. Because
of the peripheral hearing loss and the central hearing loss that may be
present. the hearing-unpaired child is heavily dependent on the visual
channd for reteptive language.qhis is true for children who use speech-
rcadlng (formerly called lipreading) as well as for those who use sign lan-
guage and fingerspdling. Unfortunately recent studies measuring visual
dcfects have found about half of the deaf children tested had visual prob-
km% (Suchman, 1967; Lauson and M)klcbus(, 1970; Pollard and Neu-
maier, 1974) In addition to these problems, Usher's syndrome, a type or
retinttis pigmentosa involving congenital deafness, progressive blindness,
and central nervous system degeneration, haliplso been described
(Vernon. 1969)J7t has been estimated that 5.10% of thc geneticallndeaf
population have Usher's syndrome (Grinker, 1969; Vernon, 1969;
Rainer, Altshulcr, and Kallrnan, 1963). Among thcsc persons, many
become deaf and blind by early adulthood.

Speechreading Specchreading deserves special mention as it ts the
tiic,f sisual input for children who communicate or learn in an oral-aural

Spcechreading refers to the activities involved in watching
C ker's face, the lips in particular, and general body language in
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order to facilitate reception of spoken language. Streng (1958) sum-
marized speechreading succinctly, notirig that the child derives meaning
from partial cues,observed as the speaker's articulators pass rapidly from
sound to sound, some of which are invisible. Herein lies the dilemma of
even the most precocious speechreader. Only 33% of isolated, English
,speech sounds are readily visible (Hardy, 1970); ,and this drops to
approximately 20% for rapid, ongoing speech! In addition to the low viti-
bility of many speech sounds, one finds wide variance in individual
speechreading ability. Jeffers (1967) ascribes this variance to three
abilities: perceptual (ability to rapidly perceive elements or speech sounds
and gain additional information from speaker's facial.cues), synthetic
(ability to identify essence of words and phrases into meaningful units),
and flexibility (ability to reorder initial perceptions in light of ongoing
oneS). Thus, a given hearing-inipaired child may not be benefiting from
speechreading to the degree that the casual observer might predict.
,Interestingly, JOhnson (1976) showed that, among young adult students
atteridin& the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester
InstitUte of Technology, only 7% (n=243) achieved a speechreading rat-
ing equivalent to 75-100% correct identification of a riiessage when only
visual cues (filmed sentence list) were provided. The percentage achieving
this competence level rose to only 37% even when sound was used along
with the visual presentation.

The final point that warrants attention is the myth surrounding an
innate endowment deaf persons supposedly have to be supetior
speechreaders. There is no research evidence or clinical observation to
support this hypothesis. Indeed, it can only be surmised that, to the
degree a given childhearing impaired or nothas the attributes
described above, his speechreading skills will develop.

Expressive Language

Expressive language refers to the ability to translate the received message
into a meaningful response (spgken, written, gestural, signed; etc.).
Simply stated, this involves thc use of a known vocabulary, grammar,
and syntax. Many hearing-impaired and deaf individtals do not develop
'skills in these areas that are commensurate with their expected potential.
Among 245 deaf students entering the National Technical Institute for
thc Deaf in 1975, only 5% were judged (as assessed by the NTID Test of
Written Language) to have skills that enabled them to express a com-
plete message in acceptable written English (Johnson, 1976). This is in
contrast to 60% who were judged to ,have skills that, at best, could only
express one-half of the contcnt of a written message in acceptable
English (Johnson, 1976).

Without reiterating the factors, discussed earlier, that influence a.
Oen child's acquisition of receptive and expressive language skill
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should be stressed that the child seen for medical, educational, and/or
Psychosocial services may not have age-appropriate skills. Thus, it could
bc catastrophic for a dcaf person to be presented an informed consent
form written at several grade levels above his abilities. Equally serious
would be a psychologist's attempt to use either intellectual or projective
test materials on an inappropriate level. Indeed, as is discussed later, one
Lan imagine trying to do language-based psychotherapy with a youngster
V, hose language is markedry delayed because of deafness!

Speech Intelligibility

Speech intelligibility is an important factor to consider when a,ssessing
the hearing impaired. In our society speeCh is the main mode of com-
munication. and. to the degree that the child's ipeech is unintelligible, he
liffers,. Speech intelligibility is based Of1 a complex interaction or

rate and rhythm of speaking, and voice quality. Most
important, speech intelligibility is controlled by a feedback system based
I.irgels on auditors iriput with some visual and kinesthetic contribution.
liet:ause of the effect of the hearing loss, the feedback system is'altered
and speech is thereby -distorted, despite the growing technology involving
%isual and tactile speech aids for the deaf.

I. he intelligibility of a given child's speech is determined by a myriad
of .sariables The most important are probably his degree of hearing loss,
).flflgoration of loss, and age.of onset (a person who becomes deafened
in adolescence will probably maintain good speech throughout life).
\ 1st) one must consider the child's early speech training; motivation (of
s.hild and parents) to establish and continue to use speech, and educa-
tional placenwnt which reinforces the use of speech. Once the child
hevins to use speech, the reaction of listeners "(parent, sibling, peer,
grocery store clerk, etc.) influences his use of speech.

It is of vital importance to the child that professionals working with
scnsitivc to the child's intelligibility and desire to use speech as a

61i.ans of commurucation. Mame hearing-impaired and deaf people are
Alienated tr, a society in which everyone corrects their speech, thereby
filling to focus on the need and intent to communicate, rather than only

speak.

l'n7 the hearing professional who works with a hearing-impaired
if is important to establish at thc outset how well the client can

bc understood. Although there are no standardized evaluation tools,
there have been attempts to write behavioral criteria to describe a client's
Teech Thc following is the ,pehavioral description component of such an
instrument developed at the National Technical Institute for the DeaV

Listener understands thc complete message.
Listener understands most of the content of the message.
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Listener understands, with difficulty, about half of the message. (Intelligi-
bility may improve after a listening period.)

Listener understands little of the content of the message, but does under-
stand a few isolated words or phrases.

Listener cannot understand the message.
(Johnson, 1976, p. 421)

Use of this type of judgment scale may help the clinician make the deci-
sion to accept or continue a relationship. It is also helpful in deciding to
use an interpreter, either one who signs or one who is more skilled in
understanding deaf speech. This scale should also assist the clinician
relative to realistic expectations for the client in social, educational, or
vocational environments.

Methods of Communication Used by the Hearing Impaired

Before concluding the discussion of communication skills, note should be
made of the various methods of communication and instruction used by
and with the hearing impaired and deaf. Figure 6 summarizes thew
methodologies along a continuum from auditory alone to visual alone.

AUDITOR Y AUDITORY AND VISUAL VISUAL

Unimnsory
(Use of residual
hearing alonechild
is not encouraged to
make use of any cues
other than auditory
ones during
habilitation)

OralAurel
(Child Is encouraged
to use residual heoring,
opeechreading, and
natural gestures and
context in all com-
municative situations)

Cued Speech
(In addition to aspecu
noted in the oral4Ufai
system, child I. taught
with, and teams to use
8 hind configurations
which add more meaning
to the visual configurations
of speochreading.)

Manuel Communication
(Child uses hand
signs and finger
spelling without
the use of residual
hawing and, often
times, without the
use of epeechreading
cues.)

Total Communication
(In addition to aspects
noted In the orel-tiural
eystem, child is taught
with, and learns to use,
hand signs and finger-
spelling which reduce the
ambiguity of splischruding
and the distortion of
listening through a
distorted auditory sYstem.)

Figure 6. Summary of methods of communication and instruction. (From Cox, B. P., and
Blanc, K. F. 1978. Hearing loss in children. Curr. Pediatr. Ther. S. (S. S. Genii' and S.M.
Kagan, eds. Reprinted by permission.)
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-
These descriptions are self-explanatory, with one exception. There are
several forms of sign language ranging from sign to what may be referred
to as Manual English. Sign, also referred to as American Sign Language
(ASL) or Ames lan, is historically related to nineteenth century French
Sign and does not have a one-to-one relationship to spoken English. The
spoken question, "Have you been to Baltimore?" would be signed,
"Touch Finish Baltimore you Question." In contrast, another form of
sign language attempts to implicate the spoken message through showing
such markers as plurals, past tense, word order, etc. This is referred to as
Manual English or Signed English.

Without discussing these methodologies further, note should be
made that there is a wide range of communication and education
methodologies used by the hearing intaired and deaf. Obviously the
child's routine and preferred method of communication must be con-
sidered.

_Education Profile

Education of hearing-impaired children may be viewed along a con-
tinuum of total integration with hearing children versus no integration
with hearing children, as well as day classes versus residential classes.
When a hearing-impaired child is seen, it is important to consider his
educational background to that point in time. This is necessary because
the prior educational placement and the age at which education began
affect the child. Eitniples of this include the philosophy of communica-
tion used with the child as well as the relative emphasis placed on
developing academic and social skills. Perhaps the most obvious example
is the characteristic social profile of children educated in residential
schools for the deaf. (Further discussion of this appears later in this
chapter.) Finally, relative to the education profile, it must be kept in
min.c.ei that a substantial portion of the hearing impaired and deaf do not
have age-appropriate academic skills. Indeed, among the profoundly
hearing impaired, reading abd writing skills, as measured by 'tests whose
standardization samples did nOt include the deaf, may not exceed primary
levels (DiFrancesca, 1972). Specifically data showed that the average deaf
person had reading skills like those of a hearing fourth grader. Further-
more, it was concluded that less than 10% read at or higher than the
seventh.grade level (Bolton, 1976).

Family Profile

A discussion of variables that affect the hearing-impaired child's
develortnent would not be complete without at least an allusion to the
child's family background. In addition to variables related to any child's
family background, with the hearing impaired one must consider whether

Cox and Edelin

the child comdis from hearing-impaired or deaf parents, also whether the
parents are first-generation hearing impaired or the result of a multi-
generational background.

From a statistical standpoint the majority of parents of the hearing
impaired has normal heating. Data from the National Census of the
Deal' Population (Schein and Delk, 1974) revealed that both parents liad
normal hearing in 91.7% of the cases surveyed, 3.2% of the cases involved
two hearing-impaired parents, and 0.8% of the cases had one hearing-
impaired parent.

- Knowledge of this aspect of the child's background assists in under-
standing his familial orientation toward hearing impairment. It is often
seen that children who have hearing-impaired parents have a better
adjustment to the problem and, oftentimes, have mych better adaptive
behavior. skills. Note is also made of the clinical observatiop that
children whose parents use some form of signed English have better lan-
guage skills than those children from hearing parents. Even in situations
in which the child's parents use the least spoken English-related sign, the
children have better language skills than children from normal hearing
parents.
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Testing the Difficult-to-Test ChHd
The judgments the clinician makes on chil-

dren's hearing, abilities often necessarily in-
vtil:te a differential evaluation. In the pres-
ence of Okicy disorders the child's behavior
or his level of functioning may be so erratic
that standard techniques of audiometr7 can-
not be used. In order to apply appropriate
tests for hearing, the clinician must be able to
recognize the dysfunction that is present and
to adjust the tests to it. The classical disorders
that are to be differentiated are mental retar-
dation, cerebral dysfunction, and autism
(Myklebust, 1954). More than one of these
may be present in one child. If the clinician
has been trained in evaluating any of these
disorders,. he may also test the child's func-
tioning in that specific area. as well as in the
hearing area. But at the very least he has the
responsibility of recognizing the disorder that
exists. He must be able to apply the proper
tests for hearing and to make referral for
diagnosis and treatment of the other disorder.

In discussing the entities which mutt be
reCognized, it is necessary to reiterate an im-
portant factthat neither cerebral dysfunc-
tion nor central auditory disorders nor mental
retardation nor autism result, in themselves,
in a decrease of auditory acuity as represented
by the audiogram. The responses which can
be elicited certainly require more ingenuity
to obtain. But when credible responses reveal
reduced hearing for pure tones and speech, a
peripheral hearing loss is present, in addition
to any central disorder that may exist (Gold-
stein et al., 1972; Kleffner, 1973). The clinical
audiologist's task is to choose the appropriate
test procedures that will reveal the presence
or absence of peripheral hearing loss. It is not
always a simple las* to make this distinction

To guide the clinician in fulfilling his

Excerpted from Hearing in Children by
Jerry L N Northern and Marion P. Downs, with
the permission of Williams & Wilkins
publiahers.
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charge, we will attempt to describe the salient
features of the sarious disorders and to sag:
gest appropnate tests that may be-chosen.

Mental Retardation
One principle should be kept in mind when

dealing with the mentally_ retarded child. If
generalized developmental retardation is his
only disorder, he will behave in all areas at
the level of his mental age. This principle will
hold up in all cases except those in which
autistic behavior or cerebral dysfunction is
superimposed upon the general retardation.
Then the testing problem is further com-
pounded, but is not insoluble. .

0 to 5 Years. Infancy is an ideal time to
test the retarded child's hearing. He has not
yet developed the social behaviorisms, the
self-stimulating activities, or the inattention
patterns of the older retardate. In the first few
months of life he sleeps a great deal, giving
an opportunity for good observations of his
responses in a sound room. Until 4 months
the quality of his auditory responses cannot
be distmguished from those of the normal
child. It must be remembered that until 4
months of age wc still apply the same cntena
of heanng responses that are used at birth.
Only after 4 months can wc depend on
searching activity to be present. So lhe hear-
ing testing for 0 to 4 months will follow the
procedures described for the normal child al
that age, and the audiologist may not be able
even to recognize the retardation He can.
however, make the observations suggested of
the infant's developmental landmarks. Any
impression of a deviation from these norms
should be recorded and followed up with
referral for developmental testing.

After 4 months we begin to identify the
retardate through his auditory behavior as
well as through the developmental landmarks
present. If by 5 months he is not making even
a partial head-turn toward the sounds, deter-
mine whether he can reach for and hold
objects, and if he laughs aloud. He may not
even be holding his head erect, or be able to
follow a moving object -.behavior which
would place him below the 3-month level of
functioning In this case one can expect only
the auditory responses that are listed for the
child under 4 months old. If he then..responds
to all acoustic stimuli like a child under 3

months old, his hearing is judged to be nor-
mal.

The same observations of auditory behav-
ior and developmental behavior should be
made of the older child, referring to the de-
velopmental landmarks. If all behaviors are
consistent for a certain age level, and the
auditory indices are within the normaLliAs
listed for that age level, the hearing leveris
judged to be normal. For example, if a 15-
month-old child's behavioral landmarks are
at the 8-month level, a speech awareness level
of 15 to 20 d,B and pure tone awareness of 45
to 55 dB are considered to be normal hearing.

If previous developmental scales or IQ test
results are available, the clinician will have
no difficulty in correcting the auditory test
results for mental age. It is when the intellec-
tual status is unknown that the clinician Must
apply his own observations of developmental
landmarks. If these are not consistent at a
certain age level, another disorder should be
suspected. The 5-year-old who has normal
motor coordination and good personal-social"
adjustment fot his age, yet is unable to iden-
tify all of a group of familiar toys should be
evaluated further, providing that his hearing
test is normal.

The severely mentally retarded child with
random motor movements is the most diffi-
cult to test One must apply the kinds of
behavioral observations that are made for
young _infants, yet the noises of his move-
ments and the inattention prevent responses
to soft sounds. Sometimes the only observa-
tions that can be made are of startle responses
to 65-dli speech. A good startle response
indicates normal range of hearing, or at the-
least rules out everything but a mild sensosi-
neural loss. If behavior is too hyperactive
even for this test, mild sedation can ,be or-
dered by a physician. Even a little reduction
of the hyperactivity may permit both the
observations of responses in the sound room
and the use of the acoustic impedance meter.

However, the behavioral responses previ-
ously described for infants (response to 45-
dB speech level, and startle to 65-dll speech)
have been shown to yield a high percentage
of successes in severely mentally retarded
children. Knight (1973) studied 100 mentally
retarded institutionalized students from 2 to
35 years of age, and applied to them this
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technique and the related criteria,' as sug-
gested by-the authors. The functioning levels
of the students were classified predominantly
aS severe to profound retardation levels. Of
these, 25 were designated as untestable for
mental age: Knight also applied tympano-

s metry tests to this population. The average
',test time for the subjective observations was
3 min 10 sec. Impedance testing was done in
an average.time of 2 min per ear.

Ainong the audiologic and otologic studies
on the preialence of hearing loss and ear
disease in institutionsfor mental retardation,
the pekcentages of loss range from about 10%
to 45% or greater. Lloyd (1970) has presented
a review of the literat e .on the audiologic
aspects of mental retaration in which a sum-
mary of the various reported incidences is
given. Each percentage is affected by the
Chronologic.and mental age of the population
tested, by the testing procedures used, and by
the criteria 'for failure which are applied.
Thus, it is difficult to estimate an average
incidence of hearing loss in this group.
Lloyd's excellent review article is recom-
mended to all who seek to study these prob-
lemsAn detail.

The objection may be voiced that 45 dB is
too high a screening level and tnat it may
miss milaer hearing loss. But if we estimate
the intellectual functioning level of these se-
vere retardates as equivalent to the first 4
months of infancy, then response to a 45-dB
speech signal is the normal. threshold level
for this group. True, some with mild senso-
rineural loSs and recruitment may respond at
the 45-dB level but these would be very rare.
We feel that at the present time the procedure
of behavioral responses plus tympanometry
offers the most practical means of testing this
group.

5 to 16 Years. The verY severely retarded
in this age group can be tested only in the
way described by Knight (1973). However, a
large numbers of these children will have a
level of functioning that permits other tests to
be used. If theil mental age is over 2 years,
the tests described for children of that age
can be applied. Play-conditioning techniques
often are successful with the older retarded
child when standard techniques faiL

A period of pretest observation will reveal
what cair be expected of the child. Present

CHILDREN

him with toys and see how familiar he is with-
them. 'Can lie hand them to you on a com-
mand? If he recognizes most qf the toys and
can give theni to you od command, he is
probably able to give both a speecn reception
threshold and play-conditioned thresholds. If
riot, the routine observations of behavioral
responses can be made.

When precise thresholdS are desired in
such a borderline functioning child, the tech-

, niques of visual reinforcement audiometry
and tangible reinforcement operant condi-
tioning audiometry described under "Other
Techniques of Behavioral Testing" above can
be employed.

The Centially Disordered Child
The suggested techniques for testing the

brain-damaged child rest on two basic as-
sumptions:

I. That any reduction in auditory acuity
for pure tones, speech, or other signals is
caused by lesions in the Aripheral auditory
system, not in the ,midbrain or higher path-
ways (see our discussion in Chapter 4 on
"Disorders in Auditory Learning"). No real
evidence has ever been presented that lesions
central to the cochlear nuclei result in reduc-
tion in auditory sensitivity.

2. That only in the extremely severe cen-
trally damaged child with gross motoric in-
volvement will,we see the complete absence
of all of the four basic auditory reflexes: head-
turn, eye-blink, startle response, and arousal
from sleep.

The first rule in testing such a child is to
determine his level of behavior. Pretesting
will show what he can and cannot do. Sit and
talk quietly and play with him in the sound
room. Can he attend for any length of time
to anything that you say or do? Can he give
his name, age, or other appropriate informa-
tion? Can he hand you toys or repeat words
on request? In the case of a very young child,
as well as an older one; is his eye, contact
steady and does it have integrity? Can he sit
still for any length of time? Is he hyperactive
and does he throw things around?

The child who has auditory perceptual dys-
qunction may be able to sit quietly and attend
to visual stimuli but not be able to repeat
words or to pick up objects on command.
Such a child may, however, be perfectly able
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to do play-conditioned audiometry with pure
tones and speech signals. Do not give up on
formal testing unless it is proved to be inef-
fective.

If it is evident that formal testing tech-
niques will not be successful, it is best to start
at the lowest level of testing procedure, as has
been described for the infant from 4 months
or4 The entire battery of observations should
be made, from localization procedures to star-

tle reactions. Renfember that this child may
be inconsistent in his responses to various
stimuli, and at various times. A -clear-cut
response to one stimulus at 5 to 10.dB can be

' relied upon. even when responses to other
stimuli cannot be seen .at that level. The
startle or the eye-blink response will always
confirm the observation of some reactions to
soft levels.

We have stated that it is rare for all of the
auditory reflexes to be absent in a child. The
reflexes are mediated at the level of the brain
stem and are usually intact in the presence of
higher cortical dysfunction. Auditory reflexes
only tell us about the integrity of the periph-
eral auditory system through the brain stem.
They tell us nothing about the higher orders,
of perception and integration.

In order to demonstrate the relationships
between the peripheral, midbrain, and corti-
cal auditory functions, and the levels of the
auditory reflexes. Table 5.3 has been pre-
pared.

From this table it can be seen that only in
the presence of degeneration of the brain
stem at the olivary complex caSh the absence
of the head-turn and eye-blink reflexes be
expected. Even then, the startle reflex, me-
diated at a low brain stem level, should be
active, unless there is widespread motoric
damage that prevents the muscular system
from coordina ing. Even in severe cases of
mental retarda ion; these reflexes are evident,

as shown by night (1974 Although the
startle or eye-blink reflexes to a 65-dB (SI)
signal do not eliminate the presence of a mild
sensorineural loss, one may be sure that the
loss is not of a degree that would produce the
severe degree of symptoms found in a child
whose only testable avenue is the reflex. Of-
ten, the audiologist's task is to identify the
primary disorder. a hearing loss may be only
secondary to the Major problem. The startle

\

reflexes will enable him to do so. When re-
porting on such a 'case, the audiologist can
say with confidence: "Hearing loss is not the
primary problem in this child's communica-
tion dysfunction." Where the clinician is
equipped to apply tests for central auditory
dysfunction, he will be able to include the
type and degree of the disorder.

The Autistic-Like Child
It is seldom that one sees the purely autis-

tic-like child; but when one does, the bizarre
behavior he displays-can be recognized al-

most immediately: refusal to meet any per-
son's eye gaze, disregard of all human speech
stimuli, long term fixation on some object,
and refusal of physical contact with humans.
He will consistently fail to attend to any
speech stimulus, yet he will attend to some
other acoustic signals. One such child will
look for pure tone signals at low intensities,
another will search for a cat "meow" at soft
levels, and another will localize a white or a'
complex noise signal at normal levels. All will
startle or eye-blink to 65-dB voice in a struc-
tured sound room situation if hearing is nor-
mal. All the stimuli described for testing from
birth on should ,be tried. Something is guar-
anteed to procruce a response if the hearing is
normal, even if it is only a startle reaction.

The real testing problem arises when autis-
tic behavior is superimposed on central dys-
function. Indeed, one wonders whether all
brain damage is not accompanied by some
degree 9f autistic behavior. The symptoms
are often so similar that they defy separation.
In addition to the behavior described abov,
there may be the heightened activity and
lashing out at humans. If such a child is
difficult for the neurologist and psychiatrist
to understand, so he is for the audiologist.

The testing procedures described for men-
tal retardation andfor central nervous system

disorders are applicable here. Keep in mind
' the fact that autistic symptoms are sometimes

found in the deaf child, so do not let anything
mislead you in the search for peripheral hear-
ing loss. The audiologist's task in identifying
the hearing level is unique, and no other
discipline can lend guidance here. One must
simply remember that the auditory reflexes .
cannot be suppressed even in an autistic child
when the properly structured sound room
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Table fr3. Relationships between Reflexes and Auditory Rdsponses

Rei loxes and Other Audi-
tory Responses

Levet in cNS
Auditory Dysfunction at

This Leiei
Tests which tdetrrity l'te Dysfunction

Startle reflex Pontomedullary junc-
, tion and below

None Lack of response to 65 d8
speech or noise (85 dB SPL)
in quiet sound room.

Acoustic reflex (stape- Pontomedullary junc- Amplitude regulation Intra-aural reflex iest with

dius) tion or below (mild tolerance prob-
lem)

impedance meter (Anderson,
1969)

Head-hirn retie& Lower pons eccessory 1. Binaural integration 1; Frequency fusion test in di-

(perinatal period) disorder chotic mode (Matzker, 1959)

Orientation-lbcallza- Olivary nuclei but de- 2. Inability to localize 2. Localization tests (Deather-

tion (4 mo. or pendent on temporal sound source . age and Hirsh, 1959:

older) auditory cortex in 3. Time integration Matzkker, 1959)

man problems for speech 3. Interrupted speech test
(Bocce and Calearo, 1963;
Berlin and Lowe. 1972)

Eye-blink reflex (auro-
palpebral)

Pons Same as above Same as above

Higher level functions: Secondary auditory 1, 2, 3. Auditory dis- 2. Dichotic- speech tests (Ki-

Discrimination of pa- area of temporal 6rders mura, 1961; Berlin and Lowe.

rameters of speech lobe: association 4. Auditory sequenc- 1972)

signal areas of temporal ing disorders 2, 3, 4. Identification of order

Auditory memory lobe (superior tem- of presentation signals (Efron

Auditory closure poral gyrus) 1963; Jerger et al., 1969)

Auditory sequencing

condition prevails. If one is lucky, a stimulus
may be found that will confirm perfectly
.normal hearing, aside from the reflexes.
Acoustic impedance tests may provide valu-
able information.

Freedman and Kaplan (1967) list the four
chief identifying features of autistic-like chil-
dren.

1. They exhibit aloneness, and will occupy
themselves for long periods of time without
attention to anyone.

2. Some fail to use any language or com-
munication; others niay show precocious
speech with scholarly words that have no real
meaning to the child.

3. They show an obsessive desire for the
maintenance of sameness. Fearing new pat-
terns, they endlessly reiterate old patterns,
almost as rituals.

4. They have a fascination for objects in
place of interpersonal relationships, and will
occupy themselves endlessly with a familiar
object.

The autistic-like child is different from the
mentally retarded or the brain-damaged child
in that he usually has a high intellectual
capacity, as indicated in IQ tests when they
can be peiformed.

One form of autistic-like behavior is,dem-
onstrated by extreme.anxiety at being sepa-
rated from mother. Freedman and Kaplan
label this behavior as a "symbiotic psychosis"
indication. When such behavior is evident.
the clinician can overcome it by keeping the
child close to the mother, on her lap if he is
small enough or sitting next to her during the
test situation.

The Deaf-Blind Child
Except for the eye-ear syndromes described

in the Appendix, most of the etiologies for
deafness-combined-with-blindness fall at the
present time into the maternal rubella cate-
gory. These cases are most often confounded
by central nervous system damake which
makes it difficult to structure the testing sit-
uation properly. The rare cases of meningitis
resulting in deafness and blindness may also
have associated neurologic and cognitive dys-
function. Not all are as intact centrally as
Helen Keller, nor do they all have a full 2

years of auditory language experience.
In severe cases of multiple involvements,

we have found it most expedient to rely again
on the auditory reflexes. on orientation re-
sponses, and on quieting responses. In the
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absr.nce of speech and language. one must
apFiy the tests as for the infant.prodeeding to
the upper limits of the auditory abilities pres-
ent. As in the infant, the absence of auditory
reflexes is the confirmatory evidence of a
peripheral hearing loss. Reliance on the ab-
sence (or presence) of this response will rarely
lead one astray. If a doubt remains, diagnostic
therapy with a trial hearing aid All 'reveal
the true condition in a short time. One rule
we have been adamant about: the deaf-blind
child should always be fitted with true bi-
naural amplification, even if the hearing loss
appears asymmetrical. A careful frequency-
gain balancing will compensate for the dif-
ferences. The blind child needs every bi-
naural clue he can get to function at his best
level and to locomote adequately.

It i5 the audiologist's responsibility to make
-the decision about the blind child's hearing
abilities. It must, perforce, be a bold decision,
for any equivocation is not useful to the child.
The conservative hearing aid trial with care-
ful observations by all concerned during a
diagnostic therapy period will not hurt the
child. Hesitance may deprive him of critical
time for learning auditory skills and thus do
him a disservice.



Impedance Audiometry with the Mentally
Retarded
The evaluation of hearing in the mentally

retarded patient presents a most difficult task.
The prqblems arc so vast that an entire book
devoted to audiometry for the retarded has
recently been published (Fulton and Lloyd,
1969). Many retarded children do not condi-
tion well to pure tone play audiometry. They
may not have sufficient maturation to per-
form auditory localization tasks or may lack
consistent startle response..They may be too
hyperactive to cooperate or too lethargic to
be aware of changes in the environment (Fig.
6.9). Difficult problems are commonly en-
countered with other physiologic tests in pa-
tients with questionable conical function. In-
cidence studies have ettablished that there is
a higher incid6nce of hearing impairment
among the retarded than among the nonre-
tarded (Lloyd. 1970; Rittmanic, 1971). Yet
the retarded are excluded from traditionally
recommended screening techniques because
of their limited capacity for responding.

The evaluation of hearing in the mentally
retarded population presents a most difficult
task for the audiologist. They may not have
sufficient neurological maturation to perform
reflexive muditory awareness or localization
tasks. They may be too hyperactive to coop-
erate or too lethargic to respond. Brain dam-
age in these children often makes physiolog-
ical auditory responses unreliable. ket, ac-
curate assessment of hearing function or mid-
dle ear status of these children may be critical
for educational placement or medical/sur-
gical treatthent. Sometimes even a tympano-
gram or acoustic reflex Melia= can be a
valuable result since the clinician cal then
make reasonably accurate assumptions re-.
garding the presence or absence of middle ear
foroblems and the need for medical referral.
impedance audiometry is also valuable in the
evaluation of the severely mentally retarded
"mattress care" children, who are virtually
impossible to test with say other testing pro-
mdure. These institutionalized youngsters are

Fig. 6.9. Impedance Waling can be accomplished
with difficult-to-test patients as shown above with this
mentally retarded rubella youngster.

certainly at high risk for developing chronic
middle ear disease.

The earliest acoustic impedance studies
with retarded children were published hy.
Lamb and Norris (1969, 1970).. They com-
pared acoustic reflex thresholds in 15 men-
tally retarded children and 15. children of
normal intelligence. All subjects had normal
hearing, and the acoustic reflex thresholds for
both groups were at similar levels. Although
it was reported that considerable variability
in reflex thresholds was noted among the
mentally retarded subjects, the authors note
that the retirded sub'pas were easily tested,
and they recommended that the impedance
technique should be included as a part of the
audiometric test' battery. Fuhon and Lamb
(1972) reported normative results from a re-
tarded population with tympanometry, and
demonstrated that tympanometry can be of
use to help differcçtiste etiology of hearing
loss.

BMus (1972) u impedance measure-
ments in a group of 23 young retarded chil-
dren to establish the value of impedaRce au-
diometry in determining the nature of hearing
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loss. She concluded that impedance measure-
ments "offer great promise" in quickly deter-
mining normal hearing in a retardeel, diffi-
cult-to-test child, identifying cases where
there is clearly a conductive component, and
singling out retarded children who do have
some auditory anomaly requiring further
evaluation.

A rather comprehensive report on tympan-
ometry in "developmentally disturbed" chil-
dren was recently published by Bashore
(1976). Developmentally disturbed children
are described as youngsters with mental de-
ficiency or severe physical disabilities who
are not testable under Pennsylvania mandate
which requires pure tone evaluation. Some
1.4 million children are given annual pure
tone hearing tests in Pennsylvania and an
estimated 50,000 are classified as "develop-
mentally disabled." The Bashore study re-
ported otoscopic findings and tympanometric
results in 340 such children composed of 308
trainable retarded.s. 31 physically ha'ndi-
capped, and I prokand mental retardate.
The study was conducted to evaluate six tym-
panometry failure enteric( 1) no well defined
maximum compliance peaks, (2) compliance
greater than normal, (3) maximum compli-

. ance worse than 100 mm H20. (4) less than
normal compliance, (5) inability to secure
and maintain seal, and (6) untestable chil-
dren.

Bashore found 97% of the population to be
testable, and only 5 children could not be

tested because of ioo much crying and the
ears of 5 children could not be sealed with an
air-tight probe cuff. An agreement of only
62% was found between otoscopy and tym-
panometry. although it should be pointed out
that the article specifically stated that the
"otologic examination did not have the ben-
efit of a pneumatic otoscope," and tympan-
ograms were considered abnormal when mid-
dle ear pressures were worse than 100 mm
H20a rather rigid failure criteria. Almost
certainly better correlation would have been
achieved between tympanometry and otos-
copy if pneumatic otoscopy has been em-
ployed and if the failure criterion for tympan-
ometry had been established at 150 mm
H20 or even 200 mm H20.

Jordan (1972) points out that even a mild
degree of hearing loss may have a dispropor-

tional impact on the mental retardate because
he is less capable ofcompensating ceriprally
with the aid of his other senses. Mentally
retarded children now considered to be ed-
ucable were "mattress cases" 10 or 20 years

ago. Standards set forth by the Accreditation
Council for Facilities for the Mentally Re-
tarded in 1971 require that all new residents
of institutions, and all other residents, at reg-
ular intervals must be given audiometric
screening. Audiologists in such facilities find
themselves faced with great numbers of re-
tarded patients of all ages and functioning
levels, for auditory screeniQ We see no al-
ternative for autory evaluition of such pa-

lients without impedance audiometry.
The Deaf-Blind Child. In our opinion,

evaluation of hearing in deaf-blind children'
is the most difficult task faced by the audiol-
ogist. The task is even more formidable when
mental'. retardation accompanies the deaf-
blind handicap. Audiometrically we are lim- ,

ited to observation of basic behavioral audi-
tory orientation responses, the acoustic startle
reflex, and quieting behavior to brief intro-
duction of various interesting sound stimuli.
When severe visual, motor, or other neuro-
logical deficits are present, the primitive re-
flexive auditory behavior responses may be
inhibited or absent. The audiologist is often
left with little upon which to base the healing
evaluation.

It is the audiologist's responsibility to make
the decision about the blind child's hearing
ability. tittle textbook information or stand-
ardized developmental scales are available
regarding techniques for evaluating the hear-
ing response in these children. It is often
useful to the audiologist to discuss the hearing
potential of deaf-blind children with the par-
ents and or teachers who are with the child
for long periods of time. Sometimes the pe-
ripheral reflexive hearing mechanism seems
within normal limits but the child is "func-
tionally dear' since sounds are seldom imi-
tated, little vocalization occurs, and response

to verbal cues is inconsistent.

Imrdance Audiometry with the Congenitally
Deaf Child

The work-up of patients with substantial
sensorineural deafness will usually not iden-
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Recently Rossi and Sims (1977) reported
the use of acoustic reflex measurements in
the severely and profoundly deaf in an effort
to evaluate the validity of audiometrically-
determined air-bone gaps. They conducted
impedance studies of 35 deaf students shciw-
ing that some 809 of the "air-bone gaps"
produced by audiometry were. in fact, in-
valid. They recommend the use of impedance
measurements of the acoustic reflex to resolve
the ambiguity of responses due to probable
tactile-vibratory stimulation with the audio-
metric bone oscillator frorn.true conductive
components.

These studies show that impedance audi-
ometry provides a useful means of evaluating
the conductive mechanism in patients with
profound deafness. The Brooks study (1975)
brought out an important additional fact
about the increase in hearing loss which ac-
companies middle ear problems. In deaf chil-
dren this additional hearing loss may .have
significant deleterious effect on hearing aid
performance. If the child is mature enough to
recognize the need to turn yp the hearing aid
gain, problems may be created with distortion
and feedback, if the child is too young to note
the change in hearing, poor performance with
the hearing aid may also result. Impedance
audiometry should, by all means, be a routine
procedure for children attending schools for
the deaf.

11-67
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A speech and languar assessment is incomplete Jun less the client's auditorY
abilities have been evaluated. Normal auditory ability is a prerequisite to rformal
speech, and language development. Except in the case of purely manual Com-
munication, the treatment of communication disorders is inefficient at best, and
.possibly, unethical, If the clinician does not know about the auditory abilities
and limitations of the client. Knowledge of the client's auditory abilities is also
critical to other educational and habilitative programming. In light of the critical
role of hearing and the high prevalence of hearing impairment among the
retarded in general, it would seem that reliable and valid aixliological assessment
would be of the highest prioriti in habilitative progranunnig for the retarded.
Unfortunately, this is not the Case. Many retarded ,individuals have not had the
benefit of even a puretone screening test, or a puretune threshokl test 'of
auditory sensitivity. As Fristoe (this volume) has pointed out, many programs
fad to provide diagnostic services in hearing.

Why do wc find this sad state of affairs? Is it because we do not have the
technical capabilities of obtaining reliable and Valid inclotures of the auditory
sensitivity of most retarded individuals? Or, is It the lack of application of our
currently available technology? I fear it is the latter.

In reviewing the literature on the audsologic aspects ol Mental retardation, it
is clear that we have at present the technology to ascertain accurately the
auditory sensitivity and to detect middle ear pathologies in most retarded
individuals (e.g.. Lloyd, 1970; Lloyd and Moore. 1972). With only minor modi-
fications, behavioral audiometry can even be used to define a number or
significant auditory functions that arc deemed critical m halsilitative planning.
While there is still a 'need fur considerable rest:tads in the arca of speech
discrimination and speech processing by retarded thdividuals, we have at present .i.
the capability of providing considerable servIce tor all but the more severely and
profoundly retarded in this area. The major Nutrient has nut been onc of a lack
of available Jechnology. but .of lack of applica lion. I hope Ilia t through meetings
such as this onc, more administrators and other professionals concerned with
providing the best possible habilitative service tu the setarded will understand
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the signitlate of hearing and will demand the best possible audiologic ln
formation on all of du. retarded individuals they serve.

Because time limitations do not permit a discussion of thc application
of all audiologjc procedures to the retarded, 1 have elected to present a brief
presentation of operant audiometry for testing auditory sensitivity, and then to
discuas the extension of such procedures along with other considerations to
obtain speech discrimination information.

APPLICATION OF OPERANT PRINCIPLES

I have previously emphasiled the careful application of operant principles such
as! I) simplicity of responses, 2) selection of reinforcers. 3) reinforcement.
contingencies, 4) immediate reinforcement, 5) reinforcement schedules, and 6)
reinforcement shifting with a number of audiometric procedures, including a)
conventional or standard hand raising. b) ear choice, c) play (e.g., dropping
blocks in a box, putting rings on a peg), d) visual reinforcer (e.g., peep show and
slide show). and e) TROCA (Tangible Reinforcement Operant Conditioning
Audiometry) (Cox and Lloyd, 1976; Und, 1966; 1975a; 1975b). All of these
principles ate critical in testing the retarded. but this portion of the chapter will
discuss TROCA as a procedure for testing the more severely retarded, with 'the
primary focus on the first two principlesresponses and reinforce's. More

-.extensive presentations on TROCA have been presented. previously (e.g.. Cox
Jan!) Uoyd, 1976, Lloyd, 1975a and I975b; Lloyd and Cox, 1975; Uoyd,

Spledlin. and Reid,"10(8; Spradlin, Uoyd. Reid, and Horn, 1968). The following
part \NU this section has been modffled from a recent presentation on the use of
operaht procedures to obtain thresholds of infants (Uoyd, 1976).

To minimi/e tester or observer bias and increase reliability, the response to
be used should he one that is both easily observed and unambiguous. The
response should be simple ;:nd a behavior that is easily within the motor and

eye-hand coordination of the particular individual being tested. It should be-
something that is already within the individual's behavioral repertoire. For
example, many retarded individuals have the eye-hand coordination required for
play audiometry, hut ply a!diornetry also requires the grasping. moving, and
releasing behaviors 'nil In he itsociated arid sequenced with the auditory stimu-
lus. While play audiometry has been quite successful with many retarded
individuals, it has not been useful with the more severely retarded. Therefore,
the law of parsimony indicates we shouidpe a simpler response that is easier to
bring under stimulus control. For example, the simple hitting of a relatively large
response button would an easier task that is within the capabilities of most
retarded individuals.

One of the most common bits of misinformation about operant procedures
is the nature of a reinforcer. Too frequently the clinician thinks that giving
someone an M & Psi (a candy-coated chocolate) is giving positive reinfgraikent.

2.0
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An M & M may bo reinforcing to of the individuals some of the !line, but
not all of the time, suck it is not str:11:111oicing to all individuals. Actually, with
some retarded individuals we found M & Ms were not positive reinforcers. Fot
many (but not all) retarded Individuals, sugar-coated dry breakfast cereal was a
good reinforcer. L1ke candy, sugar-coated cereal is siveet and in some cases it has
an appealing color and shape (e.g., the breakfast-cereal called Froot Loops). It
has the advantage, however, of resisting satiation better than some of the richer.
more filling Hans such as M & Ms. Such Cereal also has the advantage of beim,
something that does not last long.% it is rapidly consumed.

I have previously emphasized (Uoyd, 1966; 1976) three points in the
selectinn of a reinforcer.,. First, it must be reinforcing for the particular indiviiimd
and not just be assumed to be reinforcing, (This will he discussed later in the
paper.) Second, ft must not interfere with the task. The rein forcingstiiritiltiitts tot
consequence) must not be an event that can compete or be confu
discriminative stimulus or test signal, and must not be an event that will serve ;is
a masker, or that will fatigue the sensory system being tested. For example.
music has been found to have reinforcing properties for some individuals and lins
been used quite effectively in sheltered workshop settings for the retar&d, but
music (and especially some of the loud music that seems so reirrforcing to our
teenagers) would be& totally inappropriate reinforcer for audiometric testine.'
Likewise, in the name of parsimony, the reinforcer should not take a long time
to consume. Third, it should not make habilitation difficult. This point is of
relevance when considering punishment. A strong aversive consequence that is
used to extinguish false positive responses (i.e., responses when no test signal is
present) may be generalized to the audiologist, the clinic, and/or earphones. ails
of which could be crucial to the subsequent habilitative program. For example .

years ago I saw young children who had readily worn earphones in the pact
return to the clinic after being tested with GSFkor EDR audiometry and reject
the earphones. This required us to take time to reorient the child to earphones
before we could continue with auditory training.

The point that the consequent event must truly be a reinforcer to that
particular child cannot be overemphasized in testing infants and other difficult-
to-test individuals. The clinician cannot 'time that because sortie young chil.
dren like play activities such as putting blocks in a box, that all children will like
that activitY, or that a given child likes that activity all the time. \

Selecting the' appropriate reinforcer may be the most crucial step in operant
audiometry. In developing TROCA for the profoundly retarded, we ( Lloyd.
Spradlin, and- Reid, 1968) used a cafeteria procedure to see what the child
preferred in s wide choice of edibles. Once the child indicated a preference for
one item, we did a simple test to ate if the child would work for that item. M
the child reached for the item, we would close the hand and see if the child
would make an effort to get the item out of the domed hand.

Once a reinforcer has been determined, the clinician must watch for the
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initial sips of satiation, such 33 decrease in rrsponse strrnrth, increase in
response latency, and even Obvious lack of interest In the reinfoseer such as not
retrieving it oe consuming it more slowly.°

AUDITORY ABILITIES

Threshold testing is just,one aspect of the audiologic assessmero which each
retarded citizen deserves. A complete audiologic assessment inudes much
more than just audiometric data (ASIIA, 1974: Cox and. Lloyd, 14976; Uoyd,
1972), but for this presentation 1 will limit my remarks to audiometric dati. As
a minimum, the audiometric assessment should provide information about
abilities (or behaviors) and aspects of the type of pathology that have major
implkations for Communication programming, including the following data: I)
auditory sensitivity across the frequency range, 2) stability of the auditory

Relatively-A.:1.y to
specify and control:
"most anal)tic"

Pin tones, clicks. narrow band noise
Whi noise. "sawtoolh" noise
Sever 1 bands of noise

vironmental sounds)
"Isolat ii" speech sounds

ironmenial sounds)
Nonce se syllables

vironmental sounds)
Pir onosyllabic words
Disyllabic words
Phrases and word chains
Sentences and longer word chains
continuous discourse
"Normal conversation"
"Everyday speech"

Low human
communicative
value

Relatively difficult to High human
specify and control: communicative
"kast analytic" value

Figure I. Continuum of acoustic stimuli relative to specificity and control. Since various
environmental sounds may fall of s number of points along the continuum they are shown
in parentheses at their three siinplcst levels. Sounds from noise-makers, toys, musical instru-
ments, and animals hove been omitted to simplify the table, but thci may be considered
along with environmental sounds. It should also be noted thal for speech-type stimuli,
synthetic epeech such so that produced by the Bell or Haskins Laboratories for experimental
purposes would rank higher in specificity or control than human speech. The stimuli may
also be considered Aunt s continuum of human communicative kvel. (From: Cox and
Lloyd, 1976; Lloyd. 1972. Lloyd end Cox, 1975).

'At this point a six-minule viden-tape demonstrated the use of TROCA to obtain thres-
holds from a seven-month-old. This was one of the original three infants tested by Lloyd,
Spradlin, and Reid ( 1 96R1
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sensitivity, 3) dynamic range and tolerance, 4) recruitment or distortinus
loudness, S) basic auditory discrimination, 6) speech discrimination, 7) habitua-
tion and fatigue, and 8) interautil differential of the above measures. A wide
variety of acttstk stimuli may be used in the audiometric assessment, as is
shown in Ffiur. I. These stimuli range over a continuum of degree of specificity
or control (listed from easiest to most difficult to specify or control wolfs-
tically). The stimuli may siso be considered along a continuum of human
communicative value representing the frequency of human usc in .aural/orni
communkation and a general, approximation of the ordering of the stimuli in
terms of communicathe importance. It will be noted that the two continua run
counter to each other or have a negative relationship. For some fundamental
auditory abilities (e.g., sensitivity, recruitment, Of habituation), an easily speci-
fled stimulus is quite appropriate, but for other high level auditory abilities (e.g..
speech processing), the more difficult to specify stimuli have the hietest face
validity. Therefore, the audiologist sometimes makes a compromise between
specificity (or reliability) and communicative value (or validity). In each Case,
the choice of stimuli is the one with the highest deiree of reliability and validity.
It should be noted that at least six of the first seven auditory abilities listed
above as critical for habilitative planning may be quite reliably and validly
assessed with pure tone or noise stimuli. The only one that would definitely
require a- speech type stimuli for higher face validity is.that of "speech discrimi-
nation." The intersural differentiation of the seven measures is naturally based
upon the MoSSIUOS used 'to assess the ability. Using pure tone and/or noise band
stimuli with currently aveilable behavioral audiometry and impedance audiome-
try procedures, it is possible to assess the auditory sensitivity across the fre-
quency range, the stability of this auditory sensitivity, and the possible recruit-
ment (or dittortions of loudness) and the interaural differential of these
measures on moat retarded individuels. Also, pure tone and noise band stimuli
can be used to test the dynamic range and tolerance, and the auditory habitua-
tion and fatigue of many retarded individuals. (See: Fulton, 1974: 1975: Km/.
1975; Lamb, 1975). Although there is a need to further improve such assessment
procedures, the MOOS need is for the application of currently available clinical
tools.

SPEECH AUDIOMETRY

Now that I have reiterated a basic point about how much information of value
for habilitative planning we can get with simple pure tone (or noise band) stimuli
I would like to conclude this chapter by referring to some developments in

.speech reception testing, which I hope will point the way to Improved speech
audiometry for the retarded.

For many years audiologists depended upon the use of the so-called spondaic
and phonetically balanced word list as-developed at the Ilamrd Psychoacoustic
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Laboratory (Egan, 1948: Hudgins, et al., 1947) and revised at the Central
lintitute for the Deaf (Hirsh, et al., 1952): These word lists and their\ typical
administration procedures involving verbal responses of the subject have.bcen of
only limited value in testing the retarded and other difficult-to-test subjects.
Therefore, speech reception threshold and speech discrimination tests havebeen
developed using limited vocabularies that are more appropriate for usc 4(ith
children, and a point-to-the-picture response (see Giolas, 1975). of which pr a-

bly the four most commonly used are the Threshold by Identification f
Pictures (TIP) and the Discrimination by Identification of Pictures (DIP), (level-,
oped by Siegenthaler and Ilaspiel, 1966); the Word intelligibility by Picture\
Identification (WIPI) by Ross and 'Lerman (1968; 1970; 1971), and the \
Goldman-Fristoc-Woodcock (G.F.W) Tests of Auditory Discrimination (Gold- \
man, Fristoc, and Woodcock, 1970). These tests have several features that might
be considered in developing and/or selecting tests for use with the retarded;

I. They all have broken the old tie to the so-called spondee and phonetically
balanced word lists.

2. The TIP and c.r.vi recommend that you make sure the child can identify
each of the pictures used to represent the test Words before starting the test.
The child is taught unfamiliar Items.

3. They all use practice before testing.
A. The TIP and .WIP1 use different words and pictures than are subsequently

used in the test.
B. The DIP uses four of the words and pictures subsequently Used in the

test.
C. The G-F-W uses all of the words and pictures subsequently used En the

test.
4. They all use relatively familiar words that can be represented by pictures but

have differing approaches to the repeated use of words in different forms or
lists.
A. The TIP and WIPI use different words in each list.
B. The DIP uses some of the same words but also has some different words

on each of the three forms. ,

C. The G-F-W uses the same 30 words (in different order) on both the quiet
and noise tests.

5. They all use a close-message set but they vary in the degree of constraint Cor
size of set).
A. The DIP has a choice of two pictures per stimulus.
B. The G-F-W has a choice of four pictures per stimulus.
C. The TIP has a choice of five pictures per stimulus.
D. The WWI has a choice of six pictures per stimulus.

6. The C.F.,/ uses prerecorded stimuli to administer the test In quiet and with
a 9 dB S/N cafeteria noise background.
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7. The scoring on the DIP and C-17-1/ are designed for error analysis.
A. The DIP for voicing. influence,, and combinations of theie acoustic

factors.

B. The G-P-W for the distinctive features of voicing and manner (plosives.
continuants, and nudity).

8. The test administration and scoring of the WIP1 is designed to test auditory.
visual, and combined auditory-visual speech reception, Therefore, In addition
to testing auditory discrimination you can get an index of visual srech
reception or sperchreading ability.

These tests were standardized on normal children as young as thrcc years of
age and have been used with some older retarded individuals. Unfortunately.
there has, been very little research reported on the use of these tests as originally
developed or in modified form with the retarded. It would seem that the above
tests could be successfully used with more retarded individuals and younger
children if the procedures were modified to include the operant principles
previously discused. This Is espedally true of contingent reinforcement, which
has been recently used with point-to-the-picture (Beckwith and Thornpson,
1976); Sidman, 1971, this volume) and head-turning (Biters, Wilson. and Moore,

k 1977; Wilson, 19,78) respcsues. These two response-reinforcement procedures
are worthy of mention. The point-to-the-picture response to an auditorially
presented word procedure is just one of several stimulus-response tasks in
Sidman's (1971; this volume) cross-modalfty procedure.

Recently, Beckwith and Thonipson (1976) developed a point-to-the-picture
procedure with visual reinforcement for testing the vocabulary comprehension
of children between the Res of 17 and 30 months of age. They project 35-nun
slides of real objects or events on two 25-cm square rear visew screens. The child
sits on a small chair or on his/her parent's lap facing the response and reinforce-
ment apparatus which has a 15-cm rabbit face located above each screen. The'
examiner sits to the side and slightly to the rear of the child to present the
stimulus items live voice and to operate remote control switches to present the
pairs or response pictures on the screens and to illtnninate the eyes and mduth of
the rabbit above the correct screen when the child makes a correct response.
Thirteen trials are used before beginning the test as an operant training pro-
cedure to teach the child to touch the picture that is named by the examiner.
Both In the iraining and in the test the illumination of the ra.hbit's exes and
mouth is assumed to be a reinforcer.

The Beckwith procedure could be immediately used for clinical speech
discrimination testing by using words and pictures such es those in thc DIP
designated for speech discrimination. It could also be modified to use a larger
sot such u four pictures per stimulus (144 G-F-W) or six pictures per stimulus
(e.g., WIPI). (With a deviation from the standardized administration of a test
such es the DIP or G-F-W, the published norms may no longer be valid and
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new norms may need to he estahlisihed.) The procedure may also be improved by
developing more appropriate word lists, using prerecorded stimuli (and con-
trolling the level of presentation), and autothating the reinforcement' delivery.

. Wilson and his colleagues (Eilers, Wilson, and Moore, 1977; Wilson, 1)78)
have developed a Visually Reinforced Infant Speech Discrimination (VRIS1))
paradigm that uses a head-turning response and visual reinforcement to test
infants six to eight months of age. The infant is seated on the parent's lap and
entertained st the midline white prerecorded speech sounds at the rate of onc)syllable per secon at 50 d13 SP1., are presented. Then a contrastive syllable is
presented, and wl n the infant makes a normal localiiing response to a change
in aucittory environment by looking at the speaker, an illuminated, animated toy
provides visual reinforcement. During the training4 phase the contrastive (or
figure) syllable is presented 10 to 20 dB above the referent (or ground) Syllable.
The reinforcement maintains the head-turning response to the intensity and/or
syllable difference. When the infant is consistently resPoiuling to the change, thc
stimulus levels arc equated and the speech discrimination is assessed with three
presentations of the contrastive syllable and three control periods with no
syllabic change.

%4WD is presented as an illustration of combining operant principles with
the stimulus paradigm previously used to obtain infant speech perception infor-
mation from groups of infants (sec 'Butterfield and Cairns, 1974; Eimas, 1974;
Eimas et al., 1971; Morse, 1974, 1978). VR1SD provides speech discrimination
data on individual infants. Procedures such .as this offer exciting possibilities for
testing the speech discrimination abilities of retarded and other difficult-to-test

. individuals.
There are other procedures that, could he presented, such as asking thc child

to point to a picture when it is correctly labeled rather than to the picture that
was named. This procedure is used in the Washington Speech Sound Discrimina-
tion (WSSD) Test (Prather et al., 1971) and more recently in a "preference
procechne" described by Waryas and Waryas (1974). i

SUMMARY

In summary I have: I) provided a brief review oP the major audiological t,
movements in the arca of mental retardation, 2) presented a method for
obtaining measures of the auditory sensitivity of most retarded indieLduals, 3)
commented on the auditory abilities that should be examined in an audiological
'assessment, and 4) considered the use of various speech discrimination pro-
cedures with the retarded. Although there is a ,need for more research, the major
need is for the application of already available audiometric assessment pro-
cedures.

1-1
1-1
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BEHAVIORAL AUDIOMETRY VIEWED AS
AN OPERANT PROCEDURE

Lyle L. Lloyd

Behavioral audiometry as defined by
Frisina (1963, P. 137) is based on the
principle of reinforcement. The essence
of behavioral audiometry is to bring
operant responses of the subject under
stimulus control and then use such re-
sponses to obtain a reliable index of
some aspect of the subject's hearing.

This generalization is true in the case
of both threshold and suprathreshold
measures. The purpose of ihis paper is
to discuss the more, frequently used
forms of pure-tone behavioral audi-
ometry in terms of reinforcement and
other operant principles.

THE CONVENTIONAL OR STANDARD METHODS

Conventional or standard pure-tone
audiometry, where the subject is asked
to raise his hand or press a signal but-
ton when he hears a sound, uses verbal
reinforcement. Frequently the subject's
first appropriate response is followed by
the examiner's statement of "good,"
"that's fine," or some other statement
which serves as social reinforcement.
he verbal forms of social reinforce-
ment are usually paired with, or .in
some cases supplemented by, other

Lyle L. Lloyd (Ph.D.. University of Iowa.
1965) is Director of Audiology. Parsons State
1 lospital and Training Center. and Research
Associale, thilvershy of Kans4 Bureau of Child
Researa, Parsons, Kansas.

forms of social reinforcement such as a
'smile or nod of the head. Throughout
the testing session the astutt examiner
administers additional social reinforce-
ment as frequently as he thinks is ap-
propriate. For example, when testjpg
an intelligent, motivated, and ra-

tive adult, verbal reinforcement may be
provided after t t e first appropriate re-
sponse and, then only an additional
time or mil throughat the testing ses-
sion. However, when testing it suspi-
Cious, uncooperative, or poorly mod-
yated- young child, the examfna will
initially follow each of the child's ap-
propriate responses with social rein-
forcement. With a child Of this type the

Reprinted,with permission from the Journal

_al Speech and Hearing Disorders , vol . XXXI,
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social reinforcement will**bably in-
"dude a "pat on the-back," 'hand clap-
ping," or some other animated actions
indicating approval and fun. Actually
such overt behavior 1;1 the clinician is
the main form of social reinforcement
paired with verbal forms of social rein-
forcement. As the child's response is
strengthened, e.g., it has shorter latency
and is more decisive, the examiner will
reduce the reinforcement schedule from
100 per cent reinforcement. Although
the schedule may, be reduced, the fre-
quency, either variable ratio or fixed
ratiowill probably be higher at the
erid of the ,test session in the latter case
than in the previour case of the adult.

Once the pattern of responding to
sound is established, the clinician usu-
ally reduces the frequency and amount
of reinforcement. This reduction dur-
ing the testing session results in greater
testing efficiency. The skilled audiolo-
gist attempts to apply a sufficient sched-
ule and amount of reirlorcement to
maintain a high ,rate of resp\onding but
does, not waste time administering ex-
cessive reinforcement, which iynot only
inefficient in terms of measurhlents per
unit of test time but which also in-
creases the chances that the subject will
become satiated and cease responding.

A typical example of the intrasession
reduction in reinforcement may be ob-

served in the example mentioned above

of the doubtful, suspicious child. The
clinician reduces the schedule from re-
inforcement once every appropriate re-
sponse to every several responses. In
addition to this reduction in the sched-
ule of reinforcement, the clinician
would probably reduce the amount of
time and energy in the reinforcement..
Initially, the reinforcement includes

129

overt, animated approval behavior
paired with verbal praise is reduced to
less overt behavior and verbal output.
On the basis of clinical observation the
reinforcement with such a child is fre-
quently reduced to an occanional nod
of the head or smile.

Since reinforcement increases the fre-
quency of the subject's responses, the
audiologist makes tht reinforcement
contingent upon the desired behavior
or resp.onses, usually raising a hand or
pressing a button when the auditary
signal is heard. The audiologist knows
only when the signal is presented, not
when the subjett hears the signal. There-
fore, the initial signal presentations are
usually at levels assumed, upon the bases
of clinical observation and case history
data, to be above the subject's threshold.
These suprathreshold presentations af-
ford the opportunity to administer re-
inforcement for appropriate responses.
When reinforcement principles are
applied in behavioral audiometry do
primarily descending, and the de-
scendinrascending or bracketing, meth-
ods over the ascending methods are ap-
parently advantageous. The threshold
searching methods that include supra-
threshold presentation offer more op-
portunity to administer reinforcement
when the subject has met the appropri-
ate response contingency. Although
such methods do not automatically
eliminate the possible error of reinforc-
ing a subject for responding when he
did not hear the sound, they do reduce
such errors. The primarily descending
methods allow the audiologist better
control of the aelivery of ieinforcement
under the appropriate contingencies.

One minor problem in the use of re-
inforcement with a primarily descend-

,11-76
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ing threshold searching method is the
danger of administering reinforcement
only at suprathreshold levels, and
thereby training the subject to respond
at these levels but not near threshold.
This danger is reduced by the instruc-
tions and demonstrations given to the
subject. The effectiveness of typical in-
structions depends primarily upon the
subject's ability to understand the audi-
ologist's verbal communication system.
Dependence on the subject's under-
standing of verbal instructioni is re-
duced by demonstration of the task. By
using reinforcement principles the sub-
ject is taught to respond to lower and
lower signals during the instruction
and demonstration phase of the test
session: During the threshold searching

phase the reinforcement of responses to
various levels of signal presentations
further strengthens the response to sig-
nal at any level.

The use of partial reinforcement
schedules was discussed as a testing effi-
ciency measure, but partial reinforce-
ment is also useful in maintaining
response patterns.. In general, partial
reinforcement schedules may result in
learning a given task more slowly, but
when a task is leained the use of partial
reinforcement tends to result in a re-
'sponse more resistant to extinction.
The use of partial reinforcement is
one of the clinician's best safeguards
against failure of the subject to .re.-
spond to the signal control as a result
of satiation.

EAR CHOICE METHODS

Once the most conventional forms of
behavioral audiometry, use of standard
hand raising or button pressing re-
sponse, are viewed as operant proce-
dures, the application of these principles
in other forms of behavioral audiom-
etry becomes apparent. In the origi-
nal Curry and Kurtzrock (1951) ear
choice technique and the modified ear
choice technique (Lloyd, 1965a), the ap-
plication of reinforcement is almost
identical to that described above for the
conventional or standard method. The

same forms of verbal and nonverbal
social reinforcement are used in the
same schedules for reinforcing appro-
priate responses. In applying.reinforce-
ment principles to the ear choice meth-
ods the only thing that has changed is
what is considered an appropriate re-
sponse. In the standard methods either
raising a hand or fingerf or pressing a
signal button is defined is the response.
In the ear choice methods the appropri-
ate response is pointing to the ear in
which the signal is presented.

PLAY METHODS

When confronted with young chil-
dren, especially those between 2 and 6
years of age, many audiologist employ
virious forms of play audiometry (e.g.,
Barr, 1955; Donne lly71965; Prisina,

1962; Lloyd, I965a; Lowell nd others,
1956; O'Neill and others, l9LUtley,
1949). Play audiometry has in 0 ved a
number of responses, such as putting
rings on a peg, putting pegs in holes,
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hitting a peg board, hitting a drum,
stacking blocks, putting marbles in a
box, and putting blocks in a box. In
this paper the block dropping, putting
blocks in a box, response will be used

to illustrate the various play audiom-
etry techniques. The child is taught
through verbal instruction and demon-
stration to drop a block in a box when
and only when the auditory signal is

presented.
It is assumed that the child's play ac-

tivity is of interest to him and that com-
pletion of the response is rewarding.
The child's block dropping behavior
may be considered as high probability
behavior, and the proper structuring of
such as a play activ ity is an extremely
useful operant technique. High proba-
bility behav ior may be used to increase
low probability behavior. HoweVer, in

the typical application of play audi-

ometry the clinician simply uses the
child's high probability behasior by

structuring the contingencies which al-

low the child to respond with such be-

havior.
Although the child's block dropping

response may in itself be reinforcing,
the skilled clinician usually pairs the
inherent reinforcement of the play re-
sponse with con_siclerable SOCial rein-
forcement. Actually with some children
the play activiti; may be of only limited
interest; it may be a relatively weak re-
inforcer. In such cases, the verbal and
nonverbal behavior of the clinician
may be the more powerful reinforcer
and the block dropping response a sec-
ondary reinforcer. In some cases the
game played alone is not reinfoming
but with a partner, such as a lively cli-

nician, it is extremely reinforcing. The
so6ial reinforcement used in play audi-

ometry is similar to the verbal and non-

11-78
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verbal reinforcement discussed above
for other forms of behavioral audiom-
etry. The clinical application of a var-
iation in the amount and schedule of
social reinforcement is also similar.

In general, a combination of the high
probability behavior of the child and
the social behavior of the clinician pro-
vides a powerful reinforcer for testing
most young children, although obvi-
ously what is reinforcing for one sub-

ject may not be for another. The novice
clinician frequently makes the mistake
of assuming that because a given
method or procedure was successful
with several subjects, it is infallible.
The experienced clinician recognizes
individual differences and exercises
ingenuity in finding an appropriate re-
inforcer for each subject.

What may be reinforcing for a sub-
ject at the beginning of the test session
may be a relatively weak reinforcer by
the end of the session. Such subject sati-
ation can be extremely perplexing to
the audiologist. It is easy to observe
satiation in experimental animals when
food is the reinforcer, but it takes a
keenly observant clinician to recognize
the early signs of a client's satiation in
the audiometric testing session.

The individuality of reinforcers and
the problem of satiation in Play audi-
ometry can be illustrated by the follow-
ing two cases. The first is a relatively
negative and extremely aggressive six
year, old boy seen in a university out-
patient clinic..During the day he failed
to cooperate on the psychological tests
and in the speech and language exami-
nation. He showed no interest in sev-
eral forms of play audiometry using
block.s, rings on a peg, or various toys,
but did indicate interest in playing
with a drum. High probability drum

22 2
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beating behavior was therefore struc-
tured into the test. The boy's drum
beating was put under stimulus control.
Approximately fifteen minutes and two
broken drumsticks later an entire air
conduction threshold test was com-
pleted.

The second example is a relatively
cooperative five year old girl, who
quickly conditioned to play audiometry
using a block dropping response paired
with a social reinforcer. She responded
quickly while the first three frequencies
were tested, but when the fourth fre-
quency test was begun her responses
were slower. When .his change in re-
sponse pattern was observed, the clini-
cian increased his verbal and nonver-
bal behavior in an attempt to increase
social reinforcement. The girl's re-
sponses again were sharp and quick.
Four additional frequencies were tested
with short latency responses but again

the responses slowed down; conse-
quently, the clinician increased his ver-
bal and nonverbal behavior to increase
the reinforcement. This charrge in
the clinician's behavior did not, how-
ever, bring the girl's block dropping
under ,sharp 'stimulus control as it did
earlier. Therefore, the clinician, enthu-
siastically changed the game and had
the girl stack she blocks as a response
to the auditory stimulus, which, once
more brought the response under good
stimulus control. Before the test was
completed two additional responses
putting rings on a peg and hitting a toy
xylophonewere used. Althbugh the re-
inforcer varied slightly during the test,
it was basically the same reinforcer;
namely, a combination of some form of
high probability phaT7behavior of the
girl and the social reinforcer of the
clinician's contingent behavior.

VISUAL REINFORCER METHODS

Since the successful use of audiomet-
ric tests with visual reinforcer: was first
described (Evans, 1943; Dix and Hall-
pike. 1947). numerous variations of
these instrumental or operant condi-
tioning methods have been employed to
test young children. Basically, the
child's responses to auditory signals are
increased by reinforcing his pressing of
a button when the signal is presented
and not reinforcing his button pressing
when no signal is presented. The multi-
tude of visual reinforcement methods
previously described by audiologists are
enumerated below under the five main
types of visual reinforcer: utilized.

I. Pictures (Dix and Hallpike. 1947; Evans,
1943; Kap lin, 1957; Lloyd, 1965a, 1965b;

Miller, 1962; Miller, 1963; Shimizu and
Nakamura, 1957; Weaver, 1965)

2. Miniature Scenes (Statten and Wishart.
1956)

3. Animated Toy Animals or Puppets
(Cotton and Hall, 1939; Green, 1953;
Guilford and Haug, 1952; Miller, 1962;
Sullivan and others, 1962; Waldrop,
1953)

4. Toy Trains (Ewing, 1930; Gaines, 1961;
Ishisawa, 1962; Keaster, 1951)

5. Other Mechanical Toys (Denmark,
1950; MacPherson, 1960; Schwartz, 1952)

Typically, the visual reinforcers are
presented on a 100 per cent reinforce-
ment schedule. In the clinical applica-
tion of these visual reinforcer methods,
social reinforcers are also employed. In
most behavioral aufliometry methods,
regardless of response method and the
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kind of/reinforcer. verbal and nonver-
bal social reinforces are important.
The prominent role may be related to
te universality of this type of verbal
and nonverbal behavior as a positive
reinforcer. The generalized reinforce-
ment value of much of the clinidan's
behavior is apparent when one consid-

ers that a smile is usually associated
with pleasurable experiences. The same
is true of many other types of clinical
behavior such as a nod of the head, a
pat on. the back, dapping of hands, the
word "good," or even the expression
-oh boy!" Such behavior is a powerful
tool when used with proper contingen-
cies, i.e., when it occurs immediately
after the child's,,appropriate response.

Two findings are of interest in the
literature on visual reinforcement au-
diometric methods. First, the study by
Statten and Wishart (1956) demon-
strated superiority of the operant con-
ditioning procedure with visual rein-
forces over the classical conditioning
psychogalvanic skin resgopse (GSR)
procedure. A second finding was the
relative lack of success with the early
use of the tunnel test (Ewing, 1930, p.
51) and the toy dog test (Cotton and
Hall: 1939). The reinforcer. were strong

in these two unsuccessful attempts to

use visual reinforcement. The Children
engaged in high probability beharior
of playing with the objects intended as
reinforcers and did not attend to the
listening task because the contingendes
were not properly structure& The chil-
dren were allowed considerable access

to the reinforcers for a minimal amount
of responding. By restructuring the con-

tingencies later investigations have

eliminated the difficulty and have
found the test quite useful. Gaines
(196t) has even reported success in
using the train test with institutional-
ized moderately retarded subjects. More

recently Lloyd (1965a, I965b) and
Weaver (1965) have reported the suc-
cessful ust of the slide show type of vis-

ual reinforcer: with institutionalized
retardates.

A variation of the button pressing
procedure is the conditioned orienta-
tion reflex (COR) previously described

by Suzuki and Ogibe(1960, 1961). The
COR reinforces a localization response

and does not require the child to make

a button pressing response to receive
visual reinforcement. If the child looks

at the appropriate louykspeaker when

an auditory signal is presented, a doll
located near that speaker is illuminated
as 'a form of visual reinforcement. Mac-

Pherson (1960) and Fulton (1962) in
their doctoral dissertations reported on
the use of COR procedures with se-
verely retarded subjects. Fulton's (1962)

data indicated greater success with the
behavioral conditioning (COR) proce-
dure than with the classical condition-

ing (GSR) procedure. This basic proce-
dure of reinforcing the location of the
signal has been modified by several
audiologists who use lights rather than
an illuminated doll (Houston Speech
and Hearing Center, 1964; Kimball,
1964; MacPherson, 1960).

TANGIBLE REINFORCER METHODS

Relatively intangible reinforcer, have

been used in the forms of behavioral
audiometry mentioned above. Such in-

A

tangible reinforces as the word "good,'
P

a smile, a pat on the back, or the oppor-
tunity to see a picture function as rein-
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forcers for many children, but for some
subjects such behvior or consequences
are relatively ineffective. More tangible
reinforcers have been used with oper-
ant conditioning procedures to obtain
audiometric data on retardates (Meyer-
son ind Michael, 1960;- LaCrosse and
Bidlike, 1964; Sradlin and Lloyd,
165). Edible items such as candy, popr
corn, sugar coated cereal,`crackers, die-
tary supplements, and various fluids air
well as nonedible objects such as miria-
ture toys or trinkets have been used in
various forms of tangible reinforcement
operant conditioning audiometry
(TROCA).

In some cases the examiner decided
that a single tangible item 4oU14 be
given to each subject. In other cases
each subject was given a variety of these
tangible items 'as selected by the exam-
iner. With others, the experimenter has
attempted to determine which items are
effective reinforcers before starting the
audiometric test; then that reinforcer
is used during the test. Spradlin and
Lloyd (1965) have described one pro.
cedure for determining which tangible
items' are effective reinforcers for a
given subject. Since the only reason for
using tangible reinforcer' is that the
other more conventional forms of rein-
forcement -were not effective, 'it would
seem that the audiologist using
TROCA should attempt to determine
an effective, tangible reinforcer for each
subject rather than use an arbitrarily
determined reinforcer. It should be
noted that a reinforcer is defined in
terms of its functional relationship to
the behavior being reinforced and is
not some item or event that the experi-
menter or clinician has predesignated
as a reinforcer.

One of the TROCA repcots (La.

Croue and Bidlake, 1964) did not give
details on their procedure; however, the
other two (Meyerson and Michael;
1960; Spradlin and Lloyd, 1965) did
describe their procedures. These inves-
tigations were designed to test the re-
tarded child who did not respond to
verbal instructions. After using a vari-
ety of procedures Meyerson and Mi.
,chael (1960) concluded by suggesting
that the most effective procedure in-
volved two responses. When there was
no auditory signal present, the response
of preuing one button was reinforced
on a partial schedule, and when the
signal was present the response of push-
ing a second button was reinforced on
a similar schedule. They also provided
extra reinforcement for appropriate
quick switches.

Spradlin and Lloyd (1965) also tried
various procedures, but they reported
that a single response system which re-
inforced pressing the button when the
auditory signal . was present was the
most efficient for clinical testing'. They
used a 100 per -cent reinforcement
schedule with the single response sys-
tem. This TROCA procedure is similar
to the operant audiometry procedures
which use visual reinforcers. The pri-
mary difference is in the reinforcers.'

Both investigations (Meyerson and
Michael, 1960; Spradlin and Lloyd,
1965) used automated programs of sig-
nal presentation. The programming
equipment also reduced the latency of
'reinforcement delivery. Some of the
visual reinforcer operant procedures
involved immediate (automated) rein-
forcement, but most of the behavior
audiometry procedures considered were
not automated for reinforcement deliv-
ery. In the t$,pical audiometric test an
extremely small latency in reinforce-
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ment delivery is of relatively little con-
sequence, but in some cases the rein-
forcement latency may be an extremely
critical factor. With the more difficult
cases special attention should be af-

AN OPERANT PROCEDURE 135

forded the reinforcement timing. .The
reinforcement should be presented im-
mediately after an appropriate re-
sponse.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several behavior4 audiometry meth-
ods are reviewed in terms of operant
Conditioning principles. A primary
focus of the paper is upon reinforce-
ment principles. The importance of
stimulus control is obvious in all forms
of audiometry. The obtaining of stimu-
lus control is related to factors such as
simplicity of response, selection of an
appropriate reinforcer, reinforcement

contingencies, immediate reinforce-
ment, reinforcement schedules, and re-
inforcement shifting. Sensitivity in the
use of these variables frequently marks
the difference between the,skilled and
the unskilled clinician. Many of the
rather vague clinical qualities consid-
ered under the tenn "rapport" may also
be analyzed in terms of optrant princi-
ples.
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communicating the results

In our judgment, a quantum leap in the audiological management

of hearing-impaired children is attainable right now if audiologists would

expeml 23 much effort in ensuring the dissemination of their results and

then the.follow through of their recommendations as they do in devising

0,1 ,and,administering audiotnetric tests. If the persons involved in the day-to-

c", day education of a child have not received or do not understand the iniplica-

lions of the audiological evaluation, or if they have simply ignored or

overlooked the audiological report, w.c have been wasting a lot of time and

money. More importantly, the very act Of an evaluation raises expectations

(which we often encourage): it carries with it an implicit promise that our

expertise can makc a difference in the Child's life, else why the evaluation

at all? We are accustomed in our society to having a diagnostic session, of

any kind, followed by treatment. This continuitydiagnosis followed by

treatmentis sundered in instances where the results and recommenda-

tions of an evaluation arc not available or comprchendable to the individu-

als who are responsible for instituting the treatment.
We arc not overly impressed with those who ascribe the commUnication

breakdown, between the tests end their implications, to obtuse school au-

'thorities. In decoding our jargon, in explaining the communication/educa-
..

(tonal consequences of our findings, we have to meet them more than half

way. lu brief, our evaluation is nal complete until sre have expended every

reasonable effort to ensure that our evaluation has some significance outside

the clinic
, ,,Writing 'an effective _report,' following it up with a personal visit and a

perionalpitplanation, and occasional phone calls, is more than the frost-

ingon a diagnostic evaluation; on the contrary, such endeavors justify the

end .procedure. The reports should go to all relevant personnel working

Chap. 3 Eveluelon of est Rod of lisering CI& 7I

with the child. It is also important for the parents to get a copy of the writ-
ten report, not only so that they know what has been sent to the school, but
so tka«hey are kept informed as to the status of the child's hearing and
ampflfication performance. This can help ensure their informed 'peak**.
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.

a

tion in the education of their child. Furthermore who has a better right
to be induded?

Our communication, with the parents must uend beyohd this written
report, however. It can be devastating to a pareil to receive a report which-
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contains language with which the re unfamiliar. The audiologist is ohli!
gated to personally contact e nts and explain the results in language
they can understand. The child, too, should not be ignored. We have
evaluated his ears and affected his life, so we should strive to explain his
problem to him in ways he can absorb and icapt.

The report of the initial evaluation is of necessity more comprel(ensive
than the reports of follow-up evaluations. In the initial report, inforthation
is included regarding probable etiology (obtained .from the child's physi-
cian), age of detection, all communicative behaviors (auditory responsite.
ness, speech and language status, gesture utilization), interpretive
discussion of Elle audiometric results, initial counseling attempts with the
parents (Luterman 1979); type of amplification system recommended, and
provisions for an intensive follow-up in a parent/child program..

_

In this book, devoted to the school-aged child, we will assume that Such
an initial comprehensive evaluation has been completed (see Martin 1978,
and Boothroyd 1982, for a complete account); our task here is to communi-
cate the results of the continuing evaluations conducted for each child. Let

, us now consider the general components of such an interim audiological
report.

. (1) The first step is backgrounda review of changes in the child's over.
all status since the last evaluatioh. Have previous recommendations been-
implemented? If new aids, earmolds, classroom management schemes, or
tutoring arrangements were recommended previously, were .the sugges-
dons followed? How is the child doing in school. Not just academically but
socially? An interim evaluation must be considered part of a series, and
subsequent assessments must be viewed as part of the continuity of manage-
ment and not as an isolated entity. .

(2) The presentation of the audiometric results usually follows the back-
ground. The type arid degree of the child's loss is reported; any changes in
any audiometric dimension are noted. If impedance measurements sdggest
1.,ne presence of a conductive element, a medical referral is required.

`--Progression °floss also requires such a referral. The audiogram is explained
in communicative terms in the report and personally to the parents, if they
have accompanied the child, and then to the child in terms that can be
understood.

(3) The status of the child:s amplification systeni(s) is then reviewed. If
he does not have one, or if a new aid is warranted, the audiologist.presents
the results of the heating aid evaluation and reasons for the hearing aid
recommendation. In the case of a child with mild to moderate loss, who has
been "getting along" without an aid, the audiologist reviews the communi-
cative and academic implications of the loss on the child and possible ameli-
oration of these difficulties with amplification.

If the child already has a hearing aid,' the electroacoustic data are pre-
sented (minus "the technical jargon) and the behavioral yesults presented.
The question to be answered here concerns the continuing ap priateness
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of this aid. Is it (or they) functioning as expected? Were electroacoustic
changes made, perhaps to increase or decrease output or Vary the frequency
response; if so, wha; were they? Presumably they were made to increase the

-auditory potential of 2 child; how can such changes be expected to increase
the child's reception of speech?

At this juncture, the audiologist is required to display his knowledge of
speech acoustics. For example, as in Figure 3-3B, the audiologist should be
able to communicate the hearing aid's influence on the child's increased
ability to detect such high frequency phonemes as /s% and It/ and then
communicate any implications of this improvement on the child's Speech
and language problems.

(4) Children outgrow their earmolds at fairly frequent intervals. If a new
one is needed, either because of the sudden occurrence of feedback (but
first consider the point made above regarding tympanometric results and
feedback), or because it is desired to modify the acoustie properties of the
mold, then this information is included in the report. In this instance, if the
audiologist had taken ear impressions, the person or procedure for deliver-
ing the new eannold to the child must be specified.

(5) An evaluation report may inchtde,the necessity of a Child obtaining
'an FM auditory trainer for classroom use. It is difficultbut not impossible
to make this determination just on the basis of a clinic-centered evalu-

'4 ation. Such a recommendation can best be made in cooperation with the
speech-language pathologist as part of the continuing audiological manage-
ment of a hearing-impaired child in the schools (see the section on audiolog-

r. ical management). Depending upon the circumstances and location of the
audiological evaluation, either a definite or tentative (to be corroborated by
a personal visit in collaboration with the school personnel) recommendation
for an FM auditory trainer can be included in the report. To reduce adminis-
trative confusion, we have found it helpful to write a separate report re-
questing such a unit for a child, because such systems are purchased by a
school, unlike hearing aids, which are purchased by families or are obtained
through other state agencies. (An example of a separate report requesting
an FM system is given in Appendix B.)

(6) The final section of the report details and summarizes the recom-
mendations made throughout the report. If new hearing aids, auditory
trainers, or earmolds are required, this section should include all the de-
tails, of these recommendations including adjustmentswhere they can be
obtained, and reference to slibsidary. reports and contacts in respect to
their acquisition. In other words, the report must specify how arid by whom
the recommendations will be implemented. The audiologist may want to
comment on particular problems which should be considered in future
evaluations. If there is a reason for a followup prior to the scheduled
yearly evaluation, the date of the reevaluation should be included in the
report.
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In suminary, the compreheniive audiologicalassessment should include:

,.....,

ti routine pure tone and speech measurements and impedance;

2) objective amplification evaluation:
a) etectroacoustic or listening evaluation of hewing aids
b) electroacoustic or listening evaluation of FM

3) subjective *amplification evaluation:
a) speech discrimination and warble tone tlyesholds wilh hearing aids
b) speech discrimination and Warble tone thresholds with FM,

4yreport:
a) updated background, audiomotric results
b) hearing aid-which settings, good volume, type of eannolds
c) academic implications
d) expected difficulties due to classroom acoustics
e) recommendations

We can best demonstrate what was described in this section on audiologi
cal evaluation by example. Included below are representative reports on
several hard of hearing children enrolled in the UCbnn Mainstream Project
at the University of Connecticut. No one evaluation and the subsequent
report includes all the evaluation components outlined above; moreover,
because of the diversity of children and their needs, some considerations
pertaining to these children may not have been discussed above. Both these
points support the observation made much earlierall these children have
to be dealt with on their own terms and not in terms of some average
concept.

case report # 1

This report, taken from our files, concerns a 4-year-old child with
a moderate, bilateral, sensorineural hearing loss. The referral information
we received, which proved to be erroneous, indicated to us that he was going
to be difficult to test. Firmly but kindly managed, he was quite cooperative
during testing. He was also reported as having a tolerance problem, because
he kept reducing the volume control on his hearing aids to the *I setting.
When the volume control was taped in place, and hewas observed carefully,
no tolerance problems were evident. This was possibly another method he
used to manipulate his environment (everybody would pay a lOt of attention
to him when he turned the volume down). Since this report was written, an
FM auditory training system was obtained for him.

, .
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apdiological evaluation and hearing aid check on November 15, 1978, as
part of the UConn Mainstream Project.J is presendy enrolled ina preschool
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class at S School and was referred here by Mr. AM. J has a known bilateral
moderate sensorineural hearing loss for which he wears binaural Zenith
P5077 ear levd hearing aids. He has been wearing the aids for approxi-
mately seven months and theie is reportedly a question of tolerance prob-
lems because he turns them off. J kas a history of middle ear infections, but
.Mrs. K reported that since his tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy in 1977, he
has had no problems. This evaluation was to checkys hearing and amplifica-
tion and to determine if- tolerance problem:sexist.

Test Resoks Pure-tone thresholds indicated a bilateral moderate
to severe sensorineural hearing loss. Speech Reception Thresholds (SRT)
of 55 dB HL were obtained bilaterally, Corroborating .the pure-tone
findings. Speech discrimination Was 76% in the right ear and 80% in the left
car at 85 dB HL as measured by the Word Intelligibility by Picture ttntifi-
cation (WIN).

Electroacoustic impedance m easurements indicated normal tympanic
membrane mobility, middle ear pressure and static compliance bilaterally.
Stapedial reflexes were as expected (Figure 3-4).

A hearing aid check was performed with J's Zenith P5077 ear level hear-

. tt. J was receiving appropriate gain fr m his hearing aids across the
mg aids 04 volume) in place. Warble toneound field thresholds indicated
ha

0-1 frequencies tested. A binaural aided speech discrimination score of 80%
woo at 45 dB HL (normal conversational level) was obtained using the WIP1:

It should be noted that no tolerance problems were observed at the maxi-
mum output of the audiometer when J was wearing his hearing aids (Fig-
ure 3-5).

An electroacoustic evaluation of the hearing aids was made using the
Fonix 5500 analyzer. The aids are performing according ,to manufacturer's
specifications with no significant distortion.

Impressions awl RecommthdatioAs -J continues to demonstrate a
bilateral moderate sensorineural hearing loss. He appears to be obtaining
good amplification from his hearing aids when they are set at 3/4 volume. In
order to keep J from turning the volume down, tape was placed over the
volume control. It was also suggested that the volume control be marked
with nail polish so that the correct level can be easily observed. It is recom-
mended that:

(1 ) J use his hearing aids with the volume control taped at the appropriate setting.

(2) J use the available FM auditory trainer in school once it has been set for him.

(3) J return to this center for a check of his FM when he has worn it for several
.weeks.

(4) J have an annual audiological evaluation and amplification recheck to monitor
the status of his hearing and his.pertorrnance with personal and school-worn
amplification.
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I hope this information is of benefit to you. If there are any questions, please
contact me.

Can report 102

This report concerns an 11-year-old chilewith a bilateral severe
to profound sensorineural hearing loss. He uses his hearing exceptionally
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well, loves his hearing aids, and is doing well in school both academic-
ally and socially. Without the use of an FM wirelep auditory trainer in
school, it is doubtful if his performance would hale been as good as it
is.
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Backgmund Inform:dos L was seen at this center for a complete
audiological evaluation on December 18,1978, as part of the Montt Main-
stream Project. 1: was referred here by Ms. FY, his speech-language clinician
at H S'chool. He has a known bilateral severe to profound sensorineural
hearing loss for which he wears an Audiotone C401 body hearing aid (right)
and a Zenith Heritage body hearing aid (left). Both hearing aids ire approxi-
mately six years old and Mr. B expressed an interest in purchasing new aids
for L. Today's evaluation was to assess the status of L's hearing and the
functioning of his amplification systems.

Test Reirdts Pure tone air and bone conduction testing demon-
strated a severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss with no measurable
response above 2000 Hz in the right ear and a moderate to severe sen-
sorkeural hearing loss in the left ear. Speech Reception Thresholds (SRT)
of 85 dB HL and 75 dB HL were found in the right and left ears respectively,
corroborating the pure tone findings. Speech discrimination scores of %
at 110 dB HL in the right ear andi34% at 105 dB HL in the left e
obtained using the PB-K half lists.

Electroacoustic impedance measurements demonstrated normal ty
panic membrane mobility, static compliance and middle ear pressure bi-
laterally. Stapedial reflexes were elevated (at 500 and 1000 Hz) or
absent (2000 Hz), which is not unusual in light of L's Wearing loss (Fig-
ure 3-6). % .

Sound fieloi warble tone thresholds were obtained with L's hearing aids
in place and/were in a dow nward sloping configuration. These thresholds
indicated that L was obtaining too much amplification in the low frequencies
and not enough in the high frequencies. The binaural aided SRT was 25 dB
HL and the aided speech dikrimination score was 92% at 50 dB HL using
the PB-K half lists. With L's Phonic Ear FM auditory trainer receiver in
place, the aided sound field warble tone thresholds were 15 dB HL in the, ,

low frequencies extending to 55 dB in the higher frequencies. (Figure 3-7).
At the time of the evaluation, the teacher's microphone was not transmit-
ting, although it had been charged. L reported that it had not been working
for "a while."

Electroacoustic evaluations of L's hearing aids and FM auditory trainer
(environmental microphones) were made using a Fonix 5500 analyzer. The
analysis of the hearing aids demonstrated that the Zenith aid was not provid-
ing enough gain in the high frequencies and too much gain in the low
frequencies. The analvis of the Audiotone aid demonstrated that it was
not providing enough gain in the high frequencies, was providing too much
gain in the low frequencies and had more distortion than was toler-
able. The analysis of the FM receiver unit demonstrated that it was not
providing enough gain in the high frequencies, particularly in the left
channel.
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Impressions aPstd iecoausteadotions L continues to demonstrate
a bilateral severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss. Based on the
results of today's evaluation it is recommended that:

(1) L have a hearing aid evaluation to select new apPmPflala MON *Ids.
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(2)-The Phonic Ear unit be repaired and reset. The possibiiity of purchasing a nsw
binaural ionit which allows for 'operate setting of Ihe thermals should be
considered. The importance of an appropriately functioning FM unit in the
classroom to reduce the probtems of noise, distance and reverberation can-
not be overstated.
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Excerpted from Robert B. Johnston, "Motor
Function: Normal Development and Cerebral
Palsy" in Robert Johnston and PIWliss
Magrab (eds.) Developmental Dis rders:
Assessment, Treatment, Education. University
Park Press, 1976

chapter
2

Mosor
Punction:
Normal
Development and
Cerebral
Palsy

Robert B. Jobnston, M.D.

The principles underlying normal development are
outlined and provide a basis for the understanding
of aberrant development, as exemplified in cere-
bral palsy. Considerable importance is placed on
the role of postural reflexes as a basis for habilita-
tion techniques utilized by physical therapy in
Chapter 9.

PART 1. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT:
NORMAL

INTRODUCTION

Definition
Motor development refers to that process of gradual acquisition of skills

'that incorporate movement. Gross motor skins have to do primarily with
crude movements involved in rolling over, sitting, walking, stair climbing,

and running, whereas fine motor skills iriclude more precise movements

necessary for such activities as grasping blocks and pellets, piling blocks,

and manipulating a pencil.
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The progressive maturation of the nervous system underlies the se-
quential development of these niotor skills. This procen of maturation
entails progressive alterations in the biochemistry, physiology, and anat-
omy of the brain and its connections: the SO-called central and peripheral
nervous systenu. At some point, usually in the midteen years, the adult
level of maturation is reached and the process h terminated.

Peupective

Significance Of all the spheres of development, the motoraspects are
probably the most readily observed and okily recorded. Although many
parents recall very little about their child's early development, they usually
can remember that infamous day when he first rolled over (off the
changing table) or that glorious day when he took his first independent
step. Recordinp of developmental data in baby books are notorioullY
biased towards motor development, with documentation of motor mile-
stones far outweighing the other spheres: language, personaliocial, or
adaptive 'skills.

It is not surprising, then, that many people mistakenly equate a child's
"development" with his acquisition of motor skills alone. This Is mnlead-
ing. Brain maturational procenes affect many areas of function, only one
of whiCh I. motor development. In an individual child whose motor
development is progressing at a normal rate, one can assume that normal
neuromotor maturation I. taking place, but cannot necessarily assume that )

other brain functions are likewise progressing normally. Thus, despite its
popularity with the general public in terms of its recall and recording,
deperidence on it alone for overall developmental aneument Ls inappropri-
ate, inaccurate, and misleading.

Neuromotor Maturation The motor system is considered to be the
one area of development that most accurately reflects specific neurological
thaturation. As the brain, its peripheral connections (nerves), and the
muscular system undergo maturational changes, a sequence of motor
functions and skills evolves which is fairly predictable from individual to
individual and minimally affected by environmental influences.

Environmental influences have little effect on the acquisition of skill%
until such time as there is sufficient neurological maturation to support
the required motor functions. Attempts to acquire a specific skill, such as
walking, by frequent stimulation and practice will be fruitless if the
underlying necessary neurological prerequisites are not yet present. Like-
wise, understimulation or lack of practice does not appear to grouly affect
the motor maturational process to a great degree. There have been cultures
who swaddle their infants' legs during the first year of life so that little or
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no practice is permitted. Yet, the skill of walking appean within days after
the restraints are removed at one year of age. This- reflects the uninhibited
progression of neuromotor maturation during that year of inactivity.

This is not to say that severr environmental deprivation with excessive
imderstimulation would not impede the acquisition of motor skills to
some degree. The point is that, relatively speaking, motor development is
the developmental sphere least affected by outside influences, and the
expression of motor abilities is a fairly direct indication of the degree of
neuromotor maturation.

This phenomenon is important to understand when intervention is
considered. Efforts should not be directed toward having the &lid acquire
skills that require elements of motor function that have ntit sufficiently
developed. Active intervention in encouraging and fostering the acquiring
of skills can best be initiated when- there is evidence of' neurological
"readiness." (See Chapter 9.)

Rete,and Seqsrence There is much more to the study of development
than memorizing its rate of progression. This may come as a surprise to the
myriad of students who, before examinations, memorize the ages at which
developmental milestones appear. \Scales denoting developmental rates are
available and should be referred to for 'that specific type of information.

On the other hand, motor development involves rather unique se-
quences and patterns of activity that occur during the acquisition of skills
and are consistent from individual to individual. Understanding of the
underlying sequences of.development is vital; memorization of the appro-
priate' age levels becomes of secondary importance.

Summary

Therefore, it is important to put motor development in its proper perspec-
tive. In the general scheme of development, it is one of many spheres of
behavior that evolves which reflects underlying neurological maturation.
As such, motor , development, in and of itself, is a good indicator of
neuromotor maturation and, although a considerable degree of interdepen-
dence exists with other areas, it does not necessarily reflect the level of

maturity in other spheres such as language or intelligence. Although the
maturational process usually progresses uniformly in all spheres, this is not
necessarily so, especially in the brain-dainaged population. Motor develop-

ment is lept affected by environmental influences. Therapeutic interven-
tion can most efficiently be utilized when sufficient neurological readiness

for a given skill has been determined. Sequence and rate are important
aspects in understanding motor development.
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PATTERNS OF MOTOR DEVELOPMENT, FIRST YEAR

Introduction
When one considers the enormous strides in motor skills that the newborn

baby is expected to achieve in a short period of 12 months, one is duly

impressed with the amount and quality of nervous system maturation that

must take place.
At birth, the baby is quite motorically inept, to my the least Since the

'elements of his motor activity are at such primitive, crude level, his

repertoire of motor skills is negligible. Hii-motor system is basically at a

reflex level, i.e., mbvements and postures are being generated auto-

matically with no oomponent of voluntary control. Certainly, there is

movement of body parts, but there is nO meaningful, voluntarY activity in

a directed or coordinated fashion. Yet, in 12 months, this totally &pen-

dent, nonfunctioning motor system progresses to acquire a Itufficient

degree of proficiency in many of the basic motor functions to accornPllih

a number ofcomplex motor skills.
Rather extensive study of the principles, mechanismi; and chaiacter-

istics of Motor development in the first year is stressed for many knpor-

tent reasons. The improveintnts in function that occur reflect dramatically

'the underlying dynamic maturational procesees. Second, the unfolding

of these early functions and subsequent skills is the foundation and basis

for all future motor development. Finally, many motor-disabled children

represent arrests in motor development at this infantile level, so that

understanding of their aberrant manifestations can be enhanced by an

awareness of these basic nornial patterns.

Cephalocaudal Progression

The nature of the maturation process occurring in the brain and its periph-

eral connections is reflected in the pattern of skill acquisition noted in

the first year of life.. The metabolic activity and anatomical changes in-

volved in the maturational procese are concentrated in different areu of

the nervous system at different times. ln the brain, there is initially

intensive activity in those areas having to do with head control and eye

movements. Subsequently, this increue in intensity is transferred to other

areas of the brain serving various parts of the body. In addition, there are
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furthei maturational changes taking place in the peripheral nerves, such as
completing the nerve 'linings and increasing connections with musclea that
are wrving similar body parts. Thus, there evolves a pattern of skill
deielopinent that starts with the head and gradually progresses down the
body sequentially to include upper trunk, arms, lower trunk, and legs,
respectively. This progression is termed "cephalocaudal," literally meaning
from top to bottom.

Table 2 summarizes this sequential progression. During the first three
months, the majority of progress centeTs around head and eye control so
that by the end of the third month the head can be held'up and visual
tracking through an atc of 180' is possible. During the second three
months, the upper part of the trunk" and the arms come -under better
control so that by the end of six months the sitting posture is maintained,
reach and grasp are coordinated, and creeping, involving upper trunk and
shoulders, is begun without much of a contribution from th6 legs. Durini
the third three-month period, the lower part of the body joins in so that
by nine months of age the ability to crawl, using a coordinated effort pf
alternate arm and leg movements, is acquired. Additional ability to inte-
grate arm and leg efforts to pull to stand is also possible. Finally, in the
last three months, integration of the upright posture and coordination of
leg movements culminate in successful attempts to begin walking indepen-
dently. Thus, the emergence of motor abilities in the first year of life
reflects nicely the cephalocaudal progression of maturadOn within the
nervous system and the subsequent skill acouisition from head to toe.

Table 2. Cephalocaudal progression of motor

Year 1 M at ura tion

Quarter I,
0-3 moiiths

Quarter II,
3-6 months

Quarter III,
6-9 months

Quarter IV,
9-12 months

Head and eyes

Upper trunk and arms

Lower trunk

Integration of legs

Sl.11 accomplished k

Head urt, follow 180°

Sit, reach, creep

Crawl, pull to stand

Walk

The,progression of maturationatshanges occurring in the rust year of
life follaots a distribution from dead to foot, resulting in a sequential
acquisition of skills.

Motor Function 27

Proximodistal Progression

The progressive development of fine motor or manipulathie skills demon-
strates yet arcother seqUential pattern. Advancevfh use and control are
noted first in those muscle groups close to the body (proximal), Progress-
ing to those muscle groups located further away (distal). Specifically, this
means that the ability to control movements in the shoulder and elbow
occurs-before the time that finger movements are controlled effectively.
This pattern, reflects not only maturation of certain brain centers, but alio
progressive maturation of the peripheral. nerves as they make more exten-
sive and effective connections with the (pore distally located muscle

groups.
Once movement control begins in the fmgers, there is a long period of

time required for development of refmed, well coordinated movements
necessary for certain manipulative skills. The responses to one-inch bloCks

during the first year outline this prOcess well.
Initially, the young baby, when seeing the blocks, becomes generally

active and grossly flails his arms and legs in a discoordinated way. At this
early age, the gasp is reflexive, meaning that the fingers Will automatically
fold over the block when it touches the palm. This mechanical grasp is
suppretsed by the effect of higher brain center maturatiOn at about two
months of age.

By four months of age, the baby's,shoulder and elbow,movements are
somewhat coordinated and are strong enough to approximate the block so
that he can grasp it in an awkward fashion. The evolution of hand
positioning and finger use in grasping advances from the lateral side of the
palm, with use ot the fourth and fifth fingers (ulnar grasp), to tile midpalm
area and Middle fingers (palmar grasp), and finally to the medial side of
the palm with the predominant use of thumb and index finger (radial
grasp) (Figure 4). With this gradual cOncentration of activity in the thumb
and index finger, inateasing degrees of precision' and refmement _of grasp
are possible by 9 to 10 months of age.

c.oncbmitant with the developing abilities to grasp is the unfolding of
the ability to voluntarily release the block. Tic fix-month-old infant can
grasp a block in each hand.. However., when offered a third block, he
cannot release either one and therefore often attempts to grasp the third
block With his "third " his mouth. However, in a month or two, he is
able to relea ock in association with grasping another, so that he
will drop the second cube and.pick up the third.'However, it is not until
9 to 10 months of 'age that he is able to voluntarily, release a block
independent of the desire to grasp another one. Thus, by 11 months, he is
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A

/".

Figure 4. Evolution of cube grasp. As maturation progresses, the predominant

position of gasp evolves from ulnar (A) to palmar (B) to radial (C).

able to release the block into a cup, not just thrust it away as noted earlier.

finally, by 12 to 13 months, he begins to rerme his release to such a

degree that he can pile one block on top of the other. It is the further

fnaturation of this release mechanism that permits the child to gradually

coordinate his release movements to such a precise 4egree that he qan

build a six- to seven-block tower by two years of age.

Likewise, the refinement of extreme distal finger skills can be dis-

cemed by observing the child's manipulative abilities with a pellet. In this

case (Figure 5), sequential changes range from an initial raking type of

grasp involving all fingers to a scissoring type of movement with the pellet

between thumb and the base of the index finger (scissorgrasp) and rmally

to the approximation of the tips of the thumb and index finger, holding

the pellet in a refmed, delicate fashion (pincer grasp). This progressive

pattern takes approximately six months to complete and, again, reflects

A

Figure 5. Evolution of pellet manipulative skills. The types of grasps progress from

raking (A) to sdssors (B) to loincea (C).
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the underlying maturationl changes occurring in the brain and peripheral
nerves. This ability to oppose the thumb to the index finger is a develop-
mental achievement which separates man from his primate (monkey)
relatives who are, unfortunately, stuck with a palrnar grasp!

Postural Reflex Evolution

Basic to the understanding of motor developtnept in the first year of life is
an appreciation of the nature of the changes occurring in control of motor
activity. First, there are gradual adjustments in the involuntarY-voluntary
control continuum, and, second, there are. changes in the nature of the
involuntary reflex activities.

The term "reflex" is used to conhote a specific automatic patterned
motor response which is induced by a particular stimulus and does not
involve, any voluntary or conscious control. Postural reflexes primarily
involve changes in tone and. it's distribution that affect posture and move-
ment. In contrast, the so-called "deep tendon reflexes," of which the
"knee-jerk", is a well known example, represent-a different category of .
reflexes that involve limited movement but not necessarily posture.

Control Mechanisms At birth, the body is under the unopposed
control of the lower brain centers, which basicallyl generate involuntary
reflex movements and postures. Like the plane that is placed on automatic
pilot, the body responds mechanically and automatically to a number of
influences such as head or body position through changes in muscle tone
which affect posture and/or movement in a number of consistent patterns
termed "primitive reflexes." As the higher brain centers, those involved in
conscious, thought-induced, voluntary activity, -mature, they counter-
balance and gradually suppress the influence of the primitive reflexes. This
change in type of dominint control mechanisms frees the body Of the
limiting involuntary reflex/patterns and makes a wider range of voluntary
movements possible..

Primitipe vs. Automatic Responses As these primitive reflex patterns
are being suppressed, there appears another set of patterned responses
termed "automatic reflexes." These reflex patterns involving changes in
tone and/or movement actually contfibute to the acquisition of new
motor skills by supporting such functionsxs balance and equilibrium. For
instance, it sitting balance is disturbed by an outside force, the automatic
reflexes provide the necessary tone changes to overcome the shift 'in
weight and assist in regaining the normal sitting posture.

The interplay of influences between voluntary control and involuntary
control, between pfimitive and automatic reflexes, as well as the interplay
betWeen the two sets of influences, determines to a great extent whether



development will progress normally or 'defectively. Review of some of the

more influential allot patterns and their significance in motor develop,

ment will provide clarification of, these facts.
Primitive Reflexes By definition, these are involuntary iesponies,

usually noted at the time of birth, affecting posture and movement, which

are gradually suppressed as higher control centers mature. There are

literally dozens of primitive reflexes noted around the time of birth. Those

that seem to have most clinical relevance during the first year of life have

been chosen for discussion.
The Mom response (Figure 6) is frequently studied in the newborn

period. It is elicited by extending the infant's head backwards and results

in movement of the arms in an "embracing" posture. Although oftentimes

this response is elicited by srapping the surface on which the baby is lying,

it is not an auditory reflex and should be distinguished from the "startle

response," which is a persistent reflex response. In contrast, the Moro

response disappears at about three to five months of age. Short of its

Motor Function 31

,Figure 7. Asymmetrical tonic neck reflex. The characteristic "fencer's posture" is
elicited by turning the head to one side causing flexion on the skull side and
extension (ni tht chin side.

importance in assessing neurological maturity in the newborn period, this
reflex is not al clinically significant as many of the others in terms of
interference with function. Its absence at birth or its presence beyond five
months is evidence of neurological dysfunction.

The asymmetrical tonic neck reflex (Figure 7) is a frequently referred
to reflex pattern of movement and is elicited by turning the head to one
side. There is subsequent movement of arms to-the characteristic "fencer's
position," i.e., if the head were turned to the right the right arm would
straighten and the left arm would flex at' the elbow. The legs might also be
Involved in similar postural changes,. but this is variable. There are two
important aspects in the clinical assessment of this reflex. The first is the
strength of the induced posture. In the very young baby, each time the
head is turned, actively or passively, the posture is elicited. However, at no
time in the evolution of this response should this posture be obligatory
since the child should be able to break out of the pattern with crying or
struggling. The important thing to note, then, is how influential this
position is in interfering with the child's overall posture and voluntary
movements. The second important aspect is the time at which the reflex
loses its influence. In most cases, the posturing disappears by three to five
months of age with, however, some exceptions extending until niner; frire 6. Moro response. When the head is rapidly extended, the arms assume a
months of age during sleep.4 qhrajacieristic embraqing porture.
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The tonic labyrinthine reflex (Figure 8) influences posture predomi-
nantly and its response depends upon the position of the head, or, more
specifically, upon the position of the labyrinth, which is an organ located
in the inner ear. Under its influence, when the body is in the supine
position. (on back), the predominant posture, of extension is noted with
the legs siraightened out, shoulders retracted, neck arched, and head'
pressed back against the surface (Figure 8, a and b). This posture makes it
difficult to.raise the head, to reach out, or to roll over. On the other hand,
in the prone position (on the stomach) the predominant posture induced is
one of flexion, with the arms and legs bent under the body ahd the neck
and head flexed toward the surface (Figure 8c). This posture makes it
difficult to lift the head up or to straighten out the arms and legs. These
reflex patterns usually lose their ihfluence between one and three months

a

C.
Figure 8. Tonic labyurinthine reflex. In the supine position (a, b), the predominant
posture is one of extension at the neck and legs, retraction at the shoulders, with
vanable positioning of the arms. In the prone position (c), the predominant posture is
one of flexion mvolving neck, arms, and legs.
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Figure 9. Positive supporting reflex. When the soles of the feet are stimulated on a
surface, there is extension of the hips, knees, and ankles, providing a rigid pillar of

support.

of age, thus permitting the lifting of the head from the prone position at
one month and from the supine position at two to three months.

The positive supporting reflex (Figure 9) is elicited by touching the
soles of the feet on a hard surface and results in stiffening of the muscles

of the legs so that they straighten, out and support the body's weight. This

type of response is noted at two different times in the first year of life.

The initial neonatal reaction is present at birth and wanes between six and

eight weeks of asp. The infantile form reappears somewhere between six

and nine months. This latter pattern causes tensing of most muscle groups

of the' legs with stiffening of the legs, standing on the toes, and a tendency

to bring the legs together. If the reflex is excessively strong, the legs will

assume a scissors-like posture, remaining quite stiff and obviating any

voluntary movements that would be necessary for walking. In addition,

the marked increased tone in the muscles of the legs makes it impossible to

incorporate any subtle changes in tone that might be necessary to maintain

balance and equilibrium. This reflex, then, must lose its influence before

the onset of walking.
The placing reflex (Figure 10), elicited by touching the upper surface

of the hands or feet, results in movement of the hands or feet over and

above the stimulus. Frequently, the tops of the feet are touched lightly by

the undersurface of/the examinin; table, with the resultant movement of

the feet over and subsequently on-Ito the table top. This response is present

in the newborn period and is gradually integrated into voluntary activity

during the first year of life.
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/
Figure 10. Placing reflex. Stimulation of the dorsum of the foot results in movementof the foot and leg so that the foot is placed onto the overriding surface.

The stepping reflex (Figure' 11) is another involuntary reflex that isfound in the newborn period and often is a source of false parental pride
because of the mistaken notion that their prodigy is an early walker! The
infant& being supported in a standing position, will alternate leg move-
ments in a stepping fashion from a time early after birth to approximately
three to four months of age.

The Landau reflex (Figure 12) involves postural changes when the
child, who is suspended in a horizontal prone position, hfts his head up.
The resultant increased neck muscle tone induces a specific response of leg
straightening and back arching. When the head is moved downward, the leg
and back postures dissipate. The initial appearance of this reflex is vari-

Figure I I. Stepping reflex. When supported in. a standing position, the infant willalternate lei)movements in a stepping fashion.
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A

Figure I 2. Landau reflex. A, when the neck it actively extended, there are concomitant
arching of the back and extension of the legs. B, with flexion orthe head, there are
concomitant relaxation of the legs and loss of back arching.

able, but usually it is present by six months of age and is gradually
suppressed by voluntary activity during the second year of life. Although
the functional significance of this reflex is questionable, it may be of some
help in maintaining trunk stability and hip extension in the standing
position when the neck is extended.

Both the Landau ind the symmetrical tonic neck refleim are not
considered classical primitive reflexes because they are not present near
the time of birth. However, they both share the characteristic of being
inhibited as a result of maturation, and for this reason are classified under
the primitive reflex category.

The symmetrical tonic neck reflex (Figure 13) involves changes of
posture in the head, neck, arms, and legs. When the child is in the

G>

A

Figure 13. Symmetrical tonic neck reflex. A. when the head is extended, the arms
extend and the hips flex. B. when the head is flexed, the anns flex and the hips
extend.
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hands-and-knees kneeling sition and head is lifted upward (ex-
tended), the arms will straighten (extend and the hips will bend (flex)
(Figure I3A). Conversely, irthe head is be t downward (flexed), the arms
will also flex at the elbows and the ps Will extend (Figure 138).
These positional changes can be initiated ither by movements originating
at the head, as described, or by similar overnents at the hips. Although
some observers feel that' this reflex doe not appear in norMal develop-
ment, others feel that it does appear ar und six to eight months, with a
rapid disappearance by nine months of a e. It could assist a child in getting
up on his hands and knees when he ext ds his head in the prone position,
but it would interfere with maintain g this position once the head is
flexed since automatic flexion of the tins Would result in a loss of upper
trunk support. .

Automatic Reflexes This catego of reflex patterns, unlike the prim-
itive reflexes, is not present at birth ut evolves during the first two years
of life. The reflexes are specifically volved with righting,..protective, and
equilibrium activities and are vita assista in achieving and maintaining
many motor skills.

Righting Reflexes This grout of automatic reflexes assists in main-
taining the position of the head, trunk, arms, and legs in proper relation-
ship to one another and to gra ty, i,e., they aid in supporting the upright
posture by actually supplying( information about and responding to which
end is up. ...,,,..-

The head rightingleflex (Figure 14) is responsible for keeping the head
in an upright_ potfure and is the 'very basis for further development of skills
in the Upright position. The reflex is noted in the response of head
movements when the body is tilted from side to side or when it is held
upside 'down. The induced response will attempt to keep the head in such
a position 'that the face is vertical and the mouth is horizontal to the
ground. Its influence begins at about four to six weeks of age and is
apparent when the child, who is lying on his stomach,pegins to lift his
head up. With further maturation, the reflex becomes more dominant so
that during the next two to three months, head lifting from the prone and
supine positions (stomach and back) is more readily accomplished.

Another type of righting reaction is the so-called derotative reaction
(Figure 15). Very simply, these induced movements can be thought of as
the response of the rest of the body when one part rotates out of line. For
instance, if the head and neck are rotated to one side, the shoulder, rib
cage; abdomen, hips, and legs will, in a sequential order, rotate in the same
direction 'as 'the initial movement and get the body back into alignment.
Likewise, if the rotation is initiated at the hips, there is .a sequential
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Figure 14. Head righting reflex. There is an attempt to maintain the head in such a
position that the face is vertical and the mouth is horizontal to the ground.

A a

Figure 15. Derotative reaction. When the head end neck are rotated (A) there is a
segmental sequence of movements from the shoulder, trunk, and legs (I) to "dere.
tate" the body and maintain normal alignment (C).
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rotation up the body from the abdomen, ribs, shoulders, neck, and head to
derotate and regain the original alignment. This type of sequential rotation
is distinguished from the log rolling" phenomenon seen in the newborn
period, in which any attempt to produce a rotation is immediately re-
sponded to by total, simultaneous movement similar to that seen when
rolling a log. In contrast, the true derotational reactions usually start
around four to six months and become qUite influential by eight to ten
months. They contribute to the child's -ability to roll over, as well as to
other activities that require rotation,

Protective Reflexes (Figure 16) These responses 'are activated by
rapid changes in body position simulating a fall and are characterized by
movement of extremities in an attempt to "break" the fall.

Figure 16. Protective reflexes. These ue a series of responses to changes in body
position. A, downward; B, posterior; C, lateral; D, forward.

2 5 ti
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/
Figure 17. Equilibrium responses in sitting. ln response to tilt, the body will adjust
to maintain its upright position.

The legs extend when the fall is downward. The arms :titan and move
in the direction of the fall when it is forward or backward. The ann
toward the side of the fall straightens wheiie of the fall is
lateral.

There is a sequential appearance of these responses beginning with the
downward response at four months, forward response at seven to nine
months, lateral response at eight months, and ending with the Posterior
response a t 1 0 mon ths.

Equilibrium Responses (Figure 17) This set of reactions comes into
1.3lay in order to maintain a given posture when there are mild changes in
position such as those induced by tilting (angular acceleration). They
differ from protective responses because they are 'stimulated by more
subtle changes in position. They are developed in all body, positions,
including prone, supine, sitting, and standing postures. Although present at
characteristic ages, their proficiency increases as maturational changes
progress. They initially appear at four months in the prone position, eight
months in the sitting position, and one year in the standing positiOn, but
their full development requires additional time.

These automatic responset righting, protective, and equilibriumcah
be thought of generally as supporting influences that are necessary for the
further progression of motor skills during and after the first year of life.
They are among the very fundamental requirements for coordination,
balance, and movement, and are called upon constantly in a wide variety
of activities.

Functional Significance It is apparent, then, that a number of pos-
tural reflexes play an important role in the progressive acquisition of
motor skills in the first year of life. The interaction between the diminish-
ing influence of the primitive reflexes that interfere with the development
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of voluntary movements and postures and the gradual increasing influence
of the automatic responses that assist in motOr skill acquisition 'during the
first year of life is discussed below (Tabk 3): : -

Early Prone and Supine ACtivity Under the influence of a Itrong
tonic labyrinthine reflex, there is little effective activity in .the prone' Or

Table 3, Functional significance of postural reflexes

Postural reflexes
ActivitY Assist Interfere

I. Early prone
Head lift

2. Early supine
Head lift

Reach

3. Rolling
Rolling over

4. Sitting
Come to sit

Stable sitting

5. Crawl
Reciprocal

crawl

6. Stand
Pull to stand

Head righting Tonic labyrinthine
Asymmetrical tonic neck

Head righting

Head righting
Derotation

Head.righting
Derotation
Protective
Equilibrium

Tonic labyrinthine ,

Asymmetrical tonic neck
Tonic labyrinthine
Asymmetrical tonic neck

Tonic labyrinthine
Asymmetrical tonic neck

Asymmetrical tonic ne ck,
Tonic labyrinthine
Asymmetrical tonic neck
Symmetrical tonic neck
Yonic labyrinthine

-
Equilibrium Symmetrical tonic neck

Tonic labj;rinthine
Positive support

Positive support
Asymmetrical tonic neck

Stable stand Positivisuetiort 'Po4tive support
PrOtective ( Tonic lyrrinthitie
Equilibrium

Equilibrium
Protective
Equilibrium
Asymmetrical tonic neckSelL

flbsitive,support

7. Ambulate
Cruise
Walk

Positive support
Positivp support
Tonic labyrinthine
Asymmetrical tonif neck

The role played by certain postural ,ret1exes in assisting and interfering with
developmental milestones is outlined. Nate the positive supporting reflex may be
assistive ot interfering, depending on the intensity Of the reiction. Selection of
postural reflexes is not necessarily complete for each milestone but represents those
that are most-ftliquently significant.

11111
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supine positions because of the piedominant flexion and extension poS-
tures, respectively. This effect on head position must be overdorie by the .

head righting reflex if the head is to be raised from either the prone or the .
supine POsitions. Thus, as the tonic labyrinthine-influences lessen and the
head righting responses become mote, ihflisential, voluntary liead move.
ments become possible.

Repch and Grasp In order to accomplish an effective react' and grasp. .

adequate eye-hand coordination as well as spfficient freedom from the ,

influence of the asymmetrical tonic neck and .tonic labyrinthine reflexes
are necessary. . .

Rolling Normally, an effective roll is initiated by head, righting, fol.
lOwed by rotation of the head and subsequent derotation of the remiinder

.., of the body to, effect the desiied movement. If the. tonic labyrinthine, '
response is strongly influential in the supine position, these basic' move-
men t patterns 'will be..hampered because of the stiffness in the legs and the,
retmction of the shoulders. The asypunetrical tonic neck reflex would also .
interfere with lolling because the initial rotation olthe head would induce
extension of the arm to that side and block further rolling at the shoulder. ,

Sitting Maintaining a stable sitting posture requires the basic righting.'
reflexes to keep the upright posture , the protective reactions ui counteract

. any sudden, agrupt changes in positiok 'and equilibrium reactions to
respond to the more subtle changes in position (tilt). On the other hand, if
the asymmetrical tonic neck reflex, with its characteristic arm PoStures
and associated tone changes in the supporting back muscles, is influential,
it will cause the child to topple when he turns his head to one side. If:the
tonic labyrinthine reflex is influential, it will interfere. with .the sitting
child when he extends his head badkwards, since the reitiltant hiP ex,ten-'

Ision will force the trunk backwards and cause loss of sitting support.
Likewise, equilibrium reflexes requiring subtle tone changes will be inef-
fecttve when tone is predominantly influenced by the tonic labyrinthine
reflex.

Locomotion Locoinotion is achieved through coordinati .of arm
and leg movements.- while on hands and knees. Certainly equ 4m
reactions -in the. ,hands.-and-knees position 'would have to be quit well

develdped ft' these confplipted postural changes and movements were to
be effected. Interference conies from the synimetrical tonic neck reflex.

. which would induce collapse of the supporting arms when the head was
flexed or, the hips were extended.' A strong positive supporting reflex,
'which is itPdced by pressure on the.sOles of the feet, could be initiated n
the crawlindpositidi and would interfere with.alternite leg movements by

"its general extensor thrust of both legs simultaneously. The tonic labyri
thine reflex, by its influence bn flexor and extensor tone of the extrern ,

.. . i,,
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.

ales, would also inhibit coordinated movements necessary for locomotion in
-

prone or hands and knees position..
Standing In addition to seveial other factors, such as motivation,

strength, and attention, rathei well developed protective and equilibrium
responses are necessary to maintain the standing position. Although the
positive supporting. reaction Can help in igetting to stand, it' can interfere
with standing if it is so strong that subtle tone changes cannot be
produced. Thus, the "rigid pillar of support" that can be produced by an
excessively strong positive supporting reaction will make a sfunctional
standing position untenable.

Walking Along with voluntary control, the, reflex mechanisms in-
volved in righting, protective, and equilibrium reiponses afe necessary'for
the maintenance of this skillA strong positive supporting reacitn, with
its excessive extension and scissoring of the legs, will, in addition to its
interference with effective equilibriunt responses, make it impossible to
initiate voluntary stepping because of the difficulties of flexing at the-knee or
hip.

INTRODUCTION

PART II. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT:
ABNORMAL

A

viatiOn from motor developmental norms can occur for a number of
Ilitteasons. Essentially, things can go wrong anywhere along the line, from the

bones to the brain. The complexities of developing motor function nor-
mally require the entire system to be intact. If the bones or joints are
abnormally formed or if the rnuscles'are intrinsically weak or malfunction-
ing, then'the normal progression of motor development will be impeded.
These peripheral concerns dealing with bones and muscles are not detailed
in this chapter. Instead emphasis is placed on the role of the deficient
nervous system in deviant motor development based on background infor-

,
=lion on normal development discussed above.

260.
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Influencing Factors

Failure to progress through normal developmental stages in the appropri-
ate fashion may be due to an underlying slow rate of maturation, in
interruption of the pattern or isequence of events by specific defects in
motor elements, or a combination of both of these factors.

Rate Many "slow" children progress through normal sequences of
motor abilities but do so at an abnormally slow rate. This type , of
deviation may be seen in mental retardation where the slew motor devel--
opmental rate is part of a global -delay and limitatidn of ultimate potential.
It should be noted, however, that not all mentally retarded children have
marked delay in motor development.

likewise, all children...with delayed rates of motor developrnent are not
mentally retarded. There is a group of children who exhibit early delays in
the rate of motor deielopment, only to "catch up" later with no residual
sign a mot& or mental impairment. This phenomenon is not well under-
stood and has been noted to appear throughout certain family trees.

ective Patterns In certain other examples, despite a normal under-
lying iii e of maturation, there is a delay in developmental progress
because of a specific defect which interferes with the acquiring of an
expected motor skill. A defect, such as excessive tone, may so interfere
with control of movement that effective use of the involved extremity will
be impaired. Because of this impairment, the acquiring of certain skills will
be impeded. A child with cerebral, palsy who has increased tone, discoordi-
nation, and apparent weakness on the right side of his body will .rtquire.-
significantly more time than would normally be expected to cultivate
motor functions to the degree necessary to compensate for these defects.
For instance, in order to walk in the presence of a specific defect,
compensatory mechanisms involving balance, coordination, and equilib-
rium will have to be more proficient than would be necessary for normal
child with no defect. Therefore, the delay in attaining motoi skills and
milestones is not due to a retarded rate of maturation but due to an
exaggerated requirement for functional proficiencY that is necessary to
compensate for specific defects.

,Rate and Defect The combination of slow maturational rate and
specific defect in tone, strength, and/or.control is often seen in aberrant
motor development. The mentally retarded child who has, in addition,
characteristics of cerebral palsy is a classic example of this pattern.

Ini summary, the proper tmderstanding of the child with abnormal
motor development requires assessment as to whether the problem rests
with rate, as.seen in normal familial patterns and mental retardation, with
defective patterns interferiini With skill progression, as seen in cerebral
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palsy, or with both components, slow rate and defective patterns, as seen
in mental retardation with cerebral palsy.

The significance of abnormal motor development rests in its nature
and depends on the degree, type, and pattern of delay. Ii should be noted
that motor delay in and of itself is a poor predictor of future intelligence
and should bear little weight in overall judgments in this regard.

CEREBRAL PALSY

Definition .

The term "cerebral palsy," although literally meaning "brain weakness,"
actually defines a limited group of motor handicaps of a specific nature
and etiology.

The source of the motor deficiency is limited to nonprogressive lesions
of the brain which occur during the maturing years. This limitation omits
that group of motor problems that are due to progressive brain lesions,
such as brain tumors or metabolic degenerative diseases; abnormalities
outside the brain affecting the peripheral nervous system (neuritis) or the
muscular system (muscular dystrophy); and those deficits occurring after
the nervous system has reached maturity, such as adult cerebrovascular
strokes.

Therefore, because cerebral palsy is limited to motor problems second-
ary to abnormalities in the .maturing central nervous system, the study of
its various manifestations reflects deviations from the patterns and mecha-
nisms underlying normal development discussed above.

Classification

As noted previously, there are a number of basic elements of motor
4unction, such as tone, strength, and control, that interact to produce
motor functions and, ultimately, motor skills. Although most elements are,
disturbed in one way or the other in the cerebral palsied child, there
usually is one prominent dysfunctioning element that primarily affects the
others. This major defective element, commonly, disordered tone or move-
ment control, is used to categorize various types of cerebral palsy
(Table 5).

4
Terminology

The terms used to describe the nature and location of the motor impair-
ment are sometimes confusing. To identify, areas of the body that are
involved, several Latin or Greek prefixes -are used: "hemi-" refers to
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Table 5. Classification of cerebral
palsy ,based on the major defective
element involved

Primary defect Descriptive term

Tone
Increase

Decrease

Control

(Balance)

Strength Paresis
Plegia

Spastic
Rigid
Atona

Choreoathetoid
Tremor
Ataxic .

A
involvement of one side of the body, usually affecting the arm moie than
the leg: "cli." and "para." refer to involvement primarily of both legs; and
"quadra-" refers to involvement of both arms and legs, with greater effect
on the legs. On occasion the term "bilateral hemi-" is used to describe
involvement in arms and. legs, with greater effect in the arms. The suffix
"-plegia" technically means paralysis or inability to move, and "-paresis"
refers to weakness. Usually both terms are used interchangeably and imply
various degrees of difficulty with movement.

Description

The manifestations of disordered motor function are legion but their basis
in cerebral palsy is focused in the brain. The role of the brain is to produce
motor skills by initiating, coordinating, and integrating a number of
increasingly complex activities. To do this, the brain must control a precise
and delicate balance between a number of skts of interacting Opposing
forces. In cerebral palsy the damaged brain fails in this regard. Throughout
the cerebral palsy world are dysfunctions due to improper balance be-
tween voluntary f involuntary controls, stimulating and suppressing
influences, flexion d extension postures, to name just a few. The results
of these imbalances, their effect on the.basic elements of motor activity
and their ultimate manifestations in disordered motor development, will
be studied in the remainder of this discussion.

Tone Disturbance: Manifestations Tone refers to the deg* of muscle
tension and its resultant tesistance to stretching. Classically, the tense,
frightened individual has increased muscle tone, whereas the relaxed,
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sleeping individual has decreased muscle tone. Perthtence of exaggerations '
of these extremes of tone are termed hypotonicity (decreased) and hyper:
tonicity (increased).

Hypotonicity Although 'there are degrees of involvement, at its ex-
treme, the musCles are so flaccid that they are unable to maintain any
tension or resistance to stretch. Consequently, with this lou atone there
is little basis for any motOr activity. The affected child assumes the motor
characteristicsof a "rag doll," effecting marked deficienaes in all the basis
elements of motor function and leading to discoordination, a paucity of
movement, and lack of postural stability.

Hypertonicity Certain muscles are maintained in an excited state of
excessive tension and resistance to stretch. Although these "tight" muscles
give the appearance of strength since much force must be used to over-
cbme their resistance, in reality their hypertonic state impedes efficient
control and coordination' of movement and results in apparent "weak-
ened" performance.

The key to the effect on function lies not only in the degree of
hypertonicity, but also in its distribution, which determines the prominent
posture of the extremities, i.e., whether increased- tone is predominantly in
those muscles that flex the arms or extend the legs will have considerable
effect on the development of manipulative and ambulation skills, respec-
tively.

Clinically, there are two types of hypertonicity: spasticity and rigidity.
The difference between the two rests in the nature of their resistance to
stretch. In the spastic muscle, when a force is applied to stretch it, there'is
mitiaily marked resistance to movement, but after a certain point there is a
"break" and a rapid decrease in resistance. it has been compared with the
mechanism of opening a clasp knife, where initially there, is tension on the
blade, but past a certain point it springs open: therefore the eponym
"clasp .knife spasticity" (Figure 19). On the other hand, in the rigid
muscle, the resistance to the force remains constant throughout and has
been compared with the resistance noted when attempting to bend a lead
pipe: "lead .pipe rigidity." An example may clarify. Returning to the elbow
joint (Fi'gure 2b), assume that the flexors of the elbow are hypertonic. If
they are spastic when pressure is applied to stretch them,by straightening
out the arm; there will be initial resistance followed by sudden relaxation
and ease of movement to the straightened arm position. However, if
muscles are hod, the resistance to stretch of ihe flexed muscle will remain
constantly increased throughout the range .of motion. Additionally, there
are some other technical aspects that differentiate the two. Spasticity is
usually more constant and does not appear to be appreciably affected by
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Figure 19. Clasp knife spasticity refers to that musde tone phenomenon character-
ized by initial resistance to opening wtdch is overcome so that after the "break
point," there is a maNked decrease in resistance.

sletp, mental state, or shaking of the extremity, whereas rigidity is more
variable and is influenced by the above mentioned faCtors.

Tone Disturbance: Mechanisms A fine balance is preserved between
positive stimulating influences and negative inhibiting influences from the
brain to the muscles so that tone necessary for postural stability and
movement can be maiiitained. If- brainreas that emit "positive" influ:
ences are damaged, there will be an ovelabundance of negative impulses,
with resultant hypotonicity. Likewise, damage to the "inhibitory" brain
areas will lead to excessiVe stimulation and hypertonicity. In addition,
release from the normal inhibitory brain controls results in increasingly
active deep tendon reflexes, such as the knee jerk, and other pathological
reflexes, such as the. infamous Babinski response (see Glossary).

1The distribution of these tone changes is influenced in part by the
postural reflexes. Again, the brain is responsible for maintaining proper
balance between those reflex patterns that interfere with function (primi-
tive reflexes) and those reflex patterns that assist with motor functions
(automatic reflexes). When there is an imbalance because of the failure to
suppress primitive reflex patterns and/or to generate needed automatic
reflex patterns at the proper time, abnormalities of tone and posture that
interfere with function come into existence (see Table 5; for further
detailed explanation, see Chapter 9).

.Mos.ement Disturbances:Manifestations Deficits in-movement control
are noted in a number of types of involuntary movement disorders. Chorea
refers to rather dramatic rapid, jerky movements ocrikig predominantly
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proximally in the arms and legs. Athetosis refers to slower, more writhing
movements, usually noted distally in the hands and feet but also in other
bociy areas such as the face and tongue. Often these two types of movement

can be seen in combination and are referred to as choreoathetosis. These
involuntary movements often directly interfere with the voluntary control
of motor activities and impair other functions such as coordination, balance,
and equilibrium. Tremor or fine quivering of muscles, noted primarily in the
arms, fingers, and legs, is another movement disorder that is uncommon.

Movement Disturbances: Mechanisms The fine balance between vol-
untary and involuntary movements is disrupted. When the ability to
initiate and carry out conscious activity is impaired by damage to the
major cortical motor areas, there are ensuing apparent weakness and
breakdown of movement coordination. In addition, the loss of suppressing
influences from the damaged cortical areas results in the release of such
lower brain centers as the basal ganglia, which then are free to generate a
variety oldnwluntary purposeless movements.

Balance Disturbances: Mnnifestations The primary inability to main-
tain normal balance is a major.factor in that type of cerebral palsy termed
"ataxic.- With the loss of-balance, there are subsequent disequilibrium and
chscoordmation when attempting motor skills. Depending on the degree of
involvement, many specific functions that require underlying postural
stability arc affected. Manipulative abilities are deficient because of un-
steady and poorly controlled movements. Cross motor skills such as
walking are characterized by frequent, lunges and- lurches, a pattern not
unlike the infant's early attempts at mastering such motor skills.

Balance Disturbances: Mechanisms There are, a number of intricate
and complex mechanisms contributing to the maintenance of balance.
Basically, there are numerous sensors located throughout the body that

monitor the body's position in space, aswell as the relationship of its parts

(head, arms, legs) to one another. For instance, a major sensor is the vesti-
bular apparatus which is loCated in the inner ear and monitors changes in
head position. Other sensors are located in strategic locations throughout
the musculo-skeletal system. These sensors, then, send their reports to the
brain where they are fdtered, coordinated, and integrated. The cerebellum
is one of the major computing areas that sifts this incoming information
and response by generating messages to various muscle groups Jor the
purpose oftinitiating such motor activity as would maintain balance and

equilibrium. Many of these messages are seen in the reflex patterned re,
sponses described under the righting, protective, and equilibrium reflexes.

When there is a failure of these intricate mechanisms to properly integrate
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the information and to-generate effective responses, the resultant impair-
ment, as described above, is seen.

Conclusion

The motor impairments of the cerebral palsied child are the result of the
brain's failure to maintain normal balances between many influences.
There' are imperfect control and orchestration of muscle tone and move-
ment with subsequent incoordination, purposeless movements, imbalance,
of postural instability. It is unnecessary to describe" in detail the various
findings of each specific type of cerebral palsy since each represents only a

nriation of degree of impairment of the same basic elements and func-
tions.

The significance of these motor disabilities is two-fold; not only is the
acquisition of a particular mojor skill impaired, but further developmental
progress is impeded. Since most motor skills are based on a foundation of
basic elements, further progression is impossible if the foundation is found
lacking.

Obviously, there are a number of important considerations other than
motor concerns when discussing the problems of cerebral palsy: education,
ego development, speech, etc. These concerns are discussed in the case
presentations in Section IV.

In conclusion, motor development p oceeds in a sequential manner in
accord with maturation of central and ipheral neurological systems.
Dramatic manifestations of this maturational process-are seen emphatically
in the first year, with decreasing dramatics over the ensuing 12 to 13 years.
The basis for aberrant motor-development is often found in the brain. An
imbalance of forces which interferes with the normal progression of motor
activity ts set up by damage or dysfunction in one or several of the motor
centers of the brain. The resultant 'manifestations are seen in the wide
spectrum of motor impairments in cerebral palsy. These impairments can
be identified as deficiencies in basic motor elements and functions that
underly motor skills and vary only in degree within various functional
categories of cerebral palsy.
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POTENTIAL FOR EXPRESSIVE SIGNING BASED ON

MOTOR CONTROL

Howard C. Shane

Ronnie B. Wilbur

bs tr a c t . This paperl outlines a procedure for predicting
the appropriateness of signing as a communi-

cation technique for indiViduals with speaking impairments.
The procedure compares a potintial learner's motor control
with the motor skills necessary for producing intelligible
signs. Motor requisites for signs were determined by a task
analysis of handshapes, locations, and movements. The per-
centage of occurrence of the various motor components was
calculated from an analysis of a core vocabulary selected to
be appropriate at ap initial vocabulary for nonspeaking indi-
viduals. A generatization procedure predicting ability to
Produce additional vocabulary items (from the Dictionary of
American Sign Languabe on computer) is presented, allowing
estimation of eXpressive voCabulary potential for American
Sign Language.

I ntroduc tion . In recent years there has been an escala-
ting interest in providing communication

systems for persons whose Inability to speak is not due pri-
marily to hearing impairment. Use of these systems has
resulted in increments in expressive communication ability
for persons having a variety of communication disorders,
including congenital dysarthria (Shane 1980, Vickers 1974,
McDonald & Schultz 1978), apraxia of speech (Skelly et al.
1974, Rosenbek et al. 1976), mental retardation (Fristoe &
Lloyd 19'77, 1979a, 1980, Shaffer & Goehl 1974, Hoffmeister
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& Farmer 1972, Bricker 1972), and autism (Schaeffer et al.
1977, Fulwiler & Fouts;1976, Millar & Miller 1973).

.1 Such systems belong to one of two generic types; aided
communication techthques i.e. physical displays of graphic
symBoli on communication, conversation, or "talking" boards);
and unaided techniques such as sign language. Which of these
systems to introduce clinically to the nonspeaking person has
been the focus of considerable controversy and confusion.
According to one survey (Fristoe & Lloyd 1977), selection of
a system for clinical use was likely to be based more on fam-
iliarity with a particular method than on knowledge of avail-
able options.

Shane and Bashir (1960) outlined a clinical decision-
making process for determining an individual's eligibility for
a nonspeech system. Oniy after such a determination has been
made is the question of which system to use relevant. One
significant factor in choosing among available systems 'ought
to be the potential user's motor control: It may seem intuitively
obvious that extreme motor control deficits should preclude
sign language selection. Hoivever, our experiences attest to
the exclusive introduction of sign with, persons having mild
to severe Motor impairment.

To date no systematic asiessment of the motor control
necessary for competent signing appears in the published
literature. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to outline
a procedure for predicting expressive signing, potential based
on an individual's motor control. The procodure identifies the
motor components of a sign and assumes that if a given indi-
vidual is unable to make that component, that individual will
be unable to produce signs that contain the component. The
prediction can then be made that the proportion of signs a
given individual will be unable to produce is a direct reflec-
tion on the number of motor components he cannot produce.
The procedure does not assume the converse; i.e. that if an
individual ca'n produce a motor component, he or she will be
able to produce all signs containing that component. Inter- .

actions between components will result in some signs being
too difficult for an individual with motor impathnent, even
though the motor components contained in them may be
producible separately.
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Metho d. Existing descriplions-'of sig n structure were modi;-
fied to determine the motor components required

for sigii production. With these modifications, an analysis of
a selected core vocabulary weismade, indentifying,the per-
centage of ogcyrrence of each motor compongint. Finally,
generalization from Vie analyzed core vocabulary was made
by applying the same procedure 'to the large '''. vocebnulary of
kmerican Sign:Language compiled by Stokoe, Caster line, and
Crpnebeig (1865).

4

The vore The vocobtIlary from the review6made by "

v.oc a b tai-ar y . Fristoe ana Lloyd (19791)) was used. This
vocabulary they constructed from an anal-

ysis of 20 manuals orsigns tieing used with retarded individ-
uals. Approximately 840 signs are included in the Fristoe and .

' Lloyd irdcabulary; however, they did not eliminate English )

Words that synonymously gloss thi same signje.g. 'have to'
incit'inust'). When such duplicaiion is removed, 696 signs
remain in the erre vocabulary of the present study. A semantic
comparison of this reduced vocabulary to the items contained
on the 400 item Blissyrnbol !Ward showed that 77% of .the Bliss
Board items also appear in the Aign vocabulary-, furticer sugges-
ting that the signs in our'list represent items for which a non-
spe,aking individual might haveexpseSsive need.

Determining th. For purposes of analysis, sigh
m otbr c om pone n,t s st-ucture was divided into three'

aspects as' proposed by Stokoe,
(15i60): location, handshape, and movement. Although there
have been recent attempts at reformulation of this basic .

triree aspecs division (,cf. Benison, Klarkowicz, 6 Wd'odward
1975) ancr at proViding distinctive feature characterization,s
tc:f. ,Woodward '1973, Friedman 1977, iiegl & Wifbur 1976,

-Lane, .Boyes-Breem, & Bellugi 1976), such descriptions _tend
to be concerned with linguistic details foo fine-grained:for
the. present purpose. The resulting analy4c31protedure.draws*
from va:lous sources and includes several of our own innoya.-,
tions.
1. Location: At the broadest level of clislinction, four (mein

, areasof sigh formation have been identified, face, trunk,
arm, and hand (Battson et al. 1975; Kegl & Wilbur 1976). It
is also possibele to distinguish"between ifiose signs in' which the
working'hand(s) actually touch.the body and these which do
not make contact; but this distinction was.snot made fo:- the
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prient analysis, in part because cPntact requirements for a
given sign mai' differ firm citation form to connected.discourse
in ASL; and in part because contact is a variable that mai be
manipulated to enhance training procedures with certain severely
language-impaired populations (Fristoe & Lloyd 1977, 1979a, Wilbur

:41bow angle was determined to be a primary gross motor
papmeter. An inabilitY to bend the elbow so as to bring the
hand (iri any handshape) to the- cepter. of any one of the four
main areas wcnild eliminate all signs normally made in that
area.

Using elbow angle, we:also identifie4 several locations
within the major areas; e.g. four heights ikere identified on
the face: eye height, cheek height, mouth height, and chin
height. These are not all the possible heights the hand can
reach: they do not take into account the exect placement on
the face of-the interaction oi.location with handshape and
ruStion (cf. Woodward 1978). Instead, these heights represent
fine adjustnents in tbe elbow-arm relationship.

An inability to produce distinctly these four different
eights would eliminate the possiblity of making those signs
on the face that require fther congol for placement. Thus,
not only would a distinCtion between APPLE (lower cheek) and
'ONION' (upper cheek) be impossible, but presumably so would
the distinction between BORING (side of nose) and SOUR (on

chin). Thus the four heigl-Its chosen Ire representatives of
possible necessary fine motor distinctions; they are nos all
possible distinctions.

Similar criteria were used for other motor components
identified. Within the n-unk area,teight different positions
Were identified..No additional distinct-ions were identified
for tiie arm and hand-area%.

2. FiaDdsIA: In-the literature on ASL the number of hand-
, shapes identified varies widely, depending
on whether one is working at a phonetic or phonemic level,
and whether one'is including or not initialized signs, whic-h
use handshapes borrowed from the manual alphabetoccurring
infrequently,and primarily in signs that are loans from English.
Thirty-Jour handshapes, gleaned from various sources andlire-
sented in Wilbtir 1979 were used for the present analysiS.
ach hancishape.,.was treated individually for the- primary anal-

ysis.
The handshapes were then grouped into six categories to
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provide summary data: Sign requires I. a-fist handshape;
2. extension Of,the index finger; 3. a flat open hand; 4. a
curved hand; 5..thumb to cross fingers; 6. fingers to touch
thumb. '11vo handsbapes, which did not conveniently fit into
these. six categories, were grouPed together as "Other."

3. Movement:.For the analysis of movement a combination
of moVement characteristics from Stokoe 1960

and Supalla 1978 was used. From Stokoe 1960 the handshape
changes from closed to open and from open ta closed and the -

finger wiggle were uied. Prom Supalla 1978 six movements
were taken: linear, rotate/twist, circular, arc, hold, and
elbow pivot. 'Repeat" was added because of .the likelihood
that a repeated movement would be more difficult to coordin-
ate for an individual with motor sequencing problems.

Generalization
and results.

The procedure used with the core vo-
cabulary 'was then applied to a larger
vocabulary of ASL iigns; i.e. to the

1628 primary entries of the Stokoe, Caster line, and Crone-
berg Dictionary of American Sign Languatie on Ltriguistic
Principles (1965, rev. 1976), which hive been entered in a
computer program at the Department'okf Psychology, North-
eastern University (see Teuber et al. below this issue).
Summary percentages and totals of-the non-compound signs
were provided to us by the Department. One analysis made
by the program diVided signs into one-handed, two-handed
with the same handshape, and two-handed.with different
handshapes. The percentages of location, movement, and
handshape values were given separately for each of these
three major types of sign. These data wet-e recalculated by
us into a form match,nei the data for the present study; i.e.
percentages of all entries for location, handshape,"and
mtIvement. .1

When signs in the core vocabulary are analyzed into
components, many signs arefound to require more than one
component' in each of the three aspects (location, handshape,
and movement); e.g. a sign may have two. handshapes or
two locatiolis. Therefore the number of entries (in the tables
bel o for e three aspects is not equal to the number of thel,vt th
signs nalyzed, nor is the number of entries for the three
aspects the same. (There were 717 entries for location, 893
entries for handshape, and 825 entries for movement for the
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:,696 signs in the core vocabulary.) For each value withig each
...aspect category, the relevant statittic is the percentage of

all entries requiring that value.
The motor components for locatiotf handshape, and move.-

ment and their percentage of occurrence in the core vocabulary
are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The percentages
indicate the percentage of the 696 signs an individual would
be unable to make if-he or she were unable to perform the
specified motor task. For example, one unable to bring the
hand (in any handshape) to the center cif the chest would not
be expected to produce 37:0% of the-signs (Table 1; col. 5).

N

CHEST
Bilateral, Ipsilateral Mid Clavical 97
Ipsilateral, Mid Clavical 93
Bilateral, Ipsilat., Waist/Hip 29
Ipsilateral, Waist/Hip 17
Ipsilateral, Shoulder 13
Bilateral Contra lat., Mid Chest 7

Contralateral, Mid Clavical 6
,Gontralateral, Shoulder 4

% Ind. Group
rank

13.5 2

13.0 3

4.0 8

2.4 9
1.8 10
1.0 12
0.8 13
0.6 14'

32.9 1

Group
% rank

37.0 1

Total Chest 266

HAND 236 32.9

FACE
Height: Corner of Eye 73

Corner of Mouth 55
Chin 48
Cheek Bone 30

10.2
7.7
6.9
4.2

4

5

6
7

29.0 3

Total Face 206

ARM 9 1.3 11 1.3 4

Table 1. Sunimary of LOCATION motor requirements for 696
ASL sign1 (14$. of entries, percentage of occurrence,
individual and group rankings of analyzed vocabulary,
n = 717).

A

If an individual can do most of the finer diatinCtions but not, e.g.,
the 6th from the top (used in LOVE and HUG), then only 1% of the
signs in the core vocabulary would.be out of his or het capability.
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Har..11{ hap* Entries
Isymboi!

-

Occurrence
No. I.

lnd. ranx Group Groupt rank
:let hand 27-C 30.2 1

B 200 22.4
5 66 - 7.4 3

4 4. 0.4 29 ..

irdex finger 232
.....

26.4
G 86 9.6 2

v 37 4.1 7

H
1

35
18

,

^.
3.9
2.0

8

15

G2 ,

r
18
11

2.0
1.2

15
21

3 4 0.4 29
2 0.2 32

-ri 1 0.1 33
X 20 2.2 14

c..rveo nand 153 17.0 3

C 45 5.0 5

0 40 4.5 6

1 34 3.8 9

27 3.0 10
baby0 7 0.7 24

isst 130 14.4 . 4

S

A

58
27

6.5
3.0

4

10
".

i 23 2.6 12

Y 14 1.5 19

1 8 0.8 23
:numb tJuch 46 5.0 5

4 23 2.6 12

6 1$ 1.46 18

8 7 0.7 24
' 7 1 0.1 ' 33

th.imb crois
K -

45
16 1.8

,. ,,
1117

4.6 6

1' 13 1.4 ' 20
M .

t
7

5 ,

0.7
U.5

24
28

N 4 0.4 29

J t n e r 17 1.9 7

s-i 6 0.7 24

4 11 1.2 21

Tat ,e Summary of HANDSHAPE motor requirempnis for 696 ASL signs
(No. of entries, perteritage of occurrence, individual and group
ranking, based or analysis of components sn signs; n 893).2"
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Motion Entries % Ind. rank Group% Group renk

linear 435 52.8
I

1,>

horizontal 2514 30.5 1

vertical 174 21.1 2 .

diagonal 10 1.2 10

handshape change 93 11.3 2

open-to-close 53 6.4 6

close-to-open 40 4.9 9

rotate/twist 76 9.2 3 9.2 3

repeat 63 7.6 4. 7.6 4

circular
i

g.

60 7.3 6 7.3 5

,
a r C 46 5.6 7 5.6 6

hold

I elbow pivot 6 0.7 11 0.7

wiggle 1 0:1 12 0.1 ' 9

Table .3. Summary of MOTION motor requirements for 696 ASL
signs (No. of entries, percentage of occurrence,
individual and group ranking, based on analysis of
components in signs; n 824).

For each aspect of sign formation a series of motOr com-
ponents was used to analyze the vocabulary. Within each
aspect, natural classes, along with certain salient dime
were available. A summary of the mOtof components that are
used in 5% or more of the analyzed vocabulary is given in rank
order in Table 4. The dimensions in Table 4 account for more
than 943% of the entries in the core vocabulary,,,

Table 5 presents the percentages of the 2,637 eritries in ,the
computer-entered Dictionary of American Sign Language thert are
accounted for by ouromotor components (including only those ,

which occur in more than 5% of the Dictionary entries).
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Mobil( component Percentage of occuirence

, LOCATION 98.9
chest 37.0
hand 32.9
face 29.0

IIANDSHAPC 92.8
flat hand J0.2
index finger 26.2
curved hand 17.0
fist
thumb touch

14.4
5.0

MOTION 99.1
linear 52,8
handshape change 11.3
rotate/ twist 9.2
repeat 7.3
circular 7.3
arc 5.6
hold 5.3

Motor component Percentage of occurrence

LOCATION 94.9
chest
hand
face

44.9
27.8
22.2

HANDSHAPE
--Tre-i-Fh

94.8
a n d 38.8

Index 1 friger 28.5'
curved hand 10,9
fist # -15.2
thumb touch

NI

5.4

MOTION 67.5
linear 56.6
handshape change 9.7
rotate / twist 11.1

circular 7.1
_I

Ta b le 5 . Summary of motor components used in five per
cent or more of entries in computerized DASL.

. -
Table 4 . Summary of motor components used in five per

cent ot more of analyzed core vocabulsrv. . Shane 6 Wilbur 33'.
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Di scussi on. In Table,1 the analysis of locations needed
for ASL signs shows that the most frequent

location ts in the chest area, followed by nand, face, and arm.
Togeth chest, hand,,and face account for 98.9% of all
entr s (see able 4). There.are several factors which may
c tribute to is overall pattern of frequency.
1. The entrie which are included in the chest area involve
Igns which actu ly contact the chest (so-called "body oon-

tac!" signs) and th e which are made in "neutral space"
1.e. without contac cf. Stokoe 1960), The size of this_
-:roup is partially tat., esult of its inclusion of the inflectable
erbs (th.tsse inflectab for subject and/or object in actual

scourse). Tne entrie analyzed here are citation forms of
signS and t include the wide variety cf mcrpholo-

;ical JariaUon thich are possible. Since verb agreement in
;-.31, is in large part.based on the modifiability of signs in

it follows that "neutral space Fi-rnr Contribute to the
requenc-,, snd irnportance of the chest area, eVen in citation
for!7s. ex'..?nsive discussion Of verb agreement from

t.,.rspectives, setWilbur 1979: for morpnological
rod:ficat.ons utilize planes wittin "neutral space."
see Mims & Bel!..igi 1979.)
Z. The second most frequent location for sign formation is
ri tne nand. This group includes signs with identical hand--
shapes, such as CAN'T and SIT, ..and those which obey the
Dominance Condition (Battison 1974, 1978) utilizing a domi-
nant, active hand and a base hand consisting (usually) of
one of the "unmarked" handshapes (Battison et al. 1975,
Keg! & Wilbur 1976). Many of.these signs involve,the lexi-
cal expression of relative localions: e.g. IN, ON, and
UNDER (Bernstein 1980) and utilize classifier handshapes.
(The prevalence of such forms increases in actual conver-.
satior., as classifiers substitute for noun phrases and are
used in locative predicates; see discussion in Kegl & Wil-
bur 1976, Liddell 1977, Kantor 1980, V.ilbur 1979, Bernstein
1983, Coulter :979). In general, the widespread use of
classifiers, even in citation forms of such sign as FOLLOW
or 1.'.EET conibutes to the frequency of signs in both the
chest and hand areas, but not to the face and arm areas,
wnere classifiers are rarely (if ever) used.
3. The frequency cf signs made on the faceis in part attri-
butable to its being within the area of nigh visual acuity
(Siple 1978).
4. The low frequency of signs made on the arm is expected
crcsenguisticaliy (Woodward 1978).

Shane & Wilbur

In Table 2, the frequency of occurrence of the motor com-
ponents for ASL handshapes is indicated. The pattern of frequen-
cies cohfirrns several previous observations which have been
Made concerning handshapes:
I, In accordance with the observations of Battison et al.
(1975) on "unmarked" handshapes, the observed frequencies
of B, G, 5, S, C, and 0 reveal them to be the most fregtiently
occurring in both the core vocabulary and the larger computer-
entered Dictionary of American Sign Language corous.
2. The frequency of these "unmarked" handshapes, followed
by 'V' and 'H', agrees with observations made by Johnson
(1978) on Extended Oregon Sawmill Sign Language and British
Columbia Sign Language arid those made by Poole (1980) on
Martha's Vineyard Sign Language. Both handshapeiffunction
as classifiers in ASL:,
3. Those handshapes which are highly "marked" and which
tend to occur infrequently in sign languages inf. Woodward
1978, Johnson 1978, Poole 1980) are least frequent also in
the analyzed corpus. These infrequent handsapes involve
the motor components of thumb touch and thumb or finger
crossing, identified by Boyes-Braem (1973) and McIntire
(1974, 1977) as motorically more complicated and ilence
later developments in early Sign language acquisition.

The motor requirements for the citation forms of ASL
signs are presented in Table 3. (Modifications of movement
for morphological inflections have not been included in the
present analysis: these additional modifications require
movement path and`manner of formation alternations,which
are assumed to be outside the requirements of the populations
of concern here.) Several obsurvations concerning the rela-
tive frequencies may be made:
1. The high frequency of linear movement is primarily a
result of two factors, horizontal and vertical. Horizontal
linear movement predominates in those signs which may be
inflected for subject and/or object and for other morphologi-
cal purposes within the horizontal plane (Klima & Bellugi
1979). As already indicated, the importance of this aspect
of ASL syntax and morphology contributes to the frequency of
signs in the chest area, where most linear movements would
occur. The vertical dimension occurs in movements of le:tical
Items such as DECIDE and in signs which differ in meaning ,

on the basis of the direction of the movement, such as the
opposition of APPEAR (upward) and DISAPPEAR (downwe.
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2. The frequency of repetition as a motor component is sur-
prisinglylow, given the wide variety of functions which re-

, duplication serves in ASL (cf. Kli:na & Bellugi 1979, Supalla
& Newport 1978, Kegl & Wilbrur 1976, Wilbur 1979). Although
these functions are primarily morphological, repetition does
occur in citation forms. Most probably the low frequency, in
the present analysis results from failure to-recognize, and
hence-enter, the distinctions in terms of repetition (as well
as manner) such as those identified by Supalla a,nd Newport
between nouns and verbs. Thus many cases %here repetition
may have been a defining difference may have been omitted
tr, tne tNo vocabularies, with the result that tne unrepeated
forr (verb) is listed as a basic entry. ;Editor's note: This
conjecture by the authors is probably quite correct; "twenty
years before Supalla, a' native signer of ASL, discbvered and
pziblIsned the now well known distinction between noun and
vero action in otherwise identical signs, the senior editor of
the DASL. gave such signs a singlet entry with the designation
h or v.

The results of this investigation proVide
applica ti on . the ba'sis for a clinical assessment pro-

cedure aimed at predicting whether a non-.
peaking individual's motor contro: is sufficient to allow

expressive communication through sign. As such, it *should
have applicability to'a wide va,riety of severely communica-
tively nandicamped persons having a vanety of etiological
explanations for .their speechlessness.

Eligibility for manual signing.is determined through a
clinlcal assessment of one's ability to execyte the various
motor compOnents delineated in Tables 1-3, Inability to per-
form certain of these motor components eliminates a predic-
table portion of the analyzed vocabulary. It follows that.the
inability to produce a significant portion of a functional core
vocabulary would make signing a less desirable expressive
c-Jmr,unicalion option than a method that required less motor
control (e.g. pointing to graphic symbols contained on a
communication aid).

A systematic application of these results to a clinical
popu:ation is under currently. The actual motor factors
Lsed Ir. the clinical protocol are based on the data contained
in Table 4, where the more frequently occurring motor com-
ponents are listec:. The,ability of the clinical subject to per-
form each of tne 15 mctor acts is oetarmined through either

b
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imitation, observation (by parent, teacher, etc.), physical
shaping, or verbal analogy (e.g. "Act like Tarzan"- where the
expected response is to bring hand' to chest). Preliminary
clinical findings revesrl: (1) that inability to perform the motor
components involved in Various handshapes is the major
factor for eliminating a potential user for sign. This finding
presumably relates to the greater fine motor control needed
for accurate handshape as oppdsed to that needed f5' location
and motion of signs. The individual being considetid for a
rhanual system to supplement inefficient speech bften eviden-
ces fine motor difficulties: (2) that inability to perform an
isolated motor aspect does toredict inability to execute a sign
containing that aspect.

Note that the individual unable to perform a substantial
Portion of the motor aspects. maynonebeless be capable of
benefiting from a manual approach. Such is the case when a
motorically handicapped person uses a limited number ejrniotor
approximations to the sign target. Hoyt (1980), for example,
introduced a limited number of functional signs to severely
physically handicapped subjects whose principal expressive
means was fccmerly electronic communication aids. The two
adolescent subjects were able tb communicate basicjieed
concepts such as hunger and thirst through signed motor
approximations of the idealized target. It must be recogniied,
however,1 that with an increased number of signs within one's
sin repertoire there is a correspon'ding increase in the diffi-
ulty of interpretation by a receiver, when approximations to'

signs are used in place of the more standard ASI. citation forms.
- Although motor control plays a significant role in deter-

mining eligibility for a manual system of communication, it is
not the sole criterion. A host of personal factors as well as
issues pertaining to the environment in which the potential
user resides, socializes, learns, and/or works need to be
considered 'if effective progtam implementation is to take
place. Speed of sign-referent learning, motivation'to use the

4rnethod, previous exposure and success with a manual system
dre among' the personal factess entering ihto decision making.
Environmental decision factort which will.impact on program
success include willingness to introdsuce and use signs by
significant people in the potential user's environment.
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NEUROLOGICAL EVALUATION
- By

LAWRENCE H. BERNSTEIN, MD.
I. Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to help the physician recognize when
neurological disease is responsible for a developmental delay and
know what should be done about it.

IL The Medical. History and Physical Examination
A. The physician should explore the history by using the Parent

Queslionnaire (Appendix A in Chapter 4) and the History of the
Present Illness Form (Appendix C in Chapter 4).

B. Next, the physician should identify aspects of the Medical Exam-
ination which have potential neurological implications, by using
Appendix D of Chapter 4.

C. Items in the Parent Questionnaire, the History of the Present
Illness, and the Medical Examination form which have possible
neurological implications have been preceded with an "N."

III. The Neuromotor Developmental Examination
A. A simple and brief developmental examination for use with chil-

dren 24 months of age or less is the Milani Cdmparetti
Neuromotor Developmental Examination.

B. When completed, the Milani ComParetti developmental, chart
provides a profile of the infant's motor function in relationship to
the expected ages of appearance and disappearance of primi:
tive and developmental reflexes.

C. The tour major components of the evaluation are righting reac-
tions, parachute reactions, tilting reactions, and primitive re-
flexes.

IV. The Neurological Examination
A. Atter evaluating a child for neurornotor development, the physi-

cian should conduct a thorough neurological examination.
B. Appendix B of this chapter is a Neurological aamination

Chedklist for use during the examination.
V. intracraniel Lesions

A. One intracranial leSion is microcephaly; this includes primary (or
congenital) microcephaly, and secondary microcephaly.

B. Primary microcephaly usually reflects problems arising early in
pregnancy and is immediately evident at birth; possible causes
include intrauterine insults such as congenital infections, X-ray
procedures during the first trimester, and familial, inherited
forms.

C. Secondary microcephaly rney reflect insults to the brain late In
pregnancy, at the time of delivery, or after delivery; affected
children have small, but normally-shaped heads.

D. A rare cause of microcephaly is craniosynostosis of all sutures;
single suture closure does not cause rhicrocephaly.

E. Another type of lesion' is intracranial bleeding caused by birth
trauma or by postnatal causes such as falls or blows to the head.

F. A third type of intracranial process is hydrocephaluS resulting
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from a blockage in the flow of spinal %lid, a blockage in the
resoropon of spinal fluid, or excessive production of spinal fluid.

G. Whenever an intracranial lesion is stispected, the child should
be referred to a neurologist for an extensive evaluation.

VI Cerebral Palsy
A. Cerebral palsy is often.secondary to a static intracranial neuro-

logical impairment, and is commonly associated with prematur-
fly. intracranial hemorrhage, hypoxia, and kemicterus.

B. Signs of an intracranial lesion mayor may notbe found with
cerebral palsy; there will probably be delaIrs in motor develop-
ment or persistence of primary motor patterns upon evaluation
with the Milani Comparetti, -and the more traditional neurologic
signs may be seen by a year and one-half of age.

C. Although some children with cerebral palsy also manifest in-
tellectual impairment, many are Intellectually normal.

D. Children with cerebral palsy should be referred to physical or
occupational theraptists to teach or facilitate functional de-
velopment of norrnEfl movement pattems, to.'prevent the de-
velopment of contractures and deformities, and to assist the
parents in dealing with the child.

E. The neurodevelopmental treatment approach of the Bobaths in-
volves the inhibition of patterns of abnormal reflex activity and
facilitation of normal motor patterns.

VII. Minor Motor Seizures
A. Minor motor seizures are an infrequent cause of delays, espe-

cially of delays in intellectual development.
B. Symptoms include poor attention span, decreased comprehen-

sion, staring spells, inappropriate pauses in speech, unusual
facial movements, repetitive movements, and sudden altera-

. tions in bogy posture or tone; signs include cerebral dysgenesis
and skin lesions.

C. A child suspected of minor motor seizure disorders should be
referred to a child neurologist for an evaluation.

Peripheral Neuropathy
".. A. Peripheral neuropathy may be due to a varidty of conditions,

including toxic metabolic disease, Guillain-Barre, Werdnig
Hoffman infantile muscular atrophy, and heredito-familial dis-

eases or degenerative disorders.
8. Symptoms and signs will depend upon which nerves are in-

volved; mental status is generally intact.
C. A child with peripheral neuropathy* should be referred to a

neurologist.
IX. Muscle Diseases

A. Muscle diseases, although quite rare, should be kept in mind
when evaluating a child who seems slow in motor development

or who manifests signs of hypotonia.
B. Generally, muscle diseases start gradually after infancy, and

often there is a positive family history.
C. The differential diagnosis of muscle disease would be muscular

dystrophy, myasthenia gravis, dermatomyositis, periodic

paralysis, and endocrine disorders.
D. Any child suspected of a muscle disease should be referred to

the nearest muscle disease clinic or neurologist.

X. Degenerative Disorders
A. Although degenerative disorders are extremely rare, they are

generally not treatable; it is important they be identified for family

counseling purposes.
B. Symptoms and signs will depend upon the type of degenerative

disorder, the etiology, ahd the site of the lesion; any child sus-
pected of such disorder should be referred to a neurologist.

XI. Summary
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INTRODUCTION

"When a- developmental delay is not
caused by an orthopedic, metabolic, or en-
docrine abnormality, in many cases an
abnormality of the nervous system is im-
plied. Because of this, it is important for
the physician in his or her decision-
making process to:Vdiscriminate between
a static encephaloplithy and a progressive1
central nervous system lesion; discern'.
whether the disability is Ormanent,
whether it is remediable, or whether it is
self-correcting; and identify when a po-
tentially remediable condition is causing
the developmental delay. The,goal of this

_chapter is to help the physician recognize
when neurological disease is responsible
for a developmental delay and what
should be done about it.

To enable the primary care physician
to idAtify the disorders referred to above
and to make appropriate referrals, .the
. first goal of this lesson is to teach 'the
physician to identify intracranial lesions,
cerebral palsy, minor ''motor seizures,
peripheral neuropathy, muscle disease,
and degenerative disorders. The second
major objective is to teach the physician
what to do if a child having any of these
disorders is encountered.

THE MEDICAL HISTORY AND fitYSICAL
EXAMINATION

Many of the questions which the.
physician will ssk to establish the pres-
ence or absence of disease of the nervous
system are outlined in the printed Parent
Questionnaire (Appendix A in Chapter 4),
and the History of the Present Illness
form (Appendix C in Chapter 4). The
physician should ordinarily begin with
the presenting complaint, which may be a
delay or a regression in the child's motor,
intellectual, or social-emotional develop-
ment. After exploring this in some detail
to learn the onsefof the disorder and how
it has progressed, the physician should
look into the family history for historical
risk factors. To assist in identification of
items which may be of neurological sig-
nificance, the queitions that have poten-
tial neurological implications have been
preceded with an "N" in these appendices.
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The second step in identifying signif-
icant neurological disorders is to identify
aspects of the medical exaniination which
have' potential neurological implications.
(The physical findings of syndronies that
have neurological implications are dis-
cussed in Chapter 10.) As in 'the case of
the history, the items have potential neu-
rological significance are preceded with
an "N" in Appendix D of Chapter 4.

THE NEUROMOTOR DEVELOPMENTAL
EXAMINATION

The third step is to conduct careful
developmental and neurological exam-
inations of the integrity of the central
nervous system. The two differ in aims
and techniques. Since ,the infant and
preschool-age child's neurological system
is still developing, there is a need to de-
termine the age-appropriateness of the
child's motor, language, and emotional
development, as well as the localizing
signs of the more traditional neurological
examination. As Towen has pointed out,
both the developmental and the neurolog-
ical evaluations serve important needs;
that is, they are complimentary, and one
cannot replace the other.'

A simple, brief, and useful develop-
mental examination which can be used in
developmental diagnosis is the Milani
Comparetti Neuromotor Developmental
Examination. This examination is de-
signed for use with children who are 24
months of age or less. It provides a stan-
dardized way of examining a child's
primitive and developmental reflexes by
stressing the evaluation of primary motor
pattern? along the developmental con-
tinuum. The procedures provide an oppor-
tunity for direct visual evaluation of age-
related, spontaneous motor patterns (such
as postural control of the head or trunk,
the protective or parachute reactions,
etc.) evoked as a result of the body's

*Comparetti more recently no longer talks of
"primitive reflexes;" rather, he now calls them "pri-
mary motor patterns." H. writes: "Within the devel-
opmental perspective the fact that a certain motor
behavior can be evoked by stimulus does not re-
duce it to reflex (i.e., according to the mode) of the
reflex arch)..."
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response to gravity (i.e., anti-gravity con-
trolof the body axis). The Milani Compa-
retti developmental chart, when com-
pleted, provides a profile of the infant's
motor function in relationship to the ex-
pected ages of appearance and disappear-
ance. Thus, the examination is not only
suited for the evaluation of a child who is
suspected of manifesting a developmental
devistion, butzan also be used to monitor
the development of infants as a part of
periodic health visits. When performing'
the examination, one looks for asym-
metry, delayekl onsets:of primitive reflexes,
or a normal persistance of primitive re-
flexek There are four major components
of the Milani Comparetti evaluation,
which aie as follows:

a. The first is righting reactions,
which are important for achieving
erect body posture; this includes
head and body righting, as well
as derotative righting. In head
righting, the baby (when held in a
vertical position and then tilted
away from the vertical axis) will
attempt to maintain the head in
an upright position, with the eyes
horizontal and the nose vertical.
Body righting takes place when a
10-month-old child is put on his or
her back; normally the child rolls
over to prone and stands up. Dero-
tive righting is an untwisting
when rotation is applied to the
long axis of the body. For instance,
if the head is rotated, lower seg-
ments will tend to follow the turn-
ing of the head, and will therefore
derotate the body.

b. The second type of evoked
reactionsthe parachute reac-
tionsare reactions of the limbs
to sudden replacement relative to
gravity of the erect structure.
For example, if a four-month-old
child is suddenly/ moved down-
ward toward a table in a vertical
position, he or she will extend
his or her upper limbs; if a sev-
en-month-old child is moved sud-
denly forward, the upper limbs
will move forward; if a nine-
month-old is moved backward, he

or she will extend the arms back-
ward.

c. The third kind of reactions are the
tilting reactions. These -are reac-
tions to stimulating the body at an
angular acceleration (or tilting) to
prevent the tendency of falling.
The central feature in these is
curving of the spine.

d. The importance of the primary
motor patterns of primitive re-
flexes (especially the tonic
labyrinthine, asymmetric tonic
neck, positive support, and less so
the symmetric tonic neck reflex,
Moro, and hand and foot grasp)
lies in the fact that the baby
utilizes them functionally in dif-
ferent ways, and that each
hinctional use is a precise marker
of the developmental process. For
example, E. A. Gidoui wrote in
Deuelopmental Medicine and
Child Neurology that the foot's
plantar grasp response "...may be
elicited even at two or three yedrs
of age, but when tested in this
contextthat is, when the child is
standinglit must disappear be-
fore the child is able to stand with
support [i .e., at about nine
months]."

Excerpts from the Milani Comparetti
Neuromotor Developmental Examination
are reprinted with permission in Appen-
dix A which accompanies this chapter. It
is recommended that this be closely read
by those wishing to learn how to conduct
the examination.

THE NEUROLOGICAL EXAMINATION

The next step in evaluating a suspect
child for neurological problems is to con-
duct a thorough neurological examination.
The neurological examination of infants
and small children differs significantly
from that in adults and older children
both because of the maturation of the
nervous system and the Inability or un-
willingness of the child to cooperate in

a formal exaMination. An initial observa-
tion of spontaneously-produced activity,
posture, behaviors, and so forth, can often
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provide as much or more information
than attempts to elicit the more formal
responses. Examiners should also be pre-
pared to modify the order and content of
the examination to fit the child and the
circumstanceb. A Neurological Exmaina-
tion Checklist is presented as Appendix B
in this chapter. (Although certain aspects
of the physical examination, auch as head
circumference, general alertness, and -
speech are important parts of the neuro-
logical examination, these have been
omitted from the Checklist to avoid repe-
tition.)

1NTRACRANIAL LESIONS

There are several important neuro-
logical problems which the physician may
encounter when evaluating children who
are suspect on developmental screening;
one such category includes intracranial
lesions--and, of these, the first is mi-

..
crocephaly. It is important for the physi-
cian to know about and be aware of mi-
crocephaly because it is often an indication
of neurological impairment.

There are two kinds of microcepha-
lyprimary or congenital microcephaly,
and secondary microcephaly. Primary mi-
crocephaly usually reflects problems aris-
ing early in pregnancy and is of such a
degree as to be immediately evident at
birth, when the cranial vault is relatively
flat above the orbital ridges, the ears,
and the occiput. Possible etiological fac-
tors include significant intrauterine in-
sults such as congenital infections or
X-ray procedures, particularly during the
first trimester, and familial forms with
varying patterns of inheritance. Micro-
cephaly may also be inherited; genetic
causes may suggest the need for karyo-
typing for trisomies or, in one rare auto-
Byrnel dominant syndrome, an X-ray of
the skull for intracranial calcifications.
(These are discussed more fully in Chap-
ter 10.) The ,diagnosis of microcephaly
rests upon olltaining a measurement of
the head circumference which is below
the third percentile for the child's chron-

, ological age.
The next condition which must be

considered is secondary microcephaly.
Secondary*or acquired microcephaly may
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reflect insults to the developing brain oc-
curring late in pregnancy, at the time of
delivery, or after delivery. Affected chil-
dren have crankums that are normally
contoured, but smalt Microcephalic men-
tally retarded children are often rela-
tively small; however, non-microcephdic
children who are small should have nor-
mal brain growth, sinte the head growth
is not dependent on the total body growth.
In fact, in situations of intrauterine mal-
nutrition, the last organ of the body to be
impaired in growth is the brain. Thus, the
child who fails to thrive for reason of gas-
trointestinal disorderssuch as malab-
sorptionwill usually continue to have a

_normal rate of cranial Irowth.
A rare cause of microcephaly which

will be mentioned briefly is craniosynos-
tosis of all sutures.. Single suture Closure
does not cause microcephaly. It does pro-
duce a cosmetic deformity, but it gener-
ally does not lead to neurological or de-
velopmental problems: -

Because of the possibility of the exis-
tence of microcephaly, it is important for
the physician to measure the head cir-
cumference of all children who manifest
delays in development. In the event that a
child who manifests microcephaly is dis-
covered, the physician must demonstrate
that the child is functioning normally in-
tellectually and otherwise, since mi-
crocephaly may reflect neurological im-
pairment.

The second type of disorders of cere-
bral lesions which will be considered is in-
tracranial bleeding. Sometimes auch
bleeding results from birth trauma, which
in turn may be associated with precipi-
tous deliveries, cephalopelvic dispropor-
tion, and breech deliveries. Postnatal
causes of intracranial bleeding include
falls or blows to the head (such as may be
seen in accidents and cases of neglect or
abuse). Such trauma may sesult in sub-
dural hematomas, brain t ontusion, or
subarachnoid hemorrhage.

A third type of intracranial lesion is
hydrocephalus. This may result from: a
blockage in the flow a spinal fluid that is
seen in an Arnold-Chiari malformation; a
blockage in the reiorption of the cerebral
spinal fluid following meningitis (sub-
arachnoid hemorrhage); or the excessive

2
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production of spinal fluid from a choroid
plexus papilloma. All of these conditions
occupy space in the head. Therefore, they
may produce pressure upo'n the existing
brain tissue if the skull suture's have
closed; or in the presence of unfused su-

. tures, they may produce excessive en-
largement of the head circumference.
Thus, the signs and symptoms are to some
extent age-related. More importantly,
they relate to whether or not the cranial
sutures had' closed prior to the develop-
ment of the space-taking lesion.

In general, symptoms are non-
specific and may include headaches,
nausea, vomiting, lethargy, irritability,
and personality changes. An early sign
that may be noticed is a change in the
shape of the skull. This may be an exces-
sive growth in the head circumference, so
that the head circumference may change
more than 50 percentile 'units within a
relatively short period of time. Other
signs may be the frontal bossindi that is
commonly seen with hydrocephalus, or
bulgitng on one side of the head due to
up-going subdutal hematoma. For infants
below two years of age, if an intr>acranial
lesion is suspected, the physician is
strongly urged to transilluminate the
head. Transillumination may be positive
when there is a very thin cortex secon-
dary to hydrocephalus, or when there is
fluid on top of the brain, as in hydranen-
cephaly or subdural hematomas.

Other signs that might be seen when
there is an intracranial process in the
posterior fossa are a stiff neck and a head,
tilt. If the flow of spinal fluid is blocked,
there will be an enlargement of the
lateral ventricles; this in turn produces a

Stretching of the pyramidal fibers, espe-
cially those of the lower extremities. As a
result, one may see poor coordination,
hyperreflexia, ankle clonus, and an ex-
tensor plantar response (Babinski).

If trauma to the head is suspected, it
is of paramount importance for the physi-
cian to thoroughly examine the retina to
determine if there are anY hemorrhages.
During the neurological examination,
there may be a variety of cranial nerve
signs, including blurred vision, papil-
ledema, enlargement of the blind spot,
optic atrophy, abnormal eye movements,

facial paralysis, and possibly cerebellar
signs, including ataxia of the trunk, arms,
and legs.

In addition, there may be corticospi-
nal weakness of the wrist and finger ex-
tensors and of the hip and ankle flexors.
Ankle clonus and upgoing toes should be
checked for as well. If there is a focal space-
occupying lesion, the physician may also
find seizures, localized impaired function,
and/or impairment in somatic growth.

In the event that a case of microceph-
aly is identifiedeven though it would
generally be a static, non-progressive
lesionit is important for the physician
to attempt to establish whether the mi-
crocephaly is primary or secondary. This
may have implications in determining the
etiology of the child's developmental prob-
lem, and may also have implications in
counseling the parents regarding the
probabie -course of the child's condition.

Whenever an intracranial space-
taking lesion is Suspected, it is very im-
portant that the primary care physician
refer the child for a thorough evaluation.
Most often such a referral will be to a
neurologist for a very careful and more
extensive evaluation. Though,CAT scans
can be helpful in identifying and localiz-
ing such lesions, the CAT scan is very ex-
pensive. Therefore, if the physician has
sufficient concern to refer the child for a
CAT scan, the child Should first be re-
ferred to determine if, indeed, that kind of
diagnostic evaluation and others are indi-
cated.

CEREBRAL PALSY

A relatively common group of neuro-
logical problems which are encountered
during evalUations of Children with de-
velopmental delays are the cerebral pal-
sies. Most often cerebral palsy is secon-
dary to a static intracranial neurological
impairment which commonly is as-
sociated with prematurity, intracranial
hemorrhage, hypoxia, nd kernicterus.
Cesgbral palsy is defined as a non-
progressive disorder (static encephalo-
pathy) of movement and posture due to
brain insult or injury, occurring in the
period of early brain growth and de-
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velopment (including the prenatal period
through early childhood to three to five
years of age). Different clinical signs rep-
resentative of the underlying brain dam-
age may appear throughout motor de-

.velopment.
The most common symptom as-

sociated with cerebral palsy is a delay in
motor- development such, as rolling over,
sitting, standing, crawling, or walking.
Other early symptoms of cerebral palsy
include; excessive irritability (constant
crying and sleeping difficulties); feeding
problems (difficulties in sucking, swal-
lowing, chewing, spitting up); jitteriness;
excessive startle reactions to noises and
changes in pogture; stiffness of the body
which make it dIfficult to feed and bathe
the infant; early standing due to hyper-
tonia; and a definite Wand preference dur-
ing the first 18 months of life.

On physical exam inatiofi, the physi-
cian may find signs of an intracranial le-
sion such as those described previously;
however, more commonly nothing specific
will be found. On the neurological exam-
ination of infapts with cerebral palsy,
there will probably be delays in motor de-
velopment and delays on the Milani COm-
paretti examination. For instance, pri-
mary motor patterns may persist when
they should be disappearing, and/or there
may be a delay in' the onset of or asym-
metry in some of the motor patterns (such
as head control and/or the parachute reac-
tions).

The more traditional neurologic signs
of cerebral palsy in children are generally
seen at an older agenamelY, between
approximately a year-and-one-half and
six years of age. On the neurological ex-
amination, the physician will find either

'hypothnia or hypertenia, ds well as an in-
crease in the reflexes, up-going toes,
ankle clonus, and long tract signs. These
findings may be limited to the Bmbs of the
lower extremities or to one side of the
body. Though there are names given to.
patterns of sites of involvement, these
will not be discussed in this chapter since
the physician is not being asked to make a
specific diagnosis. Instead, the physician
is expected to identify cases of cerebral
palsy and to know what to do about them.
(More detailed information about cerebral
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palsy can be learned from a standard neu-
rological text, or from one of the articles
listed in the Bibliography which accom-
panies this chapter.)

It is important for the physician to
realize that although some children with
cerebral palsy also manifest intellectual
impairment, many are intellectually
normal. Therefore, it ia extremely impor-
tant that a child with early manifesta-
tions of cerebral palsy not be labeled men-
tally retarded when an accurate reflection
of the child's intellectual development has
not been obtained. Instead, the physician
should follow the child and obtain
psychological evaluations of the child's
intellectual status at appropriate inter-
vals.

It is generally agreed alit infants
and children manifesting cerebral palsy
should be referred to physical or occupa-
tional therapists for twe main reasons.
The first is to teach or facilitate
functional develppment of normal move:
ment patterns, and the second is to pre-
vent the development of contractures and
deformities. Professionals working with
children who have cerebral palilx are of
the firm opinion that, the earlier these
children are identified and treated, the
better the outcome. A common misconcep-
tion is that treatment should not be
started until a diagnosis is conclusively
made. This does not take into account the
fact that parents of cerebral Palsied chil-
dren also need assistance in dealing with
'the feeding, handling, sleeping, and
temperament problems that so often ac-
company the condition. No doubt the re/I-
sar-why primary care physicians often
fail to refir such children for treatpent i$
due to die physicians' mistaken aasump-
tion that nothing can be dtkne to assist
these children and their families. Nothing
can be further from the truth.

There have been many philosophies
of the approach to these children, but in
recent years therapy has been dominated
internationally by the neurodevelopment-
al treatment approach of the Bobaths. In
the normal developmental sequence, there
is an evolutionary integration of the early
primitive reflexes, and they are graduaNy
brought under the influence of higher cen-
ters of control. In such a way, postural re-
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112 DIAGNOSIS OF SUSPECT AND DELAYED CHILDREN

actions gradually appear. These processes
and their interrelationships are the basis
of understanding the Bobath approach, and
enable the application of these concepts to
the treatment of infants and children
with cerebral palsy or other movement
disorders.

The neurodeveloprriental rationale is
that treatment techniques aimed at inhi-
bition of patterns of abnorngal reflex ac-
tivity and the facilitation Of normal motor
patterns positively affect the motor de-
velopment of these children. If these
techniques are begun early and there are
no interfering fixed contractures or pre-
ceding orthopedic procedures, treatment
then becomes a combination of inhibition
and facilitation by using special handling
techniques.

MINOR MOTOR SEIZURES

An infrequent cause of delaya (espe-
cially in intellectual development) is
minor motor seizures. These do not:in-
clude grand mal seizures which are very
evident and common in developmentally
disabled children. Rather, this chapter is
intended to alert the physician to signs of
minor motor seizures such as infantile
spasm§. akinetic seizures, petit mal sei-
zures,, and psychomotor seizures. It is be-
yond the scope of this chapter to teach the
physician how to differentiate these types
of seizures and how to treat them; rather,
it is the aim here to teach the physician to
recognize children manifesting such sei-
zures.

The symptoms that should alert the
physician to minor motor seizure disor-
ders are poor attention span,. decreased
comprehension, staring spells, pro-
priate, pauses in speech, unu5q&l facial
movements, seemingly prepr ammed/
repetitive or perseverative mov te,
and sudden alterations in body posture o
tone.

Signs on the examination which indi-
cate a possible seizure disorder are signa
of cerebral dysgenesis (including mi-
crocephaly), and skin leMons which might
be indicative of a neurocutaneous disor-
der such as tuberous sclerosis; these are
discussed further in Chapter 10. Unfortu-

nately, the neurological examination is
always not helpful in diagnosing all chil-
dren with a seizure disorder. If the physi-
cian suspects petit mal seizures, he or she
may be able to elicit such a seizure by
asking the patient, to hyperventilate. lf
thechistory is suggestive of a, seizure dis-
order, the physician may wish to order an
electroencephalogram.

If a child ia suspected of having any of
the minor motor seizure disordera, it' is
recommended that referral be made te a
neurologist, preferably a child neurolo-
gist, to evaluate the child more thorough-
ly and consider what treatment may be
indicated.

PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY

Peripheral neuropattly may be due t41.
a variety of conditions including toxic
metabolic disease, Guillain-Barre syn-
drome, Werdnig-Hoffman infantile mus-
cular atrophy, and heredito-familial 'dis-
eases or degenerative disorders.

The symptoms and signs of periph-
eral neuropathy obviously will depend
upon which nerves are involved. Thus,
it may be that the physician will find
isolated or mixed dysfunction involv-
ing motor, aensory, and/or autonomie
pathways. Generally, the mental stattui is
intact and the patient showa hyporeflexia
in the involved area. Often there is a dis-
tal extremity weakness which frequently
is bilateral, especially when t.he periph-
eral neuropathy. is due to a toxic origin.
Another finding ia the weakness and
atrophy of muscle. .When the autonom-
ic nervous system is involved, there may
lie decreased sweating and changes in the
vasomotor tone.

It ia recommended that if a child wit.h
peripheral neuropathy is identified, that
referral ahould be made to a neurologist.

MUSCLE DISEASE

The next condition that will be dis-
cussed encompasses the various muscle
diseases that may be encountered. These
as a whole are quite rare; however, they
should be kept in mind as the physician
evaluates a child who seems to be slow in
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NEUROLOGICAL EVALUATION

motor development or who monifests
signs of hypotonia.

The symptoms of muscle diewse are
delays or regressions in motor mireistones,
much as mightbe seen in the case of cere-
bral palsy. The young child may have
trouble getting into the standing position
and have to "walk" the hands up the body
in order to right him- or herself. Gener-
ally, however, muscle diseases start after
infancy with a gradual onset and often
there is a positive family history of simi-
lar muscle disease, so that diagnosis
should not be difficult. The signs include
weakness, particularly in the proximal
limb muscles. Sometimes the muscles
which are involved may appear to be en-
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larged, but actually-are quite weak. Sen-
sation and intellectual function generally
remain intact. Bowel and bladder func-
tion and deep tendon reflexes are usually
relatively well preserved. The differential
diagnosis of muscle disease would be
muscular dystrophy, myasthenia gravis,
dermatomyositis, periodic paralysis, and
endocrine disorders such as hypothy-
roidism.

It is recommended that any time a
child with probable muscle disease is en-
countered, referral should be made to the
nearest muscle disease clinic. If such a
clinic is not available, it is recommended
that the child should be referred to a
neurologist.

- TABLE 8-1 Neurological Disorders

Problem

Signs (Physkal, Neuromotor,
Symptoms (History( And Neurological Examinations) Differential Diagnosis

Intracranial
Lesion

Cerebral
Palsy

Minor
Motor
Seizures

Perwheral
Neuropathy and
Lower Motor
Neuron
Lesions

Muscle
Disease

Dogenarativa
Disorders

Headaches, nausea, vomit-
ing, lethargy. enlarging
head, stiff neck

Delayed motor development
(non-progressive), possible
seizure disorders, excessive
irritability, feeding prob.
lems, jittermess, excesaive
startle, body stiffness, tpre-
cocious) hand preferenie

Poor attention and compre-
hension, staring spells.
pauses in speech, facial
movements, repetitive
movements, lapser in body
posture

Sensory, motor, and/or
autonomic dysfunction

Delayed motor develop-
ment, weakness, muscle
cramps, stiffness, gradual
onset, family history posi-
tive
Arrest in acquisition of in-
tellectual and motor mile-
stones, legression in skills

Microcephaly, megaceph-
sly, papilledema, retinal
hemorrhage, blurred vision,
enlarged blind spot, optic
atrophy. transillumination,
cranial nerve signs

Primitive reflex (delayed
appearance and disappear-
ance), slow motor develop-
ment, delays on Milani
Compsretti, increased or
decreased tone, Babinski
present, ankle clonus

Microcephaly, congenital
malformations, skin le-
sions (tuberous sclerosis),
development delayed, focal
or lateralized signs

Intellect intact, DTB de-
creased, weakneu symmet-
rical or in area of nerve
distribution:muscle stro-
phy, decreased sweat and
vasomotor tone

Greater weakness proxim-I
than distal, sensation in-
tact, bowel and bladder
okay, DTR okay, sometimes
prieudohypertrophy

ntellect deterioration, pos-
ble seizures, spasticity,

\ija

binski positive, central
b ndness, deafness, sys-
te ic manifestations
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Subdural hematoma, ab-
scess, tumor, hydrocepha-
lus, CNS dysgensais, cere-
bellar cYst

Intracranial mass, mus-
cular dystrophy, peripheral
neuropathy, degenerative
disorder

Types: infantile spasms,
akinetic 'unarms, petit mal
seizures, psychtenotor sei-
zures

Toxic and metabolic dis-
orders, post-infectiour dis-
orders, arteritis,-Werdhig-
Hoffman, heredito-famitial
disorders, degenerative die-
orders

Muscular dystrophy. rayas-\
thenia gravis, dermato-
myositis, periodic paraly-
sis, endocrine disturbance

Intracranial mass, hydro-
cephalus, toxic disorders,
minor motor seizures,
meningitis, encephalitis
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DEGENERATIVE DIiORDERS

Fortunately, the degenerative disor-
ders are extremely rare; unfortunately',
they are generally not treatable. Never-
theless, it is important for the physician

*to identify such degenerative disorders as
specifically as possible for family counsel-
ing purposes.

.The hallmark symptom of degener
tive disorders is an arrest in the develo
ment of a child, or regression
previously-acquired skills. The spec' lc
symptoms will naturally depend upon t e
type of degenerative disorder and i
pathological nature. Signsjust as t
symptomsdepend upon the type of d
generative disorder, the etiology, and the
site of the lesion.

,It is recommended that anytime a
child is suspected of having a degenera-
tive disorder, he or she shotdd be
promptly referred to a neurologist.

SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed some of
the more common neurological disorders
which may be encountered during evalua-
tion of.children who are suspect on devel-
opmental screening. Although this list is
far from complete, these include mic-
rocephaly, intracranial lesions, cerebral
palsy, inapparent seizures or minor motor
seizures, peripheral neuropathy. muscle
disease, and degenerative disorders.

Table 8-1 summarizes these disorders,
their signs, symptoms, and recom-
mendations for treatment.

This chapter also has discussed sev-
eral important points regarding proce-
dures to use during the evaluation of sth
pect children. First, the physiiian shoiNa

ropriate data ough the his-
tory, the edica examination, the
neuromotor deve opmental examination,
and the neurological examination. Sec-
ond, the signs and symptoms of neurologi-
cal disorders should be identified, for
these may 'explain the cause of a child's
slowness in development. Finally, this
chapter has discussed indications for re-
ferral for a more extensive evaluation by
a neurologist. It has not discussed indi-

tions for specific sophisticated neurolog-
ic I investigations (such as the CAT

n), because in general, if a child has
problems itevere enough to warrant fur-
ther evaluaion, that child should be re-
ferred.

In summary, the vast Majority of
children who manifest delays in develop-
ment will not have obvious signs of neuro-
logical disorders. However, these signs
may be identified if they are carefully
sought. It is expected that the ,primary
care physician will be able to identify
children who have serious neurological
disorders, will be able to make appro-
priate referrals for further evaluation
andior treatment, and will participate in
the ongoing process of explanation and
counseling of the child's parents.



_
Communication

. .

The comMUnicatiOn chapter ia 'divided into tfo sections: audiologic man-
.

agement and language and speech facilitation. It is in thede two areaa'that

educational programbing and.instruction for hearing impiired developmentally

disabled studamta will most likely differ.from programs for similatly develop-
, ,

mentally disableehmaribg peets. The articles selected for this module are

intended to be supplementary information for professional.practitioriers who are

well trained with a single;disSbility group but are legs familiar with.issues

,related either'to hearing impairment or to Specific developmental disabili-
.

ties.. 'While both,tranadisciplinary :and transdisability training are highly
:

desirable fonprofesaionals working with multiply handicapped individuals to

have, pricr'..to assuming predesional responsibilities with-individuals with com

plex needs, this-chapter addresses: the reality that thuch'ean and must be

learned-"on th'e job". The motivatibnof. professionala-tO seek needed informa-

tion andAteep abreist of recent developments in seivice and technology is ex-

citing 'hoth Tor the individuals served and the field at large,.

The'audiology section contains bbth the current ASHA/CEASD ZUfaelines Ior
.-

Audiology Programs in,Educational Settings For Hearing Impaired Children and a

1981 drIt 'prepared by the ASHA Ad Hoc Committee on Extension ofAudiological

Services in the Schools entitled Audiology Services in the Schbols. The fOrmer

'-document. Suggests Standards for impleMentation of educational audiology pro,

grams'and job/role descriptions for.. audlblogic Personnel. The litter posirion

statement proVides a more comprehensiVe description of the.needs of hearing im7.

paired children and models for delivering, audiologic services in educational

settings. .(For information on developing collaborative arrangeMents intrinsic

to models 31 4,. see "Interagency Services: A New Era ,for an Old Idea" in the

Programmatic Options' chapter.) ,Particular attention-Mmst be paid within each

Of these models to Imsure thAt more seyerely handicapped students are included

'in screening and service provisions. It is interesting tO note that the high-

est perceatage,Of referrals. to the Arizona Model Demonstration Program (MDP)

for comprehensive, audiological asseSsment and management were madm for students

° -alteady enrolled inapecial eduCation programs.
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Assessment of a0ditory aensitIvity.is a first step in the auditory manage-

:Ment and training:programa for any child auspedted of eiperiencing i'hearing

impairment. NOel-Hafklei article "A Critical Asset:sapient of Current Practices',

in the Audiologic-Management el Preadhool Children" urgeithat, in addition to

,documenting a Weltating loss, audiolOgists take further steps tO identify:.the
A

potebtial for functional-ude of residual hearing, indicators of central

1."--ThIg\

aUditory processing diffidultiesthat would limit the use of residual hearing,

and the child'ai.esponses to:variLa hearing aids. This.combined informatiOn

34
7 , 4 l

is crucial to bothparents and educators ia understandingAhe consequenc0 of,

. ' .
ring loss and in setring realiatic expectations for each.child. Sanders, in

. 'hi Article "Audiolmic Assessment...", goes furthgr in specifying those dimem-

., sia s of-audiologic assesament that are particularly important in optimizing

the conditions tor both receptive and expressive speech acquisitiOn. For audi--
...

,uologiets, these twa chanters outline those audiOlOgic finding's that are most

useful foi speech/language-pathologists, educators; and parent's. in.conducting

.
coMprehensive educational/habilitation programs; reciprocally, the latter Indi-

.

. viduals,can infer the components of tompreheasive audiologic assessment and

forlulate questions that will elicit from audiologis 'information necessary

for competent educational managemeht. (0.T. Kenwor hy's article ln the Assess.
.

meat chapter,suggests a model for integrating.auditory training into'the oVer-
A

all instructional program.)
6

The last three audiology articles provide brief descriptions of individual

amplification devices and pm auditory training systems and guidelines for their

care and maintainance. The authOrs reiterate the fact.that hearing aids, are

only effective When workiLig properly; thus, teaching appropriate use and care

along with daily monitoring is essential for all usgrs to receive optimal bene-

. fit.

The' communication section of this chapter,prbvides a sociologid, philo-
1

sophic, and content overview.of the issues affecting HIDD persons. The



importance7of communication to personal well being_and adjustment within fami-

ly, educational, and community environments is summarized by. Kathryn Meadow in

her chapter "PolicY Implications of the Research Findings% The importance of

communication and language to.the dignity and well-being of communicatively Im-

paired mentally retarded iQdividuals is further amplified in the recent ASHA

position statement "Serving The Communicatively Handicapped Mentally Retarded

Individual".

Againstthis backdrop specific content information on language development

.approaches with hearing impaired.and multiply handicapped indiViduals is'pre-

sented. In "Perspectives on,Intervention Strategies for Persons with Develo

mental Disorders", Yoder identifies crucial dimene7ions of comMunication and

language that impinge on the design of language intervention prograns for de-
.

velopmentally disabled students. He outlines some interactional/environmental

Variatiles that effect the election/selection process. Excerpts from chapter 6

of Kretschmer & kretschmer Language Development and Intervention with the .

Hearing Impaired provide descriptions of Major procedures used in language in-
.

struction with hearing impaired youngaters, including attention to facilitation

of lahguage with more severely handicapped'hearing impaired learners. The art-

icle by Kriegsmann et al: reviews the use of sign language systems with nonver-

bal hearing children and.suggests guidelines for evaluating the appropriateness

of a manual communication system for a given child. 'These guidelines, with ad-

ditional attention to functional sensory capabilities, are applicable to'HIDD

students. Caution should be exercised in the weight given to correlationally .

determineckprerequisite skills When deciding Whether an individual is a candi-
.

date for an alternative communication system. Adequate linguistic input in an

accessible, modality is essential to develop linguistic competenCe. Both alter-

native communication.systems and'alternative instructional strategies will be
1,

necessary for some individuals to derive meaning from symbolic communication

forms. (See Wacker,article in J.

1981, 6, for assessment procedure
(

fit immediatly frbm sign language

Association
t

to
\ identify

trainingt)

for the Severely Handicapped,

.HIDD individuals Who could bene-

Fristoe and Lloyd have analyzed
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sign lexicons tithed with mentally retarded and autistic students and suggese

modifications of initial sign curricula based on child language research find-

ings and the communicative needs of individuals. (Refer to Zylstra Owner and

Arkell articles in the Instructional Management chapter for additional func7

tional considerations important with older children.)

The use'of manual communication as part of,the 'total' approach to commu-

nication has increased in both seltings for hearing impaired and for develop-

mentally disabled students. Excerpts from the article "Signs and Manual Commu-

nication Systems; Selection, Standardizations, and Development" (SSSD) de-

scribe some of the issues that have arisen with this increased use. Included

are clarifications of terminology, thuMbnail descriptions of manual communica- '

tion systems, a statement of the need for sign standardization and development,

along with guidelines snd processes for doing so. While much of' the pressure,

for SSSD has arisen'from the needs of academically advanced students, HIDD.stu-

dents often experience needs for non-existent signs to encode more c6ncrete

every day phenomena. The interests of this eub7group of sign users can poten-

tially be met through national and regional SSSD efforts.

The selections from Introduction to Interpreting and the brochure "Commu-
.

nicating with HIDD Perdons" have been included to provide some guidelines for

successfully meeting multiply handicaPped hearing impaired indiViduals' commu-

nication aeede and to highlight the fact that they can be consumers of inter-

preter services.

The final selections in the communication section address other augmenta-

tive coMmunication systems to facilitate receptive and/or expressive communica-

-tion when additional disabilities, render spoken or manually coded communication

inaCcessible. Included is the ASHA.1981 position statement on nonspeech commu-

nication. While, by definition, people with speaking difficulties arising from

hearing impairment are excluded from this definition, some of the service needs

of multihandicapped hearing impaired individuals arising from their addftional

disabilities are addressed in this statement. Ibis statement delineates sever-

al dimensions of communication; namely interactive communicative,behaviors,

symbol systems, 10 tranmission technicfues (devtces), indicating the need to

consider each.dimension before recommending any one communication approach.

Ine9.9
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"Blissymbolics" by Shirley McNaughton describes one alternative syMbol

system that has been useful in making.higher level communication accessible to

individuals with severe sensory and motor disabilities and outlines some of the

variables to be considered in evaluating the advantages and limitations of this

alternative approach. Shane and Bashir offer a decision-making maitrix in an

effort to promote more systemmatic analysis in decisions regarding the election

of augmentative systems with hearing developmentally disabled individuals with

severe motor impairments. For some severely communicatively impaired individu-

als.augmentative devices may prove to be the method oi cholee, enabling them to

engage in direct, complete expressive as well as receptive coMmunication in

social, instructional, vocational, and community settings. Yoder reviews re-

search on nonspeech augmentative:systems and devices and presents some assess-

ment and implementation recommend4tions in "Communication Systems for Nonspeech

Children". The final article in,this section is reprinted froM "Communication

Outlook", a quarterly newsletter of the International Action Group for,Communi-

cation'Enhancement. Considering communication as an essential life function,

Justice and Vogel advocate that-speech prostheses be available to all wbo need

them as a.matter of right.

f .
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AUDIOLOGY SERVICES IN THE SCHOOLS

Introduction

Two factors have contributed to the growing concern of school adminis-
trators about providing appropriate educational and related\ services to
children with hearing impairment. First, taence of the importance of
adequate hearing to language learning and aca emic achievement is growing.
Second, state and federal mandates, combined with increasing parent advo-
cacy, have-prompted demand for audiology services within the school system
itself. The rellponsibility of the local education agency (LEA) to provide
audiology services is clearly outlined in federal regulations (Federal
Register, August 23, 1977). At the same time, educational administrators
are faced with declining enrollments that erode their state and local
funding bases while .costs are accelerating. As a result, administrators
are confronted with the need to deliver services that. are both cost-
effective.and pcountable. The need for guidelines for the development of
a feasible delivery system that will provide comprehensive audiology ser-
vices is urgent. This document is intended to meet that need bY providing '

administrators with information about the following:

I. The characteristics and needs of children with hearing impairment
2. The contributions audiologists can make to meeting these need '

3. The most common delivery models for providing audiology services
in the schools.

Characteristics and Needs of Childien
with Hearing Impairment

Although it is well recognized that hearing is critical to learning,
the multiple nature of the effects of hearing impairment is not so well-
known. A hearing impaired child suffers both from sensory deprivation and
from the complex,effects this deprivation has on learning. The effective
management of hearing impairment must address both the physical (medical/
health) considerations and the communicative (habilitative/educational)
considerations.

Incidence 'and, qypes of Hearing Impairment

Although complete demosiaphic data have never been collected, avail-
able data suggest there afi between 2.and 3 million school children with
some degree of heariakl.mpairMent (Eagles, Wishik, Doerfler, Helmick, and
Levine, 1963; Berg and`etcher, 1970; Ross and Giolas, 1978). It is
probable that there are between 30-,50 hearing impaired children ,per- 1000
students. Included in this number are children with middle ear infections
resulting in conductive hearing loss, children with sensorineural hearing
loss, and those with central auditory processing problems.

111-8
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The most common cause of hearinivloss in young children is middieear
infection, which results in a conductive.hearing impairment. Usually, Con
ductive hearing loss is amenaig7717e2ical treatment. Conductive hearing
loss occurs Most frequently in children under the age of 8-10 .(Shepard,
Davis, Gorga, and Stelmachowicz, in press). Conductive hearing loss is
usually not severe, ranging more in the slight to moderate range. It may
result in significantly Olayed speech, language, and academic skills (Holm
and Kunze, 1969; Ling, 1969; Needleman, 1977) because it most often occurs
during the early criticallearning period.

Sensorineural hearing lass ie caused by a variety of illlesses and
conditions.- It is usually permanent and'may range tram mild to profound.
This tYpe of hearing loss can occur at any time, but its prevalence is
approximately equal across age groups of children. Sensorineural loss in
the high frequencies increases dramatically with age and is becoming more
common in high school studentt0Shepard, et al., in press). *Me effects of
sensorineutal loss on language. and learning are greater as the degree of
hearing loss increases.

sVhen conductive, and sensorineural hearing loss are present simul
taneously, the resulting loss is called mixed. In addition to the yypes of
losses mentioned above, many children exhibit central auditory processing
problems, the cause and exact nature of Whidh are largelY unknown. Chil
dren with this type of auditory problem..may have auditory memory, sequenc
ing, and blending deficits.

Hearing loss may occur alone or in Combination with other handicapping
.conditions, The presence of conditions ,sueh as mental retardation or more
specific brain damage increass the probabiiity that hearing loss also will
occur. Children with other l nguage and learning disorders are atrisk for
hearing loss as well.

Effects of Bearing Impairment

The earlier that hearing impairment occurs in the child's life, the
more serious are tM effects upon the child's development. Similarly, the
earlier the, problem is identified and the intervention begun, the less
serious the ultimate impact.

There are three major ways in which hearing loss affects school chil
dren:

1. It causes delay in the development of receptive
communication skills (speech and language).

2. :The language deficit causes learning problems
academic achievement.

3. Reduced ability to understand the speech of
clearly often results in social isolation and

3 3
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that result in poor

others and 'to,speak
poor selfconcept.



- These three problems significantly affect the educational lives of

children. Studies of the language and academic skills of hearing impaired
children reveal several disturbing facts (Kodman, 1963; Craig', 1965;.
McClure, 1966;* Quigley and Thomure, 1968; Peterson, 1972; Davis, 1974;
Wilcox and Tobin, 1974; Davis ind Blasdell, 1975; aeich, Hambleton, and
Houldin, 1977; Davis, Shepard, StelmachowiCz, and Gorge, in press). Some
of these findings are summarized below.

-Vocabulary Delay

Vocabulary develops more Slowly than normal in hearinvimpaired
'children

Hearing-impaired children learn,concrete words more easily than
abstract ones, such As before or after, equal to, or product-,.

Function words such as is and are also are misued frequently.
The gap between the vocabulary of normally hearing and hearing....

impaired children widens with age. Hearing-impaired children
don't catch up.
Hearing-itpaired children have difficulty understanding the mul-
tiple meaning of words.

Sentence Structure

Hearing-impaired children comprehend and produce shorter and more
simple sentences than normal.
Hearing-impaired children often misunderstand complex sentences
(such as relative clause or passive voice) whether they hear the
sentence or read'it.
Verb usage is impaired; improper tense, lack of noun-verb agree-
ment, and improper use of auxiliary verbs are common errors.

Academic Achievement

All areas of academic achievement are affected, including mathe-
matical concepts.
Children with severe to profound hearing loss usually achieve no
higher than the 4th or 5th grade level unless appropriate educa-
tional intervention occurs early.
Children withaild rto moderate hearing lose on the average achieve
from 1-4 grade levels poorer than their normally hearing peers.
The gap between them widens as,they progress througti school.
The level of, achievement is relited to the number, type, qming,
and quality of the support services children receive.

Social Problems

Hearing-impaired children often report feeling isolated, friend-.
less, and'unhappy in school. , -

so Social prOblems appear to' be more prevalent in children with mild
or moderate hearing loss than in those with severe impairments.



Service Needs of Children with Hearing Iupairment

Minimizing the handicapping effects of hearing impairment depends upon
early identification and intensive, broadbased.management of each Child.
To effectively contribute to this management process audiologic services
within the schools should include the following components.

Prevention. Information concerning methods of prevention ap well as
causes and effects of hearing loss needs to be provided to the'public on at;
ongoing basis. This may take the form of parenecounseling, professional
inservice, public information campaigns, etc., and is closely tied to
efforts in early identification and ptervention.

Identification. An ongoing identification program, which allows for
the periodic screening of all children between birth and 21 years of'age,
needs to 'be provided. The identification prograd may include the estab
lishment of atrisk registries, puretone and acousticimmittance screening
programs, and development of expedient lines of communication and Afer
ral. An idenification program should be systematic, carried out by trained'
personnel, and supervised by a person with demonstrated expertise in this
area.

Assessment. Ongoing assessment needs to be established in order to
provide information concerning the nature and extent of hearing iMpairment
and its effect upon communicative function and educational Derformance. An
assessment of amplification heeds, educational needs, and communicative
needs must be completed for all children.with a hearing loss. Assessment
efforts should be directed toward all children who fail screening; all
children with known hearing impairments; all pupils placed in special edu
cation programs, all children referred by parents, teachers, and concerned
thirdparties;. and all children considered "atrisk" for hearing impair.
ment.

Children with hearing impairment must be asiessed in order for
appropriate treatment to be planned. Appropriate assessment includes, but
is not limited to:

Compiling and interpreting available audiometric information.
Determining the need for further preassessment information,
including otologic consultation.
Administering, scoring, and interpreting a complete audiologic
assessment;
Selecting, administering, scoring, 'and interpreting tests deter
mining the benefits of amplification.
Determining the influence of the hearing loss on communication and
learning.

Identifying coexisting factors that may require further evalua
tion.
Referral for assessment and/or treatment using both school end
community fesources. These may include assessments related to
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cognitiVe, academic, visual, and motor skills, emotional status,
the need for financial asaistancz in the .purchase of a hearing
aid, and vocational interest and aptitude.

Rehabilitation and Instructional Services. Rehabilitation and in-

struc4tional services must lie ptovided for all children identified by la
multidisciplinary team as needing such.services. Activitiesto acquire and
interpret information relative to comminicative skills, Cognitive abili-
ties, motor functioning, social/emotional development, adaptive behavior,
health history, and academic status (where appropriate) need to'be complet-
ed. An Individualized Education Program (IEP) should te tailored to meet
the needs oft the child and the parents. Edutational serviCet may be pro-
vided tbrough any of the commonly used placements, such as home interven-
tion, itinerant services, resource rooms, special classes, end residential
placement.

The rehabilitative needs of children with hearing impairment encompass
many broad and sometimes overlapping areas. Some of the needed, related
services may be prOvided directly by audiologists while others will be pro-
vided by other specialists, such as speech-language pathologists, teachers
of the deaf, psychologists, or physicians. Some of the most important
aspects of rehabilitation are:

medical treatment, if indicated
selection of'appropriate ,amplification (hearing aid or auditory
training unit). at the earliest possible age
training in the uae of hearing in various settings (including use
of amplification in noisy classrooms and social situations)
remediation of speech and language
training in the use of visual information to Supplement auditory
input
academic tutoring

Training in the effective uSe of hearing is a primary,;(consideration in
intervention because such training directly affects the access or failure
in other areas. Two factors contriAte most to the successful use of hear-
ing: 1) appropriate amplification that is working properly and 2) a favor-
able acoustic environment. Research indicates that many children Who are
good candidates for hearing aid use do not wear them (Shepard, Davis,
Gorga, and Stelmachowicz, in press; Karchmer and Kirwin, 1,977). Further-
more, children's hearing aids often malfunction. Studies have shown that
50% of the hearing aids worn by school children are functioning poorly at
any given time (Gaeth and Lounsbury, 1966; Zink, 1972;.Kemker, McConnell,
Logan, and Green, 1979). These data -strongly suggest that programs to

monitor hearing aid performance and use tare eisential to the effective
management of school children with hearing impairment.

Even when properly functioning'hearing aids are worn, the high levels
of noise and reverberation that exist in most classrooms reduce. their
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effective use Crum and Matkin), 1976)., Open classrooms constitute a par
ticularly difficult situation for hearingimpaired children. These chil
dren require a clear signal if they are to understand instructions, class
discussions, and other spoken comments. For this reason-, noise sources
must be eliminated or reduced. Therefore, it also may be- necessary at
times to substitute auditory training equipment for personal hearing aids
to insure that the chil4 receives the best possible auditory input. In

addition, the complex interactions between noise, distance from the speak
er, acoustic characteristics of the room, and type of amplification make
simple recommendationsfor preferential seating inadequate to insure
good use of hearing in the classroom.

Followup, Referral and Monitoring. Followup services need to be

provided as an ongoing and underlying aspect of each component of the hear
ing conservation and educational services-program. These services include
referral for otological evaluation, referral for *election of "amplifica
tion, parent and teacher counseling, monitoring of communicative function,
monitoring of educational performance, monitoring the performance of indi
vidual and group amplification, as well as periodic detailed reassessment.

Technical Assistance and Administrative Support. Technical assistance
should be actively *ought from outside sources such as local, state, and
national professional organizations, university education and training pio
gram, state departments of education and health, community speech and hear
ing centers, private providers of service, and equipment distributors and
manufacturers. Such support is critical to maintaining uptodate services
and facilities. In addition, administrative mechanisms should te developed
to insure continuing fiscal support at a level sufficient to properly main
tain both the services and the facilities.

Evaluation and Research. Individual pupil.as well as program evalua
tion must be an ongoing activity to determine LIthe efficacy of a hearing
conservation and educational services program. Ongoing research into the
best priCtices of delivering hearing conservation and educational services
is deemed of utmost importance to education agencies, and the children
served.

Role of the Audiologist

Not only are the, effects of hearing impairment multifaceted and com
plex, but identification and audiometric assessment techniques have become
increasingly complex and sophisticated. There is evidence, however, that

overall management techniques have not kept pace with advances in assess
ment.(Garatecki, 1978; Davis,-Shepard, Stelmachowicz, and Gorge, in press).

Garstecki (1978) reported that audiologic services in the schools have t

focused primarily on identification audiometry and pureione testing: The
responsibility for providing these services has typically been delegated to
speechlanguage pathologists or school nurses. However, the nature of
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their training and their broad responsibilities restricts their opportunity,
to implement truly comprehensive hearing services.

Furthermore, the identification process has usually not °been struc-
tured to differentiate hearing impairment, for Which health considerations
are primary (such as middle-Aar infections), from hearing losses requiring
more educational consideration. Referrals have most often been medical
ones, and follow-up has typically been limited to that aseocIated with
treatment of the medical problem. In the absence of the appropriate type
and number of professionals wail audiologic expertise, the educationaL and
communicative aspects of hearing impairment are often'neglected.

Audiologists are specifically trained in the assessment of hearing and
the habilitation of persons with hearing impairment. To meet national pro-
fessional standard6 established .by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, audiologists must complete a master's,degree, complete at-.

least 300 hours of supervised clinical practicum, pass a national examina-
tion in audiology, and complete a Clinical Fellowship Year under the super-
vision of a fully certified audiologist. When combined with -training 9r
dxperience in education, these requiremente result in the qualifications
necessary to effectively complement the expertise of other school staff.
This, in turn, allows dellivery of the services necessary for comprehensive
management of children with hearing impairment. Specifically, the audiolo-
gist is uniquely qualified to perform the following activities:

1. develop a high-risk registry in conjunction with local medical
personnel

2. organize and supervise a hearing screening program
3. train audiometric technicians to screen hearing
4. perform follow-up, threshold hearing tests
5. make appropriate referrals for further assessment
6. interpret assessment results to other-school personnel
7. act as a tember of the educational. team and make recommendations

about: placement, communication needs, and modification of class-
room environments for the deaf and hard of hearing

8. educate parents, children, and school personnel about ways to pre-
vent hearing Impairment

9. make recommendations about use of amplification, personal and
group

10. monitor hearing aids and auditory training units and train others
to do so

11. analyze classroom noise and make recommendations as to how to,

reduce its effects
12. calibrate audiometric equipment
13. serve as a liaison between the school and parents, teachera and

special support personnel, and the school and relevant community
agencies.

Due to the complex and varible nature of hearing impairment and its
effects, the hearing-idpaired population is quite heterogeneous in nature.
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It is therefore,, imperative that an individualized intervention plan be
developed and implemented by a multidisciplinary team. In addition; the
efforts of that team need to be guided by an overriding understanding of
hearing impairment. This understanding must, in turn, be coordinated with
and integrated into ongoing classroom instruction. Yet most school person-
nel are unfamiliar with the natu're ahd.specific effects of hearing impair-
ment. The audiologist is the team member whose training focuses on audi-
tion, Characteristics of hearing impairment, and the impact of hearing
impairment upon.the.individual. Therefore, audiologists provide an excel-
lent resource for direct service; in-service activities, and public infor-
mation efforts that can significantly enhance the intervention efforts of
.the educational team.

Deliiery of Audiology_Services

The audiologic needs of hearing-impaired children can be realized'in a
variety of ways. 'Implementation of any audiology program will depend on
the administrative philosophy of the individual school system. Given that
there is general agreement on what cónititutes comprehensive audiologic
'services to persons in the schools, a number of questions arise which need
to be itudied and answered. These questions relate to whether education

,,agencies should provide services directly or should contract for services
through other public agencies or private providefs. The questions to be
answered include the following:

What are the populations to be served - preschool, school-aged,
pupils with amplification, etc.?

What federal and state statutes and regulations impact on the pro-
vision of the services?
What resources are available within the community or reaspnably
nearby?

What facilities and equipment are available to provide the desired
services?
What are the qualifications and/or competencies of the personnel
than provide the services?
What are the administrative and supervisory capabilixies of the
school agency, andfor private providers?
What are the channels of communication and the possible gaps in
communication between agencies?
What are the time factors, including travel, average wait for
scheduling, average wait for reports, etc.?
What levels of time commitment is re4pired for parent counseling,
atfendance at stagings., attendance at Individualized Education
Program (IEP) conferences, etc.?
Wilat are the comparative costs of providing the services?
If services are contracted, for what are the liabilities, that is,
malpractice insurance, physical injury insurance, and so forth, of
the respective parties?



To facilitate a.systematic response ,to the abOve qhestions it'is roc-.
Omiended that schoOls initiate the following aCtiVities. Schools,shouldl

1. determine the service needs of their Population and the internal
resources'available to meet those needs. -This-evaluation should
inolude,-:but not be liMited to: (1),tise and-nature of the popu-
lstiofi to be-served; (2) personnel ''teeds And resources; (3) equip-

ment and physical, plant meedsand resources; (4) proximitY of ser-
yices and...facilitiesto the population reqUiring them; (5) trans-
portation needa' and resources;. and (6) cost of services (direct
and indirect).- :This needs assessment might be'accomplished by
internal ttaff tnd/or outside consultant(s). j,

2. determine what resources are-available in the surrounding commu-
nity to,address theiobserved.needs..

3. analyze the cost/benefit ratio for services provided by full-time
school staff and contrast that with the cost/benefit ratio'forithe
same services provided by,nonschool vendors. '

4. solicit bids and,contractrproposals from: prospective nonachoOl
audiologists, as' part of their total survey of needs and 'cost/
benefit factors. . .

51 continuously monitor and..evaluate population needs ind the ser-
vices provided tO Insure appropriate pinning, service delivery;
and economical use of funds.-

Pelivery of Service Model's

At present there are fout.models for delivery of audiologic services
that CoMmonly are used: .1) parent referral, 2) school-bated/self con-
tained; 3) school and community based and 4) contractual agreement.

The,basic characteristiceof each of these-models are described below,
but eaCh is -.subject to.modification according to local needs and resourc
es. The models are based on the following assumptionsl

1. ,Audition is \critiCal to learning; educatIonal achievement is

affected when children have unidentified or unmanaged hearing
impairMent.

2. Services should be coMprehensive and.detigned\to meet the specific
needs of the children Involved.

3. If these children are to effectively address their impairment,
related and support services ere necessary for all but a ,few,

regardless of the.type of hearing ldas they exhibit,
pervices mutt be provided by personnel who demonstrate the neces-
sary competencies.- In addition to services provided by the audi-
ologist, 'services Irom other specialists may be warranted and
should be sought through appropriate referral and. follow-up.
Sevices d4ivered- must comply with the letter and intent of state
timI federal mandates.
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General Description

Model I: Ilarime Referral.
4p.

' .

In Model I,. the Parent Referral model, i ntificatiOn services are

:..i

provided by the-loc4 education agency.(LEAYor the intermediate education
al agency, if one exists. Typical14, identific on prOcedures consist of
puretone screening 'conducted by a, speechlanguage pathologist or school
.nurse. Follbwing_hearing Screening, the parents are notified of the re
W.ts and recommendations .are made for their, consideration. The parents
become the primari, case managers, making the dectsion whether or not .to
arrange for evaluation of theuspected loss by. medical or audiological
personnel in the community. If assessment occursi, it is'the-ps ente. re-

1
sponsibility'to ensure that the results of any eValuatiOns aret ansmitied
to the LEA. After receiving the relevant reports, -LEA personne initiate

those intervention predures which they are competent to provide.
4 v 4

Efficiency of the Matti. .

The de y of seivices under Model. 1 is decentralized. Ordinarily
LEA staff bers are responsible ,for providing, services only in the

(schools to which they are adsigned. 'As a result, no cme petson within the
' LEA has responsibility for: 1) following up on Children referred to par
ents; 2) collecting, interpreting and disseminating information 'received
from sources outside the LEA; and. 3) Provding routine calibratima-and
maintenance of equipment. ,

'Model I-requires active participation by parents andthe;existence and
use of community, resource's for the model to Ae successful.- As a result,

the LEA loses control of many of thee organizational: and management

decisions that are made'concernini theSild. .In some instances audiologic
information needed to develop an approptiete IEP may not be.readily avail=
able'within the echools. When Sim:110141c tnformation is available, 'LEA
staff may not have enough background in audiology,to appropriately inter

.

pret the information receivect from outside agencieS.' Although _Model ,I

avoids, duplicating within the'LEA. those serviced proVided IT, ot4er agen
cies, there is no assurance.of cOntinuityof service from year ta'Year. 'In

many small 'coinrnunities, Appropriate andiology services are not available:.

CoMplfance

.Because primary assessment activiqes'related to.a child with' a sus
pectedlieering. loss take place outside the Schools, it is difficilltjor the
LEA' to determine if acceptable' standards of' service deliVery are being
met.. Although the LEAMust ensure that'all serviceS'are provided .1:mali
fied personnel, this is difficult to do withOut having wdiological. exper.

tise available within the schools. Without continuini educstion, it is

possible that those Personnel responsible for the identification program
within the LEA may. not be fully wilified ta provide sUch-Services." TO
effeCt .coMprehensive services Ring this Model, the LEA must. ensure also
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that there is:, 1) control of and aacess to assessment data, 2) appropriaee
interpretation of assessment data, 1) centralized:responsibility for hear-
ing services, and 4) continuing Oiervice education of LEA staff on the
needs of hearing-impaired children.

Cost'

Model
reasons:

relatiVely inexpensive

1. Capital expenditures are limited
for hearing screening.

2. Ideniification and intervention
are assigned to.existing stiff.
cations are supported.

14. -

Model' I may, howeyer, impose additional costs for assessMents completed by -
audiologists and physfcians who are not employed by the school-. Also, the
costs of calibrating audiometric equipment, monitoring and maintaining
amplification systems, and providing appropriate inservice training will
require additional expenditures.

to the LEA 'for the following

6 audiometric equipment required

services provided within the LEk
Jlence, no additional staff silo-

Model II: School Based/Self COntained

General Description

1 Under:Model II,,all audiology services areidirected or perfOrmed.by
audiologists employed fuli time by theLEA or intermediate educational .

agency& Although identificat on service§ may.be delegated to other*profes-'
sionals or volunteers,, the a diologist ii responsible for supervising and
Coordinating the hearing scre ning program. Threshold testing is accom-
plished 'by the audiolOgist and results are shared'directly- with others
involved in cage management: Appropriate referrals are made with parentaL
consentand the audiologist, makes direct contact with hysician& and other.
,relevant professionals, The audiologist in uhe school also is responsible*
'for the maintenance and calibration of audiometers and, the Monitoring.of
hearing aids and auditory trainers.

Efficiency.

,

BeCause, al/ audiofogy services 'are .provided directly by school
personnel, Model II allows for good'cmtrol of the data necessary for .case
management. The iudiologitt is availagle.to collect and interpret audiolo'
4gic data, monitor amplification, and -serve as a member.of a m4ftidisci-
plinary team. ClassrOom conditions can be dtrectly monitored and lnservice
can be readily provided.te teachers and. other Schooi personnel.

Sincellel II aflo'ws forAiroviSion of'audiologic services' within the
,

schools, a duplication oI aervices May result if audiology services are
4

. , .

4
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readily available in the community. Therefore', a common modification...a
Model II is to refer to external agencies for special services sudh as
hearing ald.selection.

C?mpliance

The degree to which audiology services provided uncle; Model II. meet
.acceptable -professional standards and federal, state, and!' local fequirel-
ments is under the direct control of the education. agency.'The degree of
compliance will, therefore, be a function of planning and allocation deci-
sions made by the LEA.

Cost

The,cost of Model II includes the salaries of audiology personnel and
the .purchase of sophisticated audiometric and calibration- eqnipment. A
diagnostic audiometer, hearing- aid test box; and sound-treated testing
booth.are,examOles of Ihe type of purchases to be made-. In addition, spa-.
ciel Supplies related to the monitoring of .hearing aids are required. The
siie and nature of the school population served will influence the 'weber
of taff members and equipment needed.

.

The gieatest outlay of funds ,occurs then this. model is first
instituted, and again when major equipment is replaced. .Naturally, equip-

*ment-depreciation, maintenance, and replacement costs may be pro-rated over
a period of ,years (typically a 5-year period) but this will reflect higher
annual .,,.costi -of operation. The method of-budgeting such costs is, of
course, at the dtsgietion of the administrator. Finally, it should te
noted that Model II my reduce out-of-pocket expenses for parents of chil7
dren not covered by health insurance or some other third-party payer-.

'Model III: ASchool and Community Based
Nw

General Description

The respohsibility for providing comprehensive audiology services is
shared Ay the school and other communityomncies under Model III. Identi-.
(fication services are provided within thedLEA under the supervision of an
audiologist. This school-based audiologist interprets hearing screening
data and either administers follow-up screening Or informs parents that a
referrel for further assessment will be needed. If further assessment is
required, the school-based audiologist obtains permission from the parents
to make a referral and to exchange information with a community-baSed audi-
ologic service provider. Further audiologic assessment is obtained through
the commUnity-based provider. The audiologist in the schools then actively
follows the case to be sure recommendations 'are carried out.

4issessment information nbtained from outside the,LEA is .interpreied by
the audiologilat'inthe school and made available to parents and school per-.
sonnel. The audiologist often serves as case manager, coordinating infor-

/
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mation and effortg of the school team and providing, inservice training.
As in Model'II, caliboration and maintenance- of equipment is the audiolo-
gist's responsibility.- In most cases, intervention is provided by school
personneliTalthough community agencies cen serve as providers of certain of
these serviceess well.

Efficiency

.Although educational agencies that cho6se Model III rely on outside
agencies for much of theassesiment information, they maintain control of
the delivery of Audiologic services. The flow of information between cour
munity agencies and the school is facilitated by the Achool7based audiolo-
gist who assumes responsibility for follow-up 'activities. Continuity of
services is also facilitated by the *fact that the audiologist in the'school
and other school personnel assune direct responsibility for the delivery of
appropriate services. Alterations in community-based services may, how-
ever, influence continuity in cases where,there is a large dependence on.
community-based .service providers. Also, if there' are many sources of

audiology services in the community, an acceptable system for making refer-
rals must bedevised. ,These.may involve parental choice, gyttematic tote-
tion through agencies, or sone other equitable method.

Compliance

The audiologist in the school is responsible for ensuring that audioli-
ogy services meet local, state, and federal requirements.. Compliance will,
therefore, be a direct function of the audiologist's ability to elicit co-
operation from community-based service providers.

Cost .1

48,

Model III costs include the salaries of audiologist(s) and purchase of
the audiometric equipment necessary for services provided by the staff
audiologist. Since .mosr diagnoStiC audiologic assessment is done by non-
school personnel, only equipment needed for identification audiometry and
hearing aid monitofing need,by purchased. It may, however, be necessary to
pro/ide payment of Iees for the services delivered by community agencies.

Model IV: Coniractual Agreement

General Description

Under Model IV the school System contracts with community service pro-
viders and agencies for:audiologic services. 'The contract specifies the
exaCt nature.of the services to. be provided, by whom,/en and how services
will be provided, and the- nature of.the reporting requirements. The LEA
may contract for'all audiology services or only for those it chooses not to
provide. The responsibility for ensuring thst comprehensive audiology ser-
vicei are delivered to the \school population. remains with the school sys-
tem.
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fEfficiency

The key to the use of Model IV is the care tvith which contractual ar-
rangements are made. The school loses control over factors sUch as the
employment of personnel (including specifying the standards they must meet)
and their supervision. If clear lines of authority amd communication are
established, however, procedures for collecting, storing, and disaeminating
audiologic information can be established and monitored. 'Care must be
taken to Assure that reports mid records meet federal, state, and local re-
quirements. Of special importance is the external providers' understanding
of educational policies-and procedures within the LEA. Therefore; staff
developmeni activities ihould le included An all contracts.

Many contracts involve only clinical audiologic assessment. Thenee
of eist results for educational.planning and all remediation efforts must

4 then be covered by school personnel.

By contracting for services,. the LEA or intermediate educational nen,
cy may avoid the teak of recruiting and directly employing personnel.
Model IV also reduces the probability that the LEA will duplicate servides
available elsewhere in the community.

Ceipliamme

To achieve compliance the LEA must develdp a contract that'provides for
appropriate, services,delivered by qualified peFsonnel who follow all Maw-
dated procedures. This is, perhaps, more easily accomplished mten only
selected services are included in the contract, with the sehool providing
the remainder. The degree to which,compliance is achieved,will also be a
function of'the administrator's content level and/or willingness to seek
input concerning service needs of hearing-impaired children.

Cost

The major cost of Model IV is the fee-for-service contract, the actual
cost of which can be negotiated according to community standards. It ill

poisible that the contract costs will exceed those involved in providing
all audiology services within the schools.' Responsibility for and costs of
evaluating service deliVery alternatives remain with the LEA. Model nr.

should also be chasen with care, since its success will depend on
continuity of funds for negotiating the contract. If funds are unavail
able, servites may not be provided, placing children with hearing impair-
ment in jeopardy.

Summary

The educational needs of children with hearing impairment' are the
responsibility of local and regional education agencies. Camprehensive
audiology services inclUde: prevention; identification; assessment; reha-



bilitation and instructional services; follow-up, referral., and monitorins;.
teChnical assistance and administrative support; and evaluation and re-'

search. -The needs Of-hearing-impaired children are so diverse that a team
approach is the most feasible way to ensure that they receive appropriate
services. Audiologists, because of their training and experience, are

indispensable members of theeducational teai.

Under most circumstances, a progral of related service& for children
with- hearing impairments is significantly enhanced by having audiologists
on the school staff. Including audiologists makes possible the proper in-
tegration of audiologic data into educational planning. Their participa-
tion, on the educational team discourages overemphasis on the medical as-
pects of hearing impairment to the exclusion oi the'intervention activities
necessary,for schobl achievement.

Input from audiologists can be obtained by employlng them within the
schools or by contracting for their services. Tour general models for pro-
viding audiologic services are presented: the parent-referral model; the
school based/self-contained model; the school and community based model;
And the contractual agreement model. Each model has its own general
characteristics, efficiency, costs, and prospect for compliance with
regulations and provision,of comprehensive service. A summary of the four
models' relative characteristics-appears in Table 1.

For further information concerning the needs of hearing impaired

children and models of service delivery contact:

The American Speech-Language-Hearini Association
10801 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

or

The State Spgech-Language-Hearing Association

or

The Consultant, Audiology/Hearing, in your
State Department of Education.
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, Table 1. Sumnary of characteristics of four models ofservice delivery.

. Model
II . III

, Parent SchOol ,School &
Referral Based Community

IV

Contrac
tual

Services Provided Within
the Schools (Yes, No)

Identification

Asseesment.(clinical)

Referral

Followup

Interventiofi

Staff development

toe of team approach

Logist1c0 (high, low)1

Control over services
(availability and quality)

Flow of infofmation among
school personnel

Nonduplication of services

Continuity-of services

Cost (high, low)1,2

Personnel

Equipment,

".;14.-e -

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Low

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

Yes Yes

Yes No"

Yes 't Yes

'Yes Yes

yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

High High

High High

Low High

High High

High Moderate

High Moderate

Yes

\*NO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yaa

No

High

1 Items marked with'? indicate thoese that may vary considerably
to loCal procedures and policies.

2 Costs have been referenced to Model i which is assumed to
because it presumably is implemented using available alloca
limited equipment (puretope audiometers only).

according

be "Low"
tions and
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_ A Cdtkal Assessment of Current Practices

in the Audiologlc Management of Preschool Children
Noel D. Matkin

THE mummy ruiluposE of this presentation is to express a number of
concerns With respect to the identification, evaluation, and habiliti-
tive strategies currently utilized by many audiologists while managing
young Children at risk for educationally significant hearing impair-
ments. In this Writer's judgment, there is a pressing need for pediatric
audiologists both to modify the traditional service delivery model and
to facilitate interdisciplinary communication. Therefore, recom-
mendations based upon both a consideration of the current literature
and clinical experience will be offered.

While some similarities do exist in the audiologic management of
adults and children, significant differences must be recognized at the
outset. The effects of a bearing loss in early childhood are pervasive,
with habilitative and educational needs being complex, extensive,
end long term. To complicate matters further, succeisful management
of pediatric cues depends in large part upon the acceptance, under-
standing, and cooperation of the child's parents. For these reasons, the
audiologic evaluation of children is most effective when undertaken
as one facet of a team endeavor. Yet, far too frequently, the au-
diologist's contribution is limited in its effectivent4s because services
are often provided as a specialty astessmenein isolation and then
communicated to parents, clinicians, and educators in a lexicon which
has limited meaning, at best.

Identification

A continuing concern is the relatively late- identification of -many
children with hearing losses. Despite the efforts to develop neonatal

and preschool screening piograms, far too many youngSters ate re-
ferred ori account of a failure- ideniification model: It b onlY
after a child repeatedly faili tO athiève major developMental
stones in communication that a refe is initiated. Even in instances
of severe and profound bilateral impairments, there is often a 9- to
12-month delay from the lint statement ofconcern bi parents to the
hitial Confirmatory.evaluation (Malkin et al, 1976; MAI% 1973). 11.1
Milder degrees of hearing loss, a delay of one to two years is' not
uncommon. In fact, many high:frequency and unilateral impairments
are not identified until.the first pure-tone screening is undertaken in
the public school.

Since the preschool years represent the prime period of oral lan-
guage development, such delays in identificatiOn are clearly unto.
ceptable. An aggressive educational program regarding the-major
milestones in receptive and expressive communication development
must be initiated, not only for the general public, but also within the
medical community. Far too often, a well-meaning physician allays
initial parental concerns with .11 "wait and see if he/she outgrows it"
response rather than aggressively referring to a speech and language
cmiter to determine whether or not the child is significantly delayed
in communicatiOn skills as competed to normal development. As a
profession, we should be concerned about the late identification dell
communication disorders, whether related to a hearing loss or not.

Anessment Of Residual Hearing

A second major shortcoming in the management of many young
hearing-impaired children is the reliance upon the pure-tone audio-
gram as the definitive measure. A host of internal and external factors
interact to influence, the auditory function of each youngster with a
hearing loss. Obtaining reliable and valid minimal response levels to
pure tones across a Variety of test frequencies is recognizedas basic to
any audiologic assessment. It is upon such information the the type,
degree, configuratimi, end symmetry orthe impairment between gars
can be established. Fdrther, generalizations regarding possible ettol-
oitY, the need for amplification, and the mobable effect upon coin-
munication development can be made. However, it must be recop
nized that two children with identical audiograms may function very
difkrently. Thus, to assume homogeneity by grouping children for

educational and 'habilitative purposes on the basis of audiograms is
quite naive. .
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The focus, either when classifying the hearing losses among clAl-
dren or when planning individualized eaucation programs, must-Pe
shifted from the loss of hearing to the potential for utilizing residual
hearing:Such a shift in focus will require several major changes in the
routine practice cif pediatric audiology. First, while working within
the child's receptive vocabulary knowledge, the same effort and em-
phasis must be placed upon the measurement of auditory discrimina-
tion as has been placed in the past upon the measurement of auditOry
sensitivity. With young children, this comMitment, in the author's
professional judgment, means that:

I. A developmental approach must be taken to select an appropriate
auditory task, appropriate test materials, and an appropriate response
mode, and

2. The audiologic evaluatkin must be an ongoing process during the
preschool years so that with maturation and specialized training the
emergence of auditory skills can be monitored.

Unfortunately, there has been limited research with respect to the
development of appropriate test materials and techniques to permit
the assessment of auditory discrimination among young children. The
-only pediatric test that his been widely used are the PB-K 50 lists of
monosyllabic words developed by Haskins (1949). The lists wete
developed by utilizing vOcabfhlary of kindergarten-aged children.
Therefore, the use of these materials with a broad spectrum of hear-
ing-impaired children with delayed lanitnige development ofteti is
inappropriate, resulting in depres'sed scores due to limitations in the
Aild's receptive oral language, as well as in auditory discrimination.

Several discrimination tests have been developed that make it pos-
sible to examine 'a larger number of children having limited speech
and language skills. The Word Intelligiblity' Picture Identification
test. (Ross at Lerman, 1970) and. the NU-Chips by Katz and Elliot
(1978) are examples of materials that are _appropriate' for ,us.e with
children Who are delayed in receptive language. Further,. these tests
utilize a picture-pointing rather than a verbal response, so it is possi-
ble to accurately judge whether or not the child's response is correct.

As has been recommended when measuring auditory sensitivity,
the pediatric audiologist must rely on a battery of materials that can be
employed for testing auditory discrimination rather than on any one
single test (Matkin, 1977a). In this way,. the validity of the test pro-
cedure can be assured if one works within the, child's level of language
competence Unfortunately, clinical and laboratory investigations
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suggest that none of the available measures can be appropriately
applied.with youngsters who are fuhctioning at less than a three-year
language level. For this reason, a pressing research need is to develop

.- alternative procedures that will yield information with respect to the
auditory function in the child .with very limited language. While the
tradition has been to use a single test, usually comprised of monosyl-
labic wouls, Eiber and Alencewicz (1976) suggested that the pu-
diologic assessment *of residual hearing should include measures .of
detection, discrimination, recognition, and comprehension. In thi
professional opinion of this author, nonverbal stimuli, such -as com-
mon environmental sounds, as well as verbal materials atso should be
Utilized. The Sound Effects RecOgnition Test (SEAT) developed by
Hiebor et al. (1975)-can "often be used to differentiate the level of
auditory function eVen ihnong reonverbal youngsters.

Recent publications suggest that the use of Visual ReinfOrcement
Audiometry to usess speech sound discrimination abilities of chil-
dren as young as 5 to.6 months of age may be feasible (Eilers, Wilson,
& Moore, 1977). So fir the procedure has been used primarily wih
normally hearing childrtin and in i laboratay setting. However,ire-
search reports 'suggest thit with ceitain modifications the basic prin-
ciple and procedures May be quite adaptable to the clinical Vetting.

Analysis of Response Behavior

Failure to analyze each child's response behavior during audiologic
testing is another major concern in relation to current practices in
pediatric audiology. To explain, the audiologist traditionally has fo-
cused An cireful control of stithulus parameters and recording a
child's respohse level to a particular test signal. Yet, clinical expert-
once suggests that a good deal of useful information is lost if the sole
objective is an analysis of psycho-acoustic response data. Of equal
importance is an analysis of each child's response behavior, even dui',
ing routine threshold test procedures.

s At present, there is growing interest among educators and clinicians
in the assessment of central auditory processing. It is suggested that
central processing-problems, in addition to peripheril hearing loss,
compouhd the effect of the handicapping condition in many children.
Information from the Office of Demographic Studies indicates a high
prevalence of multiple handicaps attkong hearing-impaired children
(Gentile & McCartney, 1973). Yet, most audiologic tests destined to
usess the integrity of the central ditor y system require trance
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of normal' hearing sensitivity. In other words, it iS not possible to
administer many of the standard measures in a central auditory test
battery once a petipheral hearing loss has been deterined. ,VerY
often, observations regarding response behavior yield important clues
to the possible presence of additional handicapping. conditions. Such
an analysis of response behavior often reVeals that significantly more
conditioning trials are needed to obtain stimulus-response control. A
review of clinical tecords reveals that most children are conditioned
successfully in sik trials; often less are required, even with toddlers.
Once a child is conditioned for behavioral testing, it then becomes
important to assess the youngster's ability to generalize and transfer
such conditioning across various test signals. Also, the rate of habitua-
tion is an iMportant consideration; It often is mine rapktin the case of
the multihanslicapped youngster. It must be kept in mind that' even a
simple operant conditioning procedure such as Visual Reinforcement
Audiometry (suitable for use with infants as young as 6 months of age)
taps basic cognitive and motor abilities. Further, visual and auditory,
attending, abilities, as well as short-term memor, are required to
.maintain such behavioral conditioning during a test SeSsion.

Observation of aberrant reaction times during pure-tone and speech
N.) testing may be an additionarclue to specific deficits' in auditorY recep-

tion and processing. As is the case with iost auditcpy abilities, there is
evidenCe that reaction time is develop ental and becomes shorter
with maturationi. Funker, in bo and adults, reaction time
tends to become longer as one approaches absolute threshold. Fi-
nally;_it has been noted that some young children respond to trmina-
non of the aliditory signal rather than to its onset. Therefore, devel-
opmental,age, the sensation level at which the stimuli are being pre-
sented, as well as the possibility of a "tone off" response, must be
considered when analyzing reaction time. Poetising on the cliaracter-
istics of a child's response behdvt& as well as upon the audiogram
may facilitate early identification of additional handicapping condi-
tions. Confirmation of such clinical impressions may be possible
thrOugh a similar analysis of 'electro-pbysiological auditory activity
obtained during brainstem evoked response audiometry.

In recent years, several conditioning techniques cluding visual
reinforcement, tangible reinforcement, and con4itioned play au-
diometry have been-found to be effective with rkescool children
(Matkin, 1977a). Thus there is little basis for the1i6nuing miscon-
ception, especially among allied health profes Evils, that youngsters
cannot be reliably tested under the age of 5. Further, sufficient norma-
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live data are now available' tor the Wafer techniqrs in the pediatric
sudielogic test battery to permit a judgment of the functional age
range within which the particular child falls: For example, good suc-
cess has been encountered in the audiologic testing of multi-
handicapped' school-aged children having, quite limited cognitive
Abilities. Yet, the use of Visual Reinforcement Audiometry, which is
tYPically appropriate for much Younger children, was necessary. The
Point is that each audiologic report should include a comment on the
conditigning technique utilized and the4appropnateness of the ap:'
Pmach'telative to age.

Obviously, cauition must be exercised to avoid overinterpretation of
such observations of response behavior. However, it has been found
Productive to alert theilinician or teacher to the fact that the child's
response behaviors during audiologic testing suggest ihat compound-
it* problems may ke present. Further evaluation and subsequent
modification of remedial- and eduCational strategies may result after
sharing such conCerns with respect to patterns of auditoryeehaviors.

Aided Testing

Far too frequently, the typical audiological report only stresses thedegree, type, and configuration of the hearing loss. While such infor-
mation is 'useful to the managing otologist, it often is of minimum
utility to the educator. It is impOrtant to note that each of the behav-
ioral conditioning techniques appropriate for use during the pediatric
audiologic assessment also can be utilized while evaluating a youngchild's response wit various hearing aids (Matkin, 197713). In the case
of the child with Anil d verbal abilities, educators and clinicians
would be far better info ed if audiologists routinely provided re-
sPorise data in the form of an aided audiogram which reflects the
youngster'i ability to p rceive various auditory test signals across the
frequency range whil wearing the particular recommended hearing
sid(s). It has been fou &that teachers often are far more realistic in
establishing levels of exp tation after being provided with an aided
audiogram. With such 'information, it is possible at the outset to com-
prebend which segments of the acoustic spectrum of speech will and
will not be audible while the child is wearing amplification.

As soon as the auditory discrimination tests can be reliably adminis-
tered, aided scnres obtained not only in a quiet listening environment
but also in a background of competition should be available for educa-
tion planning. It is well documented that the acoustic
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which a hearkg aid is used will determine in large part the benefits to
be iderlved (ffieber. & Till Man, 1978). Adult hearing aid users fre-
quently complain about the adverse effects, of the listening environ-
ment on their perception of speech. Yet, in the writer's experience.

. the limitations imposed by classroom acoustics are rarely discussed
when the benefits and limitations of hearing aids for children are
considered. With the current thrust toward mainstreaming of hearing-
impaired children, the importance of providing information relative to
a youngster's ability to understand speech in a background of noise
cannot bererstated. Youngsters with excellent aided auditory poten-
tial are being placed in acoustic environments in regular classrooms
which severely limittheir auditory function. qince it is not reasonable
to acoustically treat each classroom in a school, the use or a radio fre-
quency auditory training system rather than a conventional hearing aid
Must be given careful consideration during individual educational
programming.

Parent Management

As mentioned earlier, the successful management of preschool
hearing-impaired children depends, in large part, upon the partici-
pation and cooperation of the parents. Since the audiologist often is
the first member of.the communicative disorders team to evaluate the
child and confirm the presence of a hearing loss, the issue of parent
management must be given primary consideration. Yet, few graduate
training programs. provide formal course work and practicum in the
area of parent counseling. As a result, many audiologists feel they
have fulfilled their role with parents when they have explained the

rrchild's audiogram, 'discussed the hearing aid, nd refeed for special
.education. Of even greater concern is the p ctice of excluding par-
ents from observing the audiological teiting. As a consequence, many
parents, at best, have a'limited understanding of the significance of
the audiological results.
/ As indicated in a recent publication by Ling and Ling (1978), and

'previously by this writer (Matkin, 1976), the management of parents
includes three endeavors: parent education, parent guidance, and
parent counseling. It is readily acknowledged that each of these ac-
tivities cannot be considered mutuallyexclusive. Yet, it has been quite
helpful to organize clinical activities and to establish short-term goals
for parents with these three endeavors in mind. To explain, parent
education is viewed as an orientation through discussion, pro-
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'trammed materials, and selected readings to acquire the basic infor-
mation (including terminology, concepts, and rationale) needed to
understand the meaning of the audiological findings. Obviously, the
content of a parent education program must be continuously expanded
and extended as the child matures. Only through the, delielopment of
an ongoing educational thrust for parents will the meaning and impor-
tance of many-recommendations be understoOd and acted upon.

In contrast to parent education, parent guidance in this triad means
assisting parents in their understanding of the yaribus options that are
available when planning for their child's future. In the author's judg-
ment, this activity represents a critical step in fostering independence
among parents and in assisting them to assume the ro- le of parent
advocate for their child. Too frequently; clinicianswhether au-
diologists, speech/language specialists, or teachers. of the hearing
impairedassume that they Must dictate the preferred program of
management. Such a strategy suggests that the clinician knows both
what is best for the family and what habilitative or educational ap-
Pmach will be most appropriate for the particular child under study.
Unfortunately, our knowledge on such matters is not absolute'.
Further, such an approach fosters dependence rather than independ-
ence among parents.

Finally, it is suggested that the term "parent counseling" be utilized
in a restrictive rather than general context. If the audiologist is willing
to identify and describe the hearing impairment, it is imperative that
he/irhe be prepared to support the parents in the inevitable emotional
response that our findings initially elicit. There was a time when the
author naively believed that the intensity and depth of the parents'
emotional outcry Would be reflected by th'e degree of the hearing
impairmenijust identified. Unfortunately, there is no adequate way to
Predict the parents' level of expectation of their childor their ability to
cope with adversity. It is not suggested that the audiologist attempt to
assume the role of psychotherapist. However, it is recommended that
the audiologist understand the grieving process and that there be a
willingness to allot time for.empathetic supporiof parents, which is
considered mandatory.

Conclusion

A critical analysis of current practices in pediatric audiology indi-
cates the need for significant modifications in the traditional service
delivery model. Increased effectiveness of early identificatopro-
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grams to assure referral of all children with significant delays in com-
munication development; theutilization of Alevelopmental approich
to evaluation of residual auditory potential as well as hearing loss;
careful analysis of each chiid's response behavior during testing; de-

. tailed assessment of perforrhance with amplification and the activi
involvement of parents in evaluation and remedial planning are all
needed if the potential benefits of pediatric audiologic management
are to be realized. Finally, involvement otthe audiologist in the child
study team as an active participant in multidisciplinary management
is necessary if, as professionals, we honestly believe that maximal use
of residual hearing is beneficial, regardless of the particular educa-
tional approach taken.
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Audiologic Assessment: hgerpretation

Relative to Optimal Amplification
and Speech Training

Derek Sanders

IN CONSIDERING TR'S TOPIC, it is necessary first to clarify the meaning
of the phnase "speech training." Jn this conference one cannot easily
justify limiting the application of the phrase to stimulating production
of sPeech. To do so would narrow too siiarply current concepts of
speech,. and disasiociate articulation training from receptive and ex-
pressive use of speech. ,

What is the audiologist required to do for the speech teacher? This
can best be answered in the perceived goals of the teacher. The author
suggests that major goals for teachers of speech at the primary and
secondary levels are the improvement of oral communication and the
improvement of the students' abilities to participate fully in oral
communication. If these goals are accerited, then the teacher must be
concerned not only with the pupils' amplification needs related to
teaching of speech, but also their needs for amplification ivhich per-

/ mit conversation in academic and social activities.
Specifically, the.stech teacher expects the audiologist to prm;ide

ampl ification to increase the student's ability:

I. To receive and decode the.acoustic signal;
2. To internalize an atoustic image of sound patterns down to syl-

, labic level;
3. To self-monitor attempts to generate an, equivalent production

model;
4. To improve the intelligibility of speech; and
5. To improve understanding of speech in various academic and

social situations,

In providing appropriate amplificatint?le difference between the
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.segmental and suprosegmental components of speech must be ac-
knowledged. In this regard, the segmental components refer to the
phonemic information derived froM formants and transitions arising
from articulation and coarticulation. The suprasegmental components
refer to the melodic patterning arising from vocal inflection, stress,
and duration. The development of articulated speed) under normal
circumstances is predicated upon-the speaker's ability to effect vocal-
articulatory behavior resulting in an acoustic signal which matches the
model of the adult. This necessitates that speech be loud enough and
have the full complement of frequencies when reeeived. These, then,
constitute three primary requirements of amplification for speech:

1. That it raise the intensity of speech into the pupil's range of
residual hearing;

2. That it raise all frequencies important to speech to within the4range of residual hearing except as deemed inappropriate; and
3. That the sound intensity will never exceed the student's loud-

ness tolerance.
. Two flirther considerations must influence the choice of amplifies-

non specification and, thorefore. the assessment procedures. The first
is the significant distortion which reverberation can exert on the
acoustic speech signal. The second is the negative effect of environ-
mental or speech noise upon discrimination. These requirements
must be considered in the audiologic assessment as applied to speech
processing.

Is diagnostic audiologic data sufficient to specify amplification?
To answer this question, the difference between diagnostic and re-
habilitative evaluations must be considered. The goal of diagnostic
audiology is to assess the auditory system. In searching for objectivity,
the diagnostician seeks to eliminate the client from the process as far
as possible. One feels that ideally the diagnostic audiologiit would say
to the patient: "If you can drop your ears off by 9 a.m. tomorrowwe
can have them all tested and fitted with an aid by 5 p,m." Rehabilita-
tion assessment,.by contrast, is concerned with the client's functional
use of hearing. The rehabilitation audiologist seeks to determine the
influence of the very factors which the-diagnostic audiologist seeks to
exclude. In rehabilitation, the audiologist must relate the audiologic
assessment data to speech perception and production. To do this,
parameters of residual hearing must be defined carefully to answer
the following questions: What is the freqtiency range of residual hear-
ing, and how much hearing remains within that range? That is to say,
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"How intense does sound have to be in order to be audible?" How
much intensity can be accepted? In other words1 "What is the
dynamic range of residual hearing between threshold and maximum
acceptable comfort level?" Frequency range and tolerance limits rep-
resent the boundaries of residual hearing. This information relates to
the,selection ot amplification, since amplified sound is expected to fill
the area defined by these boundaries. As stated earlier in this paper:
The sound must be made loud enough; it must amplify the full range
of frequencies unless otherwise prescribed; and its loudest compo-
nents must 'not exceed comfortable limits.

Gain

Making s6und intense enough presents no problem to the hearing
aid industry. The problem is to raise essential speech components
sufficiently to make them clearly audible without exceeding comfort
acceptability. This requires that the amplification unit used-
personal hearing aid or auditory trainerbe set to a maximum power
output appropriate to the student's maximum tolerance. McCand-
less (1976) his indicated that at some time loudness discomfort
troubles 50 percent of hearing aid users. By limiting maximum power
output, optinium_use of the gain control is provided.

currently, there is concern that audiologists are pmviding too muck
gain in the fitting of hearing aids. In this regard, a general guide
proposed by McCandless (1976) specifies that user gain should be
approximately 50 percent of the hearing deficit.

,

Gengel (1974) determined that user gain averaged 20-25 dB (at
most 30 dB) above detection threshord, whickwas probably deter-
mined by the perceived loudness of the first formant. Maximum vowel
discrimination occurred at 22 dB above speech detection threshold;
however, maximum consonant discrimination occurred at 33 dB above
speech detection threshold. This evidence suggests that adults
(Gengel, 1974) and children (Byrne & Fitfield, 1974; Bess, 1976)

, with moderately severe to profound deficits tend tO set the volume
control lower than the position optimal for speech perception.

These reports also suggest that students should be "encouraged to
use a higher gain level for speech training than for general use. This .
suggestion receives further support hum Gengel's demonstration that
his subjects could become accustomed to a higher gain ng.
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, Frequency Response

Since frequency response in amplification should enc9mpass the
range of residual hearing, it is helpful to replot the purAlone audio-
gram into sound pressure level (SPL) either by use of an equal loud-
Floss contour table (Sanders, 1971, p. 109) OT by use of the Bragg SPL
Converter (Bragg, 1977). This permits you to depict residual hearing
levels in sound pressure level. The measured, or claimed, response
curve of the hearing aid or auditory trainer then can be plotted on the
same chart, allowing the teacher to see how well the amplification
.eurve encompasses the residual hearing curve.

It should be stressed that low-frequency attenuation with associated
requency emphasis may prove beneficial in teaching or improv-

peech for students with residual high-tone sensitivity. Low-tone
sis, however, is contraindicated for students with hearing at Or

high-
ing
emp
above 500 Hz. For children who have only corner audiograms (re-
sponse at 125, 250, 500 Hz only), extension of frequency amplification
below the usual 400 Hz may prove of value in perceiving voicing
components of speech sounds which may otherwise be inaudible.

Aided Frequency Response

The child's auditory reception with a hearing aid and with a particu-
lar auditory training unit is most important to the speech teacher. The
speech teacher should have a pure-tone audiogram indicating both
unaided and aided thresholds from 125-8000 including 750, 1500,
3000, and 6000 Hz. The audiologist can help by providing compara-
tive aided audiograms for alternate frequency response settings. This
information, together with the student's acoustic gain requirements
and maximum output acceptance limits, should be converted into
guidance about recommended control settings for auditory trainers.

Many teachejs of speech choose to use the child's personal hearing
aid for speech training because they do not understand how to set the
controls on the auditory training unit to accommodate individual
needs of different childrem The audiologist should therefore be quite
specific about the frequency response setting, gain, and maximum
power output limits appropriate for each child. These should be writ-
ten as a tentative prescription with trial modifications encouraged.
the teacher will gain further insight into the effects of the chiLls
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hearing impairment on speech perception if the audiogram is plotted
on a chart indicating the distribution of the Formant energy Fi, F1 Fs
for vowels, diphthongs, and voiced consonants and the energy con-
centrations for unvoiced consonants (Sander:, 1971, p. 100). This chart
will give the teacher an indication of which sounds are inaudible,
distorted, and/or confused for the student. The teacher needs au.'
diologic data, therefore, which indicate the.capabilities of the child
wearing amplification:

1. To detect speechto hear the vocal tone;
2. To discriminate among words of dissimilar phonetic structure;
3. To discriminate between words of similar phonetic structure;
4. To discriminate individual phonemes as a function of a wide

range of phonetic contexts.

Room Acoustics--Speecb Perception

FurtherMore the teacher must be aware of the influence of room
acoustics on speech perception (Börrild, 19'78, Ross, 1978) and there-
fore on speech modeling and monitoring. This influence has been
well documented. Tillman, Carhart, and Olsen (1970) showed that
while normal-hearing subjects could achieve 40. percent discrimina-
tion even when the signal was 12 dB less intense, than the noise,
hearing-impaired subjects required the signal to be 18 dB greater than
noise to achieve the sanie level of discrimination, a 30 dB difference.
Under normal environmental conditions the effects of noise are com-
pounded by room reverberation. While optimum classroom reverbera-

-..k:on time should not exceed 1/2 sec.,,most rooms exceed 1 sec. The
ranks of a number of studies confirm that discrimination decreasesas
reverberation time increases, and that persons with impaired hearing
are far more adversely affected than those with normal hearing
(Finitzo-Hieber, 1975; John, 1957; Nablek & Pickett, 1974a,b).

The implications of these findings for teaching speech are clear. If
hearing-impaired children are to learn and improve speech produc-
tion and comprehension, they must listen under optimal acoustic cop-
ditions. The simplest and most effective method of combating both
noise and reverberation is to ensure that the inputinicrophone for the
teacher and the child's speech remain at a corfitant distance of 4
inches from,the spetIcer's mouth. In the writer's opinion the mouth-
to-microphone distance specification must apply to both student and
teacher to provide the most fayorable signal-to-noise ratio and
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minimize the effects of reverberation. Speech training using the
child's aid with a nondirectional microphone picking up all sound
including the sound echoes of reverberation is not acceptable.

.Speech Discrimination

Speech disciimination in noise can be a helpful test administered as
part of the rehabilitative audiologic assessment battery. Bode (1975, p.
293) has recvmmended that each audiologist "make arbitrary but ten-
tative .decisions" concerning the choice of noise Lind the manner in
which it is used during testing. He urges the selection of noise repre-
sentative of the environment in which the individual must function,
and the collection of comparative normative data for that noise. The
author believes the noise selected should include competing speech
(cocktail party noise with simultaneous conversations) or speech-
noise (equal intensity to 1000 Hz, then 6 to 12 dB drop-off in intensity
per-octave). Signal-to-noise test ,revels recommended by Berger and
Millin (1971) are +10, + 6, and 0 dB. This range encompasses the
signal-to-noise ratios for a teacher's voice in the normal classroom
specified as +5 dB (Sanders, 1965); and as +3 dB (Paul, 1967).

Rehabilitative Audiologic Assessment

What does the teacher of speech need from the rehabilitative au-
diologic assessment? Why is such assessment,necessary? The process
of speech acquisition andimprovement is one of auditory and auditory
visual modeling. Modeling involves:

1. Reconstructing as accurate an image as possible of the articula-
tory acoustic model presented;

2. Attempting to reproduce the acoustic pattern via articulatory be-
havior;

3. Comparing the actual output to the intended output; and
4. Using an external judge to determine the closeness of the actual

output to the model presented.

The success of speech modeling depends primarily on the fidelity
of the acoustic signal received, the success with which the pattern is
internally represented, and, in spoken language, the determination of
the phonemic categorization of the internal representation. The
speech teacher needs to know, therefore, the extent to which the hear-
ing impairment reduces the fidelity of the acoustic signals which rep-

,
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resent the various speech sounds and "speech sound combinations.
The speech teacher needs to know: '

1. Which sounds fall entirely within 'the range of the child's RI*
sidual hearing?

2. Which sounds will be audible but distorted?
3. Which sounds will be indiscriminable from one or more other

sounds?
4. In which combinations of phonemes are sounds most accurately

discriminated?

This information has the potential to influence the teacher's ap-
. proach to_speech training. When it is known that a given speech sound

falls fully within the range of residual hearing, heavy emphasis on
auditory modeling will be Justified. Those sounds which can be dem-
onstrated to be audible but indiscriminable from other sounds will
necessitate supplemental cues to auditory modeling, while those
sounds not audible to the child must be taught exclusively through
nenauditory monitoring.

,The audiologicessessmeiii Must also address the child's ability ta
understand speech in the l' is than ideal conditions of the classroom.
It is necessary tha ogist become involved in ensuring that
everything possible is done to provide the child with alit type(s) of
amplification which will min mize speech processing difficulties en-
countered in the learning env ronments. The audiologist must be pre-
pared to investigate whether binaural aids will improve discrimina-
tion in noise, whether the use Of an FM unit is advisable, and whether
an FM-loop=telecoil system wil overcome some of the child's difficul-
ties, while reducing others.

At present, there is a need to.identify a comprehensive battery of
rehabilitative audiologic test procedures for widespread use. It is too
easy to blame the 'inadequacy of present assessment practices on the
audiologist. However, there is doubt that a large part of the problem
rests in the audiologist's lack of understanding of the nature of speech,
speech articulation, speech assessment, and speech teaching. The au-
diologist must learn what the speech teacher does and needs. Simi-
larly, the speech teacher must recognize amplification as ihe most
valuable aid in sPeech training. He/she must understand its cepa-
bilities and limitations and must be competent in its use4i,

IP.4 . 335 ,
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Conclusion

The teaching of speech requires a team approach utilizing the
knowledge and skills of the classroom teacher, speech teacher, and
audiologist in a coordinated teaching plan. Coordination ineans an
integrated, not parallel, process. These observations urge the abthor to
argue for a modification in the bsining of audiologists and speech
teachers. It is important to recognize our need for eich other and the
child's need for both of us. The -nature of this conference should facili-
tate this recognition.
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FM stadia:ay trainers: description, selection, utilization .

Given even a moderately acceptable aidej residual hearing pattern,
the single most important determiner of speeh perception, through an
electroacoustic system is the relationship betweeri the intensities of the
speaker's voice and the noise level existing at the microphone. If the speech ,

signal is burred in the noise, no amount of other considerations is going to
make that signal intelligible. The'greater the degree the speech signal ex-
ceeds the noise (that is, the higher the signal to noise ratio), the more
intelligible the speech signal will become. This function(levels off for hear-
ing-impaired individuals at a sensation level of 33 dB fox' consonants and.
22 dB for vowels (Gengel, inStark 1974, p. 131) or at about an overall signal
to noise ratio of 25 to 80 dB. .

.
The main purposx, and major attribute of an FM auditory training sys-

tem, is to enhance the signal to noise ratio, and thus help create, the acoustic
conditions for maximizing speech perception. This enhancement is a copse-

; quence of exploiting the concept illustrated in Figure 4-3. In brief, by
locating the microphone of the auditory trainer close to the speaker's
mouth, the inten t ity of the speech signal is augmented relative to the anibi-
ent noise levels. ctually, of course, the "effect will 'occur with any kind of
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audiograms of eleven hard of hearing children whose speech
in an ordinary classroom under FM and no FM conditions

electroacoustic system (hearing aids, hard-wire auditory trainers) a, long as
the microphone positioning is favorable (Ross 1978).

We stress, as indicated above, thefM wireless auditory trainer to capture
this effect in regular classrooms because it is the only such device currently

c° available that will permit this advantage in such settings. There is' no way
that we can assert with enough vigor how Crucial the provision of such
devices can be for hard of hearing youngstes being'educated in our educa-
tional mainstream. We personally know of many instances where it has madethe differenct between educational success and educationaPlailure.

For example, consider the eleven hard of hearing children whose air
conduction pure-tone thresholds are given in Figure 4-13. Their ,speech
discrimination scores were measured irt an ordinary classroom, at a distance
between 8 and 14 feet- from the talker, with an FM auditory trainer and withtheir usual amplification condition, (Ross, Giolas, and Carver 1973). ,The
results are given in Table 4-9. The differences are apparent, sometimes
dramatically soranging from a minimum inprovement of 12% to a maxi-
mum of 76%1 Nine of these eleven children had been tested in a similar
study three .years previously, with very 'similar results (Ross and Giolas
1971).

Consider the scores once again. 'Note how poorly the children under-
stood speech under their usual amplification condition and the magnitude
of the improvement with an FM system. Is it possible to think of any other
162 '.
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TABLE 4-9
Word Discrimination Scores Obtained with Eleven Herd of Hearing Ybungsters

While Receiving an FM Transmitted Speech Signe! and While Wearing
Their Usual Amplification Device (binaural, monaural, or none)

Nine of these children were tested throe years pteviously with similar mulls

SUBJECT
1

2
3
4.
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

s Mean

FM AUDITORY
TRAINER

48
98
24
68
22

. 58
50
24'
52
98
98
58

USUAL
AMPLIFICATION

CONDITION'
20 MI
52 (M)
12 (M)
16 (M)
8 (8)

36 IN)
30 (8)
4 (8)

16 (8)
22 181
26 (N)
22

DIFFERENCE
28

-46
12
52
14
22.
20
20 .
38 .
76
70
36

M Monaural; 8 Binaural; N None

kind of reMedial measure which can be applied to hard of hearing children
which can pay greater, more immediate dividends? Somehow its yery sim-
plicity militates against its acceptance; it is as if we can only accept those
improvements in children's functioning which require great expenditures of
eneriy (not to mention blood, sweat, and tears!).*

Destription An FM wireless auditory training system consists of a
microphone/transmitter worn by the teacher and an FM receiver/hearing
aid worn by the child, and, except for battery rechargers, that is all there is.
There are no wire loops around the rttom of earphones which have to be
plugged into a fixed location. The microphone/is normally suspended
around the teacher's neck, thereby ensuring the favorable talker-micro-
phone distances responsible for the resulting good signal to noise ratio. The
transmitters, which ordinarily broadcast in the 72s to 76 MHz band, are
permitted sufficient 'transmitting power by FCC regulations to virturally
guarantee an equal distribution of signal strength within the confines of
even large cla'ssrooms (in other words, no "dead" spots which may occur
with other kinds of systems).

There are 32 carrier-wave frequencies within the band, thus obviating
possible interference -from nearby transmitters on the same frequency. If.

New developments are adopted at a snail's pace. This is evident from the date of
these references. The first study was reponed ten years ago. One wonders just how
many hard of hearing children have been underor maleducated in the ensuing years
at the same time, a therapeutic tool has been available which could significantly
reduce the extent of these children's school-based problems. We firmly believe that
molt educators and administrators have the best of intentions; unfortunately, this is
not always accompanied by effectiveness of information. As we mentioned before,
time is not on our side when we %kirk- with children, and we trust that the next ten
years will see more children using FM systems appropriately in classrooms.
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,

interference occurs, it is a simple. matter to select another carrier-wave
frequency. The children's receivers (not a' hearing aid transducer, which is
also termed a_'.'receiver"; but the device which detects or "receives" tht FM
signal) are tuned to the required frequency, either with plug-in modules or
with a two-position selection "itch.

- One (monaural) or two (binaural) environmental microphones are in-
cluded with FM receiver units, permitting them to also serve as body monau-
ral or binaural bearing aids when the FM transmission is not appropriate.
These microphones enable the children to monitor their own vocal outinit
and to directly heatiehe other children.

Most FM auditory trainers are powered by rechargeable energy cells.
Essentially, the system can be conceptualized as no more than an FM radio,
with the teacher "broadcasting" a signal which the child detects on his own

FOur representative makes of currendy available FM auditory training
systems are shown in the following figures. In Figure 4-14, the device is
'displayed in.a five-unit _recharger. The-numbers on the microphone and the
receiver are transmission frequencies; this model permits the selection of

°". one of two transmitting and receiving frequencies.-
csi A sliglitly diffeient arrangement is shown in Figure 4-IS. In this model;
ta the microphone 'and transmitter are teparated; the transmitter is worn on

the. teacher's belt, while the microphone is positioned via a velcro fastener
on the upper torso.

Still another kind of arrangement is shown in Figure 4-16. The transmit-
ter is in the sniddle, made to be worn around the .teacher's neck. The right
hand unit converts the speech signal to a magnetic field via the loop which
is worn around the child's neck. This signal is converted to an electrical
signal by the telephone coil of a postauricular hearing aid. An environmen-
tal microphone on the receiver permits child-to-child communication and

FIGURE 4-1 FM auditory training.unit in a five-unit battery recharger. (Courtesy of Blocoustics.
nc.}
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FIGURE 4-15 FIf inkmphorie/
transmit/4er and receiver. The.
Microphone and transmitter am
,eeperale unite. (Courtesy of

' fame*,

self-monitoring. The left-hand unit is designed to operate with a personal
hearing aid, via a direct wire connection from the FM receiver to the aid.
When the FM receiver is not needed, or at home, the cord can emPtilly be
disconnected.

A close-up vie* of a stereo receiver is shnwn in Figure4-17. As indicated.
the unit permits a great deal of electroacoustic modifications to be made to
each ear separately.

FIGURE 4-16 FM auditory training system with two types of receiver. The cost unit Is the
microphone. The right.hand unit Is a receiver with an induction CoN output; the loop le pieced
around the child's neck and the resulting electromagnetic field is picked up by the child's heering
aid set on the telephone or microphone/lelaphene position. The outwit from the receiver on the
left connects to a personal hearing aid via a wire cord. (Couriesy of He Electronics, Inc.)
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FIGURE 4-17 A cion-up view of an FM receiver that incorporates binaural microphones "for the
reception of environmental signals. (Courtesy of liC Electronics. Inc.)

In Figure 4-18, the microphone and the speaker (the hearing aid re-
iver) are both located in the housing of a postauricular hearing aid. The

Atcfitory signals are detected at ear level, referred back to the receiver pack
311 the body for electroacoustic processing, and rereferred back to the
ear-level aid. This arrangement permits the additional control over an
icoustic signal which modifications in earmolds can produce. The FM signal
s received by the body unit and the signal is routed to the ear-level trans-
iucors. This unit is also made to be used with either rechargeableor dispos-

,ible batteries as shown in Figure 4-19.
These devices have come a long way since they were first introduced on

.he educational scene about twelve years ago. They generally did not, at that

r

iee

f
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FIGURE 4-16 An FM receiver in
which the environmental micro-
phones and the hearing ald re-
ceivers we located at oar level;
.signals detected by the environ-
mental microphones we shunted
to the body unit where they are
directed back to the ear-level
hearing aid transducers (receiv-
ers). The FM signal is detected by
the FM receiver located in the
body unit and deiivered to the
awn transducers in the usual
manner. (Courtesy of Telex Com-
munications. Inc.) .
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time, permit the choice of varying electroacoustic possibilities, and their..

performance stability and repair record can only be termed abysmal. 'More
often than not, some component of the unit (the microphOne transmittei,
FM receiver, or environmental microphones) would not operate at all, or
would function very 'poorly. Teachers, children, and everyone involved
would simply get discouraged and revert to using hearing .aids, in spite of
the occasionally successful use and apparent benefit of the FM instrument.
Their performance stability is much better nowthough still in need of
improvementand back-tip units are available when the devices *re inoper-
able or are being repaired.

Recommended Features In the paragraphs to follow, we shall list
and describe some of the recommended features to be found in current FM
wireless aUditory training systems. Not all of them are incorporated in every
manufacturer's' unit, and nok all are equally desirable. Since research sup-
port is lacking for many of the features, we are defining a "desirable" feature
on the basis of our own judgment and experience. Also, the order in which
they appear below is no indication of their relative importance; ekcept for
possibly the first one, we simply have no basis for making this distinction.

(1) All FM systems that we are aware of incorporate controls for Modi-
fying the frequency response and the ouput of the receiver unite .This
is an essential provision in all such 'instruments, ,permitting variations

P

FIGURE 4-19 A close-up view of
an FM microphone/transmitter
and receiver that can utilize either
rechargeable or disposable bat-
teries. (Courtesy of Telex Commu-
nications, Inc.)
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in the ekctroacoustic characteristics to suit individual:requirements, The
- modifications are such that the output can be reduced to accommodate

the mildest hearing loss, and frequency response,can be adjusted to suit
most hearing loss configurations. In binaural units, each channel can be se
separately, for ttie child who,does not have the same hearing loss in
both ears.

(2) A number of systems includea provision for routing the output of the
FM receiver through personal postauricular hearing aids, rather than the
snap-on transducers. The hearing aids function 23 they ordinarily would,
but they,also process the FM transmitted 'signal. The children wear their
own hearing aids (which have heen properly adapted) to school, attach the
FM unit to the aids, and remove it when it is time to go home.

(3) We think it is desirable for FM devices to include binaural reception
of ens ironmental signals. This is not an issue when the focus is on the
teacher's speech, but it very well rnay be during periods when it is not
appropriate to empfoy the teacher's microphonefor example, during
lunch. At such times, the child's unit is usect like a hearing aid and in most
cases should be binaural.

(4) It is sometimes useful for the teacher's microphone to include the
1.4 capability of receiving an auxiliary input, such as from a tape recorder,1.4
1.4 sound movie projector, or television monitor. These devices often emit
r. noise while they are operating, which ,would be picked up by an acoustic

coupling of the microphone to the sound source.
An auxiliary input permits a direct electrical connection between the

teacher microphone and the sound source. And some FM microphone/
transmitters include an optional talkover circuit to enable the teacher to
override the auxiliary input for instructional purposes. It is also possible
with some systems to make a direct electrical connection with an auxili-
ary input to the child's receiver. Problems may arise when using the aux-
iliary input if the sound source is not capable of accommodating both an
auxiliary output and an external speaker. That is, the use of the auxiliary
circuit deactivates the external speaker of the source. In such cases, the only
one to hear the sound would be the hard of hearing child.

(5) Several FM systems allow for the use of an induction loop which the
child wears around his neck. In such a condition, the child's personal hear-
ing aids are used in the telecoil mode and the FM signal is transmitted to
the loop, converted to a magnetic field, and delivered to the hearing aids
through the telecoil. In order for this to work, the child's personal aids must
either have a telecoil or be modified to have one. Several problems arise in
this arrangement stemming from the lack of manufacturer's specifications
for the telecoil, therefore, one does not know if the output and fre-
quency response of the hearing aid microphone are the same with the
telecoil.
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The receiver that the child wears must also have an environmental micro4 .

phone on it so that the child can receive environmental signals in addition
to the PM transmission. The problem with this, or any other arrangement
which, incorporates the child's personal hearing aids is that-when the aids'
break, the child is without any forin of amplification. Therefore, it is usually
reCommended that if one of these arrangements is obtained that a set of
cords and snap-on transducers, as well as snap-on earmolas, are kept for use
when the aids break down.

(6) Several FM systems include 2 light on both the microphone/transmit-
ter and the recei'ver which either glows or flickers when the battery is losing
its charge. Younger children, in particular, frequently do not knOw, or will
not say, when they are no longer able to hear the teacher through the PM
microphone/transmitter, the environmental microphones, or both. This
feature is a convenient way to visually check the battery charge during the
entire day. We hate to estimate just how often children run out of sound
sometime during the school day.

(7) FM auditory training systems.should include a switch on the receiver
unit to permit the child to receive just the teacher transmission, just the
environmental signals, or both. Often, teachers will forget to turn off their-
microphones when the child should not be hearing what they are saying
(sometimes to their embarrassment, as when they leave the room to talk to
someone and the child is gleefully "tuned in" to a private conversation).
Most FM receivers include capability for turning the teacher off (we shall
have more to say about this later).

(8) At least one FM system incorporates a cardioid directional micro-
phone in the teacher's transmitter. This element favors signals arriving at
the teacher's thicrophone from her direction with a reported improvement
in the signal to noise ratio arriving at the child's ear. We do not know if the
theoretical advantage of this feature is superior to conventional omni-direc-
tional teacher microphones under normal conditions of use (microphone 4
to 6 inches from -the teacher's mouth and in the presence of an average
amount of classroom noise). It is, however, a feature which does merit
consideration.

(9) All FM systems include rechargeable batteries; a few, however, will
also operate on a 9 volt transister radio battery. This is a uieful option to
have available in any emergency, such as when the charger itself is not
working.

(10) A few FM systems have considered' the issue of the simultaneous
reception by the child of signals arriving at the teacher and the environmen-
tal microphones. The specifics of how this is accomplished varies from a
"muting" switch, which automatically deactiyates the environmental micro-
phones when the teacher is talking, a "trimme5 Two!, by means of which
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the intensity ratio of the signals deriving from the teacher and the environ-
mental microphones can be varied as desired, a high and constant intensity
level emanating from the teacher source and a variable child-controlled
output from the environmental microphones (but at maximum still less
intensity than &Om the teacher source), to evidently equal sound levels
arriving at the child's ear from both sources (given sufficiently intense envi-
ronmental inputs).

At the present time, we do not know which ohe of these provisions would
be the most desirable under actual use conditions. The audiologist, how-
ever:should at least be aware of a hbw a specific FM system deals with the
problem.

( I I) At least one FM instrument permits the selection of one of two
carrier wave frequencies on both the transmitter and the receiver, while
another suCh device allows for this option on the transmitter only. For other
systems. it is necessary to request a microphone/transmitter with a specific
carrier frequency, and 1 of 32 RO (receiver/oscillator) modules for use with
the receiver. Having the capability to instantly switch from one frequency
to another can be very useful in any school where more than one hard of
hearing child is enrolledso is having in instantly available "loaner" micro-
phone if necessary. The major advantage of this provision, however, would
be realized in programs 'where large numbers of hearing-impaired children
are enrolled; an "assembly" frequency can be common to all the children
and used for large-group communication.

(12) All FM auditors training systems make provisions for recharging the
KJ batteries of the transmitters and.the receivers. Some, however, have incor-

porated a few Interesting extra features in the charger, such as fast and slow
recharge provisions, automatic shut-off to prevent oVercharging, and trou-
bleshooting and electroacoustie analysis circuitry. Not all of these extra
features are available in single unit chargers, however, which would likely
be the type found in schools here just one hard of hearing child is enrolled.
In instances where a .larger charger is needed, such as in a resource room
for Hearing-impaired children, then these extra features in the charger could
be quite useful.

Selection We iew all hard of hearing children enrolled in regular
schools as potential candidates for. an FM auditory training system. The
urgency of our recommendation, and the degree to which the child can
Vnefit depends upon the educational practices in the school and how the
school day is organized. If the school follows the classical traditionthe
teacher lecturing from up front. the children neatly lined up in rows and few
questions or discussion encouragedan FM system can be very effective.
The hard of hearing child will be able to hear the teacher to the limits of
his auditory capacity and therefore have the same access to material as the
normally hearing childe?n. Very frv schools, to our knowledge. adhere to
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this rigid kind of formalism (except perhaps colleges and universities); most
display a mix of educational models including formal lectures, small group
instruction centered around specific topics, and seat work or otherindhid-
ual activities during which the teacher circulates among the children.

The hard of hearing child can benefit from an FM transmitted speech

signal during periods when the sp*er's output is directed 'to him, whether
as part of a group or individually. The FM advantage would be least during
individual instruction when the teacher positions herlelf right next to a
child, since in those circumstances the distance between\the teacher and the
microphone of the hearing aid would also normally be the least, thereby
maximizing hearing aid reception. However, even under\thiscondition, the
teacher would not or could not position her Mouth within six inches of the
hearing aid microphone, which would be the distance &mit her mouth to the
FM microphone, so the FM advantage codid still be realized.

OM- judgment regarding whether a child is an FM candidate depends
upon the number of periods during the day the teacher's speech is directed
to him, and the Kature of the material covered. If the day is organized
around large and small group instruction, then an FM recommendation is
appropriate. We have no formulal to offer, (such as, to be facetious, expo-
sure time to the teacher's speech multiplied by the relevancy of the academic
topic) to assist the teacher and clinicians in making a definitive judgment
regarding a specific child's candidacy. Our experience has demonstrated
that most hard of hearing children in public school settings, regardless of
degree of hearing loss, will receive benefit from the proOer use of an FM
system. The key to success is flexibility on the part of the classreom teacher
and other personnel working with the child. Our philosophy has been to
look for the conditions which demonstrate the child's need for an FM system
rather than vice versa. The recommendation for an:FM system is usually the
result of consultation among the speech-language pathologist, Audiologist.
and the special and classroom teacher of the hearing impaired.

Once an FM recommendation is made, thed our task is to ensure that it
ii emplbyed correctly. It is amazing how often these devices are used incor-
rectly. In the paragraphs below, we shall give a number of examples (all of
which we have observed) of classroom conditions that make hearing aid
usage difficult, and the appropriate and inappropriate use of an FM system
in a cl,assjm,Our intention, in presenting a large number of them, is to

e reade0 to deduce the general principles of correct FM auditory
traittr usage ikcjassrooms.

Difficult aassroont Conditions Four examples are given in Fig-
.. ore 4-20 of typical and difficult listening conditions for 3 child operating in a

a classroom just using hearing aids. These situations were actually observed
at the UConn Mainstream Project. A "traditional" situation is depicted in
A; the teacher is talking, the children are generating the usoal amount of
classroom noise, and the child with the hearing aid (X) is receiving a speech
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(1) Teacher is talking
(X) Child is listening in classroom noise

with a less than optimal speech to noise
ratio

11
(Y)

0 0 0 0 0 0I'
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0

(T) Teacher asked child (I) question

(I) Child responds .

(() Cannot hear child (I)

,

,

C. r FILM I....
.

Film is being shown to class; sound source
is projector

(a) is sitting coo far from projector.
Motor noise (ron a closior location may
also interfere with reception

.

1:!:!] a sound movie projector

0 0 0 0 01) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 '

04ink 0 0 0
00 Op® 0 0

0 0
_ C) 0 00

0 0

CT) is conductinggroup work, with questions
and answers around the table

The rest of the class is at free play
and circulating, and making Sone Wise.

00 is flaying difficulty hearing

. 4

FIGURE 4-20 Examples of difficult hstening conditions for hard of hearing children in regular
schools when only using personal hearing aids:

to noise ratio of. at best. plus 5 dB because of the distance from the teacher
and the noise in the room. In B, the situation gets a little more difficult; the
teacher asks child (I) a question, Und the hearing-impaired child (X) does
not hear the answer; again, because of the, distancs and noise. In C, a film
is being shown: (X) is sitting too far from the sodnd projector to hear; a
closer location may not help that much, because of the motor noise from
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the projector. A written outline of the salient infnimation would be helpful.
In D, the teacher is conducting groupwork around the table with the rest
of the class in free play. (X) is having #fficulty hearing the questions,
adswers, and group discussion because of the noise the other children are
making. This is a typical situation in many kindergarten rooms.

6 We have seen many more of these same kinds of adverse listening sitUa-
tions in a regular school. The acoustical and eduCational circumstances are
normally difficult for a hard of hearing child wearing hearing aida.

Inappropriate and Appropriate Use ofAD FA I Spteas In the ex-
amples foortrayed in Figure 4-21, A to H, we shall give instances of incorrect

use of an FM system and suggest some ways to, overcome the problems
given. All of these examples also have actually been observed in regular
classrooms during our project. ,

In example A, the teacher has the FM microphone/transmitter turned on,
while the child is receiving both the teacher's transmission and environmen-
tal signals (from the microphones located in the FM receiver unit worn by
the child): The teacher calls on several normally hearing children to read
and then asks the class a question. Another normally hearing child (1)
answers the question, but very softly. The teacher says "correct" and asks
the hard of hearing child for the answer, which he does not know because
he has not heard it. The teacher (this is not shown in the figure) asks the

4 normally hearing child to repeat the answer, which he does, but again very.
softly. The teacher says "that's right," and again asks the hard of hearing
child for the answer, which again he does not know. This is not an unusual

example. .

We frequently observe teachers who lack insight into the listening prob-
lems experienced by hard of hearing child. His superficially erratic behav-
ior (sometimes he ears and responds appropriately, and sometimes he

appears not to be listening or paying attention) leads many teachers to
believe that the child is consciously misbehaving.

The solution in this example is simple; the teacher should have repeated

the answer given by the normally hearing child. Also, if possible, and it
frequently is, the FM microphone/transmitter should have been passed
around to the normally hearing children who were doing the reading. Addi-
tionally, the hard of hearing child should have been seated, where he can,

observe the other children (left or right front).
In example B, the teacher is again using the FM microphone while the

child is receiving signals through both the FM and the environmental micro-
phones, The teacher is conducting a reading group, and asks the hard of
hearing child to continue reading after one of the normally hearing children
( I) has finished. He is unable to do so, because he eannot hear the normally
hearing child well enough to follow. This is similar in one respect to the
example above; that is, the FM microphone should be passed around to the
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FIGURE 4-21 ExampleS of incerrect use of FM system 4arid remediabon measures.t , .
normally hearing children as "they rea : t more feasible-than in the
previous example because only four childien are involved, and all are in
closf proximity to the teacher. If the classroom noise level is particularly
high; it might also be advantageous to use only the teacher transeter and
when (X) is readng have him also speak into the FM mkrophone. ..

Examples , , E, and F are variations on the same therne. They alkhave
in common the tact that the leather is transmitting an Al signal during
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(Figure 4-21 Continued)
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periods when it is not.appropriate for the -hard. of hearing to heir her. In
- one instance, C, her speech will merely be distracting; in others, I) and E,

her speech interferes with the chihrs ability to converse With Other persons,.
and in the last such example, F,. the child is listening to a private converea-
t4. When a teacher moves some distance away fronya normally hearing
child, her voice intensity drops; this does nOi happen when the teacher is
usingvan FM microphone. The hard of hearing child receives her speech at
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the same intensity no matter where she is in the room, Ibis problemthe
.teacher forgetting to shut the PM inkrophone off at certain timesis the
most frequent example of inappropriate use of an FM system and the reason
we have used four examples.

Example G is very similar to exampk 11; in both tile suiutiolm is tq pass
the microphone to the child who is doing die talking. Such a solution is not ,
possible during rapidly alternating classroom discussions, where first one
child is talking, then another, and where occaSionally tivo or three children
arc talking together. Other than the child positioning himself so that he can

-see the faces -of his classmates and beingi fit with the bestpossible electroa-
cousdc adjustments, there is no 'satisfactory solution to the hearing dilficul-
ties he will experience during such conversational exchanges. Mininuizing
the problems ensuing from a hearing loss by correct auditory management t
prncedures is not the same as saying we can overcome them completely.

In the last example,- H. we see an instance where the auxiliary input on
either the teacher's transmitter or thc child's receiver should be used. Both
the teacher's and the child's microphones ire tO6 far from the record player
for an acceptable acoustic signal to be received. Positioning either the child,
or the FM microphone closer to the record player may help a. bit, but nat
if, as we have observed, the teacher simply places the FM microphone next
to or on the record plasr. In this case, the unit will defect and transmit a

..'11 great-deal of motor noge to the child.
The major principle underlying the teacher's use of an FM system is '

illustrated by examples in Figure 4-21 and that is the microphone should
be functioning when the teacher intends to talk tia a child, as a member of
a group or individually. As soon as her conversation is directed (except for

41614casional remarks) to other than the hard of hearing-child, then the FM
icrophone/transmitter should be shut olf. This is so simplatrivial, real-

lyyet it is constantly violated.in practice. Teachers simply forget to shut
their miceophone off when they shouldin consequence the hard 6fhearing
"child receives inappropriate high-level speech sounds.

It is nix only the teachers who should be encouraged to use the micro-
phone, but the hard of hearing child's classmates as well. Ii is very often not
only feasible, but positively enjOyable, for the normally hearing children to
use the FM microphdre when they are presenting information. It can also
help to improve class discipline, since the chilcaen soon learnahat "talking-,
time" requires the microphone. When the normally hearing children arc not
using the microphone, and respond tt, a question Or make a comment, thc
skillful teacher will repeat what has been said (example A) for everyone's
benefit, not just the hard of hearing child's.

Finally, as with the hearing aids and the FM receiver pack, the FM micro-
phone/transmitter will do no good if it doesn't work. Thc teacher/clinician
should charge it every night and listen to it every miming. The listening
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can be done quite simply by snapping the child's FM receiver into a hearing
aid stethoscope or an earmold, and have a colleague talk through the FM

. microphone from aCross the room. It would be an instructive experience to
ask the colleague to gently bump Ole unit ondi hd desk or the blackboard,
as would normally occur when a teacher is.working at her desk or at the
blackbdard; and listen for the resulting noiie explosions..Such an experi-

., vice can help the teachirs realize the sensitivity of thc FM microphone/
transmitter to vibrations and excessive physical handling.

imam summary

, in sumMary, we have presented in this section a model ofaudiologi-
cal management of, hard of hearinohildren in schools. We consider- this
topic the theralieubc "front-line" in their overall' management, to be rein-
forced and supported by any other therapeuticmeasure necessary machieve

our, ultimate objectivea child wheris fulfilling his intellectual and psycho-
social potential in spite of his handicap. The foundation having been laid,

. we can now turrito these other therapeutic considerations. .
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

OF

THE HEARING AID

The caie of the hearing aid is the first step towards successful rehabilita-
tion of the hearing Unpaired person. In fact, without a properly working
hearine aid, all further training efforts are wasted. In the case of the
severely and profoundly handicapped developmentally disabled person,
the need for daily hearing aid monitoring is mandatory, since the client
often cannot express himself to inform anyone that the aid is not working.

r-_3'03"

There are two general hearing
aid categories: body aids or ear
level aids.

Body aids . or conventional
aids. are often, recommended for
children because they are more
durable and least likely to be
broken. They are usually more
powerful than ear level aids, and
the concrols may be larger and
easier to adjust. The case of the
body aid contains the microphone, amplifier and battery and is worn on
the chest. A flexible wire connects the amplifier to an external receiver.
The recei%er snaps onto the earmold which in turn is fined securely into
the ear canal.

The case may be carried in a pocket, clipped to the clothing, or held in
a special hearing aid harness. These harnesses are designed in different
sizes to fit different hearing aid models. The harness pocket that holds
the aid should have a soft fabric lining. Starched or crisp fabrics create
an annoying noise that is easily picked up by the microphone. The shoul-
der and waist s raps of the harness are adjustable for proper fit and
comfort. cT

The conven.tional hearing aid may,be worn under a shirt or blouse which
will protect it from dust and food spillage. Hbwever, the girment fabric'
should be soft to reduce unwanted noise for the wearer. In randy training
situations. though. it is more convenient for the child to wear the aid
outside the clothing, to allow the teacher or parent to easily check and
adjust the controls.
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Ear level aids are generally not as powerful as body aids, and all corn-
: pone= are housed in one unit. Ear level aids are the mos; popular type of

aid, since the.small size makes them less conspicuous, and since the ear
level positioning reduces clothing noises and places the microphone at a
more natural place on the body (at the ear instead of on the chest). This
allows the listener to localize sopnd on both sides of his body, which be
woukl be unable to do with a body aid. Occasionally, the audiologist may
elect to try 'two ear level aids, one on each side. Binaural amplification, the
use'of two hearing aids, further increases the auditory information received

' from all directions, but also doubles the cost of the initial investment and all
subsequent repairs.

There are three types of ear level aids: behind-the-ear aids, eyeglass
aids, and all-in-the-ear aids. Behind-the-ear (B.T.E.) aids have all the com-
ponents in a curved case that fits behind the earlobe and rests against the
mastoid bone. A short plastic tube connects the sound nozzle of the heating
aid to the earmold. The volume control is located on the outside of the cm,
and is adjusted after the aid is comfortably in place. A behind-the-ear aid
ma) feel bulk> until one becomes used to it. In the eyeglass model, the
plastic case w hich encloses the electrical components is concealed in the
eyeglass temple piece. In all other respects, it is similar to a B.T.E. aid.
The drawback to ey eglass models is that w hen repairs are necessary to either
the eyeglasses or the hearing aid,--both are out of service. All-in-the-ear
aids fit entirely into the ear canal. These models are extremely small, have
no external wires or tubes, and are very lightweight. However, they are not
often recommended for young children or handicapped people since the
controls are so small and are somewhat difficult to manipulate. All-11-the-
ear aids are generally the least powerful type of aid, so are only appropriate
for people with very mild hearing losses.

TYPES OF EAR LEVEL
HEARING AIDS
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Care Of The Hearing Aid

It is important to establish good heating aid habits from the first day.-
The child should be taught that the hearing aid is not a toy, and he should
realize that putting on the aid in the morning is a routine part of getting
dressed. It is essential that the child not learn to use the hearing aid as a -
weapon in a "power struggle' at school or at home. As soon as he is able .
he should begin to care for and be responsible far the aid himself; and to
notify someone when the aid is not working properly. Hearing aids are
Expensive to repair or replace, and they are unfortunately all too easy to lose
and to break. Be sure to keep a record of all the accessories needed for the
particular hearing aid. Sample forms for recording the necessary informa-
tion for both a conventional body aid and an ear level aid can be found on
page 10.

It is ad% isable to keep.spare batteries as well as an extra receiver and an
extra cord on hand at all times. Simple repairs and adjustments that can be
done at home or at school save time and money for everyone inifolved. It
should be automatit to begin each day with a hearing aid listening check.
The steps invohed are outlined on pages 7 and 8. One person should be
responsible for the listening check every day. This could be the parent, .
classroom teacher, apartment supenisor, classroom aide, or whoever is in
rust contact with the hearing impaired client in the morning. Remember, the
hearing aid is a delicate instrument. Gentle handling and a few simple
precautions will keep the aid in good working order.
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Temperature
Avoid high tempelatures, such as the blast from a hair dryer or a radiator.
Never store the aid in the glove compartment of a car or in direct sunlight.

Moisture
Keep the hearing aid dry at all times. Even excessive perspiration can cause
damage. Special care should be taken whenever the hearing impaired child
is near water, especially toilets and bathtubi. .

-0 Earmolds
Barmaids should be removed from. the aid and cleaned often with a mild
soap and water. If the opening becomes clogged with Wax, it can be cleaned
gently with a pipecleaner ora toothpick. Make sure the earmold is com-
pletely dry before reconnecting it to the aid: Barmaids have to be replaced
periodically as the child grows. This is an inevitable expense for all hearing
impaired children. Additionally, the guide on page 9 will help parents and
teachers remedy simple malfunctions themselves. All other problems should
be brought to the atiention of the audiologist or hearing aid dealer as soon as
possible.

Batteries
Buy only a few batteries at a time, since-they lose strength with age. Store
spare batteries-in a cool, dry place. Always remove batteries from the
hearing aid at night. This will help them last longer, and will reduce the
possibility of a battery corroding in the compartment. Make sure that the
battery contacts in the aid are dry and dirt free. The contacts can be cleaned
with a pencil eraser if needed.
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HOW TO GIVE A LISTMING CHECK TO
A CONVENTIONAL HEARING AID

1. Insert a new battery making sure its positive and negative surfaces are
placed correctly into the battery compartment. If necessary, clean the
battery terminals and contacts before inserting the new battery.

2. Set conuols:
"On/Off" switch in "Off" position.
Volume Control at lowest setting.
Switch in "M' or mike position.
Tone control in setting most frequently used.

3. Place the earphone to your ear. Cover the earphone with the palm of
your hand and hold the main part of the hearing aid away frOm your ear
to prevent feedback.

4. Turn the hearing aid "On." Turn the volume control wheel up and
down, slowb , listening for scratchiness or dead spots. The volume
control should neither be excessively loose, nor bind against thecase.

I 5. Turn the On/Off" sw itch back and forth to check for intermittent
0 sound or lsose contacts.

.6. Change to the other tone positions and listen for appropriate changes in
patch or qualit of the sound.

7. Roll the cord back and forth between the fingers to check for "cut-
CUtS..

8. Check the firmness of cord connections.,

9. Gently tap the hearing aid on all sides to check for a reduction of power
or loose connections. Check for loose screws in the case..

\I 0. With the aid in the "Off" position and the earphone out of your ear,
place your thumb firmly over the opening in the earphone. Turn the
hearing aid on and turn thevolume all the way up. Listen for a soft

hhtling sound from the hearini aid case or from the earphone. If the
w hastling cOrres from the case the aid should be serviced by your dealer.

I I . Clean the earmold and allow it to dry thoroughly. Attach it to the
earphone. Place our thumb firmly over the hole in the earmold and
turn the.hearing aid to its loudest position. If you hear a faint whistling
at the earphone be sum there is a thin plastic washer between the
earphone and earmold or that the "receiver-saver" is in position. Re-
check the aid. If whistling persists, return the hearing aid to your dealer
for service.
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HOW TO GIVE A LISTENING CHECK
TO AN EAR-LEVEL HEARING AID

1. Insert a new battery, making sure its positive and negative surfaces are
'placed corrsctly into the battery compartment. If necessary, clean the
battery terminals and contacts before inserting the new battery.

2. Set Controls:
"On/Off ' switch in "Off" position. Ear-level aids_may_not-have-
an "On/Off" switch on the volume-control. In such an instance; it .
is located in the battery compartment of the aid. Open the
compartment to the first detent which is the "Off" position for
most ear-level instruments.

eVolume control at lowest setting. . I

Switch in "M" or mike position (not' all ear-level aids have a
switch to control the microphone pick-up. If your child!s
instrument doesn't have such a switch, then it is automatically in
this position when the aid is operating.)
Tone control in setting most frequently, used. (Generally ear-level
hearing aids do not have tone.control adjustments which the user
can set. Your child's aid may have such adjustments but they are
set by. the dealer at the time of purchase.)

3. Check the plastic tubing for possible stiffness. pinholes or cracks.

4. Remove the plastic tubing and earmold from the nozzle of the hearing
aid and place your thumb firmly over the nozzle opening. Slowly turn
the volume control of the aid to its maximum. If feedback results, the
aid should be taken to your dealer for ser.zice.

5. Remove the earrnold from the tubing and clean it. Re-attach it to the
snap connector of the tubing after it has thoroughly dried.

6. Attach the tubing and earmold to the nozzle of the hearing aid. 'Place
your thumb firmly over the opening on the canal portion of the earmold.
Turn the volume control to its maximum. If feedback or whistle results,
the aid should be sent for service.

From: Caring for a Child' s Ifearkg Aid
Zenith Hearing Instrument Corp.
6501 West Grand Ave.
Chicago, IL 60635
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br.0 burl- MAILABLE

-
PARENT-TEACHER GUIDE FOR

HEARING AID TROUB)E-SHOOTING

The &lowing information will help you keep your child's hearing aid in the
best wqrking condition. Unfortunately,* has been found that many children
(about one-half) am wearing hearing aids that are not working.

Problem
1. Squealing (acoustic feedback) at

usual gain levels

2. Hearing aid does not work

What to do about It
a. Check that senmold is sassed properly in

the Off.
b. Check if earmold is ipose. (How many
, months has it been since a new earmold was

snide?)
c. Check. for ear.level aids, that the hollow

plastic tube fine the earmold fits tightly over
receiver opening.

d. Check that earmold fits nub of receiver
sough..

e. Arrange to get a new earmold mode if h is
loose or cannot sit properly in the ear.

a. Replace battery.
b. Make sure' that positive and negative ter.

mmals of battery are in proper position in
the behery compartment.

c. Check corrosion on banery contacts (this
can be removed with a pencil eraser).

d. Keeping aid on. wiggle cord where it inserts
into the receiver and into the aid (body aids

r onl).
. Check dist ear wax is not impacted in the

opening of eannold.
f. Check to see thai external switch is not

switched to "telephone" or to the "air
position.

3. internment, -scratchy- sound / i-. ,a. rpe Cum where it inserts into teceiver
and aid, if intermlitency or quality changes.
the cord needs replacing (hod) aid only).

b. Make sure that battery is correctly seated
and snug m battery compartment.

4. Distorted tpund quality, a
motor-boatitig (-put-put")
effect, or weak volume

a. Change battery (even if it reads normal on
a better miter).

bit another receiver is available try replacing
old one.

From: NORTHERN SUBURBAN
. SPECIAL EDUCATION DISTRICT

1215 Waukegan Road
Glenview, Illinois
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1-10W. To HELP A PERSONS

WHO IS HEAWNG JMPAIRED

AND

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

BENEFIT FROM A HEARING Alp

1.

In orolerr-for a 'person todbegin to learn-with his or her hearing aid, two
prerequisite criteria must 4e mit: k

s,)
The person must be wearing the-hearing aid willing-
,ly throughoxt the.school day. This is most often a
gradual building-up process where the child or

'adult wears the aid only a few minutes a day in a

quiet setting at first; and eventually increases
the time ti5 several hours,andfinally the entire
day.

The hearing aid nitist be in good working order.

This means%fresh batteries, unbroken cords and
receivers, and making,sure that'the aid has pasVed
a "listoing check."

Evpn after these criteria have been accomplished, it is important to
stress that putting a hearing..aid on a person does not "fix" hearing in the
same-way that gtasses can rppair abnormal vision. ,/be hearing aid will help
hearing impaired persons, Nit tiey will benefit from it only ifsou are able to
teach them to use their residual hearing to their greatest capacity.

Several important points should be noted in Aetermining realiitic expecta-
tions for a developmentally disableA person who'also has a hearinOmpairment.

The bearing aid only makes sounds louder., it does not
make sounds any clearer for.the wearer. In fact, fhe-Ilearing
ai mpiifies all sounds equally, even distracting environmen-
tal noiseS like typewriterd, footstebs and paper shuffling.
Tb hearing aid does not automatically "fix" a person's hear-

the way that eyeglasses often can cort=ect vision.

. In instructidnal settings where t. fs crucial to hear the
voices of teachers and peers as clearly aVfdssible, a person-

,

al hearing Lid can4e used_with ala FM auditory trainer to
reduce interferpnce from background norses.

1
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.There are Many sounda that the kearing impaired Person
has not heard without a hearing aid, or that were heard before
but sound different.when heard through the-hearing aid. .The
user must learn to identify these new'sounds and to attach
meaning to them. This is often.a slow and tedious process,
especially if the hearing impairment'is severe.to profound.

Learning to use a hearing aid, will often be limited by
the presence of other developmental disabilities. For exam .

ple, while mentally retarded hearing impaired individuals def
initely benefit from the'use of a hearing.aid, their responses
woull be commensurate with their level of skill development.
Persons with cerebral palsy benefit from appropriate hearing
aids, but their responses to amplified speech may be uncontien
tional, reflecting limited motor control of the head, arms, or
speech musculature. :

It is not uncommon to find that the combination of two or
more disabilities n a*single person results in a multitude of '

problems. The difficulties related* to the hearing impairment
may aggravate .and intensify the difficulties related to the
developmental disability. This is especially true in the
areas of language and communication skills. The disabilities
.may have a multiplicative effect on behavior, rather than simr
ply an additive ef ect.),

The following suggestions wi
their residual hearing maximally.

e p teach new hearing aid warers to use

1.

Try to keep environmental noia to a minimum, @Specially when
the person is first leaping to use,the aid. Many vocational
and workshop settings are too noisy for successful hearing aid
use. .

Always remember to talk to.hearing impaired people in a normal
tone of voice. Do not exaggerate or distort yonr facial move
ments. If total communication*is used, keep yolir signs encl.
spdech'

,

Use incidental opportunities to calf the PersólOs attention to
sounds in th environment'auch as:

Outdoor so
dogs:

40
Indoor sounds such as the vacuum cleaner or telephone, or the
dropping of a kiechen utensil, the door betl or alarm clock.

Sounds Made by pe ople, bóth speech and nonspeech.

like an airplane, lawnmower, car horn, barking

0
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a

Remember to respond to che intent of verbal messages even when
speech is iinperfect andlor difficul to understand. Timely
responses to attempts to communicate through speech will

-

encourage future efforts.

Try.to design activities throughout the day which include
audttorY stimulation. The sophistication of the 'activity wil,1
depend on age, level and dature of se-tting, Out the auditory.
component should be consciously buileinto.the activity whenever
possible,

Example A When the child is playing with a toy car or
airplane, simulate the noise associated with the
toy.

Z0000000000m

Wheeeeeeeeee

Example B Try to associate'auditory phrases with an Activity
that the.child enjoys.'

For a younger

"I'm going to get you" (then tickle him)

"Peek-a-boo" (then play the game of surprising
hist.)

'an older child:

"I'm turning on the mixer .

r pancakes."
e're making

Example C Make maximal use of naturailly occdrring °

transitional signals 63 foster independent
responses.

When lunch bell rings, wash up and go to lunch.

When alarm rings, it's timeto get up.and dress

Above all, do not becomie discouraged or impatient
with the new hearing aid wearer. The daily
progress may appear to be sloy_oco,nonexistent,
but it is important to struc6716Ahe circumr-
stance's so that the hearing aid is associated
with pleasant and reineorcing situations.

Originelly Prepared by:
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University of Arizona
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Guidelines for Audiology Programsin
Educational Settings for Hearing Iinpaired

Children

GUIDLUNES

Many preschool and sclool-age children have
hearing impairment severe enough to affect their abil-
ity to function normally ir an educationalsetting. Al-
though. each child has a legal, constitutional right to
comprehensive quallty services in educational set-
tings, fewer than 50% are currently receiving appro-
priate services (Weintraub, Abeson, and Braddock,
1971). The position taken in these guidelines is that
audioloey programs should be an integral part of
comprehensive servicei to heanng-impaired children
in educational settings. (ASHA, 1973)

These guidelines are not intended tri cover iden
cation audiometry programs. Although hilentification
audiometry should be an integral part of a total .au-
diological service for all children within any given
school system, these guidelines are au' prOgrams in
which children have already been identified as hav-
ing a hearing impairment and requinng speoal edu-
cational and hahilitative services. The American
Speech and Hearing Association adopted Guidelines

for Identification Audiometry in Nbv ember 1974
(ASHA, 1975).

The term alucational settings refers to organized
programs of instruction, in private Or public ind.resi-
dential or nonresidential enviroments. for hearing-
impaired children who manifest special educational
needs as a result of their hearing impairment. The

rationale for oiganizing comprehensive and mtensive
audiology prograins in these settings is based on
three interlocking factors.
, 1. The auditory channel is the route through which
speedi and language development normally takes
place. The human being's development of speech
and language appears to be based pn innate, biologi-
cally programmed factors. (Lenneberg, 1967; Fry,.
1966) which can be exploited most effectively through

-an auditory input (Libetman, et id., 1967). The use of

other approaches for teaching inidal language and
speech skills to hearing-hytpairell 'children must be
considered inadequate, though frequently necessary,
subsntutes forsthe "real thing."

2. Most hearing-impaired children possess signifi-
cant residual heanng capacity (Goodman, 1949; Huiz-
ing, 1959;, Elliot. 1967; Montgomery, 1967; Boothroyd,
1972; Hirsch, 103). Interpreted pessimistically, these
studies show that from one-half to two-thirds of the

, children enrolled in schools for the deaf have 'poten-
tially useful residual' hearing. This is precisely the
population of hearing-impaired children expected to
manifest the most severe hearing losses.

3. Efforts to employ maximally the residual bees-
ing of most hearing-impaired children generally have
met with little euccess. The evidence clearly demon-
strates that at any one time, at least half the children's
hearing aids can be malfunctioninv that many of the
children who possess hearing aids do not routinely
wear them; and that children who can poiendally
benefit from amplified sound do not even own a hear-
ing aid (Gaeth, Lounsberry, 1966; Zink, 1972;
Findlay, Winchester, 1972; Coleman, 1972; Northern
et aL, 1972; Skalka, Moore, 1973; Porter, 1973). Class-
room auditory trainera frequently fare litfle better
than personal hearing aids (Matkin, 1970a;
Makin, Olsen, 1970b; Wilson, Hoversten, Ttdes,

. , .

1972; Sung, Sung, Angelelli, 1973; Matkin, Olsen,
1973), and the poor acoustic conditions existing in
dassroom environments limit the effectiveness of
even appropriate amplification (Ross, 1972). Finally,
the great care needed to ensure individualized elec-
troacoustic packaging to the impaired ear is sejdom
realized (Ling, 1964; Gengel, 1971; Gengel, Pascoe,
Shore, 1971; Sung, Sung, Angelelli, 1971; Danahet,
Osberger, Pickett, 1973; Erber, 1973). These problems
ere understandable in view of the understaffed and
ill equipped audiology programs typically found in

' educational settings, and they are not likely to be
remedied without a dedicated effort to strengthen
these programs.

These guidelines attempt to describe the audiologi-
cal conditions necesiary for the exploitation of the\
auditory channel for speech and language develop- \
ment to the degree permitted bY the residual hearing.
capacity of a hearing-impaired child. Schools and so-
ciety are investing large sums of money in hearing
aids, auditory trainers, and other audiological &
equipment. This investment is a wasteful expendh
ture Unless this equipment is properly uied and per-
forming according to specifications. It is unrealistic to
expect ovetburdened administrators and teachers to
supervise the full exploitationof residual hearing in
addition to their many other responsibilities. In regu-
lar and special education programs, the assistance of
such resource personnel as psycholdists. media
specialists, guidance counselors, remedial reading
specialists, and learning disability teachers is wel-
comed. All of these specialists are finding a fruithil
field for their endeavors. In educational programs for
the hearing impaired, however, the audiologist, a re-
source person with skills to ensure the maximal
exploitation of residual hearing is either absent, in
short supply, or inadequatel) supported. The indu-
lion of well-trained, well-educsted audiologists is
necessary to implement the commitment of educators
to use optimally the residual hearing mon hearing(
impaired children possess.

Not all educational settin may be in a financial
position to implement th entir* program im-
mediately. Possibly some of e suggested functions
of audiologists will seem uselessly esoteric while
others may need to be added or modified. Neverthe-
less, unless there is agreement on an eventual goal
and informed commitment to high standards, im-
provement imaudiological services is not likely to oc-
cur. It is expected that each step in the implementa-
tion of these guidelines will justify and support
further steps until the entire progrim can be int- r--.
pleinented. Certainly, modifications in the gildelines
should be made as experience with their use accumu-
lates. Soine educational settings may find it finan-
cially desirable and convenient to contract for some of
all audiology servicts with' already existing fadlities
in their communities, In these instances, it is impor-
tant.that the spirit of.these guidelines be adhered to,
in that such arrangements should result in com-
prehensive and Coordinated services to the child, pa-
rents, and educational stiff. In any event,
community-wjde and inter-agency planning is desir-
able to mlnlipiize unnecessary duplication of profes-
sional servic. is eniphasized that vastly improved
audiological will not be a panacea for speech

. .



and language problems. Miiaculoui cures` are not
likely to result, but improved performance in a signif-
icant number of thildren should occur. Intensive au-
diological intervention is deemed appropriate regard-
less of the "edticational method" being used. There is
no intent in these guidelines .to favor, explicitly 'or
implicitly, any particular education approach.

PERSONNil. ,

1. One audiologist, with a Certificate of Clinical
Competener(CCC) in Audiology or its equiva-
lent for approximately every 75 hearing-
impaited children receiving special instructional
and habilitativi services in the educ.dional .set-
ting.

2. A Director of Audiology (with either N.A. or
Ph.D.) with a CCC in Audiology or its eqUiva-
lent in any program where there are three or
more audiologists. 'The Ph.D. degree is advis..
able in settings committed to a program of re-,,
search.

3. One electronics technician for eviry 100 to 150
hearingimpaired children.

4. One full-time secretarylderk for programs with
three or more individuals on the staff. Part-time
assistance will be needed in programs with one
staff audiologist.

5. One or more audiometricassistants.
6. One cir more consulting otolaryngologists.

-EQUIPMENT

1. One Sound-treated double room for 'programs
with one audiologist and two sound-treated
double room* for each three audiologists em-
ployed. The dimensions of the test rooms
should be sufficiently large to perrnit pediatric
and hearing aid evaluations in the sound field.

2. One two-channel clinical audiometer will be
needed for each sound-treated double room, in-
duding the associated sound-field speakers and
amplifiers.

3. A stock of loaner hearing aids in good working
condition, along with 'extra,corcts, batteries, and'
reteivers. It is assumed that all clkildren will
have their own'hearing aids and that!' dassroom
auditory training units will be available.
Equipment for analyzing the electroacoustic
characteristics of hearing aids and auditory
training systems.

5. Instrumentation for impedance audiometry.
6. A sound level meter and appropriate equipment

for calibration of pure-tone and speech au-
diometers.

7. Ear impression material kit, instamold kit, stock
earmolds, hand grinder,' earmold cleaners, and
other miscellaneous earmold equipment.

10111 DESCRIPTIONS

Audiologist

1. Conduct comprehensive and periodic au-
diological assessments for each child. Younger chil-
dren-should be assessed as often as necessary to es-
tablish consistent, valid measures. Other children
should be tested annually or whenever questions
arise. Newly enrolled hearing-impaired students
should be given a complete audiologic assessment.
Additional audiological aasessments may be needed
when a, new hearing aid is being considered, when
otological examination is positive, when impedance
audiometry Indicates a change in the middle ear
status or when teachers or parents notice a change in
the child's aullitori behavior.

2., Administer specific audiometric measures ap-
propriate to the hearing-impaired child's needs and
status. Children with recurring Middle ear problems
may require only pre- and posttreatment pure-tone
and impedance measures. The audiologist should be
prepared to adfidnister, when indicated, such as-
sessments as: pure-tone audiometry; carefully graded

. speech discrimination measures; middle ear impe-
dance. tests; teleran& and 'comfortable listemng
levels; speechreading tests; combined nrOdality tests;
aided and unaided sound-field measures; elec-
troacoustic analysis of hearing aids; comparative .
hearing aid evaluation; Comparative intelligibilitY
functions under different degrees .of filtering;
binaural versus monapral evaluations; dichotic listen-
ing measures, and diher psychoacoustic measures
that appear appropriate, for example, synthetic for-
mant discriminations, difference limens for frf.
quency, intensity and time, temporal integration, anti,
effects of masking.

3. Advise school administrators and educators
regirding the selection and purchase .of auditory
training equipment, and further be responsible for
the electroacoustic evaluation of such equipmenk
once it is placed within the classroom. Subsequent to '
purchasing such equipment; conduct or provide for
periodic electroacoustic evaluations of it at least once
per school year.

4. Assess and monitor dassroom acoustic$ and
the proper use of amplifying equipment, with con-
sideration of the possible effects upon speec4rder-'
standing.

5. Conduct auditory traiiiing programs for indi-
vidual students or groups, 4sing or developing ap-
propriate materials for the particular children in-
volved. The auditory training program should be
based on the children's auditory status and develop-
ment, and it should be developed in consultation
with classroom teachers. Results .of such programs
should be evaluated and shared with teachers and
others working with the children.

`. 6. Pa 'cipate in and/or conduct speech and Ian- '"
elopment programs based on an auditory

ch.
7. Conduct inservice workshops for teachers and

other staff members on such topics as microphone
technique, intensity and articulation of input speech,
relevance of.linguage to topic, checking hearing aids
deaf, trouble-shooting of hearing aids and classroom
equipment, significance of audiogranr in terms of
acouStics of speech, speech perception, and prosodic
phenomena. Periodic classroom visits and teachrra -
consultations may be considered inservice, training
too.

4 8. Conduct inservice training with electronics
technician on the significance of the audiogram in
relation to the characteristics arid use-of amplification
emupment. Review'electroacoustic data collected by
the technician.

9. Make impressions for earmolds and teach ear-
mold care to all staff members and students.

10. Participate in the admission procedures and
placement procedures. Help develop criteria for early
decisions rega'rding educational methodology to be
employed with each child.

II. Participate in out-patient audiological program
as appropriate in terms of community needs and time
available,

12, Partidpate in parent-guidance and instruc-
tional counseling programs: Swim as a resource per-
sonin such programs to provide information on hear-
ing loss, audiograms, hearing aids, acoustic envi-
ronment, speech and language activities for home
programs.

Ruage
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13. Conduct audiological research witen possible
and discuss its significance with staff and community
leaders. -

'H. Evaluate quality and effectiveness of all aspects
of audiology program.

Electronics Tering Clan

I. Assess the status of hearing aids and classroom
auditory training equipment at least three times dur-
ing each school year.

2. Repair and maintain all auditory amplification
and the speech or language training devices being
used with the hearing-impaired children

3. Assist with audiovisual equipment and vid-
eotape equipment as skills and experience permit.

4. Conduct or assist in the calibration and repair of
au di ometers

5. Develop instrufnentation required for research
proiects and programs of auditory training.

Seaetarylaerk

1: Maintain the records of the audiology program.
2. Answer telephone, make appointments, and

maintain a schedule for each' staff member. -
3. Complete correspondence tasks required for the:

staff members.
4. Perform other tasks required for the operation of

the audiology department under the direction of the
staff members.

Audiometric Assistant

1. perform specific tasks for which they are trained
and supervised on the job by the audiologist in ac-
cordance with the American Speech and Hearing As-
sociation Guidelines on the Role, Training, and Supervi-
sion of Communication Aides adopted in November
1969 (ASHA, 1970).

2. Such tasks might indude the addanistration of
routine audiometric assessments, first-echelon hear-
ing aid maintenance, and acting as a test assistant for
assessing preschool children or children who have
behavior that makes them difficult to test.

Director of Audiology

1, Supervise and administer complete audiology
under the general direction of the school's

dpri3Ta amdminiStrator and on a coordinate basis with
other department hVads in the school.
' 2. Assign or conduct any portion of the program

described above.
3, Participate in community public relations in

terfils of the audiology program.
4. Serve as a liaison with personnel in clinics, col-

leges, and universities a in the public school setting,
using audiological programs. Act as audiology coor-
dinator for any program that feeds children into the
educational setting or into which children are as-

.signed.
5. Supervise audiology practicum when school is

affiliated with a college or university trainingro;
. gram. May teach course work related to audi
servites in an educational setting in the event of such
an affiliation.

6. Direct or delegate reseirch proiects relative to
use of` amplification, effects of auditory (raining, and
communication skills development .
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CHAPTER SEVEN

.Policy Implications
of the Research Findings

I N the preceding chapters, a sustained effort has been
made to present research findings as objec-

tively as possible. Facts rather than opinions have been
collected, and social-science findings rather than anecdotal
evidence have been offered for the reader's consideratiOn.
The time must come, however, when every individual tn-
volved with dearchildren must make some hard decisions.
Policy questions influencing the treatment of individual
deaf children, their families, and their teachers; school sys-
tems;,social'institutions; legislationall may hinge on the
interpretation of research findings. These interpretations,
in turn, must be colored by personal experiences, by
theoretical orientations, and by individual value systems.
In these final pages, I propose,to offer my oWn assessment
of the contemporary issues that I consider central to the
education and habilitation of deaf children. My selection of

these issues', as well as my approach to their resolution, is
based not only on my interpretation of the research find-
ings presented in the preceding chapters, but on my ex-
perience, orientation, and value system as well.

, Chosce of Communication Mode

Despite the thousands of pages that have been written,
the hundreds of arguments that have been joined, the
dozens of research studie§ that have been conducted, the
central issue in the treatment of deafness continues to be

Q,.....-)
.../
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the selection of the preferred mode of commuracation.
Should the communication mode be oral, manual, orsome
combination of both? Depending on Ale response to this
central question, there is a whole series of sub-questions
that can be listed as flowing from the initial response.
Those of us who work in some way with.deatchildren or
adults tend to believe that the question has been
resolvedIn the direCtion of our preference--;-until we are
caught up abruptly, time and again, with the realization
that indeed the argument rages on in both new and recur-
ring forms.

My own conviction is that deaf children with hearing
parents* should be exposed, as soon as their hearing deficif
is discovered, to the combined (Simultaneous) usage of
spoken .and signed English (often referred to as Total
CommunicatiOn). This would seem tobe a simple state-
ment, but it has innumerable ramifications, and needs a
good deal of explanation in order to cover the many ques-
tions and reservations raised by it.

My reading of the literature on 'deafness and Child de-
velopment leads- me,to the conclusion that almost all the
deficits related to deafness are created by deficiencies re-
lated to language and communication. For the deaf child
with normal intellectual potential, educational achieve-
ment should be at grade level if communication or lan-
guage are adequate. There is nothing inherent in a hearing
deficit that should create additional.social or psychological
problems. Deficiencies in communication that create low-
ered understanding of social norms and lowered expecta-
tions of significant others lead to additional problems in
these areas as well.

The major aniument against the early addition of signed
language to the oral-language input that has been tradi-
tionally prescribed by educators has been the notion that

'The treatment of deaf children with deaf parents should be con-
sidered as a separate issue, for reasons that I will give later.
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deaf children would faiVto expend the effort to acquire the
more difficult skills of speech and speechreading if they
were allowed to rely on the easier language of signs. This is
a powerful argument for parents who are anxious that their
hearing-impaired children be given every opportunity for
norMal adult participation in a world that relies on spoken
communication for most interpersonal exchanges. A

It was this question about the possible interference of
'the early use of sign language in the acquisition of spoken
language that led to my own initial research into the de-
velopment of deaf children (Meadow, 196Z 1968). A decade
ago, when that research was conceived and executed, there
were no educational programs using signs with young deaf
children. Thus, no experimental design was possible in
the comparison of the effects of oial-only lid oral-plus
methods: The best design that could be devised was one
where deaf children with deaf parents (exposed to manual
language alone or in combination with spoken language)
were compared in terms of educational achievement and
social and langUage development to deaf children with
hearing parents (exposed to ora) language only in the early
years). This research, along with similar research by others
(Quigley 'and Frisina, 1961; Quigley, 1968; Stuckless, and
Birch, 1966; Vernon and Koh, 1970), demonstrated that deaf
children with deaf parentsperfornied at.least.on the.same
level as deaf children of hearing parents. While these-find-
ings do not demonstrate the positive, value of the addition
of the visual mode, they do indicate that-the use of sign
language does not have a negative effect on the develop-
ment of linguistic, social, and educational skills.

As these various studies became more widely known in
the field of deaf education, many professionals relaxed
their formal strictures against any use of sign languase.
Some began to prescribe sign language for deaf shildren
who had handicaps in addition to a hearing impairment, or ,
to reserve sign language for children who had not-success-

'
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hilly acquired oral skillsby the time they Were six or eight
or ten years old, or to set some limit on the decibel loss for
which the addition of sign language would be seen as ap-
propriate. These, approaches have some built-in darigers
and pitfalls. They delme oral lariguagespeech and
speechreadingas always superior and preferred tO the
use of signed language. Thus, any child who is shifted
from an "oral track" to a "combined". or "simultaneous"
track is defined as an "oral failtue." If the parents have
been oriented and are sommitted to the idea thal oral lan-
guage is both preferred and seen as being insopposition to
signed language rather than Is complementary to it, then
the parents, tcp, 'see both themselves and their child as
failures. No Matter how early the decision to make a
"shift" in educational program comes, parents and child
see or feel the change as a reflection of" their inability to
perform in the optimum modality The dermition of signed
language.as reserved for the leo adequate deaf child has
profound and far-reachhig effects.

Thus far, I have addressed only the question of answer-
ing criticisms oU the early use of sign languageof
eliminating the stigma against sign language for young
deaf children. This, however, is not sufficient. There are
positive reasons for the early introduction of the visual
mode. The most important, perhaps:is that children who
must rely primarily on their vision for learning language
will obviously respond .more quickly to language in the
visual mode. Thdy will underatand their parents more
quickly' and will be able io tespond appropriately to the
messages their parents are transmitting. The early parent-
child bond, increasMgly seen as essential for optimal de-
velopment of social and psychological skills, can grow and
develop in the absence of spoken communication.c Even
deaf children who 'are eventually defined as ."oral duc-

. cesses" lag hi their acquisftion of language. They:and their
parents experience frustratioh stelpming from decreased

:3 '7 1
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communication until the- apeech `alulls are developed. If a
child does, not receive nonnal auditory contact with 'his
environment, either naturally oi through the use of
amplification, this Jag must be present. Otherwise, we
would be consideiing child who is neither deaf nor
hard-of-hearing. The younger the child at the time of dilg-
noels the less likely it is that parents will have felt the press

of the communication deficit. Ifthe basis for communica-

tion is not established early, during this period when Mes-
sages can easily be transmitted with ordinary gestures or
simple, kitosyncratic codes, the fantily cannot hope to con-

tinue to communicate adequately for very long. Soon par-

, ents and child need to refec.to absent .objects, to past or
future events, to feelings and _emotions th-at cannot be ref-

erenced concretely.
Parents and children who are introduced to sign lart

guage initially, at the time of diagnosis, as a means cif.
coping with a hearing handicap gust aea hearing aid is
introducedas a .means of coping with a hearing deficit)

seem to take it as a matter of course. If there is some ques-
tionor some withholding by professionalsAign lan-
guage becomes a dreaded symbol of lack of success, rather
than a potential avenue to mutual understanding, prig-
matic coping, and aid to future development of sKken.
language. This approach answers two questions .that are
frequently voiced in terms of the ivroduction of sign lan-
guage: when should it be introauced, and for which
hearing-iinpaired children? &sin language is viewed as a

support to parent-child Interaction, and as an additional
means to the acquisition of inner language, it will be intro-
duced to any child with a hearing impairment that requires
remediation, and as early as possible.

THE RECOMMENDED FORM Or VISUAL LANGUAGE. Since

sign language has begun to be more accepted in some
quarters 'of deaf education, new arenas for controversy

I.
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have appealed in the varieties of sign that have.developed.
My.,preferenceand again, I am thinking of children from
fartulies -whew spoken English is the norm for communi--
cationAs One of the several forms of sign that make pos-,

:-Aible a precse gloss of English. With the basic assumption
that the ahild's expoture or input dretemxineiftiforms
that his expressive lafiguage eventuilik'tagliriilieems
logical that we should exPose. children to. the. linguistic
form that will make English their 'native langqage. Theie
ire many ramifications to thia issue. howevet Stricily
speaking, there are two systems that give the moat pteciae
gloss for English: One is the Rochestir Method, *hich
consists of finerspelling each and every word that is. spo,
ken. The other is Cued Speech, where each syllable .or
phoneme is -repirented by a discrete hand movenutit.
SoMe parents and children have .used each of these
methods successfully, and l'have no real.theoretical objec-
tion to either of them. Jiowever, in dealing with very
young children, their ability to make the srriall and precise
distinctions in hand and fmger movements that are neces-
Sary for differentiating between many similar hand con-
figurations that, liave differing meanings is limited. This
difficulty in expressive formulations (and perhaps in re-
ceptiVe differentiation as well) make these two approaches
seem to me to be less useful in providing initiallinguistic
input for the very young deaf child 'first acquiring lan-
guage. Again, this 'means a delay foe parents in receii:ing
feedback from the child that. serves as reinforcement for
their ioither linguistic productions.

It k true that this objection (that the complexity of the
_systems creates difficulties for users) can also be raised to
some of the systems of signed English. A very long array of
signs denoting different tenses, endings, possefisives, and
so forth, can become a burden for both parents Dina 'chil-

dren in the process of learning.
Another thing tosonsider in the selection of a system of
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signed English is the attitudes of deaf adults. Again, this
can become a ticklish businessone of balancing the
needs of deaf children, their parents, and the deaf commu-
Tdty. Some deaf adults feel that a system that tampers with
"their" language, that distorts the basic rationale that
American Sign Language follows, poses an insult and a

-..threat to their identity as expressed in their language.
While I do not believe that deaf adults should ultimately be
the ones to decide upon the language form to which deaf
children are exposed (that deciiion is, in the final analysis,
one for the children's parents to make), they have a feel for
visual language that should be tapped. ,Congruence be-
tween artificial and natural sign languages will .help the
deaf child to move back and forth between the deaf and the
hearing communities when he grows older.

One of the determining factors in the selection of a sign
language system by the parents of deaf children is, simply,
the availability of classes for teaching sign language. Many
educational progiams provide teachers of sign language,
.and the -form of sign language. taught is that selected for
use in the educatibnal program. It makes good sense for
parents. to learn the sign, language form that has been
selected by the school system their child will attend. Some
of.these comments regarding optUnal visual language are
certainly, relevant for teachers and .actrninistrators respon-
sible fOr making aiis decision loran eOte system.

Other questions can be raised about the foi:m of sign
language to be used with deaf. children. TheNare a num-
ber of professionals who have suggested . th3t Ameslan
May be the best form, and that hearing parents should be
taught Ameslan at the tiMe of diagnosis. Their arguments
in some cases are-an extension of the points. that I made
IrIthen'l Compared the use of the Rochester Method or Cued
Speech to the use of signed English. That is; Ameslan Is a'
shorter, more compact, ary more easily e'xpresssed and un-
deritood form of language. Ideas can be expressed more
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quickly and less laboriously, the argiment goes. Facial ex-
,

pression and body language are more likely to be incorpo-
rated into communication with Ameslan. My response to
these suggestions is again based on my essential or core
idea that the "best' form of sign language is the one that
hearing parents can learn most quickly and easily and feel
most comfortable in using with their children. Thus, I
would suggest that the sign language that conformsbest to
their own native language (signed English) will conform to
those specifications most easily.

Proponents of Ameslan would bemost vocal in insisting
that it is truly a language, with all the -components that

-other languages have. I am convinced of this also, but I
believe that we are only at the threshold of understanding
what these linguistic features are. Although there have
been a number of advances in the analysis of Ameslin in
recent years, the ability to systematize all the featuresomd
teach parents to incorporate them into their language
productions with their young children is a very complex
task. Thus, we could predict that the hearing parents,
learning Ameslan as a second language themselves, might
well be using a pidgin sign that was quite idiosyncratic. In
contrast, the "rules" for some of the artificial signed En*
glish systems are.quite simple. Once they are internalized,
it is a question of practice. Compared to learning an en-
tirely' different language, this is a much-simpler vomits.

There is no reason why some of the desirableleatures of
Ameslan related to facial and body expressiveness could
not be encouraged in the use of artificial sign language.
Another notion that seems to me tio be important is that
whei hearing parents are just beginning to learn sign, they
will have incomplete vocabularies and an incomplete grasp
of the "rules" of the artificial system. Thus, when "tele-
scopic" or incomplete sentences and language are most
appropriatethat is, duiing the early months or years
of the child's language learningihe parents will, by ne-

'
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cessity be ubing a telescopic kind of communication:
However, bytb.e time the child "needs" more corn-
plistevsentence input, the parents could be eguiPped to
pnwide it.

THE, IMPORTANCE OP EARLY LANGUAGE INTERVENTION.
There 'are'a number of reasons for my emphasis on the
importance of early language acquisition. Arguments over
the "critical age" for the acquisition of language, in terms
of 'biological development, have waxed and waned over
the past ten years. Deaf children wile) have been exposed
to consistent language after the age of three years and have
successfully acquired fluency would tend to provide nega-
tive evidence for the biological theory However, even if we
assume truit children who acquire language late can "catch
up," both linguistically and cognitively, there is still the
question of their need to "catch ur on the social and
emotional tasks that are gained through symbolic interac- *
tion (the use of language) with their parents.

Even if deaf children could be given those social and
emotional skills in the absence of language (and there are
those who argue that they could not), we must still deal
with the question of parental expectations and orientations
toward ways of dealing with their young children. If par-
ents are accustomed to dealing with young children ver-
bally, and expect language to be a major channel for play
and enjoyment, for socialization and the setting of limits,
and for the expression of affection and pleasure, the par-
ents may be less able than the children to shift to nonverbal
communication. Just as there may.be an pptimum age or
stage for a child to acquire language, there may be an op-
timum age or stage of parenthood for language to be
transmitted. to a child. Obviously this is_ in terms of emo-
tional expectations about parenthood, and expectations
about a child's response to the parents.

Another reason fqr emphasizing the importance of early
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language here is. that parents are more likely to be moti-
vated to learn sign if they begin when their children are still
very young. Sign language skills do not develop overnight.
While it is probably easier to learn sign language that is
based on English than it is to learn a completely different
second language, it usually takes several years for an indi-
vidual to become highly fluent, unless he or she has daily
contact with adult signers. Thus, if parents begin to learn
after theit children are fluent, they may feel inadequate
and lose their Motivation for learning.

..
THE NEED FOR EARLY PARENT COUNSELING. At various

places in the preceding chapters, we have referred to the
emotional impact on parents of having their child diag-tanosed as eaf. Grief, anger, guilt, sorrow, and despair are
emotions t parents often. experience in the early stages
of their encounters with a handicap. People who are suffer-
ing from these kinds of emotions frequently are unable to
function at top efficiency Professionals who are attempting
to orient parents to the need for leiirning sign language, as
well as fitting hearing aids, providing speech training, and
other needed habilitation efforts, must be prepared to deal
with parents' feelihgs about the child's handicap. Perharis
one of the major ingredients of a successful early education
program is a staff of people trained in coping with the
emotional responses of parents. Some parents are unable
to "hear" the educational. prescriptions of teachers for
weeks or even months, until they have begun to sort out
their thoughts and emotions about the diagnosis. Lnless
teachers are trained jo expect this reaction and are -
pared to deal with it (often by Waiting until parents
really ready to hear what is being said about language),
both parents and teachers Will be frustrated in their efforts
to establish an optimum environment for thtdeaf child'sa

development. Some of the most -succeisful preschoOl
teachers of deaf children are those who are Willing to listen

\
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week after week to parvt; eXpressing their disappoint-
atent, anger, and sadness. Oçily then can the speech and
language lessons proceed. Sf me educators feel that this
listening process should be f filleclby a tiained counselor.
Even if the supply of counselors were great enough to meet
the needs of parents, there wduld still be some question irt
my mind about the desirability of splitting completely the
functions of preschool teaching and parent oounseling. I
would prefer to see mental health professionals available to
teachers to help them in handling situationsdin the bAt
pdssible way, and also to provide the teachers with needed
plief for their own emotions after dealing with the pain
land sorrow of parents.

TOTAL COMMUNICATION: WHAT 15 IT, WHAT SHOULD IT
Bs? Total Communication means manydifferent things to
different people. To some, it appears to,be the old. "simul7
tineous methOcl"sin a new guise. To others, it promises the
dawning of a new daji' in deaf education, which will result
in:miraculous language and educationaSshievement for
all deaf children. ,,Some piefer to call it a "philosophy':
rather than a. "method." In recommending 'Total Corn-
Munication as the preferred approach to the education of

eaf children, I consider it to mean the early, consistent,
multaneous use' of spoken and sigried English by all
ignificant others in the deaf child's ehvironment. This
efinition sets Total Communication apart from the old
'simultaneous approach" because it uses one o( the

wer sign language systems with English grammatical
rid Syntactical markers, it is introduced during the
arty months or years of the deaf child's life (rather than
t age kx or age thirteen, asin residential schools); and

use it assumes that parents and sibiings, as well as
hers will use this means of communicatiop with the
f child. The inclusion of "consistent" in this definition

plies that all communication addressed to the Child,
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or made in his or her presence, will be bimodal. The
communicatkm_ can be simplified, but not by dropping ,
one of the other. modality. Simplifiedlanguage might tali,
the form of shortened phrases or "baby tilk," brit at al!
times, and for every message, the child mug be given the
opportunity to respond to either "peach or sign or both.
This approach does rrt rule out the addition of gesture,
or pantomime, or writing if theie are useful in stimulht7,
ing. understanding and communication. However/ the
maior thrust" is toward prOviding a systematic language,
Model that will enable and encourage the deaf child to
Use any and all of his or her capabilities in acquiring Ian- .

1 guage and meaning. ,,

Tttis approach and recommendation have, drveloped -

from observing children at the University of Califotcnia, San
Francisco (as described in Chapter 'IWO. The 'Children who
were exposed to this "optimum" language enviran-
ment--7 which Inchided the introduirtiond signs_with spo-
ken Inguage no later than three yeari of age, and as early:
as eighteen months of age, consistent and careful amplifi;
cation, a program of counseling forl parents, and intensive
support servicesacquired language th Much the same
way as hearing children.Rdo, anctat very similar rates.
Parent-child interaction was marked by enjoyment and by
the communication of meanine lt must be noted that these
children: had varying degrees of residual hearing (ham
moderate to3 Profound healing lois) but that 'none had
handicapping conditions in addition to deafness. All had
received adequate Medical attention and were fortunate in
having parents who were' very Muih involved in their de-
velopment and committed to .working closely with them
and with the helping professionals.

In contrast, deaf children who enter kindergarten or first
grade With no meaningful linguistic system, 'with" addi-
tional 'handicapping problems, with busy or non-involved
parents, present a pictuT which ilready calls for remedi-
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ation for rehabilitation rather than habilitation. Whether
this same kind of language approach is optimum for these
children is an open question. If they are bright and aware
of their environment, they may well have developed their
own esoteric language or gestural system. They may have
focused on a "set" modality that makesbimodal communi-
cation distracting rather than helpful for them. Or they
may be so far past the optimal age for language learning
that grossly recluced goals must be accepted for them.
These are researchable questions, and should receive at-
tention by pffifessionals interested in the welfare of deaf
children.

LANGUAGE FOR DEAF CHILDREN OF DEAF PARENTS. Ear-
lier, it was suggested that signed English rather than
American Sign Language was the preferred approach for
deaf children with hearing parents. One reason for this
was the greater ease with which English-speaking parents
could be expected to learn signed English. Another reason
is that parents should not be asked or expected to socialize
their children in a language that is "foreign" to them.
One's language is very much a part of ones identity. If we
ask parents to communicate an identity different from their
own, it is tantamount to suggesting that their identities are
inferior, or that their children are destined to be foreign to
them. The same kind of reasoning holdsfor deaf parents. If
they normally use American Sign Language at home in
communicating with each other and with other family
members, they should nor be asked or expected to use
different language forty. signed Englishwith a
deaf son or daughtef The ease of parent-child communica-
tion, the increased possibilities for pleasure in pareot-child
interaction, should take precedence over any possible
suggestion of the value of signed English for later educa-
tional achievement.

3 7:i
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Some deaf parents will be interested in adding signed
English to their family's repertoire in-the interest of giving
their child a "head start" in the language that will probably
be used in the classroom. Teachers need to handle requests
to and from deaf families with care. Probably the most
beneficial advice that can be given to deaf families is to
encourage them to communicate more with their deaf child,
rather than "differently." It is my impressi at-
titudes about American Sign Language will continue too
plague deaf adults for many years to come. American Sign
Languige (Ameslan) has come into its own in the recent
past. Attention from linguists has given it a mantle of re-
spectability as a complex and subtle language with a
grammar and syntax appropriate for the visual modality..
The growing sense of pride within the deaf community has
increased the official respect that Ameslan commands.
However, for many deaf adults who grew up with a deep
sense of inferiority about their communication modes
old attitudes ancl values die hard. They continue to
apologize for their, linguistic system,''ind to' feel that the
use 'of Ameslan will damage the future ability of their deaf
children.to acquire English and to succeed academically.

Erting (1978) suggests that the presence of a deaf adult in
the educational setting gives deaf children "an opportunity,.
to learn and use a variety of communicative skills that pill
be important to them in settings outside the classroom,
especially those that involve members of the deaf eth-
nolinguistic group" (p. 147). She emphasizes that this is
particularly important for deaf children of deaf parents,
who are accustomed to the use of Ameslan at home. Ob-
servations in a preschool classroom indicated that both the
children and the deaf teacher's aide used code-switching,
from Ameslan to signed English, depending on the formal-
ity or informality of the situation. Erting suggests the use
of a bilingual model in approaching the education of deal
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children. The presence of the natiye siper in the classroom
enabled more accurate interpretations of the children's
signed language productions. 1

., .-
, .

While the hearing teacher supplied information in
signed English during the structured lessons, the deaf
children whose native language was Aineslan were
able to conduct extended interchanges with the deaf
aide,.providing them with a clarification of the subject
matter, with language experience and practiCe, and
with the possibility of a greater satisfaction in ternis of

'-7-- the-: rsonal functions of communication. 'At the
_ same time, all of the children were being exposed to

an adult model who iaentified herself as deaf too and
functioned as a member orthe.deaf ethnolinguistic
group--ras well as functioning, 7Witit,the hearing
teacher, as a member of the wider society thrbugh her,

' use of signed English (Erting, 1978, p. 148). 2

lt is my guess tharwe- neither understand nor appreciate
the extreme influence that linguistic attitudes play in creat-,
ing the linguistic environments of the deaf children of deaf
parents, because of ,the way their parents have learned to
devalue their own language. That the systematic conipari-
'sons of grotips of deaf children with deaf and with hearing
parents have continually favored those with deaf parents
probably represents a much greater achievement than we
realize. Many of these parents did not themselves experi-
ence a rich lingui4tic environment when they were small,
a a therefore may v;ell be blocked in establishing this with
t ell-own children because they do not have the experi-
enceeither conscious or unconsciouson which to
draw in their interaction with their own children.

Fin;lly, for all deaf children, whether their parents be
hearing or deaf, my interpretation of the research findings
on linguistic deyelopment suggests that the best applied
language approach is the one that creates the greatest pos-
sibilities for early, retaxed, meaningful communication be-

i
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tween- the children and their parents. Furthermore, it
seems to me that for hearing parents, this goal can best be
achieved through Total Communication. For deaf paients,
more individualized recommendations are needed, de-
pending on families: most comfortable linguistic style. In
thil way,, l believe that optimal cognitive, sqpial, and

- psychological development are more likely to be achieved.

Deaf Education and. Socialthange .

Change seems to come very slowly to deaf education.
The same mighi b-e said of the field of education generally,1

but lvtiat is true for the general field is doubly true where
hearing-impaired children are concerned.- Many changes

' that are seen in the general field may appear ten years later
in deaf education. This could be Beneficial.if educators of
deaf children learned from the mistakes mile in earlier
developmenis among'the general population, but, sadly,
this does not seem to be the case. What are some of the
reasons for this state of affairs? The oral-manual con-
troversy in deaf education has been called the 'fivo-
Hundred Years War. Itt my opinion, the bitterness With
which this battle has raged (and it still continues) has
'sapped the energies of deaf educhtors. If teachers must
continue fo justify thein methods, if administrators' are
constantly on the defensive with each new generation of
students and parents, there is that much less energy avail-
able to go toward the investigation of new- educational
developments, lo the consideration of new research find-
ings, and to creative thinking for the improyement of cur-

,rent programs.

THE HISTORICAL ISOLATION AND' INBREEDING OP Ram-
DENTIAL ScHooLs. For many years, the state .residendal
schools _for the deaf exerted great influence on the field of
deaf education. A small clique' controlled thet selection of
new school superintehdents, who wielded great power.

'3by
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Sometimes these administrative offices were even passed
from father to son. Change does not come easily in this
kind of traditional sltitation, where a very small group
makes' many major decisions. The_ major center for the
training of teachers (who eventually become adminis-
trators) was for many Years Gallaudet College. Graduation
from the college was an acknowledged prerequisite for ad-
vancing in the field of deaf education, and many hiring
decisions were influenced by officials in the college.

Slowly, this situation is changing, and with the changes
come. new developments in deaf education generally. The
picture is instructive both for understanding deaf educa-
tion and for gaining insight tb the nature of social change
as well.

In the 'early days, yery few hearing people knew sign
language. Most of those who did were the children or sib-'
lings of deaf people. Knowledge of sign language was
necessary for a teacher or administrator of a residential
school, and therefore the pool from which these officials
could be selected was very small. Great power was held in
the handle a few. Today, sign language is becoming more-

.
and more popular. Classes are taught in metropolitan
areas,rand in many smaller urban and even rural settings as
well. The pool for possible administrators has expanded,

4

and no longer.does a very small group control the business
of deaf education.

In earlier times, residential schools, and even Gallaudet
College, were organized as systems of benevolent pater-
nalism. -Decisions were made about the education of deaf
children by hearing adults rather than by deaf adults: To
some extent, this situation has been self-perpetuating:
thoie who are not allowed to Make decisions become defi-
cient in that ability. Thus the situation in deaf education
Was a reflection of the sheltered position of deaf people
generally. The general situation of the deaf community has
impmved in recent years. The quality of education has

3b1
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increased; more deaf persons have become qualified as
professionals in all fields, including education. Each small
improvement in the general position of the deaf commu-
nity has lessened the isolation of the residential schools
and Of deaf education generally.

As deaf people have become their own spokesmen for
social change, the speed of legislative change has in-.
creased. Gallaudet College is no longer the only place
where deaf studenfs can acquive higher education. They
may now attend the National Technical Institute for the,
Deaf in Rochester, New York, programs at California State
University Northridge, or numerous smaller programs
scattered across the country This dispersion of resources
would seem to be a healthy development.

189

THE "BENEVOLENT MOTIVATION" OF DEAF EDUCATORS...

Historically, wolf( with handicapped people' has been
viewed as spiritual service. It is no accident that the early
teachers of the deaf (snch as Abbé de l'Epee) were priests
who saw their ministry as an attempt to shepherd the
"heathen" into the fold of the Lord. Many chuiches today
see their deaf parishes as "missions." The social work with
the deaf in Britain is primarily ccomplished by Missioners
thmughTh,e Church of Engl d. This service orientation
has negative as well.as posi 'ye effects on ihe educafisinal
scene:Among the positive aspects are, obviously, the self-
less dedication that many teachers and administrators.
have to their work. lkaditionally, -salaries for teachers in
special education have been lower than for teachers in
ordinary classmoms, and deaf children have gained tht
benefit of thd dedication that their teachers have been
willing to exert kir lower than average pay. However, in
the long tun, this orientation can result in less obvious dis-
advantages. After a certain period of time, people Who
are underpaid, even if their, inifial choice was made with
the full knowledge and understanding of the relative coas-

t .
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pensation scale, may feel slighted or even exploited:The
most ambitious (and possibly most highly qualified) pro-
fessionals may 'move to positions Where the work is
less frustrating, more highly paid, and less difficult.
There is a tendency for ev.eryone', in the field to have at
least a covert attitude that work with handicapped, chil-
dren should involve a higher level of commitment than
other kinds of work. Eventually these higher expectations
can lead to bitterness and lack of job satisfaction.

CONTINUINGLOw EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OF DEAF
CHILDREN. One of the most frequently cited facts about
deaf,students is their persistent achievement far below the
levels (of age mates without hearing impairments. Lan-
guage dep*ation with attendant social and emotional
(experiential) handicapping is recognized as the basis for
the lower achievement. However, for teachers who work
daily with children, with the purpose of helping them to
become academically equipped to take their places in a
career world that is geared to high educational achieve-
ment, the situation of low achievement becomes frustrat-
ing, discou'raging, brid depressing tt is my belief that this
low achievement level can lead to "professional depres-
sion" for teachers, and to a climate where change is less
welcome because so many things have been tried "to no
avail." Thus there is a circular effect: low achievement leads
to low expectations that lead to lowered acceptance of new
ideas. In sOite of this pessimistic analysis, I feel that many
recent developments have begun to break this self-
defeating cycle. Movements toward community action led
1:0y deaf persons. Increasirig opportunities for deaf persons
in high-status positions, greater attention to the deaf
community by federal agenciesany and all of these de-
velopments can break into the cycle and help to turn deaf
education into a new and more promising direction.

1 fr
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MAINSTREAMING FOR Dada CHILDREN: Tin PROS AND
CONS. MaMstreaming, which means the inclusion of deaf
children (and children with other handicapping condi-
tions) in classroom?' with non-handicapped peers, has
been called the most important issue. in deaf education
today. The'passage of Public Law 94-142 haibrought much
attention to it recently, but in deaf education the issue was
raised long ago, and today's arguments have been dis-
cussed for many years in relation to day schools versus
residential schools and "segregated settings" versus-"inte-
grated settings." There are many versions of mainstream-
ing pohcies, and it is important .to separate them Any
consideration &pros and cons of the Auestion,

There are two extremes, in contrasting educational set-
tings: one cynsists of full-time placement in a residential
school for deaf children where all students are deaf, and.
where the deaf child lives in a dormitory and attends
classes with other deaf students, seeing hearing family
members and peers no more frequently than during week-
end visits home. The other extreme is full-time placement
in the neighborhood school closest to the deaf child's
home, where he or she may be the only child with a hear-
ing impairment in his or her classroom, or indeed in the
entire school. Some variations of this arrangement might
includt visits from itinerant specialists for tutoring or
speech therapy, and the provision of a full-Nme interpreter
if the deaf child depends on Total Communication. An
older variant of "integration" for deaf children is the provi-
sion of a trained teacher of the deaf for a small group of
deaf children in a special classroom within an ordinary
school. This "day class" arrangement is a model that has
been extant for many years. Deaf children would often
participate with hearing, peers in non-academic classes
such as home economics, physical education, and art.
They would have opportunities to interact with non-deaf
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students at lunchtime and during recess. Small class"size
and individualized attention were possible. However, the
age range in these classrooms, as well as the range in abil-
ity or academic achievement level, is often very wide. This
can mean that the deaf child has no true peers against
whom to measure or pit his skills'or to look forintellectual
stimulation or companionship. In the larger age pools of
day schools or residential schools, it is possible to group
students on the basis of age or ability or both, thus using
teaching time and student self-help,models more success-
fully than in settings where numbers of deaf students are
very small.

There is still another kind of educational prescription
available to some deaf children. This is found in the experi-
ence of the deaf child who is mainstreamed and who is the
only handicapped child in his neighborhood school. For
some parents and educators, tit's model is the idealthe
goal toward which early education and training are di-
rected from infancy onward. It is true that this situation
most nearly approximates the appearance of normaliza-
tion. The deaf child can lime at home rather than traveling
to a residential school, where he must live in a dormitory
rather than growing up in a full-time family setting. He
does not have the tiring experience of traveling long dis-
tances on a schoolbus in order to get to the special school.

Classmates live nearby rather than being scattered
throughout an urban or a metropolitan area. This means
'that after-school playmates are more readily at hand.
Neighborhood children of the same age are known through
the classroom and supposedly are more available for after-
school play. Tile deaf child has the positive experience of
sharing school and teachers with older and younger sib-
lings. Parents can devote all their energies to one school
rather than dividing time and effort between schools where
deaf and hearing brothers and sisters attend. The deaf
child is not singled out for special tmatment and made to
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feel different from' neighborhood friends and siblings.
These are some of the advantages of mainstreaming or in-
tegration, if it works in the ideal manner envisaged by its
proponents. Unfortunately, however, reality is frequently
very different from the ideal.

In the real situation, the deaf child is often overwhelmed
in a large gmup of classmates. For many years, educators
of deaf children have been working to reduce the size of
classes in which deaf youngsters are taught. A class size of
ten was once considered to be a goal toward which to
work; then seven became the norm in most states. Now Mx
or even hve deaf children are considered to be the most
that a special education teacher can handle comfortably.
The mainstreamed deaf child is deposited in a classroom
with 25 or 30 other children. Instead of a teacher who has
been specifically trained to work with children with hear-
ing handicaps, the teacher in the mainstreamed child's
classroom may never have seen a deaf child before, and
may have had absolutely no orientation in what to expect
or how-to respond. Integration of any kind requires com-
munication. Acceptance is based on more than good will. It
comes from comfortable interaction. Too often, this easy
interaction between a deaf child and hearing classmates is
a difficult ind perhaps unrealized dream. Foryounger deaf
children, this interaction may cqtne mOre easily, especially
if the deaf child is outgoing. Tlie games and activities of
younger children are less likely to be based on language._
As children\ become older, their activities are less physical,
and deaf children have a more difficult time keeping up.
Interaction becomes more and more difficult, communica-
tion more and more strained. The difficulties that deaf
children feel ifl a situation where there is only one child
who is "differ:0" --because he wears a heating aid, has
unusual speecti, and does not understand spoken met-
sages as quickly as othen,cin create extreme difficulties
of self-image and social development.
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The thrust toward mainstreaming has come..primarily
from the effort to provide mildly mentally retarded children
with needed opportunities for placement in regular
classes. This thrust, in turn, came to some extent from

persons who were concerned (and rightly so) with the
large numbers of ethnic and racial minority children who
were labeled retarded because they were culturally differ-
ent and because they received low scores on intelligence
,tests that were designed for children from the middle-class
majority culture. The efforts to encourage greater oppor-
tunities for these children should not have the unintended
consequences of forcing deaf children into classrooms
where they cannot get the special help they need from
teachers who have been trained in special methods to help
them to overcome their handicap. It should not be as-
sumed automatically that the classroom in the neighbor-
hood school with a single handicapped youngster is the
"least restrictive environment." For some handicapped
children this is in fact the "most restrictive environment."

BUILDING SOCIAL SKILLS IN DEAF CHILDREN. ODe Of the

most encouraging developments on the contemporary
scene of deaf education is the growing realization by
teachers and administrators that one of the major needs of

deaf children is help in making tip their experiential..
deficiencies, and the provision of opportunities for de-.
veloping social skills that ire necessary for happy and pip-
ductive lives. For many years this area was neglected, at
the expense of "pouring in" language in a structured way.
There is some movement away from this heavily structured
approach today, and some additional possibilities for crea-
tive work in classrooms are being offered to deaf children.
Perhaps as much as anything else, these developments
show promise of helping to close the gap between deaf and
hearing children in adjustment to modern living. Although
there are exciting programs being offered in many schools
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across the country .1 am most familiar with those at the
Kendall Demonstration Elementary School of Gallaudet
College, and will use them to illustrate briefly some of the
concepts that show great promise for the future..

One program that has created a great deal of positive
comment is based on group counseling for young deaf
children. Often, the youngsters have had few oppor-
tunities to interact in a structured give-and-take discus-
sion outside the classroom. Counselors have experimented
with the. development of group skills, stressing construc-
tive discussions that encourage the expression of feelings
(Gawlick, McAleer, and Ozer, 1976). Based on a series of
materials created bY Dinkmeyer called Developing Under-
standing of Self and Others ipUS0), one theme that is
stressed is an appreciation of diffmences and positive feel-
ings about the self. The growing abilities of sbc- to ten-
year-old students to use the group sessions, to ask for
more exposure to "DUSO" the talking dolphin, and to sign
up for individual counseling sessions, attests to the success
of this kind oPpmgram.

Another approach to the-development of social skills is
the use of Career Education materials. While4n older ate
groups these materials are vocational or pre-vocational, for
younger children they are geared toward teaching children
they crin exert an influence on their own lives by con-
sciously choosing between alternatives and working to-
ward a goal. These materials have been developed and
tried in the classroom 'by groups of Kpdairteachers in
conjunction with staff members at Ohio State University

A third project that has exciting possibilities for increas-
ing social development has been labeled "survival skills"
and emphasizes helping deaf chilcIren to manage %%ell in
the community,by giving them practice in interaction with
strangers.

Projects encouraging ilea students to take responsibility
for others lesi fortunate than themselves, to participate in
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community affairs, and to take responsibility far providing
some of their own funds for class trips thmugh money-
raising projects are other examples of ways in which
teachers and schools can help to establish a sense of social
responsibility that comes from experience.

SOSO FORGOTTEN SUB-GROUPS OF NAP CHILDREN. The
language and educational problems of the majority of deaf
children are so great, and have remained unsolved -for so
long, that there is a tendency among those involved with
deaf education and _rehabilitation to be less concerned with
more difficult sub-groups than might otherwise be the
case. Another reason for this lack of concern is the small-
ness of the total numbers of children involved. When the
total number of deaf children is only 1 percent of the
school-age population, providing specialized services for
smaller numbers of special groups within the total deaf
group &comes even more diffitult.

I am thinking of deaf children who come from homes
where the language spoken is Spanish, Chinese, or some
other non-English spoken system. I am thinking Of deaf
children who have some other physical handicap, such as
blindness or 'cerebral palsy, in addition to their auditory
handicapor who are mentally retarded or emotionally
disturbed. I am thinking of children whose families do not
belong to the majority white middle-class culture, or who
come from isolated rural areas, oit from families whose re-
sources are extremely limited. It is these families who are
most likely to be excluded from the advantages of adequate
medical care, and their children who are least likely to be
diagnosed for congenital handicapping" conditions. Thus,
the first and most helpful program for these children
would be a truly effective "child find" to identify babies
with auditory handicaps in the first months of life. Public
Law 94-142 was aimed primarily at these kinds of children,
and we hope that they will begin to get the additional
attention they need as a result of its provisions.

Another group of deaf children that is neglected consists
of the gifted. Gifted deaf children are those who perform at
or above the level of their hearing peers. They may be
capable of these elevated performances because of superior
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intelligence, or because they were ekposed to language
very early (either because their parents are deaf or because
their hearing parents pmvided input in a visual mode).
At the present time, these children are so few in numbers
that they do not fit into existing programs for hearing-
handicapped children. Thus, another discouraging and
frustrating experience that parents have is that of trying to
find an appmpriate school program for a deaf child who
does too well. Hopefully, we will begin to see new ways of
dealing with these kinds of sub-groups in the future.

THE INFLUENCE OP Du" Atoms AS ROLE MODELS. It iS
my bias that life is richer for people who are capable and
comfortable in interacting with, litany different kint of
groups, for people who can move easily front one commu-
nity orsUbculture to another. This is true for deaf persons
as-well as for hearing persons. It ismy impreasion that the
most effective leaders in the deaf communitythose who
have the most influence and have been the most successful
in promoting change that leads to greater opportunities for
deaf personsare those deaf persons who have fluent
command, of spoken and signed English and Ameslan.
Many of these talented persons have achieved positions of
great influence, and deaf leaders are increasingly taking
precedence over hearing persons in affairs that are impor-
tant to the deaf community This is a sign of the coming of
age of the deaf community and has all kinds of positive
reverberations. As more and more deaf persons ichieve
eminence through their own efforts and through increashag
opportunities for participation in the majority culture,
there are more and more deaf adults who are available to
young deaf students as mle models. AI so, in spite of the
many discouraging obstacles to the linguistic, cognitive,
social, and psychologkal development of deaf children,
the future of these children begins to look brighter.
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Serving the
Communicatively Handicapped

Mentally Retarded
Individual

Position
Statement

The following position statement, drafted by the Committeeon Mental
Retardation/Developmental Disabilities, was adoPted as an official statement of
the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association by its Legislative Council
in November 1981 (LC 25-81). Members of the Committee responsible fdr the
development of the paper include: Christie'12. Barkost; Regina Carpenter;
Charles Diggs (ex officio); Marilyn Kramer; Corinne C. Lee; Joseph G.
McLaughlin; Carl Parsons; Alan Sietel; Eugene Shea ley; and Carol Lynn
Waryas (Chair, 1979-1981). Contributions of David Yoder, Vice President for
Clinical Affairs, 1979-1981 James Caccamo, former ASHA Liaison to the
American Association on Mental Deficiency; and Lorraine Cole and Stan
Dub Make, former ex officio members of the Committee, are also
ecknowledged.

WHEREAS, communicatively handicapped mentally retarded !Arsons have been largely underservd in the

areas of speech, language, and hearing evaluation and intervention, and

WHEREAS, current legislation, as well as ethical and moral considerations, mandate the provision of needed

communication services to all handicapped individuals, and
WHEREAS, tedhnblogic and methodologic advances have been made which support the extension of

communication services to this population, and

WHEREAS, appropriately certified speech-language pathologists and audiologists should have the primary
responsibility for meeting the communication needs of mentally retarded individuals; therefore

RESOLVED, That the American Speech-Language-HearingAssociation adopt "Serving the Communicatively

Handicapped Mentally Retardd individuaras the recognized position of the Association.

Recognizing the unique needs of
individuals who are mentally
retarded, the American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association (ASHA)
established the Committee on Mental
RetardatIon/Developmentai
Disabilities. The committee's charge Is
to "study, explore, collect, and
disseminate information about mental
retardation pertinent to the interests
of speech-language pathology and
audiology" (Asha, 1981, p. 38). The
committee has formulated and
presents herein a position statement
concerning the communication of
mentally retarded persons and
speech, language, end hearing
professionals. This statement primarily
concerns mentally retarded persons,
but it also has relevance to
developmentally disabled persons not
encompassed In the definitions of
mental retardation (Se* Definitions
and General information).

The majority of persons labeled as
mentally retarded have significant
communication handicaps (Bensberg
and Sigeiman, 1978). Historically, this
population has been underserved
(Schifanl, Anderson, and Odle, 1980),
but service expansion is evident as a
result of legislation, litigation and
ethical and moral considerations.
Services must now be provided to
mentally retarded persons regardless
of age, handicapping conditIon(s), or
functioning level within a variety of
"lettings consonant with the 4

IndMdual's need for the least
restrictive environment. These settings
include public and private institutions,
day and home-care facilities,
rehabilitation centers, sheltered
workshops and educational agencies.
The mentally retarded should receive
xtensive speech, language, and
hearing services provided by qualified
specialists who can use a variety of
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service delivery models within an
kiterdisciplinary environment.

Historical Perspective
Prior to the 1980s, private groups

snd federal and state governments
showed little interest in services for
the mentally retarded. Few
professions were employed to provide
speech, language, and hearing
services to mentally retarded people.
The prevalQng attitude was that
mentally retitrded people did not
benefit from such services (Matthews.
1957, 1971; Perkins, 1971; West,
Kennedy, and Carr,.19415).

During the 1980s, programs.for the
mentally retarded received
considerable impetus. The New
Frontier and Great Society programs
of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson,
as well as the growing "community
conscience" of the American pedple,
fostered the notion that mentally
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retarded people should receive more
services.

Legislation and philanthropic
foundations provided funds to explore
the needs, nature, and suitability of
services for this population. In 1967,
Congress authorized funds for the
Bureau of EducatiOn for the
Handicapped (BEH) within the
Department of Health. Education and
Welfare. Through .BEH, funds were
allocated to the states to develop and
provide educational programs for the
handicapped. During the 1960s and
1970s: professionals in speech-
language pathology and audiology
investigated the incidence, nature,
type, and severity of communication
disorders cif the mentally retarded
and explored methods of assessment
and developed intervention programs
that could be utilized with these
individuals.

The legislation of the 1970s focused
on delivery of services to
handicepped individuals. Public Law
(PL) 93-380 (Education Amendments
of 1974), PL 94-142 (The Education
for All Handicapped Children Act of
1975), and Section 504 of PL 93-112
(Rehabilitation Act of 1973) mandated
far-reaching changes in services to
the mentally retarded population.
Collectively, these laws required the
provision of needed services to all
handicapped persons in the least
restrictive environment. As a result,
multiply handicapped and mentally
retarded persons of all ages have now
been targeted for speech, language,
and hearing services in nontraditional
facilities where such services were riot
previously available.

Matthews (1971) stated that. "The
literature does contain studies
showing the effectiveness of speech
and language therapy with the
mentally retarded.... (p. 814)"
Although more recent research efforts
have demonstrated even greater
promises for improving the quality of
speech, language, and hearing
services for the mentally retarded, a
substantial information gap still exists.
In a survey completed in 1974.
Parsons and Keane (1977), found that
only 24% of 197 training programs
offered coursework dealing with the
communication problems of the
mentally retarded.

ASHA's awareness of the changing
scope of professional services and the
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educational information gap that exists
has been reflected in position
statements on language disorders
(Asha, 1975), learning disabilities
(Asha, 1976); find nonspeech
communication (Asha, 1981). The
proposals set forth in those
documents will improve the quality of
services to the mentally retarded but
are not sufficient by themselves.
Therefore, the following position
statement reflects the position of
ASHA in relation to the
communicatively handicapped
mentally retarded population.

Definitions and
General Information

Mental. Retardation. The American
Association on Mental Deficiency
(AAMD) defines mental retardation as:

. significantly subaverage general
intellectual functioning existing
concurrently with deficits in adaptive
behavior, and manifested during the
development& period (Grossman,
1977, p. 11).

Mental retardation, as defined,
denotes a level of behavioral
performance without reference to
etiology; thus, an attempt la made to
describe current behavior without
implying a prognosis.

Incidence. About six and one-half
million people in the United States, or
3% of the population, are estimated to
be mentally retarded (Bensberg and
Sigelman, 1976). The majority of them
exhibit speech, language, and/or
hearing handicaps (Keane, 1972:
Matthews, 1971; Spradlin, 1963).*The
severity of the speech and/or
language problem Ls highly
correlated with cognitive function and
measured intelligence, but the
correlation does not show a cause

and effect relation (Bangs, 1942;
Matthews, 1957, 1971; Perkins, 1971;
Schlanger, 1953).

Levels of Mental Retardation.
Categories of intellectual functioning
or measured intelligence frequently
cited in connection with speech and
language deficits appear in Table 1.

Speech and Language Deficits.
Deficits in speech and language ire
en Integral part of the composite
disabilities of the mentally retarded
person. Nevertheless, the literature Is
replete with evidence of
communication behavior being taught
and remediated at all levels of mental
retardation (Barton, 1970; Bricker,
1972; Bricker and Bricker, 1970a,
1970b, 1972, 1978; Carrier, 1974;
Guess, Sailor, Rutherford, and Baer,
1970; Harris-Vanderheiden, BroWn,
Mackenzie, Relmen, and Scheibe!,
1975; Hartung, 1970; Kent, 1972:
Longhurst, 1972; Marshall and
Hegrenes, 1972: McLean, 1978;
McLean and McLean, 4174; McLean,
Yoder, aqd Schiefelbusdh, 1979;
Miller an Yoder, 1972; Odom,
Longhuist, d Boatman, 1973; Sailor,
Guess, and B er, 1973; Schiefelbusch,
1978; Schuma r and Sherman,
1970; Stremel, 1 2; Stremel and
Waryas, 1974; Stri el and Wetherby,
1973; Waryas and S emel-Campbell,
1978). Types of speec and language'
problems found in the tarded
population are similar to e in
nonretarded populations, at is,
disorders of voice, fluency,
articulation, comprehension
production of language, etc.

Hearing Deficits. Hearing loss
among the large number of
concomitant problems, such u
perceptual, motor, and other sensory
disabilities, which further interfere

Table 1.
Levels-of Mental Retardation and Associated Ranges of

Intelligence Quotients.

Level of Mental
Retardation

Mild
Moderate
Severe
Profound

Obtained Intelligence
Stanford-Binet
and Cattail

67-52
51-36
35-20
19 and
below

Quotient
Wechsler
Scales

69-55
54-40
39-25'
24 and
below'

'Extrapolated
Adapted from Grossman (1977), p. 19
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with the communication of mentally
retarded persOns. The high incidence.
of hearing loss among retarded
peOple (Lloyd, 1970, 1973, 1976;
Lloyd and Moore, 1972) often'
related etiologically to specific medical
classifications and chromosomal
deficits (Bensberg and Sigelman,
i976; Carter, 1970): Early
identification through consistent
audiological and medical attention
shows positive results for
communication acquisition, function,
and health care (Schiefelbusch and

, Lloyd, 1974),
Adaptive Behavior. The AAMO

defines adaptive behavior es:
. the effectiveness or degree with

which an IndNidual meets the
standards of personal
independence and social
responsibility expected for age and
cuttural group (Grossman, 1977, p.
11).

Aspects of adaptive behavior include
1) maturation (for example, the
development of sensorimotor,
communication, and self-help skills),
2) learning (for example, the use of
basic academic skills, reasoning, and
judgment), 3) social adjustment, and
4) vocational performance. The
speech, language and hearing
professional must recognize the
communication needs within the
context of the mentally retarded
person's adaptive behavior deficits.
Our most significant contribution to
habilitation will be in the areas of
adaptive behavior.

Curreet Perspectives
As previously indicated, the

combined result of legal mandates
regarding the retarded individual's
right to education and of technological
advances within those professions
involved in the provision of
educational and related, services has
been a fundamental reorganization in
both the view of our obligation to
integrate the retarded individual into
the mainstream of society and the
potential efficacy of educational/
remedial procedures required to
accomplish this. The implications of
these factors for our profession are
twofold. First, there is an expanded

4. arena for service delivery which
focuses new light on the traditional
primary setting of speech, language
and hearing servicesthe public

schools. It is no longer possible to
think of the retarded as separate
from other students either in the kinds
of educational opportunities that must
be afforded In the settings In which
they must be provided. The issue of
4freo and appropriate public
education" hu fostered concerns
such as the development of .

curricular domains including
prevocational training, leisure time
activities, self-help skills, and
community living, all of which require
the development of communication
skills which extend far beyond the
traditional treatment room.
Communication skills are not viewed
as merely a component of the
curriculum, but rather the underlying,
unifying structure of all curricular
efforts. The process of
deinstitutionalization has engendered
a concern for preparing the retarded

individual for "next environments."
This preparation requires the
collaboration of educational and
service personnel with vocational
counselors, group home managers,
and the community-at-large in order
to develop the prerequisite skills for
new placement and to continue
provision of services within new
settings.

Hand-In-hand with such efforts are
the parallel concerns for the provision
of "least restrictive environments,"
and age-appropriate activities end
materials in the educational and
remedial process to maximize the
retarded individual's capacity for
independent, appropriate functioning
within the environment. All of the
aforementioned issues represent a
radical departure from the provision
of life-long custodial care for the
retarded individual which militates
against the need for communication
development.

Second, the provision of educational
and remedial services for the retarded
have not simply been legally
mandated without regard for current
technology to meet these challenges,
but rather there have been
concomitant technological advances.
Significant advances in the area of
assessment have merged from the
following perspectives:

1. Sensory assessment procedures,
especially the development or
operant audiometry procedures
(Cox and Lloyd, 1976; Fulton,1974).
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2. Cognitive assessment
procedures (Dunst, 1980; Minifie
and Lloyd, 1976; Mums, 1979;
Uzgiris and Hunt, 1975).

3. Evaluation piocedures for motor
functioning prerequisite to
speech development, including
feeding skills, positioning, etc.
(Comparetti and Gidoni, 1967).

4. Evaluation of prelinguistic
communicative functioning
(Ba(s, 1978; Snyder 1970).

5. Alternatives to standardized
speech and language testing
instruments, specifically language
sampling and analysis
procedures focuaing on
evaluation of skills that are
present rather than absent
(Bloom and Lahey, 1978; Tyack
and Gottsieben, 1974),

6. An ecological perspective of
communicative development and
interaction (Brown et al., 1978;
Hart and Rogers-Warren, 1978;,
Mahoney, 1975; Rogers-Warren,
& Warren, 1977; Gruenewald,
Schrader, and Yoder, in press).

Significant changes in
communicative functioning have been
demonitrated in the areas of
articulation 1McLean, 1976), voice
(Daly and Johnson, 1974), and
especially language as evidenOed by
Fristoe's (1974) massive compilation
of available programs u well as
specific programs such as those by
Guess, Baer, and Sailor (1974); Kent
(1974); MacDonald (1976); McLean
and Snyder-McLean (1978); Miller and
Yoder (1974), and Waryss and
Stremel-Campbell (1978). The unifying
motif of programming is that the same
communication goals exist for the
retarded individtial as forSny other
individual since the language system
itself dou-not change because an
individual has been labeled MR,
although procedures for achieving the
goals may vary.

in summary, mental retardation no
longer can be viewed as the "vast
wasteland to be avoided" (Perkins,
1971). Effective communication
assessment and intervention
proceduris have been developed in
the span of the last 20 years. Not
only do we in the profession of
speech-language pathology and
audiology have the mandatelo
provide seMces, but we also have the
basic tools necessary to fulfill It.
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Role of Speech-Language
Plthologists and Audiologists

in the most general terms, the
speech-language pathologist and
audiolotst who serve the mentally..
retarded" individual work within the
total framework of educational and
remedial services. The variety of
educational and living settings
necessitates the development of
communication skills to meet
changing environmental demands.

As a result of the multiple problems
presented, speech, language and
hearing serviCes are best delivered
through an interdisciplinary team
process. In addition to the speech-
language pathologist and audiologist,
the team may include any or all of the
following professionals, depending

individual client needs: educator,
Mee!, family, advocate, primary

caregiver, medical specialist,
psychologist, physical therapist,
occupational therapist, social worker,
vocational counselor and, whenever
possible, the client.

As a member of this team, the role
of the speech-language pathologist
and audiologist in .providing Services
includes:

1. Assessing, describing, and
documenting the communicative
behaviors and needs of each
client and interpreting and
integrating the communicative
needs with educational and
vocational programming.

2. Evaluating various modes of
communication-with reference to
the individual's abilities,
disabilities, and communicative
environment, In order to develop
the most effective means of
communication possible. vocal
and otherwise.

3. Developing speech and vocal
communication to the fullest
extent possible, while placing
preeminence on the development
of language rather than just
speech.

4. Developing intervention
procedures and evaluating their
effectiveness in producing
systems of communication which
meet the communication
demands of the environment,
interface with other
programming, and are
appropriate to educational,
vocational, and social settings.

4E1'
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5. IncorporatiAg within assessment
and interverition program
procedures "significant others"
in the life of the mentally retarded
individual including: direct
caregivers, family members,
employers and other professional
team members.

8. Where necessary, training
persons to interact with the
mentally retarded person who
Uses an augmentative system of
communication.

In addition to the above, another
primary role of the speech-language
pathologist and audiologist is that of
client advocacy (Hannah and Sheeley,
1975). Although significant inroads
have been made, many
communicatively handicapped
mentally retarded people are not
referred for services because
administrators and other professionals
are not aware of the appropriateness
of speech and language therapy and
aural (re)habilitation for this
population. This is particularly true
when the mentally retarded person is
nonspeaking. Speech-language
pathologists and audiologists should
continue to assume an active role in
national, state, and local associations
involved in providing services for the
mentally retarded (I.e., American
Association on Mental Deficiency,
National Association gf Retarded
Citizens, The Association for the
Severely Handicapped, Council on
Exceptional Children, and local
associations for retarded citizens).
Through such organizations speech,
language, and hearing professionals
can help educate other professionals
and the families of the retarded
concerning the rules that speech-
language pathologists and
audiologists can play in service
delivery. Many retarded people have
missed the impact of PL-94-142
simply because they are too old.
Therefore, there is a need to advocate
a minimum number of years of
habilitation services for all
communicatively handicapped
mentally retarded people (as is
currently done in some states).

Professional Ethics
The Code of Ethics of the American

Speech-Language-Hearing
Association stresses the professional
roliponsibilities of speech-language
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pathologists and audiologists'in
providing services. Individuals who
provide services tod the mentally
retarded muSt adhere to several
principles of ethical conduct.

Principle of Ethics I: individuals shall
hold paramount the welfare of
persons served professionally. A.
Individuals shall use every
resource available, including referral
to other specialists as needed, tO
provide the best service postible.
(p. 41)

If the speechllanguage pathologist Or
audiologist is unable to provide
appropriate services for the mentally
retarded, the client Fr set be referred
to the professional AIM can provide
"the best service possible."

Principle of Ethics II: Individuals
shall maintain high standards of
professional competence.... Ethical
Proscriptions: 1. Individuals must
neither provide services nor
supervision of services for which
they have not been properly
prepared, nor permit services to be
provided by any of their staff who
are not properly prepared. (p. 42)

Speech-language pathologists and
audiologists should receive academic
training and clinical experiences
related to mentally retarded
populations before providing service*.
Whep this option is not available,
individuals should assume
responsibility for continuing their
education to increase their clinical
competence. These methods coUld
include attending workshops and
meetings, studying relevant litetature,
and consulting others.

Principle of Ethics V: ... Matterkof
Professional Propriety. 1 individuals
should seek to provide and expand
services to persons with speech,
language, and hearing handicaps as
well as to assist In estabileaing high
professional standards for such
programs 2. Individuals should
educate the public about speech,
language and hearing processes,
speech, language and hearing
problems, and matters related to
professional competence. 3.
Individuals should strive to Increase
knowledge within the profession and
share research with colleagues.
(p. 43) -

Speech-language pathologists and
audiologists should make attempts to
extend their services to .



communicatively handicapped
Indlvidualswhose primary
handicapping condition May be
something other than a dlsoider of
speech, language, and hearing and
thus are often excluded from speech
and hearing services. No individual
should btexcluded from services

, because ()lege, functioning level, or
similar reasons. Siieech-ianguage
Athologists and audiologists who are
knowledgeahle about ntental
retdrdation have a professional
responsibility to shire information

-which will benefit communicatively
handicapped indivIdualt. gurthermore,
it is.critichl that all persons involved in

rprovretarded share reiev t informaL.
idIng services to the mental!kt

in order to meet the andards
established bi the Code of Ethics, the
speech-language pathologist and the,'.
aUdiolbgist who povide
communication services to mentally
retarded individuals should possess
the following:

1. Knowledge concerniAg mentally
re*tarded individuals, including
information about a) factors that
contribute to communicative
disorders and methods of

- prevention, 13} preverbal
. ".. developnient, c) augmentative

coihmunication systems, d)
prognosis and e) fr) erapeutic
techniques.

2: The ability-1p deal with a variety
of handicapping conditions (i.e.,
eberrant behaviors, seizures,
(feeding problems, etc.) that are"
Avidenced by mentally retarded
individuals in addition. to the .

Aommunication disorder.
3. Expertise in ongoingdiagnosis

and assessment (through formai
and iniormal, standardized and

-Inonstindardized proceduret) of
the type, nature, and severity of
thecommunication disorder
evidenced by a mentally
retarded person. ,

4. The knowledge required to plan
and implement an intervention
,program that will allow the
mentally retarded individual to

21' develop communicaticfn skills,
vocal or otherwise, that are
appropilate to the IndMdual's

. - living environmerit and potential.
5. cooperating'in an

interdisciplinary team approach
to provide services in the

1

clinical, educational, or living
milieu of the retarded person.

6. .The ability to educate colleagues, .
administrators, parents, direct
care staff,and the community
about mentally, retarded
individtials and their
corrimunication needs, This
includes the ability to conduct
staff training, establish home
programs, and utIliZe
paraprofessionals to meet the
needs of Mentally retarded ,

individuals.
. .

1. Insighi irito knowledge and
techniques of other professions
that 'deal with mentally retarded
people.

The preparation of specialized
personnel providing services fo the
mentally retarded individual invol es
multiple disciplines. Just as it is
impqrtant for the speech-language
pathologist and audiologist to be
knowledgeable concerning the
constellation of behaviors which
comprise mental retardation, sd it is
necessary for all persons In the
education and remediation of these
individuals to be cognizant of related
communication disorders and,
remediation processes.

'Role of ASHA
1. The Americah Speech-Language-

Hearing Association will continue
to lead in improving delivery and .

quality of services in speech,
language, and hearing to
mentally retarded inditiduals..
ASHA should play an advocacy
role along with other concerned
associations In Suppporting
legislatiOh that would benefit the
welfare of retarded persons.

2. ASHA will encourage training
programe to devel9p Coursework
and practicum experiences that
dealrwith a) communication
behavior.of mentally retarded
populations and b)
multidisciplinary treatment,'
training, and education. Students
should obtain clinical experiences'
with mentally retarded ihdividuals
of different ages andiunctioning
levels who exhibit a wide range
of conimunication disabilities, as
well as experience with members
of interdisciplinary teams.
Academid and supervisory
personnel who train students
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shouid have ex erience and
currency In me al retardation.
Departments of peech- f.
Language Pathol gy and
Audiology shoUl be encouraged
tahire individuale ith interests
and expertise in irtpntal
retardation.

6. ASHA will continue o support
ongoing ContihuIng Education
programs conpernIrt mentally
retarded individuals. These
programs should con ist of
workshops, telecornM nlcatiac
short courses, and oth r
*appropriate forms that gree
with ASHA's continuing
education policy. .

4.. ASHA will continue tO seek input
from its membership through the
Committee on Mental
Retardation/Developmental
Disabilities and committees on
the delivery of services.

5. ASHA will aid in disseminating
information to professionals,
parents, direct-care staff, and the
general publit concerning the
mentally retarded and the role of
speech-language pathologists
and audiologists with this
populatioo.

6. ASHA will continue to encourage
research and provide journal
space for topics related to mental

"ritedation.

Research and Professional Needs
Since the enactment of the federal

legislation cited above, there has been
an increase in ser;iices to the mentally "-
retarded. This increase has not yat
been reflected by a auffiEient increases
in published research. Some critical
questiOnathat need to be answered by
research arm:

. What is the relationship between
ommunication abilities and

e ployability of the mentally
retarded?

2. What are the criteria for
determining the type of speech
and landuage training that is '
appropriate?

3. What falitors contribute to
communication prognosis?

4. Whit are the best intervention
methods for verifies menially

-retarded groups, such as infants,
the aging, and the profoundly
retarded/-

5. What procedures should be used
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In choosing, employing, and
modifying augmrtative °

commUnication systems?
6. What is the relation between
, pognitiye deficits and

Communicative behaviors?
7. What is the relation of specific

neurological and biological
disorders to communicative
disordere?

8. What factors must be taken into
account in the assessment of
hearing, cognitive, and
communicative functioning?

Professional needs'can be .
surnmarized under three main
categoriesmanpower, competency,
and extensiori of involvement. There is
a need for increasing numbfrs of
ispeech;language pathologiSts and
audiologists to work on
interdisciplinary diagnostiq,and
service delivery teams, in a variety of
setting<Such teamwork requires that
communication specialists achievb
even greater proficiency to provide
the highest level of services
consistent with our present
knowledge, as well as to advance the
state of this knowledge. Changing
social and edudational demands
challenge us to extend our
involvement with those who are
fpentally retardedin order to improve
their communication skills, end thus
their djuality of life. OW
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'Some Perspectives on Intervention
Strategies for Parsons with Developmental Disorders

Ilavid E. Yoder'
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Steven Calculator
Pennsylvania State University

1

We present a view of language that crosses modal considerations (e.g.,
speich vs. augmentative systemsi and places language within an inteiriction
framework: We emphasize' the need lo ,consider normal social, cognitive,
and linguistic developtnent in selecfing program guidelines fot developmen-
tally delaye6 persons. We address the child's linguistic code not as a set of
phonetic, syntactic, and semantic features that can be trained 01 isolation,
but as a means by which he can exercise the variouspragmatic uses of corn-
mudiciltion. In effect, our interest has thus expanded from the child alone

Alto the child as one member of a communicating dyad. Pr ramming in the
areas of mother's vetbal input, expanding children's langu e skills, train-
ing in augmentative systemsall reflect an overriding objectsve of optimiz-
ing the language-user's ability to suc.cessfully participate in interactions. with
other persons in his/her environment.
4

THE, RATIONALE

The language behavibr of persons with severe developmental disorders
is currently viewed as a problsm of communication rather than as a specific
language deCicit. The use of language, whether spoken or expressed through
an augmentative system (such as.communication boards, facigl gestures, and
signs), is not a simple act that can be discussed in terms of receptive (input)
and expressive (output) processes, but rather is a mode of interaction that
can be realized on varying levels of complexity.

'Address all correspondence to D'avid E. Yoder 1134 Winston Drive, Madison, Wisconsin
53711.
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The objective of communication intervention is seen as maximizing
the chil s independence in communicating with others or, conversely,
minimiz g the extent to which the child must depend upon others'
ingenuit in interpreting and responding to his/her messages. Toward this
end, Shane (1979) advocates vertical programming in the direction of in-.

;creasing knowledge of symbolic systems of communicati'on, and horizontal
programming in terms Of the range of situations in which a child's commu-
nicative attempts are relevant and effective. This latter aspect of program-
ming is, characterized by such things as training persons in the child's en-
vironwent to be more responsive to the child's communicative attempts,
and placing words with pictures, Blissymbols, and refuses to allow message
receivers who are not familiar with the symbol set to communicate with
symbol U,ers.

Transactional-Developmental Approach

Applying a communication orientation enables us to look beyond.
children's approximations of adult ,phonetic, syntactic, and semanticlanguage usage 10 the actual ,effects the child has upon others, while using
language functionally. As such, language development is viewed as inex-,
tricably intertwined with social and cognitive development, all representing
the outgrow th of a child's general interactions with his environment. While
going by various names, e.g., Unified Model (LeWis & Cherry, 1977),
Transactional Model (McLean & Snyder-McLean, 1978), and the Homo-0
logue Model (Bates, Benigni, Bretherton, Camaioni, & Volterra, 1977), we
arc advocating an approach that perceives language not as an isolated
repertoire of schunds that can be trained, then combined into words, then re-
combined to produce gramMatical strings. Instead, language is viewed as a
medium of' interaction between persons, which, is conditioned by the various
contexts iewhich persons operate. From a communication standpoint, .
social interaction provides the child with a reason to communicate, cog-
nitive interaction assures that 1he child will have something to say, and lin-
guistiC interaction provides the child with a means of saying it (Yoder &
Miller, 1972; Waryas & Crowe, in press; McLean & Snyder-McLean, 1978).

Our inferfst in social aspects of language acquisition is typified byHfmes (1972a, 1972b), whp defines communicative competence as
knowledge of "when to speak, when not, and as to what to talk about with,
whom, when, where, in what manner.- Language is ihus studied in terms of
its organization to serve social ends. This has prompted a shifting of our
focus from syntax and semantics to pragmatics, defined by Bates (1976) as
the rules governing the use of language in context.

For several years we have recommended that language training of de-
velopmentally delayed children must consider the role of context in shaping
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*children's use of langUage. Miller and Yoder's (1974) Ontogenetic Lan-
guage TeaChrng Stiategy stressed the teaching of relevant communication
bchpviors in naturally occurring contexts that are familiar to rhe child.
Children are trained to linguistically mark those environmental experiences
with which they arc already familiar. The sequeoce.of brogramming is to (1)

tok select a single trequently occurring experiince tkat demonstrates a particu-
lar semantic function,"(2) pair the experience with an appropriate.lexical,
marker, and (3) after the child demonstrates mastery, move on to other
experiences expressing the same function.

Semantic markers are thus Caught in conjunction with their eaperi="
ential referents. The child is not expected to produce a concept Until he first
acquires its underlying meaning through interaction with the object, ob-
serving the cOnsequences of his and others' ackions upon the object, etc.
This conforms to out4current knowledge, regarding the influence of experi-
ence on children's semantic usage, or, 41 a bcoader realm, the relation
between cognition and language. The reader is referred to,Bowerman (1978)
for a review of work in this a-rea.

We agree-with Schlesinger's (1977) notion that a modicum of cognitive
development must precede anY learning of language, since language is
initially used to refer to familiar environmental aspects. When coupled with
linguistic input from persons in his surrounding environment, cognitive
development (viewed in relation to its role in priming the child's perception
of consistencies and cognitive distinctions), provides the child with the
necessary inventory of underlying conLepts to give rise to meaningful uses
of language. Stated differently, the linguistic expre'ssion o( a concept
requires a minimal 'level of cognitive acquisition and linguistic knowledge
(Slobin, 1973). This conceptibn of cognition as a necessary but not suffi-
cient component of language development is 'llrequently associated with
Cromer's (1976) weak form of the cognition hypothesis.

Evidence has been reported indicating that cognitive level is the best
'Single criterion for -assessing and/or predicting communication delays
(Leonard, 1978; Waryas & Crowe, in press). Furthermore, it has been found
that communication functioning Can not be inferred from production or
combrehension data alone, since great variability exists.. in these two
measures relative to one another in relation to developmentally delayed
children (Miller, Chapman, & Bedrosian, 1978). Extending this one step
further, a child is not viewed as possosing a language problem unless his
language lenris significantly-below what is expected, given his cognitive
level (Chapman & Miller; 1979). This view correlates with Johnston's (in
press) notions that language delays' may be symptomatic of general
representational deficits.

To recapitulatE our position, we have stated a belief in treating cOnc-
munication disorders with respect to their social, cognitive, and linguistic
contributions. This philosophy reflects our presetit knowledge regarding the
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reciprocal nature of interactions that provide a background within which
children acquire language (e.g., Bruner, 1974, 1975; Freed lc & Lewis, 1977).
In applying these principles, we have adapted a normal model of develop-
ment, since it is increasingly apparent that developmentally delayed children
acquire language in the same sequence as normal children, but at a slower
rale (Yoder & Miller, 1972; Leonard, 1972; Miller et al., 1978; Cogiins,
1979; Waryas & Crowe, in press; Johnston, in press).

Behavioral Programs

The transactional-developmental approach taken" by us is not supoor-live of those behavioral approaches that theorize that language is a learned
behavior, developed through stimulus-response connections. These latter
approaches view the environment as exercising the predominant effect upon
the organism through manipulating the consequences following the child'svocal behaviors. No association between the development of language and
cognitive or social skills is posited. Behaviorally oriented programs do not
ckcal with a hierarchy of language skills or cognitiSie prerequisites. Instead,he child is trained to produce those forins deemed most important in.con-
t rolling the environment (Graham, 1976). The rationale applied here is that
since children have not acciaired language normally, they should ..be
managed in ways that differ from the usual developmental sequence. For
example, Brown, Branston, Hamre-Nietupski, Pumpian, Certo, & Gruene-
wald (1979) presented a provam applicable to profoundly mentally re-
tarded adolescents and_ adults. Rather than following a developmental
model, functional skills necessary for these persons to operate indepen-
dently in their respective environments are trained directly.

Mclean and Snyder-McLean (1978) criticized some behavioral
programs in light of their failure to recognize the interrelatedness of syntax,
semantics, and pragmatics. Instead, these programs frequently address onc
of these areas in isolation. Contrast this with thc developmental approach
that targets a structure (e.g., noun-verb) concurrently with a semantic func-
tion (e.g., agent-action) and a function (e.g., to request a listen& toTarryout a desired action).

As suggested by Yoder and Reichle (1978), the frequently encOuntered
problem of behavioral interventionists was not in leaching -their
developmentally delayed children to produce the various forms they
trained. Rather, the children were not observed to use the forms they were
taught at appropriate times, in an appropriate setting, with appropriate
individuals. Wc might attribute this to a problem of generalizing. HoWever,

rnight also question whether thc forms as emitted were learned in a con-
ceptual or a communicative sense by the children. Wc concur with Graham
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(1976), who stated that while these programs assume that training a set of
language skills will result in the spontaneous acquisition of other skills not
specifically traintd, this has not been demonstrated to any significant
extent. The problem of generalizing language to functional usage in real-life
interactions is highlighted by Rees (1978), who discussed the necessity of
training children, not only in linguistic content and form but also the use of
language. She illustrated this with a developmentally delayed girl, who,
upon exiting from her therapy room was handed a cup. She responded with,
"les a cup .. . les pink . . les plastic . . .. You drink out of it." This
girl had undoubtedly, learned some language strategies, yet her communica-
tion skills were suspect. Shc was living evidence of Yoder and Reichle's
(1978) claim that "if the target behavior is functional communication, then
the content of the program should be focused on the functions of communi-

.cation,"

Operant Programs

Many operant programs for severe and profoundly mentally retarded
children continue to use a respondent training,program in which ihe child is
taught a number of words, syntaetic rules, and possibly semantic relations,
but not communication (Kent, 1972;.Marshalt & Hegrenes, 1972; Guess,
Sailor, & Baer, 1976; Carrier, 1976). Other programs have acknowledged a
need to integrate the teaching of underlying concepts and functional aspects
of communication into their protocols. Sailor, Goetz, Schuler, Utley, &
Baldwin (1980) review evidinee suggesting that children's frequency of
coriectly respondrng in Iwo-choice discrimination problems can be
facilitated by providing functional responses following the child's behavior.
Functional responses are those that (1) produce an immediate consequence
for the child, (2) are potentially reinforcing, (3) are specific to the child's
behavior, and (4) arc natural for the child in interacting with his.environ-
merit. In other words, the child, having been provided with a reason to
cominunicate, should then be placed in a position in which he/she can ob-
serve the natural' corisequences of his/her actions upon others in the securing
of goods, the manipulation of objects, tlie gaining of a desired adult's
attention, etc-.

The use of natural reinforcers has been' questioned in operant
progfams that train skills such as verbal imitation and match to sample.
Tangible reinforcers have been found to be More effective in developing
these types of repertoires in children (Bricker & Bricker, 1974). We would
suggest that the problem might lie beyond the choice of a reinforcer to the
nature of the program itself. Ctimmunication should, in itself, be naturally
reinforcing if we arc to expect a child to bother engaging in those behaviors
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that we deem so Important. This can be greatly facilitated by designing
programs that approximate the subsequent communicative situations in
which the child will be expected to use those skills postprogramming.

Contrast this appripach with that suggested by Carrier (1976). He pre-
sented a nonspeech language initiation program (NONSLIP) designed for
severely handicapped persons, which purported to train "conceptual
skills." This is supposedly accomplished by isolating syntactic from
semantic learning; e.g., the child is expected to produce sentences such as
"The cow is sitting on the car." In doing so, we are assured that the child is
demonstrating a knowledge of the rules of syntax, rathc- than using
semantic' constraints (e.g., context) in his woid ordering. The terminal
objective of this progcam is for the child to produce seven-word, gram-
matically correct sentences in response to picture stimuli. .-

While this is structurally appropriate, one might question the need for
a child to ever produce such a sentence as given above, and question what
the u,tlerance of such a string of words could accomplish for a child in inter-
acting with his/her environment, beyond receiving a contingent reinforcer
bearing no relation to the utterance itself. One is hard pressed to find a rela-
tionship between a misplaced cow and a Froot Loop.

Fll N4-TrON A IL ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION s

Unlike Carrier, we believe syntax must be addressed concurrently 'with
semantics and pragmatics in develOping communication skills in develop-
mentally, delayed children, .Examining children's first utterances and word
combinations, we have concluded that syntax and semantics are insepar-
able. The child systematically combines words to express a wide range
of meaningi (Bloom, 1970; *Ipesinger, 1971; Brown, 1973). Severely
retarded Down's syndromechildren have been found to express the same set
of sem/ntic relations in their speech as that reported for normal children
((oggins, 1979). These relations can be used as guidelines to what we might
expect in the spontaneous speech of these children. More iniportantly, they
can he used as a basis, for determining the content of our communication
programming. f urther, there is similarity in relations expressed in the one-
woid and two-word stages of development-. This has been stared as the
child's expressing old meanimts thiough new forms. Again we 5ee the fine
interplay between semantic and syntactic aspects of language in children's
communicative development .

In addition to the relation between children's early syntax/semantic
usages, one must consider their reasons for talking, i.e., communicative
intents (Chapman, 1981). Dore (1974, 1975) offeys .the notion, of
Primitive Speech Acts to describe children's one-word utterances with dif-
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ferent intonational contours. "Mama," uttered with a falling terminal
intonation contour would be used for labeling; when uttered with a rising
terminal intonation, it could be interpreted as the child's requesting infor-
mation', and when uttered with an abrupt rising-falling intonation, it sig-
nifies calling. Dore's remaining speech acts include repeating, requesting
action, greeting, protestink, and practicing. Primitive speech acts can be
assessed (defined) upOn joint examination of (I) the child's utterance, (2)
the child's nonlinguistic behavior, (3) the adult's response, (4) environment
(contextual features). The foregoing scheme has been revised by Coggins
and Carpenter (Note 1) and ,Chapman (1981) to reflect communicative
intents observed in the communicative behavior of preverbal (or nonverbal)
children.

Before we leave this discussion of functional aspects of communica-
tion to be focused on in training children's early utterances, the work of
Halliday (1973,1975) merits discussion. Table I summarizes those functions
identified by Halliday in children's preverbal and verbal communication.
The child-between 9 and 16 months of age demonstrates the instrumental,
regulatory, interactional, and personal uses of language, not necessarily in
that order. Toward the end of this period the heuristic function appears.
Soon after, the child uses language as a tool of imagination (Note, this use

Tabk I. Functions of Children's Language in the First 2 Years of Life'

Function

Inst iumental

Regulatory

Interactional

Personal

Heurisi ic

Imaginative

Informative

Description

Use of language to get things donc, i.e., request-
ing goods and services.

Thc "do as I tell you" function of rules add in.
structions; using language to regulate others'
behavior,c.g., by request ion actions.

Thc "mc and you" function used in the main-
tenance of permanent relationships; used for
purposes of interaction, e.g., greeting, calling,
persuading others.

Used for the expression of feelings and atti-
tudes; the child expresses his identity.

The "tell Inc why" function of language;ques-
tioning for facts and explanatibns of facts; a
way of learning about things.

The "let's pretend" function;.uses language to
create his own environment, e.g., rhymes,
riddles, stories.

The "I've got something to tell you" function;
child communicates information hc feels it new
io the listener concerning persons, objects,
qualities, relations, etc.., in the world around
him.

Example

Ma/ - Ciive me that.
"off" want my bib
taken off.

/E/ Pick mc up.
"Come" Follow me.

Do that right
now.

/da/ Nicc to see you.
"Hullo."
"Where Daddy?"
I'm looking for Daddy.

/o/ That's funny.
/ayi:/ That's nicc.

/./adyda/ What's that
called?

/ja::o/ Let's pretend
to be a lion.

"baby cry" The baby
is upset in the other
room.

"Rased upon Halliday (1973; 1973).
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of language appears to await the child's attainment of representational
thought). The final function to emerge is the mformanve. With time, the
child learns to combine function% within a single utterance, aided by his
developing syntactic and semantic repertoires.

It is of interest to note that the Guess et aL (1976) program addisssed
tlie use of language to label (lialhday's perwnal Junction-) and request
objects and actions (Halliday's instrumen(o/ and regulatory funetions). In alater stage the heuristic function is addressed in what they. refer to as self-
extended control. Here, the child is taught how to request further infor-
mation. We agree with the sequencing of these uses of language, yet wc
question the introduction of the heuristic function in a program ai tempting
to shape language in a preverbal child. Secondly, the heuristic" function is
contingent upon the child's desiring the information he/she seeks, thus moti-
vating his/her request. The training of such a form in response to externally
presented objects of the clinician's choosing seems precarious at best. Sim-
ilarly, we would hope the teaching of the previously mentioned function%
would place paramount importance on structuring the context to ensure
that the requests elicited from the child arc self-motivated.

Halliday's data suggest that thc imaginative and informative uses of
language are relatively late in aptmaring. Teaching of these functions might
be wisely withheld until thc child has demonstrated late sensorimotor or
early preoperational problem-solving abilities.

Leonard, Cole, and Steckol (1979) criticize the majority of available
imitative and nonimitalive programs, duc to their lack of making use of the
informative function of language. Such approaches involve the immediate
re-presentation of words thc child fails to produce, thc subsequent trials in-
volving an unchanging, redundant clement (noninformative). They report*
that the mentally rctardcd children in thcir study, all at the one-word
production stage, wcrc significantly more likely to imitate lexical items
when the exemplar serving as a referent was unfamiliar (first!time seen) and
informative (involved a changing referent from the preceding presentation).
Familiar/informative exemplars were imitated by these children significant-
ly morc often than redundant exemplars. These findings suggest we should
capitalize on exemplar novelty in facilitating word imitation or labeling by
children (i.e., we might want to use Aeveral nonidentical exemplars for each
lexical item being taught).

.

STACE-APPROPRIATE PROGRAMKIN5;

Preverbal Development of Communwative Behavior%

If wc follow thc communicative model advocated in this paper, com-
munication teaching becomes an appropriate component of children .% pro.
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gramming from the moment they are capable of engaging their caregivers in
interaction, i.e., at birth. Whcn dealing with children demonstrating cog-
nitive development that is characteristic of Piagct's sensorimotor stages I,
II, and III (MA approximately 0-6 mos.), we are' speaking of children in
whom intentional behavior has not yet emerged (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969).
An analysis of their motor and vocal behavior would lead'Us to conclude
that there is an absence of those communicative functions (intents) dis-
cussed previously. Thes children neither understand nor use words, and as
suggested by Chapman and Miller (1979), we would not predict that they
could use or understand nonvocal symbols, except as "refreshing teething
rings." Chapman and Miller (1979) advocate that communication program-
ming for such children should focus upon child-caregiver interaction (e.g.,
social bonding) in endeavors such as increasing the caregiver's responsive-
ness to children's cries, encouraging turn-taking, and providing a cogni-
tively onriched environment.

Examining the input of mothers (and adults in general) to infants and
young children, we find systematic modifications in the direction of
simpler, more fluent, more rerietitious., shorter-length utteranCes that
express a greater proportion of questions and imperatives than, is found in
normal adult-adult discourse and is primarily concerned with topics in the
here and now (Snow, 1972, 1977; Phillips, 1973; Newport, Gleltman, &
Gleitman, 1977). These same modifications in input have been noted in the
speech of adults to mentally retarded infants (e.g., Buckhalt, Rutherford, &
Goldberg, 1978; Buium, RYnders, & Turnure, 1974) and mentally retarded
young adults (Siegel, 1963; Siegel & Harkins, 1%3). Attempts to relate

adult input (the I,.ypes of modifications present) to subsequent language
skills demonitrated by the children receiving this input have yielded little
more than questionable correlations between structural/functional aspects

of the speech of mothers and their respective children (e.g., Cross, 1977;
Newport et al., 1977). The single feature of adults' behavior that appears to
exercise the most profound'effect upon the child's development of commu-
nication skills is their responsiveness to the Child. Bell and Ainsworth (1972)
and Ainsworth, Bell, and Stayton (1974) report that the promptness of
maternal responsiveness to infant's crying, in the context of a generally
accepting and sensitive relationship between the mother and her bag, is
associated with a decrease in crying during the Ist year of life and a cdn-
current increase in other more selective communication modes, e.g., facial
expression, gesture, and vocalization. Other changes were noted in the
,infant's increased exploration of novel environments, deereased anxiety
upon separation from his/her mother, and increased compliance to the
mother's commands.

Freedle and Lcwis (1977) provide additional findings of contingency
between thc mothers' communicative behavior and subsequent rates of
communicative development in their respective children. Mothers who
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began and closed more conversational sequences with their 3-month-olds
(i.e., rather than having the infant begin or closethe "conversation" with a
vocalization) had children with higher mean length utterances at age 2.

Recent findings reported by Cheseldine and McConkey (1979) indicate
that some parents can initiate their own changes in linguistic style (c.g., they
ask fewer questions, use shorter mean length of utterances, allow the child a
greater share of the speaking' time,-and use more statements) when given a
language objective to work toward with their Down's syndrome children
(i.e., increase their children's use of two-word utterances). Of equal, or
perhaps greater significance, is their finding that these modifications could
be successfully taught to one mother who was unable to generate these
changes spontaneously. The children of mothers who modified their input
were producing more verbs and Iwo-word utterances at the conclusion of
the study than were those children whosc mothers did not modify their
input styles.

Recent findings by Calculator (Note 2) 'suggested that programming
designed to facilitate preverbal children's development of communicative
behaviors should not be limited to instituting changes in the mother's (or
caregiver's) speech. Rather, an equally important concern is that of maxi-
mizing the degree of reciprocation these children provide to their caregivers
during daily.interaclions. Briefly, the speech of caregivers to severe and pro-i
foundly retarded preverbal infants, 1-3 years of age, was examined in ordcr
to assess differences in the ways caregivers interact with these children: as
determined by the responsiveness and existing communica,tive repertoires of
the children. The infants were grouned in categories' as high versus low in,
communicative affective behavior based upon ihe independent reports of a
second caregiver, whotlid not participate in the study, and an independent
rater. Caregivers interacting with the high communicative infants displayed
greater responsiveness to their respective children's vOcalizations, as
measured by their significantly greater tendency to shift the topics of their
conversation to activities directly related to the child's ongoing .actions,
rather than their own. ThiS behavior occurred only after child vocalizations,
rather than constituting a constant variable of the caregiver's speech. Also,
caregivers addressing the high communicative infants emitted more
utterances that were related to the immediate context (here and now).
Finally, they displayed a stronger tendency to seek conversational closure in
their questions directed to the .high language infants, i.c., they displayed a
greater use of repair mechanism following the absence of child vocalizations
subsequent to their questions).

The Calculator (Note 2) findings suggested that caregivers differen-
.

tially modify their input to children based upon the latter's ability to con-
tribute to the communicative exchange. Thc high-level infants appear Ici be
receiving a more optimal rhodel for communication development than their
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low-level counterparts'. These differeres occur despite thi prelinguistic
preintentional status of the infant listeners. Since the children's vocaliza-
tions appear to have a differential impact upoll the caregiver's verbal input,
it is necessary to provide language stimulation to preverbal children con-
currently with efforts to cxpand their Communicative repertoires. Reichk
and Yoder (1979) discuss advantages and considerations in invotving care-
givers in assessment and intervention, suggesting they can be an invaluable
resource for obtaining data and instituting cornntunidation objectives intti
their caregiiling routines!'

Reichle and Yoder (1979) presented a program that conformed to our
present understanding.of children's preverbal development. The child is
taken through a series of programs that include training in awareness, local-
ization and tracking search strategies), early means of requesting'
actions and attention (Bates,-1976, refers to these, respectiyely, as proto-- imperatives and protodeclaratives). Bruner (1974, 1975) attributes great.
importance to the Child's abllity to regulate joint attention and joint activity
with his caregiver, viewing tanguage as an extension of earlier cooperative
activity. Bruner traces the developmpnt of these behaviors in relation to the
highly conventionalized contexts mothers provide to their language-learning
infants. The applicability.of these training contenti for work with pre-

- verbal, developmentally delayed children has been attested to by the work
of Greenwald and Leonard (1979). They report that mentally retarded
children (all Down's syndrome) display communicative behaviors that are
consistent with their Sinsorimotor stages (IW and V). Other than exhibiting
a tendency to rely more on gestures than on gestures- plus vocalizations,
these children were,similar to their cognitively normal counterparts.

Intentiohal Communication

It is not until the child demonstrates cognitive functioning, which is
charácteristic of sensorimotor stage V (attained by normal children in the
12- to 18-titonth age range), that the comprehension and use of symbols
become apProprige goals. The child is still restricted in that his/her com-
prehension is limited to topics concesning events in his/her immediate
environmental context. It is not until the emergence of true cepresentatjonal
thought in sensorimotor stage VI (achieved in, normal children between the
ages of 18 and 24 mos.) that the child is capable of combining symbols while
expressing concepts that transcend the immediate context.

In sekcting an appropriate communication program foi the child, the
checklist in' Table II may be helpful. For a complete discussion Of terminol-
ogy included in this chart and an overview of augmentative communications
in general (e.g., their design and their programming decisions), the reader is
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table IL Checklist of Considerntions in Designing an Appropriate Communiation Program
. 1.Puriue standard speech and language teaching strategies?'

11. What augmentative communication techniques are available?A. Unaided
I. Manual

a. Gesture
b.Sigri

2. Facial and body
B. Aided

I. Physical
2. Mechanical
3. Electronic

III. Which communication technique do we rec,o 4end?
A. Scanner
B. Coded select
C. Direct select *.

IV, Which symboLsysteM do we recOm mend?
Pictuies

B. Rebus t
C. Blfssymbolics
D. Letter/word
E. Voice output
F. Signs of ASL/SEE ,

V. What modifications arc needc41Tor maximum benefit?
A. Sent i ng
B. Attitthery switches.

VI, What.training techniques do we employ?
VII. Whom do we train in conjunction with the system user for ronimunicative interaction?

('

.fr, referred to several sources (Vicker, 19/4; Vanderheiden &Harris-Vander-
heiden, 1976; Vanderheiden & Grilley, 1976; McDonald & Schultz, 1973;
Calculator, Nctte 2). Calculator (Note 3) presents a review of literature per-tinentto this area, from the perspective of a case study involving.the actual
designing and subsequent intervention fogram that was impleinented wieh
one nonspeaking adult.

0 .
Chapman, and Miller (1979) summarize the communication character-

istics of nonvocal systems, including cognitiee And linguistic prerequisites
for their usage. The choice of an augmentative. means of communication
must consider not only the cognitive and linguistic skills of the nonspeaking
person but also the effectiwness of the system itself to provide a means by'which the child can express an unlimited range of meanings and communi-
cative intents to a maximal potential audierke.

Chapman and Miller's review of nonvocal systems includes symbol
'systems on Shane's (19840) representational level (e.g, photographs)
ar well as his higher (i.e., more independent) graphic systems level
(e.g., Blis-symbolsi and English Orthography). In addition to thepreviously cited fesearch concerning augmentative systems of communica-
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tion, Clark and WoOdcock (1976) have, compiled a thorough review or
graphic systems of cominnnication. In addition, they present research
related to the relative ease in learning each of these symbol systems when

compared to learning traditional English orthography. While inconclusive,
these findings indicate that graphic systems can often be ieadily learned by

children who have experienced repeated failures while attempting to learn
traditional orthography. Still, tjte relative ease with: which variotis graphic

systems can be learned by developmentally delayed children, and the corre-

sponding functionality in communication using the respectiVe, symbol

systems, has only just begun. .

'Harris, Lippert, Yoder, and Vanderheiden (1979) have pursued this

latter line <of research in their longitudinal investigation of deVelopmentaily

delayed nonspeaking children's acquisition and usage of Blissymbols. Theii

r ults demonstrate ot only the children'S acquisition of ,symbofs, as

re ed i ed lexicons, but also their growing range of meaningi

expressed 'across environments and interactants. Additionally, the studY
shows that while symbols were initially being used in an exclusively
respondent manner, within 2 years all the symbol-users were also initiating

and interacting spontaneously. These changes occurred in spite of, modest'

gains in utterance lenkths (symbol prings), reinforcing the nOtion that com-

munication goes far beyond isolated considerations of syniactic correctness,

An ongoing study by Calculator and Dollaghan '(Note 4) confirms
Harries findings in relation to institutionalized nanspeaking children, using
fundamental communication boards in classroom and ward interactions
with staff. We are currently examining the communication skills of these

children in relation to such variables as the spatial proximity of listeners, the

influence of listeners dn the child's choice of modes; and the relative
success/lack of Success with which children Can change topics of conver-

sation and 'reqiiest clarification of others' messages. A concurient motiva-
tion underlying this investigation was to design a tool by which the
nonspeaking -child's communication abilities could be assessed, while

he/she used a communicatiOn board in his/her natural settjng, e.g., in the

classroom (Calculator & Dollaghan, note 4).

CONCLUSIONS

Evidence is beginning to accumulate that supports the notion that'
speech is facilitated for many by the use of augmentative communication
systems. The reasons for this are still speculative. For many persons who are,
developmentally delayed; speech and language have been extremely difficult,
behaviors to learn. At best, the behavior acquired has been not only very
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limited but usually unintelligible. Emphasis on a system that allows for im-
mediate success and social interaction provides for an experience of com7
municative value. In other words, by giving the Person a system through
which there is some immediate control of the environment, with a.probabil-ity of an interaction that has long-term consequence, one can expect a.
successful individual who is being intrinsically reinforced for communi-
cative atteMpts. Using an augmentativ'e System successfully is to com-
municate successfully. Pairing speech with the.augmentative system allows
for a positive eiberience with speech and the 'augmentative system. The rest

it falls into place.
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CHAPTER 6
TEACHING PROCEDURES WITH HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN

The Wing Symbols
The Sony Five Slates
The Fitzgerald Key
The Netural Approach
The Patterning Approach -

The Programmed Language Instructional Approach
Sehavier Modification
UnguisticaNy Resod Approaches
Alternative Expression Systems

Education of the hearing impaired has a long tradition of conccen about
improving linguistic performance of ;children with severe hearing loss.

Professional writing or educational strategics that appeared before the

current explosion of information in developmental psycholinguistics have

tended to focus on the development of surface structure forms. Thc

mergence of knowledge in linguistics. child development, and develop-
mental psycholinguistics has suggested the need for a shift away from a

sole concern with surface structure matters toward consideration of deep

structure isiues to include semantic and communicative performance.
The need for departure from more traditional concerns to focus .on

development. of tunderstanding of the meaning of linguistic principles is

clear. Rathcr than being concerned solely with word order, word choice.

and application of surface structure forms such as word ehdings, practice

in understanding and generating language rules should bc stressed:

This difference in instructional approach can best bc exemplified by
comparing traditional and contemporary literature on thc issue of how

each treats thc verb have and be. .1, Bennett (1939) suggested that
children Must understand the difference between is. have, and has on.

whith she thought could best be achieved through thc use of the
Fitzgerald Key and be, have, and has on charts. Children weft provided
with drills in which they were encouraged to formulate be, have, and has

on sentences by referring to the charts thcy had previously developed.

Thc emphasis in such an approach is on "'artificial" or externally
generated communication. on thc development of surface structures.
Attention was not paid to thc underlying deep structures implicit for
each of the thrle verbs under consideratkin.
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In 'contrast, Ilargis and Lamm (1974) suggested -instructional
strategies for thc verbs have and.be from the point of view of ennte..ipo-
rary linguistic theory. They identified 31 individual Meaningful uses 10
which the verbs 'have and be can be apphed. For instance, haw Qui be
used to indicate an entity to pan rchdionship (The spider has legs.), .

immediate ownership ((I have a pencil.). temporary *session (I have
Robert's book.), and remote ownership (I have some money In the
hank.). Hargis and Lamm contcnd that the deaf child's confusitin of hove
and he in sentences such as Jahn Is lin. or Jonathan haw a boy. occurs
because of the surface structure similarity of such sentences.: Both have
and. be can appear within the stone type of sentence frame,. so that the
deaf child .*aupposes that the two forms have identical .meiningt. in

° English. It is suggested that instead of-focusing on surface structire pat-
tenting, the teacher needs to focus on the variety of meaningithat Can be
eneoded by surface structure. This should add imrneasurably'to the deal
child's mastery of theic two forms. One can conclude. Irorn the-artide
that the cntirc range of possible meanings of hae and be shotdd he*
explored. Deaf children nccd to learn that the irme surface strut:tun:4am
convey varied dccp structures.

These two summaries serve to point out die contrast betwegn a sur-
.face structure orientation and deep structure approaches. The study of
meaning is less .wc11 explored because focus on deep otructure is an
enormous task. Focus on surface structUre is easier because forms may

' be constant from construction to construction, but meaning .can shift
subtly from sentence to sentencr. Without an understanding of deep
structure, of course, language.foinis RTC essentially, meaningless for deaf
children--or for any child, for that matter.

Instructional focus in this book with regard to hearing-impaired
children is on mastery of standard English forms. Although intervention
issues are approached as first language learning tasks, it has 6ccn
emphasized repeatedly that for ehildren_who have been exposed to and
are using American Sign Language, school English is probit#y a second
language. American Sign Language is organized along lino that
emphasize-different semantic deep structures and syntactic ordering than
those in many, if not all, spoken languages, especially.. English
(Friedman, 1974. If the deaf child is ASL dominant, then standard
English will have to be approached in &second language context insofar
as reading and writing arc concerned. If manual or total rommuideation
instruction is utilized in the school setting. then efforts at creating
system congruent with English forms and function would be nceesnry.

Mthough emphasis in this chapter is on educational procedures for
hearing-impaired students, considerable. information exists in other dis-
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tit
.

ciplintS spell as special edtteption, applied linguislics, cqmmunication
disorders, and developmental psycholinguistics concerning language
deyelopment programs. Accordingly, -contributions may be drawn froM

, tittsc areas in suggesting instructional strategies for deaf children. ,
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Pvcr the years many language teaching Methods have been suggested br
use witfr hearing-in paired eboildren. The more prominent systems that
apparently have same grass-roots stipport in' United States programs for
the hearing-impaired arc considered in the next sections: the Wing
symbnls: the Barry ,Five States, the FitZgerald Key, tfie Natural

pproach, i,the Patterning Approach, the Programmed Language
Instructional Approach, and Behavior Modification and LinguistiiallY
Based Approaches.

Developed in 1833 by George Wing (1887). the Wing Symb4ls system
uses letters and ntimbers to represent the functions of different parts of

o speech in-a sentence. The symbols arc placed pver A word, phrase, or
clauSe to cue the syntactic form, function; and, position of the matious
parts of the sentence. Thc symbols are grouped iptd four basic cate-
goriTe:41) the essentials such as subjett (S), verb (V). or intransitive verb
(VI); (2) modifiermuch as noun or prpnoun in appotition or possessive;
(3) connectives such as coor'dinating conjunction or subordinate conjunc-
tion; and (4) special symbols to0clude aukiliary verbs and tense.

As Soon as the child procluced a simple ksentence, the symbols were
to bc used. Within a particular lesson, after a number of Sentences had
beer( prodneed. each aspect of each seutence was coded to teach thc child,
the,reference of the symbols. Sentences were treated whenever pbssible in
ilie context of paragraphs with Wing Symbols used tq cuc syntaetic orga-
nization. Unfortunately, ai indicated in the introduction'to this chapter,.
the Wing Symbal proccdurc emphasizes syntactic performance 'rather
than sentence meaning or communicative competence. Few instrnee. the
-subject symbol was used only to cue the syntactic subject. Linguistic
theory provides considerable evidence that there must be a differentiation
between the syntactical subject and thc actual or logical' subject in
English Villmore, 1960; Katz, 1972). An example can be seen in the
,sentence Mary received a ball from John. In this sentence. Miry i?the
syntaaici su6ject as in the Wing syStem, while by logic the subject of the
sentence is actually John. 'the actor. Another example of difficulty' witlt
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the Wing Symbol System can be web with use of symbols fcir
nating or subordinating conjunctions. There is no cue within either Cate.:
gory to the underlying differences among the conjunctions becausi there .

hare only two symbols for the whoIc cateery. In addition, the cioSition of
the subiirdinate Conjunction within the schtciica is related to its intotma.
tional status. If thc information contained within 'a subordinate clause is
old: infoitiation, the clause gencrally iskplaced at the beginning.* the
/sentence. If the clause tepresents new information, it is normally placed
at the end of the sentence. Thus, simply identifying the single conjunction
does not provide a cue to aspecte such as informational coding:

-
The Barry.Five Slates

The Barry Five SlateS developed by Katharine Barry (1899) was a
method to teach deaf children an understanding of classes of words niti,t
their interrelations within sentencet. It was contended that ,the relations
of words must be made visible in order to teach language to deaf
children. The slates were thought to provide sight rules'on which a child
could rely in the same way that a hearing child relies on sound rules' in.
language 'acquisition. -6 I

In the Barry system, five large slates were placed on the walls of the
schdolniom to provide structure for languag explanations. The first
slate was for the subject of the sentence, the ond for the verb, the third
for the direct object, the fourth for the preposition; and the fifth for the
object of the preposition. Tile slates were' first uscd when the children
were able to recognize their names and knew how to' pralucC the names
of a few objects:4 initial emphasis was placed on the development of
action-intransitive verb sentences that tbe teacher associated with a head.
ing from each slate: who and what 'for the subject, *hot doing for the
verb, whom and what for the direct object, where for the preposition. and
whom and what fur the object of the preposition. Once knowledge of the
appropriate headings was axiomatic for' the child, numbers were substi7
tuted for slate writing so that the sentence John was hitting the hall in the
park, would be analyzed as 1 above John, 2 above was hitfing. 3 above
ball. 4 above, in, and 5 above park.

McAloney (1931) demonstrated that the Barry systan could be used
to analyze complex syntactic patterns. For instance, embedded Sentences
could be seen as a recurrence of a pattern within.a pattern. The sentence
Gabriellelcissed Martin while they were in the kitchen, could* analyzed
using the following pattern: 1,2,3,1;2,4,5, with no nuMber placed above'
the word while. Even With this coding ot so-called Complex ,sentences, ft

" is Obvious that the Barry system waS *signed.. for,Aescribing sYntactie
organization rather than providing insight into'meaning and pragmatic
use or construetions.
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The Fitzgerald Key

Edith Fitzgerald (1949)described
a sentence pattern guide in her bookStraight Langnage for the Deal The Fitzgerald Kcy consists of six*columns headed by interrogative words and some syMbolsIndicating

parts of sPeech and sentence functions', similar to Ilarry's categories. Thcheadings were: (1) subject (who, what), (2) verb and predicate wohls ,and r---; (or verb, infinitive, and adjective, respectivery). (3), indirectand direct objects (what, whom). (4) phrases and words telling where; (5)
. other phrases and word modifiers of the maid verb (for, from, how, howofta, how much, etc.), and (6) words and phrases telling when. Thc useof connective symbols:allowed for compound sentences to he classified.Yuung deaf children were lo begin language learning by classifyingwords according tO,the inOre basic headings, such as subject and v4-b.'The child's first few years in school were to bc spent "building the Key.'New language patkrns and principles were explained in terms of theKey, whft served as a referenep 'ahd self-correction device for languagework, ,

Fitzgerald (1943) herself emphasized two aspects of her system thatmade il different from systems developed prOziously. First, she stressedf-L
' that it was to be used to assist children in visualizing language from aI syntactic viewpoint. Second. she stressed that thc Key should bc used inc. a language learning atmosphere, allowing for constant exposure to !an-*.

guage experiences like thoSe encountered by normally heat:ng childrenwho were learning language. She urged that language instruction bc tiedto reality and experience, which would help to establish notions of theunderlying relationships within language. it is unfortunate that inpractice the deep association with eXperience that Fitzgerald thought soimportant has too frequently not oecurred. Too often the Key,Alsed as'the primary language input system for deaf children, a function for whichit was never intended.
Thomas (1958) presented an updated version of the Fitzgerald Keythat emphasized phrasp understanding. Eight different patterns,considered to bc ones that children frequently encounter in reading, wereoutlined. The patterns included: intransitive verb-, transitive verb, predi-cate adjective, predicate adverbial, transitive verb plus adverbial

. construction, indirect object, intransitive verb plus adverbial construc-tion, and predicate adjective plus adverbial constructiorrsentences. Thceight patterns were introduced first to establish a basic understanding of
language. Later, instruction focused ork subtle variations and deviations.from these basic sentence patterns. Thcsc later variations aregenerally
semantically derived, of course, which would not be learned throughpurely syntactic emphasis.
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. ....
Walter (1959) preSented another variation on the. Key that involved

,. a sotating KeY chart 'the students .could use at their_ desks ratiu:r than
headings frpn the blackboard. This adaptption demonstrates the range .
of modifications that have:been made to ensure maximum use of the Key
in the classroom. '
'I'lw Natural Approach

.

.111 1958. Mildred (kohl- wrote.Uf an approach to language instruction-
that emphasized a more naturalistic view of language- deVeltipmint as
opposed to simply employing. syntactic ordering devices such as the
Fitzgerald Key, predetermined word lists such as the Central Institute for

'the Draf Language Outline (1950), or workbooks as exemplified bythe
croker-Jones-Pratt language drill workbooks (1920, 1922..1928). The
primary tenet of the Natural Approach is that concepts arc to be
devsloped through language. Language is seen as .a means to an end
rather than an end of instruction itself. From this position..GrOlit cvOlved
.ccIrrin .operating principles: (1) language and vocabulary must .bc sup-
plied.aceording -to the child's needs rather than :teem:ding to rigid word
and language, principle lists; (2) natural language is acquired by retied,
tion in meaningful communication settings rather than by drift or-lext-
bOok exerokes apart from meaning: (3) language usage is best. taught
through ionversatioa and discussion, written compositions of all kinds,
-and through academic, and skill areas of the curriculum; (4) when lan-
guage principles need to be taught, they should- be introduced incidentally
_in natural language learning situations. then explained by the teacher in
real situations, then praciiced by the children through the ase of games,

-questions, itories, pictures, and conversations. Upper grade language
requires'exactness in planning. organization. and self-criticism on thc
part of the. pupils.

.

Accordingly, the deaf child is seen as having the Amine need for a
naturalistic laaguage-learningewironment ps normally hearing children
do, .Gr4501 clearly -.expected teachers .to hake understanding of the lin-
guis.tic prinCiples they were striving to have the child learn, rather than
presenting-language in a haphazard rashion. This latter point is eriticaL
because,many proponents of the so-calletNatural Method have
interpreted the natural part to meamtalk, talk, talk, but in an incidental
fashion, depending on what comei 'up. Groht did not intend this to be the
case. She ...stressed . that the teacher should be,..fireparing natural
experiences f r each of the linguistic principles she feels the child should
be acquiring in light of his conversatiOnal, intellectual, ifnd cognitive

fillit - -..sLutus. Thus, unlike other language instruction syitims, the emphasis of
, the Natural Approach is on development of deep structure and com-
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munication competence at a rale commensurate with the child's ability
. to mssimilate information. The only weakness of the- system was that

Groht provided no clearly outlined developmental shiges by which to
judgo children's linguistic and/or cognitive neetls, which linguistic .prin-.
ciPles would best be 'learned before others. this is a particularly
importalit issue for older deal childreh who may -lack even the rudiments.
of English. In . addition, Grohl makes no provision for devehliniental
responses by children, Childrilt do. not -hegiit with mature language
productions or even approximations pf these 'productions. Instead, as per
Chapter 3. children proceed through stages ot learning the adult model
before finally achieving mature expre. sion. With guidelines _relative to
developmental needs of children am indications of child langnage
behavior, the Natural Approach offers a framewurk. for 'development of
linguistic and communication etimpetcnce rather thairstriet concern with
surface structure patterns.

The Patterning Approach
.-.1 .

Sr. Jeanne d'Ar1(1958) presented the view thnt there was instructional
1.4 need foi linguistic patterning to aid many 'deaf children in learning Ian-
1.4
0., gimge.-She suggested that systematic exposure to a limited variety of lin-

o

1.-. guistic units in order to' faeilitate linguistic understanding and Usage was0
N.) . a necessary requirement to any language instructional program. The

focal point of thc procedure is eMployment of command forms that vary
according to the constructions that follow thc core command verb. The

47 first pattern to be emphasized is the verb-what relationship. which is
. followed by verb-where, yerb-what-where, verb-adjective, verb-whom,
' and verbTwhom-what. Language exposure is' achieved in natural situa-

tions that emphasize a conversational format between teacher and the
dealchild. .

In a sUbsequent report on patterning, Buckler (1968) indiceted that
the. Seven basic sentence patterns oullined by d'Arc should continue to
serve as the basis for any further patterning efforts. To increase linguistic

*sophistication, it was suggested that these seven sentence patterns also be
used in conjunction with stems that cued more complex sentences. For
instance, it would be Possible Jo cue or pattern with sentence stems such
as I know how to . .. or It's fun to ... , which would allow use of the
seven patterns already ,Aleveloped through command training. Buckler
contended that question forms'and indirect discourse forms particularly'
difficult for heariniimpaired children can easily be handled through
patterning as well, using stems.such as When will . . . Or Mary told me
to.... This approach draws upon the strength of structured language
approaches; it argues for structUre in language learning in linguistically
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4 sound terms,. while encouraging* nattiral experiences by keeping the
content of patterns in line with the develOpmental needs of thc child. ihc.

problem of an apparent lack of stress on deep structure understanding or

overt consideration of communication competence could' kave one
uncertain as to how to achieve fluent language performance at all levels.

It should be noted, however, that the functional realization of a pattern-

ing approaCh has been impressively demonstrated by the students of St.

Joseph's School for the Deaf in St. Louis.
-

The Programmed Language Instructkmal Approach

in the 1960s, as part of the general trend in education Ittemploy teaching
machines and computer technology, programmed languitge instruction

was developed for hearing-impaired children. Falconer (1962). Stuckless
and Birch (1962), Fehr (1962), and Rush (1964) developed programs to

teach speciffe linguistic knowledge stick as noun vodibulary, article& or
following written directions. Initial results from thole approacheaseemed

to be promising. However. later there were indications that English drill

programs such as those developed by Stanford University had-not proved

to be entirely suecessful (F1ctcher auid Suppes, 4973).
In a recent report by Bochner (1976) on tvverb drill program

designed for deaf young adults, it was concluded that programmed
approaches lacked instructional power. An effective drill and practice
program should elicit and,. reinforce acceptable responses froni the
stedent on a consistent basis. Bochncr's subjects' responses deviated so

substaktially from expected behavior that the program was unable to

shape or reinforce retponses. In many instances. the responses that the

students produced were grammatically appropriate, but the computcr
program was forced to reject them as unacceptable'because they did not

conform to the predicted response.
These difficulties are not particularly surprising for many reasons.

Children who truly generate language show preference for paraphrasing

rather than for direct imitation. It has also been shown that language
drills are only meaningful if placed into experiential context which is not

possible with most computer-based programs. Studies by Ruder,
Hermann, and Schiefelbusch (1977) indicate that drill activities do not

result in generative language behavior. Comprehension work coupled
with imitative or drill responses was found to produce changes in

expressive language, however, strengthening the arguments for
experiential learning.

This should not be taken to mean that teaching machines and com-
puterized instruction have no educational role. However, such
approaches should not be expected to lead to the establishment of deep
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structure understanding if they merely provide surface structure monitor-
ing or practice.

Behavior Modificition

Learning theory *from the psychological point of view has been and
continum to be concerned with stimulus-response relationships hind
operant learning as related to language acquisition. Although external
motivation and manipulation are not seen by. developmental psycholin-
guists as primarily responsible for language acquisition in normal

Sis -children, thc application of learning theory to crstablishing speech and/or
language in children who demonstrate severe language disability has been
promising. Children who fall under the rubric of severely retarded,
autistic-like, or multihandicappcd. have bccn the foeus of operant condi-
tioning paradigms, and in recent years there have been attempts to apply
these principles to the instruction of multihandicapped. hearing-Impaired
children as well.

The reports on hard-to-leach children generally repo results in four
areas (Snyder, Lovitt, and Smith, 1975; Yule, Berger, and Ho% lin, 1975)-

0-I (1) identification of target behaviors, (2) establishment of baseline
behaviors, (3) implementation of.therapeutic procedures, and (4) evalua-

b-- lion of the results by comparing the final results with the baseline data.
identification of target behaviors requires description of how

behavior change will be quantified, as well as decisions about what ter-
minal behaviors will be sought. When behavior targets, or reduction in
particular behaviors, have been decidcd on, charting or description of the
naturally occurring rate or duration of the desirable, or undesirable,
behavior is donc. This charting establishes a pre-intervention baseline for
evaluating the effects of treatment. Because children's behavior can vary
considerably over time even in a structured situation, it is often necessary
to continue observations until a representative sample of behavior is
thought to have been obtained, which may involve a number of
observations in the child's environment.

Having obtained baseline observations of the relationship between
target behaviors and the environment, the treatment manipulations arc
introduced. Most techniques employ some reinforcement procedure.
either of a social (secondary) or consumable-token (primary) nature.
Modeling, shaping/fading, or other imitative variations arc thc specific
types of procedures employed. Modeling consists of providing the subject
with examples of the target behavior with the expectation that the child
will approximate through direct imitation the established model, Shap-
ing/fading techniques 'require differential reinforcement of stiinulated
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productions by the child. Differential reinforcement leads the child to
_produce, behaviors that come closer and closer to a. predetermined
standard established by the examiner.

Regardless of the choice of procedures to change behavior, the
observations started during the baseline periods arc continued. This
ongoing monitoring of behavior should provide indications of the
efficacy of the mOdification techniques selected, If the strategy is work-
ing, 'there should he a decrease of those behaviors one wishes to
eliminate, or an increase in behaviors that arc desirable, ItOs iii always
possible, of coUrse, to establish this cause and effect relatWishifr, because
teaching a preliminary behavior may simply trigger ny facilitate
expreasion of the behavior or linguistic ifsinciple that is actually already
known to the child (Yule, Berger, and I lowlin, 1975).

In language acquisition, application of behavior modification has
emphasized the establishment of expressivd skills by and Wile, although
development of receptive abilities using picture identification techniques
has also been reported in the literature. Specific areas of cfprasive
behavior .focused on have included establishing noun vocabulary items
(Sailor et al.. 1973; Salzinier.et al., 19 5); use of plurality (Baer' and
(luess, 1973; Garcia, Guess, and Byr I 73; Guess et a1..1968;
1971); use of articles and auxiliary ver celer and Sulzer,,1970); use
of verb inflections (Schumaker a Sher n, 1970); decreasing verbal
behaviors (Barton, 1970); use of prepositi (Sailor and Taman, 1972);
use of question forms (Twardosz and B r, 1973); encouraging two-wotd
combination production (Jeffree, Wh doll, and Milner, 1973); and use
of noun and verb phfascs (McReynolds and Engmann, 1974; Whitehurst
and Novak, 1973). Lawrence (1971) described techniques for establishing
prelinguistic behaviors in children such as attending to speech or learning
to provide feedback to caregivers. These factors have been identified as
crucial to the development of spontaneous language forms (Snyderrand
McLean, 1976). Fygetakis and Ingram (1973), on the other hand. -

emphasize the use of reinforcement principles to increase meinlerIgth of
utterance and syntactic complexity in children.

Although' receptive development has been studied, as sugiested, the
range of behavior explored is more limited. Bricker (1972) and Bricker,
Vincent-Smith, and Bricker (1973) have reported on attempts to develop
receptive comprehension of a simple noun category in severely sretsikled
older children and in language-delayed toddlers, respectively. Baer and
Guess (1971) focused on the development of adjectival inflections and
superlative 'and comparative forms in mentally retarded children. Guess
C1969) also investigated the understanding of plurality -in retarded
children. In a subsequent study, Guess and Baer 11973) attempted to
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develop plurality both receptively and expressively. They found that it
was possible to teach comprehenSion ,and production of plurality, but
there proved to bc little or no generalization from one modern), to the
other.

Hartung (1972) outlined a tentative seritts of targets that should be
achieved in order to guarantee minims', linguistic functioning in autistic-
like children, including: (I) elimination of disruptive behaviors hefore
initiating actual communication/linguistic progranMiing efforts. (2) von-
ditioning attention and cyc contact, (1) establishing motor imitative
behavior. (4) establishing n transition from motor imitative lichaVior to
verbal imitative behavior. (5) establishing control over predetermined
-spoken vocabulary usually beginning with nouns, (6) establishing transi-
tion from imitation to naming, (7) establishing ability to simmer ques-
tions, (8) establishing spoken phrases. (9) conditioning functiorml speech.
and (10) generalizing imitative speech appropriately to new situations.

Thc cornerstones of this approach arc the notions that j,pitatinuu
serves, as the basis for establishing linguistic bchnvior,atTherc is a
transition from motor imitative behavior to verbal i stative behavior:
that vocal targets should Me selected so.that they can . easily produced

7.44 with manipulative help from the teaclier. cottuin sounds visually
1.4

apparent to thc child, and contain.sounds already within the production-o repertoire of thc child; and. finally.. that targets should proceed from
st-

single-word responses to phrases to functional sentences such as open the
door or get your shoes.

Emptoyment of similar types of linguistic developmental outlines
have been described by Bricker and Bricker (1974), Guess. Sailor. and
Baer (1974), Kent et ar(1972), arid litisely, Hart. and Doke (1972). All
presented programs emphasized the importance of imitation, early motor,
imitative training, and a progression from single words to complete
sentences. If Snyder and McLean's (1976) contention that.certain prelin-
guistic behaviors are important for children to possess before they are /
able to process linguistic information is correct, it would seem .tnat the
goal of eliminating disruptive behaviors and establishing eyc contact
would be worthwhile. The need to establish appropriate feedback
mechanisms in children, such as smiling or selettively attending to
speech. should be added. Joint activities are important to thc establish-
ment of a.common topic of conversation bctwccn normally developing
child and mother (Bruner, 1977). Establishment of motor imitative
behavior aiso seems reasonable for children who do not spontaneously
develOp ability to imitatc or process the communication of others.

Application of behavior modification procedures to teaching hear-
ing-impaired children has been reported (Bennett and Ling, 1972; Berger,
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1972). In Bennett and Ling's study, a 3-year-old hearing-impaired girl
who used neither the ankle the nor tht auxiliary verb Ls was taught tO
use these words in describing a picture. initially through imitation and
then in response to the command Tell me about this. She was also able io
use the present progressive form to describe a number of pictures on
which she had received no training. To test its generative status, the
newly acquired behavior *as subseqeently extinguished and thin
reinstated. -

Thc question one might.ask about this study is whether the lsthe
knowledge is generalized to'situations oilier thin picture description. The
semantic role of the auxiliary verb be in English is limited, and could be
generalized to Wier present progressive environments without a heed for
knowledge of its meaning. The, on the other hand, serves as an important
cue to the listener about information in 'converRationarnoun phrases, a
form that would not be expected to be learned by imitqtion alone.

Berger (1972) used a program similar to Hartung's to teach severely
retarded deaf children. Manual communication was substituted for vocal
behavior. The report lacks specific details al;out procedures employed
and success rate with specific target behaviors.

The role of imitation in langpage learning has been thown to be a
rather specific one,.as discussed inthapter 3. Behavior modification pro-
grams depend heavily upon imitation to shape behavior, but that
dependence presents a problem when the question of language learning is
considered.

Rees (1975), for one, examined the clinical use of imitation in the
enhancement of linguistic performance in language-disordered children.
She concluded that although imitation may have only a limited role in
the development of linguistic competence in the normal child. or in
increasing or modifying- the language-disordered child's linguistic
competence, Clinical procedures involving imitation may be important in
the development of the communicative process. In the can of nonverbal
children, the establishment of a tendency to imitate and an initial vocal
or verbal repertoire might be the first step in production of communi

if not symbolic behavior. In fact, the attempt to establish longues
perforMance in the child who has no notion of communicative behavior
is likely to be unsuccessful. Imitation could be used to establish 'com-
munication between the language disordered child and his mother, and
different techniques could be employed to develop his linguistic
competence.

The usefulness of imitation in.developing verbal behavior in children
with language-learning problems was also discussed by Ruder, Hermann,
and Schiefelbusch (1977). Their study was designed to determine whether
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imitation or comprehension training idone; or sonic combination of imi-
tation and comprehension training, would facilitate verhat production in
children with language disorders. ComprehenSion training alone res'ulted
in some verbal production, but imitation training alone did not. A
markied improvement in verbal production was observed when
comprehension training was followed by imitative training. When initial
imitative training was followed by comprehensiOn training. verbal
productron increased, but not to the degree or with the consistency that
marked the comprehension-imitation liaining sequence. Furthermore,
children in comprehension training required more trials to reach a
similar level of proficiency .after imitation than they did when
comprehension work preceded imitation: Beginning with imitative train-
ing apparently interferes with acquisition of subsequent comprehension
and production skills.

Courtright and Courtright (1976) compared the effectiveness of a
modchng procedure and direct imitation in teaching certain syntactic
patterns. Modeling in this context involved repeating the test sentence
several times in thc presence of a piccure cue. In direct imitation. the
subject was required to produce the examiner's sentence immediately and
exactly, Thc results were thought to support the conclusion that model-
jng was morc effective than imitation in teaching a syntactic pattern,
initially lacking in the subject. Greater retention of the pattern and a
more successful generalization to novel contexts were noted with model-
ing more than with direct imitation.

These findings are not too startling if Bloom, Ilood, and
Lighthown's (1975) otiservation that children imitate only language that
they have soMe knowledge about is accurate. One could argue that
comprehension training establishes tentative knowledge about a language
form, which would encourage .imitation .of that form in subsequent
instruction.

Another problem with behavior modification has been the criticism
that violations of developmental patterns in working with' children are
made regularly. Teaching targets are established with no regard hi the
cognitive and/or developmental trends expected in children, even
developmentally delayed ones. Lynch and Bricker (1972), to ,counteract
such a charge, suggested that developmental psycholinguistie data could
be used as the content for behavior modification programs, while condi-
tioning or operant procedures could bccomc the mechanisms by which
these developmental expectations are realized. Streniel (1972). Stark et
al. (1973), Jeffree, Wheldall, and Mittler (1973), and Garber and David
(1975) hayc reported on applications of this suggestion. Each has
appealed to various aspects of linguistic theorizing and/or language
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,
developmental knowledge to establish meaningful la !wage targets in '
children. Stremel (1972) stressed agent-action-paticid (snInect-verb-
object) relationships: Stark' et al..(197S) used Bloom's functional and
grammatical categyries to leaeli behavior; Jeffree: Wheldall, and Mittler
(1973) studied the pivot-open class rdationsliip; and (hailer and David,
(1975) usetl the semantic demands of questioning to eliminate echolalia
in children. These programs were successful to varying degrees, so the
strategies of combining deVelopmentn1 targets with behavior modifica-
tion techniques shows promise, particularly with .children demonstrating
difficulties in language learning.

tinguist kally Rased Approachet

Increased interest in linguistic theory andidescrip ions of children's lan-
guage has resulted in efforts to apply such theorie. to helping communi-
catively, handicapped children acquire langua .. Programs baged
primarily on linguistic theory and programs bus on developmental
findings have become the most poPular. Linguistic th ory approaches use.,
information gained by appealing to the adult yriodel. iffieulty and com-
plexity of language is defined by what the Udall finds iffienit and Com-
plex. Approaches classifieck as developmentuf use in, rmation derived
from observations of normally speaking children.. pir 'eulty and corn-.
plexity level arc defined from the point of view of the chi , not the adult.
The former type of program may be 'refereed to as cli teian oriented,
whereas the latter would be considered Child-Oriented. In hiier case, as
indicated by Leonard (1973), developing ,rule-governed be avior shouldt bbc the goal of the therapeutic or educational pro 'ram, ilding in .the
child some sense of tht rules goverriing the Underst nding am production
of English sentences.

Detailed examples of each category of instructional pr gram are
considered in the next two sections. The ..first emphasizes linguistic
approaches, and the second emphasizei,,developmentall based
approaches.

Instructional Programs, Based on Linguistic Theory Black II and
Engen (1976) presented an entire curriculum (Rhodc Island S.ch ol for.
the Deaf Language Curriculum) geared to the development of lin istic
rule knowledge in hearing-iMpaired children. Although niuch of ,the cur-
riculum is geared to sYntactic mastery.-attention is also paidio scma tic
development and to consideration of the relation of language and co ni-
live growth. The basic premises ot thc curriculum are twofold:

I. Language is not taught to children using vocabulary as its base
operation. Instead, thc immediate goal of the educatiOnal proces.
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mnst be thc development of underlying linguistic knowledge for

sentence generation.
2. Language .cannot be laugh! .in isolation. It nium'he an integrai part

of thc school curriculum. which in turn, is peared toward the chilirs.

needs and intellectual/emotional interests.-

As srated -previously. there is intense focus on the syntactic

component of language. Initial work hegins with what Streng (1972) aod

others have culled the basic sentences of inglish: thy trait:skive. sentence

(John hit the dog.), thc intransitive sentence (John ran.), the predicate

nominative Sentence (John is lax son.). thc predicate adjec(ive sentence

(John ic big.), nod the predict& adverbial sentence (John I% in the piirk.).

.Control of linguistic inpnt is advocated -by usingieVents, stories. per-

sonal identifiention, or social relation!hips that ilw .eltikl..has already

experienced. These concepts arc expresset1 consistently in the five simple

sentence patterns that must be mustered before thc introduction of inure

complex forms. Complex sentences arc seen as the interface of two or

inure simple sentence relationships. Thus, complexity is introduced

Ihrough consideration of.those changes that operate to change the siniple

sentence pattern, hut not its semantic coMedexity such as negation, ques-

tion formg, and imperative operations. Later, complex forms that cluintic

the semantic organi/ntion of the sentence sire introduced. such as nOmi-

nalization, relativization. coordination, and complementation.

The five basic sentence types'arc described to the Children and then

contrasted over a period of time by emphasizing the distinction bdtwecn

transitive and intransitive sentences, and the difference between these two

types and the reinaining three. This description procesS is unhurried and

is applied only to those sentences that have some meaning for the

children. The goal is not thd memorization of the syntax of simple

sentences, but the internalization of simple relationships through which

the child will be able to produce and comprehend an infinite numbcr of

sentences. Thus, opportunities for spontaneous generation of sentences

are emphasized as an integral part of the instructional process from the

earliest stages of exposure to the system.
At the point 'of spontaneous generation of language. Blackwell and

his colleagues advocate the initiation of formal analysis techniques. using

gencrative-transformational 'diagrams. It i argued that such diagrarn

ming assists the child in identifying (he major sentence compcmehts and

the major groupings of those components. It is also thoUght to aid the

child in constituent development, a significant aid to reading, in opposi-

!toil to word-by-word decoding techniques, Which are highly damaging to

reading comprehension. Diagramming is further defended as a way-tf
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..1_,,: .:
helping children to devilop a grasp lb( the underlying relationship that
exist for more complex' sentenie patterns. For intlanee, by combining
visual diagiaminAg skills and intonational practice, it seems possible to,
prevent Ihe deirchild froti alsaming that the cod of a medially ent..
bedded -relative clause is the end of the main sentence: thus sentence*
:nett as John who Is toy friend siri avoided.

Blackwell and hit colleaghes made a monumental contribution in
demonstrating how linguistic theory could be applied to educational
instruction with hearing-impaired children. Still, two shortcomings mull
bc pointelout. First, because of their ptedominant relianee upon adult
models from linguistic-theory, it is the authors' feeling that some of their
decisions are contradictory to thc divellyinental literature. For example*

. mastery of bisic ,,sentences, is advocated before conskleration of the
syntactic forms that change the semantic organization of the sentence,
such as coordination and complementation. The child language literature
.shows, that and forms and early infinitives appear quite early in children's
utterances (Limber, 1973). Therefore., not encouraging their growth
would work against the natural developmental procestes of children. .

Second, the use of diagramming with young children is thought to
,aid in their conceptualization of language. This technique may be helpful
for those children who have substantial language mastery...big the
authors have serious reservations concerning its use with children in the
initial gages of. learning language. Employment of diagrams could
encourage children in the early language learning stage to focus on
external surface structure manifestations of language rather than
encobraging internal semantic manipulation of language. It has been
demonstrated repeatedly that the focus of children's earliest attempts-to
master language arc semantically, not syntactically, motivated. It is on/y
after the child has mastereil the basic components of the underlying
semantic relationships that hc pays attention to syntactic matters such as
viohd order and constituent grouping. Consequently, a more natural
approach in which basic sentences are controlled semantically, not
syntactically, and patterned \ so that the child has an opportunity to
induce the underlying mcaninj relationships of language is advocated. In
this process, children will pr4ducc utterances that are developmentally
approximations of the adult rnodcl. Only when a child has a clear under-
standing of word order cons raints and constituent groupings would
introduction of sentence diagr mming be reasonable.

In summary, the curricu uni outlined by Blackwell and Engin is

contemporary linguistic thcory an effon that must be applauded in its
ol!)unique in the effort to devel an entire language program based on -

innovation. The design of the cUrriculum is a dynamic one thai is con.
\ -b0
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tinuing to under& revision and modification: changes in thc Rhode
Island curriculum will be awaited with interest. It is hoped that. it.will
steer ;toward a developmental rodel rather than being cOnfined to, a
porely,lingUistic one.

Another example of nlinguistically based prograth for deaf children
was outlined 'by Peck (1972). The' Patterned Language systcm is

organized into three units. -Unit 1 is geared toward thc development of
/*Jangle-word productions from hearing-iinpaired c4I1ildren who. regardless

of age, have 'not achieved this stage. The basic _preinise is that -deaf
children should start in the stage of prodUction in the. normal develop-
Mental process that they have not mastered. Success in each stage, even
in the single-word stage, should bc assured even foi.r. older children
khrough the use ,of socially appropriate but linguistically controlled
experiende. 'Items in thc one-word stage include intrOduction of negation.
confirmation (yes). 'lathes of people and pets, names of objects, where
concepi. and rime concepts: Use of these ikems should be practiced in
two sociolinguistic Contextsasking (requesting) and telling. Interest-

'Jingly. although presented in 1972, Peck's concepts Elie soundt' but they
failed to go far enough. Basic semantic categorization 'such as agent,
action, or patient is lacking.

I Unit 2 involves productions of word strings from two to five words.
0 It is suggested that expansion techniques be used to help children achieve

this level of. proficiency. Unfortunately, Peck provides few guidelines
concerning the focus or these expansions other than to work on basic

'sentence .patterns or syntax. Unit 3. involves verbal descriptions that uti-
lize a slot organization siMilar to the Fitzgerald Key. Eight slots arc
listed. including sentence transforms, subject + Modifiers. verb + direct
object, object + modifiers, where, when, conjunction. and end of
rsentence punctuation. Children are provided with these categories in slot
form to assist them in generating sentences. This suggestion suffers from

le same criticisms leveled against the Key earlier in this chapter.
Muma (1'974) outlined 1.0 instructional procedures dcrivediroinlin-

guistic theory that he recommended tor, use in Ideveloping rilc older-
standing in langage disordered individuals. He suggested for example
that the teacher or clinician point out the child's errdr to him vid then
provide the appropriate form. ,For,instance. if the child utters / is going.,
the teacher,can reply, "No; it's not / is going: it's I am going. Say I am.
Mellon (1967) and Cazde 19 5) indicate, however, that this correction
techniilue is not an effi tent ay to help children larn basklanguage.
rules. The 'correction tec Igoe is not a positive one for language learn-.

ing and may even be destr five from the standpoint of hinguage usage.
particularly when it is uscd oci:frequent1)..
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The second, .or espimsion, technique, as outlined in studies oT
p:ircittal input, to normid Chiithen (Brown nnd Blhigt 1964.),Atas also.
Ilea suggested for use with hearing-impaired.children (Seroggs 1915).
Linguistic expansion'occurs when a child's Utterance is-expanded into an
adult version of.the- forms he produced. For inctinu if _the child says me'
go. the Ault might say Yes, you are going. As 'reported- proloosly.
Scroggs (1975) round that teachere SyStematie applicatiOn of 'espanSiOn .

techniques increasdd oral dnd non-oral communication attempts 'by itcarr!;;
ing-impitired children signifiCantly,

In the third,, or simple expatintion, technique,. the teadher "makes
comments about' children's:utterances. The' comments are confined to a

.single propositioniil sentence, .. keeping' the. syntactic anu semantie
demands at a low level. For instance, if the child says ilirdkjiy, the
teacher might say Yes.-the birdie is pretty too. Expansion With simple
expatiation might result in a.esponse such as -Yes, ihe birdie
with the comment The-birdie. is pretty. Cazden (l965) .found this

. particular technique effective in Stimulating language groWth in- disad-':
vantaged norsery schbol children because it broadened the CommOnica-
iion E.niest for the child, hut-allowed his utterancesinserve ns. the .0(.',11$.
of the cdmmunication exchange. ,- : '

The fourth, or complex expatiation, technique is merely.a syntactic
variation of simple expatiation; The semantic aspects-are featured and
extended, hut onlY in more complicated syntactic structures. It -was sug7
gested* that complex expatiation be reserved for children ill more
advanced stages -of language :development, such as Children who
'demonstrate knowledge or -various transforniational operations but need
to learn fluent use of these transformations. .

The fifth technique, designated the alternative model, was thought
by Blank and Solomon (1968) to. be effective for deVeloping abstract
thinking. dperatiOnally, a teacher ins:jukes either directly or indirectly'
about the underlying logic Or a particular utterance. Such probes should
serve tui make the speaker aware of the logical power of language and to
consider alternative ways'in which a given thought can be expressed. For
inStance, the child might say Daddy go.. to whiCh the teacher replies Yes.
IS daddy going?.Why is daddy going? Reeause the critical characteristic
of this technique is the use of a question format, therc are additional
studies that coinment on its effectiveness. Turnurc, Buium, and Thurlo#
(1976) tested educable menially retarded children to determine hether
interrogatives would induce verbal elaboration:The -results ind' ed that
children in question eonditions.elaborated mo an c ren in non- .
question conditions. The 'question conditions sti induced. greater'
semantic analysis by children than the nonquestion onditions, which can
he taken as an affirmation of,Ihe alternative techniqut basic purpose.
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The questions of young children themselves in educational settings
may be most informative about the child's point of view.. Exapp les of
children's questions from Chukovsky (1968) include: Do chickens go
without rubbers? or Mothers give birth to boys. too. Then what orc
.latheri for? Adults could etnloy these types of 'child questions in order
to assist children to developunderstanding of the world through the use
of language.. Gaidelincs for thc production of child4ike questions include
pairing unrelated categories, such as rubberi and chicken; posing incor7
reel hypotheses, such as Whm is a knife. a fork'S husband?; and postulat-
ing discrepancies that need to be resolved, su'eli as Why dmi't we see two
things-with two eyes?. Presentation of these types of alternatives is a novel
'way to assist the child in understanding the underlying cognitive relations
between objects and events. Chukevsky points to two important
constraints on thc use of such questions. First, they should not be uscd to
initiate conversations_with children, but should, proceed out of prior dis-
cussions with *the child. A second constraint is thc assurance that lu-es-.
lions are asked in thc presente of relevant materials or in proper context
Unless children arc presented with (he tools necessary 10 solve the proh-
lems poscd by the question, learning Will itot occur.

Muma's sixth technique is completion, a protedure inwhich
children are encouraged to complete items presented to them. Thc child
may be provided with a word to be used in a new sentence, or the adult
viay provide the child -with a stem for completion. Thc patterning
methods already described (Buckler, 1968; d'Arc, 1958) represent a sort
of elaborated completion sirategy. If properly used, thc completion tech-
nique can provide a child with syntactic experience,_ such as constituent
analysis and observatiOn of word order constraints, as well as semantiC
interaction, such as concept or lexical boundaries and selectional restric-
tions: It should else bc recalled from Chapter 3 that mothers often'
employ completion strategies to cncourage linguistic productions in nor-
mally developing children. ,

Muma's, three remaining techniques are applicable only for th.'..e
children or adolescents who possess linguistic sophistication. In the
replacement technique, the teacher presents a sentence and instrt.cts thc
child to replace one element once, or several times, or to delete an ele-
ment. A replacement exchange might bc:

Teacher: The chair is big.
Child: The chair is old'.
Teacher: The chair is rocking.
Child:The old lady is rocking.

Thc advantage of the replapement strategy is that each child can be
helped to practice on constructions that pose pae icular prohlt vs for
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him. Replacement encourages syntactic and semantic flexibility, Which is
of benefit to any child with language performance problems. Replace-
ment is a common strategy of young children who are learning tO engage
adults in coinversations (Bloom,.Rocissano, and Hood, 1976): Tfic child
undcr this condition will replete an cipanded clement or another
construction.for an aspect of the adult's utterance.

The alternative replacement strategy involVes the piiiiciple that
exemplars of onc form class or construction are available for alternative
replacement with exemplars from another fotm class or construction.
For instance the teacher could ask for 1. he, we, they read., to Which the
child repas Ile reads. 1 readwe read, they read. In' some instances thc
exemplars were anachronisms, which will provide the student tth an
opportunity to decide about the semantic accuracy of syntactic patterns.

;The final technique is termed 'Yrevision," which consis,ts of present-
ing sentences that must be combined into new units. For instance the
teacher might spy Put these sentences togithcr: I have Smile oraages.:1
have some apples.. I have some bananas. The chiklmight respad with-/
have some oranges. apples, add bananas: The reverse of this option
would be to ask thc child to derive the underlyipg propogitions when
given instances of complex sentences.

McCarr (1972) details applicadon of -Muma's 10 techniques ta the
teaching of complex languageforms to high school age Iiearing-impaired
students. In teaching relative clauses it was suggested that children be
presented with two sentences. The teacher demonstrates how'the insert
scntcnce is changed by modifying the concurrent noun phrase with a wh;.
word and shifting it to the beginning of the clause before inserting it into
the main sentence following the noun phrase it mOdifies. This would be
an example of the revision technique. Explanations for teaching hearing-
impaired children yes-no questions, do-support, wh-question forms, .rela-
tive clauses, participle phrases, indirect discourse, abd passive are
provided. Plainly, the emphasis is on the manipulation of surface stem-.
true forms, not seinantic or conversational understanding.

Thetimplication of techniques such as those suggested by Muma
(1974) is that the primary language of all dcaf children is somc form of
standard English. This assumption has been repeatedly challenged,
paiticularly for children with ASL environments. Goldberg and
Bordman (1975) have suggested that.English-as-a-second language (ESL)
techniques might be used in language improvement programs for
manually oricnted hearing-impaired children. In regular ESL classrooms
students who cannot yet express themselves adequ!tgy in English do not
attempt to study grammar, learn rules for effective writing, or gain
knowledge of subject matter in English. Instead they spend time compre-
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hending and producing language in the context of reliable models
provided by the teacher. Adults learning a second language in a total
immersion program proceed through many of the same developmental
patterns shown by normally hearing children who are acquiring a first
language (Larsen-Freeman, 1976). Contextual cuing is a crucial variable
in second language learning just as in first language learning.
Interference between languages in the syntactic area is known to be less
than interference in the semantic/communicative aspects. If tliis is so,
then it would seem reasonable to suspect that the ESL method wouldbe
most effective with those hearinOmpaired children familiar with stand-
ard English forms, a prerequisite not Often met .with many deaf
children enrolicd in formal school programs.

Derelopmentally Based Language Instruction Programs Programs
For children-with language development difficulties can also be based on
principles derived .from descriptions of child language. Leonard
(1975a.b.c) exemplifies such an'approach. Hc argues. for example. that if
children normally acquire information about semantic aspects of lan-
guage first, then this must represent some important perception about
language that should be considered in planning language remediation
programs. These authors would argue that if this is true for normally
developing children, it should also be:true for hearing-impaired children.
wbose language learning capacities at preschool ages have been found to
bc normalized if appropriate educational experiences arc, provided
(CoHins-Ahlgren, 1974, 1975; Hess. 1972).

A comprehensive effort to incorporate semantic considerations into
language developnient programming for children with limited linguistic
performance was reported by MacDonald and -Blott (1974). Their
approach, identified as the Environmental Language Intervention
Stratcgy (ELIS). places the semantic findings of Bloom (1970). Schles-
inger (1971), Ad Brown (1973) in a therapeutic framework' by selecting
as the content for diagnosis and training those eight rules underlying thc
early semantic funetions of two-word' utterances. Rule knowledge is
evaluated and described in terms of all the linguistic and nonlinguistic
cues available as context for children's utterances. ThC ELIS also
samples a child's language abilities in imitation, conversation, and play
from thc beginning of training experiences to aid in generalization of
newly learned language to spontanens situations.

In subsequent articles. MacDonald and his associates (MacDonald.
1976; MacDonald et al., 1974) presented additional ideas about the role
of parents in diagnosing and implementing many of the training
procedures with thcir own children. The, home is .viewed as .providing
maximum contcxt for mastery of language, a concept that has found
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considerable suppnrl in education of the hearing-impaired by such eduea-
tors as Ilorton (1974), Northcutt .(1977). and Simmons-Martin (1976).

Miller and Yoder (1972; 1974) outlined language development Oro-
grams thaf emphasize the development of 13 semantic categories at the;
single-word level. The categories derived from research out normally
developing children include: recurrence, non-existence. disappearance,
rejection, cessation, existence. comments, greetings, vocatives, agent,
object, actim and- pOssession. As can be recalled from Chapter 3. these
.constitute the relational-'ihd substantive functions that have been
identified at the single-wn4stage. With these categories, the child can he
aided in developing Iwo-word combinations, primarily; functional rela-
tions (existence. recurrence, non-existence, rejection, and denial); and
grammatical relations (agent-action, Action-object, agent-object,
possessive, locathe, attributive, experiencer-stative. dative, commita-
lives, and instrumentals). The three-word combinations, and expansions
as described by Brown (1973) in Chapter 3 serve as the focus foe-the next
stage of the program.

In. Use of these categories with severely developmentally disabled
children. Miller and Yoder suggest the following principles:

I. Semiintic concepts should bc ordcrcd for 'teaching on the:basis of filo-
quency of occurrence of those concepts and- expression:by normal
children, and selection of the.utterance form for expression should be
determined by the sequence of forms acquired by normal children a's
well.

2. A single frequently occurring experience demonstrating a particular
semantic function should' be selected and paired with appropriate
lexical items. After the child demonstrates mastery of the item:one
might move. to Multipk 'experiences expressing the same function.
For instance. 'one con demonstrate disappearance by removal of
objects from a tableOnce the child has mastered this concept, Other
instances of disippearance cOuld bc used.

3. Once a child begins to produce single words consistenth, these first
expressions should be tied to relational functions about which the
child has already de.monstrated knowledge,

Miller and Yoder stress that this technique, should be employed only
with low functioning (sevekly retarded) children. However, it .eould also
bc considered for use with multihandicapped hearing-impaired children

. who arc of elementary or junior high school age, but ham not.been in a
formal educational program, or have had limited-success in more tradi-.
tionally oriented programs.
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Lee, Koenigsknecht, ami Mulhern (1975) presented, a technique
based on the DSS scoring procedure that they called Interactive 1.an-
gouge .Development Teaching. This procedure should be used primarily
with children .having a sufficient 'amount of hingimge that it could he
analyzed using the LISS procedure, such as those hearing-imptired
children being considered for mainstreaming. The system involYes writ-
ing stories that eontain.a target language principle. Foch story concludes
with a probe to ini 'ate appropriate responses from each child. IV tech-.
niqucs that can be kscd as probes arc completion, reduction, expansion,
repel ition..rcpcipion f error, self-Correction, or rephrased ipiestions.

Each of the programs outlined almve are developmentally based, hat
have only been emplOyed with normally hearing children. Mostseem to
hold some promise (or use with some hearing-impaired children, but
further research as to their range of usefulness is required.

Mternathe Expression Systems

Thc discnission to this point has assumed employment of traditional com-
munication modes with normally hearing or hearing-impaired children:
spoken language and manual communication. For some hearing-
impaired children even these traditional systems for emiression are
unrealistic, as for example children who lack all but minimum motor
coot rol. ,

Vieker (1974) suggested communication board formats that could
be uscd effectively with developmental psycholinguistic information asthe basis for organization. Such a communication mode coupled with
appropriate suggestions on communication/language development might
be beneficial for hcaring- and motorically-impaired children.

Vanderheiden et al. 41975) suggested that even written symbols may
be inappropriate with communication boards. They outlined the use Of
another symbolic system less dependent upon phonemic constraints thc
Bliss symbol system. Thc Bliss symbols represent basic vocabulary, with
sentences constructed by arranging these symbols appropriately.

Premack and Premack (1974) suggested that instead of conventional
symbol personal communication systemso -ether nonverbal symbols
could be used to convey the basic operations underlying language use.
Use of such symbols have been reported by Carrier (1976). Hughes
(1974), and McLean and McLean (1974) with reasonable success for
nonverbal, autistic, and severely retarded children. Application of these
procedures with, hearing-impaired, severely behaviorally disturbed
children might also be considered. Such procedures do not lend
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themselves to presentation from a developmental or sociolinguistic point
of view, but given the lack of communicatiOn abilities of most of the
children with whom these systems are used, such a violation of instrue-
tional principles is clearly permissible.'

It important not to think exclusively in terms of cenventionak
communication systems when working with severely multihandicapped
hearing-impaired children. Teachers should be flexible in their considera-
tion of modes for performance in order to establish communication with
every hearing-impaired child who is capable of meaningful interaction.

a
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0.

111The use of signing programs has been a re-
cant focus in educational strategies for handi-
capped children (Bricktr. 1972; Grimmel. De-

. tamore, & Lippke..1976; Labels & Lebeie, 1973;
Stremmel-Campbell. Cantrell. & Halle. 1977).
These studies have demon/tiled the feasibil-
ity of ahapine manual communicadve behav-
iors with nonverbal children. A signing ap-
proabh has also proven ef &dive u a fecilitator
for speech 'production. particularly with the
autistic and the developmentally apraxic pop-
ulations (Bonvillian & Nelson. 1976: Creedon.
1973; Mayberry. 1976; Schaeffer, Kollinzas.
Muni, Si McDowell, 1977). However. as seen
in special education classrooms and in clinibal
settings. signing may be becoming a pongees
for nonverhal children. The decision to imple-
ment a signing progsam is complex and may
too often be based on superficial data. Factors
insufficiently considered ars: the impact on the .
child, the family, and the classroom; a systerh+,
atic process to determine individual objectives;
and the necessary /u pport staff to maks the sign
program producliVe. To address these con-
cerns. we present a framework for selecting
propriate candidates for sign/ and describe

uguidelines for planning long-term objectives as
well as strategies for sign'teaching. for.clau-
room implementation. and for family interven-
don.

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

The child for whom signing is casidated often
becomes a focus of concern because his or her
verbal language acquisition is delayed far be-
yond the ego at whicb most children beep
speaking. It is usually the teacher or a coup
munication disorders specialist (CDS) who first
proposes a Lip progam with a nonverbal bear-
ing child. Top often a "let's try it and sea what
happens" attitude prevails with no apparent
system need to determine if the decision is sight
for that child. Sequential steps must obe fol-
lowed to determine strong candidates for sign
acquisidomned the critical factors thst will in-'
Ounce the statement of objectives and class-
room/family implementation.

As seen In Table 1. the decision to teach sign
linage toe child does not depend on any
'single factor. The decision nods to be sup-
ported by data unique to that child's seeds. The

11
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assonant' process must consider the child's
developitental dents, the response from the
different people involve& and the skill level
of .the training staff. The more criteria appli-
mble to 11 child..the greater the probability
that signke is.an appropriate choice as an al-
terrodvemunicative-system.

Prarequisitelehaviori

Of the posiible factori to consider, the child's
functional level. rathetthan abronological age.
is an overritting issue. Signing like iny other
language. ,is a representational system using
symbols torepresent an object or event It needs
syntactical or structural rules to convey Con,
sistent meaning and the use of intonation, fa-
cial expression. and hand and body movements
to express meaning and intent. Chapman 'and
Miller (1977) stress that the prerequisite be-
haviors for a child-learning a signianguage sys-
tem are cotiparable to those needed in normal
children's verbal language acquisition. Thus..
the same developmental skills seen in normal
16- to 24-month-olds in early language stages
would also be prerequisites for signing acqui-
sition. Observations of an approkiate candi-
date for sign programs indicate that,the child
is at least in-Piaget's Stage VI of sensori-motor
develdpment (Uigiris 6.171,unt,1975) and dem-
onstrates the following:-

Play: Child's object manipulation indicates
knowledge of functions, `interrelationships.

' person associations, and wily catifficatione.
based on common propertth.
Means-End: Child uses a variety of means
(vocalization; direct manipulation, use. of
adults, use of in.strumentslto achieve a cer-
tain end.
Object-permanence: Child syptematically
searches for objetts out of sight, knows usual
locatioas, asks for absent persons, knows se-

;

lient(aspects of obleat form and function.
ImitatiOn: Child can directly imitate an elient
(sign) and can recall and reproduce it at a
later time in a 6:insistent and 'recognizable
form.
Intentional CoMmunication: Child uses a va-
riety of direct'means to commtinicate intent,
indluding mutests: requests for actions or ob-
jects: comnients while showing or giving ob-
jects; labeling, pointing, or asking; early turn-

with answering, social pines, and topic
tepance.

Comprehension Strategies: Child Fesponds
to meaning of spoken words and word re!.
lationships. responds to "intonation and in=
tent of speaker, can focus on adult reference,
and can pay attention to events with another
person.

,

Why are these behavilont so crucial tO sign-1
ing? Through them. children demonstrate be- .
ginning representational:thought: that is, in- -

ternal representation of an event without hying,
to directlyact upon it. Signs, then, can be used
to represent the event.itielf. Signs ate but a
means to code what the chitd already knows
about the world and wants to communicate to
another person..Without the above listed pre-
requisites, there is no basis for content or func-
don of the signs. A child can be Aimed into
producifig a sign such as "giraffe" ("C" on side
of neck raise up indicating long neck). How-
ever, unless the child "knows" or wants to
comment about a giraffe, the sign will not be
productive. ,

Focus of Intervention for Low-Funktioning
Children .

Ear low-functidning children, the focus needs
to be on developing these prerequisite behav-
lots rather than on imitative use of signs. The
signing input needs to be as rich and natural
as that of a normal 2-year-old's verbal environ-
ment. The interveption plan shouki deempha-
size * expressia component per se ma be

,multifaceted in terms of normal language ac-
quisition- An example is the case Of Tommy, a
6-year-old, autistic, mentally retarded boy whose
general functional level is at Piaget's Stage V
(12-18 months). Instructional objectives are as
follows:

1. ":COmprehension Strategies
(a) Increaie focus on speaker's body through

sign (signs presented between his body
and the object on which he it focused).
Progressive shaping of sign towards
sPeaker's body with exaggerated facial
and body cues. .

(b) Increase laical comprehension through
'sign (siviing paired with all 11 Tommy's
actions throughout a structured daily
routine: "leg in," "pant up," "Tommy
drink," "on swing"). -,

2. Developing Pragmatic Repertoire
(a) Increaseearly performatives by shaping

.pointing, showing, giving, grequesting,
with facial expressions and gestures.

(b) Increase effective responses through so-
dal games.'

3. Developing Content Basis
(a) Increase knowledge of objects by direct

modeling, imitation, and sorting tasks.
(b) Direct Tommy into a variety'of novel

experiences daily.
4. Expressive Lexicon

Increase single word signs through shaping
procedures (with lexicon directly matching

,
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Tommy's desired objects, preferred actions,
predominant feelings expressed).

With low-functioning children, evaluation
must also determine if signs or any nonverbal..

' system ire actually needed. As outlined in
chapmen and Miller (1977), these is a strong
Inobablilty that the child will progress through
the same seqUence as Other children acquiring
verbal *language if (a) the child's cognitive,
comprehension, and communicative abilities
are developmentally 'consistent with speech
production and expressive skills and/or (h). the
child is already RrodUcing sinee words or above.
For any child delayed in verbal language de .

4elopment, the first choice should be intensive
verbal language intervention for at least 6 mouths
before signs are considered .

films onntervention for Higher-Functioning
Children , ,

The cornmunjcative needs of the preopera-
tional (above 21/2-year functional level) child
are. quite different than those of the sensori-
motor 'level nonverbal child. The preopera-
tional child mentally processes considerable
informaben about his or her world and has
probably acquired basic information about the'
spoken language in the natural environment.
This is a hearing but nonverbal child with
knowledge of syntactical and grammatical
componenti of the (English) language. Quite
often thepreoperational childhas_an_extensive
pragmatic repertoire and tries every means to
communicate needs and perceptions, Some
basic quest1on06 consider include the follow-
ing:

1. As this child develops sign language, will
glie same eUology preventing verbal . acqui-
sition interfere in motor and linguistic
structures of sign? For example, will the child
be as apriudc in hand movements as in oral.
production? Will the same recall problems
occur in sign as in languege? Will sign syn-
tax be any, easier than verbal syntax?

2. Can the titild develop sign Ian age at a rate
fast enough to match cognitive, comprehen-

,sion, and communicative skills? Who is
avaitable to provide a total communication
(paired sign/speech) environmere?Even more

. crucial, who In this Child's world will
understand and communicate through sign?

For the preoperational child, signs are a 'vi-
able alternative to speech only if intensiVe tra-
ditional speech th'erapy has been ineffective.
In addition, one Must.consider whether the range
and rate of other nonverbal systems such as
electronic procedures more appropriately thatch
the environmental and developmental con-
cerns (Harris-Vanderheiden & Vanderheiden,
1977),

Long-range Planning

Another issue in decision-making concerns long-
term objectiyes. Although the child may be a
good candidate for-signs (Table 1), the staff needs
to clearly state what they hope to achieve. in
the long run through- signs, and a plan for
achieving these objelives.' Too often the lack
of clear expectations and' plans reiults hap-
hazard, highly restrictive use of signs in the
classroom and home.

The king-term sign objectives may include
the follceking:

1. The child will use single or combined signs
to express basic needs and i:ierceptions.

2. The child ill focus on, respond to,' end
comprehend paired speech/signed 'input to
includi designated lexicon, directions,

- questions, and descriptions.

4.- The child -will develop. syntactical rules
through signi and express diverse ideas

. through signed. sentences.
5. Signs will be used as an interim process to

facilitate verbal comprehension and/or pro-
duction.

The'Objectives. must accommodate the child's
and the adults' abilities. More restricted staff
and family tigning.skills and safisitivity to nor-
mal communication development would sug-
gest_ more limited expectations. For example,
will the classroom staff have the fluency to pre-
sent signed cues whenever word retrieyal prob.
leins occur? Can conCurrent speech therapy,
programs be provided?

3. The child will respond to signed cues to
facilitate word recall. -

Team Input

A final issue in decision making concerns the
people involved. All trio often the 'decision to
use signs is made by a single professional in a
classroom or clinic. This results in unfortunate
situations: parents may be confused or unin-
volved; teachers may be assigned a child for
whom signs are recommended without consid-
eration of their: abilities or interest; other chil-
dren In the class may not be considered; or the
communication disorder specialist may be un-
sure of his or her role. One must ask: Is there
support for a sign program from all concerned?
Once the idea of signs is initiated, a "team"
decision' should be made by all persons who
will be directly affected by it: the classroom
staff, the therapists, the family, the school ad-
ministrator, and other primary persons who in-
teract with the child. Basic issues need to be
examined, such as the actual skill level of dif-
ferent teem members, the training options for
nonsigners, the feasibility of achIgring the statd
signing objectives for the child, the classrooms
available, the available time for learning

a
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language of. signs and teaching Signs to others.
If there will not be team interaction to train.,
support, and teach signs to die child and each

. other. the program is in Jeopardy.

DESIGNING AlrEACHING PROGRAM

Who Does, What?

A master plan for implementing signs in the
classroom and at borne needs to be as carefully
and systematically, developed by the top as

`was the initial decision. The muter plea for
implementation provides a general frame-
workwhO will be inimlied and how thssign-
ing will work. Clinical observation suggests that
it is most effective to usign primary respon-
sibility for ieiplementation to the teacher and

the family. HoweVer, the structure of the pro-
gram might best be planned by the CDS. whose
role is varied but leans more towards consult-
ing with the teacher andior parents rather than
actually teaching signs to the child. The CDS
might first gather data from formal language
assessments, classroom obiervation, and fam-

ily reports on the child's predominant corn-
muniCation patterns. Data would describe the
child's cognitive And comprehension abilities.

_communicative functions expressed. phonetic
patterni, hand motor skills, 'response to pre-
vious speech intervention, social interactiori,
and play and attending behaviors. .

From Oren data one Can design sign pro-
gams unique to the child. Observations of sew
eral children illustrilte the point: ss

TABLE I
Possible Candidates for Sipiag

Needs Amur/lent Strong Candidate

Cognitive Leval

Chronologkal Age

Questkinbble Candidate

-

Early Preoperational (Above 21/4 years) Late sensori-motor (elm)
Step VI (18-24 months)
(Poor) Below 5/m Stage VI
(Below le-month level)

Generally above 21/4 years
Decision not dependent on C.A.

Verbal Comprehension At least 1 year above production s-

Intentional Communica-.
don

Manual Dexterity

Imftition/Retention of
Sips

Interest in Signing

Speech ProductiOn

Speech Interv,tion

Family Support/Training

Staff Knowledge
Paso RevaloP

Staff SupporriTrabsing

Staff Signine Ability

Varied, consistent meins to express
intent, needs, perceptions

Independent, controlled Bassi, hand,
arm 111011111IIIIIKS

Attends well -to model. self-Jorrects.
consistent production, deferred imite-
don

Seeks out new sips/prefers sign ver-
sus other mode

Unintelligible or highly restricted
phonetic repertoire

Minimal vocal/verbal changes after 6 -
months therapy

Family wants sign program
family training available on weekly
basis

Information recent in structural/con-
tent/pragmatic (functional) areas

Staff conimitted to sip program/pa
vides for regular trainins sessions

Fluency cam meet Child's signing ob-
*three

(same)

Less than 5-month discrepancy with
expressive skills
(Poor) Limited =Awing associated
with words

Highly restricted gestural, vocal per-
formatives (sharefrequest/coMmenthil-
form/ask/protest)

Labored; inconsistent, impreciie
movements

,

Needs numerous presentations/
pronipts. Cannot p5oduce after time ,

delay

Dom not fohis on signer/resistive to
Sign training/learning rate better in al-
ternative lystem

Articulation patterns consistent with
developmental level

Steady Increase in'vocallverbal behav-
.lois with therapy

Sips restricted to classroomino fam-
ily training commitment

Limited understanding of signing as a
language system

Responsitility for sign program as-
sumed by single staff person

Limited knowledge of sign systems or
sign production
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Micah, 61/2 years, severe aproxic. He tries to
ask many questions and share perceptions with
others. His sign hrogram needs to incjude di-
versassign vocabulary, teach syntactical rules
including interrogatives, and include family
interVention so that Micah is understood.

Zachary. 41/2 years. verbal processing dePcit.
He has difficulty understanding verbal input
without cueing and has word recall problems.
His sign program needs to stress bimodal coin..
prehension skills. Teachers and family, need
training.in cueing with signs on recall limb-
lems.

(heople)); (e) hand conliguraticins (e.g.. dif-
fault, fingers (play), finger/thumb opPo-
sition (pick). op,en hand (mother), closed
hand (yes)).

4.

. J. -

Jim. 3 years. expressive language delay. Jim
has begun to approximate single words, imi-
tates signs in rote manner. and uses three fodd-
related signs. His sign vocabulary needs to match
his communicative attempts. Coiicurrent speech
intervention with regular monitoring by CDS
to determine need for signs is needed.

Information Needed

The sign program for each child should alfo be
based on the follqwing information:

1. The signing fluency of the teachers, CDS
and parents. Diversity of sign input, nat-
ural intonation in sign dialogue; and use-
of grammatical markers can be expectedin
the child's program only when the adults
involved manage to acquire these skills.

-2. The child's rate of learning. If the child
has no more interest in signs than in verbal
input, needs many models and Prompts
per sign, and is not.using the sign except
in a stimulus/response pattern, the objec-
tivesin program planning need to b
ited. By comparison, the child who rap
learns new signs and spontaneously co
bines signs needi teachers and family w
will invest tinie in developing their own
-fluency. Programs for iapid learders need
to include varied educational materials re-
lated to sign (such as children's sign dic-
tionaries) and planned interaction with
children who sign.

3. The child's,motor skills. One, major' con-
sideration in vocabulary selection is the
mato cnpIexlty of the sign or sequence
of sighs. Jç each sign, the following motor
compAnentI need to be considered: (a)
p1acemnt in relationship to body (e.g.. "see/
watch/1 It." hand placed near eye; "happy/

" ehaid/lo e." hand placed near chest);-(b)
relation o hands to each other; (e.g.. two
hands top sr, "with/shoe"; one hand on
other hand, 'wash/in"); (c) type of move-
mant. (e.g.. cC1i11r (wash), arc (us). flick-
ing (bubblu) Mule (fire), twisting (ap-
ple)); (d) direc on (e.g.. out from body (go),
towards body ant). alternate directions

5.

6.

.
The child's representational level. For the
child functioning below tlae le-month level.
the sips chosen must be 'iconic" or closely
representing the object itself. Stiemmel-
Campbell et al. (1975) even recommend
placing the iconic object (such as a ball) in
the child's hands. remnving the object and
keeping qe hind shape the same. For the
child aboTik the Stage VI level, the rela-
tionship needs 'to be cliar but the child

. might be able to associite a Previously seen
object with the hand movement, such as
"fish- (flutter,right hand as it moves for-
ward to resemble fish swimming). By com-
parison, the child in the early preopera-
tional ?tags (above 21/2) can probably learn
and retain the signs without or perhaps
with only one association with the actual
reference. The child at this level can as-
sociate the verbal meaning with the sign;
thus the rate of learning will increase
markedly.
The syntactical information needed. As
With verbal children, one might want to
plan signing input within the realm of the
child's verbal comprehension skills. For
children functioning below 21/2. signs
should be presented in two-to-four-term
semantically related utterances such as "fat
piggot dirty," or -boys In the bok." At this
level, signs should,be repetitive, associated
in multiple ways (pig is fat, really big, fat
tummy). The low-level child needs to learn
to focus on the spdaker's hands and then
back to the reference. An imitative re-
sponse is not necessary. For the child func-
tioning above the 3-year level, more em-
phaais should be placed on syntactical and
grammatical relationships; it is crucial to-
stay within one sign system. For hearing
children, it might be less confusing to con-
sider an English syntax system such as
Signing Exact English (Gustu9, Pfetzing,
& Zawolkow, 1975).

The normW acquisition of sign language.
How children acquire sign language has
become a focus of interest (Newport & Ash-
brook. 1977; Prinz & Prinz. 1979). From
limited descriptions available, basic pat-
terns are emerging. Childreb seem to ac-
quire signs in the same way they acquire
verbal language. The semantic notions id
early signs, the two and three term rela-
tionships, and early grammatical markere
are similar to those of speaking children.
The simplification, process in motor pro-
duction is similar to early phonological
simplification. It would appear that sign

.0.



programs based on English syntax can thus
be structured in terms of normal language
irequisition. Differences occur priinarily in
acquisition of Ames lan (ASL), which places
considerable facus on facial and body
movements to 'Apneas meaning and uses
different syntattic rules (Fent, 1972. 1

7p Signs to augment or substitute for speech.
Unless the child has a mai& structural or
functional problem with the peripheral
speech structures, one has to consider sips
as a possible means to facilitate speech.
Studies (Prinz & Prinz, 1979; Schaeffer et
al.. 1977) indicate that children may either
'develop separate lexical items in spoken
language and sign or concentrate entirely
on sign initially with speech occurring in
later stages. However, from our personal
clinical experience, supported by Schaef-
fer; shaping sign production should be
considered concurrently with direct speech
production training and probes to deter-
mine -possible verbal word epproxima-
dons. We recommend that adults (a) avoid
pressuring the child to verbally approxi-
mate the spoken word while the child is
signing until the child starts to produce
simultaneous sign/speech spontaneously,
(b) always pair signing input with speech
to provide a continuous spoken model, and
(c) once the child is producing speech, probe
to see if he Or She can consistently produce
certain words.

8. Selection of vocabulary. Apart from con-
siderations of motor complexitythe vo-
cabulary needs to be'unique to the child's
predominant activities, communicative
needs, daily routine, and family needs. In

.nkany classrooms, restrictions are plarad
on content taught to the child. However,
teachers need. to match the signs to the
child's behaviors and intentions. One
should try to avoid trying to predetermine
which signs the child should learn; let the
child attach meaning and use the vocab-
ulary he or she selects. For example, a
-teacher Might repeatedly "teach" a child
the signs for cracker, pour, and juice. On
the other hand if the input were varied.to
include, "These cratkors are good. I'm
hungry. There's nO mat juice," the child
could select vocabulary and respond nat-
urally. Sip vocabulary selection must be
based on a broad spectrum of ideas in-
cluding locations, labels, actions, feelings,
descriptors, concepts, comparisons, and
associations to allow the child to develop
the richness of ideas heard in verbal len-

"'Page.

9. Language: Staff perspective. Language re-
search has recently focueed on the into-
votive aspect of lenguege acquisition
(Bloom & Lahey. 1278), including throe
components: the structural form (syntact-
ical rules, grammatical forms and inflec-
dons, sound units, use of intonation and
stress); .the content (related to cognitive
perceptions, ability to represent ideaS, in-
formation acquired); and the function (a
means to express intentions, obtain needs,
maintain sociafinteraction, and acquire now
information). Concentrating primarily on
formfor example, frequent imitations,
increasina length Of word combinations,
teaching word endingswiff result in a
nonproductive language System. The class-
room staff need to agree on their Vhileso-
phy of language: what it is and how chil-
dren acquire it. The CDS might assist the
parents and educational teamin planning
abroad-based program to insure a rich, ifer-
led, and naturalistic sign language envi-
ronment. Consider these elements: Will the
child be able, with signs, to describe events?-
Ask questions? Maintain dialogue? Under-
stand another signer? Elaborate on topics?

10. Programming for signing. In keeping with
the three fanguage components discussed
above. Table 2 provides an outline for the
sign program's structure. All three sections
can be addressed concurrently: highly
structured teaching tasks; teacher struc-..
tured activities; and natural interactions
with sign throughout the day. Specific short-
term objectives can be discussed during
staff/parent plenning sessions. For exam-
ple:

Acquisition: John will demonstrate seif-
monitoring ef- sign production by looking
at speaker's sign, looking at his own haqds.
comparing and modifying his form in at
lakst 60% of new signs presented for 10
consecutive sessions.
Trantfir: Compared to 3% baseline data.
John will use recognizable approximation
of signs in at least 40% of initiations di-
rected towards peers.
Generalization: In an activity outside the
classroom, John will Maintain a natural-

,. istic interaction through sign utilizing at 1,

least 10 recognizable signs.

11. Who should learn signs? The staff needs
to know who makes up the child's total
communicative environment at home and
at school. The child may communicate more
with the lunchroom aide or bus driver than
with his or her grandmother. The bus driver
might need to understand the child's signs
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r
while the grairrdmothir Might need to
uridOntand why signs will help her grand-
child. The impact of signing is u extensive
as the child's world. The planning team
should broadly,define classroom staff and
family to include, for example, day care
staff, faVorite playmates, cousins, other
teachers with whom the child interacts, and
parents of other children in the class who
will be incorporated into the child's sign
program. It helps if someone atts as the
primer? coordinator to monitor and facil-
itate the combined, efforts 'and needs of
everyone involved. The coordinator could
also minge iegular meetings to discuss the
-child's sign program and to teich signs io
others.

STAFF AND PARENT TRAIN1Nb

Where is averyone in the decision process? Have
the principel people helped to make the de-
cision or were they only informed about it? The
first task is to see whether there is agreement
that Johnny should deVelop signs u a com-:
municative system. Three strategies might in-
fluence this poup apeement: (a) developing a
stron) ritionalethe team coordinator needs
to know and be able to discuss the expected
henefits and objectives of sign acquisition. The
classroom staff and 'parents need to feel com-
fortable in 'their ability tO explain the sign de-
,s::ision to confused relatives, friends, other chil-
dren's parents, and the inquisitive peblic; (b)
providing observational opportunities to see
other hearing Children dining and to see other

TABLE a
%Programming for Signs

Ginerol Focusj *bassroom/Home
Devoe of Structure Sating(s)

'

Goals

.
Acquisition
Foszaal: Highly'StrOctured

1:1 Sign instruction
Siiack
Story

Transfer & Maintenance Snack/Meals
Semi-Formal: Semi-Sok- Story

tured
Mild-directed play
Walks
Drafting
Bathing
Academic Instruction

Generalization
Informal: Natural

To learnliow to form signs.
To gain confidende in forming signs.
To increase manual dexterity.
To acquireannamodic devices, IA.. initiali-

ration and associations,*
To bight to form combinations of signs.
To learn new signs.
To lean to read signs. i.e., to understand

To establish a core of signs and to increase

To begin communicative use oiasigns.0
To begin to self-correct productjon with and

withoul prompts.

Enack/Meals
Story
Music
Child-dhated play
Riding in the car'
Trips to the zoo, beach, grocery

start shopping, movies
Walks
Gross Moior Skills/Games
Outdoor Play
Dnssing
Bathing

To increase communicative use of signs.
To pin confidence in using signs to com-

municate in familiar sattinp/situations.
To practice for fluincAretrieval & forma-

tion).
To self-coriect productjon.
To self-correct use of signs. i.e.. to use the

appropriate sign.
To increase the use of sign combinations.
To begin using signs as a language system.

To spontaneously use signs to communicate
To demonstrate confidence in using signs to

communicate in a variety of settings/situa-
Hons. with a variety of people.*

To help other children/adults understand
and learn slime

To teach children and other adult signs and
bow to rea signs.

Adult goal.
b Child goal.

Exceptional Children
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staff incorporating signs into a classroom: and
(c). outlining a general planthe coordinator
needs to decide with thistaff how much time
will be involved, how the classroom will chanp,
bow staff will be trained, and what is:sources
are available to parents.

Affective Concerns

Even if everyone aeries to support the signing
propams and understands its scope, there may
be unresolved feelings that need tce be dis-
cussed.

Feeling awkward. self-conscious. Signing is out
in the open; -mistakes ate visible and obvious.
The people involved will need some outlet,
perhaps a group meeting, to discuss how dif-
ficult it is to learn signs initially. how un-
conscious one becomes in public or when
someone is watching, and how difficult it is to
use and explain signs for a hearing child.

Family reaction. In reality, can parents reel
comfortable using signs in their home? How
will the siblings react? How does one respond
to grandparents who imply that the child "looks
different," or "won't ever learn to talk"? Can
more family members come into the clinic or
school or participate in home visit discussions?

Anxiety about the child's respernse. Staff or
parent meetings should be arranged for dis-
cussions of problems that might arise. For in-
stance, what if the child focuses most of his qr
her energy on signs and loses some speech
What if the expected rate of sien acquisition is
not met? Suppose the child is not interuited in
watching the signer's hands? Whit it there is
more time involved than everyone anticipated?
In regular meetings, staff and family can ac-
knowledge these concerns and maks program
modifications.

Acquisition

Someone may be available to teach everyone
all they need to know. However, it is mons likely
the staff will have to teach each other. There
am various ways of going about this. For ex-
ample. in brief daily planning sessions, the group
can review activities for the day, consider how
signs will be incorporated, review the child's
changing sign ability and needs, discuss ways
to involve the other children. and :each each
other new sign vocabulary.

The group should choose one sign system by
investigating the predominant sign system In
the child's school district (Bornstein, 1975). and
one sign dictionary for family and staff to use
(e.g., Bornstein. Hamilton. Saulnier. k Roy. 1975:
Pant. 1972: Gustason et al.. 1975: Washington
State School for the Deaf. 1972). 'raking signs
from several resources results in confusion for
allinvolved. The staff should learn signs which

am most crucial for the child's and family's
needs, and for the clauroom environment. They
should prattice supplemental skills such as
reading each other's signs, producing fluent .

sentences in sign, hiving fun with conversa-
tions in sign, and learning initialization using
the manual alphabet to cue into sign (for ex-
ample, "big" .0 two b's separating. "little' .0
two l's meeting). They can use. verbal associ-
ations to teach each other: e.g., "cat" is
whiskeri on a cat." Practice drills help; .for ex-
ample, the alphabet, lists of vocabUlary, finged
movements, and practicing units of informa-
tion. ft also helps if one persontoordinates the
signing group, with each group member (in-
cluding family, school staff. etc.) responsible
for soma teaching.
Interactions

Involved individuals must., agree about what
they want the child to do when they sign. Too \
often the child is expected just to imitate. This
is unnatural, breaks down a cornmtnicative rt-
sponse, and sets up a stimulushesponse inter-
.action. Are some adults expecting the child to
attempt speech while signing? As noted pre-
viously, this might conflict With the child's
abiltias. In interactions with the child, there .

will be varying degrees of fluency. If someone
does not have the specific.sign vocabulary he
ar she should sign as much u possible and say
the rest, trying to be natural in rate and inton-
ation. If the child does not focus on signs, there
should be agreement on strategies to increue
visual attending. The same teaching strategies
should be used by all individuals in the child's
program.

A patent who uses signs with a hearing-im-
paired baby has many mnnths to adjust to this
form of communication. The baby considers
the birenis' communicadon quite a natural
mode. However, this does not apply to the bear-
ing. nonverbal preschooler or ichool-agichild.
Both child and parent need to tolerate and ad-
just to this "foreign languqe." Parents are asked
to think about.what they are saying, how they
are sayintit. how to teach their child and, In
addition, to use signs. The child is suddenly
expected to accept parents es Michas and as
signers. Regular sessions to observe and sup-
pon both parent and child as they interact
through sign will not only generalize the signs
but stimulate effective responses.
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PLANNING AN INITIAL EXPRESSIVE SIGN LEXICON
FOR PERSOis1S WITH SEVERE COMMUNICATION
IMPAIRMENT'

-.1

t J

Macalyne Fristoe and Lyle L. Lloyd

U n wend),

Selecting an initial sign lexicon for an indkidual requires far more than simply
making a list of useful words or translating a spoken lexicon into signs thirough use'
HI a ign dictionary. It requires knowledge of child language acquisition, knowl-
'Age of manual signs and linguistic constraints on their use, and knowledge of the
needs and &soles of the individual for whom the lexicon is intended. Suggestions
of Mir tCrl sUal 23 Holland (1975) and Labey and Bloom (1977) ate studied In terms
of their appiopriateness for visual.manual communication and arc applied to ar
piusimately 50 signs most frequently taught to retarded and autistic persons (Fris.
toe and Lloyd, 1979a) to aid in lexicon planning. Additional signs are proposed fur
citentling this basic list. The resulting sample lexicon is evaluated against the sug-
gsssiuns of lloll.siid and of Lalsey and Bloom. Rationales givens for determining
these selectumt deletions, and additions Can be applied to modify this initial leaf-
tun to make it better suited for a specific isidividuak

As thc use of manual signs grows as an alternative to spoken communication
and/or as a means for facilitating development of spoken communication (Fri-
stoe and Lloyd. 1979b). one question that naturally arises concerns the nature
of the initial sign lexicon to be taught. While some attention has been given to
the selection of the first sign to be taught to severely mentally retarded and
utistir ( hilthen (Fristoe and Lloyd. 1977b, 1979; Fristoe, Lloyd. and

Wilbur, 1977; Kiernan.. Jordan, and Saunders, 1978; Lake, 1976; Smith, 1975).
relatively little has been written about thc selection of other signs for what
would be compalable to the single word stage in children developing a spoken
[win of communication. Other than saying that a concept should be present
before a sign is taught (Fristoe et al, 1977; Richardson, 1975; Robbins, 1976),
or that initial signs should be functional (Donnellan-Walsh, Gossage, LaVigna.
Schuler. and Traphagen, 1976; Fristoc and Lloyd, 1977b, 1979; Fristoe et al,
1977; Kopchick and Lloyd, 1976; Schaeffer, 1977; Schaeffer, Kollinzac
and M(-Dowell, 1977), or easy to make (Donnellan.Walsh et al, 1976) most
writers have provided only limited rationale on which to base selection of

!An expansion of a paper presented at the Eleventh Annual Callinburg Conference on
ResearflOs:frn Mental Retaidatiusi. Catlinburg, Tennessee, March 8, 1978.
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other signs to be taught as part of a first lexkon. Manywriters shnply present
a list of signs without explaining how specific choices were made. Exceptions
to this are studies that emphasize the physical aspects of manual signs (Fouts.
1973; Fouts, Coudi, and O'Neil, 1979), and rhe grouping of signs on the basis

.of meaning (Stremel-Campbell, Cantrell, and Halle, 1977; Konstantareas, Ox-
man, and Webster, 1978), and selections that consider reports of spoken lan-
guage acquisition in similar populations (Cornforth, Johnston, and Walker.
1974).

PRELIMINARY CONCERNS -

How does one go about planning a firs; sign lexicon? What should be its
size? Its content? We looked at the vocabularies presented in 20 manuals de-

signed for use with -retarded and autistic persons who are letrning to.com-
municate through the use of manual signs. All the vocabulary items in these
20 manuals were listed, and a frequency count was made of the morc than 850

-vocabulary items that appeared on two or more lists (Fristoe ana Lloyd,

in press). Our initial goal was to perform analyses of thc most frequently oc-
curring items with regard to Some of the characteristics mentioned'in an earlier
paper (Fristoe and Lloyd, I977b). Some of these characteristics aie (1) the usc of
signs made with one versus two hands; (2) the touching of two hands together.
or one or both hands to the body; (3) the categorization of .signs; and (4)
the iconicitytransparency (guessibility) or translucencyof signs.

Work on this project was in progress when an article by Luhey and Bloom
(1977) was published, stimulating us to write the present article. Lahey

ond Bloom wrote in response to an earlier article by Holland (1975), which
gave a sample core lexicoh as part of presentini suggestions for teaching
spoken child language. Thc considerations that Holland listed were (I) using
child language as a model; (2) emphasizing-what is important to the child; (3)
placing stress on communication rather than simply on language skills; and
(4) focusing on objects thaf are presein and events that are happening.

Lahey and Bloom reflected further on what should go into a spoken first
lexicon and added three additional considerations: (I) the relative ease with
which concept can be demonstrated- in contcxt (relation to rcfcrcnt and ease
of nonlinguistic demonstration); (2) the eventual usefulness to -the child of
particular wordstheir potential foi combination to convey meaning (inter-
action of form and content); and (3) the organization of lexical items accord-
ing to the ideas they encode (content -categories). They were pailicularly mind-
ful of providing language-impaired children with a basis for eventually
developing syntactic two:word utterances, as found in normal language de-
velopment.

Lahey and Blooni analyzed children's expressive language according to
fortn and content. With regard to form, thcy indicated that words used by
young children can be divided into two categories: _substantive words and
relational words. Substantive words are used to refer to particular objects or
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categorks. (1Icre it is important to use those objects or categories most frequent-
ly encountered by the child.) Relational words are less specific and refer to
relatiom between objects. For example, no is a relational word that can cover
several types of negation: nonexistence or disappearance, refusal, and denial.
Thcy further divided relational words into two groups: those that can be
used with many objects and those that are not object specific. (Actually there

s is a diird category impliedwords that can be used with only a very limited
number of objects. For example, the verb bat can be used with a very limited
number of objects, mainly balls.) They indicated that words such as give, get,
make, and fall are more generally useful in a. vocabulary than verbs Such as
eat and throw, because they can be used with more different objects. Eat and
throw, however, arc more generally useful than drink and tear. Adjectives or
modifiers such as big and dirty are more useful than more specific ones such as
orange or round. As a general rule those that are least specific have the most
potential for communication in a variety of different situations.

CONSIDERATION OF EXISTING VOCABULARIES

Using these guidelines, which refer to normal child language development
of the spoken type, we have examined the results of the vocabulary study and
developed a suggested initial expressive sign lexicon that meets these require-
ments for use with persons with essentially normal hearing who have not been
able to leat ii spoken communication. We reasoned that signs were choten for
use in the 20 vocabularies because they represented ideas or symbols that were
useful, or easy to teach, or both. We chose a lexicon of approximately 50 signs
as our target. A sign lexicon of this size was chosen becatIse rs speaking child
usually has approximately this many words in his or her expressive vocabulary
when beginning to use two-word phrases (Nelson, 1913), a significant lex) in
linguistic development. Also, wc have observed clinically the spontaneous pro-
ductipn of two-sign phrases when children have a sign vocabulary of ap-
proximately 50 signs.

Next, we determined how well the 50 or so signs appearing most frequently
met the criteria proposed by Holland_and by Lahey and Blopm. On the basis
of this evaluation, we made adjustments, adding and dekting signs-to arrive
at.a suggested initial sign lexicon for use with mentally retarded persons and
others with severe comrnunication'dfsorders. In summary, thc strategy for
planning a fwst lexicon to be taught is, given a finite number of slots, what is
thc most useful content to include?

SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS

Examination of the signs. (actually thewritten English glosses of the signs)
appearing most often in the vocabulary.of 20 sign manuals (see Table I)
suggests some adjustments that can be Made. Because one sign can often bc
used to represent several wouls, a number of individual words can be deleted.
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TAMS I. An initial 'expressive sign lexicon...

Basic List3

Ips

APPLE
BABY
BAD
BALL
BATHROOM/
TOILET/POTTY
BED/SLEEP
BIRD
(BLUE)

3 BOOK
S BOY
S CANDY

3. CAR
S SCAT

S/Rs CHAllt/SIT
(CLEAN)

3 COAT
(COLD)

S COMA
R2 COME
$ COOKIE

Its, CRY
s cut
Rs DIRTY

S DOG
DOOR

"Its/S DRINK
Ri/3 EAT/FOOD

S FATHER/DADDY
3 GIRL

RI GIVE
Rs GO

e Rs GOOD
(GREEN)

R2 HAPPY
3 HAT
its HELP
R2 HOT

.s HOUSE
Ms IN
R2 'LOOK/WATCH
S MILK

(MONEY)
" 3 MOTHER/MOMMY

S name sign (I, ME, MY)
(NO)

Its NOW

Reconlendsti Additions

R2 ON
"RR OPEN
"1 PANTS

R2 PLAY
(RED)

Its RUN
SCHOOL

3 SHIRT
3 SHOE(S)
S SOCK
S SPOON

Its STAND
RI STOP
S TABLE _

Its WALK
Its WASH
S WATER

(WIIAT)
(WI10)
(WORK)
(YELLOW)

IPS you

R2
RI

R1
Rs
Rs
R2
Rs
Its

AFRAID
ALL.GONE/USED-UP/
FINISHED
NEGATIVE
ANGRY/MAD
BIG. '.
BREAK/BROKEN
BRINGO

DOWN
FALL
GET
HAVE/POSSESS
HEAVY
KISS
MAKE
MAN
MORE

PUT
SAD
T3/.
THIS/THAT/
THOSE .
THROW
UNDER
UP
WOMAN

Slikhes indicate single sign used to represent more than aosagOrd.
$ Substantive signs

Relational signs that are not object specilk
Rs .1. Relational signs that relate to fewer objects than R1 signs

3Entries appearing roost often in vocabularies designed for training nonspeaking retarded
and autistic persons (Fristoe and Lloyd. In press): Recommended deletions arc in parentheses.
Signs wrdch were found to be most iconic in the Lloyd and Fristoe (1971) transparency study.
which included signs from this Basic List, are indicated by asterisks ( n 25% of subjects
guessed sign meaning correctly, 50% of subjects guessed sign meaning correctly)..

These have been placed in parentheses. For example, the teaching of signs rep.
resenting personal pronouns such As /,me; and my, as well as mine, your, yours,
he, and she can be postponed until a later stage of linguistic development. In
the early stages of communication development, the ideas encoded in personal
pronouns can be represented first through pointing and later through use of
name signs. This also will avoid problems caused by shifting pronoun
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reference. (Note that YOUR has not been deleted from the Basic List because the
.sign for you is a point.) The names.of colors have been deleted from this list
on the basis of their use being too limited to justify inclusion at this level.
Although teaching color names is basic to many intervention programs, such
names Itave limited communicative importance, and Clark (1974). has argued
ant Zolots ate of relatively limited imPortance in early cognitive development.
Although sirme children use WH-question words, notably what and where, at
the one-woid stage in spoken language development (Nelson,1973), the func-
tions that these words serve can be achieved through the use of facial expres-
s:on, gesture, and/or direction of gaze. (ParentS will use WH-question signs in
talking witlt then child at this stage, but inclusion in the child's expressive vo-
cabulary tiaining cart be postponed.)

l'he form of the signs used is an important matter and depends on the
meuting that is to be conveyed rather than the.English word used in the gloss.
W. I CH is an action, not a timepiece; COMB is an action.or a label, as is
DRINK, I he meaning encoded in the wotds bathroom, toilet, and potty is the
same at this level, and a single sign represents that meaning, even, though

' all: duet words appeat on dillerent vocabulary lists (Fristoc and Lloyd, in
. ess).

Iii addnion to postponing until a later stage the teaching of signs to repre-
sent color names, it is recommended that teaching 'signs that represent the
marked member of potal opposites, be postponed. For example,. CLEAN can

r be lepresented by the Combination of NEGATION and DIRTY; thus CLEAN
has been deleted from the initial lexicon. The teaching of MONEY Might be
delayed in some circumstances because it would seem to have little com-
municative value and, .be of relatively little importance to a person who has
not yet developed basic single word vocabulary. The choice must depend
on the individual's needs and Interests.

1 he means for expressing negation in .sign at the one- and two-ward stages
is one that demands special attention. Despite the many forms of negation
that they hear their pares use. childien wIto arc developing spoken language
frequently use 'the word no to represent all three types of negation (Bloom,
IWO) A'a malt can mean I don't want 'any milk (refusal), I don't have any

m My milk is all gone (nonexistence). or You can't lool meThat's not
thist's water (denia I). The word no usually occurs in adult speeclt, how-

eve', only a,s a type of interjection, standinkalone or used to Answer a preced-
ing question re( t another's staternent (No, that is rny car). Just as there

r ny formAfor expressing negation in spoken English (not, don't, can't,
none, etc), there are many sign's used to express negation, varying

accolding 10 meaning and structure.
lie NO that exptesses thc opposite of AFFIRMATIVE (YES) is not the

one that is normally used in these contexts iii signing. Studies of sign develop-
ment in infants growing up in a milieu in which signing is the normal means

_ .

2 We lia%e rolIoutil the coos, ultimo of showing wol (J ii itS liti 511(1 Foglish glosses rot signs
Iii all eapitAl Ii tt-crv
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of conversation can give us some enlightenment on this topic. Lacy 72)

and Ellenberger. Moores, and Hoffmeister (1975) h,ave observed that such_
.children initially use a head shaki, first ak a gesture and later linguistically,
for negation comparable to that expiessed try no in the one- and two-word
stages of spoken communication development, as repOrted by Beilugi (1967)
and by Bloom (1970). It is suggested that, it the leveFof communication de-
velopment represented by the initial -sign lexicon, negation be represented
.by a headshake because that is the first negation sign that appears in normal
development: Later, separate signs can Ilke added for ALL-GONE, NOT,
CAN'T, NONE, and the interjection NO. _ .

Additions to signs found in the Ilasic List, those occurring mott frequently
in manual sign vocabularies, should next be made. These would include signs
that express emotions, as recomMended by Holland, but with.thr reservation
that the emotiOns must have some visible means cif expresSion, as recbm-
mended by Lahey and Bloom (1977). Signs for AFRAID, ANGRY (MAD), and
SAD cart be'added to HAPPY, which is already in the Basic List% because thew
signs include the facial expressions that usually accompany these emotions.
(It is assumed that die referents for the sigsw at this stage may be the facial
expressions rather titan the internal emotions.) MORE can be used.to reflect
awareness of recurrence of objects and actions on objects and can encode the
ideas represented by the words more, again, and another, so that only one
sign is needed to express these vet:iations in the idea of recurrence. A demon. .
strative suclt as this or that is needed for noting the'existence of objects or for
identifying objects. The same sigtican be used for this, that, and those at this
early stage of linguistic development, with distinction being made by making'4
the sign toward the designated object or objects. Although'a single sign can
be used to represent the infinitive to be and various forms such as is, am, and
are, the use of this verb is not usu. ally observed at the earliest levels of spoken
communication development and is best reserved until' later stages arc
reached. When it is introduced, it should be used as a copula before it is used
as an auxiliary (Brown, 1973), and, initially, a single sign can be used to repre-
sent all forms of the verb.

Among the words that Lahey and Bloom 0977) suggested as useful for en-,
coding actions on objects are eat, wash, and give. Signs for these three actions
are already on the Basic List. Optional additions of less frequently occurring
signs are DO, KISS, MAKE, TIIROW, and GET (BRING being an al-
ternative to GET). WORK can be deleted from the Basic List because DO and
MAKE can be used to represent the uses of WORK most commonly observed
by the authors in beginning signers. Lahey and Bloom suggested inclusion of
ways of indicating actions involved in locating objects or self. GET and GO
are signs that are already on the Basic List, and we might add DOWN, FALL.
PUT, UP, and GET (or BRING) from Lahey and Bloom's suggested items.
Finally, we need to encode attributes or descriptions. BIG, DIRTY, and HOT
-are signs that are already on the Basic List.. HEAVY it an additional,one that
Lahey and Bloom recommended. BROKEN -is especially useful. (Thc verb
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irrenk and the. -adjective broken,are represented by a single .sign, but its use to
describe objects mill prevail at early lages, as.in COOKIE BROKEN.)

There is a balance between stastantive words and relational words on.the
Basic List. (Note that some signs, sueh as CHAIR/SIT and DRINK, tan be
either iubstantive or relational, depending on whether they are usedsao repre-
sent objects or actions.) Almost al,1 of the items On the ltecointriended Additions
list, however, are relational "'words. This addition of relational .words is de- .
sirable because, as they relate fo, many objects, their inclusion increases the
potential for combining signs to create novel utterances. Only three addi-
'tional substantive. signs are recommendedWOMAN. MAN, ahd T.V. (It is
curious that a sign for this .contmon object appeared in only half of the
vocabularies.) The clinician ivill want to select otInK substantive signs that are
,of 'particular importance to a specific client, however. Names of persons and

.

pets are sure to be given high priority..

XLV 170-180 May ORO'

VALI..1ATION
' - .

/flow well does this suggested. sign-levicon (see Table lyaddress the general
- --4ex icon planning ideas dia t were reviewed ea4lier? Holland's first considera-

..,

', tion that was accepteil by Lahay and Bloom was that data from normal child
language development should be-used inplanning a lexicon. This is reflected
int a number of ways, ranging froni starting With single words or signs to pro-
viding opportunities .t.O combine. Signs in new 'ways.

HoHand's second consideration that was acknowledged by Lahey and,Bloom
was that, the seleetions be. made ,according to What-is iMportant to the child.
This is addressed in two ways: by,looking ar vhat is important to all children

* at a partieular level of Anitive development (which influences most of the
choites.inade) and by looking at what is,of interest .to a partibilacperson, that

eing reflected in the substantive signs thae-are chosen on the basis of ,what is
available in that ,peron.'s: environment and on his or 'her own dehionstiltiej
interests. ..

I. Placing the i-tress on contmunication ,rather than simply on' language,. an,
jidea im1)ortant...1.0 Holtand and to Lahey.and Bloom alik, means that from the
beginning we ,RIRISL provide opportunity for theuse of the signs being taught
..rather than emphaSiie' syntactic development, .attempt to ttach use of morpho-
logical markeis born the first, or stress, imitation of adult form. (This'is ob- .

viously related to the decision to teach single signs before combinations of
.

signs.). .
.

l
.

.
.

: .Emphasizing objects -dun arepresent and 'events that de happening, .as
"-advised by Holland and reiterated ,by Lahey and-Bloom, is ,made possible. by

,
providing in the lexicon signs for' items and happenings in die person's en- ,

viromnent.,To be successful, training oust be situational. This invtives con-.11,

triving interqting happenings
spontaneously.

,1110

as well,as taking advantage' of those that occur

4 u.
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Thethree additional considerations provided by Lahey and Bloom are also
iddressed. They indicated that the ease with which a concept can be demon-

"rated in context is related to the choice of words tor a spoken lexicon. We
believe that`the same Is true for signs. In addition, signs appearing in. %lie
suggested lexicon have a higher percentage. that art transparent 'or guessable
than would be found in all manual- signs taken as a group (Lloyd and Fristoe,
1978, 1979).That is, the signs thentelves carry cues to their meaning...This is
a phenomenon found much more in visual than" in auditory modes of com-
munication (Brown, 1977; Mandel, 1977). Thit iconicity may be one of. the

...strongest advantages that signs have over spoken words for some individuals
who are experiencing difficulty in learning language (Fristoe and Lloyd, 1977b,

related in the visual-manual, than in the auditorr4ocai mode ( wn, 1977;
ill1979). Nonlinguistic and linguistic representation are much re closely

Mandel, 1977). Transparency oi guessability may be used to increase the
thances of 'Success in initial training. In the initial sign lexicon in Table 1,
asterisks are used to indicate the 9 to 16 most transparent signs (Lloyd and
Fristoe, 1978, 1979). .,

, .

- Another o Lahey and Bloom's considerations is.the potential usefulness to
the child of particular words for conveying nieaning, especially when Words
are combine . This is just as true fair signs; therefore, additional relational ,,
signs have been recommended to provide a basis for producing many two%sign.
combina tions later. * .

Finally, Lahey and Bloom suggested Organization of lexical items according
-to the ideas that they encode. Lahey and Blooin's organization has been used
with this initial lexicon as a double-check. All of the categories have been

. represented, as can be seen in Table 2. Teaching of, signs would proceed by
,

choosing dhe or more from,each content citegory, most of tile choices available
being in the substantive signs list and the list of signs relating to many objects.,

,

A FINAL WORD
cs,-

',We present 'this initial lexicon with dr caution that it is- not to be
regarded as the lexicon toT all persons needing such a' beginningthe intent

of this paper.4 to provide a rationale foi planning a 'first Sign lexicon. Choice
of the first sign lexicon for a person with severe coinmunication impairment
requires'knowledge of language development, knowledge ofsigns and linguis-
tic cOnstraints on their use (see, for examPle, Wilbur, 1976, 1979), and knowl-,
edge of the heeds and interests of the individual for whoni thelexicon is being
planned. All of these should be taken into consideratioh in initiation of com-
munication. in -nonspeaking persons.

v
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Tnin.z. 2. Oiganization of a lint sign lexicon by content and form (aftir Lihey and Bloom
1977).

ce,bn lent Categories

,

Form
- Relational Signs

Signs that are Signs relating
not obfect to many
specific objects

Substantive Signs

Rejection

Nonciistence or
disappearance

cessation of action

Plobibjtion of anion

Recirrence df objecd
and actions on objects

'Noting- the existence
of or identifying
olijucts

Acliool on ObAt.tS

Action% ;looked in
locating objects On,
self

Allidnites or
desci iptoons of objects

Posons aml animah
assoc ated 'with Objects
(is in possesoon)

Olojects natued

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE,
ALL-GONE

NEC.ATIVE, STOP

NECATIVE

,MORE

T/11S/THAT/
THOSE

, BRING, DRINK,
EAT, GET, GIVE,
HELP. KISS, LOOK,
MAKE. OPEN.
?LAY, THROW.
WASH

FALL. GO, PUT,
SIT, STAND. RUN,
WALK. UP, DOWN

BAD. BIG,
BROKEN. DIRTY,
GOOD,,IIAPPY,
HEAVY:14QT.

'OPEN

BABY, BIG, BIRD,
CAT, DOG, FATHER,
GIRL, HAT.
MOTHER, YOU, and
name signs

APPLE. BALL,
BATHROOM/

'TOILET/POTTY.
BOOK. CANDY, CAR,
CH Al R /SIT, COAT,
COMB; cpoKIE, CUP,
DOOR, DRINK. EAT/
FOOD, HOUSE, MILK,
PANVS, SCHOOL,
SHIRT, SHOE(S),
SOCK. SPOON, T.V.,
TABLE, WATER
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Signs and Mantal Communication System's:.
Selection, Standardization, and Development.

Frank caccamise, Robert Ayers, Karen Finch, and Marilyn Mitchell'

The need for selection, standardization, and development of signs and manual communication
systems for use in the educational setting is discussed. The importance of considering human
physiology, the socio-linguistic climate of American Sign Language (ASL) and English, and the
structural linguistic characteristics of ASL and English in meeting this need is emphasized. A
process is described for sign selection, standardization, and development which places emphasis
on current sign usage and a set of guidelines based on ASL. Also, support is provided for the use
of both ASL and manually coded English in the educational setting.

'Thus," writes Skard, "neither I nor my illus-
trious teacher is the inventor of sign language
(it must be said) and, as a foreigner cannot
4each a Frenchman the French language, so a
man who speaks should not ge involved in
inventing signs." (Line, 1977, p. 5)

/ INTRODUCTION,

The ksend toward the inclusion ot manual
comm., cation as part uf a "total" approach to
the'educa ion!ot hearing-impaired persons has,
been doçimented by Jordan. Gustason, and
Ro 0976) These authors sent a survey torm
t all 970 -education.il programs tor the h,earing
iptiared on the Office of Demographic Studies

g list. The total number of responses was
7% ; (82%). Table 1 gives ale number ott po-
grams and Llasses reporting the use ofknrual

Table 1. Number of educational rrograms
,and'classes for the hearing-impaired

reporting use of manual communication as
part of their Total Communication

Approachtotal number ot responses 796
I (extrapolated from Jordan et al., 1976)

Prt.,,, rants . Cla:ses

pre-School ..324 of,627 689 ot 1259
Elementary 411 .ot- 773 2196 of 3522
Jr. High 212 ot 422 .688 of 1086
High.School , 192 ot 353 1046 ot 1314 a

N.A.D.INovember 1978 ...

communication as part of their To"tal Communi-
cation Appr9ach,2 and shows that over 50% of
all classes at all educational levels are using
manual communication. Further data .reported
by Jordan et al. showed that of 343 programs
reporting a recent change in communication
modes used, 333 of these reported a change to
include tbe use of manual communication.
When major decisions such as this are made,
more often than uot new major,decisions need

'Frank Caccamise, Ph D.,. is a Research Associate in the
Manual,Sinueltaneous Cmnmuriication Department, Va-
hone! Technical Institute for the Deaf f NT1Q). NT1D is one
of the lune colleges of the ROdiester Institute of Technology
(RM, Rochester, New York: 14623. Robert Ayers is a
full-time profeqssonal interpreter in the College of Engineer-
ing anifInststule College, RIT. Karen Fidli is Interpreter
Trquner for the Department of Social Services, NTID, RIT.
Marilyn Mitchell is an initructor in the Manual(

oitultaneous Commumotion Department, NTID, FUT.
Mi., paper is based on a presentsition made by the first thiee
authors at the GallaudetiNTID ManualiSsinultaneous
Communication .Workshop, Kansas City, Mtssouri,
Vovember 6-10, 1977,

'rota! Communicotwn (1C) and Simultaneous Loon-
inunicatum (SC) are often equated. However, SC is only
one method if Lommunication that may be used :n a TC
program. Holcomb (Note 1) has emphasized the difference
betwein TC and SC. He stated that the goal of TC is full

communication for all, and since many deaf people do not
know manual communication nor can they speechread, SC.
would tit little or 'no communscatton at all for these people.
A' more in-depth discussion ol the difference' between TC
and SC is presented in Caccanuse and Drury (1976) and
Cokely (Note 2).

III-131
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to be confronted. In this case the-decision to
-include the use of manual communication in
the education of hearing-impaired children has
led to discusMons, and sometimes confronta-
tions,`;elattye'to the question, ',3-1ow should we
sign or manually communicate?" The purpose
of this paper, is to provide information which
should assist the reader in responding to this
question.

In practice the above question hai become
hko questions:.1) Which signs should be used?
and 2) Which manual coMmunication system(s)
(or languages) should be used? The first ques-
tion involves the selection of individual lexical
units, i.e., the on of signs.3 Most books
and standard' on projects have addressed
this questio he second question involves
selection of an entire language, including how
the lexical unitsIsigns) selected are to be com-
bined into phrases and sentences. In this paper
sign selection will first be discussed, and then
selection of manual communication systems.
The general goal of this paper is to provide a
rank:mai, objective basis for the process used in
selection, standardization and development of
signs and manual communication systems. It is
'hoped thit this Irse will assist others in estab-
lishing policies on usage of signs and manual
communication systems on an equally objective
basis, rather than depending on any one sign or
manual communication book (or books).

The Need for Sign Selection, Standardization,
and Development (5550)

Regardless of the mode of communication or
language used. "consistency" is recognized as'a
critical factor for efficient, effective communica-

' tion and language developmeth. This is the
basic premise upon which the need for sign
standardization rests. As Gustason (1973, pp.-
3848) has stated, "It is less important that one
adhere faithfully to a given book than that con-
sistency be attempted in a specific program" (p.
46)

The fact that many educational programs
haveidentified sign standardization as a need is
evident'from the data reported by Jcirdan et al.
(1976). Responses to their survey indicated that
among the 565 programs reporting the use of
Total Communication, 340 had attempted sign
standardization and 87 more would possibly do
so in the future. Support from the deaf com-
mvpity for sign standardization has been stated
by the editor of The Deaf American, less Smith
(1975): We still hold that some kind.of stand-.

'The leatcon of 4 language conststs of all the signs, or
words, which the language employs A quigle member M a

, lexicon is a lexical Item, Le.. 4 single sign Or a s,ingl( tirrd.

ardization is overdue . . . Too many people
and organizations are riding off in all di- .

rections" (p. 2), Rosen (Note 31, in discussing
sign selection and standardization, stated:

People have expressed concerns to trillaudet
Collegoland basked about the possibility of
standardization of signs . ... From the input
gathered, it was determined that the problem
as exists relates to newly.cleyeloped,signi for
instnactional purposes; rather than to Ameri-
can Sign Language . . . . The Gallaudet Sign
Language Program and the Committee on
Communications agree that there is a need for
clarification and that something -1)eeds to be
done to alleviate the confusion resulting from
new signs for the same English words. Gal-
laudet is not out to control or suppress the
growth of sign language. To draw an analogy,
English is a living and complex language,.but
dictionariee are avxilable for clarification and
reference. (p. 10)

Striking a similar note, Stokoe (1976) stated:
_Standard is of course not a matter of legisli-
lion but of currency. When leaders of the na-
tional deaf organizations discusepandafdiza-
lion of Sign as part of their work, e.g., the
National Association of the Deaf, the Com-
municative Skills Programa (of the N.A.D.),
or the Jewish Deaf Association, they are not
trying to halt the tides o$ natural language
change but only- to recognize that there are
local, provincial, standard, conservative, and
puristic kinds of Sign. and to indicate that one
who studies, practices, and uses standard
Sign is on the surest ground. (p. 21)

Attempts at organizing sign standardization on
a national level have been made at the 1973 Na-
lional Association of the Deaf convention in

.Zeattle. Washington, and the 1974 Conference
of Amencan Instructors of the Deaf in Tucson,
Arizona. The need .for a cooperative effort in
sign standardization on a national level has
been stated by Husted (Note 4): "At Seattle
Community College, the interpreting staff is
presently putting together a manual
of . . . technical signs used or devised in this
area. This approach . . . is less than optimal as
it will lead to- regionalization of signs. A na-
tional workshop pn technical sign standardiza-
tion and development would help to avoid such
a problem" (p. 1).

Caccamise, Blasdell, and Bradley (Note 5)
and Caccamise, Bradley, Battison, Blasdell,
Warren, and Hurwiti (1977) have discussed the
importance of not only standardizing existing
signs in order to promote consistency in com-
munication, but also the importance of consid-
ering the development of new signs. These au-
thors recognized the danger, involved in any
prescriptive approach to language and/or com-
munication selection, standardization iind de-

, velopment. They emphasized that such an ap-
proach can lead to a decrease in the ability of a
language or communication system to adapt to
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needed modifications and additions for pur-
poses of communication. On the other hand.
these authors stressed that a laissez-faire policy
toward sign selection, standardization and de-
velopment (especially technical signs) may not
be the best approach at this time for several
reasons. These reasons-include the following:

1. The rapid expansion in educational oppor-
tunities for the deaf has led to the need for deaf
Americans to learn and use vocabulary which
few of them have used in the past.

2. Reception of fingerspelling is a ctlftcult
skill to ma?ter.

3. Expression of fingerspelling is not only a
difficult skirt to master, but in fact even under
optunal conditions may disrupt the noilinal ?low
of the visual and auditory aspects of speech.

4. Instructors having minimal knowledge of
the linguistic structure of existing signs, and
sometimes having minimal signing skills, have
invented sign equivalents for English technical
vocabulary.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND COMPONENTS
FOR SIGN SELECTION, STANDARDIZATION,

AND DEVELOPMENT (SSSD)

The NM Technical Sign Selection, Stand-
-ardization and Development Project has as its
primary goal the establishment and mainte-
nance of a technical sign storage and retrieval
system which can serve the technical communi-
'cation needs of hearing-impaired students and
their instructors, interpreters, and counselors.
This project has induded the development of a
set of principles and components which, as
suggested above, can be of benefit to any- SSSID
project.

Listings ethe general principles and parallel
components used at NTID for SSSID are given
in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

Table 2. General Principles for Sign Selection, Standardization, and Development at the
, National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID)

1. Any committee should include users and communication/language experts
2. Identification of important voCabulary precedes sign collection

,3. Sign collection precedes sign invention
4. Sign "synonyms" accepted and encouraged

' 5. Fingerspelling viable alternative to sign irivention
6. Signs and fingerspelled words selected are recommendednot required
7. On-going evaluation a necessity
8. Cooperation important:

A. Internal
B. External/National

9. Continued research on manual/simultaneous communication, including observations in natu-

ral communication situations .

10. Sign-Guidelines:
A. Consistency of use by native signers major guideline
B. Use by -content- experts who are skilled signers second major guideline
C. A let of guidelines based on the American Sign Language (ASL) lexicon'

Table 3. Components of the Sign Selection, Standardization, and Developtinent Project at the
Notional Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID)

1. A committee which includes important users of manual/simultaneous communication and
communicationtanguage experts (the tiTID committee includes Interpreters and manual/
simultaneous communication instructors uf staff, students, and Interpreters)

2. A set of guidelines based un the s.tructuTal characteristics of ASL signs
3. A systematic on-going process which includes-

. A. Identification ot important vocabulary (internal I)

B. Collection of existing signs and tingerspelled (FS) words (1)
C. Evaluabon'ut existing signs and FS words (I)
D. "Initial-final" recording and storage- of slgns and FS words (I)
E . Dissenunation.,hanng (I)
F . Evaluation (I)
G. Shanngmand collection of iigns and F5 words (external E)

H. Evaluation (1 dt E)
I. Developmentiinvention of new signs (1 & E)
J. Evaluation (I & E)
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A SET OF GUIDELINES FOR SIGN SELECTION,
STANDARDIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

BASED ON THE AMERICAN SIGN
IANGUAGE tASL) LEXICON .

Table 4 presents a listing of sign sukciinn,
standardization, and development guidelines

Table 4. 'Listing of Tentative Guidelines for
Selection. Standardization, and Development
of Signs based on the American Sign Language

(ASL) Lexicon

I. The Signing Space
2. Signs and the Visual Center 'of the, Signing

Space
3. The Relationship of Sign Hand Position,and

other Sign rarameters
4. One-Hand and Two-Hahd Signs and Sri-

;metry
5. Two-Handed Signs in which only One Hand

Moves.
6. Number of Handsh.apes Per Sign
7. Signs Involving Contact
8. Semantically Related Signs

which are based on the existing ways in 'which
the four major parameters of signs are com-
bined in ASL signs, i.e., ways in which hand
positions, hand movements, handshapes, and
hand orientations are combined in ASL signs.
An explanation of these guidelines, including a
discussion of the "whys" for each, has been
provided by Catcamise et al. (Note 5) (see
Appendix A). .

As stated by the 'above authors, these
guidelines are tentative in nature, and modifi-
cations may be expected as more is learned
about manual communication in general and
e1/4SL in particular. The guidelines developed to
date are primarilf phonological in nature, al-.
though collectively they may be considered as
morphological guidelines. Guidelines based on
other productive processes in ASL are needed.°
For example, Battison (1977) discusses ASL bor-
rowings from English through systematic mod-
ifications of fingerspelling. These modifications
are examples of productive processe§ which
may assist in selection of handskapes,

Pt
itions, movements, and orientations to be

u d when one or more letters of a word are
select d as par,t uf a sign. Also, research un how
(and i ) ASL marks nouns, verbs, adverbs)and
adjec ves can be useful information for SSSD.
For example, many noun-verb pairs in ASL can
be distinguistied by their movement. i.e.,
nouns tend to have repeated, restrained
Movement and veibs smooth, singular or undi-

'Thr .naliors wish hi thank loan Forman. a member of
the English Department at .VTID. foripirndinii the ast-
thors insights relative to Productive proceases tr ASL.
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rectional movement (Supalla & Newport, in
press; Warren, in press). Examples of such
noun-verb sign pairs incluae AIRPLANE-FLY,
CHAIR-SIT, and FOOD-EAT.

Another important area to consider in SSSD
is the normal time sequence and pattern for de-
velopment of lanual communication skills..
This is especially important ih selecting and de-
veloping signs for use with children. Bornstein
(Note'13), in a paper On the new manual com-
munication systems designed to represent Eng-
lish, stated. that' "The primary thesis of this
essay is diet the principle limitations of these
systems are not their linguistic characteristics
but.the characteristics of the developing child,
especially his motor control, the perceptual
problems .inherent in the 'medium in which
these manual systems operaT" (pp..2-3).

Although much more research is needed,
'some information is available on the devel-
opmental time sequence and pattern for the
phonological and morphological' aspects of
signs and fingerspelling. For example, Siple
press-a) discussed Jakobson's theory of "mark-
edness," i.e.,. the order of phonological devel-
opment corresponds to the degree of marked-
ness of the sounds acquired, with the least
marked sounds acquired first.' Using this notion
of markedness, Boyes-Braem (Note 14) pro-
posed a four-stage order of acquisition for ASL
handshapes based on phonological descrip-
tions of these handshapes and the physiology
of the developing child's hands. Classifying the
"A" handshape as unmarked, Boyes-Braem
identified the following' Our factors as being
impOrtant to the sequential development of
handshapes: 1) oppOsition of thomb, with no
contact between any finger and thumb; 2) ex-
tension of ohe or more fingers; 3) contact of
fingers with thumb; and 4) crossing of adjacent
fingers. McIntire (Note 15) studied the hand-
shape development of one child, and the re-
sults supciorted and extended the work of
Boyes-Braem. Stages of development reported
by McIntire were:

1. Stage 1 - 5, S, L, A, C, C, baby "0" (The
latter handshape is the only one at this stage
which requires contact between a finger and the
thumb.)

2. Stage 2 - B, F, adult "0"
3. Stage 3 - 1, Y, D, P, 3, V, H, W (Some of

these include extension of weaker fingers.)
4. Stage 4 - 8, 7, X, R, T, M, N, E (Some of

these involve crossing fingers.)
Stages 273 and 4 include handshapes which

involve touching the thumb to a finger or more
than one of the factors described above.
Further, McIntire reported that analysis of
"baby signs" showed that when miurticula-
tions occurred, the pubstitutions tended to be
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less marked'handshapes, e.g., the sign APPLE
made with an "A" instead of an "X"
h4ndshape.

Crandall (1974) and Fristoe, Lloyd, and Wil-
bur (Note 16) have provided information about
sign morphological development. Crandall
studied the sign language development of 20
children between three and seven years of age.
Results showed that .signs with positions
volving a moving and nonmoving hanesnd"Th
signs with double different handshapes were
the most difficult signs for children to learn.
Fristoe et al.'s observations of -children-learning
signs indicated that signs involving contact
with the body were -easier to learn than signs
which did not involve contact.

Other research on development of manual
communication skills is discussed below in a
section on selection of manual commimication
systems: The basic point to be remeinbered is
that the time sequence and pattern for devel-

. opment of manual communication skills need
to be considered, both in selecting signs and
manual communication systems, and in our
.expedtations .for children in their production
and reception.of manually and simultaneously
coded messagee Since the existing knowledge
of the normal devilopmentalsprocess for acquis-
ition of signs and fingerspelfing is limited;
those who work with young children have an
opportunity to make significant contributions
to this body of knowledge. To.do this requires -
flexibility, recognition .of the importance of ob-
serving children Communicating, and a readi-
ness to admit that childien can show us better
Ways, to accomplish our goals of more effective
commpnication and language development
among deaf and hard-of-hearing children.. As
Lane (1977) has stated.

I would like to say a word as a teacher to other
teachers here. Society puts ul in a false rdle.
We are presented as the purveyors of wisdom.
But that was not the contribution of Epee, that ,
was not the contribution of Sicard, nor of Cal-
laudet. TIP genius of these men was to have
the sensitivity, the openness to observe their
pupils. I think that's what makes a great
teacher: a willingness to be ,the pupil one-
self . . . . The milestones in the education of
the deaf were placed there jointly by heaiing
teachers with the humility to become pupils
and by deaf pupils who cared enough to teach
them. Thank you for teaching m4. Long, live
the collaboration. (p.

Further discussion, revier, obiervations,
and research on both the prouctive processes
in ASL and the development a manual com-
munication skills are expected to lead to the de-
velopment of additional guidejines for SSSD.
and possible modifications of the present
guidelines.

SELECTION OF MANUAL COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

As stated in the first section of this paper, the
decision by an ever increasing number of edu-
cational programs to indude manual communi-
cation as part of their Total Communication
Approach has led to the question. "Which
rnanual-r.communkation system(s) (or lan-
guages) sh&iitd be used?" Basically, there are,
three answers to this question: 1) Use ASL only;
2) use a manually coded English (MCE) system
only; or 3) use a bilingual approach; i.e., one
can choose to use both ASL and a MCE system.
The seriousness of this choiceohas been stressed
by Stokoe (1976): "The real issue is not oralism
vs. manualism, as much time has been wasted
arguing; instead the issue is whether the true
bilingual situation of .the deafSign and
Englishis to be recognized" (p.' 25). (Here
Stokoe is using sign toiefer to 04.51..)

Appendix C discusses the confusion that
exists in /he use of terminology for manual
communication systems, the problems in-,
volved in placement of manual communication
syttems along a continuum, and the suggestion
that in actual practice most people use an eclec-
tic approach which involves a combination of
ASL and English, i.e., some form of Pidgin
Sign English (PSE). Xppendix D is a listing of
manual communiestion systems and Appendix
E provides a brief description of ASL. MCE sys-
tems, and in-group signs. 2

Desciiptions of ASL haye been provided by
,CokelY (Note 1.81, Siple- (in press-a); Stokoe,
Ca;terline, and Croneherg (1963), arid Wilbur
(1976, pp. 423-300). Descriptions of MCE haye
been provided by Anthony (1971), Bornstein
(1973), Caccarnise and Drury. (1976), Cokely
(Note 10), Gustason.et al. (1975), Guitason and
Woodward (197), and IYampler (1971). Pidgin
Sign English has been described by.Cokely an,d
Gawlik (1974), Woodward (1973), and Wood-
ward and MarkoWicz (1,lote 19). Critical reviews
of the . newerki,anu.l communica tion systiems
designed to mirror English more closely than
ASL have been provided by Bornstein (Note
13), Chi*row (Note 20). Cokely and Gawlik
(1973), Mi;rkowicz (Note 21), and Wilbur (1976).
Rather than repeat in detail the information
which is available in the above pitblications,
this sechon will concentrate on general infor-
mation and principles which should assist per-
sonS in Inaking an informed response to which
manUal communication system(s) should be
used. Thts section will include tactors to con-
Sider in etforts to develop a code for a language,

"Appendices C. D. and E were all prepared by thg au.
thors listed at the top of Appendifi C.
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Considering the above, in the selection and
development of any manual code for English
tkere -is a need to minimally understand and
make choices relative to the lexicon, syntactic
.structilre; and pragmatics of the code:

1. Lexica-it, Manually ,coded English words
onaY be 'based ian'English pronunciation
(phonology), spelfing '(orthography), andfor

ineanin't (morphorogy and semantics). Fur

it 'example, the Itocliester MethOd and Visible
'English involve the manual coiling a English
words strictly on the basis of their spelling since

all words ere fingerspgiled.. In contrast, 'ASL
signs artbased on meaning, and this meaning

base has developed in a natural manner.accOrd-

ing to the needs of A$L communicators, and
hOt according to the needs of English speakers.

Pidgin Sign English (PSE) systems tend to
maintain ASL signs, with the.major accommo-
dation to English being at the syntactical rather
than lexical -level. In contralst, the new manual
communication systems designed as codes for

English (SEEI, SEE:, LOVE, Gallaudet Sired
English Pre-School System) involvnajor lexi-

cal-as well as syntactic differencei fram ASL.
The rules of SEEL SEE:, and LOVE for sign
selection and development are based primarily
on English word pronunciation, spelling, and
meaning (see footnote 9).

2. Syntax. This includes consideration of
Sign-word and/or` fingerspelled word order to
be used in forming grammatical English sen-
tences and the manual representation of Eng-
lish affixes and functor words (articles, deter-
miners, 'prepositions). All MCE systems use
English word order, although PSE is soinewhat
flexible in this. regard. PSE systems generally
incorporate a limited number of English functor
wards and atfixes, borrowing some signs from
thi . newer manual cOmmunication systems,
and involve more fingerspelling than ASL or
these newer systems. The newer manual com-
munication systems indude invented signs for
all or most English functor words; SEE.: in-
cludes signs for 118 affixes and SEE: includes
signs for 70 affixes. The Gallaudet Signed Eng-
lish Pre-School. System iiicludes 14 affixes, '
which are referred to as sign markers. In this
system it was arbitrarily decided that only one
sign marker could be added to a sign, and that
which cannot be represented by this approach
should be fingerspelled. For adults who are un-
.able or unwilling to learn all 14 markers a
smaller set of seven markers are identified for
use.

3. Pragmatics.-This area considers how a
MCE system can best be structured to' facilitate
effective, efficient communication in natural
situations. Pragmatics Intluaes psycho1inguis.
tic and sociolinguistic considerations, including

a discussion cif manuals.communication and
language development, and' the. simultaneous- ,

use of oral-aural and manual. communication.
Cokely.(Noie 22) stressed ihe importance-of

distinguishing between languages and codes in
discussing manual tommunication systems
and provided the following definitions:

A language is a naturally developed method of
communication 'among Members of a given.
community. A language has its own lexicon
(vocabulary) and syntax (grammar); e.g.,
French, ftuuIan,SL, English, Chinese, etc. -

A code is an artificidlly invented means of
representing an already existing language. A
code relies,eniirely upon the lexicon and syn-
tax of the representesilanguage. A code is not
a language. but merely a representation of- a
langtiage;. e.g., Morse Gode. semaphore.
Rochester 'Method, "Manual .English,"
lataille, etc. (p. 2) -

Given these definitions Cokelv staiel that it
is obvious that all of the newer manual com-'
munication systems designed to represent Eng-a
lish are codes (e.g., Seeing .Essential 'English
/SEEli, Signing Exact English ,SEEr and Lin-
guistics of Visual English :LOVE)).

When one attempts to develop a new code
for English, such a code may be patterned oh
any of the' following 'aspects of English:

1. Pi;onolaey the study of the smallest
units of speech (phonemes) and the set of rules
which govern these units combinaabns,
distnbution, loss, and other processes).

2.. Orthography-conventional spellings of
words.

3. Morphologythe study of the smallest
meaningful units ot a language (morphemes)
and the rules which govern their occurrence.
There are two types of morphemes: free mor-
phemes which can stand alone, (e.g..fast, week),
and bound morphemes which in use must be
attached to a free morpheme (e.g., faster,
weekly).

. 4. Syntax pnnciples for forMing grammati-
,.: cal sentences (word order, etc.); a set of rules

followed when the words of a language are put
into phrases and sentences.

S. SernIntics the study of meaning in a
lane& ge.

6. Pragmaticsrefers to the instrumental use
of language. Pragmatics involves connecting
the world and person through the use of lan-
guaget and includes the affective domain. Bates
(1976) stated that pragmatics refers to the rules
governing the use of language in context, and
Printing and Kees (Note 23) stressed that prag-
matics helps us to understand how phonology,
syntax,' and semantics function in actual com-
munication situations (units of pragmatics.
called /*eferences, are unknown at present).

1
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the importance of allowing a language to vary
m usage accoiding to the situation (i.e., the oc-
casioh; the people involved, etc.). Cokely(Note
10) stressed that in defining a policy for the
manual coding of English it is important to con-
sider not only the linguistic structure of both
ASL and English, but also the existing sociolin-
guistic framework. of ASL and English and the
theory of language planning. Relative to lan-
guage planning. Cokely emphasized the impor-
tanSe of Haugen's (1966) proposed three criteria
of efficiency, adequacy, and acceptability in de-
ciding upon a code for manually representing
English. Cokely.(Note- 10, p. 3) at fined these
three criteria as follows;

Efficiency ol planning refers to the develop-
ment of specifications for an app(ication of a
given set of linguistic rules or principles to a
proposed language program. Adequacy of
planning refers to the degree of precision with
which a.given linguistic form can convey the
information railed for by a set of linguistic

. principles. Acceptability of planning is the
sociological component of language planning
and it refers to the effect of a propoied change '
upon the attitudes of the users of the
language.

Based .on These three criteria and his review
of releyant literature; Cokely (Note 10, Note 18)
recommended the use of both manually coded
English and ASL, in the educational setting.

Although significant efforts have been made
in describing lexical rules for some MCE sys-
tems, there is eyidergse td suggest that greater
efforts should be expended in the.development
and/or selection of syntactieVnnciples for MCE
systems. Traditionally the ?tajor, problems of
deal.children with English have been-syntactic
in nature: 1) omission of important.woNs and
inappropriate use of words. especially functprs:,
2) greater competence irt use of lexical mea
ings than in structural meanings, indiciitstTg
problems in deducing meahing from context; 3)
'problems with English affixIng 4) use of fewer
adverts, auxiliaries, and coniunctions_than
heating children; 5) use of simpler and more
rigid sentence structures than hearing children;
and 6) problems with passive voice and ques-
tion forms. The importance of syntax has been
'discussed by Cokely (Note 10):

It must be pointed out that the critical need for
the deaf child is the acquisition of syntactic
rather than lexical competence . . . since there
is a critical. age for syntactic acquisition . . it
would seem logical that eta concerns are cen-
tered about syntactic uniformity. However, it
must also be remembered that tke situation it
one in which an oraLlaural language is being
coded visually and manually, and that there
are certain constraints which agile from the
nature of the codes themselves.

From a linguistic point of view, it is a very
sound' approach to deal only with those ele-
ments of English syntax which are essential to
the functioning of the language and to retain a

(semanticallybased approach hylexicon ith
the careful and guided addition of ne ed
signs (p. 15).

Caccimise and Johnson (in press), Siple (in
press-a), and Wilbur (1976) have all provided
reviews of the literature on manual commbnica-
tion and language development. The major
findings based on these reviews may be sum-
marized as follows:,4) language competen0
may be developed primarily through the visual
and manual modalities as is evidenced by the
developed competency in ASL and English; 21 ..
ASL can assist in the development of Engish
language skills, and 'may facilitate the devel-
opment of oral-aural communication skills; and
3) language development milestones in terms of
stages and time sequence are similar for '5Iiil 1

and manual language forms.
We find'in Pola's early combinations of. signs
the full range of semantic relations expressed' by hearing children. We also find a steady in.
crease in the length of her signed sequences
that matches the turbans found in hearing
children. Witioes seem that, in spite of the
change In modality, the Milestones of lan-
guage development may be the same. (Bellugi
lc Klima, 1972. p. 61) _.........
Developmental similarities between oral and

manual language forms have been reported for
the following language skills: babbling, onset of
first word, onset of two'and three word combi-
nations, growth ..in mean.length of utterance
(counted in morphemes). holophrastic speech
(use of single words for,multiple meanings),

,. generaliz.ation and overgeneralization in use of
language rules and word usage, and acquisition
of negation.

.
- Siple (in press-a), suggested that "general

language processes may very well be universal
and independent of modality. However, the
unechanisms for carrying out the processes may
be modality specific. Certain mechanisms in
ASL are similar to those used in spoken lan-
guages while others are dependent on the spa-
tial nature of a manual language" (p. 15)s.'Siple,
discussed differences in the developmen; of
oral and manual Language forms in terms of
locatives and both yes-no and WH-questions.
Bellugi and Klima (1972) concludid *that the
study of manual languages gives us insight into
the structure of language and the universality
of cominunication, and Friedman (1977) stated
that "The study of ASL is not merely an inves-
tigation of another language. but 2 study of the
ways in which the channel of cam-
munication7the mode of the signalcan al...,,
feet the language" (p. 11. Friedman then dis-
cussed oral language codes and the visual na-

- ture and' tisetof space 12y ASI. and concluded
that dr suggested language universals of total
arbitrariness and discreteness are not necessary
conditions for language:
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If We fall to consider the nqie ofiConicili and
insist on analyzing AR with referenctWiy to
its arbitrary elements we will tail to gasp the
essintial nattfie of its formational prop-
erties . . . It would beunnatural, given the
nature of manin terms of his reliance en
visual imagery in thoUghtand the nature of
language, if both iconicity and arbitrariness
and both discreteneas:and nondiscreteness
did ilgi exist in any manual/visual language
(pp. 4540, S3)."

In considering oral languages and the telec,
tion and development of manual communica-
lion sodes or systems, it is also important to
remember that development and maintenance
.of oral-adral communication skills is . a major
educational goal for hearing-irnpAired children
and adults. Therefore, educators generally use .
speech and encourage students to accompany
their manual communication with speech, i.e.,
simultaneous communication,. This requires
that in sign and manual communication system
selection, standardization, and development
considerationbe given to those characteristics
of manual languages and codes that may im-
pact upon the flow of the 'spoken language
form. Ideally the manual code should: 1) facili-
tate as normal a rate of speech flow as possible,
and 2) occur as much insynchrony with.the oral
language form as possible. Problems in accom-
plishing these objectives when speech and
fingerspelling are used together have been dis-
cussid above (e.g., Reich Si Bick, 1976, Note 7;
Blasdell, Note 8):' As previously stated, oBlas-
dell's pilot research has indicated that a closer
synchiony between Speech and the _manual
code occurs with signs than fingerspelling. In
addition, Borristem.(Note 13) has reported that
although the presenter's spoken words aver-
aged 27 milliseconds longer when accompanied
with signs than when spoken only, the correla-
tion between the times required to..speak words
alone and to speak words with signs suggested
that the normal speech timing was not signifi-
cantly distorted when signs and.speech were
uttered together. Bellugi (1972, pp. 68-84), Bel-
lugi and FiscHer (1972), and Bornstein (Note 1))
have repotted that ASL and spoken English re-
quire about the same amount of total time to

..,convey a message, with the number of proposi-
.

13The /alimony defranhons for arbitrefiness and discrete-
ness in languagrare contained in Friedman (1977): 1) Ar-
thirstiness refers to the concept that the relation between a
meaningful element in language and its denutatam is inde-
pendent of any physkal or geometrical resemblance between
the noo, and 2/ discreteness refers io the concept that all
;nimble nwssages in any language consMule a discrete re-
pertory rather than a continuous one. Based bn her discus-
sion of American Sign Language, Friedman challenges both
these amcepts, suggisiing that rather than being language
universals, arbitrariness and discreteness are limitations of
oral-au nal language codes.
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tions and semantic ground. covered being the
same, However, the spoken versions incloded
a significantly greater dumber Of lexical items.
Commenting on the work of Bellugi and Fischer
(1972), Stokes and Menyuk (Note 24) stated
'that Signed English versions of sentences re-
quired two to two-and-a-half>times longer to
produce than ASL and spoken English ver-
sions." A note of caution is necessary here
since specific descriptions of the "Signed Eng-
lish" versions were, not given. However, the
above findings again emphasize the importance
of human physiology in thg expression and re-
ception of signs and manual comMunication
systems, especially when they are intended to
be used in conjunCtion with a spoken language.

In summary, selecting a code to manually
.represent English requires that the sociolin
guistic climate and structural linguistic charac-
teristics of both English anaASL be considered.
The effect of modality of language codes will
result in necessary,, differences between orally
and marlually coded English forms, just as
there are differences between spoken and writ-
ten English. Regardless of these differences, re-
search has shown that manual languages and
codes can be used to teach English and may
facilitate the development of oral-aural com-
munication skills.

Given all,of the above, a MCE system which
incorporates the salient features of English and
naturally evolved sign languages such as ASL is
recommended for use in the educational set-
ting. Appendix F outlines two. proposed
policies for manually coding English which In-
corporate salient features of English and ASL.
These, are presented as examples and are not
meant to be inclusive of all necessary or possi-
ble policies. The need for further research to
asseas the efficiency, adequacy, and ac-,
ceptability of such approaches is recognized.

oln addition, the use of American Sign Lan-
guage in the educational setting is recom-
mended. ASL can assist in achieving the follow-
ing goals: 1) the development of English lan-
guage skills in students whose native language

"Bellugi and Fischer (1972) discuss several mechanisms
tif'ASI. that are used k COMMISMS for this tune difference: 1/
doing withoutthis primarily involves junchon words: 2)
minimal anaphorause of location in spice to maintain
relations (e.g., pronominalization); 3) teneeal and specific
verbuse of "denser" rather thpn periphrastic construe-
now of verbs, e.g., "enter" instiad of "go into," bathe"
instead of "take a bath," "knot the rope" instead of "make
knots in the rope," ek.; incorporation of loaation and
numbers with verb's, and incorporation of phurality, sue
and shape with nouns (examples include LOOK AT, IN-
VTTE, SIT, PARK-A-CAR, and snivels of one hind in
semicircle while other hand signs a verb to indicate ALL-OF-
YOU).
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is ASL and in students who are having diffi-
'Wiry learning English:" 2) the development of
skills in a second language by students who4e
native language is English; 3) the effective func-
tioning of students as participants and leaders
in the de4f community in America: 4) the de-
velopme in hearing-impaired (and hearing)
students f an appreciation of the role of deaf
people in the American culture, and in so do-
ing, a positive image of themselves; and 5) the
total educational development (academic, per-
sonal, and social) of the student. Coke ly (Note
18) stressed that "as-a child learns concepts in
two lannages, he/she becomes more flexible
and better able to/fandle concepts" (p. 33) Fur
a more,in-depth discussion of the importance
and benefits of using ASL see Caccamise and
Johnson (in press) and Coke ly (Note 18).

CONCLUSIONS

, Research in communication, language devel-
rapment. cognitive development and leatning,
gestural-visual and oral-aural physiology, aad
the existing sociolinguistic climate in America
may all.be used to support tiie use of both ASL
and MCE in the educational setting. Further.

can"), sign selection. standardizahon, and devel-
ment prOcess and all MCE systems should

take into account boih current manual com-
munication usage and the salient features of

. ASL and English.
.

.

However, extreme caution must be exercised
before finalizing any policies for the. use of

, manual ,and simultaneous communication in
1 the educational setting One of the Major bene-

fits of the trend toward the inclusion ot manual
communication as part of a "total" educational
approach has been the greater opportunity tor
individualization of programs based on eath
student's abilities, skills, and needs This op-
portunity can best be exploited by maintaining
an open, flexible approach to usage of m'anual
communication and simultaneous communica-
tion in the educational setting Stokot (19761
has suggested that rather than oralism Versus
manualism, the real issue is whether the biling-
ual situation of the deat. ASI, and English, rs to
be recognized. Vhether one agrees or disagrees
with Stokoe, at is hoped that advocatrs ot the
use ot manual and simultaneous commoroca.
tion will not become rigid in their sirpport of a
specific manual communication system or
signs. Just .14 one educational method will
never be appropriate for all students, one ap-
proach to the use of manual oommunication
Will never be appropriate for all stydents.

17trrrsnat to suggest that COMretinty _an ASL as an
estate skill to develop than as competency triEngUsh HOW-
ever. from the natural volution :thtch ASL hos under-
gone. tt may be that A5L. On better *Mate 'that dem-t-
orment of communicabon end language in some inift-
victuals then would the more artificial MCE systems

-
APPENDIX A

.

A Set Of Puidelineslor Sign Selection,
Standardization, and Deeelopment Based on

the American 4igii Language Leidcon

(The tollowing is taken' from Caccamise et al.,
1977, pp. 3-8.) ,

Stoktie et al. (1965), Battison (1974), snd Lent.
'et al. (1976) have identified four major parame-
ten uf ASL signs: 1) hand position. 2) hand
movement, 3) handshape.or configuration, and
4) hand orientation, which priinarily refers to
the direction of the palm. The guidelines for the
technical sign project at NTID are based on
existing ways in which these four sign

rameters are combined in ASL.signs..In p-
p'ketion. therefore, these guIdelinet may be
used to assess signs in terms of acceptable and
unacceptable combinans of the tour maior
parameteni of ASL signs. . . . the uidelines.
developed at Nap) are tentative a d are ex-
pected to undergo lu rther refinement s more is
learned abowt Manual communicatiOn in gent
eral and the structural patterns of signs Within
the .ASL lexicon in particular, he giuidellnes
developed to date at NITID for technical sign
selection, standardization and developmentare
as follows-

1. The Signing Space. Signs generally. fall
within a particular signing space, bounded by
the top of the head and the area just above the .
waist, with the space towards thelides -of the
body involving axonifortable, but tiot fully ex-
tended. reach of the arms. The physical center

(Foshberg & Gough, Note 27s). It is im
tt

tant to
ot Othe signing space is rr hollow of t e. nick

iecognize that fot a variety of,reasons signspay. .

be made outside of this general signing space
(ells , for theatncM signing,'or tor emphasis). 7,

The mouth area is considered not to be
within theigeneAgning space This partly
based on the tac .1X it has been consistently
observed, and reporiec.1 by sirsers themselves,
that when reading signs people fend to watch
the face 'areagot the:: signer, rather than the
signer's hands' per 5e. This agrees with the con-
tention &fat facial expressions and lip ntove-
ment (whether or not Words 'are mbuthed or
spoken) are important parts ot manual corn-
municaeon Also, -in making observations of...
histoncal changes in signs, Frishberg (1975)'
found that signs' made in the mouth area
tended to diSplace away from the mouth-tor
ward the sides of the mouth or the chin area.
For eAmple, the sign REC! usedakbe made on
the lips (and is still depicted thaNlay in many
sign books); however, many signers now make.
tbe sign lower, on the chin. Ther"efore, an effort
should be mide to not obstruct the mouth area
when signing (also, see guideline #2).
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2. Signs and the Visual Center of the Signing
Space. The visual center of the signing space is
the nose-mouth area (Siple, in press-b). Many
signs are made in close proximity to this visual
center, but seldom are signs made within this
center.

In addition to what is presented in guideline
#1, the logic for this is based on the following:

A. Visual acuity is sharpest near the vis-
ual center of the signing space, becoming
poorer as you move toward the periphery or
away from this visual center (Siple, in press-b).

B. Research has shown hearing-impaired
persons to perform better on tests of receptive
communication skills when oral and manual
communication modes are used together as op-

or posed to either alone (Caccarrtise & Blasdell,
1977; Johnson, 1975, 1976; Klopping, 1971;
Stuckless, Note 26). If lip movement is con-
tributing to this superiority of the combined
oral-manual condition oyes( either oral or man-
ual alone, the blockage of the mouth area may
reduce efficiency of communication.

3. The Relationship of Sign Hand Position and
Other Sign Parameters. Signs-made near the vis-

aual center of the signing space tend ts have
finer distinctions for all parameters than signs
made in the periphery (Siple, in press-b). The
probability of perceiving detailed information is
greatest in areas of high acuity, and in areas like
the face which have a large number of visually
distinguishable landmarks. Therefore, smaller
motions and distinctions among'signs are feasi-
ble in such areas (i.e., areas close to the visual
center) as opposed to lower acuity areas (i.e.,
areas more peripheral to the visual center).

4. 'One-Hand and Two-Hand Signs. In general,
signs made near the visual center of the signing
space involve the use of one hand, while signs
made near the periphery tend to involve two
hands having symmetrical handshapes,
movements, positions, and orientations.

It is logical to'expect that duplication of in-
formation through the use of two symmetrical
handshapes, etc., is of greater importance for
signs made in peripheral or low acuity areas, as
opposed to signs made closer to the high acuity
visual center area of signing. In fact, duplica-
tion involving the two hands in the high acuity
face area is often overredundant (Frishberg,
1975).

Based on these facts it is suggested that
A. For signs made in the neck and face

area.use one hand, with the position toward the
periphery for face area signs (also, see guideline
#2).

B. For signs made below the neck use two
tancls having the same handshape. Also, fhe
movements, positions, and orientations of the
two hands should be symmetrical '(Battison,
1974).

t.

Vovements are considered symmetrical if the
hands have the.same basic movement either in
the same or opposite directionst.

Positions are 'considered symmetrical if the
hands cohtict the same position or correspond-

_ing positions on halves of the body.
Orientations are considered symmetrical if

the orientations of the hands are the same or
are pular opposites (reciprocals).

5. Two-Handed Signs in Which Only One Hand
Moves.

A. The nonmoving (passive) hand should
have one of the seven neutral handshapes (I-
A-S-B-C-5-0), or should have the same hand-
shape as the moving (active) hand (Battison,
1974, 1977).

B. When two or more such signs differ
misty in ths handshape of one band, this dif-
ference shOuld occur in the moving hand. Logi-
cally one would expect that for signs involving
one moving and one still hand the receiver will
attend to the moving hand.

6. Number of Handshapes Per Sign (Battison, .

1977). Most signs in ASL (whether one-handed
or two-handed) require only one handshape on
each hand. However, some signs require that
the handshape change during the articulation
of the sign. For example, MILK is made in nVu-
tral spaee with one hand, and that hand closes
from a C handshape to an S handstre (re;
peatedly); the sign SPAT changes repeatedly
from 0 to B handshapes; PRINT uses two
handshapes, one with the thumb and
forefinger separated, and one in which they
contact. What-is important to note about these
handshape-changing signs is that they all in-
volve no more than two handshapes; there is
no ASL sign which uses three or more hand-
shapes. Undoubtedly this has naturally evolved
so as to limit the number of handshape dis-
criminations found in the native, ASL
In view of such an absolute restriction found in
the native ASL lexicon, it is recommended, that
no invented signs use more than two
ha ndshapes.

7. Signs Involving Contact. Four major area, of
"contact" in signs are the head, trunk, arm, and
hand. Battison, Markowicz, and Woodward
(1975) found that ASL signs are systematic in
regard to the contacts in these areas, and this
adds to the redundancy factor in signing which
is necessary for effident language reception.

Signs made with double contacts are made
within the same major area (e.g., INDIAN has
both contacts on the head, WE has both con-
tacts on the trunk, etc.). The exceptions to this
rule are signs which are historically derived
from tOmoounds, and move from a contact in
one major area to a second contact in another
major area (e.g., REMEMBER, a compqund de-

. rived from THINK + SEAL, conttcts first the
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hand area and then ,the opposite hand;
DAUGHTER, derived from GIRL + BABY, con-
tacts .first the head and then the arm).

Therefore, it is recommended that signs hav-
ing two contacts have bath contacts within one
of the four Major areas previously listed, i.e.,
the head, Ifunk, arm or hand.

8. Semantically Related Signs. Signs which are
semantically related (e.e., related in meaning)
are often related in terms of formation.
"Semantically related" refers to those signs
whose English glosses ale approximately
synonymous with each other, andlor whose
English glosses have a conceptual relationship.
Fo'r example, a change in handshape can

AMERICAN
SIGN
LANGUAGE

ASL

Ames Ian
Sign Language
Sign

change the meaning tif the sign GROUP to
.CLASS, 'ASSOCIATION, or SOCIETX. All'of
these are semantically related in that each refers
to a group or a kind of group. Also, all are for-
mationally related in that their corresponding
signs have the same position/movement, and
orientation, with only handshapes distinguish-
ing among there This tela,tionship between
semantics (meaning):and formation of signs is
an example of Internal structure at the mor-
phological level (Frishberg, 1975). This type pf
structural relationship should be taken into ac-
count by those involyecr in sign selection;
standardization, and development.

n

APPENDIX D

A Listing of.Manual Communication Systems.

MANUALLY CODED ENGLISH

PIDGIN SIGN ENGLISH MANUAL ENG1.ISH

Fingerspelling
(Rochester, Method)
(Visible English)

Seeing Essential English (SEED
Signing.Exact English (SEEd
Linguistics of Visual English (LOVE)
Signed English (Bornstein, Gallaudet

Preschool)

Ameslish
Sir English
Srnglish
Signed English

,Manual English

APPENDIX E

A Brief Description of Manual
Communication Systems

1. American Sign Language (ASV: A language in
which gestures do the work of spoken words,
and which is used by many deaf people and
their children. It is now generally recognized as
a sepatate, distinct language from English, with
its own grammar, inflections, and idioms.
Ames Ian, Sign, and Sign Language are other
terms for ASL.
2. Manually Coded English:

44 Pidgin Sign English CPSE)PSE involves
the use of ASL signs in English word order with
the proportions of ASL and English varying ac-
cording to the practitioners. This may include
speaking, word-mouthing, fingerspelling (ab-
breviations and "slurrings" are tolerated), ges-
tures, ASL grammar occasionally, "new" signs,

.body English, facial expression, etc. Sig lish,
Ames Usti, and Sign English are other terms. ,

In-Group gigni
Home
School

, Local 3

Signed English and Manual English have also
been labels applied to this type of manual
communication system.

B. Manila! EnglishManual English sup-
plements the signs of Pidgin Sign English with
invented signs to manually represent every
word and inflection spoken. Some systems,
such as the Washington State 'School for the
Dear s book An Introduction to Manual English,
retain the "meaning" base of ASL signs and
also use fingerspelling and new signs. Others
try to represent English words .more specifi-
cally, relying on a "two-of-three" criteria in-
volving English meaning, pronunciation, and
spelling. Degree of closeness of ASL signs and
amount of attention given to the "root" mean-
ings of words varies. Some published. systei:ns
of Manual English include Seeing Essential En-
glish, Linguistics of Visual English, Signing
Exact English, and the Gallaudet Preschool
Signed English storybooks. ASL elements such
as use of space (sight line? directionality) and
reduplication may be used in Manual English.

It
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C. Fingerspelling -The use of handshapes,
movements, and orientations to represent let-
ters of the alphabet arid ampersand (and). This
may or may not be used in conjunctioti with
speech. Visible English and the Rochester
Method use fingerspelling and speech
exclusively.
3. In-Group Signs: This label refers to signs.un=
derstood by a relatwely.small &our of people.
These may be subdivided into the following:

A. Home Signs-Signs developed and used
by individual.families. These may range from
near-mime gestures to more sophisticated signs
used only by the family members, and are gen-
erally limited to relatively few, sign-words.
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COMMUNICATING

with

Hearing Impaired/Developmentally Disabled
Persons

*Introduction for Direct Service Staff

Hearing impaireds.developmentally (HIDD) persons are those individuals with

a hearing loss plus one or more developmental disabilities (e.g.-mental retarg

dation, autism, cerebral palsy, learning disabilities).
>

Inadequate diagnosis,yeducation, and habilitation complicate the communi-

cation problems caused by deafness and a developmental disability.

Some factors influencing individual communiqation development are:
s .

1. Type of hearing loss.

2. Severity of loss

3. Age at onset of loss

4. Envronment/Family iituation

5. Education and Training

6. Type of developmental disability

7. Severity of developmental disability

Awareness of these factors and their various implications regarding the

communication process can improve service delivery to this population.

Interpersonal communication involves receptive and expressive components.,

In communicating with individuals having receptive or expresive communication

disorders, we may find ourselves more effective if we are creative and innovil-

tive. Our expectations may need to be changed. Some indivivals may have no

formal languge and may use rudimentary gestures, drawings, and unclear speech

in an attempt to relay basic needs and wants. A "total communication" approach

can encompass formal and informal communication techniques including speech

reading, natural getures, formal sign language systems, speech, reading, visual

symbol systems (e.g. Bliss, Rebus), writing, and the use of residual hearing.
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Expressive Communication Hints

I. InteractWith the HIDD person as a unique individual. Treat

him/her with respect.'

. Attract the person's visual attention before starting to commun-

icate.

3. Be patient, take All the able necessary to ensuie a comfortable.

communication environment.

4. Do not stand in front of windows while-talking. Glare makes it

difficult to see lip shapes and hand shapes.

5. Be creative; draw, use natural body gestures, pantomime; and use
any and all aveilable objects for demonstration.

6. When using sign language, learn signs in advance, and practice
to ensure clarity and consistency.

7. When uking communication boards, learn the organization of
information/symbols on the board so that communications can be
as natural and complete as possible.

8. Keep Acial expression and body language appropriate to, and in
agreement with, the message.

9. Keep communication concrete rather than abstract. Use present

tense and a normal sequence of events.

10. Since smiling and head nodding may indicate a lack of under-
standing, repeat until you are positive that understanding has
occured.

Practice may be required to improve your ability to understand the HIDD

individual's various communication methods. It is important to reinforce all

communication attempts, thus encouraging self-expression and information

exchange. Reception is the beginning of understanding, and understanding leads

to more successful interaction. Communication should be both meaningful and

reinforcing fot the staff member and the HIDD individual.
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Receptive Communication Hints

1. Be receptive to all communication attempts.

2. Relaxing will iiprove your comprehension and put the HIDD person
at ease.

3. Watch for contextual clues and emotional tone from Undy language
and facial expression.

ir 4. Sign language production varies with degree of motor impairment;
gross approximations may represent conventional signs.

5. Speech intelligibility varies with age at onset and degree of
hearing loss, developmental disabilities, and amount of educa-
tion and speech therapy.

6. Use of communication boards and other augmentative devices may
be inefficient or slow due to the severity of motor impairment.
Be'patient and respectful of independent communication efforts.

7. A person's frustrations may reflect hIs/her long-term expressive
' difficulties ratherlthan his/her reaction'to the current situa-

tion. Don't take this frustration personally.

8. Acting out (or ggressive behavior) may be a method of self-
expression for some clients.

9. If communication is exceptionally difficult, an interpreter or a
deaf person familiar with minimal language skill clients may be
able to offer help.

Prepared by: Carol Cober-Ostby
Model Demonstrtion Program
University of Arizona

Updated by:

4

HIDD Project Staff
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
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CHAPTER VI

INTERPRETING FOR DEAF7BLIND PERSONS

Frank Caccamise, James Stangarone, and Marguerite Moore

Introduction
-}

Legal blindness is defined as visual ac ty of 20/200 or worse in the better eye with
best correction and/or field of vision whic is constricted to less than 204egrets (Seminar
on Deaf-Blindness for Interpreter's forthe eaf, 1979). Not all people who are refere-d-17)
as deaf-blind, however, are legally blind. In brief, although all "deaf-blind" persons have
both hearing and vision impairments, the severity of these two impairments vary among--
individuals. Further, some people are born with both impairments, others are born with
one of the impairments and acquire the other at a later age, and still others acquire-both
impairments after having normal hearing and vision fora number of -years. These, and
many other factors that have been discussed earlier in this book (e.g.,,life elcperiences and
language skills and ;references), impact on the interpreting situation.

This chapter discusses rhethods of communication and procedural suggestions for
interpreting with,individuals having both hearing and vision impairrnents.

Methods of Communication

In addition to .signing, fingerspelling, and speech (with and without voice), thtre is a
variety 'of other methods that may be used to communipate, with persons having both
hearing and vision impairments (DiPietrof 1978; Jense1na, 1979a, b, 1980). This section
briefly discusses those communication methods thaJt are most likely to be used in
interpreting situationk.

I. Signing, Fingerspelling, Speech (with and without )voice): Each of these communica-
tion .methods may be used alone or in comb ation with other methods. The
interpreter may sign and/or fingerspell in a visual field relatively close to consumers
when they have some residual vision. When consumers have little or no reaidual
vision, they. generally prefer to cup their hands lightly over the back of the
interpreter's hands or have the interpreter sign .and/or fingerspell in the palm of
their hand.

2. The Tadoma Method: A vibro-tactile form of speecnreading (lipreading) In which
the consumer rests her/hiS thumb on the interpreter's lips. The remaining fingers
may all rest in the thrciat ares of the interpreter or the .consumer .rnay choose to
place the index finger near the nose with the-remaining three fingers or little.finger
in the throat area.

-3. The Lorm Alphabet: The Interpreter forms dots and lines with her/his fingers on.the
receiver'S.hand. These dots 'and lines correspond to specified letters of the alphabet.

4. Braille Print/Hand Speech: The interpreter reproduces the equivalent of Braille dots
representing letters, contractions, and words as they are used In standard Braille in
the consumer's palm.



5. Braille Alphabet Card: The consumer holds a card into which the Braille alphabet
letters have been pressed. The interpreter guides the index' finger of the consumerto the appropriate letters.

6. The International Standard Manual Alphabet: The interpreter uses the index fingerto print capital letters in the palm of the consumer's hand.

7. The Alphabet Plate: Same as the Braille Alphabet Card, except the Alphabet Platecontains embossed letters of the English alphabet.

8. The Alphabet Glove: A glove on whIc.h the letters of the alphabet are printed. Theglove is worn by the consumer and the interpreter spells words by touching letteron the glove.

The International Morse Code: Using a tap to represent dots and a roke torepresent dashes, the aterpreter uses the International Morse Code tactuallyspell words.

10. The Tellatouch Machine: IA machir* that has both regular and pewriter keyboard(with English letters) and Braille keys. The consumer places Inger on the back ofthe machine, and as the interpreter types corresponding aille letters rise underthe finger of the consumer.

Procedural Suggestions

This section provides a list'of general suggest ns for effective interpreting withdeaf-blind consumers regardless of the communic ion methods us'd.. It should be notedthat interpreting for deaf-blind persons is almost ways done on a one-to-one basis.

1. With deaf-blind consumers, the loc ion of the interpreting assignment has asignificant impact on the responsibi les the interpreter will likely Mated to assume(DiPietro, 1978). In general, int preting in environments unfamiliar 1g consumerswill require greater responsibir es for the interpreter than environments that arefamiliar. For example, in farpilioar environmen,ts the interpreter may need toassume a major role in he sing to meet the mobility needs of deaf-blind persons.Training in mobility, ther ore, is suggested for iriAiyiduals who provide Interpretingservices on a regular ..sis for deaf-blind corttum'Ers. Also, the interpreter shouldprovide the deaf-bli,. consumer with a description of the environment if it isunfamiliar.

2. As in all interp eting situations, establishment of the mode(s) of communication andlanguage(s) t be used isof highest priority. Given the additional responsibilitiesthat inter eting for deaf-blind consumers may require of the interpreter, It isimperativ that interpreters obtain information about the communication andlangua preferences and skills of deaf-blind consumers (see Chapter IV for adiscu ion of suggestions for obtaining this information).

3. Pafticipation (questions, comments, etc.) of the deaf-blind consumer in meetingsoften requires a pre-established signalting system between the consumer andinterpreter. Depending on the communication skills of all persons involved, the
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deaf-blind consumer may .either ask a question directly to the speaker or use the
interpreter. How this is to be done mt all be agreed to and understood if effective
and satisfying communication is to occur.

4. The interpreter should generally maintain physical contact (e.g., placement of hand
on consumer's arm) with deaf-blind consumers in order that they may be aware of

. the interpreter's presence at'all times.

5. It is important that the interpreter convey the attitudes/feelings of the speaker(s).
With deaf-blind consumers, this often needs tO be done via body contact.

6. If seated, chairs for the interpreter and deaf-blind consumer should be arranged so
that their knees are at an angle of approximately 45 degrees. Generally, chairs
without armrests allow a freer flow of signing and physical contact.

7. When interpreting in a workshop or long meeting for a deaf-blind consumer who
prefers communication in the palm of her/his hand (e.g., fingerspelling, Braille

. Print, etc.), the interpreter should sit side-by-side with the consumer. The

consumer should rest the back of her/his hand on the leg of the interpreter.

8. Close proximity between the interpretq and deaf-blind consumer is the general
rule. For persons with residual vision, however, the interpreter may need to
maintain a specified distance. For example, in a study with eight students having
retinitis piginentosa (which results' in a reduction of visual fields or peripheral
vision), Hicki (1979) found that on a visual perception task for hand shapes and
movements, students' performance increased from 41% to 51% when the stimuli-
presentation distance was increased from 3 feet to 6 feet.

\
9. In general, larger movements for signs and natural gestures are more readily

understood than s aller ones by the deaf-blind consumer. Again, however, there are
exceptions. In th Hicks (1979) study discussed above, the performance of eight
students with reti itis pigmentosa increased from 51% to 79% when the magnitude
of the stimuli moyements was reduced by 50% at a presentation distance of 6 feet.

10. For deaf-blind persons with residual vision, the clothing of the interpreter is
important. In addition to the recommendations for clothing in Chapter IV,.gloves
may be used to enhance reception of signing and fingerspelling (DiPietro, 1978).
Also, Interpreters should not wear jewelry which may either be visually distracting
or cause physical discomfort (e.g., scratch) for the deaf-blind consumer.

cr II. Due to the close proximity in interpreting for deaf-blind consumers, special
consideration needs to be given to personal hygiene. "Strong scents (perfume,
aftershave) and odors (among them smoke, perspiration) may distract the deaf-blind
person and cause discomfort. -In addition, the interpreter might want to apply hand
lotion during breaks, since dry, chapped hands in tactile communication may also be
distracting to the client" (DiPietro, 1978, p.9).

.

12. During lunches and other breaks, deaf-blind consumers may wish to participate in
the social Interaction. Interpreters should be prepared to provide this service, and
should assist deaf-blind consumers In identifying and initiating appropriate social
interactions with other persons.
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Summa4 and ConcJusions

Interpreting for deaf-blind persons is another special challenge,theit, like all other
interpreting assignments, requires an appreciation and respect for the individual needs,
preferences and skills of each consumer. Special training in mobility, and other areas
impOrtant to deaf-blind persons, is recommended for interpreters who may work or are
worklni with deaf-blind persons on a regular basis.
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AP.PENDIX C

INTERPRETINGFOR HEARING-1MPAIRED PERSONS.

WITH MINIMAL LANGUAGE SK1LLS'(MLS): SOME SUG6EST1ONS

Rita Dominque DeVries Suzie Kirchner and Frank Caccamise

The key tra. interpreting for persons With Minimal Language Skills (MLS) is "simpli-
'city." The following-is a list of suggestions that will help to establish, a communication
base with persons having AILS.

A. Maintain Eye Contact. This is irnporVnt as it can indicate acceptance, interest, and
respect for the person, and thus aid instablishing.rapport and cbmmunication.

1

Be a Good Observer. Carefully watch facial expression, body language and other
clues that indicate tfie perton is Liclerstanding. Frequently stop and re-check for
that understanding.

C. Think in a*Natural 'Order and Set the Scene. . using signs, gestures and mime,
sdescribe events in the order of their temporal occurence. Set the scene before
giving the activity or action that you wish to communicate.

Be Awa. re ol "Home-Made" Signs. Some minimal language skills persons use signs or
gestures whose Meaning is known only to a few family members and/or closeiriends.
Interpritters stiould learn. and use these._

$.4

. Use of Pantomime 141ime). When pantomime is used,-14 clear anti simple. -.Avoid -
detailed.movements or acting out. Give smIll segments at a time, and periodical0
check for understanding Beiore proceeding. 4 I

F. Use of Gestures.. Imitating the action and/or appearance Of persons, animals, and
things, when combined with facial expressions in a meaningful. context, if a helpful

"" device. *Cerlain gesOres are .understood by ai wide variety of hearihg and hearing-
' impaired persons and Should be utilized as much as possible; e.g., you, me; eat,

sleep, drinkrwalk, drive, and pointing at objects.
, .

G.. Use of Real Objects. Life size objects can be1manipulated, and/or pointed at by ihe .

interpreter and the cliento te establish communichtion.; This might include clocks,.
calendars; furniture, etc..Miniature reproductions of, real objects may alsote used.

/4". Use of, Pictures.' A good file of pictures of things, places, sit ons and persons can
provide a valuable and easy means of communication. Iicturesbkrt be arranged to
show a sequence of eifents.

el. Drawing Pictures. Use of Stick figures, pichires or other simple line drawings-cans
be used by an interpreter 'and client to exchange or conveyinformation.

J. Use of Key Words: Mouthing or even writing of key words niay be beneficial. Use
. only the most common Englishwords and.03 not use a running stream of talk, or

written words; e.g., if "mother" is the key word, writihg this word could be helpful.

.t
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K. Use of an Intermediary Interpreter. Sometimes this is necessary when communi-
cation is especially difficult. Two ipterpreters may be able to pool resources, both
at the expressive and receptive level. When possible, the intermediary interpreter
should be someone who is familiar with the communication behavior and skills oflhe
consumer.

Use of Other Resource Persons. Family members and friends can be valuable,
resources since they have experience with the consumer and, therefore, may be able
to provide the interpreter with specific input relative to the consumer's communica-

otion behaviors and skills, as well as importint background information (e.g., where
the consumer has lived, worked, etc.). '

r
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Committees

Position statement
on nonspeech communication

The following .poSition statement, drafted by the Ad
Hoc Committee on Communication Processes and
Nonspeaking Persons, was adopted as an official policy
statement of the Arrierican Speech-LPanguage-Hearing
Association by its Legislative CoUncil in November, 1980
(LC 15-80). 1980 committee member.s included. Billie
Ackerman,'ex officio; David R. Beukelman; Faith Carlson;
Carol Cohen; Pam Elder; Suzanne Evans-Morris, public
representative; Rich Foulds, public representative;
Macalyne Fristoe; Lind F. Goodman; Debrah Harris;

'Arlene Kraal, public representative; Lyle Lloyd; Judy
Montgomery; Howard Shane, chairman; Franklin G.
Silverman; Barbara Sonies, Ronnie Wilber, public
representative; Gregg Vanderheiden; James Viggiano,
public representative; and David Yoder, Vice President
tor Clinical Affairs;

WHEREAS, the Executive. Board of the Amerjcan
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA)
established an Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Communication
Processes for Nonspeaking Persons, and
WHEREAS, one of the committee's charges was .to
develop a position statement for ASHA relative to its
role in serving the communication needs of the more
than 11/2 million nonspeaking persons, and
WHEREAS, such a paperhas been developed and
published in the April, 1980.issue of Asha for peer
review, and
WHEREAS,. reviSions of the position paper have been
made to be in compliance with the ASHA Code of
Elhica and the Council on Professional Standards in
Speech-tanguage Pathology along with other
membership concerns; therefore
Lc 15-80. RESOLVED, That the position paper on
Nonspeech Communication be adopted and
disseminated in the same manner as have other
position papers.

Recently, there has been a rapid and dramatic increase
in the quality and quantity of services available to
severely handicapped,persons. Diversification of the

)Proyisión of services to persons with multiple or severe -

handicaps has resulted in the expansion of professional
competencies required of service providers. This
situation has become particularly acute in those
instances where professionals are assuming- the
responsibilify,of developing comprehensive service
delivery programs for heretofore unserved or minimally
served populations. One such group of individuals
includes children, adolescents and adults who are
nonspeaking and who usually exhibit to some degree
neurological, emotional, physical or cognitive handicaps.
It is encouraging that prograrris end services are now
being madeavailable to these persPns, and that many
advances have been made recently regarding the types

of communication programs and systems which are
available to ihem. Provision of effective and beneficial
Services and programs, however, depends upon the
competencies of professional ser.vice providers.
Although numerpuerprofessiOns will be included in the
provision of communication services to the nonspeaking
individual, speech-language pathologists should be
primarily responsible for the development of treatment
and intervention programs as suCh. Speech-language
pathologists must have thorough wOrking knowledge 01
and training in topiC areas related to communication
development for, persons for whom speech may not be
the primary mode of epkpression. There are a number of .

,issues and Concerns which relate to the developrnent of
such competencies in thespeech-language pathologist.
Issues of concern related to the design, implementation,
and evaluation Of communication programs for
nonspeaking persons include: 1).ter minology and-
delineation of clienr populations; 2) historical perspective
related to service delivery in this area; 3) delineation of
components involved in servic'e delivery; 4) the role and
professional responsibility of the speech-language
pathologist-in the provision of services; 5) impact of
service needs on personnel preparation and the
development of professional competencies; 6)
professional ethics related to service delivery; and 71.
current research and interprofeisional activity needs.

Terminology
Numerous terms have been uSe0 to label the

nonspeaking population, the methods used to improve
their communication, and the intervention programa
which have been used. The most lrequent labels that are,
and have been, used to describe the popultition
include: severely speech impaired, speechleas, nónoral,
nonvocal, nonverbal, aphonisand nonspeaking.
Operationally we are discussing a grouP of individuals
for whom speech is temporarily or permanently
inadequate to meet all of his or her communication
needs, and whose inability to speak is not clUe primarif,
to a hearing inipairment. In order to provide consistency
with regard to terminology, the population under
consideration will be refelred to as nonspeaking persons.
It is recognized that, althoUgh some of these individuals
.can produce a limited amount of speech, the speech
exhibited is not adequate to meet all of their
communication needs. . .

In.order to provide effective communication systems
for individuals whose speech is not fully functionala
number of communication techniques have been.
developed which are in widespread use. Terms often
used interchangeably to describe such communication .

techniques and programs include; nonoral, manual,
nonvocal, gestural; nonspeech, nonverbal, alternative.

.assistiVe, augmentative, supplementary, aphonic,
prosthetic and aided.

111-155
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Unaided

I
Technique

/1
(Means to Transmit Idea)

Speech
Manual
N signs

gestures
Facial/Body

Aided

Figure t
Communication System

Physical
Boards/Charts

Mechanical
Typewriter

Electrical
Automated Devices

and Prostheses

Symbol Set/System

(Means to Represent Idea
or Concept)

Spoken Words
Pictures
Blissymbolics
Rebus
Traditional Orthography
Signs of ASL
$igns ot SEE
Signs of Amerind

I
Ccimmunication/Interaction Behavior

(As Necessary to Have-Idea Received
and Understood)

Demands/Requests
Giving/Getting Infaimation
Expressing Feelings, Ideas

and Beliefs
Conversation
etc.

These communication techniques areseen as
augmentative in that they are designed and utilized in
such a manner as to supplement whatever vocal skills
the indixidual may possess. The term augmentative will,
therefore, be-used to refer to this general classification
of procedures which inclucie both aided and unaided
Communicative techniques,

The term augmentative comMunication system will be
used to refer to the total functionatcommunication
system of an'individual which includes: 1) a

'communicative technique; 2) a symbol set or system;
and 3) Communication/Interaction Behavior (See Figure 1).

The term unaided will beused to refer to all techniques
which do not require any physical aids. Manual, gestural.
manual/visual, sign or facial Communication as well as.

.

oral speaking are considered unaided communication
techniques (see Figure 1).

The term aided will be used to refer to all techniques
where, sci'me type of. physiical object or device is used.
Techniques which use communication boards, charts,
and mechanical or electrical aids are considered aided
communication techniques.

Symbols and symbol systems ref& to the means fa
represent ideas and concepts. Examples of symbol
sets/syetems inClude spoken words, pictures,
Blibsymbolics, Rebus, traditional orthography, signs of
American Sign Langiiage, signs of Signing Exact English,
and signs of Amerind (see Figure 1).

It should be recognized and cautioned that these
"definitions's are generic end that speech-Janguage
pathologists should describe and provide specific detail
regarding the etiology of the nonspeaking condition

-when referring to clients, and to the specific type of
commUnioation technique and intervention program
used.

Historial perspective on service delivery
Historically, nonspeaking persons were plied In a

speeCh treatment program or not given treatment,
because oral speech did not appear to be feasible. Some
pioneering effOrts were made by a Small number of
speech-language pathologists and others in the
development and use of communication boards for the
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severely physically handicapped or the use of manual
signs with hearing, mentally retarded persons.

Recent technological advanCes in the development of
augmentative communication aids and systems have
offered new options.for the nOnspeaking population. In
addition, augmentative communication systemi have

'been developed, and/or applied differently, to effect
communication with this population. The combined use
of these communication techniques and symbol systems
have been found to be effective in augmenting residual
speech skills, and providing communication access.

Given the state of the art regarding the development
and use of communication techniques, there is no,
nonspeaking person too physically handicePped to be
la b I e to utilize some augmentative communication
system. Therefore, the speeCh and language professional
is now faced with increasingly diverse program and
treatment options for.nonspeaking persons and she/he
must develop the competency necessary to serve these
clinical needs.

A large, previously untreated population exists. Recent
prevalence figures indicate that there are over one '
million children and adults who are nonspeaking as a
result of neurological, physical, emotional or cognitive
disability. The development of effiktive communication
systems is a current unmet need of these persons, and a
need which will become the primary responsibility of
speech and language professionals. Forexample, recent
legislation (PL 94-142) mandates the development and
implementation of effective educational programs for all
handicapped persons under 22 years of age. AS a result,
many nonspeaking persons are currently being enrolled
in educational programs. Their success depends upon
the acquisition and demonstration of competent
communication skills. The above factor alone will
dramatically increase the number and die'rersity of
nonsPeaking persona on the speech and language
professional's caeeload withinen educational setting.
Another factor which will affect provision of serviCe
Involves recent advances in the development and use of
Communication techniques and symbol systems.

Recent rapid advances in the development of
qugmentative communication systems has been
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'fortunate for nonspeaking persons. At present, there is a
critical need to.supplement the speech and language
professional's current knowledge of basic speech,
language, and communication processes with training
specifically dealing with the development and
implementation of augmentative communication. systems.

Components involved in service delivery
1) Assessment to Dete(mine the Need and

Appropriateness of an Augmentative Communication
System or Systems:

In order to determine the need for the development
and use of an augmentative system, and the
intervention entry point, the-nonspeaking persons
should be assessed with regard to physical,
sensory, emotional, and cognitive ability; speech
and language skills; correctseating and
positioning; generVcommunication skills;
communication needs (conversational and written)
for social, emotional, educational and/or vocational
purposes; family needs; and nature and quality of
supportive se?vices.

2) Selection and Development of An Effective
Augmentative Communication/Intecaction'tystem or
Systema:

Once the need for intervention has been dec (d d,
specific exploration related to selection and
developMent of augrnentative systems, which can
provide the individual with the most effective and
functional commuhication, needs to be explored.
This involves consideratiorkof unaided and aided
communication techniques. In addition to
determining 'the Physical expressive means, an
appropriate symbol system through-which
communicative messages can be formulated and
expressed needs to be developed. This involves
consideration of symbol systems.

3) Developing Interactive Skills'.
Once an au.gmentative communication approach
has been selected, the nonspeaking person will
need to tie provided with training in skills which will
enable him/her to utilize the augmentative technique
and symbol system in such a manner _as to be able
to achieve communicative competence es defined
by the message-receiving community. This trainihg
includes:use of appropriate technique and selected
symbols, strategies tor developing effective
communication interaction, as well as the training
of persons_who interact or potentially will interact
with augmentative communication system "users.

4) Follow Up ahd Ongoing Evaluation:
Appropriate implementation should include continual

*evaluation .pf the com munication/interaction
bffeCted by the system, appropriate alteration of the
system and communication strategies if indicated,
and preparatory training for future use of different
or more complex systems.

ROle of the Speech-language pathologist
Degiending upon the particular needs of the client,

, the interdisciplinary evaluation team may include any or
all of the following: speech-language pathologist,
physical therapist, occupational therapist, educator,

A

medicalspecialists, audiologist, psychologist, aeatinci
and fitting specialist, engineer, social worker, .
vocational counselor, vendors, third party agent,
extended family and friends, primary caregivers,.and the
client.

The central role in initiating and coordinating the
services of this team should be taken by the person most
likely to initialtthe recommendation for an. augmentative
communicant'aystem, based on his/her evaluation of
the client's oral motor performance, language
competence, and Communication needs: Further, the
person needs to possesa (he knowledge of language
development and communication interaction which will
be essential to the client's success in augmentative
communication. In most cases the speech-language
pathologist would be the.person who best meets these
requirements. .

Therefore, the professional role of the speech-language
.pathologist in providing services to nonspeaking persons
includes:

1) Assessing, describing, documenting, and
contirrually evaluating the communication/interaction
behaviors and needs of these t:tersons;
2) Evaluating land assisting in the selection of the
various communicatiOn techniques in order to
develop an effecjive repertoire of communicative
modes; -
3) Developing speech and vocal communication to
the fullest extent possible;
4) Evakiating and selecting the symbol systems far
use with above selected techniques;
5) Developing (and evaluating the effectiveness of)
intervention procedures to4each the skills necessary
to utilize augmentative systems in an optimal
manner;
6) Integrating asaessment and program procedures
with family members and other pr,ofessional team
members;
7) Training of persons who interact wish the
nonspeaking individual; and,
8) Coordination of augmentative communication
services.

In addition to the above, another primary role of the
speech-language pathologist is that of client advocacy.
Although there is continual increase fit the use of
nonvocal communication modes, there remains, for the
most part, a knowledge/experience gap in terms of the
general public's acceptance and understanding of these
modes. Successful communication development
prograMs necessitate that speech-language pathologists
help clients to develop effective skills with which to
interact with beth speal&ig and other nonspeaking
persons in their community. IR order to achieve this, and
in orderio'help clients secure financial support for
needett CommunicatiOn prostheses, clinicians must be
able to serve as client adv'ocateseckticating their

.

co-workers and communities about nonspeech
communication in general Find their client's needs in
particular.

Personnel preparation
Current training shouid provide speech-language

pathologists with competency in the areas of basic

IV
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speech, language, and hearing proCesses Training in
cOmpetency,areas specifically related to,the
development and use of augmentative communication
systems has not been incorporated into most programs.
This latter training should include the devplopment of
competencies specifically related to:

1) Assessment procedures for determining
augmentative communication system canilidacy,
and selection of system components;. :
2) Assessment of prelinguistic communicative
interaction strategies in nonspeaking persons;
3) Knowledge of currently available aided and
..unaided techniques;
4) Knowledge of available symbol options;
5) Knowledge of the nature of augmentative
communication In interaction with speaking and
nonspeaking persons
6) Development and evaluation of communication
Intervention programs specifically designed to teach
,nonspeaking personslhose skills needed in order to
achieve communicatiorl competence via
augmentative communication techniques;
,7). Knowledge of the ettect of appropriate seating,
and positionind on the users control of the speech
mechanism and on a nonspeaker's communication
technique; and,
8) Advocacy and funding procedures.

Protesgional ethics related to service delivery
tor nonspeaking persons

The revised Code pf Ethics
Speech-Language-Hewing A
1, 1979, stresses the prOlessio
speech-language pathologists

f the American
sociation effective January
al responsibility of
nd audiologists in

providing services. For those individuals who serve
nonspeaking persons and reconimend augmentative
communication systems, several fundamental rules of
ethical conduct are particularly relevant:

Training:

"Individuals shall meintain high standards al
professional competence . . Individuals must
neither provide services for which they have not been
properly prepared, nor permit services to be
provided by any of their statt who are not properly
prepared" (Principle of Ethics II, Ethical-
proscription 1).

Few education and training programs include
instruction or clinical experience in augmentative
communication, Therefore, speech-language
pathologists and audiologists who lack formal training in
nonspeech communication must assume responsibility
for continuing education by reading, attending meetings
and workshops, seeking consultation, and'other means
of thcreasing-their knowledgeand competence aboUt
this.aspect of habilitation.

Services:

"Individualashall hold paramount the welfare of
persons served professionally. Individuals shall use
every resource available, including referral to other
specialists as needed, to provide the best eervice
possible" (Principle of Ethics I, A).

If a speech-language pathologist or audiologist is
.
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unable to adequately assess and instruct clients in the
use of augmentative communication systems, the.
client should be referred to a specialist who can
provide appropriate services. FUrthermore, it appears
to us that the speech-language pathologist has the
obligation, despite his/her own bias with regard to
speech and an augmentative communication system,
to inform the individual and his/her family about the
existence of those systems and the available options
for communication.

"Individuals shall honor their responsibilities to the
public, their profession, and their relationship with
colleagues and members of allied professions . .

Individuals should strive to increase knowledge
within the profession and share research with
colleagues ... establish harmonious relations with
colleagueS and members of other professions . .

inform members of related professions ... as Aiell as
seek iritermation from them" (Principle of Ethics V,
Professional Propriety 3, 4).

Speech-language pathologiats and audiologists who
are knowledgeable about augmentative communication
have a professional responsibility to share information
which will benefit commtmicatively handicapped
individuals. Providing nonspeaking persons with
augmentative communication devices necessitates
interdisciplinarY cooperation. Therefore, it is
imperative that parents, physical therapists,
occupational therapists, psychologists, teachers,
physicians, and other specialists involved in providing
servide to a nonspeaking person be provided and share
inforrriation about augmentative communication systems.. ,

Dispensing of products

"Individuals shall maintain objectivity in all Tatters
concerning the,welfare of persons served
professionally. Individuals who dispense products to
persons served professionally shall observe the
following standards:

(1) Productsassociated with professional practice
must by dispensed to the person served as part of
a program of comprehensive habilltative care.
(2) Fees established for professional, services
must be independent of whether a product is
dispensed;
(3) Persons served must be provided freedom of
choice for the source of services and products.
(4) Price information about professional services
rendered and products dispensed must be
disclosed by providing to, or posting for, persons
served a complete schedule of fees and 'chilies
in advance of rendering services, which schedule
differentiates between fees for professional
services and charges for products dispensed.
(5) Products dispensed to the person served must
be evaluated to determine effectiveness"
(Principle of Ethics IV, A).

In order to dispense augmentative communication
deyices, speech-language pathologists and audiologists
must observe the ethical principles stated above. In
addition, they should have an adequate knowledge of
various types of devices In order to make a judicious
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eveluation and recommendation. Ideally, several
communication devices should be dvadable to permit a
nonspeaking person to use a device prior to the
selection and purchase of one.

Current research and interprofessional
activity needs

Attention to the needs of nonspeaking pertions has
grown so rapidly that the "consumer market" and
chent population is currently overwhelmed with the
variety of aided and unaided techniques and program
options evadable, and with the lack of substantive
information regarding the use, applicability,-and
effectiveness of each. As a result, service delivery
programs are being implemented in an unorganized
fashion and many chent's needs are not being met or
are being met in an inaripropr late manner.
Therefore; critical research needs and questions are:

1) What are the most effective strategies for:
a. symbol acquisition;
b. learning to use aided and unaided techniques:
c. facilitating interaction? .

2) Considering the physical., cognitive, linguistic and
communication parameters of the nonspeaking
person, which available augmentatime systems
best meet hts/her needs?

3) if clinical observations regarding increase in
vocahzahons following exposure to augmentative
communication systems are correct, why Is this
so?

4) What is the role of iconicity irrthe learning of a
symbol system?

5) How can spontaneous communication be r
encouragedl

6) Which factors, singly or in combination, Make a
person high risk for not becoming an oral
communicator?

7) How can interaction best be fostered between I
speaking and nonspeaking persons?

8) What are effective means of increasing rate ol
communication by augmentative communication
systems users?

9) Does the' language deVelopment of users of
augmentative systems parallel that of. normal
language development?

In addition,, the Committee sees the need for:
1) Greater investigation and use of electronic and

computer-assisted systems; and
2) The development of tests and procedures tor

assessing the communication abdities of the ,

nonspeaking population.
As regards future interprofessional activities, there Is a
need to develop some vehicle/organization which can:

provide a "common ground" for written and verbal
communication between professionals from the
diverse disciplines which serve nonspeaking
persons;
assume an active role in advocating and providing
for the nonspeaking client's communication
needi; and

disseminate information in the area to
professionals, parents, and nonspeaking persons. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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A paper presented at the CEC'3rd National
Congress,,Winnipeg, 1978

BLISST4NOLICS

Shirley McNaughton
Programme Director

Blissymbolics Communication Institute

Blissymbolics is a cOmmunication system which is having widespread

application within a growing number,of disability groups. It was initially

conceived in the 1940's by Charles-K. Blisi as an international langu'age for

the promotion of world understanding (Bliss,-1965). IC's first application,

however, was for very different purpose. In 1971, cerebral palsied childrn

at the Ontario Crippled Children's Centre, Toronto, Ontario, were introduced to /
le

Blissymbols by an interdisciplitiary team working to facilitate the

communication of children unable to speak due to motot diiturbances of the

systems involved with the production of speech. (Kates b McNeughton, 1975).

This presentation includes a brief descripti000f the system of

Blissymbolics followed by discussion of its' apOlication, with attention being

directed toward its possible strenghts and weSknesses for the various

populatioos with whom it is being 'utilized.

Blissimbolics is a visual, meaning-based communidation

system. Some of the symbols are piCtographs: they looldike

the things,theyrepresent.

A A 1
house mom *mon

Some symbols are ideographsz, they represent ideas.

A

Wore Owl Pfourchon

o
c.

- Other symbols ire international, recognised and used

throughout the world.

?
eammon, -who" Ilimellon %two and

Still other symbols we orbit's/Y./ /
.1 S. ' Of Imo
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la
The structure of the system enables the user to expand 'a small
number of basic symbols into a symbol vocabulary of infinite
site. Symbol elements may be combined to create new symbol

expressions.

Iand lumns

wumr PIONWen

priori *MI
1 and 1) 1 11)

Through the addition or subititution of indicators, a symbol
may be changed from one part of speech to another.

A

becomes c2
No) WA

A

becomes

A group orsymbols designated as strategies allows a user to

expand his symbol vocabulary. The examplei below show the

strategies of "opposite moaning" and "part of".

and bacnmel Z7
onesiso ow*/
trawron.

and %tam
becalm

son lo Omen

Above all, Blissymbolics provides the user with the capability
to communicate in sentences.
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Much development has taken place since tt;e initial Ontario application.of

Blissymbolics with a group of six physically handicapped children ranging in

age from 4 years to 8 years. Blissymbbls are now being used by /an estimated

12,000 to 18,000 children throughout the world. Countries with Blissymbol

programmes include: Canada, U.S.A., Great Britain, 'Sweden, Australia, New

Zealand, France, Holland, IiprSel.1

Blissymbols are known to be assiiting persons with communication

difficulties within the following disability groups: physically handicapped,

retarded, multiply handicap6ed, autiltic, aphasic, adult stroke patients.

(Cook, 1976; Elder, 1978; Fcistoe, 1978; Goddard, 1977; Harman & Hollingsworth,

1978; Harris-Vanderheiden, 1975; Harris et. al., 1979; Hughes, 1976; Kapribvy,

1977; McNaughton & Kates, 1978; Reckell, 1977; Saye, 1978; Scoville, 1978;

Seigman-Wine, 1978; Silverman, Mc:Naughton & Kates, 1978; Warrick, 1978)._

Through material development and distribution, Associate Membership, instructOr

training and the study and advancement of the system a Blissymbolics, the

Blissymbolics Omalmunication Institute (B.C.I.) works to maintain a standard

form of klissymbolics and to promote a responsible and informed application of

the system2 (McNaughton, 1978). Current support materials available from the

Blissymbolics Communcation Institute, Toronoto, focus upon the

individualization of iiissymbol displays to meei the needs of each user.

Symbol stamps, blank grids and an explanatory pamphlet assist.the instrubtor in

constructing displays through selecting from. 1,000 symbols. 114-The Handbook of

Blissymbolics, based on the results of an Evaluation Study3 which examined the

symbol programmes of 157 students in 32 settings, provides a valuable resource

book for instructors, users, administrators and parents. It offers

introductory inforiation relating to the system and a detailed,presentation

relating to assessment and programming. Newly available, a set of 250 symbol

cardj now gives the instructor a wide choice of large-size symbols for the

. early Blissymbol display as 11 as an aid to be used as flash cards within the

instructional programme. Other instructional support materials include:
c

templates for symbol drawing; introductory workbooks (see Henn, 1978);

Blissymbole for Proschool)children, booklet; (see Warrick, 1978).

Givem the diverse needs of special populations-romposed of different age,

intellectual and disability leiels, the system's mtructure and capabilities can

be perceived.as either strengths or weaknesses. In Non-Speech Language &

Communication Analysis and Interveniion, (Schiefelbusch, 1979) McNaughton and
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Kates outline the general strengths and weaknesses of Blisaymbolics as a

communication system for persons who lack functional speech. As experience is

.gained 'with specific disability-groups, the system's strengths and weaknesses
%

for particukar populations, become apparent. Here are some examples. The

small number of shapes from which Blissymbols are composed facilitates their

reproduction; provides simple, clearly-defined outline symbols; allows the

preschool child to draw them; enables the physically handicapped person to

semantically reuse symbols to create new meanings through "combining" symbols.

This "strength" of the system may be a'"weakness" in aiiplying Blissymbols with

retarded students, for whom size, angle-and directional differehces of a

limited number of shapes are diffficult to perceive. The "strength" of

Blissymbolics for the physically handicapped.and mentally retarded populations

in the way it facilitates teleghraphic, direct statements may prove to be a

weakness in applying Blisaymbolics to the young child for whom native language

patterns are'being encouraged. The capahility of Blissymbolics to represent a

number of extended and related meanings is extremely valuable to the physically

handicapped person, young child, stroke patient; however, it may be4confusing

to the retarded or'multi-handicapped person who needs a one-to-one

correspondence between symbol and neferrent.

One "strength" which applies to all applications of Blissymbolics is rhe

widespread usage of Blissymbols, with the resultant broadening of the

Blissymbol community. Kaprowy (1977).reports the continuation of Blissymbol

instruction for a student who moved to Winnipeg from a distance of 1500 miles.

Blissymbol instruction is becomming available in more and more regions of North

American and in more and more cduntries around the world. The growing number

of support products, the increasing familiarity with the system's creative,

"fun" aspects, research and technological interest in Blissymbolics -- all

contribute to its wider application.

In the same way in which Blissymbolics' strengths and weaknesses can be
-

assessed through examining the capabilities-of a particular population of

users, so can its characteristics be evaluated as the symbols are presented

through various technical media. (McNaugtton, 1977).. Whether the Blissymbels

are printed on tape as with the Blissom4, porti:ayed on a television screen as*

with the Blissymbol Terminal5, or printed on a display grid667, the

constraints of the medium and the basic system requirements of Blissymbolics

need to be carefully considered. The system's requirements for sisse,sogle,

shape, spacing, and position uniformity present serious difficulties for Aid

4P6
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developers. Appreciation of the importance of maintaining a standard form of

Blissymbolics for eath presentation medium is leading to many cooperStive

ventures between the Blissymbolics Communipation Institute and indtviduals and

organizations who are developing aids. What could'be initially perceived as
.

weaknesses in Blissymbolics with regard to.the.diffimulty of presentation

through different.modia ecome problems to be"tackled epd solved.,
, .

It becomes'Aficreasingly important, as Blislymbols spread to new groups for
7

new purposes, to base arty application and research of the system upon a

thorough.knowledge of e.he system itself. Providing,a source for the
. -

information and ensurrihg that the system develops in a way which is consistent

yet relevant to its Zppligation is the function of the Blitsymbolics

Communication Institute through its Toronoto base and its network of Resource

Centres: It is a formifdable responsibility, yet one Which it essential during
!.

these early years of Blissymbol Communication. Through Associate Membership8,

the involvement of all Blissymbol users, instructors and,supporters is

welcomed.

FOOTNOTES

'Based on information derived from the number of instructors trained through
Toronoto and field Elementary Workshops, conducted_by the Blissymbolics
'CommunicatiOn Institute, (S.C.I.) and its current and former Resouree Centres
in Vancouver, B.C.; Sarnia, Ontario; Ottawa, Ontario; Toronto, Ontario; Quebec

P.Q.' Philadelphia, Penn.; Madison, Wisc.; Great Britain; Sweden.
2Complete informaeion regarding Asspciate metpbership and B.C.I. services-
available through the Blissylibolics COMuncation Institute, 320 Rumsey Road,,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4G i1s. -

3"Formative Evaluation of the OntariO Crippled Children's Centre Symhol
Communication Programme", Section 2, Handbook of Blissymbolics, 1978 published
by the Blissymbolics Communication Institute.; authors: Silverman, H.; Kates,
B. McNaughton, S., 1978.

*4Blisscom, developed by TRACE Centre, Madison, Wisconsin. (Silverman & Kelso,
1977).

*5Blissymbol Terminal, developed by NORPAK Industries through funding from NCR,
Canada,

*6100 Blissymbol and 512 Blissymbol displays developed by PRENTIKE-ROMICH.
*7512 Blissymbol Display developed by DT. G. Iles, Ontario Crippled Children's

Centre, 1978. .0

8Associate membership entitles,Blissymbol users, Parents, instructors and
supporters to the Blissymbolict Communication institute Bulletin and
newsletter -- each distributed three times per year. . Application forms are
obtainable from the Blissymbolics Communication Institute. 862 Englinton_
Avenue East, Toronto, Canada, M4G 2L1.

* Further information on the above aids available through Blissymbolics
Communcation Institute.
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ELE6TION, CRITERIA FOR THE ADOPTION OF AN
AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM:
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Howardt. Shane-and Anthony S. Bashir
The Chikirea's Hospital Medical Center, Bost" Massachusetts

Criteria for determining candiitacy for an augmentative communication system are

reviewed. Inducted is a' consideration of cognitive. oral reflex. language. motor. intel-
ligibility. emotion* dironolugical age. previoui therapy. imitative. and environmental

factors. The kiple,factots are arranged on a branching type decision matrix, whkh
yields a decision to either elect. reject, or delay implementation of an augmentative
communication system. 6se data demonurating application of the dedsion matrix

a re presented.

3
Within the past 10 years, the increase in tte use of augmentative communi-
cation systems has been significant. The decision to recommend an atypical
Method of communication has a pervasive influence not only on handi-
(tapped communicators but also on all those with whom they interact. What
is needed are specific criteria upon which that decision can be based.

We propose a preliminary decision-making process .for determining an in-
dividuars candklacy. for an augmentatiye communication system. We will not
address which system or teaching method would best serve the individual for
whom a nonspeech system is deemed appropriate. Although augMentative
coMmunication systems are used with persons having adventitious com-
munication disorders, the described decision process is intended for disor-
ders having a. congenital origin..

Decision making results from an evaluation of data derived from 10 areas
of clinical concern arranged in levels of a branching type decision matrix
described in Figure I. These include considerations of cognitive status, Oral
reflex status, language and motor speech production, intelligibility, emo-
tional factors,'. chronological age, previous therapy, speech imitative ability
and the environment.

DISCUSSION

DecisionrOutcomas

The decisions generated from the matrix are specified as to whether the

410 JOURNAL OP SPEECH AND HEARING DISORDERS XLV 401-414 Ave. 111110

05
final decision is to ekct, delay, or reject an augmentative commUnication
system. A decision toekct designates that such a system be used to facilitate
oral langnage production (Skelly, Schinsky, Smith and Fun, 1974), 10 aug-
ment corimunication (Vanderheiden and -Harris-Vanderheiden, 1976), to
enhance oral speech intelligibility (Beukelman And Yorkston, 1977), or some
combination of the above. A decision to delay indicates that so Augmenistive-
communication system is inappropriate at the time, possibly 'because of lack
of:cognitive readineis or the neeid to study the effect, ora different form of
therapy. A decision to reject indicates that expression through speech rather
than through a nonspeech system is considered more appropriate.

The Decision Matrix

The decisign matrix consists of the 10 categories (1-X), the specific .com-si
ponents.of each category, and the branching alternatives (refer to Figure

A

Leval lCOgnitive Factors. At the firimlevel, cognitive factors 'are investi-
gated. The three specific interrelated factors deal with sensorimotor intern'
gence (Chapman and Miller, 1980), mental age, and the abifity to retnesent
through pictures (Shane, 1980). Noncompliance with any 'of theselltitors
leads to a 'decision to delay. Stich a .decision reflects the lack of cognitive
prerequisites necessary fOr intentionecommunicption (Reichk anti Yoder.
1979; Chapman and :Miller, In Press) or the ability to represent the object
world through two-dimenlional pictorial information. In this 050, attention
to facilitating cognitive growth, miuch as that advocated by' Kahn (1978), it
recommended. Also, teaching specific prerequisite abilities for augmentatht
communication syStem use might be suggested, that is, attending behavior,
scanning, direit selection, amid/or Visual discrimination. Compliance with bne
or more of the cognitive factors leads. to Level It, a foeuson oral reflex
factors.'

Level ll Oral Reflex Factors. A significant aspect of the oral reflex level of
'the decision matrix is that of all the taitors investigated, otAigatory persist-
ence of oral reflexes can, in isolation, lead to a decision toeleit an augmenta-
tive communication system. No other factor in isolation has such a solitary. .
influence on election. Our observation and that of others 'experienced in
prespeech interientioni and ipeech therapy for the cerebral 'Palsied (Myst*,
1963) is that persistent pathological oral reflexes suggest:an extremely poor
prognosis for oral speech development. We vielv these factors as iin early
predictor of failure to develop spekh and as one which leads . to election of
. an augmentatiVe communication system. Thus, if these factors are !siesta', amove to Level XImpkmentation Factors-Envirumnent is re.011110
In addidon, the recommendation to try to 'inhibit the obligatory reflexOW

' S. F. Morris, Peponal cosoutunindkrn 1'1974
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terns -might be appropriate. The nonexistence of abnormal oral reflexes
leads to Level ill.

Level HIlanguage and Motor Speech Production Factors. This level is used to
establish- whether motor (Level ill B) or language (Level III C) faCtors can
account for a discrepancy between receptive and expressive skills (Level III
A). As the nature of the discrepant function is assessed and determinid,
branching to specified juncture points occurs. In ,Ill B and C;'the notion bf
clinical uncertainty presents itself. To counter clinical indecision or possible
inappropriate nonspeech system adoption. Level IVMotor Speech - Some
Contributing Factors and Level VProductioit - Some Contributing'Factors,
have been included in the decision matrix. '

Levet IVMotor Speech - Some Contributing Faitors. In young or hard-to-test
individuals, specifying tbe presence Of a motor speech disorder may be dif-

,

fkult. Consequently, Level IV contains a cluster of factors-that are thought
to contribute to the diagnosis of nenromotor involvement. These factors
dude neuromuscular status. eating history, prattle skills, vocal repertoirey
and exceisive drooling, The practitioner is encouraged to evaluate these fac-.
tors and use this information for effeaive decision making.

Level V Production - Some Contributing Factors. Factors included in Level V
contribote to an understanding of production deficits. Here a com-
municator's intelligibility4intterance length, frustration, and use of nonverbal
communication forins air studied. As in Level IV, iaormation derived from
this level offers evidence for overall decision making.

Lexel VIEmotional Factors, For some potential- notoptech system candi-
dates, emotionalfactors 'exist, for example, elective mutism, that warraut
careful study. The decision matrix attempts to account for this in Level
VIEmotional Factors. Quneful historical information, inchuling a detaikd
account of previous therapy, is crucial for appropriate decision making in
cases in which the primary etiology is emotionally baSed.

Level VI I --Chronological Age Fattors. In the decision-making process.
chronological age should be considered. HotAVer. its influence tends to be
one of changing the relative infloence or importance of other factors at dif7
ferent ages rather than one of having a solitary effea. Chapman and Miller
(1980) snggest that chronological age be used as a standat d to compare fac-
tors such as development of cognition, comprehension. and production. Al-
though each of the age ranges is listed as a separate factor in the matrix,
each kads to the identical outctime. Level VIII A. The practitioner is en-
couraged to use chronological age as a reminder that the weighing of other
factors will vary as a function of age. Accordingly, a 10-year-old nonspeaking
child would be viewed differently from a child with similar clinical
iymptomotology who is three yearf of age. With the 10 year old, the discrep-
ancy between physical, cognitive, and linguistic functioning and Thronologi-
cal age would tend to exaggerate the lack of expression and influence the
election optiop. With further research. understanding of libw age influences "
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decision making and of the predictive ability to identify potential nonspeak-
ers at an earlier age should implove. The earlier we arc able to predict that
an individual will be nonspeaking, the soonet we cart introduce an augmen-
tative communication systent that qtay permit'efkrtiverommunicalion.

LeVel VWPrevious Therapy Factors. Previous therapy is a critical juncture
in the decision-making process and one that clinicians often overlook in their
zeal to effect communicative growth. The factors at this level imply that the
practitioner has knowledge of a myriad of speech therapy practices if
therapy appropriateness and outcome expectations are to be systematically.
considered. We prefer that individUals be oral communicators. Con-
sequently. knowing the response to previous speech therapy or allowing time
for trial therapy seems obligatory before any decision to elect is made. For
this reason, a decision to delay is a frequent Outcotne at this level.

Level IXPrevious Therapy - Some Contributing Factors. Guess, Sailor and
Baer (1978) report that the inability to imitate relates closely with failure in
their orally-based funcrional language program. Kent (1974) considers imita-
tion as prerequisite to her language program. We view the ability to imitate
as contributing to success in traditional speech therapy programs. The ability
is a useful,factor in our attempts to determine whether to delay or to elect, is
the appropriate decision.

Level X Implementation Factors , Environawnt. Level XImplementation is
perhaps the most powerful factor in the decision-ataking process. At this
lewd, the family nuist decide whether or not to sanction the actual im-
plementation of a recommended nonspeech commuoication system.. Our
Clinical experience is that for moit families, accepting an elect decision is
both painful and difIkult. Whenever a family is unwilling to impknient a
'system, Counseling, in the form of a review and restatement of the factors
that led to the decision, is urged. Sinne individuals have educational deci-
sions made by peripherally interested parties. This is often the case with
children who are state wards and living in institutional environments. We
believe that stronger advocacy at the implementation level would result in
more individuals tieing appropriately placed and making notable progress
with augmentative communianion systems.

VIP

CLINICAL APPLICATION

The applicability of the model will be demonstrated through the use of
three case examples.. Figures 2-4 illustrate the movement through various
levels-, the intermediate decision-making process, and a final outcome. in
Figures 2 and 3, the decision matrix is applied to two children having mixed
(spastic and athetoicl) cerebEal palsy. The decision for both cases was election
of an auimentative communication system. Although in Case 2 (Figure 3), x
decision to elect was derived from the matrix at Level H, after a potitive
finding regarding persisient and obligatory oral reflexes, d
mation from other levels of the matrix is still neede.

info-
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Area of Assaismonf

k Cognitive Status
lk Oral Realm Behavior
Ill Languege and Motor Speech,

III 8::
V: Production Contributory

V1IkAg.
VIll. A: Previous therapy'
VIII B:
VIII C:

.X: Implementation

ihimr. 2. Cow I. 4.7.. Chromacsikei Awa 3 yrs.

Areas of Assessment

Level I: CognitiVe
Level II: Orel Reflex Behavior
Level X: Implement

Decision

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Y116

Yes
Yes
Yes

Deciskiri

Yes
Yes
Yes

flopure 3. Com 21 M.C.L. Orono lgical A. 11 yrs. 3 mon.

Branching Statomorif

Go to II
Go to

Go to III 8
Go to V,
Go to VII A
Go to VOI A
Go to VIII Et
Go to VIII C'
Elect Go to X
Implement

Branching Statement

Go toll
Adopt Go to X
Implement

Figure 4 presents the case of an adolescent girl who was referred tO the
Children's Hospital Medical Center for development of an augmentative
communication system. The initial interview revealed that she liad ceased
talking to selected persons in selected situations. No previous oral therapy
had been tried. Following a diagnosis of elective niutism, six months of
therapy that centered on expreuion through speech resulted in. a return of
her previous oral speaking abilities.

Level
Level
Level

Level
Level
Level

Ana of Assessment

III A:
III B:
III C:
VI A:
VI B:

VIII A:

Cognitive
Oral Reflex
Language and Motor Speech

Emational
Emotional
Previoue Therapy

fillvf. 4. C4411 31 LK, ChreasIsegics1 Age 17 yrs.

Decision

Yes
No

Yes
No
No
NCI

Yes
No

Branching Statement

Go to II
Go tti III

Go tq illS
Go to III C
Go to VI
Go to VI 8
Go to VII A
Delay.

We have attempted to ,make explicit some of the clinical considerations
used in the evaluation of nonspeaking children by.imposing decision logic.

5 '7
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We are aware, however, that we have not succeeded in removing intuitive
good sense from the process, and such -was not our intent.
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Communication Systems
for Nonspeech Children

David E. Yoder

The problem discussed in this chapter is the one faced by teachers, clinicians,
parents, rehabilitation counselors and others trying to develop an effective
means of communication for children who are nonspeaking. The term non-
speech child as used here refers to those individuals for whom speech is not mom
a functional means of meeting their communication needs. This clots not
mean the child has no speech or vocalization abilities, nor does it mean that
the child may not develop fully functional speech in the future. There is evi-.

dente that augmentative communication aidsand systems do promote speech,
both developmentally and for functional use. We are referring to nonspeech
children as those mho are at present severely handicapped in communicating
because they are unable to fulfill their communication needs with their lim-
ited or nonexistent speech abilities. In the United States, there are an esti-
mated 1,223,000 children who are nonspeaking, or severely speech impaired
as a result of a neurological, physical, or psychological disability. Children
whose nonspeech behavior results primfirily from hearing impairment and/or
deafness are not included in this discussion (see Maestas y Moores, and
Moores this volume).

The tent nonspeech children, as used in this chapter, groups together
completely ponvocal, manors], nonvocal/nonoral, nonspeech with potential for
later development of speech, and the partially speaking (severe intelligibility

Atfillinossas Itaseptroal Chthinn, IMO 43
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priblems).,This is dens 'for ills kJ/owing IMO.MU All these children have. _.

the same probleis a nonfunctional CoMmunication warm, they all peed a
means to augment their present way of coeupuniait44 in order to compensate
for partial or complete inadequacies in theiroral communication system; and

-they all have similar communication needs. With respect to a nonfunctionol
communication system, this is viewed primarily as an ineffective means to
apron ideal, thoughts, mid needs. Because Of severe speschmotor problems

.

(both congenital and acquired), the child is not able to formulate the sounds,
words ancrphrases in an intelligible manner. On dal other hand, a number of
neurologicillyogisidvielr, and eniodonshy impaired children may not have
acquired the recepdve, comprehension and/or expressive dulls for effedive
-speech communication: In the latter case, finding an affective conuhunication
system means finding a systeM through which the child acquires comprehen-
sion as well-as expressive skills.

All nonspeoch children need an augmentative means of communicat-
ing and interacting. The einnhasis here is on the concept of isigmmistioa.
When speech is not wan* useful as the major means of conuniinication, we
look fer supplementary techniques and systems to enhance and facilitate corn-
munication by complementadon of whatever vocal/oral skills the 'individual
pommel. Harris and Vanderhelden (1979) suggest that use of augmentadvn
techniques Supplement speech in partially vocal-speaking persons, and facili-
tates the development of language and communication in persons who can not
yet speakrbut may eventually develop functional speech. It is suggested that it
augmentative communication techniques and -systems are implemented early,
delayed development in the motor control necessary for speech and fine motor
movement need not have severe delaying effects upon the development of lan-
guor andeocial skills. A necessary point to make here is augmentadve sys-
temrand techniques are not to be-viewed as alternatives for speech. The term
dilemmas Oen rather than ''augmentative system reflects the notion of fail-
ure or defeat for the nonspeech child (*you have failed at speekh.and so we
will replace speech,. This certainly reduces the importance of speech in par-
daily Vocal and speaking individuals, and nuttier suggests that from now on
speech is ruled out. Only when there is incontrovertible evidence that the child
will not ever be able to use speech should we think of the notion of replacing
speech with an aid or devke.: If possible, speech therifpy should continue as
part of the child's habilitation program, even though:an augmentadve system
has been adopted. '

Regardless of the living environment, educational setting and eventual
vocational placement, there are communication demands which am quite sin&
lar with respect to everyday functions. Whether we are persons who use or me ft,
unable to use speech has little to do with the personal demands Which** pros- .
ent for communication and interaction. Consequendy, hay* an augment&
tive aid available allows for the use of the system wise speech skills are inade-
quate or when the unfamiliarity of those with whew nonapeoch chikken tutor-
ed prevents communication via speech.
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Newsweek Variables- I. Consider

We Lem discussed 'the fact that nonspeaking children vary in their
speech and conununication abilities, but there are additional ways in which
they will differ. These variables are interactive with the speech:communica-
tion problem the person exhibits. For that reason, when working to develop
effective communication systems for the widely varying poiSulation, it is
necessary to bring together an intedisciplinary team to determine the best
solutions and approaches.

Aga. Communication needs will difkr with age, and there will be an
interaction of age with all the variables which follow. The point to keep in
mind is that communication and language development are directIrrelated to
motor, cognitive and sensory developmental phenomena. The gaps which
may appear between and among these behaviors are important to note, bodr
for selecting an appropriate augmentative system and aid and for predicting
how it will be used by the child.

Cognitive Ability. Many nonspeakiOg children may experience cog-
nitive deficits in conjunction with motor and social skill development prob-
lems. These deficits may range from mild to severe mental retardation. The
child with a mild or moderate cognitive delay may only be slow in acquiring
and using the augmentative system selected. However, the child with severe
cognitive deficits in addition to severe`motoric handicaps will require special
consideration, and possibly a combination of techniques and approaches in the
development and use of a communicetion system. Chapman and Miller
(1979) and Reichle and-Veder (in press) suggest that augmentative communi-
cation tystems will not be successfully acquired or used until the child has
reached the sensorimotor stage of V and VI.

Motor Ability. The extent of the physical and motor problem mani-
fested by the child can have definite consequences on communication and cog-
nitive development. Priniary reduction or inconsistent ability to interact with
and explore the environment through play or vocalizations present a nuriber
of complications in developing communication and interaction skills in gen-
eral, and also in learning so use an augmentative system. Impairment of
motor coordination handicaps the child's ability to explore, manipulate and
experience objects, persons and events in the environment. Piaget (1964) has
postulated that throughout the sensorimotor period (0 to 21 months) motoric
interaction and object maniptilation are important for the development of
symbolic representation and related cognitive skills which are prerequisite to
the development and use of languege. We also find that reduced and inconsis-
tent ability to play and interact with primary caregiVers, peers, and others
through 'usual* motor patterning and movements (facial, vocal, and verbal
imitations) adversely effects the development of cognitive and linguistic skills
(Yarmw and others, 1975). Nonspeaking children with severe physicil handi-
caps are frequently unable to stimulate positive affect from caregivers in their
environment. 'Social interaction is frequently decreased due to the spastic or
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athetoid mnvements, persiktence of infantile reflex patterns, involuntary facial ,
grimaces, lack of consistent smiling responses, and the necessity for continual
supportive cue in daily living skills. Motor-related handicaps do result in
social, interactionkl, motivational, and communicative handicaps. In add-
tion, most augmentative communication systems are basically Operated
through motor movements of one sort or another; therefore; it is of itripor-.
tance whether the Child has the motor coordination to point to objects and
symbols, or has motor poeture movement problems that melte the use ef eslY
type of communication device difficult.

Visual Ability. The environment is explored not only by means of
motor interaction, but visually as 'well. During the fiat few months of life.
children engage in visual tracking, localizing, and nonweeds communioative
acts of line of regard" (finichle and Yoder, 1979), Essentially, children am
engairmg in 'eye pointing° which is intended to dived the attention or actions
of other persons in the environment to weeific objects, events, and actions Of
interest to the child. For many motor-handicatiped children who do not have
the ability to grasp, reach, and point for and to objects, the use.of the eyes fnr
carrying out such activities becomes extremely important. The use oldie eyes
for pointing to ohjeats and symbols on augmentative aids may be the Most effl .
dent mode foe communication. Bruner (1975) has pointed out the importance ,

of vision as it relates to the development of cognitive skills ai well as for social
and commenicadon purposes. .

Communicatiou Ability. Frequendy we homing lo envoised in the
speech motor mechanism m the primary cause of Weech and communication
problems that we fail to look at otheemodts of interaction 'which nowise
appmpriate for communication. life must look beyond the motoric barriers to
communication developtient. For example, the child may experience an
inability to exprem sounds of,happiness, sadness, pain/discomfort end other
affective feelinp. There may be the inability to expos ideas, requests, and
&mewls through speech, and as a result of the seven speech mechanism die-
onler that disallows such behavior, the child is thought to be noncommunica-
sive or alinguistic. Our insensitivity to the nonspeaking child's nonspeech com-
munication, in relation to any type of commimication other than speech, may
inhibit the development of communication and interaction in the young child.
This attitude, we ham found, also kills most motivation to communicate,
regardless of the system or aid available.

The Ravironment. Yarrow and others (1975) suggest that early cogni-
tive and communication development can be significantly related to the level
of social stimulation, intensity of expression of posidve affect, acdve kines-
thetic stimulation, and variety in the inaniMate environment. This suggests
that we must be attentive -to issues from thi first few months of life with the
severely handicapped child, to assist in providing experiences that facilitate
cognitive and communicative behavior. In the case where motor behaviors
interfere with routine care, we.find that caregivers may react negativelym the
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'child-. !tor curfildt+ ftedinig,.bathing, dressing:and playing with the infant
and young child is usually a warm and. rewarding situation for both shechild and
categiver. However, frustration and tension may replace these feelings whets'
the caregiver is uncomfortable in dealing with the physically handicapped,
nonspeaking &Ws erratic, involuntary, and spastic thovements. Conn-
quendy, children may spend considerable time in physical environments
which change infrequendy, and in social environments whichdo not provide
much touchidg, holding, hugging, or other physical codtact. We must be con-
dnually iwareof the living Situation and Me educational environment, as well
as the cot:triunity of prospective interacters with the nonspeaking child. Not
only are we'coneernell 'bout the situation for acquiring the appropriate corn=
munimtion skills, but we must be equally cognizant of the intecaction which
can take place with the nonspeaking child once an eugmentative system has
been selected.

The Team that Assiits in Decision Making

Looking at this list of variables brings us immediately to the issue of
who is Mout appropriate io make decisions for the nonspeaking child in regard'
to augmeptative systems or aids best suited to his or her abilities and needs. It
becomes obvious when looking as,thirlist of variables that no professional dis-
ciplkne is sufficiently knowledgeable to mike such i decision alone. Conse-
quendy, people-froth a variety of disciplinei, working as a teem; ..are needed.
Because of the nature of the commtinication problem, the professional who
understands language and communication development, speech-motor dis-
orders and has experience in spe' ech, langUage and communication program-- *
ming should head the interdisciplinary team. While it maY be the *ijor
responsibility of this person to coordinate the inforthation necessary to make
the communication system and aid choice, it is mot and cannot be the full
responsibility of this person to make the decisions.

The professional team should have input from the parents, since there
is jmobably no one who knows the child better than the primary caregivers
(parents). It is therefore extremely important to include them in the deci-
sion-making process. If the child is in an educational placement, then the
teacher or an educational consultant should have major inpnt into.the selec-
tion of the augmentative system. Because of the Motor and physical problems
which the child has, and may continue to have, it is necessary to have con-
sultants who know motor behavior well. Where possible, both an occupaP
dons.' therapist and physical therapist should be included on the team.,

Today: there are persons who are specially trained to deal with the !
'problems of posidoning and prosthesis fitting. If suCh an individual is available,
then; it may be ol importance to seek that person's advice relative fo position-
ing the potential aid user, and to arrive It the best means of accessing thecom-
munication board or device. Along with the growth of information regarding
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communication deviges has come a group of persoits who are speCialists in this
area. Most people wfio function in this capacity are stieech and' language din-
kians.- The point to be made is that before any aid, device, or system is
selected, thepotential user muslin evaluated in light nf whataids and systems
are available for that person. There is no One comMunication system'or device
which will meet the needs of all children who are nonspeaking. There are a
number of systems and devices, and frail' this variety a best fk can be made.
Selecting the most approPriate aystem requires much informationand thought
on the part of the team who studies theponspeech fhild. The most neglected
person in this entire selection process is usually the user of the communication
mystem. Whenever poslible, the child should be included in the selection pro-
cess. We take Trom the .child cognitivo, motor, speech, communication, and
other behavioral data, but we usually fail to seek their advice or wish wfien
'choosing the system or device. In many cases, they May not be able to make a
choice, or so it may seem to ui, but whenever possible, they mulehave a vote
on what is going to eventually be their cominunicatiod system with the world.
tach team member Raicome to this task with an appreciatiOn of the essential
expertise of each other member, including the potential user, for without their
collective contributions, the foündiItfor successfulaugmentative commu-
nication will not be laid.

The Physical Mechanism for Augmentative Communitation ,

Since the nonspeahing children conthrising the subject of this chapter
do not have the 'Oral speech-motor mechiniim tradable for speech, 'or may
suffer from ndier nenroldgical or emotional disorders which preclude acquiring
and using speech as a Means of cOnimunication, ft is necessary to develop a
means thit will allow the child 'to communicate. There are a number of tech-.
itiques that havebeen developed to allow any child,.no matter how severelY
handicapped, to effectively indicate Communication messages to receivers. (A

. .

complete review of techniques . may be found in Vanderheiden and 'Harris-
Vinderheiden, 1976; Vanderheiden apd Orilley, 1975; and Vanderheiden,
1978.)

Techniques.and aids havebeen developed to juovide the nonspeech
child with a means of inteiacting with others. These techniques and aids vary
from simple manual communication boards, which the child uses bY pointing

'to the message elements (such as pictUres) needed, to advanced portable elec-
croak commtinication aids that are capable of translating the erratic pointing

ments of the severely- handicapped cerebral palsy individual into a
prlited message and computerized speech. The. number 9f.commereially
available communiCation aids has increased dramatically in tI4 hist few
years andwith future advances in engineeringand logy will cnntinue to
increase. With th rky Of communication techhiques and aids preleddy ,

being marketed, th selection process for prealsionals and Consumers has
become complex.



Fisch tischOique deireloped for the nonspiech chdd has advantages and
disadvimage aid is more applicable so.some types of diiabilities than to
othets. Some of the techniques require minimal motor control, while others
use refined Movements. Vanderheiden end Hareis-Vanderheiden (1976) sug-
gest that ,tbe greater die number and complexity of a child's controlled move-
ments, tbe faster his speed of communication can be. To achieve optimal
speed, however, a child niust be matched with the teihnique that best utilizes
his psrtieular type and degree,of motor control..

As mentioned earlier, the child's age and cognitive °abilities will influ-
ence language and communication development and use. They will likewise.
influence die apPlicsibility of a technique or aid. Both the complexity of the
technique and the types otsymbols that can be used with the technique or aid
!DIM be eijamined in relation-to the child's present and best estimate Of future
capabilities. A technique that requires the use of a complex code, or an aid
that requires the user to spell, may he inappropriate for 1child who has not
reached the appropriate stage of cognitive development.

There is no sone system* for a particular child, but there is usually, a
technique Or aid that 'is most effective, given a Careful evaluation of the envi-
=mental demande, communication needs, cognitive, abilities, and motor
skills of the child. As the child develops, the enVironmeht, the communication
needs, and cognitive and Motor abilities will change. To meet these changes,.
the communication systeni along with the techniques and aids7-will need to
be reevaluated and revised as necessary. Augmentative communication sys,
terns must be dynamic, just as speech and language are dynamic for speaking
persons. For thii teason, the selection of a technique and system that is func-
lionally flexible is desirable.

I

Basic Techniques for
Augmentative Communication

Vanderheiden and Harrb-Vanderheiden (1976) suggest that all the
techniques'available for providing nonspeech children a means of communica
don interaction fall into three basic approaches. (For a full discussion of these
approaches, please refer to the above reference, as well as Vanderheiden and
Grilley, 1975; and Vanderheiden, 1978.)

Communication which relies on a direct selection technique is one in
which the user indicates direcdy the desired message.clementi. This is usually
accomplished by the person pointing to the desired object, symbol, or word.
Simple communication boards can be put together withmit greit expense for
use by the nonspeech child (Vicker, 1974). On the other hand, very sophisti-
cated and independent direct selection aids are available.

A major advantage of the direct selection approach is its straightfor-,
ward natu're, which involves no teething of the technique required except
pointing. Direct selection aids have been successful with low-functioning chil-

'4.
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Only by the pointing speed of.the child.- Iii putting tqgether iuckirs ai4 for a
childrone must be mindful, of the child's range This is true hothTor
positioning the aid for. best access, as well as fOr the arrangement of the *arab-
Wary display on the aid, whether it is picture*, eVmbOlies, or words. Urea
selection aids are useful for ambulatory children,as wellas thoseconfinedto
wheelchair or walker. Putting together a displak for the ambulatory child may
require innovative and creative idesionothe.pirt of the clinic*, teed*, or
parent. But hi -each cam the aid must be develpped tO best fh the child's Ail-
ties and needs. In oleos., a small apoon-like comMunicatids aid wai fitted
for a young arnbulatory girl, but the same type of Arrangement ram with reels-
once froM a boy of siniilar * and functioning leirel. For him; a displaY. was
bonded between' two, iiieces of :plastic, rollet up and carried in a toy gun
holster, belted around his waist

*.

The direct selection approach provides a comparatively efficient, fano
and simple means of cOnizionicatidn for the child who Ms themoan* control
for plinth); and an adequate range Of motion. A Mite to kiwis Mitalle that
when we talk of range of Motile, it need not be reit** to tante Odes arMii
and hands. Many children use pointint sticks attached tO* harms iiroicad the
head, or a pointiig stick held betleen the teeth. Pointing and clitict selection
may also be dOne With the eYes.. .

A lecond.approach it that pf scanning. :In thii apProativ.the user
, responds with a pilarranged sigriril it niieh to the desired mastiteilements!
as they appear in apredeterminedeequence: The simple* and probably'
used example of the stimuli* approach is the yeship*twenti question** guess.:
big game. Here we haw; established some prearranged yeshiositnel, which
may be a head nod, diSerted eye gaae, mavement ahead, or asiy otherdetect;
able sign of which the 'child is capable. The person interacting with the chilcl,
Presents :the child with question choices-one at a time, aid the Child signals
yee when the sender reaches the desired queition or message elenient. Ina
classroom situation, MO teachei may point individually. toxtimUli on a ow
munication board. 'Again, the child 'responds to the sender with some lapel
when the Person pointa to the desired element. . .

Today there are AI number of automatic sequencing aids. available,.
ranging from simple to complex. The switching devices available are such that ,
no matter how severely physically handicapped the child, he or she can be
taught to effectively indicate communication *mane on a scanning device.
Since they are simple to operate, even low-functioning child:4n can use them.
The major disedvintage of the scanning epproach is its relative sloWness. On
the other hand, technology hal provided individual speed control for the user,
and new switching devices do allow for scanning in a Mori efficient Manner
than was possible a year ago. Technology will probably allow for.more effec-
tive and efficient scanning aids in the future.

The third approach is that of encoding. Muturd code systemsare the

lt and the potential speed of communicating with this approach is limit1). major component here. The mesSage being communicamd indird by
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multiple signals fkom the child in a pattern that musi bekno'vm or accessible40,
the receiverbi the message. The Morse code is an totample of suet) a System. A
message can be. sent bY pointing to a series of numbers, colon, or letters
arranged on a display corresponding with a vocabulary list or board else-
where. For example, a severely handicapped young man, who spent most of
his day in a semiretlining position on an orthd-cart, had a plexiglass board
suspended', above him on which was a Jelin- of.numbers corresponding to a
vocabulary lise posted on the wall of the claseroom. By pointing to a single
number, or coMbination of numbers, he was able to indicate the word, words,
or phrases listed on the vocabulary list which he wanted to cothmunicate.
Enceding techniques provide a fast means of communication, and a mains of
accessing large vocabularies with limited movement. However, the encoding
technique requires relatively complex cognitive skills ind, in many cases,
greater physical control than scanning aids. Some of the newer encoding aids
are very sophisticated., and interface with automated speech.

Placing all communication approaches. under these three categories is .

somewhat simplistic. The different approaches are frequently combined, to
take advantage of the individual assets of each approach. Such combinations
can be better and more efficiently fitted to the indiAdual neids of children.
Consequently, it is possible to combine the technology of the scanning aid with
the construct of the encoding technique and have a scan-encode system. This
is being incorporated in a number of different communication aids presently
being marketed (Vanderheiden, 1978).

Intmducing the Child toll*
Augmentative Communication Device f

Regardless of the augmentative cOmmunication technique chosen, it
should be introduced to the child through play and interactive activities. Har-
ris and Vanderheiden (1979) suggest that severely handicapped children who
may not have pointing skills may be able to voluntarily control a light which
scans across a matrix by utilizing a controllable gross motor movement, such
as moving the head, arm, foot, leg, or knee. This experience, they say, can
eventually be transferred for use in communication by having the child activ-
ate and stop a light which scans ttirough a vocabulary matrix of pictures, sym-
bols or words. The suggestion here is. that the child be given experiences in
nonlinguistic settings which allow for certain interactions and contrel of the
environment; these experiences can later be used for communication pur-
poses. The child could be allowed to activate toys, radios, televisions, and
other environgnental objects through starting and stopping the selector light on
various squares of a matrix. In other words, the child is playing with, ipteract-
ing with, and controlling aspects of the environment with the same technique
through which communicative intent will later be expressed. While motivation
to communicate by means of an iugmentative system is a problem in many
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cases, early experience with environmental control can lead tO such activities
becoming reinforcing and pleasurable. These experiences should lead natu .
rally to using the 'fun" technique for more complex communicatiou activities,
much in the way early vocal and motot behavior of nonhandicapped children
leads into speech behavior.

Augmentative Symbol Systems ,

. Nov/ that we have discussediechniques by which communication inter'.
action can take place between two personsone basically a nonspeaker-qt is
appropriate to examine various symbol systems which might be used With the

. techniques 'and aids. The symboi system chosen for the child must ptiwide a
means for representing thoughts in a form that can be physically transmitted
or presented to those with whom the child will be interacting:

For young children, as well as those flinctioning cognitively at snood-
motor stage V and VI, the selection and development of a symbol system and
vocabulary is more important to communication effectiveness than is the spe-
dim augmentative aid or technique. The symbol system and individual.vocab.
Wary selectedmill mark the success Of the commuoitition system for the
Just as there is no one technique or aid for a Child, there is no one symbol, sys
tem or vocabulary for gi child. Whit may have been determined alike mod .

. effective symbol system, in the initial evaluation period may change over time
because of developmental and environmental changes. The selection process is
therefore to be viewed as continuous and dynamic..

It is also important to view the selection and development of.syrnbol ,

system strategies in light of the multiple environments with which the child
may interact. For example, what might be best suited for daily living and uee
at home or in the residential setting, might not bebest suited for the.clauroom
or general social environments. For this reason it might serve the .chikl's best
interest to develop symbols, vocabularies, and aids to fit,given environments.
One family found it necessary' to keep ayymbol display and vocabulary board
in the glove compartment of the car in drder to carry on effective communiCa-
don with their Child while traveling. On the other hand, that same vocabulary
display was not appropriate or useful at home o in school, and other symbols
and vocabularies were selected and developed accordingly. '

'Some children who are not- Physically handicapped may be greatly
restricted by the use of physical displamuch as communication boards and
books. For these individuals, it may be well to investigate the use of mantled
signing, or total communication, a communication system frequently used
with hearing impaired and deaf individual's. Since the basic discussion of such
systems as they relate to the hearing impaired is treated by Maestas y Moores
and Moores in this volume, little time will be spent on the topic. However, it is
important to point out that manual 'signing and total communication systems
have been used effectively as augmentative systems with many severelycogni-
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tively and emotionally handicapped children (Schaeffer, 1979). It is important
to note that if a manual or total communication system is selected for a child,
the individual must have attained a cognitive functioning level of sensorimotor
stage V or VI. One cannot expect a child to use Finger Spelling as a communi-
cation means until the child reaches the developmental level of approximately
age seven. The specific signing system which is best suited to a given child
may be a personal decision or one governed by what the largest community of
users within the family's community environment might be. On the other
hand, the author has a preference for using Signing Exact English (SEE) for
those children who have serious developmental delays because there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the sign hying expressed and the spoken word
that accompanies it. IA:arning a communication system will be difficult for
many multiply handicapped children, and our responsibility is to assist in
making the task simple, yet providing the moos effective system possible.

Some advantages of the total communication system are its portability,
its expediency, and in many clues, its less strenuous coghitive demands. Cer-
tautly the disadvantages of using the total communication system are that it
has a limhed audience and interactive availability. Unless there are a number
of persona in the community who use sign language, the child may be using a
cominunicatively restricted system. Other limitations are related to the need
for good motor control. Communicating in sign language rules out using the
hands for most' ordinary purposes while signing, and the audience must be
watching the message sender in order to receive the message. With respect to
this latter point, it is also a problem with users of nonautomated communica-
do:in boards, where a receiver must be present and attentive to the communica-
tion board during the comMunication interaction.

There are a variety of symbol systems available which have been
adapted to communication braid use. These systems have been discussed in
more detail by Vanderheiden and Harris-Vanderheiden (1976), Hat* and
Vanderheiden (1979), Clark and Wocidcock (1976), and Kates, McNaughton,
and Silvermann (1977). The professional team 'should keep the following con-
siderations in mind when selecting the symbol system to be used with a given
aid or technique:

1. Is the symbol system and vocabulary compatible with the aid or
technique selected?

2. Does it allow for the greatest interaction with the fewest number of
aymbols? (Space becomes a premium.)

3. Is the system and the vocabulary selected appropriate for the child's
cognitive level, language comprehension skills, motor competency
and environmental demands?

4. Is the system dynamic, developmentally based, generative and flout-
ible to allow for the child's future growth and changes?

5. Is the system acceptable to the child, parents, caregivers, teachers
and those persons with whom the individual will interact most fre,
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quendy? The most commonly used ones are:
or line drawings, Blissymbols, and traditional
for example).

For young children arid low-functioning children, pictures and photos
may be the most appropriate elements. The child using a picture vocabulary
system usually points to pictures that represents objects, ideas, or thoughts.
For the young child who has been pointing to objects for communicative pur-
pose", an appropriate transition is to have photos made of the Objects the child
has been using for interaction, and have those mounted on a display for cone.
snunication use. Subsequently, pictures from magazines or black and white
line drawinp may be substituted for the photos. The sise of the pictures
selected will, or course, depend upon the child's visual, motor, end perceptual
skills. Mae of picture' may also be determined by the number otpittare syna-
bah which need to be placed on the communication board display. Pktures
re applicable to nearly all of the basic techniques and aids, except for the

higher-level independent aids that have some form of printout display. In any
case, pictures are usually thought of as the easiest system to implement with
young children and mentally retarded children. On the other hand, adolescent
mentally retarded persons may become mondial when pictures am routinely
used, because they feel they are being treated as °babies"

In the last several years, Blissymbolics have become popularand metal
1br many nonspealdng persons, both vdth normal and deli* copidve fun?
dotting (Harris and others, 1975;. Harris and others, 1979; Xs*, McNaugh-
ton and Silverman's,. 1977). Bliosymbolics are ideographic symbols that ripe*
sent concepts (u opposed to words only) through simple line drawings. These
symbols are both pictographic and ideographic, whkh means that they am
both "picture-like and representative of an idea or concept. Like picture sys-
tems, Blisiymbolics can be used with young prereading and cognidvely low-
fonctioning individuals (Harris and others, 1979). Because symbolic' are
idea-based rather than object-based, as picture systems are, they are able to
evoke geneializations more effectively than pictures. They also contain many
concepts and abstractions that could not be easily depicted with pictures, such
as affective responses of *hurt*, "happy,* and so forth. ,

Blissymbolics, like pictures, may be applicable to and used on all of the
basic techniques and aids. Even some independent aids have a printout for
symbolics. The symbolic may serve.= a transitional system for the child who is
not yet ready for traditional orthography, but is in need of a more versatile
system than pictures offer. Because of the linguistic nature of the Blissymbolic,
it has been found to facilitate the acquistion of language, and has enhanced
communication initiation and interactive skillf (Harris and others, 1979).

Traditional Orthography (T.0:) has been used on communication
cards for .years. Basically, T.O. is the twenty-six-letter alphabet system, and
all words in the T.O. system are formed by combining theft letters. The
twenty-six letters can be placed on the communication aid, allowing the child



an unlimited vocabulary potential. This, of course, assumes that the child is it
a developmental level where spelling is an option. On the other hand, h is pot-
Age lb place wordkon the communication aid. This requires that the child be
able to read. Also, there is some limitation to tbe number of words which can
ultimately be placed on the communicationboard; therefore;.the size of the
printed word should accommodate both visual and motor ability.

Because T.O. is the system used by npnhandicapped persons, it is
often prefened by merits and teachers who want the child toeppear and be as
l'unhandicappedi as possible. If T.O. is tO be Med, one-must keep in mind that
the child will be required to learn to read and spell before he or she can core..
municate effectively. It is well to keep in mind that the nonhandicapped child
is not asked to acquire reading and spelling skills until long after he or she has
mattered the skill of speech communication. T.O. is a skill which should
certainly be learned by all children who are cognitively able to do so.

The T.O. system can be applied to aids and techniques at all levels of
implementation. It is the molt versatile of the systems, but the entry level for
effective use is about seven years developmentally (Clark and Woodcock. 1976).

Introducing the Child to an
Aurisenta dye Symbol System

Just u spoken words are natural symbol models for children who will
develop Opeech, =and tchildren develop familiarity with them prior to using
speech, the symbols which the nonspeech child will use should become familiar
to him or her prior to their communicative use. The augmentative symbol sys-

, tem which the child will be using for comomicative purposes (pictures, Blis-
symbolics, orthography) should be visually available to the child before they
are taught or used in communication. The symbols should always be used in
conjunction with speech in interacting with the child, and in interacting with
other persons in the child's presence. Pairing the symbols with spoken
words/objects,and person, in the environnient should assist the child in learn-
ing their referential status and Meaning.

Factors to Consider When Comfiarina
Augmentative Communication Aids and Systems

The job of selecting the most appropriate augmentative communica-
tion aid and symbol system for the child is complex, and at times almost for-

bidding. The system, however, must be continually under observation and
scrutiny. There are various factors which must be under constant and consis-
tent consideration by the team, some of which are:

1. The sped with which the child can communicate with others. Most
persons are impatient listeners at best, and if the child's system is a slcriv one,
the message receiver may spend little time interacting.

yr-

21. Tbe thew elf iadeposeloce which the system allows. Is h poesible to put
together the message intended to be sent, and then call the person's attention
so the fact thet the sender hai something to 'says? h is als0 important for the
system to allow for initiating coMmunication, as well soloing One ailich has
basic respondent characteristics.

3: The auslâdaj of the augmentadve aid or the materials for its con-
stniction. If there is a sie;month wait for an aid, or it takes a highly skilled.
engineer to make an aid in a conuounity where one is not available, valuable
time and effort nity be lost. Various aid options shbuld be invesdlated to find
%Owl might be a .best 'lit, and also readily available. Another consideration is
theavailabillty of service to repair aids. Even the best aids Will need repairs:
Physically handicapped persons are not at well coordinated as nonhandi-
capped persons; and the probability of dropping aids k high: Many aids are
relatively fragile and 'dawn dtne' for an aid may bi of considerable. coniv
quence to the user.

.4. The cast of an aid Xnd system. Aids can vary in cost from a few dol-
lars, for those homemade bards of plywood, to thousands of dollars For inde-
pendent electronic varieties. One must tonsider carefully what will be accom-
plished by the more expensive lid that cannot' be taken care of by a less expen-
sive aid. An electronic Scanning aid with a limited display may be cheaper
than one with a larger display, but will the child have outgrown the smaller
display aid in six months and need the larger one? Who pays for a communi-
cation aid becomes of concern for many persons. To date, some private insur .
ance companies pay for 'communication prostheses,' but for the most part,
aids must be paid for by the family or community service agencies. At no time
should the cost of an aid be the sole determinant for recommending one aid
over another, . but it must be given serious consideration when there are
cheaper but comparable options are available.

5. The acceptance of the aid or system bp the dig the family, and the
educational sruem. Best laid. plans and recommendadons may be of little
value if the system -selected itnot acceptable to the user is 'well as those with
whom the child will communicate. Whenever possible, it might be wise to
allow a child to have experience with more than one type of communication
aid or symbol 'mem. There are frequent debates as to whether the child
should be taught to use a signing system or a communication aid with a gym-
bol system. Such considerations must be given careful thought, but a good
principk to keep in mind is: Which system will allow the child to have the
Most interaction socially, educationally and, eventually, vocationally?

6. The praticatio of the-system. Is the system and aid we have selected
for the user so complex that most message receivers react negagvely to it?
Communication is for interaction purposes. If the systip selected discourages
interaction with others, including peers, then we have not selected the appro.
priate aid and system. In many cases We are finding that children who We
become interactive-with peers, luting a Illissymbolics system, move 04 10 tradi-
tional orthography ibr reading purposes. This le so be encouraged; however, if
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a tin peers are usink Elissymbolics, it ia best to have the child use the Elie.
symbolic' board Ibr peer interaction. When the peers are also using traditional
orthography, a cOmplate switch may be made, thus allowing the child to use
the system which best fits the social community.

7. The ammo far *Wily. Much time can be spent in making aids
and 'displays. There should be room on the board for adding symbols, and
materials should be used so that symbols can be moved about on the board.
One important advantage of Blissymbolics and traditional orthography is an
inflnise number of vocabultuY possibilities; the book limitation is the spacerm
the display itself. From that standpoint, we need to provide a vocabulary that
hes the mom potential use possible:

Catania.

Conununication development for the nonspeaking child, as with all
individuals, is an ongoing process. Continued evaluation is neided to assist
nonspeaking individuals in expanding their coMmunication systems to meet

\, changing needs.
There is wide variation in the communication needs and abilities of

individuals who can tate augmentative systems. For some children, partlitxW
lady those who am physically handicapped, it can be the difference beveen
participating in the activities around them, or simply wanking others pct. For
many multiply haidicapped persons, an WpWve commupication aid will
have important effects on the personal, sodal;and educational process, as wdl
as future vocation considerations. For others, an appropriate communication
system will permit them to systematically communicate their needs, and to
express emotions in a manner understandable to others.
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SPEECH PROSTHESIS AS
A LEGAL ENTITLEMENT

This is dkected to persons seeking assistance In paying for communication
devices. The contenu may also wilts lawyer seeking such assistance for a

Suppose you need a,communications devico, a "speech pros-
thesis."' in order to communicate effectively and you're totallydis-
abled. Suppose it is difficult or impossible for you to pay forone.
You seek help from private foundations andorganizations but don't

. get it. Can you obtain help from the state 'or federal government?

Maybe. But it probably isn't going to be just a matter of !Wog in
and uking. Chances are when you ask you'll be refUsed, or referred
to another agency. or Smothered in paperwork. So whatcan you do?
Get a good lawyer.

How do you find a good lawyer? It isn't easy. A good lawyer for
Your cue is a litigator, a lawyer who tries casu in court, alawyir
who knows how to promise the government he or she means busi-
ness arid how to delivu action to back up his promises. You don't
need a facilitator, a lawyer who just goes on doing for you what you
and yoUri have been doing for yourself asking for favors you
need a lawyer who'll enforce your Nil rights under the law.

To find this kind of lawyer you've got to search, and ask. Lawyers
who represint . hospitals and clinics on their Medicare claims,
lawyers who have worked for a Legal Services Progarn in the past,
lawyers who sue the government' these lawyers are likely to have
the knowledee needed to get a handle on your claim, but experience
isn't needy as essential as intelligence, persuasiveness and pugnac-
ity. Your lawyer is going to enforce your rights under the law, not
uk for favors. There is no eaiy or sure way telocau a lawyer with
that kind of drive.

Suppose you've found a good law* can, you afford him or
her? You may not have to. If a case is Med in 'court to protect rights
secured to you by fedaal laW or by the United States Constitution
under 42 United States Code ("U.S.C.") 111983 the agency or per-
sons you sue may have to pay your lawyer, if you win. If you can
prove the decision denying you a device caused you harm" and that
you were entitled to the davice, yOu may recover damages, a money
judgment. When a money judement is reasonably possible, a lawyer
may take your case on a contingent fee a, percentage of your
recovered damages. If you get money, he or she takes a share, a
percentage if you get no money, neither does your lawyer.

Your local legal services office (funded dirough the federal Legal
Services,Corporation) may be able to Nrnish yowl' lawyeqf you
have low income such as Social Security benefits or 331 Wasik,.

There are also lawyers who, on occasion, take a case for nothing,
pro bono patirlico ("for the public good") because they want to see
people trusted flirty under the law. In that situation however you're
beck to charity ass it's better to have a cue that offers the
lawyer a fee because lawyers have to earn a living and a pro tang
cue earns nothing.
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Okay. you've found a lawyer and you've worked out the fee
a/moment. now what can he do?

Medicaid* is the most likely place for you to obtain financial help.
Generally, to qualify for Medicaid you have to be entitled to Social

Security benefits or to public assistance; your incomes must be

below a certain level; and yod have to be an adult.' lf you `qualify for
Medicaid.' your lawyer will then determine whether your siweltas

opted try stanite to pay for prosthetic devices under 42 U.S.C.
11396d (aX12).* "Prosthetic device" is defined by federal regulation

lAS

replacement. corrective, or supportive &tykes prescribed by a

physician or otker licensed practitioner of the hemline arts
within the scope of his practice as defined bY state law

(I) Anificially replace a missing portion of the bOdy. or

(2) Prevent or correct physical deforinity or malfunction:

or
(3) Support a weak or deformed portionof the body.

42 Code of Federal Rotations
( " C. F.11,") 440. l*C)iilalici added)

Next your lawyer will look to see Whether by state statute or
rotation your state has defined "prosthesis". California. for in-

stance. in 1974. had opted to provide payment for prosthetic devices

and (by rotation) limited the benefit to those devices "medically
.rioceseary" and not exceeding "items or serviCes received by the

public generally for similar conditions." An orthopedic mattress was

held by a Californie court not to be a prosthetic 4evice because it did

not restore the function of a body part or replace a body part.
California's regulation offered to provkle

all prosthetic . . . appliances necessary for the restoration of
function or replacement of body parts . .

Piontkowski v. Gediddig
(1974) 30 Cal. App. 3d 498. 114 Cal. Rpm 316

In California. in 1974. then. your lawyer would want to show that
the communications device you wanted was: ( 1 ) prescribed for You

by a doctor or speech pathologist as "medically necessary"; (2) did

not exceed items received by the public generally for similar medical
conditions: and (3) served to replace the function of a body part.
These are matters of fact. not questions of law. and can be proved

by the testimony (oral or written) of experts. such as doctors and

speech pathologists. If you and your lawyer can prove these points.

you are entitled to the device (at least in California in 1974).

If no regulation bears on the point. you and your lawyer may

argue that the jewel wording of the federal regutation,set out above
includes the communications devide as a "prosthesis."

Procedurally your lawyer can, after you have your first refusal

front the state Medicaid agency, require the agency to cant you a

hearins and to state the legal basis for refusing you the device. That
legal basis must be found in the statutes (federal or state) or rep-
letion: Oedema or state). Any facts used by the agency to justify its
refusal must also *be brought forth at the hewing. The decision to
deny you the benefit cannot simply be the unfettered judgment of a

case worker or supervisor but must be reasonably based on the
written taw. Nor can the decision be based on funding if the law

gives you the right to the benefit.' it is irrelevant that the device is
expensive or that others will also require one. Unless and until the

wripen statute or regulation is changed, lack of funding 'cannot de-

rive you of a prosthesis to which you ateentitled by law.

Suppose after your initial request for Medicaid you are told by the

agency, "at thil time the Medicaid program is not considering pur-
chase of such equipment for enrolled participants." Your lawyer
may then Call for an agency hearing to determine why and on what

legal basis (if any) the agency bases its position. After a final deter-

mination jit the agency level, if you still have not pot your device.
your lawyer can file suit in either state or federal court to overturn
the aeency decision. Such a suit could ask for damages. atiorney's
fees, a declaratory judgment that the device is a "prosthesis". an
injunction directing the asency bi furnish you the device. etc. It
would not be completed overnight iecould easily take a year from

the filing of the suit to final judgment. and appeals could follow

but it could be won. The effects of a victor-y in the courts would
reach beyond your particular case i.e.. the state agency could not
continue to deny the device to others.

Similar prOcedural principles apply to many agencies other than
Medicaid" and a lawyer's help can be valuable in dealing with these fra
asencies as well. .

Robert Leirer Justice, member. State Bar of Indiana
TimothyNogel. member. State Bar of Michigan

FOOTNOTES .

Such as HandiVoice. AutOcosn. ZYCK). etc.

2. Try contacting the Naticrael Organization of Social Security; Clainsam'
Representative' (NOSSCR) P.O.. Boa 7514: Pearl River. NY 10965.
(914)735412.

3. Such as depriving you of the *bay to communicate for a months or y
years while you awaited the trial of yaw case.

4. Paid by you, by tbe other ids (under 42 U.S.C. 119111), or out of' dam-
aps (coodrum fee).

S. The faderal MUMS on this proyam are found at 42 U.S.C. t13Pia.et
seg. The federal repletion' Me found at 42 C.F.R. 430. et seq. The
states lave adopted various vendom of the program by NMI statute mid
the states have their own repletion'. The Michigan statism are at
Michlado Compiled Laws Annotated 400.1 es sea. The Michigan rep-
lotions are at Michigan Adminharative Code R400,l et seq. See also
Commerce Clearipg House ("CCH")Medlcare Mediculd Reporter mid
Medicare and Netikall Claim end Procedures. McCormick WI?.
Wast Publishing Co.). Medicaid is a stamadrainimmsed program for
persons of limited financial resources usina federal (lada la prt. Medi-
care is the social security prep= primarly for mai °kisses aid uses
all federal bands.

6. hicludine Social Security but deducting medioM expanses.

7. A minor may qualify &pendia. on his or her 1100011.8W tau of his or
her parents.

`11. Qualfying for Medicalil Mesas coming within some fairly complex
guidelines committed in state statutes. The blip* explanation is sot
complete and is only generally *MM. Th. *DPW way to nod ON Is

ea matter. go to a lawyer.
to an application lor Medicaid. If you are rejected aad wut ptnne1

9. There ore also other provisions of this law under which yea Wake also be
minded to receive a communications device. such as Inpatient hospital
services 42 U.S.C. 113960 (MM. physical therapy 42 U.S.0 !ISM (a)
(11),ete.

10. 42 C.F.R 440.230 (federal regulation) reealrem
(b) Each service mat be aufficleat ip meant. duration. and scope to

, reasonably achieve its purpose.

(c) (2) The Maui) agency may place appropriate Wats on a service
based on such miters as medical necessity Of on utilization control
procedures.

1. Vocation.) Rehabilitation Service. Roche Education Programs in the
Schools. Veteran's Administration, Madkare, Dapertment of

Menial Health. Criipled Children' Services. Procedures Wu aMong
dies' mantis' as do mutilations and ernes.
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This module:Addresee i tffe problems Of.chOo*Sing, adapring, and designing

curTiopla, activities and inatructional strategies for effecting individualized

'edugational programe_for:hearing iMpaired developmentally iasable.d students..

The deactiptors 'hear ng.impaire4 developmentally.disobled' (HIDD), and

'multihandicapped heHrtng impaixed' (MHHI) are use4 interchangeably; they may .

be misinterpreted as indicating individualsconstifuting'a h ogeneous group

whdag educational needs can be met through a single speci1y.i4esignated
40

MHHI/HIDD curriculum. 'Thia group can only be considered as homogeneous: on an_

abstraci:level of disability descriptio& and-classification. :For profeaSionals
-14

Concerned,with.educationand habiliLation,.the adaptiVe, end

academit.heterogeneity of HIDD studentLare formidable. Thise,students

present programming al'allengep partinularly in educational aettinga atuned

primarily to the chila with a a.ingle disability. 'Because their needs are

complex and widely varying, using a Ohtgle curriculum for'this group-of

MANAGENIKNT MODULE

Learners oftimes proves frdstrating. Thig chapter presents ah.overvi

major iasues and suggested approaches to curricu/ar and instructiona plannin
,

with accompanying guidelines for choosing, adapting, and 'evaluating. curricula

and materials for their appropriateness with indiayidual children.

-

The first three'articles offer a framework for reviewing major philosoph-
,

ical and curricular apprbaches with MHHI students. The Hawkins-Shepard article

"Educational Plannipg for Deaf Children With Learnibg Disabilities" explores

problems in definition and Oentification, stressing-adaptations in academic,

ilanguage, nstructional strategies for more able MHHf students. Zylstra

Owner's "C ricuIum Selection and Development for Severely tnvolved'Multiply
. -

Handicapped Hearing Impaired Students" focuses on currichla for more severely

muliply
-

h 'capped students who require sup0Ort and direct'proglamming in'

_adaptive skills, soCial and behavioral. seIf-management, basic communication,

and rudimentary academic and prevocational skills. "Fun't onai Curriculum

Development foT Multiply Involved Hearing-Impaired Stlu4tl_s6 6x,Arkell amplil

. flea several of the curricalar approaches identified in nhe Zylstra-Owner

article, providing an in-depth analysis..of the developmental vs. the functional

approach. Following these artfcles is a brief listing of curricula and educa-

tionatredources useful with MHHI students.

r .



Claudia Arkell's "Educational programMing for Multiply Involved-Deaf

Students" describes a six-stage cycle for designing and implementing instruc-1

tional programs- Arkell provides. a clear model for'integrating formal and
-

informal assessment data to serve as.afoundation for individual program
r #

design; her reminder that no one source of assessment data it sufficient with

MHHI students is,timely.' As more than one type of observation is valuable,

more than one approach to evaluation of progress is alsp,4j. portant. Zylstia

Owner points Out that these students require more 'finel sliced' learning

steps to achieve task mastery.Anderson-Inman provides an overview of

criterion referenced testing - an assessment straeegy'of value to educators

in measuring mastery of finely sliced components of academic tasks talight.to

MHHI students'.

The next two articles "Behavior Management and Multiply Handicapped Hear-

ing Impaired,Students" and "A Program Model forjntervention with Em tionally/

BehaviorallyDisturbed Hearing Impaired Children" reinforce the ne for and

benefits of systemmatic management 'of social and interactional behaviors of

MHHI children, but appibach the same task from different viewpoints. -Despite':

thedifference in terminology and perspectives, both authors arrive at a

similar set of principles for managing behaviors, including the principles.of

fairness, predictability, and consistency. Insuring that students understana

the'meaning of rules established through linguistic means is crucial; this is

more significant in effective behavior management for HIDD/MHHI youngsters than

it might be forsimilarly developmentallytdisabled yotrgsiers without,hearing

foss. The -authors emphasize the importance of MHHf children's understanding

the meaning of the language used to proscribe limits, to indicate future events

and consequences, and to offer reasons 'why'. Polsgrove's "Self Control:

Methods for Child Training" complements the preceeding articles with a clear' ,

presentation-of the developmental aspects of self control, and a review of the
^research on interventions in academic and behavioral self-managemept with a

variety of special neeir students.. Although MBHI chilOren are not specifically

addressed, educators and others will derive'insiihtb on strategies for foster-

ing independence in these student as Supplements to more externally-controlled-
.

behavior modification approaches.

IV-2'
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MHHI students, as with other children with special learning and

medical needs, parents and family members must be'considered integral members

of the educational team serving their children. (Refer to Meadow's article in

Ghe Communication chapter for implications of a hearing loss on parent-child

interaction and family life.) "Training Parents nf Multiply Handicapped/Hear-
..

ing Impaired Children" by Stromer and Miller presents selected research studies

evaluating the effectiveness of various approaches to training parents to

'teach' their children through formal'and informal techniques.

IV-3
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HEARING DIPAIRED-LEARIIERS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIHS

tharlotte Hawkins-Shepard

Special education profesSionals ire already somewhat acquainted -with the

confusion that has developed over many of the issues of learning disabilities

and proposals for their remediation. In order to provide some direction

regarding instructional management for hearing impaired learners with learning

disabilities (some of whom may also be developmentally disabled), this section

offers a reveiw of literature from the fields of both learning disabilities and

deaf education. Definition,-and terminology, incidence, etiological theories,t

measurement, and intervention strategies will be discussed briefly, along with

related research.

Definition and Terminology

'Vie term "learninidisabilities" was first introduced and defined in an .

. article by Kirk & Bateman (1962) in the journal Exceptional Children, published

'by the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC). This article offered what would

be the first of many attempts by professionals in the field to define learning -

disabilities., Initial adoption of the term can be traced to a 1963 meeting.in

.Chicago, in which Concerned parents from A number of separate parent groups had

gathered to consider working together on behalf df their children. Seeking a.

single term to describe children of average or better intelligence, who had

been called perceptually handicapped, brain-injured, neurologically impaired,

ete., the group was receptive to the term "learning disabilities" when Kirk

suggested it in an address to them (Hallahan & Kauffman, 1976; Lerner, 1981).

Although Kirk's term has prevailed, and is relatively solidly-entrenched, there

are some profeskionals who.object to the use of this label, and whd still

, prefer other terms.

Difficulties in defining /earning disabilities have been in evidence since

the term was introduced% Although the field has been-fairly uniform in
-

referring to "children with learning disabilitiestpas not seemed to be

uniform in agreement about exactly to whom the term refers (Lloyd; Hallahan &

Kauffman, 1980).
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A ,review of the many definitions offered alroughout the years by key

educators and organitations can be found in major text books on learning

disabilities (e.g., Bryan & Bryan, 1978; Deno, 1978; Hallahan & Kauffman, 1976;

. Haring & Bateman, 1977; Leatner, 1981; Mann, Goodman, & Wiederholt-, 1978; Roes,

1977; Wallace & McLaughtin, 1979). Definitions.discusieehere can be found STI

Table 1.

A definition that is agreed upon and generally Accepted is vital, as

definition affects terminology; prevalence, selection criteria and

'identification procedure, population characteristics, and remedial activitie
I. .1.

Until recently, most of the well known definitions.actually excluded deaf or

hearing impaired persons. Some only contalned an exclusion section that

eliminates hearing handicaps when they are the primary cause of a learning

problem.

4

4

Currdht deiinitions to be considered here are the federal definition and

one proposed by of the National Joint Council for Learning Disabilities. The

former is part of Publi5,Law 94-142, and has been the basis for federal and

state law, and for many learning diaabilities programs.

The latter,- introduced in 1981, has been endorsed by bgards of numerous

organizations, including AMA, IRA, DCCD, CLD, and the Orton DysleXia Society.

These organizations all belong io the National,Joint Council for Learning

Disabilities (NJCLD), and felt that objections to the federal definiton

provided justification for a new definiton. After prolonged discussion and

cotwomise, they reached an agreement.ou wording. (National Joint Council for .

Learning.Disabilities, 1981; Myers & Hammill, 1982, p. 6). This definition has

not been accepted by the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities,'

and it is not yet.known what the new federal definition will be, although

revision is expected.
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Table l

Key Definitions of Learning Disabilities

Sources

N.$)

Kirk & Bateman (1962)
(p. 73) .

Federal Definition
(Federal Register,
December 29, 1977,
p. 65083)

'National Joint Council
for Learning
Disabilities (1981)

Definition

A learning disability refers to a retardation, dis-
order, or delayed development in one or more of the
processes of speech, language, reading, writi g,
arithmetic, or other school subjects resultin from
a psychological handicap caused by i poslible cere-
bral dysfunction and/or emotional or behaviorèl
disturbances. It is not the result of mental re-
tardation, sensory deprivatioo, or cultural or
instructional factors.

"Specific learning disability" means a 'disorder in
one or more of the basic psychological processes
involved in Understanding or in using language spa,-
ken or written, which may manifest itself in an im-
perfect ability to listen, think, speak, read,
write, spell, or to do mathematical calculations.
The term includes such conditions as perceptual'
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction,
dyslexia, developmental aphasia. The term does not
include children who have learning problems which
are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or mo-
tor handicaps, of mental retardation, of emotional
disturbance, or of environmental, cultural, or
economic disadvantage.

Learning disabilities is a generic term that refers
to a heterogeneous group of disorders manifested by
significant difficulties in the acquisition and use
of listening, speaking, reading, writing, reasoning
or'mathematical abilities. These disordereare
intrinsic to die individual and presumed to-be due
to central nervous system dysfundtion. Even though-
a learning disability may occur concomitantly with
other handicapping conditions (e.g., seasory
impairment, mental retardation, social and emotional
disturbance) or environmental influences (e.g.)

' cultural differences insufficient/inappropriate
instruction, psychogenic factors); it is not a
direct result of those conditions br influences.

Mf
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Tbe field of deaf education is'also experiencing difficulties regarding

definition terminology. Bril1 ,(1971) points to problems in determining
4

incidence of deaUchildren with additional handicaps. He attributes these

problems to lack ofprecise or uniform definitions used by those compiling

statistics. Power and Quigley (1971) in discussing learning disorders related

to deafness, have stated that writers have linked so many different concepts
1

together that their concept of learning disorders has been made meaningless.

They offer the opinion that many-behaviors could well be subsumed under

emotional disturbance and motor dysfunction. , Stewart (1971) expresses

disiatisfaction with the term "multiply handiCapped," describing it as a broad

rubric encompassing such multiple handicaps as deafness/blindness,

deafness/paraplegia, deafness/minimum brain dysfunction, and others. In his

view these words tell merely that two or more handicaps.are involved. He
t

favors the term "low achieving deaf," but differentiates.between students with

.semotional problems and learning disabilites. Lennan (1973) refers to children

with "learning'and/or emotional/behavioral problems", in describing a population

in the Deaf Multi-handicapped Unit at the California School for the Deaf at

Riverside. Jensema (1975) in a study on achievement test scores of multiply

handicapped hearing impaired, lists eleven subgroups of specific additional

impairments. Three of those include "perceptual motor," "brain damage," and

"lesTning disabilities." -

It has been asserted by Rice (1973) that one-third of the deaf persons who

leave high school each year dq not have qualifications for postsecondary

education or employment. He hes categorized these persons as "low-achieving"

or multi-handicapped, and listed their characteristics as-follows: severely

limited communication skills, low academic achievement levels, emotional

,immaturity, poor vocational preparation, and secondary disabilites. Moores

,
(1978) in an introductory text on deafness has underscored the lack of

systematic categorization of multi-handicapped youth.
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Prevalence and Incidence'

A review of literature has yielded more than 40 terms applied to LD

chilerin (Cruickshank, 1972). One of the reasons for the terminological

confusion and disagreement is that, historically, the-field is related to the

fields of mental retardation, brain injury, and emotional disturbance.' Labels

such as "minimal brain dysfunction" or "neurological disorganization" or,"brain

injury" imply something about what caused the child to have whatever behavior

he or she has.

-Although there are reliable prevalence estimates for the hearing impaired

population (Schein & Delk, 1971), estimates of people with developmental

disabilities and hearing impairment, and of individuals with learning

disabilities are uncertain. Gross estimates continue to differ due to

variations in definition and in reporting procedures. For example, Hagger

(1972) tites estimates that ett least 25% clean deaf children also have

specific learning disabilities. Flathouse (1975) gives A 14% figure from all,

1973 teacher survey in the Texas School for the Deaf.

Incidence figures from Ries (1973) show 910 children out of 41,109 having

"learning disabilities," 168 as being "brain damaged," and 1885 with

"perceptual motor disorders." Powers and Harris (1980) in a monograph on

learning disabled hearing impaired children have noted that'the number of

hearing impaired children who exhibit language ind learning difficulties,above

and beyond those traditionally attributed to a hearing loss appears to be

increasing rather rapidly.

All of these figures can be viewed relative to definition. Narrow and

restrictive definitions leave out many individuals, while broader ones include

a wide population.



Etiology

Frost a study using a samPle of 1,468 deaf children, Vernon (1969)

concluded that a significant amount of behavioral variance among deaf children

is not due to their hearing loss, but can be understood in terms of the

etiology of their deafness. He holds that many of the secondary disabilities

such as expressive and receptive communication disorders, mental deficiency,

markedly atypical behavior, and learning disabilities are cahsed by brain

damage that results from the same condition that led to the deafness. This

runs counter to previous beliefs that many of the learning and behavior

problemm are due only to deafness.

In addiEion to citing brain damage as a causal agent, many professionals

have attributed learning disabilities to-such things as maturation lags, '

biochemical factors, mixed dominance, perceptual deficits and poor teaching.

Proponents of'his latter position (e.g. Haring & Bateman, 1977; Lloyd, 1975;

Throne, 1973) argue thei despite any varying psychophysiological or information 410

processing characteristics, learning disabilities can be prevented or

remediated through an adequate instuctional program.

A comprehensive review of key figures in the L.D. field and their theories

of etiology is provided by Raring & Bateman (1977, Chaper 2), Kauffman &

Manahan (1976), and Wallate & McLoughlin (1979, Chapter 3).

Research Projects with Learning Disabled Hearing Impaired Subjects

An extensive curriculum project for young deaf childrft with learning-

disabilities was-carried out by the New York State Education Department from

1966 to 1973. This study is known as the Cooperative Research Endeavors in

Education of the Deaf, or Project CREED. Working in stages, project

staff studied 12 educational programs including 193 deaf children. They

adminiatered a battery of tests, and developed sequential levels of instruction

in five areas: gross motor coordination, sensory motor integration, visual

analysis, attention and memory, and.donceptualization. Direction for the

diagnostic batterx came from Oiaget, and informatidvxocessing theorists.
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Design of curriculum was based on task analysis procedures of Robert Gagne

(Restaino, 1970).

Pronovost et al. (1976) conducted a study involving 250 deaf children with

"language, learning, and behavioral disabilities." Reports from their

investikations include the following findings: (A) four fifths of the children

had average or above intelligence, and one fifth were in the dull normal or

borderline categories; (B) a majority of the children revealed a language

disorder unrelated to reduced hearing acuity per se; (C) very few weremaking

good use of residual hearing through amplification. Conclueions of the

research team focused on the need for.highly flexible individualized

programming, alternate educational prototypes, flexible scheduling, adequate

services for parents, and an appropriate communication system with many pupils

requiring a total communication approach.

Measurement and its Relation to Instruction

Assessment for the Design of a Program

A teacher of this- special population will need competenciee in-diagnostics

for programming. He or she should be able to administer, score, and interpret

nor17-referenced (standardized) tests used by the school for screening, ,

placement, or ap overview of achievement. (This area of testing is addressed

comprehensively in the Chapter on Identification and Assessment.) For

monitoring through instructional sequences, however, it will often be necessary

for teachers of these special learners to develop criterion-referenced

assessment devices, as few commercial assessment tools will prove useful. (For

a comprehensive overview of criterion referenced testing with handicapped

children and youth, see the reprint of Anderson-Inman's 1980 article included

in this section..) Determination of which skills a child can or cannot utilize,

and of entil skills a child cannot perform is the proper foundation of any

individualized program. Information to be useable in the classroom must be

translated into'instruction. Informal tests should lead directly to

establishment of objectives and instructional activities. Basically such tests

give a wide sampling of skills, and are directly related to instructional
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procedures or materiafs. Teacher made tests that pinpoint learning progress

along with structured observations will be appropriate for ',Sort samplings of

behin:vior to monitor progress within an instructional program.

Assessment for Continuous Monitoring of Progress

The gap between testing and teaching can be bridged byi the use of such

strategies as carefully constructed prébes.1 An advantage to the use of probes

is that they assess the degree of mastery of the task.actually being taught.

Construction'of probes is simple if learning,objectives are written behavioral-

ly and completely. When objectives clearly stet* the behavior to,be learned,

the conditions.of performance, and the criteria for mastery, probes can be de-

vekoped to measure precisely student performance at each stage of the learning

process. Steps for constructing such measures include: identifying the

movement cycle (e.g., in math, movement cycles can be digits written cor-

rectly), indicating the conditions of performance (e.g., duration of assessment

administrat.ion, number of items to be included., gestural cues available),

format of-presentation, and criterion. These devices provide much needed feed-
.

back in the reinforcement of learning, and can also identify and correct learn-

ing errors.

The importance of daily assessment cannot be overstated. An overview of

daily assessment monitoring for developmentally disabled hearing impailed stu-

dents is provided by Neiman (1980) in a comprehensive liook on educating this

a

population.

Intervention Approaches

Bateman (1967) identifies three distinguishable approaches to teaching the

learning disabled child: the etiological, the'diagnostic remedial, and the

task analytic. lbe_lack of utility in focusing on the etiological approach for

remediation purposes is stressed by a number of leaders in the LD field

(e.g., Bateman, 1973), who suggest a shift in focus from something deviant or

pathological in the child to the arrangement of the.environment by the teach-

er. Bateman (1973) advocates
establishing priorities and a finite number of

behavioral objectives, analyzing the objectives into all component sub-Objec-

tives or sub-skills (teachable units), and then arranging the environment to .

that learning occurs. Her concept of a teaching model is:

IV-12
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A more comprehensive teaching model includes presentation of concepts and

skills (sometimes employing materials), response and practice

opportunities (frequently employing materials).* and reinforcement and/or

correction procedures. .No more than a few sessions should be spent

using techniques or materials that are not successful. (p. 248).

Amon% the well known diagnostic-remediall apprTches are programs which

.feature visual; visual-perceptual, and visual-motor-perceptual training.

Comprehensive reviews of research on these (Anderson, 1972; Keogh, 1974;

Vellutino, 1974) serve to caution educators about the relationship of these

programs to improvement in such academic achievement areas as reading. The

literature searches of Below (1971) failed to locate any acceptable data thit

would lend support ,to any of the' physical, motoi, or perceptual programs used
in prevention or correction of reading or other learning disabilities.

In a discussion of ability or process training, Ysseldyke & Salvia (1974)

point out that the data on relationships between process and skill are only

correlational, not causal. They criticize the diagnostic remedial approach for
its use of mere hypothetical constructs.

The task analysis approach teaches basic skills directly. The following

explanation serves to clarify this approach (Haring & Bateman, 1977):

Task analysis is a detailed description of what a person does or should be

doing to perform a task. .Task analysis has four basic steps or

components: (1) describing desired outcomes in behavioral terms, (2)

naming skills and knowledge involved in the task, (3) naming, classifying

and measuring the functions of each property named in the secabd step, and

(4) development of the course of action (p. 224).

(See Gagne, 1970 and Bijou, 1971) for a comprehensive review of task analysis

and its,application to the learning process).

438
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Siegfried Engelman, who originated the task analytically derived

DISTAR Language, Reading, and Arithmetic programs (materials carefully designed

- to teach basic skills to all children, including learning disabled) developed a

teaching model known as the Direct Instruction Model. This model web selected

as one of more than 20 used in a national study, the Follow Through Program,

which compared diverse educational approaches. The academic success of its

pupils has brought attention on a national level to the D1STAR program (see

Haring & Bateman, 1977, Chapter 6). Fredericks et al. (1972) cite DISTAR as an

effective tool in the remediation of learning disabilities.

Researchers who have been working with deaf populations have found

behavior modification to be a promising alternative to traditional educational

procedures. An appropriate definition for behavior modification endorsed by

these researchers is "the systematic application of experimentally derived

learning principles to achieve measured change in measureable behavior." A

1971 report by Stewart tells us that systematic teaching methods based on

principles of behavior modification offer good results with deaf.children with

learning disabilities. In 1970 Craig reported that his experiments with visual

attending found evidence that immediate and tangible reinforcement, contingent

on instructionally directed visual attending, can significantly increase

attending for whole classes of deaf students. Other significant findings

concerning reinforcement that should be noted include research results cited by

Ross (1976) that between the ages of 4 and 7, reinforcer effectiveness is

greater if adult and child are of opposite sex.

The field of cognitive psychology includes a variety of research areas.

Of particular interest to special educators has been the area of selective

attention. Key research on selective attention abilities of LD children-was,.

conducted by Hallahan, Gajar, -Cohen and Tarver (1978), Hallahan, Kaufmin & Ball

(1978), and Hallahan, Tarver, Kauffman & Graybeal (1978). Using the central

incidental learning paradigm developed by Hagen (1967), LD children were found

to be deficient in selective attention performance, and central recall.,,They

performed significantly lower than normal peers in attending selectively to the

critical features of a stimulus and in ignoring the unessential aspects. They

also do'novJuse efficient learning strategies at as early an age as normal
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children. They can, however, through training in the use bf verbal reheaisal
.

strategies andfor reinforcement for correct responses on central recall bring

their level of selective attention performance similar to that of normal

peers. AttentiOn training and self instruction to control ispulaivity are

receiving research attention (Bender, 1980; Meichenbaum El'Gondianr1971).'

Bender, investigating the use of these strategies with impulsive deaf learners,

found results to support using'attentifon deployment strategies for them, lairh

self-instruction given a smaller role. Giving learners cognitive strategies to

assist learning may prove to be a highly useful ihtervention approach,

particularly if used in combination with task-analytic and applied behaviorar

analyais techniques.
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commum simmixon AND DEVELOPMENT POILSEVENELY INVOLVED

'MULTIPLY RANDICAPPEDHEARING IMPAIRED STUDENTE

Susan Zylstra OwnOx

A

'Fvafessionals concerned with education programs for multiply handi-

capped hearing impairedtstudents Save become increasingly aware of the

N.p dearth of:appropriate curricula and materials. While soMe u fuX resources

have been developed (see "Selected ,Resources on Available Cu iculum and

Materials;..6) generally, the ayailable curricula have,been designed for

higher functioOng hearing iftaired students. Hówever, these multiply

handicapped p4ud.ents by natuie of their additional disabilaies are a

heterogeno s.group. The curricular needs within .a single clasp may be as

diverse a the students being served._ While some of.these students, will

progress hrough curricula designed far typical hearing impaired students,

with some eacher-macle modifications and adaptations, others will require a

more finely liced approach and an emphasis on basic life skills. Avide

range of curricular options often will be necessary. For exampre, in

.developing an effective educational progAm for cerebral palsied deaf

students, both self-help skil's and grade level academic skills may. be
It

included. A teacher should be able to draw upon curricular resources in ;

both these areas. Another student in the same class,may have signiticant

arning problems requiring a slow paced,'repeticive approach. This

( s ction willlocus on curriculum issues for severely involved multiply

h ndicapped hearing impaired students.

Deve/oping curricula, selecting materlials-and identifying,strategies

are complex tasks. The tasks seem awesome' when educators appreciate

4
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that they in fact help determine the quality of life for the children they

serve. In the past the unserved and underserved multiply handicapped,hear

Ing impaired persons have been Sent to vocational rehabilitation workers,

who at best, ate able to place only a few *of these clients in sheltered
, .

working and living environments. Educatots now are actively involved in

the liVes of these students, begrnning at the prephool level: By making

informed and individually-responSive decisions about what these students

are to.learn, educators will have a dramatic impact on increasing the

quality of life for these multiply handicapped hearing impaired" individ

uale. Perhaps the key is to remember thit the purpoee in education is to

ehape the skills, behaviors, and knowledge that these students need to gain

the greatest potential for independence in their adult lives. Thus, the

selection of curricula content may well determine significant aspects of a

student'stepertoire in the future. Educators must accept this task with .

great care for-the importance of this responsibility.

Philosophical Basis

Few'professionals would advocate the wholesale,adoption of any single

- "curriculum for a student or class of students. Rather, they must assess:

individually the needs of(each stud4tt, end select goali to strengthen

awsets.and shore up weak areas. ihe same.way students are assessed

,individually, curricula'must be as eir5individually. Curricula, too,'

have specific strengths. When considering currieula it is helpful to

remember that a major philosophical approach provides the basis for the

curriculum, eithier explicity or implicitly. Th philosophy, or frame_of

reference, is usually reflected in the tasks included, the type of

sequencing, and the general arrangement and display of skills. Major

a0proaches

;

.nclude the developmental, the task analytic, the functional,

and the ada tiV)e/prosthetic. Generally, curricula reflect a combination'of,

these elemen s; distinctiveness lies in the emphasis placed on a given

approach.
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Developmental Model

The developmental model is based both on literature and on knowledge
.of,the development of a normal child. The assumption of this approach ie

that skill development is dependent upon acquisition of prerequisite.
levels. Here a student.is evaluated to determine where he or she is pei-

gforming in relation to normal developmental sequences, instructional pro-
Aramming then proceeds from this basis.

Task Analytic Model

A task anilytic model selects tasks for a variety of reasons and

analyzes theminto component steps for instruction. Task analysis, to
varying degrees, is typically included in curricula aimed at the acquisi-
tion of self-help skills.

Functional Model

A functional model selects tasks for inclusion in a curriculum because
of their.utility for individuals. Such an approach might-ask, "What skills
and information does an individual need to live independently in a communi-

<14
ty," and include tasks derived from that approach in a curriculum. ogt ,

often, this approanh uses tisk analysis to refine selected tasks in 0
eeaching steps. ..

.

Adaptive/Prosthetic Approach

An adaptive/prosthetic approach is often incorporated in the develOp-

ment of a curriculum for the multiply handicapped hearing impaired. Tasks
which ordinifily require one modal ty, or are performed in a standard fash-

,ion are taught in an alternative way, or prosthetic equipment is used to
achieve an intended goal. The use, of sign language,'or the devejlpment of
a-communication board are examples of the adaptive approach.

IV-21
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Probably there is no curriculum that uses any one of these approaches

exclusively. Instead, two or more elements usually are combined-in

developing the curriculum. It is impoetant, however, to be familiar with.
,

these models in order to understand the general approach of a given

curriculum.

Evaluating Curricula

A refined,-complete curriculum for severely handicapped hearing imr

paired students should include the following skill areas: pre-academic and

academic, leisure time, ocial interacticins, sel&help, communiCation,

motor, and pre-vocational and vocational. Sequence behaviors and tasks

should be arranged in very small increments of difficujty, and should pro-
,

vide for a maximum amount of success, so the pupil can progress to more

coOplex tasks or skills. The curriculum should ndt be considered complet-
.

ed, fixed, linished, or bound, it should be open-ended, aliesys being

further developed, refined, and modified on,the basis of performance data.

Through this process one will have responsible, dynamic guidelines for

teachfng severely hanacapped learners (Haring, 1935).

Criteria

In considering the criteri.a involved in evaluating a curriculum, one

finds that a first issue is the appropriateness of a curriculum for the

target population. Given the pervasive langliage difficulties of multiply

handicapped-hearing impaired.youngsters, this Ls-indeed a critical

feature. The linguistic competence required in any given curriculum, and

its adaptability to an alternative communication system, millet be carefully

analyzed. It.is imperative that curriculum selection be metched to the

strongest communication modality, of the individual student.

In addition: it is important that the selected model be responsive.t

age and interests, with some consideration of the child's predicted

long-range functioning level. A developmentally.based.curriculum,, for

example, might be appropriately used with a young, seve*ely retarded

IV-22
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hearing impaired child. HoweVer, a youth of twenty with the same handicap
might be better placed in a curricular sequence which stresses functional

skills in self-care, social inleraction, and work tasks.

1

General questions related to aipropriateness of curxiculum include
these:

.-

1. Is ihe curricular approach .(e.g., developmental,

functional, adaptive) appropriate for the type of

disabilities or learning pattern of the child?

2. Is the curricular approach approprkate for the age of the

child?

3. Is the curricular approach appropriate to meet the

long-range goals that parents and others have for the

child?

Another factor that may affect the curriculum selected is its

usefulness in teaching. Does it include all components required? Does it

specify-the sequence in systematic'behavior terminology? Is it sliced

finely enough to be useful in teaching? Does it allow flexibility to

accommodate for the competency/performance discrepancies which so

frequently characterize the skills of multiply handicapped-heaiing impaired

children and youth?

Also to be considered in evaluating a curriculum are the constituent

elements included in if. Some elements are necessary; such as tasks, task

sequences, and criteria.' Others are quite ueful, such as lesson plans and

evaluation procedures. This checklist provides some of the elements which

may be considered in evaluating the components of a curriculum:

1. Major objective(s)

2, Composite Scope and sequende
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3. Criteria for each objective/step

4. Placement proCedures

5. Lesson plans

6. Evaluation procedurea(Gentry, et al., 1976)

Questiona should also be asked about field testing or validity re-
.

search conducted with curricula. Information about these areas is usually

lacking, but when included may provide additional support foi the use of a

specific curriculum.

,Of equal importance is the question of a curriculum'a usefulness for a

particular class. Constraints of staffing, and physical environments along

with the behavioral characteristics of students served, are essential to

consider whtn choosing curriculum.

Conclusion

Identifying severely involved multiply handicapped hearing impaired

students is fairly clear-cut because of their obvious disabilities.

However, identifying a curriculum that is suited to the whole population is

not really posaible; each student is unique with individual learning

atyles, abilities and needs. In addition, each learning environment is

unique with different constrainta, resources and support systems. It.is

imperative, that decisions regarding curriculum selection be based on

accurate ssessment of individual student needs, of environmental

characteristics, and of curriculum utility therein. The purpose of this

aection has been to provide some guidelines to asaist in the curriculum

selection process.

A multidisciplinary framework enAles educators to get an accurate

appraisal of both student and curriculum. This principle should be

underscored here. One will also find strength among team members and the

unit functioning in unison for ongoing support and guidance. It is through

team decision making that one can best select that curriculum most capable

of meeting the unique,needa of these special Istuaents.
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Functional Curriculum Development for
Multiply Involved Hearing-Impaired
Students

Claudia Arke

Curricula for multiply involved hearing-impaired stUdents often call for material de-
signed for younger normal hearing-impaired studetus. Age-inappropriate currithla fail
to prepare students to funaion independently in varied postschool settings. This ankle
examines different curriculum models and suggests a functional approach ,to curriculum
development for multiply involved hearing-impaired students. The functional approach
selects tasks for the curriculum based on their potential to contribute to independent
living in multiple environments. Advantages and disadvantages of the functional ap-
proach are< considered panicidarly in relation to normal development curriculum
models. Basic procedures for designing functional curricula are described..

Tncreasingly, special educators are confronting the issue of how best to
laccommodate the multiply involved hearing-impaired youngster in
existing or new programs while maintaining compliance with federal
mandate Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Chil-
d= Act of 1975. The promises of P.L. 94-142 were many; the task of
realizing these promises has fallen, in many cases, to the classroom
teacher and/or school administrator. One of the most difficult problems
confronting dlassröom teachers, and, to some extent school administra-
tors, concerns the development of meaningful curricula for multiply
involved hearing-iinpaired students. The problem is especially trouble-
some because it encompasses programmatic, administrative, and legal
issues. Programmatically, a curriculum provides a blueprint for the
types of educational skills to be .taught and the sequences for their
instruction. Administratively, a curriculum must be designed and imple-
mented within the realities of a particular school context. While P.L.
94-142 does not specify curricular content, the law does demand that
handicapped children receive an "apiiropriate education" in the "least
restrictive" setting. Legally, then, a curriculum must be developed that
facilitates both an appropriate education and less restrictive settings.

rr

How should curricula for the mulliply involved hearing impaired be
modeled if they are to simultaneously foster appropriate education and
opportunity for movement into less restrictive settings?

Curriculum Appiociches

Over the years, a variety of definitions have emerged for the term
"curriculum." When it comes to the multiply handicapped, an essential
concept should underlie all definitions. A curriculum should be viewed
as a framework with three identifiable stages of focus. First, curricu-
lum addresses the skills and concepts of the five basic programmatic
areasmotor, self-help, communication, social/interpersonal, and cog-

. nitive. Second, as a prelude to instruction in these five areas, and 2S a
continuing part of each basic curricular grea, sensory stimulation and
sensorimotor development mutt be given emphasis in programs for mul-
tiply handicapped youth. A third stage of curricular fikus that should
appear in programs for multiply handicapped adolescents and adults
would offer prevocation/vocational skills and leisure activities (VanEt-
ten, Arkell, & VrEtten, 1980). According to this view, the curriculum
primarily addresses the issue of what to teach; it also provides .some
guidelines for the organizatiop of content areas.

Existing curricula for the multiply handicapped have evolved from
two philosophical bases: developmental logic and remedial logic. De-
velopmental logic assumes that the btst way to teach skills is to follow
the sequences by which normal children acquire skills within specific
content areas (e.g., language, motor development). Tbese approaches
do not offer alternative sequences to skill development. The basic prem-
ise is that within any curricular area there are prerequisite skills. In other
words, certain developmental levels must be mastered before subsequent
skills can be developed. Developmental logic is based on research in
child aevelopment, and it draws 'extensively from cognitive theories of
learning. In contrast, remedial logic assumes that multiply handicapped
children do not possess the same set of abilities and experiences exhib-
ited by normal children. Remedial logic is not concerned with the order
in which nomial children acquire skills. Instead, it focuses on skills
needed to improve one's ability to operate in the environment, and then
determines the most efficient order to teach these skills. The assumption
is that many behaviors can be taught separately, since the notion of
interdependency between skills is untenable in some areas and/or it is
not crucial to behavior acquisition in other skill areas. Remedial logic
emanates from b havioral theory and is supported by research, particu-
larly with severely handicapped students (Anderson, Hodson, & Jones,
1975; Brody & Smilovitz, 1974; Guess, Sailor, & Baer, 1977, pp.
360-377).
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From these two philosophical bases, four approaches to curriculum
design for the multiply handicapped have emerged. These include a
normal developmental model," a task analytic model, a functional
model, and an adaptive/prosthetic model (Gentry, Cupp, Joslyn. &
Welch, 1977, pp. 55-68). The models are not exclusive; most curricula
reflect a cOmbination of two or more of these models. However, a
particular curriculum will tend to emphasize one model over The others.

Normal Developmental Models. These models are reflected in cur-
ricula based on normal child development literature (e.g., Alpern &
Boll, 1972; Bayley, 1968: Gesell- & Amatruda, 1942). Skill areas se-
lected are determined by the behaviors normal children usually develop
at Various ages. Skills are arranged according to the sequence in which r,

Children .normally acquire them. In the area of language, for example,
this model would first determine a hearing-impaired chjld's develop-
mental functioning levet. For-example, if the student were functioning
at the 4-yearfold leVel, instnictional skills would be selected and ordered
.accdding to a normal, developmental_sequence for language acquisition
at the 4-year-old stage.- The age of the student would make little differ-
enee. The assumption would be that language has a definite and com-
plex structure, and that parts of this- structure depend on the.language
components previously Mastered

Task Analytic Model. In some curricula, tasks are selected for a
yariety of reasons and then sliced into smaller steps for instruction.
Curricula designed with a task-analytic framework consider the particu-
lar tasks that are important for a child to learn, the learning sequence
needed, and the prerequisite behaviors needed to learn the tasks. For
exaMple, the skill area of dressing may be considered essential for a
student to learn. Because many dressing behaviors can be taught in
different ways, tasks would be differently -broken down into smaller
steps depending on the learning sequence perceived to be easiest for a
particular student to s t e r. Thus, the task "puts on T-shirt" might be
analyzed and taught to one student by having the student insert the head
through the neck hole. followed by the arms through the shirtsleeves;
another student may need to approach the task by inserting the arms
through the shirtsleeves, followed by the head through the neck hole.
Regardless of the learning sequence, certain prerequisite behaviors
would be heeded by any student in the "T-shirt program," such as the
grasp motion, push and pull motions, and directed arm and head move-

. ments. The task analytic model reflects remedial philosophy, but the
basic strategy can be used with any Of the other three models.

Functional Model. The functional model revolves around the
question, "What esSential tasks does a student need in order to function
in a variety of settings?" With such a question as a guideline, tasks are
selected for the cumculum based on potential contributions to indepen-
dent living. For example., rather than sorting round blocks from square
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blocks, an older student might be ta,ught to sort dishes (e.g.; cups,
saucers, and plates) while putting them into a cupboard. Functional
models emphasize curricula that are environmentally based, and provide
age-appropriate activities that are tautzht, where posSible, in a natural
context.

Adaptive/Prosthetic Model. Some-curricula are designed espe-
cially for students with sensory or motor deficits. Under such a model,
tasks that usually require a certain modality are taught by means of
another modality. For example; language tasks might be taught to multi-
ply involved hearing-impaired students who have failed to acquire
speech through a combination of manual and spoken English. Prosthetic
equipment, such as walking devices, might be used to teach tasks to
onhopedically involved hearing-impaired students. This approach as-
sumes that some children need to learn skills that are not typically
needed by others. The intent is to provide students with alternative skills
that will enable them tolunction more effectively in their environmentS.

When selecting or developing curricula., teachers should be aware of
the different-models because they significantly influence the nature and
order of instructional tasks students will learn. Given the four options,
which approach is best suited to the Multiply involved hearing-impaired
learner? This question must be considered in relation to the role of
curricula in education programs for these learners.

Pole of Curriculo

Becaue multiply handicapped students have difficulty acquiring skills
through incidental learning, and because they experience more difficulty
developing ,compensating behaviors, curricular deficits are more likely
to adversely affect,these students' general functioning in childhood and
later adulthood. Multiply involved hearing-impaired students itand a
greater chance of being institutionalized if, at adulthood, they have
failed to acquire the minimum coMpetencies rtecessary for community
living. Viewed in this light, the role of curricula for the multiply in-
volved hearing impaired should aim to prepare them to function as
independently as possible in many least restrictive settings. This re.
quires that curricula be longitudinal in scope, and that they consider
both current and potential future environments.

Curricula must reflect both the chronological ages and the functiOning
levels of students. Much curricular content currently used with multiply
involved hearing-impaired students is based on material developed for
younger, normal hearing-impaired students. The result is often watered-
down, age-inappropriate curricula that rarely prepare students to func-
tion independently in various postschool settings'.' Given that the role of
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cunicula for the mUltiply involved hearing impaired should be' to de-
Velop ftmttional skills that will maximizes the potential for independent
living in- varied en:iimnments, curricula based on a functional model,
with a remedial.orientation would seem to have the most 'merit..

Concerns with Curridulum Based on Normal DevelOpment
..

The primary concern with normal developmental models as a basis for
curriculum design with heating-impaired multipli handicapped students
is that such models are uSually insensitive to the development of age-
appropriate- skills..Tasks that are appropriate for normal-6-year-old chil-
dren are usually inappropriate for' I8-year-old students, even if they are
funotiOning at a 6-year-old level. Stacking blocRs, for, example, may be
an appriopriate task for a 6-year-old student. But thelask is nonfunc-
tional and- age-inapprotiriate for an older student, even if the student is
!developmentally ,functioning at. a 6-year,ola leVel. 'Instead, alternative
tasks that will elicit stacking behavipr should be substituted for the older ,

student, such as stacking dishes, boxes, or clean clothes. For students
who are about to' graduate frcim school, developmental Sequences do riot
ordinarily result in- the attainment of the skills that are critical to inde-
pendent fimetioriing in several environments. s.

At least four other problems are associated. with normal develcipment
I. curriculum models for the multiply involved heating irriPaiied..,First,4.3 .

(I) developmemal 'aurricula are Usually Unsuitable tor sensory- and motor.;
impaired, children. The milestones of normal development do not take
into account the effect of sensory and motor disabilitimon child devel-
opulent: In -particular, the synergistic effects of multiple handicaps are
not reflected in normal developmental milestones. For example, con-
sider. the 'clifficultiet- that in orthopedically handicapped stirdent would
encounter trying to progrest!through a normal developmentar sequence
in the grossmotor area. These difficulties. would be substantially magni-
fied in a -student. with'hearing anti/or 'visual impairments: .

-Second, the appropriateness of teadihess.ant developmental behaviors
and their sequences OP occurrence are questionable with respect to the
multiply involved hearing-impaired child; Clearly, milltiply involved ,

hearing-impaired children art not a normal population: Many7multiplY ,

involved heating-impaired students cannot, for physiological reasons,
display certain normal behaviort. Thus, &lei Will be unable to meet the
readiness assumptions associated with normal developmental models..
For example, how does a child without hands display the "palmer\
grasp" response, -presumably, a prerequisite 40 numerous motor tasks?'
By substituting compensating' behaviors, such as by relying \heavily on
tither limb parts and shoplders, as well as kiy using prosthetic- hand
devices, such a child could accomplish' many motor, skillsbut not
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necessarily in- the manner specified :in a normal deVeloprnemal se-
quence, and ,without the presumed readiness behaviors needed for these
tasks. Sometimes multiply involved hearing-impaired people, partial-
larly dose who are moderately anti severely retarded, acquire mime
skills in a fragmented fashiOn. That is, they -may develop mite coinplex.
Skills wRhout ever: displaying the Presumed prerequisites for Mich skills.
Additionally, many multiply involved hearing-impaned students. have
been institutionalized and/or kept' from social and educational experi-
ences. It is:illogical to 'expect these pupils to progress through-develop-
mental sequences derived from research on normal Chiktren:

Third, becaute normal development sequences dO not take into. ac-
count the synergistic effects of multiple handicaps, developmental task*
become less and less ageappropriate as '`inultiply involved students get
older.. Few multiply involved hearing-impaired children gain 12 mOntht
developmentally in 12 Months of time. A 1-year-old rnultihandicapped
baby may:function,: for example; at a 2-month-old developmental level
at the lime of assessMent.' Thus, the baby is only 10 months behind the -
normally, developing 1:year-old child. By the' age of 6, howeVe4 rftis
same child may he futtctioning 8t only a 2-year-Old level; having aver,
agedlett than 12 months ofdevelopmental gain per year. NoW thethild
is 4 yearktbe ind the 'normally developing 6,year-o1d. Thus, the discrep-

. ancY between Multiply 'involved children's developmental and Chrono- .
'logical ages often widens as they grow.older. - ,

". Finally, nornial development.nrodela fail to offer alternative Sequences
for still .develOpment 'and, therefore, tend to ighore the fUnction of
behavior. The function of the developmental milestone of walking, for
example, is t6 move one's bodY through space. When developmental
milestones are translated into their functions, alternative behaviort can
be determined that wilr serve the funCtions for persons needing altema-:
tive Skills. Once deviation it needed Within' a developmental sequence,

Vie remaining portion of the sequence is generally not useful for instruc-
tional purposes.

44.

Merits ot the Functional, Approackto Curriculum Development

The functiOnal approach has :several advantages, 'four of which are
especially important for multiply involved hearing-impaired students
and their teachers:

The approach requires the analysis of current and possible future
-Jiving and working envirdnments. This encourages -curricula to
include age-eppropriate skills that are functional to individual stu-
depts. Instructional goals can be ranked in relation to the skills
found most essential to competent living.
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2. Because the approach considers Inxlependent functioning in future
as well as current environments, it- encourages the development of
curricula with a longitudinal scope. This facilitates instructional
Planning, since a longitudinal curriculum can be used as a map to
.chart a student's present and past positions and zeeded future
COUTSe-S.

3. Learning tasks emanate from specific Skil, ls needed:m s envi-
ronments. The specificity of the skills makes it easy io develop
behavioral objeatives, which in turn facilitates pupil evaluation and
the measurement of program effectiveness.

4. The functional model is flexible, incorpOratini task-analytic,
adaptive/prosthetic, or normal developthentar approaches where
necessary.

-

Limitations of the Functiondl Made(

The functional model also has ittkshare of disad:/antages.. First: _be-
cause it is highly individualized, the 'sequence of skills needed to func-
tion in one or more environments often must be searched out, task-
analyzed, and mapped longitudinally by the teacher. Clearly,*ttis is a
time-consuming erideavor. In contrast, there is extensive literature on
normal child clevelopment and several commerCially avaii4bile curricula
built on developmental moklels: To some extent, teachers of multiply
involved hearing-impaired students can overcome this tirctblenr by using
curricula'developed for the severely/profoundly handicapped. Examples
'of packages ourrently on the market include:. The Teaching -Research
Curriculum for the Moderately' and Severely Bandicaliped (Fredkricks,
Riggs, Furei, Groove, Moore, McDonnell, JordartaHanson, Baldwin,
& Wadlow, ,1976)yThe Right-to-edueation Chilff(Myers, Sinco, &
5talma, 1973); anr,rningStaircase (Coughran &Goff, 1976). ,

A second lirrntatioriOf the .ftinctional approach,is that a logical analy-
sis of several enyironments' needs to be made, sonietirnes for each
student in the class. For example., when multiply involved hearing-
impairea students are classified as "severely hariOicaoned" or "multi-
ply handicapped" for service delivery purposes. the teacher must deal
with broad 'categories that may even include children witi normal hear- -

ling. Functioning levels may be so diverse as to riequire several analyses
,of different environments relevant to every student in the class. This`
would depend on teacher-generated curricula rather than prepackaged\
materials. When students are groupedo according to furictioning.level as
well ai age, likelihood i,ncreases that one analysis of different environ-
vents, and the appropriate skill sequences developed; will be meanina-

_

ful to most students in the class.
Finally, the fyrictional approach may' conflict with the p hilosophies,

objectives, and terrriinology of education teams within a. sehooE This is

particularly a problem in interdisciplinary settings. Members of the in-
terdisciPlinary team, particularly physical, occupational, and speech-
language therapists, may base their teaching sequences and recommen-
dations on normal development.

Basic tasks for Structuring a FunctiOnal Curriculum

Fivetasks -are essential to the design of ftinctional curricula. The tasks
are interdependent and logically hierarchical, although different tasks
can often be conducted concurrently. Several speCialists, as well' as-
parents, will need to assist itie classroom teacher with these tasks.

.Firtti identify the current home, school, community, and vocational
environments in which the hearing-impaired multielly handicapped stu-
dent presently functions. Possible environments for a secOndary-level
student might be described: (a) lives, at home on Weekends, holidays,
and during summer months; (b) *attends a residential school for the
hearing impaired, secondary-level placement; (c) participates only in
select community.activities initiated bythe school, such as an annual art
-fair and a basketball clinic; (d) works two afternoons a Week in a
sheltered wory,shop setting.

Second, identify the activities frequently takirig place in these set-
fings. This step requires an ecological inventoty, The teacher (or par-

aids, or triecialists) would visit each of the settings to monitor and
, record the types of activities occurring in each setting and the general

-frequencies with which they occur (e.g., very often, sometimes). In
Nine cases, a checklist of possible activity categbries could be devel-
oped before visiting a setting if-the teacher were familiar with the types
of activities that ordinarily 'occurred in the setting. For example, the
school vocational counselor might be quite familiar with the sheltered
workshop setting, having placed many students there in the past. If not,
the ecological inventory is conducted by taking figa notes and recording
anecdotal observations. When activities characteristie' of each setting ,
have been identified, the teacher ,then groups them into content areas
(e.g., "independent travel" and "being on time's might fall under the
vocational area) to form a skilli sequence. The resulting sequence
should reflect- a longitudinal strand, with activities ranging from least to .
most complex.

- ,Third; identify he next least restrictive environmentslto which Ism-
dents could proç,d after akhieving the skills required ift their immedi-
atesenvir ments. For exaffiple, a secondaryllevel student may be able
to move ro 's or her parent's home to a group home in the coniniu-
nity after grad ion; or from sporadic school-sponsored community
activities, such ,as, e annual art fair, to regular community-sponsored
activities such as icipation in Scout troops. Even if place nts do ri

- I-
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not change, environments can become less restrictive ty widening op-
portunities and responsibilities within them.

Fourth, identify the activities- frequently performed in the environ- .
ments that have been identified in the third step. For example, what
types of activities characterize the local Boy Scout troops? Or, what
types of activities must the student be able to conduct to function effec-
tively in a group horhe setting? When these activities are identified, they
can be grouped into content'areas and a skills sequence can be formed
within content areas. These sequences should be an extension of those
developed in the second step.

Finally, identify desirable future crivironments that would be least
restrictive. For example, vocational placement or employment in' theprivate sector is preferable over sheltered workshop arrangements. Thisstep insures early and continuous programming for skills that will
broaden oppdrtunities and facilitate independent functioning in adult-hood.

Final Considerations

Five tenets of the functional approach are essential to its integrity, andserve as guidelines for the developMent of functional curricula:
1." The functional approach requires that curricula reflect training

areas for multiple environments that are chronologically age-
appropriate as well as least restrictive. Environments that are not
age-appropriate cannot logically be considered least restrictive,
since they do not offer opportunities for teaching or modeling °
behaviors that are relevant to age.

2. The functional model poses a question before putting any skill in
the curriculum: "Will the student be in school long enough to
develop this skill to the point where it will become functional?"

.3. Despite the flexibility ortfie functional approach, it h cautious in
its use of normal developmental and ad)ptive/prosthetic models.
Normal development sequences are used only when children func-
tion near the normal range within a content area, and only if the
developmental sequence is seen as facilitating independent func-.
tioning in the content area. Adaptive/prosthetic approaches are
used only when it has been determined that acquisition of a normal
skill is impossible, or that development of an alternative skill
would expedite acquisition of a normal skill. Since the goal of a
functional Model is, to develop-skiliS that will maximize interaction
in a number of environments, the approach carefully evaluates the
'substitution of alternative skills for more normal skills. The ap-..
proach does not automatically assume, for example, that multiply
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involved Ahearing-impaired students need alternative communica-
tion modes such as sign language, Bliss Symbols, or communica-
tion boards. Sinep such skills can be applied only in limited set-
tings, they ma)f not foster maximal community integration. ,

Nevertheless, some students need alternative skills to operate in
their environments. Choosing alternative skills does not rule out
efforts to teach the more normal' skills in the future. In some cases,
the lifelong need for adaptive/prosthetic behaviors is quite clear.
For example, a hearing-impaired child with spina bifida may never
be able to walk. Obviously an alternative Mobility skill must be. '
developed. Under a functional model, the curriculUm *would in-
clude a unit on wheelchair mobility in relation to different environ-
ments. This area may be the only 'aspect of the child's Curticulurn
that draws from the adaptive/prosthetic model.

4. The deliver of instruction is guided by two important factots.
First, in choosing multiple environments, desirable settings should
not be ignored merely because students will net be able to perfoim
all of the activities that take place in these settings. Instead, it is
desirable to develop skills that. will allow 'students to partake in
some of the activities of different environments. Second, instruc-
tion ihould occur in natural settings wherever possible. In the
classroom, a student may be able to select pictures of food items
tvhen given their written labels, but this does not mean the student
will be able to select them in the grocery store when given, a
shopping list.

5. Multiply involved hearing-impaired students should constantly be
required to perform in varied' and increasingly complex environ-

. ments. As students move into new environments, transition strate-
gies are needed so that moves are success oriented and nonthreat-
ening. 'fransition plans should address the student's internal needs,
such as the skills that are initially required to move into a new
setting, and his or her external needs, such as inservice training for
an aide and general community awareness. ,

'The functional approach is not a panacea for curriculum development .
for all multiply involved hearing-impaired students. However, the ap-

ach offers a promising alternative to curriculum approadies that haw/itt been successful with the heterogeneous hearing-impaired, multipl.,
andicapped Population. Functional curricula maximize the likelihood

that-students will develop skill repertoires that will help them to adjusc
' in many least restrictive contexts, and such curricula are responsive to .

legislative mandates.
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Selected Resources on Available Curriculum and Materials

Designed for Rearing Impaired Developmentally Disabled

Foster, E., Levy, J., & tullison,'S. Let the Sunshine In: 'Learning

activities for multiply handicapped deaf children. Silver Spring, Md.:

National Association of the Deaf, 1972.

Written to stress an individual approach to learning, this

material contains units of study covering social training,

time, and money. Vocabulary,is introduced_by means of a

total communication approach to learning. Work is highly

structured, and books are bound so that they can be broken

'apart and used in individual segments.
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Huffman, J., Hoffman, B., Gransee, D., Fox, A., James, J., & Schmitz, J.

Talk with me: Coomunication :with the multi-handicapped deaf.

Northridge, Ca.: Joyce Motion Picture Co., 1975.

This manual contains over 400 special-signs, and games,

receipes, activiries,, and practice sentences. Material

is basea on'activities proven effective for use with

multihandicapped deaf persons in the California State

hoSpital system.
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Hyde, S., and Engle, D. The Potomac program: A curriculum for the

severely handicapped deaf e tearing impAT,ed non verbal.-BeaVerton,

Or.: Dormac Inc., 1977.

Developed by two teachers of the severely multi=handicapped

deaf, this curriculum has been designed as a tool for .

individualized instruction, or for group instruction. The

eight sections cover: matching, categorization, sequencing,

'gross motor skills, fine motor skills, sign language,

introduction to hearing aids and auditory training, and

introduction to speech. Behgvioral objectives, sub-

objectives, and activities are provided.

I
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&Kinney, R. Toe-hold literacy paCket. :tog Angeles; Photo-SChdol

Films, Inc., A74. (Distributed in cooperation with'Gallaudet .

College; available from the Gallaudet College Bookstore, Kendall.

'Green, Washington, U.C. 20002.)

Series of books develoPed for use in teaching communitation skills

.1

to deaf adolescents and adults who, have linguistic skills significantly

below-average . Field tested with'hearing

structured materials with core

followlng commands, generatfng

\

impaired students. 11ighly

vocabulary provide activities on

sentences, and answering questions.

t
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Peterson, B., & Schoenmann, S. Building b9zcks for developing,basic

language: Language curriculum developed forsdeaf-multi-handicapped.

Beaverton, Or.: Dormac, Inc., 1977.

This is a revision of the language curriculum originally developed

for use in the Deaf Multi-Handicapped Unit at the California School

for the Deaf, Riverside. It is based on.the Apple Tree sentence

patterns used in combination with the color coded,Fitzgerald Key.

A task analytic approach to language teaching, the curriculum

contains performance objectives and sequential teaching/learning

activities. Also included are Sample Lesson Plans, a Sample euntinuous

Record- Checksheet, Initial Vocabulary Checksheeta, and a Categorization'

Skills,Checksheet.
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Potocki, P. A., and Miller, B. L. Hands on: A manipulative curriculum

for teathins multiply hAndicapped hearing impaired students. Tucson,

Az: Communication Skill Builders, 1980.

This curriculum was developed fo use with severely multi-
.

. '

handicapped children functioning below a three.year level in

language and/or conceptual development. A teacher's guide

section covers approach, entry behavior, structure and content,

and clasaroom applications. Curriculum iections include

readiness; communication, language structures, language

concepts,_pre-math, aural rehabilitation, and speech. Section

notes contain evaluation material, objectives, and a hierarchy

of the learning sequence.
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EducationaVProgramming toF
Multiply lnVolved Deaf Students
Claudia Arkell

The lack of educational opportunities for multiply involved deaf incpvidua ls,
cbupled with the severity of their handicaps, has usually resulted in these
individuals functioning at véçy low devetopmentdl levels across a nionber of
skill areas. This lack of skill presents special problems with respect to educa-
tional programming proced res. it strategy for designing education programs
for these individuals must be devised if the schooling process is to be success-
ful. This article suggests a six-phase programming cycle to be folloWed wfien
developing instructional programs for deaf students with máltiple involve- ,

ments. The six phases represent the most important variables in educational:
programming, as sonceptualized by the author. These phases incltide child
observation and assessment, pinpointing behavior, writing instructional objec-
tives, constructing task-analyses, developing instructional program designs,
and designing evaluation procedures.

Until recently, many multiply in-volved deaf students' did nt have eaSy
access to public or private school programs. With the passam of The
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (Public Law 94-142),
these students will. be guaranteed adrhission to public school Programs. A
strategy for designing optimal edtiCation programs for them is nee0ed, if
the schooling process is to be maximally effectivt. Such a strategy should
ensure that school programs for these students will not become- mere
maintenance routines. Rather, the primary goal of education programs for
multiply involved students should be to make them as independent as
possible, so that they will function as effectively as is possible within the
least restrictive environmental setting. All instructional programs for
these students.should be directed toWard this end.

,71 .

The Programming Process

The myriad of educational problems tqically seen in deaf students with
multiple involvements necessitates a systekatic structuring of the educa-
tion programming process, if instructional intervention with these stu-
dents is to be successful. Such a structure has been developed (Arkell..
1976) and field tested in the Albuquerque Public Schools, AlbUquerque.

, New Mexico, and is applicable to deaf students with associated learning
disabilities and behavior problems as well as other sensory and physical

.0" handicaps. InAbuquerque, all students were functioning in the severely
o r profoundly retarded rangi (obtained IQ scores on the Weschler Intelli-
gence Scale for Children were below 35) and all students were functioning
at a 3-year-old or less general development level. All students displayed
serious deficits in adaptive behavior. In particular, most were nonam-
bulatory, did not possess a functional communication Aystern, and lacked
self-help skills. These students required a systematic approach to pro-
gramming, one that would prbvide giiidelines for structuribg the learning
environment.

The approach, AS described in this paper, results in a cyclical process of
&id:dent information input, teaching procedures, evaluation, and program
Modification': similar to diagnostic teaching. The process provides con-
tinual difectives to the teacher in terms of short- and long-range educa-i
tional

This programming piocess involves sixphases. These phases and the
sequence in which they should occur can be designated as follows: 1) A

obserygtionlassessment period is conducted to determine a stu-
dent:s educktional strengths and weaknesses; 2) Target behaviors are

_pinpoin0d: 3) An instructional oNictite for 'each target behavior is writ-
terr,..4) A taskandlysis of each behavior in each instructiOnal objective is
developed; 5) An instructional program design or teaching methodology
is Lonstructed to teach the component skills in the task analysis; and
finally 6) An evaluation procedure, todetermine the effectiveness of each
instructional program, is designed.

Phase I: Child Observation Assessment Period

The' purpose of the child observation and assessment phase is to deter-
mine the student's strengths and weaknesses, enabling the teacher to
select relevant curriculum areas for educational programming. The usage
of informal assessment devices, such as behavioral checklists or
criterion-referenced tests, is the most functional approach to this phase.
Four observation strategies have been found useful 'with multiply in-
volved, deaf students (Arkell, 1977). One strategy is to use a normal
developmental checklist of behaviors across a number of skill areas, such
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as motoi'development, communication, self-help, and socialization. Sev-
eral such checklists are available (e.g., Cohen, Gross, & Haring, 1976).
Most of the behaviors in these lists are operationally stated so that it can
be easily determined whether a student does or does not possess the
behaviors listed, The usage of such checklists facilitate& the measurement
of student behavior since a change in behavior readily indicates devel-
opmental, progress or regression. While it is important to recognize devel-
opmental gains or losses, teachers of multiply involved deaf students must
also be able to recogniie the development of functionally useful skills ihat
do not appear on normal developmental checklists, such as progress in
using a communication board.

The behavioral checklist offers an alternatiue to the developmental
checklist. These checklists, ofteo teacher-made, contain a list of behav-
iors usually in a narrov; skill area, such as eating. Teachers can select
behavioral checklists, or construct ones, which incorporate ,skill areas
particularly germane to multiply,involved deaf students, such as learning
to use a nonverbal communication system. The behaviors of these
checklists are operationally stated. A .teacher observes the student to
determine which of the behaviors the &tudent possesses. The major dif-
ference between the developmental and behavioral checklist' is that the
behavioral checklist is not sequenced according to normal development,
but rather is "logically" sequenced. That is, behaviors within a particular
skill area are listed from easy t6Alard. Such checklists are useful since
many deaf students with multiple involvements demonstrate uneven
growth patterns and/qr "splinter skills." Both developmental and behav-
ioral checklists provide a teacher with information regarding specific
skills the student possesses or lacks. Such information subsequently pro-
vides directives for educational progiamming.

The- third approach to child observation is the usage of anecdotal rec-
ords. Such record% usually contain brief remarks k)f a pupil's behavior, as
a teacher perceives it. Anecdotal records have been kept by teachers for
many. many years. However, it apprars that with the recent advent of
operant technology in the schools these records have, lost acceptance by

educators, presumably because of their inherent subjectivity. Instead.
behavioral descriptors of a student's functioning, as in developmental and
behavioral checklists. are seen as more objective and, hence. more ap-
propriate. Unfortunately, . behavioral and developmental checklists do not
always pick up subtleties in student behavior that have implications for
programming. The way a teacher perceives a student's general behavior.
such as mood% and reactions to different environmental stimuli, can have

significant implications for designing teaching procedures and education
programs.

A fourth approach to child observation is a partici ant-observation
strategy This strategy. which is based on naturalistic t thnographic
research procedures. is basically a long-term extension of the anecdotal
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record approach. It entails the keeping of detailed teacher and aide obser-
vation statem&nts of students' behaviors. The school program is consid-
ered the "field" and teaching staff members frequently go through their
field notes in an effort to uncover patterns of student behavior that may be
developing.

With the deaf, multiply involved student none of these four approaches
should be used to the exclusion of the othe,r three. All of the& have
individual advantages and, when used in combination, they provide a
comprehensive picture of where a student is functioning and what types of
instructional programs are. needed.

Phas 11: Pinpointing Target Behaviors
Once a student's strengths and weaknesses have been assessed, the

next step in the educational programming cycle is to pinpoint target be-
haviors for educational intervention. These are behaviors which the
teacher is interested in accelerating, decelerating, or perhaps simply
monitoring. With respect to multiply involved, deaf students, there is
generally a need to accelerate behaviors across the entire basic skills
realm (i.e., self-help, communication, motor development, socialization.
and preacademics). Behaviors that often need to be deCelerated include
stereotypic behaviors (e.g., head banging, rocking) and nonfunctional com-
munication habits (e.g., novel gestures). There is often a need to deceler-
ate socially inappropriate behaviors such as grabbing another child's toy.

The term "pinpoint" originally came from a set of instructional proce-
dures referred to as "precision teaching" (Haring, 1970; Lindsley, 1971).
Pinpointing meanr the precise specification of behavior in -measurable
terms (Cohen et al., 1976). Since measurement is an inherent part of ihe
definition of pinpointing, it is absolutely essential that the pinpointed
behavior be overtly observable. Then it can be measured in order to
'determine the extent to whiclithe behavior is really occurring. This initial
measure is referred to as a baseline or the operant rate. It is a measure of
behavior before any kind of intervention procedures are instituted. Since
the baseline provides a good measure of the frequenci or infrequency of
the behavior, it furnishes directives for the type of instructional interven-
tion to be designed.

Phase Developing Instructional Objectives

Once target behavio'rs have been identified, they must be translated into
instructional objectives before teaching procedures can be designed. An
instructional objective is a statement that describes precisely what skill a
student will be able to perform after completing a prescribed unit of in-
struction. the condition(s) under which the student wiAxhibit the skill,



and II criteria for evaluation of acceptable performance. An example
might be: When shciwn a piece of bread and given the appropriate com-
munication cue, "What is this?" the student will respond, "Bread," in
spoken and/or signed form, within 15 seconds with 100 percent accuracy.

Phase IV: Task Analysis

When an instructional objective has been specified, the next step in the
programming process is to identify a sequence of component skills which
lead frtim respon'ses in the student's repertoire to performance of the
objective (Williams, 1975). Task analysis is the enumeration of such a
skills sequence. Essentially it involves determining what skills to teach
and their appropriate sequence (easy to hard). It does not deal with meth,-
'odology, that is, how to teach a skill.

All of the component skills that students need to be able to perform in
order to master the objective are listed, then sequenced from easy to hard.
Williams (1975) suggests that a good way to identify all of the component
skills is to ask the question: "TQ master this objective, what necessary
component skills must the student be able to perform?" After each com-
ponent skill is identified, the saMe question is asked until further compo-
nent skills cannot be identified.

'Task analysis is especially advantageous for multiply involved, deaf
students. Most of these students have serious deficits in the receptive
communication area. If they are going to learn a task, it is usually neces-
sary to instruct them on each of its steps. Special teacher cues, such as
modeling and physical prompts, can be attached to each step of the task to
help the child understand what is expected of him or her. With this popu-
lation of students it is crucial to know whether a child's failure to respond
correctly results from conceptual inability tcr perform the task or from
failure to comprehend what he or she was supposed to do.

Phase V: instructional Program Designs

The next step in the piogramming process is to develop a teaChing plan
to implement the skills secluence. One format -whieh has been field tested
in the AlbuqUerque Public Schools and has been found useful with multi-
ply involved, deaf students is a modified version ofa format suggested by
Williams, Brown, and Certo (1976), delineating eight essential compo-
nents of gooti instructional programs. The format used in some Albuquer-
que Public School programs incorporates several of these components.
Specifically, this format includes: a lesson heading, a rationale, the instruc-
tional objective, a baseline measure, the sequence of skills enumerated in
the task analysis, the-teaching strategy, plans for teaching generalization
of response. and an evaluation component.

r: P./ e-

The lesson heading is a behavioral description of the exaci skill- the
instructiOnal program, is designed to teach. An example might be: Ties
Shoes.

The rationale is a statement explaining why the student needs to learn
this particular skill. It ispf primary importance here to consider how the
lesson will contribute to a student's overall level of independent function-
ing.

The"izstrzIctionaI objective; previously determined, is the terminal goal
which t e student should master if the instructional program is effective.

The baseline measure, usually begun as soon as a target behavior has
been pinpointed, is the measure of the operant level at which the student
is presehtly performing the desired response. It is extremely important as
it provides.an indication of the level at which instruction should begin, as
well as a basis for comparison of the pre- and post-instructional interven-
tion periods.

The sequence of skills to bp-mastered includes not only the component
skills of the task but prerequisite skills as well. These are end" behaviors
that students must possess before they can master the first component
skill determined by the task analysis.

The teaching s"trategy delineates specific procedures employed to teach
the student how to perform each of the component skills described in the
task analysis. It is divided into steps which correspond to the number of
steps (component skills)sin the task analysis. Each of these steps usually
contains a minimurTi of four teacher cues. The first cue is usually an
appropriate (spoken and/or signed) communication prompt. That is, the
student is requested to perform the desired behavior. Often this prompt is

.not successful, particularly with deaf-blind and severely retarded deaf
students. If this prompt is not successful in getting the student Co emit the
correct response, the teacher then mOdels the correct behavior. With
multiply invillved, deaf students, the demonstration should be paired with
a spoken and/or signed cue Whenever possible, or followed immediately
by one. The third cue, a partial physical prompt, is initiated if the model-
ing is unsuccessful in facilitating the desired student response. This
prompt requires that the teacher provide somc miriimum physical assist-
ance to the student that might be helpful in bringing about the desired
response. If this prompt fails, the fourth teacher eue, a full physical
prompt, is given. Here, the teacher provides maxima') physical assi.'i
ance by taking, the learner physically through the desired behavior. Boa,
typcs of physic'al prompts should be coupled with or followed by spokeu
and/or signed cues since, ultimately, the goal is to get the studenyo bt
able to Perform the correct response on spoken and/or signed cuelonly
Usage of this cue heirarchy, has proven very successful with Multiply
involved', deaf students (Arkell, 1977).
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Generalization Of response is the next section of the program design.
Here..plans are briefly outlined for teaching the student howl() perform
this response in different situations, at the request of different people,
using different materials and different language cues. This section is ex-
tre.mely important as multiply involved students often learn a new behav-
ior m a classroom context but are unable to generalize that -behavior to
other appropriate environmental situations. In :partieular. Multiply in-,
volved. deaf students often learn to perform a responSe based on certain
language 'cues. but &those cues are %lightly altered they may fail to corn-
prehendthe iequest. Thus, after these students have adequately learned a
new behavior. teachers must consciously build new language cue's into the
lesson plan so that these students will learn to perform the behavipr under
different types of cues.

Et aluatio,J of the student's performance is the final section of the in- _

structional program design. This component is on-going throughout the
programming process and is the sixth phase in the educational programm-
mg cvcle

Phasb VI: Evaluation

rhe putpose of evaluatiot is to deter mine the effectiveness of the in-
strut:tional pwgram in order to provide decision-makers with information
Tegarding the efficacy of their educational procedures. This component
should be continired throughout the instructional program. In general. the
purpose of,evaluation is defeated if it takes place now and again, or only at
the end of the instructional program. When selecting an evaluation,strat-
egv the teacher sbould consider at least these things: what is being taught;
the nature of the target behavior requested. the overall goal of the instruc-
hon program. the ease of taking the data using 3 particular evaluation
approach. and the meaningfulness of the units in which the data are re.
ported tor the particular instructronal goal.

Because multiply involved. deaf students often make very slow prog-
ress. it I npoitant to select a measurement strategy that will indicate
minute behavioral gams as they are occurring, if accurate programming
deoNion, ale to he maih. I his piccludes pre- and post-testing. which may
he IlsChll ith tie it tudclits ho aie not multiply handicapped.

I here ale six simple ways to evaluate the effectiveness of an instruction
pwgram These evaluation procedures can be designated as: percentage
analysis. frequency. rate. duration. trials to criterion. and error to criter-
ion

In percentage analysis the number of correct .responscs is divided by
the total number of responses possible. For example. if a student ,got four
out of fly e v.ords correct. the percentage of correct responses.would he g0
percent.

..)" 7 '7

It is also possible to keep a tally or a-courit of correct or incorrect .
responses. This is usually-referred to as a' frequenc,y measure.

If time is important in the measurement of a behavior, as well as fre-
qUency of the response. the evaluation., procedure to use is that of rate.
Rate is the total number of responses a student makes (correa or incor-
rect depending on the-purpose of the intervention program) divided by the
total amount of time in which the itudent had to make the responses. If a
student-gets out of.his or her seat five times during a 10-minute interval,
the rate of out-of-seat behavior is .50. Rate is particularly valUable whcn
the element of time is a critical variable in production of the response.

Sometimes it ig importantlo know hofrw I9ng a behavior lasts.If this is
the case, the appropriate evaluation strategy is that of duration.

Another evaluation strategy has been termed "trials to criterion." As
the phrase implies, this is simply a measure of how many teaching trials it
took before the student reachedgriterion (i.e., the goal). Another version
of this evaluation strategy has been terrhed "errors to criterion." This
measure indicates how many errors a student made before criterion was
reaChed.

Any one of these evaluation strategies can provide a good indication of
the effectiveness of an instruction program, assuming, of course. that the
measure selected is appropriate for the nature of the student-target behav-
ior. It is especially useful to graph the results so that it is apparent at a
glance what kind of a trend the data are taking.

The Albuquerque Public School Prbgiam
The six-phase'cducitional programMing cycle discussed here repre-

sents a synthesis-of various procedures that have been used in educational
ventures with multiply and/or severely handicapped students. In particu-
lar, this programming cycle has been field-tested with severely handi-
capped. deaf-mentally retarded, and deaf-blind students in the Albuquer-
que Public Schools (APS) and other school programs in New Mexico and
found to be highly successful.

Field testing of the programming cycle began in January, 1976, when
the Albuquerque Public Schools initiated an education program for se-
verely, and multiply handicapped studenK living in a private residential
facility. These students had not received any prior educational training
and all were functioning at a profoundly retarded level. Twenty-four stu-
dents were involved in the field testing. They ranged in age from infancy
to DV years. Educational programming for the preschoolers was con-
ducted by university students. since state funding was appropriAte for the
school-age population only. . Student% were placed into one of three groups
("elassroomstithin the facility) based on general developmental func-
tioning level. Baseline data were obtained on all children for each of the
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tasks in which they were to receive instruction. Daily data w,ere then re-
corded for the duration of each child's instructional programs. The utility
of the programming cycle was witnessed within a very short time. By:
May, 1976, five students had progressed so well that they were selected

for integration into a special education program on a regutar elementary
'schCool 'campus, Certain teachers at this site were also ,using the pro-
gramming cycle. Eieldetesting continued at the residential facility for the
next two years. with minor modifiations occurring in some aspects of the
programming cycle. By June.-1978, the residential facility was essentially
deinstitutionalized. All students, except one who is critically ill, attend
special education classes on regular school campuseS! The success of the
programming cycle has resulted in in-service training on a district-wide
basis-to familiariie APneachers at seven special centers with the specif-

, ies of tile cycle. Each of the seven centers is part of a regular public school

campus ("side-by-side" site) where severely and multiply handicapped
children receive their education, integrated wherever possible in regular

education activities.
In-service training with resPect to the programming cycle has also been

conducted at several rural school districts throughout New Mexico for
teachers of the severely/profoundly handicapped. In addition, this inserv-
ice training was provided to teachers and aides in a deaf-blind unit of a
state institution in New Mexico fOr the mentally handicapped. Follow-up
site visits suggested the viability of the programming cycle in these cir-

cumstances.

Conclusions
Although some of the phases in this programming cycle have a basis in

behavioral theory, none of the-, procedures discussed necessarily requires

that a teacher subscribeto a behavioristic philosophy in order to use thern

effectively. They do, however. require that a teacher be quite cognizant of

the variables involved in the- educational environment. -as well as their,
interrelationships. This necessitates structuring the environment so that

antecedent and consequent evenis. which impinge up:in the learner, be-

gome evident enough to be positively manipulated by the teacher. In
addition, this approach to programming necessiiates stating the relevant

events within instructional programs in precise language so that they° are

clear enough to be understood by all who-come in contact with the pro-

gram and observable to the extent that they lenathemselves readily to the .

rpeasyrement process: Such precision is mandatory if education programs
for multiply involved. deafstudents are to be maximally effective.

e.)
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Using Criterion-Referenced Tests
with Handicapped Students Lynne Anderson-Inman

Introduction

Educational history has witnessed
a dramatic change in the assump-
tions educators make About 'learners.
In the past, responsibility for ac-

`' quiring the knowledge and skills nec-
essary to perform successfully in the
adult world was placed primarily on
the student. Teachers were provided
to direct the course of learning and
pass out information but it was the
students' responsibility to learn, re-
gardless of the quality of instruction
to which they were exposed. Stu-
dents were assumed to differ widely
in their ability to profit from instruc-
tion and tests were designed to sort
out which students were which.

In the late 1950's and early '60's,
psychologists and educators began to
explore possible real-world applica-
tions for the principles of learning
derived from laboratory research.
Heavily influenced by B. F. Skin-
ner's initial work with teaching ma-
chines and programmed instruction,
educators and the general public
have beCome increasingly aware of
the power of good .instruction. The
blame for failing to learn has gradu-
ally been lifted from the student, as
well-sequenced and systematicallY
implemented instructional programs
illuminate the potential for improv-
ing any student's academic behavior.
With the realization that there is
such a thing as "good" instruction
came the need for teachers to evalu-
ate the quality of their procedures.
The advent of powerful instructional
interventions and the subsequent
desire on the part of the teachers to
assess when their teaching had been
effective established.a need for alter-
nate forms of educational measure-
ment (Popham, 1975). Standard-
ized achievement tests gave an over-
view of Student improvement but

were,too general to be of any use in
demonstrating when instruction on
specific goals had occurred success-
fully. Standardized diagnostic tests
were useful in identifying areas of
deficiency but were not particularly
helpful in pinpointing specific skills
requiring instruction.

The AdOent of Criterion-Referenced
Tests

The term "criterion-referenced"
testing was first used by Glaser
in .1963 when he drew attention to
the need for an approach to meas-
urement levvhich would be sensitive to
the effects of instruction. Glaser
(1963) called for a test in which a
student's score would provide "ex-
plicit information as to what- the
individual can and cannot do."
Criterion-referenced tests were grad-
ually accepted as more appropriate
for making decisions about individ-
ual student performance than tests
designed to obtain general informa-
tion on the relative ability of a stu-
dent as compared to other students.
The latter type of testing, character-
istic of most achievement measures
currently used in education, has
been labeled "norm-referenced" test-
ing.

Comparison of Criterion-Referenced
Tests with Norm-Referenced Tests

The most significant difference
between criterion-referenced assess-
ment and norm-referenced assess-
ment is the manner in which stu-
dents' scores on the test are inter-
preted. Scores obtained from norm-
referenced instruments acquire their
meaning by referring or comparing
the individual's performance to that

of other individuals who have taken
the same tests, i.e., a norm group.
student performance on norm-refer-
enced tests is-reported in a. manner
which helps to make this comparison
clear. Percentile scores, for example,
indicate the percentage of students
above whom the student scored.
Grade-equivalent scores communi-
cate student performance level by
referring to the average performance -
of previous test takers from a va-
riety of different grades. Similar com-
parisons are implied by scores which
are reported as age-equivalents qr
staninis.

In contrast, scores obtained from
criterion-referenced tests acquire
their meaning by comparing the in-
dividual student's performance on
each skill with a previously estab-

"lished criterion or standard (Popham
& Husek, 1979). How an individual
student performs with respect to
other students is considered irrele-
vant for criterion-referenced assess-
ment. The criterion-referenced test
is deliberately constructed to pro-
vide measurements for specific tasks
or skills (Glaser & Nitko, 1971).
The student's performan6e on each
skill is compared with the criterion
established as indicative of accept-
able performance for that skill. If
the student's performance is equal
to or better than the pre-established
criterion, the student is considered
to have attained competence in ot
mastered that skill. Scores on cri-
terion-referenced tests are most fre-
quently reported as pass/fail for each
skill identified, with "pass" indicat-
ing mastery to the predetermined
standard of performance and "fail"
indicating lack of mastery.

The manner in which test items
are selected and retained is the sec-
pnd critical difference between norm-
referenced and criterion-referenced
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-tests and is directly related to their
differences in purpose. Because norm-
referenced tests are used primarily
to evaluate student differences, i.e.,
identify how welt students perform
relative to each other; good test
items are those, which spread stu-

1dents out ong some continuum
(reading al)* ty, for example). Test
constructors try to select test items
which maximize the variability in
students' scores, the ideal being an
item which 50% of the students, an-
swer correctly and 50% of the stu-
dents answer incorrectly.

Criterion-referenced tests, on the
other hand, have been developed to
make evaluative decisions about in-
struction: (a) which skills a student
has already acquired and therefore
does not need to be taught, (b)
which skills the student has not yet
acquired and therefore needs to be
taught, and (c) the effectiveness of
specific instructional procedures on
previously unlearned skills. Good
test items are those which represent
the content of instruction and are
sensitive to effective instructional
techniques. Test items which stu-
dents answer incorrectly prior to in-
struction but answer correctly after
instruction would be -considered
ideal.

There is a danger in using norm-
ref erenced tests for making decisions
more appropriately made using cri-
terián-referenced instruments, and
the danger rises from this difference
in the way test items are selected.
Teachers have occasionally tried to
analyze individual student perform-
ance on norm-referenced achieve-
ment tests or standardized diagnos-
tic tests item-by-item in order, to
gain information useful for instruc-
tional piogramming. This occurs
most often when norm-referenced
test developers have included a list-
ing of skills or objectives for each
item as American Guidance Service,
for example, has done with Key
Math (1971): Test items selected

4 because they add variability to the
range of students' scores are not,
however, accurate reflections of the
skill domain they represent. In devel-
oping testitems for norm-referenced
assessment, the content and format

of each item are juggled to achieve
the desired variability in student re-
sponding. Such juggling is not usu-
ally conducive to the creation of test
items which best represent the skill
to be evaluated or to the inclusion
of test items which will be sensitive
to changes in student competence as
a result of initruction.

Alternative Terms for Criterion-
Ref erenced, Testing

Before leaving this general over-
view of criterion-referenced meas-
urement, a few words need to be
shared concerning alternatives to the
term "criterion-referenced." As with
many popular movements in educa-
tion, increased familiarity with a phe-
nomenon fosters individualized in-
terpretations by educators attempt-
ing to clarify the more subtle aspects
of its nature. Such attempts at clari-
fication have often led to the selec-
tion of alternative terminology in the
belief that the new words will bet-
ter reflect a particular interpretation
and hence eliminate all previous con-
fusion.

It is in this manner that terms
such as "objectives-based" testing
(Sullivan, 1971), "mastery" testing
(Block, 1971, Crehan, 1974), "do-
main-referenced" testing (Denham,
1975), and "instructional-program
based" testing (Becker & Engel-
mann, 1976) have surfaced. Al-
though differences among the con-
cepts represented by these terms
exist, fundamental to all above terms
is an approach to measuring student
performance which (a) specifies the
behaviors to be measured, (b) estab-
lishes a minimum level of acceptable
performance for each behavior, and
(c) communicates' information to
the teacher which is useful for pro-
gramming instruction and evaluat-
ing the effects of instruction. Al-
though using the term "criterion-
ref erenced"'testing for this approach
may be confusing to some and, offen-
sive to others, popular usage has
established its right to be accepted.
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Where Do Criterion-Referenced
Tests Come From?

As the critic'sl reader has prob-
ably already discerned, the term
"criterion-referenced" refers more to
a way of measuring and interpreting
students' performance than it does
to any specific test or type of test.
In fact, ,the variety of tests claim-
ing to qualify as "criterion-refer-
enced" is astounding to the point of
being suspicious. Developing quality
criterion-referenced tests, however, is
a difficult and time-consuming proc-
ess. A growing source of criterion-
referenced tests are the commercial
publishers of other types of instru-
ments for assessment and evaluation.
Commercially developed criterion-
ref erenced tests were slow in appear-
ing, however. Test developers were
wary of damaging their thriving mar-
ket for norm-referenced tests and
leery of the need to specify clearly
what is being measured (Popham,
;.975). The tests developed by com-
mercial publishers are generally of
two types: (a) those associated vith
massive instructional materials sys-
tems also published by the same
company and (b) those designed to
stand alone as diagnostic devices.

In response to the widespread lack
of criterion-referenced tests and in
concern over their frequent inappro-
priateness for some populations, nu-
merous state and local educational
agencies as well as some university
affiliated projects have stepped into
the test-making business. Although it
is difficult for these part-time test de-
velopers to attain the rigor possible
by the large commercial developers,
locally prepared criterion-referenced
tests have the advantage of matching
the curricular preferences of a spe-
cific region or district. Criterion-
referenced tests developed' in this
manner often reflect the orientation
of the teachers who contribute to the
tests' content and as such are usually
similar in educational philosophy to
the prevailing curriculum materials
of the time and the geographic area.
The tests designed by these groups
or agencies have sometimes focused
on skills felt to be essential for a
specific student population or those



with a particular type of handicap-
ping condition. Locally developed
criterion-referenced tests have also
been growing in popularity as instru-
ments for district-wide assessMent
(Olson, 1976) and statewide evalua-
tion of minimal competencies for
graduation from high school.,

Criterion-referenced measurement
techniques are also being used with
increasing frequency in the develop-
ment of teacher-made tests, and an

-excellent resource is available to
those interested in designing cri-
terion-referenced tests for class-
room instruction (Gronlund, 1973).
Teachers are attracted by the utility
of criterion-referenced tests and the
specificity of information they facili-
tate. Teacher-made criterion-refer-
enced tests are most often developed
by teadhers of students with a wide-
range of academic problems, teach-
ers who devote a portion of their cur-
riculum to units of study on a specific
theme, and teachers who feel the
available criterion-referenced tests
are incompatible with their approach
to instruction or the needs of their
'students.

Using Criterion-Referenced Tests

The utility of criterion-referenced
tests for teachers is derived from the
fact that they are direct measures of
student performance rather than in-
direct measures. For example, a stu-
dent's ability or lack of ability to
identify the main idea in a written
paragraph does not need to be in-
ferred from a general measure of
"reading comprehension." Instead,
the presence or absence of the skill
can be tested directly using crite-
rion-referenced assessment strate-
gies. Direct measures of student per-,
formance are founded on.thaassump-
tion that what one bothers to meas-
ure should be what one plans to teach
or, ot course, its corollary; what is
taught should be what is measured.
This approach to assessment neces-
sitates careful specification of the
behaviors tested or to be tested. It
is exactly this precision, however,
which results in information useful
to teachers. Most criterion-refer-

enced tests give the teacher pass/
fail information for each behavior
or skill tested. This information can
then be used by the teacher to (a)
assess the student's current level of
functioning relative to the curricu-
lum content, (b) pinpoint specific
skills for immediate instruction, (c)
monitor student progress through
the curriculum, (d) probe for "mas-
tery" of skills subsequent to instrue-
tion, and (e) evaluate the effective-
ness of the instructional procedures
or program used.

A word of caution is needed at this
point. It should be remembered that
the purpose of criterion-referenced
testing is to measure what is taught
or what will be taught. Criterion-
referenced tests are only useful to
the extent that the behaviors meas-
ured correspond to the skills covered
in the instructional program. In fact,
it is only When testing and teaching
cover the same well-specified skills
that criterion-referenced tests can be
of assistance to teachers for making
instructional-based decisions. ,

Criterion-Referenced Tests and
Mainstreamink

The special education teacher is
no longer the sole professional re-
sponsible for programming and pro-
viding education to the handicapped
students of this Country. Federal
legislation (P.L. 94-142) requires
that every identified handicapped
student have a written program of
educational goals and objectives (In-
dividualized Educational Program or
IEP) developed by a multidiscipli-
nary team, of which the special edu-
cation teacher is only one member.
In addition, the same legislation re-
quires handicapped students to be
educated with nonhandicapped stu-
dents to the maximum extent pos-
sible, thus encouraging increased
participation and responsibility on
the part of regular education teach-
ers. Although neither of these devel-
opments are totally new in concept
or practice, both have magnified the
importance of criterion-referenced
tests in the education of handicapped
students: the first because it neces-
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sitates diagnostic information on
each student's skill deficits, and the
second because it requires new levels
of data-based communication among
teachers.

However, the extent to which
and the conditions under which
riterion-referenced tests prove use-
ful in public school efforts' to main-
stream handicapped students variet
considerably, largely as a function of
school policy and teacher orientation
to assessment. In schools or districts
participating in large-scale efforts to
individualize instruction, criterion-
referenced tests are frequently ad-
ministered to all students in a build-
ing on a regular basis for one or more
tool 'subject areas. 'Tests adopted for
such extensive assessment attempts
are usually correlated to curriculum
materials produced by the same pub-
lisher. Probably the best known ex-
ample of the above are the tests and
instructional materials developed by
Glaser at the University of Pitts-
burgh's Learnin Research and De-
velopment C er. ow published
by Appleton Centu y; Crofts, Glas-
er's Indivtdually Prescribed Instruc-
tion (IpI) combines criterion-refer-
enced assessment with self-instruc-
tional skill booklets to assist teachers
in accommcidating to individual stu-
dent differences in math. A similar
approach has been adopted by other
publishers as well as by local educa-
tional agencies.

Use of criterion-referenced eests
for the entire student body provides,'
teachers with skill profiles for each
student in a particularpsubject area,
e.g., reading or math. This informa-
tion is then used fp program or group
all students in the school for instruc-
tion in that subject, usually ignoring
traditiona1 grade designations. The
advantages for handicapped stu-
dents of a schoolwide system for as-
sessment and individualizing iil.
struction are probably obvious. The
sylitern is designed to accommodate
learners at all levels. No student
needs to be labeled or segregated in
order to receive instruction at the
appropriate level or apprOpriate
pace. Handicapped students, tested
using the same instruments, can
therefore be integrated easily with-
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out special arrangements or modifi-
cations to the existing curriculum.

In the majority of schools, how-
ever, there is not a widespread use
of criterion-referenced assessment
for the entire student body. Cri-
terion-referenced tests may be used
primarily by the special education
teacher or diagnostic specialist to
gather in-depth information about
studentg who are suspected of having
problems with the academic cur-
riculum. The tests most used for as-
sessing current level of functioning
and specific skill deficits are those
designed to cover a broad range of
behaviorally stated objectives for b.
variety of grade levels. These tests
are usually developed to stand on
their own as diagnostic instruments
but frequently provide the teacher
with prescriptive references to a
nuinber of commercially available
materials, keyed by page to in-
dividual objectives.

The availability of criterion-ref-
erenced test data on handicapped

.,students has considerable utility in a
school's efforts to increaw or main-
tain the extent to which students
with learning and behavioral prob-
lems are educated with nonhandi-
capped students. Direct measures of
the skills handicapped students have
acquirid facilitate an objective ap-..

praisal of 41,.eir strengths and deficits,
thus enhalicing their prospects for
appro'priate placement within the
mainstream of regular education. In-
dividualized Educational Programs
(IEPs), developed with the aid of
criterion-referenced test data and
apitalizing on the specificity of in-

formation gathered, are far more
likely to truly reflect a student's ed--
ucational needs than JEN con-
structed without such information-.
This in turn, leads to IEPs which
are actually useful far -instructional
programming as ,well as functional
for communicating With regular class
teachers, ancillary personnel, and
pa Ten ts.

Criterion-referenced tests which
provide the teacher with an individ-
ualized profile of skills are also use-
ful in developing and implementing
a cooperative system for monitoring

student progress in multiple-class
settin5s. As regular class teachers
assume increasing responsibility for
the education of handicapped stu-
dents, efficient procedures need to
be established for communication on
a systematic basis between regular
and special education personnel.
Criterion-referenced test data, espe-
cially when closely correlated with
the curricula of both special educa-
tion and mainstream settings, can be
invaluable in maintaining a ;ell-
focused cooperative effort towards
meeting the instructional needs of
handicapped students. Those tests
which provide prescriptive informa-
tion referenced to specific instruc-
tional materials are additionally
useful by facilitating the search for
supplementary materials on selected
behaviors or skills requiring remedi,-
ation. And finally, but not unim-
portantly. criterion-referenced tests
can play a significant role in evaluat-
ing the success of selected instruc-
tional procedures, thus providing the
feedback to regular and special edu-
cation teachers necessary for joint
revision of the instructional process.

Selecting Appropriate Criterion-
Ref erenced Tests

Unfortunately, there is no easy
way to assess whether or not a spe-
cific criterion-referenced test is ap-
propriate in any given situation.
Numerous factors determine what
type of criterion-referenced test
would be useful, and an equally large
number of factors influence the qual-
ity of any single test of that type.
Wise selection of criterion-referenced
tests necessitates an adequate aware-
ness of the types of tests available
and of the decisions test developers
have had to make in designing a use-
ful instrument for assessment.

In examining criterion-referenced
tests, four features should stand out
as common to all instruments eligible
for the classification (Note 1). The
first, and perhaps the most mean-
ingful to teachers, is a behavioral
statement of each skill assessed by
the test. This usually appears as a
list of behavioral objectives but is
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sometimes a more detailed descrip-
(,Popham,

1975) or a checklist of tasks
tion of a behavioral domain

and subtasks. The second feature
that criterion-referenced tests have
in common is a means of communi-
cating the acceptable gtandard . of
performance for each behavior or
skill. This, the "criterion," might be
individualized for evh skill or it
might be standard across all skills
evaluated. The third essential fea-
ture is, of course, the test items them-
selves. Although usually of the same
paper and pencil type found on norm-
referenced tests, criterion-referenced
assessment is conducive to less artifi-
cial ways of evaluating knowledge or
skill, and these methods are some-
times employed. Regardless of for-
mat the test items should be selected
or designed specifically to represent
the exact behaviors stated in the ob-
jectives. The fourth and final feature
is some form of data reporting sys-
tem. Although the format for this
may vary considerably, it is critical
that specific information on student
performance be communicated to the
teacher for each behavioral state-
ment, skill, or objective. This allows
the teacher to plan instruction
around each student's individual
stren-gths and weaknesses.

Variations in Criterion-Referenced
Tests

Both beyond and within these four
essential features, one will find con-
siderable variation among comnier-
cially marketed criterion-referenced
tests. Knowledge of the possible vari-
ations can be useful when critiquing
a test for purchase and when inter-
preting the meaning of student per-
formance.
Additional Components

Many tests have one or more ad-
ditional .components 'which can
greatly assist teachers iq adminis-
tering the tests and interpreting the
results afterward. Some tests, for
example, have included a survey or
placement instrument which allows
the teacher to estimate a student's
level of functioning. This informa-e
tion is useful in selecting the appro-



priate portions of a criterion-refer-
enced instrument to be given to
specific students. Some tests include
cassette tapes of the test instruc-
tions, thus freeing the teacher and
allowing students to administer the
tests themselves. This feature is es-
pecially helpful if the test is to be
used frequently to monitor student
progress but is a wasted expense if
the students' disabilities prevent
taking advantage of it. As this
would be the case for most hear-
ing-impaired students, their teach-
ets should exercise caution when
considering such- instruments. Other
criterion-refererked tests are struc-
tured to use computer assisted scor-
ing and reporting services. Although
definitely a time saver, such services
tend to separate the -teacher from
the student's test performance.
Tests which provide computer as-
sisted scoring frequently include per-
formance profiles for the entire class
and or school, in addition to the
usual individual student profile of
skills. These can be useful for group-
ing students for instruction. Record-
ing instruments for developing a
class profile are also sometimes in-
cluded in other criterion-referenced
tests. Perhaps one of the most use-
ful additional components is a pre-
scriptive guide or reference lisLof in-
structional materials. It is usually
correlated by page number to Ihe
test's objectives and can be im-
mensely helpful in locating the re-
sources necessary to provide in-
dividualized instruction on specific

Differences in Test Construction
Much less obvious to teachers, but

far more critical in determining
whether or not Et criterion-referenced
test will ultimately be useful for
planning and evaluating instruction,
are the differences in tests, most of
which arise from decisions made when
the tests are constructed. criterion-
referenced tests vary considerably in
the amount of content assessed, the
specificity of the behaviors meas-
ured, the content of the objectives
selected, the rigor of the criterion
established as reflective of accept-

able performance, the number and
type of test items per behavioral ob-
jective, and the manner in which
student performance is.recorded and
reported.. Each of these is discussed
briefly in an attempt to acquaint
teachers with the wide range . of
variables influencing the construc-
tion of a criterion-referenced test
and their implications for the test's
utility.

1, Amount of content evaluated.
Some criterion-referenced tests have
been developed by commercial pub-
lishers to evaluate a wide spectrum
of -skills across all grade levels in a
single curriculum content area. The
Fountain Valley Teacher Support
System (1972-74), for example, as-
sesses 785 different behavioral ob-
jectives in math alone. By contrast,
other tests are designed to merely
sample the possible range of kills at
any given level. The Basics Arith-
metic Skills Evaluation (BASE)
(1973-74) provides test items for a
selection of appxoxihiately 20° skills
per grade level. Even more narrow
are those tests designed to assess
student performance fOr a single unit
of instruction (capitalization or
time-telling, for example) and those
developed to measure functiohal
ability on a single task like tooth-
brushing. In selecting a criterion-
referenced test it is important to
match the test to classroom needs. If
there is a wide range in student abil-
ities, for example, a test which
focuses on skills from a single-grade
level would probably not be ade-
quate. On the other hand, if a num-
ber of students are in need of inten-
sive instruction on a relatively-,well
defined set of skills, a test prOviding
a narrow but in-depth assessment of
a single skill may be ideal.

2. Specificity of behaviors,tneas-
ured. Although the intent of a cri-
terion-reierenced test is to provide
objective information about a stu-
dent's ability to perform a well-de-
fined behavior, there is incredible
variance of opinion over what con-
stitutes a single learner behavior.
For some criterion-referenced tests,
a single behavior may be as specific
as the "ability to correctly add 4 2."
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Another test, however, might define
a single behavior as "the ability to
correctly add all single-digit com-
binations with sums of 12 or less."
Most triterion-referenced tests actu-
ally provide teachers with informa-
tion about student performance in a
series of "behavior-domains" rather
than isolated skills. There is a limit
to the amount of information a
teacher can effectively process for
decision-making (Popham, 1975),
and comprehensive tests with hun-
dreds of isolated skills to be evalu-
ated may stretch beyond this limit.
Teachers should be cognizant, how-
ever, of the specificity they feel is
desirable and select a test which cor-
responds with their own bkises.

3. Content of objectives selected.
Related to specificity of the be-
haviors measured is the issue of
which behaviors are measured. To
assume that two criterion-referenced
tests in reading (or even in a specific
performance area such as "structural

- analysis") require the student to
demonstrate the same skills is er-
roneous. The variations in possible
task demands for even a relatively
simple hehavioral domain are numer-
ous and not to be considered equiv-
alent. -If ,selecting a criterion-refer-
enced test, teachers 'should examine
the objectives or behavioral state-
ments closely and choose a test
which corresponds with their percep-
tions of the critical skills for that
content area. Some teSts in mathe-
matics, for example, evidence traces
of the 1960's movement toward
"New Math." Set theory and work-
ing with bases other than 10 are no
longer generally taught at the ele-
mentary level, yet quite a number of
criterion-referenced testa include ob-
jectives and items to measure such
skills. When interpreting the results
of a criterion-referenced test, one
should take care to refrain from gen-
eralizing the results of the tests to
skills not actually measured.

4. Type and level of criterion. In
constructing a criterion-referenced
test, one faces two major decisions
with respect to 4the criterion or
standard of acceptable performance.
First, what type of criterion is appro-
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priate and, second, what level of cri-
terion is appropriate. An informal
survey of criterion-referenced tests
reveals that many types of. criteria
have been used. Among those are:
(a) percent of test items correct per
objective, b) rate (number of items
correct per time period), (c) de-
scription of the desired outcome ( the
criteria for well-formed letters, for
instance), (d) duration of respond-
ing (usually in the form of, a time
limit), (e) response latency (the lag
between a command to perform a
skill and the student's behavior),
and (f) the amount of teacher as-
sistance to be allowed. The specific
type of criterion used for any specific
behavior should reflect the purpose
of the test and the performance level
that is meaningful for that skill.

It is perhaps ironic that the name-
sake of a criterion-referenced test,
Lel, the criterion level to which stu-
dent performance is referenced, is
probably the most arbitrarily se-
lected feature of the entire test. At
the present time there is no good re-.
search to guide test developers,
whekher they be commercial publish-
ers or teachers, in the selection ot
an appropriate standard for accept.
able performance. Numerous real-
world factors and constraints influ-
ence the selection of a criterion level
and teachers aware of these variables
are better equipped to interpret the
tests' results accurately. In assigning
a criterion level to. a behavioral
statement or objective, test develop-
ers are influenced by (a) the specific
nature of the skill, i.e., how critical
is it for student survival; (b) the
proficiency required for the skill to
be useful, usually based on real world
demands; (c) the proficiency re-
quired for the student to profit from
later instruction; (d) the number of

'test items and the criterion type pre-
viously selected; and (e) the charac-
teristics of the population for whom
the test is designed, e.g., a slower
oral reading rate would be appropri-
ate for hearing impaired students.

5. The number arid characteristics
of test items. In designing a cri-
terion-referenced test, the ultimate

I'

goal is to ielect or create test items
which accurately reflect the behavior
or skill which is being evaluated. The
degree of success with which this is
accomplished has a tremendous in-
fluence on the generalizabiity of the,
test results and on the validity and
reliability of the test. Even a rela-
tively specific objective has hun-
dreds and perhaps thousands of test
items which could.be considered rep-
resentative of the skill being as-
sessed. Fpr example, Klein and
Kosecoff (1973) have illustrated that
even the following objective, as spe-
cific as it may appear, could easily
generate an item pool of more than
a thousand items:

) The student can compute the cor-
rect product of two single digit
numerals greater than 0 where the
maximum value of this product
does not exceed 20. (p.4)

There are 29 pairs of munbers which
could qualify for inclusion in the
.above objective and at least 10 al-
ternate formats for writing the items,

6'
e.g., 6), 8=, 8, 6.8=, 'etc. This re-
sults in a total of at least 290 com-
binations for this one objective.
Additional modifications such as
altering the sequence of numerals,
using different formats (multiple
choice vs. completion), changing the
mode of presentation (written vs.
oral vs. taped), and changing the
mode of response all serve to din-
crease the potential item pool from
hundreds to thousands (Klein &
Kosecoll, 1973). Each of the above
alterations can have an effect on the
difficulty of ths tett item as well as
on the degree to whiCh the test item
matches the presentation of the skill
in the student's curriculum mate-
rials.

Of more concern to teachers, per-
haps, is the number of test items se-
lected to represent a particular ob-
jective or behavloral domain. Al-
though the usual practice seems to
be 3-5 test items per objective, some
criterion-referenced tests have as
few as a single item for some skills
and as many as.12 items for others.
As there are no empirically based
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guidelines on the number of items
needed to adequately represent a
targeted behavior or skill, the de-
cision is apparently determined more
by such practical constraints as de-
sired test length (Klein & Kosecoff,
1973). In short, there is no com-
pletely satisfactory way for test
items to be selected or constructed,
and teachers should examine any
proipective purchase carefully.

6. Reporting format. Even the
best constructed criterion-referenced
test will be of limited assistance to
teachers if student performance is
not communicated in a way which
is concise yet meaningful. Most cri-
terion-referenced tests include some
form of summary sheet or student
profile with a listing of the behaviors
or skills measured. There are differ-
'ences,,-however, in the way a stu-
dent's test results areffkorded. The
most common option is for each stu-
dent's test performance to be com-
pared with the established criterion
for each skill and then evaluated
eitlfer "pass" or "fail." This evalua-
tion would be recorded, skill by skill,
on the student's individual profile
sheet, under columns labeled various-
ly "know" or "don't know," "yes" or
"no," "pass" or "fail," "reteach" or
"proceed, "mastered" or "not mas-
tered,", etc. Another popular report-
ing format, and one frequently used
in tests with computer assisted scor-
ing, is a three-tiered communication
of a student's level of mastery for
each skill. The three levels are usu-
ally labeled with categories such as
"Mastered," "need to review," and
"not mastered." Some criterion-ref-
erenced tests have been designed to
report the number of test items an-
swered correctly or the number of
errors per objective. This is espe-
cially common in tests with a stand-
ard number of test items per skill
evaluated. Another frequently used
reporting format is the simple check-
list. Although Similar In concept
to reporting past fail, the checklist
is more flexible if skills have been
task-enalyzed and reporting per-
formance on all requisite subtasks
is coRsidered useful for the teacher.



Checklists do not, of course, qualify
as criterion-referenced testi if spe-
llcific guidelines, i.e., criteria, for eval-
uating each skill are not described.

Some criterion-referenced tests
also provide for recording the num-
bereof students passing each objec-
tive. Although not particularly use-
ful for ifrogramming instruction, this
information could be of great value
in evaluating the success of past in-
structional p ocedures. Teachers
selecting crit *on-referenced tests
should examin he manner in which
student performance is communi-
cated and assure themselves that the
system used will provide the infor-
mation necessary for efficient use in
their classroom.

Final Considerations in Selecting
and Using Criterion-Referenced
Tests

It is probably obvious frorii the
preceding section that the design and
development of 'criterion-referenced
tests necessitates making a variety

akof critical decisions about (a) ob-
Wjectives (which ones, how specific,

how many);(.b) criteria (what type,
what level, how to report); and (c)
test items (how many, how difficult,
which ones, what format). The spe-
cific decisions made by a test devel-
oper have a profound influence on
the ultimate utility of the test for,
Classroom teachers and on the degree
of confidence one can...legitimately
have in the test's results. Criterion-
referenced, tests are increasing in
popularity because teachers are at-
tracted by the idea of being able to
make absolute interpretations about
a student's performance, i.e., precise
decisions concerning what a student
can and cannot do, Unfortunately,
absolute interpretations can be ex-
tremely dangerous, especially if ac-
cepted and acted upon without ref-
erence to the context from which
they were derived. Although cri-,
terion-referenced tests hold great
promise for planning and evaluating
the instruction provided to handi --

apped students, they should not be
ccepted and used uncritically. As

with any assessment instrument, the

data derived from a criterion-ref-
erenced test should always be ex.am-
ined with full knowledge of the test's
characteristics and possible weak-
nesses. Realizing that numerous de-
cisions have had to be made Chrouglia-
out the test s design and constr4c-
tion, and interpreting test results in
light of these decisions will help to
prevent any abuse of the data de-
rived from its administra
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should be what one teaches, teachers
need to male a decision to accept
one of the following alternatives: ( a)
choose a criterion-referenced test
and then develop or find an instruc-
tional program to match, (b) choose
an instructional program and then
develop or find a criterion-refer-
enced test to match (c) choose an
instructional program with corre-
lated tests provided, (d) choose a
criterion-referenced test with corre-
lated materials provided, or (e) de-
velop a criterion-referenced test and
an instructional program to match.
Although some of these alternatives
may be beyond the time or talents of
classroom teachers, the impdriance of
using criterion-referenced tests which
measure precisely the same skills
upon which there has been or will
be instruction cannot be overempha-
sized. Criterion:referenced tests de-
rive their strength from an ability
to pinpoint specific skills requiring
instruction and provide feedback on
whether or not the instruction given
was effective. Consequently, there is
little value in assessing student per-.
formance on skills that will not be
taught or teaching skills that will not
be evaluated.

Reference Note

1. This does not mean, however, that
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all tests which claim to be crite-
rion-referenced.warrant the title.
As with any movement growing in
popularity, claiming an affinity is
often profitable. Many tests des-
ignated "criterion-referenced" are
actually norm-referenced tests
with an accompanying list of
objectives, or are objectives-based
tests with no specified criterion
for acceptable performance.
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AEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT AND MULTIPLY ICAPPED
NEARING IMPAIRED STUDENT

aan Zylatra Owner

A frequently.reported need of multiply handica ped hearing iMpaired young
sters is for behavior management. It has been wide observed that the
severity of an individual's handicapping condition 1. closely related to the
appropriateness of his or her social behavior. Beca e of this unfortunate
linkage; hearing impaired youngsters who display nificant behavioral
problems frequently are deprived of appropriat educational opportunities.

The behavioral approach offers a workable model that teachers can utilize
in a wide variety of situations. A significant fes re havior management
is its organized and araematic approach to behavior, d it sitecification of
conditions and the means in which behavior will be devl and maintained.
In addition, the behavioral framework includes a means of determining the
effectiveness of management. The principles of individualization, direct
observation, continuous measurement and systematic manipulation of environ7
mental variables provide the foundation of the behavioral approach. The
underlying assumption is that all children can learn if tasks are appropriate,
teaching atructure clea'r, and the Consequences of behavior meaningful and
consistent. If the,child fails to acquire a target skill, the failure to
respond to the child's needa is a failure in the environment rather than a
failure or learning,deficit existing within the child.

The effectiveness of behavioral techniques with multiply handicapped hear
ing impaired youngatera is well documented (Belcastro, 1979; Lennan, 1974;
Neiman, Schein and Stewart, 1973; Van Houten & Nau, 1980). Yet programs for
deaf youngsters have not fully explored nor utilized the principles of the
behavioral approach (Belcastro, 1979; Stewart, 1971). Lennan (1970) suggested
,that teachers' difficulty in understanding and applying the basic concepts of
reinforcement, contingency management and scheduling inhibited effective
utilization of behavior management. It is proposed here however, that the
problem is more global than not understanding the techniques; it is a failure
to perceive behavior management as a syatematic proceas. Too frequently -

teabhers say they are uaing "behavior modification" when they use a starchart
in the cleasroom, or when they reinforce children with m & m's for appropriate
behavior. These procedures aloneare not'neceaaarily evidence of behavioral
programming. They often merely repreaent examples of borrowing bne small
aspect of an entire process. The behavioral approach,is a systematic process; .

one component utilized in isolation does not constitutl behavior management.
Isolated application of behavior management techniques without implementation
of the total process may jeopardize its effectiveness.

This sectiod willtdeacribe an instructional process to provide teachers
with a systematic approach incorporating the fundamentals of behavior Manage
ment. The purpose is to familiarize professional: with the components of a
systematic behavior management process an4 to highlight various elements within
that process requiring special attention fn dealing with-problem behaviors
among multipLy handicapped hearing impaired students.
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Components of A Systematic Behavioral Process

Most children acquire skills and information through incidental learning.

Many handicapped children, however, must be presented information and taught

skills directly. As Gilhool (1973) states.,.

...The ordinary child may learn willy nilly, wandering in the

street, watching television, riding the bus, but the

exceptional child, by 'iefinition, if he or she is to learn,

requires a formal structured program of education. (p. 603)

The need to adhere to sylttematic guidelines in designing and implementing
I instructional procedures is intensified with the severity of a handicapping

condition (Sontag, et al., 1973). With each multiply handicapped hearing

impaired child it ia essential to use those instructional procedures that have

the greatest potential for meeting his or her unique education needs. For

child who displays disruptive behavior that interferes with akill acquisition,

one must be able to introduce systematically different tactics that will

decrease inappropriate behaviors and increase responses that are appropriate.

The following guidelines are suggested for implementing a systematic

behavioral,process: pinpointing the target behavior, setting goals, setting

and sequencing objectives, developing and implementing a plan, collecting

progress information, and changing the plan.

Pinpoint Target Behavior

In the initial stage the teacher needs to identity and define what behavior

will be the focus of the plan. Both academic and social programs should

spedify the desired and undesired behaviors. This should be accomplished

throughdirect observation (i.e. carefully watching the child in the class-

room). It is not sufficient to say the child is disrupting the class, rather

we muat identify exactly how the child is heing disruptive. For example,

through observations it may become clear that the child is continually out of

seat and demanding teacher attention by yelling or contacting other,students.

After identifying the out of seat behavior, the yelling, and tht contacts with

other students as target behaviors, the teacher needs to determine the fre-

quency with which these behaviors occur within a given time frame. For those

unfamilar with the behavioral process, it is a good idea to select only one

behavior to count in the beginning. Ensuring an accurate count will ultimately

aid in evaluating the effectiveness of a plan. During the time of initial data

collection, referred to as baseline, it can be helpful to note antecedents -

(those events that preceed the behavior) - , and consequences (the actions

which 'follow the behavior). This information will bt used in developing the

behavior change plan.
.

5'90
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Setting Goals

Setting longterm goals should be the responsibility of a team consisting
_of those directly involved with the development and well being of the student.
The purpose of goal setting is to identify those areas in which instruction is.
to beprovided and to project where the child should be at the end of.the
academic year.

Setting and Sequencing Ob4ectivea

This step involves making specific statements regarding child performance
and indicating the sequence for skill acquisition. It is advisable to write
objectives for short periods of time, (e.g., from one week to three month

- periods) and to write them in precise, observable terms that specify the exact
target behavior, the conditions under which the behavior will occur, and the
criterion for success'.

-

Developing and Implementing A Plan

The fourth step in the behavioral process is the development of a behavior
plan: The selection of an intervention strategy should be based on the
knowledge of the child gained through observation, interactions with the child,
and from information provided by those who know and work with the child. This
plan should include a description of the setting in which the program Oill be
conducted, the materials required, the cues and instruction that the teacher
will provide, the behavior in whicti the child is supposed to engage, and the
consequences (if any) that should be arranged to encourage the best possible
performance. The plan should then be implemented and followed as closely as
possible.

One example of a plan to modify out of seat behavior involves ignoring
children when they are not in their seats and reinforcing them for each 2-3
min. they remain in their chairs. For an entire classroom where the students
have differing, individualize0 target behaviors on which to work, a behavior
game such as "matblei in a jar" can be effective. In this group approach, any
member of the class can warrant-teadher praise and the placement of a marble in
the jar for any good behavior (i.e., appropriate interaction with a peer,
helping a peer, waiting nicely). In the spme manner, when students display
their target inappropriate behavior, the teacher removes a marble from the
jar. When enough marbles accumulate in the jar to fill it completely, then the
whole class gets a special treat. This kind of system helps the teacher focus
on positive_behaviors And exerts some degree orpositive peer pressure, which
can be verY powerful.

Collecting troves@ Information

4 C ntinuous.-4aity monitoring of the child's progress enables decisions to be
concerning the effectiveness of the plan. Quick, simple and timely

ecisions can be made if data are charted to form a picture of the child's
progress. This step is essential for the ultimate success of the program.

591
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Changing the Plan

If the data reveal satisfactoiy progress, little change or intervention may
be needed. However, should the child fail to improve, or progress tog slowly',
the educational team will have the responsiility for changing the plan to
enable the child to succeed. The key isareful mo009F,ing of progress so that
the plan can be changed before a problem grows eo insurmountable proportions.

In essence, ihe process becomes a self correcting chain. It is a dynamic

activity in which the teacher both provides and receives information. The

teacher and the child are in continuous'communication, learning hod each
,other, and making changes along the way. The child is learning new behaviors,
and the teacher is learning how to arrange the teaching/learning situation so
that the child can succeed.

Managing Problem Behaviors

This section focuses on procedures found effective in managing problem
behaviors. It identifies where breakdowns frequently occur in the.design of
behavior mariagement systems, and strategies that have been found to be
effective in increasing the likelihood of success.

The Physical Environment

Behavior management plans will need to address the topic of the physical

environment of the classroom. Rooduopshould be arranged to support instruction
(individual, small group, large group) with a minimum of distractions,
competing responses and other conditions that promote inippropriate behavior.
Classroom routines should be consistent to minimize confusion, and to help ease

the transition from on activity to another. Thi importance of maintaining a

routine cannot b ov.% mphasized. A daily routine with'which students are

familiar will lp these udents anticipate what will appen each day, and

enhance their feelings of security within the environme t. In addition, the

beharior pro ram itself must maintain a routine. Absol te consistency in

carrying out the plan is necessary for the student to unat,r.tand what the

desired add ndesired behaviors are, and what the conseque es will be. .It is

al.() help u to maintain conaistency in the language used in ealing with

target viors. For instance, a teacher might say to the at-CantMt of his
seat, 'o , you must take one marble from the jar -- the rule is "stay in your

chair.' What is the rule? That's right; "stay in chair." Remember'to keep'the

language simple, short, and consistent. Having student. repeat the rule help.
to rein orce the process, and cues them to anticipate the consequence. At thf

.con ion of delivering a consequence one must remember to find the first

opportunity for praising appropriate behavior. A. the saying goes, "Catch a

child being good!".

(-)
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Monitor Plan Progress

As.mentioned earlier,lbehavior, management should be perceived as a process'
rather:tlian-a prescription. This Wespecidlly true with regard to the
elimifiation. of inappropriate behaviors. It should be noted that each step of
the process is aecessary for the achievement of.the desired outcome.

A

Too frequently, teachers disregard the component Of cmgoin3 measurement, or
collection of progress information. This often leads a teacher to give up,on a
program prematurely. It is observed frequently that undesirable behaviors
escalate immediately followini the implementation of a plan, while the child
tests the limits of the program. Undesireable behaviors will gradually
decrease as the child learns that inappropriate behavior no longer pays off.
This phenomenon needs to be anticipated, and planne'd for, or the teachers may
discontinue 4 program in its early states of implementation, saying to
themselyed "it does not work," or "it just makes this child worie."

Objective data collection can be-a means of providing immediate feedback on.
discrete behavior change. Teachers need to know as soon as pdssible the
effects'of their,efforts. Managing'a behavior program requires work, time and
Commitment.

A dangek in not keeping accurate records on child behavior is.thatthe
prograd maybe geared to a level where the child will not progress.. It is
importanttliat a dhild, experience an adequate level of success, go' that he or ,.
,shevill be motivated to repeat.the desired response.. :Typically, if an
objective is too high the child will continually fail resulting -in frustration
which mty lead to More behavior problems. If the objective'ls too low, the
child may not bechallenged,-or May become bored.with the program reverting to
undesirable behaVior, Teachers must continue to atsess critically whether

,

their plawmeets the child's need 4nd continue to modify the_plan as indicated
'

by a child's behavior,

Withholdisg,Reinforcement

Phildren will sometimes go to great lengths to capture the teacher's
atteneion (e.g.,, shouting, spitting, or pounding on the tables).. Often, simply
ignoring these behaYiors makes them ineffective in controlling-teacher
attention, and results in the extinction of those behaviors. The power of
'remoVihg.all reinforcement following 4 specified behavior is frequently
underestimated.by classroom teachers. The consistent withholding of
reinforoers for inappropriate behavior will, in the majority of cases, lead to,
the eveneual'reduction and elimination of that behavior. When all
reinforcement ceases, the probability increases that the inappropriate behavior
will,also cease.
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Conclusion

To ensure optimal educational oppôrtunities for multiply handicapped heat-,

ing impaired students, any system adopted,should allow for flexibility to meet
'the unique learning styles of each child., The syitem shonld also be simple
enough to be applied easily within constraints of the various claaeroom sett-
ings. The behavioral process provides a framework that offers these advan-
tages, whileaccomodatingfor individual differencea among children, teachers,
and learning situations. Problem behaviors ofsultiply handicapped children
can be brought undercontrol through this systematic process. Unlike models
Char focus on abstract theories not directly related to instruction (see
'ftileman 1967), the behavioral model is a process that teachers can comprehend
easily and use in an effective manner. The behavigral model requires teachers
to beceme familiar with the process, develop the necessary 'skills for each of
the steps, and observe the efficient and effective learning environment that
they have Catated. Once the basic cOndition's are met, resiilts with multiply
handicappedAeaf students are kikely to bequite impreasive.
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A Programs Model for Intarvention With
Emotionally/Behaviorally Disturbed

Hearing Impaired Children

T. Jordon Goulder, Ph.D.; Peggy Singer, MA.; and Terry Edelstein, M.Ed.

This article describes an intervention program model fbr
ly/beha a vidrally disturbed, hearing impaired ch ildien.6-10 years of age.
The Psycho-Educational Center is a model demonstration project
funded for 3 years under contract with the DHEW Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped. Dr. Goulder and Ms. Eddstein; originators of the.
AEC Project, are now the project director and program consultant,
respectively. Ms. Singer was program coordinarorfor the first year of
the project's operation.

Historkat Perspective
The need for accurate identification and

appropriate description of emotionally/behav-
iorally disturbed, hearing impaired children
has long been of concern to educators and
mental health_ professionals. However, only
recently have systematic attempts been inadeto
'estimate the prevalence of this problem and to
design appropriate intervention programs.

The diagnostic situation is complicated by the
fact that the major etiologies of deafness,' i.e4
heredity, maternal rubella, prematurity, menin-
gitis, and Rh incompatibility, are frequently
associated with neurological defects, lAthich can
form thehasis for later emotional and behavior-
al disturbances. Vernon (1969), in his study of
multiply- handicapped deaf children, demon- ,
strated that diseases such as rubella often result
in the child being restless, hyperactivb, distract-
ible, impulsive, and somewhat unstable. To
compound the problem, one out of every four
hearing impaired children in special education
programs has one or More educationally signifi-
cant handicapping conditions othérthan enaoti-
onal/behavioral disturbances, e.g., visual im-
pairments, serious heart disorderi, orthopedic
handicaps, cerebral palsy; etc.

The interrelationship of organic brain pathol-
ogy, sensory deprivation, and other handicap-

ping conditions in a child cannot but lead to
greater degrees of stress and behavioral mob.,"
lems On the other hand, physical handicaps

-can so dominate an éxaminer's perception of a
child that objective diagnosis yields to misdiag-
nosis.

To further define the emotional/behaviotal
problems of the hearing impaired population, a
national survey of pdchiatric facilities serving
the deaf was conducted (Goulder, 1977) in the
spring of 1976. This studY reported that 727
adult deaf persons were being served ,by 15
mental health programs for deaf persons.

The lack of mental health services among
school age children is even more dramatic.
Edelstein (1977) surveyed 80 educational insti-
tutions in 28 *States, identifying facilities
offering special psycho-educational.services to
emotionally disturbed, deaf children. Eleven
programs reported having self-contained units
within schools for the deaf children, whiCh-
served children having problems of deafness
and emotional disturbances. Children in these
programs were of normal intelligence but were
referred to the special unit because their abiliti
to function in class w limited by emotional/
behavioral problems A total of 215 children
were being served iz the 11 programs. Staff
included 185 profeSs'onals, more theft half of
whom were employ d on it.part-time or consult-

,
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ing basis. Thus, of the 3,957 deaf children
reported as having emotion al/behavipral prob-
lems on the A nnual Survey of Hearing Impaired
Children and Youth, only 215 (6 percent) were
reported as receiving special help in units
designed for emotionally/behaviorally dis-
turbed children.

bescription of the Psycho-
Educational Center

A Psycho-Educational Center (PEC) was
funded by the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped in the spring of 1977, in response
to the need for diagnosis and treatment of
children reported having emotional/behavioral
problems:Located at a residential school for the
deaf in the Boston M etropolitim Area, the center
provides services to five New England States.
The center's major Components are diagnostic
psycho-educational evaluations, short-term day
and residential treatment, behavioral manage-
ment counseling for parents; and consultation
and training for staff members from schools and
agencies serving healing impaired children.

The specific goals of this program model are:
(1) to test the validity of the basic program

construct, namely, that an initial, highly
structured individualized psycho-educational
program can serve as an educational bridge for
reintegration of hearing impaired children with
an emotional overlay into appropriate regular
educational programs for the deaf and

(2) to develop, test, and refine treatment
strategies that use behavioral and Psychody-
namic techniques in the remediation of emo-
tional/behavioral problems.

The mnderlying philosophy of the project is
bwofold: First, clear differential diagnosis is
essential to the formulation of an appropriate
treatment plan ; and Second, deVelopment-of a
"therapeutic milieu" is fundamental to enhance
the social-emotional and academic develop-
ment of hearing impaired, emotionally dis-
turbed children. (The therapeutic milieu is a
mode of treatment that recognizes the effect of
the environment and incorporates the total
environment into the intervention plan.)

ebruary 1978, six children were enrolled.
atment at PEC, three on day basis, three
*dential students. Acceptance for admis-

s determi d by the results of a behavior
y the youngster's teacher

ation; and a confereOce

In
fqr t
as re
sion-w
checklist complet
or parent; thePEC cv

attended by the youngster's parent, referring
school personnel, the PEC Dircctor, and a-local
school district representative. To maintain
staff-to-student ratio of 1:2 or 1:3, daily attend-
ance was limited to six children. However,
during the 1977-78 school year, the project staff
served 17 additional children through its
evaluation and consultation services.

The day-treatment program is convened from
8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Youngsters participate in a full clasiroom
program stressing language and comMunica-

jion. The classroom program includes mathe-.
matics, reading, social studies, science, and art:
The therapeutic components consist of milieu,
activity, art, group, individual, and play thera-
pies. Youngsters are scheduled in terms of
individual needs. Psychodynamic and behav-
ioral intervention techniques are vehicles em-.
ployed in treatment. Residential students par-
ficipate in an after-school and dormitory
program, in which the dormitory counselor-
tlierapist continues treatment under the super-
vision of khe director. Some after-school activi-
ties are coordinated with those of the school for
the deaf.

Because PEC is a short-term treatment'
facility, the goal of which is to help youngsters
gain the skills necessary to return to their home
and school settings as soon as possible, weekly
parent counseling sessions and frequent confer-
ences' with the sending school are conductO
throughout treatment. Each youngster's treat-
ment progress is clearly monitored. A trial
reintegration program is developed and imple-
rnented within the school for the deaf with
which the PEC is affiliated, while the Youngster
is still in treatment in PEC. Meanwhile training
is provided to parents, teachers, and other
personnel who will work with the youngster on
his return home.

Factors To Be ConSidered in the
Treatment of Emotionally/
Behaviorally Disturbed
Hearing Impaired Children

Diagnosis. A proper differential diagnosis is
bask to successful treatment. The process
begins, in most instances, with a referral from
the parent. or teacher whp is experiencing
difficulty managing the child or who has noticed
unusually disturbing behaviors. In most such
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referrals, parents report difficulty handling
their child around everyday social routines,
such 'as eating, sleeping, and Wilding. The
child does not obey simple'directives and has
problems interacting with adults and/or sib7
lings. Teachers report disruptive or withdrawn
behFior in the classroom. They often describe
the youngster as having a language disability
and general difficulty mastering school sub-
jects.

The second step in the diagnostic process is to
help the parent or teacher describe the child's
behavior in behavioral terms. To facilitate this,
a school behavior checklist is used. This
checklist contafins 96 items with "yes-no"
responses. The scoring system consists of six
different scales which facilitate identifying
major areas of disturbance in the child and
specifiebehaviors related to that disturbance.

Following problem description, the next step
is formal psycho-educational testing by the
PEC team. The.testing batters consists of two
components: language and cognitive evalua-
tion and psychological evaluation.

Finally, the child is observed at the center for
a 3-month evaluation. period. During this time,
specific behaviors are targeted, and strategies
for their intervention are developed and tested..
After "the evaluation, the original diagnosis is
refined. A core conference is then convened, at
which time a determination is made as to
whether the child should remain in treatmentas
a day or reSidential student, should seek another
form of treatment, or should return to his home
school.

Educational Prototypes. No treatment plan
can be successful unless it takes into account the
type of educational programing the bearing
impaired child is currently 'receiving. The child
might be attending any one of the following: a
residential school for the deaf, a day school, a
self-contained classroom, or a resource room in
a public school, or he may be enrolled full time in
a regular classroom, with or without assistance
from an itinerant teacher for the hearing
impaired. An undersfanding of 4pe educational
system is eiliential to planning a treatment
program. Interaction with the referral system at
the time the diagnosis is made and throughout
treatment is essential for success. -

Family System. Research efforts in the area of
family psychotherapy have demonstrated that,
while the child is the identified patient, the
immediate and extended family system may be

directly involved in the child's pathology.
Therefore, it becomes imperative that a child's
treatment, plan incorperate"the major determi-
nants withi,a the familSt system, i.e., the father,
mother, and Significant others.

Parent Counseling Process
The following outline describes the parent

'counseling process:
Session One:

Parents are acquainted with program compo-
nents. Their expectations are discussed and
behavior problems with their child at home
are recorded. If etiology is associated with
central nervous system damage, a brief
neurological overview is discussed,
Parental ExpectatiOns
1) Tell us what's wrong with him.
2) Change his behavior.
3) Help him to learn. -

Parents' Perceptions of Behavior Problems*
1) He does not sleep until 2:00 a.m.
2) He hits other children.
3) He has a tantrum if we say not.
Neurological Overview
1) Brain overview
2) Early development of temporal lobe,com-

ponents
3) Synaptic process
4) Behavior/learning associated with Ana-

,

tomical damage
5) FamilY history begins

Session Two
1) Review of child's first week.
2) Sharing of observations made by staff

. problems identified/positive aspects.
3) Data recording illustrated to parents.
4) Family history continued.

Session. Three

1) Family history continues.
2) Behavior data records of school and

parents are compared.
3) Treatment plan is developed by therapist,

parents, and dormitory staff.

Session Four
1) Treatment plan is reviewedstrategies are

revised.



2) Data mord is discussed.
3) Parents feelings 'and questions are dis-

cussW.
Process continued until program decisions gre
made (core evaluation, referral to new sys-
tem).

Case Studies

The three cases presented illustrate the
specific approach the PEC has taken to provide
clinical services. The cases are reviewed in a
genergl manner. Indepth studies will be pub-
lished at the conclusion of the. project

Adam. Adam is a bright, handsome boy with
a profound binaural sensorineural hearing loss.
He was 7 years old when he first came to PEC.
tale the etiology of his deafness is unknown, it
is suspected that Adam may haw lost his hear-
ing at 3 mbnths of age as a result of convul-
sions. Identified as hearing impaired and first
fitted with an aid at 10 months; Adam is now
wearing alehind-the-earcbinaural hearing aid.

, . Adam's first schdol experience was at age 3 in
an oral preschool residential program. At 4, he
was trabsfel-red to a total communication day
program near his home. Here he finished
preschool, kindergarten, and half of first grade.

At the time of his referral to PEC, Adam was
in a first grade class consisting of 20 hearing
and 4 hearing impaired youngsters. Team
teaching was the classroom model, with two
teachers and a teacher's aide. One teacher was a
traihed teaciler of the hearing impaired; both
teachers used total communication.

Adam's parents had been divarced for 5 years
at the time of his referral and were engaged in a
custody suit for Adam and his,older brother.

. Adam lived with his mother but stayed with his
father (and his father's new family) every other
weekend. Adam's mother had a relatively good
facility in sign l angupge. The fathel-'s communi-
cation. was limited to a few signs.

Adam was referred to PEC because of "erra-
tic behavior in school." Adam was emotionally
vulnerable and unstable; his behavior fluctuat-
ed from withdrawal to abrupt aggression
toward peers and teacher*. Frequently tan-
trums Aisrupted the school day.

During his initial PEC evaluation, Adam was
found.to be functioning in the superior-to-very=
superior' range of intelligence, as measured by
the WISC-R performance subtests, an IQ of 129.
His inability to cope with interpersonal relation-

ships was initially diagnosed as a social/devel-
opmental reaction of childhood.

Several months of extended evaluation and
preliminary treatment identified the following
conditions:

1) Poor self-esteem and inadequate ego devel-
opment, resulting in an inability to cope with
change and stress

Inspcurity related to his responses to
parental conflicts, manifested as an' exagger-
ated need for immediate attention and demon-
stration of regressive behaviors of crawling,
thumbsucking, and whimpering
In summary, Adam suffered from a functional

disorder complicated by deafness. Home and
school systems were unable to cope with his
regressive, aggressive behaviors, and residen-
tial treatment was agreed upon by his parents,
school personnel, and thePEC evaluation team.
The treatment plan for Adam, as in other cases,
focused on direct treatment, counseling with the
family, and consultation with the educational
systemi from which he had been referred.

The treatment goals for Adam were as fol-
lows:

(1) To help -Adam work through his frustra-
tioris anger,. and guilt

(2) To encourage and develop age-appropriate
behaviors in the classroom, dormitory, arid
environments

To help Adam work through these problems,
his treatment program included individual play
therapy twice weekly and a daily art therapy
group with two other children. In treatment,
Adam was learning that he was not responsible
for his parents' conflicts. He was learning to
accept the reality of their separate lives and to
accept himself as a hearing-impaired person.
In conjunction with his therapy, parent counsel-
ing' was scheduled, primarily with Adam's
mother. Weekly sessions continued through the
first year of treatment, totaling 24 sessions. The
goal of the counseling was to develop an
understanding of Adam's problems and to
implement strategies for managbment of specif-
ic behaviors.

To encourage age-appropriate behaviors,
providing Adam with c ear expectations regard-
ing his behaviors was emphasized. In the day
program, in the dormf1ory, and at home, the
following intervention sratcgies were used: (1)
setting clear limits throuh written schedules of
daily events, (2) identif' rag infantile behavior
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upon its demonstration and pairing with th
desired approKiate behavior, and (3) providing'
Adam With constructive outlets for the expres-
ision of feelings. If Adam became angry and
destructi,e, be was removed from theenviron-,
ment, assisted in identifying and labeling his
feelings, assisted in role-playing through the
event, .and provided' with alternatives for
behavior in written form. His undesirable
behaviors were met With appropriate and
"consistent consequences in each environment
If he became destructive or damaged propeity,
he was shown how to repair the damaged object
If his behaVior was aggreSsive, he was "timed-
out," and alternative behaviors were demon-
strated.

Adam was reintegrated into a total communi-
cation class on a partial integration basis. As he
demonstrated ability to adjust to the class;his
time in the classroom was extended. At the close
of the school year, he was fully integrated into
the class except for 1 hour per day, during which
he received supportive services and therapy
from the PEC day prograrn.

The critical components of Adam's reintegra-
tion were:

410
1) A support system provided to his class-

room teacher
2) Group meetings with his classmates
3) Continued therapy
4) After-schoOl support system provided by

adult hearing impaired role models
5) Good parent support
Adam is currently enrolled in a School for the

deaf as a regular student. He will continue to
receive supportive therapy and any additional
support services that may be xequested.

Ramon. Ranion is a, handsome, 9-year-old
Hiapanic youngster with a profound bilateral
sensori-neural hearing loss.

At the time of his referral to PEC, Ramon
attended a first-second grade total communica-
tion class in a small residential school for the
deaf. This was Ramon's third year of school. On
weekends Ramon lived with his mother and two
younger brothers in a low-income neighborhood
in a nearby town. Ramon's grandparents and
numerous aunts, uncles, and cousins, who lived
near his mother, were important elements in
Ramon's home life. Ramon's mother communi-
cated with him using homemade gestures and
had difficulty understanding written communi-
'cations sent to her by the school.

Ramon was referred' to PEC because of his
inappropriate, acting-out behavior in the class-
room. He was described by teaching and
dormitory staff as the "Ki»g of the Lower
School.", lie attempted to control each environ-
ment by playing the clown, refusing to partici-
pate in activities, and defying adult authority.
His classmates were a captive audience. At-
tempts by the school' staff to deal with the
,problem were ineffective. Home visits by the
school. PEC staff revealed that Ramon had
problems at home as well as in the classroom
and dormitory. His mother described him as'
defiant and disobedient She complained of
frequent fights between Ramon and his broth-
ers. When Ramon first entered the PEC pro-
gram, he was convinced he was being punished
for his poor behavior. He described himself as
"bad" and was sure that all adults were angry at
him.

During the evaluation period, Ramon general-
ly distinguished himself as alternately conge-
nial and aggressive. A child who sought to
interact with adults, peers, sand younger child-
ren, he was often helpful and considerate. At
other times, he grabbed for control of situations
by refusing to cooperate and by encouraging his
peers to copy his inappropriate behavior.

Highly success oriented, Ramon demonstrat-
ed a need to win even in noncompetitiVe
activities. He rushed through his work, demand-
ing constant feedback even when tasks were
easy for him. Ramon exhibited self-correcting
behaviors in most activities but often refused to
try tasks that he felt did not guarantee success.

The evaluation summary described a young-
ster who was (1) emotionally insecure, (2)
frequently hostile and aggressive, (3) distrust-
ing of close relationships and of authority
figures, (4) in need of clarification of others'
expectations, and (5) experiencing communica-
tion difficulties.

Ramon attended the treatment program at
PEC for 16 weeks. Durink his final month at the
center, Ramon was gradually reintegrated into
his home school, to which he returned full time
in September.

Because of Ramon's emotional insecurity, his
treatment plan provided him with opportunities
throughout the day to express his feelings and to
have these feelings acknowledged, reflected,
and respected. These opportunities were pro-
vided in art and individual play therapy, and
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k were also built into the daily classroom, pro-
gram.

In response to his hostile aggressive behav-
iors (which were seen as a defense against his
feelings of insecurity), Ramon was disciplined
with firmness but without hostility. When
correction was necessary, written communica-
tion often assisted in avoiding personal, possi-
bly physical confrontations between Ramon
and his teacher or therapist. As an alternative to
his physical attention.getting behaviors (e.g.,
rocking in his chair, hitting tops of doorways,
pulling light cords, etc.), a weekly 1-hour session
of sports and skill-building activities with a.
high school volunteer was provided for Ramon.
Ramon Was reinforced for age-appropriate
behaviors in all areas.

In weekly individual play therapy sessions
with the director and in daily interactions with
the staff, Ramon had a chance to deal with his
fear of getting close to adults. Throughout the
day, Ramon constantly tested the clearly
delineated limits set for him. Because the staff-
student ratio was small, it was always poisible
for staff to follow through after an incident,
explaining to Ramon what he had donewrong
and what wee expected of him (and why) and
requiring him to conform to basic rules.

To facilitate clarifying expectations for Ram-
on, a written schedule waa outlined each day,
and expectations relating to behavior and task
completion were anticipated. In the classroom, a
simple contract was implemented to be used
within each learning area.

In relation to his communication difficulties,
the PEC staff made several visits to Ramon's
home to work with his mother, brothers, and
members of the extended family: grandparents,
aunts, uncles, and cousins who lived nearby.
During the 16 weeks, however, his mother was
unable to attend counseling sessions or sign
language classes at sclibol. A recommendation
for followup treatment was made that Ramon's
mother and 'brothers be provided with sign
language instructions at home. In addition, it
was reCommended that Ramon's brothers be
invited to Ramon's school to spend some time in
the Classroom and the dormitory so that they
could gain a better understanding of the
implications of his hearing lou. Though the
staff did not have an opportunity to work in-
depthin counseling and sign language instruc-
tion with this family, Ramon responded posi-
tively to the fact that the staff was in contact

with his family through home visits and!phone

It was the contact with Ramon's qhool (and
dormitory) that Proved to be most supportive to
the therapeutic procest. f The staff worked
very closely with teaching, administrative, and
dormitory staff in providing consultation and
sharing in developing the treatment plan. The
reintegration process began the moment Ramon .

was admitted to the program: Rfimon's class-
mates from his school and his dorm mates were
invited to visit PEC to see exactly where Ramon
went to school and to rneet his teachers and new
companions. Conferences "with the sending.,
school personnel were scheduled once a weak. .

Academic and treatmen.t-planning progreari
were discussed continuously. Rules and expec-
tations were developed ,cooperatively, as were
consequences for inappropriate'behavior. This
process was shared with Ramon, and he shared
in the development of his behavior contract.

The project director returned with Rainon to
his original class to lead group counseling
sessions. In this way Ramon and his classmatee
were given an opportunity to understand why
Ramon had left the group, where he had gone,
and what the class rules would be uPon his
return. They were encouraged to express their
feelings and to communicate to one another a
fair and conetructive manner.

Six weeks before school ended, Ramon re-
turned to his original classroom for a period of 1
hour. He attended class 2 hours the next week, 3
the following week, and so forth, until by the end
of the school term he had been successfully
reintegrated with his class.

The reintegration plan was contingent on
appropriate classroom behavior. Ramon inter-
nalized the school structure and was able to
return the following year without the need for
ongoing intervention. He developed-the ability
to identify his feelings, to label them, i.e., anger,
fear, or happiness, and to express himself
without becoming aggressive. This process of
behavioral self-control and lpnguage develop-
ment is currently being researched in-the PEC
project.

Bobby. Bobby's mode of communkation
when first admitted to the program:was limited
to a few unintelligible words, verbalizations,
and gross gestures. Bobby's abilities were
immature and characterized by aggressive
motor activity. The attention of adults and peers
-was captured by kicking or hitting, and he
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. sought immediate gratification for his wants
without regard-for the need to delay his wish.
Such expressions often instigated aggressive
outbursts from peers when their own space was
impinged upon, thereby creating an experience
of negative interaction. This was seen a
contributing factor in Bobby's reluctance to
play with other children, fostering hie unyield-
ing egocentricity and initial inability' to share
and wait his turn.

At the age of 5, this child had not yetbeen
afforded an effective means tdreceive language
input a to express his many powerful thoughts,
feelings, and needs. Bobby was restricted in the
development of a good, self-image and sound
interpersonal relationships with family and
peers. Past experience had taught Bobby that
communication was not a rewarding endeavor
but rather a constant source of frustration and
anxiety. Bobby's seeming inability to partici-
pate in the communication process and the

'suspected neurological implications of the
of his deafness (Rubella) were viewed

as major causes of the behavior that he
exhibited upon admission to the program.
Bobby's behaviors included hyperactivity, poor
eye contact, few social peer contacts, a reluc-
tance to interact with other children in play
situations, aggressive behaviors (kicking, hit-
ting self and others), frequent tantrums, con-
strained facial configurations, and involuntary
ties.

In consideration of Bobby's inappropriate
social behaviors and hig deprivation in terms of
comMunication and langUage development,
emphasis was placed upon providing hirawith a
structured environment in which limits and
expectations were clearly defined. The lack of a
dependable symbol system, through which to
receive, comprehend, and, therefore, transmit
language, inhibited the development of com-
munication, provoking frustration, confusion,
and disorganization. The emotional impact of
the inability to communicate ideas, feelings,
and needs was manifested in a variety of
inappropriate behaviors. It was, therefore,
necessary to modify behaviors while exposing
Bobby to a reliable visual-verbal symbol system
implementing a total approach 'using all modes
of communication. Bobby responded well to the
exposure to a total communication approach,.
which was implemented in the classroom, in the
dormitory, and at home by Bobby's parents. As
associations were made between experience in

his environment and the symbol system used to
relate those experiences, a gradual, yet dramatic
decrease in aggressive behaviors and tantrums
, was observed, as was improvement in peer and
family aelationships, eye contact, ability to
follow direetives, and ability to participate in
small group instruction.

The following treatment principles were
employed by the staff throughout Bobby's
etperience at PEC:

1) Implementation of a total communication
approach using signed English. ,
2) Providing B obby with activities thatwould
enable him to learn about language and,
therefore, develop language
3) Exposure to, language preceding compre-
hension and expression
4) Initial exposure and understanding of
conversation preceding exposure through
language rules or formal language lessons
6) Acceptance of all attempts of expression
(self-initiated, child-devised gestures were
interpreted and reflected back to the child,
acknowledging understanding and-fostering
comprehension by the child) .

6) Use of Bobby's attention to objects as'a
starting point for interaction, approaching
Bobby at his level
7) Defining all physical areas (visually,
verbally, manually) in order to structure an
anticipation process
8) Clearly delineating behavioral expecta-
tions and limitations and providing consist-
ency , in expectations in all settings (class-
room, dormitory, and home)
9) Structuring the daily routine, outlining
daily schedule and special activitieson a daily
basis
10) Attending to all inappropriate behaviors
at the time of occurrence, providing imme-
diate consequence and modeling of approp-
riate routine
11) Daily attendance at Morning Meeting, a
period during which students share experien-
ces, ideas, and feelings
During treatment, Bobby niade significant

gains ib his language and behavior. His
vocabutary as measured on the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary improved from "unmeasurable"
(October 1977) to a mental age of 6.6 (as tested in
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April 1979). I n-itial psychological testing yielded
a performance IQ score of 82 on the WISC-R
scale. When retested in April 1979, performance
sublest scores were measured in the suprior
range of intelligence on all subtests, with the
exception of picture completion. (The depressed
score in picture completion has occurred in a
large number of test. protocols with rubella-
affected children. This finding is being re-
searched by the PFC.)

In summary, Bobby was diagnosed as psy-
choneurologically learning disabled. This im-
pairment was due to maternal rubella. Further,
the impairment resulted in a development
deficiency, specifically the "means-te-end"
perceptual learning structure.

Currently Bobby is living at home and is
being reintegrated into a total communication
classroom at his former school. The PEC will
continue to follow up his- programs and assist
his classroom teacher.

Summary
This paper has reviewed the philosophical

basis underlying the provision of specialized
treatment services to emotionally disturbed
deaf children. The program constructs emphas-
ize milieu intervention and a regional scheme
for delivery of services. Evaluation and differen-
tial diagnosis are major areas of focus, as is
incorporation of parents in the treatment
process and referring school during the after-
care period.

The ease studies, although general in nature,
have attempted to illustrate a comprehensive
approach to the treatment of three diagnostic
types: (1) the child who has a functional
disorder due to a reaction formation process, (2)
the child who has a functional disorder due to
social and educational deprivation, and (3) the
child who has a psychoneurological disorder
due to the etiolOgy of deafness. The Psycho-
Educational Center is continuing its clinical
research into these major diagnostic categories
and 44ects to share detailed findings in future
publications. Currently, the PEC continues to
provide quality residential and day treatment to
emotionally/behaviorally disturbed, hearing
impaired children.
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Behavioral scientiits have long been interested in applying operant tech-
to develop ideal social and educational environments (Skinner,

1968; Staats, 1959, 1975a, 1975b). A generation of applied studies
have employed external reinforcement systems to manage effectively
children's social and academic behavior (Hanley, 1971; Kazdin & Boot-
zin, 1972; O'Leary & Drabman, 1971). To date, a variety of studies have
demonstrated the success of these systerns for managing children's be-
havior in public.schools (Hewett, 1967; O'Leary & Becker, 1967) and in
the home (Patterson, .1973), as well as in institutional settings (Haring &
Phillips-, 1962; Phillips, 1971). Because of their success some writers have
advocated their wholesale use (Skinner, 1968; Staats, 1973).

The unlimited use of behavioral technology for managing children's'
behavior raises some important issues, however. First, it creates a risk
that children may become overly dependent on them and not develop
necessary skills for maintaining,behavior or for dealing with novel or un-
structured situations. Second, the effects of these systems rarely general-
ize atross settings or over time (O'Leary & Drabman, 1971). The use of
behavioral technology, to manipulate children into conforming to often
unwarranted institutional goals, moreover, is ethically questionable
(Rogers, 1956; Rogers & Skinner, 1956; Winnett & Winkler, 1972).

These issues of generalization training and freedom versus control
hirve influenced researchers and practitioners to develop techniques for
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teaching children behavioral self-control. 'Nis emerging technology has
particulaily important implications for deinstitudonalization as well as for
mainstreaming exceptional children into regular classroom environments.
The intent of this chapter is to familiarize teacher trainers and practi-
tioners with some of the major concepts of self-control literature, to dis.
cuss methods by which children acquire seff-regulatory behavior, and to
describe and assess the methods *currently available for training children
in self-control. Present techniques for training children in self-conkol are
based on a number of laboratory and analog studies that have been ade-
quately descaed elsewhere (Aronfreed, 1968; Bandlira, 1969, 1971; Mas-
ters & Mokros, 1974). This chapter .will thus review available applied
studies and evaluate the utility of self-control training techniques in field
settings.

ci
PERSPECTIVE ON ULF-CONTROL%

Pessons choose to delay knmediate gratifkadons presurniibly
cause of anticipation of the ultimate benefits that they may receive by
-such decision making (Thomsen, 1973; Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974). This
assumption has led moist writerson the subject to arse that the "ultimate
source of control" lies in the external environment (PCader & Iternly.
1972; Skinner, 1953; Thoreaen & Mahoney, 1974). Explanations of the
self-control process thus are concerned with methods that individuals use
to niaintain their behavior in the abeence of immediate =ter* control.
Most individuals have some capacity for self-coattol; one may he able to
pass up an extra helping of parfait or the thirtieth cigarette of the day. But
a long-term behavioral self-control program may reqnhe a number of
complex cognitive skillsthe ability for self-oblervatkin and for inter-
prang cornplex internal and externel stilly& as well as the capacity for
planning, selecting, and maintaining appropriate behavior (Goklfried &
Merbaum, 1973).

While the traditional operant behaviorism has emphasized the rok oi
environmental variables in controlling behavior (Skinner, 1953), a number
of behaviorists (e.g., Bandura, 1969; Mahoney, 1974: Meichenbaum
1975; Staats, 1975) recognize the interdependence of cognitive and eater
nal variables in determining behavior. Thole "cognitive behaviorists" as
mime covert behavior is influenced in the same menneru overt behavior
that is, by a Combination of antecedent and consequent stimuli. Traininf
persons in self-control, then, involves-teaching them to menipulate inter
nal and external discriminative and reinforcing stimuli to alter their be
havkm- (Goldfried & Merbaiim, 1973; Kanfer, 1976; Mahone)i & Thore-
sen, .1974; Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974).
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ACCIUNIMON II1ELF-CONTROL

Laboratory studies (Grusec, 1966; Liebert & Allen, 1967;'14ischel &
Liebert, 1966; Rosenhan, Frederick, & Burrowes, 1968) as well as applied
research (Bolstad & Johnson, 1972; Felixbrod & O'Leary; 1973; Fre-
dericksen & Fredericksen, 1975; Uhlman & Shook, 1976) have demon-
strated that children can'be taught self-cOntrolling responses through con-
tingently administered social and tangible reinforcement. Recent studies
suggest that children may learn these responses through the use of didac-
tic training methods as well, (Russell & Thoresen, 1976; Spivack, Platt, &
Shure, 1976; Stark, 1976). Another important way children acquire self-
controlling responses is through observational learning (Aronfreed, 1968;
Bandura, 1969):

Aronfreed (1968) observed thaechildren aequire internal soupces of
control as the result of direct training experiences provided by parents,
teachers, or other significant Persons. These agents teach children to con-
trol their behavior by rewarding appropriate behavior and punishing or
withholding consequences for inappropriate behavior. According to
Aronfreed (1968), positive or aversive stimuli present in a training situa-
tion become associated with certain physical, affective, and cognitive re-
sponses produced by the child. While external stimuli remain important
sources of control, these "internal monitors" allow the child to evaluate
his ongoing behavior and to anticipate its outcomes and maintain or alter
it. With children who have adequate cognitive processing ability, agents
can use verbal-symbolic methods rather than having to arrange training
sithations (Aronfreed, 1968).

Chilaren also can learn 'tojseri behavioral performance standards,
adopt patternert self-evaluation and self-reinforcement, and exert verbal
control over their behavior .by observing and imitating social models
(Banduni, Gruscc, & Menlove, (967; Bandura & Krupers, 1964; Bandura
& Perloff, 1961; Goodwin 4 Mahoney, 1976; Luria; 1965; Meichenbaum
& Goodman, 1971). Bandura (1969) considers the capacity for awaieness,
symbolic codification, memory storage, and response retrieval and acti-
vation as essential cognitive processes for the acquisition and gubsequent
performance of an observed behavioral sequence. He makes a sharp dis-
tinction, however, between acquisition of a behavioral sequence and its
later performance. A child's acquisition in a modeled sequence also de-
pends,largely On characteristics of both the model and observer as well as
consequences produced by(the model's behaviors and the degree of atten--
tion that he has given to the model. Whether he reproduces a modeled
sequence depends upon available reinforcement for these reVonses,.his
capacity to retain the behavioral sequence, his ability to reproduce the
behavior, and the aniount of motivation he has for imitating the behavior
(Bandura, 1969, 1971).
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SELF-MANAGEMENT METHODS

Accounts of how children acquire aelf-control are based largely on
laboratory research and provide information that can-be used far develop-
ing self-central training methods with children. The following discussion
considers both self-management methods, which are primarily concerned
with manipulating internal and external behavioral consequences to alter-
behavior, and cognifive methods, which emphasize manipulating covert
antecedent events. These distinctions, however, are arbitrurythe pro-

., cedures overlap considerablyand are made only for organization of the
material to be presented.

Kanter and Karoly (1972) and Kanter (1975) view self-control as the
final olcome of a three-stage self-regulatoryprocess involving (1) self--
monitoring, (2) self-evaluation, and (3) self-reinforcement. During the
setf-monitoring process the person may observe his behavior and, an the
basis of this information,- sit behavioral standards: Next, the person may
establish a contraet with himself or another specifying the goals andoon-

. tingencies that he must meet before allowing himself access to reinforce-
ment. In the self-evaluation stage the person compares his performance
against established standards. He may then alter or maintain his behavior
through the use of self-reinforcement procedures. A number of studies
have used self-monitoring, contracting, and self-evaluation and self-rein-
forcement for training children in self-control training programs. Studies
related to these methods will be reviewed here.

glad-monitoring

Because behavior may become so thoroughly-conditioned to certain
stimulus conditions, persons who act inappropriately in a given situation
may not be fully aware of the variables controlling their behavior. For
example, children who have been frequently expobed to aggressive
models or who have received social approval for aggressive behavior,as a
way of solving interpersonal conflicts may start fighting at the slighteat
provocation. To alter this patter n, a socialization agent may have them
keep records of their aggressive acts to increase their behavioral aware-
ness. Self-monitoring, thus, may be an important first step in "deauto-
matizing" a behavioral chuin (bladder, 1975T. -

Id training a child to monitor his behavior a trainer may first select
and' behaviorally define a target begavior. Next, he may have the child
record examples of his behavior using a wriat counter, abacus, tally card,
or stopwatch. The.child also may maintain a graph, chart, or ajournal of
his behavior. Self-monitoring and recording provide visual feedback uf
the child'Lprogress arkt1 lead to self-evaluation (Kanter, 1975).

In several studies children were taught samonituring as part of a
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lamer classroom program. Gottman and McFall (1972) discovered that
disruptive adoleseentsgontributed more to class discussions when asked
to record. instances in which they spoke out. Children in a comparison
group, who reborded the number of times they felt like speaking Out but
failed to do so, decreased .their class discussion behaviors. Boistad and
Johnson (1972) had elementary school students record the frequeney of
their unatulartied speech, out-of-seat behavior, and physical aggression;
those who closely matched a classroom Observer's frequency count re-
ceived points that were redeemable for back-up reinforcers. This training

4 was somewhat more effective in minimizing disruptive behavior than ex-
ternal reinforeement alone. Braden, Hall, and Mitts (1971) found that
when a preadolescent girl recorded and reported her "Study" and "non-
study" behaviors weekly to a school counselor, classroom attention in-.
creased; self-tecording, however, failed to maintain initial reductions of

4

disruptive behavior in a second student. Glynn, Thomas, and Shee (1973)
trained primary school children to monitors, accurately their behavior and
used these data as a basis for Contingent self-reinforcement..Reiber, Schil-
moelldr, and LeBlanc (1976) taught five preschoolers to count their on-
task behaviors during a listening class. Self-monitoring and showing the
children a graph of their on-task behavior from preceeding days were ef-
feetive in increasing their attending behavior.

Although some studies have shown that children tend to overesti-
mate their desirable behaviors and to underestimate their undesirable be-

'. haviors, others reveal that accurate self-monitoring may not be essential .
for producing desirable Changes in children's behavior. The effectiveness
of self-monitoring ininfluencing behavior is unclear, however, for in most
studies the contributions of experimenter expectancies, demand charac-
teristics, and other variables were not isolated (McLaughlin, 1976). The
results of recent studies in cate that when the effects of expectancies,
observers, and sources of re orcementare controlled, self-monitoring of
social behavior may have led utility as a "reactive" treatment (Col
hen, 1977). Some eyidence indicates, however, that associating behav-
ioral self-recording directly to positive outcomes may improve its treat-
ment effectiveness (Reith, Polsgrove, McLeskey, et al, 1978).

The available literature suggests that having children monitor their
behavior produces mixed effects across situations, subjects, and behav-
iors. Kazdin (1974) concluded that (1) self-monitoring may be most effec-
tive when used early in a response chain, (2) having individuals record
both target and incompatible behaviors simultaneously mak increase its
effectiveness, and (3) self-Monitoring should be used continuously in the
initial phases ora treatment program and faded to intermittent use in later
stages. Set-monitoring may produce early behavioral changes that tend
to dissipate over time unless supported with additional self-control proce.
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dures, such as contingency contracting, self-evaluation, or Self-reinfoice-
ment (Kanfer, 1975; McLaughlin, 1976).

Contingency Contracting

Following a period of self-monitoring, individuals may set goals and
speCify the contingencies for reinforcing a particular set of their behavior.

,

They may, in effect, contract with themselves or others to atter Or Main-
rain desirable behavior. Where self-arranged contracts haie proven irreg.
fective; externally controlled cOntracts may be necessary Until an individ-
ual can assurne the responsibility for controlling his behavior..

Contracts may vary from informal verbal agreementsto formal, writ-
ten documents. Formal, written contracts may be required when verbal
contract's have failed to produce, desirable behavioral cancomes. These
contracts may coat* several components:

1 The target behavior(s)
2 The performance criteria for the target behavior(s)
3 The payoff ratio between the target behavior(s) mul theconsequences
4 The time of delivery Of payoffs
5 A bonus Clause listing addifiOnal payoffs for near perfect perform-

ances
4 A penalty clause stating aversive consequences for failure to comply

with the Contract
7. The method tor evalnating whether target behavior(s) Meet selected

Criteria (Honime, et al., 1969; Kanter, 1975; Stuart, 1971).

Conteacts have proven useful-for increasing responsibility taking in
home chores (Dinoff & Rickard, 1969), for improving academic achieve-
ment (Cantrell, Cantrell, Huddleston, & Woohidge, 1969), for improving
School attendance (Brooks, 1974; MacDonald, Gallimore, & MacDonald,
1970) as well as for reducing. aggressive (Bristol, 1916) and delinquent
behavior (Stuart, 1971; Tharp & Wetzel, 1969). In these studies the coa-
tract has been part of a treatment package: the specific effects of con-
tracts in changing behavior was not investigated.

An important feature of-contracts is that they may sprve ai a link
between external and self-control programs. Homme and associates
(1969) proposed a five-stage method for fading a child from trainer-con-
trolled to student-controlled programs by use of contracts. In the firs
,stage the trainer specifies the task to be performed, the criteria, the rein-
forcers, and the payoff ratio. Through negotiations with the trainer the
child'then gradually assumes responsibilities fin these functions, tiutil
can assume total responsibility for arranging all of these components.

No studies have been reported in which formal, written contracts,
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were used systematically for developing children's self-control. A few re-
searcher* have studied m ified forms of contracts as part of their
studies. Felixbrod and, y (1973), fur example, demonstiated that
students who selected their o n goals and reward ratios were as academi-
cally productive as those Wh se goals and ratios were externally set; and

thcy performed significantly gter than a control group that received no
opportunity to earn rewards.

More. :.cently, Uhlman and Shook (1976) used Homme's (1969)
model to train adolescent mul iply handicapped students to manage their
academic behavior. The tcac er first specified weekly objectives, tasks,
task schedules, and amounts of time that students could spend in free-
-time. activities. Through nego iation with the teacher students gradually
assumed total responsibility f r directing their academic programs. The

time students spent working, mber of daily objectives met, and number
of math problems cOmpleted i creased sizably over baseline.

Brigham and Stoerzinger (1976) showed ail children are highly moti-
vated by selecting their own r inforcing events. In negotiating contracts
children presumably have som control river establishing ruies governing
their behavior and may fulfill ntracts in order to maintain freedom from
external control (Brigham & Sh rman, 1973; Kanter, 1977; KieSler, 1971).
Thus, contracts may serve as 'scriminative stimuli for appropriate be-
havior in the absence of exter al controls. TheY may provide a method
for shaping self-managem.ent s Ils by allowing children to select target

'behaviors, set goals, evaluate eir behavior, and contingently administer
self-reinforcement. These conc.' sions muSt be considered tenuous, Iww-

-ever, as the data in this area ar limited. Given the demonstrated success
of contracts in managing a van ty of children's behavior, it is surprising
that this procedure has not bee used more extensively for training chil-
dren in self-control.

Self-evaluation and Self-r inforcement

cess involves a comparison of perform-
ad normative standards, individuals

erformances when behavioral data are
chart or when their goals are explicitly

uation serves as a cue for determining
rcement. Thus, when persoas evaluate
may engage in positive covert and/or

able evaluations may result in aversive ,
n this way individuals alter or maintain
ernal controls.

training children to control their be-
d self-reinforcement has involved an

Since the self-evaluation pr
'ance against established perso
may more readily evaluate their
available in the form of a graph
stated, as in a contract. Self-eva
the degree of allowable self-rei
their performance favorably, the
overt self-reinforcement; imfavo
self-administered consequences.
their behavior independent of ex

Most research concerned wi
havior by using self-evaluation a
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external training and feedback ap oach. Typically, trainers provide chit-.
dren opportunities to earn tokens fur following classrourn.rules or meet-
ing established behavioral standardi. Their behavior is periodically evalu-
ated by a teacher or observer to determine their eligibility for
reinforcement. Those ratings that chisely match those by trainers may
become eligible for tokens or points. Thus, the children are taught Wiese
their self-ratings for contingent self-reinforcement. Once acceptabfe pat-
terns of self-evaluation and self-reinforcement are well established, the
external control mechanisms are faded, giving the children lull responsi-
bility for managing their behavior. .

In one study using this approach (Bolstad & Johnson, 1972) atudents
in two self-evaluation/self-reinforcement groups showed less disruptive
behavior than those assigned to a group that received only external rein-
forcement. These experimental groups emitted significantly less disrup-
tive behavior than control groups. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1975) .

also demonstrated that pre-adolescent special eduCation students with
self-management training could improve their tasIt-oriented and prosocial
behavior over that observed during teacher-controlled reinforcement per-
iods. In a similar study by llirkewitz, O'Leary, and Ironsmith.(1973) ele-
mentary school students' academic performancei under self-management
conditions were maintained at normal rates while their disruptive behav-
ior dropped significantly below that observed during baseline.

The effects of self-evaluation sff-reinforceent also have beenm
studied in clinic populations. Kaufman d O'Leary (1972) trained, ado-
lescents in a psychiatric hospital classroom to assess appropriately their
compliance with teacher-imposed classroom rules. In an allied study, by
Santogrossi, O'Leary, Romanczyk, and Kaufman (1973), similar subjects
increased iheir disruptive behavior and became difficult to control even
with a subsequent token program. .

. The studies, reported here indicate that, under certain conditions,
self-evaluation and self-reinforcement procedures can maintain academia
behavior and minimize disruptive behavior. Although several investiga-
tors have reported the superiority of self-controlled over external-con-
trolled programs, such conclusions must be regarded as tentative
(McLaughlin, 1976). Almost all of the studies to date have expoed chil-
dren to some type of self-management training before allowing them to
control reinforcing events. In two studies in which students evaluated
their behavior and scheduled their reinfOrcement without prior training
(Klein & Gory, 1976; Santogrossi, O'Leary, Romanczyk, & Kaufman,
1973), contrel over the target behaViors was not established. Most studies
also have failed to control for the presence of the teacher and observer as
discriminative stimuli for appropriate behavior. Consequently, it is diffi-
cult to conclude whether the results obtained in these studies were the
result of self-control or improved discrimination.
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COGNITNE METHOD.;

In current social learning theory cognitive stimulithoughts, feel-
ings, and imagesare considered links in a chain of external and internal
events that may influence an individual's overt behavior (Mahoney, 1974;
Meichenbaum, 1975). lf, as is assumed, overt behavior is a function of
covert behaviors, then the alteration of the covert behaviors may produce
changes in overt behavior. This hypothesis has stimulited research inter-
est in Smiting problem children to manipulate instrumentally their cogni-
tive behaviors as a means of self-control. ResearcIrki this arca has begun
only recently, but some promising new techniques have etherged. Al-
though a considerable amount of overlap may exist between these strata
gies, three distinct procedures can be identified: self-instruction, probleiq
solving, and modeling/rehearsal.

841-instsuat1on

The role of verbal behavior in influencing affective and overt behav-
ior his received much recent attention in the behavioral literature (Ban-
dura, 1969; Mahoney, 1974; Meichenbaum, 1975). A theoretical analysis
of the relationship of affective experiences may be a combined effect of
emotional arousal and the meaning that is attached to feelings, that is,
whether persons experience "fear," "anger," or "apprehension" in a sit-
uation may be determined by the way they label their emotions (Schach-
ter & Singer, 1962). Some evidence indicates that persons may alter feel-
ings of elation or depression as a function of reading positively or
negatively worded statements (Veken, 1968). Clinical studies also have
successfully modified anxiety and depression by having clienti use self-
instructions (Flannery, 1972; Jackson, 1972; Meichenbaum & Cameron,
1974). In fact; some writers view therapy as a process in which persons
are taught to talk appropriately to-themselves to alter their behavioral
responses (Goldfried & Goldfiied, 1975; Homme, 1965; Kanfer & Phil-
lips, 1970; Marstim, 1965). This 1;iickground underlies the interest in train-
ing children to use self-instructions for behavioral self-control.

Experimental studies indicate that children may be taught to control
their behavior by using self-instructions. In a study by Hartig and Kanfer
(1972), for example, children who were instructed to use verbal coping
statements(e.g., "If I don't look at the be a good boy") showed a
greater resistance to 'disobeying an adult's directions than those who
merely recited nursery rhymes.

The use of self-instructions has been effective in increasing prosocial
behaviors (O'Leary, 1968) as well as the ability to learn academic skills
(Bem, 1976) and haibeen explored for training hyperactive and impulsive
children to control their behavior (Meichenbaum & Cameron, 1974; Mci-
chenbaum & Goodman, 1971; Nikes, Stewart, & Kahana, 1969).

/ /
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Meichenbaum and Goodman (1969) taught impulsive children to im-
prove their performances on complex motor tasks by using self-instruc-
tions. Thechildien first watcbed a model perform a task while verbalizing
self-instructions: the model asked questions about the task requirements,
answered these questions by rehearsing and planning their solutions, used
pedormance and error-correction stateMents, verbally managed feelings
about failures, am) provided self-reinforcing statements for adequateper-
formance. Next, children performed the task Mile the-model verbally
directed them. The children then verbalized the instruCtions while per-
forming the task. Finally, they were directed to instruct themselves cov-
ertly while 'doing the task. Compared to contrnis, children who were
trained in these techniques showed significant improved performanceson
did Porteous Kam test, a standardized intelligence test, and a meuure of
cognitive control.

On the,bitsis of this and other studies MeiChenbaum and Cameron
0974) have outlined a strategy for teaching children self-management be-
haviors. They suggest that trainers initially select tasks that children can
perfiirm easily and introduce selfLinstructlim u Pert of their natural ac-
tivities. Children can be taught to break complex tasks down in small,
seqUential steps giallo undertakers task stepwise. In workingon a task
trainers should model performance instructions as well as coping, relax*
thin, and reinforcing self-statements and then require children to imitam
these as practice in performing a task. Children also may learn to manase
their impulsive, aggressive, and emotional responses by being taught to
identify, internal and external stimili that trigger these behaviors and to
use these as cues for initiating self-instructional procedures.

At present the potential usefulness of self-instnictional strategies for
mod4ing children's academic and problem behavior remains unclear.
The few studies that haVe been completed have been limited to carefully'
controlled experimental situations and to the mie of relatively insignificant
dependent variables. Some studies do indicate that self-instructional tech-
niques may be useful in everyday classrooM applications (Bommarito &
Meichenbaum, 1975; Meichenbaum, 1975), but substantial corroborative
evidence is unavailable. Further research is needed to determine the ef-
fectiveness of existing training procedures in natural settingsto determine
the effectiveness of this technique with a variety of academic and social
target behaviors and with various child Ovulations.

Problem SoivIhg

Another way for developing self-control is to teach the children
methods of effective problem solving (Mahoney, 1974; Spiv k, Platt &
Shure, 1976). This approach is not designed to teach
responses,to specific problems. Instead, it gives
for dealing with problem situations (D"Zurilla

ren specific
a general sirategy

dfried, 1973).
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D' Zurilla and Goldfried (1973) have identified five phases of the Prob-
lem-solving process that may be used to train children in self-control. In
the orientation phase trainers may teach children to recognize problems
as common events that should not be reacted to or ignored but that re-
quire action to resolve. In the problem defifatioa and forinalation phase 1

children may be instructed in defining a problem, identifying its elements.
and recognizing its origins as well as factors that prevent its resOlation.
Children then may be taught to generate alternative solutions to a prob-
lem in the third phase 4 the process; in this phase trainers may uncriti-
cally encourage children to produce as many diverse alternatives as possi-
ble to a problem (Mahoney, 1974). In the feurth, or decision-making,
phase children may be instructed in methods for assesSing alternatives in
terms of their predicted.outcomes. Finally, in the verification phase chil-
di en may be taught the process of selecting and trying out the most desir-
able alternitive in applied situations by observing its consequences and
then comparing these outcomes against those predicted. -

Only tvio studies investigating the effects pf training children in prob-
lem solving have been reported to date. Spivack and Shure (1974) trained
norinal and disruptive preschoolers to generate alternative solutions to
soci.d problems. This instruction also was found to improve social func-
tioning among disruptive children as well as normal children. These
IC sults suggest that training tin problem solving may hold promise as an
intervention as well as a prevention technique.

In a second study Russell and Thoresen (1976) used written materials
and audiotapcs of peers modeling the problem-solving process to teach
institutionalized preadolescent aggressive children to deal with problem
situations. The children gave somewhat more (p < i.10) alternatives and
consequences to simulated problems after this training than they pro-
duced beforehand. Anecdotal inforMation from the institutional staff sug-
gested that ihe children also generalized their newly acquired skills to
applied situatiobs.

Several basic studies (Spivack, Platt, & Shure, 1976) have indicated
that deviant child papulations may net be as adept as normld children at
producing alternative solutions to social problems. The implications of
these results aro that training behaviorally disordered or impulsive 'chil-
dren in interpersonal problem solving may be an important treatment
technique for improving their self-control and adjustment. While prelimi-
nary field applications have ,produced some encouraging results, the data
.a e too limited to evaluate the etiectixeness of this approach for this pur-
pose. There is a need to conduct further field studies'on problem solv-
ing using direct behavioral measures to determine if this training will gen-
eralize across problem situations and if it will be maintained over
time.
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Modeling and Rehearsal

In trainingshddren in self-control through the use df social modeling
and behavioral rehearsal a peer irainer might first model the desirable
responses iha roleplay problem situation or have the children olnerve
these behaviors in vivo or on videotape. The children may then be re-
quired to imitate not only the appropriate verbal behaviors, but also all a
the salient features of the response patternthe 'voice inflections, ges-
tures, and pcosibli even pauses. A trainer may then have the child repro-
duce the entire behavioral sequence with coaching and assistance. Fi-
nally, the child may be instructed to Tehearse covertly the desirable
behaviors.

0
Masters and Mokros (1974) have exhaustively reviewed the literature

on children's self-reinforcement pi °cusses. The following are some uf the
highlights of their review that have implications for training children in
self-control: (1) Children may more readily adopt externally imposed than
modeled standards for self-reward: (2) Children tend to select the self-
reinforcement standards of More lenient social modelsr (3) When a
model's imposed standards conflict witk his modeled standards for self-
reinforcement, children tend to adopt the more lenient standards: (4) In
general, children more readily adopt the self-reirforcement standards of
competent, powerful models but not necessarily that of nurturunt models:
(5) Children tend to imitate self-regulatory behavior of models whose per-
formances are closer to their competence levels rather than those who
show superior performances: (6) A model's praise may increase a child's, .

imitation of self-controlling behavior.
Experimenters have used modeling to reduce children's fear of ani- ,

mats (Bandura, -Grusec, & Menlove, 1967; Bundura & Menlove, 1968;
Ritter, 1968), to increase their social interactions (Ross, Ross, & Evans',
1971), to improve their task performance (Meichenbum & Goodman,
1971), and to reduee their inappropriate classroom behavior (Csapo,
1972). Csapo (1972) demonstrated that having socially 'mature peers
model aPpropriate behavior and award behaviorally disordered students
tokens for imitating this behavior reduced the deviant behavior of these
students, a reduction that was maintained for ten days after the treatment
was withdrawn. Maintenance of behavior over time is a critical index.rd
its value in promoting self-control.
, Several studies have suggested that the effects of modeling for foster-
ing childien's self-control may tie enhanced througn the use of behavioral
rehearsal procedures. In an early case study Gittehnan (1965) used model-
ing and behavioral rehearsal techniques to reduce impulsive and aggres-
sive behaviors in a preadolescent boy. After he identified situations that
provoked the boy'S anger, group members attempted to incite the boy's
anger by acting out progressively morc provocative scenarios (group
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inemters also modeled the boy's behavior in role-playing exercises). Re-
ports indicated that this approach reduced aggression in the therapy
group at well as in the school and hame situations.

Goodwin and Mahoney (1975) applied asimilar approach with three
"hyperactive" boys. The boys played a "taunting" game in which one
stood in an inner circle while the others attempted to provoke him into
displaying aggressive behavior. The boys were shown videotaped models
controlling their anger using self-instructions. By disciassing and rehears-
ing these strategies t e boys successfully reduced their aggressive and
withdrawal behaviors in the therapy setting; the amount of disruptive be-
havior that they displayed in their regular school chissroom also declined
considerably during this time. Although the absence of ,a control group
makes these findings tentative, they do suggest that a combination of
modeling and rehearsal may be effective in developing children's self-
control over their aggressive responses.

Modeling and rehearsal have also been used for training delinquent'
populations. Kifer, Lewis, Green, and Phillips (1974) used these tech-
niques to teach predelinquent children and their parents to resolve con-
flicts. The experimenters presented the participants with written conflic-
tual situations and had them identify and select outcomes .to these
situations. With instruCtional feedback provided by the training, the cli-

p-, ents rehearsed these outcomes and negotiated settlements to the con-
filets. Negotiations consisted of a statement of each persén's position,
identification of the issues, and tentative resolutions and outcomes. This
training resulted in improved interpersonal negotiation skills between par-
ents and their children, skills that transferred to home situations. Sarason
and Ganzer (1973) trained delinquent youths in small groups in which they
obseryed live models demonstrate appropriate behavior in scripted role
plays. The plays involved conflicts familiar to the participants. After ob-
serving the models the youths discussed the content and outcome of the
scenarios, imitated the model's behavior, and rehearsed their own version
of the role play. Videotapes of their effocts were then reviewed and dis-
cussed. Sarason reported favorable results with this treatment package.

The results from laboratory research underscores the necessity for
controlling agentsparents, teachers, and other authoritiesto demon-
strate appropriate self-regulatory behaviors themselves to foster the de-
vel6pment of self-control in children. Studies also indicate that modeling

,tuite powerful in producing positive changes in children's behavior,
and the addition of behavioral rehearsal may enhance its Value for pro-
moting children's self-control. As with other' primarily cognitive ap-
proaches, however, field applications are very limited. The available field
studies suffer from a' lack of appropriate precision in data collection
(Csapo, 1972), inadequate follow-up data (Csapo, 1972; Gittelman, 1965),
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unconvincing dependent measures (Gittelman, 1965), as will as a lack of
appropriate control groups (Gittelman, 1965; Goodwin & Mahoney, 1975;
Sarason & (ianzer, 1973). There is a need for applied studies that evaluate
the contributions Made by rehearsal Aocedures and that concentrate on
the generalization and maintenance effects of this training using direct
measures and appropriate comparison groups.

IMPLICATIONS AND EVALUATION OF SELF-CONTROL APPROACHES FOR
TRAINING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

The development of a technology of self-control stems from concerns
relating to generalization and maintenance of training effects as well as
those related to developing a "hunianistic" approach to child guidance.
The specific research issues related to self-control have been detailed
elsewhere (Jeffery, 1974; Jones, Nelson, & Kazdin, 1977; Mahoney, 1972;
McLaughlin, 1976) and will not be reiterated here. Instead, the results of
field studies in self-management and cognitive approaches to self-control
that have implications for training exceptional children will be SUMBA-
rized.

Self:management methods (self-monitoring, contracting, self-evalua-
tion, and self-reinforcement) are probably the most well-researched self-
control training procedures. Mthough the evidence is unclear, claims that
self-management techniques rival external-techniques in maintaining be-
havior are unfotinded. In most studies history effects (Campbell & Stan-
ley, 1963), sociocuhural factors (Glynn, 197O),-expeetations and demand
characteristics (Orne, 1969), and contributions of external reinforcement
and discriminative stimuli have not been ruled out as competing hypoth-
eses (Jones, Nelson, & Kazdin, 1977; McLaughlin, 1976). Studies, how-
ever, have yielded some valuabk information concerning the use of these
techniques..

In general, self-monitoringthe recording of one's behaviorap-
pears to be an active intervention in its own right under conditions in
which children are motivated to change or where external consequedees
maintain this behavior. This process appears to sensitize children to the
frequeney of their behavior and its controlling variables; thus practi-
tioners tan most effectively employ this technique by providing children
with external reinforcement fur maintaining seff-monitoring accuracy and
using the self-monitoring record to aid them in establishing and sequenc-
ing academic and social goals. This record also may be essential for shap-
ing childrens' _accurate self-evaluation and appropriate self-reinforce-

..ment.
Research indicate& that a reliable procedure fin training children in
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appropriate self-evaluation and self-reinforcement is Mt to establish
these behaviors through external methods, such as contracts or token-
reinforcement programs. Once the appropriate behaviors are established,
external evaluations and control of reinforcement is gradual relin-
quished to the children through negotiation or fading procedure (Bolstad
&Johnson, 1972; Drabman, Spitalnik, & O'Leary, 1973; )hIman 4
Shook, 1976).

Although few rese rchers have evaluated cognitive approaches fur
trainingchildren in behavioral self-control, there is eAdence accruing that
these approaches may have considerable promise (Mahoney, 1974). The
use of modeling and rehearsal for developing children's self-control ap-
pears io be particularly suited to applied situations. Trainers, first of all,
would be well advised to model'self-control far their students as well as to
'set reascinable standards for appropriate behavior and reinforce attain-
ment of these by students (Bandura, 1969; Kanfer & Phillips, 1970; Mai-

, ters & Mokros, 1974).
ln cases involving interpersonal conflict teachers or peers could

model appropriate methods of verbal and behavioral interaction (self-in-
structions, reinforcing self-statements, etc.) and have children 'rehearse
these behaviors while receiving appropriate instructional feedback and
reinforcement (Csapo, 1972). In the classroom teachers can also verbally
model the steps for approaching and solving academic problems (Lovitt,
1976; Meichenbaum & Goodman, 1971) and require students to verbalize
(rehearse) these steps prior to engaging in problem-solving activities.
Thus, the procedure used by Meichenbaum and his associates (see Mei-
chenbaum & Cameron, 1974) encompasses a highly useful combination of
modeling, self-instruction, and rehearsal for both academic and social be-
haviors.

Problem solving as a self-control training technique differs from other
methods in that the objective is to teach children a set of procedures that
they can use across various situations. Available information (Spivack,.
Platt, & Shure, 1976) indicates that normal children may have more abil-
ity for interpersonal problem solving than deviant children. As an inter-
vention technique teachers could be trained to teach deviant children that
interpersonal as well as intrapersonal, conflicts can be viewed as prob-

lems to be solved and that in many cases acting on problems is more
effective than withdrawing from them or reacting to theta emotionally.
Teachers then could lead the children through a series of steps involving
brainitorming alternative solutions and having them systematically try
theseout.

One of the most important issues currently facing researchers and
practitioners alike is the generalization and maintenance of behavior
(Stokes & Baer, 1977). Training children in behavioral self-control holds
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Me proinise that they may-generalize appropriate behavior from (=tat-
ting to another (i.e., from one classroor to another or from the school so
the home getting) and that they may reduce their reliance on CX14101d
control by maiplaining appropriate behavior themselves (Cautela, 1969).
Despite the growing literature related to teaching children self-control
skills, the affects of this training across settings ind over time has not
been addressed adequately in the literature (McLaughlin, 1976). Clearly,
future studies should evaluate the effectiveness 4 self-control
with children in terms of its generalization and maintenance elfec
(Karoly, 1977; Stokes & Baer, 1977).
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Training Parents
of Multiply, Handicapped/
Hearing Impaired Children

Robert Simmer and June Miller

The provision of direct services to the multiply handicapped/hearing impaired
child is, in itself, a formidable undertaking. To facilitate the child's develop-
ment via parent involvement may represent an even greater challenge. Few

parents of handicapped children are optimally prepared to fonction sks home

teachers. The discrepancy between existing parenting skills and thote needed
may be quite pronounced when the child involVed is multiply handicapped.
Fortunately, many parents recognize the need to take constructive measures to
become more effective caregivers. Professionals who are able to 'engage par-

ents in explicit teaching activities haVe 3n opportunity to enhance their ser-
vices to thei,i4ild and family significantly. The parent/teacher can support and
augment the concentrated efforts of the professional or, in some cases, be-

come the primary figure in the child's education. In addition, parents with
first-hand knowledge of accountable instruction might be in the best position
to secure appropriate placement .for the child in the future. Thus, explicit
parent involvement has enormous implications for the generalization, trans-%
fer, and maintenance of child treatment (Marholin, Siegel, & Phillips, 1976).
Moreover, appropriate parent intervention can obviate ihe need for intensive
remediation in the future (Weathers & Liberman, 1978).

This chapter provides an overview of some of the ways direct parent
intervention can be accomplished. The literature cited is mostly selected par-
ent training programs and curriculum guides generated by specialists in hear-

ing impairment and educators of developmentally delayed persons. Either
discipline nut)/ be called upon to serve the multiply handicapped/hearing
impaired student; to do so effectively requires an integration of their respec-
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live methodologies. Only a fmlv research enlace related to specific gaining
issues are &cooed. The interested reader can find extensive reviews of
parent training research elsewhere (Baker, 1976; Berkowitz & &avian°,
1972; Graziano, 1975, 1977;, Johnson & Katz, 1973; O'Dell, 1974; Tavor-
mina, 1974; Wahlcr, 1976).

,

. The bulk of thiis chapter is organized under headings pertaining to Mill-
ing,softings, natundistic environments, and the generalization of parent irrl
structkar: Within these contexts, sevend models of parent training and puhU$.
don strategies arc illusirated. Parent programs are often administered from a
school or clinic but diroethelhe intervention is becoming more prevalent.
The extent to which parentihave been responsible for various aspects of the
whaling process is also considered.1Parent involveffamt may vary with the
content of the child's program and/or the scope of the teaching duties assigned
(e.g., assessment, program design,.data collection).

Our conceptions of "training" and "naturalistic" settings are itmilar tO
the distinctidn Han and Rogers:Warren (1978) have made between "nada-
ing" and "milieu" child intervendon. Programming in dit training environ-
ment is characterized by mused trials orbarefully graded teaching sequences,
often administered in one-to-ono situations. the insttuctional stimuli are typi-
cally adult controlled, and consequences for correct and incorrect responses
are precisely programmed. Comprehensive programs seek to develop the
"total" child and include'training on a variety of verbal and motor behavion.
Program categories might include language/communication, .cognitive/
preacademk, social, self-help, and motor behaviors. Programs follow ongo-
ing cycles of testing and teaching to verify skill acquisitiosn. This kind of
teaching would generally constitute a child's school program. Parents have
been used u adjunct teachers to school prognans by concentrating owone or a
few instructional areas. In some cites, the entire instructional process is
taught to parents; programming occurs in the, home and encompaues the
entire realm of curriculum areas.,the attempt is to teach the child behaViors
that are functiOnal in school settings, the community, and home. Likewise,
the parents' teaching skills should serve a broader function than thosedefined
by the child's specific program objectives.

Naturalistic intervention is a direct attempt to program behavioral de-
velopment in "real life" environmental situations. *Parents have numerous
opportunities to prompt and reinforce emerging behaviors while following the
normal child-rearing practices unique to their homes..But u seasoned inter-
ventionists can appreciate, generative child or parent behaviors are no
guaranteed by experience in training settings alone. For example, consider thc
child who is capable of limited expressive labeling but who exhibits this skill
only during formal training..Functional language usage in the home may
necessitate adjuatments in both the physical environment and parent-child
interactions. For example, access to desired objects and materials should be
made contingent upon oral requests to the adult. The parent, in turn, should be
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prepared to teach% expression undir 'these circUmMancits. In some ways,
naturalistic intervention may appear leu of an imposition on family routines
and parental responsibilities. However, beciuse of the unstructured nature of
the interactions, parental instruction no doubt requires considerable modeling,
rehearsal. and corrective, feedback.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE HEARING LOSS

An Integral part of any programming etTon must attend to the hearing status of
the multiply handicapped/hearing impaired child. A thorough audiologic,
evaluation is basic to the child's educational needs at school and home. The
point is emphasized because a hearing loss can have a nerve:sive impact upon
communicative behavior, particularly when it interacts with other handi-
capping conditions (Graham, 1976). Early identification and appropriate
amplification may prevent further debilitation (Ross, 1976). Furthermore, the
audiologic assessment should be an ongoing process 'that invites frequent
interchange between the hearing children and those directly responsible for the
child's education (Lowell & L.owell, 1978). Kenworthy (Chapter 5) builds a
strong case for the audiologist's role in intervention. Continuous amplification
management must be integrated into every aspect of thc child's intervention
program, the home included (Ross, 1976). Parents need detailed instruction
and hands-qn practice in hearing aid use and management procedures. A
perusal of available literature reviews (e.g., Cox & Lloyd, 1976; Ross, 1976)
and parent curriculum guides4e.g., Clark, 1975; Northcott, 1971; Sitnick,
Rushmer, & Arpan, -1978) will facilitate program organization. The principles
and praCtices illustrated in the subsequent review are applicable to the conduct
of this training component.

PROGRAMS FOR TRAINING SETTINGS

Fredricks, Baldwin, and Grove (1976) described three parent trinning routines
used in conjunction with a child's school placementi The chilt's data-based
instruction at school features the following curriculum areas: language, fine
and gross motor, preacademic, and self-help (Fredricks, Riggs, Furey, Grove,
Moote, McDonnell, Jordan, Hanson, Baldwin, & Wadlow, 1976). In addi-
tion, programs are devised to remedy certain behaviors incompatible with
school and/or, home functioning (e.g., tantrums and noncompliance). The
school/home system invokes concurrent teaching of one or mdre skills by
both the child's teacher and the parents. After the parent decides on the area(s)
of home training, the parent is taught how to administer thc program and how
to record data. Daily records of the child's progress are passed between home
and school, and instruction in eithcr setting picks up where the othcr leaves
off. Compared to school-based instruction alone, coordinatcd school/home
programming may facilitate skill acquisition. Fredricks et al. (1976) provided
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two case illustrations; one involved a sight-word program, the other a rote
counting mgram. The authors suggested that one might expect 50% parent
participation in home teaching with one to four programs conducted daily.

A second version of parent training is school based but designed for
situations unique to the home. The teacher writes a prescriptive program
based on parent conferences and parent-gathered baseline diktat The program
is monitored via data sheets WM to school every few days and occasional
phone conversations. Data from a home program to increase compliance to
commands provides evidence that parents might profit from indirect interven-
tion (Fredricks -et al., 1976). In either the school/home Of the home-only
training, parents receive didactic instruction covering the general ratiotiale
and procedures of behavioral intervention, as well as readings relevant to
their current program area (Baldwin, Fredricks, & Brodsky, 1973).

A third approach utilizes the parent as a volunteer aide in one of the
center's classrooms. The parent receives a slightly broader base of didactic
instruction and supervised practice in a variety of programs. The hope is that
the parent will be able to generalize the principles and procedures and inde-
pendently institute similar programs at 'home. The tescher may issist the
parent to conduct home programs as described in one of the two previously
mentioned systems.

The program developed by MacDonald and his co-workers (Horstmeier
& MacDonald, 1978a, I 978b, 1978c; MacDonald, 1978a, 19786) I. designed

to teach parents to perform home language training with their child. Mac-
Donald's approach to language instruction deemphasizes the concern over
training sAult-like grammatical structures and instead focuses on the seman-
tics and pragmatics of early language. ConseqUently, the child's use of lan-
guage during play and socialization in the natural environment is of
paramount importance. The curriculum contains four major categories of
instructional programs:

1. The attending behaviors include making eye cnntact with people and
objects, sitting, and compliance with basic tutoring procedures.

2. The nonverbal category focuses on functional play with objects and
motor imitation.

3. Receptive lahguage behaviors include following simple directions and
identifying actions and objects.

4. The expressive language behaviors range from imitation of sounds and
labeling of actions and objects to more advanced social conversation.

The parent program is presented as a clinic-based approach and or-
ganized on the basis of data gathered from the consultant's administration of
criterion-referenced language tests to the child. The consultant andparent then
plan an initial week of teaching duties to be conducted in the home by the
parent. The c sultant models the desired procedures and allows the parent
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time for practice and feedback. Subsequent weekly sessions are spent having
the prom demonstrate the previous week's training activities with the consul-
tant remedialing any difficulties in the parent's technique. Time is also spent
on review of previous child data and planning the coming week's home
training. If necessary, new procedures are rehearsed. A third segment of the
session is devoted to the preparation of adult and child language "rules." The
rules are written reminders to adults regarding the language expectations from
the child in the natural environment. For example, the child's rule might state
that sounds or words are to be used when making requests, not gestures. And
the.adult's rule might include a prompt to reinforce the child's use of sounds
or words with praise and attention and immediate response to the request,
while pausing after gestures and granting the request only after, an imitative
response.

A parent manual (Horstmeier & MacDonald, I978c) containi readings.
pertaining to the ratioCile and procedures used in the various instructional
areas. Consultation time is set aside to address the points made in the
readings. The child's daily progress is doeumented on simple score sheets
located in the parent's manual. At the end of the 10-12 week program, the
language pretests are readministered to determine skill acquisition.'
Horstmeier and MacDonald (1978b) also provide sn observation guide for
sampling parent teaching skills. A subjective 4-point scale can be used to
assess behaviors such as positioning the child for formal instruction, the
appropriate use of nonverbal assistance, and the effective use of reinforce-
ment.

Research on preliminary versions of MacDonald's program (summarized
in MacDonald, 1976) has demonstrated significant gains in language use by
3-5-year-old Down syndrome children as compared to nontreatment controls.
Children exposed to parent programming went from single-word expression to
longer and more complex utterances.-Anecdotal observations suggested that
both the child's language and the parent's teaching skills tended to be used in
unstructured situations. So far, use of the subjective rating scale of parent
teaching behavior has not been reported.

In the programs examined thus far, parent instruction (i.e., demon-
strations and supervised rghearsal) has taken place in a school or clidic.
Paients are then supposed to carry out the procedures in the home. One should
appreciate that this is not always accomplished without closely scrutinizing
the home environment. The remaining programs in this selection circumvent
many potential problems of generalization by providing in-home instruction
for parents and children.

In the home-based Portage Project (Shearer, 1976; Shearer & Shearer,
1976), consultants meet with parents on a weekly basis to assist the parent in
teaching an array of skills to the child. The child's program is generally
organized around a curriculum guide (Blume, Shearer, Frohman, & Hilliard,
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1976) that encompases the following areas: infant stimulation. socialization,
language, self-help, cognitive, and 'motor. A behavior checklist ja used for
assessment and overall planning purposes and to document MOOS' child se-
cOmplishments. A card file system contains teaching suggestions coded for
cach checklist item. Home consultation centers around the parent's specific
leaching activities. In most instances, the consultant initiates a program with a
baseline usessment of the behaviors targeted. If the child lacks the skill, the
consultant demonstrates the teaching procedures and the patent hnItates the
activities. The parent may be teaching three or more skills per day. Bach
program is briefly described en an activity chart where daily recordings of the
child's progress arc noted by the parent. The consultant also conducts post-
baseline assessments on previously sniped activities to verify accomplish-
ment or the need for further training. Home visits also involve discussions of
assigned reading materials (Boyd & Blume, 1977) that cover the home wag
ing process aitd behavioral principles of instruction and child management.

The overall intent of the Portage Prolect is to devel a parent who
evidences comprehensive, generalized teaching skills. At the present lime,
the project offers no systematic way of training the generative parent/teacher
and documenting progress, but an important step has been made in this direc-
tion. Boyd and Stauber (described in Boyd, Stauber, & Blume, 1977) have
developed a Parent Behavior Inventory that subjectively rates the parent's
ability to engage in appropriate teaching antecedents, child management, and
instructional planning, and to gather materials and deliver consequences.
Suggestions for using the parent inventory, aiong with an elaboration of the
home teaching process, can be found in booklets available fromthe project
(Boyd et al., 1977; Weber, Jesien, Shearer, Bluma, Hilliard, Shearer, Scholl-
inghuis, & Boyd, 1975). To the extent that the Parent Behavior Inventory
proves reliable in assessing teaching behavior, consultants will be in a better
position to pinpoint and evaluate the needs of an individual parent.

Broad-based evaluations of the Portage Project (Shearer, 1976; Shearer
& Shearer, 1976) suggest that home-based instruction is a viable option to
traditional classroom education. Pre-post administrations of intelligence tests
showed that the average child in the project, gained 15 months during the
S-month periodin the program: A few children were reassessed 1 year later
and showed no appreciable loss in test performance. Compered to %group of
classroom controls, Portage children evidenced greater gains in mental age,
IQ scores, and language, academic and social skills. Although data were not
reported, Shearer and Shearer (1976) related that many parents were-able -to
plan their own child's curriculum and devise initructional procedures. Some
parents also reported using the teaching procedures with other family members.

. Watson and Basinger (1974) developed a comprehensive home-based
program that corlibines formal academic training and supervised hands-on
applications. The 20-hour academic package utilizes textbook readings, lec-
tures and slides, and examinations regarding the Materials. These activities
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are conducted in a group setting or on an individual basis in the parent's
home. Topics include the principles and application of reinforcement, shap-
ing,qtlmulus control, and methods of data collection. Parents arc required to
pass each of 10 tests with 90%-14/0% accuracy.

Practicum training is organized around three presentatkms: self-hclp,
language, and social/recreational skill building. The parent views a movie
covering one of the areas, discusses it with tbe consultant, then attempts to
apply the methods with the child. The consultant rates parent performance
with a checklist containing 40 items pertaining to appropriate teaching
methodology. Training continues until the parent is at least 90% proficient in,
each of the tbrec practicum areas. Thc parent is then coached through specific
applications with his or her child involving programs to eliminate undesirable.
behavior and to train self-help, language and speech, educational, and social/
recreational skills. The parent is involved in all phases of measuring"child
progress. The basic program geneially lasts 6-8 weeks. Thereafter, the emi-tsultant visits a parent once per w 'k. The consultant's obligation to the family
continues during the child's trans n into community school program.

Watson and Bassinger (1974) reporte data from mini-experinOnts do:
signed to assess changes in both parent and child behavior. The major parent
data indicated that knowledge of academic areas alone did little to increase
practicum skills. Compared to observing the training films alone, supervised
practice in teaching their own child was most effective according to the
40-item checklist rating. Changeein various child behaviors as a function of
changes in parent teaching were al,v reported.

.

A parent program published by Kozloff (1974, 1979) is very similar to
Watson and Bassinger's in that a systematic attempt is made to involve the
parent in all aspects of home teaching. Through a combination of didactic
instruction and supervised home practice, parents learn behavior theory, pro-
gram design and implementation, and evaluation strategies. The curriculum
covers the following skill areas: attending, motor, motor imitation, verbal
imitation, 11inctional speech, chores, self-help, and problem behaviors. Thc
professional guide (Kozloff, 1979) is an excellent source of ideas pertaining to
the entire realm.of parent training activities including counseling tactics to
facilitate participation and how to administer and evaluate a program. Results
of the recent program have not been published., however, preliminary work
using the same general format showed positive gains in both parcnt and
child behavior (Kozloff, 1973).

Most of the preceding programs include a componcnt in which the con-
sultant works directly with the parent/child dyad. Other programs attempt to
affect parent-child behavior entirely through indirect means. Intervention is
considered indirect because the consultant never observes actual parent-child
interactions (Boyd et al., 1977). Fredricks et al. (1976) used this approach
to deal with a mother's desire to increase compliance in the home. On a large
scale,, the Responsive Parent Program (Hall, Collier, Leiker, Grinstcad,
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Kearns, Robie, & Rotton, 1978) is another example of this approach. This
program is designed to teach parents a general set of principles and pro-
cedures useful for a variety of home management pursuits. Parents 'are
ta0ght basics of learning theory, methods of behavioral measureinent and
evaluation, and rudimentary intervention tactics. Large group sessions, arc
conducted weekly where parents listen to lectures, discuss readings (Hall,
1974a, 1974, 1975), view films, laic exams, and engage in role-playing
exercises. Small group time is devoted to the parent's behavior atange proj-
ects. Parents learn to identify and define behavior operationally and to gather
baseline data on a chosen child behavior. Withlhe assistance of a tehavioral
consultant, the parent devises a treatment plan, implements it, and reiords its
effect. These data are the focal point of subsequent small group discussions
where thc parent receives feedback from the consultant and other group mem-
bers. Parents are also require4 to incorporate reliability observations into each
phase of the project. The parent is encouraged to complete $3 many projects as
possible during the 10-Week program.

The Responsive Parent Program's major evaluative strongth comes from
the project data gathered by the parents. Exemplary parent projects and de-
scriptions of Responsive Parenting arc readily available (Hall, 1972; Hall,
Axelrod, Tyler, Grief, Jones, & Robertson, 1972; Hall, Copeland, & Clark,
1976). In oncnoteworthy instance, a mother used a simple timeout procedure
to dimInish her multiply handicapped daughter's violent tantrums, screaming,
stamping, and spitting. In another cue, the parent successfully decreased
whines, shouts, and screams by learning to consistently ignore occurrences of
these behaviors. Weathers and Liberman (1978) describe a similar parent
program that operates out of a community mental health facility. The obvious
strength of indirect intervention programs is the feasibility of having an im-
pact on large numbers of parents With relatively little expenditure of profes-
sional time. However, the efficacy of indirect intervention for parents initiat-
ing complex skill-building tactics remains to be ascertained.

PROGRAMS FOR NATURALISTIC SETTINGS

The technology for producing and documenting behavior change in -natural
environments has generally lagged behind that existing for training settings.
Parent consultants are suddenly faced with a multitude of factors that are
largely avoided within the confines of one-to-one or small group instruction.
The purview of aault-child interactions in the home is especially demanding,
given the child's mobility and the parent's inability to monitor the child
continuously (Gardner,. 1976). In addition, learning to facilitate child de-
velopment under informal circumstances may be relatively difficult for the
parent (Gardner, 1976), particularly if baseline levels of positive adult-child
interactions are low. Despite the obstarles, the need for naturalistic parent
training has pot gone unnoticed.
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Early interventionists working with the hearing impaired population have
long recognized the crucial role parents play in child development (Hor-
ton, 1974, 1976; McConnell, 1968; Miller, 1964, 1970; Miller &
1959; Simmons-Martin, 1976, 1978). The need to develop a "total" com-
municative environment for the child was immediately evident to these
educators, and the parent was logically sought as an interventimi agent. Edu-
cation is oriented toward the unique possibilities for parent-child interactions
in the family and the way opportunities for speech and language growth
abound within these exchanges. Training may occur in a clinic or thc parent's
home, but many programs te froin a "model home" setting. Thc model
home may be a resideRtial ift=ty niar the agency or institution that has hcén
transformed into a parent training site.. Thc home-like atmosphere enhances
the consultant's attempts to duplicate interactions common to the home. The
consultant provides models-of desired interactions and allows thc parent a
chance to imitate the precedures. Sessions may be videotaped for subsequent
review, discussion, and feedback.

The specific kinds of interactions targeted depend, of course, on the
child's entry skills. Possible categories related to communication develop-
ment include: appropriate ways of conversing with the child, increasing vo-
calization,-kaching imitation, facilitating spontaneous communication, and
expanding, child utterances (Schumaker & Sherman, 1978). Teaching the
child to respond to nonhuman auditory stimuli is also characteristic of many
parent training agenda (e.g., Horton, 1976; Miller, 1970). A Comprehensive
program should also include interyention tactics designed to further motor
development and independence during play, eating, dressing, bathing, and
toileting. Parents should be taught the generalized usage of providing various
kvels of physical and verbal assistance during such activities. Parent instruc-
tion in handling inappropriate behavior may be needed as well.

Unfortunately, published accounts of naturalistic intervention by deaf
educators provide few replicable guidelines for specific parent training activ-
ities. Program evaluation is an area of particular concern. It became apparent
to deaf educators that informal clinical observations and parent questionnaires
were insufficient feedback when attempting to revise programs for more effec-
tivt training (McConnell, 1968; Miller, 1964, 1970; Miller & Miller,
1959). The void of detailed accounts of language instruction via naturalistic
parent-child interactions may have prevented other prOfessionals from adopt-
ing similar strategies.

Several recent CUrliCUIUM guides for hearing impaired youngsters and
their parents adhere to the foregoing philosophy 'of naturalistic interve ion
(e.g., Clark, 1975; Nordkott, 1977; Sitnick et al., 1978)./he Parent-In
Communication program developed by Sitnick et al. appears particularly well
thought out. The guide consists of two curricula, one for the child and one for
the parent. The child's curriculum guidc contains behavior checklists pertain-
ing to auditory perception and to receptive and expressive language. Each
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item in the checklist is accompankii by teaCh\Ig suggestions &signed to
achieve ihat skill. The curriculum for parents coni\bines didactic and practical
experiences in the development of communication,,skills, the use and mainte-
mmce of amplification systems, the nature of var1us kris of hearing loss,
and total communication. The inclusion of parent d,jcctivcs as they relate to
thcir program and of general principles of comma leaden derlopment are
noteworthy features. The broad parent-child obJcctivcI invite further ipecificky
and could serve as useful resources for parent programming and evaluation.

The "training" programs previously illustrated . 'vide minimum exam-
pks of accountable delivery systems that might be c idercd. At present.
there arc few "naturalistic" data that will elucidate the . . . res one might

employ and their expected outcomes in parent traiiin Exceptions to. this \.

statement, however, can be found by clinicians assistin .porents with non-
compliant or oppositional children (e.g., Forehand, 1 1 ; Patterson, 1977;
Wahler, 1972, 1976). Likewise, some significant . ... . kal inroadi
have been ma& in skill-building interventions; this scctls concludes with a
brief look at that research. -\

Research in the area of "incidental teaching" (Hart # Risky, 1975,
1976; Hart & Rogers-Warren, 1978) has important implications for the de-
velopment of replicable, nevralistic intervention strategies. Incidental teach-
ing represents an explicit aampt to bridge the gap between skills taught in
formal training settings and their use inihe natural environment. Applications
thus far have established requesting and social conversation skills during free
play with economically disadvantaged preschoolers (Hart Risky, 1968,
1974, 1975). Incidental teaching has also been used to teach vi ual matching-
to-sample and receptive language within the .context of free p ay (Monies,
1974). The overall orientation is not unlike the "natural languag" approach
advocated over two decades ago for hearing impaired youngst (Groht,
1958). The approach is also consonant with more recent models of communi-
cation developed for children with hearing deficit! (Ling, 1976; Ling & Ling,
1978; Vorce, 1974).

Simply stated, incidental teaching takes advantage of a child's attempts
to "use" an adult to secure goods and services (i.e., reinftrikrs) in natural or
informal situations. These goods and services may be unobtainable or their
rectipt Considerably delayed without adult mediation. The arlult's compliance
with a given request is made contingent upon the child peiforthlns some
behavior in 'return. The behavior might be eye contact, vocsflzatlon, a ges-
ture, a sign, an objeCt-label, social conversation, or some precadcmIc skill.
The behavior may dr may not have been trained previously in a formal setting.

To better appreciate the adult-child interactions proposeft here, consider
a hypothetical situation derived from Hart and' Risley 's research. The objec-
tive might be to teach appropriate labeling of materials during
play. Tbe child has first been taught that roceipt of ma requires an
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adult's aisistance. TM child may seek attention by standing near,a shelf where
ihe toys arc kept, making eye contact with the adult, and pointing to one of thc
toys..The adult returns the cye contact and walks.to the child Thc adult says
nothing for a few seconds, thus giving the child an opPortunity to verbalize a
request; Hatt and Risley (1975) have called this the cue of "focused atten-
tion." Idea Ily,, the child responds to the adult's attention by immediately
labeling thc toy, (e.g, "chi"). Thc adult then praises the child and awards the
toy. If the child fails to verbalize, the adult imiltediatcly provides a yerbal cue,
for example, "What do you want?" Appropriate labeling produces praise and
the toy. Assume, however, that the child is only able to imitate an adult's
model. The objective, then, is to shift control of the child's label from the.,
adult's model to the question, "What do you want?" Hart and Rislex (1975,
1976) suggest three levels of prompts for the chiid capableof verbal imitation:

Fullest degree: imiiation`("Say car")
2. Medium degree: partial' imitation ("Say c....L._")
3. Minimum degree: request for theterminal behavior ("What's this?")

If the child fails to respond, or responds incorrectly following a prompt, the9
adult prompts again with the next level of assistance. Prompted responses nre
also reinforced with praise' and the matcrial sought.

The preceding falls Alert of adequately describing the' intricacies of
incidental teaching. For example, it should* apparent that materials and
objects may not function as reinfprcers for some children. Thus, the Child's
environment requires constant mqpitoring to ensure that engaging materials
are available, or the deficits of some children may necessitate a systematic
effort to 'teach acceptable toy manipulation'. Using the adult asa mediator for .4,
reinforcement may also require explicit teaching. As suggested earlier, the
communicative behavior prompted from a child can be quite kodimentary at
first. For some children, -making eye contact unaccompanied by screaming
and hitting can be a monumental accomplishment.

Incidental teaching,- has not been researched with children exhibiting
seve're 'developmental delays, nor have parents been instructed in its use.

,ExtensionS of this sort would contribute a great deal to the armamentarium of
the parent consultant. And as Shown by Montes (1974), the principles 'of
incidental teaching need not be limited to the development of communication
skills. A related work speaks to the possibility of using ndturalistic procedures
for other areas of intervention.

Like incidental teaching, Nordquist's (cited in Wahler, 1976) naturalistic
strategy capitalizes on child behavior exhibited in unstructured settings. The
procedures have been employed by parents to conduct motor imitation train-
ing with their children in the home. The parent first assesses how the child's
time is allocated acrOss various play activities', Those, activities most often
engaged in are presumed to be potential relaforcers° (Premack, 1963). Later,
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when the child is observed tO participate in a preferred activity, the parent
interrupts the activity and has the child perforrn a targeted imitative behavior.
The child is then allowed to continue the activity;ln'addition tellie evaluation
of activity preferences, the parent keeps daily recotds of the number of teach-
ing episodes, 'the behaviors asked for, and whether or not the behavior was
correct. Parents 'rePonedly find this kind of intervention relatively easy to
implement as it can be conducted without drastic alterationS in existing home
Schedules.

GENERALIZATION OF PARENT BEHAVIOR

Child behaviors taught in formal instructional settings ate virtually useless if
did), are not functional in thc natural ,environment (Marholin & Siegel, 1978;
Marholip, Siegel, & Phillips, 1976). This statement also applies to parenting
skills acquired under well-controlled conditions. Most clinicians recognize
this, but they often adopt a "train and hope" (Stokes &,Baer, 1977) approach
to' intervention. The approach has merit to the extent that training settingsvn-
compass procedures thatare likely to result in generalization and the outcomes
are documented. Parent consultant usually,eilpea the.parent to bpcome a
"generalist", (Gardners 1976) with respect to his or her teaching prowess.
But, as with children, the generalization and transfer of new training skills
must be programmed as carefully as the original training itself (Baer, Wolf, &Risley, 1968). In fact, generalization ofbehavior should be vieweilas an explicit -
therapeutic' objective for parent training (Graziano, 1977). The following
reseatch addresses the generalization issue from the perspective of both parentand child..

Sajwaj (1973) reported several-case studies; two that involved teaching
'parents to deal with child noncompliance: It is important to tote that boTh sets ,
of parents were ,observed to be very Cooperative and willing to conduct the
program as negotiated. The mothers of the two fainilies were taught to re-
spond to their children's compliance with praise and attention and to ignore
instances of noncompliance. The mothers were successful in modifying their '
children's behavior in the clinic where they were trained, but the child's

misbehavior persisted at home. ln both Cases, the parents' failed to respondi
differentially to their children as they had learned in the clinic. Home qbserva-
tions revealed that competing responsibilities, such as meal preparation and
household chores, made it difficult for the-mothers to follow through as
originally trained. In one case, the problem at home was alleviated when the
mother was taught to use a timeout strategy in the clinic. However,'a similar
procedure ultimately failed in the second case. The use of timeout was con-
trary 'to the father's attitude toward Child rearing and he subsequently with-
drew the family from 'the program'. This conflict might have been rectified had
the father been an active participant during the conception of theprogram. A
home-based program may- be necessary to avoid the scheduling problems
posed by elinic-based training. tz,
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In Sajwaj's third case, a mother and father were taught to differentially
attend to their ton's behavior during mealtime. All parent training was con-

g
ducted in the home, and the objective was to decrease disruptive acts during
dinnentime. Parent instructions alone were unsuccessful 1ri 31tering either the
child's or parent 's behavior. Progress was apparent when die trainer prompted .

,rethmoved,

the parents resumed their low rates of praise and attention. The
e parents to attend to appropriate eating. However, when the prompts were

trainer finally resorted to the timeout procedure for Misbehavior, with good
results.

Forehand (1977) crequed Sajwaj's study and many others dealing
with noncompliance. Collectively, the resubs of clinic-based parent train-
ing are equivocal. When effective, the combination of differential,attention ,
for compliance and timeout for noncompliance appears to be the ,method of
choice. But analog training in the clinic fails frequently enough to warrant
direct intervention in the home. Similar difficulties may arise when parents
are taugbt skill-building procedures in the school or clinic. This may be
particularly true when the parent is initiating a program and is likely to
encounter problems that were not evidenced and appropriatelicountered dur-
ing the school-clinic training.

Another study by Miller and Sloane (1976) addressed the issue of
generalization with regard to parent and child behavior. The participants were
five mOthers and their language-delayed children. The purpose was to train
each mother to increase her child's rate of vocalization via prompts and
reinforcement. Training took placeln two settings within the home, snack

'time and formalcspeecii training. Generalizatien,of the paren(s use of prompts
and reinforcement was examined during a pre-snack setting .and Miring a
formal speech session and free play at school. The results showed that the
parent training effectively increased child vocalization during the training
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Jetting; however, neither child nor parent behavior uniformly, generalized
across settings. In the pre-snack period, three of five parents prompted and
differentially attended to vocalizations, albeit the rates were far below the
training levels. There were only marginal overall increases in child beriavior and
the results were highly variable. Assessments of child vocal behavior at school
revealed no sabstantial gains in either the formal speech session or free play.

Another level of generalization concerns the degree to which one must
train a parent to produce generative teaching within a training setting. Koegel,
Glahn, and Nieminen (1978) recently conducted a study that examined some
of the aspects of training that might result in a generalized ability to teach .

different tasks to children. In their first experiment, four amthers and their
autistic children participated. Additional children wereasssigned to two of the
parents in order to increase the range of child behaxiors taught. The objective
for each parent was to teach several different child behaviors (e.g., to standup
on command, to draw a triangle; and to discriMinate square versus circle):
During baseline, the' parent was given an opportunity to:teach a task withetht
training. If unsuccessful, the parent received instruction and was given
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another dance to teach a behavior. Throughout, observers evaluated five
aspects of the parent's teaching prolicienci: presentation of discriminative
stimuli, use of prompts, use of shaping; use of consequences, and presenta-
tion of dismte trials. The observer also noted whether or not the child's task,
pertbrvnce improved as a function of the parent's teaching.

'N parents were' expoted to twO kinds of training. First, a consultant
demonstrated correct aspects of teaching the specific child behavior being
pursued at that time by the parent: Later, the parent received a".generalization
training" package intended to illustrate the use of die teaching metbods in a
tweed context. This training consisted of attending and discussing three 30-
minute lectures and two 37-minute videotapes that explained appropriate per-
formance of the five obserVational categories previously outlined. The two
videotapes depictbd the presentation of antecedents and the delivery of conse-
quences, TespectiVely. Subsequently, the parent aftempted' to teach the re-
maining behaviors 'resigned to the child.

The results clearly demonstrate the differential effectiveness of the two
'parent training procedures. The task-specific training resulted in 4 parent
successfully teaching that particular behavior, but generalization of parent
behavior did not occur for the rernaining tasks. Additional parent training was
required on each succeeding task. A child's performance improved only when
the parent's teaching behavior was appropriate, as Measured by-the five ob-
servational categories. The generalization training, on the other hand, had the
anticipated outcome: All parents successfully taught three new. behaviors fol-

.lowing the lecture-videotaped training procedure.
In a second experiment, Koegel et al. (1978) conducted a partial compo-

nent analysis of the generalization training package with new participants:
The purpose was to assess whether videotape instruction alone could influence
parent/child performance. The authors also asked if videotape instruction or
either antecedents or consemiences alone would augment performance. Gen-
erally, videotape training facilitated parent behavior and a córiespondirig rise
in child performance occurred. HoWever, parent behayior.seemed specific.to
the tape viewed prior to 'exposure to both tapes. That is, a parent's use of
antecedents improved after exposure to the tape relevant to antecedents; uie
of consequences was generally unaltered until that tape was used in training.
Marked impovements in child behavior were evident only after i parent had
viewed both, videotapes and was appropriately administering both antecedents
and cOnsequences.

SUMMARY AD CONCLUSIONS

That explicit parent involvement can hive a pronounced influence on early
intervention is widely acknowledged. The preceding review illustrates several
levels of parent training that might be incorporated into child intervention
programs. The perceivtd needs of the multiply handicapped/hearing.impaited -
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child have guided our particular integration of program.s% guides, and re-
search. However, the prineiples and procedures surrounding parent training
are largely noncategoriCal and have obvious implications for any personnel
preparation pursuit, including parent interkntion with older developmentally
delayed clients. Economic factors-may ultiniatcly dictate the scope of parent
training pursucd at any_given facility. But, ideally, an agency would bc in a
position to equip a parent .with a full'an1fy of teaching skills applicable in all
aspects of child rearing. The methodology for applications in training situa-
tions is reasonably intact. Extensions to naturalistic situations generally await
research and development. It is in this latter setting, however, where both
parent and child are likely to profit most from parent training.

The issue of generalization arises at several points in the design, im-.
plementation,. and evaluation of-parent training programs. A fundamental
reason for engaging parents at all is the concern for generalization of child
treatment to the home en3konment. Accomplishing this objective requires
careful thought regarding the method and site of delivering training to parents,
the content of the.program, and evaluation strategies. At a rudimentary level,
limited hands-on experience should not be expected.to have a generalized
impact on other child behaviors. This may require several in vivo applications
under the tutelage of a cOnsultant., and may be combined with audio-video
"generalization training" for effective results (Kocgel et al., ,1978). Fur-
thermore, the presence of generalized teaching within a training setting doci
not ensure spontaneous applications in naturalistic eni%ironments. Appropriate
intervention and documentation ofdraining requires observation of naturalistic
parent-child interactions in settings where behavior change is expected to
occur.

The needs of parents with multiply handicapped/hearing impaired chil-
dren goes well beyond the training issues addressed in this chapter. TO the
extent that parents have a "need to know," a continuum of educational
services, from variety of specialists in developmental disabilities is war-
ranted. Multidisciplinary approaches to assessment and intervention currently
advocated find their roots in early efforts to serve hearing impaired persons.
For example, 'as early as 1949, personnel affiliated with the Kansas "Parent
Institutes' attempted to alleviate, informational deficits experienced by par-
ents (Miller, 1964; Miller & Miller, 1959). Art intensive week-king program
was feasible for up lo 20 families by housing thcm at the residential schopl
whim the institutes were held. The program often drew families from distant
rural communities where services for the hearing impaired population were
Minimal or nonexistent. The professional staff included a pediatrician, psy-
chologist, audiologist, Otologist, teacher of the deaf, social worker,.and nu-
tritionist. Group sessions with the parents focuse'd on information-sharing
activities. Topics included medical aspects of hearing impaitment, physiology
of hearing and speed) mechanisms, nutrition, normal child development',
effects of hearing loss on spcech and language, lothods of facilitating speech
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and language in thc natural environment, and community recreational and
educational services available. Parents also participated in counseling sessions
where role-playing and discuision centered on various adjustment-problems
often encountered by families with hearing impaired youngsters. While the
parents attended group sessions, their children participated in classroom activ-
ities and individualized assessments with the Parent Institute specialists. The
parents were presented comprehensive interpretative summaries and recom-
mendations at the conclusion of an institute week. Subsequent therapy ses-
sions were scheduled to assist the parents in their daily implementation of
recommended home teaching and,management strategies. Follow-up instruc-
lion concentrated on amplification use arkl maintenancet and the incorporation
of speech and language training into everyday ,interactions with the child.

The provision of educational .and/or therapeutic services not directly
relatedlo home leaching can engage parents who would otherwise be unat-
tracted to structurecl training prokiams. For some parents, simply the oppor-
tunity to socialize with 'other parents of handicapped children can inspire
participation. In a sense, such sessions "shape ap" involvement that can
culminate at the hands-on teaching level. Additionally, consultants who appro-
priately respond to the "emotional needs" of 'parents can be more effective
parent trainers. Clinical observations suggest that parents, go through several
emotional "stages" win) respect to accepting their unique caregiver respon:
sibilities (Stream & Stream, 1978). Prior to "acceptance,." the adult's be-
havior may be influenced by emotional factors such as denial, anger, guilt,,
and anxiety that hinder or preclude compliance with the demands of acquiring

,tiew parenting skills. To the degree emotional states can be objectively, iden-
tified and therapeutic effects achieved and doculnented, consiltants can be
successful in modifying. parent behavior. The reeent writings of several au-
thors suggest several tactics applicable to counseling parents of handicapped
children (e.g., Luterman, 1979; Stream e Stream, 1978; Thompson &
Young, 1977; West, 1978). However,, the objective of achieving beneficial
parenr-child interactions must remain top priority and receive concomitant
attention as other therapeutic endeavors are implemented.
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"The Socioemotional Impact of Infant Deafness," a escussion of

considerations in working with parentsof the deaf child by Kenneth

Moses and Madeleine Van Hecke-Wulatin,.provides a conceptualization

of parental reactions to the child's handicap as a grieving process.

.The authors suggest counseling techniques Which are helpful.in

addressing parent reactions.

To a large extent, the principles involved in working with deaf

children have broad applicability ta interventions with severely

handicapped children and their families. One difference, of course,

is in the intensity of overall 'programming for the MHHI child.

Some of these considerations are outlined bytarol Cobeil-Ostby in the

monograph from the Arizona Demonstration Project on "Family Support

Prog'rams."

. .

To illustrate further the issues of clinical inte'rpret,jMn and

special adaptation of clinical techniques in working with fdeaf

'child who is also presenting emOtional/behavioral symptoms, we have

included major excerpts from Paul Brinich's case analysis, "Applica-

tion of the Metapsychological Profile to the Assessment of Deaf

Children." Once again, the application of technique and the clinical

understanding of the impact of deafness is demonstrated in this

psychoanalytic case study.

A preventative mental health issue of growing importance in the

field deals with the reactions of prc4e5sionals working with

handicapped children and the phenomenon .of "burnout." Thi5 definitive

pallier by Kathryn Meadow includes the findings from estudy of 245

deaf educators. The paper analyzes the sources of "burnout" 14

dedicated professionals and examines the relationship of selected

support networks to job satisfaction..
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The final selection in this dhapter "Sign Language Power and

Mental Health" by Raymond Trybut states 4 point of view regarding the

relatiunship,of self-esteem, power and the individual'Is relalkoitship

within'the deaf community. The paper provides a perspective; in Which

to understand the deaf child's experience in growing up and develop-

ing a sense of self-esteem within his/her community.

Other materials of direct relevahcoC,to mental health concerns'

affecting the HI-DD population are presented in the chapters identi-
,

fication and Isessmant and Programmatic Options.

.
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Behavioral and Emotional Problems of Deaf..

Children: An Oveniiew

Deafness is firsr of all a handicap of human.
communication. Its major effect is to erect an
unseen barrier betueen the deaf person and the
human community of whichte or she is a part.
The spccess of the deaf person in educational
attainthent, in social interaction, in job achieve:
ment. or in self-futfillment depends on his
breaching of that uiiseen baffler. Social and
emotional development results from Communi-
cation. 15? means of which the salues and mores
of the community are imparted,to the child. by
means of v. hich the feelings aitd experiences of
the child are given name and shape, and by
means of whicb the child learns, by manipulating
the verbal symbols. to manipulate his own
thoughts. feelings, and overt behavior.

Emotional and behavioral control are

learned through human communication no less
than any other aspect of human lifeand so it is

not surprising that the handicap Of deafness in-
trudes here as well. This chapter focuses on the
emotional and behavioral problems of deaf chil-
dren, their prevalence, their origin. gbeir nature,
and the implications RN professional practice

ith deaf children.

DIE PREVALENCE OF .

EPAO(TIONALIBEHAVIORAL
PROBMAS IN DEAF CHILDREN

While the available' Studies of the preva-
lence of emotional/behavioral problems in deaf
children differ in -method, population studied,
and findings, all are in.agreement that the rate of
emotional/behavioral jiroblems is significantly
-higher among deaf children than among hearing
children of otherwise comparable circum-
stances.

Since these various studies used different
definitions of disturbance, different groups of
children, and different methodology overall, it is
not surprising that different proportions of chil-
dren in each study are reported to be disturbed.
l jI fact, given tlle differences in methodology add
a prosó1i. the !Inclines are remarkably consis-

mnt.

Law-scats Survey Data

-The Annual Survey of Hearing Impaired
Children and Youth is a continuing research and
statistical program of Gallaudet College. All

. 395 .
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programs in the United States known to be pro-
viding special education and related services to
hearing-impaired children are contacted annually
and asked to submit a variety of information on
enrolled children. Participation in the survey is
-voluntary, and data are received on about 80%
of the target population in any one year.

Schools are asked to tePort, among other
items, whether the child has an "educationally
significant emotional/behavioral problem." (In
the first two years of the survey, these.two items
were listed separately. Vesulting in double-
counting of some children.) In the school years
1970-1971 through 1975-1976, the proportion of
children listed as having emotional or behavioral
problems declined slightly: the percentage of the
total %Vas 9.6 percent in 1970-1971 as compared
to 8.4% in 1975-1976.

It is important to remember that the Annual
Survey data 1, qiined from schools and rep-
resent an edia.iitional view of emotional distur-
bance, based on the need to provide special ac .
commodations and/or services for the children
so labeled. This educational orientation is evi-
dent in the fact that the determination of the
emotional/behavioral disturbance was usually
made by the child's teacher (43 percent) or by a
psychologist (37 percent). The diagnosis was
made by a physician in the remaining 20 percent
of the cases in which the diagnostician was
know n.

'Other Studies of Small
Groups and Samplas

A group of British researchers (Graham and'
Rutter. 1968, Rutter es al- 1970) selected the Isle
of Wight. in the English Channel. as the site for a
study of the prevalence of all handicapping con--
ditions in a single, selfcontained population. All
11.685 children between the ages of 5 and 15
received an assessment of their physical -and
mental health.

The presenc or absence of psychiatric
disorder- was de rmined by a Combination of
(1) behavioral q1stionnaires completed by the
child's teacher. (2) similar questionnaires. com-
pleted by the parents: (3) interviews with parents
about their Child's behavior, relationships, and
emotions: and (4) a psychiatric examination.

Only 13 deaf children were located in this
population, of whom 2 (or 15 percent) were re
ported as having a psychiatric disorder'. This rate

.
I

4
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is more itin double the 6.4 percent rate found
for, the general population of nonhandicapped
children, but because of the very small number
of deaf-children involved, littk can be said with
confidence on the basis of these findings.
. Vernon (1969) studied the relationship be-
tween the etiology of the deafness and the nature
of secondary disabilities in children who at-
tended, or who were- evaluated at. a.particular
state residential school for the deaf during the
period from 1953 to 1964. Vernon concentrated
on those children for whom there was firm evi-
dence that the hearing loss resulted from hered-
ity, Rh incompatibility,vrematurity, meningitis,
and maternal rubella. A major limitation of this
study is (hat the children with the named causes
of deafness constituted only 38 percent of the
total group.

Vernon used three approaches to a'ssess the
psychological ,idiiistment of the 'children iniihis
study. First, teachers were asked for their judg-
ment as to (he child's adjustment on a 5-poirn
scale from -superior" to "poor." Second,
school records were examined to. determine the
number of children dismissed from school be-
cause of 'motional disturbance. Finally, the
psychological evaluations perfotmed at the time
pupils were admitted to school were categorized
by Vernon as reflecting "normal adjustmenj' or
-severe problems which profoundly jeopardize

. . ability to function adequpiely in the school
setting."

Teachers rated 20.7 percent tf their .itu-
dents as showing *poor adjustment." while 22.5

_ percent of the psychological evaluations were
categorized as shov:ing s'4evere problems. The
number of students dismissed becPuse far emo
tional disturbance amounted to 9 percent of the
group studied.

Schlesinger and Meadow (1972) specifically
tried to identify thole children in a particular
state residential sch2sol for the deaf copsidered
to be in need of psychiatric treatment in order ip
define the extent of the need for mensal health
services and to justify a vquest for funds to
support those services. \School personnel
(teachers and dormitory counlelors) were asked

, to identify those children who were "severely
disturbed an`d in need of psychiatric help," as
well as those who were -not sevetely disturbed
but whose behavior .necesSitates a dispro-
portionate share of the teacher's time or requires
other special attention.' This same format, al-
lowing for the identification of both "mild' and

u
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**severe" cases, bad been used previously in a
'mental health survey in Los Angeles County.
Thii. No-part format was considered preferable
to a simple ) e s-no judgme nt of emotional distur-
bance. School personnel were not asked 'to re-
port ordescribe the specific behaviors of particu-
lar chadren, but the survey forms .suggested
some kinds of behavior that might lead teachers
or counselors to identify a child as in need of
treatment or as requiring disproportionate care:
uithdrawn from peers, - overly dependent,
hyperactive, displaying nervous habits such as
tics. truancy, accident-proneness, dironic ill-
nes§es without identifiable physical ciuses, and
marked agglessive behavior.

Of the 516 students in the school, 11.6 per-
cent were considered to be ,"severely disturbed
and in need of psychiatric treatment," and an
additional 19.6 percent were considered totave
behavioral problems leading to disproportionate
demands on teachers' and counselors time;. The
comparable figures in the Los Angeles 'County
study were 2.4 percept severely disturbed and an
additionals7.3 percent needing disproportionate
attention in the classroom. The rates for the deaf
children in this school were, thus, three-to-five
times as great as those for the hearing children in
the Los Angeles -County school system.

Freeman and co-workers (1975) studied a
groupof 120 seVerely to ProfOundly prelingually
deaf children in' the Greater .Vancouver met-
ropolitan area of British 'Columbia. ranging in
age from 5-to-15 years. This group was thought
to 'be an "almost complete samPle" of the target
'group. This study ranged over tAvide sPectrum
of sociedemographic. Psych,ologital. medical.
and ,behaVioral items and 'included an assess-
ment of whether or not each child exhibited a
ps)chiatric disorder. .

While their peocedures for determining the
Presence -of psychiatric disorder are not de-
scribed precisely. their hasic.method involved
the assigning ofa "global four-point rating from
none to severe, according to all the information
available." which 'included questionnaires rela-
tiver_to the child'i behavior obtained from pat-

' eats and from teachers. They rePort quite 'lim-
ited degrees of agreement between-parents on
ratings, of their children (r .63), and even less'
agreement between parental and teacher ratings
(r .45 between mother and school: r I. .16
between father and school). In any case. they.
report n finding of ,6.7 percent of the children"
with a "se. ere" rating and an additional 16.5

percent with a "moderate" psychiatric disorder.
They do not report comparable figures for their
comrol group of hearing children fromthe same
metropolitan area.

Summary of Prevalence
Data

-As indicated in the introduction, each of the
available sets of data bearing on prevalence Used
different methods. overall, different definitions,
and focused on a variety , of large and small
groups. The one clear finding. thrqughout is that
the rates of serious eMotional disturbances are
higher among deaf children than among hearing
children:

While the National institute 'of Mental
, Health (Joint Commission on Mental Health,

1970J estimated that 2 percent of young people
under 25 are "severely disturbed and need im-
mediate psychiatric care," and 'while the Los
Angeles County survey (State of California,
1960) reported 2.4 percent .to be severely dis-
turbed, the available studies of deaf children
show consistently higher rates.

The itudies of the Annual Survey of Hear-
ing Impaired Children and- Youth show' 8:4
percent,. to 9.6 percent .reported' as having
educationally/ significant emotional/behavioral
problen* Vernon reports 20.7 percent to 22.5
percent is shoWing poor adjustment 'or being
psychqlogically disturbed. Schlesinger and
Meadow found 11.6 percent to be severely dis-
turbed. The Vancouver study found 6.1 percent '
With a severe psychiatric-disorder. Many of these,
studies report even higherproportions of children
with emotional/behavioral problems of lesser
5everity. It.'would appear that serious emotional
problems are three-to-six times as common
among deaf children as amongtearing children
and that disturbances of lesser seierity are atso
observed with greater frequency, among deaf
-children.

ME NATURE OF
EMOTIONALIBEHAVIORAL
DISTURBANCES IN DEAF CHILDREN

Having established that einotional/
behavioral distarbances are substantially mere
common among deaf Children than among heart
Ins children, the question becomes One, of
whethet deaf children exhibit the same kinds of
disturbances as other Children or whether char-
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acteristic types and patterns are observed. A
number of writers have addressed this question,
using the results of clinical observation,
behavior rating scales of various son's, and
psychological tests. Although there are differ.
ences and variations in their ftnclings, there ap-
pears to be general agreement on a few typically
observed characteristics: immaturity, egocen-
tricity, 'and impulsivity. These chatacteristics
are not unique to deaf persons, of course, but
they seem to be especially important in describ-
ing and understanding typical emotional/be-
havioral problems of deaf children. ,

.
Clinical Descriptions

Levine (1956) described an emotional im-
maturity characterized by "etocentricity, easy.
irritability, impulsiveness, and sugtestibility,"
and Hess (1960) reported similar findings. Myk-
lebust (IWO) found deaf persons to be "imma-
ture-in caring for others." Altshuler (1974) and
Rainer et al. (1969), characterized deaf patients
as demonstrating "egocentricity, a lack of em-
pathy, dependency." Hurwitz (1967), from the
paspective of clinical social work in a rehabilita-
tion setting, described three geneeal "types.".
,The first exhibits "pervasive passivity. Which
becomes generalized, to every sphere of activ-
ity." His second tyPe shows . -deficiency in
capacity for relationships" and "extreme rigidt,

ity Of behavior." The third type manifests ja
-lack of apprehension worry, and concern with
(themselves] and . . . an obliviousness in regard
to [their] true circumstances."`They are "an
immature group of young people who arehighly
ssif=centered . possess the aggressionto seek
mitwhatever they consider to be gratifying .. . ,

tend to make\ quite unrealistic demands on
others, [and] tend to be exploitative Of others
and to abuse relatibnships." Leiis (1968) sum-
marized by noting that deaf children often are
described as immature in self-myareness. ego-
centric, lacking in If-confidence a d initiative,
and having a'teddicy to be rigid rather than
flexible. eA

Behavioralltudie
At kakt foUr studies (Strentand Kirk. 1938;

yAvery. 1948; Burchard and Myklebust,
Schlesinger and Meadow. 1972) ' have employed
the Ylneland Social Maturity &le (Doll, 1965).

0

Meadow and Trybus

,
All found that deaf children scored lower than
hearing children of comparable ages on scales
measuring a variety of self-help skills.

A' series of Studies employed behavioral
check lists jnore directly aimed at describing the
actual b'ehavior of deaf-children at home or at
school. Most of the prevalence studies reported
earlier incorporated some 'form of behavior-
rating scale or cheeklist as part of their proce-
dure. Reivich and Rothrock (1972) analyzed a
set of behavior ratings completed by teachers at
a state residential.schootfor'the deaf to describe
the deaf students. Three groupings of descrip-
tions seemed to cover most "disturbed" be-
havior. TheSe were (1) hyperiactive lack of con-
trol (behavior that was imPtilsive, ,unreflective,
and uninhibited); (2) anaidus inhibition; and (3)
preoccupation (descriptors related t6 immaturity).

Goulder (1976), in a similar study, obtained
descriptions of the classroom behavior of 150
deaf children in three state residential schools
for the deaf. However, he used a behavior
checklist that had been standardized on a popu-
lation of 5000 heariiig schoolchildren [School
Behavior Check List (SBCL), Form A-2, ages
7-13; see Miller, 1973]:' Fohr groups of deaf

. children were Selected for Me study: (I) those'
reported as having an emotional/behavioral
(E/B) problem as their lanlY educationally sig-
nificant additional, handicapping condifion be-
Yond the hearing losS; (2) those who had any/B

problem plus a further handicapping condition;
(3) those who had some other haodiCapping con-,
dirion(s) but not an E/B,problent; and (4), those

,..reported as having neirker an E/13 problem nor_
any handicapping condition beyond the -hearing
loss. Classroom teachers were asked to respond
to the 96 true-false descriptors of the SBCL for a

cific, named child, btit neither the 'teachers
the school adeninistrators were informed of'

té reason for selectingi particular children for
e study.

The resulti indicated that children -de=

scribed in sthOol, records as emotionally or be-
haviorally .disturbed had significantly higher.
scores than the non-B113 children 'on the scales
tor km-need achievement:aggiessivetiess, anx-

, iety,, and-hostile isOlation, as 'well as on a total
score. Those children who had additional hand-
icapping. 'Conditions had `, significantly higher
scores on anxiety, academic disability, and hos'
tile isolation than did children withOut additional
handicaps,the effects of the presence 'of emo-

,
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tional disturbance and of other handicapping
conditions were independent and addible, so
that the second group; who had both reported
emotionaVbehavioral problems and other hand-
icapping conditions, clearly had the most patho-
logical scores.

Also, it is interesting to note tkat the children
reported in having no additional handicaping
conditions beyond.the hearing loss had a be-
havior pattern quiteyifferent from that of the
typical hearing child. The main points of differ-
ence were a substantially higher rate of reported
aggressive, uncontrolled behavior, a higher de-
gree of academic disability, and substantially
lower levels of achievement motivation.

Psychological Tests and
Psychiatric Assessments

Levine (1956) used ihe Rorschich (projec-
tive (nkblot` method) with a group of deaf adoles-
cent girls and described them as lacking in social
and emotional maturity. More recently, she has
utilized the Hand Test (Levine- and Wagner,
1974) as a me:ans.-of describing personality pit-
terns in deaf people.

. Williams (1970) assigned psychiatric diag-
noses to.51 children who were enrolled in, or
applying to, a school for emotionally disturbed
deaf children in England. He pointed-out that
those children who were referred for admission
were Nicely to be those "whose maladjustment is
disturbing to their envirqnment.-

. Chess et al. (1971) conducted-psychiatric as-
sessments of 243 rubella children at the.,New
Ycirk University Medical Center. Of the 47 deaf
Subjects. 16 (34 percent) were judged ta have
psychiatric diSorders. They indicated that chil-
dren with niultiple physical handicaps were more
likely tericeive a psyChiatric diagnosis as well.

. me GENE= ,

EMOTIONALMEHAVRIRAL
PRosims IN _DEAF CHILDREN AND
RELATED QUESTIONS

. ,
' The causes or origins of emotional, be;

havibral, and mental disorders have been sought
tin the realms of physiology and biochemistry,
the individual psyche, and the.family and,other

' social structures. It is a highly coMplex clues-

bon, in which causes and consequences are
difficult to determine. They may, in fact, §ie circu-
lar and literally inseparable in the individl "real-
ity. The truth probably if that each situation
involves a Iangle(1 web or factors that serve as
both causes and consequences. and that the in-

, leractions amonglaCtors may be as significant as
the individual factors themselves in leading to a
given human response. At.least a few basic fac-
tors are clearly part of the network, albeit not the
whole truth.

Parental Reactions to
Deafness

One causal area is the set of parental reac-
tions to the diagnosis of their child's deafness
and consequent parental 4ittitudes and actions.
These reactions run the gamut from shock, sur-
prise, and (fisbelief to guilt, despair, and rejec-
tion, often.within the same person or parental
couple. The consequent inadeqqacy, misinfor-
mation,. hostility, smothering, overprotection,
and other behavior patterns can play a ,major
role in -engendering or Maintaining inappro-
priate, unproductive thoughts, feelings, and be-
havior in the deaf child. Some parents collapse
in .the face of the problems and accept (and
thereby ensure) the "fact- that the deaf child
will always be a, seriously deficient member of ;
society. Others refuse to face or to accept the
fact of the deafness and force the deaf child into

that acknowledge no difference. They att mpt to
medical, educaticinal, and therapeutic

mold the child as a hearing person by hook or by '
crook. While some are content to relinquish con-
trol of the chihl to the "expero- and remove .

themselves etrationally and physically from the
scene, others leverse 016 process and so domi-%
nate and direc; the deaf child that independent
self-confidence and self-conttol neler develop
(see Hurwitz, 1967):In,any case, the parental
reactions to the ibild's deafness, and the stib-
sequent actions or inactions, constitute one int-
portant factor in the development or etriOtional
disorders in d6if children.

Communication Between
Avant and Cpild

A second critical factor is the extent and
effectiveness of comitiunication between patents
and the deaf child. It must be reiterated taw,
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deafness is first of all a handicap of communica-
tion. Much cif what makes us human is transmit-
ted and shared through the medium of language:
feelings. understandings. appreciations, hopes,
fears. anticipations, goals. values, and more.
The deaf chikl will acquire and share in these
htfman emotions and transactionsio the deeree
that effective communicationboth recePtive
and expressiveis available.

There has been and continues to be enor-
Mous controversy over the appropriate method
of communication to be used in the education of
deaf children. Regardless of the merits of one
system or method over another for: icbooling in
later years, the essential need for basic parent-
child interaction in the critical early years of life
demands a communication system that is clear,
unambiguous, and effective. With a functioning
system. much of the handicap of deafness can be
overcome. Without it, the deaf child cannot de-
velop nonniiiI9 DI kll these critical social, psy-
chological. emotionnl, and related. areas.

.Lesser and Easser (1972) believe that the
marked imptilsivity of many deaf children results
from theirlinguistic inability to express needs
and feelings. They suggest that children with
hearing have the capacity to name an emotion
and that -once an affect can be nnmed, it can
come underthe sway of ego control.-

The social skills that enable children to get
along with others are developed through Ian- *
guest. Heren and Colin (1972) studied.deaf chit-

, dren engaged in two tasks: one performed in a
comortitive setting and one requiring coopera-
tion. They concluded that thel' lag in the deaf
children's ability to accomplish a cooperative
assignment was related to their linguistic defriva-
bon.

Often. parents of deaf children do not have
the command of an effective communication
Channel that is necessary for explaining compli-
cated events. The deaf child frequently experi-
ences drastic changes in his environnieri with no
explanation of the meaning, the reason, the
probable duration, or the possible resolutidn of
his shifting world. These events might include
the disappearanCe of a parent or grandparent, a
move fromme house tnanother or from one city
to another. or a trip to thg hospital where un-
known people do frightening and painful things
for unknown reasons. .4

Parent-child communication problems,
then. are a major factor in the genesis of-many

'Meadow and Trybus
r " .

emotional problentseither directly through the
frustrations and angers of not being able to
understand and be understood or indirectly
through the eventual results of failure to (be
aware of and thus to acquire parental or societal
norms' of thousht and behavior'.

The influence of Other
Characteristics of the Child

A number of other characteristics of the
deaf child have been shown to have a relation-
ship to the likelihood of having an emotional/
behavioral problem. Jensema and Trybus (1975)
examined the relationship of reported E/B prob-
lems to a vgriety of characteristics. First, rates
of FIB problems were significantly higher for
males (9.8 percent) than for females (5.6 per-
cent). Emotional/behavioral problemhwere re-
ported at about the same rates for white and fo
black students, but lower.rates were repOrted for
other,racial/ethaic groups. Students with hearing
losses of 40 dB or loss in the better ear had
somewhat lower rites, but beyond this point, the
degree of hearing loss had little effect.

Theri were significant variations according
to the cause of the hearing kiss, withthe lowest
rates of emotienal/beliavioral disturbance being
associated with mumps, measles (contracted by
the child), and hereditary deafness. The highest
rates of emotional/behavioral problems were as-
sociated with hearing loss due to maternal
rubella, trauma at birth, PremajhOty, pregnancy
complications, and high feversddring childhood.
Other data reported by Stdkoe. and Battisoi
(1975); based on the same data sources, indi-
-cated that the rate of reported emotional prob-
lems was 'substantially lower among deaf chil-
dren who had deaf parents (5.0 percent) than
among those with hearing parents (9.2 percent).

Some of the most striking data reported by
Jensema and Trybus relate to the association of
emotional/behavioral problems with other handi-
cappidg conditions of deaf children. First, the
rate pf Eat problems was much higher among
deaf children who had one or more additional
handicapping conditions (15.7 percent) than
among those viho had no reportid additional
handicaps (5.3 itercent).' There were substantial
variations in rates of reported E/B problems ac-.
cording to the specific additional handicapping
condition. For: example, among deaf children
with cerebr,I palsy or other-orthopidic hand-

.
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icaps. the rates of reported E/B problems were
7.8 percent and 8.8 percent. respectively. Much
higher rates of emotional/behavioral problems
were reported for children with reported brain
damage (26.0 percent), perceptual-motor disor-
ders (25.7 percent), and epilepsy (19.3 percent).

Regardless of one's theoretical point of
view on the roles of,physical and physiological
factors in eMotional, behavioral, and mental dis-
turbances, these data, as well as those of others
(e.E., Vernon, 1969; Mindel and Vernon, 1971),
make it indisputable that emotionaUbehavioral
problems are highly associated with (whether or
not Caused by) a group of variously labeled con-
ditions having to do with damage, disorder, or
atypical development of the brain.

Also, it wears clear from these data that
additional disabilities or ha,ndicaps, whether or
not brain-related, are associated with higher
rates of emotional/behavioral problems. this is
not at all surari?inig. when one considers that
such additionE &abilities, whatever els they
may do, increase the cfifficulty the child experi-
ences in learning about and coping with various
aspects of life, with consequent greater oppor-
tunities for frustration, failure, and anger. It is
also very likely that the presence of additional
disabilities increases the level of negative at-
titudes and rejecting behaviors the child will en-
counter from society at large. Since one-fourth
to one-third of all hearing-impaired children have
one or more additional handicapping conditions
(see Gentile and McCarthy, 1973), this is an im-
portant consideration in dealing with this group
of children.

RESOURCES' FOR REFeRRAL AND
TREATMENT

From all that has been sai& it is clear that
the professional practitioners working with hear-
ing-impaired children can expect to encounter
emotional or behavioral disturbances in at least 1
or ; out of every 10 casesand more often than
that if the hearing-impaired children have hand-
icapping conditions in addition, to the hearing
loss.

What tresources are available for referral
and treatment? Unfortunately, they are limited
at present. Development of appropriate services
for children with multiple disabilities and dif-
ficulties has been slow, with the result that ler-

.

vice centers with trained and experienced per-
sonnel are few and far between. Recent federal
legislation emphasizing the provision of appro-
priate services for severely and multiply dis-
abled children can perhaps be expected to im-
prove the situation in 5 tO 10 years, but the
immediate picture,. is one of limited service
availability.

Certainly, there are well-trained and compe-
'tent psychologists, educational specialists,
psychiatrists:and other mental health workers in
service centers in all the states. Most of' them,
however, have no knowledge, training, or ex-
perience iii working with deaf children or adults,
and it.is the universal agreement of professionals
expetienced,in such work with deaf persons that
knowledge, training, and experience specific to
deafness are essential to the provision of
adequate mental health services. A statement
made by Aurell (1934) niore than 40 years ago
remains no less true today:

' The ordinary stildents of psychology are not fully
qualified to deal with the psychology of the deaf. . . .

They simply do not get hold of the subject of their
examination. Their lack of familiarity with the deaf is
too obvious to inspire . . . confidence.

A more recent statement echoes the same con:
cern (Vernon, 1967): .

Psychologists, who rarely see deaf clients gener-
ally feel lost when called upon to provide counseling or
testing services for them. This reaction is understand-
able. It reflects in honest realistic sensitivity to the
situation and to the complexity of deafness. Without a
knowleaga of the psychological, educational, com-
municational and vocational ramifications of profound
hearing loss and an anderstanding of the techniques to
cope with these, professioitals . are often unable to do
full justice to deaf clients.

A discussion of some of the practical issues in
this field, and of the state of currently available
programs of treatment, can be foun'd in a volume
edited by Trybus (1977). This source also in-
cludes a listing of the 15 hospital- and clinic-
based mental health programs for deaf people
and the 19-school-based treatment programs for
emotionally disturbed deaf children known to be
in .operation at the time of that publication.
These 34 programs were serving 700-to-800
clients. Although conservative estimates indi-
cate that this covers aboutv15 percent of the
need,, it is more likely that only abottt two per-
cent of deaf persons needing mental health ser-
vices are able to obtain them. -
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These 34 programs. and the professional
v.orkers emplo)ed in them. constitute the pri-
mary resource available for evaluation and
treatment services for emotionally or behavior-
ally disturbed deaf children. Secosdary re-
sources woidd be those.professional persons in
counseling. psychology..psychiatry. and related
fields v ho are emploAd in special education or
rehabilitation service torograms for hearing im-
paired people. Pi review of published materials
on this topic (e.g., Vernon, 1967, 1969, 1976;
Levine. 1974) will strengthen the conclusion that
only rarely can mental health professionals pro-
vide appropriate, effective services for deaf
children or adults without specialized trainidg
mid experience.

SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed the available data
on the prevalence of emotional and/or be-
havioral problems in deaf children and shown
that all agree that the prevalence of such disor-
ders is at least three-to-six times as high among
daf children as among hearing children. Profes-
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL ADJUSTMENT OF DEAF CHILDREN:
DATA FROM TEACHER RATINGS

Kathryn Meadow *
Galladdet College

The social and emotional adjustment'of.deaf children is a topic of

growing concern to educators and to mental health practitioners. A

number of research studies have documented various dimensions of this'

concern. They include studies, of deaf children's abilities to interpret

emotions'reflected in facial expressions (Odom, Blanton & Laukhuf,

1973); the effect of diminished communicative skill on social lifter-

actions (Heider & Heider, 1940; Heider, 1948; Van Lieshout, 1973;

Vandell & George, 1981); accurate attributions of feelings (Kuschg,

Garfield & Greenberg, 1980); and 'role-taking abilities (Kuschi & Green-

berg, 1981).' Dimegsionivof emotional or behavloral problems in deaf

children have'also been considered by numerous clinicians and

researchers (Altshuler, 1974; Freeman, Malkin & Hastings; 1975; Meadow,

1981; Meadow & Trybus, 1979; Schlesinger & Meadow, 1972; Vernon, 1969).

Data reported in this paper are based on large numbers of teachers'

.
ratings of their deaf students' classroom behavior., from an inventory

developed for and normed on deaf children. Because the sample of hear-

ing-impaired students included both normally developing deaf children

and multihandicapped children, the results are of ipecial interest.

4

Methodology

In 1978, ten schools and programs for deaf children in various

parts of the United Statea were invited to participate in the develop-

ment of ,an instrument designed for teachers to use in evaluating social

and emotional skills/behaviors of their students: Data were collected

on 2,365 hearing-impaired students, most of whom were between the ages

of 7 and 21. An item analysis and a factor analysis were performed on

the items An the research edition of,the inventory. Three factors

emerged from the 59 acceptable items.and were labelled "social adjust-

ment," "self-image," and "emotional adjustment." (See Meadow,

*A11 rights reserved by the author.
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Karchmer, Petersen A Rudner, 1980.) Data reported in this paper are

based on mean scores for these scales for a portion of that norming pop-_

ulation. Table 1 shows the COMPOElition of th-s norming population with

various demographic characteristics compared to the total population of

hearing impaired students participating in the 1977-78 annual survey.
.

It will be noted that the group od which this paper is based is

similar to the larget population in distributions of sex, age, age at

odset of deafness, race, handicaps in addition to deafness, and cause of

deafness.. The greatest disparity, in the two populations is seen in the

type of educational program in which the students are participating:

three-quarters of the norming population attend residential schools cozr

pared to less than one-third of,the Annual Survey group; likewise, the

norming students are more likely to be classified as profoundly deaf,

compared to the total survey population: 12 percent of the norming pop- .

ulation have hearing levels of 70 decibels or less (setter ear average

in the speech range), compared to 30 percent of the total survey popula-
.

tion.

In the following tables, data are reporred separately for each of

the three scalesqfactors). Social adjustment refers to interactions of

students with peers Ind adults. This scale contains 23 items, such as,

"Performs cooperatively in group of peers. . and "Trustwerthy,

dependable, reliable." Self-image refers to the way students feel about

themselves and about deafneis. This scale also includes 23 items, such

as, "Takes pride in physical appearance. . ." and "Tries to communicate

with others (both deaf and hearing) by any means necessary. . ."

Emotional adjustment refeis to intrapersonal behaviors, and includes 13

items, molit of which refer to problematic adjustment; for example:

"Engages in behavior considered by most teachers and students to be

bizarre or strange. . and "Has many fears. Overly and unrealisti-

cally concerned with danger, storms, injury, death." Ratings were \
complete d by teachers and range from "1" (low) to "4" (high). Scale

scores are reported as means for all items included in a particular

, scale.
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Findings and Discussion

Sex and Age. Table.2 shows mean ratings on'the three separate

scales for girls and for boys. Girls were rated,by_their teachers as

showing significantly better social adjustment and more positive self-

image than were boys. However, there were no significant differences

between girls and boys on ratings for emotional adjustment.

Table 3 shows mean scores on the three scales for each of five age

groupings. The teachers' ratings show progressively higher (more

positive scores on social adjustment and emotional adjustment) at each

successively older age categoty, while mean scores for self-image

decrease with age. (This relationship between age and self-image is not

'statistically significant.)

Educational Program Type. Table 4 Shows mean scores on the three

scales by educational program type and by age grouping. In Part A ofA
Table,4, it wilr be seen that there are mo significant differences on

the sOcial adjustment scores of students attending the three different

.types of programs: (The.program labelled "public school." refers to

students'who are mainstreamed as well. as those who'attend day classes

for deaf students located in a regular school for hearing pupils.)

While older atudents in both residential,and day schools score slightly

higher an social adjustment compared to younger students, this gap is

quite wide among students in public schools. The same pattern is seep

in mean scores on emotional adjustment (Part C of Table 4). Here,

indeed, the interaction between sdhool placement and age,reaches_signif-

icance.

There are; several possible explanations for this pattern, all

possibly relating to the selection of students for the public school

setting. It is likely that ofily'those deaf students who are seen by

their teachers as being socially and emotionally well-adjusted are

nominated,for full-time placement in a public school setting on an'

V-17
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integrated basis. Conversely, thosestudents whO st,Arted school in day

classes but who had or who developed social or emotional pioblems may be

referred for residential school placement by the..time they,reach Adoles-
,

cence. Often, either teachers or parents feel that these tudents.'

cannot be managecand they are.thten edrolled in a Statexesidential .*

school: The additional possibility.exists, of course, that the'settiligs

themselves aee influencing students' adjuitmento or\that teachers in

different enyironmedts use differing criteria for evaluation of pupils.

This last hypottlesis, however, does not seem likely; because presumably

it would be residential school, teachers who would have the more narrow

base (i.e.,.only a deaf student population) on which to base comparative

judgments.

Part B of Table 4, which shows mean'scores on.the_self-image scale

for students at two age levels and three school placement types,

contains no statistically significant findings. However, one trend is

worth noting. This is the reversal of ale age differences in.scores for

atudents'in residential schools chzipaced to Otudents enralled in day

schools or in public schools. Some important.issues regarding the rela-

tive influence of dormitory and home life in the social arid emotional

development of deaf students are.raised by, these data. .Table 5 may.be

helpful in suggesting additional lines ot.thought about this relation-

ship. That table llows mean score: on ratings for the thiee scales for

older and younger residential school studehts :rho live in dormitories

and for those who live at home with their families. Residential school

students who live at home :core consistently and sighificantly higher on

all three scales than do their age mates who reside in dormitorief.

This is one of the most striking differences in sub-groups to be

reported here.. It echoes one other findings and fits with data

analyzed previously by Karchmer and Petersen (1 0) from the'Annual

Survey of Hearing Impaired Children and Youth. hey analyzed
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characteristics of ."commuter" and.residential-students at residential

schools for the deaf. One analysis relevant to our discussion here

shows that two specific handicapping conditions appeared more frequently

in the resident group: mental retardation (6.3 percept versus 4 percent

for the commuter group) and emotional/behavioral problems (8 percent

versus 6.2 percent for the commuter group). Other differences between

the two groups of residential ahool students included Older mean mgi .

for.residential students, more frequent use of hearing aids and higher

ratings for intelligible speech for day students.. Despite these differ
.

ences, however, no differences were found in academic achievement test

scorea.

Another study can be cited as relevant, although the groups are

somewhat different from thos4 that havt been reviewed. Schlesinger and'.

Meadow (1972) 'reported results of comparisons among deaf students of,

deaf parents in a residential school; deaf students of hearing I:relent.

in a residential school; and deaf students of hearing parents in day

schools (i.e., groups 1 dnd 2 lived at schoolCgroup 3 lived at home
...,

W.ith psrents). 'Or ihdi. ces of psychosocial adjustment and of self

image, group 1 scored highest, group 3,was next, and the residential

deaf IUdenta of hearing parents receivtd the lowest scores or ratings

11
J

of a three.

Hearing Level. Table 6 shows the relationship of hearing level to
t

mean cores on the thret SEAT subscales. Hearing level is divided into

three categories: childten with unaided losles in the better ear of 70
,

decibels or less (severe losses); thOse.with uraided losses in the

better ear of 71 to 90 decibels (moderate lo'sses); and those with

unaided losses in the better ear of 91 decibels or more (profound'

losses).

There is a significao,6 main effect for age and hearing level on

scores reflecting social adjustment (Table 6, l'art A) and significant

C 6
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main effe-cts and interaction between hearing level and age on scares_ .

reflecting emotional adjustmedt (Tabl, 6, Part C). Essentially, both of

these results stem.from the large discrepancy between scores of older

ind younger students with severe losses. In the analysis of emotional

adjustment scores especially,,the younger c ildren with the least severe

hearing losses are seen to be rated lower t in-either younger or older.'

students with sore profound heariqg losses. .This fits with the state-

mentor hypothesis'often heard from those who are knowledgeable about

deafness, who speculate that students who are hard-of-hearing are

'marginal in some sense, belonging neither to the deaf or to the hearing

world. Of course; if this were the simple and direct explanation, one

would expect that the effect would be Maintained across age.categories

and that ratings for self-image would also be lower for this gioup of
_

leas severely. i9paited. Part B of Table 6 indicates that while the

least severely impaired score somewhat lower on the self-image scale,

these differences are not great enough to reach statistical signifi-:

cince. .

Race. Table 7 shows scores for social adjustment, f-image and

emotional adjustment for White, Black and'Hispanic itudents in two age .

categories (7 t? 12 and 13 to 211. Essentially, it .can be said.that

race is not significant factor influencing ratings on any of the three

sub-scales. On the scale reflecting social adjustment, older students

are rated higher than are younger students in all three racial/ethnic

grkoups, with the discrepancy between older and.younger students greatest
s ,

among the Hispanic children. (The main effects and the effects of age

are significant in the social adjustment scores.) Younger White

children and younger Black children core higher thain their older

counterparts on self-image, but thglfs age effect is reversed among the

Hispanic children, with older students being rated as having more posi-

tive self-feelings compared to the younger Himpanic students. In
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, C.
the kub-scale reflecting emotional adjustment, only'aga hes A signifi-

%.

cant influenTe, and this is true for the black and Hispanic'itudepti

only; young* and older whitiachildren received precisely the same mean

ratings for emotional adjustment.
i .

Cause of Deafness. Table 8 shows mean scores for theIhree scales

for students in Ave different etiology groups. (Student* whose cause
. ,

,!

of deafness was unknown Or not'reported wore'eliminated from'this

analysis.) 'Since age differences were,not significant when cause of

deafness was held constant, Table 8 shows Al
IN

students ages 7 through

21.

Part A of Table 8 shows Ow there are no significant Aifferencem

in ratings of social adjustment that depend on etiology. However, there

are significant differences among variout etiology, gtoups when ratings

for self-image are compared (Pert IS, Table 9). Duncan's procedure for

post hb1 comparisons Ahowed that students, whose deafness is hereditary

are eval ated dis having significantly more positive ideas about them-

selves than those students whose deafness.is attributed tO maternal

rubella. Part C of Table 9 shows that students whose deafness'is
(

attributed to heredity or to meningitiaxeceive higher ratings from
. .

their teachers for emotionaradjustMent (that is, have fewer indication. !

!

of emotional maladjustment) than do students whose deafness was caused

by rubella or by a cfiildhood disease other than meningitill. Other
/'

.

studies have shown deaf children of deaf parevs (i.e., those with
, ,

heredit ry deafness) to have more positive feeling* about themselves,

;compare to deaf chiqdren of hearing parents (Meadow, 1969;,Schlesinger .

& Meadow, 1972) and to be rated more positively for social and emoilonal

adjustment (Meadow, 1968; Vernon, 1969; Stokoe & Wittison, 1981). c.

Rubella-deafened children have been of particular interest to .

,

educators because of the very Wile numbers that have.proceided through

the special educational system as a result of the kubella epiflemic of '
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1963 to 1965. While half of rubella-deafened students have no addition-

al hanaicaps (Vernon & Hicks,.1980), those wfio do have additional

involvements art quite-likely-to have additional handicaps and are also

quite likely-Co exhibit behavioral problems, especially impulsivity

(Chess & Fernandez, 1980).

Additional Handicapping Conditions. The Office of Demographic

Studies collects data on additional handicapping conditions of deaf

students for each Annual Survey. These conditions include: visual

handicaps, brain damage, epilepsy, orthopedic handicaps (etHy than

cerebral palsy), cerebral palsy, heart disorders, mental retardation,
6

emotional/behavioral disorders, learning disorders, perceptual-motor '

handicaps and "other." For-the.analysis in Table 9, all studenrs with

anyi,one of these additional handicapping conditions were grouped
4

together and compared with those students who were reported as. having-no

handicaps in additiOn to deafness. As would be expected, tile preaence

of additional handicaps has a major effect on ratings teachers give

Childcen for all three areas of the inventory, and for b9th young

older age groups.

As has.been shown in the other analyses presented earlier . older

students WIth and-without additional handicaps are rated higher on

social adjustment and on emotional adjustment. Among,itudents with no

additional handicaps, younger age students are perceived by teachers to

have a more positive conception of themselves than do older tudents

without handicdps; there is virtually no difference in self-image scores

of younger and older students with multiple handicaps. As might be

expected, those students identified as having mental retardat4on and

emotional/behavioral disorders in the Annual Survey were rated lowest on

all three scales of-the SEAI. These data are shown in Table 10.

Students reported as having perceptual-motor disorders had particularly

low scores on the social adjustment and self-image scales; students with
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cerebral palsy had particularly low scores on,the scale reflecting

emotional adjustment.

Summary

Data have been, reported for approximately 1800 atuderits.receiving

special educatiOnar seivices for deaf and hearinvimpaired studente,

based on their teachers' ratings of their social.and emotional ddAust-

ment. Theselratings are summaries of teacher observations reported as`

part of the norming process for the Meadow/Kendall Sociil-Emotional

Assessment Inventory which were then matched against demographic data

reported separately to the Office of Demographic Studies at Gallaudet

College for the 1977-78 Annual Survey of Deaf and Hearing-Impaired

Children. Findings can be summarized as follows:

1. Girls were rated by teachers as showing better,social adjust-

ment and more positive self-images'than boys. (NO significant

differences between'girls and boys were found on the scale of

emotional adjustment.)

2. Older students were rated as having more positive Aociar and_

emotional adjustmenls, compared to younger students. The

relationship between age and self-image was not significint.

3. No statisetcally significant differences here foand among

students.attending residential, day, or public school programs

on any of the three scales. However, the gap between older

and younger students in the day programs was quite wide for

stales reflecting social adjustment and emotional adiketment,

with older students getting more positive scores.

. When residential school students were analyzed separately, it

was seen that those who lived at home scored consistently and

significantly higher on all three scales compared to age mates

who live in dormitories.

V-23
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5. Degree of headrIg ',piss was not a significant variable in

differentiating among the students' inventory scores. However,

ehe emotional adjUStmeni of younger students witklesti:profound

hearing losses appears to be particularly problematic:

6. Race alone did not differentiate students in terms of their
n

inventory scores, when they were'divided into groups of

"White," "Black" and "Hispanic." However, younger Hispanics

students were rated as having lower scores on the self-image

pcale-than were older hispanic students. This was a reversal
4 ,

of the age relationship among the black and the white-students.

7. When itudents were divided in terms of the etiology of their

heering losses, no differences in theix scores for social

adjustment.were found. However, students with hereditary deaf-

nese and those deafened by meningitis were,acored significaptly

higher on, the emotional adjustment scale than those deafened

because of maternal rubella or a childhood disease other than

meningitis.

8: The fact that no major.surprisea emerge from these data support

the notion that the social-emotional inventory may be a useful

screening device for assessing the'adjustment of deaf seudents,

in addition to providing a tool for futtire reseaich in this

area.
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Table 1

Characteristics of Meadow Moro Population and Annual
Survey Population, 1977-78. in Percentages

Meadow Norm
Population
(N 1,873)

Annual Survey
Population

(N 54,080)

1. Sex

"MSS
44.3

.2

53.9%
45.7

.4 .

Boys
Girls
N.A.

2. Age

14.5 16.57 to 9 years old
10 to 12 21.6 . 24.6

13 to 15 32.3 30.9

1.6 to 18 22.5 18.6

19 to 21 9.0 6.6

3. Type of Educational.
Program

Residential School 77.9 31.8

Day School 15.2 14.9

Day Class . 6.9 - 50.3

4. Living Arrangements
(ResidentiaT Schools)

Dormitory 85.7 74.7

Home 14.3 26.3

5. Hearing Level

70 de or less f 11.7 29.9

71 - 90 dB 27.5 23.4

91 dB or mort ' 59.7 41.5

N.A. 1.1 5.2

6. Age at Oniet of Oeafness

Birth 75.0 77.3

0 - 2 years 20.6 17.2

3 years or older 5.5

(N.A.) (17.3) . (25.6)

7. Race

White 61.5 66.9

Black 22.5 16.4

Hispanic 12.0 8.5

Other or mixed .9 2.2

Unknown or not reported 3.2 6.0

8. Handicaps in Addition
to -Deafness

None reported 78.e 72.0

One or more 21.4 28.0

9. Cause of 'Deafness

Maternal rubella 21.8 17.1

Complications during
pregnancy or at birth 8.7 10.7

Heredlty 10.2 8.6
7.8 6.2

Other childhood disease 8.2 9.1 V-27
Unknown or not reported 43.2 47.8 . 6 70
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Table 4 . .

Table 2 .. SEAI Scores by Educational Program Type end Age:
A. Social Adjustment; B. Self-Image; C. Emotional AUjustment

_ .SEAI Seale Scores by,Sex (Mean Ratings)

, . . A. Socia) AdJoStmenti
,Social Self Emotionel

Adjustment Image Adjustment Ages 7 - 12 . it (d)
. ,

Residential School 2.91 425
. Day School 2.96 139

Public SchOol 2.95 113
Boys 2.89 (1040) 3.01 (892) 3.27 (1031)

Girls. . 3.07 (829) 3.08 (710) 3.29 (812)

F 55.31 .98
1,...,

8. 56 "

001
**P .1.01

Table 3

Ages 13 - 21
Residential School
Day Schbol
Public School

2.99(1032)
2.98 (115)
3.11 (49)

main effects F 3.62**
age Y.l0.36 ***

program.tyPe r 1.13
interaction r

B. Self-Imagli

Ages 7 - 12
SEM Scale Scores by Age (Mean Ratings) _Residential School

Day School
Social Self Emotional Public School

Adjustment Image Adjustment
Ages 13,- 21

Residential School
Day School
Public School

7 - 9 years

10 - 12 years

13 - 15 years

16 - 18 years

19 - 21 years

2.88 (272) 3.08 (244) 3.19 (275)

2.96 (405) 3.07 (362) 3.29 (403)

2.94 (605) 3.02 (539) 3.27 (597)

3.04 (422) 3.03 (342) '3.32 (405)

3.10 (169) 3.02 (119) 3.36,(167)

7.67*** 1.10 4.69***

671
.;

***2 < .001

.main effects F 2.37+
age r 3.00+

program type r 1.41

interaction r 1.96

C. Emotional AdJustmenti

Ages,7 - 12
Residential School
Day School
POblic School

Ages 13 - 21
Residentia4 School
Day School
Public School

main effects F P 1.96
age r 4.08*

program type r .27

interaction r 3.62*

i. tial Pa
Day

II (N)
3,08

3.07 (134
3.05 (72

3.01

3.13 (102
3.05 (38

it GO

3.28
3.22 139

3,18 121

3.33 (111

3.39 (51 a.M4"

Residential t Public
,Day'

.2 i .10

i .05
**2. .01

***2 .001
ages 7 - 12

X ages 13 - 21

672



Table 5
SEA! Scores by Residential School Student Type and Age:
A. Social loljustmeot; B. Self-Image; C. Emotional Adjustment

A. Sotial Adjustment

Ages 7 - 12
Residential
Day Student

Ages 13 - 21
Residentiar student 2.99 (888)
Day Student 3.06 (136)

(A6 ,

Student 2.87 (355)
3.10 (71)

41.

LI

2.1f

main e ects
age F = 9.62**

student type r 10.68***

interaction r 3.29+

8. Self -I,age

Ages 7 - 12
Residential Student 37.4;4 (333)

Day Student 3.23 (69)

Ages 13 - 21

ttj Residential student 3.00 (742)

Day Student 3.07 (110)

3.00

.1451:

main effects
age

student type
interaction

Fr
1"

r

C. Emotional Adjustment

Ages 7 - 12
Residential Student
Day Student

Ages 13 - 21

Residential student
Day Student

7 WI
3.25 (348)
3.40 (71)

3.29 (866)
3.33 (133)

I.main effects
age

student type
interaction

Frrr

Home

6.98***
4.44*
8.76**
2.54

Do Home

.stri

1.10.

a.**

OJT'
2.77+
.51

5.16*
1.97

Dorm, Home

i.2c,10 *2 < .05 **2 4 .01

C73

**E 001 ages 7 - 12
x ages 13 - 21

Table 6

SEAI Scores by Hearing Level and Age:
A. Social Adjustment; B. 'Self -Imaoe; C. Emotional Adjustment

A. Social Adjustment

I.

Ages 7 - 12
70 dB or less
71 - 90 dB
91 dal or more

Ages IS- 21
70 dB or less
71 - 90.dB
91 dB or more

ir' 00
2.91

2.93 159

8.93 398

3.04

2.98 (357
3.00 (720

'vp

mein effects F 3.01*

age Ts 8.65
hearing level r .32

interaction r .46

-71 71-90 91+
(decibels)

11., Self- Image

Ages 7 - 12
70 dB or less
71 - 90 de
91 dB or more

Ages 13 - 21
70 dB or less
71 - 90 dB
91 dB or more

00
3.02
3.10 4147

3.08 (380

3.01

3.03 (302
3.03 (604

I

mein effects F

age r
hearing level T
interaction r .

2.09
543*
.53

.24

-71 71-90 91+

(decibels)

Emotional Adjustment

Ages 7 - 12
70 dB or less
71 - 90
91 dB or more

Ages 13 - 21
70'dB or less
71 - 90 dB
91 dB or more

(

3.15

3.23 157)

3.30 399)

3.31 (112)
3.30 (353)
3.30 (697)

*AT

main effects F 2.80*

age 0 3.80*

hearing level r 1.99
interaction F 3.01*

71-90 91+
(decibels)
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Table 7
SEAI cores by Race/Etbnicity and Age:

A. Social Adjustment; B. Self-Image; C. Emotional Adjustment

A. Social Adjustment

Ages 7 - 12
Whitt
Black
Hispanic

Ages 13 - 21
White
Black
Hispanic

it - Qa
2.94
2.89 (1S2
jig

. (85

3.01 (738
2.96 (2691

3.01 (128

main effects F 2.75*
age r - 7.60**
race T 1.14

interaction T .53

white black hispanic

B. Self -Immo

Ages 7 - 12 ir
Whits 3.12 (375)
Black 3.04 (139)
Hispanic 2.95 (78)

Ages 13 - 21
White 3.03
Black 3.00 (225
Hispanic 3.03 (115

elf

3.80

.24

I"

in effects F 2.56*
age . r 5.26*
race T a 1.74

interaction r 1.85

white black hispanic

C. Emotional Adjustment

Agek 7 - 12'
White
Black -

Hispanic

Ages 13 - 21

White
Black
Hispanic

3r (iv)

3.28

3.21 (149
3.20 (54

3.28
3.32 260

3.32 125

1.22

main effects F 1.21

age T 4.29*
race .17

interaction T 2.35

4 4

white black hispanic

-2
**2

4,
-1

.05

.01

ages 7 - 12
x -ages 13 - 21

Table 8
SEA! Scores by CidIse of Deafness:

A. Social Adjustment; 8. Self-Image; C. Emotional Adjustment

A. Social Adjustment

Cause of Deafness T
1) Maternal Rubella 2.94

2) Pregnancy or birth

Complications' 3.01
3.03

4 Meningitis 3.03

5 Other chaldhood
disease' 2.93

F 1.83

(N)

(409),

11:1
146

(154)

I./

y 0
prig/birth menin.

compli.

B. Self-Image

Cause of Deafness
1) Maternal Rubella
2) Pregnancy or birth

complicatiOhs'
Heredity

4 Meningitis
5 Othkr chgdhood

disease'

F 3.23**
3> 1*

T (N)

3.01 (350)

3.03
3.16 163
3.09 134

3.11 (114)

at

140

preg/birth menimc
complt.

C. Emotional A4justment

Cause of Deafness T
3.25

3.27
3.36
3.36

3.23

(N)

(398)

162
190
140

(152)

14

Lee

1) Maternal RWmala
2) Pregnancy or birth

complications

4 Meningitis
5

Heredity

Other chil4hood
disease'

F 3.58"
3,4,> 1,5*

rubella heredity other
preg/birth menin.
compli.

1

Includes trauma at birth, complications of
Rh incompatibility.

ika 4 .05 (Duncan's post hoc comparisonI

2 Includes high fever, mumps, infection, measl
after birth.

"a s .01
pregnancy, premeturity, and

es, otitis media, and trauma
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. Table 9' .
.

. .
.

SEAI Scores by Handicaps in Addition to.Deifnets and Age:
A. Social Adjustment; B. Self-Image; C. Emotfonal Adjustment

4. Scicial Adjustment

Ages 7 - 12
NoN4dd'10/C 2.96 (525)

t-11# more 2.80 (152)

Ages 13.- 1

No Add'I H/C
. 1 or more

.3.63 (948)
2.87 (248)

3.ao

2.r

main effects F = 20.34***
age r = 8.07**

handicaps- = 31.94***
interaction r = .02

None One or Moi'e

B. Self-Image

Ages 7 -".12 i OA
No AddLl H/C 3.1z (477)

1 or Mbre ° 2.86(129)

.Ages 11', 21
No Ad4 H/C 3.07 (797)

< 1 or more 2.87 (203)s,

main effects F = 35.12***
age r = 4.87*

-handicaps r = 65.78***
interaction r - 1.46

None One or More

' C. Emotional Adjustment

Ages 7 - 12
ho Add411H/C c 3.'30

1 or more. 310 (152)

Ages 13 - 21.

. No hdd'I H/C
1 or pm r e

3.3 (937)
3.,18 (232)

,

1411,

main effects F = 24.94***

.* age r = 4.54*

handicaps r = 44,43***
interactieni = .74

None One o More

*n 4 .05 **2 4. .01 ***2..g. .001

677

= ages 7 - 12
,x . ages 13 - 21

r 4.

Table 10 '

SEAI Scores by Type of Additional Handfcap:
A.sSocial Adjustment; B. Self-Image; C. Emotional Adjustment

A. Social Self Emotional.
Adjustment "' Image ':' Adjustment

(No add'l handicaps)

Type of Additional
handicap

(3.01) (3.09) 6-32)

. Visual 3.00 (79 NBnain Damage
ps

2.69 (15 * 2.80 9

,

I iN *1 *
.Epiley

'

3.01 (6

2.92 -

3.16 4 3.52. eS
. ' Orthopedic 2.88 (18 2.6 15 ** 3.09 (17

Cerebral Palsy 2.85 (42 2.79 30 ** 3.02 -(38 ***
Heart Oisorder 2.99 23 2.84 19 *

3:1: 11Mental Retardation* 2.69 i70 *** 2-.62 .58 *** **

,

Emotional/Behavioral 2.53 (83 *** 2.81 *** 3.07 82
Learning Oisorder 2.89 (30 2.84 21 *

***
3.12 29 *

' Perceptual-Motor 2.80 (106 *** '2.89 96 *** 3.17 (102 **
Other ., 2.94 (39) 2.84 (31 ** 3.14 (37 *

,

*VW p. K .001
Table surenarite Il separate one-way ANOVAS for each of7the three scales:
students with each specific handicap are compa;ed with all students who are
not identified for that handicdppIng condition.
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THE SOCIO4MOTIONAL IMPACT OF INFANT.DEAFNESS: A COUNSELLING MODEL.

Kenneth L. Mooed

Evanston, Illinois

Madeleine Van Hecke-Mulatin

North Central College

Intro4uction. The hearing impaired infant has socio-emotional needs

which can profoundly affect the development of language'and cognition.

These children face the same challenges to develop socially and

emotionally as the hearing infant. Development in these areas is,

however, less assured becaute of the effects of the impairment upon both

infant and parent. A major difficulty experienced by parents is in

providing the positive caregiving needed,by their impaired infants,

°while struggling with the grief they feeLas a result of having an

impaired.child. This paper focuses on how professionals can Jecilitate

the grief process in parents, and so ultimately increase the parents'

personal growth and ability to cope effecively with the challenge of

parenting a deaf child. 0

The Social-Emotional Developthent of the Child. the newborn infant

ia, in manyvwSys, in a primitive state. He has yet to learn that the

cries he hears are, in fact, his; that the fingers which find their way

into his mouth are fundamentally different from the 'breast or bottle he

receives. The discovery"Of where his body ends, and the rest of the

world begins, is yet to be thade. His own basic needs -- to sleep, to be

fed, to be held, .to be warm -- are probably experienced as

undifferentiated discomfort, rust as being cared for is felt aa being

filled and satiated in a simple, total fashion.

The newborn infant seemingly has no expectationa from our world.

Somehow, from these rudimentary sensations and experiences the neonate

Reprinted with permission of Giline ana
Stratton from Moses, R.L. & M. Van Hecke-
Wulatin, "The Socio-emotional Impact of
Infant Deafness: A Counselling Model." In

Gerber & Mencher. Early Management of
Hearing Loss (19111).



forum a conception of the world and the people surrounding him.' The

first task is to develop a sense of trust in that world, a feeling of

--- security that one is loved and will be taken care of (Erikson, 1963).

The establishment of this sense of basic trust is the primary emotional

task of infancy.

In addition,.the infant will form its first affectionate,
.

,

meaningful relationship with another human being. The infant will

to diepinguish that from others, to prefer, to feel saf with,

,csome

and to use that person as a secure base from which to explore'the world

(Ainsworth, Bell and Stayton, 1974; Bowlby, 1969). The establishment of

this close attachment to another person'is the major social task of

ififancy. The processes of developing trdst and developing attachment
f

are entwined; both require similar kinds of interaction between the

infant and Ole caregiver, and both are partially mediated by developing

cognitive and perceptual abilities.

%

The Establishment of Trust. Erik Erikson (1963) describes the

process that seems crucial if the infant is to develop a basic sense of

trust. Erikson believes that-fhe infant defines itself as lovable

through sensitive caregiving which occurs predictably. He writes:

Mothers create a sense of trust in their children by that kind of
administration which in its quality eombines sensitive care of the
baby s indIvIdual needs and a firm sense of personal
trustwOrthiness within the trusted framework of their culture's
rife style.. This forms the basie in.the child for a sense of
identify which will later combine M sense of being oneself, and of

' becoming what other people trust one will-become.

Erikson hints at the cognitive changes necessary for the infant to

develop this sort of trust in the mother, and to experience her

caregiving as predictable and dependable. The infant needs to develop

1 the recognition that there,is an inner population of remembered and

anticipated sensatiOns and images which aie firmlyficorrelated with the

, outer population ,of,familiarlind predictable things and people" to allow
o

the mother to become "an'inner certainty as well as an outer

predictability."

r 680
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Schlesinger (1972; 1978) writes on the impact of infant d nese

and the development of this sense of trust. Such trust requir

"mutual regulation". between infant and caregiver.which is predictable,

and largely positive. On the part of the infant, this means the ability

to link one's own behgviour to responses made by the caregiver. The

infant needs to recognize that cries of pain lead to relief, cries of

hunger to food intake, clinging to cuddling, and smiles to a reciprocal

social response. Early infant deafness may make it more difficult for

the infant to recognize this connection between self behaviour and that

of the caregiver (Liben, 1978; Schlesinger, 1972). The hearing infant

may perceive,the warmth and nurturance of the mother earlier by hearing

her voice,and the sound of het approach. In contrast, the deaf infant

may find it more difficult to see the relationship between expressions

of distress and the caregiver's response. Moreover, deafness may lead

the hearing impaired infant to organize perceptual input differently,

making it more difficult to perceive and retain patterns of stimulus

change (Liben 1978; Schelsinger, 1972).

In addition to those characteristics of the infant which might

impair the development of trust, the mother's response to deafness in

her child may impede her ability to provide the kind of positive mutual
.

interaction necessary for trust. Mothers must resolve this crisis of

parenthood to.esiablish positive relationships with their children

(Schlesinger, 1982). This entails a strong sense of self-lesteem, yet

the birth of an impaired child often has devastating effects upon

parental selfesteem (Gordeuk, 1976; Meadow, 1975). Mothera resolve the

crisis of pregnancy partly by anticipating positive interactions with

the child after birth. The belief that the impairment will diminish

such positive interactions generatea grief and disappointment which may

undermine the parents' ability to be emotionally available to that

child. The parents of unimpaired children need cultural and familial

support to cope with the demands of parenting. The demands of the deaf

child are greater, and parents depend heavily upon professionals who are

often perceived as not providing adequate support.

In sum, the infant's limitation and the caregiver's reactions to0

having a deaf chill may impede the development nf trust. These same

factors may also disrupt the process of attachment.



The Attachment Process. Attachient may be defined as a "focused

relationship of one person to another' that includes strong affection and

a mutual regulation of one another" (Yussen and Santrock, 19/8).

Attachment requires, first of all, that the infant recognize that the

mother exists even when she is not present, and the ability to

distinguish her from others. The concept that the mother is a permanent

rather than transient part of the environment has been termed "person

permanence", and is akin to Piaget's (1952) notion of "object

permanence," in,which the infant gradually becomes aware that objects

exist in the environment even when they are not physically present.

According to Piaget, the development of object permanence requires the

repeated experience of the loss and reappearance of objects. The deaf

infant may experience difficulty in ihe development of person permanence

because of a primary reliance on vision, and is thus bound to the

immediate environment (Liben, 1978). In contrast, the hearing infant

who recognizes the sound of the approaching mother before she appears

may havor an advantage in forming the concept that she exists, even when

she is not in sight.

Similarly, the hearing impaired infant may have more difficulty

perceiving the mother as a distinct individual. The infant learns to

recognize and respbnd differently to the mother's voice, compared to

other voices (Wolff, 1966). This suggests that the hearing infant

recognizes the mother as a separate individual based on a composite of

cues: hoir physical appearance, voice, smell, etc.. The deaf infant is,

in effect, deprived of one of the cues available to the hearing infant,

thus, poisibly delaying the attachment process.

In addition to requiring that the infant be capabSe- of

distinguishing a caregiver from others, secure attachment also requires

that,the infant and caregiver experience their relationship is

reciprocal. It seems important that the infant not only respond to the

caregiver, but recognize that she responds to the infant's crying,

vocalizing, smiling and eye contact (Bell,,1974; Lewis and Freedle,

1973; Lewis,and Rosenblum, 1974; Lewis, Weinraub and Ban, 1973).

Playful interaction with the infant has been found to be a powerful

determinant of attachment. Infants attach to those aaults who respond



. positively.to their'signals for attention, and who engage in reciprocal

play with them. Much of this playful interaction involves early and

frequent patterns of alternative vocalizations By the infant and the
. .

caregiver (Schaffer..and Emerson, 1964).

Similarly, the mother needs to be &Ware that the infant responds

Niitsitively to her interactions. Changes in the maturing infant seem to

fa ?1ilitate the attachment of the mOther to the unimpaired infant,

PI yful social interactions tend to increase as the infant matures,

partly because 'the infant's demands for physical care diminish in

intensity allow more social responses from the caregiver. The new

behaviours exhibIted by the maturing infant probably elicits increased
,

interaction. For example, by the third week of life,othe unimpaired

infant becomes attentive to the sound of the mother's voice and smiles

in respOnse to it, This, in turn, evokes a social interaction from the

'mother (Bell, 1974).

There aie several implications tor the deaf ilniant. Clearly, it is

less able to perceive and respond to the auditory dimension of the

infantcaregiver relationship. The infant's difficulty in recognizing

the predictable pattern of response may els ,esult in less awareness Of

lirthe important reciprocal aspect-of interact. .Witfthe Caregiver.

Moreover, the hearing impaired child may be less capable of eliciting

playful interactions from the caregiver. Demands may not decline in
. , .

intensity to the same extent or at the same pace as the unimpaired

infant, and the child is certainly less capable of exhibiting novel

behaviours in reponse to the caregiver's auditory messages. The parents

of the hearing impaired infant may be so intent on using alL verbal

interactions as a training ground for language development that they

destroy the potentially playful quality of such interactions

(Schlesinger,,1972).'

On her part, the impaired infant's mother or caregiver may be less

able to engage in the reciprocity which in the cornerstone of
,

attachment. Her own emotional reactions having an impaired child may

make it difficult for her to respond as positively or playfully to the

infant as she might otherwise. She may less frequently experience her
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interactions,as having in.effect on the child, interfering with her

ability to experience the relationship as reciprocal.
A

The poseibility that lack of infant reponsiveness may disturb the
e.

mother's attachment to her infant is suggeeted by observations of the

attachment process in unimpa.ired infants. Mothers whose tempermental

infants were difficult 6.comfort experienced a disturbed attachment te..

their infants (Robson and,Moss, 1970). Mothers of hearing infants

interpreted nonresponsivenets in their babies as intentional, and

reacted,negatively to Ihe lack of responsiveness'' as though it had

personal meaning (Brazelton, Koelowshi and Main, 1974). ,

Implicitly, mothers may experience their deaf infants as being'

nonresponsive, thereby disrupting maternal ettachment. The distrese of

even very young infants den be soothed by the sound of a human-voice

(Hetherington and Parkel- 1,75). Similarly, human t6nal patterns and

"speechl4e behaviour" are extremFly eEfective in eliciting reactions

from hearing infants (Eisenberg, 1970). Mothers of children who had

"talked" to them less at one year of Age were more rejecting endless.

responsive to their babies' signs of distres&-during thepsecond year of

life (Clarke-Stewart, 1973).

Thus, many of the deaf infant's characteristics ;hich interfere

with an-attachment to a caregiver may also interfere with the

caregiver's attachment to the infant. Mothers of deaf infants appear to

experience great frustration and feelings of incompetence as a result of

the infant's unreponsiveness (Schlesinger, 1,978). Thus, deaf children

may be "limited or atypical particpants in the social exchange'with-the

parent" (Harris, 1978), leading to a disruption of attachment long

before diagnosis occurs. In this regard, it is interesting to note that

deaf children of deif parents often seem to fare better than deaf

children with hearing parents (Meadow, 1975), possibly because they are

better able to establish the necessary mutuality.

In sum, the deaf child is challenged with the task of becoming "a

part of life,without hearing the sound-patterns of living" (Levine,

1970). It seems probable that this limitation on the part of the

infant, and the repercussions it has on the caregiver, make the

development of trust and attachment more difficult for both. These

-
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findings imply that the habilitation of the deaf infant needs to

consider the infant-caregiver relationshili and focus on parental

reactions to infant deafness.

Holistic%Intervention and Parent Counselling. Over the last ten or

fifteen years., zaany'habiliiation and rehabilitation piofessidnk

Concerning themselves with,children have become aware that one cannot

treat a child's sense, function, or limbs in isolation (Friedlander,

Sternart and,Kirk, 1975). Indeed; the concepts of the holistic approach
have been generally accepted as the only way to successfully habilitate

or rehabilitate children. The concept of working with a child's ears,
4 ignoring the rest of that child's functions or ,deVelopmental struggles,

almost seems absurd at this time. Professionals have come to recognize

the interrelationship between locomotion, vision, hearing, cognition,

and social-emotional development in such a fashion as to understand that

children, not functions, develop and grow. Such a conceptualization has

had two effacts up.on" the fields: to create interdisciprinark diagnostic

and habititation settings, and to broaden the scope of the training of

professionals working with hearing impaired children. Such thinking has

been the impetus behind both research and clinical application of the

early intervention concept with hearing impaired children. Earlier

intervention increases the involvement between professionals and the

parents of deaf children.'
44.

Unfortunately, not all settings-have yet incorporated holistic

concepts of how a child dOvelops add what is needed for a child's total

habilitation. ,professionals have quickly discovered that the necessary

cooperation, as well.as the attainment of such broad knowledge, does not

come easily. Specifically, one of the areas of repeated concern is

related to parent counselling: that is, the interactions between

parents and those professionals who are primarily trained to work with

their children. Generally, a primary stumbling block for the

professional is the emotional states that many parents manifest while

trying to deal with the impact of having a deaf child. Such:emotional

states are often a manifestation of grieving (Buacaglia, 1975; Gordon,

1975; Kubler-Ross, 1969; Moses, 1977, 1979; Stewart, 1978; and Webster

1976).
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Hearing LomPairment, Parenting and Grief. In,the course of

anticipating the birth"of a child, parents generate dreams, fantasies,

and projections into the future of who or what that child is to be for

them. Such dreams are often of a extremely personal nature and hold

much promise for the parents' future., The experience of anticipating

the birth' of a child is a primitive one that stirs People deeply.

Unfulfilled needs, yearnings into the future, wishes to have

deficiencies corrected, and desires to have fantasies maintained are

often attached to who or what that parent needs that yet-to-be-born

child to be. Parents are gene-rally deeply attached to these dreams.

Grief is that process whereby an individual can separate from

someone or something significant that ha. been lost. Grieving

stimulates a re-evaluation of one's social, emotional and philosophic

environment. Such shifts ofte'n lead to positive values and attitudes.

Grieving facilitates growth. Without the ability to grieve, a person

cannot separate from a lost person or "object" and, thereby, in essence,

"dies" with whatever or whomever ie lost. These people lose a present

and future'orientation and focus only on the past; that is, only on-the

"good old days" before they sustained the loss. Grieving, therefore, is

the catalyst of growth, for with all growth, there is loss, and

contfnuous growth requires successful grieving.

Grieving is primarily affective or emotional process. The

affective states are not epigenetic: that is, they have no specific

order; one is not a prerequisite for another, and indeed, some can be

felt simultaneously. Grieving starts spontaneously and appears to

require no learning. The effective states seem to be intrinsic,

cross-cultural, and even evidenced in some animals (Lewis and Rosenblum,

1974).

Most parents find disability to be the great spoiler of their

dreams and fantasies around who or what their impaired child was to be

for them. Most dreams require an unimpaired child. Therefore, the

initial aiagnosis oftentimes marks the point when a cherished and

significant dream had been shattered-14er the parent. /t is that dream

that must be grieved. Unfortunately, the loss of the dream is such a

personal and illusive'loss that few people-concerned with the parent of

-
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a deaf child understand the nature of tile loss sustained. Indeed, the

parent oftentimes does not understand that it is e dream that he ,has

lost, and therefore, he is frequently confused by the grief process that

follows.

Successful' grieving seems dependent upon significant human

interaetions: that is, one cannot grieve alone. The support that the

parent of an impaired child needs to successfully grieve ofttimes can

come from the professional who is working with her child, as well as

from her spouse, friends, religious group, community, and/or parent

organizations. Unfartunately, many of the pre9alent cultural

injunctions evidenced in Western soctety are contrary to the spontaneous

grieving process. The affective states associated with_the process are

often difficult taaccept by both the grieving individual end by those

offering support. ,Ironically, often the people that bereaved

individuals need to facilitate.grief, discourage it instead. Rather

than accepting the denial, guilt, depression, anger and anxiety which

are a natural part of the grieving process, those closest to_the

bereaved individual may view these affective states as

psychopathological. They may respond with diagnostic labels,

expressions of rejection, or behaviour connoting fear. Those wishing to

offer support may,fail to recognize that each of these affective states

serves a specific function which allowi; the parent to separate from the

shattered and cherished dream. The separation then permits the

generation of new dreams which incorporate the hearing impairment, and

then stimulates the emergence of the coping process. Understanding the

value of the emotional states associated with grieving is crucial to

bffering parents the acceptance they need in order to grieve

successfully.

(a) Denial

Denial is perhaps the first affective state seen in the process of

\ grieving. Parents of deaf children deny in a number of different ways.

They may reject the diagnosis itself,ithe permanence of the diagnosis,

or the impact of the diagnosis. The parent who has difficulty accepting

the diagnosis itself ofttimes argues with the professional

diagnostician. This is the parent who refuses to accept what the
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impaired children need time to constructively incorporate what has

occurred.

That the denial process is not a stagnant state which freezes

Parents into purposeless immobility, ia evident when one comparee two

parents, one whose child was born unimpaired and one whose child was

).*born deaf. The Tarent denying the deafness would differ emotionally

'from the parent of the unimpaired child. Denying parents feel

distressed and agitated '(to the point often of experiencing sleep

difficulties). They are,commonly guarded in their interactions with

others. These behaviours are a sign that the denial process, far from

being passive, ia an active process in which much is occurring

underneath the surface on both the preconscious and conscious levels.

The parent is accumulating information and.searching for inner strength,

even while consciouly fending off the reality of what has occurred.

Parents of impaired children use denial to buy the time needed to

find the inner (ego) strength and the external mechanisms to deal with

what has,occurred. External mechanismsemight include acquiring

information, skills end support from VImilY,-friends, organizations and

professionals. When the denial process was assaulted, and the parent of

an impaired child was somehow fbi-Ced, o understand the impact of what

had occurred before having the ixiet serength and the outer mechanisms,
r. t.

that parent would collapse emotionakly. -

For early intervention to employ a holistic approach the child must

be seen within the context of a family unit (which includes.the

parents). To exclude the parents in the child's habilitation is like

igndring the influence of the child's auditory functioning on his

cognitive development. Professionals woehing in early intervention,

therefore, must be skilled in recognizing and facilitating the grieving

process in parents. In particular, they must find.ways to not merely

tolerate, but.to accept parental denial while still offering,,to the

best of their abilities, those services needed directly by the child.

Parents who are denying are not suffering from a logical

deficiency, nor are they usually unable to underitand what is being

presented to them. An early intervention clinician can rest assured

that there are many people telling the parents that he is stupid,
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diagnostician offers, thereby creating an atmosphere that can either

prompt the diagnostician to-feel insecurity around the accuracy of the

diagnosis, or to feel some anger toward the parent. In either case, an

adversary relationship may be the end result. The more pOite parent,

of course, does not confront the professional with denial, but rather

simply does not follow through on recommendations or cooperate with

attempts to habilitate the child.

Other parents who are denying the impact of the handicap rather

than the diagnosis per se, might seem like ideal parents. Such people,

in essence, say that they do not understand all the todo about having a

deaf child because "what's the big deal?" They might state that they

know that special education has come a long way, that cultural attitudes

have shifted, and that, further, federal legislating has been enacted

that offers suppert for parents of impaired children and insures equal

rights Tor handicapped people. Professionals coneerned with the field

are quite aware that deafness is, indeed, a "big deal" and that these

parents are likely denying itsvimpact.

Arhaps the process of denial is the most frustrating one for

professionals in the communication disorder field, because all, evidence

points to the efficacy of early kntervention for child habilitaton. To

the professional, denying parents might appear to be in a nonproductive,

passive state, which serves no positive function and often interferes

with parental cooperation in early intervention.

Denial is neither a random, purposeless state, nor a passive

nonproductive one. Denial serves a distinct and important purpose. For

individuals to function within an wironment fraught with danger, each

_4 person must establish mechanism that keeps-him from believing that he

is in any real jeopardy. We cannot live day to day with the fear of

cancer, or death, or dismemberment, or with the feat of having an

impaired child. Such fears would keep human beings from functioning

spontaneously. Therefore, most people have within them a mechanism that

makes them feel special and invulnerable to the actual dangers about

them. As a consequence, when something ghastly occurs,"and many parents

of deaf children see having an impaired child as a ghastly event, they

are wholly unprepared to deal with such an occurrence. Parents of



destructive, inappropriate or shirking responsibility by denying.

Instead, the parent needs someone whole attitude conveys an acceptance ,

that embraces the validity of denial. Implied in the management or

counselling of such parents is an avoidance of countless repetitionsvof

the professional's opinion which leaves the parent feeling foolish,

ignorant, illogical, or stupid. There are few people who are able to

give denying parents' what they most need: recognition that the

individual is.likely a loving parent who, for good reason, cannot

currently engage activelY in his own child's habilitation.

A case comes to mind,of a parent who brought her 5-year-old child

for an initial assessment to a multi-disciplinary audiology center.'

With the support of'other pAofessionals the audiologist determined that

this child was profoundly deaf. Upon presenting this information to the

mother, the audiologist met with strong resistance. The mother

repeatedly claimed that the child could hear her name whispered behind

her back. The audiologist decided to have the mother demonstrate this

seemingly impossible feat. The clinic was in an old building with wood

slatted floors. The mother placed her child on that floor and then

stood behind her, and with one stamp of her foot, whispered "Mary".

Responding most adequately to the vibration in the floor, the chiid

crisply turned around to her mother with a smile. No explanation of hoW

the floor vibrated to stimulate such a response convinced the mother at

that matent that htr judgment was incorrect. It indeed turned out to be

a most frustrating experience for clinician and parent alike, until the

battle was relinquished and the clinician could turn to the mother and

say:
"It must be most frustrating for you to hear me presenting
somethimg contrar ? to what you believe. The idea of Mary being

deaf seexm almost impossible for you to accept. Can you tell me a°
little bit about what it would mean to you if, somehow, my
assessment were correct?"

m
- Although the audiologist's manner of relating did.not reverse the

denial, it did precipitate a long-standing, positive parent/professional

relationship.
.
( Mut is such a relationship that is as ch a cornerstone.

6)(J
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0 a child's habilitation as are the actual "hands on" early

intervention techniques. -

Since denial affords die parent the opportunity to find the.inner ,

strength and the external mechalisms to deal with having a,deaf child,

it ultimately ceases when the parent attains such etrengths. At that

point, the mechanisia of denial will have served its purpose.

(b) Guilt

Guilt, as an affective state associated with grieving, is generally

the most disconcertingof the grief states for both the parent and the

professional nonfronting it. Parents of deaf children might manifest

guilt in any one of three general ways. The first is evidenced through

parents who have actual stories documenting that they indeed caused

their chIld's handicap. Such stories-often involve the taking of drugs

during pregnancy, the hiding of known genetic disorders in the family,

the contraction of an,avoidable diseaie, or other such occurrences that

the parents felt were in their control. This'first manifestation of

guilt is the most logical, and the least common. Because of its logical

nature, it seems the least difficult to accept by the professional,

although'it still,is disconcerting, The second way that parents of'

hearing impaired children Lght manifest guilt appears less logical. It

is reflected through the parents' belief that the impaired child is just

or fair punishment for some specific and awful action that they have.

committed in the past. There need not be any logical connection between

the nature of the past "transgression" and the nature of the

impairmene.0 The third manifestation of guilt common in parents of deaf

children,is of a de facto philosophic nature. This is reflected in the

parent who-basically states, "good thinge.happen to good people; and,-

therefore, bad things happento bad people". Such a general belief

leaves the parent feeling guilty simply because the impairment exists.

tt is hard for aany professionals to accept that so painful and

debilitating an affective state can have ahy positive, growth -,
1

faCilitating elements. In the context of grief, guilt is the vehicle,

that allows parents to re-evaluate their existential beliefs. Seemingly

each Verson holds withi'n himseif a personal belief system that

acknowledges control over certain events, while allowing other

A
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occurrences to be comfortably attributed to the whimh of chance. How

and when one defines certain events ad "his fault" while attributing

other occurrences to fate, id an individual and internal process. The

goal is to develop a system that illowe one.to-be comfortable with

classifying events as within one's own jurisdiction of control, or

outside ()fit. It permits, n effect, avoidance of the absurdity of

issuming full responsibility for all life events, and the equally absurd

position of disclaiming any responsibility. The guilt which parents of

deaf children experience precipitates their r,e-evaluSting the parameters

of their accountability.

The case of a young couple exemplifies the professional issue

concerning guilt. Both spouses in,this couple worked. When their first

babr was conceived, ,the htisband encouraged his wife to stop working. He

aoygued that she wap in strenuous.work with children who often times

become He went on to say that women in his family never worked

when pregnant.. His wife argued that she felt fine and saw no reason to

discontinue her,work, especially since her work tenure and her pregnancy

term coincided.

She continued to work and was unfortUnate enough to be one of the

mothers who contracted rubella during the epidemic. When telling her

story, she would plaintively present the idea that she had caused her

child's handicap. Her child, indeed, was born deaf and brain damaged as

a result of maternal rubella.

If is most tempting for professionals to try to explain to such a

mother that her exposure to rubella was unpredictable, that she could

have as easily Contracted rubella from her next dooroeighboes child as

,
from the children with whom she worked. eut logic is as ineffectual

,
with guilt as it is with denial. Professionals in early intervention

need to be aware that guilt does not yield to argument, cajoling,

coercing, or even irrefutable scientific evidence. This mother's

logical system was as viable as that of the professional, but within a

different contegt. She might well have countered that her husband had

accurately predicted'what woul,d happen if she continued working.

For guilt to be effective in helping.the individual sort out why.

she has an impaiied child, she must be able to share those feelings with

1
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an empathic, significant other.- The professional who fulfills such a
role might do so by offering acceptance through an attitudinal framework-

exemplified by the following possible response: "If you truly believe

that you caused your child's hearing impairment, no wonder you feel so
badly. Tell me more about it." The prevalent temptation on the part of

most professionals is to try to take away the guilt. Indeed, parenti

will have many other people attempting to argue with them and "fix" the

unfixable feeling. It wil be the very exceptional person who is able to

validate the legitimacy of the parent's feeling without seeming to

confirm,his judgment ,of fault. To offer such a relationship is to offer

a unique opportunity that facilitates the growth.

Nothing will make guilt run its course more quickly than it,needs

to move. There are events, however, that can perpetrate this difficult

JAase. It is a significant other person that can make the difference.

If the professional can accept guilt as part of-a normal, necessary and

facilitative process more substantial and ultimately constructive

relationship with guilt as psychopathology, or who has a condescending

view towards parents who maifest guilt, wt11 impair the relationship

between the parent and the professional. As guilt successfully of,fers

the vehicle for the re-examination of parent's existential values, it

will cease on ite own.
4

Incidentally, the manner in which the parent manifests the guilt

often reflects the nature of the particular handicap. Many parents of

deaf children feel that their child's disability is a specific

punishment tn the area of communication (Mindel and Vernon, 1971).

Again, it is the emphathic professional who can offer the most to a

parent presenting such a feeling. 'There is nothing to be cured or

fixed. There is only an affective state to be facilitated.

(c) Depression

Depression, interestingly in Western culture, is almost always seen

as psychopathological. Although it is one of the affective states most

commonly identified with grief, most professionals attitudinally relate

to a depressed individual as being one who must be treated with special

deference and care. Unfortunately, such attitudes are usually
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°contradictory to what is needed by the parent who is' depressed through

,grieving precipitated by the impact of hav,ing a deaf child.

FOr the purposes of understanding the processes of depression in .

grief, dqpression is defined as being anger turned inward: that is,

anger toward oneself. This simple definition has general clinical

'acceptance, although tht tiblogies, dynamics, and charactierstics of

various depresaions are obviously far more complex than such a

definition might convey. Nonetheless, this definition is useful in

understanding ttie dynamics of depression as a grief state. For what

reason are parens of hearipg impaired children angry with themmelies,

one might ask? The answer to a such question leads one into the area

that depression serves: that is, the 'area of potency versus impotence

or competency versus incompetence.

Parents can view their potency as existing somewhere between two

extreme vantage points. One can feel that they were impotent to prevent

whatever occurred to their child and feel anger toward themsellies for

their "useless-impotent state"; or they can feel that they were always

potent enough to have prevented what,occurred, and, therefore, are

self-enraged that they did not act before it was too late.

In the face of a negative and permanent occurrenct, adults in this

culture are forced to re-evaluate the nature of their potency and

competence. Their personal definitions concerning self-value and

productivity become threatened. Depression offers the vehicle that .

encourages this re-evaluation. Depressed people assume the vantage

point that they are impotent; incompetent, incapabile, and of little

value, given that they can have no impact on aomething so close to them

-- something that they Want so very much to change.

A Woman who dramatically exemplified the dynamics of depression was

one who had always been the mairmtay and strength of her family. She

had been through many struggles, and had emerged as the support of

everyone around her. She was widowed fairly early in life, and left to

raise her only son. At age eight, that son became eriously ill with a

kidney disease that required the risky use of a potentially-ototoxic

drug. Unfortunately, he was deafened oVernight. Months afteethis

694
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necessary and selfsufficiene process of grieving that-allows parents to

'separate from the dreams and fantasies that they have generated around
4

their child, and the loss that they have sustained around the

impairment. There is, indeed, value in "wallowing in the self pity",

and "crying over &pilled mine." Since what constitutes reality for each

individual is reality as'he perceives it, life truly is "as bad as he

thinks it is."

As parents are permitted to experience depression with art

environment of acceptance, [hp will likely reevaluate how they define

competency. Such redefinition permits self acceptance in spite of not
- .

being able to "fix their child". Again, "it-is the significant other

that can offer the atmosphere facilitating this facet Of grief.

(d) Anger

Anger (or rage) is an integralpart of grieving. Each person has

an internalized concept of justice that permite him to move within

society and the laws of nature without undue anxiety or fear óf being

mistreated. Such a.conception is flexible and changes With maturity.

An unpredictable event, such as having an impaired child; ihreatens the

feelings of security around such a belief system. Wheneier one's

sensibilities about order and fairness are disrupted, one feels
a

frustrated. Frustration, agitation, aggravation, irrftation, annoyance,'

etc., are all words that parents of impaired children find on their lips

.vat one time or another along with anger and rage. Long ago,

psychblogists noted ttiat frustration leads to aggressive feelings.

Parents who are frustrated by the birth of an impaired child, feel anger

towards the deaf child who has intruded upon their lives and disrupted

it in many realms. It is expensive, embarrassing, time consuming

energy consuming, exposing, and shattering to have a hearing impaired

child in your family. On a more psychologically primitive level, most

parents feel that all this disruption and pain has emanated from the

child.

'Since anger toward their Child is considered heinous by most

parenes, they often dikplace these angry feelings upon others; most

commonly, apoueres, the deaf child's siblings, and, of coursed

professionals. Such displacement of anger is moat unfortunate since

parents are ofttimes in need of 'support from the very people whom they



may be alienating through their anger. As an alternative, parenta may

direct their anger and feelings of injustice toward God, science, or

"the general order of things". 'They may also find solace in directing

their anger into fertile areas concerned with methodological controver-
.

sies.(e.g., oral/aural versus total communication). This type of dis-

placement can usually elicit empathic unilerstanding more easily from the
;

people around them. Yet, it too, prevents the parents from confronting

the real root of their anger, which is the feelings towards the deaf

child.

A note of caution here. Professionals lire ordinary human beings

and,'therefore, liable to make errors. Indeed, there are some profes-

sionals in the habilitation fields whose own personal motives prompt
,

them to often behave insensitively. Parentat anger generated under such

circumstances seems to have no basis in reality and/or the prolonged

maintenance of a feeling of anger associated with a justified circum7

stance that prompts one to become suspicious of anger associated with

grieving. Thusr not all anger representi displacement. It is parental

anger that seems to haVe no basis in reality and/or the prolonged main-.

tenance of a feeling of anger associated with a justified circumstance

that prompts, one to become suspicious of Anger associated with grieving.

The function of anger within the grieving process is that it allows

the parent to reassess and reconstruct the iaternal conception of jus-

tice which has been disrupted by the birth of a deaf infant. The parent

needs to maintain An internalized sense of justice in the face of this

traumatic occurrence. Anier, like the other affective states of griev-

ing, serves s practice role in the growth of the parent. The develop-
,

ment of an internal sense of justice changes with maturitSi. Consider,

for example, what a teenager sees as being fair,, compared to the more

flexible and complex view of justice often held by a 40 year old. The

parent of an impaired child who is able to incorporate the siediingly un-

fair circumstance of "having an impaired child without just cause," will

have generated a new internal sense of justice which:will allow him to

cope co etently with any future losses. Crisis and its concomitant

disrupt'on.(in this case anger re: iajustice), is the impetus for atti=

tudinal changes that foster competency. The more reality-based one's
0.

inner sense of justice, the more competently one encounterclife's un-

precliCtible-occurrenCes.
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It is crucial for parents to recognize and deal with anger they

feel towards their impaired child. Professionals can help,by accepting

and relating to that anger whem it is presented to them. That is

difficult. farents who are manifesting feelings of.injustice in a

general fashion are usually more easily accepted by profeisionals than

parents who express feeling of anger toward,their dhildren.

Profeasionals have often chosen the habilitation fields because of iheir

sensitivities andtheir humanitarian attitudes toward people with

special problems. Many profeasionals become quite attached to the

children they work with and, indeed, recognize the illogical nature of

parents being'angry at their deaf children for having disrupted their

lives. Nonetheless,'this anger appears to be both a common feelOg, and

one that facilitates the grief process. Professionals who offer parents

the opportunity to talk openly about their angry feelings towards their

children are prcriding d kind of support which the parent rarely

encounters.

Unfortunately, professionals are typically affected profoundly by

an angry parent, and may act in ways which do not aid the grieving

process. .The reaction of eath professional often depends upon his own

Self-confidence. The most confident professional may become annoyed

with the angry parent, sometimes countering with his own anger. In

contrast, the less secure professional can become quite easily

frightened by the angry parent. Such professionals are often thrown

into an anxious questioning of their own competence since the parent

appears so dissatisfied and, indeed, might be vociferously questioning
,

the professional's capabilities. In either case, the professional is

unable to provide the sort of response to parental anger which would

facilitate the grief process.

A description of a particular Parent can serve as a good example of

the anger engendered through grieving. This particular father was a

technician in the electronics field, who himself, suffered from a

moderate handicap (not related to audition). He knew the suffering that

it had caulked both him and his parents. As fate mi..ight have it, he

fathered two children who had heaving impairments that required numerous

interventions from professions (surgeries, therapies, special education,



and prostheses). The etiology of the impairment was genitic in nature.

This father held as a primary value (along with his mife) having a large

family. Itwas very clear to him that the financial pressures he was

already suffering, becauie of the services required by his first two

children, prohibited hia,considering more children. He knew the blunt

financial reality -- if he had another hearing impaired child, he would

be bankrupt -- a very disagreeable prospect for this proud, competent

man. As he saw it, life-bad dealt him tripleheaded blow: by giving

him a handicap, by giving him "bad".genes that caused him to have

handicapped childrit, and therefore, by depriving him of having the

family of which he had dreamed.

He had become irrascible, critical, demanding, and generally

resistive toward "habilitation" Orofessionals. The school personnel
o

feared him, and medical professionals fought with him. The status quo

of parent/professional communications that included this man were

strained at very best. In a group experience (that he had reluctantly

decided to attend) he begari to actively criticize and attack the group

facilitator (after having passively resisted any and all issues for the

first half of the process). He detailed all the ways that he saw such a

group to be useless, and further, all the ways that he saw the

facilitator to be a person who could offer very little. He went on to

say that he resented participating in an "obvious waste of time", and

that he, for one, was going to file a complaint eo the administration

that was responsible for the professional conducting the group. yhen

the group leader invited him to share more of hia feelingi by asking him

if he felt cheated and, if so, how he generally dealt with feelings of

being cheated the conversation became animated and ultimately moved

into the realm of disability, fathering children, and his life dilemma.

That conversation, in turn,stimulated discussions 4i:wilt fairness and
4

ustiA that moved othe people to talk about their feelings of being -

d.

This'father did not change iadically &trough exploring and

cussing his feelings, but he continued to come to the group'and never

d a complaint. -Ultimately, he came to successfully adopt 'two more

children. In talking with the group facilitator years later, he shared

;



(with humor) that his adoptions were his way of "beating the system".

As he put it, "you can't keep a good man down". He also shared that he

was no longer feeling anger indiscriminately, but that he had channeled
A

it'in such a fashion as to become moderately effective in influencing

local legislator* to back legislation that facilitated the handicapped

and their families! 'It was obvious that this man had grown in iuch a

planner as to have a remarkably different internal sense of justice, The'

*Inger he had felt effectively prompted change.

, It is the rare professional who will be able to recognize that

parental anger is part of grieving and warrants accepeance and

facilitation. Yet if the professional can tolerate the displacement of-

anger and/or the parent talking negatively about the child, uch an

interaction would be facilitative. Parents who are Able to talk with.

significant others about their anger are lese likely tO become "abusive"

parents. Abuse, incidentally, can range from overprotection (denial of

the existence of anger) to extrapunitivAness within a socially
_

acceptable context (for instance, the parent who structures an almost

inhumane environment to work on language development every waking hour

of the child's.life). -

If allowed expression, if seen as acceptable, if indeed

incorporated as part of the normal process of grieving, parents of deaf

children will come to use the affective state of anger to restructure

their internal sense of justice and thereby, will move to yet another

affective realm.

(e) Anxiety

Generalized feelings of anxiety are evidenced by parents of

impaired children who are grieving the loss of a dream. This anxiety is

related to how one balances responsibilities for the welfare of another

human being with the right to havA an independent life of one's own.
_

This balance requires most personal and internal adjustment. The event

of having a deaf ehild disrupts this internal adjustment.

Parents often report thei'r shock and dismay at being their child's

own medical manager. The child seems so vulnerable; the professionals

often send messages that reek of emergency; there are conflicting

messages. There is so much to be learned, and so much seems to hinge on

v-s3
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learning it prOperly. All this new pressure and responsibility is

heaped upon ehe already existing pressures and responsibilities of daily

existence.

kparent. once aptly described this state of grieliing as feeling

like one is juggling an'overwhelming number of precious glass balls.

The feelings of reponsibility are overwhelming and the temptations .to

become a professional parent of a deaf child are very strong. This

opposes the alternate temptation to run away and feel terrible guilt ana

pressure for not having acted in a fully constructive fashjon. All of

those pressures and pulls create a circumstance rife with anxiety. Of

course, the attitudes of professionals and other parents of the hearing

impaired can strongly influence the amount-of pressure that a given

parent feels and the amount of concrete responsibility one believes must

actually be assumed. In truth, however, definitions of responsibility

are an internal psychological process.

Parents who
.

art experiencing anxiety as part of the grieving

process are in need of significant others who will be accepting Of such

leelings. It is not-helpful at all to give a parent an injunction

requiring that he "calm down". This is a period when calming down is.*

not only impossible, but maladaptive, for the anxiety itself facili-

i tates a restructuring of one's attitudes concerning responsibility. It

is, therefore, also a time when realistic expectations need to be clear-'

ly spelled out along with an understanding that parents have lives

beyond their hearing impaired children, and further, that an

Unwillingness..to do certain habilitative activities is acceptable and

not indicative of destructive or non-caring parents. An overstressed,

overwhelmed parent ends up doing nothing, while appearing intensely

involved with doing everything. A parent who can build within his

system a comfortable space to minister to himself ana permission to skip

or reject certain aspects of the habilitative process, will, in the long

tun, be a more effective child growth facilitator. Often a

professional'i overzealouaness in saving the child will frustrate the

.
parent's ability to comfortably come to resolve the anxiety phase of

grieving.
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(0 Grief Counselling

The grieving process as described, is an affective process that

permits the parent of a deaf child to separate from the dreams and

fantasies.that the parent cherished for this child. The inability.to

successfully separate from such a dream is devastating to both parent

and child. If the parent does not-generate new dreams that the child

can fulfill; each day the child will be experienced as a disappointment

and failure in the eyes of the parent. This parental disappointment

will ultimately be communicated to the child, leaving the child feeling

as though he is indeed a disappoinbment and a source.of pain to his

parents. If, howeler, the parent is able to separate from the dream,

there is the.distinct possibifity thit the child will be accepted for

whoever he or she actually is. Such acceptance is an important

prerequisite of attachmeni. Such acceptance is an important

prerequimite of facilitating emotional development and growth. It is

within this context of attachment and emotional development that the

'concept of facilitating grief becomes an important tool in the

intervention and habilitation of very young hearing impaired children.

It is the role of the significant other, a role that can be

fulfilled-by a professional, that can facilitate or frustruate the

normal grieving process. Professionals Who have negative opinions-or.

difficulty with the affective states of denial, guilt, depression,

angerv,and,anxiety are likely to become inhibitors of the grief process

and, thereby, detriments to the uftimati habilitation of the child.. The

professional who is able to convey an attitude of acceptance towards

such affective states will have a positive effect upon the parents' role

in attachment and in creating an atmosphere for the internalization of a ,

sense of security on the part of the child. Without this,.children

cannot go on to develop in the other areas (for example,,language) that

are seen as tantamount to the successful habilitation of a deaf ch4d.

There is no point in a profesiional trYing.to become a "grief

diagnostician", Since the affective states previously described do not

go in any order, nor are they mutually exclusive. That is to say,

people feel what they!re going to feel when they're going to feel it,

and ofttimes have two or more feelings simultaneously. Moreover, an
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attitude of acceptance aimed at facilitating grief would be damaged by

an attempt to diagnose a person's grief state, since diagnosing is by

definition, a process of labelizing.

The grieving process is far from a one-time Occurrence. Parents of

deaf children repeat and rework the affective states associated with

grieving, even as the child matures. Obviously, all parent,s seem to

experience it at the point of initial diagnosis. However, each time the

child comes to a major milestone that impacts the parent in a new way,

grief will once again, be experientpd. Common developmental points when

grieving reoccurs, are:
4,

1) when the child becomes "regular" school age (for that is a time

when much comparison between children goes on);

when the child becomes pubescent (and offers all the dilemmas that

puberty generally offers, plus the complexities of a handicapping

condition);

when the child,becomes high school graduation age and:the
disability negatively affects his ability to move on in a more

independent,manner of functioning; .

4) when the child come to an age where the expectation is that he or

shewould indeed live tbtally independently (working on his own,

perhaps married, etc.); and

5) when the parents come to retirement age and the nature of the

disability is such that the child might interfere with.their
retirement and requires that arrangements be made beyond the 1-ives

of the parents.

It is positive to note that success with earlier grieving facilitates

later grieving. Also, each new process of grief brings with it new

insights and new strengths wh'ich were not previously realized.

(f) Coping

Since grieving it an almost entirely affective qr emofional

process, it is clear'that there ire other processes that occur

,
simultaneously, or in tangent with grieving. The general rubrii of

"coping" covers most of the remaining activities that require

interaction between the parent, the child, the child's environment, and .

the systems that serve him. Although much has been written since 1960

1



about the coping process, the most uccinct and clear description and

definitions of the process were offered by a rehabilitation psychologist
0

named Beatrice A. Wright (1960). In her.book which focused on the

psychological- processes of disability, Wright highlighted four major

coping processes. Each of these impact the parent in such a manner as .

to precipitate a change in one's value system. The four coping

mechanisms are as follows; containing the disability effect, devaluing

physique, enlarging one's scope of values, and converting from

comparative values to asset values.

When parents first begin to deal with the impact of having a deaf

child, their tendency is to generalize the effects of the disability.

They are prone to see the entire life of the child (and often of

themselves) as ruined. It is not uncommon for parents to say'things

like: "My child will never marry, my child will never work, or'my child

will be dependent on me for the rest of my life." They conceptualize

the worst, and then deal with reality. Confrontation with reality is

facilitated through the process that prompts one to contain the effects

of the disability. Such containment is done attitudinally. That is,

the parent does not permit the concept of disability to contaminate

those aspects of his child that need not be (nor are not) affected by

the deafness. The professional can be extremely helpful during this

facet of coping by offering as clear and concise an assessment (or

diagnosis) as possible, particularly, an assessment that emphasizes the

competencies and asiets that are not ffected by the disability.

parents who can be exposed to ordinary deaf adulis are also helped with

this coping process.

The devaluing of physique, as a coping mechanism, attacks one of

ehe more pain491 hlocks to successfully dealing with handicapping

conditions. Western culture seems to place high'value on appearance,

ofttimes judging people according to what is seen. Unfortunately, most

handicapping conditions are seen as ugly. Specifically, "deaf speech",

hearing aids, the use of sign language, and behaviours unique to

deafness, are ofttimes viewed negatively. The coping mechanism of

devaluing.physique deals with this issue. "Physique" is broadly defined

here as any,detectable manifestation of the disability which might be
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judged negatively. One has seemingly successfully coped with the issue.

of physique when one had adopted a value system that focuses on those

qualities and competencies we associate with being human, and ignores or

devalues surface qualities.

Enlarging the scope of values works on the premise that most people

narrow their value system, experiences, interests, and associations as

they age. Thissrears to beltrue for a great many people. Sdch

narrowing poses a special problem when one has a aeaf child whose

disability precluded participation in the particular confided life style

that the parents have chosen. If that is so, then to cope, thiieby

facilitating the child's growth, the parent must be able to enlarge his

scope of values enough to genuinely accept whatever life style the child
4

might persue. Such an exploration requee pa:4nt. to examine their own

values, often precipirating discomfort around what constitutes "the good

life". If such coping.does not occur, then both the parent and the

child will feel as though the child's life.style is; at best, second

rate and unacceptable.

The last coping mechanism involves the issues of comparison-and
.

competition. Westein culture seems to put an enormous amount of

emphasis upon winning, doing better than the next person, and comparing'

one person's performance to another. Such a comparative atmosphere can

be uncomfortable for many non-impaired people. It becomes quite

evident, hoWever,<.that a comparative atmosphere is devatating to the

impaired individual and his family. The 'parent must come tnunderstand

that how one does, compared with others, is far less relevent than the

mastery of a skill or the demonstratidh of a competency. In the fields

of hearing impairment, it is interesting to note that there are many

measures (of a comparative nature) concerned with reading., levels. F r

less evident are measures (of even notations in reports) that speak o

how the child uses his reading skills to empance his everyday life.

The attitudes fostering these different views toward reading

reflect substantively different value systems. The former emphaeises

' A comparative Values, the latter asset valuMa. Ultimately, to cope with

the child's deafness, the 'parent comes to value the child as he.is,
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respectingeach new achievement as an asset without comparison to other
,

children.

IC is through such coping that the parent comes to primarily

appreciate the child, and focus on the handicap secondarily.

4

Summary. The growth and development of infants requires.reciprocal

intetaction with caregivets to establish trust, and to,both initiate and

maintain attachment. Parents are, most commonly, the caregivers who can

bffei thienurturing and atimMlating relationshiP.'

The identification of deafness in an infant precipitates grief in

the child's parents. The proCess of gief.can allow.the'parent to

constructively incorpOrate the emotional impact.of hearing impairment,

and., thereby, cope with.the.demandsirequired for trust establishment and

attachment. Thitt, then, allows the parent ahd child to engage in the
. .

rmany othertaska concerned with growth in the context of deafness,
.

Thus, the successful,habilitation ortheodeaf child is dependenClipon,

-the parent's, ability to grieve and cope. Professionals incommunicative

disorders-can have a powerful impact upon how a parent traverses these

,important proceises.

It is the unconditional acceptance of denial, guilt, depression,

anger, an4 anxiety that constitutes ihe most.facilitative attitude that
A

a professional can offer to a parent. Such an atmosphere fosters ,

parental coping whichin turn, effects positive value changes which

then.strengthen the competence of the parent, and facilitate child

development.

The'parent who i-activery gaining from the processes of,grieving

and.coping,-Shifts attitudes it waYs best,exemplified by the following
7

parent's change around des.cribing her child: "I once could only seehim

as a deaf boy; now I aee him as a boy whotis deaf".

DISCUSSION

podtoft 'IN THE AUDIENCE. The moat common cause of Congenital
deafness is genetics. Many of'theseAeaf infants have deaf parents.
Would you comment on thats

.DOCTOH MOSES. Often times parents who are deaf, who have a deaf
infant,'deal with it better than parents who are mot deaf, if, indeed,



thephave worked throu0 these issues for themselves. The impaired .

individual grieves also and must cope in the same fashion. If they come
to accept their own values within the limitations of the deafness, they
are more.likely to accept deafness in their own children in more
comfortabl% fashion than those parents who are not deaf:

DOCTOICJOHN EADIE.. In many respects people "shop around" for a
diagnosis when they have a problem like deafness. Could you fit this
into your ,grieving process for me? ls it part of the anxiety? Is it a'
siin thpt maybe things are getting towards the end of the problem? Hosi

does this particularly affect the deaf child and the parents?

DOCTOR MOSES. . lt's an excellent question because this is, indeed',
a very common issue. I hear a bit of hope. "Is the shopping around
indicative of the coming to an end" (I hope, I hope). It's most
interesting, we humans are terribly creative and, therefore, just to
confuse people like myself, we seldom take a particular behaviour and
have.it be consistent to a given grieving state. So that anything like
"shopping" can fit into any.one of them. For instance, shopping around
can be denial of the existence of the deafneas, and you're looking for a
,sdiagnosis that will confirm that indeed,,it doesn't exist. It can be
undoing of guilt. "Now th'at'I have this child and I feel the guilt, I'm
going to do everything can and shop the world over to'undp the guilt."
It can be depression, a sense of impotenee, and a sense of failure in
dealing with the impotence.

I hope you're getting thei-flavor of what I'm saying. We could'
go through all the grieving stages and "shopping" can fit. Its effect
upon the child, of course, canbe ghastly. I'm reminded of a family that
took a 12 year old, just pubescent, deaf daughter to a psycho-surgeon in
the Philippines. A psycho-surgeon, if you don't know what one of-those
is (I didn't), is a person who does surgery by opening one's chest in a
total septic environment, without any anesthesia, and-without any knife
or anything, just with their thumb. They find "yucky stuff" in there
that they throw away and that cures the people. :Then they close the
patient without scars, and barely any blood. Now that may be remarkable
at first bluit. Until, you decide that it is total chicanery. It was
written up, indeed, in a book on quackery. They run tileir thumbs down
ehd give the illusion of opening the cheat. They get some chicken liver
that they throw around a little bit, close up, and it works very nicely
for historical conversion reaction. However, it does not work well for
congenital,-sensory-neural hearing loss. 'The unfortunate thing, of
course, was,that these parents took a very sensitive, just pubescent,
adolesdent girl and had her go throUgh this process, getting ill the
messages'that go with it. It's extremely difficult to find the balance
batween accepting what a parent has to do, at the same time protecting
the child, It takes, I think, a particularly sensitive.and empathic

__,Jperson to be able to somehow send out that message theesays, in ,
---- essence, "look, I know you as a parent have to do whatever you have to

do, and I respect that. Qut, while you're going through your struggle.
do whit you have to do, let's also Look simultaneouslyoet the
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struggle your child might be going through and let's see if, somehow, we
can find things that will work for both,of you." Perhaps taking the
psycho-surgeon off the list might be one of them.

MARY PAT MOELLER. I wonder-II you'd comment about the woriing
mother. We professional mothers are under some pressures from sOciety.
I think when there!s a deaf child, the problem must be elien more
complex. I just wondered if you'd comientabout that?

. DOCTOR MOSES. My wife is a working mother ond, as some of you
know, I have a 2 year old impaired child - which was a bit of a surprise ,

after working in this field for over 10 years. lbere is no place your
are going to find a piece of research that absolutely confirms that is
the wrong thing to do or the right thing to do. The types of complex
things that one is working with are as follows. Is it better-for a
child, impaired or not, to bave a mother out of the house, doing what
she needs to do, fulfilling herself, having a fair* good qualityperiod
of time with the child; but one that is ifery limited in terms of-
quantity. Or, is it better to have more quantity, however, have 4
mother that'feels thwarted, perhaps resentful and limited? WelI., which'
mother would you like for yourself?.'I'd like a third option; if
somebody could offer it to Me. The complexity becomes obvious. What
often times being felt,is the last area of grieving:that I was talking,
about, anxiety. Where each person has to --for themselves, internally
-- restructure the limits of their responsibility. 'To know how much
you're going ta cater to 'yourself and how. much you're going .to daterpd
your child and what you feel -- it's that redefinition (yourself within
yourself) of those iSsues of respowsibility, that must occur.

, .q.

DOCTOR GEORGE MENCHER, You referred to the fact that the child is_,
,

also going through a tough time. Is there any clue as to at what (--

stage the child becomes aware of the fict that it isi in fact, different
than the other people around it? Does it go\through the same kinds .of 1

grieving and adjustment patterns that the parents do?

DOCTOR MOSES, The lagt part I can answer quiokly. Yes, the child
goes through exactly the sr* kinds-of processes. Incidentally, their
displacement of anger is often times at theparent. "How could you'do
this to me? Why didn't.you save me? ,Wby did you have me if I was going"
to be this way?" That's a real zinger. After you struggle for a number

, of years to get a kid lang ge, that's what comes out with the language!

There is no specific point at which we can specifically say, that,
the "child" is aware of bis differences. It depend viously, on how
much the child is going out into the environmedt, etting the feedback
that other people perceive.a difference. One ot e points when that
seems to happen fairly coMmonly 'is at entering school. So that, if you
'haven't seen it in a child by around age 5 or 6, you're likeiy to start .

to see it then. Often times you will get it with very angry Otories, or
very, angry jokes. Itwill come out indirectly. Hostile jokes toward
hearing people, making fun of the hearing, etc. That can come as early
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as 5 or 6. It does not come until the child is confronted with the
culture, and the culture begins to do terribly mean and rejecting types
of things that make them feel different. Before that they're perfectly

happy, the patents are not. ,

ANDRE LAFARGUE. I was wondering if you could give us some idea how

. much time you would allow fen- those tages. For instance, I'm thibing
of a case of a parent whose child has been diagnosed as having a hearing
problem and before action can be taken on behalf of the child, hOw much
time would you allow the parents to go through that cienial, or whatever

stages ....

DOCTOR MOSES. I'm very pleased that you asked that question,
betause I think that there's.e thought in there that'you implied from
what I said that I did not intend. I do not think that action should be

delayed 2 minutes. I think that you have a responsibility as a
professional to do whit you feel is correct, and to.continue doing it.
I'm merely asking you to do it sensitively, without rejection of what
the parents feel and how the parent deals with it. There is no "fixed"

time because there are a number'of very complex variables included. How

significant is this loss to the parent? *Has the parent previously.ba4 a
cagnalcant koss and successfully grie ed it? What is the support_

system around the parentto facilitate,g ng? Does it inhibit it, or

does it fiC te it? etc., these things will have more to do with how

long it t ea th n anytNieg else. _But people become arrested, and an

arrest is not so much identifiable with time a it id with the quality

of grieving. A person who'.11 arrested i%stag ant. There's a dead

quality to them. A person who is grieving is acting and affects the
people interacting with them -- either move them emotionally, or you

want to get away form them because they die urb and frighten you. If

that's going on, you've got a person who's ctively grieving, they're

not stuck. If the person you're working 'th does not affect you, and

yet they're saying things you think woul , you've got a person whose

arrested.
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INTRODUCTION

Counselors working with severely handicapped persons can frequently

facilitate change by modifying the client's environment. Cooperation between

parents and professionals can often be the key to improving a client's total

environment. Hence, developmeat and implementation of a comprehensive

Camay support program Is an important ancillary service to severely handicapped

persons.

The Need for Family Support Progranis as an
Ancillary Service

Children and adults with severe handicaps need comprehensive provamming

if education and rehabilitation are to be maximized effectively. Inherent within

the concept of comprehensive programming is the involvement and participation

of the family. The development of the total child or adult does not occur

exclusively within the classroom or rehabilitation center, but also takes place

within the family environment. Recent legislative emphasis on

deinstitutionalization and community integration supports the concept of

comprehensive programming with strong family participation. Parents need to

increase their knowledge, understanding, and acaptance of the handicapped

person beforn participating in comprehensive programming. To develop these

qualities la parents, a family support provam should consist of COUNSELING

EDUCATION and TRMNING.
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Counseling

Beginning with diagnosis and continuing throughout the life of a severely
handicapped person, counseling can provide emotional support to the family.
Parents- have differing needs and must have an opportitnity to express their
feelings. To facilitate parent expression of feelings and to holp thorn experience
acceptance of their feelings and a reduction of any sense of isolation, counseling
may include indivklual; family and group therapy approeches.

Education-

Parents con also benefit from receiving Information on handicapping
conditions, child development, and long term services for disabled persons as
well as other educational materials on child care and communication techniqbes.
This information increases parent understanding of the child and prepares the
parent for becoming an effective member of the child's habilitation team. This
information is best presented to parents through one to one home visits bribe
counselor and a teacher, structured parent education groups and the distribution
of written materials specifically related to the parents' needs and skills.

Truisting

Training the family of the severely disabled porton to use techniques that are
consistent with the educational and rehabilitation program is hnportant IT a
Iccliniqun is to be effective. In-home training using demonstiation alpng with
group chisses on facilitate success in areas such as Unsnaps stimulation, behavior

modification, and self care skills. These skills are frequently listed as

_priority skills by parents, Training in tiwse areas should be coordinated with

child's teacher.

Chart 1
Speech/Hearing

/Communication

Activities of Daily
Living'

Educational

Interdisciplinary
Team Reirea tional

Family-Counselor-Teacher Leisure

Members

Vocational Behavioral

Adjustment Management
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Counselor Competencies

Counselors, parents, and a vast array of othe r professionals must work
cooperative)), to meet the needs of 'the multiply handicapped person. Tho
counselor may be the main coordinator of the various support services. To-
successfully implement this role a counselor should possess certain
competencies.

A knowledge of deafness and the developmental disabilities and the ability
to orient others to thus disabilities.
An understanding of basic legal rights for this population and advocacy
techniques.
An- ability to communicate effglively with families and HIDD clients.
This may involve using altematiTe communication methods such u sign
language and pantomime.
A knowledge of theories and techniques fOr individual and family
counseling.
An awareness. of community resources for H1DD persons and their
families, and a knowledge of appropriate materials to orient parents to
available resources.

Considerations for Counseling

Few families can react to having a child without some stress, pain, and change
in personal family dynamics.Therefore, most counseling sessions with parents
stem from their needs to talk with a professional ,concerning their child's
handicap. Love (1970) found that although parental reactions to the discovery
of a handicapped child. may vary due to the family's environmental and
personality -factors, there are some emotions that commonly appear in variing
degrees. The characteristic initial emotions include shock, denial, guilt,
bitterness, envy, and rejection. Wright (1960, Roos (1963), and Ross (1964)
describe -stages of guilt, loss of self esteem, ambivalence of sorrow, depression,
mouining, defensiveness, and angel' as more or less typical reactions. Alpiner and
Amon (1974) cautioned that without some professional assistance these
emotions linty interfere with stable, warm parent-infant relationships.

Hence, the importance of counseling to assist parents in accepting their
child's limitations and strengths must be emphasized throughout prograMming.
111e emotional response to having a handicapped child varies in dutation,
intensity, and sequence with each individual. At times a person may experience'
(me of the above stages repeatedly, or may not progress to the next healing
stage. This is especially possible for parents of severely handicapped children
considering the long term nature of diagnostic studies for the severely
handicapped. However, a counselor providing support services to families should
understand these stages as a general, guideline for recognizing emotional
respomes in parents.



Hints for the Homebound Trai er/CounaeIor
I. Remind the parents of the scheduled visit an arrive on time. Parents have

busy achedules and appreciate a reminder and promptness.
2. Greet the child you are working with modeling appropriately.
3. Brine books or toys for the dblings.

Then you can viork specifically With the parents and handicapped child andthe siblings will have little, ifany, reason to interrupt.
4. Explain why each activity and technique is important and relevant. Parents

are more likely to follow through if they know the concept behind a task.5. After demonstrating techniques, involve the family with specific tasks to bepracticed until your next visit. If the family knows their progress will bo
monitored, they will be prompted to practice during the week.

6. Provide the family with a simple record keeping system so they can chartproven. Progress is a reinforcement for parents as well as for the
handicapped child.

7. Be an active listener, parents may need to ventilate their frustrations withyou.
8. Provkle parents with additional support systems by offering information on

community organizations for handicapped children.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A
FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAM

Planning is the key to implementing a family support program. The
components that are included within a support program will vary with the
agency and client population to be served. Typically, the program will be
developed and implemented by.a counselor, with the support and involvement
of agency administrators and other professionals.

The counselor's role may encompass
I. Counseling

family planning and adjustment
obtain background and case history data
counseling for acceptance to the child's disability
group counseling

2. Parent Training and Guidance
orientation to deafness imd developmental disabilities
education groups for training in child management techniques

3. Hume Visitation
crisis intervention for home management
educational guidance in appropriate home learning techniques

4. Advocacy Services
planning and implementation of improving pervIces for clients

training and educating professionals and community members to
needs of this population.

Conceptually, a Family Support Program can be seen as a continuum
beejnning with an initial suspicion of an infant's disability,
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CommunitY Based Continuum of Sezwices

Diagnostics initiated
on Infant with

Suspected Disability
Disability

Confirmed

Parents Ready to
Participate in
Programming

for Parents of Severely Handicapped Persons

Child Begins
CommunityProSchool
or Day Care Program
Outside of the Horne

Environment

Individual counselor
support provided as
needed during diat
nostics

Con t inuf counseling
during adjustment
process; begin offering

,4tVidritional in forma-
through verbal

and written materials

Continue counseling;
begin home-bound
training and infant .

stimulation. programs.

Institute therapeutic
and educational group
services.

Make, community re-
sources available, such
as family counseling.

School Placement
or Day Treatment

Program PlacementI.
Counseling and group
services continue
expand availability of
comniunity resources
and develop the
awareness and under-
standing of the corn.
munity. En courage
parent participation in
local chapters of na-
tional parent organiza-
tions.

Counseling and group
services continuo; in-
atitute periodic
home-monitor visits.

Emphasis on advocacy
training for on going
access Of community
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Support Groups -

The overall purpose for a parents' group Is to enable parents to pin a fuller
understanding of their disabled ddld so they can enhance and stimulate the
development of the child's full potential. To facilitate this, groups aro' designed'
to provkle emotional support, educational informatkm Mating to the
Implication of the ddid's disability and training in specific parenting techniques.

With the trend of increashig parent involvement in special educatien, many
gukklines for developing and implementing Prat groups have been established.
Studies have ihown that perent group training is an efficacious method for
impnwMg the adjustment of retarded and emotionally disturbed children,

Parents as Advocates
Parents tend to be natural advocates for their children and with some treining

they can be effective, long term allies of handicapped individuals. As coniumen
patents should be aware of their child's basic human rights and the NrViCOS that
should he available for, their dhild's education and development. As parents of
children who have special communication jnoblems, their responsibility u
advocates may extend into adulthood.

The Eduation of All Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94-142) has had
an impact on the dissemination of information on child and parent rights. This
law clarifies parents' rights and responsibility to be actively involved in thei;
child's 'education. Since the lAw was passed in 1975, legal advoeates liav
become involved with special eduestion services by activities such u Writing
articles and pamphlets for the education of parents. Each school district should
have clearly written information available for parents so that they can effectively
participate in the implementation of PL 94-142. The family coimselor can assist
the parents by sponsoring parent discussions groups if such are not already
offered by the school.

One extremely important outcome of PL 94-142 is in the chanp it implies
for attitudes towards disabled persons. No longer must disabled children accept a
second class education. Parents can demand and expect quality services. If
parents are trained as advocates and aware ofihe rights of disabled persons, then
the attitudes they exhibit will serve in part as a model for the disabled child and
other members of the community.
Group Advocacy

Although parents aro typically thought of as individual advocates in ;elation
to PL 94-142, general advocacy efforts tend to succeed through organized
"power". This means Joining forces with other consumers and following a
specific advocacy plan. Consumer groups of disabled citizens Illustrate group
cooperation. Working cooperatively can provide a situation of mutual support,
increase credibility and stimulate discussions about tactics for change.

Such an advocacy plan can serve as a guideline for parents of both children
and adults who are hearing impaired developmentally disabled. When advocating
for the rights of a child under Public Law 94-142, there is specific information
published by federal, istate, and keel school districts that can be helpful in
understanding the child's rights, the parents' rights, and possible courses of action.

For adults with epeeist needs, specifically the hearing impaired
developmentally disabled, dells are stated in the Disabled Assistance and Bill of
Rights Act (PL 94-103).

Once aware of the applicable legal rights, a parent/advocate can articulate a
specific purpose and continue to develop an individual edvocacy plan.
Professional advocates offer some helpful hints which include Joining forces and
involving other people in the community. Working cooperatively with others
can provide mutual support4 increase crodibtilly, and facilitate discussions about
tactics for change. Parents tend to be natural advocates for their, children and
with song, training they can he effective, long-terra allies of handicapped
individuals.
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Application of the
Metaipsydiolbgical *Profile

to the Assessrnent of lieaf Children

PAUL 4.)3RtINICH, Ph.D.
%

THE METAPSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE DEVELOPED BY ANNA FREUD
(1965) and .liec,coloorkers at the Hampstead Child-Therapy
Clinic haS been4applied to different age groups (A. Trend et al.,
1965; Laufer, 1965; Meers, 1966; W. E. Freud, 1967, 1972), to'
different diagnosticgroups (Michaels and Stiver, 1965; Thomas,
.1966), and to Children with organic-ally based handicaps (Bur-
lingham, 1975). -

The utility of the MetapsYchological Profile lies in the fact thae
it attempts to bring together in an organized framework many
diffei:ent facets of an.individual personality. The framework is
one which stresses intrapsychicstructu re and functioning rather
than overt syniptomatology. As such, it yields a much more
dynamic and true-to-life picture of the personality than the
more Usual nosological categories such as the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manuals promulgated by the American Psychiatric
Association.

Excerpted with the permission of Yale
University pgess-from the Psychoanalytic
qudy of thd Child. Vol. 36, 1981.

*

. In this paper I attempt tio organize several diagnostic sessions
with a latenCy:age deaf child, whom I ihall call Arthur Smith,
around the Profile headings. Whtn one applies what is by now a
familiar tool used by many child psychoanalysts to a new kind of
patient, mime pectiliarities emerge which highlight characteris-
tics both Of the tool and of the deaf child. Thus; in my introduc-
tory comments to each section of the Profile, I emphasize the
special information and.considerations that are peculiarly neces-
sary fOr. the assessment of deaf childrenthat Li', the areas in
which the tool'needs to be adapted and expanded. It is my hope
that the peculiariiies that emerge not only will-stimulate our
thinking about a particular deaf child but will go beyond to high-
light aspects of the psychological developMent of prelingually
deaf people and to illustrate the pails which language and
communicationas distinct from sPeech?4;3d hearingplay in
that development.

;

PROFILE OF A DEAF CHILD

I. REASONS FOR REFERRAL

Most deaf children (and also deaf adults) have been relerred to
many different medical specialists, clinics, sodal service agen-
cies, and educational facilitiei. The deaf children and their par-
ems have usually,experienced a great deal of frustration in these
contacts as the diagnosis was gradually established and as rec-
Ommendations for treatment (often contradictory recom-.
mendations) were presented to the parents by the "experts."

I have often found it useful to consider the deaf child'and his
parents as a family which has been doubly traumatizedfirst by
the child's handicap, and second by the various and often con-
tradiciory interventions proposed. This traumatization means
that the diagnostician needt to spend a good deal Of time discuss-
ing past frustrations with the parents. It also means that the
diagnostician may find itdifficult to pull together the reports-of
the various agencies' previous contacts with the family. Yet, such
a consolidation of information is crucial in the assessment and
treatment of a deaf child, as.it is with any handicapped child.
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Frustrations related to multiple agency contacts played a part
in the background olArthur Smith. He was referred for assess-
ment by his school, his audiologist, and his parents. Arthur's,
teachers had tried to pressure Arthur's parents into seeking help
for their adopted ion since he was 4 years old. Now,.7 years later
the schooLadminisirators were hreatening to- exclude Arthur,
from school. They described a boy who was incapable of con-
forming to the normal restrictions of the classroom. He -had
difficulties in maintaining attention, learning; and rernembering
school material, and he was constantly in trouble with bOth
teachers and peers because (,)-f his provocative behavior and his
aggressive outbursts.

_Arthur's parents saw things quite differently, however. They
believed that Arthur's difficulties were entirely the fault of his
school; the% accused the teachers and administrators of, being
unwilling to accommodate sufficiently to Arthur. The Smiths
niade it quite slear that they would not have Sought help for
Arthur without pressure from the school; they maintained
throughout the diagnostic period that Arthur presented no
problems at home. However, Mrs. Smith dia respond to my
statement that I was exhausted-after a diagnostic session with
Arthur by telling me, "You ought to try him` 24 hours a day!"

II. DESCRIPTION OF CHILD

The description of the deaf chiid should include an audiogram
which describes theshild's hearing loss in-terms of its amplitude'
at different frequencies, l?Qth with and without the child's hear-
ing aids. Different "shapes" of au diograms have vastly different
implications for the ability of the child to make use of his residual
hearing for the perception of hit man speech. The "type" of hear-
ing loss, i.e., conductive" versus "sensorineural," also is crucial
information kcause. the former can often benefit markedly
from surgical Intervention and prostheses, while the latter can
usually get Ito benefits from surgery, and only limited benefits
from hearing aids.
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The age of onset of deafness is another very important factor
in this section, for a child who has had some experience with
sound in communication prior xo becoming deaf is a vastly dif-
ferent child from one whose hearing has always been impaired.

The etiology of the child's deafness is also important, for many
of the causes of childhood deafness are associated with other
damage to the body (e.g.,..rubella.in the firit trimester of preg-
nancy often affects the heart, vision, and the central nervous
system, as well as the auditory nerve). In fact, as new medical
techniques enable more and more handicapped children to sur-
vive their infancy, the population in schools for the deaf is
gradually becoming one that includes a very large proportion of
muldhandieapped children..

The etiology of the handicap is also significant insofar as it
may be related to one or the other of the parents of the child or to
their families: Resent studies (Moores, 1978) suggest that about
30 percent of all childhood deafness may be genetic in origin; the
defect, while usually recessive, is sometimes "blamed" upon one
side of the child's family or the other, with predictably disastrous
effects upon the parents' marriage.

Arthur's case illustrates the importance of audiological infor-
mation in the assessment of a deaf child. The audiologist out-
linea the functional implications of Arthur's hearing loss and, at
the same time, emphasized the role that denial played in the

'attitude of Arthur's adoptive mother toward his handieap.
Arthur had a profound hearing loss. Recent audiological test-

ing had shown no measurable responses in. Arthur's right ear
and very minimal responses in his left ear (70 dB loss at 125 Hz,
80 dB loss at 250 Hz, 110 dB loss at 500 Hz, and no measurable
responses above 500 Hz). When his hearingwas checked with his

a
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hearing aids, Arthur was able to detect sounds somewhat better
(sound field responses showed a 30 dB loss at 250 Hz, 45 dB loss
at 500 Hz, 45 dB loss at 1000 Hz, 55 dB loss at 1500 Hz, and no
measurable responses above 1500 Hz); however, Arthur's au-
diologist still summarized his evaluation of Arthur by saying,
The fact is that he cannot process auditorily, and neither hear-

ing aids, speech ability if he posseised it, nor Mother's love can
erase his deafness."

Ai..ir as the eiiology of-At4hur's deafness was concerned, his
case is atypical in that he was adopted after the diagnosis of

-Nieafness. Thus neither parent "blamed" the other for the defect.
Arthur's adoptive parents reported that .they knew nothing of
the etiology of Arthur's deafness. Careful medical investigation
revealed no other physical anomalies at the tirne Arthur was
referred to me for assessment.

Arthur was an attractive, slender, tow-headed bo y of average
height for his 1 1 years. From his behavior during the diagnostic
asse,,sment it appeared that Arthur was quick to make new ac-
quaintant es; he managed to communicate a surprising amount
orinformation via a Combination ofinimiry, gestures, and some
not very ell-developed sign language. He was very curiouS and
eager to understand how thingsysorked. At the same time he was
very provocative and vickly began testing the limits in the diag-
nostic setting by trying to play ss ith typewriters and other office
equipment.

In my diagnostic work with Arthur I used a variety of com-
munication techniques: speech, sign language, gesture, mime,
writing, and drawing. Despite this multimodal approach, there
were many times when I did not feel confident that Arthur un-
derstood me as well as many times when I did not understand
Arthur. These problems in communication certainly colored the
diagnostic picture; they led Arthur to use provocative actions
rather than words, and they made it difficult for me to assess the
degree to which verbal interpretation of the provocative be-
havior might have helped Arthur to hmit it.

III. FAMILY BACKGROUND AND PERSONAL HISTORY

I ill confine my comments under this heading to (1) events
surrounding the diagnosis of the handicap; (2) the resources
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available to the family; and (3) the presence or absence of other,
healthy children in the family. ,

It is important to learn when and by whom the diagnosis was
made. Deafness results in relatively subtle disturbances in the
behavior and interactions of the deaf infant, and many parents
of congenitally deaf children report that their own early con-
cerns about their child Were repeatedly dismissed by pediatri-
cians, and other experts 'until a point when the child's speech
developmew Was quite obviously retarded (i.e., often until 18
months-of age or even older).

Parents of deaf children often report that they were told of
their child's, deafness by someone who expected them to com-
prehend and to accept the diagnosis as a simple matter of fact.
Diagnosticians often are unwilling to deal with the shock, the
feelin6 of loss, the anger, and the mourning which hearing
parents of a deaf child usually experience at the time of diag-
nosis. It is therefore important to discover how the Oarents were
told of their child's deafness and what resources were made
available to 'them to help them deal with their profound reac-
tions to this news. I have found in several cases that parents of a
Tleaf child who was now in his teens had never been able to
discuss' with anyone their reactions to the diagnof deafness.
This k a sad reflection upon the professionals involved with the
family at the time of diagnosis.

A fuft her consideration of which the diagnostician working
with a deaf child must be awaie is the extent to which the child's
parents have been able to find and to make use of special medical
,and educational resoUrces relevant to their child's deafness. As
with other handicaps, there is a strong tendency on the part of
parents to deny as much as possible the reality of the deafness.
Perhaps because of the "invisibility" of deafness, this denial

, seems particularly prevalent in parents 'and educators of the
deaf. Offered a choice between an educational program that
promises to make their deaf child ''just like" a hearing child and
an educational program that is founded on-the use of special
techniques (such as sign language) which make their deaf child
obviously different from hearing children, there are few parents

-who would not be tempted to opt for the former.
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The diagnostician should also attempt to find out what special
resources the individual eleaf child and his parents bring to their
interactions. Personal resourcessuch as flexibility, or the
ability to "read" nonverbal cues, or excellent intelligencewill
all help to modify the impact of the handicap.

Finally, it is also important for the diagnostician to take into
account the presence or absence in the family of other, healthy
children. In my experience, parents who have experienced
themselves as successful parents with other children are in a
better position to respond to the special needs of a handicapped
child than are parents for whom the handicapped child is their
first child, or who have had another handicapped child precede
the deaf child.

Arthur was reportedly born at 35 weeks gestation and
weighed 4,1bs. 9 oz: at birth. He was given up for adoption at
birth; Mr. and Mrs. Smith reported that they knew very little
about Arthur's biological parents. Arthur was placed for adop-
tion at about 1 month of age but was returned to the adoption
agency when, at the age of 5 months, he was found to be deaf.
The etiology of Arthur's deafness remains unknown, as do the
details of his first half year of life.

Arthur was adopted by the Smiths when he was 6 months old.
They had, specifically requested a deaf childbecause they be-
lieved that they could do a better job raising a deaf child than the
parents of the deaf children whom Mrs. Smith taught (she was a
professional educator of the deaf). Arthur was the fourth child
in the family; the other three children, all hearingibwere natural
children of Mr. and Mrs. Smith and were between 5 to 10 years
older than Arthur.

Tlie Smiths recalled Arthur being easily upset as a child. The
family made two moves while Arthur was young, and he found,
these very hard to take. TIT first move 'occurred when he was 1 1/2
years old, and the second when he was 21/2 years old; Mrs. Smith
recalled that Arthur suffered through weeks of disturbed sleep
'acid a great deal of anxiety after each move. She herself won-
dered if Arthur was afraid of being -rejected" and linked this to
the fact that he had been rejected twice before.

Arthur began school at age 3; he was placed in a program for

P, :
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hearing-impaired children which emphasized the development
of speech, giving this a higher priority than the development of
meaningful communication.'

The first school placenient-clid not work well; after little more
than a year the-school suggested hat the Smiths obtain a
psychiatric evaluation of their son because of behavioral prob.:
!ems which were already visible in Arthur. Unfortunately the
Smiths did not follow through on the recommendation but in-
stead decided that Arthur's problems were the result of the
school's inability to adapt to his special needs. The Smiths moved
Arthur into a new special education program for the deaf when
he was 5 years old, but the new school quickly reported the same
difficulties with Arthur as had been obvious in the first school.

Mr. and Mrs. Stnith were particularly aware of what was going
on in school because Mrs. Smith was herself a teacher in Arthur's
school. This was unfortunate, for this emphasized an already
strong symbiotic trend in Mrs. Smith. While the school adminis-
tration consistently recommended that Arthur be transferred to
a ichool which would provide Arthur with both oral and manual
communication, thse Smiths rejected this advice because such a
move would prevent Mrs. Smith from being able to keep an eye
on what happened to her son.

IV. POSSIBLY SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

A. For the Timing of the Referral

A handicap such as deafness has different effects upon the
child and his family at every developmental step. In most cases

1. This is an important distinction since nrost deaf children in the United
States and Western Europe have been enrolled in special education programs
which attempt to teach speech before the children have learned the purpose of
speech, i.e., communication. This bias in educational philosophy goes back to
an international congress on education of the deaf which was held in Milan in
1880. There it was decided that all deaf children should be educated by -oral"
training and that manual communication sbould be used only if oral training
faileci. There has been a dramatic shift away from this position in the United
States during the past 10 to 15 years as educators have found that deaf children
who can communicate via sign language are in a much better position to learn
to use what oral skills they are able to develop than arc children who receive
oral traini with no previous experience .of linguistic communication
(Meadow, 7.). .

,
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the deaf childuill be referred for assessment at a time when his
handicap is interfering in some overwhelming way with his de-
velopment, thereby putting him in severe conflict with his envi-

ronment.
Arthur's disturbance had been obvious to outside observers

for many years, though his parents consistently insisted that the
problem lay in Arthur's school and not in Arthur himself or in
their handling of him. At the point of referral the school was
demanding that Arthur be removed and seemed willing to make
this move tlespite the parents' objections. This increased exter-
nal pressure motivated Arthur's referral for evaluation.

B. For the Cau.sation of the Disturbance

In an outline of the environmental factors which may have
contributed to the creation of a child's disturbance, it is impor-
tant to bear in mind that a deaf child's environment is signifi-
cantly different from that of other children. Deafness creates
unusual frustrations for the child and puts unusual demands
upon both him and his parents. Among these are the various
medical procedures, prosthesesspecial educational regimens,
and so forth, which may have been experienced by the child not
as helps but as traumatizing events.

As a tw ice-adopted (and thus twice-rejected) child Arthur cer-
tainly experienced important discontinuities in his early care,
Which produced a special sensitivity to changes in him. Mrs.
Smith described clearly how upset Arthur had become when the
family had moved house.

Arthur's deafness was, of course, involved in his being re-
turned to the adoption agency after his first adoption. His deaf-
ness was also involved in his second adoption, for not only had
the Smiths specifically requested a deaf child, but they believed ,

that they would be able to help this deaf child become like a
hearing child. This simultaneous acceptance of and denial of
Arthur's handicap led the Smiths to a series of inconsistent and
mutually contradictory attitudes and expectations. On the one,
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hand, the Smiths ex cted Arthur's teachers to make special
efforts to overcome the omMunicative deficit associated with
Arthur's deafness; on the other hand, the Smiths insisted that
Arthur was able to communicate with them easily with little-or no
adaptation of their own .communfcative efforts. They simply
spoke to Arthur loudly and clearly, believing that he com-
prehended much more of their speech than he did.
C: Possible Favorable and Stabilizing Factors Contributing to Present
Development

Here, too, it is important to consider the medical, educational,
social, and personal resources available to the deaf child and to
his family. Even technological advances may play a part as hear-.
ing aids are developed which can be adjusted carefully to match
the "shape" and amplitude of a specific child's hearing loss and
as other devices becoine available which allow the deaf child to
circumvent the blocked auditory channel via vibrotactile sensa-
tions (Edmondson, 1974).

Several factors can be seen as favorable and stabilizing con-
tributors to Arthur's development. First, Arthur was'of better
than average intelligence. Seccind, he made good use of his talent
for mimicry in his attempts to communicate with others. Third,
the Smiths were a stable family who, with all their faults, were
very committed to each other. They fought vigorously to get
what they believed was proper treatment for their son. Fourth,
the Smiths had three other physically intact children who were
important to them: they did not have to prove their ability to be
parents with Arthur.
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Aggression. While deaf children are not different from
hearing children in the quantity. quality, or direction of their
aggressive impulses. they do tend to express these impulses in
action more frequently than do hearing children. Here Anny
Katan's (1961) paper on the importance of verbalization in early
development outlines the issues better than I could hope to do.

One speculative point I might make, however, relates to the
part played by the perceptual apparatus in the stimulation of a.
child's aggressive impulses and in the direction of those impulses
away frorn the body and toward the environment. A.-M. Sandler
(1963). Burlingham (1964), and Fraiberg and Freedman (1961)
'have described how blind infants seem in danger of a kind of
passive withdrawal from, or failure to engage with, the world
around them. Hearing, like sightrcalls the infant's attention to
things outside of and at some distance from his own body. Anec-
dotal reports of the early behavior of dcaf infants (Schlesinger
and Meadow, 1972) suggest that they, like the blind, may be
more passive vis-à-vis the woild around them than normal chil-
dren and may be in need of special efforts by the caretakers to
elicit their active engagement in their environment.

. Ego Development

Ego appaninu. This section of the Profile requires acareful
description of the child's physical status (past and present). It is
particularly important that the extent of any handicaps and their
functional implications be carefully described.

Arthur's ego apparatus appeared to be intact, with the excep-
tion of his hearing loss which was described earlier. No evidence
of the neurological and heart defects which often accompany
deafness causcd by rubella (the suspected etiological agent in
Arthur's deafriess) were found despite Careful medical examina-
tion.

Ego functions. Deafness may be associated with many dif-
ferent limitations in eao functions. Motor functions may be
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poorly developed because of restrictions imposed by the deaf
child's parents in an effort to protect the child from unheard
dangers. Problems in the normal devtlopment of speech are
often associated with problems in the development of reciprocal
communication (unless, of course, the deaf child is offered
communication via sign language). Problems in communication,
in turn, often lead to problems in the development of many
other ego functions, such as memory, synthesis, reality testing,
and secondary thought processes. These problems maybe either
on a primary or on a secondary level; i.e., they may reflect real
(primary)1ailures in the development of a particular function
(e.g., the aNity to remember a past event) or problems encoun-
tered when the deaf child tries to communicate about the inter-
nal states which are the basis for these ego functions (secondary
interferente). It is very important that the diagnostician of a deaf
child keep this distinction in mind. There have been a great
number of cases reported in which a deaf child's poor speech
development resulted in a diagnosis of mental retardation de-
spite what was later found to be normal intellectual Potential.

Arthur's ego functions were at widely varying levels of de-
velopment. From my observations of Arthur and from
psychological testing it seemed that he was of at least average
intelligence; his scores on the Performance secdon of the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Revised) were:

Picture Completion 14
Picture Arrangement 12
Block Design 12
Object Assembly 14
Coding 4
Mazes 7

WISC,R. Performance IQ 102

In addition, there was little question that Arthur's memory,
reality testing, and control of motility were within normal limits.
Nevertheless, it was not possible to administer the Verbal section
of the WISC-R to Arthur because of problems encountered in
communicating the verbal tasks to him. This difficulty em-
phasizes the fact that Arthur's speech, language, and communi-
cation (the distinctions between these three are often crucial in
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the assessment of deaf children) were very poorly developed.
Arthur's speech was almost totally unintelligibleieven given my
.familiarity with rdeaf speech," and his written language did not
go beyond two-word combinations of stereotyped vocabulary.

These deficits in speech and languageleft.Arthur with only a
repertoire of mime and perhaps 200 signs which varied in their
level of abstraction to serveihis communicative needs. Arthur did
not appear to have any better command of syntax in his use of
signs than was evident in his spoken or written communication..
In addition, he was only rarely able to use his rudimentary sign
language skills because both his parents and his teachers avoided
using signs.

Cognitive development generally precedes linguistic de-
velopment, and thus linguistic deficits need not necessarily lead
to cOgnitive deficits (Furth, 1966; Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1969;
Moores, 1978). Nevertheless, there are some concepts, especially
those involving probability and temporality (and, hence, links
between cause and effect), which are very difficult to master
without a linguistic medium of exchange (Blank, 1974). In addi-
tion, socialization depends heaVily upon language for the com-
munication of the whys and wherefores of social rules (Meadow,
1975).

Arthur had very serious developmental deficits in terms of
speech, language, and general communicative skills. These were
associated vv)th a rudimentary sense of time and an uncertain
appreciation of cause and effect that made secondary process
thinking, in the usual sense of the word, a very unstable acquisi-
tion. Here I must emphasize that Arthur was not functioning via
unmodified primary process thinking; were this true, I would be
describing a psychotic child rather than a child whose deafdess
has led to a series of developmental deviations: However, Ar-
thur's secondary process thinking was certainly not at the level
expected of an 11-year-old child.

In addition to, and related to, the deficits in speech, language,
communication, and secondary process thinking described
above, Arthur also showed problems in concentration, attention
span, and short-term memory. These were certainly strongly
affected by Arthur's insistence upon approaching both the
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psychological testing sessions and the general obs% rvational ses-
sions strictly on his own, anally tinged terms.

Before leaving this section devoted to ego ftinct! ,ns I must
mention. howevei briefly, something about Arthur's affective
states and responses. Affects.of pride, pleasure, pain, surprise.
curiosity, defiance, triumph, and anger all had a place in Ar-
thur's repertoire. Affects such at sadness, shame, and hopeless-
ness were notably absentbut not, I think, because they were
outside of Arthur's experience. Rather; they were highly de-
fended and observable only very briefly and occasionally.

Defense organization. Just as, problems in coMmunication
lead to problems in the development of other ego functions,eo
problems in communication affect the development and use of
defenses by the-deaf child. If the deaf child, because of problems
in communication, remains relatively ignorant of ihe relation-
ship between events in the external world and the internal world
of the people arout14 him, his defensive strategies will reflect
that ignorance. Son4 defenses, such as denial and externaliza-
tion, may appear to be particularly piominent; here again, how-
ever, the diagnostician must differentiate between a child who
denies the effect of his actions upon others and the child who does
not understand the effect of his actions upon others. It is equally
important to differentiate between a child who does not use
fantasy for purposes of denial and a child whose fantasy life
remains relatively inaccessible to the outside world because of
problems in communication.

Arthur's defenses consisted mainly of denial, externalization,
rev ersal, and the conversion of passive experiences into active
ones. In our sessions Arthur showed me how other things were
hurt or damaged or defective, not he. Other things were angry
or sad, not Arthur (who, when he had such feelings, giggled in a
silly manner). And other people were bossed around, not Ar-
.thur. Arthur's difficulties with control led to his demand that he
decide when our sessions started and stopped. He also occasion-
ally ran ahead of me into my office and sat in my chair; frortithat
position he announced that he was the boss or teacher and thus
avoided the passive role which he feared. An underlyingonxiety
motivating much of Arthur's defensive activity was, I believe, a
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, fear that he would be rejected by his parents: This fear was
undoubtably founded in the. two Circumstances of Arthur's

-

, deafness and his adOption.

SuperegoDevelopment

Many authors have commented on what is sometimes de--
scribed as the, etiquette-book-morality of deaf adUlts (Levine,
.1960). ggain, deficits in communication leave their mark as the
deaf child often receives only the "yes" or "no' of parental 'ap-
provals or prohibitions; he does ncit compiehend,the reasons for
the "yes," or "no." Thus there is a special danger that the
superego will become particularly rigid.

There is also the opposite dangerthat the deaf child will
reject such proscriptions entirely. Such rejection may be based
upon problems in communication which make the prt hibitions
seem completely unpredictable; or it may be based upon a view
of oneself as one of the "exceptionek described by Freud (1916)
and Jacobson (1959). In this case, the narcissistic injury of the
handicap is converted into a kind pf grandiosity which exempts
the handicapped person from the usual social rules."

Arthur's behavior, while provocative and disruptive to thole
around him, contained many ihdications that he had developed
some sort of superego. He waS aware of many of the usual social
rules of behavior, which he had taken over from observation of
his parents' behavior. fie algo showed some anxiety .when con-
tronted with, tasks that taxed his cognitive abilities; he seemed to
feel badly when he could not succeed and quickly began to try to
divert attention from his failure. Arthur's parents described
how, when he had done something bad and was upset, he some-
times hung a "For Sale" sign on his bedroom door.
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Ai this ppint in the Profile we can return to familiar ground. It
'now remains for us to integrate our observations regarding the
deaf child into psychoanalytic formulations which express our
comprehension of the fixation points, .the regressions, and the
conflicts which the child brings to the assessment:There is no
special metapsychology for deatchildren or for any other group
of children. If we have carefully taken account of the child's
handicap in the earlier section, of the Profile, the metapsy-
chological view expressed in this section and in that OFf dynamic
and 'structural assessments will indude the handicap as an inte-
ral part of the child.

VII. ASSFSSNENT OF CONFLICTS: DYNAMIC AND STRUCTURAL
ASSESSMENTS

O.

The conflict, which appeared to be central to Arthur's current'
functioning was one between himself and his objett world; Ar-

..

, thur seemed bent on shoWing that he would be Orcharge.of his
own actions and those of the people around him. This external(or,rather, reexternalized) conflict was paralleled by an internal
conflict of ambivalence 'toward his love objects. In addition, some
of Arthur's behavior could be seen as a normal response to a
pathological environment (i.e. Arthur's resistance to the intru-
sAle and possessive trends in his adoptive mother).

However reactive they may have been in their formation, at
the time Of diagnoStie assessment Arthur's con,flias posed a dear
threat to his ability to form saccessful new relationships. It 'was
partly concern about this -interference with Arthues,ability to
form new relationships, and with his ability.to use such relation-
ships for editcational and social ,endS; that led to my recom-
mendation for treatment. s.

-A second prOblem which j saw in Artliur's behavior at the time
of referral centered around what appeared to be nircissistic
injuries associated both With his deafness and with his adoption.
It seemed that Arthur had great difficulty in maintaining an
image of himself as a wanted child. This led to repeated testing
of his adoptive parents' love for him, testing which took the form
of.provocations whiCh (unfortunately, but not surprisingly) fit.in
with the conflicts regarding autonomy outlined above.
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'tempted to prohibit:his behavior, Arthur fought 1-cra5k to assert
his own autonomy and control.

A. third problem,- related to the issues of autonomy, ambiva-
Jence, add narcissistic injury, was that of communiCation. While
Arthur had developed excellent mimetic skills, his use of sign

- language for communication was not adequate to meet the
communicatiye needs of a thild of his age. This deficit fefleeted
the attitudes of Arthur's parents toward sign language,. with
which Arthur had probably identified himself. To sign was tobe
different and to be rejected. Arthur's poor sign language skills
represented a-compromise between ego capacities whith were
searching for an expressive outlet and ego ideals which deni-
grated signed communication.

WI. ASSESSMENT OF SOME GENERAL GHARACTERISTIGS

, The frustration tolerance of many deaf children is notoriously
low, as is their sublimation potential. TheSe characteristics are
consequences of the communicative deficit which is largely re-
sponsible for the deviations in ego and superego development,.
which I have outlined earlier. These limitations require special
consideration in the planning of treaurrent.

Arthur's frustration tolerance was low by almost any measure,
and his inner conflicts were frequently expressed in impulsive

44,
activity. At the sanie time, Arthur was riot witNout subliMation
potential.'He was particularly interested in how machines work
and ih what men do when they work.

Faced with an anxiety:provoking situation (i.e., one in which
he feared rejection or loss of love) Arthur would quickly attempt .
to take control of the situation. At times this led Arthur to at-
tempts at mastery; at other times he created diVersions which
removed him from the situation. This relatWely active stance
toward the world led me to believe that, in Arthur, the progress-
ive forces outweighed the regressive forces.

IX. DIAGNOSIS

-This section of the Profile requirespo special modification for
the deaf child, but a cautionary note is in order. Deafness is
different for each clild and thus has a different impact on the.
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..ommunicative abilities of each child. In ,addition, each deaf
child is provided with different.medical, soaal, educational, and
personal resources which may modify the impact of deafneis
uPon his development. It is my experience that while many deaf
children can be placed in.Anna-Freud's fifth category"there
are,primary deficiencies--..of an organic nature or early depri-
vations which distort development and structuralization and
prodtke retarded, defective, and nontypical personalities"'
(1965, p. 147)it is important not to overlook the fad that some
deaf children incorporate into this picture conflicts which fit into
Anna Freud's thii-d category"there is permanerit drive rogres- ."
sion to previously established fixation points which leads to con-
flicts of a neurotic type and gives rise to infantile neuroses and
character disorders" (p. 147).

Because of this mixed diagnostic picture, it is frequendy the
case that a combination of educational and psychoanalytic inter-
ventions will be required in the treatment of deaf children.

In this diagnostic assessment Arthur appeared to be
exhibitingin some ways-:--a permanent drive, regressiOn to a
preiously established fixation point; this regression appeared
to be related to conflicts of a neurotic type. Furtherinore,.these

., conflicts had, at the time of assessment, already madea signifi-- ,

cant. impatt upon Arthur's character. formation. However, sucii
a fiirmulation does not take into account the impact of Arthur's
deafness and of the comMunication deficits associated with it.

It was clear that Arthur's.ideafness had led to a deviatiodin
development which left-him Without some of 'the ego functions
which are extremely useful in establishing the supremacy of the
ego over both id and superegO. Thus it appeared that the
analysis of conflicts would not be sufficient to get,Arthur back
onto the developmental track. Such analisis was neceisary, but it
had to be complemented with efforts to increase Arthur's level of
egti functioning, particularly in the area of language. This was,
in fact, a prerequisite to the analysis of conflicts, for such analysis

c
tequires a relatively unimpeded flow of communication between
therapist and patient; this was certainly not possible in Arthur at

re time of referral.
.

Because Arthur's difficulties in the areas of autonomy, am-
bivalence, narcissisnl, and communication interlocked with ac-
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live conflicts in hit parents, it was deaf that workwith his parents
would be a necessary adjunct to Arthur's treatment.

DEVELOPMENTAL LINES-

From Dependenty to Emotional Self-Rdiante and Adult Object
Relationships

During the phase of "biological unity" the hearing mother and
her deaf child find themselves occasionally out of tune as the
child does not respond to the mother's auditory stimuli in the
way the mother expects. It is this subtle but important disruption
of the normal mother-infant relationship and reciprocity which
usually leads to the diagnosis of deafness.

The mother of a deaf child does not gradually appear and
disappear in the Child's perceptual field as she ministers to her
child. Instead, the mother is present only when she can be seen
or when she is in bodily contact withthe child. The sounds which
the hearing child uses to anticipate his mother's appearance and
which allow him to remain aware of her presente in a darkened
room are unavailable to the deaf child. Thus the deaf child's
achievement of libidinal object constancy involves some special
ptiblems not faced by the hearing child.

Other difficulties become apparent if one looks at the final
stages of this developmental line. The deaf adolescent often has
special problems in shedding his tic to his parents, who have
ftinctioned throughout hi; life.as mediators andimerpreters of
the hearing world around him. The deaf child is thus poorly
equipped to strike out on his own; away from his parents.

From Egocentricity to Companionship

This developmental line, like the first, highlights the impor-
tance of communication in the development of children. With-
out smooth conimunication between himself and his peers and
parents, the deaf child has great difficulty in developing internal
representations Of those people which allow him to interact with
them as 7parcners and objects in their own right" (Anna Freud,
1965, p. 78).
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Arthur certainly managed to include me as a partner in his
activities throughout the assessment sessions and in subsequent
treatment. This argued in favor of his ability, to respond to other
people as partners and objects in their own right:However, in his
progress along this developmental line the deaf child encounters
a special obstacle that is very similar to one he encountered in his
movement toward adult object relationships: in order to interact
with someone as a partner, it is necessary to have built up some
internal, models of both one's own and the partner's thoughts,
feelings, and motivations. The creation of such models is depen-
dent upon smooth communication between the deaf child and
'other people (peers and adults). It thus seems likely that if Ar-.
thur in fact was able to respond to other people as partners, they
were partners with quite a restricted set of, expected thoughts,
feelings, and motivations (as seen from Arthur's point 'of view).

From Irresponsibility to Responsibility in Body Mokagement

Insofar as deafnesi interferes with communication and there-
fore interferes with the comprehension of the.relationships be-
tween cause and effect, the deaf child will eitperience some
unique difficulties along this developmental line. In addition, if
prosthetic devices such as hearing aids are used, the deaf child
may be asked,to take responsibility for the management of these
devices at a very early age because he is in the best position to
monitor the functioning of his hearing aids: whether they are
properly adjusted, whether the batteries are adequate, whether
the ear mold is comfortable.

Arthur appeared to be at an age-appropriate levil on this
developmental line. While he sometimes threatened to do
dangerous things, it was dear that he recognized them as
dangerous and could limit his behavior accordingly. He was also
apparently reliable in his use of his hearing aidsa particular
and constant body-management issue for most deaf children.
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From the Body to the Toy and from Play to Work -

While Anna Freud does.not specifically address the issue; of
language and communication in her description of this devel-
opmental line, it is obvious that many of the steps along this
devetopmental line assume the child's ability to communicate
easily with others (e.g., ln agreeing upon the rules\of various
cooperative or ccimpetitive games). Insofar as games can be seen
along a continuum which demands organization.and foresight
for success7 the deaf child with poor communication skills and
poor language will be at a disadvantage when cómpared with his
hearing peers.

Arthur showed some interest in cognitively complex toys, and
he also showed pleasure in his own accomplishments with such
toys. He appeared to be at an age-appropriate level on this de-
velopmental line, and he was clearly interested in increasing his
sphere of compekence. His major difficulty in this area was a
communicative one; he often could not understand a task or
game, could not comprehend the explanations given him, arid
thus remained frustrated by them. He then retredted to less
mature activities; but thisseemed to be a response to frustration
rather than an indicator either of his interests arra ego ideals or
of his location oh this developmental line.

Correspondence Between the Lines

The fact that a particular child's positions on the various de-
velopmental lines are in or out of harmony with each other is
often of greater diagnostic and therapeutic importance than the
child's position on any one of the several developmental lines.
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In Arthur's case, there was a good deal of Correspondence
between the various developmental lines listed above; most were
at an age-appropriate level, with two important qualifications.
First, there appeared to be a fixation at, and perhaps a charac-
terological incorporation of some features of, the anal-sadistic
phaseparticularly the provocative, demanding, and torturing
aspects 41that period of life. Second, while Arthur appeared to
be at an age-appropriate level on the developmental line of com-
panionship, it was difficult to assess this accuratelybecause of the
restriction-in his interpersonal world.

The Need for a Developmental Line of Communication

It is clear that communication plays a crucial part in many of
the developmental steps expected of the growing child. I believe
that the assessment of children whose disabilities interfere with
communication should include some specific deicription of their ot
communicative skills. Such a description implies the usefulness
of a developmental line of communicationa line which has
intruded itself into several developmental lines. This is a line
which extends from what might be termed autistic noncom-
munication to shared linguistic communication. While Move-
ment along such a line is generally taken for granted in the %:
assessment of hearing children (except in cases with severe ego
defects), it cannot be overlooked in children with sensory dis-
abilities (including both deafness and blindness), children with
certain physical anomalies which deprive them of motility or of
the coordinated use of their voices (e.g., cerebral fialsy), and
childien with neurological impairments (e.g., receptive Or ex-
pressive aphasias, dyslexia).
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While this developmental line needs careful elaboration, it is
clear that as far as progi+ss in the development of communica-
tion is concerned, Arthur was well behind his age-mates despite
his inventiveness in the use of mimicry. This deviation in de-
velopment was the result of many interacting factors. Primary, of
course, was Arthur's deafness. Secondary to this were his par-
ents' fantasies of changing Arthur into a "normal" (i.e., "hear-
ing") child and their associated resistance to Arthur's use of sign
language: A further contributor to the failure of development
along this line was the inner, ambivalent battle about communi-
cation and control; he did not make full use of ids communica-
tive abilities because he was not at all sure that he wanted to
communicate with the people...who were important to him. Here
the link between object relations and linguistic develppment
made itself felt; for a child will learn to communicate with a loved
object much more easily than with an ambivalendy cathected
object.

-COMMUNICATION AND TIM DIAGNOSTICIAN

I will bring this paper to a close on a practical note. As more and
more deaf children in the United States are learning to com-
municate at an early age via the simultaneous use of oral and
manual languages (so-called Total Communication), some of the
deviations in development I have described in-this paper should
become less frequent. At the same time more and more diagnos-
ticians will meet deaf children whose communicative abilities
rely heavily upon one or another variety of sign language. It is
crucial that a psychological diagnostician faced with a deaf child
be able to communicate smoothly and effectively with that child.
This means that the diagnostician must be skilled in the specific
sign language used by the child; lacking this, he must (as a
second-beit alternative) involve an interpreter in his work with
the child. Without such skills or assistance, the diagnostician
would be in the same position as he would be in assessinga child
who speaks a language with which the diagnostician is only vague-
ly familiar. His diagnosis would be imprecise and uncertain;
both he and the child would leave the assessment feeling that
they had not understood what had taken place between them.
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Burnout in Professionals Working with Deaf.
Children

Kathryn P. Meadow

B urnout has become thie new code word
and fad among educators and other

helping professionals. Suddenly, everyone is
concerned about the diagnosis, prevention,
and treatment of stress among teachers (Hen-
drickson, 1979; Mace, 1979, Sparks, 1979). ln
this current clamor of excitement about the
negative personal and institutional cortse-
quences of stress, there has been little if any-
thing in the journals^related to deaf education
that reflects similar concern. This is true de-
spite the fact that most observers would proba-
bly agree that the factors creating stress in the
normal educational environment are exacer-
bated in special education settings serving deaf
children. For example, the work milieu of a res-
idential school for the- deaf was characterized
by a school superintendent as early as 1902
as breeding "provincialism and despair'.
(Schlesinger & Meadow, 1972, pp. 200).

Despite the dunges in deaf education over
the years, this depressing commentary may
still reflect reality in:some sense. According to
several consultants, despair in deaf education
settings can stems from the low levels of
achievement attained by students. The dis-
crepancies between anticipated and actual
educational achievement levels often create
feelinp of guilt and anger among professionals
trained to work in deaf education. The many
conflicts within the field of deaf education
around methodology and communication
also create a great deal of stress.

Researchers working to identify sources of
job satisfaction among community mental
health workers identified four sets of factors

related tri frustration and Work alienation.
These might bt transimed to a consideration
of the situation in deaf education m well:

^ IN a feeling of inadequacy in perform's:5
many activities, especially those for which the
staff had received poor training and supervi-
sion . . . (2) a lack of direst and immediate
feedback concerning results in many work ac-
tivities; (e) excessive papawcirk; and (4) role
.ionflicts, poorly defined objectives, suddeh
changes in personnel andoles, the used to
consider constantly and did with "politics,"
and other organizational issues (Cherniss &
Egnatios,. 19711, pp. 311).

Where other groups of teachers and helping
professionals are concerned, a good deal of in-
formation has by now been accumulated about
the extent of burnout arid the consequences. It
was in the hope of adding some data in the
field of deaf education that the present survey
was undertaken.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects participating in the research
were 240 persons assodated with deaf educa-
tion in a professional cakcIty. Most (N gm 183)
were persons attending the Annual Eastern
'Regional Conference for Educators of the Deaf
held at the Pennsylvania School for the Deaf in
November 1979. The renutinder (N x 57) were
professionals associated with the Kendall
Demonstration Elementary School at Gallaudet
College. Characteristics of the survey partid-
pants are summarized in Table 1. This shows

The author is with the 'wench moms 4 Gdywki that three-quarters of the respondents were.
Carr in Mahon:ton. D.C. women. Average age was about 33 years, and

ReprIntsd from the American Annals of the Deaf,
A.A.D. I Frbnary nsi February, 1981, Vol. 126 , No . 1 . 1.i.
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Table 1. Chancteristics of Survey
Respondents: Sex, Age, Hearing Loss, Marital

and Family Status, Type of School, job
Classificatton, Years in Cerreni Job, Years at

Current School, Years in Current Career
2401.

Ser
Male
Fe:male

Mem:
s.d.
Matrix: Imo
Mine
Some

Marital stet=
Married
Unmarried
Family status
Children et home
No children at home.

Type cf school:
Residential
Demonstration
Day
Religious
Non school
No response

jab classifitztiom
Classroom teacher
Special subject

teacher
Supervisozadmin.
Support specialist
Aide or dorm worker
Other or no response
Time associated with kaf elwatiow
Average time in current

podtion
Avertge time in present

school
Average time teaching

HI students

'r

25%.
75

32.6 years
9.2 years

83%

60%
40

34%
66

80%
29
8
3
8
3

43%

9
11
22
13
2'

4.25 years (s.d. 4.1)

5.0 years (s.d. 4.7)

7.0 years (s.d. 5.9)

17% had some detree of hearing loss. Mors
than one-half were married, and about one-
third have children livins at home. Half ths
respondenti are associated with residential
schools; about 30% work in demonstration

14 V-86
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schools (either the elementary or the secondary
schools at Gallaudet College); 8% work jo daly
schools or programs; 3% tre associated with
religious schools for the clod; and 8% are
sodated with noneducational atencies ce
stitutioris. Almost half the respondents:are'
classroom teachers; other job &soffit:Atkins in
dude spedal.sublects teachers (such as

_cal education and.hornetronomlall.
hatie positions, suPport 'spiddists. (enek ati
audio/cilia, counselors; soda! wakes), Oal
teicher aides or dormitory workerseThe avt
age time respondentsthad bti1heIrcu
position wes 4.25 refs; &hong): .theylid
spent in average-Of 5 'years in their presettA
school and had been teaching heating
impaired stadents for 7 years. . ."

Instrument .

Persons attending the conference were uked41
to complete the liaslach Burnout kiventory.as
*well as a sheet containing aemographic infor.
mation and four supplemental questions re-.
lated totareer motivation and fob satisfactkm.

The Master): Burn-out Inventory (MBI) con-
sists of a series of 25 statements4esigned to
reflect experienced burnout. Based on re-
sponses collected from 1,025 persons in a vari-
ety of occupations, four factors or scales were
identified and labelled as follows: Emotional
Exhaustion (EE); Depersonalization (DP); 'Per-
sons! Achievement (PA); and Personal In-
volvement (PI). (See Maslach k jackson, 1979,
for a detailed description of the construction of
the Inventory and for information on validity
and reliability measures. I am indebted to
these authors far giving their perthission for
the use of the MBI in the present study and for
providing unpublished data for. comparative
PorPc.!Is4

Respondents are asked to define the ire-.
quency with" which they experience the. states
desaibed in each statement (from 7ntver" to
Nally") and the intensity of their experience
(from "very mild, barely noticeable" to "major:
very strong"). In an effort to simpliry the In-
yenta), and to shorten the time required for
completion, only the frequency measure was,
included in the version distributed to the psis...
ent group of respondents. In addition, the
word "recipient" emploYed by Maslach and
Jackson was changed to the more :pear "stn..
dent" this study. \,)743 A.A.D. Farm" 198t
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Table 2. Bur.n. out-Inventory Scores: Teachers of Deaf Children and Teachers of
Nonhandicapped Students.

teachers of
deaf students

Teachers of
nonhandicapped

X s.d. X s.d.
Emotional exhaustion 2.83 1.35 2.21 1.26 2.83 5.01
Depersonalization 1.21 1.08 1.02 .88 n.s.
Personal accomplishment 4.60 .96 4.74 .64 .98 nat.
Personal involvement 3.08 1.25 2.80 121 1.36

(N) (103) (56)

FINDINGS

ComParisons of Teachers of Deaf Children and
Other Teachers

Are teachers of deaf students more likely to
experience burnout than teachers of nonhin-
dicapped snidents? Table 2 indicates that this
is, indeed, the case. It will be seen that the
teachers of deaf students scored significantly
higher on the scale reflecting Emotional
Exhaustiono(p< .01). Differences on the other
three scales were not significantly different, al-
though teachers of deaf students gave re-
sponses to Inventory statements indicating a
greater tendency .to "depersonalize" the chil-

dren in the dassrooms, to have les sense of
personal accomplishment, and a greater sense
of personil involvement, when compared to
the teachers of nonhandicappedetudenti par-
tidpating in the Maslach/Jackson study.

lob dasslikatigti 014Work Environment
It would be expected that an individual's

work iole or job classification and the Ow of
work enVironment would-influence the degree
of lob-related stress. Table 3 shows that this is
indeed the case for the deaf education person-
nel who participated in the survey. Past A of
Table 3 shows that dauroom teachers experi-
ence the greatest emotional exhaustion in con-
nection with their job, followed in turn by ape-

.

Table 3. Burnout Inv tory Scores, Deaf Education Personnel in Various Jobs (Part A) and Work
Environments (Part l).

A. School rok

(N) EE DP PA PI

aass room teacher (103) 2.83 1.21 4.60 3.08
Special abject teacher (21) 2.52 .89 4.56 2.29
Supervisor (12) 2.25 .94 4.32 2.84
A d ministra tor (15) 2.34 133 4.78 3.06
Teacher aide/dormitory (31) 2.16 1.27 4.95 3.13
Support personnel (53) 2.11 .86 4.20 . 2.37

F (6.227) 2.19 1.34 1.13 2.78
.04 N.S. N.S. .01

B. Work environment m

Demonstration school (69) 2.73 .97 4.33 2.59
Residential school (119) 2.51 1.25 4.53 2.98
Day school/program (20) 2.37 1.24 - 4.41 2.41
Nonschool setting (la) 2.06 .93 4.58 2.96
Religiouf school (7) 1.42 .11 4.92 3.43

F (4.228) 2.93 .79 1.94
.06 .02 N.S. (.11)

A.A.D. Frtormery 1111 if
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cial subject teachers, administrators, super-
visors, teacher aides and dormitory persceurel,
and support staff (e.g., audiologists, court-
selors). These differences were statistically slg
nificant (p .04) as were the differences on the
"personal involvement" subecale (p<.01).

kr the latter scale, teacher aides and dormi-
tory wodcers scom highest for involvement with
stodents, folloryed by dassroirm trachea, ad !
niiniatrabee; suPervisorii *appal. pessonnel;
And special &Abject teachers/Differences,
among the various groupe con the rale messur-
bag personaluarmplishmint are not signifi-
.0ml:however, it is- intriesting to note that,
tiachei aides rnii dormitory 'workers 'score
higbeirt on this srale, followed by thedammoin
teadrers. One Aright speculate about the

.simllarides and differences in the.job robe and
relative ecoring patterns ofdoonitorYieldes and
classroom leacrifri.. Of the six personnel
group's, these two have the most -ihtensive
'day-to-day contact with students. They have
the top scores for both personil involvement
with studenb and for a sense of achievement in
their wodc. However, they fall almost at oPpo-
site ends of the continuum in their sense of job
burnout (as defined by the scale labelled ono-
ticmal echaastion). -

What might be the reason for these appar-
ently different responses to intensive student
contact? Perhaps dormitory personnelue able
to see more results from their work efforts 'in
terms of 'the student "improvement" that is the
definition of their job, compared to the dam-
n= teachers. The social development, self-
help skills, independent living skilis, and be-
havioral adjustment that trained child care
workers aim for can improvt dramatically for
studenb in good residential programs. These
skills also develop through the maturation that,
comes with age. For classroomteachers trained
to deal primarily with the improvement of **.

academic sIdlls however, deaf students present
a challenge that often seems overwhelming.
The well-known and ofsen-dted slowness of
growth io educational achievement in deaf
students on discourage their teachers and lead
to the frustration and self-doubt that may well
be reflected in high rates- of burnout or ciao-
donal exhaustke.

In Part a of Table 3, it will be seen that per-
sonnel in the two demonstration schools (Ken-

dall and Model Secondarylchool for the Deaf
at Gallaudet College) appear to experience the

sreatest degree of emotional exhaustion. These.
are followed by those working in residential'
Schools, those in day schools or programs, and
those fir nonschool wodc settings. The seven,
respondents in religious school settings had ex;
treznely low scores and tanked last in the 64:
work environment categoriesf- These persona
from ths religitra setting also showed theltut
tendency to "depersonalize" their students.
felt the Fewest sense Opel/anal echiermerp
and the highest degre'Of personal barbel
ment any of the work enWronmenE.
Slowing

Personnel in tha two demonstradcafechilai
who riSiClada With tfie 'Idihest feelings pi
job-related stress also showed the least per,
tonal accomplishmsnt In their 'Work (dif-
ferences on thii dime:aka were not statisti;
ally significant, however). Demonstration .
school personnel did not show the same tend-
ency to depersonalize Students, Particularl, y
compared to residential school personnel who
had the highest scores on thet dimsnsion, re-
fleeting a comparatively imager tendency to
depersonalize (p .02);

Demonstration school personnel at daBaudit
tend to feel that the requirements of their jobs
are very diffuse. They are expected to perform
Many functions in addition to those of their
primary, job descriptions. In addition, they
often arab stress related to the actual dem-
onstration function of their school satins, feel-
ing that the entire profession of deaf education
is inspecting their efforts and their results. In
'spite of administrative efforts to smooth the el.
fects of living in a goldfish bowl," the stress of
the situation continues to be Impressed.

Age and fob Experience
"Common sense" tells es that the longer a

person experiences a stressful situation, the
more felt stress would be expressed. Table 4 .
shows tlw mean scores for "emotional exhorts.;

don" of respondents in four different age
groupinss. Differences among the four you're
are, bdeed, highly significant (p < .031). How-
ever, it is not the younsest age stoup that ex-

presses the least emotional exhausticin but
rather the oldeet age groupthose aspen&
ents who were older than 35 at the time of the
surveys Those ages 21 through 26 had the next
lowest mean scores, those ages 31 through 35
ranked third,and respendents aged V through

74`83
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Table 4. Age and Length of Thew in Deal
Education in Relation to lnvent4iy Score for

Emotional Exhaustion.

AV

Emotional exhaistion

(N)
Ages 21-26 2.17 (56)
Ages 27-30 3.02 (53)
Ages 31-35 2.72 (51)
Ages 36-61 2.09 (56)

F (3.212) 6.59
.001

8. Number cf yarn
itsaxisted with
deaf education
1 or 2 .2.10 (51)v
3 or 4 2.56 (40)
5 or 6 2.65 (42)
7 to 10 2.90 (49)

11 or more 2.38 (49)
F (4,226) 2.59

as .04

30 expressed the highest degree of emotional
exhaustion, as 'measured by the Maslach Inyen-
tory. (Differences in. scores on the thite other
scales did not approach significance either for (-1
age groups or for respondents with differing
job tenure.)

Part IS of Table 4, showing the relationship of
number of years of association with deaf edu-
cation in relation to feelings of emotional
exhaustion, reflects essentially the same infor-
mation as does the "age" table, with a slight
variation: Respondents who have been in the
field for only a year or two express the least
emotional exhaustion, and those who report
between 7 and 10 years of experience express
the most. (Those with 11 or more years of expe-
rience rank second, next to the neophru.)

Again, we can only speculate about the rea-
sons for the unexpected (low) scores of re-
spondents in the older age and more lengthy
tenure groups. We might guess, however, that
this group represents those staunch souls who
remain in the field after their more exhausted
colleagues have retired or have changed
careers. We should be tapping the experiences
of these more unior teachers and adminis-
trators to learn what kinds of resources have
enabled them to maintain their equilibrium

Frime, it$7

*
and continue to work With minimal feelings of
stress. An additional notion that comes from
examination of Table 4 is the impotence of
'Narking with teachers apd others during the
"critical period" in their careers. This would
appear to be the group between the ages of V
and.30.

POTIORal Associations with Deafness

lt might be assumed that past and present
associations to deafneu that art personal
rather than professional in nature might Mike
a difference in an indivichud's response toe job
that is inherently stressfuL That is, Us teacher
is deaf or has deaf parents, there are several
ways in which the level of felt stress might be
lower in working with deaf children than for an' '
individual who had no associations with deal- ,

ness prior to graduate school or job training..
For example, it is likely that the former group
had prior knowledge of sign language and is
perhaps more fluent and more comfortable in
that communicative mode. Thus, there would
be less strain in communicating birnodally
throughout the day: The mbtivation and there-
fore the rewards of working With deaf children
might be somewhat more personal for in-
dividuals from backgrounds that include
deafness.

Analysis of the sur4y data indicated that
there were no differences in these subgroups ol
respondents for three of the four MI scales
(Emotional Exhaustion, Depersonalization,
Personal involvement). Diffetences on 'the Per-
sonal Accomplishment scale did pot reach
statistical significance but the trends were in
the predicted direction. These data an pres-,..
ented in Table S. Thus in Part A of Table 5, we
see that personnel with mild or moderate hear-
ins losses have considerably greater feelings ol
personal accomplishment from their jobs than
do thou either with normal hearinS or with
profound deafness. PakS of Table 5 shows that
respondents with deaf &wits hive stimewhat
higher scores on personil accoMphshment
than do llther respondents and that those with
other deaf family members have slishdy higher
scores on this scale than do thou respondents
with nb deaf 1=4 moraine. (It would be of
interest to collect interview data to test this re-
lationship and to attempt to learn ebb* the .

derivation of this "support" should additional
data confirm these trends.)

V - 89
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Table 5 Petsonal Association with Deafness in
Relation to Inventory Score for Sow of
i'asonal Accottplishitent" in Work;

(A. Individual Hearing Status, IL Deaf Family
'Members):

A. Having Status

Personal
accomplishment

A r (N)
Nmmal hearing 4.48 (196)
mOd or moderate loss 5.16 (14)
Profound loss - ,

9.213)
4.59
.±116

(26)

E. Hearing Oats%of
filay notheli

No deaf family members 4.46 (188) ,
*Deaf patents 4.93 .: (17)
Other deaf faindi members 4.57 (33)

F (2,235) to L74
p .18

lubjbits with deaf parents were induded in this cat-
esory whether-they did or did not have other deaf
relatives.

Sources of Support from Family Life and
Personal Values

An attempt was made to examine the possi-
ble influence-either positive or negative-of
factort in the personal situations and value sys-
'terns of respondents that might be related to'
thedegree of stress felt' in connection with their
jobs. Variables that were examined in this Con-
tect were:

L Marital status;
2. Presence or absence Of chfliiren at home;
3. Identification with an organized religious,

group; .,..

4: Degree of expressed religious belief;
5. Expressed mOtivatiOn for entering the

field of deaf education;
6. Degree of expressed job satisfaction.

None of the first five of these variables were
found to have significant .relationships, with
the four scales so Thedata are not included in
this paper., (Persons svith a particular interest
in this; topic may have copies of the tablea
wAting the apthor.).

The sixth Vatiable fnctuueâ in this conceP:
tualizatiOn of "personal 'Values"- (deeree of.job
satisfktion) wes highly.telated to eachaf the
buinoni scales, as will heseen in Table 6,

. Tab1e:6 reflects responses to a question on
the:suravey form: "Hive your expectations fat
job' satisfaction been met?" Four response
choices were given: 4Yes! I am Content:" "Yes,
to some extent:" "No,..not completely:" and .

"No! I am disappointed." The rust thing that
should behoted about responses to this ques-
thin is thatiully 80% of the resPondents indi:
cated that they were to some ectent satisfied
with their jObs. Only 3% gave the most nega--.
tive response to the question. Within the con-

. text of these responses, however, it will be seeh .

that job iitisfaction or contentment-is related
in a linear way to mean scores on each of the
fouriscales of the MM. For example. those who
are mast content with their jobs have a mean
score of 1.60 on the scale reflecting "Emotional
Exhaustion," compared to a wiean score of 4.61
for those indicating tite greatest' disappoint-
mertt with their job. Similarly, those who
tate job contentment have a low-mean score for
the Depersonalization scale and have a strong '
sente of personal achievement in their work.
The scores" on the scale labelled Personal In-
volvernent:show a r,eversal for the fust two
groups. 4 .

Table 6. Brimout Invensory Scores, 17 Degree of, Job SstisfactiOn,

Responses to queslitim
"Have your expectations
for job satisfaction
been met?'
'Yes! I am content
Yes, to some extent
No, not completely
No! I am disappointed

F (3,232)
P

(No EE
.

DP
,

PA

Cri). 1.60 .62 4.80 2.85
(120) 2.67 1.12 4.50 2.70

(38) 3.17 1.,63 4.19 3.27

(?)' 4,01
27,30

2.80
18.89

131
6.62

3.38 .
2.21

4 .00.; ..001 .001 .09

A.A.D.:1 Febnery.2511
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Table 7. Burnout Inventory Scores, by Sense of Power in Work Situation.

Responses to question:
'Are you given the
opportunity to influence
your own work situation
or atssignment?' (N) EE DP PA PI

Yes! Quite often ' (106) `1.89 .77 4.74 2.75
Yes, occasionally (89) 2.71 1.16 4.40 Z83
No, not very often (22) 3.68 1.80 4.05 3.05
No! Hardly ever (12) 3.99 2.10 3.90- 308

F (3,2P) 26.41 13.58 5.17 .49
P .001 .001 , .002 N.S.

Sense of Power In the Work Situation

Finally, respondents were asked about the
degree to Which they felt capable of influencing
their own work situation or job assignment.
Table 7 shows that this was an extremely, sig-
nificant correlate of scores on three of the four
MBI scales. Respondents were asked: "Are you
gtven - the opportunity to influence your own
work situation or assignment?" The .forced
choices were: "yes! Quite often:" "Yes, occa-
sionally;" "No, not very often;" and No!
Hardly ever." Forty-six percent of the 229 re-
sponidents answering-this question said that
they influence their work situation "quite of-
ten." These persons also, ecpreised the least
emotional exhaustion, the least tendency to
depersonaliie students, and the greatest sense
of personal job accomplishment; Those who re-
spontied that they had "occasionaLopportuni-
ties""ranked 'second on each of these. three
scales, followed in turn by those who saia "not
often" and finally those who felt they "hardly,
ever" influence their-Work situttion. ;

Scores on the fourth subscalepersonal
involvementare of some interest. It Will be
seen that positive respontes to job influence
are inversely related hi mean scores On this
subscale, indicating dist a lesser elogree of per- ,*

tonal involvement may be-more desiragle.
Another way of phrasing this potion,is tosay
that 'positive answers to the questions, induded
in this subscale may reflect aver-involvement ,
with students of a quality; i.e.. perhaps,,nega-
tively related to the mental health of the teacher c'

'or specialist. This kind of oVer-involvement is
illustraied by an tutbor discuSsing.1?urnout ,

among child-care workers:

A.A.D. Moiety 1931

Potential burn-opt can-be signaled by the
-worker mho begins to mqsge himself and Ms
life with the institution. ?his is a particular
danger for the young worker. The staff
member may begin to. spend increasing
amounts of off-duty ,time at the agenty. He
may volunteer to perfonn special functions
with children that art omitted in norntally
Understaffed daily programming . . . there
may be frequent requests to invite children
home. These can be signs that the appropriate
boundaries between caring worker and his
agency and clients are beginning to break
down .. . (and) that the worker is beginning
to rely on the institution. on agency to meet
personal needs beyond those one usually an-.

ticipates from occupational involvement (Mat-
tingly, 1977, pp. 133).

While some degi:ee of personal involvement
in one's job seems necessary for optimum per-
formance, the extent of the involvement, the
form it takes, and the individual's ability to
distance himself or herself from the lob after
working hours iire questions deserving ,of

-concerted thought in addition tb additiohal
systematic study by professionals in deaf
education. ,

DISCUSSION

It would seem that thkproblem of stress and
burnout among professionals working in edu-
cational settings for deaf children is one that
needs serious attention. Throughout the gen-
eral educational establishment there has been
accelerating concern for this phenomenon. Our
data indicate that the probleth may be even
more severe in the special educational institu-
tions serving deaf children.

4
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The swvey reported in the preceding pages
was limited in scope and coverage and is based
on a very brief questionnaire that does ribt
allow for indepth analysis of soine of the im-
portant issues that are raised: lloviever, based

'on the limited data, int would seem that there is
a "critical period" in the career of teachers of
deaf children when they are likely to experi-
ence partiCular feelings of str. Teachers and
others With the Most intensive day-to-day con- .

tact with students are most likely to succumb *to
bvmouto as do those personnel located in dem- .

"onstration ichOols indiesidentiayschools,
teMpts were mat to deterinind possible.fic-
tors in home or family situations leading to
greater or lesser ability. to cope with job stress
but none of the attemptslead to Promising in-
formation. It is impossible to say whether this.
is a function of the quantitative niture of the,
dita collection making degrees of meaning of
various situations untapped; or whether there
are few nonjob factors that alleviate stress that
is experienced in relation to work.

A number of questions are raisedby some of
the data collected. Eor example, the relation-
ship between original modiation to seek a
career in deaf education, level of personal in-
volvement in work, and feelings of burnout
and personal accomplisihment would appear to
be extremely complex and are probably not
amenable to the brief survey, questions that
were used here. They are, hoWever, questions

. that are worthy of additional study. A few per;
sons in the. field have raised the issue of the
effect of "missionary zeal" on the educational
process. I have suggested elsewhere (Meadow,
1980) that the motivation for missionary, work
with the deaf may be Partly responsible for the -

"religious zeal" with which many persons in
the field approach quektions related to educa- .

tional methods and communication modest.
These are questions with important -

tions for understanding personnel who work
with deaf children, and theycan lead to
changes and improvements in the field. How-
ever, the data with the most iminediate impli-
ations are those related to fedi* of power to
change or to influence -one's own job situation
or setting. This is an area thatshould be amen-
able to administrative action in a variety of
ways. The encouragement of democratic or-
ganizational structures may be one way of al-
leviating stress and burnout among profes-
sionals in deaf education.

V-92

Measures.for the Prevention and Cure of
Stress and Burnout

-

--.-The major key to the prevention and ciire of
stress is the provision of Support systems. Pro-
fessi onats need to-work toward building their'
oWn' support networks, and administrators-
rieed to be available toohelp in the rocas.
(Administratars,.100, liee4 suPperr""rhey are
not immune from the various stress-building-
influences that effect educational institutions.
In some *ways ihose who feel :mist powediss
can be those who know "the buck stops )%en,"

There are steps that can betaken to reduce
stressfiil situations. Most of these steps involVe
.change of some kind: 'a change hi pace, a
change in pattern, a change in place, situation,
or approach. It is somewhat paradoxical that

' "ripid change" is listed as a possible factor
contributing to stress and that change is also
listed as _a preventive measure. However, be-
fore any progiam can be instituted; kurnout
must be recognized asaii existing or a potential
problent.

It also is necessary to recognize the degree of
potential danger burnout posei for the indi-
vidual and for the school and that it is possible
to take constructive measures to reduce stress;
Teachers need opportunities to remember their I.

reasons-for originallyentering the fifid, to find
ways of maximizing their achievemtnts, tofeel
pride in past successes, to know that feelings of
frustration and discouragement are shared by.
many colleagues. Conscious, school-wide ef-
forts by administrators to help teachers and
staff menibers to build these feelings can yield'
rich rewards in terms of increased morale and
generate reneWed enthusiasm for jobs. (See
Hendrickson, 1979; -Miller,-1979; Sparks, 1979
for additional practical suggestions for combat-
ing burnout.) .

,
Schools where staff development is ongoing

can utilize time and personnel devoted tc that
process for building support. School-wide ac-
tivities that lead to enriched interaction, to
group exercise activities, to opportunities for
sharing can be a good invOtment if they are
viewed as "mental health" activities in order to
give teachers.'a new persPective on their.
careers. Some schoOls have. a policy of "mental.
health days" that faculty and staff can take
when they tAily feel worn out front de
dassroom.

Change in job assignment .can do much to
create new attitudek.about work. This can

7.4 AA.D. I Febnary JUl
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present some administrative problemi but it
may be worth the degree Of disruption caused.
The Kendall Demonstration Elementary School
has experimented with temporary 1-year ap-
pointments.for classroom teachers to different
kinds of nonclassroorn activities. These ap-
pointments include assignment to the Research
Division to work on a specific project and to
the Outreach Unit to develop ideas for teaching
materials that can be disseminated to the field.
A teacher exchange program has also been
started: one Kendall teacher spent a year in
Trinidad, another a year in Hawaii, with

/teachers from those.programs participating in
the Kendall program for similar periods of
time. Most schools may be unable to consider
such long.distance exchanges but less ambiti-
ous exchanges might be arranged.

The need for recognition of teaching
achievement is a real one. Teachers need -to
hear from their colleagtiob, their students,.par-
ents, and administrators that someone knows
and cares 'about the time, effort, and creativity
that go into lesson planning, field trips, arid
projects.

Teachers need time out from classroom in-
teraction during the day. Lubch duty may be a
necessary chore kr some teachers, but...there
also are other kinds of solutions to this task.-
For example, older students could be asked to
serveNas lunchroom monitors for younger chil-
dren; parents might be asked to organize a vol-
unteer squad to relieve teachers during the
day.

Staff meetings can be important morale-
, builders, particularly if they are designed wit);

IFil-Ipecific purpose in mind. Self-deter-
minatin of activities by faculty and staff help
in creating a feeling that they exert some con-
trol over working conditions.

School personnel should be encouraged to
watch themselves and kach other foi signs of
burnout. Sudden irritability and negativism on
the part of a generally good-natured colleague
are danger signs; This kind of behavior may
aurface either it school with students and col-
leagues or at home with children and spouses.
Physical exhaustion and poor exercise, diet, or
sleep habits can contribute topas well as being
symptomatic of, stress that leads to burnout.

Finally, the enlistment of a mental health
consultant, either for short-term workshops or
for ongoing meetings with small groups of
achool personnel, can benefit the overall cli-

A.A.D. February 1981
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mate of a school. Most schools and programs
for deif children have resources and specialists
at their command that could be channelled to
"burnout prevention" if school administrators
see these activities as high priority. It is Usually
woith the effort. One author, writing about
burnout in a free clinic setting, says, "It is pre-
dsely because we are too dedicated that we
walk into a burn-out trap. We feel a pressure
from within to work ahd 'help and we feel a
pressure from the outside to give" (Freuden-
berger, 1974, pp. 161). It is the most dedicated,
talented, hard-working teachers who are most
likely to suffer from burnout but they are cer-
tainly worthssaving for long years of work to
benefit deal students.

Shifting attentiOn back to the parents Of deaf
students, it appears possible that we can do a
better job of orientir.g those parents to return-
ing to the teachers some of the support that

. teachers have given to them, especially in the
early years oitheir experience with deaf educa-
tion. Parentzteacher organizations could well
devote some time to devising mutual support
systAis wheie each group realizes' the frustra-
tions and contributions of the other. The joys
of parenting and of teaching special children
match the difficulties that exist. Too often
stress leads participants to lose sight of the
benefits and rewards of their parentheacher
roles.

The fact that educators and parents of, deaf
children survived the afficult decade from
1970 to 1979 augurs well,for the coming decade
as well. Reduction of stress tan lead to ?ewer
battle scars.
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Sign Language, Power, and
Mental Health

by lielmond Trytis

What I present in this palr is really only a metaphor and symbol,
a way to recall yet one more area in which Bill Stokoe has led the
rest of us. For in this Matter of Sign Language and mental health,
Bill has opened the major highways and drawn the initial maps, as
he has in so many other realms. We who come after him can pave
and smooth, build secondary roads, and add the color coding to the
maps, but the main features are already there.

Power and Significance in Mental Health

The major issue that I wotildlike to discuss has been raised and
studied by Bill Stokoe and.his co-workers in a yery broad ankl basic

Raymond J. Trybus, presently Dean of the Research Institute at Callaudet
College, received his Ph.D. in clinical psychology from St. Louis University
in 1971. He has been involved in tesearch, teaching, and clinteal psychology
services with deaf people since 1969, when he served as a psychologist Jor
the Rehabilitation Program for the Deaf at the St. LOULI Jewish Employ-
ment and Vocational Sitvice. Since 1971, Ray has been at Callaudet Col-
lege, initially as a psychologist in the Counseling Center, lateras a research
psychologist and Director of the Office of Demographic Studies. His CUT6
rent interests include psychological and educational research related to
deafness and deaf people, and activities in which these research interests
are put into practice for the benefit of heating and deaf people. Most
people, with the occasional exception of his wife -and children,believe his
hearing to be normal.
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way. Perhaps the best and simplest statement of this issue, however,
can be found in Schlesinger (1978), Who was budding on earlier
work by Coopersmith (1967): power and sign4ficonce are major in-
gredients in self-esteem, and thus in mental lealth or well-being.
Schlesinger takes the point of view that menial health is something
more than the absence of mental illness. Instead, it is a condition of
well-being which is related to a set of feelings about oneself, about
the world, and about other people. A sense of one's power, that is,
one's ability to influence and control others, is one of the major
ingredients in Schlesinger's positive concept of mental health.'
Another major component is a sense of significance, which means
the ability to obtain acceptance and affection from others simply
because one exists.

Psychologists and psychiatrists, especially those who engage in #
clinical practice, look for the roots of well-being or of illness in an
individual person's background and experiences in life. Certainly
this is valiiiible and necessary, particularly for clinical purposes.
However, I believe it Is useful also to consider these same issues of
power and significance on a collective or social basis. In other words,
apart from any specific individual, what are the social conditiqns of
deaf people's lives which provide them with the sense of power and
significance needed for mental health and well-being? In this paper
we shall look at social issues, at the position of deaf people as a group

in contemporary society, and at ways in which the position of deaf
people as a group affects the mental health and well-being of the
individuals within the,group. As we will see later in the paper, the
language of a group, and the way in which that language is treated by
the group itseifigi4by others, is one of the most significant factors in
the position of a group of people within society at large. Following

. the broad leads of Bill Stokoe, then, this paper will examine issues of
the signed languages of Deaf communities, the communities' sense
of power and significance, and consequently, the mental health and -
well-being of individuals within those communities.

The Meaning of Language in a Community

How much difference does a language really make to a commu-
nity? Some historical examples.show that it makes all the difference
in the world. Kelman (19'72) speaks of "individual and group needs
for finding roots and a deep appreciation of the emotional, esthetic,
and practical significance of a group's unique cultural products
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and particularly of its languagein confirming its sense of rooted-
ness." Similarly, Fishman (1972) notes, "the view that a people's
individuality resides in its language is very old . .. language has
been regarded as a defining characteristic ofa nationality, within the
sphere of the Judeo-Christian tradition, since 'Biblical days."
Fishman goes on to explain that a language has traditionally been
considered one of the absolutely essential characteristics ofa group
which is trying to achieve recognition as a legitiMate entity, as a
nation: A language and a history, he says, are the two first needs ofa
people. In fact, he goes so far as to say that, "the essence of a nation-
ality is its spirit; its individuality, its soul. This soul is not only re-
flected and protected by the mother tongue .but, in a sense, the
mother tongue is itself an aspect of the soul, a part of the soul, ifnot
the soul made manifest!'

If a people's language is so central to its very being, then the loss of
its language must be among the worst disasters that can befall it.,This
.point of view has been held for a long time. Davies (1945, originally
written in 1845) said:

To impose another language on ... a people is to send their history
adrift ... to tear their identity from all places ... to lose your native
tongue, and learn that of an alien, is the worst badge of conquestit is
the chain on the soul ... a people without a language of its own is only
half a nation. A nation should guard its language more than its
territdries'tis a surer er, a more important frontier than fortress or..
river. -

Many more examples could be presented. I think it is clear'at this
point, however, that communities of all sorts doWn through the ages
have considered their language to be one of their major assets, and
often their most precious possession.

Language Control as Power: External Forces

If a language is such an essential part of a community, then clearly
the control of that language must be one of the major ways of control-
ling the community and the individuals within it. To the degree that
individuals define themselves as parts of such a community, control
of the community constitutes control of the individuals who form that
community. Control of a community through control of its language
can occur from within a community or fipm oidside of it. If control
comes from outside, then the commun0 and its members are sub.
jected to external power, and will develop a corresponding sente of
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powerlessness temselves , On the other hand, to the degree that the
control of a community throughits language occurs within the com-
munity, the community and iti members experience a feeling 'of
self-direction, power, and signifiCance in contiolling their own des-

tiny.
There has been considerable study of power and significance with

respect to language, as these iisues concern nations and the impact
of nationalist movements throughout the .world. O'Barr (1976) says,
for example, "Those involved in the formulation and realization of
language policies are quick to recognize the enormous power over
people which stems from the ability to manipulate their language."
It is not by accident that powerful or conquering groups down
through the ages have sought, with varying degrees a success,- to
impose their own language on minority people. One of the promi-
nent ways of enforcing such control of language is through the educa-
tional system, which forms and influences children during their most
impressionable years. Leibowitz (1976) says directly:

The thesis to be presented here is simple: language is primarily a means
of control. I believe this proposition is generally tnie, as true as 'lan-
guage is a means of communication' or 'language is a means of social
intercourse' or the host of other definitions which come to the fore when
language is discussed . . . when politics and language relate most
openly, we can see more clearly the use of langeage as a means of
expressing power, as a way of controlling and manipulating people in
society . .. language designation was almost always coupled wi,th re-
strictions on the use of other languages; it was also coupled with dis-
criminatory legislation and practices in other fields

In reviewing the history of education in ihe United States,
Leibowitz indicates that in the early years, official policy was mostly
neutral on the issue of language of instruction in school, with large
numbers of German language and other non-English language
schools flourishing. in the middle 1800's. He then shows that, begin-
ning in the 1880's, there was a shift to a heavy emphuis.on English
in the schools and in official policy generally. This shift was part of a
movement which was largely intended to exclude new immigrants
from participation in schooling, voting, and a variety of other rights ot
citizenship. As an example of this period, Leibowitz cites the estab-
lishment of boarding schools kr American Indian children that were
located off the reservations, and had tnstruction in t nglish:

The purpose of this school became clear in the succeeding decades: to
separate the Indian child from his reservation and family, strip him of
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his tribal bar: and mores, emphasize industrial arts, and prepare him in
such a way that he would never return to his people..kaeguage became a
critical element in this policy. English language instruction and aban-
donment of the native language became complementary means to the
end.

. Leibowitz concludes that this emphasis shifted again, beginning
after World War II, to a new period of increasing tolerance of linguis-
tic difference, and to some extent, even of encouragement of the use
of lanzuages other than English.

Language Control From Within: Language Planning

We have seen that a people's language is central,and all-important,
and that control of a people's language by outsiders is a disaster and a
tragedy. And yet languages are living realities, not eternal, mystic
entities. This fact leads to the need for what is called "language
planning," which means the systematic development and expansion
of,a language to suit new times and, circumstances, new 'challenges.
When people are proud of their language, they try to ensure that it is
used more and more widely. However, natural changes occur in all
languages, as their users adapt to changing demands and to other
langliages used in the locale. Therefore; as a community talces charge
of ,its language and attempts .to promote iie greater use, it is also
setting forces in motion which will certainly change the language in
a variety of ways.

But changes of this kind may be' debasement of the Original,
"pure" strafn of the revered language. One of the common problems
when attempts are made to develop or rejuvenate a language, is that
certain intellectually and culturally elite groups withiri the language
community typically use an expanded and therefore ' contaminated"
version of the language. The language patterns used by such ,elite
groups simultaneously define "high" culture and those who are its
-custodians. In the late I700's, some of die leading schblars in Ger-
many argued that their language had been debased because it in-
chided many foreign (especially French) expressions anck construc-
tions, when used by the educated peo0e. They felt that to use suCh
foreign expressions was to claim that the German language in its
pure form was not.'capible of expressing learned and higher
thoughts. Similar complaints have been made about many of. the
major languages as they incorporated words, expressions, and con-
structions borrowe'd from other languages.
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Because languages are usecUby real people in real situaiions, new
emphasis on the development anti exTionded use of a language .is
almost hte:dtably a part of a broader rearrangement of gods' roles
and social structures. Therefore, the rejection of foreign borrowings
in a language is also a reject:An of the educated elite, who were the
primary users and developers of suchforeign borro3.ings. At a time
of,social upheaVal, when the movement was to unseat the povierful
.and.prestigious elite groups, and to place greater einphasii
powet of all the people, people frequently rejected the eductated
form of the language with its foreign borrowings, and called for a
return to the purity of the language as it once.wIts. In these situationb,
people frequently focused on studying the national language u it
had been in the...put, before.fdreign influences and models had
begun to spoil the authendc linguistic heritage from past genera-
tions: More and more, then, the leaders of the community se,eking to
reestablish its authenticity would locate groups of users of the .na-
tional language who have been least exposed to recent devel-
opments and foreign borrowings, and to define their usage of the
language as the pure form, to which a members of the community
should return. Many nationatist movements were therefore accom-
panied by extensive study orthe national language as it had been
used in the past, and as it is used in the present by those groups of
people who have had the least contact with modernizing and there-
fore "corrupting" influences.

There is a significant contradiction here. On the one hand, those
who are reading the community to a new' self-definition and a new
awareness of their own power,emphasiie the need to rediscover the
"natural" and historic state of their language and attempt to return
current linguistic practice to those ioots. At the lame time, as
Fishman (1972) notes:

The users of developing languages are particularly aware of their lexical
shortcoringgs . .s. the deyelopmg language is always relatively im-
poverished when it comes to the more abstract subtleties of imported or
recently innovated higher learning and fashionable society. One sign of .
the development of the language is its gmwth in exactly these respects.

Within communities striving for self-definiti nd power, therefore,
one can expect to see evidence of this contrdiction. Ori,the One
hand, there is an emphasis on return to the pur sources of the com-
munity's language; on the other hand, there is i need to adapt and
enrich the language to handle new social and intellectual needs
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which did not exist when the community's language originally de,.
veloped.

Deaf Communities and Their Languiges: Unique Communities

One of Stokoe's majpr contributions has been his convincing ar-
gument that deaf people can be usefully studied as linguistic and
cultural communities, and not only as unfortunate victims with shni-
lar physical and sensory pathologies. This definition of deaf people
as being those whoSelong to the 15eaf community, the chief badge of
which is the use of its own language, American Sign Language, is a
view which is in substantial agreement with very ancient traditions.
We saw, earlier in this paper, evidence of many historical parallels. It
is clear, however, that the Deaf community is a different sort of entity
than are most ethno-cultural c2mmunities. Although the Deaf coin-
munity ptissesses its own langiage and other characteristics of such
groups, it exists to a much greater extent as the result of "voluntary"
affiliation rather than birthright. The most recent available infonni-
don indicates that less than 3% of deaf children are descended from
two deaf parents (Karchmer, Trybus, & Paquin, 1978). Only this tiny
minority, whose parents are largely users of ASL, have ASL as a
native language and are members of the Deaf ethno-cultural com-
monitylb a matter of birthright. Extrapolating the figures obtained
by Karchmer et al to the national population, one would expect to
find 2,200 to 2,500 deaf children in this situation. There is a larger,
though still small, group of deaf children who have one hearing and
one hearing iMpaired parent. This sgroup cqnstitutes 10% of the
group studied by KarChmer, Trybus, and Paquin, and Auld suggest
that there are about 7,500 suck children nationally. However, ths .

available data indicates that these families with one hearingind one
hearing iimpiired parent are socially and culturally niore similar to'
families with' iwo hearing parents than they areto families with two
deaf parents. The overwhelming majority of hearing impaired chil-
dren, numbering approximately 85,000. nationwide, have two hear;
ing parents. The vast majority of deaf people, therefore, have not had
two deaf parents and ,could not therefore hive AS.L. as a "native"
language. Such persons have become members of the Deaf ethno-
cultural community by a process of choices made over a lifetime. to
say that this majority does not have ASL as a native language is not to
imply that they &I have English as a native language. The communi-
cation difficulties between deaf children and their parents are very
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well known, and it may well be that such individuals, or a large
proportion of them it any rate, cannot be sai$1 to have any language as.,
truly a native language. It is also true that a significant proportion of
this majority may learn ASL fluently through peer interactions at
school and elsewhere, and consider and use ASL as their "Itrimary"
language. The point is simply that the process of acquiring a primary
language at age 4 a 6 or 8 from peers is not the same aathe process of
acquiring the language of one's parents from the day of birth.

What does it mean to call membership in the Deaf community
"voluntary"? It does not mean that the choice to affiliate with the
Deaf community is made easily or without significant influences and
consequences. But it does suggest that the process of affiliating with
the Deaf community is not identical with the process of becoming a
member of the Black community, for *sample; that affiliation is
given, not chosen, irrevocably from birth and even before. In the
put, the cholpe to affiliate with the Deaf community was substan-
tially influenced by attendance at special schools for deaf children.
Even though many of these schools did not use $ign Language in
instruction, they still provided a conducive social atmosphere in
which the native ASL minority could, through peer influences, en-
courage the development of a "Deaf identity" and provide a ready
replacement for the native language many deaf children never expe-
rienced. At present, however, the majority of deaf children do not
attend such special schools, but receive their education in local pub-
lic schools. At the same'time, the large majority of those deaf chil-
dren who have' two deaf parents continue to attend the special
schools for deaf children. Their peer influence of socializing deaf
children into the Deaf community, therefore, is being limited to a
smaller and smaller proportion of deaf children as time goes on.
Although deafness imposes the need for a visual-gestural com-
munication system and is not itself a matter of choice, as time goes on
affiliation with the Deaf community will be Tore and more a matter
of conscious choice during childhood, adolescence, or young adult-

hood.
Because deaf people do not belong to the Deaf community in the

same automatit and irrevocable way that Black peieons belong to
Blsck community, it is probably not surprising that the Deaf
airy has developed a sensief cohesiveness, power, and signtflance
so slowly. This issue of "voluntary" affiliation, influenced by educa-
tional and childhood history, may also account largely for the multip-
licity of schisms and internal disagreements over the very central
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feature of language. For eunp1e, consider the.group which iden-
tifies itself as "oral deaf adults," and which makes rejection of -the
cultural language definIng characteristic. Consider also how a
number of better educated deaf adults reacted to Stokoes initial
claim that ASL was an entire language of, its oWn: "We do not use
some foreigh language, but use proper English in a form that is
appropriate for our sensory capacities."

Daf Communfties and Their Languagk Parallels With History

Although deaf people form Deaf comniunities which are unique in
many respects, let us see whit the parallels are to the language situa-
tions in other national groups.

As Leibowitz indicated, the period since.World War II hasseen an
increasingl tolerance and even encouragementof linguistic dif-
ferences in education and in society-at large in the United State!.
Thus the current emergence of American Sign Language as an ac-
cepted and legithhate language of a cultural minority is one of many
similar developments that fit into a background of incteasing general
tolerance of cultural and linguistic diversity in the United States.
This is certainly a hopeful situation, since it indicates that the gen-
eral social climate is likely-to support, rather than hinder, the further
emergence of the Deaf community and its American Sign Language
as a legitimate and respected group..

It is clear that the currenerevitalization of interest in ASL is part
and parcel of a broader "deaf power" movenient, which ix seeking
expanded power, significance, and self-determination for members
of the Deaf community. This closely accords with Fishman's finding
that nationalist movemenb are usually accompar3ied b'y extensiye
periods of study and renewed interest in the language, literature, and
culture of the emerging group. The work of Stokoe and the others
who have followed thus parallels the work on French, German,
Gaelic, Tagalog, and rnany other languages at comparably critical
periods in the development of those national. groups.

Considering Leibowitz's example of the boarding schools for
American Indians, it is easy to see similarities in the schools for deaf
children: separating the child from his family, eliminating identifica-
tion with tribal, customs, emphasizing industrial arts, and preparing
them hi such a way thawhey would never returh to the4ir people. In
the schools for deaf children, as in the American Indian schools,
language has been a critical element in this policy. However, be-

a
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cause of the "voluntary" nature of affiliation with the Deaf commu-
nity, this example cuts both ways, and has therefore generated signif-
icant emotion in two opposite directions. For those children who
carne from a native ASL background or who adopted this language
early on, the school's emphasis on English and oral communication
prevents or removes the child from identification , with the Deaf
community, its ways, and its language. At the same time, as these
schools began to use Sign Language, or to the extent that signing
flourished unofficially as a means of communication among the chil-
dren, the vast majority of hearing parents could see the school as
separating their deaf Child from them, and enculturating him to a
language and community which was not theirs..

And so, much of what we see occurring now with the Deaf com-
munity and its American Sign Language is the repetition, with rele-
vant modifications, of processes that have occurred again and again
at other times and in other places with other languages,This broader
nistorical context does not belittle these processes, but gives us a
perspective from which to view eyents as they pass before our lives..

What MP The Future Bring?

Looking back through this brief review of the place oflanguagelin
political and nationalist movenients, and making the appropriate,-
"translations" from the struggles of narionalist groups to ifte struggle.
of Deaf communities within the United°States and other countries,
what can. we expect to see in the years ahead as the recognition-of
Sign Language and the development of deaf awareness rapidly pio-
ceed? We will continue to see repeated expressions of the beauty,
the grace: and the ingenuity of signed languages, as the unique ex-
pression of the Particular ' soUl" of deaf individuals and Deaf Com-
munities. Because of the visual ratherthan auditory nature of signed
languages, we will see expanded examinations of the ways in which
knowledge about siked languages expands the human vonkious-
nest, understanding, and appreciation of the rich variety of-human
communicarion.

We can expect to see more. emphasis on codifying and creating a
history and folklore of deafness, as evidence that the Deaf commu-
nity has a past, and that much of what is best in the past is conveyed
and preserved in the signed languages used by Deaf communities.
This has, in fact, already begun. At the 1975 meeting of the World

7 1
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Federation of the Deaf in Washington, D.C., and substquently at the
1977 Special Conference of the World Federation of the Deaf in
Copenhagen which focused on families with deaf members, there
was a call for the preservation through video-taping and filming of
jokes and folktales" of Deaf communities from around the world.
More recently,' Gallaudet College has requested and received a
planning grant to consider developing an encyclopedia of deafness
and deaf people. The parallels with nitionalist movements in
Europe and throughout the world are incredibly close.

We can expect to see continued studies of American Sign Lath-
guage among those groups of users who have been the least influ-
enced by contact with users of English. The study of these relatively
isolated groups will be part of the process of documenting the lan-
guage in its purest and least contaminated form. At the samd time,
the signed language of more educated communities where the con-
tacts with the products of other cultures and in particular with the
English language have been much more extensive and intense, will
be described as a "pidgin" Sign Language ( a terrh which often
carries pejorative connotations), rather than as a blend or as a natural .

evolutionary step in the history of the language. We will see, and ire
seeing, an increasing emphasis on the use of the older, "more au-
thentic" Sign Language, rather than signing as it has.been modified
by the natural process of interaction with hearing cultwe and spoken
English. This can be expected to produce some confusing and poten- '
daily divisive issues, bearing in mind the "voluntary" nature of
membership in the Deaf community, and the fact that 'the vast major-
ity of deaf children cannot claim Sign Language as a native language.
We can expect to see a particularly concerted effort to define Ameri- '
can Sign Language in such a way as to exclude those borrowings
from the English language which are seen as prostituting the soul of
'Sign, and as adopting the speech of the invader. At the same time,
borrowings from other foreign signed languages will be welcomed as
a more authentic means of enriching the language and shaping it into
a vehicle for high culture, literary discourse, and international ex-
change. .

As all of the'se developments occur in Sign Language itself.and as
Deaf communities throughout the United States see themselves in-
creasingly as commu ties wotthy of respect and self-determination,
we can expect to s f people increasingly viewing themselves as
having power and significance in the world, both as individuals and
as collective groups.

I
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-Sign Language, Power, and Mental Health

And what has all of this to do with mental health? As I indicated at
the beginning of this paper, a major element in mental health or
well-being is a sense of self-esteem, a sense that one has some coo
trol over one's life and destiny; and a sense of power and significance
is a major component of the feeling of self-esteem. Although psy-
chologists and other mental health practitioners have traditionally
looked within the individual for the sources of health, or illness, and
have focused on the internal psychic tzansactions of an individual, it
is becoming More and more clear that both biological and social
determiners have, a majo; impact on the psichic state of the indi-
vidual. We shall pass over the question of biological determiners far
the present; our interesthere is in the social determinezs.

Epidemiological' studies in the past, aid careful attention to the
mental health needs of ethno-cultural minorities more recently, have
emphasized again and again that the relative status,,power, and.pres-
tige of a group of persons within society at large has a major impact
on the mental health and well-being of individuals within the group.
Therefore, -mental disturbance, depression, and the like are more
often found among economically disadvantaged groups and among
others who have at least partially internalized societal evaluations of
themielves as inferior in one or more ways to the societal norm or
ideal: As a group breaks out of its disadvantaged status and achieves
societal power and recognition; mental disturbances within indi-
viduals decrease correspondingly.

A case study may give one example of how this dynamic may be
expected to operate among deaf persons. Among the patients with
whom I worked clinically some years ago was a young deaf woman
who complained of anxiety and nervousness about the future, and an
inability to make personal vocational decisions or progress. As our
initial sessions probed into this problem, the young woman began to
explain that a major component of her difficulties was that, as a result

-of her deafness, she was unable to comprehend or follow instructions
in the English language. This, she indicated, meant that she was
unable to profit from reading instructional and self-development
manuals in her vocational specialty of accounting, as well as in a
variety of other ardas. For example, she could not understand written
materials on the basic workings of automobiles and thus could not
diagnose and remedy' minor difficulties with . her own car. In the
course of our discussions, she acknowledged frequently that she was
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very fluent and respected as a master of Sign Language, and Was in
constant demand as a teacher and tutor Of signing. However, she
dismissed this as "kid stuff,' end indicated that all .that really !list-
tered in life was the ability to perform linguistically in English. Wliat
became more. and more apparent as our sessions continued was that
her English language abilities were in fact very adequate. By all the

- formal and informal measures I was able to devise, she was perfectly
able to read, understand, write, and speak perfectly grammatical,
idiomatic English. There was, in fact, not the slightest factual basis
for her complaint of inadequacy in English. It finally becimeclear
that the source of the difficulty was that shelter internalized a mes-
sage which she had heard frequently during her years /rowing utu
deaf persons depended for success on their mastery..of English, but
that at the same time deaf persons were very unlikely to be able to
master the English language. At the same time, shg dismissed her
comPrence it) American Sign Language as of secondaritmportance
at be , as a kind of "crutch" for those benighted souls like herself
who were unable to achieve mastery in-the proper language, that is,
English. This. young woman's difficulty, in other words, was at root a
deficiency in her sense of power and significance as a deaf person,
which expressed itself most pointedly in her complaints of linguistic
inability. Cod alone knows how many other deaf persons, to one or
another degree, have experienced comparable feelings of personal
failure, frustration, and inadequacy, withilittle or no factual basis for
their self-deprecations. This is one of the clearest examples I know of
the potential mental health consequences of a lack of power and
significance, as symbolized linguistically. It is a situation which I
expect to diminish rapidly ind then disappe& as Deaf communities
struggle for and begin to achieve self-determination and linguistic
self-respect. 0

Such effects to not occur automatically, of course. Several actions
which can be taken by special eduattion programs for deaf children
and by their families may reduce and eliminate the kind oT psychic
situation described in the example. For one, school programs and
school personnel will need to keep in mind a clear distinction among
interpersonal comniunication, Sign Language; and English lan-
guage. As for the two languages, it is entirely possible for children to
learn both Sign Language end Englishjust as children in many other
bilingual situations learn two languages side by side. Implied in the
very meaning of learning a language is that there are beginning and
intermediate steps which occur prior to full mastery of the intricacies

v- kf;
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, of the languages. Therefore, deif children learning Sign Language,
English, or both, will by the very nature of thirigs acquire each lan-
guage over a period of time, and will therefore use neither language
in its full ahd perfectly grammatical form during the develipmental
period. It is even probable that the rate of linguistic development
will not be equal in the/two languages, and dterefore parents and
teachers need to be aware of the child's developmental level in each of
the languages. Equally important is remembering that human com-
Munication is not limited to any language. The need of children at
all ages to communicate with their parents, their peers, and their'
teachers must take precedehce -over their learning of any and, all
languages. None of the people in the deaf child's environment cum
afford to focus so exclusively on language development, whether
Sign Language or English, u to require that communications with
the child be in a grammatical form appropriate to either of the lan-1
guages in its finished adult form. Human communication includes
action, demonstration, gesture, facial expression, body language, and
the like. While learning to speak and learning to sign are both of
great importance, neither must be permitted to stand in the way of
free and easy interpersonal communication, occurring by whatever
means.

A second major consideration for parents and teachers is that deaf
children have some sense that there are others who are "deaf like
me." Whether or not the child tends to identify with a Deaf commu-
nity, and regardless of whether the child's parents and teachers do or
do not wish to see the child identify with a De4 community, it
should be made possible for the child to know the)t there are Deaf
communities and deaf personcof all ages who identify with these
communities. The point fs that the child should know that there are
many ways of being hu n, many ways of being a deaf human, and
that the mastery of the E glish language desired by hearing parents
and teachers is not the on y route to success, self-determination, and
self-esteem. Certainly deaf children should learn to master English
and feel proud of their accomplishment in doing so-Just as certainly,
they should not be led to feel that this is the only accomplishment
worthy of them, or the only accomplishment which matters.

At the same time that we expect developments in Sign Language
to improve some of the basic conditions for the mental health and
well-being of deaf persons, we can expect the very same process to
create increasing difficulties ih the technical process of providing
psychotherapeutic and psychodiagnostic services to deaf persons. As

"6P-
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members of the Deaf community gain an increasing 111110 of power
and significance, they are likely to become increasingly critical of
mental health services provided by practitioners who know lfttle or
nothing of the culture and language of the Deaf community. Deaf
*eats are likely`to increasingly demand that practitioners substan-
tiallyiMprove their understanding of the Culture of deafness and
their Sign Language ability as an emblem of that understanding.
This can be expected to be much like the rejection by Black Ameri-
cans of services provided by white therapists. Thes therapists did
not have, or did not seem to have, sufficient appreciation of the Black
life experience, is revealed in the theraOts' Inability to understand
or to "talk Black," This may result in hatd ihnes ahead, since studies
such as those of Levine 41974) have indicated again and again that
the large majority of mental health practitioners working with deaf
clients are hearin4.persons who rate themselves u having very min-
imal competence in Sign Language. Presumably, the evaluation by
deaf clients of such gractitioners' competence will show an even
more dismal picture What we can expect to see ahead, then, is in-
creasing criticism ana rejection of mental health services offered to
deaf clients by hearing practitioners so removed from the Deaf
ethno-cfiltural community as to be considered simply foreigners.
These praciitioners, in turn, cah be expected to respond with re-
sentment, confusiori, and some bitterness, when their attempts to be
of service are rebuffed or criticized by their actual or potential
clients. There are, of course,a few deaf clinicians now in practice, for
whom the issue of familiarity and identification with the Deaf
ethno-cUltural community should not present the same problem
faced by hearing practitioners. This is not to suggest that all deaf
clinicians are therefore competent or successful, but simply to indi-
cate that their membership in the Deaf community should reduce
the significant issues to those of competence, without the additional
difficulties of social identity and affiliation.

What can be dond about tkis state of affairs? A number of very
useful directions are suggested in the eicellent paper by Stokoe and
Battison (1975), in which they offer several specific examples of how
communication between patient and therapist can be misinterpreted
because of differences between the hearing culture and English Ian-
guage of therapists and the Deaf culture and Sign Language of the
clients. The remedy to this situation is, in many ways, obvious. On
the one hand, native siiiners and members of the Deaf community
should have access to the training programs in which they can ac-

.011,
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quire professanal credentials in psychology, psychiatry, and other
me%tal health fields. On the other hand, hearing professionals in
these fields who wish to serve deaf clients effectively will need
training programs which focus heavily on understanding the cultural
and linguistic patterns of the clients they propose to serve. Doing
either of these in practice is, of course, not an easy matter.

The future, then, of Sign Language and the mental health of deaf
persons is not entirely rosy or without difficulties. However, thanks
to the "nationalist" feeling developing among deaf people in the
United States and elsewhere, the future can be expected to be pro-
ductive. To change from a liast in which not all has been well to a
more productive future means that a variety of circumstances and
relationships must change. Such changes are by definition disruptive
and very often difficult for the parties involved. Fishman (1972) of-
fers us this plea for understanding: "This is happening again today.
It will happen again in the future. It is part of the social drama of
humanity. Would that We could help it happen with less wear and
tear and with morn mutual acceptance among all concerned."
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Programmatie Option*

The Programmatic Options chapter addresses some oi the major service

issues affecting HIDD individuals. Stewart's 1971 article "Problems of

Severely Handicapped Deaf: Implications for Educational Programa" outlines

major problems encountered by this population as they attempt to enter the

world of work and recommends steps,for improving educational and rehabilitative

services and opportunities for these individuals. Since this article was

written, P.L. 94-142 The Education for All Handicapped Children Act - was

enacted resulting in the expansion of-infant and school age educational

prograii'for HIDD children and youth who were previously often excluded from

programs. Stewart's 1982 Commentary cautions that although there have been

many positive developments in the last 11 years, continuing insufficiencies in

administrative commitment, program options, and trained staff reduce the

potential impact of this legislation. 'Virgil Flathouse's article echoes many

6f Stewart's concerns and further elaborates problems of definition and

sampling bias that impede monitoring of the extent and quality of services to

'this subgroup. (See Jones' article in the Demographics Olapter for further

considerations oT the problems of definition.) Flathouse-suggests a 'multi-

continua' model for conceptualizing the service needs of this diverse

population. Additional factors deserving attention in a comprehensive program

design include parent support, voCational and career education, community

living skills, and academic skills/knowledge.

Educational programs, through history, have changed in response to the

changing needs of society, the nature of the student body, the availability of

tinancial and creative resources, and the drive and vision of educators,

parents, and stulents alike. The requirements promulgated by P.L. 94-142

reflected grassroot developments across the country to end the practice of

excluding students who required greater than average structure and assistance

to participate and learn; Five years after passage of this legislation, many

programs are still adapting to meet the educational needs of HIDD students and .

their families. (See Organizing for Effective Change in Campbell and Baldwin's

Severely Handicapped Hearing Impaired Students: Strengthening Service

Delivery for an overview of organizational impediments to change. Strategies



useful for insuring that innovations well -suited to specific groups of HIDD

.students will be implemented and survive beyond the efforts of a single

person are suggested.) As an example of-one strategy for securing needed

services, Martinson's article "Interagency Services: A New Era for an Old

Idea" outlines the issues involved in developing collaborative agreements and

identifies obstacles to the successful implementation of such arrangements.
A

The short article by Stewart amplifies Martinson's points and presents

luggestions that would foster broadbased coordination of services to HIDD

persons.

Through the mechanism of State Special Educstion Plans required by P.L.

94-142 and with pressure to qse limited resources wisely, greater attention is

being paid to planning a continuum of educational and community support

services that include HIDD individuals. While much work remains to truly ,

effect a community based"zero reject' model of services, important steps are

being taken. David.Denton 'describes steps taken within the State of Maryland

to plan services for HIDD as a matter of right. This article examines the

concept of least restrictive environment, challenging a tendency to use these

terms superficially.

In designing programs that truly meet the needs of HIDD individuals in the

80's and 90's, careful scrutinity of ideas and a willingness to advance beyond

beliefs and service models that no longer meet the needeyof today's citizens

are crucial. Selfrenewal provisions can enhance the vitality of human

s'ervices organizations. Perioilic internal and external evaluation are

generally ackowledged to be important for continuing organizational

effectiveness. The Arizona Model Demonostration Program, through the efforts

of Michael Milone, -Joseph Perine, and Larry Stewart.; developed the Vital

Information Form to collect data neCessary for the analysis of services

provided,by education, rehabilitation, and other community service agencies for

HIDD persons. This tood hes been included to assist others in conducting a

qualitative analysis of services to HIDD individuals in their region.

The remaining articles provide a small sampling of current residential end

educational programs for this group. Haag's article describes the residential

program for multihandicapped deaf children at California School the Delie-

Riverside. Problems in providing sppropriate servides to the many HIDD

- individuals living in state institutions for the meqtally retarded are outlined
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in the Brannan et al. article. (For an example of a community based living

arrangement for severely/profoundly handicapped infants and preschoolers, some

of whom.have hearing imPairments, see the description of Somerset Home School

in Achievements in Residential Services for Persons with Disabilities edited by

T. Apolloni,'J. Cappuccilli, and T. Cooke. This setting is a rich iltetnative .

to larger, less personalCied environments.)

During the life of the Arizona Model Demonstration Programs, Many improve-

ments in services to HIDD children and adults were instituted. One.cOmponent

of the service system was the uSe of a Mobile Diagnostic Unit to provide much ,

needed audiologic and educational diagnostic services throughout a sparsely

populated rural state. Interestingly; a high percentage of referrals to'this

service were for individuals who were in some type of prograd but whose special

audiologic needs had not been assessed or treated. Another componedt in the

continuum of services was the Alizona Diagnostic, Treatment, 'and Education

Cedier whose services are described in brief. This service model provides a

link between short-term residential placement and community based edueetion and

family aupport services. With its follow-up/outreach component, this program

effectively serves children in both rural and urban settings and provides

support and training to teaching and support staff in the home school diitricts

to which these students,return. By contrast, Hymowitz et al. describe a

multi-service program for young deaf autistic chiidren in an urban day school

setting. They outline the roles and f'unctions of team members with both ,

children and their families.

Adequate career and vocational training are essential to successful entry

and continuation in the working world. Vocational, independent living, and

community'participation skills are crucial for the HIDD adolescent. "An Educe-

: tional Model for Hearing Impaired MentallyRetarded Adolescents" and the

decription of the APT program describe two different approaches to education-

and vocational training. The last article "Assisting Employers of Hearing

Impaired Developmentally Disabled Workers" provides guidelines for vocational

educators, work-study coordinators, and placement specialists to consider when

assisting HIDD employees and their prospective employers in developing fruitful

working relationship*.
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Reprinted with permission from:

A3erica:14 Annals of the Deaf, 1971, 1q6,
362-368

Problems of Severely Handicapped Deaf
Implications lor.Educational Programs

Larry G. Stewart, ULM, Hot Springs, Ark.

A study of multiply handkapped deaf adults at
the Hot Springs project re.aled that communca-
on inade uicies and behavioral problems were

es to rehabilitation. Despite average
Intelligence a an 11 year average of prior school-
ing, the subje Is progressed slowly al the center
and expetienced an extremely high attrition rate
ttri). Special staff training was fundamental In
su«ess with the population, as well as relatively
flexiblestandarch for student conduct and in-depth
services such as personal adjustment training,
counseling, and work adjustment training. The
findings suggest need for increased attempts at
preschool education Ineyoung deaf children, par-.
ent education and counseling, strenglhenlni dormi-
tory programs in elementary and secondary schools,
strong& counseling and guidance programs, and
greater involvement in total education from teach-
ers. Total t ommunication is viewed as one possi-
ble solution In the . communication problems,
when initiated at ;In early age and used by parents
and leachers, A special rehabilitation facility for
severely handicapped deaf people can fill the need
fof appropriate training and adjustment following
secondary school. Such a center, staffed by compe-
tent and dedicated personnel, should be able to
wake- significant progress in efforts to educate
and rehabilitatehis population segment,

n ref ent %ear% the Iderature.dealing with the
edut ation and rehabilitAtion of deaf ProPh'IW
gisen int redi.ing attention to tho,d who are
referred to as e,ther multiply handl( apped .

severels banilsr apped ccc wrioutib, thcadvan-
tagrd ceVfrdi LIN (lit pliblIe .infIrP, in 10(1,
fOu uwd luros un the problem,. and
need,. rif him mg de d peuple I

o e,art thr r C 1,,r the
\r,irr.,' R 1.411,111olior. Re ,.Ift h doff Irienenv
crOvr ,'./O1 until Ioe.r 1 I', 1 11i.

o rum 11,ir Ncyrr York Iln,vo.orlIN
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,end (!..ror,o I ri I tin prow( I wool, ,i,or,o1,41
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I.

Generally, this literature made a definite con-c>
tribution on that it uncovered the size and
magnitude,. of the problems involved in edu-
cating and rehabilitating severely handicapped
deaf people. Yet, as one reviewsithe scene it
becomes abundantly clear that the held has
vet to mount a concerted, systematic attack
on the problems that beset these people and
the IA of ON tive teaching methodology.,

There are several central obstack.s that im-
pede our work with severely haridu apped
deaf people. The first is that of vague nomen-
clature The terms- used in reteleme to the
population with whkh we are concerned
have been inadequate if not actually mislead-
ing he example. under the broad rubric
"Multiply !lanai( aned" come such multiple
handicaps as deafness blindness. deafness/
cerebral palsy. deafness 'minimal brain dys-
function, deafness, 'emotional dist urbance,
deafness Taraplegia. and, of course, various
combinations where the individual has three
or more, handicaps. Thus. the term "Multiply
Handicapped" tells little more than thik two
or more handicaps aro involved. Development
Of a nomenclature that permits .good c ommu-

. nil anon among ot)aer workers is the only hope
tor reaching a better understanding of our
work

ite«md, the literature suggests we have given
adequate attention to describing the physical
bves of molople. handicaps', Ind compara.
'lively hole attention has ,been gtvenvarrria)htlhees

5011r, cultural and family ;wren lion
that possibly may account for the severity of
impact of many disabilities. I suggest that
much greater mention should be given to
these variables since they are amenable to
earhy therapeutic intervention.

Third. a sampling of the literature' reveals

that systematic teaching methods based upon
prim ink-. of behavior modification yield gra.
tifying results with deaf 1 fuldren having cm-
lomat problems a earning disabilities. Yet,
many sc hook ar I o(habilitation programs do
not apply thi knowledge with their deaf

appeci Deaf
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tbtudents and clients. instead, many Continue
to use 'a stnct disciplinarian approach based
on the. view that die child 'Or Client is grub--
6jorn or "just doesn't want to work."

Fourth, the' work.of Media ServiCes and
'..captioned Films Mid other media- pcoduction
aciiës amPly demonstrates the great con-
tribtitiop.' of specially designed instructional
media in working with deaf people. Yet, edu-
cators and rehabilitation .worlcers with severe- ,
ty handicapped deaf' 15eople face ari almost
cOmplete absence of' instructional rnedip ,ap-
propriate for appli5tion with those having

. very limited verbal sk1ls. At this time-there
apPedi. to be no plans for a large scale a,ttack
on this most serious problem.

Finally, educational and rehabilitation pro-
gratns for severely handicapped deaf ipeojile
haye gained iMportant knowledge concerning
theroblems and neetg of these people, Hqw-
ever; only:minimal attempts are made to syn-
thesiZe this knowle'dge and make it available

,to other educators- and rehabilitation workers
with the deaf. This.cross-exchange.of informa-

- tion is vital to plogress, and yet the gap be-:

tween resea,rch and dissemination of findings
remains grbat.

This repor't identifies Some of the problems
arid needs of a selected grOUp of severely
handicopped deaf 'adults and discusies their

, implications for educational and rehabilitation .

programs. Hopefully, it is a. step sforward in
dosing tile gap between research and practice.

. The Popuration
The- problems and needs discussed. were

identined through a rehabilitation j5roKram'
for multiply handicapped deaf adults at the
Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center, tiot Springs,
Ark. This program, initiated.in 1968, is
jointly sponsored by the Social and Rehabili-

taticin Service, U.S. Department of I leatih,
Education, and \Velfare, and the iNrIonas Re-

habilitation Research and Training Center. It
..is p fiveyear research . and demonstration

project designed to evaluate the feasibility ot
a program fig multiply handi&pped deaf
adults within an ongoing coMprehensive re-
habilitation center.

A total of 106 Clients cOnstituted the sample

from which,the data vvere obtained; of these,
7,3 were males and 33 were females. Ages
ranged from 14 to 43 yeav, with an -average

age of 20.3.,They were referred to the Center
by State Vecational Rehabilitation Agencies
from throughout the country. Eligibility re-
quirements for enrollment included: (1) a

hearing loss in the better ar judged to render
hearing nonfunctional for' the ordinary pur-
poses of' life; (2) intelligence quotient of 70
or above as meaSured by a standardized per-
formance-type intelligence test; (3) a reading
achievement grade level of .4:0 or les.; (4) a
history of, or the strong psospect of, unem-
ployment or serious unileremployment, and;
(5) freedom froni physical-mobility restrictions.
and emotional or pehavioral patterns that
'would make it impossible for the individual
to participate in Center activities.

The Hot Springs kehabilitation Center pro-
vides evaluation servicesdorm'itory'living fa-
cilities, Medical services; counseling,
cational training in 34 different occupations to
a daily enrollment of 450 handiapped clients.
Approximately 30 to 35 of these are multiply
handicapped deaf people. The latter avail
ihemselves of many of the services of the
Center, and additionally are served by spe-
cialists with the deaf in the following areas:
vocational and psychological evaluation, coun-
seling, tutoring or special education, personal
adjustment traihiog, and work adjustment
evaluation; and training. In vocational training'
areag, some instructOrs ate fairly adept with
manu5i communication while others rely upon
gestures and Writing <with thetr deaf students.
From time to time specialists with the deaf
interpret classroom lectures for deaf students.

The Findings
The findings oT the project with multiply

handicapped deaf people are summarized in
the following order; Communication Prob-

lems, Behavior ProbleMs, Motivational Prob-

lems, and Program Liniitations.

communication Problems

.45 might he expected, seriously impover-
ished cdmMunication skills. eperged as the

most common problem Ofi,the 106 subjects.
With very few exceptions, they were quite
limited in their ability to speak and speech-
read. For mostspeech as both .an expressive
and receptive ,communication tool was prac-
tically useless. Their communication with
other students and staff Was most often

A.A.a/lune 1971 Severely Handicapped Doef 363
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through manual communication, gestures, and
demonstration. Writing with pad and pencil
was of some value at a very simple level, but .
most)nteraction did cot permit the slow pace
involved in writing. ,

The reading skills of the subjects were at an
extremely low level cOnsidering their intelli-
gence. The average I.Q.'tcore on the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale, Performance Scale,
was 91, which indicates low average intelli-
gence. However, the average reading grade
level scores,, as measured by the Stanford
AchieVement Test, Intermediate Battery, were
3.2 (Word Meaningo) and 2.8 (Paragraph Mean-
inn).

An interesting and quite significant finding
was that only one of the subjects came from a
family where one or both parents were deaf.
This finding suggests that the nature of early
family interaction may be one of the most
important correlates of level of achievement.
It has been generally accepted that deaf par-

ynts communicate much more with their deaf
child than do hearing parents. If family inter-
action is in fact 4 great ,contributing -factor to
the 'severity of a, handicap, then this could
account . for the fact that only one subject
had deal parents. -

Another aspect of the low reading skills of
the subjects concerns prior education. Sur-

-. .

prisingly, the average age at beginning school
was 6.5 years, and the average number of
years in attendance ivas 11 years. A large
majority of the subjects attended state resi-
dential schools for the deaf (N-85); 12 at-
tended special classes within public schools;
and the remainder attended public school
regular classes or special classes in parochial
schools. The average age at completing sec-
ondary school was 17.6 years. Forty-nine sub-
jects completed school with an academic or
vocational certificate, 20 dropped out of
school, and 31 werdischarged for disciplin-
ary reasons. Of the,79 subjects on whom this
information was available, 53 attended regular
academic classes and and only 26 were placed
in special classes for multiply handicapped
deaf children..

The impact of--the communication prohkms,
of the 106 subjects af the Hot Springs Re-
habilitation Center was severe. The center is
primarily oriented toward vocational training,
but the low communication skills cif the deaf

964
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subjects prevented satisfactory particiliation
in vocational training activities. This necessi-
tated special tutoring and personal adjustment,
training to strengthen communication skills,
but as might be expected such efforts re-

qui r ed extensive periods of time during which
it was_ difficult for the subjects to sustain their
initially high level of interest in their training
activities. It may be stated that the communi-
cation problems of the subjects contributed
significabitly to the high dropout rate at.the
Center, which *totaled 55(') through januarY,
1971.

Behavior Problems

"Inappropriate", "inadeqte",and "impul-
sive" best describe the behavior of a majority
of the 106 subjects 'in ihe Hot Springs Reha-
bilitation Center milieu. In fact, the behavior-
al characteristics of most df these subjects
were such that 17 were given disciplinary dis;
diarges and 29 either' dropped old or were,
withdrawn because of poor progres0 in train-
ing. Behavioral problems included temper
outbursts, fighting with studebts and staff,

intoxication, refusal to obey iders of staff
members; social naivete and uhruliness, and
being late for classes consistently. Most of
these problems disappeared for individual
subjects as they learned appropriate ways of
behaving, but those who demonstrated poor
impulse control along with hostile, aggressive
behavior were invaribly discharged.

Two aspects of tIr behavior of the subjects
warrant brief discussion. First, there was a
doticeable tendency among many of them to '
view their training and future employment as
meaningless. They seemed to lack an under-
standing of, why they shbuld learn a vocation,
how their training was related to future em-
ployment, and their responsibilities as .pro-
ductive workers. These seem tb suggest that
the subjects had poor or underdeveloped con-
cepts concerning work and themselves ai

workers, arid because of their communication
deficiencies it waks difficult fo?' them to learn
Proper concepts without extensive exposure
to work experiences and verbal discussions
yvith staff.membels. ;

The ratings of performance of the subjects
in their secondary school education, when
contrasted with their actual behavior of the,
subjects at the center, raises a question con-

Severely Handicapped Deaf
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Selected Ratings of Secondary Scheel Pert I
n Se hairier of Multiply Handicapped

Deaf Students

Valais Deed fair
Rata..

* Pew Naltattim
Shoe

.11c5V315a kis Lamas 17 39 22 2S
Ian* m Class . 32 37 12 25
booms Wilk Students
tubas VMS Staff

za
36

32

27

7

7

41

36
Cossud ti Dormitory 25 31 I 42
%kabala! TIallting

teammate 15 31 15 44

cerning the behavior standards applied in sec-
ondary schools' as 'opposed to the expecta-
tions of vocational training schools and em-
ployers. By' way of illustration, the Table
shows that Most SubjeFts r,ated fair or better
in their vocational training while in secondary
school, an,d also rated high in their relations
with other stOdents and staff in class as well
as in the dormitory.

These ratings suggest that secondary. school
'Personnel ilave either lower standards of be-
havior for their multiply bandicapped.students
or at least rate them higher than warranted.
Repardlesi of the reason, it seems .possible
that some of the ineffective behavior of the,
106 subjects was more pr less accepted by
econdary school personnel, and that efforts

ilere not directed toward modiiying behavior
that.is not acceptable in the world of work.

Afotivatioa. As already disctbsed briefly
low levels of interest or motivation character-
Intl many of the 106 subjects. This was ex-
pressed in disinterest in vocational training,
withdliawal from social activities, limited par-
ucipation" in recreational activities, and gen-
erally depressed or withdra%, ing behavior. The
poor communication skills of the subjects,
their frustrations from past failures, and their
iomewhat greater dependency explains the
law motivation level. However, the fact re..
mains that they perceived little that interested
them WI their environmere. and seemed to
lack knoivledge of how to pursue new activi-
Jies in thEir leisure time.

program Limitations

Serving multiply handicapped deaf adults
requires a rehabilitation seryjce program de-
sired to meet their unique needi. This does .
'riot imply that the problems of this gruup of
people are not Shared by other handicapped
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and disadvantaged populations. However, the
multiply handicapped deaf are unique in that
they have other significant handicaps in addi-
tion to deafness and its associated cOmmu-
nication problems. Thus, while many elements
of a general rehabilitation program can be
useful to multiply handicapped deaf people,
their problems are such that special services
are mandatorY if their adjustment and training
neesis are to met. These special services are
not so much different from those provided to
others. However, they are required in -unique
combination, and provided through staff mem-
bers who understand their varied problems
and,communicate effectively with them.

Multiply handicapped deaf people need ex-
posure to the same kinds of experiences all
people encounter in the developmental proc-
ess. They need to learn to care for themselves;
to get along constructively with others; to
conducl themselves in a manner acceptable
to -others; to work productively in employ-
ment that gives them satisfaction, and to de-
velop skills that will enable them to use their
time well. These skills can be taught through a
work adjustment center; through dormitory
and recreational activities; through counseling,
guidance, and vocational training activities;
through classroom insitruction; through ex-,
posure to tht: broader community-outside the
training ,facility; and, most importantly,
through opportunities to try out new behavior.

The Hot Springt Rehabilitation Cedter is
one of the better comprehensive rehabilita-
tion centers. Its combination of training and
adjustment services are offered in onty a few
other settings across the country. Nevertheless,
its success with multiply handicapped deaf
people is limited in important ways. First, and
perhaps foremost, it is unable to recruit suffi-
cient numbers of staff membets trained ih a
professional discipline who understand the
needs of multiply handicapped deaf people
and have expertise in meeting these needs.
This has meant that many of the .underlying
needs of the 106 subjects went unrecognized
and thus unmet. Having to confront peripherA
problems daily, it has not been possible toi
move rapidly and decisely toward nioresetA
fective diagnostic and treatment approaches.

Second, the center is able to offer ,ohly
limited number of vocational training oppor-
tunities to multiply handicapped deaf clients.
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Many of'its 34 training areas are automatically
closed to them because they either lack the
communication skills necessary to succeed on
their-own or the instructors do not possess the
communication skills to impart knowledge.
Even in the training areas the clients have
entered, benefits have been limited because
of their communication problems and person-
al or social needs.

The special services provided by special
workers with deaf clients counseling, tutor-
ing, and personal adjustment instruction
are unnecessarily limited because of made.
quate _resource materials. Textbooks, work-
books, visual media, and the like, with a level
of language and content appropriate for the
needs of the clients; _are either unavailable or
in short supply.

Finally, in a very real sense some of the un-
usual needs of multiply handicapped deaf
people have, conflicted with (he needs of
other center students and staff. The center
places strong emphasis upon vocatiorq train-
ing, and expectS students to conduct them-
selves in a mature and socially acceptable.
manner. Behavioral prc.Ilerris are expected
and dealt with to a reason,.',Ie extent with all
students, but when certam ,s against fight-
ing,"use of alcOhol, and the hke are broken,
the student must he disr harged if his case is
judged serious enough. This policy is fcillowed
by most training schools, as well as by most
schools for the deaf, In fact, 31 of the 106
subjects were discharged from set ondary
schools for disciplinary reasons prior to their
enrollment at the Hot Springs Rehabilitation
Center- vet, tnusi he firmly statt.,d that pro-
grams (or multiply handicapped. deaf people
should be able and willing to deal conStruc-
tively with the behavioral problems that are
a natural outgrowth of their lile circumstances.
This suggests that elementary, secondary, and
post-secondary educational and rehabilitation
programs should adopt new, more construc-
tive approaches in dealing with behavioral
problems. While discharging the student may
solve the school's problem, ii does not meet
the individual student's needs.

Implications for Educational and
Rehabilitation Progranis

The findings reported in the preceding sec-
tions may be given tonta live interpreta tion,
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and implications suggested for educational
and rehabilitation programs serving, multiply,
handicapped deaf people.

Pre-School and Elementary Education

The findings point rather strongly. to the
important role 'played by social, cultural, and
family interaction variables in determining
the severity of the' handicaps of multiply
handicapped deaf people.(The subjects in the
Hot Springs project were'definitely not Jimited '

primarily by diagnosed phYsical disabilities
but, rather, 'by communication deficits and,
maladaptive interpersonal relations skills,.
While the average subject entered school at
the age of 6.5 years, and spent 11 years in at-
tendance, communication deficits and behav-
ior patterns were not remedied to the point
where he could benefit *fully from vocational
training at the post-secondary level.

This suggests that attentipn .must be given
10 fostering better family iiiter,u.tion patterns
where the young deaf child is involved. This
would seem to involve parent education and
counseling aimed at helpjng parents to under-
stand deafness and .how they can help their
child, including luny to communicate with
him. It would also include. pre-school ,eduta-
lion for the dcaf child, whkh k riot cf adily
available to many, many deaf infants and
young children throughout the country.

These findings offer convincing evidence in
favor of the use nf total communication in

,family interaction as well as in elementary
,school.i'Oral communication methods have
been used with young deaf children in the
home and in elementary schools for nviny
years. The large numbers of deaf people who
are either severely handicapped vocationally
or in terms of their communication skills give
ample evidence that we have fallen short,

rerhaps total communication. from an early
age will be the answer we are seeking for the
severely handicapped deaf person.

Dormitory or residence' hall living has been
one of the most neglected areas in the edu-
cation of the deaf. Certainly no one giving the
matter serious thought rim questipn the vital
contribution dormitory living can make in
fostering independence in the deaf child.
Dormitory living replaces normal family life
for about nine months c.5Y the year. The child's
deafness along with his frequent absence from
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home in most cases make the other three
months of : the year less than normal. The
dormitory thus.is given the awesome task.of
providing the deaf child Writh the experiences
and opportunities required for the .develop-
ment of attitudes, skills, and knowledge re-
quired for later . adult living?, Yet, in most
schools dormitory life is regimented in nature,
-altering .the child little opportunity fqr ex-
ploration, trial and error learning, and carrying
out various responsibilities -later required of
'him as an adult. In too many cases this was
amply demonstrated by the subjects at the
Hot Springs Center, who exhibited unusually
dependent behavior. Their use of leisure time
in a constructive manner was an especially

-weak area, leading me to speculate on what
they would be Ooing with their spare time

t throughout the years of their adulthood.

The foregoing suggest that each elementary
schocil should attempt to develop dormitory
programs designed to foster the development
of attitudes, skills, and knowledge that will
enable the deaf child to grow into a fully re-
sponsible individual. Provisions should be in-
cluded for teaching the hild hobbies and
recreational arotivities he can puNue during
diolescence and adulthood,.

Secondary [du( anon

In addition to cari ing the lwasy responsi
blt oi providing a strong academic program,
secondary schools deaf 'youth carry thest

bur,den perhaps al times an unrecognized
une of providing the deat adole tlscent wit
nformation ; Ind problem solving skills he
needs to achieve a successful adjustment in
adulthood There appears to be arsenous need
for increased -eftorts in, counseling and guid-
ince activities th:d provide experience in liv-
ing independently.. and opportunities for inde-
pendeht behavior.

In the past the deaf graduate had'relatiyely
los choices ooen to him after leaving school.
it was either Gallaudet College, a local trade
school or a Ob. Today, the young deaf man
and woman have an almost bewildering range
ot opportunities befote them. In addition to
;he three mentioned, they have available to
them the National Technical Institute for' the
Deaf, three regional vor ational - technical
schools .for the deaf, San Fernando Valley

State College, a host of junior colleges offer-
ing training to the deaf, the Hot Springs.Reha-
bilitation Center, and many others: including
the Model Secondary School for the Deaf. On
what basis are they to make their choice?)
Who is going to inform them of all these
onportunities?

Another area of need concerns community
involvement and participation. How many
schools provide opportunities for deaf .staff
memburs and deaf laymen to meet informally
with the students to talk about child raising,
dealing with doctors and lawyers, getting
along with the neighbors, handling personal
emergencies such as n accident or seraous
illness? How many deaf children and youth
fully understand what their deafness means,
why it is difficult for them to speak normally
and how they can improve their speeth? Why
other people do not always understand.how
to relate to them? The Junior. National Asso-
ciation of the Deaf is playing a very important
role in helping to fill this need, but there is
great need for much more effort. leachers,
ac well as dormitory personnel, must go be-
yond the traditional role of academician with
their deaf students but, unfortunately; there
are many teachers and *totreparehts of deaf
luldren who have no idea what life as a deaf

ailult is like. Such leachers should' feel an
ethical obligation to interact s?cially with
deaf adults and learn as much as they can
about their,. lives, their problems, and how
they solve their problems. If we can but re-
member that most parents, have' very little
knowledge of deafness and htve had little
interaction with deaf adults, we.can better ap-
preciate the impor.tance of the teacher:

A growing number of Schools have sptcial
programs for their multiply handicapped deaf
children. An example of one of the better
such programs is that at the California School
for the Deaf in Riverside'. There, teachers are
given special training in working with their
students arid use teaching methods based
upon principles of behavior .modification. It
would be ideal if, each school Or the deaf
would establish-a similar program, for in that
manner multiply handicapped tleat children
would be able'to obtain greater benefit from
Their education and 'would achieve a higher
degree of readiness for subsequent vocational
training.

Akt) Rune 1971 Severely I handicapped Deai
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Post-Secondary Education

At the present time there are very few post-
secondary training opportunities for severely
handicapped deaf youth. The Hot Springs Re-
habilitation Center offers -perhaps the most
comprehensive program, although there are
others less comprehensive scattered through-
out the country. These programs are helping
to fill the void in training opportunities for
low achievers, but the limitatiOns previously
mentioned in relation to the Hot Springs pro-
gram are common jo ll. Nisting post-sec-
ondary training centers such as Gallaudet,
NTID, the three regional vocational-technical
schords,,4and some of the junior &liege pro-
'grams serve some multiply handicapped deaf
syouth who have high motivation apd relatively,
strong communication skills, but students
such as those served at Hot Springswould 'not
be able to hinction in these centers.

The unique combination of services re-
quired to prepare the severely handicapped'
deaf youth for gainful employment can per-
haps best be met in a rehabilitation center de-

. signed j;)%cifically for them. The high attrition
rate at Hot Springs (55%) can be expected to
he duplicated at other.ongoing comprehensive
centers because of the communication and
behavioral problems involved. However, a
facility designed to provide the types of serv-
ices these individuals nepd, staffed_ by per-
sonnel who have been °trained to work with
their particular problems and determined not
to let them fail, can conceivably succeed to
the point where the attrition "rate approxi-
Mates that of other schools.

A special rehabilitation facility ftr severely
handicapped deaf people should provide a
comprehensive range of services. Included
should ge medical services, physical and oc-
cupational tlwrapy, vocational and psycho-
logical evaluation, counselihg, and guidance,
personal adjustment evaluation and training,
work adjustment evaluation and training, Su-
pervised and independent living facilities, rec-
reational and physical edUcapon activities, in-
struction in hobbies nd leisure time activities,
vocational training in areaS suitable for the
skills and abilities of the students, and job
placement provisions. The facihty should have
an active case finding program and should be
active in publici/ing the assets of deaf people.
There should be an instructional media. dvvel-

$
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opment component, and J research staff. Co-
operative agreements should be developed
with appropriate Universities in the training d
persOnnel to work with severely handicapped
deaf people. The development of communia
tion and interpersonal skills should be a bask
objective of the center.

At the present time a bill is before the V.S.
House of Representatives to provide for

authorization and funding for such a center.
This bill, H.R. 5610, Was introduced recentlY
by Rep. Wilbur Mills, (D) Ark. Hopefully, edu-
cators and' rehabilitation 'workers throughout
the couritry will become active in pressing for
the passage of this crucial legislation. In view
of the large numbers of loyst achieving deaf
people leaving secondary schools each year
xpproximately 2,000, according to one esti.
mate the time for such a facility is now.
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Severely Handicapped Deaf Persons in 1982

A Commentary 11 Years Later:

Larry Stewart

,.../Eieven years ago, an article entitled "Problem of Si4erlY.Handicapped

Deaf: Implications for Educatio al Programs" appeared in the June'1971 issue of

the American Annals of the Deaf. In mid-1982, the American Speech-Language-

Hearing Association approached m , as author, of that article to prepare a

commentary on the current status f severely handicapped deaf persons and their

educational circumstances. This b ief couementary is the result It represents

an'informed profeesional opinion - more, no.less, and is of ered as a per-
\

spective of ports for interested reader to ponder.

Educational and rehabilitation resources for multiply handicapped deaf

children and adults were not good in 1971, nor were they adequate in quantity..

A few very good programs were available, but for tbe @Net part severely handi-

capped deaf children and adults were destined for benign neglect, if not super-

ficial token services. The problem then was es:entially one of priorities;

severely handicapped persons constituted a minority group. 'No boilerplate law

existed to mandate appropriate services for them in the midst of agencies and

schools that had respo'nsibilities for either deaf persons without other

disabilities, ot for developmentally disabled persons with adequate hearing.

In fact, program limitation@ within schools for the deef, and in other

disability programs, were in some ways inadvertently contributing to the

problem.and, in effect, adding to the severity of handicapping conditions for

many multiply handicapped Persons.

The situation for severely handicapped deaf persons in 1982 has improved
r'

in many ways. A hOst of enabling legislation has mandated more and better

services for this populatibn as wep as for handicapped chilldren in general.

Graduate teacher preparation programs are now available to prepare specialists

for working with multiply handicapped deaf children and adults. More special

'mita are in operation for these children--such as those at the California

School for the Deaf, Riverside, and the Arizona State School for the Deaf and

the Blind, Tucson. More sophisticated diagnostic and prescriptive teaching

systems are being applied with severely handicapped deaf learners, and there
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are improved teachinl and learning media. A number of the agencies and(schools

that serve other disability groups (mentally retarded, cerebral palsied, etc.)

now have programs for deaf multiply handicapped students. Increasing attention

is being given to parent education, and to pre-school education. There are

more sophisticated community agencies in existence that serve the deaf comma-
,

nity.

Administrators of schools for the deaf are increasingly acknowledging

their school's reponsibility to serve-the severely handicapped deaf child, and

administrators of other disability schools-areaccepting their school's respon-

sibility to serve those of their children who are also dgaf.

Even with theee improvements however, there.are still omny barriers to an

appropriate education and necessry rehabilitation services for severely handi-

capped individuals. Some of these barriers include:

1. Insufficient Numbers of Programs

There are not enough programs for the severely handicapped deaf child

and adult. The'parents of such children'and adults must still look

far and wide for comprehensive, quality level programs.

4

2. Inadequacy of Existing Programs.

In many instances, available programs consist merely of window.dresp-

ing to pacify parents and authorities. Often program staff are poorly

prepared and for their roles. Program underfunding is

usually a major, peraistent problem.

3. Substantial,Services

While not denying the many benefits pf P.L. 94-142 (the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act of 1975) and Section 504 of the Rehabil-
.

itation Act of 1973, the reality has been that, ih too many instances,

"maingtreaming" and,attempts to serve the severely handicapped deaf

'person by general agencies through the use of interpreters have

78 u
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resulted in services grossly inadequate and far from psofessional.

Thus, whkle there has appeared to be a beehive of new activity for the

severely handicapped deaf; in ton many cases this activity has not

resulted in ieal, tangible benefits to the individual because of lack

of appropriate expertise among staff members who have not been pre

pared to deal with the special problems involved.

4. Insufficient Attention to Total Needs of This Population

There appears to be a continuing, perplexing neglect of the scope and

magnitude of the problems of severely handicapped Aeaf children and

adults among national and state authorities charged with the education

of the deaf. Today, in 1982, there is still no national postsecon
.

dary educational/vocational training facility far severely handicapped

deaf adults. Instead, there are several smallscale "rehabilitation

centers' that attempt to serve the population with problems of under
*

funding, small staff, and limited resources. Thus, severely handi

capped deaf young adults leaving the school for the deaf at graduation

face the prospect of very, very few opportunities for adding to theii

vocational skills and independent living skills. 'Continuing dependen-

6 and reliance on welfare add Social Security Disability Income are

end restate of this neglect.

- 5. Lack of Qualified Professionals

Lack of qualified professionals to serve the severely handicapped pop
ulation. Too many of the new programs are staffed by personnel who

are not qualified for their roles. The "Proirams and Services for the

Deaf in the United States" (April 1980). American Annals.af the Deaf

reported:

A. Among 3,226 instructors in the 62 public residential schools, only,

1,896 had CEASED or CED certification.

B. Among 123 instructors in 22 programs for the multiply handicapped,

only 18 had CEASED or CED certification.

VI-15
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C. Among 129 instructors in 26 Specified Uandicap Facilities having

an enrollment of 797 multiply handicapped deaf children, only 23

had CEASED or.CED certification.

6. .Confusing and Inadequate Statistical Reporting

Confusing and inadequate statistical reporting on the severely handi-

capped deaf population remains, thexeby generat,ing a misleading

picture conCerning the magnitude of the problem. Uniform nomenclature

has yet to be developed for describing and reporting this population,

and variation in the skills and knowledge of persons Deporting on the

population reduce the validity of the reported data. Same of the

important data is hard to interpret. The distinction between "dis-

ability" and "handicap" often goes unattended. Many deaf individuals

who have no observable or measurable secondary disability are never..

theless severely haadicapped, yet are not reported as "multiply handi-

capped." The reported percentage of multiply handicapped deaf

Children varied from 1.4% at one school during 1977'-78 to 42.5% at

. another school for the same year. Until there is clearer, more

reliable and valid-reporting on the deaf population having additional

disabilities and handicaps, our field will continue to have an unclear

picture of the nature and scope of the problems of these children.

These appear to be the main isues to be faced by the field of deafness on

the heels of the past decade. The road ahead appears quite rocky in the face

of current national economic problems and cutbacks in Federal assistance to the

states, but much can be done even with current resources. This is perhaps

well-Mustrated by an incident that occurred not long ago when I was visiting

a new and quite substantial program for multiply handicapped deaf children.

The.director described a very elaborate, futuristic system of prescriptive

teaching based upon the results of computerized diagnostic process. Suitaiay

impressed, I asked to Ape the computer equipment and a sample diagnostic/

prescriptive print-out. At this the director blushed mightily and stammered,

7b2
.
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7The computer won't be in operation for several months. We don't have all the

components yet." What we need in the future, then, is to put all the parts

together, and get oh with business of serVing severely handicapped deaf

children.and adults. The parts are here; let's do it. Zhe year 1992 is but a

decade away, and it that time we can look back and see, whether we have finally

"put it together" for this population.
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Multip y:Flindicapped Deaf Children
aftd Public Law 94-142

VIRGIL E. FlifHOUSE

1
-)ESPITE the passing of the September 1,

1978, deadline for free appropriate public
educational services to all handicapped chil-
dren ages 3 through 18, as detailed in The Ed-
ucation for All Handicapped Children Act of
1975 (Public Law 4.4-144 there exists a com-
pelling population of handicapped children
who apparently remain largely unserved due
to their diverse disabilities. This unserved
population is the multiply handicapped deaf
(also labeled by numerous other monikers; e.g..
multiply disabled deaf, mentally retarded deaf,
brippled/cerebral palsied deaf. emotionally
disturbed deaf, severely handicapped/hearing
impaired. hearing "impairedidevelopmentally
disabled. etc.).

The problems the multiply hahdicapped deaf
pose are complex in nature and broad in scope.
for not only are the problems definitional in
the matter of handicaps and the combinations
thereof, they also involve the need to identify
what constitutes service and what contributes
to the uniqueness of this population. While
deafness itself is a complex and multifaceted
handicap. the severeity of which is dependent
upon the functional relationships among a
combination of factors and influences, the in-
volvement of one or more additional handi-
caps creates challengeS that sharply impact
upon teacher training processes. assessment
procedures. cross modal or multidisciplinary
considerations. service delivery models, and
fiscal responsibilities.

, Who Are These Children?

Identification of multiply handicapped deaf
children is difficult, since definitions fre-
quently fail to delineate the interacting impli-
cations of the handicap or their degree of se-
verity. While numerous definitions have befen
proffered in previous years in valiant effc>rts to
construct acceptable parameters around this

Sas

diverse population. the majority of these defi-
nitions have sadly fallen far short of specifi-
cally designating the group to be served. Issues
involving primary versus secondary handicaps

' have also clouded and confused delineations
or designations for service. Since this article is
concerned with identification. placement. and
'programing implications as a risult of Public
Law 94-142. it is appropriate that attention be
directed to the following definitions contained
within that legislation:

' "Deaf" means a hearing impoirmant which is so
severe that the child is impaired in processing lin-
guistic information through hearing, with or with-
out amplification, which adversely affects educe-
tional performance. (Section 121c5(b)(1))

"Multihandicapped" means concomitant impair-
ments (such as. mentally Tetarded-blind, mentally
retarded-orthopedically impaired. etc.). the com-
bination of which causes suds severe educational
problems that they cannot be accommodated in
special education programs solely for one of the
impairments. The term does not include deaf-blind
children. (Section 121..5(b) (5))

These definitions '. while...essential. simply
cannot do justice to expressing the formidable
barriers to learning imposed by the concomit-
ance of deafness and other handicapping con-
ditions. Congenital deafness by itself is a com-
plex and generally misunderstood handicap,
with continua of significant variables such as
age of onset, type pfloss. etiology, degree of
impairment. prior education, level of intellec-
tual functioning, communication patterns, and
social acceptance seldom intersecting at com-
mon points. This lack of commonality in the
interaction of these variables results in a highly
heterogeneous population. The early loss 6f
hearing and the resulting language delay deal
a devastating blow. to the learning process'.
Without a comprehensible laiiguige and com-
munication system, progress is minimal past

Copyright ci 1979 The Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren.
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the lowest forms of language develOpment:
and social, ernotional, behavioral, motoric. and
perceptual dealopmental deficits become in-
creasingly prorkpunrind The determination of
strategies to enable early diagnosis and the de-
velopment. of effective communicative ex-
change. regirdless of the mode, become criti-
cally important for deaf children. Further
compounding and complicating the learning
process for these children are the confusion
surroundingothe initial diagnosis and the fre-
quent,inappropriate or inadequate educational
placements. .14

The interting problems presented hy an
additional' handicapping condition are not
simplY additive in nature (i.e., the sum of the
problemisof deafness plus the sum of the prob-
lems of the other handicapping condition), but
are synergistic due to the dynamic interaction
of the handicaps. This interaction results in
unique and qualitatively different behavior
patterns than would otherwise be Attributed to

single or even multiplicative effect. For ex-
ample. communication complications result-
ing from the hearing loss of a mentally re-
tarded child drastically restricts input and
contribute to further depression and delay of
functional abilities. This. in turn, further irni,
pairs the full use of the chilli's residual hear-
ing. Thus a grim, debilitating cycle is often ex-
perienced by lhese children, with the
diminished oppdrtunities for learning in a
noncommünicative environment becoming the
consequences of their failure to learn.

The movement of this failure cycle is ac-
tively accelerateli by a reluctance of disci-
plines to accept responsibility for providing
appropriate services. to multiply handicapped
deaf children. Unfortunately. operating here is
not only the "proclamation of territorial im-
peratives" that Silverman (1977) referred to
as being fairly common in, disciplines associ-
ated with special education (i.e.. certain disci-
plines should serve only certain children), but
the concept of "reactive versus proactive'?
discipline postures as well (i.e., take a defen-
sive stance on the issue when it surfaces in-
stead of planning ahead for its appearance).

While it has been conservatively estimated
that approximately 25% of all deaf children in
the United States have another disability, it
has also been emphasized that it is dangerous
to generalize from reported incidence figures
(Power & Quigley. 1971). The discrepancies
extent in reported incidence figures for this

Exceptional Childross

population are clearly exemplified in Table 1
when certain factors associated with the col-
lection of the information contained therein
are considered:

I. The figures indicate children who, by vir-
tue of their being enrolled in educational
programs kr the deaf, wale gentrally the
less severely involved.

2. The figures do not include those multiply
handicapped deaf children in other state
supported programs (e.g., state hospitals or
mental institutions), private agencies, or
other traditional educational programs that
may be providing services.

3. The figures were collected from the pro-
grams without the benefit of a consistent
definition for each educationally signifi-
cant handicappitig condition.

4. The figures do not include those children
who have not been identified as multiply,
handicapped and ate net being served.

Due to the low incidence of this population
in relation to other handicaps and the failure
to designate service responsibilities, some ef-
fective efforts and implementation proems
have not been widely.disseminatectto the field.
This in itself is a variational factor affecting
identification, evaluation, and programing data.

No doubt significant percentage of the in-
cidence figures presented rapresents thkbulge
of the rubella children those whose handicaps
have been attributed to.the 1963-1965 insidi-
ous rubella epidemic. The multihandicapping
conditions associated with these children re-

0 TABLE 1

Multiply Henclicapped Deaf Children Enrolled In
Schools and Clasoos In the Untied Waft

October 1, 1977

canton,

Zeal-band
Csal-merNally relardeg. 2.664
Deel-blInd and mentally retarded 6114

Deel4sasning disabled, including aphasia 3.574
Deel-sociallyksnodonally disludmsd 1,462
Doel-other multi* hondicappod 1 604

Total deal mule* handlospped 10.6211

Note. From American Annals of am Deaf, W. Craig A
H. Craig (Eds.). Aprd 1971. p. 197.
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calved early documentationlVernon, 1967).
What is nOt so well documented. however. is
how the physiological and psychological
changes Meted to puberty affect these chil-
dren, not Oily in social and emotional devel-
opmentc b4n, in academic areas as well. The
majority of,Ohese children are now in their
early teens aid need. among other services, ex-
tended 'cou4,eling and prevocational pro-,
grams. Serv4ss of this nature are often inade-
quate or nordxistent.

While littl4 Consensus may exist as to the pa-
,

rameters of population otmultiply handi-
capped deaf ildren, there is agreement that
this populati4 is not declining but increasing
(Moores. 19744 The reasons for this can be at-
tributed to su4 basic factors as the reduction
of infant mórt$ty. improved prenatal care,
and improved dentification and diagnostic
procedures. Th rising level of incidence un-
derscores die n d for definitive probes to lo-
cate these childr and to relegate approprtite
programing respuibilitIes.

4

Where At These Children?

Because of the c troversy regarding service
designations, somArnultiply handicapped deaf
children 'are still harbort$d at home or have
been placed in institutions incapable of ren-
dering comprehensive programing to meet their
needs. (Anderson & !Stevens. 1969, Calvert,
1970; Power if Quigley, 1971). Hardship place-
ments 'have also been -Ivade in programs thai
are either protective.q operating under the
guise or pretense of proild ing appropriate pro-
graming. An analysis of schools and classes
and their respective numbers of multiply
handicapped deaf students enrolled as identi-
fied by the A merican A omits of the Deaf (Craig
& Craig. 1978) is presenleid in Table Z. While
these figures provide solf1d Insight into the ed-
ucational placements of these children, they
fail to identify those who are inappropriately
placed (underserved) or those for whom no ap-
propriate placeme 's currently available (un-
served). '

How Can These Children Be Served?

An ominous void exists in the provision of ap-
propriate public- education for all multiply
handicapped deaf children. How best to fill
that void is open to conlecturit however, to fa-
cilitate considerations I fremework of critical

142

'41

TAILS 2

Schools llibd Claim in the tinted Ukase kir
laultply 14andklapped Deal Miklos('

October 1, ton

Schools sad classes Numbor

Number of
multiply

handkappsd
deaf owed

Pubic rseidental schools 87 4,030
Pdvato residents' schoois 9 78
Public day schools 70 1,139
Pewee day schools 16
Public day dosses 420 3,167
Frivolo day classes 31 72
Mullitily handicapped only 31 504
Spedled handicapped

facilites 37 902
Total 0111 10,620

Note. From Amsdcan AniVilt3.1 the Cosi, W. Craig &
H. Craig (Ede.), torl 1971, p. 197.

reference points consistent with Public Law
94-142 is proposed. These reference points in-
clude the essential phases of identification.
placement (evaluation), and programing.

Identification

A continuing emphasis must be placed on the
early identificatafrSt hearing losses in chil-
dren with other disabilities, as these losses are
frequently overlooked whrn occurring in com-
bination with multiple physiological anomal-
ies Minimum components of early identifica-
tion strategies should include (a) a core of
diagnostic personnel and medical specialists
trained to fu"nction as an integral team; (b)
community awareness and an emphasis on
language and hearing evaluations conducted
in community agency programs for handi-
capped children. (c) preservice and inservice
training of a basic interdisciplinary character
for professionals and providers of direct care
services unfamiliar with the combination of
deafness and other...handicapping conditions
and the resulting degrees of functional handi-
caps; (cf) a coordinated involvement of agen-
cies that provide educational, vocational reha-
bilitation, physical, mental health, or social
services, and (e) continuing research to perfect
identification procedures.
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Placement

Effective multidisciplinary assessmeN must
e considered the key to the placement process

and the major contributor to the identification
,and aPPropriate placement of multiply handi-
capped deaf individuals. The assessment pro-
cedures for these children should by necessity
consist of a developmentally oriented, multi-
disciplinary observation and process con-
scious clinical assessment approach. Just as
"nosingle procedure shall be the Sole criterion
for determining an appropriate educational
program for a child" (Public 1:aw 94-142, Sec-
tion 412(5)), po single discipline can provide
the diverse experience and expertise necessary
for the effective assessment of multiply handi-
capped deaf children. The process of assess-
mentinust meve from the testing booth or cu-
bicle to functional. and adaptive behavior
considerations in a variety.of settings. Thus it
should include information from a multitude
of disciplines, representative examples of be-.
havior in numerous situations, and both sub-
jective and objective data from parents, edu-
cators, psychologists, specialists from such
disciplines as medicine, audiology, and'speech
pathology, and other providers of direct child
care services for handicapped children.

Diagnoses in the pait have all too frequentli
led to sikh incorrect classifications for these
children as retarded, emotionally disturbed,
aphasic,- brain dameged. learning disabled, et
cetera, on the basis of poor communication
skills anti low academic eadevement, which
have subsequently led to inappropriate place-
ments. Quite often, placement and progratning
resulting frOm such inappropriate assessments
haveresultec in excluding diese children from

.all but the most restrictive plecements, a prac-
`tice that is clearly, antagonistic to the purpoSes
of Public Law 94-142,

Programing on

Effective programing for .the multiply handi-
capped 'deaf child involves a complex inter-
twining Of service delivery arrangements, cur-
Oculinki areas, end variable staff-student ratios
as the child progresses toward independence
end indreases performance to moiee from the

tmore restrictive placerneno to the less restric-
"

tive.t'Although there is some Controversy as to
the ap'plicdtion of the concept of least restric-.
tive environment to deaf children in view of
tbeir unique learning problems (Craig & Craig,

Exceptional Children

1977), the severity and diversity of the multi-
handicapping conditions lend themselves to a
multibontinua model. While such a model il-
lustrates the, least restrictive environment as

, being the one closest to the regular classroom,
this is an impractical consideration for most
multiply handicapped deaf 'children. For the'
most part., these undefinable individuals are
relegated to being either unserved or under-'
served in programs designed for single handl-
capping conditions, inCluding residential pre=

grams.
The clear need for structure 'in programing

for these children prompts the model depicted
in Figure 1 of a modified delivery of instruc-
tiorial placements in conjunction with 'sug-
gested developmental curriculum areas in a
nonhierarchical arrangement. The model's
ability to facilitate programing flexibility is
evidenced by the accommodation and,encour-
agement of individualization and indepen-
denCe in functioning, as the child may prog-
ress in each of the curriculum areas from an
individualized to a group setting as well as
move vertically into a placement designated as
less restrictive. Consideration within each of
the curriculum areas for optimum communi-
cation development would be essential.

Applying this model to a multiply handi-
capped deaf child, determinations of place-
ment, curricurum areas, communication skill
needs, and level of independent functioning
must first be made. This could result in the
child being placed full time in a special class
on a special campus to receive individualized
programing (one to one) in communication
and language training until attending skills
and appropriate behavioral controls could be
established. Self help- skills, requiring less
structured training, could be eccomplished
successfully in a small group setting that would
include peer interaction.

While some alternative instructional place-
menta, suggested curriculum areas, and the
concept of functional independence are repre-
sented in Figure 1; other major factors remain ,

to be Considered when designing or modifying
programs.to serve multiply handicapped Oaf
children. One of the most significant would be

the types of communication strategies dei,el-
operi to work with these children in order to
overcome the barriers to communication that
deafness imposes. Other factors warranting
consideration would include (a) the daVelop-
ment of specialized curricular offerings con-
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FIGURE 1. Programing model for multiply hendicappod deaf children.

sistent with the exceptionalify, including be-
havior management strategies, life skills
curricula, prevocational and vocational train-
ing, and diagnostic work evaluation facilities
and equipment: (b) lowered staff-student ratios
in classrooms and residential living situations;
(c) expansion of diagnostic capabilities to de-
termine least restrictive placements Snd assist
in the development and implementation of in-
dividual educational plans and prescriptions;
(4) expansion of the range of services available
from professional specialists and therapists to
meet population needs; (e) the design of inaer-
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vice training components to increase and ex-
pand skills of existing direct care staff; (f) mod-
ification and adaptation of health care and
food service provisions; and (g) the addition of

'specialized adaptiveiassistive devices to en-
hance studerit functioning and mobility.

Summary

The diversity within the population' of *multi-
ply handicapped deaf children is the major '
contributor to the problems associated with
the provision of appropriate educational ser-
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Vices. In recognition of ihis diversity, any im-
plementation efforts to serve this population

must consider the following three interacting
variables critical to program design and des-
tiny: (a) a designation or definition of the pop-
ulation to be served; (b) the availability of ca-

pable personnel to serve the designated
population; and (c) the financial commitment
to accomplish such a merger. The absence or
unclear delineation of these variables and their
interrelationshiPs in a program design pre-
sents a prognosis for ineffectiveness and per-
petual failure in appropriate service provi-
sions.
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Interagency Services:
A New Era for an Old Idea

M. C. MARTINSON

Abstract: Interagency planning and
service delivery has been a long-term
goal of professionals concerned with
handicapped individuals. Efforts tri
achieve collaborative service bases hove
been given _higher priority and sharper
focus due to major shifts of emphasis

. and requirements in the design and.
implementation of service delivery
systems, This discussion is intended,to:
(of summarize piecedents and
developments affecting-current efforts in
developing colluborotive service systt nis;
(b) identify basic_processes essential tu
current eflorts; (el summarize basic
interarganizational models :vim onl to
interagency planning; id) provide an
illustrative planning model; (id .Nliggi.t
basic problems associaled with complex
interagency negotiations. rind if I prapose
priormes for resear-cli. demonstration,
and development

M. C. MARTINSON is Dire( tor, Human
Din elopment PoNnim. Graduate School.
University of henna k Lexingtr.

Editur's Note: In response to a stalicy con-
cluded by CI-.0 regarding its publit aflon.s, tlw
following four articles locus on infurmation
especially requested by the readers of Excel),
titnial Children.
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MI The basic impetus for collaborative inter-
agency service linkages is the history of spe-
cialization common to agencies and disciplines
serving handicapped individuals. In essence,
the greater the degree of specialization, the
greater the need for linking services (Demone,
1978). Interorganizational dependency is a log-
ical corollary of organizational autonomy and
specialization. The general tendency to attempt
remediation of service system deficiencies via
agency-specific authorizations generates the
need for interagency program models.

The capacity of agencies to respond to this
symbiotic relationship between autonomy and
dependency is compromised by an unwilling-
ness to enter into inherently conflict-oriented
arenas. They are more likely to Rarticipate in
rnultiagency relationships but resist inter-
agency service delivery systems (Aiken, Dewar,
Ditilomaso, [lege, & Zeitz, 1975). The striving
fur autonomy and specialization within agen-
cies is ftequently not supported by an equiv-
alent concern for integrating among agencies.

Current conditions in the field of special ed-
ucation illustrate both successes and problems
in responding to specialization ond service in-
tegration relationships.

Special educators no longer take sole re-
sponsibility for handicapped individuals. Re-
lationships to general, education and related
service agencies have changed as new practices
and procedures are mandated by law, Many
previous common practices are now illegal or
contrary to current regulation; for example,
Public Law 94-142, the Educati8b for All-Hand-
icapped Children Act of 1975.

Interagency planning was previously ap-
proached on a voluntary basis, to be under-

Exceptional Children, Volume 48, Number 5. Copy-
right 4- 1982 The Council for Exceptional Children.
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taken after the more essential busineis of the
day was completed. The "more essential busi-*
ness" was frequently the protection of agency
and disciplinary territories. However, compre-
hensive planning and service implementatien
has been markedly affected by developments
at both state and national levels in statutory,
judicial, fiscal and policy areas. The combined
effect of these developments has been to estab-
lish a mandatory base for interagency program
planning.

BASIC PROCESSFS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Five basic processes are instrumental in defin-
ing state and national commitments to handi.
capped individuals. The combined effects of
these basic processes determine the general sta-
tus of services and more specifically, dictate
the levels and types of °interagency relation-
ships or protesses which evolve. These basic
processes are as follows:

1. Constitutional lawFundamental protec-
tions for all citizens at national, state and
iocaislevyls-

2. LegtslatlonPolitical processes necessary
for enactment of statutory law and fiscal au-
thorization and appropriation.

3. AdministrationProcesses which define
statutory intent via policies and regulations
necessary for program implementation.

4. Legal interpretationinterpretive opinions
from legal counsel, e.g., the Attorney Gen-
eral, regarding statutory intent to further de-
fine basis for administrative procedures. A

5. Case lawFormal litigative procedures ob-
taining judicial decision rather than in-
terpretive opinion. -

Selective use of these basic processes is es.
sential to resolving complex issues related to
program and fiscal aspects of interagency plan.
ning. This task is complicated by the intermin-
gling of the processes: e.g. substantial aspects
of policys-and regulation may be included in
statutory law. Mutually satisfactory resolution
of differences among agencies and identifica-
tion of coMmonalities are complicited by an
accumulation of laws and regulations fre-
quently designed to specify autonomous do-
mains of responsibility. Legitimate differences
of philosophy and mission among disciplines
and agencies contribute to problems in affect-
ing singular decision processes.

390

GENERAL INTERORGANIZATIONAL
MODELS

The difficulties inherent in selective and ef-
fective participation in these complex negoti-
ations suggest the need for organized ap-
proaches to relating the effects of basic decision
processes to interorganizational relationships.
the professional data considered within these
processes should be as focused and ordered as
possible. This need is noted by Cohen, March.
and Olson (1972), in characterizing educa-
tional organizations as having problematic
preferences, unclear tethnology, and fluid lev-
els of participation.

Interorganizational ouidels may provide a
basis for conceptualizing processes necessary
for negotiating interagenty agreements. Though
such agreements May vary in regard to levels
of formality and extensiveness of the collabo-
rative efforts, the basic dynamics of interor-
ganization relationships appear helpful in de-
veloping effective planning and implementation
processes.

The exchange model (Levine & White, 1961)
assumes voluntary relationships motivated by
the expectation that unique and common goals
will be more effectively achieved via collabo-
rative activities. This model further assumes
an economic base in that organizations lacking
in resources will be more likely to develop in-
teractive service arrangements. The lack of re-
sources leads to exchanges in accessing Po-
go= components essential to an organization
but not available within it. The perceived or
designated domains for the respective organi-
zations provide the basis for identifying inter-
nally available or externally neellied program
elements. This voluntary, mutual problem-
solving model has generally characterized much
ef the collaborative program development over,

-the past several derides.
The political economy model (Benson, 1975)

focuses more straightforwardly on interrela-
tionships motivated by intended acquisition of
authority and financial supporr. This model
suggests thet-intergency development relates to
the use of authority to accrue resources within
the context of political econothics and more
general conditions affecting the related orga-
nizations.

The dialectical mo-del (Utz, 1906) proposes
interorganizational relationships as a-process
of constant renegoliation based on ."antago-
nistic cooperation," i.e., resolution of imme-
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diets conflicts leading to new points of issue.
This model assumes that organizations are con-
cerned *with production of resources to estab-
lish their domains and Stresses control of in-
teraction networks. Interorganizational conflict
is both System integrative and system disinte-
grative; e.g., conflict resolution leads to new
Conflicts. Internal status and external interac-
tions are both constrained by resource struc-
tures and relationship networks. The dialecti-
cal model departs significantly from the
assuniptions of consensus and mutuality com-
mon to the historically accepted exchange'
model.

CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERAGENCY
PLANNING PROCESSES

Effective response to the requirements for
interagency planning demands the use of a mu-
tually agreeable planning model and process.
Figure 1 depicts a general process for use both
within and among agehcies. Such a process is 4.
helpful in complex tfegottations requiring pub-
lic specification of related and unique agency
responsibilities.

Use of such a process requires extensive
knowledge in negotiating for agreement on spe-
cific probedures and information formats, be-
cause the problems which complicate this ne- 5.
gotiation are frequeqtly both technical and
political in nature. Regardless of the particular

'toe°

model used, each participating agency must be
convinced that its mandated responsibilities will
be respected in the planning process. The stages
of this illustrative process 'include:

1.

2.

3.

-Identification of the statutory mandates, state
ahd federal, whieh specify agency respon-
sibilities and service requirements. A sum-
mary matrix organizing these data is very
helpful. This exercite makes basic infor-
mation regarding needs and requirements
visible for mutual review and negotiation.
Translation of tbe mandated responsibili-
ties and authorities into statements of ob-
jective(s) for each agency, permitting review
by individual agencies and identification of
interagency gaps or overlaps.
Planning to consider the specific program
functions and operations proibcted by each
agency. This step is essential for organiza-
tion of data for interagency agreements and
managament of related program tinits.
The identification of necessary resources
(fiscal, human, and physical) td specify the
minimum of support necessary to imple-
ment program oporstions. Negotiation of
these resource requirements on an inter-
agency basis Is difficult due to this inherent
'competitive nature of the process.
Negotiation of the procedures fopadminis-
tering Jointly shared responsibilities. This
step is essential but complicated by the

Related needs.
issUPS and requirements

8 Negotiated
program
adaptations

7 Related evaluation'
attountatintv
requirenwuts

6. Reciprocal
information
sharing

2. Related
program
objectives

3. Related
program
functions

4. Related
program
resources

5. Related
administration
responsibilities

FIGURE 1. Planning model for use in formulating collaborative procames within and among agencies.
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common reguirement to designate one agency
as h...ving final program authority, particu-
larly since the underlying legislative man-
datee usually.establish the heals for single
agency primacy. The evolution of the De-
partment of. Human Resources illustrates the
difficulties involved as well as providing a
model for review.

6. Integration of indiCidual agencies' specific
evaluation 'and accountability needs with
t hoe of related agendas. Specific reciprocal
procedures must be developed to minimize
duplicative or conflicting data bases. Many
agencies are becoming increasingly resist-
ant to random uncoordinated requests for
data.

7. Establishing procedures to assure process-
ing of planning, management, monitoring.
and evaluation data among participating
agencies.

8. Procedures for use of program monitoring
and evaluation data for negotiation of pro-
gram revision(s) among the participating
agencies. This component provides the ba-
sis for ongoing program adaptation and im-
provement.

PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS

As suggested, the factors affeaing the negoti-
ation of -complex interagendy service agree-
ments are technical. Noll, politicaland hu-
mall. The following hypotheticaPsyndrOmes"
illustrate problems inherent in developing
complex multi-agency relationships.

I. The "Competition/Cooperation Parndox"
Syndrome. History suggests. that' coopera-
tion is basicqlly "coordinated competition.",'
Agencies will commonly cooperate to more
effectively compete With other groups for
program and resources. This syndrome is
particularly acute during fiscal austerity pe-
riods.

2. The "Poker Chip" Syndrome. This behavior.
is based on the assumption that a finite
number of chips (status, power, or funds)
exist. Practitioners believe that no one will
voluntarily lose "chips" and cooperatiOn
must be arranged to force "winning," Con.-
versely, some' people assume an infinite
number of chips atid everyone can win by
generating more .chips to be shared. Only
the very optimistic adhere to this latter view..
The "Inability le Escape the Penalties of
Preliminary Success" Syndrome. Such an
attitude is based on immediate pain reduc-
tion, e.g., :I don't need you any more naw
that my immediate problem is solved!" the
result is a series of sporadic relationahips
based on the notion that "Now that I have
improved my position in cooperation with
you, I can compete ong own."
The "Tower of Babel" Syndrome. This con-
dition relates to the compulsive efforts of
each agency or discipline to develop a unique
language of terms and acronyms to describe
who they are and what they do. Ready com-
munication is precluded hy the need for
translation of these diverse languages.

5, The "Professional Preservation" Syndrome.
, These symptomatologies relate tO the liaz- .

ard to indiyiduals_of generating 'new; in-
novative program objectives supported by a
reordering of functions designed for other
purposes. Simplistically, innovenee pro-
gram function may produce innovative re-
sults. bescriptions of innovative program
goals based on reorderingold functions will
not.

6. The "Agency Incest" Syndrome, The notion
of territorial imperatives provides a basis for

'The process assumes thet no fixed model will 3.

accommodate the diversity of needs identified.
by the respte tive agencies or obtained from
interagency analyses. The current state of the
art suggests that a flexible process orientation
is more apOropriate. Any such process must
provide for participant identification of need(s)
rather than assuming preordinate require-
ments. It should recognize that the success of
the process will be determined by the degree 4.

to which the respective participants perceive
collaborative activities as relating directly to
their priority needs arid respory,ibilitieS (Moll
ner & Rogers, 1979).

The planning process should differentiate
among client, program. or systems level inter-
agency coordination. Client level coordination
is illustrated by integration of separate services
for an individual to eliminate service 'gips or
duplication. Prograth level interagency collab-
oration involves integration of administfative
structures or functions to facilitate operational
coordination. Sy4tems level planning focuses
on broader systems of services beyond the ad-
ministrative constraints of particular agencies
(Magrab & Elder, 1979). The relationship be-
tween programmatic planning and policy de-
velopmern must also be considered.
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a high level of agency partisanship. The need
for professional separateness and identity is
augmented by, an interagency or intradis-
ciplinary caste-systdn. This condition al-
fects interagency "trust relationships" and
the capacity to engage in indivieal or col-
lective tisk behavior.

7. the "Divide and Defeat Ourselves" Syn-
drome. This is an intermediate stage of the
preceding syndrome, evidenced by the po-
sition that "Unless I get what I want, no one
is going to get anything." The condition has
basis in the excessive, overly rigid attempts
to achieve visiblitiy and status for particular
agencies.

5. The "Snatching Defeat frorrethe faws of Vic-
tory" Syndrome. Such a -syndrome repre-
sents the most advanced stage of the "Agency
Incest" and the .."Divide and Defeat Our-
selves" Syndromes. It occurs when subgroups
or units of the enterprise take action tosom-
promise general program objectives to
achieve specific, individual advantages. Tht .
lack of cohesiveness and the level of inter-1
unit competition becomeevident to external
control agencies. The problems become acute
when legislative and associated resource
control bodies are involved. This'syndrome
tends to generate autonomous but frag-
mented program support 'end negates th-e
potential for continuity in comprehensive,
long-term planning. Coinmon responses to
the absent e of self-initiated regulations tire;
(1) "Since you can't regulate yourselves, we'll
do it for you" and (2) "When those CA you
having specific program responsibilities (411
coherently define and document your needs.
we will consider priorities for support."

RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND
DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

Initiatives at ihe national, stale, and local levels
have achieved signifeint support and require-
meads) for integrated. interagency service de-
livery' systems for handicapped individuals
Documentation for these are provided by joint
interagemy policy statenients. related service
requirements of Pl. 94-142, diverse types ot
slate and I ia.a I interagency memoranda of
agreement. and all array of formal and informal
approaches to collaborative servic a mplemen-
tation. Areas at 'Impose(l action in extending

Exceptional Children

these processes of collaborative planning in-
clude the follOwing: .

I. The design end field testinkof generic proc-
esses and procedures for planning and im-
plementing interagency service structures
fCrosson, Feltner, Foley, 'Grayson, Grigsby,
Johnson, justice, II Martinson, 1979).

2. The design and demonstration of evaluation
modejs and procedures specifically relevant

° to interagtincy service systems,
3. The design and demonstration of manage.

ment information systems appropriate to the
administration and Monitoring of inter-
agency programs.

4. Development of procedures for coordina-
tion of school-related interagency structures
with preschool and postschool services.

5. Development of modals and procedures for
increased privatilector involvement in
comprehensive service systems.

6. Design and implementation of fiscal cost-
sharing models for support of tnteragency
services.

7. Increased consideration of child or client
referenced case madgement systems in the
develOpment of collaborative services.

8. Continued efforts to reduce the conflicting
or duplicative definitions, requirements, and
jurisdictions among federal and state agen-
cies.

POSITIVE RESPONSE POTENTIAL

interageiN planning has shifted from per-
missive to a more mandatory base. This tran-
sition is closely related to the general shift to
mandatory compliance in many areas of pro-
gram, fievelopment. The combined effect of
statutory, judicial, fiscal, and policy develop-
nientspn a national basis is to Increase required
development of an Integrated service base The
prerogative to consider the problem at personal
convenience no longer exists.

Fortunately, an ,increased .cepactty to 're-
spond tothese. requirements is reflected In the
following:

1. Development of more appropriate planning
and management models.

2. More effective information dissemination
systems regarding slate of the art practices.

3. A broader authority base to initiate end
maintain comprehensive planning proce-
dures.
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4. An increased Cadre of .personnel with com-
petence in interagency planning,and pro-
gram design,

5. Increased fiscal support for interagency
planning.

The coordinated use of such positive in-
creased capacities can do much to reduce the
effects of syndromes related to hanging- sepa-
rately instead of working together.
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COORDINATION A PROBLEM AND A CHALLENGE

A persistent, nagging problem in the delivery of human services is that of poor or
mediocre coordination of services. We all know of myriad instances of duplication
of effort, of clients being "dropped between the cracks" in the identification and

.7.-; referral process, and of frustrating delays as the client moves "between" agencies.

Indeed, the Rand Corporation, and the General Services Administration (GSA) of
the federal government, have identified "poor coordination of available services" as

ME major barrier to the effective delivery of human services. This problem appears
to be especially severe with the mentally Bland the developmentallydisabled who,

because of the 1160UX111111of their needs, often cannot effectively advocate for their

own rights to est through the rad tapas so frequently associated with spplying for

imistance.

Thu problem of inadequate coordination of services is especially sci.ere for
HIDD clients/students, and in fact poor coordination of services for this group may
be viewed as the epitome of agency service coordination problems in the U.S.
Although, by law, both services for the deaf and services for the developmentally
disabled should be available to H1DD persons, it is far too often the case that each
service group assumes the other group is the ma* source for this population. That
this assumption exists partially reflects the fact of poor coordination of efforts, for

Alf these schools and agencies truly communicated and coordinated their efforts they
would know their present assumptions are invalid.
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The Problem

There are two basic types of coordination in the human services area. One Is
interanency coordinatioa, and the other is ingespecy coordination.

1. Interagency °mikado*. ha this type of coordination, means and processes
of interaction between two or more agencies am effected to Wilhite the delivery

of appropriate and timely client/student swims by ea* spicy:

11en these means and promise am not spectacled and monitored, coctdMiation

becomes Incoordination. The resources duo:644mq In weekentrit dee So deiays,
conflicts, omissions, and untknely COrnaildelle. The client/student "bounces from
pillar to post," waiting, often in vain, for the appropriate services at the sppqmrime
tinw

2. Inoi-arawy °mikadot awm well, two. Or thiveimilonWNW orf
victim to problems with coordiaation. Incorratt aemmptions may be snide sheet

the who, what, when, how, awl where of tarot serviose. Poor otountioation,
loexPedsoce, lack of bowlodp, sad the abeam* of Om* miff kilts
incoordination whenever as tem as two people work together. This being the case,
the likelihood of poor coordination increases with dm umber of paricied

involved and. the complexity of the task. lients, poor comdinetion moms not
only between agencies bet within agenciss. And, the bortthe agency the pester is

the poesibility for intrasgency incoordinadon.

Again, only deliberate plumb* end clearestkw of retpomibility, oc with
careful monitoring of remits, on eliminate the htifficienty and evvir sctlushsrag

that stems from poorly coordinated service &lively efforts.

The Champ

The coordination of services kr 0100 parsons requires placement ef
responsibility for gavial if ail lewIs, lool, countywide, statewide. Accovnteblity
must be defined and manhood.

The question of "who femme coordinados" on behalf of UM ponces within
given service systems (edscation, rehabilitation, etc.) represents the basic imam hat.
Unless gab queetion is snewired, 000rdinatton will not wow.
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Seveial owchanisins arc available to foster courdimnion of efforts on behalf of
IIIDDpersons.

4. Interagency Coordinetin s.Coutwil. A spdcial statewide committee may be
established by concerned schools and agencies for the specific purpose of fostering
communication, client/student referrals, and exchange of information as well as
long-range planning activities. One individual from each concerned agency can serve

.as, a meniber of the committee. Typical agencies/schools to be represented on this
committee might be:

School(s) for the hearing impaired
School(s) for the developmentally disabled
Community agencies serving the hearing impaired, the developmentally

disabled, or both groups
Vocational rehabilitation agencies
Post .secondary educational facilities serving hearing impaired and/or

developmentally disabled people
Health planning agencies
Thc State Department of Education
The State Developmental Disabilities Department
Tho State DD. Council

A monthly or bimonthly meeting of such a statewide council can do a great
deal to foster effective interagency coordination and cooperation.

2. Statewide Coordination of Services for JUDD Personi A second potentially
effective mechanism for fostering improved interagency coordination of services is
the appointment of one individual to serve as a "Statewide Coordinator of Services
for HIDD Persons." Mthougk such a person would be limited in terms of
authority due to his/her placement within ono department of state services, his/hir
advocacy efforts need not be stifled.

The coordinator position midit be located within a super agency and, be one
duty of a present staff member or be the single role 'of a new oir existing staff
member.

This approach would permit an ongoing effort on a broad scale on behalf of
HIDD persons, and would counter trends that result in small minority groupsheing
overlooked for lack of ongoing advocacy.
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3. State D.D. Osuncil Subcomniittee. A third, useful option available to the
states is for the State DD. Council to istablish a subcommittee fr among its
members, charging the subcommittee with the task of main ub-to-date
information on services for H1DD persons. The reaultine informs cotild be
periodically shared with service providers via a newsletter. Also, s. ttee
meetings could be hqid with appropriate agency repressentatIves brvited to attend

'and Os presentations. This process would domuch to foster VOW coordination.

4. other Options. No state is exact, like any other state ni terms of agency
organization, personnel, funding avallablity, interest, and political dynamics. The
three Options described above do not exhaust available concepts for improving
coordinating efforts on behalf of HIDD personi. New, unique approaches are
encouraged and should be sought, ranging from advocacy &soups to citizen's
information centers. The actual delivery of timely, approPriate services to HIDD
persons ts the goal; the "How" of achieving this goal must be an individual,
stale-by-state decision. The decision, however, is overdue; action is needed now.

lints-agency coordination involves JINN and problems similar to those diseussed
for interagency coordination. Committees and coordinators aro encouragid within
agencies to bridge the gap that so often develops between and among other
departments within one agency.

-0
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Statewide Planning in the Education -

of the Hearing Impaired
David M. Denton

.Thie article was originally presented as the principal pow at the Aaanal Regional Teacher's
Instituts hooted by the Maryland Scheel fai the Deal 7rIday, October 14, 1877. Thls regional
meeting of witscatora involved persons Iran Maryland. Virginia, Went Virginia, Peoneglvanla.
New jersey, Delaware and District of Celuisbla.

Aa Urns of turmoil zegarding educational
programs for the hearing impaired,

there is a crucial need for the development of s
comprehensive state plan. Such a plan must
consider first, the realities of hearing
impairment and deafness; second, the roles
and reapondibilities of educational programs
at the state, district and county level. In the
absence of a statewide systematic plan which
has"the understanding and concurrence of the
key professionals heading state Programs,
territorial prerbgatives often take precedence
over the educational and oiher human needs
of hearing impaired and deaf children
(Bellefleur, 1974). Perhaps to a greater degree
than with other fields of special education, the
area of deafness hae been plagued historically
by disputes or controversies which have
tended to divide educators into polarized
groups; e.g., oral versus total, day versus
residential, oral versus aural, or
mainstreaming versus special schools. The
ultimate tragedy is that deal children and
their parents are the victims of ill on-going
controversy. They become the Will of the
e ducational devastation resulting from
professional prejudice. An examination of
certain key issues csn contribute to a

reduction or past non-productive debate snd
confusion.

A major aim of this paper is to examine the
e ducational needs of a variety of hearing im-
paired children snd to examine a variety of
educational programs devalopad for these

6. -

Dr. Denton is Superintendent of the Maryland
Schools for the Mot Frederick Campus and Colum-
bia Campus.
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children in a . way that will avoid the
appearance that one kind or program is
favored. ovet another kind of program..
Children are more important than programs
end the central concern of this paper is to seek
an understanding of what is best foseach one.

The author of this, paper recognizes,
understands and respects the differing
responsibilities and differing points of view
of the major agencies involved in the
education of hearing impeired children in
Maryland, and it is the aim of the author to
present balanced statement, but a statement
that does hot compromise children. Public
Law 94-142 addresses very clearly the
responsibility of public schools in the
education of all handicapped children
including the hearing impaired. The
education of the hearing impaired in the
public schools in Maryland represents a
fundamental responsibility of the Maryland
State Department af Education. The public
schools become major `resource in the
education of the hearing impaired snd the
viability of such programs is recognized. It is
also recognized that the services of schools fdr
the deaf, both day and residential, represent
an essential component ins statewide plan for
the education of the hearing impaired.

IBBUEe
'mom ef Hearlog Impairment

One okvious factor of fundamental
significanbe is degree of hearing lose (Brill.
197e; Vernon and Prickett. 1978). The child
with a 95c10 loss in the speech range perceives
the world quite differently than the child with

V1-33
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At 45dB loss. With a 45dB ass amplification
may make _speech understandable, whefeas
the youngster with a 95dB loss will-Praha*
never b'e able to leatn language through hear-
ing alone. Thus, degiee of hearing lose plays a
major role in determining the type of
educational program appropriate (Flehir,
1975). A child with a mild hearing impairment

4
may beoiexpitted to successfully mainstream'

,if the essential support services are provided
within the school system. On the other hand,
even- with the kind of support services filet
would be adequate for a childwith mild 'to
moderate impairment, the child with severe tg
profound impairment is placed'into an ex-
treme ly high-risk situation when
mainstreamed. Similarly, the probability for
academic success may be reasonably godd for
many _children with mild to rriodirate impair-
ment if mainstreamed in an educational
program utilizing the orallaural modes of
communication, assuming essential support
services are included (Holcomb and Corbett,'
1975; Vernod and Athey, 1975). By contrist,
almost all children with seVere to profound
impairments require a total communication
systern in order to be given a fair chance for
acaderpic and personal success (Vernon and

. Prickett,

Etiology. .

Cause of deafness and-lhe age at onset
should be bask considerations in the
educational placement of hearing impaired
children. 'The student populations of
educational programs for ihe hearing im-
paired can't:redivided into two groupsthose
who are deaf or heariug impaired from
hereditary causes and those who are deaf and
hearing impaired from accident and/or dis-.
ease, Margaret Kent (1971) noted that
"deafness due to heredity presupposes an hi-\tact central nervous system except for a few

enetic syndromes involving the auditory and
brain mechanism's. Since it is assumed
deafness is tranimitted in the genes, learning
for most of the herecittarily deaf children in'a
school for the deaf Would not be expected to be,
unusually difficult, all vother factors being
equal, except for the limitations imposed by

-
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the hearing impairment," Concerning
deafness due to accident or disease, Miss Kent
further states that "the etiology suggests a
greater probability of ceniral nervous system
fnvolvement in varying degrees; thus,
language learning may be complicated by
behavioral deviations such as hyperactivity,
distractability, and disinhibition. Diversified
programs with a wide range of educattonal
goals are needed to meet the varied needs of
such a school population." In the Maryland
School. filr the Deaf those students whose
deafness is due to attident or disease account
for two-thirds or more Of the school pop&
Hon.

Age at Onset
Strongly related to etiology and of

comparable importance concerning the
selection of educational programs is the age at
Snset of hearing impairment (Kent, 1971).
Over the past generation there has been a
tremendous shift or change in etiology and
onset, Referring to the Maryland School for
the Deaf, Margaret Kent stated that "analysis
of our school population indicated that nine in
ten are born deaf in contrast to five in ten 30
years age. This Means that most 'of today's
deaf children never had' an bpportunity to
acquire language normally as. eontrasted.to
one-halFof the school population of past years
with normal language experience before the
onset gf deafness." Regarding the significance
of age at onset, Kent furtherstated that "it is
logical to assume the earlier the onset the
more 'diffuse and, therefore, more severe the
handicap.", For sexample, an accident or
disease such as prenatal rubella, which
attacks the fetus, is apt to be accompanied by
more pervasive complications than an illnes
which occurs in childhood. A careful analysis
of a schdol-age population of hearing
impaired children across Zur country today
AuggeSts that the vast malority of thesp
children suffer hearing impairment resulting
from accident or disease; that the impairment
Was preseneat or before birth and because of
changing etiologies there is a higher than ever
risk of 'the presence of other handicapping
conditions. Etiology and age at onset are

8 01-
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factors of grave impatience when decisions
are to be made bi ['parents and educators
regarding the placement of children in
educational programs. (The change in the
basic causes of deafness is' in part due to the
presence of antibiotics and the elimination of
diseases such as scarlet fever arid others.)

Low Incidence Handicap
Deafness is so rare in the general population

that it is not feasible for many local boards of
education tq maintain viable educational
programs for 4hildren with profound losses
(Brill, 1974; Holcomb and Corbett,.1975). This
problem has been compounded in recent years *"
by increases in the density of the inner city
and the attendant shortage of economic
resources neceisary to niaintaitik-aound
educational programs. The otheedimension of
the population shift is the lossnf rural pop-
ulations to the cities! In both sitbations the
local board of education may face staggering
odds in attempting to provide a comprehen-
sive, sequential, educational program for
hearing impaired and deaf students.

In years past. the public and private
residential schools for, the deaf were the
primary source of educational services, for
deaf children. The creation and continuation
of residential programs wai in direct
response to the low incidence characteristic of
hearing impairment. It was not until the post

t World War It era that our profession
witnessed tkt widespread emergence of day
schools ahdlray class programs for the deaf.
The "day-residential" dispute became a
volatile ilsue much as the oralgtotal dispute
had been, and in some cases continues to be,
The rationale for the creation *of residential
schools for, children representing a low.
incidence handicap has validity (Brill, 1974;
Vernon and Prickett, 1974

It is unfortunate that arguments have
tended to ignore the central issue which is the
need to provide a comprehensive, sequential,
educational experience for a scetteted

,popolation of children. Instead they have
foFused on the day-residential aspects of the
kogram. The issue of comprehensive,
sickuential, education remains centrann 1977.

It must be given the very top priority
consideration in the development of a
comprehensive state plan. Programs must be
evaluated on the quantity ,and quality of
comprehensive services they offer and on
their relationship to the needs of the
population' (Brill, 1976; GriffMg, 1977). More
specifically, every deaf child should benefit
from a long-term, sequential program in
appropriate facilities designed witji respect to
the child's deafness (Vernon and Prickett,
1976).

Least Restrictive-Most Restrictive
Since a basic goal of education is the ul-

timate social, culturalnnd economic integre-,
tion of the individual "into the mainstream",
the concept of providing an education "in the
mainstream"' for handicappe,d persons has
assumed major significange today. In con-
sidering the concept of mainstreaming, asit is
used in conteMporary literature, the general
contention that many handicapped children
can and should be educated in the local school
system is supported. Again,it is the aim of the
author to avoid the tendency to state or to im-
ply preference for a particular philosophy,
Whether the child is fully integrated into a
program with non-handicapped children,
taught in a special class, or placed in. a
residential school should be determined by
the extent of need on the part of the child and
the ability of the program to approprietely ad-
dress that need rather than on the .basis of
preference for a particular kind of program or
a particalar philosophy.

In recent years there has been increasing
emphasis placed on the use of the terms least
resttictive environment and most restrictive
environment. The superficial -and confusing
use of these terms in the education of deaf
children has resulted in far more confusion
than enlightment. Labels of "least restrictive"
or' "most restrictive" have come.to be iden-
tified' with certain kinds of educational
programs. This, in turn, has caused
professional educators to retreat into en-
trenched positions from whith their specific
kind of 'programa can be .defended and

4promoted. The erroneous labeling of
programs as "least restrictive" or "most
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restrictive" has prevented an objective
analysis of the characteristics of the respec-
tive educational environments for deaf
chjldren. There is a crucial need for sound
judgment and clear thinking about what is
resttictive and non-restrictive for hearing im-
paired children.

Another term freq.uently misused in our
fjeld is "institutionalization." Its use in
contemporary special educatioti literature
generally refers to . placement of the
handicapped individual in 'residential
program. In its most negative sense, the term
conjures up visions of mentalfy ill patients
warehonsed in the back ward of a psychiatric.

hospital essentially forgotten by their
families and receiving only minimal services
from those responsible for their care and
treatment. The institutionalization of these
patients results at least in part through the
loss of the individual's will and ability to
function in the "real world" or in. the
"mainstream." Educators of the deaf face the
risk of a form of institutionalization which is
far more insidious and subtle than the kind of
dehumanization sometimes experienced by
mental patients. Institutionalization can
occur through the perpetuation of a state of
dependence on the part of a student. Without
dare, planning and thought this can occur in a
school where too many of the child's needs are
cared for by other persons. The child is, thus,
robbed of the need to develop independent
thought and a sense of personal
responsibility. effect,- the child is
smothered with well-intended but
misdirected care and, to some degree, both
isolated from and insulated from the real
world. This kind of institutionalization can
occur .in a residential school for the deaf.
Mils, there is a critical need on the part of
educators in residential schools to avoid the
creation and perpetuation of programs_which
foster 'dependence upon the institution at the
expense of the development of independent
thought and self-reliance.

The other form of institutionalization oc-
curring in the education of the hearing im-
paired is probably much less understood by
the profession-at-lerge even though it is more
common and of greater danger than the first

a

type. The second form or institutionalization
occurs when hearing impaired children ars
placed in situations in which failure is in-'
evitable. The kinds of prowl* which face
the greatest risk of this kind of in-
stitutionalization are those in which deaf
children are indiscriminately integrated into
a regular school progrem even though they
may be functkmally unable to .initiate or
maintain social, p'sychojogical, or educational
contact, with their seatmates. In this kind of
situation .the 'deaf child's sense of
differeniness is compounded rather then
reduced (Craig, 1965; Schroedel and Schief,
1972). Even though he *geographically in the
same class with hearing etudents, hivability
to integrate socially and culturally as an equal
is irreversibly datnaged. Ultimately integra-
tion into the mainstream is measured by
econotnic independence on the part of the
adult who is free to move socially and
culturally among those persons whom- he
chooses, including those who are deaf and
those who are hearing. Integration occurs on
the basis of competence and competence * ac-
quired on the basis of early and continued
success both in school and out.

Another popular misconception regarding
the most restrictive-least restrictive concept
for deaf children is that the deaf child is in d
least restrictive environment when 11) he
lives at home, (2) goes to a public school, and
(3) is placed with hearing children. The most
restrictIve environment occurs when he is
placed (1) out of the district, (2) in a residen-
tial school, and (3) with other deaf children
(Vernon and Prickett, 1977). This simplistic
view of the problem can and often does result
in the indiscriminate placement of hearing im-
paired children in programs which do not ad-
dress themselves to such fundamental con-
siderations as degree of hearing impairment,
etiology and age at onset, and the presence or
absence of essential educational services.
Some children with a mild to moderate im-
pairment and strong support on the part of the
family may very well be in a least rearittive
environment when placed in a locaLscl000l
setting with hearing children given these es-
sential support services which are-provided
by the school. On the other hend, such place-
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mint for most children with severe to
profound hearing impairment would be place-
ment in a most restrictive environment. Ob-
viously no one model fits all hearing impaired
dhildren.

The critical factor in the educat'ion of hear-
ing impaired children is the relationship
ketween the extent of need (determined by
iach factors as degree of hearing loss, age at
onset) and the extent of services. A child with

Mild impairment may be able to function
th hearing aid, a program of auditory

train ng d a program of speech and
language th rapy provided within a public
school setting with consideration bting given
to such things as preferential seating. By con-
trast, the child.with a profound earing loss
will probably need s which can be
provided only in a comprehensive school
program with an enrollment of a hundred or
mork deaf children and a faculty, of trained
and experienced professionalawho are able to
provide the broad range of support services
that the child requires. A school then, in
e ffect, comprises an environment: an etlkiion-
ment Of people and things in which the child
must be free to move and to grow. An environ-
ment which lacks this is restrictive in the
most essential sense.

For every deaf child growth and develnp-
ment occurs along a continuum. Again the
provision of services must occur in
relationship to the extent of need at all stages
along the continuum. In the beginning the deaf
child who is essentially without educational.
sotial, dr language skills will require a
massive outpouring of educational services.
In no other way can the deprivation of early
profound hearing loss be overcome. As the
child acquires skills and amasses linowledge
there can be, without risk to tlie child, a reduc-
tion in the degree of educational support. Con-
tact with hearing people cen become more
meaningful. Again, as the child's skills and
knowledge broaden and deepen his need for
the support and nourishment on the part of
the educational program can and should be
reduced. The child is, thus, being led and
directed toward self-dependence through the
use of appfopriate support services and new
found skills. The greatest amount of
educational support is provided at the time of

/ February 1978

greatest need. This kind of educational model
can and should provide ever-increasing con-,

tact with hearing persons both in school and
in other aspects of the community. Under this
model there' is a meaningful relationship
between the degree of integration and the
degree of personal-and social skill.

The Multiply Handicapped Deaf Child
A major responsibility faced by educators

of the deaf today is the increasing number of
multiply handicapped deaf children (Kent,
1971). The additional handicaps include men-
tal retardation, visual impairment.dmotional

-disturbance, orthopedic problems, learning
disabilities and others. In recent yeats there
has been a moVe some places, namely
California and Maryland, -toward the
development of appropriate programs for
such, childien (Brill, 1976; Griffins, 1977). A
majer problem is the reluctance of local
programs foc the hearing impaired to serve
them. They have tried to transfer their
responsibility for these children to the state
residential schools for the deaf (Griffing,
1977). Unfortunately;educators have ignored
the neeefor a statewide appioach to the
education and habilitation of such children ...
an approach which should involve other agen-

.cies than education, such as the departments
of health and mental hygiene, divisions of
vocational rehabilitation and uthers.

Changes in major etiologies suggest that the
responsibility to serve multiply handicapped
deaf children will not only remain a major one
but possibly increase in the years ahead
(Kent, 1971).

ESSENTIAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

An educational program for hearing im-
paired or deaf children should be judged on
the basis of the quantity and the quality of
educational services provided. Once the
crite49Jor these essential Services have been
est ablished, objective judgments about
programs and their appropriateness or inap-
propriateness for a !Articular child can be in-

, telligently made (Brill, 1976; Vernon and
Prickett, 1977). The evaluation and the selec-
tion of programs on the basis of services
provided also helps avoid the problem of
selection on the basis of professional bias or

4
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irrational personal preference. The following
' services are basic to a comprehensive

program.

Audiological/Psycho-educational Evaluation
Every hearing impaired child must ha* the

benefit of a comprehensive sudiological and
psycho-educational evaluation. This should
be accomplished in clinically appropriate
fscilities by competent well-trained end well-
qualified professionals who are able to com-
municate comfortably and "effectively with
hearing impaired persons regardless of their
level of linguistic development or skill.

Comprehensive Educational Progrein
The school system is under an obligation to

provide the hearing impaired or desf child
with a comprehensive, sequential, long-tei'm,
educational program lrom.preschool through
the secondary level. It msy not be possible or
necessary that such a comprehensive
program be provided within one school. There
is, however, a responsibility on the part of
school systems setting up educational
programs for thedeaf to ensure that children
enrolled in such programs are served all the
way through the secondary level. For exam-
ple, if a county board of education decides to
establish a preschool and elementary
program for the deaf, it should also plan for
the provision of educational services at the
junior high school and high school level
somewhere rithin the system so that move-
ment through the program by-the child csn be
orderly and without undue stress to the cbild
or his family. Too many educational programs
for hearing impaired and deaf children Ere
open-ended and result in the repeated move-
ment of pupils into-and-out-of schools oc-
curring in number of different places within
a district or state. Programs must be broad
enough to ensure that all ereas of the
curriculum are edequately treated in a se-
quential manner permitting en individuslized
or developmental approach toward learning
end instruction.

Parental Counseling
A comprehensive, educational program

presuppoies the evailability of on-going
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parental counseling. Parents should be helped
to understand and to accept the basic realities
of deafness and should be equipped to work
effectively with their child. To help parents
sejek an appropriate program for their child,
information should be provided concerning
all types of programs available and-parents
ihould be free to make judgment: without be-
rng subjected to professional bias. Parental
counseling should also include opportunities
for wents to meet-and to intersct with deaf
adults. Every school system hiving
educational programa for the deaf should
provide instruction and training in manual
communication for parent; of deaf children.

Faculty and Staff..
Since the instructional program is the very

heart of a school system, a basic requirement
ia that the faculty and staff have the benefit of
appropriate professional training in the
education of the hearing impaired. Such train-
ing presupposes the development and posies-
sion of communication Allison the part of the
facultY permitting communication with hear-
ing impaired children and adults at a variety
of levels of linguistic development.

Clinicsl, Supportive Services end Personnel

In addition to the basic program of instruc-
tion an educational program must provide
broad renge of clinical and supportive ser-
vices to the student population, and to the
faculty and staff. These services include the
following:

(1) Audiology end Auditory Training: In
addition to competent audiological evalue-
tion, which has already,been mentioned, the
school must provide periodic re-evaluation of
pupils, services regsrding the fitting and
maintenance of individual hearing aids, e
progrsin of euditory training reinforcing and
supporting the efforts of regulsr classrobm
teachers and a program to ensure that
auditory equipment including individual aids
and .group systems is serviced and kept
operstional.

(2) Speech: Speech development end speech
therapy should be provided on an in-.
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dividualized basis to supplement and re-
-inforce the on-going academic and speech in-
struction program occurring at the classroom
level.

(3) Psychological and Social Services: The
services of a team of psychologists, ilocial
workers and counselors who have the benefit
of professional training not only in their par:
ticular discipline but training and experience
as well in the education of deaf children is
nestled. These professionals must be able to
communicate fluently with hearing impaired
children and their families functioning at a
v,ariety of educational and, linguistic levels.

(4) Communication Services: Since
deafness is a corrimunication disability, the
educational program is under a heavy obriga-
tion to provide tratning in basic communica-
tion skills not only for its faculty end staff but
for parents and pupils as well.

(5) Facilities, Equipment and. Materials:
Hearing impaired and deaf children are en-
titled to be educated in safe and pleasant
facilities designed in so far as possible to
reduce the isolation that deafness imposes
upon children. It is clearly recognized that not
all hearing impaired children can be enrolled
in an appropriateli designed and constructed
school for the deaf., but serious attention and
consideration must be given to the ap<
propriateness of facilities with particular
attention being given to such factors as
lighting ond acoustics.

The educational program must provide
broad program of auditory training and sup-
port. Such a program requires the availability
of top quality group amplification systems

-and individual hearing aids. In addition, an
educqtional program for the hearing impaired
must provide a variety of other essential
equipment and materials, such as: projection
equipment and materials, video tape and
television, appropriate library and media aer-
vices and materials including.captioned films.

,Student Population
The cost involved in providing all of the ser-

vices that are essential for hearing impaired

A.A.D. /February Ism

children is prohibitive where there are only
small numbers of children (Vernon and
Priokett, 1977). Yet, anything less than the
provision of a broad program of direct and
supportive services is harmful to'the child.

The relationahip between cost and the aize
of the student population is clearly Illustrated .
by the difference in the per capita cost of the'
two Campuses of the Maryland School for the
Deaf. Both schools, provide essentially the
same range of services, yet the per capita cost
on the Frederick campus is considerably less
than ttlat at-Columbia because of the substan-
tially larger enrollment., This problem
becomes magnified when efforts are mirde to
serve small numbers of thildren in local
programs. In addition, the presence of only a
few classes of hearing impaired .children
within a given program prevents grouping on
either the basis of age, developmental level, or
degree of impairmeut.

Physical Education and Athletics
A secondary program for hearing iMpaired

or deaf youth must be able to provide an on-
going program of physical education and
athletics permitting maximum partitipation
by students at 'all levels both on an intra-
schobl and an inter-school basis. Hearing
impaired children are entitled to an
opportunity to compete and to excell in
athletics. They deserve the program and the
equipment necessary te guarantee such
participation.

Social-Recreational Ptogram
Again, because deafness precludes the

development of so called normal
communication skills, there is a need on the
part of the educational program to respond to
t.he child as a person and to provide maximum
opportunity for social development. Healthy
!Kleinl development presupposes a freedom
and an ability to interact comfortably with
one's peers and to participate freely in a
variety of activities which tend to foster
social, cultural growth (Schroedel and Schief,
1972). The social-recreational program of the
school must be broad enough to permit
hearing impaired children to enjoy the same
kinds of experiences as normally hearing

8 0 G
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students including such typical activities as
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, student council,
literary societies, cheerleaders, 4-H, Junior
NAD, and others.

Prevanatlemal-Vocatiouid Services
There is a growing awareness in American

education ot the necessity for prevocational
and vocational-training not in lieu of but
alongside regular academic program. This
need ts particularly acute in the education of
the deaf. A school program must be prepared
to provide this essential service. Exploratory
opportunities should be made available to
students at the middle school level with op-
portunities for specific job related training at
the high school level. Prevocetional and
vocational training should be offered in con-
cert with the services of a vocational
rehabilitation counselor and in keeping with
career education program which involves the
school, the student's family, vocational
rehabilitation services, end the community.

Philosophy.and Educational Methodology
Every educational program should not only

embrace but reflect through its people end
programs a philosophy which recognizes end
addresses the worth of the deaf or hearing im-
paired child. Further, the educational
methods end practices employed by the
school must be maintained with respect to the
needs of the student population considering
such fundamental realities as the degree of
hearing impairment, and so forth.

IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142

Public Law 94-142 is one of the mori far-
reaching pieces of legislation affecting special
eduostion end cadnot be given adequatetreat-
ment in this paper. However, the impact of
one or two aspect s,of this law must be given
attention. In brief..the law says that every
handicapped child must be provided free
and appropriate educational program in the
least restrictive environment, and that the
local board of education has the ultimate
responsibility to see that such free and ap-
propriate educational programs are indeed
provided (Keogh End Levitz, 1976). A factor of

- major importance to us today is how the.local
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board of educatioil will carry out Its ultimate
responsibility. The drafting of federal
regulations, the interpretations and counter-
interpretations concerning the law and the
regulations, and the inch by inch move toward
the implementation of the law has created un-
paralleled activity and unprecedented tension
in special education Ell over the country(Brill.
1974). There pas been particUlar interest and
concern in the education of the deaf regarding
Congress' intent in passing Public Law 94-
142. If-ever there was time fol people to sit
down end reason, it is now. The last thing our
professio4 and the lest thing that deaf
children need is series of territorial skir-
mishes. The real losers will be the childrenl

There are professional persons here
representing every aspect of the power struc-
ture in the education of the thug including the
Committee on Education and LaborUnited
States Congress, a federally supported in-
stitution of higher education designed ex-
clusively for deaf persons, state departments
of educat ion. state residential and day schools
for the deaf, semi-private residential schools
for the deaf, federally supported model high
school End elementary school, countywide
programs for the hearing impaired, private
educational agencies, the divition of
vocatidnal rehabilitation, university training
programs for professional personnel End
others. There is adequate responsibility End
abiding responsibility for everyone to max-
imize the effectiveness of all agencies and all
types of services in order to carry out what we
might logically and reasonably assume was
Congress' intent in the enactment of this piece
of legislation. .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ME
COORDINATION OF EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES TO THE HEARING
IMPAIRED IN MARYLAND

The statements set forth here do not repre-
sent s comprehensive nor detailed statewide
plan. These statement," do, however, set forth
a series of fundamental recommendations
designed to result in maximum and ap-
propriate utilization of existing educational
services for hearintimpaired children with a
variety of needs. The Major Concept in these
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recommendations is the recognition (hit
educational programs for the, hearing IIU-
paired in Maryland vary considerably frOM
county to county regarding the quantity'itd
quality of educational end supportive -ser-
vices leasible. These recommendations
further recognize that the range of services
provided by a specific program must be con-
sidered in concert witiohe needs of individual
hearing impaired children to be placed in such
programs. A major issue is the relationship
between and among the Maryland School for
ihe Deaf; the seversl county programs and the
Maryland State Department of Education to
ensure that hearing impaired children are
placed in educational programs providing
services commensurate with the needs of the
children. The following recommendations are
offered:

(1) A central registry for the hearing
impaired, be established for ihe State of
Maryland so that optimum benefits of en
early educational opportunity for every
hearing impaired child can be realized. The
creation of a central registry would facilitate
the development of appropriate services for
hearing impaired students not being
adequately served at this time and would
encourage the placement of hearing impaired
children in programs providing all needed
services. Basic data maintained by the central
registry would be shared by the county, the
Maryland School for thef Deaf End the State
Department of Education. The availability of
such basic dara to all responsible agencies
would make possible the kind of dialogue
essential imong parents and professionals to
ensure appropriate placement.

12) Comprehensive information about all
programs be provided every parent. Parents
have a right to know the full range of-services
available for hearing impaired children in
Maryland to ensure that appropriate place-
ment is made. At present many are not given
this information.

(3) The definition of "local program" be ex-
panded to include not only county classes and
services but facilities and servirer of the
'Maryland School for the Deaf. All of these
programs and service systems are feasible
within-the publie school network since their

A.A.D. / February We

fidancial supt)ort is from the same ultimate
public source. This recommendation is sup-
ported by the analysis of Public Law 94-142
done by the National Association of State
Directors ot Special Education, Inc., and has
the benefit of legal precedent, (National
Association of State Directors of Special
Education, Inc., 1978).

(4) The Maryland State department of
Education, the Maryland-School for the Deaf
and the several counties work together in the
developthent of a statewide curriculum to
help ensure that all hearing impaired children
are being provided comparable program. It'.
is further recommended that the resources
and services of the Maryland State Depart-
ment of Education and the resources and ser-
vices of tha Maryland School for the Deaf be
made available to local programs who may be
in need of such resources and services. Such
resources could include audiological and
psycho-educational evaluation of hearing im-
paired children and .consultation regarding
curriculum', consultation regarding education
End management of multiply handicapped
deaf children, consultation regarding
prevocational and vocational education, and
so forth.

(5) In order for the State of Maryland to
make the best possible use of exisUng
educational programs it is recommended that
the programs of thrMaryland Schools for the \
Deaf, Frederick Campus apd Columbia Cam-
pus, continue to be utilized as major
educational services for children with severe
to profound hearing impairment.

Because the Maryland School for th» Deaf is
funded as a separate Agency of the State, such
utilization of its services would permit the
counties, particularly those with small pop-
ulations of hearing impaired students,- to con:
cantrate their ed cations! resources toward
the dev a of programs for children
with n141d to moderate impairment.

This ind of plan could alleviate, to a sub-
stantia wee, the tragic but growing
problem of the transfer of a large number of
students with' severe to profound impairment
into the Maryland School for the Deaf after
they have experienced failure in other
programs for the hearing impaired. A few of
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the larger,- more heavily populated counties
can, if they wish to make the financial com-
mitment, provide quality programs for both
groups, that is, thou with mild to moderate
impairment and those with severe to
profound hearing impairment. One condition
for this is that the numbers be sufficient to
permit comprehensive programming in cost
effective manner.

(0)1All programs for the hearing impaired in
Maryland should consider the need for the
provision of appropriate educational and
supportime services for multiply handicapped
children.. The numher of multiply
handicapped deaf children in need of
education services today is on the increase
but there remains a critical shortage of
appropriate programs. The Columbia campus
of the Maryland School for the Deaf offers a
small program for elementary age multiply
handicapped deaf children in a separate self-
contained facility specially designed for that
purpose. In the drafting of this
recommendation, consideration was given to
the possibility of developing a comparable
program for adolescent multiply handicapped
deaf -children in the Phase II stage of
development of the Columbia campus. These
programs, however, address only-11 small
percentage of multiply handicapped persons
needing services in Maryland. Other
appropriate programs must be developed.
Concerning this need for additional services
for multiply handicapped persons, it is
further recommended that the Maryland
State oepartment of Education, the Maryland
School far the Deaf and the counties work in
cooperation with the Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene, the Division of
Voctional Rehabilittion and other
appropriate agencies to ensure that all
multiply handicapped deaf persons of school
age are receivink the benefits of an
educational program. Such cooperation
would permit the development of educational
services for multiply handicapped
individuals Who may be placed in psychiatric
institutions, hospitals centers maintained by
the Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene, or perhaps, even persons
maintained in correctional institutions. This

kind of interagency coomation may also
result/ in the creation of graup homas and
halfway houses for multiply handicapped
deaf persons who have not yet achieved full
self-dependence. It is essential, that there be .

Interagency collaboration if the needs of '
multiply handicaPped deaf individuals are to
be recognized and met.

SUMMARY
In recent years the education of the deaf has

experienced considerable change. Today a
variety of programs ..are available for the
education of hearing impaired children,
whereas only few years aga mdst of these
childien were educated in schools for the deaf.
These changing patterns in education have
sometimes resulted in confusion on the part of
parents as to which program ..,should be
ulected, and these changing, patterns have
sometimes resulted in unnecessery
competition and confliett among educators.
Since there are a variety of programs
available for the education of hearing
impaired children. educators need to pay
particular attention to the appropriate
placement of children whose individual needs
vary considerably depending upon such
lectors as *re of hearing impairment, age
at onset, In-esence or absence of other
handicaps, etc.

Public Law 94-142 which mandates a free
,and appropriate eduction for every
handicapped child has brought into very
sharp focus the role of the local school sys-'
tem in providing services for handicapped
children which may .have been traditionally
piovided elsewhere. The implications of this
law in the education of the Hearing impaired
are significant. As the profession gears up for
the ultimate iniplemerilation of Public Law
94-142 across our land, there is a critical need
for all responsible agencies and professionals
to engage in comprehensive planning to
ensure that every hearing impaired child is
placed in a program that best suits his
educational, social and other human needs.
Thoughtful' statewide planning which
maintains a constant focus on children will
bring professionals with differing

'responsibilities and differing points of view
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together..The result can be not only improved
educational, services for hearing impaired
children but a whole new era of ggoperation
among educators.
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Aaalysis,of Services to Rearing lePaired
Developmentally Disabled Persons.

VITAL rsromiaTtOs FORM

Developed by:
Model Demonstration "ropes
The Rehabilitation Center
College'of Education
The Cniversity of Arizona

Introduction

Updated by:-
SI-DO Great Project
America* SpeschrLanguage -
Hearing Association

This document is an instrument for analyzing services to hearing impaired

developmentally disabled (RIDD) persons. The principle purpose of this

instrument is to structure the data required co conduct a foreative analysis of

school'or agency services to_HIDD persons. The 'Vital Inforostion Fors provides

, a means for rgetesatically collecting the data thei will consequently be used

by program personnel,to improve the services they are providing. The original

intentiOn df the 4DP staff we* to use the data gathered during pilot stage co

<establish standards by vhich to evaluate services in various settings, thus

enduing analysis in accordance with the evaluation sodel proposed by Robert

GlSteke (1967). Standards had not been established by the end of the MDP

project; this task reesins to be done.

Nezure/the VIF. The Vital Ieforsation Form (VIF) Ls the heart of the

'Analysis of Segvicee. Several characteristics of the VIF say effect its

utilization by agencies. This process required time commitment fro. agency

staff. The VIF is lengthy. All of the requtred data are descriptive..

necessitating good deal of narrative inforeation. This means thet completion

of the docueent is both time-consuming and qualitatively demandine. One cannot

simply check an appropriate box or mark sense cell and move quickly through

the process. Each response requires thought and the periodic acquisition .of

iafornation from agescy files. Salsas* of sous or information eay be perceived

as a threat to the nosey because the process requires decumentatioe related to

fumdieg, efforts at deinstitutiosalisatios. program accountability, etc.

Although the agency say be *Ankles hard in all these areas, they may perceive

themselves as vuleerable to criticise amd therefore, le reluctant to put

themeelves om record La as evaluative situotios.

811

% It is iseartast te reeeeber that this tafermattem is seed to Improve

services where iaffeVreentle seeded. Voluetary .pertinirntiO4 is this presses

is'a sigs of willl'agsese to look closely at a prides system, with a foeme em

providing succeseroriested programa for peepsa wha are heavies impeiredreed

developmentally disabled.

Adminigtrative cameras." Am adsisistrative commitment is.kmpertsot te

successful internalSnd extersal evaluatieem. Many aseacies maistais

opefatiosal forme which dos,' not include regular !steroid evaluation. ii,the

conduct of a comprehensive review.it is est ueusual that so ems purses la aa

ageocy can immediately pcevide ell ef the lefermstios that is Seoessary. Sew

of the agencies participating is the pilot stage of the 'Aselysis ef Services'

found this to be true. lb expedite the data collection motels It levalwable

to coavens a smiLl eroup of people mhode collect!" expertise will be

sufficient Go co4late all isformatioa on the VII. \Use Of a tees aSpreseh
-

often proves to be the most effective aud efficient ese of rooftrees; it.eftem

avoids the unevenness that often results Asa questiOus OS parceled set to

different ladividualls with minimal coordiesties.

seltrro. Dario, the life of the MD? project, pernenuel free agouties

throughout the cosatry cospleted the VIP, seeding theit completed Vils ts the

project staff for analysis-a service which ls no lolger,evailshle. This-
of the evaluetios might sew le arraugod through the use of a local et r

evaluation team with expertise in program eumiustise sed services

persoos.

With sose modifications la forma &ad prosesethis Lestrumest caa used

to coeduct a MAW -agency analysis of prviees to evaluate the a Illtp of

a coutinuus of services withia a coessaity, to identify servite gaps

insufficiescies, te !testify fruitful erase fer rellabscatess, mid to

a pies to times. barriers of exclesish, thee Streathealeg earviees fir

require thlti.
\

The followloe section metalss the isfermntios sated for ea the Vital

laformeties Vora. There are four seatioes ef fAtis form; Lieetifiestise of

Agway aad ivalution Teem, Program Aatesedests Prestos TrassesSieei, sag

Program Outcome. 'Tor reams of spas. thole Seattle' *hese hems embeeed.

eliorleatieg the spasm for gessoes**.

leeal

ermelate

she
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IMSTIFICATION

School oelppecy

Address

Phone

-3-

Individual(s) completing Vital Information Fors

Name Position

II Program Antecendents

Date (0)

Instructions

Item I through 9 of xhis portion of the analysis ars general quections

concerning the.nature of the school or agency. To complete these items,

input from other staff members eay be requested, and proeram documents may

be consulted to sepplement individual experience. There is no need to

respond to these items in great detail; they ars merely intended to provide

an oveiview of the antocendent factors on which a school or agency is

based.

The remaining itemi that fall under the heading of 'antecedents are

essential to the success of the analysis, and should be answered carefully

and thoroughly. As was.the case with other items in this section of the

document, staff input or program documents can serve an the supplementary

data sources. Be sure to follow the guidelines associated with each item,

siOCO adherence to these guidelines will result in uniform and coeplete

reeponses. The guidelines follow each item and are enclosed in

parentheses.

Please keep in mind that 'the information supplied in thisotVion fa

the first step toward inproving services.

813

Program Anteceidents

L. briefly destribe the purpose of your orgaeisatioe..

I.

2. Describe the physical plat* with respect to tbe following characteristics:

1) immoral appearance, 2) space, 3) aceessibility, 4) mainteseace, 5)

equipment, 6) vestilation. This description should foetus Oa the quality et
.each of the characteristics.

3. What specific provisloos have been node to adapt the phySimil pltat to the

health:, Commnicatioe, ...sad safety' asels'of Mamie' ilpeire4 4evelopesete11,
disabled (IIDD) perigees?

4. Identify the fopaal relatieueltips,that the school or gamey asinteiss with

other schools or atomise es behalf of IMO slimmed. These relatleeships
should be stated as *specific policy, a contractoal &grommet, etc.

School or Description of
sseecy relationshiet

5. Describe aay leforaal relatioaships that the school er soa meiliteiee
with other "mammas or ageacies each,* scum to coeseltative services, ems

of.inforaation resources, etc.
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PrOgram Antecendents

-

6. What relatiOnship exitts between the school or agency ind organizations

and for hearing impaired,persons, cerebral -palsied persons, autistic

'persons, mentally,retarded persons?

7. What ii the funding base for the school or agency?

Program Anteeendents

of 1. Briefly deicribe the purpose of your organi

-6-

8. Describe any difficulties encountered in obtaining funds to serveHIDD

persons..° (Include funding limitaA6n;, inter-agency cb mmunication

problems, lack of cobrdination,:lack of clear responsbilitity, or problems

specitic to a school or agency),

9. Does the school ar agency have an advisory board? If so, what

is its compotition, and ts there'a mechanism for consumer input from RIft

persons.or their advocates?.

16. Describe the characteristics'of the HIDD clients served by the school or'

agency.

10.1 Number (Include ihe numbe'r of iapp persons being.served and the total

client population.)

HIDD , .TOTAL

104 ,Age distribution (RisPond to this question by indiCating the number

or percentage of HIDD clients in each age range. If this information

is unaveilable, simply . indicsie the number of children and adults)

815

0 - 5

6.- 12

13 - 18

19 7 59

60.and above

10.3 Handieapping conditions

Rearing Iipaired Mi6tally getarded.

Rearing Impaired.Autiitic

Rearing Impaired Cerebral Palsied

Hearing Impaired Epilepti

Hearing Impaired Mentally

. Rearing Impaired Mentally

Rearing Lapaired Mentally

Rearing Impaired Mentally

Cerebral Palsied

Rearing, Impaired Mentally

Epileptic

Rearing ImPaired Mentally

Palsied/Epileptic

'llearing Impaired Mentally

ation.

Children.0-10

OR Adults (49-up).

Number or Percentage

Retarded/Autistic',

Retarded/Cerebral Palsied "

Retarded/Epileptic

Retarded/Autistic/

Retarded/Autistic/

Retarded/Cerebral,

Retarded/Autistic/,

Cerebral Palsied/Epileptic

Rearing Impaired Autistic/Cerebral.Palsied

Rearing Impaired Autistic/ipilepiic

Hearing Impaired Cerebral Palsied/Epileptic

10.4 Racial/ethnic composition Number

Caucasion

Native American

Black

Hispanic

Oriental

Other/Mixed

or Percentage
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Program Antecendents

10.5 Average length of time service is rendered (in months)

10.6 Average cost of serving an HIDD client..

10.7 Average cost of serving non-HIDD client

* 10.8 Indicate any other characferistics that may be of interest, such as

financial status of clients or their families, religious affiliation

necessary for service, parental or.family status, etc.

10.9 Indicate the difficulty associated with retrieving the information

relatink the items 10.1 through 10.7. Was it readily accessible, or

was a graat deal of effort netassary to obtain it?

11. Describe the characteristics of the professional staff of the school pr

agenCy.

1.1.L Total,.professional staff (including administrators)

11.2 Specializations (include administrators)

Area of 8pecialization Number or Perceutage Professional Certification
(Yes.or No)

11.3 In service training opportunities

11.4 Continuing education opportunities-

11.5 Racial/ethnic Bomposition
Caucasion
Native American
Black
Hispanic
Oriental
Other/Mixed

817

Number of Percentage

-8-

Program Antecedents

11.8, Identify staff positions held by disabled persons

11.7 Describe the,turnover rate of the staff in each area of

speci.alization'(Precise figures, though helpful, are not absolutely

necessary; approximate percentages are acceptable).

11.8 Describe any other relevant staff charatteristics that mey contribute,

to analyzing the.services of the school or agency.

12. Diatribe briefly the administrative structure of the school or agency.

(inClude a chest of organization/operation if possible)

13. Additional commente or information.

III Program Transactions

Instructions

This portion of the analysis is one of the most essential, but is also cite

that ie comparatively difficult_to complete. Two fectors contribute to.the

difficulty related to obtainins information on programa transactions. First, in

addition to siafi input and' document reviews, the data sources for this portion

inelude extensive.observetions., A second factor ig the maenitude of the

undertaking; sone programa comprise eo many activities that evalustidg each 004

will be very time consuming. As a consequence of these factors, a greet deal

of effort will go.into gathering the data pertaining to program transactions.
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, Instructions (continued)

In
<-6

obissining the data pertaining to program transictions, it is iaportant

to record what.Attually exiwts. Therefore, ettempt to corroborate the

Statements lad, by other informants and the inigrmation obtained from program a

documents lad; individual_observations of program transeetions, and document t.
any discrepancies among these data sources. Discrepancies related to each ites

should be indicated at the conclusion of, the response to each item.

This portion of the analysts is of tremendous importance in developing

recommendations in a realistic context. "Improvihg client progress is, quite

often, a matter of altering the transactions within a system in order to align

them more closely with client needs.

Program Transacc1ons

1. Listed on the following pages are ervices that are often provided to KIDD,

persona. Identify those servicsie provided.by the chool or agency, and

answer the questions on the folvlowing pages as they relate ter that

particularservice:
t.0

1.1 Are .there services offered to nonHIDD persons that are not offered

to KIDD persons? Indicate which services they are, and why they

are not offered to KIDD persona.

Answer the following questions as they relate to the general delivery system of

the school or agency. ^Note any descrepancies betasen services offered to HIDD

persons and those offered to nonhearing impaired clients.

2. How does the school or agency determine whether or not its services are

provided in the "least restrictive nvironment"?

81 9*
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Program Transactions

3. Does it appear as if KIDD persons are being served in the leaet restrictive

environment? If not, discus& briefly why servicee are not offered in

this way.

0

4. Does the school or agency cluster KIDD persons h2gother.or ars they

dispersed throughout the general ciient population? Discuss briefly the

rationale for this choice.

5. Describe the due process procedures available to RIDO persons.

6. Kfiat are the precautions takes to guarantee the confidentiality of KIDD

clients' records. . *

7. Attach a copy of the individual habilitetion or educatiot plan for ona

client and return it with your evaluation. Please be sure to delete all

identification.

7.1 Does this plan serve as the basis for treating or educating KIDD

- clients? (yes or no)

7.2 /s an individual plan available for each RIDD client?

, (yes or no)

8. Are pecialized materials and resources.available for KIDD clients?

______(yes or no)

isplain:

92.



'Program Tranhactions

9. Mow is the progress of HIDO clients monitored?

10. describe the nature-of the communication'that exists between RIDD clients

sod the staff of the school or agency.

Oral Communication -

Manual communication

Total communication

Other (Specify)

U. Describe the opportunities for and quality of inceraction between HIDD

clients and persons outside the agency.

tn
.
12. How Ls information pertaining to your school or agancy made available to

consumers. parents. and/or advocates of HIDE) persons?

13. Whet *process is used to refer HIDD clients to your school or agency?

14. List the pources of referrals of HIDD persons to your school or agency.

15. Row do other schools or agencies monitor HIDD referrals to your school or

agency? (Basically, how 46 these schools or agencies find out if you are

doing your Joh?)

823
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16. What process do you use to refer KIDD persons to Other schools or agelp144?.

17. List the places to which you refer KIDD clients.

18. How do you monitor KIDD referrals to othei schools or agencies?
A

19. Bow are servichs to KIDD persona coordinated within your school or agency?

. 20. Additional coements pertaining to prograa transactions.

IV. Pro ram Outcomes

Instructions

This portion of the Analy.is of 3ervicei..-9ital Inforestioe Ford provides

the opportunity,to describe the outcomes of your agemcy's attempts to serve the

KIDD population. Regardless of the nature of the outcoems; it LP worth.sotine

that an orgamisaton that serves, atteepts to serve, or is willisg to serve this

group of indiOduals is ing forward in the humaa service" area.

The recommendation' resu ting from this amalysis will attempt to help

create, modify, or reinforce current services to parsecs who are hearing

inpaired and developeentally disabled..

824
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Pro ram Outcomes

1. what sub ective criteria are available by which client progress can be

assessee?

2. According to these criteria, the performance of what percentages of HIDD

clients: Improved

Renained the same

Regressed

g-16-

Pro ram Outcomes

6. Is cost/benefit information available Couccrning the services offered by

7cour school or agency to NIDD persons? If so, summarise this

intonation, and.indicate if there is a .discfepanny between this

information as it pertains to HIDD clients and the same Anformation 00

non-hearing impaired clients.

7. In the space below, indicate the percentage of KIDD clieate that eater each

setting as they complete the progrea beiag offered by your scheol er

agency.

Residential

3. How easy wes it to obtain this information? (Check one) Natural or adoptive partite

No problem Poster'Parents

Relatively easy Institution for the mentally retarded
at
1.4 'Fairly difficult lesideatial school for the heavies impaired
t

tn Very difficult Group homes.)

'
Impossible Supervised apartmeat

Independent liviog

Other (Specify)

4. Select an HIDD clieat at randoe, and using the subjective and objective

criteria described previously, summarise the changes in that client's Vocational or educational

behavior since that client entered the school or agency. Coapetitive employment

Adult workshop

Votatioaal training/evaluatioa teeter

Ieetitutioe.for the mentally° reterded

S. What materials, publications, etc. are produced 6y your school or agency Residential school for the beariag impaired

regarding HLDD clients aod nada available to the professional coemunityl State hospital

Include copies where available. Public school

Other (Speelfi)

Nom
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!regress Qut$oses
's

II. What percentage of ?UN clients leave your school or agency but,eventually

return? Mow does this compare with tha sees figure for non-hearing

impaired clieats?

9. What percentage of VIM clients tare deinstitutionalixed or mainstreamed

last year? - What perceatage do you expect will be deinstitutioealised

or esinscreemed this year?

10. Additional comments as they pertain to prograe outcomes.

Namary.

You have just completed a rigorous review of your proeram as it relates to

persons who are hearing iepaired and davelopeentally disabled (JUDD). the

information that you ha4e supplied wili serve as tha basis for formulating

series of seeds-based recommeadatiesa &hared to improve program for the WIDD

population currently being served by your orgsaixation. These recommendations .

will be developed by your deeigasted evaluation teem and presented to key

members of your ageacy for their use is program'review and planning.. Thank you

for your cooperation with this effort oa ithelf of every perils who is hearing

impaired amd developeeatally disabled.
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A Residential Program for Deaf
Multi-Handicapped, Children,

Richard F. Haag

A contprehensive nsidentiahprogram for deaf mufti-handicapped shade** has been devel-
oped at the California School for the Deaf, Riverside. This report describes the peva/a ,

ins the type of students sarvord, the physkal plant, Man distribution, student sftseesenent, the
"Student Profile," proves reports, lesson plans, recreational activities, assesgnsent, leather!
counselor relations, rid communkatipn with parents.

The Deaf Multi-Handicapped Unit at -the
California School tor the Deaf, kiverside,

serves the needs of deaf students who cannot
function in a regular classroom or residence hall
for deaf or hard-ot-hearing children. These
children may have emotional, behayioral, or
atadernic problems which require specialwed
programs. This paper focuses on the residential
program in the Deaf Multi-Handicapped Unit,
and in particular in the residence halls serving
younger children, ages $ through 13

Students trom all o% or Southern Calitorma
art!-. enrolkd in the Deal Multi-Handicapped
Unit, with the majority tit the childrcn coming
from the San Diego, los .Nn?,%eles, and Orange
County areas -The hildren go home eat h
sseekend, and spend Sunday evening through
friday afternoon at thisil

I ho total population of. the Deaf Multi-
apped Unit a% erages around 100, 4C ir

Unit 1 tor vounk,er ihiklreii and,;5 in Unit II tor
those lukiren agus Ii and up ApproYimatelv
two thuds of the popul.abin is oiale In ',miler
for student to bv o coed in the unit hes pri .
mars handaap most he &aloes., Additional
hoindo ppme conditions range trom hyper-
kinesis to auti,tic liki lxhay tor ysitli the mo4
.prevak.nt byiny mental ievildation arid
omit tonal beha% it ira I pri.iblems

Unit 1 of the Deal MultrIlandKapped Unit
has tour r sidrite hall, three for boys and one
for girls.. Fath dormitory houses approsimatelv
12 students, %%ith two childryn sharing a bed-
MOM tOrPists ot two counselors and
one Instructional Counsehir in each dornutorv
'with the lnank tional Counselor tunctioning

Mr Ilag Ingrui Mom/ C tilt
Deaf M1lt1.11,mils,frod C.Isits1 for Mc
Mal. Hirer/Me.
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the lead or coordinating cbunsekir. A Sumvis-
ing (ounseIor is responsible for
the over-ail program. The staff is scheduled to
work. in shifts arranged so that all-three age ho
duty each afternoon, Monday through Thurs-
day. Night Attendants an° on duty during the
night time hour:4 to insure the students%satety.

Studentientering the Unit are assessed for a
12- week period. Jhe t bash: areas eovered

t during ,assessment are behavior and living
skulls ln order to develop an individual pro-
gram for further growth and development, the. °

student° must he assessed to determine' his
eptry Novel behaviors. Each child is pretestectiQ,
areas such as eYe contact, attention to task, ac-
*piing consequences for his actions, todillog
. S i, poss and fine motor skills, and personal
hygiene There are a total of 25 categories in
each of the basic areas that are evaluated. At the
end ofeach month of the three-month evalua-
tion the student is reassessed in each Of the
categories to determine whether there has been
any regression or improvement. Weak areas
worked on with the student either individuallY
or in a small group. The appioptiatenem of the
student's placement irL the Deaf Multi-
Ha ndicapped is deterMined on the basis of
lindiNs during this three-month assessnwnt

AndTher tool developed and implemented by
the counseling stall is. the Student Profile. This
is a comprehensnv working guide for each stu-
dent which is used to trace his development in
miea of the majot aspeds of residence hall liv-
ing It io lso used by the counselors to derive
yearly bchavittal objectives for each student.
1he (Indite aLcoMpames the student as he.pro-
grosses Irom one resideme hall to another so
that the staff of the new dormitory will not in-
advertently repeat previotisly learned obier.
lives



'Residential Program for Deaf Multi-Haniticapped

The folloWing areas are covered in the Stu-
dent Profile: personal hygiene, eating arid
drinking, communication and language, time,
money, measurements, homemaking skills,
health knowledge, personal safety, community
services, sex education for -adolescents; physi-
cal activities, self and self-identification, social
skills, and responsible behaviors.

The student is assessed in.all of the appropri-
ate categories in the Profile to determine
whether he can accomplish each objective
Without assistance, with, assistance, or not at
all. From this assessment the coUnseling staff
determine§ which areas will be worked on in
small groups or individually with the students.
The st.iff then develops a lesson plan describing
how the specific objective will be met. An:task
analysis is done'on the objective so that the staff
can plan- a sequence.of learning actiyities that,
will lead to the achievement of the .Objective.
Thew are then. recoided on the lesson pl,;t1
along with a brief description of the preparatihn
and "aids that will be required. The ,individual
problems of each student must be taken into
acCount 'when these plans are devised. For
example, if ghoe tying is taught tii A student
with cerebral palsy there ere ,certain types of
ptocedures normally used that.would be physi-
cally imposSible for him, therefore, alternate
method§ Vould have toVe utilied. It is for this
reason that a file is kept of all lesson plans for
staf( reference. An evaluation of the effective-:
ness of the plan is also included on the form
itself so that other staff members will know
how effective the achvity has been (see Appen-
d& D.

progress reports are done on each student
three times each school year in Novernber;Feb-
ruary, and June. Yearly objectives fdrieach stu.-
dent are established in, the fall and 'the stu:
dent's progress is evaluated on the progress re-
port. Also described in the report is the status
of the student's individual behavior modifica-
tion program. In addition, the student is evalu-
ated on 102 objectives' taken from the Student
Profile in the areas of personal hygiene, dor-
mitory living skills, social skills awareness, eat-,
ing and drinking, self-identification/concept,
and responsible behayiors. Parent conferences
are held in November and lune at whi.0 time
the staff discusses the student's progress with
the parents, utilizing the progress report as tho
basis of discussion. :

Every other week meetings are held with the

476

staff of each rsidence hall and the Psychbedu-
can nal,C sultant. The behavioral progress of.
e h stu ent is-discussed, and behavior modifi-

don programs are devised or revised as
needed. These range .from lowering the fre-
quency of aggressive acts tri -increasing the fre-
quency of expressive communication.

Also discussed with the Psycheieducational
Consultant is the status of the over-all,behavior
modificatiOn program. Basically, these pro-
grams reward students for positive behaviors,
usually with tokens which may-'rbe exchanged
forttangible rrards. Negatiye behavior is ig-
nored unless it is harmful to the student err to
others. Then it mtist be dealt with through
some.sort of disciplinary'action.

All of the students' time is not spentin highly
strnetured small group and individual pro-
grams. In order for children to become indepen-
dent-individuals they must learn how to utilize
their leisure time effectively. Variots groups
'are designed to teach activities that can be used
in .la ter life. These include iports, cooking,
woodworking, basic electrical shop, hiking,

'and arts and crafts. .

Field trips are also planned about twice a
month foi the students in each, residence hall
The Southern'.6Iifornia area has many' points
of interest that are within east/ driving distance.

The area in which the students need most
,work is communication. Most come froin
homes Vhere manual communication' is used
on a limited basis or not at all. For the most
part, they havenever learned to express them-
selves through language. When frustrated they
often resort to aggressive or destructive acts be-
cause they cannot release their feelings appro-
priately. Total communication is practiced by all
staff members virtually every minute of the day
in hopes ttiat the children will learn the advan-
tage of .social communication. We .have found
that once a student learns-to say that he is angry
or that someone is teasing him, the frequency
of emotional oUtbursts drops drastically anil a
more positiveself-image is developed. . .

Good communication has developed be-
tween .the teachers in the classrooms and the
counselors in the residence halls. Formal metit-.
ings are called frequently to diScuss the prog-
ress of individual students with the teachers,
counselors, P,E. teacher, Psychoeducational
Consultant, Principal, Supervising Instruc,
tional Counselor, and parents involved. As
often as j!xissible; counselors'are scheduled to

8 29
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work alongside the teachers in the classroom.
This not only permits them to see the students
in a different envirorunent but the oVertime
they accrue is'used to ena6le them to have
chrismas and Spring_ vac,ations with pay. We
have also had counselors and teachers ex-
change roleS for .a day or twa on a voluntary
basis. The counselcir spends an entire school
day as a teacher. This includes the planning for
what i to be taught during that time and'prep-
aration of materials.. The teacher Works a comj
plete shift in the dormitory, and also does the
planning necessary for the actiVities that are
scheduled during that- time in the dorm.. This
has been an espedally informative experience
for teachers as they often have little under-
standing of what is involved in being a dorm
cdunselor. These conferences and exchanges
have helped to develop a feelIng of teamWork
between the teachers and counselors. Thyy also
have helped-to put things in proper'peespective
so that 'Staff members can See that others are
doing important thing,: too.

One area in which progress has been difficult
is the parent-satool relationship. The size of
the geographic area served .bv- the iinif causes

--great limitations on the cOmmunication be-
tween school and parents. One effort to im-
prove this has been through shortaccounts of
Ha, childs weekly progress written ,by both
teachers and counselors in a composition book
which-is sent home eVerv weekend Tht par-
ents return the composition book with coin:
ments about weekend activities in which they
have byeen, Mvolved with their children.

The new et effort to assist parents-is the de-
velopment of a set ot regional-directories. These

4r-
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directories include listings of service§ available
in Various areas throughout Southern Califor-.
nia along withnames ancl addresses of student§ .

residing in that area sO that parents can get to-
gether and exchange ideas. A parent handbook
is in the planning stages. This handbook will be
designed X aCquaint the parents with the'
people and activities their children are involved
withat school. Included will be pictutes of all
relevant personnel, maps of various points on
campus, ana descriptions of everyday
schedules.

It is clear that learning cannot stop when a

student leaves tbe classroom at the end of the
day, espeaally in the case of the deaf mutti-
handicapped child. The student =Si be- en-
veloped in a learning environment during all of
his waking hoOrs. It is for this reason that this
comprehensive program has been developed.
To carry out a program of this scope requires a
highly dedicated staff of loving individuals will-
ing to give their all for the betterment of the
students.
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Whitney I
Counselor(s) M. Carver .

Appendiiel: Lesson Plan

Group: Small Starting Date 11-75
Ending Date ______

A'CTIVITY:-Children will tie the red/green
strands on practice peg-board-into a bow using
Pull-through Method as insiructed by colinselor.
Then they:will tie their own shoe laces using this
metlmod.

10' .
TASK EXPERIENCES:

OBJECTIVE: Personal Hygiene #23
Ties shoe laces into a bow,
(Pull-thPough Method)*
*This method is helpful for children wi
dexterity or hand coordination problems

h finger. ,
.

1. Children will sit at a table with practice. peg-
. boards in their laps.

2. Children will lace practice, peg-board, cross
.

red/green strands, and tie red/green sttands to-

gether.
3. Counselor wi.11 slowly demonstrate pull-

through method of tying a bow:
a. Porm one loop near face of board in .o/J

hand iging middle and index fingers and
thumb to form aud hold the loop.

b. Wrap second lace around middle and index-
fingers first, coming around die thumb sec-
ond-41ace has now encircled all thiee fin-

.

c. Stle late Between middle and index.fingers
until lace is secured, and drop the end of the
lace:

.d. With free hand, take hold Of the loop, and
4ift the thumb away from the fingers.

e. With loop in one' hand and the othec lace
between the two fingerari PUB hands

' h olding both laces in .opposite directions si-. multaneously.
f. Continue pulling la9s until bow is tight-
".ened.

4. Children will do the above steps one at a time,
while watching the counselor demonstrate
each step on a separate practice peg-board.
a. Children will then clg all above steps in one

motion with counselor assistance, but not a
counselor model, several times.

b. aildren will continue practicing in this way
until they van tie a bow using the Pull-
through Method on a practice peg-board
independently.

5. Children will repeat all the abnve steps on their
own shoes until they can do so independently
arid securely with shoes on their feet.

6. Counselor will glue the final blue ribbon on the
child's now. completed Achievement Chart.

PREPARATION:

I. Unlace,praCtice peg-board ex-
cept for bottom two holes.

2. Adjust the ActileVement Chart
for the steps in Pull-through
Method.

3. Make an Achievement Chart
for each child in thisigfoup:

5

AIDS:

1. Practice peg-boards.
2. Table and chairs.
3. Student's own tie shoes.
4. IndividUal Achievement

-aCharts.

2.1
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The Hearing Impaired in State Institutions
for the RetaFded:

H. Servkes and Programs

by A. Clark Brannan, Ed.D., Carol Sigelman, Ph.D., and Gerard J. Bentherg, Ph.D.

Servkes and programs for hearing impaired
residents of state institutioni for the mentally
retarded were studied through a mail survey. It
was found that alightly kss than hail of the -re-

. porting facilities have distinct programs for the
hearing impaired, almost none of them _grouping
hearing impaired residents in special living guar-
ten. Approaches to therapy, instruction, and corn-
munkation varied from facility to facility. Limita-
tions in vocational programming, equipment, and
staffing were identified. The ankle concludes
with recommendations for improving servkes tO

the nearly UM of the institutionalized retarded
who were, identified as hearing Impaired.

-
In order to sretermine the size and charac-
teristics of the Hearing Impaired/Mentally
Retarded (HVMR) population, the procedures
used in diagnosing and evaluating HI/MR
residents, and the.types of services and pro.-
grams geared io the needs of HI/MR resi-
dents, the Research and Training Centex in
Mental Retardation at Teiras Tech University
recently undertook a mail survey of state in-
stitutions for the menrally retarded: In a pre-
limnary report1 and a fuller report on the
scope of the problem in this journal,2 we con-
cluded that the HI/MR population is a sizable
one, with 7.2% of the institutionalized popu-
lation reported to be hard of hearing (HOH/
MR) and 2.3% functionally deaf (DEAF/MR).
Surveys of hearing impaired students across
the country reinforce our assessment of the
prevalence of mental retardation and hearing

Dr. Brannan is Assistant Professor of Education at
Hardin-Simmons College in Abilene, Texas. Or.
Sigelman is Director of Research and Clr. Bensberg,
Director, of the Research and Training Center' in
Mental Retardation at Texas Tech University in
Lubbock, Texas.
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impairment as ,dual handicaps.3,4 We also
noted that HI/MR residents of institutions for
the retarded, like their hearing peers, tend to

be over 18 and severely or profoundly retard:
ed. We pointed out that a lack of standardiza-
tion 'in diagnostic techniques and criteria of
hearing loss partially explains variability in es-

timates of the percent of residents who, are
hearing' impaired, and poses an obstacle to
accurately identifying HI/MR residents and
their needs. We now turn to the task of de-
scribing what is.currently being donelo meet
the needs of Hi/MR residents in public in-
stitutions for the retarded.

As many scholars have noted, the multiple
disability of mental retardation and hearing
impairment poses special problems.,Teachers
and trainers of the mentally retarded may not
be prepared to cdpe with the communication
barriers caused by hearing impairment, while
deaf educators may not be equipped to adjust
their teaching' style and pace to the level di
the mentally retarded child. Anderson and
Stevens5 argued that teacherswhether, they
specialize in hearing impairment or mental
retardationtend to look at the HI/MR stu-
dent through their. own particular profession-
al frame of reference rather than responding
to the whole person who is multiply disabled.
Few professional or paraprofessional workers
have had the benefit of training in both hear-
ing impairment and mental retardation.6 We
find very few teacher preparation programs
or curricula and methods developed specifi-
cally for the HI/MR student. The HI/MR
adult has been similarly neglected, largely be- .

cause -vocational rehabilitation agencies have
traditionally rejected multiply and severely
handicapped applicants as clients.

Hearing impaired in Institutions for Retarded A.A.D./October 1975
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In the past, institutions for the mentally
retarded have not been adequately prepared
to work with hearing impaired residents. As
recently as 1971, Datnell reported that within
the fifteen state schools for the retarded in
New York, there were no special programs for
the deaf retarded. What is the status of pro-
gramming for HI/MR residents today? What
gaps in service exist? The HI/MR Survey was
designed to explore these questions, among
others. Given tbe,'size of the HI/MR popula-
tion, the questions take on a special signifi-
cance.

The HI/MR Survey

As described in our first report, the HI/MR
Survey was cOnstructed with the aid and ad-
vice of several organizations concerned with
hearing impairment and/or mental retarda-
tion. In this.l.sport,...we focui on ;ectioris of
the survey dealing with services and special
equipment for HI/MR residents.

The survey was mailed to the 212 state facili-
ties for the mentally retarded listed in the 1973
directory of the National Association of Super-
intendents of .Public Residential facilities for
the Mentally Retarded. Of the 212, 181 re-
sponded in some,fashion, although only 8

returned the survey more or less comple
representing a usable return rate of 75
For the section on services for HOH/MR 'resi-
dents, 155 respondents provided usable data.
The response rate fell to 145 for the section on
the DEAF/MR because a few facilities had al-
ready described combined programs for the

, deaf and hard of hearing in the HOH/MR
section and a few others reported having no
deaf residents. We will report results per-
taining to HOH/MR and DEAF/MR residents
separately.

Based on respondents' answers, we will
focus on. the following six questions: (1) Do
inititUtions have distinct Programs fcir HI/MR
residents? (2) What iypes of therapy, instruc-
tion,.and communication techniques are used
with HI/MR residents? r4) What additional
services such as workshops and community
living facilities gre available? (4) What voca-
tionaJly-oriented programs serve HI/MR
residents?, (5) What types of special equip-
ment, intluding hearing aids, are used with
HI/MR residents? (6) What staff members
work with HI/MR residents and how are they
trained?

Findings

Gpren the fact .that almost 106/6 of the in-
stitutionalized retarded wece reported byour
respondents to be hearing impaired, we might -
expect to see special programs designed to
meet the needs of this substantial segment
of .the population. Respondents were asked
whether their facility has a distinct program.
for the (1) hard of hearing, (2) deaf, or (3)
deaf and hard of hearing in a combined
setting. Of the 158 institutions returning
surveys, only 76 (486/.) checked one or more
options. Slightly over half of the institutions,
then, did not perceive themselves as having
a distinct program for any hearing impaired
group. Of the 76 which reported having dis-
tinct programs, the majority (59%) have a
single program serving both the deaf and the
hard of hearing. AnOther. 16% of these have a
distinct program for the deaf and a distinct
program for the hard of hearing, while 9%
have a distinct prograni for the deaf only. A
few facilities (12% of the 76) checked all three
options, and a few spontaneously mentioned
'that they operated specially-funded Deaf-
Blind programs.

Placing HI/MR residents in separate living
quarters-which is indicative of special con-
cern- for their training-is an extremely rare
practice. Only five facilities reported that
Wing arrangements for the HOH/MR are
separate from those for other residents, and
only seven separate. the DEAF/MR from the
heating population. Thus, nOt only do fewer
than half of the institutions perceive that they
operate "distinct" programs. for HI/MR
residents, but a distinct program typically
does not entail physical grouping of HI/MR
residents on campus.

Therapy, Instruction, and Communication

The fact that few distinct programs operate
does neit necessarily mean that HI/MR resi-
dents receive few special services. What is
available?

Respondents were asked to check the types
of specialized ,hearing therapy offered to
HOH/MR and DEAF/MR residents. As Table

1 demonstrates, several facilities did not

respond to the question or indicated "None."
Large majorities-70% or more-offer each

of the following: auditory training, speech
therapy, hearing aid orientation, and fangUage
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TABLE 1.
SPECIALIZED HEARING THERAPY FOR HON/M11 AND DEAF/MR RESIDENTS

The'ram Frequency

HON/MR
Percent at Far:MOW

(M411141)

DEAF/IAR
Percent offecilllee

Frellunnall (Nas14)

Auditory Treing 1011 70% es 59%
1161Nichreeding 7$ 50

711

egeech Therapy 110 71 75 52
Hearing Aid Orientation 116 75 es 511

Language Trekking 116 74 se se
Other 17 11 20 14
No Response or Hone 20 13 30 21

training. Speechreading is available in half of
the facilities. Similarly, DEAF/MR residents
are offered a wide range Of therapies, al-
though only' 115 of 145 respondents checked
one or more option. Table 1. suggests that
DEAF/Mk residents are not offered quite as
much as HOH/MR residents are offered, but
the majority of institutions provide a relatively
broad range of therapies. The average re-
tponding facility checked four of the five op;
tions.

Involvement of HI/MR residents in class-
room instruction is more difficult to assess. In
res'Ponse to a .question 'about hours per day
spent in special instructional settings (e.g.,
classroom, tutorlii, or therapy work), 80% of

tthe respondents indicated that capable HOH/
MR rertdents were spending .at least some
of their time in instruction. But estimates of
this daily involvement varied widely, ranging
from an hour or less to six or more, hours.
Reports on the educational involvement of
DEAF/MR residents ,were almost identical,
but again there was -no clear standard as to
daily, hourbs of'instruction. For the HOH/MR
resident, tutorial instruction is available in
47% of the institutions; for the DEAF/MR
resident, kis available in 43%.

Pupil-teacher ratios also fluctuate widely
from institution to institution. Only 55% of
the institutions provided an estimate-of pupil-
teacher ratio affecting HOH/MR residents,
largely because many of the respondents who
do not offer distinct programs for the hearing
impaired had difficulty estimating such ratios.
Among the facilities which provided esti-
mates, the vast malority (73%) reported ratios
of six or fewer pupils per teacher. Reports on
pupil-teacher ratios affecting the DEAF/MR
were very similar.

A critical element of any program for Hl/
MR persons is the method of approach to
communication. Respondents were asked to
indicate the primary method of communica-
tion used widi the HOH/MR and the DEAF/
MR. As, Table 2 suggests, most respondents
checked at least two options. Indeed, sevetal
checked all five, indicating that facilities find
it useful to have an arsenal of communication
methods at their disposal. In working with
HOH/MR residents, most respondents rely
heavily on oral communication, followed by
total communicationthe flexible use of
combined manual and oral cornmunication
techniques. As expected, DEAF/MR residents
require a somewhat different approach. Total

TABLE 2.
PRIMARY METHODS OF COMMUNICATION USED WITH THE HOH/IIR RESIDENT-AHD THE DEAF/MR RESIDENT

HOH/MR DEAF/IIR
Perces* el Facelift Percent el FacelMes

Cernmenicalien Method Frequency (N..1 IS) Frequency (N141)

. Oral 62% 36 25%
Fingerseeeng 17 11 111 11
American Sign Language 417 43 30
Tolat Communication' e2 73 50
Other 21 14 23 14
No Reepons. or None- 14 9 16 11--
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communication is the preferred method. Only
30% of the facilities use the next most fre-
quently mentioned communication approach
American Sign Language. Fingerspelling is
rarely used with either HOH/MR or DEAF/
MR residents, perhaps because of its difficulty
level.

Additiohal Services

Arthough it was impossible to determine
from the survey data how many HI/MR resi-
dents actually receive supplementary services
available to the institutionalized retarded
respondents were asked to check services
available to HOH/MR and DEAF/MR resi-
dents. With respect to the HOH/MR, 144/4 of
the respondents checked no options. Shel-
tered workshops are available in 724/4 of the
institutions, and volunteer services are avail-
able in 68414. Foster homes, group homes, and
community programs are each offered in
slightly fewer than 504/4 of the institutions.
The additional services available to
DEAF/MR residents are almost identical.
Again, sheltered workshops and volunteers
are the only additional services available to
HI/MR residents in a majority of state institu-
tions. In both the HOH/MR and DEAF/MR
seCtions of the survey, facilities which report-
ed any additiopal service checked, on the
average, between three and four of the op-
tions.

Vocationally-Oriented Programs

Given the fact that approximately two-4thirds of .he HI/MR residents in the institu-
tions stir ed are over the age of eighteen,
what is being done to encourage their voca-
tional development? Respondents were asked
to descriqe any vocational rehabilitation serv-
ices available to HOH/MR and DEAF/MR
residents. The responses are summarized in
Table 3.

Sonless

,A sizable number of respondents indicated
by writing in "None" or by leaving the
question blankthat they do not provide .

such services, This was the case for 23% of 155
facilities completing the HOWMR section
and 30/4 of 145 completing the DEAFIMR
section. The type of program that Is most
frequently offered to both HOWMFf and
DEAL/MR Aresidents is prevocational instruc-
tion, the only option available in at least
half of the institutions. Generally, vocational

, rehaOilitation services are not .accessibis to
HI/MR residents;

This gap in service becontes even more
apparent when we consider the ndmbers of
HI/MR residents who are served by Voca-
tional Rehabilitation. When asked to indicate
the number of HOH/MR residents so served,
only 71 of 155 facIlities provided an estimate.
Among the 71, the average number of resi-
dents served by Vocational Rehabilitation is
eleven Oer facility. Only 57 of 145 facilities in-
dicated that one or more DEAF/MR resident
is served by Vocational Rehabilitation, and
among the 57, only five clients per facility
are served. Although vocational services are
more available to HOH/MR residents than
to DEAF/MR residents, neither group is re
ceiving a 'great deal of vocational rehabilita-
tion services.

Special Equipment

Special ,programs often require special
equipment. When facilities were asked to
indicate the number of residents with in-
dividually prescribed hearing aids, 139 of
them (884/4) provided an estimate. These in-
stitutions reported a combined total of 1,536
residents with aids, an average of Wily eleven
residents per facility. In view of our earlier
analysis of the size of the HI/MR population,3
this suggest& that the majority of HI/MR rest,.

TABLE, 1.
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION INERVICE1 AVAILABLE TO HORAN ARP OIAIRSUR BEINCIE1T5

. 11014/0111111
ownte

Pomo* f roo101110 Iformid of rallEUS
g1/411romponoy (NA1611) Istog000s, 0..1144

swim RohabOltation CounsoIor
Pro-vocations' MBIlocOon
Wcwk.oludy Program
0Ihor

flooponso or Roos

A A tiflactpher 1475,

4211, 31%
13 ao 110 as
411 31 31 21
31 20 17
311 23

so, 34
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dents who could possibly benefit from hear-
ing aids are not so equipped.

Furthermore, not all residents with pre-
scribed hearing aids actually wear them. Ac-
cording to the respondents who provided
figures, 1,201 or 784 of the 1,536 persons re-
ported to have.individual aids actually wear
them. It is no surprise, then, that 67% of the'
resPondents claimed in response to 'another
question that HI/MR residents have difficulty
caring for hearing aids.

Respondents were also asked whether
soundproof audiological testing booths and
group, auditory training units are available to
their facilities. Testing booths are apparently
accessible, for 68% of the respondents re-
ported that one or more is available. Rooms
equipped with a group auditory training unit
are scarcer. Only 56 facilities (356/. of the
respondents) claimed to have at least one
room equipped with a group auditory training
unit.

Stall and Stall Training

An attempt to characterize personnel in-
volved primarily with HI/MR residenti vs/as
largely unsuccessful, in large part because
most, institutions do not operate distinct
programs for HI/MR residents and, as a result,
had difficulty describing allckations of
staff time. It became quite obvious, however,
that only a handful of institutions employ
teachers trained in the dual handicaps of
hearing impairment and mental retardation.

The HI/MR Survey does offer some inforz
mation about staff training and the involve-
ment of colleges and universities in pro-
gramming for HI/MR residents. When re-
spondents were asked whether they provided
specialized in-service orientation and/or
training for staff members working with
HI/MR residents, 59% responded "Yes".
When asked whether any colleges or universi-
ties are involved in services for HI/MR resi-
dents, 44% responded "Yes." In decreasing
order of frequency services offered by in-
stitutions of higher learning, are practicum,
consultation, training, and research. .

Disc usskWs

It is risky to evaluate programs on the basis
of a mail survey Nonetheless, the HI/MR
Survey results raise several questions about
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the current status of programs for HI/MR
residents in state institutions for the retarded.
As noted in our first report,. there is con-
siderable confusion as to who the Hearing
Impaired/Mentally Retarded. are. Under-
standably, there are also Wide differences
among institutions in approaches to meeting
the needs of HI/MR residents. Here, point by
point, are what we as researchers perceive
as areas (*concern in programming.

1. Distinct Programs Are Needed. HI/MR
residents in a majority of institutions are
not offered "distinct" programs suited to
their needs. Answers to questions about pro-
gram and staff suggest that most HI/MR resi-
dents are invisiblereceiving the same
programs as other residents of the sarne
general age and level of intellectual func-
tioning. While needs vary as a function of
extent Of hearing loss, degree of retardation,
and age, all HI/MR residents sharia need for
intensive communication training and, be-
yond that, they require activity and educa-
tional programs, alonglzith vocational train-
ing, appropriate to their specifk level of
functioning.

Programs for HI/MR residents have typical-
ly not entailed physical grouping or cluster-

wing of HI/MR residents on campus. We be-
lieve that thought should be...given to the
potential advantages of grouping. For one
thing, grouping would make it possible to
train staff intensively, to the extent that
cottage personnel could contribute to com-
munication training with an emphasis on both
oral and manual approaches. Vernono argued
on the basis of research that an earlier
and stronger emphasis on manual communi-
cation might erase many of the academic
de4icits of the deaf, If HI/MR residents are
scattered across campus, as they are in most
institutions for the 'retarded today, it is al-
most impossible to train cottage personnel ,

to serve as communication trainers.
2. Educational Services Should be De-

veloped and Coordinated. The education of
HI/MR residents in state institutions for the
retarded must take into account characteris-
tics of HI/MR persons. The most difficult
task is identifying the needs of each in-
dividual. The HI/MR Survey suggests that
most institutions offer a broad array of

-hearing therapies, but we do not know
whether such therapies e organized into a

He;rinis Impaired in Institutions for Retarded
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planned sequehtor the individual resident.
Our, findings suggest that few standarch exist
for daily instruction of capable HI/MR resi-
dents, that tutorial instruction is available in
fewer than half. of the institutions, and that
teachers prepared specifically to serve HI/MR
residents are tare. Moreover, we suspect that
teachers of the hearing imPaired are rarely
involved with HI/MR adults beyond the'typi-
cal age anon for inclusion in educational
programs.

The first priority should be staff recruit-
ment and staff training designed to make
special educational opportunities more acces-
sible to HI/MR residents. A strong teacher
aide program, along with intensive inservice
training for cottage personnel working with
the HI/MR, would multiply the impact of one
teacher of the deaf or teacher trained in dual
impairments. The pervasive problem of lack
of coordination between, class activities and
afterclass activities must be solved, with the
teacher extending beyond the four walls of
the classroom or activity program and the
cottage attendant becoming more involved in
resident training. Even if HI/MR residents are
not clustered on campus, the teacher and the
speech and hearing specialist can offer basic
orientations to hearing impairment and sug-
gest activities which would reinforce formal
training programs in daily cottage life.

Coordination between the teacher, cottage
staff, and speech and hearing specialist is es-
sential if a total Approach to communication
is to permeate the lives of HI/MR residents.
We cannot be sure exactly what respondants
mean when they indicate use of a "total
communication" approach, but our findings
suggest that manual communication is not
-heavily used, in part because staff -including
cottage personnel-- are not equipped with
manual communication skills. We know of a
few institutions which have developed their
own simplified sign languages because they
found the American Standard Language of
Signs inappropriate for the mentally retarded.
More research is needed to determine the ca-
pabilities of the mentally retarded for various
manual communication systems and the
benefits derived from their use. In the mean-
time, institutions might consider grouping
HI/MR residents, training staff members in
total communication, and collaborating to de-
velop a sign language appropriate to the re-

tarded. We are not advocating exclusiVe use
of manual communication, but we are sug-
gesting that manual communication is not
widely enough used in institutions for the
retarded.

3. Vocational and Supplementary Pro-
grams Should Be Strengthened. At pressnt,
vocational rehabilitation appears to be the
weakest area of programming for HI/MR
residents. Most notably, very few HI/MR
adults are served by vocational rehabilitation
agencies. While bver half the institutions of-
fer pre-vocational instruction, and over two-
thirds provide sheltered workshops, relatively
few programs are clearly aimed at competitive
employment in the community. In order to
foster the vocational development of HI/MR
residents, institutions must develop working
relationships with vocational rehabilitators.
By the same token, vocational counselors,
aware of the emphasis in the new Vocational
Rehabilitation Act on the severely and multi-
ply disabled, must begin to extend their
roles inside institutions. Vocational placement
can also be facilitated by movement to ex-
tended living facilities such as group homes,
which at present are an option for HI/MR
residents in feWtokthan half of the institutions.
Group placement of HI/MR clients in the
community may enhance social opportunities
and the feasibility of training house parents
and work supervisors in manual language.

4. Special Needs Require Special Equip-
ment. Individual hearing aids, according to
our respondents, are provided for only a
minority of HI/MR residents. Even when
individual aids are prescribed, they may-not
be worn because of difficulties in wear and
care, or they may be retired to a drawer when
the resident returns to the cottage from
training programs. The first step is to con-
vince all staff of the importance of hearing
aids. Assuming that funds for break-resistant'
aids can be obtained, the next important
task is to develop programs tb teach residents
to wear them and care for them-possibly
through a behavior modification approach.

Finally, someone within the institution -

possibly cottage personnel should be rt.-
sponsible for monitoring resident use of
hearing aids and referring individuals for
special retraining or refitting.

The value of group auditory training units
should be explored through research.. At
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present, such units are Scarce in institUtions .
for the retarded; .yet many deaf educators
believe that they'. are useful because they
transmit a stronger, less "noisy" signal than
do individual aids and can therefore capitalize`'
on the residual hearing of even the deaf
student.

Finally, we should reemphasize the shortage
of special training materials for the Hearing
Impaired/Mntally Retarded. Several respon-
dents, in evaluating their oWn programs,
pointed to the paucity of special materials,
and the impracticality of develOping their
own, as serious problems.

The Hearing Impaired/Mentally Retarded
are a ,significant segment of the institution-
alized retarded population. They need special
programs, particularly those which proxide
for and expand their capacities for commUni-
cation. Our findings suggest that institutions
for the retarded have'gone part of the way
toward meeting the challenge, but that many
institutions can increase their efforts to give
HI/MR residents the special attention, edu-

, cational services,, supplementary training, and
equipment- which.will optimize their progress.
We would hope to see colleges and 4niversi-
ties play a stronger role i. research \ and
training designed to improve services for the
Hearing Impaired/Mentally Retarded, as well
as closer collaboration among..istitutions for
the mentapy retarded.
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Arizona Diagnostic, Treatment and Education Center

What Is ADTEC?

The Arizona Diagnostic, *Treatment and Education Center (ADTEC) is an education-

al/residential center, employing an entry/exit model, for the diagnosis and

evaluation of sensory impaired multiply handicapped children.

ADTEC is a divisional affiliate of the Arizona State School for the Deaf and

Blind (ASDB) funded by and/or cooperating with the State of Arizona, South-

western Region Deaf Blind Center (SWRDBC), Title I, Local Educational Agencies

(LEAs), University of Arizona (U of A), The Eyes RighC Foundation, The Founda-

s tion for Blind Children (Phoenix) and various public and private service

organizations.

Whom Does ADTES Serve?

ADTEC serves children, from birth through age 21, living in Ole state of

s Arizona who have visual or hearing impairment and at least one other

educationally handicapping condition (e.g., mental retardation, phYsical

handicap, severe emotional or learning difficulty, opother. severe handicapping

condition).

What Does ADTEC Do?

-

ADTEC Provides an assessment and understanding of each student and his capabil-

ities. This is accomplished through: outreach and follow-up services provided

"in the'lield," daytime educational placement of students in ADTEC's diagnostic
Tp

classrooms, and residential placement in ADTEC's "24-houe educational program.

Program Componedts

Diagnostics and assessment. Diagnosis and assessment involve systematic

evaluation of each student's current lever of intellectual functioning,

academic achievement and daily living skills. This is accomplished by'review

of existing records (educational, medical, and social), parent consultation,

professional consultation and formal diagnostic testing procedures. ADTEC
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provides the following assessment services: Audiological, Psychologi,cal

Assessment, Educational Assessment, Visual Screening, and Psychiatric Evalua-

tion. Other available services that are co-ordinated but not funded thrgugh

ADTEC/ASDB are : Ophthalmological, Neurological, Dental, and other Medical

specialty consultation.

Educational placement. Students requiring classroom setting are en-

rolad as day students in ADTEC. All ADTEC classroom are diagnostic class-

room for gathering information related to understanding curi-ent levels of

functioning, optimal modes Of learning, and determining an appropriate post-

evaluation educational setting. In addition to these educational opportuni-

ties, the following support services are available: Recreational Therapy,

Orientation and Mobility Training, Pre-Vocational Assessment and Training,

Student Counseling, Parent and Family Counseling, Pai*nt Training, General

Medical CStudent Health Centet), Local Transportation, Physical Education, and

Physical Therapy.

"24-Hour" program. Residential placement is available for itudents whose

families do not Live in the Tucson area and/or students who might'benefit from

a more intensive ;)rogram. The "24-hour" program provides integrated, non-cus-

todial educational services outside the classroom, particularly, in the areas of

living skills and social interaction.

.00

Outreach/follow-up. ADTEC's outreach/follow-up program is called Keep-

In-Touch (KIT). KIT provides: 1) Consultative and diagnostic testing.services

to referred students. These services may be provided in the student's current

placement, (e.g., school, home or other agency). 2) Post-evaluation rereferral

for placement in other programs. 3) An active advocacy and "follow-up" On each

student with post-exit contacts at regular intervals.

Student monitoring system (SMS). The SMS is ADTEC's set of procedures for

insuring that all of the goals and objectives described'above are fulfilled.

b u
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A Therapeutic Multi-Service Model Program
for Young Deaf Children Manifesting Severe
Personality/Behavioral Dysfunctions

Ellen Hymowitz, Ph D , Julie Ralassa, M.A., and
Susan Martel lo, M S

it

The presentation- de,(ribcs a therapeutn program for young hearing-impaired children with severe
personawv behavioral dy,fiipu how. The predominant goal of the program is the amelioration of the

latter that leoinfit!? anti co( tally ai cptable behavior can be facilitated A multi-service model, incor-
poratif'N tar, ii proic,,t.nral 110 If, Oh? inc,iiit'Ittg Poth the htvgre anti the school, was developed to

'l!;c, this x'0,11

INTRODUCTIONI

In 1474. Francis De Lob's ,chool tor the Deaf. Brooklyn, N.Y., instituted a therapeutic
program tor young heanngimpaired children with severe personalitylbeklavioral dysfunctions.
Initiallv, five children exhibiting allighlv specific set of symptoms were admitted to the.program.
Mese svmptoels,-based onhanners crtena for a diagnosis of autism, included self-
stimulatyri: behAy,..rs elf mutilaver, behaviors, perseverative and rept:611w' behaviors, non-
relatedmiss arid In abnormal 71,1t.loce on '.ameness The presence of the unique behaviors in
these children exi hided them trom regular r lasses for the heanng impaired and distinguished
them from the mentally retarded and learning disabled. In, addition, these behaviors interWred
with e acquisition of uimmunleatIon skills and the development of, cognitive functions.

The predominant goal of the program was and is the amelioration of the aforementioned
symptoms, thereby facilitating the learning process and inculcating more socially acceptable be-
haviors.

Additional objective's included effective. and reliable diagnosis, behaviorally planned and
thei.apeutically designed learning expenences, and ongoing and systematized family partici-
pation An expanded amulbserVice model was developed to achieve these goals.

The focal point of the model was the child. The highly specific and unique nature of his or her
symptomatic behaviors had in the past often resulted in conflicting opinions and misdiagnoses.
Consequently, the child was either excluded from existing programs or placed in an inapprorpiate
setting

.40 ,

CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION

In order to be admitted to the therapeutic class, the children had to manifest some of the

symptoms described in Kanner's (1966) critena for a diagnosis of autism. While these symptoms
were (a) exhibited in inconsistent patterns, (h) were not necessarily present in each child, and (c)

were not sufficient to label the, children "classically autistic," they were present nevertheless and

had been since early infancy. One of the most obvious symptoms noted in each of the children was
the failure to relate to other people Eye contact was never or rarely made and imitation, so vital for
the establishment of.communicatmn. was refused. People in the environment were perceived as
objects, and if any contact at all was made, it was on this basis alotNe, Another predominent
symptom, sel:-stimulatory behavior, included rhythmic jumping, arm flapping, les kicking,
mouthing objects, crossing eyes, stanng at lights, and making hand movements at the periphery
of the visual, field Also mterfenng with adecjuate functioning were repetitive and perseverative
behaviors Examples noted in some of the children included spinning objects, as well as suspend-
ing matenal in mid-air and flicking or blowing it for hdurs. Related to the repetitive behavior was
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Strand II. Instructionil Strategies 97

an abnormal reliance on sameness. Thus, the children might becoine upset at even minute en-
vironmental changes such as the rearrangement of furniture or the alteration of a familiar routi.
One of the more disconcerting symptoms was self-destructive behavior. This was manifested by
headbanging and hand biting, among other things. Additional symptoms used as criteria for
acceptance into the therapeutic class included visual-perceptual problems, cognitive and motor
abnormalities, and bizarre motor and sensory behavior.

THE MULT1-SERVICE MODEL
-

The practice of interdisciplinary team work formed the basis of the program described herein.
The integration of competencies was an invaluable component of the psycho-educational experi-
ence of the child. Equally imperative was the establishment of a comprehensive family education-
counseling program to meet the needs of the family on a regular basis and to make the home an
effective extension of the school. The multi-service model therefore incorporated the skills of a
teacher, a paraprofessional, a home-school coordinator, a psychologist, a social worker, a psychia-
tnst, and'an audiologist, supplemented by medical and administrative services.

The Tedcher and the Paraprofessional

. The key members of the multi-service team, to be described, were the teacher and the para-
professional. Their mam responsibility was the establishment of a cumculum adapted to the indi-
vidual needs and abilities of each child. Prerequisite to the effective implementahon of the cur-
riculum was the achievement of control over interfering behaviors The reduction of interfering
behaviors has been shown tdlacilitate learning and the acquisition of social skills. Therefore, all
learning tasks were behaviorally planned and thetapeutically designed, based upon th e? specific
strengths and weaknesses of the child Instruction was earned out in one-to-one siterations wtb
the exception of one short period a day reserved for group participation The goal of group
instruction was the acquisition ot skills net essary tor adequate functioning in a regular preschool
class for hearing-impaired children

The t lassroom functioned on the principks of behavior theory, untiring pnmary and secondary
reirdorcers contingent upon appropnate behovior The primary reinforcer Was gradually fadctd as
social motivational factors wile internaliied -The teacher and the pdraprofssional were essential
not only to the planning of intervention% and their implementatMn, but lco to the evaluation al
the efficaciousness of these interventions

Critical tosthe efficient functioning of the tlassroom program, and to the best advantage o the /
children, was a high degree of strut tore It must therefore be rettignized that scheduling was a
strategic component of the teat her's lob

It is MI unavoidable consopent e of grouping act-circling to disability that peer modeling is
inadequate. This is not a problem w ith the t hild whose behat iors xeverelv interfere with his or her
as% areness of the ens ironment I kiwi.% er, acs Jagless bygins to einrgc. it becomes net Q,ssary to
pros ide opportunities, for interattion with t peers 11u-rehire. as cad, ',hilt] demonstrated a
readiness for this interaction.. he or she ivas integrated into the regular prest hoot for short penods
each day The teacher t hose the recipient classroom with the utmost t arts and co sideration
LIM t essful integration was kontingent upon both the personality and stylc 01 the reit; nt teacher
.ond the socio-atademic makeup of the recipient tlass I he former had to be thorough familiar
with behavioral techniques and be willing to implement them, the latter had to have a certain
level of sot ral sophistit ation in order to both tolerate and eneourage the participation of the
therapeutic class child in classroom activities It was also extremely important to maintain an
effective liaison between the therapeutic and regularclass teal-hers to allow constant evaluation of
positive and negative changes in the integrated child's behavior

The leacher was also responsible for the tlassroom phave of the family yarn. illation program
The classroom program for families was hierarchital During the first phase, the teacher relayed
information.regarding the child's disability and pertinent management techniques This was fol-
lowed by opportunities for structured observation in the classroom and finally by actual urn-

/
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plementation of management techniques under the teacher's supervision. The teacherwas ablelo
extend this program into the home through the home-school coordinator.

The Hoine-School Coordinator

The function of the home-school coordinator was to act as a liaison between'horne and school
and to insure that the same principles and techniques were applied in both environments. The
coordinator visited the home of each child on a regulpr basis and assisted the family in implement-
ing wanagement techniques devised to achieve these goals. He also providedpssistance in han-

.dling routine situations according to behavioral techniques acquired by the family in the- class-

Precedent to each home visit was a conference between the teacher and the home-school
coordinatw; the purpose of which was to evaluate family performance during the last home viSit

. and to plan realistic gOals and activities for the next visit. Essential to the efficient functioning of
the home-school coordinator was regular Periodic Observation and participation in the classroom
to insure thorough familiarity with techniques and the 'Continuing progress df the children.

The Psychologist
.

: The psyChologist se .ed as another integral member of the team. She observed, examined, and
tested each child.both t intaloe and f011Owing admission to the program in order to establisha base
line for growth studit and,comparative achieverhent ltvels.

Due to the severity of symptomatk behaviors, conventiimal testing procedures'Often provide an
inadequate measurement of the child's potential. Therefore, irlevrtable adaptations are required;
and. flexibility and insight are ,critical requisite,,qualities Without which the psychologist. cannot
-opera te.

. .
ik;The psychotogist contributed to the maintenance of the integrity of the therapeutic program

through consultation and;sharing of ex pertise with other team .members concerning psycho-social
and psycho-educational. problems. She providedinvaktable assistanCe in botb the planning of
goals arid interventions and in evaluai,ing their relatiNy merit:ind success .5ccordirig to each child's
functiohing. She was.also instrurnenthl in the establishinent of a therapeutic mother'S group and,.-,

continues td colead this grOup %vial, the social worker.
... (s/

. ,.

TheAocial Worker

In-addition to conducting the therapeutic mother's group'in conjunction with the psychologist,
the social w6rker maintained a-liaison between tiome and school with reiardto psycho-social and.-
socio-educational matters. It was her responsibility to offer appropriate assistance to each fairriily
with respect tO fiscal ntatters which wert. eonsellUent to the child's disability. She received referrals
(from other team,membeis) of sev.e?e social problems which adversely'affected thg management,
care, and comequent functioning the child in the home. She oriented the family to and assisted
the psychologist in the intake' screening process..

--, .The ,Ps'ychiatriSt P A

., Th'e inclusion of the psychiatristi,,n theniulti-service tedm rpodq is indicated by'the severity of
the disability of the child who is at it'center. He therefore pareipated in the intake sereening

.,

process wt;en a child with questionable behi'vior was being evaluated. He dealt ;.vith:the behav-
iors which were consequent tis th,e cfrsability'and the resUltantyroblems,posed fOr the schootando
family through regular observation and consultation, anet through the prescription and monitor-,
ing of medication for.select4 children. The sEhool n6iseassisted in giving the medication if a
child Was to receive it during the school day. .

.. ,..-. _.. ,

The Audiologist , c . ,
,

.The audiok i;i4 performed the sikine service fonhe therapeutic class children as he:did for the
. .

,r
Arev ofihe school.Veconducteh a complete auciiol:tical e4uation, at intake and ongoing Oalrtia:

V
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tions after the child was admitted to the school. Although conventional methods of assessment
were used Whenever-posAible, these methods frequently do not result in a reliable andiogram due
to behaviors which interfere With the child's attention and.responses in the testing situation. In
such cases, impedance audiometry was relied upon and in addition, evoked response audiometry
was somefim,es indicated and pursued.

. TECHNIQUES 01 INTERVENTION

Although the Children in the therapeutic class did not attempt to Communicate and, in effect.
were locked into their own worlds, several behavioral techniques were used to effect change.
Underlying these procedures was the belief that the consequence of a behavior will often have an
effect on it. Something positive anciereWarding will tend to increase the probability that the
behavior in question ,will recur, while tt# absence df a reward or the presence of a negative
reinforcer will tend to diereage the frequency of occurrence. A second principle kept in inind was
that what precedes a behavior (the antecedent) can also have an effect on whether'a behavior will
occur or not. Thus in workinewith the therapeutic class children, an attempt was Made to analyze
factors that might be eliciting certain behaviors (antecedents) as well as those that might be
maintaining thern (consequences). Specific behavioral Protedures were then .presCribed tO either
increase positive behavior, tO decrease negative, unwanted behavior, or fo build in behaviors that
were either not, present yet or were present in a very rudimentary form.

The,first step in changing any behavior, whether to increase it or decrease it, was to define the
r

behavior specifically, concretely, in observable and measurable terms.. Following this., an attempt
was'made to pinpoint si?uations which seemed to elicit the behaviors (the antecedents) as well as
those which might be maintaining them (consequences). The frequency of occurrence of the
behavior in question was important to know for it served as a baseline against which to evaluate'
the effectiveness of subsequent interventions. To increase the frequency of desiraCk behavior,
'positive reinforcers or rewards were used following the. 'occurrence of the 4ppr9priate behavior.
The choice of reinforcer, however, was critical for to be effktive it had to, by necessity, be
approPriate-and meaningful for the'Child. The principle guiding the choice of reinforcer had its

, basis in the reinforcement hierarchy. The latter describes several levels of rewards, ranging from
intrirvic reinforcement, social reinforcement, activitY reinforcemPnt. taken clOWn to biological
reinforcement. The choice depended on the child's level, although the ultimate aitn was to bring
the child to the poiht where he or she could respond to iewards from higheeparts of the hierar-
chy. Just as iMportant as' the choice of reinfOrcer was the timing of when to reward. The guiding
yule in the 'early stages of increasing a positive beh,wior was to reward each time it-occurred as
ipmediately after the occurrence as possible.-When the positive behavior became stronger and

-.well established, intermittent rewarding then helped to maintain it.
Several techniques Were .used to decrease negative behaviors, For those bothersome and aver-

sive behaviors not severe enough to warrant punishment yet requiring intervention because of
their interference with effective functioning, thrbehavioral principle of extiliction guidea the
procedure used. This principle states that %%lien a reward does not,follow a beha%.ior; the ulfimate
result will be a weakening of that behavior. Thus nohsevere disruVive behavior was consistently
ignored, for adult attention' ts;as frequenthi fouhd to maintain behaviors. In addition, for the
planned ignbring to have maximum effect,lIttention oi a rewan;I was given to a positive behaior
that was inconsistent with or could n'ot be perforined at the same time,as the disrtiptivebehaVior.
Thti's, for example, sitting paietly at'orYe's desk was rewarded, while rocking.on one's chair back'
and forth was ignored. When the negative behavior to be decreased was too severe to be ignored,
either because it involved possible harin to the child himself, or to others or because it involeed
destruction of property, several other behao aT techniques were.used. These included time our, '
response cost; and direct punishment; .

The 'term time-out aieam, time out froM rewards Or reinforcement. The basic principle is as
folloWs: The consequence otwvhilds deviant behavior its removal from the situation where he or
she is receiving many reinfor .ers and placement in anew situation where few if any rewards are

, S41
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giyen.,This ls an extension of the principle of extinction, but it is extended in a way which leads to
a faster decrement in the frequency of problem behavior. In using tirnelout, several factors must be
clearly delineated including (a) the place for time-out, (a) when i't is to be used, (c) the duration for
which the child will remain in time:out, (d) clear procedural steps for setting tke child in time-out,
and (e) how to handle any problems should they arise in the use of time-out.

Another procedure used was that of response cost. This involves the loss of a highly valued
privilege or activity or' the failure to eariya reward. Sometinies, however, these mild forms of
punishment are nol effective with Very disturbed children. In the research literature, several
authors have reported that more.intense forms of punishment were required to eliminate some-
very disruptive or dangerous behavior. For example, Risley in 1968,found that the only way he
could reduce,the dangerouS climbing behavior of a 6-year-old brain injured child was by using
electric shock. Lovaas (1977) and his colleagues found that when teaching Social Skills to autistic
children, electric shock was essential in reducing some of the childrens' disruptive behavior.

Just a word of caution, though, about Oing direct punishment: If pylishment techniques are
necessary, the ones used should be those which are moseeffident, withoat producing side effects.
For example, ignoring has fewer side effects than does physical punishment or time-dut. There's
little point, however, in using time-out with a child who is socially unresponsive; a child for whom
adult attenhoo is not reinforcing. One then comes to a decision poinrand must consider which is
better for the child, to receive a brief physical punishment, for example, which would eliminate a
behavior, or:to allow thechild to continue doing something i,?hich is inthrfering ,With his or her'
functioning and well being. . . .

Up to this point, this vction of this .paper devoted to "techniques" has dealt with behaviors,
whether appropnate or inappropriate, which are present in the child's repertoire. At this time, the
establishment of desirable behaviors and responses which are not part of the child's repertoire will
be discussed.

.\,....ottTo cue these behaviors and responses a prompt may be used. The prompt is given in association
h a given situation to assist the child in behaving or responding appropriately. It may take a

variety of forms physical, verbal, or seiving as" a model for the child's behavior...For example, if
the desired response consists of touching an object, the child's hand may be placed on the object.
If the child ks able to imitate, he of she may be reinforced for imitating the action of touching the
object. When the behavior or response 4 occurring consistently with the aid of the prompt, the
prompt is gradually eliminated. This is referred -to as *lug HU. prompt. To Continue witty the
example cited above, instead, ot placing the child's hand on the otiaect to be touched; one n ay
gradually progress through a senes of steps, first moving the hand only'3.4 of the way towar the
object, then only halfway, to simply touching his Or her hand until the response is indepen ent.
bnce the prompt has been entirely eliminated and the child continues to perform the desired
behavior, It may be said that the child is responding correctly. The tate of fading is,contingent
upon the learning rate of the child. In general, the correct numbe4 of prompts is the minimum
number required for the establishmCnt of the correct behaviocor response,

EV ALUATION INSTRUKENTS

The design for the evaluation of pupil academic achievement is shown in Table 1. Mastery ofa,

particular concept or content area was measured in two diyerse situations. The first situation,
described in column 4 of the evaluation form, was an extremely structured one. In this testing
situation, the children's interfering behaviors were controlled by the use of aforementioned behav-

' ioral techniques, while their attention was conStantly directed and redirected to the task. Once the
child proved mastery in this structured situation by responding,correctly 313 times On three sepa-
rate .days, he or she was evaluated in the 'second testing situation. This was an .unstructured
situation during which evaluation materials were present but interfering behaviors were not dealt
with.

The diversity of these two testing situations served as a measure of spontaneous functional use
of previously mastered concepts. The width of the gap between the two testihg situations, in
addition to that between column, 2 and 3, the imitation and-masterrdates of the task, provided
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an individual pupil profile. This presented a clear picture of the manner in and extent to which
each child's disability affected learning. It was helpful to know the approximate age of mastery of
each task by an average intact child. These ages were listed in column 1 according to statistical
data The final column on the evaluation grid allowed the teacher to make any pertinent com-
ments in anecdotal form. The children were evaluated on a curriculum consisting of communica-
tion skills, visual-motor skills, gross motor skills, and cognitive-skills It should be noted that
column.] Was not apprbpnate t.0 the section entitled communication skills.

In addition to an evaluation form to measure each child's academic development, there was a
corresponding evaluation form to Measure social-emotional development, as shdwn in Table 2.
While it was the teacher's responsibility to record data regarding academia achievement, the
psychologist was respon'sible for recording data regarding social-emotional development. Each
behavior was- formall)6monitored three times a year and recorded with regard to frequency of
occurrence and duration. There was also an opportunity for the psychologist to make any perti-'
nent comments with respect to each behavior. Behaviors appearing on this evaluation form corre-
sporyed to the symptoms and criteria for admission and to the appropriate counterparts of these
inappropriate symptomatic behaviors. In order to supplement these two evaluation.instruments,
the teacher kept detailed anecdotal records on-each child,.

1YISCUSS ION

The effectiveness of the therapeutic program can in part be measured by the present placements
of some of the children who have received its services. Of the eight children who have participated
or are presently participating in the therapeutic class, three have moved gradually toward, and
have now been tully integrated into regular classes for the hearing impaired (after having spent 2,
I, and 4 years in th'e therapeutic program, respectively). In varying degrees, their interfering
behawors have either been eliminated or are controlled through the continued use of behaviorat
techniques. Some different es continue to exist in their levels of academic achievement and sociali-
ratIon,`as compared to the children in the regular preschool or primary grade classes, Whether or
hot a class can be .tound in which the child can be integrated homogeneously from the outset

. remains questionable It is our hope, and sye have seen some evidence, that the academic and
social gaps do lessen with- time. The rate and extent ot that reduction greatly depend on the
individual yhild and the severity of he, her symptoms

In three other case... partial integration tor specific learning tasks for limited time periods has
been attempted on a daily hosis. These children have been in the .prograni for 5, 3, and 3 years,
respectively In all three cases. however, this was discontinued because of the unsettling effect it
had upon the child being integated and Or the disruptive effect it had upon the functioning of the
regular class. We are continuing to monitor the progress ot these three children for future oppor-
tunities at partial integratuin. It Is imperanY e to control the number of new adults and children to
whom they are exposed at any..giyen time.

In addition to the three chilthcn who have remaihed in the therapeutic class, one neW child has
just been admitted to the group; bringing the present class total to fou . This teacher/pupil tio,
two pupils to one teacher.or parayrotessionat prOvides the maximum pportunity for 1:1 interac-
tion and instruction (an absolute most).

The one child unaccounted tor 14as moved to a different geographical area and is presently
enrolled in a similar "therapeutic- program. (As an aside, it is interesting to note that of the total
number (4 children treated, there have been seven boys and only one girl.)

In looking objectively at the program, it can tentatively be.concluded that the useof behavioral
techniques has had ,a definite ,effect on (a) the reduction of inappropriate behaaors, (b) the
adoption ot mere socially acceptable behaviors,' and (c) the overall facilitation of the learning
pro. ess in the children treated In addition, regular, sy stematifed family participation has proven

. to be an absolute necessity and asset for,the program.
Ongoing communicatum among the various professional services is an essential ingredient for

any program of this nature. It is a never-ending process and presents many more problems in.its
coordination than tor any eme (Ivo, within the preschool department. The services of the depart-.

VI-75
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ment supervisor,have been tristrumental in channeling infoemation to the appropriate profession-
als. This has also helped to avoid role duplication, facilitated program assessment, and expedited,
necessary e.hange

The extension of the program to include other age gioups is heavily dewndent upon the
number of children in need of its services To date, although some Of the children no loner fall
within the normal preschool age range (3-6), there have not been enough cases to form a second
class. It is important to note, however, that the levels of cognitive and sodal skills presented are
based enhMv, on the abilities and needs of the individual child (an Individualized Educational
Plan in the true sense ot the word). As long as the children continue to be the focal point, their
needs, problems, and suyesses will dictate the continuation ot the Multi-ServicePrograin.
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AN EDUCATIONAL MODEL FOR HEARING
IMPAIRED-MENTALLY RETARDED ADOLESCENTS
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The identification and subsequent
education of hearing impaired-mentally
retarded (11I-MR). children is an im,
portant,oconcern of saj?ecial educators
today.

The-problems inherent in accurately
thessing the intellectual functioning of
deaf or hearing impaired indiViduals are
generally recognized. Vernon and, Kil-
cullen'comment on the major causes of
misdiagnosis of mentt retardation in the
deaf population in ffieir 1972 article.
Although the degree of retardation is
difficult to determine, it is known that
a high incidence of mental retardation
exists in a deaf or hearing impaired
population. The Annual Survey of Hear-
ing Impaired Children and Youth re-
ported that 7.7% of hearing impaired
'students enrolled in special education
programs in the United States during
the 1972.73 school year, are also reported
as mentally retarded (Annual Surveil*

.1972-73).
Cbnversoly, the definitions of hearing

impairment and deafness in incidence

reports tend to be variable and inconsis-
tent. According to Moores (1976), "the
definition of what an 'educationally
significant' hearing loss for a retarded
individual entails is unclear and criteria
vary from study to study". Lloyd (1973)
has addressed this problem and defines
hearing impairment as "a deviation irt
hearing sufficient to impair aural-oral
communigation". Whate;/er the criteria
applied, however, it has been shown that
hearing impairment frequently accom-
panies the mental retardation disability.
In one comprehensive study, Lloyd and
Moore (1972) concluded that 15% of
children in schools for the retarded have
educationally significant hearing. losses.
Lloyd (1973) states that "approximately
10% to 15% of retarded children have a
connmunicatively and/or educationally
significant hearing impairment".

Qnce an individual is identified as
possessing this dual handicap, the prob-
lems of placement and specialized pro-
gram development become obvious.
Moores (1976), referring to the state of

PI* authord aro with ** Suburban Hannapin County Joint Inclaimandant School ()WO
Nu r 287, MinnaapoPa. Mlnnosot.
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affairs for deaf retarded individuals,
comments that "educational programs
(for these individuals) are low on the
list of priorities, are poorly staffed, and
receive limited administrative support".

Recognizing that there were a con-
iiderable nnihber of "children possessing
"educationally significant" hearing losses
in conjunction with an "educationally
significant" degree of mental retardation,.
Suburban Hennepin _County Joint In-
dependent School District Number 287
(District 287) developed a plan to serve
these students within its eisting strec- '
ture by providing specialized support
personnel.

The students served are described as
HI-MR which is defined as the presence
of hearing impairment and mental 're-
tardation to such a 'degree as to be an
"educationally significant" handicapping
condition for that child.

The need -for 'special programming
for these.' studesits became acutely ob-
vious during the 1972-73 school year. At
that time, the Cooperative School Re-.
habilitation Center ( CSRC), a 'District
287 special public school for trainable
and low educable mentally retarded stu-
dents, was serving nine 411-Mir children
and twenty more were being refereed
for the next school year.

Since the Center (CSRC) was cie-
signN.,.to provide a high schOol equi-
valent educational-vocational program
for mild to severe mentally retarded stu-
dents, it was not prepared to 'program
for a. large number of hearing impaired
students. Therefore, in 1973 the District
applied for and received Title VI-B
funds to provide specialized support
servipes for HI-MR students who weie
to be integrated into regular CSRC
classes.

2

DECRIPTION OF
'SCHOOL DISTRICT 287

AND THE COOPERATIVE
SCHOOL REHABILITATION

CE1STTER

In order to better understand the
Title VI-B project, it is helpful to under-
stand the role pf District 287, CSRC, and
the participating school districts.

District 287 is comprised of thirteen
school districts in the west metropolitan
area of Minneapolis with the piirpose of
providing vocational education to the
residents of the thirteen districts and
special education services for students
with a low-incidence handicapping con-
dition.' Educational services are also of-
fered to nearby school districts on a tui-
tion basis. The .District presently spon,
sorr eight special education programs for
'over 1,000 preschool to post secondary
level students with varied handicaps.

The program at CSRC serves mild
to severe mentally retarded adolescents
who cannot be appropriately educated in
the special education programs of their
home school dittricts. Students are bus-
sed-to CSRC from their homes each day.
During ihe 1975-76 school year, 380 stu-
dents were served representing 38 school
districts. The progiam emphasizes in-
dividual planning to achieve educational
growth, pommunity competence, and vo-
cational readiness. Particularly in the
latter years, the program stresses voca-
tional and subsequent placement. Stu-
dents who attend CSRC range in, age
from fourteen to twenty-one.

PURPOSE OF TITLE VI-B
There were three primary reasons

why District 287-CSRC was chosen to
provide service for HI-MR students
(Title VI-B, 1973)-: (1) It served the
mild to severe mentally retarded adoles-

E r-
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cents of the west metropolitan area of
Minneapolis; (2) ,There was no other
agency in the west metropolitan area
serving HI-MR students; and (3) In
1970, District 287 wa.s given authority
to expand its programs to provide spe:
cial services for students with a low in-
cidence handicapping condition.

Important impetus resulted from the
fact that several hearing impaired stu-
dents had already been enrolled at
CSRC. These students were unable to
receive full benefit from the existing
program options at CSRC due to the
communication handiraPs resulting'from-

stheir hearing impairments. The pro-
foundly hearing impaired students had
been excluded frbm four of the program
options and had shown 'poor participa-
tion in all other program areas. These
.experiences impressed upon staff and
administration the need for additional
services.

The Title VI-B Project was approved
on July 1 of 1973 and the program be-
gan in the fall. Initial Oals were to (1)
Improve the students' communication
skills, (2) integrate hearing impaired
students into the regul r CSRC program
and (3) improve the q ity and extent
of service options to these IkLdents from
their entrance into the progra1 during
their training and with placement, ahd
ol low-up.

To accOmplish thesegoals, the project
planned to.provide staff to support the
hearing impaired student in the general
training' program wiçhin CSRC. The
project's focus was to expand the options
in services for the.students, therebylpro.
4ding alternatives for students who were
unable to meet the demands of a regu-
lar junior or senior high program for
hearing iinpaired students. It also pro-
vided an option for thole }taring im-

Vol. 12 No. 3 January 1979

paired students in institutional setfings
for mentally retarded individuals by en-
abling them to rettirn to the community.

STUDENT. SUPPORT. PROGRAM
FOR AtARING IMPAIRED

STUDENTS

In the initial year of the project,
1973-74, three full-time staff members
and one half-time staff member, were
employed to serve the hearing impaired
students a casemanager, two inter-
preters and one half4ime teacher. The
experience of this year demonstrtited a
need fot a full-time teacher of the HF-
MR students who was subsequently
hired. Support services have been pro-
vided by this team for the past two years.
Each member of the team has a particu-
lar function in providing the support
services needed' by the individual stu-
dent. The roles of the team members
art as follows:

Casemanager for hearing impaired
students

The casemanage'r directs initial refer-
Tals, maintains communication between
home And school, provides day to day
counseling, plans students' 'schedules
with their assistance, helps the students
develop vocational plans,-and makes sub-
secluent vocational pJacements upon,
graduation. Through these activities, the
casemanager servii as the student's ad.,
vocate and liaison to all other agencies'
working with the Student.

Teacher of hearing impaired students
The teacher of the hearIng impaired

students operates a resource room where
facilitation in language development is
provided. The emphasis is on expanding
the students' sign vocabularies in con-
junction with improving the usage and `
understanding of connected language in
written and signed/spoken English. Pivs-
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paratory training prior to integration into
other program options as well as on;
going,tntoring in these areas is provided
'when necessary. Instruction in total com-
munication is stretssed for a group of stu-
dents who lack a receptive and/or ah
expressive means of communication.'

A basic sign viicabulary is taught
s, along with the understanding of con-

nected language. Use of sigm is facili-
tate& both at school and at home. To
accomplish this objective the teaM pro-
vides sign language instruction to inter-
ested staff members at CSRC and to
parents, siblings, relatives': and friends'
of the students with excellent participa-
tion

Interpreters
To achieve the major goal of Integra- b

tion, the interpreters provide interpret-
ing and tutoring services to the HI-MR
students, enabling them to. participate in
the various Rrogram options and extra-
curricular activities at CSRC. AdditiOnal
responsibilities, of *the intprpreters are to
provide sign language lasses to peers
of hearing impaired students and to

compile sign language manuals which
correspond with specific program areas

POPULATION SERVED

During the first three years of opera-
tion, the secondary program for Ill-MR
students at CSRC served 53 students. All
of these students were classified as being
mildly to severely mentally retarded,
and the majority possessed hearing im-
pairments ranging from moderate to pro-
found losses (30d11-90d13). However,
several students with no hearing loss
were served in the program because of
their severe communication handicap.
Even thongh these students demonstrat-
ed do discernible hearing loss, total com-
munication was taught as an alternative

mode of communication. In addition to
hearing and-Mental dis4ilities, some of.
thetstudents have oth&handicaps, These
handicaps include cerebral palsy, emo-
tional involvement, vision impairments,'
orthopedic handicaps, and health irmiair-
ments.

Of the students involved in the pro-
Aram,. ten had been in state institutions
for mentally retarded, two Were from
private schools for the deaf, one was
from a public school for the deaf, two
were from hearing impaired Virograms
in public schools, and the remainder had
been in public school classes -for train-
able mentally retarded students.

The students served by this special
program are classified in three mator
categories which define the type of serv-
ice needed by the students. These cate-
gories are: Deaf, Hard of Wearing, and
Communication Handicapped.

Deaf

During 1975-76 there were nine deaf
mentally retarded students who received
suPport from all four members of the
team. All of the students depended on
total communication and used an inter-

-preter in most classes.'
4.

Hard of Hearing
Twenty-eight students were served

who had a moderate or greater (30dB-
90dB ) hearing loss. Within this category
two types of students were defined, each
requiring differing services. The major-
ity of these students (23) possessed oral

expressive communication 'and used
speech as their primary means of com-
munication. These hearing impaired stu-
dents were served on a "maintenance"
schedule; i.e., teacher Contact regarding
implications of students' loss, updating
audiological, information, and caseman-
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AN EDUCATIONAL MODEL

ager support services. The other five
hard of hearing students were instructed
in the use of total communication be-
cause of their lack of intelligible speech.

Communication Handicapped

Five students who had no identified
hearing loss were served becaure they
were nonverbal and total communication
was chosen as an alternative means of
communication. They were iiicluded in
the program after parent conferences,
gathering of case histories, and an in-
depth speech and language evaluation.

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
PROGRAMMING

In achieving integration, the hearing
impaired students are offered any com-
bination of 35 specific program options
at CSRC. Indi'vidual programming from
these options is based on the need of
each student. ,

'So

Throughout tbe three years of the
program, hearing impaired students were
integrated into all of the program op-
tions. During the first year of ftinding;
interpreters provided service to'students
in ten program options. As the students'
needs changed, provision Of interpreter
services expanded to nineteen of the
program options. Attendance in certain
classes did not require interpreter in-.
volvement either because of the nature
of the class or because the teacher poi-
sessed total communication skills. The
program areas are as follows:

Academics

Montessori class
Edmark Class
Readingxenter
Phonetic reading
Money 5;lass
Math
%Time

Vol. 12 No. 3 January 1979

Physical Education
Boys physical education
Girls physical education
Corrective theeapy
Mini-gym

Home Economics
Home economics class
Family life
Supervised living
Sewing

Communication
Language development
Speech

4
Hearing impaired class
Sign class

Prevocatibnal
Industrial arts
Industrial training
Food service training

'( in school)
Food service training

( outschool)
Food service training

( formal program at
Vo-Tech school)

Maintenance training
Nurse's aide training
Job stations
Vocational-Technical

training ( provided at
Vo-Tech school )

Miscellaneous
Crafts, group counseling,
music, science, photography,
total resource, Duso (social

improvement group)

Healing impaired mentally retarded
students are also able to participate in
other school related activities such as the
following:

Competitive Athletics
Special Olympics
Wrestling

;
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Touch football
Floor hockey
Swimming
Bowling
Track and field

Homecoming Activities

CSRC,Scout Troop #331

Graduation Exercises

Parent-School Carnival Nite

Stadent Council

Field Trips

Transportation Training

Summer Camp

Apartment Living

School, Store 1.r Bank

Friendship Program

A hypothetical example can best il-
lustrate the process involved for a HI-
MR student referred to the District 287-
CSRC program. Upon receipt of a refer-

ral, the casemanager interviews and
tours CSRC with the parents, and asses-

ses the student. After assessment, and
with input from staff and 'parents, an
educational plan is developed. The stu-
dent attends five class periods daily, and,
as an example, may attend reading, phys-
icai education, home economics-, indus-

trial training, and hearing impaired

classes. She -may also participate in
swimming or any of the other extra-cus-
ricular activities. If she uses total com-
munication, an interpreter would accom-
pany her to most classes.

As the student matures and continues
through her school program, her prog-
ress is constantly monitored,- emphasis
changed when appropriate, and.the focus
becomes more vocational. She may be
exposed io various vocational training
opportunities and experiencesworking on

6

job stations, training in the District 287
Vocational-Technical school, and, gpoa-
sibly, part-time competitive employinent
depending on her ability level. When
she reaches 'graduatior4 age or demon-
strates readiness for other work, the case-
manager assists in placement outside of
CSRC, often in her' home community
and typically either in competitive em-
ployment, sheltered work, or in a work
activity center.

OUTCOMES

Follow-up, services are provided for
the graduates of CSRC who participated
in the hearing impaiq support pro-
gram. This includes monitoring And stip-
portive services by the casemanager, and
an evening class, held weekly focusing
on their ' current responsibilities. The
class also provides a social odtlet ( i.e..
organized trips to various restivrants,
Christmas shopping, and participation in

'winter sports). Of the 28 students served
during the 1973-74 school year, two
graduated in the spring of '1974. In the
1974-75 school year, 39 students were
served and 3 students graduated. During
the 1975-78 school year 4 students grad-
uated with 42 students being served.

The outcome of the nine graduates
are as follows:

Competitive Employ ment

Three' graduates hvo are earning
$2.40/luo in food services work.
One is earning 32.30/hr as a
micro-film machine operator.

Sheltered Employment

Two graduates one is earning
$1.30/hr and the other $.90/hr.
One graduate is in work adjust-
Ment training with the goal of
sheltered employment.
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Work Activity Center
Three Students These students par-

ticipate daily and qe on the work

it
a.ctivity pay schedUle.

hese outcomes reflect the dispersion
of her CSRC graduates. Typically,
about 1/3 of CSRC graduates are com-
petitively employed, 1/3 are in sheltered
workshops, and 1/3 attend work activity
centers (follow-up, 1975 )

IMPACT

The project at its inception was de-
signed to facilitate the support of severe
to profound loss hearing impaired re-
tarded students in a larger -program for
mentally retarded adolescents. The effect
of this Program has impacted on several
District 287 procedures and pOlicies as
follows:

1. A systematic hearing screening is

planned to`ociui annually for all of
the mentally retarded stUdents in
District 287.

2. A consistent follow-up medical and
audiological service provision for
this 'special' population is develop-
ing.

3. Further 'educational support services
attending tounique ;weds of
students are emerging.

4. Alternate commumication form us-
age ( Bliss, Rebus. signs ) with low
functioning and multipli handicap-
ped students is becbming formalized.

5. Referrals of students previously
placed In residential centers for only
hearing impaired or mentally re-

v. tarded individuals . continue to be
received.

6. The program offers a potential mod-
el for. other systems serving similar
populations.

CONCLUSIONS

The project has demonstrated effec-
tiveness in providing im educational
s rvice option for HI-MP students with-

the framework of a broader program
dem ed for trainable and low educable
mentally retarded students. It bffered a
visible alternative for HI-MR individuals
from a variety of programs and especial-
ly for a number of HLMR individuals
from state isiatitutions for menially re-
tarded individuals.

Critical components of the program
included (1) an existing well designed
educational program for trainable and
low educable mentally retarded stu-
dents, (2) a well qualified and skilled
support service staff; and (3) a coopera-
tive and involved general staff.

Without any one of these components,
a student support program for HI-MI
students could riot be successful.
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N

GUIDELINES FOR PLACEMENT HPECIALISTS

INTRODUCTION

4.

Little haabeen written about on-the-job assistance to employers of the
severely handicapped hearing impaired. However, with the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 (Public Law 93-112) 'and its amendments, and the Disabled Assistance and
Bill of Rights Act (Public Law 94-103), services to the severely handicapped:
have beenemphasized.and expanded with a focus on providing a full array of :\
services to handicapped individuals. Progress has been made in many areas of
preemployment training but too often, little or no Support is available to
employer or employee once,on-the-job. Instead of preparation-oriented goalt,
the task becomes that of maintaining a job -and developing effective workrng
relationships. ,Profeasional staff persons need to be sensitized to the neds
of specific groups within the total handicapped population so that realistic,
success-oriedted programs can be designed and implemented for each individual.

These guidelines represent a general introduction for rehaVilitation coun-
s4lors, job'developers, and secondary level educators in their efforts to
assist hearing impaired developpentally disabled (HIDD) persons toward
effective job placement via employer education. Although the HIDD population
is a relatively small one, its special problems and needs must be addressed
since these are critical to the lifetime success of each handicapped person.
Handicapped-individuals are often a silent-minority; personewho are hearing
impaired and developmentally disabled are a minority witpin that minority.
Without a strong commitment, we may overlook them because'of the very nature of
the group.

POPULATION DEFINED

The following terms are used frequently in this brophure.

Hearing Impairment: The inability to hear and understand speech .(Schein
and Delk, 1971).

Developmentally Disabled: Those individuals who are autistic, cere ral
palsied, epileptic, mentally retarded, or have a similar disabiljty; hav9 been
thus handicapped prior to the age of 18 years; can be expected to contin e to
be handicapped; and the disability is a substantial handicap (Stewart, 1 78).

Hearing impaired developmentally disabled (IIIDD) Those persons who have
a hearing impairment in combination with a disability which had in!' onset prior,
to the age of 18 years and is attributable to mental retardation, cerehral
,psley, epilepsy,.autism,,or any other condition ofa person found to be closely
related to mental retardation, and which is a substantial handicap that can be
expe ted to continue indefinitely." (Stewart, 1978).

In order to establish an information base upon which to build a set of
guidelines,,staff at Arizona's Model Demonstration Program interviewed job
developers who placed or tried to place HIDD clients. The findings have been
categorized using the questions that were asked of job developers with regard
tq HIDD persons.

5t..
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-

I. How do you perceive the emp/oyere needs and wants?

Employers do not know the meaning or implicatians of HIDD. Quite often,
the main concern of the employer is knowing how to communicare with this work-
er. Frequently this need for improved communication with a client is based on
the expressed desire to decrease the discomfort that accompanies unfamiliar

e-
situations.

Considering the severity of some expressiveand receptive communication
limitations, an interpreter 'at the job site is usually essential at first'.
When the HIDD worker has adjusted to the job situation, individual communica-
tion, without the aid of an interpreter, needs to be established. Gesturing,
writing, drawing, informal signing, miming, and demonstrating should be encour-
aged. A job developer or a counselor should be available to facilitate such
mmunication between the employer and the HIDD worker periodically if the two

pebple are unable to communicate sufficiently on their own.

Communication between an employee and an employer is often the key to suc-
essful ongoing placement. As employers achievesome form of direct communica-
tion with the client, they are usually more comfortable. If the employer can-
ot initially achieve effective one-to-one communication with the client, thin
it is important for the placement personnel (counselor or job developer) to
help the employer and the client to develop comfortable means of dealing with
their communication problems.

2.- Who can meet these needs? To where are the referrals made? And, by whom?

The main concern or need is for communication strategies to facilitate
good employer-client communication. Ideally, it isthe HIDD worker's responsi-
bility to identify and express his needs. To foster this situation, several

approaches can be used. Before the job placement, the counselor'can explain to
the HIDD worker the importance of self-initiated discussions_of job-related
problems or concerns with his or her counselor of job developer. Previous to
placement, many rehabilitation centers sponsor job group8 where'clients discuss
worker responsibilities and attitudes, with the counselor and job developer. 'In
these groups, employee responsibilities should be emphasized through discussion

' and role playing so that the employee can identify and express his/her needs.

Often, due to comnunication problems, the HIDD worker may not be able to
express pressing personal.concerns that affect job performance. Additionally,
language limitations may prevent him from understanding his responsibilities ro
voice these concerns. For these situations, onesparticular follow-along person
should be designated to help communicate the worker's needs and make referrals
when necessary. If all the,people involved with the worker know this follow-
along person, then all referrals can be coordinated, and unnecessary communica-
tion gaps can be eliminated.

In the event the client's needs cannot be met byleither the employing
Agency or the rehabilitation agency, specialized'community resources need to be
tapped. These include centers for the deaf and agencies that provide interpre-
ting setvices. When possible, the rehabilitation agency should provide the
employing company with infofthation on these support --grva.es in the community,
including how to contact the4appropriate service. If the em r knows how.
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to call upon these community reaources, then support' will be readily available
to the client'on a-long-term basis. Using communication problems just as one
example, the task of le,cating in interpreter, enrollment of staff and/or client
in sign language classes offered in the community, or basic sign language
inttruction by a volunteer eo the staff, could be coordinated by specialized
community resources. ,

3. What have been significant problem* in the past
following placement?

Most HIDD workers adapt well to the work environment and make valued
emPloyees. A few, however, encounter special problems that challenge the
resources of the employer and placement personnel. These special problems
warrant attention since awareness will. help prevent or reduce such problems.

According 'to counselors and jobdevelopers, there appear to be three major
special prOblem areas, which include

1. Inadequate client pre-employment preparation which may result in
employer dissatisfaction with ,the. employee; ,

2. Inappropriate job placement Which may result, in worker dissatisfaction
and/or undue frustration;

3. Insufficient employer orientation Which may influence both employee and
employer satisfaction in a negative direction.

4. Are theke special problem areas for HIDD persons different from those
of other clients? If SD, how can these problems be avoided?

Although these special problems may be experienced by individuals within
other populations, it appears that there are unique reasons why these problems
occur frequently among the HIDD persons.

1. Difficulties resulting from inadequate client preparation
can be attributable to-,deficits in educational programming
for pre-vocational training and work experiences. These
occur not because of the client's limitations, but as a
result of educational programming constraints.

Frequently, physical limitatioris (e.g. cerebral palsy) and communication
difficulties between the client and educatiod personnel play a major role in
reducing the quality of vocational training oppoitunities that are available.
This may be complicated by the fact that remedial academic education is
commonly a priority over vocational and social training areas in many
post-secondary education settings.

Premature placement into pmpetitive employment can alsO result in
inadequate client pieparation. Taking into account limited educational
experience in pre-vodational and social maturity areas, compounded by the
complexities of multiple disabilities, extended sheltered training experiences
may be- necessary. Therefore, placement personnel are cautioned against using
similar timeline expectations for HIDD clients and clients with less severe
handicaps.

4 85,9
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The following idea8 :4-4 be useful in avoiding potential problems that

could result from inadequate client preparation:

1. Expand the work experiences available for HIDD persons during

educational'iraining.

Provide on-the-job training experiencei prior to placement in
competitive employmentJ

-4

3. Increase client understanding of the social expectations of a work

environment. This may be facilitated by discussions in job groups,
on-the-job training experiences, and orientation-to the job.

4. Foster realistic expectationa for the job duties and responsibilities

of the client during orientation to the job. This can be done in

cooperation with the employer,

5. The length of foliow-up suOport can also influence client success on

the job. .The intensity and duration of follow-up should be determined

on an individual basis according to Iffit client's needs.

2 The second identified problem area -- inappropriate job

placement ia likely to occur if placement personnel
as well as the employer, are either misinformed or un-

informed about the worker's assets and limitations.
For esample, if the worker is placed without considera-

tion of his assets, he or she might find,the duties and
responsibilities boring and tedious. Should a client's

limitations not be taken into careful account beEore
placement, frustrations may arise for the employer and

client because of unsatisfactory job performance. An

employer is in business to make a profit, and it is im-

portant that the KIDD worker be seen by the employer as

an asset to the company in achieving this goal.

Suggestions to the placement worker for avoiding,inappropriate job

placement might in lude:

6u
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1. Proper utililization of.vocational evaluation reports and situational
. assessment findings.

Deterlrination of client's functioning outside of the sheltered
rehabilitation workshop by on-the-job training experiences.

3. Exposure to va'rious job opportunities to help'compunicate
the,choices available to the client with minimal language
skills and allow participation in decision making. This

may be facilitated through the use of site tours, video
tapes, and exposure to additional resoutces.

r

4. Consideration of factors other than vocational
assets and limitations. For example, the worker's

,.-transportation and living situation, al well as his
or her lev,e1 of social maturity, influence his

. chances of gefting and maintaining a job.

3.. The third.area, insufficient employer education, can greatly
influence the uccess of placement. The education of employers
should be the responsibility of placement personnel. This
education should focus primarily on the client's aisets but
whould explain any pecial coniiderations o that the emploger
can develop realistic expectations and know in advance what to do
about special problems.

To avoid insufficient etnployer.education, it is important that placement

personnel consider the following:

1. Employers must be aware of alterations that are available for
having special visual and auditory warning signals for hearing
impaired employees. This helps to reduce any fears employers
have about employee safety. It also-protects the worker from
injury.
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h2. 'Information on communication mec ods and an orientation to
deafness and the developiental disabilitief can alleviate
any anxiety the employer may have regarding handicapped
persons. This information should be available to any other
co-workers, if the employer so desires. .

3. Finally, if there is to be a probationary period
following placement, it is advisable to delineate
who is responsibfe for support and follow-up
during the client's adjustment to the job. For
example, if the employer wants the direct area
supervisor to fulfill these responsibilities,
then the placement personnel need to provide
information on rehabilitation resources available
in tl:k community to the area supervisor.

SUMMARY
,

These guidelines are offered as an introductiOn primarily to Anable place-
ment persbnnel ind,secondary level educators concerned with post school work
opportunities to implement effective, job placement plans, using available
community resources. Persons who are hearing impaired and developmentally
disabled often require specialized employer/employee training programs, and'it
is the role of the placement specialist to organize, implement, and evaluate
these programs to ensure success for the HIDD population.
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PERSONNEL PREPARATION

The personnel preparation chapter presents selected educational training

models for inservickand preservice training of teachers. These programe,may.
.41

serve as guides for those professionals charged with preparing teachers to work

effeCtively with hearing impaired developmentally disabled students and ior

teachers and administrative leaders already in service to these students.

Within i'his chapter, attention is focused primarily on ihe'preparation of

teachers; however, specific training needs are often expressed by related

professionals such as psychologists; audiologists, speech/language patholo-

gists, medical personnel, rehabilitation counselors, and community living

leaders. The enclosed materials may offer related professional groups "food

for thought" in planning preservite and inservice training of a multidisciplin-

ary nature.

Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C, is one of the few teacher training

programs to offer a specific program preparing educators to work with children

with combined hearing and develoomental disabilities. Gallaudet has offered

this graduate (M.A.) reaChers preparation program with specilization in the

education of the multiplihandicapped hearing impaired fOr the past sixyears.

Gallaudet's MHHI specialization has attracted and trained professionals to

fill the critical need for well trained teachers and supervisors to serve In

educational programs with multihandicapped hearilig impaired students. The MHHI

specialization has expanded leyond the boundaries of traditional training

programs for teachers of the hearing'impaired by including coursee on behav-
.

ioral and instructional technology crucial for educating mentally-retarded,

physically handicapped, autistic, learning dfsaiaed and visually impaired

- children. It has Pncluded modifications of traditional.cOmmunication/language

evaluation and facilitatiori strategies to meet the needs of children at the

pre-symbolic stages of development. Since fhe inclusion of the MHHI speciali-
t

zation in-the teacher preparation curriculum, the Program and course content

have been, and

children; witil

thritegies; and

continue to be, modified to keep up with bhanging needs of MHHI
j

ideas and changes ifi delivery systems and instructional

with developments in augmentative technologies.
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One major itrust of this grant is to encourage professional entry into

areas of direct service to children with both hearing ivipairment and develop=),

mental disabilities. TO this end, external review of the Gallaudet curriculum

was sought from professionals with expertise with the target population of

children and adults. An evaluation instrument along with a description of

Gallaudet's program were mailed to 'reviewers. Selected results from this

survey are keported in the article "Teacher Preparation for Multihandicapped

Hearing Impaired Students" by Jones and Holzhauer. FeedbeCk from this review,

along with Gallaudet's internal review procedures, are being used to guide

continuing program'and course deVelapment.

The first doctoral level graduate program to develop lea"dere and research

ere with specific expertise with the HIDD individuals was implemented recently

at'Johns Hopkins University. A brief program description and rationale are

presented along with a listing of the areas of study'and competencies required
4

of students completing this program.

-

Professionals in the field speak of the paucity of available programs

which merge specializesfrtraining in both hearing impairment and divelopmental

disabilities. Alternative and innovative approaches to training eem

. '
warranted in order,to prepare sufficient numbers of well.tralbed, effective

profeesionals to serve this special population. The article "Models for

Graduate Education in the HIDD Area" suggest some alternatives far personnel

preparation in the absence of a si e sfiecialized preservice program.

The final section of thls chakei contains a descriptio'n Of selected

inservice approaches to personnel training. The National Demonstration and
1

Training Consartium for Severely Handicapped/Hearing Impaired Children and

Youth has coordinated both inservice and preservixe training efforts on 'behalf ,

of severely involved MHHI individLls in educational-, medical, and residential
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settings. The composition of this consortium has varied with the availability

of adequate funding; at present; there are four sites fully participating. An

overview of their respective training missions is presented, followed by move

detailed descriptions of two of the inservice training projects.

In contrast to organized, other-arranged approaches to:inservice training,

the last selection describes a unique interactive computer-bised communication
.4

.system called The SpecialNet Multihandicapped Electronic Bulletin Board. This

system enables professionals, parents, and paraprofessionals to confer and

problem-solve on a regular basis regarding particular needs and interests.

Users can rapidly request and share information, ideas, and questions, thus

avoiding the typical feedback delays inherent in mare'traditional forms of

inservice training.

144ZPr-
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GALLAUDET COLLEGE'S M.A. TEACHER PREPARATION SPECIALIZATION

IN THE MULTIHANDICAPPED HEARING -IMPAIRED

Background'Information

Interest in and concern for multihandicapped children haa grown during the

past few years. Programs for'the hearing impaired have become concerned

because they have seen their populations changing to include more children

identified as having educationally significant disabilities in addition

to hearing handicaps. These disabilities range in severity from mild

behavior problems to multip a intellectual, physical, sensory tnd

emotional handicaps. These additional handicaps include-vision impairment,

mental retardation and physical handicaps such as cerebral Palsy. The
,

MEHI area includes students claisified as multihandicapped, severely handi-

capped, and deaf-blind.

Griffins (1981) recognized that at least 40Z of the children enrolled in

programs for deli children could be designated as multihandicapped. Re proposed

three subgroups:

1. Mildly 2131. No need for a funda=entally Vilfarent curricurua than

other hearing impaired child. Their teachers do not need special training.

2. Moderatelv MEHL Require iejme accomadaedons in environments', methodology,

rate and staff of instruction,,but the typical curriculum for hearing

'impaired studenei is aPpropriate for them. Their ieachers require soma

\ special training.

VII-S
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3. Severely MM. Require a curriculum dliferent from the typical

curriculum for hearing impaired students and also require accommo-

dations in environment, methodology, rate and staff of.inetruction.

Their teachers require extensive sPecial training.

The specialization in MEI prepares teachers to work within both the moder-

ately and severely MB= with a special emphasis on the severely MEHL The

emphasis is on the severely MHHI for 3 reasonsf

1. The need for teachers is greatest at that level

2. The educational program' for severely MEMI students, where available,

are often inadequate or inappropriate, due partially to the lack of

trained and skilled teichers

3. Severely MHHI students are compliCated and-dIfficult to teach, so they

require teachers with intensive training and special skills and

enthusiasm.

Program OverView

The 2-year (4
-semester)-progranCincludes.59ecredit hours of coursework and .

practicum expereences. The trainies majoring in Mal complete 19 hours'of courte -

work related to general education of the hearing impaired, including simultaneous

communication training, and Z9 credit hours focusing soothe moderately and

severely MHHI. Therefore, the trainees receive extensive training concerning

both hearing impaired and MEI students.



Because of the heterogeneous composition and needs of MI students a

wide variety of topics are covered in the specialized.courses in this area. A

sample of some of the specific topics covered in the MEM coursecare listed

below:

* Normal vision functioning, common vision impairments and educational

implications co
* Integrated setvice delivery models (combining educational end

ancillary services into a single coordinated program)

* Assessment of MBMI students

* travel training for Mal students

* Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) training and management of

seizures and other health-related disorders

* Adaptive communicetion devices (e.g., communication) boards for

students unable to use their hands

*, Adapting a "typical" curriculum for hearing impaired students to

incorporate mildly MARI students

* Prevocational and life skills training for MB= students

* Assessment and programming related to prolanguage coMmunication skills

* Application of simultaneous communication to the Mal

An integral part of tile MIMI program is the field-based experiences Which
n

are undertaken during each of the 4 semesters of the program. Continual super-

vision and coordination with campus-based coursework facilitate the devmlopment

of instruttional and management skills. The first semester involves short-term

experience in a variety of programs. The second and third involve comprehensive

issessment, planning, program intervention and evaluation with individual MBRI

VII-7 611;3)
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Students, one tiMe with. higher functioning students and the other time with

lower'functioning MBEI students. tI3pthe field experience during the final

semester, theitrainee assumes responsibility for management of.a class of HMI

students%

ltolovmentOotions

Graduates of the 4MEI program typically seek positions as teachers in self-

-,'
,

contained classes dr resource rooms for 10M2 students in residentiil or day

programs for hearing impaired, mentally retarded, multihandicapped, or deaf-blind

students. They may ilso work as educational specialists, diagnbsticianS,

consultants, or su ervisors in programs concerned with MEI students.
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MHHI Teacher Preparation

Abstract

Reflecting the growth of programs for multihandicapped hearing impaired

(MHHI) students, preparation programs for their teachers have also developed

in recent years. Curricula for teacher pteparation'programs should be based

on rationales which include the Variables of needs of the population to be

served by program graduates, the personnel roles graduates will fill, and the

competewies necessary to fill those roles. Gallaudet College has had a MHHI

teacher p4eparation program sinci 1975. In the present study, national

leaders in the MHHI area were surveyed to verify the assumptions in the

rationale for the Gallaudet Curriculum. Their responses indicated subcate-

gories of MHHI students for whom adequate services are most needed, for whom

intense training is most important, and for whom well-trained teachers are

most needed. These data were interpreted to indicate MHHI population needs

for trained personnel. Respondents also indiCated'personnel roles for which.

.need is the greatest and listed the most important competencies for filling

those roles,s'survey results indicated that assuMptions undergirding

Gallaudet's MHHI"teacher preparation Program are consistent with the

perception of leaders in the MHHI field.
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,Teacher Preparation for Multihandicapped Hearing Impaired Students

Interest in the education of Multihandicapped hearing impaiked (MHHI)

Students has-grown during the past few years. Programs for the hearing

impaired have become concerned because they have seen their populations

changing to include more children identified as having educationally signifi-

cant disabilities in addition to hearing handicaps. These disabilities range

in severity from mild behavior problems to multiple intellectual, physical,

sensory and emotional handicaps.. Such additional handicaps might include

vision impairment, mental retardation and physical hOdicaps such as cerebral

palsy. The MHHI,students include thoSe classified aspultihandicapped,

developmentally'diSabled, severely handicapped, and deaf-blind.

ACcompanying the growth of programs for MHHI students is the need for

preparation programs for their teachers. This need has been well documented

(e:g., Flathouse, 1979; Stewart, 1971, 1981; Tweedie & Shroyer, 1982).

addition.to need, however, a variety of variables mist be considered when

developing personn preparation programs. Perhaps the most important of

these variable is conceptu'alization oe the educational need's of the student

population to be served by program graduates. Unfortunately in the MHHI area,

even though he general need for personnel preparation programs-is clear,

numbers, specific characteristics and needs of MHHI stUdents themselves are

very,ambiguous (Flathouse, 1979; Grifehig,'1981).. This c9nfusion is partially
N,

attributable o multiple terminology and classification systems and

inconsistent criteria for-determing the education needs of the students

, (Jones, in press). Based on the characteristic needs of MHHI students,

C.--
functions to be performed by preparation program graduates and the
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competencies necessary to fill those roles should be developed. These roles

and competencies are essential objectives of the prOgram. In addition/the

1
program content must be desigKed to enable mastery of the competencies by,

trainees in the program.

Gallaudet College established a preparation program for teachers of the

MHHI in1975. As the program has evolved, an implicit curriculum rationale

has also evolved based on assumptions about MHHI population characteristics,

pqrsonnel roles for which teachers are needed, and the competencies needed to

fill those roles. These assumptions are very difficult to validate, however.

Forexample4 Jones (in press) discussed the difficulties in defining an MHHI

population, and Shores, Cegelka and Nelson {1973) showed the lack of empirical

Validity for,special education teacher competencies. In 1981, the American

Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) undertook a dissemination project

through a grant from the Administration on Developmental Disaibilities (DD) to

assist tates in improving the provision of services to MHHI students. To

meet the DD mandate of encouraging professionals to work in.this area, one

component of the project was designed to review and to disseminate the

Gallaudet College MHHI teacher preparation curriculum. The initial step in

the curriculum review was to verify the program rationale by comparing the

opinions of leaders in the MHHI field with elements of the Gallaudet

curriculum, InformAion was sought concerning three questions:

1. For which subcategories of MEM student is the need for personnel

preparation the greatdst?

2. Far which-personnel roles is the need for trained personnel the

greatest?

873
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3. What competencies are needed by teachers of MHH/ students?

Respondenti

Questionnaires were mailed to 31 individuals who have demonstrated

leadership and Fong-term involvement in the education of MHHI students.

Individuals were seledted who had written articles concerning education of the

MHHI improfessiónal journals, who had presented papers at ASHA-sponsored con-

ferences concerning the MHHI, or who were leaders in well-known programs for

MHHI students. An effort was made to indlude individuals familiar with

service delivery networks in the hearing impaired, developmental disabilities,

severely handicapped, and deaf-blind areas. Thirty-one individuals were

selected; 19 questionnaires have been returned (61%). Respondents are

profiled in Table 1.

(Insert,Table 1 about here)

MHHI Population Characteristics

The first area investigated was.an attempt to identify those MHHI

population characteristics and needs which have implications for personnel

preparation programs. Seventeen MHHI subcategories were identified to enable

clear communication abou.t the characteristics.of the students involved. For

example, to reduce confusion about whether the usual term deaf-blind includes

those who are not functioning at a retarded level or those who are not totally

blind, three more specific categories were used (hearing impaired blind,

hearing impaired visually impaired, and.hearing impaired visually impaired

mentally retar ed). Giving discrete, commonly understood or operationally
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defined.categories (e.g., the levels of mental retardation defined in 1977 by

Grossman) from which learning characteristics may be inferred was intended to

elicit consistent, valid responses. Because need itself is"a global and

ambiguous concept, survey respondents rated eSch of the MHHI subcategories in

terms of three separate variables: (1) adequaci, of present services (e.g.,

identifying subgroups where services are least adequate); (2) intensity of

,training necessary'for competene service delivery (e.g., readings vs

observation vs practicum, etc.);. (3) and the present availSbility of

well-trained teachers (e.g., whether available immost or only a,few

programs). Responses to these questions are,summarized in Tables 2-4.

(Insert Tables 2-4 about here.]

The data in Tables 2-4 can be combined by summiriq the ranks for each MHHI

subcategory and then ranking those sums. This process is reflected in Table 5

which shows the relative overall need of the MHHI subcategories for trained

personnel. The data in Table 5 imply that MHH1 personnel preparation programs

. should stress preparation of teachers for more complex students, generally

those who may be severely or profoundly handicapped and those with more than

double handicaps. The need for personnel for more mildly involved students is

not as great. This is consistent with the prediction reported by Tweedie and,

Baud (1981) that traditional residential schools for the blind and deaf will

admit more low-functioningistudents.

(Insert Tab].e-5 about here)
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111ersonnal Poles and Service Delivery Arrangements

Personnel roles, the functions personnel preparation program graduates
-

will fill, may serve as objectives for those programs. For example, a program

electing.to stress the assessme,nt role of teachers of-MHHI students'could

prepare graduates to become diagnosticians. Alternatively, programs may elect 4

to stress the prevocational training or parent education functions of program

graduates. Survey respondents in the present survey were.asked to identify

the availability of nine service roles for teacherb of MHHI students. 'Their

responses were collapsed across MHHI subcategories and are shown in Table 6.
. A

[Insert Table 6 About here)
0

1

The dita in Table.6 that the greatest MHHI'service needs aci parent

. .
1

and family informatipn and suppo t services, well-trained teachers, and

-vocational training program for high school age students. They show that

programs for infants_and opecialized.opupport services (e.g., speech and

language therapy) are most available. The data should not be interpreted to

'imply, however, that the availability of any of those services is adequate at

the present time.

MHHI Teacher Competencies

A third category of questions which survey respondents answered was

'concerned with competencies needed by teachers of MHHI students. Competencies

determine the strticture of teacher preparation programs since they may-be the

basis for 5O'tc;;4 and practicum objectives, content, and evaluation (Shores,

Ceaelka & Nelson, 1973). Survey respondents were asked to generate five

.competencies they felt are most important for teachers of MHHI students. When
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simtlar responses were grouped, 16 competency areas were identified. These

competency areas Are listed in Table 7.

(insert Table 7 about here.)

'Comparison with Gallaudet Program

The Gallaudet College MHHI teacher preparation program is a two-year

four-semester graduate-level specialization within the Departmentsof

Education. It includes 57 cred4t hours of course work and practicum

experiences. The trainees majoring in MHHI complete 29 hours of required

'course work related to general education and education of the hearing

-impaired, including simultaneous communiettion training, language and speech

development, audiology, education and psychology, and research. In addit.on,

MHHI majors take 28 credit hours focusing on the MHHI. Therefore, the

trainees receive extensive t4rain4ng concerning both hearing impaired and MHHI

.students. The program is based on 27 performance and

(See Appendix.) These competencies provide a framework

field experiences which comprise the MHHI specialization.

of the courses required for trainees majoring in education

specialized MHHI courses are listeditn Table 9.

(Insert Table 8 And 9 about here)

e competencies.

the courses and

Table 8 showes all

of the MHHI. The

Survey respondents indicated that teacher preparation is,most greatly

needed for more complicated MHHI students and that personnel are most,needed

to fill the roles of parent/family tiaining, direct teaching and speCialized
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vocational training. The respondents also indicated 16 competency areas which

teachers of MHHI students should master'. Each of these elements is manifested

in the MHHI teacher preparition program at Gallaudet College. While the

Gallaudet program attempts to prepare teachers for alLages and levels of MHHI

students, emphasis is placed on education of the severely handicapped. Two

required courses deal exclusively with parent education and prevocational

training. Finally, all-of the competencies listed by survey respondents are

-

included in the more extensive list undergirding the Gallaudet program.

Any curriculum, including those in teacher preparation, should be based

on a rationale. In teacher preparation, curriCulum rationales are often

linked to assumptions about characteristics of the population with which

program graduates will work, the roles they Will fulfill and the Competencies

necessary for success in those roles. In the present survey, such assumptions

implicit in Gallaudet College's preparation program for teachers of MHHI

students are consistent with by the perceptions of leaders in the MHHI field.

4
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Table 1

Distribution of 19 Survey Respondents

Roles
Teacher trainer/resOarcher 52%

Practitioner . 21%

Support personnel 21%

Administrator 5%

Geo9raphic Distribution
tabtern states 39%

Central states 33%

Western states 28%

a
4
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: Ta3ple 2

,Adequacy of Services for Students with
Educai'ionally Significant Hearing loss and Accompanying Handicaps

Accompanying,Handicaps Score Rank

Autism
Severe Behavioral/Emotional Impairment 9 . (2)

Language Learnieg Disabilities

Profound Mental Retardation 0
Vision Impairment/Mental Retardation and 7 (4.5)

Cereb'ral Palsy

Mental Retardation and Cerebral Palsy (6)

Visual Motor Learning Disabilities

Physical-Disabilities 5 (0)

Visual Impairment aid Mental Retardation

Severe Cerebral Palsy
Moderate Mental Retardation
Severe Mental 'Retardation

Li

Mild Behavioral/Emotional Impairment 3 (13.5)

Low Vision
/

Mild Mental Retardation-
1 (15.5)

Blindness

11
Mild Cerebral Palsy (17)

Note: Ranking is from low adequacy (high need) to high adequacyAlow need).

Score reflects number of times subcategory was indicated as receiving

"least adequate" services.

88 I
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x- Table 3

Importance of Intense Training in Preparation
for Working with Students with Educationally

Significant Heating Loss and Accompanying Handicaps

Accompanying Handicaps Score Rank

. Severe Cerebral Palsy 88 (1)

Visual Impairment, Mental Retardation
and Cerebral Palsy 82 (2.5)

Severe Behavioral/Emotional Impairment

Severe Mental Retardafion
0

Profound Mental Retardation 75 (5)

Mild Behavioral/Emotional Impairment

Blindness 77 (7)

Visual:Motor Learning Disabilities 76 (8)

Mental Retardation & 6tqltbral Palsy 75 (9)

Moderate Mental Retirdation 74 (10),

Mild Mental Retardation 73 (11)

Vision Impairment and Mental Retardation 72 (12.5)

Langua4e Learning Disabilities

Low Vision 70 (14)

Autism 69 (15)

Physical Disabilities 60 (16)

Mild Cerebral Palsy .52 (17)
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Availability of Well-Trained Teachers of Students with
.Educationally Significant Hearing Losses'and Accompanying HandiFaps

13

Accompanying Handicaps Scoxe Rank

,-.Severe Behavioral/EmotionS1 ImPairment A

Vision Impairment/Mental Retardation
11.

48 (1)

'and Cerebral Paliy
I

kitism .. 45 . (3.5)i

Vision IApairment and Mental Retardation .

.
..

.

Profound Mental Retardation . 44 (9)

Severe Cerebral PalSy 43 (6)

Severe Mental Retardation 41 (7.5)

Mental Retardation And Cerebral Palsy

Physical Disabilities', ;40 (9)

Low Vision 38 (10)

Lariguage Learning Disabilities 37 (11)

Mild BehaviOIal/Emotional Impairment
Mild Cerebral. Palsy, .

36 (13)

Blindness

Visual Motor L'earning Disabilities 35 (15)

Mild Mental Retardation 33 (16.5)

Moderate Mental Retardation

Note: Ranking is fronflow availability (high need) to high availability (low
need), .

883
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Table 5

yersonnel Preparation Needs for' Students with
Educationally Significant Hearing LOss ahd Accompanying Handicaps

Accompanying Handicaps ,Score Rank

Severe BehaVioral/Emotional Impairment 6 (1)

VisiOn Impairment, Mental Retakdotion 8.5 (2)

4ami Cerebral Palsy

Profound Mental Retardation 14.5, (3)

Severe Cerebral Palsy - 18 (4)

Autism 20.5 (5)

Mental Retardation and Cersbral,Palsy 22.5 (6)

Severe Mentai.Retardation 23.5 (7)

Vision Impairment and Manta! Retardation 24 (8).

Language Learning Disabilities, 25..5 (9) .

Visual Motor Learning.Disabilities 31 (10)

Mild Behavioral/Emotional Impairment 31.5 (11)

Physical-Disabilities 33 (12)

Blindness 35.5 (13)

Moderate Mental Retardation 37.5 (14.5)'

Low Vision

Mild Mental Retardation 43 (18)

Mild Cerebral Palsy 47 (17)
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Table 6

Availability of Services for MHHI Students
Ranked from tOw to High Avaiiiability

Service Categories Score Rank

Parent/Family Information and 717 , (1)

Support Services

Well Tiained Teachers 680. (2)

SpecialiZed Vocational Programs for 672 (3)

16-21 Year Olds

Appropriate Planning and Placement Mechanisms 640 (4)

Specialized Educational Programs for 14-21 624 (5)

Year Olds

Assessment Semices 623 (6)

Specialized Educational Programb for 3-13 617 (7)

Year Olds

Specialized Programs for"Infants (Newborn-3 574 (8)

Year Olds)

Specialized Support Services
(e.g.,.speech or language therapy,

557 (8)

audiology, physical therapy)

865
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Table 7

Most Important Competencies for Teachers of MHHI Students

16

Competency Area
Number of Times
Mentioned

Assessment-related Competencies
Select Appropriate Domains for InstruCtion
Assessment Skills in Appropriate Curricular

-.-

Areas
14

9

Planning Related Competencies
leek and Behavior Analysis Skills 6

Establish and Write Clear Objectives 5

Instruction-Related Competencies
Behavior and Social Skill 'Management 11

Skills in Alternative Communication Systems 9

Adapt and Design Instructional Materials and Activities 4

Prevocational and Vocational Skill Development 2

Knowledge Competencies
,Understanding of. Normal Development 6

Knowledge of Handicapping Conditions 5

Understandihg of Leakning Theory 3

Other Competencies
Monitoring of Student Progress 11

Specific Attitudes and Personal Characteristics 7

Work with Support Services and Other Staff 7

Parent Training and Communication Skills 5

Program and Time Management Skills 3

886
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Table.8

Gallaudet College
MHHI Teacher Preparation PrOgram

Credits Semester

10

19

GENERAL EDUCATION CORE.COURSES

II Parent/Infant Education
III Social Foundations Of Education
III Introduction to Research
III Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading Problems

EDUCATION OF THE HEARING IMPAIRED
00

Education &,Psycholbgy of the Hearing Impaired
Language and Psycholinguistics for Teachers

I, II Simultaneous Communication 1 & II

II Speech Development of the Hearing Impaired
Introduction' to AudiologY

II Audiologic Habilitation

18 EDUCATION OF THE MULTIHANDICAPPED COURSES

10 FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES IN EDUCATION OF THE

MULTIHANDICAPPED

57

Proposed

887
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Table 9

Specialized Course Work in 'Education of the MHHI
Gallaudet College

Semester

I (Fall) Educationail Management of Physical, Intellectual and
Vision Dieabilities in the Multihandicapped (3)

Behavior Modification (2)

Introductory Field Experience in Multiple pisibilities (1)

II (Spring) DevelopMent of Self-Help an'd Motor Skills in the
Multihandicapped (2)

Development of Language and Cognition in the Multi-
handicapped (3)

a Clinical Practicum I (1)

III (Fall) Prevocational Training for the Multihandicapped (3)

Teaching Academics to the Multihandicapped (2),

Clinical Practicum II (2)

IV (Spring) Seminar in Multiple Disabilities (3)

Student Teaching (6)

Proposed

886
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Appendix

PERFORMANCE AND KNOWLEDGICOMptTENCIES
REQUIRED or MHHI Graduates

Performance Competencies

1. Select Approfriate Instructional Area's. The trainee will identify areas

of instruction that are appropriate for selected MHHr.studonte and will

support choices with logical rationale.

2. Assessment. The trainee utilizes systematic procedures to identify the
student's current abilities with regard to the chosen instructional areas.

This may include formal and informal ,observational assessment procedures,

and should result in at least the following information:

a. reliable baseline4hformation regardihg the student's ability to

perform the instructional objective. -

b. reliable baselihe information regarding the student's ability to

perform at least the beginning steps leadtng to the achievement of the

instructional objective.
c. information regarding potential reinforcers/consequences to motivate

the student.

d. information regarAng potentially feasible instructional procedures

for the student.

3 Long-Range Objectives. The tiainee utilizes assessment data to repazo a

battery of long range objectives (with conditions for correct performance,

measurable behaviors, an,2 achievement criteria) for their students to

achieve.

4. Task Analysis. The trainee generates a logical sequence of similarly

constructed short-term objectives designed to enable mastery of each

long-range objective.

5. Selection of Instructional Materials. In instructing the thdent, the

trainee utilizes materials which are appropriate for the given student and

task.

6. Instructional Procedures. The trsinee utilizes instructional procedures

which are designed to:

a. communicate to the learner the objective of instruction.

b. provide inforiation to the learner regarding the accuracy or

corredtness of his/her'responsei. *

c. facilitate acquisition, proficiency and/or generalization of specific w

behaviors.

7. 'Instructional Effectiveness. The trainee's teaching results in doâumented

and desired changes in the student's performance.

889
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8. Modification of,Inappropriate Behaviors. The trainee utilizes procedures
to replace extraneous behaviors which interfere with the student's ,

learning.

9. Work with Groups. The trainee demonstrates all instructional
intervention cómpetencies while working with two or more students.

10. 'Record Keeping. The trainee systematically records relidble and easily
interpretable data regarding his/her students' responses to instruction.

*. 11. Prolftam Modification. The trainee utilizes objective data to improve
instructiohal intervention.

12. Use Of Resource4. The trainee identifies and seeks information and/or
assistance from:

a. specialists
b. parents
c.- local, state, and nationdl

MHHI students.

agencies and organizations concerned with

13. Reporting. The trainee reports the 'effects of instructional intervention
tO:

a. specialists
b. parents
c. para-professionals
d. administrators
e. others concerned with hia/her students

Knowledge Competencies

14. History. THe trainee understands the history of.the treatment of
handicapped people, particularly as it relates to:

a. education
b. care
c. institutionalization
d.- normalization
e. least restrictive environment
f. treatment
g. custody and guardianship
h. human dignity

- 15. Legal Obligations and Regulations. The trainee will,understand the major

aspects of federal and state legislation and litigation pertaining to
services for the handicapped, including:

P.L. 94-142
b. P.L. 93-112
c. federal funding programs 890
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d. Local, state, and private agencies
. least restrictive environment
f. right,to educatton
g. other civil rights h.,1 chUrd advocacy

i. human subjects protecti
J. punishment
k. pastiand present litiga ion

16. Norma/ and Abnormal Child Development. The trainee will be able to
describe normal and abnormal human development and to apply this
knowledge ip educational planning and programming in at least the

following areas:

a. language
b. physical
c. emotional
d. cognitive
e. sensory

17. Commercial Materials. -The trainee will be dble to evaluate and utilize:

a. formal and informal assee4ment tools and approaches
b. curricula, "kits," and other insttu tional materials.

18. Intervention. The trainee will demonstate'a knowledge of intervention
procedures for handicapped students ()lath to 22) based on developmental

and other models, and on their studen$15' critical needs.

19. Medical/Physical Aspects. The trainee will understand various health

problems and physical disabilities th4t affect handicapped students.

This will inclu4e an understanding of;preventive and emergency

procedures.

20. Rationale/Sequence of Curriodlum.

A. The trainee will understand the rationale behind the skill areas to

be implemented in the curriculUm teaching units.

B. The trainee will be able to
least'the following areas:

develop instructional sequences i!it at

a. gross and ftne motor
b. sensory/perceptual
c. communication/language
d. socialization
e, recreation and leisure
f. preacademic/academic
g. prevocational education
h. cognitive
i. affective
j. independent living skills

k. self-help skills
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h. Instructional Programming and Management. Trainee will:

a. be familiar with and have access to a iariety of curricula and
related materials for use in the systematicAnstruction of
handicapped students.

b. be knowledgeable in the process of task analysts for the purpose, of
beginning instructional programming.

c. be Able to adapt commercially available materials to the neeAs of4
individual students.

22. Adaptive Equipment. The trainee is Able to select and/or design adaptive ,

equipment for individual students, to facilitate normal movement
patterns, and to prevent deformities from developing or worsening.

23. Alternative Approaches to Communication. The trainee recognizes and is
able to assess needs for:

a. alternative communication modes
b. au4mentative.communication Aids and systems
c. is familiar with funding soprces for augmentive bids
d. is able to implement appropriate intervention strategies

24. Parent/Service Interactions. The trainee will understand and be able to
implement appropriate parent-teacher interactions and parent-child
interaction.

25. Information Specialist:, The trainee will:

a. be familiar with available state and local resources for handicapped
B.:udents

b. maintain an up-to-date knowledge of the relevant professional
Literature

c. will be able to incorporate that knowledge in.teaching
d. develop skills in locating literature that is relevant to specific

educational and behavioral problemsin the classroom
e. will develop skills in directing parents and otheri to materials and

services in the community

26. Supportive Sermices. The trainee will be familiarwith support services
(including medical, audiolOgic, developmental, comniunication,
recreational and vocational).

a. national level
b. state level
c. local level
d. school district level N./

27. Residential and Community Settings. The trainee will become aware of the
continuum of living arrangements available to MHHI sttdents in pieir
locality.

892
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JOhns Hopkins University Doctoral Program Concentration on the

Hearing Impaired-Multiply Handicapped

Larry Larsen, Ph.D.

The training progrei described in this section was originated in

1979 to prepare doctoral level personnel for'work.in the ariia of the'

hearing impaired-Multiply iiahdicapped, a population that includes indi-

viduals with moderate to profound hearing impairments.co-existing with

at least one oiher major disability such as blindness, mental retardation,

emotional disturbance, or physical impairment.
1

Federal funds received

from the Division o'fPersonnel-Preparation of Special Education Progpams

(formerly Bureau of Education for the Handicapped) of the United States

Deparimet of Education have been instrumental in supporting the program

since it was started.

The history of educational services for the handicapped demonstrates

that those with the most pronounced needs are the last to-be served, and

it is only recentli that special education hat recognized its obligation

to educate the severely and profoundly impaired and stpdents with multiple

diTabilities. In its concern.with the hearing impaired-multiply handi-

capped, this program focuses on a population that has, been largely ignored

-/
by the professional community and by most service agencies.

The doCtoral program'was creited as an extension in an existing Ed.D.

program offered by the Division of Education at Johns flopkins University..

Prior to its inception, the Division offered the doctoral degree in Human

Communication and its Disorders with areas of concentration ih the severely

and profoundly handicapped, reading, language, and learning disabilities.

1
The use of the term "hearing impaired-multiply handicapped" should not
be construed as an effort as yet to inject yet another diagnostic label -

into the professional jargon. This designation-is used only to describe
those persons in our society who, by virtue of having multiple handicaps,
one of which is hearing loss, are often excluded from the programs and
services that they would have access to if they had only one disability.
Indeed, the major reason why this population must be identified as a
distinct group at present is because of our overuse of labels in the
past.
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Beginninr with the-summer of 1979, the hearing impaired-multiply handi-

capped was added as a new4area of concentration, making it possible to

initiate the program without creating an entirely new training curriculum

or administrative structure.

Since-its inception, the program has been a member of the National

Demonstration and Training Consortium for Severely Handigapped/Hearing

Impaired Children, an organization c6mprised of several sites involved

in various aspects of training personnel for work with the hearing km-

paired-multiply handicapped. The 4mber sites, which include Lexington
,-

Schdol for the Deaf and Roosevelt Hospital in New York, Madison MetTo-.

politan School District and The Univerlity of hisconsin-Madison in-Wiscon-

sin, and Teaching,Research in Monmouth, Oregon, assisted the program

faculty in designing the original training curriculum presented later in .

this section, and have piovided internship opportunities for.the students
.t

in the'program

PurpoSe

The overall purpose of the program is to prbpare doctoral level

professionals who have a demonstrated competence in personnel preparation,

service leadership, and applied retearch activities in the field of the

hearing impaired-multiply handicapped. In the area of personnel preparation,

the graduates of the program should be skilled in (a).designing comprehen-

sive preservice and inservice training curricula for'special educators and

J.elated services personnel; (b) developing college level courses and inser-

vice training workshops and programs; and (c) presenting instructional con-

tent in the effective manner during preservice and inservice training

activities.

As a service leader, the program's graduates should be capable of

(a) organizing and administering Comprehensivesbrvice Programs for hear-

ing impaired-multiply handicapped persons at the local or state level;

(b) using an extensive knowledge of programming contents and iethods in

the design and development of services kor-the hearing impaired-multiply

handicapped; (c) working ekfectively with parents and other primary care

givers and with professionals frouf related services disciplines; (d) ser-

ving as an effective consultant to.programs for hearing impaired-multiply

handicapped students; (e) preparing technically sound grant and contract t

proposals; (f) demonstrating a knowledge.of litigate4,and legislated re-

quirements for educational and other services for-exceptional children;
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and (g) demonstrating a,knowledge of, sind applying, ethical standards in

the provision of services to handicapped persons.

As an applied researcher, the program graduate is expected`to (a)

maintain an up-to-date knowledge ofthe research literature that is ippli-

cable to services and programs for the hearing impaired-multiply handi.

capped; (b) develop hypotheses that, when tested, will advance or impróve

our methods and techniques for'educating hearing-impaired-multiply fiandi-

capped students; (c) plan and design applied researchstudies'oto test

those hypotheses, collecting and analyzing the data that are required for

this purpose; 01 evaluate, interpret, and disseminate the results of

the applied research.studies to the professional community; and (e) plan

and design evalVhtive research studies that objectiveiy evaluate the

effectilieness and quality of services rendered to hearing impaired-multiply

handicapped persons.

As suggested by the preceding summary of expected training outcomes,

the program has been designed to prepare generalists who can work effec-

tively in a variety of positions and settings. While it is impossible to

predict the exact nature of the positions that will be assumed by the

students after their graduation, is expected that some will be employed

as local or state level program administrators and that others will, accept

faculty positions where they'will beInVolved in personnel preparation ind

applied research activities. Depending upon their individual interests,

other graduates may work in the areas of curriculum development, early

intervention coordination, and in-service education.

Training Curriculum

. The training curriculum is prganized according to the competency

statements shoWn in Table A. Each competency.in the list can be acquired

through one or more of five major tpes of learning activity, including

(a) teaching university courses under the superviqion of the training

faculty; (b) taking university courses as prescribed in student's in-

dividual program of studies; (c) participating in practicum or internship.

activities; ('3) completing "simulation" projects as a part of, or in

addition to, formal courlework; and (e) completing a dissertation. Com-

petency attainment can be determined in a number of ways, including (a)

direct observation of student behavior in selected situations, for example,

while teaching a university'course; (b) tests and examinations taken as

a part of course work and in the qualifying examinations that are required;
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Table A

COmpetency Statements2
a

110

Competency .

Learning
AVvities

Evaluation
Procedure Evaluative Criteria

1. Personnel Preparition
.

t

lig Training curriculum design

1.1.1 Designs and implements preservice
and inservice training.needs assessments
for,general- and Special educaters,
related services personnel, administrat-
iye personnel, and pfraprofessionals.

1.1.2 Designs apd conducts preservice
training programs to prepare general
and special educators, related services
personnel, and paraprofessionals, for
work with the hearing impaired-
multiply handicapped.

..1.1.3 Designs and conducts inservice
training programs to meet the needs of
general and special educators;
administrative personnel; related
services personneh'and paraprofessionals
who are'working with the hearing
impaired-multiply handicapped.

.S, J, 0'1' Given the task of developing/preservice

anCinservice training needs assessments, the
student identified competencies' needid by
personnel working with the hearing tmpaired-
Multiply handicapped and designs specific
procedures and.instruments to determine
training needs with respect to those competencie

Given the task of developing a preservice
traintng curriculum, the student designs and
and describes the implementation of a

comprehensive training program that addresses
each of the skill areas required of personnel
who are working with the hearing impaired-
multiply handicapped.

The student designs an inservice training
program for the staff of a local education
agency or private facility and conducts academic
and practicum activities addressing each
identified training need. The student also

jesigns a progress measurement instrument for
the program and a means to evaluate its
effectiveness.

T,S, I

5, J

D

)Noine of the icompetericy statements litted in Table.A are bated on an unpublished manuscript, describing a doctoral
program being conducted in the area Of the severely and profoundly handicapped at the University of Massachusetts..
We gratefully acknowledge the_assistance that we received from this source in compiling this competency list..
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Competency .

Learning
Activities

Evaluation
Procedure Evaluative Criteria

_

1.2
*

Course development and design

1.2.1 Plans courses for preservice

.

T

.

.

T, 1,

,

I

S

J

.

0, J

,

D F,.J .

,

,

.
.

Given the task of designing a college or
university courie, the student preparesla--
syllabus that includes &course sthedule,
educational Ojectives, readings and other.
assignments, a comprehensive bibliography
of the relevant literature, and.procedures
for evaluating student performance and
assigning grades. .

.

Given the task of designing inservice aptivitit
the student prepares a schedule of training
activities, the content of those activities',
and procedures for evaluating the acquisition
of competencies addressed in the.activities.'

.

Given the task of teaching effective college/

university courses, the student's teaching,skill

are judged acceptable by (i) the course partici;

attaining, on the average, at least 90 percent 0

the-course competencies; (b)the student receive

ratings on the Evening College Course Instructot

Rating Scale (a rating scale used by students' to

rate each,course and its instructor),that are at

or above the median for Evening College instrqct

and (c) ratings-made on ,at least three occatlen

by the project director and/or faculty of the .

student while involved in teaching duties.

.

.

.

,

,

<
."
...

training of general and special
eduCators, related services personne),
and paraprofessionals who will serve
the hearing impaired-multiply
handicapped.

.

1.2.2 Plans inservice workshops and
training activities for general and
special educators, related services
personnel, administrators, and
paraprofessionals.

Teaching skills .

.

L.3.1 Teaches effective college/
university courses. ,

.

.

,

.

.

, 898
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'Competency
Learning
Activities

Evaluation
Pkocedure Evaluative Criteria

1.3.2 Teaches effective inservice

.

T

,

.

D6 F. J

.

. '.1

Given the task of teaching effective inservice
cOurses and workshops the student's teaching ski:
are judged acceptable by (i) the inserviCe
personnel attaining on the average, at least.
90 percent of the courie competencies; (b) the
student receiving a satisfactory rating on a
workshop evaluation scale; (c) ratings made by ti
project director and/or, faculty while the studeiM
is involved in training activities. .

..

courses and workshops.

.

.

.

. < ,

"-
1-4

.

03
.

. .

2. Service Leadership I

2.1 Administration and supervision

2.1.1 Designs a child-find system C. S

C. S

.

.

.

J

.

1

J

.

.

Given a region of specified demographic
characteristics, the student describes a
comprehensive child-find system that includes
procedures for screening, identifying,,and
assessing exceptional and "at risk" children;
the responsibilities of the disciplines,
agencies, and organizations invoved; mechanisms
for referring children to appropriate services;
and the range of services that should be
available.

Given a geographic region of specified demographic
characteristics, the student designs a study to
measure the unmet needs of the region's hearing
impaired-multiply handicapped persons.

.

.

.

901 , ,

.

to identify and locate exceptional
and "at risk" children.

,

.

2.1.2 Designs a needs assessment study
to identify the unmet needs of hearing
impaired-multiply handicapped persons

in a given geographic region.

,

. 90
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Competency
Learning
Activities

Evaluation

Procedure

.

Evaluative Criteria .. .

. *

2.1.3 Designs, organizes and administers C, S

-

.

C., S, I

C

a

N/A

. .

.

.

E, J

.

E, J, 0

_

E

Given a region of specific demographic
characteristics, the student designs a -compre- .

hensiVe servite system for the Oaring impaired-
multiply handicapped, including site selection,
transportation and budgeting, personnel recruitmo
and preparation and program. development.

.

Given'the.specific characteristics of a hearing

impaired-multiply handicapped population (e.g.
age, degree of hearing loss, additional handicap]
condition and nature of previous services), the
student designs, organizes, and supervises a
comprehensive progral to include usi of physical
facilities, training of personnel, curriculum
development and allocation of funds.

.

!Asti relevant local, state, and federal organi-
zatibias and agendes, and describes their
responsibilities, and services. 4 Lists each
agency's funding source, its financial support
to other agencies, and procedures for procuring
funds from each agency if available.

,

.

Holds membership in at least two national
organizations that are concerned with services
for the hearing impaired-multiply handicapped.
Actively participates in national, state, and
local professional ,advocacy and service gfoups)

iuch as the American Speech and Hearing
Association, the Council for Exceptional Childre]
and The Association for the Severely Handicapped,

.
903. ,

. . 4

a comprehensive service system for
hearing impaired-multiply handicapped
individuals at the state and/or local
level.

.

2.1.4 Designs, organizes and super-,

vises a comprehensiie program for the
hearing impaired-multiply handicapped
individuals in a given locality.

<--
,

,...,
up

. 2.1.5 Demonstrates fami 1 1 ari ty wi th .

local, state, and national organizations
and agencies that are concerned with
services- for the hearing impaired-

,

multiply handicapped.
.

.

2.1.6 Serves as kactive member.of and
participant in local, state, and national*
organizations that are concerned with
services for the hearing impaired-
mul ti ply-handicapped.

I

_ ,

902
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Competency
Learning
Activities

Evaluation
Procedure Evaluative Criteria

.2.2 Programming ..,

2.2.1 Demonstrates an extensive
knowledge of content areas that are
relevant to comprehensive educational
programs for the hearing impaired -
multiply handicapped.

10.4
6.4

2.2.2 Demonstrates knowledge of, and

ability to evaluate and aPpraises
curricula that are applicable to the
hearing impaired-multiply handicapped.

2.2.3 Desfgns and writes sound
curriculum sequences in selected
content areas for the hearing impaired -

multiply handicapped.

2.2.4- Collects assessmen/ data for
individual hearing impaired-multiply
handicapped children and writes
comprehensive individualized educational
plans based On that data.

2.2.5 Designs and organizes a learning
environment for hearing impaired-
multiply handicapped individuals.

I , C

C, 1,S

11

DIJ

Maintains at least a 3.0 average in coursfroorkin
human anatomy and physiology, legal aspects and

sorvice s)mtems, instructional and behavioral
programming, fine and gross motor skink, parent-
professional relations, personal and social skill$
cognitive-and intellectual devetopment, language .

and communication skills and educational
Implications of hearing loss.

Given a curriculum that puriorts to be appropriate

for bearing'impaired-multiply handicapped student:

uses relevant criteria to-evaluate it. Lists

and describes.curricula available foethis
population.

Uses a systematic approach to writing a curriculum

sequence in a assigned content area.

Selects and &ministers appropriate noym and

criterion referenced tests for individualized

assessments. Uses test data, observational
findings and data collected from the interdiscipli:

pry team to compose comprehensive individualized

educational ,P. lans.
.

.

Given an aver ge size classroom, the student

equips and organizes it to implement the

individualized educational plans of hearing *min,
multiply handicapped students.,
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Coopetency 0

.

Learning
Activities

Evaluation

Procedure

.

.

Evaluative -Criteria

.

24.6 Demonstrates ability to use the
applied behavior analysis model.

.

.

Parent-professional relationships
.

2.3.1 Develops and maintains effective
relationships with the parents of
hearing impaired-multiply handicapped
children.

2.3.11- Develops a list of competencies
that will assist parents in managing
and teaching their children.

2.3.3 Plans a seqUence of training
activities to help parents acquire
useful skills in dealing with their
handicapped children. ,

2.3.4 Assesses the training needs of

.

C .

,

I, C

.-
.

S

4 t

.

S

S. P

.

.

b' E, 0

,

..

.

.

0, F. J

D. J. F 1

D. J, F

J

.

J

- .

For a partitular child or'group of children,
the student observes and defines target behavior
and designs and implements appropriate
behavioral programming procedures to increase
desired behaviors and decrease maladaptive or
interfering betav ors.

.

.

. .

.

Receives favorible ratings and evaluations from
the parents th t re served by the student.
Documents part i ati of parents in program
planning and i 1 n ation activities.

.

In conJuction iitIv pa eats. develops a list
of measurable dompetencies which parents Judge
to be practical and attainable.

The student designs a sequence of training
activities that parents rate as useful and
effective.

.

Outlines procedures for assessing the specific
training needs of parents of hearing impaired -
multiply handicapped students. Designs a

training program, or selects an existing Program,
to meet those needs.

Given a parent to interview, collects relevant
information and shares program information with
the parent.

907
.

_

.

2.3

'

.

<
.-.

...

.

..

.

parents and designs a training program.
to meet those needs.

2.3.5 Demonstrates effective techniques
for interviewing parents. ,.

906
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tency

Learning
Activities

Evaluation
Procedure Evaluative Criteria

2.3.6 Teaches parents to administer 0, I

prescriptive programs in the home.

Do J. F Trains parents to administer prescriptive program

and collect data. Training includes: '

(i) instruction to parents spedifying
behavior and reinforcement contingencies.

(2) modeling of appropriate techniques for'
parents to use.

(3) data collection procedures to be used. .

Given a child's current level of performance
in an educational setting, the student prepares -

a program in conjunctiqn with the parent that
will coordinate inl,home and in-school activities,

and which will generalize and-maintain acquired

2.3.7 Demonttrates a knowledge of C E Lists major parent involvement/training programs

model parent involvement/training
and describes each in terms of (a) population-

programs in the countryr
served. (b) costs, (c) content and methods,

and (d) effectiveness.

2.3.8 Acts as a resource for parents, C E Develops a bibliography of books and literature

acquainting them with resources that for,parents.

are available to them.

9ub
-t

Develops a list of direct service programs
that provide services for the hearing impaired -

multiply handidapped.

Develops a list of sources of financial aid

for parents.

Develops a list of professionals offering service.

to handicapped children and theirlamilies.
A.

Develops a list of parent support grips

909
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CompetenCy
Learning

Activities
Evaluation

.

PrOcedUre .EvalUative Criteria

.

.

2.4 Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary

.. activity
)

'.4.1 Qemonstratet 4 knowledge and,

.

k

1 ,

C I

. .

1 . .

.

,

I',C

.

C

._

.
.

.

D. F

.0, F

,

,

0, F

,
.

.

E
.

.

1
.

.

.

Describes the roles and primary methods of each

discipline.

,

.

,
,

Receives favorable evaluitions from other member!

an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinarY team or

'which the student participates. ,

Receives favorable evaluations from other.members

oUan interdisciplinary or transdiscipiinary feat'

which the students develoOt and leads.

,

terves as a consultant to at least 3 programs tha

serve hearing impaired-multiply handicapped stude

Organizes and structures each Consultation in ter

of specific goals and activities. .Prepares writt

reports of prograMmatic strehgths, deftdencies,

'and *recommendations'. Receives positive ratings c
om cOnsumers.consultative services fr

.

.

Lists the mijor grant programs and the private

'organization Or government agency administering.

each, and describes them in terms of their
primary purposes. ,

911 .

, u .e, tanding of the primary purposes
a ;,thods of theivarious disciplines

inVe .. in services for the hearing
impa red-multiply handicapped.

2.4.2 DemOnstratii ability io serve as

Xpoperative and vffetitve member of

<: interdisciPlinaryind'or trans-
ditciplinamteams.

.,
.

,
,

, .

1.4.3 Develops and leads Inter
disciplinary and transdisciplinary teams
ervieg the hearing impaired-multiply
handicapped.

,

2:5 tentulting ACtivities '.

:2.5.1' Provides useful and helpful
Consultative and technical assistance
to programsserVing the hearing 100aired-

multiply handicapped. .

,

.

.
. ,

2.6 Grant proposal preparation

2.6.1 DeMonstratet knowledge of major
federal and.private granting programs
'that may provide funds Or services to

, the hearing impaired-multiply handicalped
.

.



Competency

a

2.6.2 Prepares complete and viable
grant proposals.

2.7 Legal aipects
%%.

-2.7.1 Demonstrates.a knowlege of state
and federal legislation'that pertains
to services and programs for the hearing
impaired-multiply handicapped. -

%

2.7.2 Demonstrates an understanding
of the major right to education, right
to treatment, etc., judicial decisions
that pertain to the hearing impairedt*,
multiply handicapped.

Learning
Activities

'CIS

C,

Evaluation

Precedure Evaluatiye Criteria

F,J 'Given a "request for proposal", prepares a grant
application that adheres to the requirements that
it contains. The proposal must be approved by a
park) composed of the studentq peers and tip 7

projettOirector/faculty.

Lists and describes the major elements of federal
and Maryland laws concerning educational and
other semices for the hearing impaired:multiply
handicapped.-

"

Describes the.major elements of judicial decision
that deal with the education, treatment, and
placementrights of handicapped individuals. Lis
ten major capes that have been decided.in the las

.30 years', describing each in terms of (a) major
issues, (b) facts and history, (c) the reasoning
underlying the judicial decision, and (d) impact.
Each case must also be exp)iinedln terms of its
relationship to bther landmark cases and its plac
in the historical development of the rights of
handicapped individuals. Examples of such casei
include:

A. Right to Education
Drown v. Boird of.Education (1954)

v. Ptnnsylvania (1971)
Eiii-T-California (1972)
b75111 P57-5ITTErnia (1973)
Dye& v. California (1972)
C.A.R.C. V. Colorado (1972)
Donnelly v. Minnesot (1973)

s 'Lard of Education, D.C. (1972)
.C. v. Mariland (1977T

---
913
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74,

.

.

Competency
Learning
Activities

,

Evaluation.

Procedure Evaluative Criter4
.

. .

.

.

.

_

<...
. _
.a.

.

2.8 Ethical standards .

. 2.8.1 Demonstrates a knowledge of

0

. .

,

.

C

,

.

.

.

,

J

,

...,

,

.

,

.

.

.

B. Right tolreatment:
Wyatt v. Stickne (1972)

N V A.LC. v. ockefeller (1973)
tit-ital.-1i. pept. of Public Health, Geor?

-, ,

Ricci v. Greenblatt (1972)
Welsch v. Likins (1973)

.

C. Right to Placement:
Diana v. California (1970)
Larry F. v. Riles.(1972) ,

uada1ipe0rqiflTiati0n In . V. hem Elan
Sch. District

116Ti-4. CalifornIall97l)
Siiiirt V. Philfps. (1970)

,

Lists the ethical standards of psychology,
education and other service f1el4i. Demonst

. the application of ethical stand4tds in des
treatment and research activities d lists
steps that will be taken to insure the huma
civil rights of the participants in those
activities. Recognizes violations of ethic
standards.. Identifiesi major ethical issues
provision of services 'for the hearing impai
multiply handicapped.

.

. 915

ethical standards and practices andf applies that knowledge in programmatic
' ,and research activities.

.

. ,

914
.

,
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Competency
.

Learning
Activities

Evaluation
Procedure Evaluative Criteria

Applied Research Skills

3.1 Knowledge of Literature

3.1.1 Maintains an up-to-date know-

.

,

C, 1, D
.

.

C

C, 0

C

C

.

J

E, F

-

J

E

E

.

.

.

.

-

Designs research studies that are based on durre
literature. -Given an edudational problem,
completes a comprehensive search of the relevant
1 I tera Uwe.

-
,.

Given a seleCtion of.current research in several
relevant fields, identifies the strength and
weaknesses of each article.

Given an educational or treatment problem that
concerns the hearing impaired-multiply handicapp
and based on an exhaustive literature review, th
student formulates research questionteor hypothe
that can be tested through experimentation.

.

Describes baiic and applied research and can
select research reports that are exemplary of eal

Lists the strengths and weaknesses of both areas
of research, describing whiCh research questions

hare most suitable to eac.

.

917 :

ledge of the research literature
applicable to services and programs for
the hearing impaired-multiply
handicapped by reading current article's
related to this field.

3.1.2 Critiques current literature in
the field of hearing impaired-multiply
handicapped.

- 3.2 Applied Research Hypotheses

3.2.1 Develops testable hypotheses th t
advance or improve methods and tech-
niques for the education and treatment

.t. of the hearing impaired-multiply
°` handicapped.

3.3 Research Design .

3.3.1 Distinguishes between basic and
applied research.

,

3.3.2 Demonstrates knowledge of
traditional group design and single
subject research.

-
. ...

9. 16,-.
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Competency
Learning
Activities

Evaluation
Procedure Evaluative Criteria

o-I

A.I

3.3.3 Plans and designs applied
research studies.

3.4 Analysis and Dissemination

3.4.1 Analyzes, interprets, and
evaluates the data collected in applied
research studies.

. 9 ;

Co D

C,

E. F Given a research question or hypothesis, the
student formulates a research design to address bipt
question. Design must include:

1. statement of the problem
2*. research question
3. definition of population
4. sampling method
6. measurement tools
6. research plan
7. threats to/controli for internal and

external validity
D. statistical tests used
O application of computer systems, when

appropriate
10. interpretation of possible results
11. discussion of strengths and weaknesses of

the design .

12. alternative designs to address the same
question

13. feasibility of the study in terms of:

a. cost
b.. time
c. relevance to the field
d. accepiance by the professional

community

Given the data collected in an applied research
study, statistically analyzes that data and eval;-
uates and interprets its meargirj,,



Competency
Learning

Activities

Evaluation

Procedure Evaluative Criteria

. isseminates applied research D

.

,.

,

C, S

C, S

0

.

ID., J

J

-

J

F

a

,

.
Writes research reports in journal.style adherin
to the requirements of the APA Publication Manuaresul ts to the professional maw I ty.

3.5 Evaluative Research

3.5.1 Plans and designs evaluative

Presents research results at professional meetin,

Publishes'at least one article in a professional
journal, and makes at last two presentations at
professional conferences, prior to graduation.

..
.

Given a program for the hearing impaired-multipl;
handicapped, designs a program of evalurave
research to measure its effectivenss in
relationship to its costs.

Given an area of professional need, plans and
impleitents research that results in a useable
tool for practitioners such as a book, filmstrip,
teaching manual, or curricultn unit.

.

Given a research question that is of personal
interest, designs and implements research that
is an original theoretical and/or empirical
contribution to the field.

.
.

921

. "

research studies. ,

3.6 independent Research

3.6.1 Plans, designs, and conducts
research that'is of applied use to

< practitioners in the field.

.g.
co

3.6.2 Plans, designs, and implements
dissertation research.

. ..

.
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(c) formal evaluations and rating scales completed by internship super- .

visors, by students enrolled in the courses taught by ihe doctoral trainee,

or by program faculty members. The designators T, C, I, S, D in"the com-

petency list column labeled "Learning,Activities" refer to each of the

five major learning activities, while the designators D, E, F0 J in the

"Evaluation Procedures" column refer to the primary means whereby the

acquisition of each Competency can be evaluated.

Training Sequence

-The program has been designed to make it possible for a student to

enter doctoral training with a masters degree to complete his or her de-

gree requirements in two calendar years of study. Although variations

are needed in almost every case, the general training sequence is shown

in--Table B.

A Concluding Comment

The field of special-edueation has been the subject of severe criticism

in recent years. The allegations that havt been made, which have surfaced

'in professional literature, in the news media, and in teitimony and evidence

presented-in special education litigation, must be taken seriously. It

should cause us to make major improvements in the quality'of our programs.

Special education teachers, it is frequently.alleged, are poorly prepared

for their teaching duties; educational administrators and'supervisors lack

the skills necessary for judging service quality or for providing the techni-

cal expertise that is sorely needed by teachers in the field. Preservice

training programs, it is argued, are staffed by faculty members who are

not themselves capable practitioners, and whose knowledge of effectdve

special education practices is at best dated. The inservice training

programs that are created to alleviate this situation, many feel, are .little

more than partial solutions for a training problem of major proPortion snd

national significance. As a matter of law in some states, and as a matter

of.common opinionnationally, teaching is not considered to be a profession,

and the low status accorded teacher'S is reflected in.the low salaries paid

them for their efforts.

, There is no fast and easy remedy for our problems. However, it is

doubtful that any significant and lasting.improvements can be made in

special education until the field has produced a fairly large number of

highly skilled and competent doctoral level personnel who can direct

quality Service programs, prepare effective special education personnel,

990
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Table
o

DOCTORAL PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS CONCENTRATING IN THE SEVERELY/PROFOUNDLY

HANDICAPPED AND THE HEARING IMPAIRED-MULTIPLY HANbICAPPED

Part I,. Program Design and Requirements Minimum

1.: Language . 6 *credits

or .

(Select two from the following)

83.552 Langua.e Development in Childhood
83.553 Langua,, Ilsorders in Children

83.512 Educat t.noof the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped III:

Language and Cognitive.Development

83.513 Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped IV:

Non-Votal Communications

2. Research and Measurement, 15 credits

(Select five from the follawing)

20.401 Basic Statistics
81.707 Psychodiaghostics I

81.708 Psychddiagnostics II

86.404 Educational Measurement and Evaluation

86.405 Theory and Practice of Standardized Testing

86.708 Survey of Educational Research
86.710 Critique of Educational Research

86.714 Statistical Methods in Educational Research

86.715 Computer Applications ilOtasurement and Research

86.793 Graduate Project in MeasMeement and Research

.

3. Core Courses
15 vediti

83.501 Legal Aspects, Service Systems, and Current Isiues

in Special Education

83.502 Instructional Planning and Management in Special

Education
83.504 Parent-Professional Relationships in Special Education

83.507 Advanced Behavioral Programming

83.508 Medical and Physical Aspects of Handicapping Conditions

4. Major Area Courses
15 credits

(Select five from the following)

83.510 Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped I:

Fine Motor Skills

83.511 Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped II:

Gross Motor Skills

83.512 Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped III:

Language and-Cognitive Development .

83.513 Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped IV:

Non-Vocal Communications Ako

f40
,
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83.514 Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped V:
Personal and Social Skills (

83.516 AdOanced Studies in Normal and Abnormal Development
83:517 Assessment and Evaluation of NeurolOgical- Disorders
43.518 Applied Neuroanatom aPd Physiology
83.519 Advanced Treatmentlechniques1
83.520 Neonatal Assessment (1 credit)

82.893 Graduate Project in Exceptional Children (1-6 credits)

83.441 Observation of Clinical,Practices in Speech, Language,
and Hearing.

83561 Educational Implications of Hearing,Impairment I

83.-562 Educational Implications of Heartng Impairment II

5. Supportfve Areas 24 credits

Select 12 crediti from each of two supportive areas. Supportive

areas, are available in:

Adthinistration
Biological foundations
'Counselingand Human Development
Curriculuni' .

' General Special Education
Learning Disabilities
Mental Retardation

, Psychodiagnostics
Severely/Profoundly. Handicapped
Speech, Language, and Hearing
,Clinical Education

6. Seminars

Doctoral Seminar in the Severely/Profoundly/Multiply
Handicapped I

.Doctoral Seminar in the,Severely/Profoundly/Multiply
'Handicapped II

Doctoral Seminar in the Severely/Profoundly/Multiply
Handicapped _III

9 'credits

Oractica/Internship .. .. . .
- 12 crgdits

(Sglect one of the following alternatives)

Practicum Wiih the Severely/Profoundly/Multiply
Handicapped I (6 credits)

Practicum with the, SeVerely/Profoundly/MultiplY,
Handicapped II (6 credits)

or
InteHivisional Inteenship'(12 credits)

8. ,Dissertation Research

(Select one of the following alternatives

Dissertation Research (12 credits)
or 92,1

Dissertation Research (9 credit's) .

Dissertation Resdarch.Seminar (3 credits)

12 credits

!



Part II. Typical Scheduleior the Full-Time Student

AcadeM4e Term

Basic Statistics
Critique of Educational Research
Doctoral Seminar I
Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course
Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course

Second Academic Term

',Stailstical'Methods in Educational Research
Doitoral Seminar II
,Core/MAjor/Supportive Area/Language Course .

Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course
Core/Major/Supportive Aria/Language Course

umm9r, Term

Educationad Measuftment and Eyaluation
Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course
Core/Major/Supportive Anea/Language 'Course

,ThirfrAcademic Term

Practicum I (6..credits)
Doctoral Seminar III

, Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course
Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course

Fourth Academic Teri, '

PractjCUm II (6 Ceedits)
Computer Applications in Measurement and Research
Dissertation Research (6 credits)

Summer Term

.Qissertation Research
Dissertation Research or Dissertation tiesearch Seminar
Core/Major/Supportive Area/Language Course

May 1 - Qualifying
examination in
supportive area

Sept 1 - Qualifying
examination in
supportive area

January 1 - Qualifying
.examination In
major. area/dissertatio,
proposal approved .

May L - Dissertation
data collected

Sept. 1 - Oral
defense
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PART III: Program Planning/Development Process

First Year

Prier to Registration

4

1. Each new student meets with Dr. Berk and
selectS research, measurement, and evaluation
coUrses te be taken.

2. Each new stUdent meets with major adviser
and completes a Tentative Program of Studies
(Attachment #1). Two supportive areas are .

selected for each student and a.tentative
listing of language, major area, and supportive-.
area courses ls completed. Up to 33 graduate'
credits "from.prior academie work are transferred
to the student's.pregram.

By November 1 3. faculty members who will be responsible for
admlnistering the student's qualifying examinations
in his/ber two supportive areas are selected.
The student meets vilith his/her supportive area
faculty pembers and obtains qualifying examination
sample questions and reading list..

,

By the end of 'the first 4. The student completes an IndividUal'Planning
.term. Worksheet (Attachment #2), which ii reviewed and

approved by his/her major adviser.- The Worksheet
is Used to make needed changes in the student's \

Program of Studies.

5. A Timetable (Attachment ,13) is completed for.the
student.

By the end of the second . 6. The student successfu' ly passes his/her qualifying,
term examination fn one su portive area:

7. The student's progress is reviewed at a meeting
of the doctoral advisers.

BY the end Of the sumrer 8. l'he student successfully passes his/her qualiqing
term examination in the second supportive area.

'Tr
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Second Year

'By the end of the first
term

By February 1

By May 15

By July 31

By August 31

7

11. The student successfully .passes his/her
major area qualifying examinatIon.

12. The student submits an initial disseratation
proposal to his/her-major adviser.

,13. A dissertation committee is formed by th:1-
major adviser.

14. The Student's disseratation committee approves
the disseratation proposal.

15. The student's dissertation data is collected.

16. The student completes the writing of the
dissertation.

17. The Director of the Division of Education fdrms
the student's oral defense committee.

18. The student successfully defends his/her
dissertation.

r
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.

and conduct relevant research on the many issues that confront us today

in special education services. A recent symposium on doctoral training

in special education (Shofer and Chalfant, 1979), stated this point.

directly:

"Special education is an applied field, .and whether

or not the field moves forward during the next de-

cade depends upon the extent to which lembers-in the

field: (a) advance the.present status of knoWledge;

(b) obtain a greater understanding of the nature of

handicapping conditions; (c) develop more effective

ways for identifying and diagnosing excelotional

children; (d) create more effective instructional

methods; (e) construct more effective delivery systems;

(f) adequately evaluate the results of efforts; and

(g) empf:oy scientific methods of investigation to the

problems in our field. To accomplish these tasks and

improve professional practices will require the pre-

paration of a coreaQ scholars and researchers in the

field." (p. 21)

To the best of the abilitie the faculty members involved, Johns

Hopkins University doctoral program in the hearing impaired-multiply handi-

.capped seeks to prepare some of these scholars and researchers who are so

desparately needed in the field.

Reference

Shofer, R.T. and Chalfant, J.C., The Missouri Symposium on Doctoral
Programs in Special Education: Considerations for the 1980s. Columbia,

Missouri: Project on Cooperative Manpower Planning in Special Education,
Department of Special Education, University of Missouri - Columbia, 1979.
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Originally prepared by :

Model Demonstration Programs
Rehabilitation Center
University of Arizona

MODELS FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION rx THE HIDD AREA

.In the United SEates, individual states have rather rigorous

standards for the preparatiOn and certification of personnel who

serve handicapped individuals. This is is it should be since bandi

capped children have specific problems and needs that require special

.assistance. However, too ofted these state standards apply only in

specific categories of disability such as deafness, blindness, mental

retardation, and certain- others. Increasingly, standards age being

, encouraged, and in some cases imOlemented via certification, in the

preparation of personnel to serve the multiply handicapped. However,

these latter attempts are minimal Xnd inadequate. The "multiply

handicapped" category is far too allencompassing for truly meaning

ful outcomes. For example, the deafblind and the blindmentally

retarded are groups that are "multiply handicapped" yet may have

vastly different needs. A teacher preparing to teach blind/cerebral

palsied individuals would have few qualifications to teach deaf/

mentally retarded students since the learning needs are quite differ
..

ent in each case and the required teaching skills are not identical.

The Model Demonstration Program encouraged the development'of

special degree.training in the areas of service to HIDD persons, but

these attempts met with only marginal success. Several graduate

students did internships'with the project developing expertise and

readership with HIDD individuals of different ages in a variety of

service settings.. One course on the HIDD population was offered for

one semester through [lie College of Education at the University of

rizona.

A major stumbling block to development of teachei,training pro

gra in the HIDD area is the lack of certification requirements.

State encies and national groups such as the Council, on Education

of Deaf CED) and the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation

,



Facilities (CARP), as well as the American. Association of Mental .

Deficiency (AAMD) lack specific certification standards for HIDD

workers. Without such standards, teacher and counselor preparation

programs refuse to attempt to define required knowledges and skills

and, as a result, appropriate degree curriculum are not developed and

implemented.

To be sure, defining the skills and knowledge. required for

serving a heterogeneous group such HIDD persons is by no means an

uncomplicated task.' Yet, these children and adults do exist. The

invocation of the "Ostrich Syndrome" by certifying bodies and teacher

traininig centers, among others, does not change this need. However,

the Ostrich Syndrome was in evidence wherever the.MDP turned!

Replies received from teacher training and other professional degree

programe boiled down to "Our present degree programs are adequate to

meet HIDD needs" or "There are no certification standards for serving

HIDD persons, hence we do not know how to dev p an appropriate

curriculum."

In a partial attempt to respond to this need, the MDP boldly

sans certification standards and san precedent developed a state

ment and proposed curriculum for teachers training at the graduate

level to serve HIDD persons. This proposal is presented below for

consideration by teacher training programs having a pioneering

spirit.

TEACHER PREPARAT* TO ARVE THE HIDD

by

Vicki Palm

-

According to the 1976 American Annals of the Deaf "Directory of

Services," there were then 71 institutions that offered teacher

training in deaf education in the U.S. Thirtyeight programs were

offered at the undergraduate level and 59 at the graduate level.

There were also degrees offered in mental.retardation at numerous

universities across the country at both the undergraduate and the
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graduate levels. Teacher training programs in the area of multiple
handicaps were, however, much harder to find. In 1976 only four

states had programs for teacher training in the area of the deaf-
blind. Such training was offered by five institutions. One

program was available at the undergraduate level and five at the
graduate level. In light of the fact that deaf-blindness had Jong
been recognized as an unique handicapping condition and that, at a

national level, deal-blind reiionai programi had already been estab-
rlished.to help coordinate(,mervices and provide Money to programa fon

these individuals, the ladk of teacher training programs in that area
was appalling. The hearing impaired developmentallY dihabled had,yet
to be recognized as a distinct group that needed very specialized

services that are uniquely different from those historically offered
to either the deaf or the developmentally disabled. It was., there-

fore, not surprising that teacher training in this areas was also
sadly lacking.

The state-of-the-art in teacher training iR the area of hearing

impairment in combination with dhe or more of the developmental digit-
..

bilities is currently at a very minimal, if not non-existent, level.

Most of the children being served through the educational system are

being taught by teachers with degrees in either deaf education or

mental retardation. Very much harder to find are teachers with

undergraduate degrees in mental retirdatioh and masters degrees in

deaf education, or visa versa. Because there are few teacher train-

ing programs currently available that focus, even globally, on this

dual disability group, however, there are few teachers educational,ly

qualified to teach thii group. The vast majority of "expert's" in

this field today have educational certificatemin one area (i.e.,

deaf education) and a vast amount of experience with this multiply

disabled group, but not a degree from a university qualifying them to
teach this group..

Why'is there a need for such specialized teacher training?.

931
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' The ed a ion of hearing impaired developmentally disabled

children i.ubhu3eiy different from either the education of heating

impaired children pr education of developmentally di-tabled children.

Mhen occurring in combination, these disabilities-require dpecially

trained-teachers who can provide adequate and appropriate programming

for both oeihese disabilities. This highly specialized training

should provide the professional with a background in audiologyraural

rehabilitation and language and communication development as well as

coursework in the areas of EMR, TMR, severely.and profoundly handi-

capped; physieal; visual,' and learning disabilites; and behivior man-

agement techniques.

Graduate work in the area of either deaf education or mentil,

retardation rarely provides the profesiional with this Wide variety

of needed expertise to deal with the student who has multiple disa-

bilities.

Too_often the teacher with an educational background in mental .

retardation ha* little or no facility in manual communication.

Training is also lacking in the areas of the implications of a hear-
.

in loss; speech skills development in the hearing impaired; the need

for, and techniques in, auditory training; appropriate language

development techniques for the hearing impaired; as well as less

complex issues, such as the care and maintenance of hearing aids ahd

amplification systems.

-

On the other hand, those teachers with an educational background

in deafness who begin to teach RIDD students are generally lacking

skills in the areas of appropriate behavior management techniques;

pre-academic and vocational skills; curriculum development and adap-

tation for severe* and profoundly retarded individuals; as well as

knowledge in othef disability area., such as visual handicaps, physi-

cal impairmenei, and iearnfng disabilities.

9'4.)
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It is therefore, necessary for any teacher training curriculum

to provide the trainee with background and expetience in all these

necessary areas. The following sample curricula are proposed:

1. Undergraduate Teacher Preparation. Students preparing at

this level to' teach HIDD students should take the regularcoursework

. for a degree in special education, either in mental retardation or

deaf education. Electives should be courses in the following areas:

a. Mental Retardation Major: Language and speech development

for the hearing impaired, audiology, aural rehabilitation, and

manual communication.

b. Deaf Education Major: Behavior principles, mental retarda-

tion, visual handicaps, physical handicaps, and behavior dis-

orders.

vl
Practicum experiences shouldrvary widely and include experience .

with all levels of retardation in combination with all levels of

hearing impairment.

2. Graduate Teacher Preparation. Providing someone with the

wide array of coutses necessary.at the graduate level is a -

difficult, if not impossible, task without necessitating a two-

year masters program. For that reason, the following masters

level programs require the student to enter with a bachelor's.

degree in either mental retardation.or deaf education. Class

titles and content are based on courses offered at the Universi-
,

ty of Arizona in 1979.

c. Mascer's Degree Program of study for those with a deaf

education background (B.S.):

Summer I Unies

Sp. Ed. 470 Mental retardation (3)

93'3



Sp. Ed. 572a Physically handicapped child (3)

Summer II

s't
Sp. Ed.

Sp. Ed.

413 -Education of the visually

,handicaltped

573a Education of children with

behavioral disorders (3)

Semester I

Sp. Ed. 419

Sp. Ed. 474

Sp. Ed. 475

Sp. Ed. **

Behavior principles for the

handicapped child

Curriculum adaptations for

exceptional children.

r,Observation and participation in

7 'special education programs

Assessment of severely/multiply

handicapped students

** A course number has not yet been assigned.

Semester II

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

Sp. Ed. 594 Field practice in teaching%

exceptional children (6)

Or

Sp. Ed. 593 Internship (6)

Elective (3)

(36)

d. Master's Degree Program of study for those with a

developmental disabilities background (B.S.):

3.1
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Summer I

Sp. Ed. 589

Sp. Ed. 405

Summer II

. Sp. Ed. 484

Sp. Ed. 581

Semexter I

Sp. Ed. 585

Sp. Ed. 582

Sp. flk, 474

Sp. Ed. 475

/'

Semester II

Sp. Ed.

or

594

Sp. Ed. 593

-7-

Units

PrincipleOf audiology (3)

Education of,the deaf / (3)

o f
Aural rehabilitation

. (3)

Language development for the

exceptional child (3)

Communication development fok

handicapped children (3)

Teaching language to handicapped

children (3)

Curriculum adaptations for

exceptional children (3)

Observation and participation in

special education programs (3)

Elective (Manual Communication I) (3)

Field practice in teaching

exceptional children' (6)

Internship (6)

Elective (Manual Communication II) (3)

(36)

The intent of proposing these cur,ricula is to make it easy for

all colleges or universities to adapt their current programs of study '

9 3,5
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to accommodate teachei training in the area of thellIDD. pecause of

the low priority which is unfortuntely given to the HIDD at this

time, and the accompanying unfortunate economic position of.the

trainee who graduates-with such a highly specialized degree, it is

felt that this is currently the optimum approach to training teachers

to successfully serve BIDDitudents.

The principles of these curricula can be utilized by programs

preparing counselors, social workers, and others from various disci-'

plines to_work with HIDD persons. The goal of such preparation is to

combine the critical training of the discipline (e.g., education,

psychology, etc.) with the preparation necessary to. serve HIDD

persons.

SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted to describe the current problems in

the area of personnel preparation at the degree level ip the area of

serving H1DD persons, and to propose means for resolving these prob-
.

leas. Specialized preparation programs are urgently needed and

should be vigorously pursued by qualified colleges and universities.

Models have beed presented as a starting point.

Developed by:
Model Demonstration Program
The Rehabilitation Cermet
Cc:Liege- oi Education
The University of Arizona

*dated byt
RI -OD Grant Project

Americas Speech -Language -
Wearing Association

92t;
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A NATIONAL DEMONSTrATION,ARD TRAINING CONSORTIUM FOR
SEVERELY HANDICAPPED/HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

For the past five years, the USOE - Special Education Programs,

Division of Personnel Preparationy'has funded a national demonstration and

training consortium for severely handicappea/hearing impaired students.

This consortium is currently composed of four sites whd are now conducting

inservice and preservice training for Arsonnel working with the seveeely

handicapped/hearing impaired. Sites exist at Lexington School for the Deaf

in New York; Roosevelt Hospital in New York; Johns Hopkins University,

4iattimore Maryland; and Teaching Research, Monmouth, OregonI

The consortium is committed to the inservice and preservtce training .'

of personnel to wark with the severely handicapped student who ts also,hearing

Impaired. To accomplish this the following goals have been established.

1. To develop programs for severely handicapped students whIch can serve as

models for training teachers and related service personnel.

A program is defined as:

A. Delivery of Services, e.g. assessment, instruction, and curriculum.

B. Product development.

C. Training - pre- and inservice, e.g. awareness ahd spetific skill

training.

D.. Dissemination.

2. To develop mechanisms for communication and information exehange between

each site,- i.e., inservicing each other and development of problem-solving

strategies for the network.

3. TO develop mechanisms for interfacing the network programs with existing

service delivery models in other settings.

4. To develop advocacy positions for severely handicapped/hearing Impaired

studen:s through the collection of data and relating this information to

funding agencies for continued program development.

Currently, the National Demonstation and Training Contortium sites are

scattered geographically throughout the United States, eachNhaving a different

educational approach to working with the severely handicapped/hearing impaired

student. Each site provides inservice or prellervice training to various kinds

of personnel utilizing methodologies and strategies consistent with each site's

philosophies. An explanation of the type of training provided by each site

follows:

I
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Site: The Roosevelt HoCspi-tal

Location: Menhattan, Nev./ York

Staff: One Pediatricien-Coordinator
Three Pediatrician Trainers
Consultants
One Secrete y (Part-Trme)

Roosevelt ospital, 'Devel'opinental Disabil ities Center
College o 'Physicians and Surgeons of ColUmbia Universit
Lexington School'f.o'r tre,Deaf

Goal:

a.

-

New York 'I ns t i tute for 464r-id uca t ron of the B1 ind
Pub 1 ic School' (N.Y.C.) 4y for the 'Deaf.
Staten Island Owelopmental Center
Manhattan.-.Developmental -Center ,10

To increeie the early detectioh of and early intervention
(medically and educationally) for the Severely Handicapped/ '

'Hearing Impaired Child. .

Type,of Training and Cost

I. Wo?kshOps
'

Pre-Service and In-Serv,ice Training forndergraduate Medical Education
(uGme) , Graduate Medical 'Education (GME) and Continuing Medical 'Education;

(CAE) groups-Four hour "workshop-(WORKSHOP" I) will cover such topics as:
.1

Etiology., Epidemiology, ?Genetics, Signs and Symptoms, Diagnosis and
Management, etc. ,-of Hearing Impairement and Mental Retardation.

---1

2. Deyelopmenkal, principles and asseisment with special imphaiis on,
language/coftriunication-natural history and disorders.
. V .

.., ,

,

3. The physician''s role as a member of.an interdisciplinary teim..
I ,

. .

4. CommOnity resources and balic,educatiOnal asPects:
,., , ,,,-

,
,

B. In-Service Training for gcruca tors *of the Severe* Handicapped/Hearing
Impaired-t 1/2 hair workshop-(WORKSHOP -II) wIli cciver:
_ ,. ,

, A

I .. 4 ,
1

IA .

1. General Medical aspecy outlined ,in WorkshOp't pu'ch more briefly0

a'ndrwith more disCustron 'of the varying multihanclicapcting nditi,ons that
may- accompany' hear i n9 (impa i rement..,

2. An exsp1anation.of 'corr.rnOnly used medical jargOn.
. ,

3.; Explanation of tfie Fiealth care systemsand the interaction of the
tyslem with eduCators. a ' '

, . ;k Healtp 'curriculum for .t e students.

.. ;
.

4
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. B. Praciicum-a child who is hearing impain0 and severely handicapped
will be evaluated and managed by'the medical student qr pediatric resident
under the supervision of an attending pediatrician or physiatrist.

C.

mOdule..

A self-assessment examination will be taken at the end of this

For Information: Call or write Dr. Lou Cooper, Department,of PediatriCs,
Developmental Disabilities Center, The Roosevelt Hospital, Antennucci Bldg.,
428 West 59th Street, New York, NY 10019, Phone: (212) 554-61565.

.

/
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Prepared by the Staff o pecial Education Department

Teaching Research, Monmouth,-Oregon 97361 Vol. 1X,.No. 2, December 1980

This is the fifteenth of a series of. newsletter editions which will describe the activities of the Teaching
Research Infant and Child Centex', The Teaching Research Infant and Child Center consists of:

Infant and Toddler Program: Susan Maude and Kathy Newell
Integrated Preschool Program: Valerie Aschbacher, Judy Clark and Mary Riley
Parent Training Clinic: Bill Moore
PresCriptive Program: Gail Rogers
Group Home for Seiierely HandicaPped: Dave Templeman and Mary Lee Fay
Elementary Classroom. for Severely Handicapped, located in Monmouth-Independence School Dis-
trict: Nancy Trecker and Jerry Rea
Secondary Classroom for ^Severely Handicapped, located in Monmouth-Independence School District:
Kathy Boyarski, Lynn ICillian Gage and Randy Sullivan
Secondary ClassrOom for Mildly Mentally Retarded/Severely Emotionally Disturbed, located in Salem
School District: Chris Hadden
Group Home for Mildly Mentally Retarded/Severely Emotionally' Disturbed: Jay Brkleiand Debbie
Kraus

This issue of the newsletter describes the validation of the Teaching Research Inservice Training Model
by the Joint Dissemination and Review Panel, U.S. Department of Ednpation. The inservice traininCdescribed

Arherein was conducted within the National Model Center for Severely Handicapped which was for six years
F \ocated in tbe Teaching Research Infant -and Child Center. This training was conducted under the supervision
of Ms. Tony Piazza Templeman, Director of Training at the Teaching Research Infant and Child Center.

VALIDATION 'OF INSERVICE TRAINING,
SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CLASSROOMS

Teaching Research his made its second appearance before
the Joint Dissemination and Review Panel-Mix panel was
established by the -Department of Education to select feder-
alk funded projects that are worthy of dhsemination through-
out the United States.

About 50% of the projects that appear before the panpl
are approved, but the process to prepare for that appearsnce
is long and arduous. FiFst, a project must have been- fedetally

*tn.decl and been in operation for sksuificiently k4g enough
to have demonstrated effectiveness with Aildren. This

WuTu;lly takes two to three years of high quality.opmation.
Then the project staff prepares a document accorg to a
prescribed format not to excePd terl pages suMmarizing
the major features of the project and its accomplishments.
This document is reviewed critically by Office of Special

Education (formerly Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped) staff. Many projects never get beyond this stage.
This review usually,requires some revision of the ten page
submission paper. After the revision is completed,, it is for-
warded to the joint Dissernination and Review Panel who
designates .seven of its 21 members to Conduct the review
which takes place in Washington, D.C. LA i very formal
meeting sicith the project staff the panel 'members quettien
and probe the data presented and then vote on the ac-
ceptability of the project

Teaching Research's most recent submission was ap-
proved' unanimously by 'the panel and ins the first intesvice
training project ever approved by the panel. Specifically the
project focused on the inservice training of teachers of the
severely handkapped. 1

The following is a copy of he paper 'submitted to the
Joint Dissemination 'and Review anal: .

,
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Program Area: Educatior; fOr the Moderately to Pro-
foundly Handicapped

I. Project-Title: Inservice Training in the Data Based Class-
room Model for Severely Handicapped Children, Teach-
ing Research Infant and Child.e.enter

II. Project Directors: Victor L. Baldwin and H. D. Bud
Fredericks

ILL Source and Level of Funding;

Federal
- 1974-75 33,527

1975-76 27,729 '
- 1976-77 29,821

IV. Program Start Date: July, 1974

V. Brief Description of Protect:

One ef the major functions of a national demonstration
is toibe able- to deidp educational intervention pro-
that produce a significant impact on improvement in

student performance and subsequently demonstrate that these
techniques can be generalized to oth& educational settings
with similar results. In order to accomplish the second half
of this commitment it 1s necessary to develop a specific set
of inservice training procedures that insure other professionals
can learn how to implement the educational modeL Data are
submitted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the classroom
moclel. However, this submission seeks to validate the in-
service training procedures utilized to replicate the Teaching
Research Classroom Model in other settings.

The Teaching Research Infant and Child Center class-
room serves moderately, severely and profoundly handicapped
students of various diagnoses, ages 8 to '18 years. Included
are students classified .as mentally retarded, cerebral palsied,.
autistic, emotionally disturbed, and deaf/blind. One of the
purposes of the claskroom is to demonstrate the feasibility of
non-categorical edudation of handicapped students.

The classroom is formulated on the principle of indi-
vidualization of programs 'Within the context of a compre-

. hensive curriculum emphasizing self-help, practical living,
motor, language, and cognitive skill development The class-
room is certified Sy te Oregon Department of Mucation and
is in part funded local school districts. The model class-'
room is designed to vrve 14 students with a teacher and
twit aidei and utilizes volunteers and parents to assist in the
instruction of the students.

THE DATA BASED CLASSROOM MODEL. The model,
replicated in classrooms throughout the United States, has
been described in A Data Based Classroom for Moderately
and Severely Handicapped Children (Fredericks, et al.,
1977). The model utilizes two curricula, the Teaching Research
Curriculum far Moderately and Severely Handicapped (Frel-
ericks, et aL, 1976) and The Teaching Research Curriculum
for Adolescents and Adults (Fredericks, et al., to be pub-
lishect)., Both are based upon the principles of develop-
mental] sequenced materials and task alysis of the sIdM
to be 1

an
ed. Priorities for determining which skills will be

taught , o students. are derived from a pretest that contains
items selected from the curricula. The sklb to be taught are
prioritized_ by the parent and educational staff vtlith emphasis
on those slas which will assist the student to function more
effectively in society. Since inadequate language and- motor
skills are the two _most visible indicators of a handicapping
condition, concentration is focused on these areas. After
specific priorities are established:the student is placed in

2

one or more curricular areasself-help, motor, language,
cognitive, and practical living skills.

Self-help skills incliide dresiing, eating, tnileting, and
personal hygiene'plui more advanced stages of self-care. The
motor curriculuti includes the entire range of basic mdtor
movements from tone normalization and trunk righting,, to
walking, running, and jumping. Fine motor skills as well as
recreational skills (e.g., iwimming, throwing and catching a
ball) are included. In addition, some standard physical edu-
cation activities designed to improve strength and stamina
comprise part of the motor program. The language curriculum
includes 1.oth expressive and receptive lenguage. For some
students, total Communication, integrating manual and oral
appnAtches, is used foe language instruction.

Practical living skill's include budget and money manage-
ment, time telling, food purchnse and prepiration, clothing
selection and care, sedentary and physml recreatMal ac-
tivities, socialization and sex education.,

The ,teaching of students must include the management
of their social behavior. Inappropriate behavior which inter-
feres with the learning process must be eliminated before
effective teaching can occur.' Titus, if inappropriate beheviors
are exhibited by a student, the initial leaching efforts must
remediate these behaviors.

Because of the severe and profound hsndicapping
tions of many of these students, indivf&alimd instruction
is emphasize& The model makes a distinction between indi-
vidualized programming and individualized iiistruction.
Basically, indiviclualbed programming reYers to placing the
student in a curricuhim based on functional ability, while
individualized -instruction implies a one-to-one teaching rela-
tionship. When group instruction occurs, the interactions are
designed for each itudent's individual instructional program.
In this model, group instmction is provided by the teacher
or aide.

Trained volunteers assume important instructionel role
in this model. Nearly all of the one-to-one teaching is con-
ducted bk these volunteers. Before they are given any in-
structional responsibilities tho volunteers are taught the proper
way to deliver instruction for a particular educational task
and taught to reeord the student's correct or incorrect re-
sponses. The maintenance of the quality of volunteers' in-.
structional skills is monitored regularly by the-teacher. A
vdiunteer is either rotated among the students to teach a
spec& subject area or is assigned to one or two students
and conducts programs across a variety of curricular areas for
those students.

A necessary component in successfully using volunteers
in the Astructional process is the establishment of individual
instructional programs for each student A program prescribes
the skill to be taught the way in which the materials are to
be presented and thb feedback to be gbien to the student
Specific recording procedures to measure student performance
on each program are prescribed and implemented. If the
data sh9w, or the volunteer indicates verbally that thl student
is having difficulty learning a particular program, the teacher
attempts the prescribed instruction and determines if altera-
tions are needed in sequencing..cue presentation, or feedback
procedures. In all cases these educational decisions are made
by , the teacher based' on student performance data that have
been collected. These data provide the information needed ,

by the teacher to determine the appropriate instruetional level
for each of the student's individual programs for the fol-
lowing day.

One of the assumptions of the model is that handicapped
students learn in 'much the same way as non-handicapped
students, only more slowly. Therefore, these students require

,
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more rather than less schooling when compared to normal
studeits. The use of volunteers expands the amount of in-

arctional time available .in the class:room. Another attempt
expand the classroom day is to extend it into the home

by teaching parents, foster parents and group home providers
to serve as teachers. Utilizing the same training methods used
to train volunteers, the teachers instruct the home providers
in techniques to teach their Children. Individual, instructional
prbgrams, chosen by the parent and teaclier to be taught in

: the home, are coordinated with programs in .. the school.
Teaching periods in the home vary from 10 to 30 minutes
daily. Performance data are collected in the home 4nd-sent
back to the school the nekt day. These data allow the teacher
to continue to make timely educational decisions.

The physical facilities for the classroom at Teaching Re-
search include a large work area Where children can have
free time or where the teacher or aide can conduct group
instruction. In addition to the large area, five individual
instructional areas are provided. These are rn'inimum require-
ments and local educatiOnal agencies that have adopted the
model have had no trouble in locating similar facilities.

To date there have been more than 300 teachers trained
in this model. The following is a brief description of the
Inservice Training Model and data illustratihg the degree
of implementation and impact by those who have received
training.

THE IN$ERVICE TRAINING MODEL. The Inservice
Training 'Model includes both derrionstration center and
follow-up training. The-first portion of the two part training
involves participation in a .five day training session at the
demonstration center in Monmouth, Oregon. This training

litvides structured practicum experiences supplemented by
all group seminars. During the five day session trainees

complete nine objectives which are designed to deVelop
competencies that will assist in their replication of the
model. Criterion levels for evaluation of each objective have
lken specified ( see Table 1 ).

Day one of the training week is devoted to orientation
and observation of the demonstration classroom. operated by
the training itaff. This observation period provffes the trainee
with an opportunity to see the model functioning'in its en-

, tirety and provides a reference point as the model is dis-
sected during the remainder of the week. . .

During days two through five the trainees participate in
a four' hdur practieurn in which they have the opportudity to
perform each of three classroom roles: teacher, aide and
volunteer. It should be emphasized that these ,practicum
experiences are highly structured and follow a format nf:

1. Demonstration of the task or role by a staff trainer.
2. Preparation for ihe task or role under the 'guidance of

staff trainer.
3. Performance of the task or role bit the trainee. _
4. Formal observation and feedback to tho trainee on a

frequent basis.

For ten m'inutes out of each 30 minutes during the four
hour daily practicum period, each trainee is formally observed
in their jntetactions with children. The trainee's performance
is recorded on an observation form and at the conclusion- of
the observation his/her teaching performance is reviewed

irth him/her. In addition, each trainee has a practicum in
administratipn of a placement test in the curriculum and

practicum in pinpointing and baselining an inappropriate
behavior.

In the afternoon sessions trainies are taught bow to
examine and analyze the data collected on individual pre-
scriptive programs and how to make educational decisions

for each child's program for the following day. Small goup
seminars, each emphasizing a component of the model, are
also presented each afternoon. Finally, the trainees prepare
for the practicwin experiences of the next day.'

The second portion of the training program at the i'each-
Mg Research Infant and Child Center involves follow-up
visits conducted at the trainee's own site. These visits are
made by the same staff that conducted the training sessions
at Teaching. Research. Follow-up visits are 'scheduled eight
to twelve weeks after the Completion of the one week train-
ing session and again at 24 to 28 weeks after training. These
follow-up visits are designed to measure maintenance of
specific skills acquired during the training session, imple-
mentation of components of the Data Based Classroom Model
that had been presented, and to provide assistance with any
"difficulties the trainees might have in the application of
methods and materials learned during the five day training
session.

For the purposes of measuring the degree of implemehta-
tion of the Data Based Classroom Model, ten separate
coarrnments have be.en defined. Each component has, been

y descnIed On a rating sheet that includes how the
observations are to be made, how the data are to be recorded
and criterion levels. ,The ten component, are: .

1. Delivery of appropriate cues and consequencee.
2. Assessment of student skill leveL
3. Development of individualized program for each

student
4. Use of volunteers to conduct individualized instruc-

tion.
5. Use of aide to conduct group instruction.
6. Use of stimulation programs.
7. Use of toilet training program.
8. Development of behavior intervention program.
9. Use of system to monitor maintenance of acquired

skills.
10. Conduct of home programs.

VI. Evidence of Effectiveness:
in order to demontrate the effectiveness of this model,

it was necessary to establish the following: (A) that the
model could be taught to others; (B) that teacher, who
were trained could implement the major features of-the model;
and (C) that this implementation would result in improved
student performance. Evidence of effectiveness is presented
in each of these three areas.

A. Teaching the model to others. To demonstrate that
the model can be taught to educators, the 94 individuals
trained between the period of June 1, 1978 to May 30, 1979
were selected for study. During the five day training period,
the number and percent of those achieving criterion in each
of the pine training objectives are shown 'in Table 1. One
thousand six hundred and fifty-one or 98 percent of the
attem ted 1,686 objectives were completed by 'trainees at

ed criterion levels. 'Therefore, at the completion of the
training Week nearly every trainee was able to demonstrate
that he/she could successfully perform the activities thought
to be necessary to replicate this model.

B. Teachers ability to implement the model. During the
same period of June 1, 1978 to May 30,. 1979, of the 94
trainees who attended training 57 were teachers working
directly ,with handicappid students. The remaining 37 trainees
were eithet administrators or supervisory staff wad therefore
were not personally conducting a classroom. No additional
data after traning were gathered on this group. Of the 57
teachers trained it was possible to obtain follow-up data on 40
of them. Seventeen could not be included because five had
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left their job, four were followed-up by another agency, and
eight were trained too late in the year to receive scheduled

at the time of this report.
e model is comprised of ten separate components. At

the tiike of the first follow-up visit (which occurs 8-12 weeks
followi training) the firSt five components are examined for
their presence and the quality of implementation. At the
time of the second follo,w-up visit (approximately 24-28
weeks after training) the lye components are reexamined
and five additional model components are examined.

At the time of the first follow-v 83 percent of the first
five components were present. Of those present, 72 percent
were judged to have been implemented at established
criterion levels. When the second follow-up visit occurred
those five components werdreexamined and 92 percent were
now found to be present with 87 percent of those meeting
criteria. Also' on the second visit components 6-.10 were
examined and 51 percent were present and 74 percent of
those were at criteria. Table 2 shows the data for the model
components examined at the first and second follow-up visits.

Twenty-five individuals, from the original sample of 94,
who attended training June thrOugh Atigust 1978 were sent
to training by the Oregon State Mental Health Division. (The
25 were chosen as the sample because they would all be
from Oregon and theiefore cost effective to do a pretraining
visit on half of them.) They were Selected for training on the
basis of the Mental Health Division's priority criteria of:
(1) teachers, (2) rural.model aides, (3) classroom aides. A
random sample of 12 of the 25 were chosen to receive a
pretraining visit At the time of this visit baseline data were

Table 2. Percent of model components present and meeting .

criteria at follow-up visits one (8-12 weeks) ;
and two (24-28 weeks)

COMPONENTS

1-5 .6-10

Meeting
Visit Present Criteria

Meeting
Present Criteria s

1 , 83% 72%
2 92% 87% 51% 74%

gathered using the same staff, instruments and techniques,
used to measure posttraining performance. Dant are displayed
for 11 of the 12 traineet in Table 3. One of the trainees did
not attend training due to illness.

The data in Table 3 show the relationship between the
trainee's ability to implement the 10 mafor compOnents be-
fore they came to Teaching Research for training, at the thne
of the first foiow-up visit after training and at the second
follow-up. In every case then was an increase in the number
of components the trainees were able to implement after
training and in all cases but one there mras even further in-
creases by the second follow-up visit These-data would seem

, to indicate that teachers definitely behaved differently after
training and continued to do so for at least 24 to 28 weeks..

C. Improved student performance. No model can be con-
sidered effective unleskafter it is taught to others, it produces

Table 1. Number and percent of trainms achieving criterion in sach of nine training objoctfres

N-umber Objectives Criterion

Number
Trainees
Partici-
pating"

Achieved' Criteria

1 Pre/posttest on BehaVloral 92% Comet 93 90 97
Terminology

2 Study Questions Pertaining 85% Correct .90 90 100
* to Reading Material

3 Delivery of Appropriate 90% Correct , 94 Cues: 91 97
Cues, Consequences and Consequences: 91 97
Data as Volunteer Data: 92 98

4 Completion of Updating 83% Correct '89 87 98
Exercise /CoMpktion of Placement 80% Coriect, 89 88 90
Identify Appropriate Pro- 100% Correct 89 88 99

lEknpboard Exercise 80%; Correct 89 87 98

6 Design off Behavio 80% Correct 90 89 99

7 Delivery of Cues and Con 85% Correct 90 Cues: _ 87 97
sequences as Aide Conducts Consequences: 87 97
Stimulation Program 80% Correct 88 88 4i6 100

8 Agreement Between Raters 85% Correct
asi

Cues: 81 98
Using TR Observation Form Consequences: 80 96

Data: 79 Ps
9 On task in teacher role and 80% App. Time 86 Approp. Thne: 88 100

coMpletion of required ac- 60% On Task 85 On Task: 84
*99

tivities as teacher 80% Checklist 85 Checklist: 86 t 100 .

Aides are nat required to complete all objectives.

4
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significant student progress. The progress of students de-
scribed herein was tnrisured dot only in the Teaching Re-
se..itrch classroom but in 'other Oregon classrooms for the

tely and spverely handicapped. The instrument used
Illio7rtil measurement was the . Student Progress Record

'(Mental Health Division, Salem, Oregon, 1972). This instru-
ment measures student.progress in 13 curricular areas: Social
Skills, Recepdve Language, Expressive Languige, Reading,
Writing, Numbers. Money, Time, Eating, Dressing, Personal
Hygiene, Motor Skillsand Physical FL... Each student in
classes for the moderately anal severely handicapped in the
entire state of Oregon is adzninistered e Student Pr7ogress
Record in- the Fall, during a specified period, and
again in the Spring during a specifieli week period.
Teachers administer the test to their stu.r-7 ts and the results
are reported to the Oregon Mental Health Division.

To ensure reliability of reported scores, within two weeks
after the teacher's testing, the Mental Health Division ran-
domly selects a sample of students and curricular area for
retesting. Representatives from the Division require the re-
testing of -the students in the sample while both the original
teacher/tester and Mental Health Division lAserver score the
child's performance. Inter-test and inter-rater reliability scores
consistently exceed .99. During 1975-78 and 1978-77, a total
of 2,702 studects were administered the Student Progress

Record' on both pre- and posttests. Several types of evidence
for the content and construct validity of the SPR have been
collected over a six year period. The SPR has shown high con-
tent validity as judged by curriculum experts' review of indi-
vidualltemsthat isthe scope and sequence of eaCh of the
13 domains of the test have been carefullrhased on task an-
alyses and developed to miitch the curricula used in special
education classrooms. The SPR exhibits a high degree of con-
struct validity 'as evidenced by consistent student gains ob-
served annually and differences between programs judged
independently to vary in effectiveness. Empirical studies have
also shown thin the SPR possesses a high degree- of factorial
validity in that there are low interscale correlations combined
with'high internal consistency of, each scale.

A ranclan sample of 141 students, five percent of the
total population tested through 1975-78 and 1976-77, was
selected from classrooms where teachers had been trained in
the Teaching Research' model and wig) had dernonstrated
that they were implemeeiting at least five of the model com-
ponents at criterion le0e1 of performance. In addition, a
random'sample of teacheri not trained was selected until an
equal sized sample of 141 students wit achieved. A compari-

-son of the mean gain scores (Table 4) achieved by those
students across the 13 curricular apas on the SPR indicated

Table 3. Comparison of percent of 11 *Mem implementing components at pretraining, first follow-up (8-12 weeks) and,
second follow-up (2428 weeks)

100%

11) 90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

.30%

20%

, 10%

1

no change between
1st and 2nd visits

2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Model Components

Components 1-5 are assessed at pretraining and visit 1 and 2.
Components 6-10 are assessed only at pretraining and visit 2.
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Pretraining

Zgill First Follow-up Visit

Second Follo;-up Visit
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that those in classrooms whose teachers had been trained
demonstrated gains significantly higher than the comparison
group, t (280) tw 3.43, p < .101.

Table 4. Number, mean and standard deviation of gain scores
of students in TR teacher trained classrooms with
a random sample of students in other classrooms

SD

TR Trained 141 7.20 5.33
Non-TR Trained 141 4.92 5.84

An examination of the ages of the two groups indicated
no significant difference. An aPalySis of the pretest scores of
the two groups indicated no significant differences between
the two groups, t (280) w .36, p > .50 (see Table 5).

Table 5. Number, mean and standard deviation of pretest
scores of students in TR trained classrooms

with students in other classrooms

SD

TR Trained
(before training) 141 41.41 20.73

Non-TR Trained 141 40.44 24.59

An attempt was made to examine the pupil progress per-
formance (mean gain) of the students of both groups of
teechers during the academic year 1974-75, one, year prior
to when the experimental group of teachers were trained
at frROnly four teachers of the TR trained group could be
located for the previous year. These four teachers had an
enrollment of 36 students for the same time period. Another
36 students were then randomly selected from the non-TR
trained teachers. The pretest scores (Table 6) of these two
groups were compared for 1974-75 and found to be not sig-
nificantly different, t (70) w .47, p > .50 (Table 6). Cain
scores (Tahle 7) of the two groups were compared and also
found to be non-significant for that year, t (70) w .50, p >
.50....An examination of the age differences between the two
groups showed no differences.

Table 6. Number, mean and standaid deviation of pretest
scores with teacher prior to any training, 1974-75

SD

TR Trained
(before training) 36 48.72 20.16

Non-TR Trained 38 4888 18.95

Table 7. Number, mean and standard deviation of gain
stores of teachers prior to any training, 1974-75

SD

TR Trained
(before training)

Non-TR Trained
36 6.25 6 84
36 7.10 7.36

Summary
The evidence for the effectiveness of the Teaching ne-

search Classroom Model ,and inservice training procedures
can be summarized, therefore, as follows: Data are provided
which demonstrate that 94 educators trained in one academic
year achieved criterion levels for 98 percent of the training
objectives. When observed in their own teaching sites the
trainees demonstrated the ability to implement the model as
evidenced by 83 percent of the Erst five model components
being present at the first follow-up visit. By the time of the
second visit they were able to implement 92 percent of the
components. Further there was a continual increase in the
quality of the implementations as seen by the increase In the
percent of the components meeting criteria by the second
visit.

Additional evidence concerning the impact of training is
shown .by comparing teacher performance before training
with the results after training and maintenance up to 28
weeks. There is a definite indication that teacher behavior
Ip relation to the ten model 'components improve as a result
# training and followup visits.

Finally, an examination of the gain scores achieved by
students in classrooms where the teacher wasa.th.ed in the
Teaching Research Model indicated signiflcai greater skill
gains (.001) than did a similar sample of children in class-
rooms not utilizing the model. Similar differences wire 'not
evident in the year prior to training with a sample of the
same teachers. These gains would seem not only to be sta.?
tistically significant but also educationally significant. The
gains in student performance are reflective of a particular
educational approach (Teaching Research) compared to a
variety of other approaches as represented in the random
sample. The growth groups represents the acquisition Ak
a observable, measurable new behaviors that are each, one
step closer to allowing the student to function independently.

Costs
The average annual operating costs per academic year per

pupil, including administrative and overhead -costs, range
from $3,200 to $4,400 in classrooms using the model. Cost
figures appearing in Tables 8 and 9 are actual costs for one
year of operation of the classroom and training both of which
occur at Teaching Research. In Table 8, it can be seen that
the differences between initiation .and continuation costs for
the classroom are a result of increased need for administrative
(technical) assistance and purchase of materials.

Training costs have been calculated to include cost for
trainee travel and per diem to the Teaching Research site
and for Teaching Research staff to conduct follow-up (see
Table 9). The teacher and aides are shown at* 6-month rate
because they are only directly involved in the training every
other month.

Table 8. Classroom costs per year (12 months) .

per student (14)

Initiation Continuation

Administration .50 FIE @ 24,080 860 .25 FIT 430
Teacher 1.0 FTE @ 18,958 1.354 1,354

Aide 1.0 FTE @ 12,188 942 942

Aide 1.0 FrE @ 9,002 643 643

Fringe @ 21.3% 809 717

Supplies 214 71

TOTAL 4,822 4,157
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Table 9: Training cost per year ( IS months)
per trainee (28)

dliktdinktistration .20 FTE @ 24,080 172
Wrrainer .25 FTE @ 14,784 132

Tfainer .25 FTE @ 13,552 121

Teacher .25 FTE @ 18,956 (6 mo.) 85
Aide .25 FTE @ 13,188 (6 mo.) 50

Aide .25 FTE @ 9,002 (6 mo.) 40
Secretary .10 FTE 0 7,000 25
Fringe Benefits 21.3% 135
Supplies and Materials 170
Travel 300
Per Diem $35/day x 5 days (trainees) 175
Per Diem $351'day x 2 days (T.R. staff) 70

TOTAL 1,484
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The Assistance!in,rogramming and In-Service
Training for Severely Handicapped/Hearing

Impaired Individuals.ProjeCt (APT)

111
Lexington School for the.Deaf, Jackson Hghts., NY

In 1977, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, Division of Personnel

Preparation funded a natiofial demonstration and training consortium for severely

handicapped/hearing impaired students, This consortivas composed of six sites
- .

throughout the country who designed inservice (and in some cases pre-service)

training activities for personnel working with the sevetely handicapped student

who is also hearing impaired (SH/HI). The Lexington School for the Deaf, New York

was designated as one of those original training centers.

As with most severely handicapped populations, the SH/HI group includes a

continUum of handicapping conditions within a variety of hearing losses and IQ

levels. ,It.inclUdes individuals "labelled" deaf-retarded., emotionally disturbed

deaf'or hearing impaired, and institutionalized (e.g. developmental centers, psy-

chiatric hospitals) persons. These inaividuale often feel into the "cratks" of

deaf education or within programs for the retarded or emotionally disturbed, with

iew if any resources provided to meet their cogplex needs. The impact of the 1975

federal legislation and.a grcwing.number of dlese students with,Ln the school system

as a.result of the 1961..65 rubella epidemic, prompted the major training efforts

nationally which this consortium represented.'

The Assistance in Programming and In-Service Training (APT) project for per-
*

sonnel working with SH/UI individuals based aethe Lexington School, is designed

to.provide.a comprehensive inservice process which addressed. bioth direct service
6

and teacher training needs for this unserved population. It is based on a'modei

demonstration approach toWard training'which utilizes "teachers as trainert" in

the field, along with a itrong thrust toward program implementation at the "home"

front. To accomplish this latter goal, topical training and resource services

Involving staff who have morked with materiali and programmihg for thit group, are

made available to trainees following the initial training phase. It is east multi-

disciplinary in nature, utilizing experts from mental ietardation, deafness, iro-

cation/11 rehabilitation, speech and language and behavi6ral sciences. The,goal

is the development of a new professional, capable of dealing with the,multidimeh-
.

sional problems associatedvithosevere handicaps.

In 1977, training began utilizing the model program,developod at Lexington in.

1975 serving this new population. IiCas the Secondary Individualized Learning

VII-77
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(2)

Center (SII,C), which utilized 'a life skills curricuLum in a community ("out of the

classroom") apprOach to leetning. As the Orogram developed (from 5 to 60 students

in 4 years), a growing number of students began toeme.Kqe who needed More than just

individual and ekporiential types of learning. .These studenti were exhibiting more
0

severe emotional problems which needed a more structured leatninTenvironment.

11,

lh 1979, an addeionai alternative prograM was developed for students assessed

,as "emotiOnally disturbed deaf" which utilized a behavioral approach. 'InserviCil

training began in this program in 141. At the same time, the New York State'

School for the Deaf inRome, NY initiated a cooperative educational program with .

the Roma Qevelopmental Center, a state operated facility for the'severely/profoundly

\retarded individual. It is anticipated that by 1982-83, inservice training will

also be available for staff at this site for personnel who are interested in learning

more about educational strategies,for the institutionalized population. Over the

past 5 years then, the APT project has expanded to provide a variety of inservice.
\

training options which exemplify the wide range of programs and issues that this

atypical population represents.

In order to output to a consumer group who represents diverse constituencies,

the APT project provides services in thrIe categories as stated previously. The

Model Program Based Training is the main focus of activities for the project. It

provides direct "hands on"/experiential activities at Lexington with SH/HI students

and peer trainers. Trainies.spend 3-5 days 4n structured Seminars, classrbom

moil( and community observations in the various model programs. Following training,

staff members from the APT project site visit the "home" schools in order to pro-
.

vide follow-up consultation in program development. For schools/districts who

find it impossible to send staff for the Model Based.training, "on-site" or Topical

Training workshops are available. These are shorter in length (1-2 days), &nd
A

provide information only on an awareness level related to the needs of the SH/HI

group. This at least begins the inservice training commitment necessary-for

establishing permanent alternative programs for this group.

Finally, Resource Services are provided on a nuMber of levels to professionals

in the field. These include maintenance of a multihandicapped bulletin board, in

cooperation with Teaching Research, Inc., Monmouth, Oregon. Thii is an electronAc

telecommunications system known as SpecialNet, which provides updated informatiods

on a variety of topics, along with consultative assistance via computers to prOgrams
,

( ) A N.,
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across the country. In addition, newsletters, development of curriculum materials

and facilitation of "hooking up" staff across the country are a pait of. the.-daily

services of APT. These three types of training activities then, are in many ways

interactiVe, and are necessary in order to provide comprehensive and long term

inservice. Vudies ofinservice activities have documented the need for such an

approach, which in the long run proves both cosi ffecti" and leads to changes

in performance and attitude.

The APT project has worked with over 75 programs during the last 5 years arid

has tried to incorporate all levels of training in ach. we are convi ced that

C
,
inservice with this population of students provides n_relatively little less all

three components of the process
1 are included in the lOng range design. To do any

less, would'be similar tO giving someone an explanation of swimming, bringing them

to a swimming pool, and saying "Good Luck", While the, result might always be

"sink or swim", with a little extra effgrt upfront, this more satisfatory conclusion

can usnally be attained.

illThe overall intent of the project is to initiate. nd be a catalyst on a number

of levels in the development of alternative prograMs ft:Ir SH/HI individuals. The '

., efforiS of APT are seen,as self-perpetuating, in. that by the end of the grant
*14

1

-funaing Cycle, both model prOgram development and training for this-low incidence

population will be established in the field, and be a part of the total direct

service process.

a
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SPECLAIISSUE OF DIRECTIONS

FALL, 1982

MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED HEARING IMPAIRED

The delivery of services to hearing impaired persons with multiple

-disabilities is a unique venture comman.ding indepth knowledge of several

handicaps, sensitivity to the interdependence of these handicaps, and a

personal awareness of the impact of these services upon specific indivi-

duals. A menu of individually,tailored services mUst be gleaned from the

broader array offered to therneral hearing impaired.population and, at

times, other disability groups. This process has attracted some of the

most creative minds in the field to its ranks.' These people are' masters of

'figure-ground,discrimination who,cam identify "special needs" hearing

impiired people in the gr;ater picture and pull them together to create a

new pattern of services.

The fall issue of Directions magazine will focus upon delivery of ser-

vices to and special teaching techniques for multiply disabled hearing

impaired persons. We have attempted to obtiin the best thinking of
#

reseakhers and practitioners across the country. Topics cover philosophi-
dir

cal reviews as.well as innovative instructional approaches. If you work

marginally or directly with multiply disable4 hearing impaired persons, br

are one yourself, you will find this issue thought provoking and invigorating.

For infonmdtion on Directions, write: Judy Harkins,
Gallaudet College
House #3
800 Florida Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
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We are grateful to titre editors of Directions

for granting vs permission to.circulate this

article prior to its publication in the
3pecial Fall 1982 issue devoted to the
Multihandidapped Hearing Impaired.

The editors
not be reco
in

The

have requested that this article
ied until it hai'been published

, Fall, 1982. .

polication of computer technology

4

The SPECIALNET-Communicatlam
,

and InformatFon,Network: An'
Applicationlof ComOuter-assIsted

Telecommunications Fn Special Education

Bob Campbell, Ed.D.

has expanded considerably in,

the past ten years. In the past five years adllancis In mico-processor''

.technology have brought the microcomputer within reach of a viSt-new cOn-

sumer marifet, not the leest of which is the professional educator.

The microcomputer can serve several functions. Along with its'

capacity,for,being programmed, storing inlO7ation and retr1e4ing it.the

microcomputer may be used as a communication device. Thi purpose of this

article is to discuss the application of the micrbcomputer(and othar

similar devices) for communication.' The discussiotwill Jriciuda further

definition of computer-assisted telecommunicationsv desCription of a special

education based computer-assisted telotcommunications network -- SPEt1ALNET,

and the development of several informal information bases.

Computer-Assisted Telecommunications

Telecommunications is a broad term representing a. number of teChpologiss

w11141ch utilize some form of electronic medium as a carrier to permit 16div1dua1s

and groups to interact two-way) with-each other and with a variety,

of materials and information rekources. Cceputer-assisted telecommunications

is a text-based medium. It represents only one of the number of communications

technologic,, under the unhrella of telecomTunicatIons: A more complete over-

view of telecommunications options may be found. 6 Campbell, Snodgrass and

Gibbs (in press).

To describe computer-assisted telecommunication one must make US8 of

some of the terminology commonly assotiated with computers. These terms lir

clude,hardWare, modem and software.

Hardware. Hardware is a broad term used to describe computer equipment.

A wide array of hardware may be utilized for Che purpose of computer-4ssisted

,telecommunication. The base iteeof the compUtff's lierdware for texi Input V11-82,
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Is the terminal, the typewrfterlike keyboard ofiie micro-,compuier, a word

prócessor or a minicomputer. In additfon, a vartety.of terminals are , 4

commercially available which arespeciafically designed for the sole purpose

of communication. With minor exceptions most keyboards are similar in

configuration and will fbnction'in a similar manner. For the purpose, of
a

receiving,informAion two options are available. The Cathoid Ray Tubb

1
(C.R.T.) has a television like screen for displaying text in a video format.

2,

. A CRT may be an integral part of a terminal. When WCRT is not part of a \

terminal a normal television set may be utilized for video display of-text.

A second option,for tekt display is the printer. When Nitred to the terminal,

a printee'wilr provide a hard copy of text. Both a CRT and printer may be

connected to the terminal tolprovIde the user with either-a videP or a

ftint option for viewing text. With this computer hardware and one other

item the "modem" computer-assisted telecommunications ii just a telephone

call away.

Modem. The modem.is a device that permits one tl connect a computer

terminalbinbo.the telephone line. Modem is an abbreviation for modulated-

demodulate. The modem, converts the digital code ofAthe computer Into tones

.(modulation) which may be transmitted through telephone wires to another Or

modem which then reconverts (demodulation) the tones to the computer d ital

.code. In this way computer'terminals with a modem wired into their c1icuitr,y

can I'd utLpzed for,communication purposes. Without software, howeve

only the hardware.is in place for telecommunication.

Software. , This instructional package which tells the computer and the

user what to d9 is known as software. Generally, unless computers are of

the samemenufacture and utilize exactly the same software program, tommuni-

cation between their users is impofsible. That is computers of one menu-

,

facturer are not generally compatible with other manufacturers. Therefore,

,
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theIr software Programs cariFiOt be operated interchangeably and softwarte is .

a necessary-co4onent for Computer-assisted telecommunications. ,For this

reason a number of comme-rcial vendors offer a service which providei a

software-program which not only provides the-necessary coMmunication software.

* bUt can match the vendqrs computer to nearly afiy other computer presently__
4 0

manufacture In this wai someone using xyz mahufacturers terminal can send

text tO the' commercial vendors computer and in turn the commercial vendors

computer sends that text on to tomeone using an ABC terminal. When a group

,:

'N.- .

o individuals using the same or different termlnals for scmilar communication

j

0

:

- ' e

urposes-uillizes a codmercial vendor's computer system they are said to'

(

.

,
'-

. -

belong to the same network.
,

-
The number of computer-assisted telecommunidations networks Is

r -

growing rapidly. Networks presently exist which allow a Liter to access ,

the lateSt stockmarket quotes, newspapers and news wiee service's, airline

guide and restaurant information and hundreds of other information resourtes.

. During the past year a major new network has emerged which ls.primariiy

designed as a communication arid information network for educators in'

general and special educators in particular. SPECIALNET is a special
A

, education computer-assisted telecommunication network being developed in

conjunction with the National Association of State Directors of Special

Education (NASDSE).

SPECIALNET

SPECIALNET uses the General Telephone and Electric system TELENET.

The mainframe computer which operates the TELENET plogram is located in
416

Vlenna, Virginia. This system provides SPECIALNET useri with acceSs to

each other by providing,the communcation software and access to telephone.
4

ports (i.e. .special phone numbers) Pn rost throughout the country

, 9
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of 50,00 population and more and WATS Jipe seryrce in,rural areas..

In order.to access SPECLALNEJ the user dials aloCal or WATS number.
.

When contact.is made a computer carrier tone is heard and the telephone

hand sit is placed in the modem. ,The enter or return button op_the terminal

is depressed twice to activate access to the main-frame computer. The user -

Is then asked to identify the type of terminal being used by typing in

simply code identifying the type of equipment being used. Next the user is

asked to identify himself/herself as a member of the network by typing In a

user name and a-password. The password does not print Ind is only known'to

the user and proyides security from unauthorized access. Once signed on, the

user is welcomed to the newwork, told when the Last access was made 'to the
L

network (another security device) and provided a time and a date display.

The user has now accesSed SPECIALNET and a number of-communication and infor-

mation options become.immediately available.

Communication Options. There are at present approximately 400

SPECIALNET subscribers in 40 states. SubsCribers include state departments

of education, local education agencies, regional resource centers, Universitied,

schools for tha deaf, and.many other individuals in the field of special

education. These agencies and individuals make up the netwc:ork to which

5PECIAL4ET users may communicated through what is called "telemal
v

Telemall is a computer mail system that uses the SPEC1ALNET computer as
-

a mailbox. The user types a message to another user,on his termipal and sends

it to the SPECIALNET computer. The message is stored there until the intended

recipient makes contact with SPECIALNET. When contact is made the message

is automatically posted for delivery and appears on the recipients screen

or printer. For example when a message is to be sent:

VII -85
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Thu will see:-
You type:
You will see:
You type:

You will see:
You type: "

You will see:
You type:
You will see:
You type:
You-type:
You will see:
You type:
You will see:

COMM D

COMP SE
TO:
(Enter the name Of the SPECIALNET user who is to receive
your message, e.g., MSSD)

CC:
(Enter any SPECIALNET users to'whom courtemi copies are°
.to be sent).
SUBJECT:
(Enter a brief description of' the-message topic)
TEXT
(Enter your message)
(Type a period on a line by itself to end the message.)
SEND?

Yes
MSG POSTED (date) (time) MSG:XXXX-1234-4678

A number, of send options are available, these.inciude:

AFTER date time Posts the message for divery as so as possible
after the specified date and ti

EVERY time,period, xx TIMES Posts the message on a repeating basis
according to the specified time period.

EVERY time"period BEFORE date time Posts Orie message on a repeat-
ing basis according to the specified time period
and discontinues posting as of the specified date
and time.

ON date time Posts the message for delivery on the specified date
and time.

RECEIPT Posts the Message for immediate delivery; with Return the
sender receives a system notification of the date
and time the recipient reads the message..

REGISTERED Posts the messgge for immediate delivery; the recipient
must acknowledge the message before he/she can read
it, ind the sender receives a system notification
of the acknowledgement.

URGENT Posts ehe message for immediate delivery, the message is
placed at the top of the recipient's signron scan-
table, with an URGENT flag.

When the intended receiplent of the messa.ge makes contact with SPECIALNET

the message is,autOmatically delivered. For example, If a Message.had been

sent to the Model Secondary School for the Deaf at Galluadet College (MSSD),

it would be posted as below when MSSD slyned on to SPECIALNET.
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Telenet
XXX XX

TerminalD1'
. 2 Mail

USER NAME? MSSD
PASSWORD? (Doesn't print)

-

'.Welcome to Telemail?-7-1415belast'access was Wednesday:March 25, 1982.,..11:06 AM

!

No. Delivered From . Subject Lines
1. Mar.' 25 13:53 TRD Article on SPECIALNET 3

Command Read 1
Posted: Jhur Mar. 25, 1982 A:51 PM EST MSS: ABM-12344678
From: TRD
To: MSSD
CC: APT
Subj: Article on SPECIAL

Thank you for the opportunity to describe SPECIALNET in Directions.
I am particularly excited about the MULTIHANDCAPPED Electronic Bulletin

Board. The manuscript should be in your hands on Mar 31f 1982. Bob
Campbell.

ACtion?

At this point MSSD would have several options, for ACTION regarding'.this

message:

ANSWER - Create a reply to the sender (TRD).
FORWARD - Send a copy of the message to another SPECIALNET users.
PURGE - Delete the message
FILE - Store the message under a file name.
EXIT - Return to the prompt,.COMMAND? (Does not alter message, message

remains in mailbox).

\The above examples demonstrate the basic person to person communication

functions of SPECIALNET's telemail options. In addition it ii possible to

edit entire text by using a variety of editing commands which are built into

the system. Further, information can be organized into files -- files of

computer memory. A file name is created and then assigned as a label to

any numberof messages. Finally, when a user sends messages frequently to

several users (e.g., state departments) mailing lists may be created that

permit Messages to be sent to any number of users by assigning them to a

given list.
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Information. SPECiALNET represents a powerful communication medium for

special educators. It also represents a major information base. By connecting

individuals and agencies into regional state and local national networks,

common resources may be shared to solve common problems facing special

educators in diverse settings and geographic locations. This person to

person information basels further extended by SPECIALNET through an electronic

bulletin board system.

The electronic bulletin board is not unlike its' non-electronic counter-,.

part. Information on a wide range of topics is displayed on a growing

number of electronic bulletin boards. The SPECIALNET user has a choice of

which bulletin boards to read and which items to read in each'bulletin board.

The administrator of each electronic bulletin board also acts as-a professional

and technical resource to users. Therefore, the bulletin board,administrator

becomes an additional information resource to users in specific special

education areas. In adaition to the growing list of bulletin boards des-.

cribed below, a number of statewide networks (e.g., Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

Colorado, and Florida) meintain electronic bulletin boards which contain ttate

specific information. The national electronic bulletin boards include:

FEDERAL - Describes current.events at the national level partlularli
in relation to congressional and administration action
related to special education. Information is provided by
NASDSE

CSPD - Provides information on the Comprehensive System of Personnel
Development. It features information on current preservice/
inservice practices and available resources, relevant information
for their bulletin board may be sent to composing a message TO:
CSPD

.

CONFERENCE.- A list orspecial education related conferences is contained '

In this bUlletin board. Upcoming Conferences may be listed
by composing a message TO: CONFERENCE

!F21
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CONGRESS Members of the United States Congressional Committee
are listed with addresses, phone numbers, and party
affiliationt.

CONSULTANT Lists consultants in.varlous arias of'special
education. Any consultant can be listed,,no
judgements are made regarding consultant qualifications.
Consultants may be listed by composing a message
TO: CONSULTANT .

EMPLOYMENT Lists employment opportunities Fri special
education. Employment announcements may be sent
to this bulletin board by composing a message
TO: EMPLOYMENT

LITIGATION Describes court cases and hearing decisions
with references to assist the reader in obtaining
indepth information on partiuclar cases. Updatel
are supplied by the editors of Education of the
Handicapped Law Review.

OPINIONS This bulletin board functions as SPECIALNET's
"Letters to the editor". It provides users to

, an opportunity to express "opinion" about Issues
in special education. Messages may be sent
TO: OPINIONS

PRACTICES Promising Practices fromeround the _nation regarding
the provision of services for handicapped stUdents
are described. Information should be seni TO:
COUNTERPOINT

RFP information regarding available grants and requests
for proposals that relate to special education are
provided by NASDSE

EARLY Contains information pertinent to early childhood

CHJLDHOOD education. Send'information TO: EARLYCHILDHOOD

MULTI Information on curriculum materials, resources,
HANDICAPPED technical assistance, services.and programs for

school age severely and multiply handicapped
persons is provided. Information may be placed
on this bulletin board by sending a message
TO: MULTIHANDICAPPED

Each of these bulletin boards provide new updated information at regular

intervals. SPECIALNET as well as non-SPECIALNET subscribers are encouraged

to share their information and recources on the appropriate bulletin boards.

It is hoped that special educators will learn to view these bulletin boards
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extensions of their dissemination resources and share their activities as they

would through traditional information outlets. Such bulletin boards 'as

PRACTICES, EARYCHILDHOOD and MULTIHANDICAPPED,are particular suited to sharing

rgsources rel'ated to the instructional needs of children and youth. To

further clarify their concept the MULTIHANDICAPPED electronic bulletin

boar4 is further described.

The MULTIHANDICAPPED Electronic Bulletin Board

The development Of this bulletin board was initially a response to

declining resources of the National Training and Demonstrations Consortium

for Severely Handicapped/Hearing Impaired Individuals. The MULTIHANDICAPPED

bulletin board has become a cost-effective way of meeting project objectives

for dissemination and technical assistance. The bulletin:board is intended

to be an information resource for practioners working with the mentally

retarded, hearing.impaired, deaf, deaf/blind visually impaire'd, heallh im-

paired and other multiply handicappedindividuals. Information related to

. -

curricular, service delivery, program development, assessmént and instructional

methodology is emphasizedt In addition, new commercitl project and teacher

made materials are highlighted regularly.

Although any indiviudal or agency subscribing td SPECIALNET may send

information to the bulletin board, non-members are also encouraged to share

their information and resources through the Consortiuni. Member sites of the

Consortium for Severely Handicapped/Hearing Impaired monitor, the bulletin'

boar0 daily for questions from the field and willingly input information for

any in-dividual or agency requesting assIstanCe. A listing of Consor'tlum

members participating in the bulletin boards'.administrition Is included at

the end of this article.
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Retrieval of information from any of the bulletin boards including the

MULTIHANDICAPPED bulletin board is an easy process. Once access has been

obtained to SPECIALNET (as previously described) the user may select access

to the bulletin boards desired by responding to the computers COMMAND?

prompt as follows:

You will see:
You type:
You will see:

You type:
You will see:

COMMAND?
CHECK MULTIHANDICAPPED
NOW USING BULLETIN BOARD
COMMAND?
SCAN ON 3-17
BULLETIN BOARD CONTAINS:

A listing'of all the messages Contained on the MULTIHANDICAPPED bulletin
board (on that date) will be provided. You will see:

No. Delivered From

1 \MAR.17 13:53 MSSD
2 MAR.17 17:09 APT

3 MAR.17 18:28 APT
4 MAR.17 12:43 TRD

Subject, Lines

RESOURCE; TUTION FREE HIGH SCH 17
NEWS: UPDATE N.Y. MHC DEAF TASK F 8
RESOURCE: DEAF STORYTELLERS 11

RESOURCE: INDEPENDENT LIVING CU 6

From the subject heading users would be able to determine whether that Inform-

ation is appropriate for their needs. For example if item No. 1 and 2 would

be useful to the user the following response would be'made:

You will see: COMMAND?
You type: READ 1, 2
You will see:

POSTED: WED MAR17, 1982 1:52 PM EST MSG:UGDF-1378-2766
FROM: MSSD
TO: MULTIHANDICAPPED

SUBJ: RESOURCE: TUITION FREE HIGH SCH

THE MODEL SCONDARY SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF (MSSD) WAS ESTABLISHED
BY AN ACT OF CONGRESS (PL 89-694) IN 1966. MSSD IS LOCATED ON THE
CAMPUS OF GALLAUDET COLLEGE AND PROVrDES A FUEL RANGE OF ACADEMIC
AND ELECTIVE COURSES. EXPOSURE TO VOCATIONAL CAREER AREAS, WORK-
STUDY PROGRAMS, AND EXTREACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES. REQUIREMENTS FOR
ENTRANCE INCLUDE: 1) SEVERE OR PROFOUND HEARING LOSS (AVERAGE OF
70 DB OR GREATER IN BETTER EAR); 2) 14-19 YEARS OLD; 3) THIRD
GRADE REAPING LEVEL OR HIGHER DEMONSTRATED ON READING SUBTEST OF ,

THE STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 1974 HEARING IMPAIRED EDITION. FOR
MORE INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE, MODEL
SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF, GALLAUDET COLLEGE, KENDALL GREEN,
WASHINGTON, DC 20002; (202) 651 5841
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POSTED: WED MAR.17, 982 5:09 PM EST MSG:DGDF-1380-3183
FROM: APT
TO: MULTIHANDICAPPED
SUBJ: NEWS: UPDATE N.Y. MHC DEAF TASK FORCc

UPDATE NY MH DEAF TASK FORCE A SECOND GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS FROM '
UPSTATE N.Y. PRESENTED TESTIMONY TO HOWARD BABBUSH AND HIS SENATE
MINORITY TASK FORCE ON THE NEEDS OF MULTIHANDICAPPED DEAF YOUNG' -

ADULTS ON MARCH 4, 1982. REPRESENTATIVES FROM GROUP HOMES, SCHOOLS
FOR'DEAF (NYSSD. ST. MARY'S) AND POST-SECONDARY PROGRAMS (NTID)
WERE PRESENT IN ROCHESTER TO PRESENT THEIR VIEWS. IT IS .DIFFICULT
TO KNOW HOW FAST OR IF ACTION WILL BE TAKEN TO SECURE SERVICES
FOR THIS GROUP IN THE NEAR FUTURE. BUT, AT LEAST THE "PAPER WORK"
IS BEING GATHERED. WILL KEEP YOU POSTED.

If the user wanted toJook for information in the bulletin board placed

at another time besides the date of access, several options are available.

Instead of "on date", you would type, scan all (proVides every entry contained),

scan since date, scan before date,_and scan subject. The MULTIHANDICAPPED

bulletin board provides users with several general (key word) subject

headings for scanning by subject. In addition, any key word in a subject

heading (from the scan table) may be used to access paiqicular information.

The general category or subject headings used for the MULTIHANDICAPPED

bulletin board include.

RESOURCES: Program, curricula, training available both preservice
and inservice, services descriptions, and any4other
information which might assist persons working with
multihandicapped children or youth.

NEWS: Jtems regarding litigation, forums, workshops, symposia,
conferences, legislation, and all other newsworthy items
"of a did you know nature".

PROGRAMS: Items related to services available, model development,
private and public programs serving multihandicapped.

QUESTIO416quest to the board for information related to meeting
the needs of multihandicapped, including consultant,
assistance in developing programs, and any and all questions
the field may provide assistance in answering.
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PUBLICATIONS: Commercial or project prepared texts products related
to the multiplyhandicapped.

PROFILE: Descriptions of innovative projects and programs with
resources to share regarding the multiplyhandicapped
individuals.

MEDIA: Audio visual materials which relate to the needs of
multiplyhandicapped individuals.including
video tapes, audio tapes, and etc.

In summary, the MULTIKANDICAPPED as well as the other bulletin beards

on 'SPECIALNET represent a powerful informal data base for special educators.

MULTIHANDIUFFED provides individuals and agencies with an expanding resource,

base for sharing new Insights into the creative and innovative woric of many

people in the field of special education. This information base is only as

.good as what is placed im it and expanding the base can only be accomplished

if special educators will particigate.

)4 Final Note on Cost

-As indicated, the Consortium for Severely Handicapped7Hearing

Impaired has found SPECIALNET to be a cost-effective addition to meeting

its' nationel responsibilities.for dissemination and technical assistance.

AcCess to SPECIALNET involves two costs (noi including the cost of hardware).

First, a yearly-s.ibscription fee of $200 is charged. Second, the user

is charged for connect-time (the period actually connected to the network)

at a'specific cost/hour depending on the time of day.. Table 1 outlines

these basic costs.

For further information regarding costs interested individuals or

agencies should contact NAME (address included in the Appendix of this

article).
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TABLE 1

HOURS

Business Hours
M-F;ga-6pa

Off-Peak Hours
M-F 6pm-9pa
All,Day Sat., Sun., 6 Holiday's

Night Hours
Everyday 91:6-7aa

BASIC CHARGE INWATS CHARGE
(Session) (WATS)

r,..

S14.00/hr S23.00/hr
.23/min .38/min .......

7.00/hr 14.00/hr

.12/min .2340in

4.00/hr 6.00/hr
.07/min .10/min*

Storage.Charge: $.00S/day/storage unit of 2,000 characters after first
five days.

Broadcast Delivery: $.05/addressee after the first addressee of a brosdcast

message.

FOOTNOTES

This work was supported in part by the Department of Education, Office

of Special Education Programs, Grant Number G008001450.

REFERENCES

Campbell, 8., Snodgrass, G. & Gibbs, L. Telecommunications: Information
Systems for Special_Education's-Future. Journal of Special Education
Technology, (In press).

For more information on SPECIALNET contact:

Gary Snodgrass, Admin/SPECIALNET
National Association of State Directors
of Special Eduiation

1201 16th Street, NW, Sultet10E
Telephoni (202) 833-4218 or
SPECIALNET USER NAME: NASDSE

' OP.
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ADVOCACY

The advocacy chapter provides detailed-information for professionals work-

ing with-hearing impaired developmentally disabled children and adolescents.
s-

These materials are selected to meet several objectives:

to\rev,iew history of changes in services and rights-guarantees for.deaf
\

and deverely handicapped children and youth, with an emphasis on pre-

cedent-setting legislation and .court cases.

.to provide current information.on proposed changes-in regislatIon
4

addreasing the needs of severely handicappedschildren and yOuth;-

including entitlement programs.

to present advocacy perspectivea and strategies for direct service

providerb Working with hearing impaired developmentally disabled
4

children'and youth.

to discuss certain philosophical principles - least restrictive

environment, acceesibility, right to habilitation - as-they relate tto'

services for..,theverely handicapped.

Thefirsyelection, adapted from matecial's produced at the University of"
, . .

Arizona, covers two major federal initiatives--Pa. 94-142 and the Developmen-

tal Disabilities Act--and.describes the major requirements of each of these

landmark pietes Of federal-legislation. The"Special-Education anatysks 'for
.r

6

'adVocates which follows provides additional interpretive information.concerning.

historical precedents and current interpretation pf legislative requirements.
-.0

This analysis w Hds adapted-by Kristin-off for.the American Speech-Language-
,

Ilearing Association from materials produced by the Center for Law and Health

Sciences, Boston University.

96,1
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In addition to these substantial disLssiona concerning the requirements
-

of the fe deral law, several "special issues" of particular relevance to

hearing impaired developmentally disabled children and adolescents are

addressed in a series of excerpts and materials, as follows:

Vocational Education k

TwelvemoAth School Programming

Interagency Cdordination'

The definition of "Appropriateness," including excerpts.from briefs in
es

the ecent Supreme Court case Board of Education v. Rowley.

Finally, related to severe budget cuts and major changes proposed in

pending legislation, commentary is included frOm A Children's Defense Budget:

An Analysis of the President's Budget and Children (1982). These materials

foreshadow those proposed changes which have the most major implications for

the delivery of services to hearing impaired developmentally disabled children

and youth.

Related materials can be found in Instructional Management and in Program

Options.

( r
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LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF.HEARING ImpAIrcgp
. .

bEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED CHILDREN AND AbULTS

by

Edward M. Ober
N

Arizona Model Demonstration Piogram

Nearing Impaired Develoymentally Disabled Persons:

The Right Not To Be Let Out

No otherwise qUalified handicapped individual in
the Unit* States', as defined in section 716),
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be
excluded form the Participation in, be denied the-
'benefits of, or be'subjected to discrimination
'under anl; program or activiry'receiving Federal
financial Assistance.*

Mx.

/
Section 504 of the-Rehabilitation Act of 1973, quoted above, and the cote-

prehensive regulations imillementing it, exemplify the fact that-the iaw no

longer relegates handicapped persons to second class'citizenship. The 1970s
.

have ushered in a new era of aéceptance.for the disabled. Congress hag
.

responded by codifying these rights and making equal treatment amodt the die-
.

abled and non-handicapped a legal mandate. The challenge now La implementing

these laws.

The,hearing impaired developmentally disabled (HIDD) are only a small seg-

ment of the handicapped comrunity, but a segment often overfooked and under-

servicod.* :This' publication will explore the law aa it,specifically applies to

thatpopulation. Then the paper will explore three major areas of the law

affecting hearing impaired developmentally disabled persons:-educat'ion, habili-

tation and employment. ln addition to constitutional dostr , tw federal

statutes will form the foundation of the analysis: The ehabilitatio Act of

1973, the Education for All Handicapped Chifdren Act of 1975. The b9g4dth of

these laws will be explored, and suggestions will be giv n to facWtate their

effective implementation. The study will,conclude with p oposalOor-

additicinal legislation designed to furthe'r serve the HIDD ommunity.

l
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. Defipitions: The current definition of developmental disabilities, as

contained in Public Law 95-602, the "Developmental Disabilities Assistance and
..%

Bill qf Righti Act", Section 102(7), is3

"(7) The term 'developmental disability' means a
severe, chronic disability of a person which--

(A) ivs attributable to a mental or physical
impairments;

(B) is manifested before the person attains
the age twenty-two;

(C) is likely to continue indefinitely;
(D) results in substantial functional limita-

tions in three or more of the following areas of
major life activity:. (0 self-care, (ii) recep-
tive.an xpressive language, (iii) learning, ,

(iv) mo irity, (v) self-direction, (vi) capacity
for ind pendent living, 'and (vii),economic
sufficiency; and

(E) reflects the person's need for a combine
tion and sequence of special interdisciplinary,
or generic Care, treatment, or other services
which are of life-long or extended duration and
are individually planned and coordinated."

The definition of developmental disability contained in Public.Law 95-602,

sometimes referred to as Ole new definiton of developmental disability, is

based solely on an individual's functional limitations and need fot services,

rather than the diagnosis or nature of his or her disabling conditionr.

Hearing ImpairedDevelopmentally Disabled: Acknowledging the preceding

definitions together offers the following definition of the heaving impaired

developmentally disabled:

VII1-4
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The hearing impaired developmentally dis-
,

abled are those persons who have a hearing
impairment in combination with a disability which
had its onset prior to the age of 18 years and is
attiibutable to mental retardation, cerebral
psley, epilepsy, autism, or any other condition
of a person found to be closely related to mental
retardation and which is a substantial handicap
that can be expected to continde indefinitely.

The compounding of these disabililties results in a devastating multipli-

cative effect on the individual. For example,-a hearing impaired mentally

retarded person is not only hindered by bis or her hearing.loss coupled with

the effects of retardation, but also by the complications which result ems 04

combinatioh of the two. The loam: of communication will increase the impact of

retWaiion, which in turn will further itpair the person's communication

akilla ina on in a destructive cycle. Numerous degrees of hearing imPair-
. .

ment and devellopment diiability exist, creating a wide range of possible

Combin tions af multiple handicapping conditions.

Education

The SupremeCourt of the United States, in the landmark decision of Brown

14' "vs Board of Edutatron, said about education:

Today, education.iaperhaps.the most imgor-
tent functian of state and local governmelits.
Compulsory school attendance laws and, the great
expenditures for education both demonstrate our
recognition of the importance of education to
our demotratid society. It is required in the
performance of our most basic public responsi-
bilities, even service in the armed forces. It

is the very foundation of good citizenship.
Today it is a principal instrument in awakening
the child to cultural values, preparing him
for later professional training, and in helping
him to adjust normaly to his environment. In
these days, it is doubtful that any child may
reasonably be expec;ed to succeed in life if he
is denied the opportunity of an education. Such
an opportunity,.where the state has undertaken
to provide it, is a right which must be made
available to all on equal terms.*

9
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This language, spoken by the Court in addlessing the problems of racial segre-

gation in the publio schools, has bedome the foundation for guaranteeing equal

educational opportunities for the handicapped. Building upon those words, the

decisions in Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children,y. Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, and Milli v. Board of Education of the District of Colum6ia

developed in the federal courts a tradition of recognition that the disabled

have in the educational realm, the same civil rights as the nonhandicapped.

In Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children (PARC), a three judge

panel in the eastern district of Pennsylvania approved a consent decree between

the parties that, among other thinga, ordered the state to provide every

-retarded person between six and twenty-one' accees to a free public education

and training appropriate to his or her learning capabililties. PARC Wille a

class action brought by the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children by

the paren'ts of'thirteen individual retarded children, 9n behalf of all mentally

retarded children in Pennsylvania between six and twenty-one who were being ,

excluded fran education ih the public schools. The defendants were the Common-
,.

wealth pf Pennsylvania, the Secretary of Welfare, State Board of Education, and

all the school di"stricts in the statd. The plaintiffs in PARC Challenged the

exclusions of mentally retarded children under four state statutes.

'A consent decree reached between the parties forbid the state from using

the challenged statues to deny access to a free-public education to any

mentally retarded chk1d. The'consent decree- further provided that no mentally

retarded child may be pubjected to a change in educational status without

first being notified of the proposed cfiange and without being given an

opportunity to be heard in a due process hearing. The parties agreed that

expert teatimopy showed that all mentally retarded persons were capable of

benefitting from education.

Mills v.,-Board.ofIducation of the District of Columbia constitutionally

requires, under the due process-and elual,protection claules of the Fourteenth

Amendment, what pARc establishdd by consent decree. Mills was a class action,

bfought on behalf of seven handicapped children by their next of friendsf

V 6
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seeking a declaration of their rights and an injunction restricting the Board

of Ellucation fdr the District of Columbia fkom excluding them from the public

schools or alternative placements. The defendants were the Board of Education

and its members, the Superintendent of Schools and subordinate school

officials, the Cammissioner of the District of Columbia and certain subordinate

officials, and the District of Columbia. The district court held that the

Board of Educition,was violating not only its own regulations and Congressional

statutes concerning education in the District of Columbia, but also the due

process and equal protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. Due process,

the Mills court said, required a hearing before any child wai excluded from,

expelled from.or classified into a special program.

Although the plaiatiffs included children classified as braindamaged,

hyperactive, epileptic, and mentally retarded, the court's order was not

limited to those disabilities. It held that "the District of Columbia shall

provide to each child of school age r free and suitable publicallysupported

education regardless of the degree of the child's mental, physical or emotional

disability or impairment." Under Mills, no child can be excluded from a

public school setting unless he or she is provided adequate alternative

services suited to'his or her needs. The child must also be provided &

constitutionally ade,quate prior hearing and periodic review of his or her

status, prOgress and the adequacy of the educational alternative. Reasoning

that constitutional rights must be afforded citizens despite greater expense,

the court concluded that the failure to provide education to the handicapped in

a public school or adequate alternative cannot be excused by the claim of

insufficient funds.

Rrown, PARC, and Mills have served as valuable precedent in many

subsequent laasuits brought to secure educational opportunities for the

disabled.. The case of In Interest of G.H. is especially important because it

finds the right of equal educational opportunity for the disabled embodied in a

state constitution as well as in the federal constitution. While the United

States constitution does not have an explicit clause making education an

absolute right, many state constitutions do.

1/III-7 9 to



Following the PARC end Mills decisions in 1972, legal commentators writing

On the subject spent much of their efforts developing Fourteenth Amendment

arguments that could be used to secure disabled persons access to free and

suitable public educetion. nese theories will be briefly explored.

Equal Protection Clause: lbe Court applies two standards of review when

evaluating whether state'action violates the equal protection clause oP the

Fourteenth Amendment--strict scrutiny and the rational basis test. Strict

scrutiny,,the much more stringent examination of the two, is invoked when the

issue involves a fundamental right of a suspect classification, such as racial

segregation. Applying a strict scrutiny test., the Court is more iikely to find

. action violative the equal protection clause than if it is searching onlyt

for a rational basis for the contested behevior.

A strong argument can

oil
be ormulated ,that heaiing impaired developmentally

disabled pe'reons, as well all handicapped persons, are a suspect classifica-
,

tion dda.6'Arying of strict judicial scrutiny. Hearing impaired-developmentally

dteabled persona have several .characteSistica that traditionally trigger close
1

,

scrutiny. They are a group with no or-minimal access to the political pro-

cess. The classification stigmatizes individulls of the group in the eyes of

society. Fielkowski v. Shapp, in deeciding that the retarded are a suspect

categoryobserved that the label of being retarded might bear as great a

stigma as any racial slur. Also, the members of the class have congenital

traits, the existence of which they have no control over.

If the persons initiating the action do ndt belong to what the Court

recognizes as a suspect category, strict scrutiny may still attach if their

claim alleges the violation of a fundamental right. In the educational eon-

text, this option may be4unavailable in light of San AntonicOndependent School

District v. Rodriguez, where the Supreme Court held that education was not a

fundamental right guaranteed in the United States Constitution. The Court,

however, keft us with some interesting diceum:
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Whatever merit appellees' argument might have if a
State's financing system otcasioned an absolute
denial of educational opportunities to any of its
,children, that argument provides no basis for
finding an interfereyta with fundamental rights
where only relative differences in spending levels
are involved and where-7as is true in the present
case--no charge fairly could,be made that the
system fails to provide each child with an oppor-
tunity co acquire the basic minimal skills neces-
sary for the.enjoyment of the rieits of speeth
and of full participation in the political.
process.

Fialkowski- v. Shapp persuasively argues that the above language may be invoked

to support tile existence of a fundamental right to the minimum4level of educa-

tion needed to acquire the basic skills necessary for the enjoyment of the
\

rights of speech and full participation in the political process.

If the Court decides that crose judicial scrutiny is inappropriaei, Chen

it will require only that a rational-basis exist for the state's action. The

state predominately prevails when this test is applied because courts rarely

find that there is absolutely no rational basis for the state's behavicir. Same

courts and commentators believe that after Rodrigues, thetcourts have no choice

but to apply a rational basis test when challenging a state's failure to

provide equal educational opportunities to the handicaPped.

Due Process Clause: In addition to the equal protection clause, PARC1 and

Mills make it clear that the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment is

a powerful weapon to use in securing pubricly supported education for handi-

capped children. Procedural due process guarantees that no child will be ex-

cluded from publicly supported education without notice .and an opportunity to

be heard at a formal hearing. PARC says that at this hearing, the parents 'of

the child have the right to counsel, to examine their child's records before

the hearing, to present evidence and cross examine other witnesses, and ehe

right to an independent medical, psychological and educational evaluation.

(1
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Together, the equal protection and due process clauses of the Fourteenth

Amendment embody a strong constitutional mandate that when a state embarks on

educating its children, it must do so without discriminating against the handi-

capped.

Pub. 94-142, the Education For All Handicapped Children Act of 1975.

Congress followed the lead created by PARC and Mills and overwhelmingly passed-7
P.L. 94-142, an Act to assure that all handitapped children receive a free

appropriate public education.. Tho Act, signed into 141600044Vember 1975, has

- become a major influence in assuring educational services for handicapped

children and youth. Congress stated that its purpose was:

eo assure that all handicapped children have
avaijable to them...a free, appropriate public
education which emphaiizes special education and
related services designed to meet their unique
needs, to assure that the rights of handicapped
*children and their parents or guardians are pro-
tected, to assist states and localities to
provide for the education of alL handicapped
children, and to,asqess and assure the effective-
nese of efforts to educate handicapped children.

Funding Priorities: The law is emphatic in requiring that the state must,

as its first priority, expend its funds on educating those handicapPed

children who are currently.not receiving an7 education (the unservid): Second

priority is given to the most severely handicapped within each disability who

are receiving an inadequate education (the underserved). me legislative

history reveals that there were 14,000 deaf tnd 268,000 bard of hearingAchild-

ren unserved in_1975. There were 257,000 mentally retarded children unserved,

as well as 93,000 otthopedically and other health impaired children, which
.

include'the cerebral pafsied and epileptic. The tudy further reveals that

1,080,000 emotionally'disturbed children, which includes ehe autistic, were

also unserved in 1975. Though the autistic were a very small portion of
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this group, the alarming state of the unserved in this categbry suggests that

very few autistic persons were receiving an adequate education.

The due process procedures require that the parent or guardian participate

whenever tbe local educational agency (LEA) proposes to initiate or change, or

refuses to initiate or change, the identification, evaluation, or educational

placement of their child.

Assurance must further be given that to the maximum extent ppropriate;

handicapped children will be eduCkted with childreb who are not handicapped. .

It must also.be guaranteed that testing and evaluation piocedures for the pur

poses of evaluation and placement will be selectdd and administered so that as

notio bk racially or culturally discriminatory. This requites testing in the 4

child's native tongue oi mode of communication. The Act further requires that

the state plans and local applications provide procedures for evaluating, at

leait annually, the effectiveness of their programa in meeting the educational

needs of their handicapped children.

Free Appropriate Public Education: While the Act is emphatic in requiring

that the state provide a "free appropriate public education" to every handi

capped child, it offers only a nebulous definition of, what the term entails.

It is proposed that the appropriateness of a child's education should be

measured by the related services given to supplement his or her special educa

tion, whether the placement is in the least restrictive alternative, and by ihe

effectiveness of the individualized education program. Each of these major

features of the Act will be addressed separately.

Related Services: A free appropriate public education includes both spec
, .

ial education" and related services: Because the definition of 'related ser

vices' offered in the regulations implementing the Act is somewhat broader

than the definition in the Act itself, it should be embraced. The regulations

define-'related services' as:

97,1
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1 121a.13 Related services.
(a) As used in this part, the term "related

services" means transportation and such develop-
mental, c rrective,.and other supportive services
as are req1e d to assist a handicapped child to
benefit from Ipecial education, and'includes
speech pathol9gy and.audiology, psychological
services, phyiical and occupational therapy,
recreation, early identification and assessment
of disabilities in children, counseling services,
and medicallServices for diagnostie or evaluation
pur;oses. The term also includes school health
services, social work seririces in schools, and
parent counseling and trainini.

These services are essential to an effective special education. While

special education, the specially designed instruction to meet a child's unique

needs is important, it is these additpnal related services that assist the

child in benefiting from his or her special education. It is the related

ervices that help the handicapped ch'i

use it to his or her advantage An the com

Mainstreimin

lement his or her learning and

y.

- Least Restrictive Env ronment: 'The Education for4All

Handicapped Children Act requires that state must

assure-that, to the maxi m extent, appropriate,
handicapped children, cluding children in
public or private institutions or other care
facilities, are educated with children who are
not handicapped, and thae'special classes,'
separate schooling, or other removal of handi-
capped children from the regular educational
environment occurs only when the nature or
severity of the handicap is such that education
in regular classes with the use of supplementary
aids and services cannot be achieved satisfac-
torily.

1:)
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Th concept has come to be known as the 'least restrictive environment',' the

'least restrictive alternative', or 'mainitreiming'.

Whether these fears prove to be warranted or not rests on show the least

restrittive environment concept is-implemented.' For many hearing impaired

developmentally disabi.ed children wholack the communication and comprehensive

skills necessary to keep up with the pace adapted to the nonhandicapped

students, placement in a regular classroom will be more restrictive than in a

special classroom. For these children, it is essential'that their movement in

the direction towards the regular cassroom procei4 only al far as their skills:°

allow. More likely-than not, most hearing impaired developmentally disabled

children will be more appropriately placed im a special classroom, with a

teacher traiped in the special skills needed to Communicate with the students.

Many educators of the deaf believe that deaf children are best educated in

small special classrooms composed of children who are approximateli the same

age and educatjanal level. The oritical consideration-is that eachschild is

unique and "that different children have different educational strengths and

weaknesses which dictate.the need for diffevent education programa."

Several questions should be asked when deciding upon the least restrictive

environment for a hearing impaired, developmentally disabled child. Parents-

should inquire as to what rovisions will be made foridequate communication

between the child, teacher and classmates. They should ask whether the child

will be receiving a quality education in addition to being plaoed in'a setting

with nonhandicapped children, and whether the educational placement will pre-

pare or restrict the child's future 4tions. .A setting which may now seem a

good one may actually do nothing to p ovide a child with skills for future

employment. Inquiries into whether the child will be spending large amounts of

unnecessary time travelling to the least restrictive.envirOnment, should alio

be.made.,

There is little question that a child's interests are.well served by the

ideal that, whenever approRriate, he or she should.be educated in the same

setting.as are nonhandicapped children.
4
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Individualized Education Programa. One method for a parent or guardian of

a disabled child to assure that his or her child is being placed in the most

appropriate setting is to take afi active part in the development of the Indi-

vidualiZed Education Program (IEP). Under rhe Act, the local educational

agency or intermediate educational unit must guarantee that there is an IEP on

each handicappe'd child for which it is receiving funds to educate. The Indi-

vidualized Education Program is defined in the Act as:

a written statement for each handicapped child.-
..which includes (A) a statement of the present
levels of educdtional performance of each child,
(B) a statement Of annual goals, including

,. short-term instructional objectives, (C) estaGe-
ment of the rpecific educational services to be
provided to such child, and the extent to which
such child-will be able to participate in regylar
educational programs, (D) the projected date for
initiation and anticipated duration of such
servkces,_ and..(E) appropriate objective criteria
and,evaluation procedures and schedules for
determining, on at least an annual basis, whether
instructional objictives are being achieved.,

The IndividualizedEducational Programs are imporiant-because they place

the emphasis upon the specifics necessary to provide an appropriate education

for a specific child'. The concept reinforces the current trend of making

educaEion mOre fndiiiidualized, and of holding particular individuals accoun-
a

table for obtaining those objectives. IEPs-can become Strong tools in

guaranteeing that handicapped children are appropriately educated. Their

duccess depends largely on whether the development and implementationnftheir

objectives are taken seriousli, rather than as bureaucratic bury work.

Procedural Safeguards: Although the Act, particularly through the IEPs,

makes a careful attempt at bringing the system and the child's parents or

guardfan together in a joint effort to secure an appropriate education for the

child, differences of opinion and occasional abuses of discretion are still

likely to occur. For this reason, procedural safeguards have been built into

the Act. These procedural due process safeguards give- the.parents or guardian

of a disabled child several important rights.

. vIII-14
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The pacents of a handicapped child must be given the Opportunity to

inspect and review Sll school records relevant to.the provision of's free

approprtate.public education to their child.- These include records concerning

the child's identification, evaluation and educational placement.r N

Parents have the right to obtain an independent educational evaluation of

Oleir deild. This evaluation is at the public's expense if the parent die-_
agrees with the evalution made by the local agency. However, if the public

agency, through a due process hearing, shows the evaluation to be appropriate,

it-does not have to assume the cost.. Whenever the parents pay for-the indepen=

ft

A dent evaluation, the local educational agency must consider it in any decision

concernidg the provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.

Reasonable ootice must)oe given the parents whenever a program ptoposes to

nitiate or change the identification, evaluation,-or educational placement of
tfreir child. The.same is true when the public agency refuses to initiate dr

change ehese procedures. The notice must be given in the native language or

the mode bf communication of the parent.

V' V

11

A due yrocess hearing is available upon,request of the educational agency

or the parent, whenever a difference between the two occurs concerning the

identifiCation, evaluation, or placement of the hanclicapped child.

'- At the heaiihg, parents or guardians have the right to be accompanied and

advised,by Counsel, and by individuals possessing special knowledge about the

needs of disabled children. Parents have the right to present evidence and

confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance of any witness. Oey have

the right to prohibit the inttoduction of hny evidence that has not been

disclosed to them at least five days before the hearing. Parents also have the

right tki. axcitten or recorded record of the hearing, and to written findings

of 'facts and decisions..
7' 7,

Due process requirei\ttri the hearing be held, and a final decision
'

reached within. forty-fiv' e days after the receipt of the request for the

hearinli.' While the aation.is-pending, unless the state or local educational

F
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agency and Obe parents or guardia4 otherwise agrees the child shall remain iv
his or her curkent edtcation1 placement. If the complaint involves the

child's initial admission i to a.public school, the child shall, with the

consent of his or-her parent -or guardian.be placed in the public school

program during the course of the proCeedings.

If the hearing was before the local educational agency, any party
. .

aggrieved by the findings or decision may appeal to the state educational

agency. The same due process rights provided in the initial hearing must alio

be afforded on review. An independent decision shall be made by the state ,

educational agency within thirty days after receiving the request for review.

The Act finally prov.ides that'any aggrieved party, upon completion- of the

. administrative process, has the option of bringing a civil action in a state or
f.

federal district court, regardless of the amount in controversy. The policies

embodied by the Act are vital ones, and the elaborate due process safeguards

offer the means to ensure successful implementation of the law. The mechanisms

exist to'guarantee that eaah'handicapped child in a state accepting funds,

under this legislation, receives a free appropriate public.education. It ia

important that these.safeguards are utilized to hold those persons responsible

for prOViding a disabled child his or her education:
4

,

The regulations promulgated to Implement Section 504 of the Rehiibilitation
4

Act of 1973 are explicit in requiring, just as the Education Act does, that any

recipient of lederaffunds operatinga public elementary oesecondary education

program shall provide'a free, appropriate public education to every qualified

handicapped child within theftecipient's-jurisdiction.

Before exploring Section 504 end its specific commarr's, a brief history is

appropriate. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was passed on September 26, 1973

over President Nixon's veto. It was enacted primarily to aid in the creation

and implementation of rehabilitative services, for the handicaliped, especially

those with the severest disabilities. Its purpose was also to accelerate and

coordinate technical and,sCientific research aldressed'at meeting the special

" needs of handicapped bhifdren.'

VIII46 9 79
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Inithe 1974 Amendtents to the Rehabilitation ACt, Congress added a Ben-
. .

tence to its definition of "handicapped individual" as it applies to Titles IV

and V. Title V includes Section 504. The addition reads:
).,

4/ For the purposes of titles IV and V of this Act,
such term means any person who tA) has a physical
or mental imPairment which substantiially limits_
one or more of such person's major life activi-
ties, (B) has a record of stmt.' an impairment, or
(e) is regarded as having such an impairment%

This revisidn'is significant because it broadens considerably the reach of
.

. Section 504.. lioç only does its prohibiiion against discrimination of the

handicapped embrace those who have disabilities, it tncompasses those who have

been incorrectly labelled as handicapped.

As early as July 11, 1974, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare promised that fina,1 regulations would be publiahed and in effect by the

end of fiscal year 1975. Yet it weis not until April 28, 19'77 that Secretary

Califano, under ttle strohg pressure of a court order,.an executive order, and :

massive demonstrations protesting the undue delay, signed the final regula-

tions.

The regulations address the area of education in considerable.detail.

Subpart D pertains to the educatiton of disabled persons in preschool, elemen-

tary, and secontary educational programs. Subpart E addresses postsecondary

education. (This section is extremely important because it does not a?ply to

postsecondary edutatiOn.)

Subpart D, pertaining to preschool, elementary, and secondary education,

requires very much the same things as the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act. The two should be read together when defining the scope of a
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state's, obligati,km. As under the Education Act, the regulations require that

the recipient annually identify and.locate all qualified handicapped persons

within its jurisdiction who are not receiving a public education, and notify

thesi and their parents or guardian of the rectpient a duty to provide them with

one.

...-

The regulations mandated that by September 1, 1978 a free, appropriate

public education be provided to every qualified handicapped person in the

recipient's jurisdiction. This compliance date is the same as that in

Pub. .94-142. For the purposes of the regulation, a free, appropriate, public

education is the provision of regular or special education and related aids and

services that are designed to meet the individual'a special needs as adequately

as the needs of non-handicapped students are met. Implementation of an Indi-

vidualized Educational Program developed in accordance with the Education Act,

satisfies this standard.

As in the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, the regulations are
.

clear in requiring that.the handicapped student, to the maximum extent appro-
; .

.

priate to the student's needs, be educated with nonhandicapped persons. A die-
.

abled child must be placed in a regular public school unless it is demonstrated

by the school that the child, even with the use of supplemental aids and

services, cannot receive a satisfactory education in hat placement. Place-

ments in alternative dettingsZt take, into account the proximity of the

setting to the child's home. The regulations also'require that nonacademic

services and'extracurricular activities, such as counseling, physical recrea-

cion, transportation, and special interest clubs, be provided in.as integrated

a setting as possible. Recipients must evaluate each disabled person believed

to need special education and releted services before an educational placement

is made.

As in the Education Act, the,recipient is required to establish and imple-
/

ment procedures for parents or guardians with respect to the identification,

evaluation, and.placement of their handicapped child. These safeguards includ

notice, a right to inspect records, an impartial hearing, representation by

couhael, and a review procedure.
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Under Section 504 regulations, any recipient that operates a preschool

education program, day care program, dr adult education program, cannot exclude

persons on the basis of handicap. The needs of anch persons mnst be taken into

account when determining the aid, benefits, or-services to be prollided under

these programs.

Finally, the regulations, as they apply to preschool, elementary and

second rograms, require that private programs receiving federal funds not

exclude qualified persons from their programs on the basis of handicap, if an

app priate education can be proyided with only minorsadjustments.

Summary: The right to an equal educational opportunity is one of the moat

precious entitlements a hearing impaired developmentally disabled child has.

The 'laws exist that guarantee that every hearing impaired developmentally

disabled child is provided with this basic opportunity. The challenge now is

implementing federal and'atate statute's so that every hearing impaired

developmentally disabled person wilI benefit,from these mandates.

Mental retardation alone and deafness alone are
_significant handicapping conditions. When both
intellectual and auditory deficits are present in
the same individual, the summation of the two
handicaps is frequently disasterous for the
individual and his family. In fact, under
current conditions, a mentally retarded deaf
person (MRD) has only one chance in ten to avoid
confinement in a public institution for the
mentally retarded or to receive services in a
school for the deaf. MRD persons are a discrete
target population in the operating plans of few
governmental agencies. In recent years the focus
of legiplation gt national, state and local
levels has been increasingly categorical. Pro-
gram thrusts for the handicapped.tocused upon

VIII-19
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"the" mentally retarded, "the" deaf, "the"
learning disabled, and unitary handicap target
populations. While categorization is a
fundamental operation in icience and in law.;
there is no evidence to support the notion that
human beings -- the ultimate service recipients

packaged with tightly knit scientific or--
or legislative labels. The prevalence
of multihandicapped conditions, particularly
among the severely disabled, is extensive and
increasing in relative, and probably, absolute
terms. Tunnel vision policies have tmpeded
translation of this knowledge into program
development for persons who do not fit squarely
within the categorical confines of narrow
legislation.

The history of developing federal policy for the hearing impaired and the

developmentally diabled is overwhelmingly a history of program development

through legiilitive mandate. Ilk

Vie concept of devising special initiatives to guarantee that a specified

group of multiple handicapped individuals receive needed services, is not A new

one. As early as 1967, Congress established regional centers to'provide

special programs and services to deaf-blind children. More recently, Congress

in the Rehabilitation Act of1971 established and appropriated funds for 4

operating a Notional Center for deaf-blind youths and adults. The legislative

history behind the establishment of the regional centers in 1967 is especially

enlightening.

The same reasons for enacting special legislation for the deaf-blind hold

true !or the hearing impaired developmentally disabled. In Congress' words,

legislation is needed to "provide a national program to meet a national need

for a group'of multiple-handicapped children who have been, for the most part,

neglected in terms of educational and training optiortunities which.will help

assure their full potential for communication, adjustment, participation, and

self-fulfiklment in society." -

lb
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The hearing impaired developmentally disabled, have, as do all handicapped

individuals, the same basic civil rights that the nonhandicapped have.

Admitting this, however, is by itself, not enough. Affirmative steps to

provide for and accommodate the special needs of these perions is vital to

erase a history of neglect and ignorance. We have an affirmative duty to

providea free rblic education, appropriately.designed to meet the'special

needs-of every heetili-Impaired develoPmentally disabled person, in the.least

retrictive environments po!sible. The void that silence has created must be

filled with understanding and contentment, rather than the fear, neglect, ind ,

emptiness the hearing impaired developmentally disabled have so often lived

with.

,496,1



SPECIAL. EDUCATION

Historical Context

The-1970's were...period of great change in the concept of

puhlic education for handicapped children. At thebeginning of the

decade, educatiohal opportunities othstudents with special needs

remained extremely limited. Without,mandatory requirements from, the

state and federal levels, local school systems retained discretion in

pthviding services for this neglected population. Low reimbursement

rates from state educational agencies provided little incentive to

promote special education. Great variations existed among localities

in a patchwork series of programs. Eligibility for the few existing

services heavily relied upon classifying or labelling each child

according to a particular disability such as, for example, "emotion-

ally disturbed," "mentally retarded," or "epileptic". Such rigid

categories.failed to account for the unique and individual needs of

each child. Furthermore, this classification stigmatized the child

whose parents sought local resources and inevitably created further

obstacles for the chiles later return to regular educatignal pro-

grams. As a result, many children remained at home without education

during their formative years. Others were permanently segregated or

'tracked" into inappropriate programs. Still others were left with

the alternative of'receivihg little more than custodial supervision

in institutional vetting.. Parents were excluded from meaningful

participation in the planning ahd placement decisions for their

children.

Adapted from: Developmental
Disabilities/Mental Retardation
Case Law Manual (Center for Law
and Health Sciences, 1981)
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Influenced by the emergence oE new values at the nation's

universities and, in community service centers, the general public's

attitlides towards handicapped individuals and handicapping conditions

shifted perceptibly. ''-The concepts of "normalisation" end

"mainstreaming,",which stress.the delivery of services in the least

restrictive settings,and avoidance of segregating handicapped

individuals, received increasing legitimacy. Such values evidently

influenced the outcome of two seminal federal cases involving

educational opportunities for handicapped children. Emphasising due

process arguments, Penneylvania Association for Retarded Children v.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 314 F. Supp. 1257 (E.D. Pa. 1972),

established in a consent decree a right to procedural safeguards --

notice and a hearing -- before,a handicapped child could be

transferred from t regular education class or placed into a special

program. The court guaranteed access for mentally, retarded children

to free public education "appropriate to their learning capacities"

by requiring individualized evaluation and program planning. In

addition, statutes favoring certain children with physical handicaps

over those who were mentally retarded were invalidated, thereby*.

eliminating the relevance of diagnostic labelling for purposes of

determing eligibility for an educational program;

Equar-proiection arguments advanced in Mills v. Board of

Education, 348 F. Supp. (D.D.C. 1972), on behalf of children with-

'emotional problems led to the prohibition of outright exclusion of.
,

handicapped children from the educational benefits made available to

others.

966
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In response to the P.A.R.C. and Milts cases, several states

enacted legislation to assure equal educational opportunity for

handicapped children. Massachusetts, for exa4le, passed a speciel

ducation initiative, "Chapter 766" in.1972 which created an

elaborate series of procedural safeguards to guarantee an "adequate,

publicly supported education" for every child in the Commonwealth.

This growing recognition by courts and state legislatures of the

rights of handicapped children to an adequate education undoubtedly

41, influenced Congress in the passage of the Education of All

- Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142) which requires free,

publicly Supported educatiOn appropriate to the individual needs of

all children ages 3-21, regardless of handicap. Additional federal

legislative enactments sech,as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 and the Developmental Disabilities Assistance and sill of

Rights Act of 1975 further reinforced this national commitment to

accessible education and education-related services within the

community.

This discussion examines federal legislation regarding special

education, particularly P.L. 94-142. In general, the federal 'statute

and its accompanying regulations offer a wider array of procedural

safeguards than art available in most state statutes. However, there

remain significant exceptions to this rule, i.e., there are instances

in which certain state laws provide greater benefits than federal

legislation. Furthermore, almost all states have chosen to comply

with the requirements of P.L. 94-142 by promulgating their own seriel

of regulations.

96 7
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In reviewing special education developments, the advocate should

examine any regulationi promulgated by a state's department of'educa-

tion or other human service agency charged with the oversight and

implementation of P.L. 94-142. The designated state educational .

agency has authority, among its other functions, to establish admin-

istrative rules and procedures for school districts under the federal

mandate to provide special education. In that conteft, these

agencies issue policy statements which may be legally determinative

in certain situations and indicat,e a precedent or an interpfetation

of a law'or regulatiom. It should also be noted that, in addition to

state special education regulations, various states rely upon

administrative procedures act to govern due process appeals hearings.

Federal Role

Policy statements and administrative directives are likewise

isilued by the federal agencies charged with monitoring and enforcini

P.L. 94-142. These will be discussed first.

Under P.L. 94-142, the Bureau of Education for ple Handicapped

(BEH) was designated as the entity within tbe to. Office of Educa-

tion to monitor and enforce state compliance. Also, the Office of

Ciyil Rights (OCR) was empowered to investigate complaints under

P.L. 94-142. However, OCR'involvement is usually triggered by, indig-

vidual complaints relating to individual school districts, or pro-

grams. OCR lacks the responsibility for assuring skatewide implemen-

tation of P.L. 94-142. BEH's statutory mandate was far more

9 bJ
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detailed and explicit in the area of special educationofor elementary

and secondary schools. BEH must conduct Annual reviews of ach state

plan. In addition, OCR's enforcement mechanisms are more circus:-

scribed. OCR can only negotiate voluntary compliance or initiate a

out-off of federal funding received by a local prograi. BEH, how-

ever, could demand compliance as.a pre-condition for P.L. 94-142,
funding; it is empowered to order cease and 4isist orders; and it can

withhold any portion of astate's grant.

Federal Reorganization of H.E.W.

Effective July 1, 1980, the U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare was reorganized Into two separate cabinet-level agencies:

The Department of Education and the Department of Health and Human

Servicet. As part of this bureaucratic reordering, the Bureau of

Education for the Handicapped (BEH) has been given wider responsibil-

ities in the new Department of Education under the new name of the -

Bureau of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. The former

Office of Civil Rights (OCR) of H.E.W. has re-emerged as two distinct

OCR entities under each of the new departments.

P.L. 94-142: An Overview

Public Law 94-142 createegeneral standards of compliance for

states to qualify for receipt of federal funds in special education.

Currently, 49 states and several territories have elected to partici-

pate through acceptance of federal funds. P.L. 94-142 covars

98j
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all hindicapped children ages 3-21 who, becauie of their handicappin

condition, require special education and related services: Included

in the definition of handicapped children are mentally retarded,

learning disabled, physically handicapped, hearing impeired, viiballq

impaired, and emotionally disturbed children. The Act entitles

eligible thildren to A fres, appropriate public edUcation through the

provision of an individualized education program,'other4iss referred

to as an IEP. Special education and related services designated in

the child's IEP must be provided ai" no cost tii-this- alibi's parents.'

The educational placement of the,handicapped child must be in the

least reserictive nvironment. That is, to the maximum extant appro.:.

priate, the child must be educated with non-handicapped,children.

Opportunity for parental participation in educational decisions

for a child is required. Therefore, due process assurances are

detailed in P.L. 94-142 to ensure fairness to parents and children

where basic educational rights are at stake. These include rights to

notice and a due process hearing on issIta related to the identifica-

tion, evaluation and educational placement of a cbil.d. The parents'

right of access to a child's records and right to confidentiality of

those records are also protected.

Under P.L. 94-142, states are eligible to pecticipate in a con-

tinuing program of federal aid to defray a portion of the additional

cost of educating handicapped children. To quality forthis assis-

tance, the submission of a detailed annual program plan is required

to demonstrate how each state will carry out its commitment to the

goal of i free appropriate public education for all handicapped

children. That state plan must also outline how the due process and

other requirements of the statute will be fulfilled.

VIII-28
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A share of the federal funds ip available to the,local school

systems (ieferred to as local education agencies or LEA's). Local

school districts must prepare detailed plans for approval by the

state education agency (SEA) showing how they will fulfill the

purposes of the law. This monitoring systelemeans that the SEA bears

the ultimate responsibility of assuring thit.the requirement. of-
,

P.L. 94=142 are satiified.

Definitions

Since P.L. 94-142 is the keystone to advocacy in-special eduda-

tion, clear understanding of the definitions and terminology

appearing frequently throughout the statute and regulations if

necessary.

I.

0

Free ApprOpriate Public Edikatiod.

e.-
Although P.L. 94-142 creates general standards of compliance for

states, the statute is unequivocal in guaranteeingta fret appropriate

public educatiod to handicapped students. This requires that:.

,

Special education and related services, be provided at public

expense at no additional cost to,the parents-.

SerVicea are to be provided in conformity wLi

individualised educational program.qIED.

orst-
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Handicapped Children

Eligibility under Pa., 94-142 is determined unaer ihe following

,definition:,

'A

Handicapped children means those children evaluated...as
being mentally retarded, hard-of hearintqdeaf, speech
impaired, visually handicapped, seriously eiOtionally dis-
turbed, orthopedically impaired, other health *Paired,
deaf,-btind,,multihandicapped, or ,as having specificlearn-
ing disabilities), who becaupe of those impairments need
special education and related services.

,This definition is,extended to the school age,population of

handicapped individuals ages 3-21. The term "handicapped children'

includes the handicapped individuals, ages 18-21.

Two criteria determine if a child is "handicapped".for pnrposes

of P.L. 94-142:

ii

1. An impairment.listed under P.L. 94-142 definition of

handicapped children.

,2. A need for special education'and related services because of,

the impeirment.

Q
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These criteria would, for,e4ample include a student who is deaf

and needs special education because he or she connot benefit solely

from placement in a regular clasi. A child with a controlled seizure

disorder might not'require specrel education because of that condi-'

tion and therefore, might not be clasified,as handicapped under P.L.

94-142., HoireVer, it should be noted that under Section 504 of the

Rehahilitation Act of 1973, the category of qualified handicapped

children eligible for special education oan include those individuals

who have a past record 'of impairment (such ae emotional/behivioral

disorder) or who are merely perceived as having a handicap (such as

mental retardation).

As defined by P.L. 94-142, special education means:

specially designed instruction, at no cost to the parent, to
meet the unique needs of the handicapped child, including class-
room instruction, instruction in physical education, home
instruction'and instruction in hospitals and institutions.

Under P.L. 94-142, related services includee:

transpottation and such developmental, corrective, and other,
supportive services as art required to assist a handicapped
child to benefit -from special education, and includes speech
pathology and audiology, psychological services,.physical and
occupational therapy, recreation, early identification and
assezsment of disabilities in children, counseling services, and
medical services for diagnostic or evaluation purposes. The
term also includes school health services, social work services
in schools, end parent counseling and training.

993
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The determining factor of this definition is that related

services are those "required to assist a handicapped child to 'benefit

from special education. For example, a mentally retarded or deaf

child, who is receiving special education and who has emotiOnal

problems which interfere with his or her ability to concentrate in

school, would be entitled to psychological services under P.L.

94-142. HOwever, when a child exhibits emotiohal problems primarily

at home, some public schools have taken the poaition that psycho-

logical services will not be made available. The argument has been

put forth that such related services are6not technically quired to

assist the child to benefit from special education. Th s distinction

his given'rise to debates over the demarcation line between "educe-

tional" and "non-educational".needs. In general, advocates have

found such distinctions to be artificial, sometimes used as a

discriminatory technique for disqualifying otherwise qualified handi-

capped,children with emotional problems from the'benefits'of P.L.

94-142,

It is important to note that under P.L. 94-142, a.,child is not

eligible to receive related services unless he or she needs special

education. For example, a-student excelling in a program of,i;iular

education would not be eligible for psychological serVices.under

P.L. 94-142.-

Under P.L. 94-142, evaluation means procedures used selectively

with an-individual child.to assess the child's educational needs. It

doesonot include basic tests a4instered to all children in a grade,

, school or class. Evaluation plays a crucial role in the area of

A
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special education. Because school districts are given the responsi-

bility for identifYing and locating all iflhildren within their juris-

dictions who require special education and related services regard-

/-:
less of the severity of their handicaps, evaluati7 as a screening

device can assist in this search. In addftion, the availability of

an accurate current.evaluation ts a pkerequisibe to the development

of the child's individualized education pIan. For ashild ro is not

presently receiving a special education, a full evaluation must be

conducted before the child is placed in,e specialreducation program.

This must be done at no cost to the parents.

4411

Because evaluation plays such a eentral role in speci,-,edkca-

tion, P.L.914-142 outlines acceptable evaluation procedures in

considerable detail.

o Tests must be in the native language or other mode of
communication of the child (e.g., sign language for deaf
children).

/

o Evaluation materials and,procedures must not be racially or
culturally discriminatory. t

o Evaluationvemst assess specific areas of educational need.
An IQ test is not sufficient. .

o Teat results should reflect the aptitude or acktevement level
the test is intended to measure (for example, a writb math
test given to a,chiad with a reading impairment would ot
accurately measure mathematical aptitude).

.995
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Trained personnel should administer the evaluation.

No single evaluation procedure can be used aa,the sole
criterion for determining the appropriate education progiam
for a child. (That means a simple IQ test is not enough).

A multidisciplinary team.must evaluate.the child, including
one teacher and a specialist with knowledge of the suspected

. disability.

A child should betaasessed in all areas related to the
susected disability (including, where appropriate, health,
vision, hearing, social and emotional status, general
intelligence, aca4emic performance, communicative status,
motor disabilities).

Independrt Evaluations

If the child's parenti are not satisfied with pe ever:4is:41

provided by the school district, they may obtain an independent

educational evaluation of their child. This evaluation must be at

public expense unless the school distrtst initiates a hearing to show

that the evaluation already performed is appropriate.d In,any event,

the results of the parent-initiated evaluation must be considered in

any decision regarding the child.

Re-eval tion

P.L. 94-1 2 requires that each handicapped child be re-evaluated

at least every th e years. The child's parent or teacher can

request more frequen evaluations if they feel it is necessary. )1e-
.

evaluation should be distinguished from a review of a child's Rib-
.

gram, which must occu at least annually.

VIII-34
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Individual Education Program (IEP)

The heart of the right to a-free appropriate public education

(FAPE) is a written individualise4education prOgram tailored to meet

the unique needs of each handicapped child. This document is used to

monitor the effectiveness of a child's special education placement

and the services provided.

The'IEP fur epch child must include: the dhild's present level
4 I

of peeformancir; short-term and annual goals; the special education
4

and related services to be provided; the extent to which the child

will be able to participate ien regglar educatiOn programs; dates for

tire initiation of services and their anticipated duration; and cri-

teria to determine, at leait annually, whether objectives are being

met.

.

N. The IEP is to be developed at a meeting of the IthilA's parent,
,

V
)

the child's teacher, a special educator from the districtt'and where
...,

,

appropriate, the child. Where the child has been-evaluated for the

irst time, a member of the evaluation team or someone familiar With

the evaluation procedures used must also be present.

The school district has An affirmative obligation to encourage

parent participation in the development of the IEP. This obligation

includes notifying the parents of the meeting well in advance and

scheduling it at a mutually agreed upon time and plade. Every

attempt must be made to ensure that the parents understand the pro-

ceedings at the meeting. This means that interpreters must be

provided When necessary.

997
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If the school district does not fulfill its obligation to

, encourage parent participation, the DIP is not valid. The parent

should immediately make a complaint to the school officials,

requestin a due process hearing and requesting that another meeting

be held to develop the IEP.

Parents-are entitled to a copy of their child's IEP 'on request.

If the IEP does nor reflect their understanding of what was Agreed

upon at the meeting, the due process procedures of P.L. 94-142 can be

initiated by the parent.

When a child who is not currently receiving a special education

is identified as having special needs, a meeting of the evaluation

team to develop an IEP must be held within thirty days.

A meeting must be held at least annually to review each IEP, at

which%time the IEP must be revised, if necessary. However, some

state regulations allow for the reconvening of the evaluation team at

any time. In addition, parents have the right to revoke their

permission for implementation of ttie IEP if the child does not appear

to be achieving the origInal objectives of the IEP or if the school

district faill to comply with the provisions of the IEP.

Placement for Handicapped Children

One of the most important requirements of P.L. 94-142 is that

handicapped children must be educated in the _lean restrittive

environment. As defined by the regulations this means:

990
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That to the maximum latent appropriates handicapped
children, includincchildren in public or private institu-
tions or other care facilities, are educated with children
who are not handicapped and that sPecial classes, separate
schooling OT other removal of handicapped children from
the regular educational environment occurs only when the
nature or severity of the handicap is such that education
in regular classes with the use of sUpplementary aids and
serlAces cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

-15-

The emphasis is on placing the child in the environment which is most

appropriate. However, the burden of proof is placed on the person

favoring removal from the regular educational environment, (or less

resrictive setting), be it the parent or a representative of the

school district--to show that this is required.by the nature or

severity of the handicap.

Placement decisions must be made on an individual basis for eath

child and must be based on the.child's IEP. For example, a school

' district may no longer automatically assign children within a certain

range of IQ scores to a prerdesignated classroom. The child should

be placed as close to home as possible, and unlesi the IEP requires

otherwise, in the same school haor she would attend if not handi-
.-

capped. In some school districts, these requirements may conflict

waft the requirements of programa promoting racial integration.

There is so far no universally appropriate answer as to how such con-

flicts can or should be resolved.

To insure both that the child's placement is made on an

individual basis and in the least restrictive edvironment, a

continuum of alternative placements must be made available by the

9
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educational agency. This continuum should include instrucbion in

regular classes, special schools, special classes, hose instruction

and instruction-in institutions and hospitals. To encourage regular

class plaiemegts, and to make them more feasible, the Act requires

that supplementary services such as tutors andsresources rooms be

available for use in conjunction with regular class placements.

Program Options.

.Education Program: Under P.L. 94-142, the'handicapped child

should have access to the same variety oT educational programs and

services available to non-handicapped children. This includes art,

music and vocational education.

Non-Academic Services and Extra-Curricular Activities: These

must.be provided in a manner to ensure an opportunity for perricipa-

tion by handicapped children.

Physical Education: All handicapped children should receive

physical education. Unless the child is enrolled full time in a

special school or requires special physical education, P.L. 94-142

requires participation in regular physical education classes.

Handicapped Children Entitled tO Free Appropriate Public Education

Handicapped Children Who are Given Priority: As of September 1,

1980, children between the ages of three and twenty-one are eligible

for services under P.L. 94-142. The law establishes priorities for

. the use of federal funds by the state and local education agencies.

V111-38 I.
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Federal funds are first to be used to provide a PAPE to first

priority children. These are children for whom the state must

provide a FAPE, but who are not receiving any educati n, i.e.,

handicapped children who have not been identified as such. Though

priority for use of federal funds is given to "first priority ,

-children," the local education agency has an absolute obligation to

ensure the every child who has been identified as handicapped

recaives a PAPE. The regulations for Section 504 seen to mandate

this interpretation as well.

Location Of Eligible Children

Local Public School: The righips and'protections of P.L.

94-142 extend to all handicapped children who are attending

facilities maintained by the local public school system.

Placements in Private School or Facility by Public School

t4stem: Often the local,school system Will choose to use existing

private special education facilities insteid of devefoping the same

facilities itself. When a handicapped child is placed in a'private

facility by the public school-system, 011 the rights and protections'

of P.L. 94-142 apply. Enforcement of P.L. 94-142, including the

development ef an IEP, is still the responsibility of the school

system which placed thIhanikcapped child in the priyate facility.

Residential Placepeits by PZblic School System: A chili who

is placed in,a public or private residential facility by the local

public school system'is entitled to all the rights and protections

of P.L. 4-l42. It is still the responsibility of the local public

001
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school system to ensure that the child receives a PAPE, including the

development of an IEP. Room, board, non-medical care, as well as

special education and related services, must be provided at no cost

to the family.

Institutionalized\Children: P.L. 94-142 applies to

institutionalized handicapped chil ren, such as residents of a sta

training school for retarded perso a. State law must be consulted

determine whether responsiblity for%the education of the child,lies

with the school district in which tlie institution is located or with \

the institution itself. Even if a hiudicapped child is

institutionalized or in private school placement, he oi she is

entitled to a FAPE under P.L. 94-142, which means, most importantly

an individualized education program. As with other types of school

plttements, ultimately it is the SEA which is responsible for

monitoring the education program of an institutionalized handicapped

ehild.

Placement in Private Sehool by Parents: if the patents of a

handicapped child choose private school placement, despite the

iavailability of a free appropriate public education, 4e public

school system is not required to bear the costs of the private

school. The parents may, however, wish to challenge whether the free

public education offered is "appropriate" by using the due process

procedures. If the parents preyail, the public school can under

certain circumstances be ordered to pay the tuition'cost for the

private school. (See Amherst-Pelham School Committee v. Department

of Education, 381 N.E. 2d 922 (1978).)

100,..;
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Due Process Procedures Under P.L. 94-142

When evaluation and placement decisions or changes in existing

placements are under consideration, due process safeguards. must be

provided to the child, the parents, and in some instance, the school

district. These parties benefit from adherence to well-delineated

educational practices and the essential-elements of due process. If

the parties are in harmony, due process challenges need not be

invoked. ,On the other hand, if conflict arises, the due process

appeal pi.ocedures of P.L. 94-142 provide a timely and effective

mechanism for achieving finality and avoiding protracted disputes

which may 'interfere with a child's education.

. Procedural Protections Under P.L. 94-142

Notice

When Notice is Required: The act requires written prior notice

to the parents, guardian or surrogate parent of the child ihenever

the state or local district proposes or refuses to initiate or change

the identification; evaluation; educational placement; or provision

of a free appropriate public edg'pation (i.e., individualised

instructiOn and related servi6is as per ItP).

T6e notices must describe (in the native language of the

recipient): the proposed action and the reasons for such action; the

evaluation or other basis for the proposed action; the right of

parents (guardian or surrogate parents) to file a complaint with

VI1I-41 1003
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respect to the proposed action and their right to obtain kn impartial

hearing (and judical appeal) to review their complaint.

Following the receipt of a notice as described above, or at any

other time, a parent, a guardian, or durrogate parent may present a

complaint to school officials with respecrio any matter relating to

the identification; evaluation; educational placemeht; or provision

of a free appropriate public education of a handicapped child.

'...11±nEfts Process Hea g Rights

Upon receipt of a complaint, the parent, guardian or surrogate

parent must be offered the opportunity for a due process hearing. /f

a hearing ia not offered, one should be requested immediatelt.

(NOTE: Neither the Act nor the_regylations prevent the use of

sediation efforts prior to a hearing so long as a hearing is promptly

provided if mediation fails.).

Rights dissociated with Hearing

A. The hearing officer must not'be an employee of any agency

involved in the education or care of the child.

B . The parents', _guardian or 'surrogate parent mafexamine all

relevant school records. (This can be done even in the absence of a

hearing.)

C. The parents or other representative may obtain an independent

.education evaluation of the child. (This can be obtained even in the

absence of hearing.)

100,i
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D. Any party torn hearing has the right to: a) counsel; b) the

assistance of experts: -c) present evidence, compel the attendance of

witnesses and cross-examin, witnesses; d) record of the hearing;

e) written 'findings Of fact and a written decision.
r'

E. Any hearing conducted by a local school district is

appealable to the State Education Agency and all administrative

decisions are appealable to state or federal court.

Placement of a Child Pending Decision. Unless the school

officals and parents gree otherwise, the child is to remain in his

or her currene placement pending the outcome of the hearing. If

applxing for initial admission to school, thi child (with the

parent's consent) shall be placed in the public school program until

all proceedings are completed.

Nothing in P.L. 94-142 prevents the invoking of emergency

procedures when a ehild appears abeendaniering himeeif/herself or

others. Once jurisdiction over a disputed IS has been retained, it

Would seem likely that a hearing officer is empowered to order an

11

alternative interim placement pending a final ecision.

Access to Records/Confidentiality

P.L. 94-142 generally incorporates the requirements of the

Family Education Rights and Privacy Act regarding access to

educational records and confidentiality of educational records.

,

Access to Records. Parents have the sight to inspect and review

any educational records relating to.their handicapped child. A'

request to inspect'records should be made in writing. School

I. a.



Cifficials must comply with the request without unreasonable delay.

If the-information is needqd for an up meeting or for a'due process

hearing, the requeit must be complied'with before the meeting or

hearing.

Confidentiality of Records. A child's educational records (con-

taining the child's name or any other'information by which the child

might be identified) may not be reteased to anyone outside file LEA

without Raiental consent. Before, information from the child's record

is releaseCosChool officials must nofify the child's parent and

obtain-written consent to release.the information.

The Family,Education Rights and Priv Act requires that when a

student (handicapped child) attains e..age of eighteen, tne rights

and protections regarding confidentiality of recordi and access to

records be accorded only to the student and not tb the parents.

Section 504: An Overview'

Sect,ion 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, a major civil

rights initiative, prohibits all programs and facilitiqs receiving

federal assistance from discrimination based upon a handicap. Since

v.irtually all punlic and many private facilities rely directly and

indirectly upon federal funds, this law has widespread application.

The.regulations promulgated under Section 504 by the former

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, essentially require that

recipients of federal funds provide equal opportunities, including
. .

equal educatidn.oppc7tunItLes, to handicapped persons. Subpart D of

the regulations bontains requirements very similax to ihose found in

P.L.

I
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--
Basically, both laws require that handicapped children be

provided a free'aPpropriate
public education. Bandtcapped students

must be educated with nonhandicapped students to the maximum extent
appropriate. Educational agencies must identify and locate all
unserved children. Evaluation procedures must be adopted to insure
appropriate classification and educational services. And, procedur-
al safeguards, must be established.

In several respects,towever, the Section 504 regulations haVe
broader coverage than P.L.94-142. For example, the definition of
"handicapped person" and "qualified handicapped person", under,Section
504 covers a wider population

than the definition of "handicapped
children" under P.L. 947142. Under the latter definitio a handl-

.capped child is'ashild who has one of the impairments l ad in the
statute, who because ol thdt impairment requires special education
and related services, Under Section 504, a handicapped child is an
individual who has a physical or mental impaament

that substantially
limitswone or more major life activities, has a record of that type
of impairment, or is regarded as having that impairment. Particular
attention should be given to the second and third categories, heeavle
this definition tends to be more inclusive. /

Under the definition of "record,"'students who have a history of ;
a handicapping condition but no longer actually have the condition,
as well as students Who have been incorrecb* classified as having
such a condition, are protected from discrimination under Section
504. Frequently occurring examples of the first group are. children

A twith histories of mental or emotional illness. Sti.idente who Iliave,
perhaps, been misclassified as mentally retarded exemplify the second

/group.

v.
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The third part.of the statutoryand regulatory defini

handicapped person can include students who are sometimes

to be handicApped, but who do not technically fall within

two,parts of the definition, such as a child With a limp.

of the definition also includes adme,indiUiduals who might

ordinarily be perc eived as handicapped, such as students

disfiguring icar or a lisp, as well as students who have n

or mental impairment but are treated by a recipient as if

*
in fact, handicapped.

.

tion of

considered

the first

This part

not'

with

o physical

they.were,

A careful reading of the Section.504 iigulations suggests that

reciOients of federal .funde modify their programs to accommodate the

disabilities of applicants. The regulations also address the issue

of overall prOiras4pccessibility.
Structural or physical changes in

a prngram are onOpans for comp4ing with this mandate;

more subtle attitudinal and non-physical barriers appear

subjece to scruti:ny as well: To date, the Supreme Court

reliiewed one Section 504-lese, a

411 earing impaired nurse;Apeeking
,

n *stered nurses. Solitheastern

Ct. V361'0979),

7

It is impor?ent to stress that Section 504 has significant

implications lor advocates seeking to reifess.discriminatory
*

educationel practicei in private facilities and pretranuveceiiring

federal funds, for example, blanket refusal of a residential

program to admit children wiAlW a record of epilepsy, re3gardless of

lack of sei4ure activity ci.r the availability of effective

medicationi.

however, the

to be

has only

higher education decision involving

admisiOn to a training program for

Communl y College v. Daiis, 92 S.

-

(b.!
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The Future of Special Education.Reform

More than six years have elapsed since the comprehensive Educa-

tion for all Handicapped Children Act was enacted by Congress to

assure a free appropriate public education to all handicapped

children. Nearly $1 billion in federal aid is annuallydisbursed

among the states to underwrite special education programa serving
,

3.85 million children. Despite genuine advances in providing educa-

tional opportunities for students with bpecial needs, there still

remain serious eystematic shoTtcomings in the implementation of P.L.

94-142. A recent report issued by a-nationwide codlitiOn:Of advoca6v -

groups working with hondicapped children and their:parents has pin-

pointed major areas of noncompliance:

Tens of.thousands of children who hive been identified as
handicapped and'referred for evaluatioq and services are
-either on waiting lists or ignored altogether by school
officials'for months or even yeara.

Institutionalized'chkldren and children in other placements
outside their naiural homes are routinely denied adequate and
appropriate iervices or excluded from educational services
altogeiher.

.,'r. .
.

Handicapped children are frequently denied related services,
such as physical thekapy, occupational therapy, school health
services, and transportation, essential to enable them to
benefit from special ediscation.

Many handicapped children remain unnecessarily segregate4f in
special schools and classes for the handicapped.

Many handicapped children still have not ieceived an indi-
vidual evalntion or an.individualized education program
(IEP).-
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Sev4tly handicapped children are denied edOcation in excess
of tht 180-day sctiool year, even when such is .

.,
essentialto.the child's educatiOn.--

The.new federal directives which emphasize individualized

progiami and leastrestrictive alternatives have placed financial,

administrative and political burdens upon local education agencies.

Coinciding with the developments in public education, a nationwide

movement is also'underweLtglitird deinsti,iptionalization of, and

community-oriented,care for, handicapped individuals traditionally

isolated from the mainstram of society. However, school officials

under,p.L. 94-142 are becoming accustomed to the idea - some more
l"

reluctantly and, with varying degree, of resistance than others -_that

public school systems are emerging as the front-line provider of a

host of services far differene from the types of Services which the

public once characterized as "educational" in natuie. But the

demands of an increasingly articulate class Of special education

consumers and their advocates are colliding witb stiffening eaxpayer

resittance to generating more local revenuetto finance this reform.

Imaginative and creative techniques for ichieving the intent of

P.L. 94-142 are needed. Such techniques must decidedly include a

series of strategies to identify and define the shared responsibility

of agencies which have formerly hidden behind rigid policies nd

exclusionary formulas in denying special education and related

°services to handicapped children. These strategies must be carfully

orchestrated within the forums of federal and state courts, juvenile

sessions, and nducation and mental health 'administrative proceedings

in order to challenge traditionally ineffective responses to the

) unique and complex needs of handicapped children.
. 400
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL REHASILITATION

PI

Vociiional Education

In the past, accesscAo vocational-education has generally been limited for

handicapped students. However, a series of federal statutes - most recently

the Educational Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) - have attempted to increase

opportunities for their participation in such programs. State vocational

education plans must now provide assurances that P.L. 94-142 requirements will

be fulfilled. Meaningful vocational training for handicapped students there-

fore must,be individualized while at the same time attempting to achieve inte-

gration of disabled and non-disabled students. If necessary, adaptive equip-

ment supplemental aids, specialized teaching techniques and barrier-free class-

rooms must be utilizdd to comply with the requirements of Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973:

416

To a.large extent, severely handicapped children and student& with signif-

icant special needs have been excluded from vocational education programs

because of the underlying assumption that they.are not able to participate in

training for genuine employment. "Haphazard enforcement of legal rights, slow

consumer organizing and- limited vocational opportunities isy be real; but the

technology of vocational education for severely disabled students is wfail-

able."* Advocates should be alerted to programs labeled as "pre"-vocational.

* "Vocational Education: An Outline of Points and Authorities for Persons

Interested in the Protection and Advocacy of Rights to Vocational Education for

Developmentally Disabled Persons," PublicsInterest Law.Center (PUMP),

Philadelphia, PA.

1

O1
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Conceivably, they could lead to the premature removal of academic curricula for

mildly disabled students. For more substantially handicapped students, such

programs might, on the other hand, result in participation in non-functional,

age-inappropriate,.often meaningless, repetitive tasks, e.g., placing pegs in

pegboilds and stacking plastic rings. Students with threshold skills to

assemble, sort, manipulate and design should be presented with meaningful tasks

and should be allowed to use real vocatidnal equipInt, including tools and

machineri. In order to eliminate discriminatory practices, the student's IEP

should include objectives reflecting real vocational iptitudes and not merely

the acquisition of "self-help" or "pre-vocational" skills.

' Because the growing overall demand for vocational education exceeds the

actual availability of programs and resources, some school districts engage in

the practice of "creaming" - enrolling a limited_number of mildly disabled

students in vocational programs in order to demonstrate nominal integiation.

Other public school systems have established quotas for students who require

special education services as part of the vocational education curriculum. One

such admission policy was ruled to be illegal per se in the due process appeal

of a sixteen year old learning disabled student with behavioral problems before

a hearing officer of .the Massacusets Department of Education. Relying upon

P.L. 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, a hearing
#

officer ordered the student's admission into a 'regional vocational high school

and further required program modifications, including the provision of a quali-

fied shop aid to bmplement a revised IEP. Interdisciplinary teams should be
, ,

<::

prepared to seek and recommend a wide range of integrated vocatio 1 place-

ments, from full involvement in regular vocational education clas ooms with

supplemedtal aids and services to the provision of spearate special vocational

classes within the context of regular public school environmenei. Such an
r

array of options will encourage the)6eaninful participation of Opdicapped

students in true vocational education 'programs using a non-stigmatizing, inte-

grative service model.

Ui:,2



Vocational Rehabilitation for Handicapped Persons

In an attempt to provide handicapped persons with the skills needed to

obtain meaningful work, Congress enacted the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. -

(P.L. 93-112). Congress has placed special emphasis on providing vocational

rehabilitation services to handicapped persons for-the purpose of preparing

these individuals for engaging in gainful employment to the extent of their

capabilieies. To assist the state in meeting costs of vocational rehabilita-
-.

tion, Congress has established A system whereby a state may receive matching

federal funds. The responsibilities of the state are specified in a three-year

state plan. Vocational rehabilitation services are administered at the federal
A

level by the Rehabilitation Services Administration. At the state level,

services are administered by a sole state agency; however, each 'lei-ate may

provide for tOwn, city, or county agencies to administer services within their

local areas. This discussion focusex on the opportunities and rights of a

handicapped person under the state vocational rehabilitation plan.

Scope of Heryices Provided

Vocational rehabilitation includes a broad scope of rehabilitation

services available to disabled persons which can include virtually any or

services that can be used to assist disabled persons in terms of their

.employability. Specifically, the federal regulations mandate that each state

plan provide:

Evaluation and rehabilitation potential including diagnostic and

related services necessary to determine program eligibility.

Counseling and guidance, including personal adjustmea and referral to

other rehabLlitation services not
4

provided under the Act.

Physical and mental restoration services including medical or correc-

tive surgical treatment; treatment for mental or emotional disorders;
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dentistry; citirsing services; hospitalization; nursing home care;

prosthetic or orthotic devices; physical, occupational speech, and

hearing therapy; theratleutic recreation services; and othetr medical or

medically relevant work services.

Vocational and other training-services including personal and voca-

tional adjustment, books, tools, and training services.,

Maintenance. Payments provided to coyer a handicapped individual's

basic living expenses, such aedelter, clothing and other subsistence

expenses necessary to derive the full benefit of other vocational

rehabilitation services being provided.

Transportation including normal travel expenses, subsistence expenses

while'traveling, and transportation costs while relocating or moving to

achieve a vocational rehabilitation objective.

Services to family members of the handicapped individual, e.g.,

instruction or day-care services to handicapped individual's child.

Interpreter services for deaf persons.

Reader seruices, orientation and mobility services for blind individ-

uals.

Telecommunications including seniory and other technical devices.

Reczbitment and training services.

Job placement services.

Post employment services necessary to maintain suitable employment.

*
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Occupational licenses, tools, equipment, supplies.

Any other goods and. servicek which can reasonably be expected to

benefit a disabled person in terms Of "employability."

It is almost inconceivable that any one handicapped individual would

receive.all 15 services. Nevertheless, it is the rehabilitation counselor's

function to be a "counselor-broker." The counselor verifies eligibility based

upon a finding of physicial or mental disability, assists in planning the

individualized program for the client, and acts as a broker to purchase and

arrange services necessary to carry out the program..

Eligibility for Services

The regulations mandate that client eligibility requirements be applied

without regard to sex, ra.ce, age, creed, color, or national origin. Further, a

state agency may not discriminate against a handicapped person on the basis of

his or her type of disability, e.g., a counselor cannot turn away the "tough"

cases of multiply ditibled persons, and may not set an upper or lower, age limit

for the disbursement of services. Eligibility must be determined expeditiously

and may be based only upon:

o The presence of rphysical or mental disability which for the

individual constitutes or results in a substantial handicap to

employment

A reasonable expectation that vocational services benefit the

individual in terms of employability.

Diagnostic Studies.

The first step in determining eligibility is a Preliminary Diagnostic_

Study (PDS) to be followed by thorough diagnostic study. This study is used

to determine the nature and scope of services needed by the

1015
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individual to attain his or her vocational goal. The'state plan must provide

for extensive hearing, visual, and psychologi,cal examinations. Mentally

retarded applicants shall be given.a valid intelligence test as well as an

assessment of social functioning and educational progress and achievement.

Eligibility determinations based on traditional assessment tools, e.g., IQ

tests, aptitude tests, adaptive behavior checklists, work samples, Ahould be

subjected to close scrutiny, and often challenged, inasmuch as rehabilitation

agencies may tend to.use those and other assessment procedures originally

developed for less hahdicapped individuals and apply them invalidly to severely

handicapped persons. On the basis of these studies, an applicant may be found

to be either eligible for services, ineligible, or put under extended evalua

tion in order to determine rehabilitation potential.

Order of Selection for Services

Ohen, due to high demand, services cannot be provided to all eligible

applicants, a state agency must establish priorities for the use of its

resources. In establishing these priorities, the state plan must assure that

the most severely handicapped individuals are selecteti for services before any

other group of individuals. .1be regulations define "severely handicapped

individual" as one who has severe physical or mental disability which seriously

limits his or her her functional capabilities; one whose vocational rehabilitai.

tion can be expected to require multiple services over an extended period or

one who has a 'disability resulting from orie of the 23 conditions listed under

the regulations.

The state agency is free to consider the financial need of handicapped

applicants for the purpose of determining the extent of their participation in

the costa of rehabilitation services. If the state chooses to establish an

economic test,for the child or the family, there are still certain services

that may not be withheld because of an individual's financial limitations:

evaluation of rehabilitation potential; counseling, guidance, and referral

services; and placement services.
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Judicial Developments

There is_little case law concerning clients' rights in the .area of voca-

tional rehabilitation. Because of the particularity of the regulations, attain-

istrative ease often takes precedence over strict adherence to the letter of

the law. As a result clients receive fewer services than are their right. 'One

comientator encourages lawyers to follow the appeals process and when

necessary, to seek judicial review. "Hearings are not ular with agency

staff, and in some cases the prospect of a review of t eir decisions by any

highei authority may cause a reconsideration which tili result in services

being continued."



Special Issue:

Preschool and Summer

Progamming

For the multihandicapped hearinieimpaired child, the issues of

preschool programming and extended programming through the full achool

year can be critical to insuring early and effective interventions to meet

developmental needs. Especiafly for parents seeking summer programs for

their multihandicapped child, the school's obligation to extend ervices

remains at issue.

Pre-School Programs The requirement to make free appropriate ublic

%6eduction available applies to all handicapped children within a sta whO

are betweeem the ages of three and twentrone. In point of fact, the
.

annual plans required under P.L. 94-142 "must include in detail the
,

policies and procedures which (each state) will undertake or has

undertaken, in order to insure that the state has a goa4 of providing full

educational opportunity to all handicapped children aged birth and through

twenty-one." The mandate to identify, locate and evaluate handicapped

children (also referred to as the "child search" or "child find" process)

under P.1,500, enacted on August 21, 1974, covers the same 0-21 age
.

range. The policy for this broader age requirement.ieto facilitate

'planning for younger Children who will require special'education. While a

state is not required to proVide such services below the statutory age

ranges designated by P.L. 94-142, the state at its discretion est choose

to provide services to.those children.

Because early childhood intervention and infant screening progrims

have been selectively operated by public health agencies in various

states, some local school districts have chosen to limit programming for

the 3-5 age vange. Early screening, diagnosis and treatment, including

the provision of special education and related services, for this group of

handicapped children at an important developmental state may reduce or
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avoid future placements in institutional or unnecessarily restrictive

settings. therefore, advocates are advised to examine state law and

education practicei regarding this age group's entitlement"to services

from school districts and from other public and private agencies.

Twelve Month Programs Traditionally, stUdents have been enrolled in a

regular educati9n curriculum for azproximately a 180 day schopl year. IR

This practice his influenced the manner in which state and local.

educational agencies have interpreted the mandate of P.L. 94.-142 for a

free appropriate public education. Controversy has'arisen over state and

local policies which prohibit the funding of special education programs

for handicapped children beyohd the usual academic year. However, recent

thirecircuit decision on the Pennsylvania Department of EdUcation's rule

limiting instruction to 180 days has found that such a blanket prohibition

violates federal requirements for individuefized programs based upon the

unique needs of handicappsd children. Armstrong,v. Kline, 476 P. Supp.

583 (E.d. Pa. 1979). In this case, the plaintiffs presented evidence that

certain Oildren do regress when their educational programa are

prematurely interrupted% This group of xtudents faced the possible-loss

of essential skills and behaviors enewould subsequently require a

substantial amount of assistance to recoup their previously-noted gaini,
%S.Therefore, a twelve-month programovs required to provide continuity to

and to avoid the regressive syndrome caused by the di:continuity of

programming over thesummer..

.

The reasoning behind the Battle v. Commonweath decision can be applied

to situations where children require extended residential placement's,

specialized summer programs and educaeionat-relited services such as

speech, physical and occupational therapy and counseling. Despite this

promising ruling, it ;Would be noted that the parents must be prepared to

demonstrate the likelihood of loss on an indi'vidual basis, since the

length and duration of special education services provided under P.L.

94-142 is one attribute of truly individualized progamming for the special

needs child.

ti



-.SPECIAL ISSUESt.:

IrrERAcmy cootpikenon v

Despite the'nverali expansion of educational prograts for handicapped

children which have been noted since the passage-of P.L. 94-142, persistent

gaps still exist in services for What has been described as an underclass of

children - a small but significant percentage of serverely handicapped and

matiply-handicapped children. These children require a sophisticated array of'.

education-re1ated.services and special care andtreatment. Among human ser-

, vices agencies, they'are sometimes referred to as rstuck,cases" or "children

who fail through the gaps." They are the focus of interageftcy disputes among

the various state entities statutorily responsible for their welfare, They are

the,victims of service paradox whereby thoie children who are MOst in need of

assistance and who potentially have a variety of entry points .into the service

network through several agencies are least likely to,receive'appropriate,

individualized care.

Most public as well as private agencies serving children have usuallY

targeted their resources for one primary issue or need: developmental or

physical disabilities; mental health; public benefits; deliqUency or educa-

tion. Each agency has"traditional,ly set standards, dispersed 'funds, and

provided services only to limited categories of children. Severely handicapped

children are consequeptly excluded from individual programs after a aeries of

circular referrals from agency to agency.

The variety of special education and related services available under

P.L. 94-142,was originally intended to reach the most severtly hanclicapped
. ,

groups of children. In reality, gaps in services may actually be exacerbate&

by aftempts to implement'P.L. 94-142. The underfunded and fiscally,vulnerable

local educationa/ agency is becoming the unwilling lead agency for the provis-

ion of new services such as residential programs. System-wide conflicts have

developed among state and local agencies, thiid-party insurers and parenti over

the responsibility for the cost of these formerly non-educational services.
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,The establishment of cost-sharing approaches has floundered in an attempt to

expand and generalize succes?Itul solutione from individual ca'ees.';

t

The fragmentation and diffusion of-case management responsibilities among

state agencies has led advocates ultimatelyto select tbe due prRcess hearings

under P:L. 94-142 as a mechanism for securing Accountability in delivering

therapeutic services. As a result, definitional confusion.bas'arisen over the

perceived boundaries between educational and non-educational servi4es. A
,

Dibtrict of Columbia case, which addressed the "stuck cade",lhenomenpn points

up the apparent artificiality of making such arbitrary distinctions.. In North

v.,District of Columbia Board of Education, 471 F. Supp. 136 (D.6.C. 1979)

a federal judge concludea that "it may be possible in some situations .to

ascertain and determine whether the social, emotional, medical, or educational

problems are dominani and to assign responsibility for placement and'treatment

to the agency operating.in the area. In this case, all of these needs are so

intimately intertWined that realistically it is not possible for tlie court to

'perform the,Solomon-like task of separating them." In this case, P.L. 94-142

Was deemeeto,be the only legally available mechaniam for securinga

residential placement of a multiply handicapped 16 year old boy,

Foramultiply handicapped children, advocacy is an essential. service - one

which is publicly mandated through the creation ol due process mechaniams and

state protection and fidvoccacy agenciea under RA,. 95-602. ,Regardless of the.

existence of due process remuirements and statutes, advocacy for the

multihandicapped child translates into access to appropriate services - a righb

that is safeguarded foremost by the knowledge and awareness-of the service

delivery system.
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SPEC ISSUES.

THE DEFINITION F "APPROPRIATENESS",

r

, Stags:lards of Appropriateness". The federal statute'requires that each

child receive a free appropriate.pubaclysupported education. The ultimate

issue raised at.an appeal hearing is whether or not the school di,strict has

-propobed an appropriate IEp'for the.child. Some states which have enacted.

.speptal legislation in response to P.L. 94-142, or whose own special education

. initiatives antedated the passage of th# federal law, may invoke an additional
AN'
standard beyond the requirement of appropriateness, In Maaaachusetts, forrn

e

example, tha eounciated atandard is adequacy and,apRropriateness. Regardless

of such language,.'the 8tatute8,k4ased oa'the concept of normalization through

mhinstreiming, require that services be dplivered in the jeast restrictive

api.rdpriate placement.

Beyond this almost selfevident conclusion, it is
difficult to formulate an abstract standard of
appropriatehess that provides a convenient
measuring rod against which.to compare' the needs
of .widely divergent individUals. A helpful
standard must be one whichretognizes individual
learning capacity and determines the extent to
which that capacity will be developed. An ideal
system would,be designed,to athieve the maximum
development of the intellectual capacity Of every

A more practicable standard might be one
'which defined appropriateness in relation to the
actual level of educational services provided for
Most children within a given school system.
Under such a standard, an appropriate education
,for a'particular child would require services
aimed at developing the child's intellectual
capacity.to the samedegree that the.echool .

, eought.to develop the "normal" abilities of its
nonhandicepped students. (Battle v. Commonwealth'
F: 2d (3rd Cir. 1980), 49..U.S.L.W. 2105)

a,

.



To gauge the Appropriateness of an IEP, the following elements must be

Considered:

Wheyler the IEP was devised.in accordance with the procedures

set forth in the federal statute and regulations. . rerl

Whether the child's special. needs were correctly identHied and

based upon sufficient evaluation by the clinical team.

Whether the conclusions of the clinical evaluation team are
*a

based on the information contained in the assessments and

reports.

.Whether the IEP fipecifically reflects the needs identified by

the.clinical evaluation team.

,

Whether the school district is capable of implementing the IEP.

If the parents choose to propose a placement as an alternative to the IV,

the hearing officer must,examine the appropriateness of that placement. In

addition, the hearing officer will rely upon other indications of.appropriate-

ness according to the facts of the case. The examiner must determine.the'

weight,and credibility of all evidence presented. 411.

Most recently, the definition of "appropriateness" has been further

'clarified through court interpretation. Commentary concerning the ongoing caie

Board of Education vallowley is presented here to prov1de additional

interpretaeion concerning the responsibilities of the school 4istrict to

provide an "appropriate" and individualized education suited to the child's

individual and special needs.
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Report on Issues Affecting the Communicatively Impaired

(

GOVERNMENTAL

AMERICAN SPEECH-LANGUAGE-HEARING ASSOCIATION' 41.

VOL.3 NO.2
AUGUST, 1982

SUPREME COURT DENIES AMY A SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER'

The Supreme Court handed dolm its first decision defining the scope of PL
94=142 when, in'a 6-3 ruling, the Court said that the'jlendrick Hudson School
District in Peekskill, New York did not have to proWde a sign language
interpreter as'part of the education of 10-year old Amy Rowley,,a gifted child

who is profoundly hearing impaired.

A lower court had ruled that Amy was entitled to an interpreter under PL
94-142, even though she'had maintained an outstanding academic record without
assistance, because under the lawr each -child (should) be given an opportunity
to achieve his/her full potential commenaurate with the opportunity provided to

other children." This,ruling was affi!rmed on appeal.

The Contt's Analysis

Justice William Rehnquist's majority opinion, however, said Congress
intended for the 1975 law "more to open the door of public education to
handicapped children than to guarantee any particular level of education once

inside." Once inside the schoolhouse door," said Rehnquiat, "the law
generates no additional requirement that the services provided be sufficient to
maximize each child's potential commensurate with the opportunity provided
other children." All the school needs to show, said the Court, was that the
Individualized Education Program (IEP) was developed under procedures that are
"reasonably calculated io enable the child to receive educational benefits."
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"Thus," said the court, "if personalized instruction is being provided
with sufficient supportive services to permit the child to benefit from the
instruction, and the other itemsron the definitional checklist are satisfied,
the child is receiving a free and appropriate public education as defined by'
ihe Act:"

Pointing to the legislative history of PL 94-142, Rehnquist noted that the
statute was devoid of any language Which would set any sOstantive standard
describing the level of education to be accorded handicapped children.
"CertainIy,",said Rehnquist," the language of the statute contains no
xequirement like the one imposed by the lower courts - that states, maximize the
potential of handicapped children comnensurate with the opportunity provided to
other children."

Justice Rehnquist was joined in' his majority opinion by Chief Justice
Burger, and Justices Powell, Stevens, and O'Connor.

Justice Blackmun concurted with the majority opinion but stated that the
relevant question was not Whether the IEV was "reasonably calculated". to,

enable Amy to receive educational/benefits, but whether Amy's program viewed as
a Wholo offered her an opportunity to understand and.participate in the -

clasproom that was substantially equal to that given her nonhandicapped
classmates.

Justices White, Brennan, and Marshall dissented: They criticized the
malority's interpretation of the Act, stating, "because.Amy was provided with
sOte specialized instruction from which she obtained some benefit, and because
sh passed from grade to grade, she as receiving a meaningful and therefore
appropriate education. This falls far short of What the Act intended...it
would apparently-aatisfy the Court's standard...for a deaf child such as Amy to
be given a teacher with a loud voice, for she would benefit from that'eervice."
They added, "Amy Rowley, without a sign language interpreter, comprehends less

than half of What is said in the classroom less than half of What normal
children comprehend. This is hardly an equal opportunity to learn even if Amy -

4makes passing grades."

ASHA's Reaction

Morgan Downey, an-attorney and Director of Governmental Affairs for the
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, said that by adopting the lower
court definition of the ecope of PL 94-142, "the Supreme CotTt is saying that
Amy is entitled to the same opportunity as nonhandicapped childien to reach her
potential. This is within the Congressional intent of PL_94-142." Downey
maintained that the lower court ruling would not require hiring sign language
interpreters for all hearing impaired children, but that this case involved Amy
and only Amy. (See GAR, Vol. 3, No. 1, p. 57 for further background on the
Rowley case.)



SPECIAL ISSUES:

FEDERAL BUDGET CUtS

Education of the Handicappe0 P.L. 94-142

The Problii

Although major progress has been made in the last 8 years to provide an

educatidn to handicapped children and get them on the road to self-sufficiency,

no other Federal education program has received such harsh criticism from the

Reagan Administration as the Education for Alt Handicapped dhitdren Act, Public

paw 94-142. That is because P.L. 94-142 requires the Federal government to

actively protect the ecucation rights of handicapped children. The law

requires thaC as a condition for receipt of federal funds, participating states

must ensure every handicapped child 4 free, appropriate public education in the

most normal setting possible, with an educational program.individually devel-
.

oped with parental consent and participation. States are not required to par-

ticipate in this program, but all but New Mexico do: As a result, approxi-

mately 4 million children currently receive special education and related

sservices uncler the program.

P.L. 94-142 is "pro-family" because it promotes educating handicapped
49*

lildren in their own school districts and provides important opportunities for

parent involvement. It was enacted,by the Congress only after years of testi-

monyi that detailed the neglect and exclusion of handicapped children as a

result of local and state school policies. Before enactment of P.L. 94-142 in

1975, states and the District of Columbia had statutory exemptions in their

compulsory school attendance laws for chkldren who were physically, mentally,

or otionally handicappe'd or who "could not profit from an education." One

sta , Mississippi, had no compulsory attendance law at all. Congress found

that thore than one million handicapped children were'excluded from school

,? 6
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entirely, and that less than half of all children identified as handicapped

were receiving adequate and appropriate educational services.

In 1981, the General Accounting Office found that many local edupational

agencies still have not made a free appropriate public education available-to

all their handicapped children an-d probably will not do so until the'mid-

1980s. Insuificient local and state funds for special education were the most

frequent,reasons given for being out of compliance with P.L. 947142. Over half

of ap local educational agencies also indicated they were unhappy with the

technical assistance feceived from state education agencies.

The vast majority of state and local practices cited by the Administration

as probleam with the law arereally-knappropriate, .uncreative local bureau-
,

cratic responses not mandated by the federal law. Lack of-coordination among

tate agencies also contributes to local implementation problems. These are

tate problems demanding state and local solations. What is more, participa-

tion in P.L. 94-142, as with all federal grant-in-aid programs, is voluntary

for the states_

The Administration's Proposals

The Administration tried to repeal P.L. 94-142 in the.1981 ession of

Congress and_fold its funding.into a blodk grant. Widespread pressure from

parents of handicapped children and congressional resistance.prevented this
--7

effort.

Now, the Administration proposes a FY 1982 rescission that would cut 31

percent of P.L. 94-142's state grant funds for the 1982-83 school year, from

$969 million originally appropriated in FY 1982 to..$672 million. In addition,

for FY 1983 the-Administration proposes to block grant the program with,Pre--

school Incentive Grants and the Title I Program for Institutionalized Handi-

capped Children (P.L. 89-313). The combined funciing for these three programs

would also be,significantly reduced, from $1.1 billion in FY 1982 to $772

million in FY 1983.

The details of the block grant's substantive provisions have not yet been

made public. However, last year they included repeal of P.L. 94-142. Even if

the law is not technically repealed in this year's block grant, the Administra-

tion has already indicated its desire to amend it substantially.

0,-.! 7
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This is clear from the Department of Education's draft changes in the P.L.

94-142 regulations. These proposals curtail parental involvementlimit
1

services, retreat from integration, eliminate procedural safeguards, and make

it harder to hold state and local government accOuntable for the use of funds.

The regulation'proposals emphasize that the Department would like to cut back
. ,

Oven furthe'r, but is hampered by the existing statute.

The Administration has also proposed to consolidate ten special-purpose

progams into a single fund. Among the programs to be included are deaf-blind

centers, projects for the severely handicpped, early childhood projects, and ,

training for special education teachers. Funding would be cut by 16 percent

from FY 1982.

Last year, in response to the Reagan Administration's proposed block

grint, at least thirteen states began to repeal or substantially dilute their

laws en'suring handicapped children an adequate edticational oppor.tun'ity. In

addition, state education departments are changing policies in violation of

P.L. 94-142 in reliance on the new federal laissez-faire approach to enforce-

ment. For example, the Illinois Department .of Education has proposed to iti

Board that it cease integration of handicapped children.

et

Thus, the net result of the budget cuts and change in federal lawand

enforcement will be a return to the practices of the past: exclusion, segrega-

tion and warehouse programs fpr handicapped children.
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TRIM AND nips

FOR KOH IN THS 80'd

UAF HIDD WORKSHOP
Futuring Session

May 12-14, 1982

'INTRODUCTION

A. a part of HIDD grAnt activities conducted by the American Speech-

Language-Hearing Association, a National HIDD workshop was held on May 12-14,

1982 for invited represeneatives from-University Affiliated Facilities programs

funded by the Administration on Developmental Disabilities.- The group of 34

repr4sentatives from a variety of disciplines was randomly divided into three

"topic sections - Mental H alth, Communication, and Research -,to apply their

ofexperience and project uture trends and needs for the HIDD population in the

1980's. Three workshop faculty members, Kenneth Moses, Raymona Trybus, and

David Yoder,'were chosen for their content expertise to lummarize the results
.

.

of these" brainstorming" sessions to the full assembly of participants. The

script of each summary, along with listings of the specific pointsTrom each

individual group's efforts, are included in this section.

Mental Health

Kenneth Our group discovered something that I think is probably necessary

Moses to talk About in an open fashion which is that the very types of

things we chose to deal with, we were living. The concept we,

decided to tackle had to do with setting up structures for enhanc-'

ing.tental health and-for blocking "crazy, makers" in a system that

is dealing with trying to habilitate a child, and therefore the

family as-weil. WO tried to conceptualize and come up with ideas,

each person having a pet project, a petAssue, all.of which are

listed here. As we tried to do what we did, I would like to share

with you the process because *t has a great deal to do with the

conclusions we cane to and the type of summary that can be offered.
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We got angry. We.started to split apart. We didn't like the

assignnent. We became irritated and annoyed and frustrated and

realized that we had a circumstance that was a "crazy 'maker" in and

of itself --it was the same "crazy maker" that probably goes on in

a classroom,.that goes on fn ajehabilitation center, that goes on

in a hospital; that goes on wherever a person is trying to deal

with a topic with inadequate training, inadequate kime, inadequate

input, etc. The first said was, "You know What? That'S

.what its about." o set up a rcumstance -Where we.are.going to be

making reasonable recommendations for enchancfng mental bealih, the

first thing we have to say. is, "It'a.got to be done sensibly."

Sensibly we know about. What does that mean?

There are three basic things that everybody know! - research,

education, and t aini ig relevation, right?!. -We keep living

as though a is'a big relevation because we don't actually apply,

tho ncepts of understanding that first, you do research; then

you teach other people what yOu'have learned; and then you train

people how to AO it.' In What arena? Well, we looked and we came

up with( nice little paradigm that haa to be filled with research,

education, and training. (See Matrix on P. 5.) Thia'paradigm says

there "are three fundamental areas of enhancing mental health.

Number one is in the area of normal emotional development.

Conceptually, do people know What normal 'emotional development is?

Do they know how it is enhanced? Do they know hos:, to enhance it in

a regular rehabilitation program? To give examples - do you know

how to enhance autonomy? Doopd.0 -know how to enhance security? .Do

you know how to enhance a positive self image? Is it part of your.

program? Do you know if it's part of your program? How do you,

know? Is it evaluated? Is it talked -about? Is it examined?

The aeco;.area or primary concern is crisis management. We are

'all aware that having a handicapped child is a crisis to parents.

Some of us are aware that having a handicap becomes a crisis to the

child as the c d becomes older and aware of it. It is a crisis

lx-2:1031,
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to the community. It is Oftentimes a crisis for the professionals

Pwho encounter the handicap and cannot cure it the way y hoped

they mfght When they were in school. I. .there knowl ge of how to 6

manage crisis, not .by professionals in the mental health field but

by people Who are doing the habilitation in their natural, milieu?

Is it talked ibbutZ Is there a conceptual framework? Is there a

philosophy? Is it behaviorally enacted in policies on a day-to-day

basis.

The third rea is understanding thefliffectd of disability on

the attainment of mental bemith - is that even considered or talked

about? :There are a mumbei of levels of this concern. For

tnitance, how does a deaf &flint acquire the sense of security that

a hearing infant gets When mother calls from downstairs and says, '

"I'm coming." How do you compensate for it. Is it thought about?

Is it discussed? Is it part of a prograi? Again, the research,

education, and-training componenta have to go'in these three basic

areas - emotional development, crisis,management, and the effects

of diem ility ail in the service of mental hoslfh.

Four different popuilatlichs.
\
have to,b(adate?ssed. ObvieUsly the

child we don't have to dweft-lin that particularly; but secondly,

is the family. Are systems incorporated that are looking at the

family as a singular unit with the child? Is that an accepted

concept and is it manifest in your treatment programs?

Are the families automatically brought in? Are they offered

service automatically? Do theylgomehow need to qualify t

mentally ill in some fashion before you offer them servic

Looking at the commity - is the community involved in your

treatment ptogram? The community can be a "crazy maker': or a

mental health enhancer. Attitudes towards the disabled - their

ability to move into the'community and to move out - the ways of

dealing with community attitudes towards difSetences should be

,Part, it seems, of an agency's Or hospital.'s skills.. Therefore, :
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again, we go into thearena of research, educa;ttn nd training in

those areas.

Lastly, there are professional areas. I am talking about ;he

mental health of the professional - dealing with itresses; dealing

with the "burnout" isluer- dealing with the unique circumstances of

+laving to work With people Who are terribLy dependent upon you,

your services and your attitudes without having enough information

to do things the way you would went to; without having the funding

necessary; without having the support when stresses are put upon

you and the propensity then to take that out on the people you are

working with or, workinf for.

*We became aggravated-begause we were afraid we would make fools Of

ourselvea ip some fashionrbecause we couldn't stand in front of

you and say, "We have soile wonderful_innovative ideas that we have
.4-

,..cranked out 'that you can now tak e. and apply,er test or do research

on." Weohave a very non-innovative ides. I wonder whrit has not

,been used to this point in the area we have been assigned - mental

health - which is:very simple. We must focus on research,

' education, and training on this 3 x 4 structure. l'hat's What we

have come up with and basically 'say, if indeed we want to come up

with innovative programs out of a group like this and out of

meetings of this nature, we are going to have to structure it so

that we can get from each other the education, the researcb that's

there,.and then training to come up with innovativ;sideas.
.,
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Ob'ectivés:

TRENDS AND NEEDS IN MENTAL HEALTH

To jdentrfy epecific needs in the area of mental health for HIDD
children and theik parents.

To discuss innovative mental health considerations in the design of
assessment and/or comprehensive service programs. for HIDD children and
youth.

The session was organized to discuss trends (T) and needs (N) in the
climensions outlined in the following maitrix.

1 Child 'Family Community Professional

Emotional
Development . T

,

N.

.

Crisis
Management

, I

N

EfEeots of :
Disab4ity'

.

N'

T

Child7Oriented Needs:,

A consistent use of mental health COnsultants for residential scho ols

O The yse of mental health intevent ions as part of standaid treatment.

. o A leisu outlet.
'

o A need to stUdyithe overall effects 9f the disability and"the specific
effedta of the 4iiability op the child's emdtional,dtvelopment..

o Help the child in going through his/her bwn grievimg process.

Friends/options/dignity.

Advocacy.

I'

4
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Child-Oriented Trends:

o Use of mental health clinics as a partner in-assessMent.

Family-Oriented Needs:

o Retraining and a commitment of mental he'alth ptofessionadq to

accommodate the multiply handicapped.

o Training for extended family and sibtinge.

o Help for parents to recOgnize when a chilt1 is going thro4gh pericids of

crisis and hoW to help.

o The deVelopment of resOite care facilities.

o Advocacy for crisis intervention programming.,,

Parenting counseling for HIDD adults and adolescents.

o Crisis management for the child and the family of a child with

progressive illness/disability.
.f

FaMily-Oriented Trends:

o Support far in-home services, i.e. programs and services xo prevent

out-of-home placement.

Increased availability of genetic cou9seling to reduce the incidence of

conditions resulting in HIDD. I '1 V

Fathily-to-family suppOrt systems.

Community-Oriented Needs:

o To have a-qualifie4 clinician within

individuals amd families.

the agencies to work with

t

., ,.
.

o To hell, the commtinity to,recognize when a child is going through

pexiods of crisis and hOw ts:; help.

r r4a - r

To,develop communitY,awareness of the variety of disciplines that work

with the HIDD population i;c1 mental health facilities.

o Community intervention in'terms orattitudes ioward the handicapped.

4

I 0 5
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Community Trends:

o Riie of anxiety around group residences.

Professional Needs:

o TO have emotional development enhancement within the normal
habilttation environment.

o To have crisis management enhancement with child, lamily, community and
professionals.

o To give adequate training for mental health professionals in the type
of disability they are seeing and to recognize the Specific effects
which a particulsr-disability might have on Atte emotional
development of the child.

o Professionals who-are knowledgeable about,the real service network of
their geographical area.

o .More integrated training for hearing impaired and developmentally-
disabled groups.

o Professional training around issues. f public pressure, adjustment and
resolution.

o Incentives for professionals to becpme involved with the HIDD
population.. ,

o Training professionals to be consultants within-the communityl$1

Professional Trends:

o Rapid development of information.

6 Better'information sharing.

o More training and education in the area of normal ethotional
development and crises and the effects of disabilities oft these
processes.

Decreased funding'base decreases the cliance for sharing in some
respects. .

o The use of suppOrt groups for all four categoribs but emphadis on .the
use of support groups for professionals.

o Look at stress management programs.



Working in groups when working with familiet.

o Identifying the HIDD child much earlier has impact on mental health in

all areas.

o >Interdisciplinary training tO meet the needs of the hearing

impaired-developmentally disabled population.

o Decreased interest in clinicAl training for people who have to do with
the developmentally,disabled at the governmental levet.



Communication

David The firsi issue that our group was assigned had to do with

Yoder identifying and projecting trends in the development,'Imarketing and

accessibility df augmentative devices apd their impact op the HIDD

student. Before I discuss What it was we did, I would call

your attention' to the prophecy statement .which,was a concern Chu k

Tait brought up and one which I made mentibn of yesterday: wit

the glitter df devices and augmentative prostheses, we as

professiopals can get ourselves ihto the box of sqggesting that

this is going to "fix" all ot the communication problems of the

DD population. If that's our attitude, then it shouldn't
.

sur,1pr se us if parents are going to assume the same kind of

attitude. One of the things we did not spend time on but I would
,

certainly.underscore is that we need to jook further at the

efficiency-and the effectiveness of-the non-device systems that can

be used with the HIDD population. We need to continue to focus on

research relative to sign systems, formal ges".ure systems, and

combinations thereof. While our task was basically to focus on the

devices themselveé, only about 5% of this population to date can

kfectively use those kinds of Aevices.-

Our 'trends and needs can be categorized into a couple of areas:

firse,,research and information needs. We.need to look at the HIDD

population and differentiate disabilities within...that population

.and their function levels before we can begin to really develop and

efiectively market devices, especially simple devices that are

going to be useful for this pqpdlation. We need toiincrease the

research on the population'regarding the effectiveness of the

various symbol systems including the sign and gestdre systems that

are in use today. We also need to continue.the research on the

design of the devices and/or communication prostheses.'

1038
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Incidentally, I use the term "prosthesis" as a substitute for

device. I do that for this particular reason: third-party payers-

and sup6orter8 of the devices are more responsive to terminology

that more resembles that which dea"ls with medical as compared to

educatidnal techniques. We have been using thatoparticular term

and while-It does not.mean that 100% of the time we are going to be

successful in getting support for the device, we nevertheless use

it. We are getting away from the use of the term "communication

aid" because there are many places in this country Where an aide is

a person who facilitates lessona within's classroom situation.

The terminology does become important.

Research on the design of prostheses in terms of size and

portability becomes important - as does software compatibility with

the,systems that do exist and continued research to increase the

quality or intel/igibility of speech synthesis output. With this

kind of information we miga,t4be more effective in providing inputto

the the manufacturers and distributors of communication devices and

prostheses. I have found the developers,of communication

prostheses very intereated'in hearing from pfofessionals on new and

' 9 -' better ways to make systems more efficient.- If you have complaints.

and/or concerns, please make them, known manufacturers are quite.

receptive. With the advancement of computers and technology, the ,

available hardware on the market for other than communication,

< purp ses is going to allow those.of us wjIhin the profession

look ng at the needs of the. HIDD popuration to come up with better

fits for those things that already exist. Becaude these pieces of

equipment have been developed not for specific disability popula-
,

tions, but fot the general poPulation, the market is_much greater;

therefore they become a cheaper item. There were a couple of com-

ments made wfih the hope that commUnication devices will become

cheaper over,time. That is not too likely from the standpoint that

we are looking for systems.and devices for a small population.

While you and I may look upon it as a large population, the menu-,

facturer does not. It is not a market in which lots of people arb

being competitive.
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Other than developing devices and prostheses for communication

purposes, there is also the need for loOking at-various kinds of

equipment and programa to increase the desire on,the part ofthe

multiply handicapped person to interact and to become ecommunica-

tive. I am pleased to say that there is a lot of very interesting

work going on today in the'area of electronics on environmental

manipulation which, either through vocal and voice operated relays

or other sorts of'switching devices, allow people to move on the

,environment and thus create desires for interaction. There is also

the continued need for the professions collectively Ns seek more

independence from the medical profession in making recommendations

for communication devices outside of the prescription by the

physician. '

In terms of training and models, the task that was given to us was

to identify and project needs for professional training and models

for meeting those needs in the next 3 to 5 years. Wadiscussed

this in two senses: 1) What can we do in terms of inservice

training. There is a tremendous need for those of us within the

profession to, in dome sense, get caught up with the state-of-

the-art relative to communication needs as well as-to special needs

of the hearing impaired DD individual. If there was concerned

voiced and a very real and important one, it is that speech and

language pathologists are persons Who are going'to be very much

involved in heading up teama for evaluation, assessment and program

implementation, and as such, speech-language pathologists need

greater familiarity with the special needs,of the hearing im-

paired. By the same token, those trained 1m teaching hearing

,impaired persons need increased knowledge of language/communication

areas.
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Secondly, we discussed preservice training from the standpoint of

interdilcipltnary or, as I would like to look at it,.a cross-disci-
%
plinary approach. lie type of problems that we are working with

are not those that cambe dealt with am efficiently by any single

profession as they can by multiple professions. This means that

courses and seminars should be taught cross-disciplinarily with

cross disciplinary attenaance and:interaction encouraged.

Regarding a curriculum, we discussed some basic notions here and I

might add that the Ad Hoc Committee on Nonspeaking within the

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association has established a

wPrking committee that has been developing a suggested curriculum

for training programs. This is an interdisciplinary curriculum

that has been put together as a suggested guideline. Copies of the

draft are'available from the Director of Speech-Language Pathology

at the ASHA National Office.

45'

Some of the highlights of our tuturtng dealt with the notions that:

we need information in basic electronics and computer programming

if we are going to be dealing with devices and computers; we need

to have much more training and hands-on experience with the HIDD

population and other special populations; we need to have hands-on

experience with the different types of communication devices/

prostheses which are-available; we need direct experience with the

special assessment needs of this particular population, with the

available facilitative techniques, and with different kinds of

symbol systems; and we need to look at communication effectiveness

beyond just the fitting of the devices themselves to What these

mean to the significant others - families and the community.

OIL
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TRENDS AND NEEDS IN COMMUNICATION

Ob ectives:

o To identify and project trench:: in the development, 'marketing and
accessibility of augmentative devices, and their impact on HIDD
students.

o To identify and project needs for pr6fe88ionfil training and models for
meeting those needs in the next 3-5 years.

Trends:

o May want to separate out different disabilities (categories) within
the HIDD population before the development'and marketing of devices can
be done, e.g., visually impairment, motor impairment.

o Contiunued advances in quality and flexibility of speech synthesis
devices are likely.

o These devices will probably become less expensive and used more
extensively in clinics and schools.

o The devices will be use by- the HIDD population for sending and receving
messaies and for learning expressive and receptive language.

o The'devices will be used by the HIDD population for sending and
receiving messarges and for learning expressive and receptive lapguage.

o There will be a trend for more service delivery professionals to Impact
more strongly on the planning of technology.

o Reimbursement issues including physician authorization will need to be
worked out.

o Cqnsidering the small size of the population benefiting from specific
symbol design, software delivery cost-effectiveness must be determined.
Manufacturers are interested in simple devices because of limited
demand.

o Equipment will take's word and develop a full thought to facilftate
poor language on the pert Of the profoundly HIDD. This is being worked
on now.

o To make input as simple as'possible and output useful to a maximum
number of people or receivers.

o An increase in research on this population will promote meaningful
advances in programs.
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o As technology improves it Should be possible tO develop a dual mode
personal computer Which can be used to both receive and transmit verbal

'

information.

o Medical, educaeional and other specialists will come to see the need
for establishment of at least a basic communication system as a primary
need and right of the severe/multihandicapped individual especially
'HIDD and will insttute the practice of immediate referral to in
established program.

o "Thre size and portability of the devices
for the development of simple device(s)
comPatibility; there arepcurrently many

-incompatible software Systems.

o As cost js teduced an demapd increased
purchase these devices.

will improve. There (t1 hope
with cross-system sofzware
companies with many

, Schools may be obligated to

o Designing prokrams and equipment that will help the profoundly
handicapped to,uant to communicate.

A
o Options in'delivery will need to be explored and workable delivery

systems established.

Conderto.

The population is so small that 'Available devices would probably never
meet the personal needs of each child.

Prophecy:

'Many professionalswill continue to falsely believe that the solution
to communication problems of HIDD individuals wil) be found in some new
instrument or device.

Training and Models:

o More basic training and technical expertise with computers;, not with
the notion that we will become computer programmers but with the goal
of understanding computeT programs and their capabilities. Need' ,

expeKtise in "fixing it"'or.trouble shooting these fhstruments.

o Methodology/hrainstormlng sessions and hands-on workshops with HIDD
childten And adults (preservice and inservice) rather than ledture.

o There will be a ;meg for advanced training for matching the needs of
the client with availIable technology. .

(),Li
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o A core group s4ch as the participants'at this UAF conference must
becbme dipseminators of-information regarding the neea for looking to
augmentative systems of communicationv.they muli. be ."sa/esmere! or .

"advocates" of the importance ofothe use of and eonseguently.training
.

in these systema. :

4.

o Professionals must be increhaingly skilled in long-range reiedial
planning in addition toethe short-term Iessoa planning we are more uied
to. .

-

o Fröfessionalerneed to have a working knowledge of various aspects of.
HIDD populations beyond thq.r own disciplinary bailiwick.

Concern

Teachers of the hearllig impaired have a limited knowledge of language.
Speech-language'pathologiat's knowledge of hearing impairmelt,
cognition,,etc. is limited.

o- Tremendous expansion in the training.and preparation of special
educators and other treatckent professionals in the 'use of devices is
necessary.

o Advanced training with inputk,fron occupational therapy and physical
therapy vitt) regard to the phys4cal capabilities of handicapped
individuals.

o The training objective will be to teach these professionals to use the
dpvices, chodae appropriate deviees for the HIDD,individuals and to
Aevelop software.

o Regional conaortiums,will be central to the training of professionals
and their resources will need to be effectively networked for optimum
service.

o Training needs should include exposure of non-profeasionals to such
devices- so clients will have a chance to partake in more' reciprocal
interactions. Public education leads to greater acceptanee.

o Training professionals in methods and strategies to get kids into good
programs as early as possible without incurring exceesively costly
procedures.

o Training institutions, i.e. universities, must be informed that
personnel trained in the use of devices are needed ins the employment
force.

Need a cross-disciplinary course for occupational therapy, physical
therapy, psychology, speech-language pathology, audiology, spedial
education, etc.

lIx-Is 041
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SI

Unlike our friends in the mental health voup, we didn't have any'

problems with the task. 'We know that .our stock-in-trade in

research is. internal chaos and so we have no illusions Ihat the

outsidework could 11:* any different. We have just five things to

tell you:

1

1. Wt integrated the needs and the trends (and you will see,

'that in the things that I have -to say). The first point

really is that, although for reporting we need,to summarize,

our basic message is that the summary is not idportant but the

specifics included in the summary lire !lie key. The specifics

are listed at the epd of this summary. '.Our first substantive,

point is that e need research on the definition, identifica-

tion, natUre and the extent of the IIIDD population, and that

inh1l&es a ,variety of specifics; for example, the development"

of data bases of various kinds, setting up local high risk

registries, doipg public 'information as a way of encouraging

child find, and so forth. All of,that is include& within.that

broad caregory of the nature, definition and extent of the

HIDD population,

<

2. Next, our group generat d a'cluster of concerms related to .

research on improving the echniques for aasessment:.

screening, earl entification, diagnostic apd assessment

technique determining that,a child is appropriately

called a HIDD.

3. We'felt a need for research on some mad stratOgies for

working mith BIM individuals; with parents,.with the'

siblings; all together, that equals the family. What happens

after identification and screening in the form bf some kind of

programming or intervention, is our third point.

j,
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4. The first three identified research areas are reallY

more in the area of.needs. T he fourth point, we
b
have made is

that in looking at 'the first three, we see a dysrachrony

between 'bat we see as the needs and trends. Of the trends,

the first thing that tae are all worried about is an apparent

reduction of the availability of funds, the dispersion of

such funds, and increasing 14ficulty in getting the support

that we need for research. And so, although we see the need

to increase some things, we see decreasing funding.support

for that. 5

.
%

5. Finally, one
\
rend that rwe see that isiprobably a

,

positive one in our view; 'that is, a current trend to fdcus
,

on older people; post-school, first of ail., and then aging

HIM) people. One member of the group said something like
. ..

"demography is destiny", meaning that as our population

grow up and we all become older, the needs and the voting

power of that population will determine a lot for the

future, so we can assume - as a trend - ehat we will see

more emphasis'on the needs of older HIDD people.

01,
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tRENDS AND NEEQS rN.RESEA1C11

Ob ectives:

o TO id ntify and prioritize trends and needs for research with the HIDD'
population for'the 80's.

Trends:

o An increase in medical and perceptual screening for the neWborn.

o Reduction in moneys available to evaluate the new technologies that
could be used with.the population.

o Trensfeeof research funding to the a ates and private sector vs.

ofederal coordination.

o Reduction of funds will prevent research into developing new
comuiunicative technology as well as curriculum and materials tor this

yopulation.
S.

o Increasedinterest in the adult and aging HIDDipopulation.

o Struggle between-established 4esearch programa to ken What they have

V9. federal adminiStration emphasis on comRetition in the research

area.

o Interagency and international networking and collaboration.,

6 AccAssing informatioil from UAFs by preservice training prOgrams.
0 11

eb'

o "I'mproved putillc awareness through media campaigns.

o Combining of current resources to ecAomize efforts- in research and

service delivery.

o There is indifference to thf needs of post-academic individuals!, need

increased attention to the maintenance and facilitation of language and

skill usage in the community.

o Federal and state mandating (without sufficient input from
professionals) of diagnostic add rehabilitation service for the

population. .

Needs

o Behavioral and educational technology approaches to OUbject matter
areas.

o Further ability to dafferentiate central ltimmilege processing abilities
and disabilities above those related to heering impairment.aire.

'04) Objedtive investigation into different methods of teaching language end
. .

reading.
047.
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o Strategies for working effeCtively with parents in diagnostic,
treatment, follow-up. 4,

To develop parent programs for coping and dealing with HIDD children
and teens.

o Information regarding What happens to -HIDD population after school:
number of jobs, What kinds of jobs, number successful, What happens to
the rest of the population?

.o To study attitudes of the deaf community regarding the developmentally '9

disabled.

o To explore the liMits of computer techology for use with HIDD people
'and service providers.

o Further research regarding most effective methods for training parents
and paraprofessionals to provide services to this population.

o Further research regarding screening tec4niques for moderate and severe
hearing losses_as early as possible.

o Better procedures foreprevention, identification and early
intervention.

s

o development of community-based high risk register and child find
programs to identify the HIDD population.

o Need a lot of information on where the present HIDD population receives
their education and the outcomes and results.

o Training of personnel to teach the HIDD population.

'11D To4 research and'develop new techniques and strategies that include
language communication systems, curriculum and curricular materials
specifically for HIDD.

o To study interaction of HIDD individuals with their siblings.

To get a working definition of what is an HIDD child for the general'
population.

o To.-derEftine best ways to use recent technological advances to improve
the standard of communication abilities of HIDD.

o _Need a data base on how interventions should differ according to the
unique characteristics of the HIDD child.

jt()4.16
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o Develop a consensus On the proper balance of research addressed to
m

prevention, restoration and accommodation.

o Genetic engineering and cell biology.

o To explore and investigate the feasibility of new screening and DX,
procedures to meet the,needs of HIDD individuals.

o Investigation into community attitudes toward HIDD population regarding
mainstreaging for education vocation and residence.

o Sec ring sufficient funds.

o loitation of math success found in deaf students.

o better communication link between UAF's for research purposes.-

TO set up network among UAFs and other agencies to eollect data and
plan for future needs.

o Further investigation into definition, nature and'extent of the NIDD

population.

a

4
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